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Canadian Transportation

By G. W. Stephens

TRANSPORTATION has been defin-

ed as the "keys with which wise
statesmen open the doors of na-

tional prosperity." There can be no sub-
ject, therefore, which should engage the

attention of the Canadian people equal

in importance to that of lessening the

cost of transporting the products of the

Western plains to tide water and the
Eastern manufactured products to the

homes of the Western consumer. It is

equally true that upon the efficiency of

our country's transportation facilities de-

pends the future integrity of our Dom-
inion, the comfort, wealth and power of

our people.

Canadian transportation began when
Jacques Cartier turned the prow of his

little bark into the St. Lawrence and
christened it after the saint of that name
upon whose birthday he entered its wa-
ters, and the pages of its early history

are filled with the heroic struggle of

brave men who had the courage of their

convictions and carried the visions of

their imagination to a practical con-

clusion. The names of Cunard, Howe.
Young and Allan are mile-stones along
the pathway of its early development, in

the same big way as Mount Stephen, Van
Home, Shaughnessy, Hays, Mackenzie
and Mann are to-day in its later expan-
sion. By the imaginative genius of such
men and their pertinacity the outermost
corners of our Dominion are made ac-

cessible, and the farthest off inhabitant

of the plains becomes the neighbor of
him who lives within the sound of the
ocean.

Before considering the actual condi-
tions surrounding this problem to-day
let me ask you to look at the primitive
starting point from which these same
conditions have been evolved. For that

purpose let us compare for a moment
the position occupied by Canada at the
opening of the 20th century with that

of our great neighbor at the opening of

the 19th.

In the year 1800 the population of the
United States amounted to 5,300,000
people, grouped together as a fringe

along the shores of the Atlantic Ocean

;

behind them to the westward an undis-

covered waste of wilderness and plain,

not a single mile of railroad, not a single

mile of canal development, no roads to

speak of, no wealth, but the indomitable

courage, perseverance and faith of her

people ; and upon this courage and con-

fidence has been built up in 100 years a

nation numbering 90,000,000 people, pos-

sessing 217,000 miles of railroad, and a

country extending from the Atlantic to

the Pacific.

The cause of such wonderful progress

must be sought in the early, wise and
persistent development of her means of

communication and transport. And while

the 19th century yielded to the United

States a marvelous growth in her in-

terior transportation facilities, it is in-
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teresting to note that in i860 she carried

66 per cent, of her export and import
trade in her own ships, in 1906 she only
carried 12 per cent.

Sir Hugh Allan

The Founder of the Greal Steamship Line Whirl,
Bears His Name.

Canada, on the other hand, starts the
20th century with 6,000,000 people, not
huddled together on her Atlantic Sea-
board, but stretching a continuous line

of prosperous provinces from sea to sea;

her continent spanned by the steel rib-

bons of three great railway systems
;
her

natural waterways linked together by a

canal system which has no rival ; an an
nual trade developraenl of $645,000,000;
$680,000,000 of the people's savings in

ill' bank, and is doing a business with
6,000,000 people at the beginning of the
20th century that was not equaled by
our great neighbor to the south of us
until her population had reached the fig-

ure of 26,000,000.

Added to all this, Canada, as the oc-

cupant of the northern half of this con-
tinent, possesses tin- shortesl water
route between the continents of Kurope
and America and America and Vsia,

18

thereby inheriting a natural strategic

position which, if supplemented by ener-

getic measures of transportation develop-
ment within, will place her in an unas-
sailable position for the command of a

large portion of the international trade

between the Mother Country and the

East.

This means a business connection with
a market containing 450,000,000 people
in China alone, 300,000.000 in India and
40,000,000 more in Japan. If we can be-

come the carriers for a portion of this

great international trade, if we can offer

transportation inducements for the cap-

ture of our share of this business, then

every ton of through freight handled
over Canadian rails and by Canadian
waterways will reduce the cost of trans-

porting the grain products of the West
and the rrfanufactured products of the

East, and will bring into closer touch
the growing population of this country
in all its parts.

In this connection one must not for-

get that from the little sea-girt islands

in the North Sea, which we call the

Motherland, over 3,000 miles of the Atlan-
tic, across this Canada of ours, over 3

-

Samuel Cunard

>( the Founders of the Cunard Steamship Line
in 1840. He was • resident of Main

000 miles more, and again for 0,000 miles

over the peaceful waters <.f the Pacific,

the thin red line of transportation plough-
ing the waters of two oceans, traversing

the fertile plains of a continent, over
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this continuous and shortest trade route continent, one finds three natural outlet

float the folds of our country's flag. The channels for the trade of the great

0-reatness of our Motherland is. founded Northwest, the Mississippi River, the St.

on her command of the water-borne trade Lawrence River and the Hudson Bay.

George W. Stephens

Chairman of the Montreal Harbor Board.

of the world. If Canada is to become
likewise great she, too, must not neglect

the development of her transportation.

Taking a map of the North American

The Mississippi is navigable from the

Falls of St. Anthony to the Gulf of Mexi-

co for more than 2,000 miles. The great

chain of lakes connecting the Gulf and
19
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River of St. Lawrence give a continuous
navigation of 2,500 miles to the heart
of a great continent. Hudson Bay will

be one day tapped, and for a portion of

the year at least afford auxiliary means
of transport for grain cargoes out of the
West. Of these three natural means of

exit, the Dominion of Canada controls
two, and by supplementing her natural
inheritance by the building of the Geor-
gian Bay canal she will place herself in

the proud possession of a water route
that will not onlv induce the trade of

Hon. John Young

One of the I 1 1 1 1 1 1
'1

. 1 1 uul.'ti 1 ( ••
1 . 1 •..

her own great West to follow its course,

but will attract to it a very large por-

tion of the trade of the Western States.

The question of Canadian transporta-
tion has been divided as follows by the
Transportation Commi ion, whose valu-

able report oughl t<» be made known to

every Canadian interested in the coun-
try's progress:

1 From place of producl \<>n to < !an

adian sea ports.

2. From place of production to West-
ern ports of Lake Superior.

20

3. From Western ports of Lake Su-
perior to Canadian sea ports.

4. From Canadian sea ports to Europe,
and the reverse in each case.

All this of necessity involves the con-

sideration of storage requirements of

lake, river and ocean ports.

The harbor facilities of inland lakes,

rivers and ocean terminals.

The conditions with regard to the

navigation of the St. Lawrence route

and the provision of a well-equipped ter-

minal for use during the winter months
when Montreal has no direct water ac-

cess to the sea.

This question further involves the

consideration of the forces operating
against an all-Canadian transportation

plan

:

1. Competition by U.S. Railways.
2. Competition by U.S. vessels from

Lake Superior ports.

3. Diversion of Canadian product
through the Eastern outlets of Boston,
Portland, etc.

The subject is too vast to here con
sider in its entirety. An idea of its im-
portance may, however, be realized if

we study briefly transportation as it af-

fects grain.

Of what, therefore, does this grain

trade consist?

What are its possibilities of growth?
What ecpiipment do we Canadians pos-

sess to handle it?

When we speak of the grain areas of

Western Canada we mean

—

Acres.
.Manitoba, containing 27,000,000
Saskatchewan, containing . . . 52,000,000
Assiniboia, containing 50,000,000
Alberta, containing 42,000,000
"i a total area suitable for cultivation of

wheat of 171,000,000 acres.

Should only one quarter of this area
be put under cultivation at the average
yield of the pasl three years, this would
give Koo,ooo,ooo bushels.

Out of the 171,000,000 acres, in the
year 1900 only two and a half million
acres were under cultivation.

In [906 this had grown to six millions.
In the year 1900 the yield was thirty-

tin cc and a half millions.

In 1900 the yield was one hundred mil-
lions.
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This grain was taken care of in 1900
in 533 elevators distributed at convenient
points west of Lake Superior, with a

combined capacity of 18,000,000 bushels.

In 1906 the number had increased to

1,200 elevators with a capacity of 50,-

000,000 bushels.

The railway mileage from the base of

the Rocky Mountains to the Red River,

covering this wheat area, was

:

Now as the whole of this grain, which
is shipped eastward, is tributary to the
Canadian Pacific, the Canadian Northern,
Grand Trunk and G. T. Pacific Railways,
carried to Port Arthur and Fort William,
from thence to the sea, it is of the most
vital import that a continuity of effi-

cient transportation facilities shall pre-
vail from the West to the sea on Can-
adian soil.

L. E. Geoffrion

A Member of the Montreal Harbor Board.

In 1901 3,369
In 1905 5,620

The wheat acreage increased in five

years from two and a half to six million

acres.

The wheat grown from thirty-three

and a half to one hundred million bushels
and the mileage from 3,300 to 5,600
miles.

From Winnipeg to the commencement
of water transportation at Port Arthur
and Fort William is 427 miles. The two
existing railways will be double-tracked
and the Grand Trunk Pacific will add an-
other available route, and yet with a con-
tinuous growth of population and a con-
tinuous building of railways it seems
hardly possible to build fast enough. It

21
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is a race between the ingenuity of man
and the fertility of the soil.

On arrival at Port Arthur and Fort

William the grain is stored in huge ele-

vators which now have a capacity of

twenty millions.

The corresponding lake ports on the

United States side are Duluth, Superior

and Chicago, upon whose harbors the

United States Government have spent

already ten millions.

As an example of the colossal growth

of Lake Superior tonnage, the value of

craft in this trade in 1887 amounted to

two millions, while in 1904 it amounted
to seventy millions.

When the grain is elevated at the

western end of Lake Superior it awaits

shipment by boat from there to the

Georgian Bay ports of Depot Harbor, Vic-

toria, Midland, Port Colborne, Buffalo

or Oswego, where it is again discharged

into huge elevators and then shipped to

the sea bv rail or boats as the case may
be.

Canadian transhipping points east of

the Great Lakes are:

Cleveland 2
Detroit 2

Total 32 1-2

*Building.

From the Georgian Bay ports west-
ward three railways run to the sea, and
already 160 out of the 190 miles of the
Trent Valley Canal system are com-
pleted, joining the Georgian Bay with
Lake Ontario.

This gives to Canada the following
choice of routes from Fort William to the

sea, within her own territory.

1. The all-water route, via the Great
Lakes, Welland Canal and the St. Law-
rence River to Montreal.

2. All-water route, via Georgian Bav,
Trent Valley and the St. Lawrence River
to the sea.

3. Water and rail, via the Georgian
Bay ports, Grand Trunk and Canadian
Pacific Railways to Montreal.
A comparison between the chief water

route from the Great Lakes to New York
with the Canadian water route from the

Great Lakes to Montreal furnishes in-

teresting matter for consideration.

A merican Water
Route.

Buffalo, Erie
Canal, Albany,
Hudson River to

New York.

Canadian Water
Route.

Port Colborne,
Welland Canal,
Lake Ontario to

Montreal.

In favor of the
Canadian Water

Route.

Distance
Number miles of canal
Number miles of dear river

navigation
Extreme draft

Cargo capacity
Time consumed
Total hours, navigation season
Possible trips per carrying unit

Possible bush, capacity per
carrying unit per season.

430 miles.
306 "

124 "
6 feet

8,000 bushels.
86 hours.

5,040 hours.
27 trips.

216,000 bushels.

320 miles.
64 "

256 "
14 feet.

80,000 bushels.
46 hours.

5,040 hours.
48 trips.

110 miles shorter,
242 miles less.

132 miles more.
8 feet more.

72,000 bush, more
40 hours less.

2 I trips more.

3,760,000 bushels. 3,544,000 bushels

El< at »r rapacity.

Millions.

Midland 4
Depot Harbor i 1-2

* Victoria I [arbor \

Port Colborne- 2

Kingston and Prescott 2

Total 13 i-2

The U.S. ports
Million,.

Buffalo 22

Oswego 1

Toledo 5 I-2

The advantages of the Canadian water
route over the American water route may
be stated to be as follows

:

1. That the St. Lawrence water route

from the Great Lakes to Montreal is

shorter than the American water route

from the Great Lakes to New York by
1 10 milt

2. That the number of miles of slow
speed canal navigation by way of the
Canadian route as compared with the
American route is less by 242 miles.

3. That the Canadian water route
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furnishes more draft than the American
by 8 feet.

4. That a boat using the Canadian

water route can carry in cargo more than

a boat using the American water route,

each trip, 72,000 bushels.

5. That the time consumed each trip

by the Canadian route is less than that

by the American route by 40 hours.

6. That the length of open navigation

is identical in both cases. .

7. That it takes a tow of ten boats on
the American route to carry what may
be carried by the Canadian route in one.

8. That one boat by the Canadian
water route can carry more bushels of

grain per season than can be carried by
one on the American route by 3,544,000
bushels.

Yet notwithstanding these overwhelm-
ing advantages in favor of the Canadian
route, the American railways carry

through Buffalo the business that ought
to go through the' Canadian canals, and
they are able to; do this only because no
adequate terminal facilities have been
supplied in Canada to take care of this

business. When these facilities are pro-

vided Canada will control the grain ex-

port business of North America.
The railways, however, from Buffalo

to New York and Boston have so de-

veloped their carrying capacity and so

reduced periodically their freight rates

as to practically kill the Erie Canal as

the carrying medium of export grain. It

therefore becomes a question at the pres-

ent moment for the Canadian water route
•to join hands with Canadian railways to

bring this business into its natural chan-
nel.

Taxpayers of the State of New York
have decided to spend Si 10,000,000 to

enlarge the Erie Canal to a depth of 12

feet. By so doing they propose to re-

duce the cost of carrying a bushel of

wheat from Buffalo to New York to

three-fourths of a cent. This would re-

quire the railways to reduce their price

for the rail haul from Buffalo to New
York from four cents to three-fourths
of a cent, which is not thought a pos-
sibility by transportation authorities.

But the point I desire to make in con-
nection with these figures is this. If our
American competitors deem it worth

while to spend $110,000,000 to get a
waterway of 12 feet deep from Buffalo
to the Hudson River, is it not about time
that Canadians awakened to the fact that
without the expenditure of another dol-
lar on canals the}- are the owners to-dav
of a through water route of 14 feet
draught, and could, if thev supply the
terminals and the carrying power, be in
an even better competitive position than
the United States will be after it has
spent the proposed $110,000,000 on its

Erie Canal.

1. Investigation into the comparative cost

C. C. Ballantyne

A Member of tin- Montreal Barbor Board.

of carrying a ton of freight a mile by rail

and by water by the highest authorities

gives the following result

:

A 6,500 gross ton freighter, costing

$280,000 on a 1,000-mile trip, will carry
her maximum cargo at a cost not exceed-
ing 0.6 of a cent per ton per mile. This
is less than 1-10 of the average freight

rate per ton per mile that is earned by
the railways on this continent. The
cheapness of the carrying power of water
as compared with rail will be made more
clear by the fact that in large freight

vessels the consumption of coal is five
23
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pounds per ioo ton miles of freight car-

ried, whereas the consumption of coal

on railways is 19 pounds per 100 ton

miles.

The problem of cheapening the cost

of handling the nation's business leads

the student of transportation into figures

the magnitude of which becomes almost

staggering. The Canadian railways at

the present moment are handling annual-

ly 58,000,000 tons of freight and 28,000,-

000 passengers. If you can reduce the

cost two cents per ton you make a saving

of $1,160,000 in the transportation

charges on your business.

It is a curious fact, vouched for by a

high railway authority, that the aver-

age daily work of a freight car in Can-
ada to-day ranges between 29 and 33
miles, just a little over a mile an hour.

This presents a very interesting phase

of the transportation question, and shows
that the railways obtain but a very small

proportion of the efficiency out of the

cars at their disposal. What is the use

of perfecting roadbeds, reducing grades,

laying 80-pound rails, building huge
Mogul engines, and strengthening

bridges in order to increase the length

of trains, if inadequate facilities are pro-

vided at the terminals for the quick de-

spatch of cars differently routed to their

proper destination?

And here is where the problem of

cheapening transportation is to be solved

by the development on broad and com-
prehensive lines of our sea ports at which
our rail and water ways converge. In

this connection I may be pardoned for

ring to a national development with
which I have been personally associated

for the past year, during which time it

has been my privilege to stand at the

gateway of Canada's commerce and
li the ebb and flow of that great

of trade which leaves our shores
in the shape of exports and the immense

oes for distribution throughout this

ntry. There is at the present mo-
ment going on in the Port of Montreal
a development to take care of the import
and the export trade of Canada,
which is being put $4,500,000, and she is

getting for that expenditure 14 <><

berths and 14 double deck steel con<

freight sheds, with a storage area ot

1,500,000 square feet, and a working ca-

pacity of 150,000 tons of freight per week.
It becomes a question therefore of con-

siderable moment whether this expendi-

ture is a wise one, and whether when
completed the Canadian people will pos-

sess in their national port facilities an
accommodation that will enable them to

hold their own with the rival ports of

this continent. Looking around for a

comparison, we find that New York is

paying $29,000,000 in the year of 1907
for an improvement scheme almost iden-

tical with our own. For that $29,000,000

New York builds eight piers and places

upon them eight double-deck steel con-

crete sheds, having an area of 120,000

square feet less than those now being
erected in Montreal. Montreal's develop-

ment will place alongside of every shed
two railway tracks, whereas the

New York development is inaccessible

to railways, and cars have to be
lightered on barges into the ship and
vice versa. This means that Canada is

getting a port development for four and
a half millions that New York has got

to spend twenty-nine millions to obtain,

and by having the additional advantage
of direct inter-communication between
the railways, sheds and ships it has been
possible during the past season to effect

a very considerable saving in the hand-
ling charges of freight through the Port
of Montreal.
There have been handled by the Traffic

Department of the Harbor Commission
during the last season 1,500,000 tons of

freight, carried in 75,000 cars, 400,000 tons
of this freight were handled direct be-

tween the car, shed and ships, or vice

versa. On this 400,000 tons of freight

there has been an estimated saving of

50 per cent, or $80,000 in the handling
charges alone. In other words, this means
that the Port of Montreal has been able

during the past season to handle

400,000 tons of freight for' what
it used to cost to handle 200,-

000 tons; and as almost the whole of

this saving has been effected on through
freighl destined to all parts of Canada and
all parts of the world, it is a matter of

gratification that in the near future Can-
adian^ may possess ihe cheanest, short-

est and safest trade avenue on this con-
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tinent. The true national significance of

the Port of Montreal and the interest

that every Canadian citizen should have in

its expansion and development is evi-

bor development upon this continent un-
der like conditions.

This possession enormously increases
the value of the Port of Montreal as a

A View of the Completed King Edward Pier, Montreal.

denced by the following phase of the
annual business.

Canadians possess the only clear water
route from the Great Lakes to the sea
on this continent which permits vessels
drawing 14 feet to carry their cargoes to

and from the Port of Montreal. Every
railroad has direct communication with
the water front of this port, which is

owned and controlled by the people, not

natural asset, and with proper terminal
development and proper use of the water-
ways already in existence the Port of

Montreal will afford

:

To the growers of grain in the great
Xorthwest,
To the fruit and farm products of the

Provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
To the lumber interests of British Col-

umbia and Xew Brunswick.

A View of the Completed Alexandra Pier, Montreal.

a foot of the fore shore of the Harbor of

Montreal in its entire extent of ten miles
of frontage be:ng privately owned, thus
making possible the only economic har-

To the coal and iron interests of Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton,

To the importing and exporting mer-
chants of the entire country,

25
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To the farmers producing cheese and
butter,

In short, to every Canadian citizen do-

ing business throughout the country the

cheapest, safest and quicket delivery and
receiving point on this continent.

The Port of Montreal takes care of the

imports of the iron manufacturer, now
amounting to ten and a quarter millions

a year.

Of the woollen manufacturer, who im-

ports upwards of seven millions a year.

Of the sugar merchants, importing six

millions a year.

Of the cotton manufacturers, importing

three and a half.

Of the users of flax, hemp and jute,

who import one and a quarter million.

Of the grain plains of the Great West,

tion on this continent meets the deepest

artificial waterway, connecting it with

2,500 miles of water navigation into the

heart of this great continent. For that

reason during seven months in the yes r

the cheapest, safest and quickest trade

route for the large export and import

business of this country ought naturally

to gravitate toward Montreal, and it is

a national duty that the Port of Montreal

should be developed on broad and com-
prehensive national principles. The plan

of this development on such a compre-
hensive scale should be given the best

expert attention in all its details that

money, time and experience can afford.

In thus laying out a definite and com-
plete plan covering development work for

the next 25 years and carrying it on in

A View of the Completed Jacques Cartier Pier, Montreal.

the grazing lands of < Ontario and Quebec,
which exported through the Port of Mon-
treal in 1906, forty million dollars worth
of animals and their products.

Cheese and butter coming from Quebec
and Ontario, eighteen millions more.

Manufactured goods for South Africa,

Australia and the West Indies, four mil-

lions more.
The forest, fish< ries and mines, seven

millions more.
And so it becomes truly of broad na-

tional interest to all Canadians no mat-
ter what be their occupation, er where
they may liv, thai somewhere in Cart

ada there should be proper terminal fa-

cilities to handle Canadian busini

Montreal happens to be al the point

where the farthesl inland ocean naviga-

-n 1 ions, when the whole is complete

there will be harmony in all its parts and
a development that will enable Canadian-

to handle their own business efficiently

and economically, and compete for the

business of the Western States on a basis

that will produce satisfactory results.

Alongside of the transportation ques-

tion and inseparable from it is the ques-

tion of the growth of our population. The
dnam of too millions of people in this

country is not so far off as might be sup-

po ed at first sight.

Last year's crop of newcomers from
all -unr.. ...n reliable authority, amount-
ed to 400,000 people. \d<l 100,000 as the

natural increase to our own population

and yon have an annual increase in 1907
of half a million people. If this yearly
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increase is not exceeded and we go on
increasing at the rate of half a million

a year, in 25 years the population of this

country would be 18,000,000; and if at

the end of 25 years all outside immigra-
tion should cease, we will then be add-
ing to our population at the rate of two
millions a year, which in 25 years more,
or 50 years from 1907, would give to this

country (Canada) a population of 60,-

000,000 people.

This is the great future that Canada
must now lay the foundation for, that

Canada must build railways, canals and
ocean terminals to take care of.

The safety of this great future must
be guarded by the aggregate individual

integrity of her citizens. This wonder-
ful panorama of development is almost
unfolding itself without our realizing

what is going on, and as the lines of our
transportation are extending themselves
to the outermost corners of this great

Dominion, unconsciously is being estab-

lished a bond cf union under the folds

of a common flag which has been the

symbol of equal rights, justice and free-

dom to the least of her citizens since the

British Empire began. We may not

speak the same tongue nor worship at

the same altar, yet as children of a com-
mon flag we are bound together by the

thread of a common patriotism over
whose strands—like the power of Nia-

gara passing over wires to move in far
distant places the wheels of mighty com-
merce—is passing a force of brotherhood,

Lord Mount Stephen

Whose Unfaltering Faith and Irfln Will Resulted in the
First Band of Step] < Crossing < 'anada.

sympathy and power against which nei-

ther the voice of the demagogue nor the

roar of hostile cannon can avail.

He whispered—My business came and echoed—Sagacity.

He shouted—My business survived and echoed— Frugality.

He thundered—My business grew and echoed— Publicity.

—Austin A. Briggs-
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Making Canadian Weather Predictions

By Archie P. McKishnie

AWAY back along about the year

1879, in the bush-country, where I

was brought up, we had a man by
the name of Elwood working for us, and
he was the first weather prophet I ever

knew. What Jim lacked in refutation gen-

erally he made up on the weather predic-

tion end. He certainly had a fame as a

weather prophet. I learned a lot from Jim
—such as it was, and I remember sitting

by and watching him many a time as he

voiced his predictions to the admiring
neighbors, who "jest dropped in like to see

what indications were for to-morrow."
Everybody believed Jim knew what kind
of weather we were going to have, and I

must confess there were times he struck it

pretty close. Occasionally a "doubting
Thomas" would appear and scoff at Jim,
and at such times he usually treated the

doubter with a mild tolerance and kept a

strained silence. At other times, if we
28

chanced to coincide with an opinion, voiced

by the sceptic, Jim would pour out an
arsenal of "sign-talk" upon us that made us

fairly scoot for cover.

Poor old Jim! He read the signs and
formed his deductions from them. He
knew a "dry moon" and a "wet moon." A
circle about the moon meant rain, "sure as

shootin'." If there was one star inside'' the

circle the rain was one day away. If there

were three stars "we'd be havin' rain afore

the end of the third day." Jim's rheu-

matism always warned him of the cold east-

erly rains, he never failed that I know of

in his prediction of this particularly un-

pleasanl weather. Early in the fall, Jim
used to look about for the signs that would
tell him if we were going to have a cold or

an open wintc.r. Sometimes when we boys

would return from the marsh, in the first

<>i" the ducking season, he would say:

"Let's have a look at them ducks a minute."
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And he would dig down in the breast feath-

ers of a blue-winged teal, and measure the

depths of its coat. "I ain't countin' much

on these teal," he would say, "they don't

hang around here much when it gets cold,

although they seem to be puttin' on a pretty

snug coat. Avn't got a shoveler er a red-

head there, have you?" If we chanced to

have the specie asked for, Jim would sit

down on a log and "read us a sign." "Look

here," he would say, plucking a fistful of

feathers from the fowl, "see that coat of

down on his breast? Well, that's his un-

dershirt and it's some heavy. That means

a cold winter sure as you're born."

Later, when the traps were set along the

creek, Jim would examine the coat of the

muskrat, the mink and other animals we
brought in. "Fur's extra heavy," he would

say, "yep, we're goin' to have a mighty cold

winter."

When the first flurry of snow fell, Jim
would keep a close watch on the trees. If

the snow blew off easily it meant lots more

snow during the winter. If it clung to the

branches until it melted, the chances were

"we'd have a poor season fer loggin'."

I have thought that Jm's being something

of a naturalist, helped him in reading the

signs. He knew every bird and animal in

the bush and he knew their habits as well.

"Birds don't quit singin' all of a sudden

and fluff up their feathers without a cause,"

he would say. "It's goin' to rain right

soon. See them crickets scottin' fer cover,

don't they know?"

And, somehow, they did seem to know,

too. If the rat-houses were unusually well

built and of a greater thickness than ordin-

arily, it was a sign of a cold winter. If, on

the other hand, they were lightly thrown

up, and their walls thin, it meant an open

winter.'

Later in the autumn, Jim used to examine

the feet of the ruffed grouse the lads would

bring in from the bush. "That pa'tridge

has got his snowshoes on," he would say,

pointing to the feathers between the bird's

toes. "Lots of snow, that means, or this

pa'tridge ain't growin' any snowshoes.

Didn't I say we needn't expect any snow
this winter?"

Those old bush lands are all cleared now
and Jim, too, has passed away with the

wild, natural beauty of the place. Those

wooded ridges along which the grouse used

to strut and drum, bear mile upon mile of

golden grain to-day. But Jim's name is

kept in remembrance still, and men, who
were toddlers when he was a "weather-

prophet," speak of lean Jim, of his signs

and his wonderful gift to foretell the

weather.

And to think that as far back as the

year 1871, or even before that, perhaps,

men of science called Meteorologists, were

by delicate instruments and the art of

forming accurate deductions, working along

a scientific basis to get ahead of the wea-

R. F. Stupart

Director of the Dominion Meteorological Observatory

ther. Meteorologists, generally, are of the

opinion that the weather some times fool

her forest and marsh animals, the same as

she fools mankind.

A few years ago, for instance, when the

vast herds of buffalo roamed across our

Northwestern prairie lands, an unusually

mild autumn allured them to put off their

southern migration. Sixty thousand of

them in a single coule perished in the ter-

rible blizzards that followed. And this is

but a small percentage of the total that

marks one of the greatest tragedies of the
29
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prairie animal world. Then, too, the wild

fowl of our own marshes are fooled by the

weather sometimes. Not many years ago,

if you will remember, the sun set on a

tranquil autumn day and the wild ducks
were happy and contented in the shallow

rice beds of our Lake Erie. That night

Dame Weather changed her mood and gave
no warning. That night millions of the

marsh fowl perished in her icy grip. Thus
we learn that weather cannot be accurately

predicted by signs, and the question arises,

will weather conditions ever be successfully

predicted for coming years? Undoubtedly
yes. The splendid work of Meteorologists
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ly for the "Probs" and map out the work

according to their predictions.

The Observatory—or, more correctly

speaking, the Meteorological office, in To-

ronto—is the central office for the whole of

Canada, and is under the Dominion Depart-

ment of Marine and Fisheries. For years

this excellent institution has occupied prem-

ises in Queen's Park, but now, midway be-

tween Spadina Avenue and Avenue Road,

on the south side of Bloor Street, a grand

and imposing structure is being erected,

which is to be the Dominion Meteorological

office of the future. Mr. R. F. Stupart is

its efficient director. At present the bureau

is located—temporarily—at the corner of

Bloor Street and Spadina Avenue. To this

office, records from every station in Canada
from Cape Breton to the Yukon are for-

warded, the directors of these stations

being under the control of the director at

Toronto.

In all there are some 360 stations where
meteorological observations are taken,

many of the operators performing the task

gratuitously, from love of the work, the

Government having supplied them the in-

struments necessary for so doing, while at

some 38 stations scattered at about equal

intervals across Canada, small salaries are

paid the observers.

Twice each day, the results of the obser-

vations taken in these 38 stations, are tele-

graphed by means of certain code signals

to the central office at Toronto, so that at

about 25 minutes after the observations are

taken, they are recorded. The records are

obtained by the observer first of all reading

his barometer, applying a correction for

altitude, as the height above the sea level

varies at the different stations. Next he

obtains the correct temperature by means
of an ordinary thermometer, which, com-
bined with the reading of a wet bulb ther-

The New Dominion Meteorological Observatory, in Course of Erection.
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mometer gives him the relative humidity of

the air. He then obtains the highest and
lowest readings, during the last twelve

hours, from a self-registering thermometer.
An anemometer, commonly known as a

wind gauge, which automatically records

the direction and velocity of the wind on a

revolving cylinder, gives him this informa-

tion, while, at the same time, the observer

notes the kind of clouds that are visible, if

any, and the direction from which they are

moving. His observations made, the result

is wired to central office and entered on a

map of North America. Where the baro-

metric reading of two or more stations are

the same, they are connected by means of

charcoal lines. Thus the entire continent

is marked out so as to show where the

barometer is high and where it is low. Once
the reports from the different stations are

translated and entered on the skeleton map
of our continent a panoramic view of the

weather conditions existing throughout all

North America, is given, reports from some
144 stations in the United States being re-

ceived daily from our neighbor country in

exchange for observations sent her from
the several Meteorological stations in

Canada.
From this chart, the forecasters issue a

statement of readings and probabilities for

the press. A storm raging in the West is

noted by the recorder of the station near-

est to it. He has learned its direction of

travel and an intimation .of the storms ar-

rival at other places, estimates its velocity.

From this data its arrival at different points

g the route may be safely predicted

Thus, because electricity is quicker than
the wind, observers are enabled to warn us
of an approaching storm, hours in advance
of it.

Wireless telegraphy will be a valuable

asset to the weather predictors, as stations

may now be placed in such places where
the laying of telegraph wires has been im-
possible. "Wireless" is used now at Belle

Isle Station, which lies between Newfound-
land and Point Amour.
Our Meteorologists have reduced wea-

ther to a science. They deal with first

causes without concern for signs and ap-
pearances. We learn that weather is a

condition a? wide and as great as the con-
tinent, and for every disturbance in it there

is a cause—reading back, perhaps, thous-

ands of miles away. To get a grip on these

distant causes, to track the weather on its

way hither and to get scientifically ahead
of it—is what the Meteorologist aims at.

Some of the facts we glean from conver-
sation with these men who keep their finger

on the pulse of the weather are more than
interesting and instructive. Among other

things we learn that the weather changes
travel from the westward to the eastward,
and that there are no such things as east

rains. In short, many of the opinions of

we average humans, regarding weather, are

proven erroneous. After the pleasant

Meteorologist talks to us for awhile and
we begin to grasp his facts—proven facts,

mind you—we also begin to realize that

what we don't know about the weather is

collosal. Among the instruments used in

the central office from which records are

obtained, is the Canadian Standard Baro-
meter. It is far different from the instru-

ment with which most people are familiar,

being a large metal affair, standing about
three feet high. It is the same as the baro-

meter which is the standard in Great Bri-

tain, and is called "Newman, No. 33." It

is the most accurate that has so far been
invented, though it was constructed many
years ago.

Kind



The Experience of the Grafter

By J. Frank Davis in Ainslee's.

GOVERNOR PRESTOX sat at his

big, flat library-desk, studying the re-

turns from the last ballot at the con-

vention. Across the room Bosworth, his

secretary, was scanning the latest editions

of the afternoon papers. The September
twilight was fading and the electric lights

had been turned on.

A servant knocked and entered. "Airs.

Ellison has gone to her room with a head-

ache, sir," she said. "Miss Ruth is having

her supper now. She wants to know if she

can come in to see you before she goes to

bed—at eight o'clock."

"Tell her yes, Mary," said the governor,

glancing up. "Things ought to be over by
then—one way or the other," he remarked
to Bosworth.

"I should think so," replied the secretary.

"They've been at it since noontime. I don't

believe any convention in this State ever

lasted so long."

"Just let me look at that last ballot

again," said the governor. "The one you
received while I was at dinner."

Bosworth brought him the slip.

"Evans said there was a good deal of

confusion and lots of excitement, but it

looked to him as though you might be nom-
inated on the next ballot. He said Greg-
son's men were likely to break for you at

any minute. If they do you'll have a good
strong majority."

Governor Preston studied the slip, an-

alyzing the figures again.

"Yes," he said. "And I'd get William-
son's eighteen votes, too—or most of them
—if Evans pulls off a stampede."
The optimism of youth surged up in Bos-

worth. "You're just the same as renomin-
ated already," he said enthusia.:tically.

The older man nodded in half agreement.
"Perhaps," he said, "but I'll be surer of it

when the last ballot is taken. I know Jim
Woolford. He knows all the tricks there

are in politics—and works them, too. The
one ambition of his life is to be governor
of this State. He's got a hundred and
sixty-eight votes out of two hundred and

thirty-six for the nomination, and if hook
or crook will get him the rest

"

The insistent ringing of the telephone-

bell interrupted the sentence. Bosworth
seized the receiver.

"Hello," he said. "Yes. This is Bos-
worth. What ? Don't talk so fast. I can't

understand. They've done—what? They
wouldn't dare—what?"

Covering the transmitter with his hand
he turned a suddenly flushed face to the

governor.

"It's Evans," he said tensely. "He says

there's hell to pay. Somebody's spread a

story all over the convention hall that you
personally engineered that deal in the Leg-
islature, last spring, that gave the Metro-
politan Railroad that big grab up State.

They are saying you sold out the State.

The Ledger has got out an extra and is

calling you a grafter in big type on the

first page.

"Yes, yes," cried the secretary into the

telephone, in response to the frantic

"hellos" of Preston's campaign manager, at

the other end of the wire. He listened

again, with occasional monosyllabic inter-

ruptions, while the governor, his square,

clean-shaven jaw set into that rigidity that

his enemies had learned to fear, stood

silent, every brain-cell at work in the en-

deavor to meet and counteract this last

move in a most desperate political fight.

"Evans thinks Woolford is at the bottom

of it," said Bosworth, in a moment, turning

from the phone, "but he isn't sure yet. He
says the country delegates are wabbling.

Our fellows .Succeeded in getting an

journment for supper, but if we can't do

something to head off this story before they

come back they're likely to stampede to

:he next ballot."

rive me the phone!" The governor

ilert. sharp, incisive, stern. "Hello,

Tom! This is Preston. What are you

doing? Good! And have every country-

man buttonholed within the next half-hour.

Don't let them get at him first. Deny it

absolutely. Use my authority all you want
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to. Where is Woolford? Find out. And
watch all his lieutenants. I'll keep in touch
with things. If it's necessary I'll come onto
the convention floor myself—precedents or

no precedents. I was afraid of something
like this. Because I know Woolford, that's

why."
Governor Preston sat at his desk for a

moment in deepest thought. Then he turn-

ed to his secretary.

"Call up every place where you think he
might be and find Jim Woolford," he com-
manded. "Tell him I want to see him at

once. No. Don't telephone. Send a mes-
senger, or go yourself. Have him brought
here the minute he is found."

The governor turned and began to search

the drawers of his desk. Bosworth reached

the door, then hesitated.

"Suppose he refuses to come?" he sug-

gested.

It was a good point. The usual courtesy

demanding that a State senator call at once

upon the governor whenever requested

might very well fail at such a time as this.

The governor wrinkled his brows, thinking

deeply.

"If he says he won't come," he finally

said, "tell him he'd better come unless be

wants the Ellington affair raked up again,

both now and during the campaign. That'll

bring him—or I don't know him."

Left alone, Governor Preston continued

to search the drawers of his desk In a

moment he found a package of large en-

velopes, held by a rubber' band. Running
over the inscriptions on each he took from
the package an envelope marked "Metro-
politan." He spread its contents out upon
the desk before him and went over the

papers, one by one. Coming upon what

he sought—a sheet of foolscap covered

with writing—he read it carefully, then re-

turned the other papers to their envelope

and replaced the package in its drawer.

The sheet of foolscap, folded, he con-

cealed beneath the big blotting-pad that

covered his desk. Then he crossed the

room and sank into his favorite Morris

chair. There r-as nothing more, for the

moment, that he could do personally. At

the convention hall his lieutenants, he

knew, were frantically working to save the

day. And he had ^reat confidence in Re-
presentative Tom Evans, his campaign
manager.

At last it had come.

Somehow he had always known that

some time, somewhere, he and Jim Wool-
ford would come to a clinch. They had
always known one another. They had gone
to school together, played together, fought
together, and always disliked one another.

As they grew to manhood they had loved

the same girl—Governor Preston's face

clouded—and she had married Woolford.
That was why Preston was still a bachelor,

living with his widowed sister. He had
never asked any woman to marry him. He
had had no desire to since the day when he

came home from Cuba in a fever-ship, de-

termined to tell his love to Ethel Severance
as soon as he should be sufficiently re-

covered—and had found, in the first mail

he was allowed to open at Montauk, the

letter that announced her engagement to

Woolford.
His mind wandered over the years that

had passed since then—nearly ten. A feel-

ing of age came over him—that feeling that

comes, now and then, especially in moments
of bitter struggle, to all men of forty as

they look back over the hurrying years and
the thought sinks into their heart that they

have lived more than half their all'

days.

He had been successful in business and
in politics. He had accumulated not great

wealth, but a sufficiency of the world's

goods. Running for the House in the

right after peace had been made with

Spain, when it was a political asset for a

man to have belonged to a regiment

saw active service, his energy, brilliancy,

honesty, and ability to make friend-

keep them had smoothed for him a pathway
through the State Senate to the governor's

chair. And now he was fighting for the

nomination that should allow him to sit for

another year in the executive chamber—for

a nomination by his party had always

equivalent to election.

It had been a bitter fight. Those politi-

cians who believe in a spoils system r;

to the nth power frankly confessed that they

had no use for Preston. The public-service

corporations didn't like him—he was too

prone to ask, "Where does the State

in?" when they suggested beneficial li

Lit ion. He had done his duty as he saw it.

Therefore there were powerful interests op-

posed to him. And Senator James V
f<»nl, who had been second all day in the

convention balloting and would win the
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nomination if this last and most outrageous

campaign lie had its desired effect, was the

opposition incarnate.

Preston hardly doubted that he would be

renominated, even now. He knew his wea-
pons and he knew himself. And, withal,

he was one of those men who never admit

they are whipped. The configuration of

his jaw showed that to any who cared to

look. But as he sat this evening with his

eyes half closed, waiting, it seemed to him
that it was all not worth while. Successful

in business and in politics—in everything

but love, he thought regretfully, and love,

after all, was the only thing that could

count.

The door was pushed open softly and a

curly black head was stuck cautiously

through the opening. It was followed, an
instant later, by a little body dressed in

white. The child that owned the head and
body shook her finger impressively at the

doll she carried in her arms, to insure its

perfect silence, and tiptoed elaborately into

the room. In the middle of the floor she

stopped, carefully laid the doll in a chair

and said, wuth an effort at appearing
"grown-up"

:

"Ahem !"

Governor Preston started from his re-

verie. When he saw who his visitor was
his eves lighted up. "Why, chick," he said.

playfully, "where did you come "

The little girl, refusing to notice his out-

stretched hand, was going though a little

pantomime very evidently pre-arranged in

her mind.

Very gravely she attempted a deep and
stately curtsy—a proceeding that resulted
in her toppling over ignominiously, wdiere-
upon the governor smiled and she giggled
hysterically. She recovered her gravity at

once, however, began and this time com-
pleted the elaborate bow, and proceeded to
make this speech, composed quite evidently
as the result of memories of state occasions

:

''Miss Ruth Preston Hamilton presents her
compliments to Mr. Uncle Harry Preston,
governor of this great and ga-lo-rious
State, and begs to remind him that he
promised to tell her a perfectly be-yew-tiful
fairy-story."

The governor entered into the spirit of
the thing. Perhaps it relieved the tension of
his mind. Besides, it was common knowl-
edge that he invariably spoiled this little

orphaned niece.

He rose and bowed with as much cere-

mony as though he had been addressing
the President of the United States. "Mr.
Uncle Harry Preston presents his compli-

ments to Miss Ruth Preston Hamilton," he
said, with a dignity that made the child's

eyes sparkle with mirth, "assures her that

he distinctly remembers the promise, made
quite recently at the dinner-table, but begs

leave to state that he fears he cannot pro-

duce the said be-yew-tiful fairy-story at

this time because of a great pressure of

business—which business," he added, with

a sense of how absurd this scene would
look to the fighters at the convention hall,

"has to do with his hope that he may con-

tinue to remain governor of this great and
ga-lo-rious State—and, therefore, he begs

to be excused."

The child did not understand all of this.

She did grasp, however, that her request

was refused. "Oh, Uncle Harry !" she

cried, almost in tears. The grandiloquent

manner was all gone. She was just a little

girl again. He caught her up in his arms.

"I'm awfully sorry, chick," he said.

"But I'm so lonesome," she urged, with

her head cuddled on his shoulder. "Aunt
Evelyn's gone to her room with a head-

ache, and Mary is downstairs talking to

the policeman—and I just ex-cep-tion-ally

wanted to hear that story. Besides, you
promised me a long time ago that on my
birthday you would let me stay with you a

long time in the evening."

"Oh— it's your birthday," mused Preston

seriously.

The child lifted her head from his shoul-

der and stared into his face with shocked
surprise. "You—didn't—forget it, did

you ?" she demanded.
The governor lied valiantly. "Why, of

course not," he said.

"I'm seven years old now," said Ruth
complacently. "Pretty soon I'll be all

grown up."

Governor Preston's mind went back to

the night, just seven years ago, when the

other Ruth, his favorite sister, had closed

her eyes upon a tired world and left the

new-born Ruth as a memorial. "As if I

could ever need a reminder," he thought.

Ah, well! Even though one must be a

bachelor all his life—the thought was al-

wavs a poignant one, even after ten vears

— it was fine to have such a sweet child to

love. He pressed her closer to his shoulder.
35
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"So you'll tell me the story," she said,

interpreting the caress.

"Well, well." He gave way, as he usu-

ally did. "If you've been a good girl to-

day"
• u ,

Through a side door, opening through a

hall into the grounds, came Bosworth, hur-

riedly.

"WoolforcTs here !" he said.

The governor set the child down and

sprang to his feet.
' "Where is he?" he asked.

"In the side hall. I thought you might

not want people to see him coming through

the main entrance just now. Found him

myself. First he said he wouldn't come.

Then I gave him that Ellington business

pretty stiff and he changed his mind."

"Good! Bring him right in. Chick!"

He turned to the child. "You've got to

run along out of this. Take her to Mary,

I >< isworth."

Ruth's lips began to quiver. "But you

didn't tell me the story, Uncle Harry."

"That's so, dear. Well, I'm afraid some

other night will have to do."

••And' it was going to be a per-fectly be-

yew-tiful fairy-story. Please, Uncle Harry

She was on the verge of tears. The

world is often harsh—at seven.

"There, there." said the governor, kiss-

ing her. "I haven't got a minute now, but

come back by and by, just before you go

to bed, and maybe—mind, I don't say sure,

but maybe— I'll be able to get time for the

ry."

Sunshine dissipated the threatened show-
"1*11 be back," said the child, running

for her doll. "And please tell it."

she left the room by one door Bos-

worth opened the other and ushered in

i for Woolford. The governor had re-

sumed his seat at his lesk and affect*

o busy with the papers before him as

not to see the outstretched hand of his

visitor.

"Good evening, governor," said the sena-

tor, with smooth urbanity. "What can I

do for you ?"

"How are ye, Woolford. Sit down,

Smoke?"
W..olford, at ease and apparently not a

bit displeased with himself, took the prof-

fered cigar and lit it. As he tossed away

the match the governor came to the point

abruptly.

"Have you seen the Ledger?" he asked.

Woolford was a little surprised at this

sudden attack. "Why—er—yes," he re-

plied, with a little hesitation.

"What do you think of it?"

"Why "" The senator was a little

nonplused. "That's a question I have
"

"Figure it's going to nominate you on

the next ballot, don't you?"

"Oh, I'd hardly say that. Of course if

" Woolford studied the ash of his

cigar attentively—"if you don't happen to

be in a position to disprove the story, the

natural tendency——

"

"Do you believe it?"

This cross-examination was a little dis-

concerting. "Do I believe what?" asked

Woolford, sparring for time.

"The Ledger story. That I was back

of the Metropolitan steal. That I sold out

to the railroad. That I'm a grafter."

"Why, no, of course not, governor.

Woolford's every word reeked of insin-

ceritv.

"Have vou told your friends you don't

believe it?"

"Now, governor!" The senator threw

his hands
1

out in a gesture of protest.

"That's hardly to be exnected. We've got

a fight on for that nomination. You

it I want it. Tf this thing comes up at the

eleventh hour to hurt your chancesJ'd be a

fool to throw away any advantage."

"Would vou win on a lie?"

The contempt in the governor's

voice roused Woolford to defense.

"There's a difference between la

tennis and politics," he said. "I play the

me."
"So do I," retorted the governor, "but T

play it square." Woolford shrugged his

moulders. "And it isn't square. Won'

to tnkc this nomination at the cost of mv

reputation — my character — my
name."
"You talk like the Y.M.C.A."

The governor ignored the sneer. "What

vou going to do?" he demanded.

"About what?"
"This storv in the Ledger."

"What can T do?"

"Gall off vnur dogs. "Refuse to win bv

anv such contemptible trick."

Woolford continued to smile—all but his

eves.

"Gontemptible is a harsh word, gover-

nor." In- said.
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"It's the word to fit this case. It's a vici-

ous, vile, contemptible trick. See here,

Wool ford. You've known me all my life.

You know as well as you know anything

that I'm not capable of sneaking through
that Metropolitan steal. You know I'd have
vetoed it in a minute if the governor of this

State had the veto power. It was a dirty

piece of thievery. The two words that sold

the State, body and soul, to the Metropoli-

tan Railroad, were put into that bill after

it left the Senate, and the Committee on
Engrossed Bills either didn't or wouldn't

see them."

"Ancient history, governor," said Wool-
ford. "We knew all that before."

"And now you start this story to the

effect that I had the words put in—this out-

rageous "

Woolford interrupted him with a fine

assumption of surprise. "I? Bless you
no," he said. "The Ledger dug up the

facts."

"And the Ledger is the principal organ
back of your candidacy. Xow you're talk-

ing as if I were a political kindergartner."
"Really, governor, I'm sorry you think I

had anything to do with these charges."

The governor leaned across his desk and
looked Woolford full in the eye. "If von
had known this story was going to be print-

ed would you have done what you could to

stop it?"

"Woolford met his gaze. "I should have
at least given you the opportunity to dis-

prove it"—he laughed a little
—

"if you
can.

"My character—my reputation—my poli-

tical record—these things ought to disprove
it."

"Ought to—yes," agreed the senator un-
convincingly.

"See here, Woolford!" snapped the gov-
ernor. "You talk as if you questioned my
innocence of this charge."
Woolford affected a yawn. "Oh. of

course vour attitude is admirable." he said,

"and I hope you can clear yourself of the
charge, and all that sort of thing." He
looked at his watch and his manner chang-
ed.^ "But I'm too old at the game to believe
it." he concluded.

Governor Preston swallowed hard. "You
mean " he said slowly.

_
Woolford ceased to smile. He rose, and

his eyes, steel-hard, narrowed at the gov-
ernor. "I'm afraid vou've come to the end

of your rope, governor," he said, and snap-
ped his watch-case together viciously. "The
delegates will reconvene in forty minutes

—

and I've got things to do before then.

Hadn't you better retire from the contest

before that time, and let it go at that ? The
evidence—your personal friendship for

Wilde of the Metropolitan—the East Side
real estate you bought right after the bill

was passed—the other links in the chain

—

are too strong. Even your best friends

must believe it. Naturally you have my
sympathy, but even I

"

The governor came to his feet with every

muscle tense. The men were facing each
other across the desk. As he rose the gov-
ernor placed his hand under the blotting-

pad and brought it out holding the paper
he had placed there. All his repression

vanished.

"You !" he cried. "You hypocrite ! You
liar ! Because I quietly pay out the rope

you have the audacity to sit in saintly con-

demnation when I hold here in my hand "

—he thrust the paper before Woolford's
face
—

"the evidence that shows beyond a

shadow of doubt who is the guilty man."
"What is that?'' demanded Woolford.
"The original memorandum sent to a

member of the Committee on Engrossed
Bills instructing him exactlv where to in-

sert the 'joker'—the words 'in perpetuity.'
"'

Woolford reached out his hand as th

to take the paper for examination. The
ernor drew it back and held it out of reach.

"Not on your life, Woolford," he said.

"This paper is my salvation. It doesn't

leave mv hands until it goes to the people

of this State."

A red flush swept up over Woolford's

face. "That letter to Schuyler," he cried,

"is a forgery."

"Did I say it was to Schuvler?" demand-
ed the governor. "No. But I will. And
I'll say further that it is in a well-known
handwriting—and that it bears, in lead-

pencil in one corner, the initials 'W. E. J.'—which are vour initials, reversed—that

you wrote it. Tim Woolford—that you are

the grafter—the sneak—the disgrace to his

party and his State. You thought it was
burned, didn't vou? You didn't realize,

with all vour shrewdness, that a man who
would sell himself to do vour dirty work
would sell out aerain to others. Don't try

that. Woolford." sternly, as the senator

made a movement as though he would
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throw himself across the desk and take the

paper by force. "I can lick you as well to-

day as I did when we went to school to-

gether. Sit down!"
Woolford obeyed the command mechani-

cally. There was silence for a moment,
while he sat limply, readjusting his view-

point. Then he spoke slowly.

"What—do you propose to do?" he
asked.

"To send for the reporters and give them
a copy of this memorandum."

"Don't do that, Preston. Remember

—

we've been friends since we were boys."

The governor threw him back his own
sneer. "Politics isn't lawn-tennis," he said.

"I'll play the game—your way."
"It will mean ruin," pleaded Woolford.

"It will mean disgrace. My God! Preston.

What will my wife think?"

The governor turned on him sharply.

"Let's not bring her into it."

"How can I help it? Don't you see what
it will mean to her? She believes me to be
the soul of honor. She is certain I never

did a dishonest thing or a mean thing in

mv life. She is sure
"

"Stop!" almost shouted the governor.

"This is a good time to consider her, when
you have never considered her before.

When you first entered politics as the slave

of the United Machinery did you consider

what she would think if she ever found you
out? When you killed Tom Stetson's repu-

tation and ruined his life, so he could be

defeated by a man you could handle, did

you think of her. When you bought poor

Ellington of the House and he got caught
and blew his brains out for the disgrace of

it, did you think of her then? You've
played with fire all these years, Jim Wool-
ford, and now you've got to burn."

"She doesn't know any of these things.

They never got into the papers. No one
ever told her. She believes me to be every-

thing that's good, everything that's
"

"Then it's time she was undeceived."

"Let up on me, Preston. Don't give that

paper out. I'll work for you. I'll help you
go to Washington, to the Senate." Gov-
ernor Preston shook his head impatiently,

while Woolford continued: "I'll reform.

T'll ero straight. Let's think of some other

way."

"There is no other way." said the gov-
ernor. "I gave you your chance when you
first came here to-night. I put myself in
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your hands. I asked mercy from you. You
gave your verdict against me—and you
were judging yourself."

"But my wife " persisted Woolford.
The governor brought his fist down on

his desk. "Your wife," he exclaimed. "Al-
ways your wife ! Man, don't you suppose
I've thought of your wife?"
For a moment Woolford looked into his

eyes. Then he sprang from his chair and
walked across the room and back.

"That's it!" he cried. "I was a fool not

to think of it before. You used to be in

love with her yourself. You're in love with

her now." He clenched his fists and the

veins on his forehead stood out with rage.

"Damn you !" He shook his head at Pres-

ton, now also on his feet. "You're not get-

ting square with me for putting up that

Ledger story. You're taking a dirty,

cowardly revenge on me for marrying the

woman you wanted to marry yourself. Do
you deny it?"

"That I wanted to marry her? No! I'm

proud of it. You know it now, just as you
knew it ten years ago. I never told her

—

you know why. When I went to Cuba with

my regiment I hoped to tell her when I

came back— if I came back—and when I

did she was engaged to you. She never

knew I loved her. She never will know it

from me."
"And you've waited ten years to get

square with me."
"No," said the governor. "I never sought

revenge. I hoped you would make her c

good husband. I wished her all the g
fortune in the world—and you, too, bee

you were her husband. Why," as Wool-
ford continued to glower incredulously,

"don't you suppose I wanted to make this

memorandum public when it first came into

my possession, five months ago? Didn't

my duty and my inelination both point that

way? Then why didn't I? P.ccause you

were her husband. Even to-night T gave

you your chance, for her sake. If you had

shown mercy to me, when you thought you
had me down and begging, I should have

made terms with you. But now— it's too

late. This memorandum is going to the

lepers."

Woolford covered his eves with a hand.

"She'll leave me when she knows," he almost

sobbed. "And then " he turned on

Preston threateningly, his teeth showing
like a wolf's

—
"you expect to marry her
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yourself. I suppose you've begun to make
love to her already. Maybe she is willing
you should."

The governor struck him full in the face.
'"You rotten-minded dog!" he cried. Wool-
food did not return the blow, but, dazed,
began mechanically to pat with his fingers
the place where it had fallen. The governor
turned from him.
"What are you going to do?" asked

Wool ford, brokenly.

"I'm going to the convention hall," re-
plied the governor chokingly. "I'm going
to read this memorandum to the delegates.
I'm going to ruin you, do you hear—ruin
you? I'll follow it up. I'll have you in-
dicted, arrested, tried, convicted, sentenced,
sent to prison, put in stripes. That's what
I'm going to do. I've got you between my
finger and thumb, so! And, by God! I'm
going to squeeze you until you break. Now
get out

!"

Woolford, stunned, retreated as the gov-
ernor advanced on him menacingly, me-
chanically wiping with his handkerchief
the brown spot that marked the governor's
blow. The door closed behind him.
The governor stood in the middle of the

floor and pulled himself together. He had
not so lost control of himself for years. He
didn't like the experience. The thought
flitted through his mind that he now under-
stood something of the feelings of a man
who, in the heat of passion, kills his fellow.
He relaxed his tense muscles, took a turn
about the room, then securely placed the

memorandum in an inside pocket and
turned to get his hat and coat. He looked
at his watch. There yet remained a half
hour before the delegates would be called
to order.

As he stepped toward the library door it

opened and a woman came smilingly into
the room.

"Ethel!" he breathed. And then, more
formally: "Mrs. Woolford!"

It was no strange thing for Mrs. Wool-
ford to call au his house. She was on terms
of intimacy with his sister. Yet it seemed
to the governor that he was looking at Mrs.
Woolford for the first time in ten vears.
Memories leaped upon him, confusing

his brain. Her manner told him she had
no inkling of the scene he had just passed
through. Her first words verified this.

"I just dropped in to see Mrs. Ellison."
she said, "and find she has gone to her room

with neuralgia, so I stopped to say howdy
to you, just for a minute. What's the mat-
ter? Aren't you going to shake hands?"
Then he noticed that her hand was ex-

tended. He wondered vaguely if she had
been holding it out ever since she came in.

It was strange how those lights in her hair
remained just the same as they were so
many years ago. And not a year older in
looks, he said to himself—at least not as
much older looking as he. He was speak-
ing, lamely enough, as these thoughts ran
through his head.

"This is a surprise—it's quite a while—

I

hardly know "

She laughed merrily. "A surprise?
W hy ? Because to-day is the convention
day and Jim and you are both trying for
the nomination. Nonsense ! Then her face
became serious. "Of course I wanted Tim
to get it," she said, "but I'm sorry he's run-
ning against you. We're such old friends."
"Wanted him to get it?" The governor

repeated her words parrotlike. "Don't you
want him to, now?"
"Why, I suppose so. I hardly know.

Harry"—there was no smile in either voice
or soft blue eyes now—"I saw that awful
story in the Ledger, and I have been hunt-
ing everywhere for Jim to tell him he must
hurry out and deny it. I can't find him, so
I came here to tell you I know it can't be
true. I know Jim will be glad I came."
"Then you don't believe the Ledger

story?" said the governor.
"Believe it !" Mrs. Woolford was laugh-

ing again. "Absurd ! As if anybody could,
that knew you. Why, I would as soon be-
lieve it of Jim himself."

It was like a dash of cold water in the
face. "Excuse me," he said. "Won't you
sit down?" Then he continued, trying to
speak lightly: "You don't think either of
us would do a thing like that, eh?"
"Why, of course not."

"Somebody did."

"But isn't it cruel that they should blame
it upon you—of all men?"
"They say all is fair in love, war—and

politics."

Mrs. Woolford repelled the idea. "You
wouldn't do a thing like that in politics,"

she said. "Jim wouldn't. Of course you'll

tell them you had nothing to do with that
horrid thing."

He smiled faintly at her innocence in

supposing a mere denial would right the
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matter. "Suppose they shouldn't believe

me?" he asked.

She replied with true feminine logic.

"They've got to," she said. "Why, if they

knew you as well as I do they'd know it

was impossible."

"They say they've got evidence."

"I don't care what they say. I know
you didn't do it."

"Suppose I can't prove it?"

She caught her breath at this new view
of things. "But don't you know who did

do it?" she asked. "You do!" she cried, as

the governor merely smiled whimsically.

"And aren't you going to tell?"

"Should I?"

"Of course. At once."

"There are reasons why I shouldn't."

The woman's voice expressed incredul-

ity. "What reasons could there be for you
to keep silence now ?" she exclaimed.

The governor avoided her look and toyed

with a paper-knife on his desk. "This
would ruin him."

Her voice rose indignantly. "He de-

es ruin."

"He has been tempted by his ambitions."

''And he has fallen. Then he is weak—

a

coward."
"He wanted money, too, for the one he

loves."

"A woman in the case ! Worse yet," she

said, scornfully.

"His wife," explained the governor soft-

ly. "She thinks him honest.".

"Harry Preston, you make me indignant!
Do you remember the nickname you had in

school, when we called you Haroun al I\ as-

chid—the prince in 'Arabian Nights' who
went about in disguise righting other peo-
ple's wrongs? Remember how you got it?

- '

The governor smiled faintly, but did

reply. His mind was back in the long ago.

"I do," she went on, "as well as if it were
rday. Little Johnny Moore spilled ink-

on my spelling-book and you said you did

it and took a whipping, when half the class

knew better. I knew why you did it, to

'cause Johnny's mothi
I and it

used to nearly break her heart when Johnny
was punished. I ibei

day??"
"That v rig time ago," mused the

governor.

"It wasn't right then for you to suffer for

the wrong '1 mother. It isn't right

now."

"After all," said the governor, smiling,

"perhaps my friends wouldn't believe it."

"You must see to it," she cried, "that

your enemies don't believe it."

"But his wife?" insisted Preston.

"His wife again !" cried Mrs. Woolford.
"Never mind his wife. She ought never to

have married such a man."
"She didn't know he was that kind of a

man," said the governor.

"She ought to know it now. Never mind
her, Harry! Think of yourself."

The governor sat for a moment in

thought. "Suppose you stood in her

place?" he said.

Mrs. Woolford laughed. "That is so

silly, with my honest, good, big-hearted

Jim. I can't imagine it. But if I did"

—

her voice became serious again
—

"if after

all my years of happiness, all my joys, a

wrong committed by my husband threaten-

ed to bring suffering and disgrace tD an in-

nocent man, I should say, let the conse-

quences be what they might: 'Jmi has

sinned—let him pay.'
"

When the governor spoke again it was
with some effort. "You and—Jim—have
always been happy, haven't you?" he said.

"Ah, yes." The woman's eyes reflected

her wifely love. "Jim is a busy man. He
has many interests and I don't understand

politics well enough to enter into them as

well as I wish I could. But he loves me
and I love him. I honestly believe, Harry,"

she ended impulsively, "that I am the hap-

piest woman in the world."

The door opened and Ruth appeared,

clad in her night-dress, with which, as she

became aware of Mrs. Woolford's pres-

she modestly endeavored to cover her

feet, sidling behind a chair with a startled

"< >:.

ome on," called the governor. "Mrs.

Woolford will forgive your evening

clothes."

The child came to him. "Mary says,"

she began, by way of introduction, "that

n dl'ous the hours I'm

ling." Then: "Is it most time for that

fairy-story?"

Mrs. Woolford rose. "I musl go," she

said. "Tell her the story before the sand-

man comes. I'm glad I had the chance to

see you and tell you how 1 abhor those

paper lies, and how sure I am it will

come out all right. You will put the blame

where il belongs and exonerate yourself. I
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ask it. Jim would ask it, too, if he were
here."

When she had kissed Ruth and he had
returned from seeing her to the door he

sat at his desk, lost in confusing thoughts.

If he let Woolford's story stand he stood

before a suspicious world a betrayer of his

trust—a grafter. If he exposed his rival

and won the nomination and a cleared

name he broke the heart of the one woman
in the world. How the lights glinted in her

hair! What should he do? How young
she looked—and how happy ! What ought
he to do?
The child tugged at his coat. "I'm get-

ting ex-treme-lv sleepy," she reminded him.

"Oh, yes." He roused himself. "There
was a story, wasn't there?"

"A fairy-story." she said, climbing into

his lap and settling herself comfortably.

"And it must be a new one and a perfectly

be-vew-tiful one."

"I'm afraid I can't tell it to-night," he
murmured. "There is so much on my mind
—so many big things

"

"They ain't bigger'n me," she protested.

"I'm seven. And, besides, you promised."
"Once upon a time," he began, "there

was a little boy and a little girl, and they
played together day after day. and they

grew to be very fond of each other. Well,

one day, when the little boy had grown to

be a great big boy. he went away to the

wars. And while he was away the little

girl found a beautiful jewel. It was such
a wonderful jewel that there was nothing
like it in the whole world, and all the peo-

ple she showed it to marveled. And she
a^ked what it was. and they told her it was
Haopiness—a gem without price."

The scenes of the past half hour seemed
to be fading into the distance. The only
thing now worth while seemed to be this

little child's ooinion as to right and wrong.
"Well, the little girl took the jewel Hap-

piness home with her. and had it all for her
own—her very own. It didn't really belong
to her. because she had found it by acci-

dent : but she thought it did—and she en-
ioved having it very much Now. this jewel
had been put where the little girl found it

by a beautiful fairy, who had meant it for

the little boy and expected him to find it.

Onlv you see she didn't know he was away
to the wqrs and wouldn't be out to play
that day."

"Why not?"

"I don't know, dear." The governor's
voice trembled. "Fairies know a great deal,

but I guess they make mistakes sometimes,
just like people. And by and by the fairy

discovered that the little girl had the beau-
tiful jewel, and that the little boy—who had
come home from the wars and had been
searching and searching and searching

—

couldn't find it. Then the fairy was puz-
zled. She wanted to do just what was fair,

and good, and right—beautiful fairies al-

ways do—and it was right that the boy
should have it because it real!y belonged to

him. But the little girl had it, and she

would certainly feel very badly if it were
taken away from her." He paused, then

went on. "Now what do you suppose the

fairy did?"

Ruth's voice was dr The sandman
was coming fast. "Was he a very good
little boy?" she asked.

"Er— er-—why, yes—pretty good," said

the governor.

"And was she a very good little girl

"The best in the whole world."

Ruth nodded her head with grave deci-

sion. "Then the fairy let her keep it, of

course," she said positively. And added:
"Little girls are always of more im-por-

tance than little boys."

The governor sat silent. The curly head

swung lower and lower, until it rested on
his shoulder. The child's breathing grew
regular and heavy. The sand-rnan had ar-

rived.

The minutes lengthened. A clock in the

hall struck the hour and still the governor

sat, immovable, staring before him. After

a time he rose, carrying the child carefully.

"What did the fairy do. Uncle Harr;

The governor answered her softly:

"She let the little girl keep It, dear, just

as you guessed."

The clock had struck again. Without
premonitory knock the door slammed open

and Bosworth, when he had found a voice,

blurted out his news.

"There never was such a thing!" he

shouted. "Wool ford got the floor and said

you were all right and the Ledger all

wrong. He proved it by withdrawing and

moving your renomination by acclamation.

It went with a whoop!" Bosworth pan

"But I don't understand it," he added.

He never understood, either, why the

governor laid his head on his arms and
sobbed like a child.
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The Business Woman and Her Future

By Jas. H. Collins in Hampton's Broadway.

SOMEBODY is eternally writing about

the Business Woman, either to an-

nounce that she has proved a failure

and is disappearing, or that her ability is

transcendent and she threatens to displace

Man.
Her enemies class her with the suffrag-

ette. She is pictured as a strong-minded

young person who goes into business to

compete with men, and stays single to pre-

serve her independence. She is denounced
as a peril to home and country, and advised

to drop it and get married.

Even praise is bestowed upon her more
or less blindly. Some approve her pluck

and energy in accomplishing work that,

they believe, she was never intended to do
at all. Others explain that she brings the

refining influence of the home into the sav-

age jungle of office life. Likewise, she is

supposed to bring a sense of order. It isn't

so certain that Woman possesses a sense of

order, even at home. There is the damag-
ing evidence of her bureau drawer. There
is the divine disorder she brings into male
existence. But in business she is widely as-

sumed to be a neat commercial housekeeper
for heedless Man.
The truth concerning the Business Wo-

man seems to be, that she is in business be-

cause she has to be, to earn her living, and
that few people really know much about

her. Business itself is just beginning to

perceive some of the purposes for which
she is peculiarly fitted.

The popular notions are mostly wrong.
Compared with the intricate systems upon
which business is now conducted, her sense

of order is rather a primitive faculty—just

as mother's kitchen is an untidy place com-
pared with a conscientious modern canning
plant. Woman's refining influence is negli-

gible in executive business, but she has
other faculties that make her valuable, and
which are more distinctively feminine.

As for the belief that business keeps

woman from marriage and the home, it is

frequently the woman with a considerable

experience of marriage who gets on best in

business, and for very obvious reasons.

For instance, there was a girl engaged in

the wholly feminine and unobjectionable

work of teaching. After leaving normal
school she was thrown upon her own re-

sources, but worked her way up determin-

edly, acquiring by hard study a thousand
dollars' worth of miscellaneous book knowl-

edge for each twenty-five-dollar increase in

earning power. At thirty she held a very

fair position at a girls' boarding school, so

far as salary went. But her hours were
longer than those of the servants. Her days

were passed in a world of girlish interests.

A grown person was almost a novelty.

Occasionally an exceptional pupil came,

and it was pleasant to be instrumental in

developing a fine mind or character. But
just when this exceptional pupil matured
into a friend, she was graduated, and a gig-

gling little miss took her place.

This teacher married a man of the type

known, as "near-poet."

He was tall, and strong, and looked like

Adonis, and talked like a Shakespearean

commentator. His mother had spent half a

small fortune in giving him a university

education with European trimmings, and

then died and left him the other half. It

was not enough to live on with any liberal-

ity, nor yet so meager as to drive him to

work. So from twenty-three to thirty-four

he had puttered, dabbling in "literature."

He knew to a comma how literature ought

to be written, and wrote vague stuff that

nobody would print. He said that the vul-

gar herd could not be expected to under-

stand it, and talked expansively of his

ideals.

He dawdled along, and she believed in

him. A little tired and lonely, and genu-

inely in love, she married the near-poet to

help him conquer the "bourgeois" world

thai was keeping him in obscurity, and real-

ize those ambitions that he made so plaus-

ible—

i

n talk—with the gas turned down a

bit.
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She was the sort of girl to marry a big

rough diamond—to be the social developer

of a mining king in New York, or the wife

of an earnest young sockless Congressman
at Washington.
When she undertook to develop the near-

poet, however, he turned out a man of

putty. For eight years they lived together

on half commons—an energetic, resource-

ful woman, and a fibreless, sentimental

man. With her savings she brought out

several of the vague books, and he
laid back to pose in the phosphores-
cent light of a sickly "reputation."

She campaigned for him. But he wouldn't
buck the line. In the end he went utterly

bad. For to write, you know, it was neces-

sary to live—to experience everything—to

plumb the depths of passion, and so forth.

He had that belief common among near-

poets, that a great soul thrives only in black
muck. And so there were other women,
and eventually a divorce, and the wr ife was
thrown back into the world to make a

living.

She was now a woman of nearly forty,

with character ripened and ambition in no
way dashed—glad to tackle life direct in-

stead of by proxy. She got a five-dollar job
in the office of a small concern making
machinery specialties. Its head, an inven-

tor, was absorbed in the factory, coming to

the office only to read mail and turn it over
to an elderly maiden lady who wrote re-

plies. Miss Prime was half secretary, half

stenographer, making a profound mystery
of shorthand—full of whims, easily offend-

ed, and frequently indisposed. The boss,

however, considered her an immensely cap-
able person, slightly eccentric.

Within a week the newcomer had both
their measures. She studied shorthand
evenings, learned the machine during the

lunch hour, and two months later volun-
teered to do Miss Prime's work in an emer-
gency while the latter was enjoying an at-

tack of nervous prostration. After that it

was merely a matter of sitting back and
watching the lightning strike Miss Prime.
There was another mysteriously indis-

pensable person in this concern—the sales

manager, who sold the product. From the

first day she saw him the ex-teacher had
the conviction that he was a sneak. Hand-
ling the correspondence soon taught her

how such business was conducted, and a

few months later her acquaintance in the

industry enabled her to look into the meth-
ods of this sales manager. Intuition was
right. He had been handling sales in a
way that threw many of the best contracts
to a competing concern. After the light-

ning struck him, she went out among cus-
tomers herself, made friends, and organ-
ized new sales machinery. Through corre-
spondence and advertising that company
was given standing and an individuality it

had never had while its head was buried in

the manufacturing department.
Three years later this ex-school teacher

was general manager.
She is fairly typical of the real business

woman.
Thousands of unmarried girls and wo-

men are found in business life, earning pin
money. The business woman with execu-
tive ability is about as scarce, in ratio, as

the good male executive. When one is

found, though, the chances are about one
in three that she will be a widow or a
divorcee.

There is a manifest difference between
the girl working in an office to earn dress

money or complete her education, and the

widow with a child to support, or one who
has finally got free from a profligate, shift-

less husband. The latter are interested, and
have, more fully developed, the particular

faculties that make woman successful in

business.

Of these, the commonest is patience in

working at petty routine and dealing with

petty people. As a rule, no woman need go
through the divorce court to develop this.

A trust company opened a savings de-

partment for small accounts, giving a coin

box with each initial deposit of fifty cents.

The people who patronized this department
nearly drove the regular tellers into a strike

—boys and girls, peddlers, foreigners who
spoke no English. The boxes were brought
in with a dollar or two in dimes, nickels

and pennies to be counted and credited, and
withdrawals were on the same scale. That
department never ran smoothly until wo-
men cashiers were employed. They had
patience to count the "chicken feed," and
could do it quicker than an experienced

man. They could keep a line of people

happy under delays, and explain the most
obvious thing over and over again, and
bear the infinite fussiness of people who
knew nothing of banking.

Business first employed Women in such
4:i
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work largely because she was cheap. Then
it discovered that she was good-tempered
under annoyances, and put her into the

complaint department, to handle the cus-

tomer who came in with blood in his eye.

Then it found that she could sell small ap-

pliances for a gas or electrical company
just as well as she could manage the man
who believes his meter is fast. To-day, the

things Business is learning about Woman
are perhaps more important than the things

Woman is learning about Business. As a
telephone operator, for example, she was
long valued because she worked quickly,

patiently—and cheaply. But now Business

has suddenly wakened up to the fact that,

far from being a mere cog in a machine,
she can be transformed into a producer
and saleswoman in such work with a little

training, and telephone companies are

studying this side of her nature.

The "closer" in salesmanship is usually a

high-salaried man who has the art of get-

ting a customer's signature to a contract or

order. One good "closer" often gets re-

sults on the work of half a dozen talking

salesmen.

In the work of purchasing, too, a "clos-

er" is valuable, and in certain lines the best

possible "closer" is a woman.
The purchasing agent for an Eastern

company has a woman who closes up every

deal involving any detail.' From five min-
utes to half an hour are given to general

discussion of the proposition between pur-

chasing agent and seller. Then the latter

is turned over to the woman "closer." He
is almost always a $10,000 to $15,000 man.
His time is valuable. The woman "closer"

earns about $25 a week, and has all the

time there is. She goes through the deal

bit by bit, settling qualities, quantities, de-

liveries, and other details as men seldom
do. In the end the transaction is clearly

worked out—and if anybody has been
crowded a trifle in advantages, it isn't she.

Women have an instant insight that

often proves serviceable in the warfare of

business—especially if a little insight is

needed into the foibles of other women.
Two large a certain city were

fierce competitors. ( >ne of them gained a

remarkable advantage in the spring trade

on by bringing oul a novel line of

dress goods. This fabric appeared on the

leaders of fashion in that town, and then

every woman wanted it. The other estab-
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lishment had nothing of similar texture or

patterns. Moreover, none could be obtain-

ed of the manufacturers, because the first

store had contracted for exclusive selling

rights.

"Give me two hundred dollars and a few
girls," said a woman buyer in the second
store, "and I'll fix their novelty for them."
Next week the first store's sales were

larger than ever, because this campaign
fund was spent for dress patterns, girls

making the purchases to conceal tactics.

And the week after that, sales fell off to

nothing. For the rival woman buyer, with
these goods in hand, had had the beautiful

stuff made up atrociously in gowns that

appeared on the backs of two dozen honest

colored washerwomen, and a little pin

money added to the new gowns kept them
circulating diligently through the shopping
district long enough to kill sales.

From this attention to detail it is only a

step to another feminine faculty that can be

made of utmost service in business.

One of the vital points in any business is

to get at true values—to know what others

buy and sell for, and where customers and
competitors stand.

Man contrives an institution like the

Stock Exchange—where one party goej to

really buy or sell, and three more accom-
pany him to bet on his transaction. That
is Man's way of fixing values. He whispers

in a dark corner, and puts some hierogly-

phics in a big book—and this is dignified

as the science of credits.

When it comes to arriving at values,

however, Woman is in an element peculiar-

ly her own. For, at bottom, she probably

sets world values. Since the days of the

tribe she has been the business head of the

family when it came to supplies. Turn her

into a strange community. In a week she

will have all the values whittled down to

absolute truth. She will know the incomes,

the rents, the lot and acreage prices, the

cost of table board, building, butter, and
spring hats. Some of this information she

obtains by asking, and some by swapping,

and the rest by looking at things out of

the back of her head. Put her into a busi-

ness office. The older she is, the more
highly developed and accurate will be this

faculty.

Far better, too, than her instinct for

monej values is her habit of putting a price

on all the human values that come her way.
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Man can often be wholly fooled by an im-

pressive stock quotation or a fair rating in

Dun. With him, it is possible to play a

figure so deftly that he will never look at

a face. But Woman always takes into con-

sideration the way a stranger's hair curls,

and wonders whether he is selfish, or good
to his wife. The first time she sees him she

rates him, and that rating governs subse-

quently, and is more often right than

wrong. Herbert Spencer believed that she

learned this in barbarous ages, by watching
the face of her hairy husband to see what
passion was rising, and dodge. No matter
where she learned it, it is useful in business

—and exercised in business affairs by
thousands of wives who are seldom seen in

an office.

A large company bought sixty per cent.

of its supplies from a trust that not only

monopolized the field, but was high-handed
in terms and methods. Every time the

president saw a bill from the trust he
swore. Yet there seemed no way of get-

ting goods elsewhere. Several tiny inde-

pendent concerns just held their heads
above water. They might go out of busi-

ness any moment. Then their customers
would be punished by the trust. If one
of them grew strong, the trust would prob-
ably absorb it.

The president's woman secretary had
nothing against the trust. But she dis-

liked the trust's representative. He wasn't

sincere. He was an old night owl. She
detested the very color of his tie, and the

way it matched his socks. None of his

shortcomings had any direct bearing on
business. But she made them a business

m?tter, and never lost a chance to cast a
vote again him.

There was a ha rd-worked representative
of a little independent concern, and she
liked him because he looked honest, and as

if he was doing the best he could. She be-

lieve] he would succeed, and felt certain

'ie was not the sort of man who would sell

out his friends.

The president pooh-poohed her preju-
dices for a year. But finally she showed
him a way to buy independent goods
through an outside party. A small order
was placed with the hard-working man's
concern. The stuff was satisfactory. A
larger order was placed, then a larger. In
a year the company Wris buying all its stuff

in that quarter. In three years this little

independent concern was a real competitor
of the trust, and the trust tried to buy it

out, and the man who had done the best
he could refused to sell. So, wnat began
as a woman's intuition, eventually worked
out in sound business policy, and developed
exactly what business is ever seeking—re-

sults.

Another magnificent trait that Woman
brings into business direct from the family
is her partizanship.

No matter where you find her, she is for-

ever a party politician. The whole trick, in

business or life, is to get her on your
own side. Deep down in the very fibre of

her being there is an instinct that leads her
to stick to her own people. Perhaps she got
this in the woods, too—or in the primordial

ooze. But she will takes sides, and regard
all the world apart as strictly something
else, and treat it with either indifference or

hostility, as the case may be.

Business itself is naturally of an intense-

ly partizan character. Even in the broad-
est sense it is a matter of holding your own
and getting more. Some of the serious

problems of business and industry turn on
this very point of partizanship—the prob-

lem of making employes loyal, the problem
of 'keeping subordinates interested, the

problem of the lukewarm director or part-

ner. In business, as a whole, of course,

there are thousands of women and girls

engaged in purely routine work. But take

a woman of forty, confronted with the task

of earning her own living and educating a

couple of children. Give her a little con-

fidence, a little authority and success, and
a decent salary. She will be on the side of

her company first, last, and always, and on
the side of the people she works with. She
will carry partizanship to a point where it

may be necessary to intervene—buying
things too cheap, or holding to her side of

a bargain until she creates a deadlock.

This brings up the question of her short-

comings. They are not many—chiefly the

defects of her virtues.

The one popularly associated with her,

and for which business sometimes fears

her, is her traditional inability to keep a

secret. Business ought to know better by
this time. At bottom, probably this tradi-

tion rests not so much on woman's fancied

volubility as upon her consummate knack
at worming out the secrets of other people.

In business generally, even the routine
45
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woman worker is placed in positions where
important matters must be confided to her.

Some of the famous business generals have
women secretaries. There are nearly one
hundred thousand women stenographers at

work in this country, and almost as many
women accountants. Every woman in such
a position knows things that she might
easily sell. But the instances in which con-
fidential information leaks out at all are
negligible. Woman has a conscience.

When anybody wants to buy anything of

that sort in business it is best to go to a
man. The memorable "Where do I

stand?" letter of Mr. Harriman's, bought
and published by a newspaper a year ago,

was secured from a male stenographer.

Women's shortcomings in business seem
to be chiefly those of perspective. She can
often gauge the conditions of to-day with
utmost nicety. But she won't give much
thought to conditions a year from now, and
most important business is planned for the

future. She has the persistence that the

English symbolize in their phrase, "Dogged
does it." With her inborn capacity for

suffering, it must be something mighty big

and ugly that turns her back.

A widow had been a factory operative

before her marriage. When her husband
died she turned to that old occupation for

support. A factory advertised for help.

She answered. The workpeople waiting

outside were strange. In her day, opera-

tives had been Americans,. Irish and Ger-
mans. Now they were stolid Poles and
Slavs.

"What do you want?" they asked, sus-

picously.

"The place that is advertised," she re-

plied.

"Do you belong to the union?"

"No—but I am willing to join."

"Have you served your apprenticeship in

this city?"

"No—I have not worked for fifteen

years."

"Well, before you can join the union you
must serve an apprenticeship."

"But I want work! If you will not let

me join the union, how am I to get it?"

They shrugged their shoulders, indiffer-

ent. "We do not know."
This woman went away and thought an

hour, and then made her decision.

"If I can't work with those people, I
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can boss them," she concluded. "I'll look

for a place as forewoman."
And she did, and succeeded, and not only

superintended those very people, but even-

tually rose to executive responsibilties that

she might never have aspired to had not op-

position roused her spirit.

She strangely lacks audacity in planning
As a bargainer she can be sublime up to the

point where it may be necessary to break
her hold. For her instinct is to leave the

party of the second part nothing to wear
away—and good business policy recognizes

that he ought to have at least a shirt, so

that he will come back some day and trade

again.

Woman is uniformly a good lieutenant,

but only occasionally a real captain. Her
will, her energy, and her interest are most
valuable in business, and they have to be

accepted with limitations that go with in-

tensity. Yet it doesn't do to be too cock-

sure about this, but occasionally a woman
will manipulate business machinery in a

surprising way.
Some years ago a middle-aged woman

arrived in New York from the West with a

more or less worthless husband and a small

invention that seemed to have moderate
possibilities. A shrewd business man was
interested in the invention. The latter fur-

nished several thousand dollars capital to

exploit it. A corporation was formed in

regular form. The business man was elect-

ed president and treasurer, the husband
vice-president and secretary, and the wo-
man was made a director on a board of

three. Then the company's capital was de-

posited in a bank subjected to cheque, and
the business man went away for a rest,

leaving the pair to organize plans for in-

troducing the invention. He was no sooner

out of town, however, than the woman call-

ed a meeting of the board of directors,

which was attended by her husband and
herself. They made a quorum, and ousted

the absent director, elected the husband
treasurer, drew the corporation's funds,

and disappeared—a perfectly legal piece

of company manipulation, it is said.

The prime shortcoming of all, however,

is not one of business or temperament, but

deeper than either: she makes friends in

business. Then a friend. Then some morn-
ing she comes in with what is called 'a

new light' in her eves, and tells you that in

a month she is to be married.
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That completes the cycle. A good thing

for Woman but sometimes bad for busi-
ness. And she doesn't marry inside the
business once in a hundred times—nor
marry the boss once in a thousand.

In some quarters there is a notion that
business offers a stepping-stone to mar-
riage. So it does, frequently—but not in
the^way that is sometimes imagined.

"If Reginald should be taken away"
says young Mrs. Reginald, in jest, "I really
fancy I should take up business. I should
find a humble position—oh, quite an unpre-
tentious place !—at the office with Tom Or
Jerry. They are bachelors. Or at the
works with Mr. Markham—he is a widow-
er, and so devoted to business. And I
should come down dressed quite plainly-
half mourning, you know—and be so re-
signed, and pathetic, and lonely. One of
them would be certain to marry me. Oh I
think ^business must be simply g- -r-g-e-

Woman wins many a victory, socially by
playing one person against another, by a bit

of flattery ,n the right place, by setting her

Iff'
anVon

,,

tro
!
ling the color scheme or

lighting But business is done in daylight
and with an absence of emotion, mood, sex—the values are surprisingly different. Hir-
ing a helpless widow arouses about thesame emotions as taking on a green office
boy. Both have to be taught.
When a woman goes into business on a

social basis, her time and energy are usually
spent seeking introductions. The men of
affairs who could be of service to her are
not accessible by this means. There is only
one way m which she can interest them—
by being of service herself. She should be
attacking the actual practice in a branch
of some definite trade or industry—any
branch of any business for a beginning.
That she is a woman will mean nothing
whatever except as she applies her feminine
tact, insight, interest, and loyalty to a tan-
gible end. The fact that she is a woman
then, however, may mean a great deal in-
deed.

When God Lets Loose a Thinker.

Dlanft
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e
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h^ihegreat G ° d Iets loose a thinker °n this
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thingS
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are at nsk
- I* is as when a confla-gration has broken out in a great city, and no man knowswhat is safe or where it will end. There is not a pieceTfscience but ,ts flank may be turned to-morrow ; the?e is noany hterary reputation, not the so-called eterna names ofame that may not be revised and condemned ThT veryhopes of man, the thoughts of his heart, the religion o^nat.ons the manners and morals of mankind, are a fat the

n"Pw7nn * VI ^neraI i^ion. Generalization is always anew influx of the divinity into the mind. Hence the thrillthat attends it.-Ralph Waldo Emerson
h thnI1



How Arthur Spurgeon Became a Great Publisher

By W. Arnot Craick

THREE years ago the big publishing

firm of Cassell & Co., with offices in

London, New York and Melbourne,

was financially in an unsatisfactory condi-

tion. Its two thousand shareholders, many
of whom were widows and spinsters, had

for some time been deprived of dividends,

whilst several of the managers of depart-

ments, drawing large salaries, were hand-

ling their work in incompetent fashion.

The general manager, the late Sir

W'emyss Reid, through ill-health, was
unable to give that careful attention to the

management of the company, which it re-

quired in the emergency. His death in

February, 1905, left vacant a position,

which the directors immediately set about

filling with a man, who would be able to

stem the tide of disaster. The man chosen

was Arthur Spurgeon, literary manager of

the National Press Agency.
Mr. Spurgeon had begun his career as a

journalist in Norwich, and from there had
gone to Lowestoft, where he had establish-

ed a weekly paper for the company which

owned the Eastern Daily Press of Norwich.

In this company was J. J. Colman, of

mustard fame. Mr. Colman was connected

with the National Press Agency, and noting

Mr. Spurgeon's brilliant success in Lowes-
toft, he offered him a position on the staff

of the Agency in London. Mr. Spurgeon
accepted and for several years acted as

Parliamentary representative for the

Agency, meeting and forming the acquaint-

ance in this way of many notables, among
whom were Gladstone, Bryce, Morley and

others.

When Mr. Spurgeon accepted the liter-

ary management of the Agency in 1893,

the concern was not making much of a suc-

cess financially. But his skill as a manager
soon put it on a sounder basis and dividends

began to be paid. In 1905, when Mr. Spur-

geon left to assume the management of

Cassell & Co., he and his colleague had suc-

ceeded in building up a reserve fund 1

to the capital.

The new manager was face to face with
(I

this difficulty when he took hold of the

affairs of Cassell & Co. On the one hand
were the two thousand shareholders and

the fourteen hundred employes, all depen-

dent on the prosperity of the company. On
the other hand, were the few high-salaried

managers of departments, under whom the

business was declining. Mr. Spurgeon
calmly came to the conclusion that if any

Arthur Spurgeon.

interests had to be sacrificed, it must be

those of the managers. The axe fell and

cut clean. An entirely new set of men were

installed, most of whom, let it be noted,

were hard-headed Scotchmen. Immediate-

ly an improvement set in. A new enthusi-

asm spread through the entire staff and

from manager to office boy every employe

set about repairing the fortunes of the fine

old house.
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As an indication of what has been
achieved, Mr. Spurgeon in three years took

$250,000 out of the company's profits to-

wards the reduction of the nominal value

of the copyrights held by the firm. To-day
everything is quite free and the company
is in a splendid financial position. En-
comiums have been showered on Mr. Spur-
geon by the English press, who are always
ready to recognize that Cassell & Co. are

an institution in the English publishing

world, just as much as the Times is in the

newspaper world, and the Bank of Eng-
land in the financial world.

One of the new manager's far-seeing

moves was to establish a branch in Canada
last year. He recognized the future of the

Dominion and determined that Cassell &
Co. would be early in the field. The branch
office was established in Toronto in July,

1907, and it has proved a success under the

able management of Mr. H. Button.

Mr. Spurgeon has never narrowed his

interests to his own immediate work. When
in Lowestoft he took an interest in munici-
pal politics, serving for some years as a
member of the Town Council, to which he
was elected by the largest majority ever

recorded to that time. He also helped to

found the London Society of East Angli-
ans, now numbering a thousand members,
and acted as chairman for several years.

He has refused more than one invitation

to stand as a candidate for the British
House of Commons.
But probably his most public-spirited act,

from which much good has flowed, was the
establishment of the journalistic entente
cordiale between the newspaper men of
England and France in 1900, at a time
when relations between the two countries
were much strained. He had been appoint-
ed chairman of the committee of the Insti-

tute of Journalists, to arrange for an ex-
cursion to Paris after the meeting of the

Institute, but the feeling in Paris against
England became so hostile about this time,

that the trip was officially abandoned. Mr.
Spurgeon then personally took charge and
250 journalists went over with him. They
were royally welcomed, distinguished men
took part in the proceedings and the best

of feeling prevailed.

Mr. Spurgeon has frequently been asked
if any relationship existed between him and
the great preacher of the same name. To
this he replies that some generations ago
the branch of the family to which he be-

longs and the branch to which the Rev.
Charles Spurgeon belonged, were probably
united, but that for some generations now
the two branches have resided in different

counties—one in Essex and the other in

Norfolk.

Smile^ When> You Can.

The choice is before us all to smile and make others

happy, or to frown and make them miserable whilst they are

compelled to be in our presence. We can be pleasant, and

others love us, or we can be crabbed, and make them hate us.

The amount of happiness* which can' be radiated 'from a

smiling face is incalculable. That man or woman who has a

kind heart and speaks pleasant words is an angel of mercy,

commissioned to scatter smiles over the earth. On the other

hand, sour looks, cross words, and a fretful disposition

chill everything.

It is the duty of all to smile whenever they can. A kind

act leaves in the soul a lingering balm which freshens at night

when we sleep, in the morning when we rise, and through the

day when we are about our toil. There is no joy so pure and

abiding as that which comes from making others happy.



The Curiosities of Sleep

By Dr, Woods Hutchinson in the American.

THE first and chiefest curiosity of sleep

is sleep itself. All theories and ex-

planations of it, however carefully-

worded, have proved inadequate. We
do not even know what we once thought

we did about it.

Take for instance the long and widely

accepted view which even to-day stands

highest in the estimation of physiologists,

as most nearly approaching an explana-

tion of the phenomenon, that sleep is due

to cerebral anemia, or a lowered supply

of blood to the brain. That the amount
of blood in the brain is distinctly dimin-

ished during sleep is abundantly proved

both by observations upon the brains of

animals through trephine openings made
for the purpose and upon human brains

exposed by fractures of the skull or open-

ings made for the purpose of removing
tumors. A less gruesome illustration is

afforded by the slight sinking in of the

fontanel, or "soft spot," on the top of a

baby's head during sleep. Drowsiness
and loss of consciousness may also be

produced by pressure upon the carotid

arteries supplying the brain. Further,

anything that draws the blood from the

brain—to the skin, for instance, by a hot

bath, or to the stomach by a cup of hot

milk or beef tea, or to the feet by warm-
ing them—helps to induce sleep.

We also know that part of the blood
withdrawn from the brain goes to the

skin, causing the characteristic rosy flush,

and part to the muscles, causing slight

but appreciable enlargement of the arms,

limbs, hands and feet. This is why our
shoes and gloves sometimes feel too tight

for us when dressing in the morning.
This rush of blood to the skin accounts
for that most annoying aggravation of

itching or painful sensations in diseases

of the skin which so often occurs at bed-
time. As one of our leading dermatolog-
ists whimsically "puts it: "The skin wakes
up as the brain goes to sleep." But this

fact is far from forming an explanation,

since it simply raises the questions

:

What is the cause of the anemia?
How is it brought about before falling

asleep, and how overcome before wak-
ing?
Moreover, it is an open question

whether this anemia is not simply a sign

of lessened activity on the part of the

brain, an effect, instead of a cause, of

sleep.

The most modern and up-to-date the-

ory of sleep is the neuron one of Duval
and Cajal. This is based upon the in-

teresting fact which Cajal was largely

instrumental in demonstrating, that the

nervous system, instead of being one
continuous tissue, is made up of a series

of distinct and separate cells, whose only

means of communication is by "touching

fingers" with the tips of their delicate,

twig-like processes (arborizations, dend-

rites), and that these "fingers" have the

power of movement, can retract and thus

break the connection or circuit. When
the cells of the brain become fatigued,

they are supposed to draw in these pro-

cesses. This shuts off messages from
the sense organs, and unconsciousness,

or sleep, results. When rested, they

yawn and stretch out their arms, so to

speak, communication is again restored,

and we wake up.

Unfortunately, the numerous attempts

to demonstrate this retraction of the

dendrites by examination of the brains

of animals killed instantaneously during

sleep have not carried conviction to the

majority of observers, though a similar

process is generally regarded as proved
to take place in the deep sleep induced

by chloroform and other narcotics. And
of course, even granting this mechanism
of sleep, it advances our knowledge but

little to prove that the brain cells curl

up and go to sleep, in place of the identi-

cal procedure on the part of the whole
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body, which can be demonstrated in any
kitten.

Then, there is Pfluger's attractive the-

ory, that the brain cells during the day-

use up oxygen more rapidly than it can
be supplied to them from the lungs, via

the blood; and when this oxygen-starva-

tion reaches a certain degree, the cells

sink below the level of activity necessary

to consciousness. During sleep, expen-
diture falls below the intake, and thus

the balance necessary to consciousness is

restored. This, like the cerebral-anemia
theory, has a solid basis in fact, viz.

:

that of the total intake and outgo of

oxygen during the twenty-four hours
;

only about forty per cent, is taken in

during the twelve hours of daylight,

while sixty per cent, is given off in the

form of carbon dioxide; and, on the con-
trary, during the twelve hours of the

night nearly sixty per cent, of the total

oxygen is taken in, and only about forty

per cent, of the C0 2 given off. In other
words, the body during the day spends
or gives off from twenty to forty per
cent, more oxygen than it takes in, dur-

ing the night takes in twenty to forty

per cent, more than it gives off. Thus
balmy sleep is literally "tired nature's

sweet restorer" of the oxygen balance.

Good poetry is often very close to good
science. In support of this view may be
cited the well-known drowsiness, deepen-
ing into unconsciousness, which comes
on in atmospheres overcharged with car-

bon dioxide, ranging all the way from
that of a stuffy room to the "choke
damp" of the coal mines or the "foul

air" at the bottom of a well. But it can
equally be seen that these states are not
true sleep, but slow poisonings, narcoses,

tending not to refreshment and awaken-
ing, but to increasing sluggishness, and
finally death.

This fact brings us to the crux of the

entire problem, the one great positive

fact which emerges from the negatives
of all these theories, and to develop which
alone was the purpose of their discussion
here: that sleep is not a negative pro-

cess, but a positive one; not a mere ces-

sation of activity, but a substitution of

constructive bodily activity for destruc-
tive. The "anabolic," or upbuilding
processes are in excess of the "katabolic,"

or downbreaking, processes during sleep.

During the waking hours the balance is

reversed. It is not sleep that leads to
death, but waking. Alen have been known
to sleep for weeks and even months at
a stretch, with but little injury. Persist-
ent wakefulness kills in from five to ten
days. It is credibly reported that, with
Oriental refinement of cruelty, death by
sleeplessness is one of the methods of
execution for certain higher-class crimin-
als in China. The wretched victim is

forcibly prevented from going to sleep

until death from exhaustion closes the
scene, which is said to be seldom later

than the fifth or sixth day.
It should of course be explained that

absolute sleeplessness is a very different

thing from the insomnia of our nervous
patients who "don't sleep a wink all

night"—which latter means that they
were awake from three to five times dur-
ing the hours of darkness.

Another of the curiosities of sleep is

the singular difference of its quality in

different individuals. Some fortunate
men are able to get as much rest out of

four or six hours' sleep as the average
man does out of eight or nine; just as

some men will get enormously fat on a

slender diet, while others with a huge
appetite and intake are walking skeltons.

This fortunate power of rapid recupera-

tion may almost be said to be one of the

characteristics of greatness. At all events

it has occurred with sufficient frequency
in great and successful men to have done
great harm among average individuals.

By a ludicrously infantile process of

human logic many of our self-constituted

guides to success have assured the young
idea that this great man became great

simply because of his determination to

work eighteen or twenty hours out of

the twenty-four, therefore: "Go thou and
do likewise, and like success shall be

thine." The hugeness of the non sequitur

is obvious, but this is far from being the

only instance. Men of huge muscles,

who happen to be born "brothers to the

ox," write books and publish journals

telling the average youth how to get

strong by imitating their little peculian

ties and bad habits. Doddering old cen-

tenarians, who happened to be born with

the smoldering vitality (and often ^he
51
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brilliant intellect) of the mud-turtle,

prate fatuously of the onions and sour

milk and frugal diet which they allege

have brought them to this enviable de-

gree of profitless persistence upon the

planet. As well might the elephant en-

deavor to explain the secret of how to

weigh three tons, or the boa constrictor

write a pamphlet on how to grow forty

feet long.

Of course the majority of great men
require as much sleep as the average in-

dividual, and many of them more. Some
of the greatest, so far from taking three

or four hours' sleep a day, have been abla

to work only two or three hours out of

the twenty-four. Two successive hours

of work was a day's work for Darwin
:

four for Spencer, and three hours a week

for the philosopher, Descartes, who spent

from eleven to thirteen hours a day in

bed. But enough of them had this singu-

lar quality of getting as much rest in

four or five hours as other men do in

eight to enable the proverb-maker to

find texts for his sermons.

Another curiosity of sleep is the many
misleading analogies which have been

drawn between it and other states. First

among them is the beautiful poetic com-

parison which has almost become an ar-.

tide of faith, embodied in the phrase,

"Death and his brother Sleep"; and,

"We are such stuff

As dreams are made on; and our

little life

Is rounded with a sleep."

From a physiological point of view, sleep

and death are as far apart as the poles.

The only similarity between them is that

they are both accompanied by uncon-

sciousness. The one is a positive, recon-

structive, intensely vital process, self-

limited and tending inevitably to an

awakening. The other is negative, de-

structive, utterly lifeless, tending to dis-

solution and decay, with no possibility

of any physical awakening.

Nor is there any similarity between

true sleep and the drowsy, sleepy coma-

tose conditions of fevers and fatal ill-

nesses. They are narcoses or poisonings

of the brain by poisonous materials, tox-

ins cither of germ origin or manufactur-

ed by the abnormal processes of the body

tissues themselves. They are not self-

limited, but end only when the tissues

of the body have succeeded in produc-

ing a sufficient amount of antitoxin to

neutralize the poisons which cause them.

If the body fails to do this, they deepen

to coma and, finally, death.

This opposition between death and

sleep does not, however, destroy one con-

soling analogy which has been drawn

between them, and that is that they are

both painless, and cause neither fear nor

anxiety by their approach. It is one of

the most merciful things in nature that

the overwhelming majority of the poisons

which destroy life, whether they be those

of infectious 'diseases or those which are

elaborated from the body's own waste

products, act as narcotics and abolish

consciousness long before the end comes.

While death is not in any sense analog-

ous to sleep, it resembles it to the extent

that it is in the vast majority of instances

not only not painful, but welcome. Pain-

racked and fever-scorched patients long

for death as the wearied toiler longs for

sleep. The fear of death which has been

so enormously exploited in dramatic liter-

ature, sacred and otherwise, is almost

without existence in sickness. Most of

our patients have lost it completely by

the time they become seriously ill.

"While many of the processes which

lead to death are painful, death itself

is painless, natural, like the fading of a

flower or the falling of a leaf. Our dear

ones drift out on the ebbing tide of life

without fear, without pain, without re-

gret, save for those they leave behind.

When Death comes close enough so that

we can see the eyes behind the mask, his

face becomes as welcome as that of his

'twin brother,' Sleep."

Nor is there a much better basis for

the generally accepted analogy between

true sleep and that curious "winter sleep"

known as hibernation. The subject of

hibernation is such an enormous one, and

there is such a lack of definite informa-

tion

—

an(J consequent difference of opin-

ion—as to its true character, that only the

merest outline of the drift of scientific

opinion in regard to it can be given here.

To put it very crudely, it appears to be

a dropping from the animal almost to the

vegetable stage of vitality. Every vital
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process is reduced to the lowest ebb con-

sistent with its continuance. All volun-

tary muscular movements, of course,

cease absolutely, the eyes are closed, the

animal, which has usually retired to some
sheltered and protected spot, becomes
unconscious, the respirations become so

shallow that the closest observation fails

to detect them. The temperature of

warm-blooded hibernators falls toward
the cold-blooded level. The heart is

slowed down to the lowest possible rate

and vigor consistent with life. Even the

muscles of the alimentary canal cease

to contract rhythmically, its glands cease

to secrete, and its terminal opening be-

comes closed with a plug of dried mucus.
Later observations seem to indicate that

by cutting off the intake of oxygen, car-

bon dioxide accumulates in the blood and
tissues until it produces a light perman-
ent narcosis or anesthesia, and this con-
dition continues for periods varying from
weeks to months, until either change of

temperature or the exhaustion of fat

or other food material stored up in the

body beforehand causes the animal to

waken and come forth in search of food.

In the majority of cases, the animal goes
into this state just at the close of the
season of plenty, with his tissues well
loaded with fat, and emerges in the
spring thin and gaunt, having presum-
ably supported such low grade of life

as existed by consumption of the energy
stored up in his fat. It must, however,
be admitted that there are a number of

exceptions to this rule, at both ends, so
to speak, some animals going into their

winter sleep in moderate flesh or even
thin and emerging apparently little chang-
ed in the spring; others going to sleep
plump and fat, and awakening in appar-
ently the same condition. So that the
fat-burning hypothesis, plausible as it

sounds, cannot be accepted without re-

servation.

On the other hand, it is only fair +o
say that in the last-mentioned instance,

animals emerging within a few pounds
of the same weight which they went to

sleep at lose flesh with great rapidity after

resuming their activities, and are raven-
ously hungry, thus raising the suspicion
that the maintenance of weight has been
due to an accumulation of water in the

tissues in place of the fat which has been
burnt up and utilized.

Another interesting fact about this

process is that it is not caused by cold,

as was at one time universally supposed.
This was first brought to our attention

by the fact that fishes, amphibia, reptiles

and some of the mammals living in hot
climates go into this trance-like condi-
tion during the season of heat and
drought. In fact, a new word has had
to be coined covering this form of the
habit, estivate (literally "summerate"),
contrasting with hibernate, Secondly,
it was found that only a small percentage
of animals ever hibernate at all, and they
of the class whose food supply is ab-
solutely cut off in the winter, such us

squirrels, mice, rats, bears, marmots, etc.

These animals, if kept in captivity and
supplied with plenty of food, will after

a time lose the hibernating habit al-

together. So that it appears to be liter-

ally an economy on the part of nature,

a going down to avoid punishment in the

form of starvation, whenever an ade-
quate supply of energy through food is

cut off. The change is exceedingly wide-
spread through the animal kingdom, be-

ing habitual in nearly all terrestrial in-

vertebrates, and in most of the cold-

blooded animals, especially fishes, am-
phibia, reptiles, and occurring in a num-
ber of mammals, but in no birds—the lat-

ter for the reason that they can solve

the food problem in another way, by mi-

gration either north or south, as the sea-

son demands. In fact, it may almost be
said that most land invertebrates, am-
phibia, reptiles and fishes possess the

power of going into this curious carbon-

dioxide narcosis at will, if one can imag-
ine these creatures having a will at all.

So lethargic are they then, and so com-
pletely indifferent to their surroundings,

that they may be exposed to extraordin-

ary extremes of heat and cold without ap-

parent injury. They may be dried al-

most to mummification, frozen or sub-

merged in water for long periods, with-

out apparent injury. Even warm-blood-
ed animals like dormice and woodchucks,
when asleep for the winter, may be put

under water for hours at a stretch with-

out apparent injury, so completely is

respiration suspended.
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Fascinating and mysterious as is the
subject of hibernation, enough of it is

known to make it perfectly clear that ii

has nothing in connection with true sleep.

Instead of the oxygen intake being in-

creased, it is diminished to the lowest
possible level ; instead of the animal wak-
ing refreshed and invigorated, he is weak
and emaciated. Instead of being a re-

cuperative process, it is a trial of endur-
ance on the part of the tissues—how long
they can possibly last without further

supply of energy. Although so widely
spread among his ancestry, there is no
adequate proof of its occurrence in man.
It is one of the "Lost Arts." What a

blessing we would find it in this nerve-

racked age, if we had onl- retained it

!

Some of the trance-like conditions into

which individuals fall and lie for days
or weeks may possibly involve some
trace of the survival of this ancient habit.

But the vast majority of these conditions
occur in semi-civilized, excitable men or

hysterical women, so that there is al-

ways a possible question of simulation

;

and the majority of cases which have
been carefully studied by competent ob-

servers have been found to be frauds, b^-

ing surreptitiously supplied with food
and drink by their attendants or family.

The same is true of the alleged power
possessed by Hindu fakirs and ascetics

of all ages^of going into states of trance

in which they allow themselves to be
buried alive and dug up again and re-

vived after several months have elasped.

In one instance on record an individual

of this class allowed himself to be buried
alive and his grave watched by a guard
of English soldiers, and was dug up at

the end of the time, exceedingly dead. In

another the English officer in charge be-

came alarmed on the third day and had the

fakir "resurrected," when he was found
still alive. A reed or bamboo at one cor-

ner of the grave to supply air would ex-

plain all these cases. The whole subject

is involved in such an atmosphere of

mystery and "fakery" (a word most ap-

propriately derived from the title of its

devotees themselves) that it is impossible
to attach serious weight to the claims
made.

Most of the claims, both Occidental
and Oriental, to the power of existing

for indefinite periods in this trance-like

sleep seem to rest simply upon the well-
known power possessed bv many weak-
minded individuals, of throwing them-
selves by auto-suggestion into a hyp-
notic sleep. In this condition, or awake,
life can of course be easily supported for

many days, or even weeks, without food,

as has been often illustrated by the feats

of professional fasters who easily reach
forty or even sixty days. It is, however,
a significant fact that none of these

"sleeps" can be carried on in a hospital

where the patient is under the observa-
tion of competent and unsympathetic
nurses. For, although food can be done
without, water cannot, and these sleepers

will invariably be found resorting to the

water bottle and responding to the calls

of nature within twenty-four hours. In

their own homes, where they can help

themselves surreptitiously to the water
on the washstand, they may keep up the

farce for weeks without detection. All

"sleepers" investigated by physicians are

found to take water regularly, and often

food, and are usually cases of hysteria

or mild insanity.

It might be incidentallv mentioned,
for the relief of anxious souls, that the

risk of any individual passing into a

trance and remaining in it long enough to

be buried alive is exceedingly slight.

There is no authentic instance of this

having ever occurred. I took occasion to

investigate this question some years ago,

and communicated with a number of

leading undertakers, and they all un-

animously denounced it as one of the

myths of the nineteenth century. One
of them, at the time president of the Na-
tional Funeral Directors' Association, in-

formed me that he had carefully investi-

gated every instance of "burial alive" re-

ported in the newspapers for fifteen years

past and found every one of them to be,

in his own language, "a pure fake."

However, I cannot fight that battle to

a finish here, tempting as the field is.

The last remaining counterfeit of sleep,

the hypnotic trance, is so obviously dif-

ferent in character that its discrepancies

hardly need to be mentioned. Every one

who has seen it will be struck with the

difference. It has no relation to fatigue,

but may be induced at any time and at
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any stage of vigor, though most com-
monly and easily in individuals, whose
mental processes are at such a low ebb

that there really is not much difference

between their sleeping and waking stages

as far as any practical results are con-

cerned. It is not recuperative, but rather

depressing, and the patient feels, as he
says, queer and dizzv when he wakes un.

Instead of the brain being anemic, if

is congested, the skin is pale instead of

flushed, and there is no increase in the re-

lative oxygen intake. In fact, the condi-

tion is an auto-narcosis, or perversion of

consciousness, and does nothing but
harm, instead of good. It may, of course.

be used in expert hands as a method of

treatment, but its field of usefulness in

this regard is becoming more and more
limited every year, and the tremendous
claims made for it by Bernheim and the

Nancy School have dwindled already to

a surprising extent.

The chief question which has always
confronted us in our efforts to utilize

it, "How can a weak mind be made
stronger by becoming absolutely depend-
ent upon another?" still faces us un-
answered.

Nor are the sleeps produced by hyp-
notics much more nearly akin to true

sleep in either nature or effect. The
more powerful of these, like opium and
its derivatives (morphine, codeline and
heroin), chloroform and ether, are so

obviously pure narcotic poisons that they
are seldom resorted to for this purpose
excepting in "Babv's Friends" and
"Soothing Syruns." The apparent slum-
ber produced by these is a toxic nar-

cosis like that due to the toxins of fever
already discussed. They have of course
a certain field of usefulness in expert
hands in a limited class of conditions,
such as after severe and painful accidents
or surgical operations, where the tissues

are ready and anxious for normal sleep
but are prevented from getting it bv
acute pain. In these conditions, a suf-

ficient dose of opiate administered by a

competent physician may relieve this in

tense pain and allow the patient to sleen
naturally and with refreshing results. It is

of course obvious thev should not be used
to make sleep possible in this way in

chronic painful diseases, or where the

pain is likely to recur, on account of the
danger of forming a habit.

There is a group, however, of weaker
drugs, such as chloral, sulphonal, trional,

veronal, etc., which, being much less

poisonous and producing few or none of
the unpleasant after effects and discom-
forts of the stronger drugs, are extensive-
ly used by both the profession and the
laity for this purpose. They nearly all

belong, however, to the methane group
of which chloroform and ether are the
leading members, and are narcotic in

their action, benumbing the brain tissues

in order to produce sleep, and are poison-
ous if taken in considerable amounts.
Just as we find out the dangers of one
of them a new one is brought in by the
pharmacists with a great flourish of

trumpets, and announced as equally ef-

fective in producing sleep, and absolute-
ly non-poisonous or harmless to the most
delicate constitution; and it is eagerly
pounced upon by the sleepless among the
public and profession and sells extensive-
ly for several months. Then reports of

death from its use begin to come in, and
its users and prescribers take fright, and
it drops back with the others.

The man who works all day in an ill-

ventilated room and takes little or no
exercise, or the woman who slaves over
her housework or her silly fancy work
and almost forgets that there is such a
thing as open air, the business man who
is driving himself too hard and keeps up
on stimulants, the individual who is in an
earlv stage of pulmonary consumption
or Bright's disease, when they find that

they cannot sleep, instead of regarding
it as nature's danger signal, demanding
investigation and change of habits, swal-
low some sleeping draught and persist

in their suicidal course until a break-
down results that they can no longer
shut their eyes to. There is no such
thing as uncaused sleeplessness any more
than there is uncaused loss of appetite, or
strength, or weight. All of them are

signals of trouble, and should be regard-
ed and promptly investigated as such.

Hypnotics have their place in medicine
like other poisonous drugs, but that

place is becoming steadily smaller as

cases are more painstakingly and intelli-

gently studied.



Some Men and Events in the Public Eye

By S. A. Warner.

WALTER SCOTT, printer's devil,

compositor, publisher, politician

and premier of his province. It ; s

not an exceptional story for Canada of-

fers to every youth the opportunity to

ascend. Mr. Scott, who was recently

elected for a second term to the highest

office in the gift of the people of Sas-

katchewan, can review a career that is

an inspiration to any young man of

ambition. To find the secret of his suc-

cess one must know the man. If asked

to name the qualities which led to the

distinction, enjoyed so early in life, his

friends would say that courage and stick

to-itiveness combined with an affable dis-

position were the predominant charac-

teristics. It is not every boy who serves

as an apprentice at a trade who has the

determination to soar beyond the calling-

he had selected for life. No one would

have dreamed that back in the early

days of Regina, when it was a small town,

its only claim to note being the head-

quarters of the Territorial Government,

that the boy sweeping the office, pulling

proofs and doing other chores in connec-

tion with a country weekly, would reach

the honor of being the chief adviser of

His Majesty in one of the principal prov-

inces of this great commonwealth.

In political warfare Mr. Scott is

a hard hitter. He wouldn't thrive in the

West unless he were. . He never strikes

below the belt but when it is necessary

to make a charge he does it without re-

sort to suggestion, or surmise. Wh^r
Walter Scott says anything unpleasant

it's generally uncomfortably definite.

II, has little use for the petty slanderer

and dealer in insinuations. In the re-

cent campaign there was an unfortunate

amount of recrimination but, when the

Premier took a hand in it he made unmis-

takably clear charges, fully realizing the

legal responsibility involved. He jsbe-

ing called on to face that responsibility

and his admirers will be disappointed if

he flinches before the ordeal. As a

speaker, he cannot be classed as an ora-

tor. He is not prosaic, however, and is

pleasing to listen to. He has a free,

easy, conversational style and holds his

audience without difficulty. He is not

a man to trifle with, as many an inter-

rupter has learned to his chagrin.

A story of the recent campaign will

suffice to illustrate this point. The

Premier was speaking at Lumsden, where

there are some strenuous opponents. As

Mr. Scott was talking one over-zealous

Provincial Righter yelled the hackneyed

word of contempt "Rats." Quick as a

flash came the retort, "Has my young

friend got them in his pocket or in his

head?"

The politician, who, during the present

election campaign, has kept large crowds

in various Ontario towns and cities in

good humor by his witty sallies and

breezy anecdote's, drawn mostly from

rural life, is Hon. George P. Graham,

Minister of Railways and Canals in the

T.aurier Cabinet. At school he was a

diligent pupil and excelled in English

composition. Beginning life as a rural

pedagogue, after one year's experience,

he gave up teaching and entered a gen-

eral store in the village of Iroquois. There

he spent some months behind the coun-

ter.
'

His father, the late Rev. W._ H.

Graham, was then stationed in the neigll

lx.ring town of Morrisburg in Dwidas

County. Driving to Troquois one day

he called his son to the front of the store.

'WCll. George!" he said, "do you know

what T have done:-' I have just bought

the Morrisburg 1 braid for you and I want

von to take charge of it." "Thank you,

"father." he replied. "T will do my best

to make a success of the business." The

office was then in anything but a desir-

able condition, but the ambitious youth

went to work with perseverance and de-

termination and soon placed it on a pay-
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Hon. Walter Scott

Premier of Saskatchewan.

ing basis. He had tact, good judgment
and executive ability, coupled with a

boundless store of energy. His father

had made only a small payment on the
plant, but under the energetic guidance
of the young proprietor, things began to

move and in a few years the debt was
cleared off and the property greatly im-
proved. He was Reeve of Morrisburg
for some time and a member of the Coun-
ty Council of Dundas. So closely did he

apply himself to the duties of private and
public business that his health, which
has never been too robust, was under-

mined and he was forced to give up news-
paper work for some time. He sold the

Herald and intended, after being in the

publishing business eleven years, taking

a trip to the West with the object of locat-

ing there. The late Mr. Gorman was then

at the helm in the Ottawa Free Press, but

owing to illness had to give up his duties
57
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for some months. Mr. Graham was ask-
ed to take a position on the editorial staff

of that paper and was leader writer for

some months. Mr. Thomas Southworth,
now Colonization Agent for the Province
of Ontario, was the proprietor of the
Brockville Recorder and his editor, Mr.
John A. Mackenzie, having left to enter

the service of the Dr. Williams Medicine
Company, Mr. Southworth had to

look after both the business and
editorial ends. He found these duties

too exacting and offered Mr. Graham a

position which he accepted. This was in

1893. At tne beginning of the following
year the business was organized into a

joint stock company with George P.

Graham as Managing Director. Mr.
Southworth retired in 1895 to take the

post which he now holds with the On-
tario Government. Mr. Graham was
given entire charge of the Recorder and
was both its business manager and editor

up to the time that he was created Min-
ister of Railways and Canals. On the
platform, while not eloquent, Mr. Graham
is a clear and ready speaker who is

regarded as one of the best "stumpers"
in his party. His grasp of detail is one
of his strongest points. He can present
the most abstruse problem in a business-

like and clear cut manner and is always
listened to attentively. His arguments
are concise. He does not travel all over
the map to reach a climax, nail an argu-

ment, or drive home a truth. He is an
indefagtigable worker and it is not un-

usual for him to put in sixteen hours a

day in his department.

Hon. Charles Murphy, who was last

month sworn in as Secretary of State,

succeeding Hon. R. W. Scott, is a young
man of promise and ability. His pre-

decessor in office has stepped down and
out at the advanced age of 84 years, af-
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Hon. Charles Murphy

Canada's New Secretary of State.

tcr a useful public career of over half a

century. It is not many years ago that

the new Secretary of State was employ-
ed as a sawyer in the large lumber mill

of J. R. Booth in the Capital. One day
he met with an accident in which he lost

his left arm. It was then that he resolved

to study law. By application and tire-

less energy he forged ahead until he be-

came one of the leading members of the

Bar in Eastern Ontario. He had no ad-

vantages, no influential friends, no pull of

any kind in his uphill struggle. By his

own unaided efforts and strength of mind
and character he came to the front.

It is not often that a young man is

called to the cabinet without first win-

ning his spurs in a political fight ; in re-

cent years, there have been only one or

two similar instances, Mr. Justice Latch-

ford being made Commissioner of Public

Works for Ontario in the Ross Govern-
ment in 1899 and Hon. Frank Cochrane,

Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines in
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the Whitney administration in 1905. The
new Secretary of State is as well versed

in law. systems of government and par-

liamentary procedure as if he had spent

several terms in the House. He has al-

ways held aloft a high standard of citi-

zenship, morality and honor. He held

strong views and was never afraid to

take a firm grasp for what he conceived

to be right, lie is a former law partner
of Judge Latchford and has frequently

appeared before committees of the Com-
mons. A fluent, forceful speaker, a ready
and clever debater, he will add strength

parliamentary oratorical ranks.

fiarles Murphy is a young man who
has a friendly word and kindly smile
for all. He i lent of the Federation
of Libera] Clubs and a close student of

the affair- of state. J lis friends arc
pleased thai his selection marks an ap-
preciation of hi- public spirit and exalted
sense of duty ami his elevation to the

i< : furnishes another <>i those de-

instances where the
itself has sought occupant rather than
the occunanl tin- office.

Sir Louis Jette, who has recently left

the gubernatorial chair of the neighbor-
ing province, after serving most
ably in the calm of the •

rwood, ha- d< me as
much a- entative of his race

bond of friend-hip- be-

and French-
• fruits <,f which
ed on all

Me now
on the Bench if

Q 1

' > to which
d thirty year- ago. TllC
it. Sir Louis began to

eal wh< iteen

admitted to the
! fe he. auie an aide.

a appoinl
':-.•. in La

if LL.l •.

ub equently
I te a« ."i

of the . ,,,, ,

to r<

\-
' the

liar and
British h the

French Government. In September, 1901,

he was made a K.C.M.G. and the in-

vestiture was made by the Duke of York.
Sir Louis was offered a place in 1878

in the Cabinet of Hon. Alexander Mac-
kenzie, but declined the honor. He is

one of the most cultured and genial of

French-Canadians, being a member of

ral literary and scientific bodies. He
also spent some time in journalism. In

the course of a broad-minded address,

when opening the Canadian National Ex-
hibition in Toronto a few weeks ago, he
spoke of the value of such occasions in

engendering a better acquaintance of the

two races in Canada and to the necessity

of the encouragement of processes

through which the measure of sympathy,
now existing between the English-speak-
ing and French-speaking people, may be
broadened and deepened.

One of the remaining links—now so

few in number—between the present

ration and the stirring times of the

pre-Confederation period is Sir Charles
Alton

s

t ' Pantaleon Pelletier, wso was re-

[y -worn in as Lieut.-Governor of

Quebec, succeeding Sir Louis Jette. A.

former Speaker of the Senate and latter-

Judge of the Superior Court of his

native province, his career as a politician

has been a -pectacular one. Apart from
his work his great hobby has been mili-

tary matters. He was an officer in the

Fenian Raid of [866 and his son has done
splendid service in the cause of empire
in the Reil RebeNion of 1885 and in the
South African war where he was wound-
ed al Paardeberg. Sir Alphonse, in his

stirring public life, lias been a hard hit-

ter but was eminently fair in his treat-

ment of his opponents, believing that
courtesy and truthfulness were always
the besl instruments. While running for

the Local House in Quebec many years
party feeling ran high and it is said

thai his opponents received instructions,

to prevent, at any cost, his getting a
ing on the public platform. While

tl ing he was shot in the back of the
head and stunned by the bullet. He fell

off the platform on to the ground, and
there assaulted by the crowd, who

jumped upon him and pounded him as
he lay unconscious on the ground. His
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friends came to his rescue and before tained upon him, he would have been
the melee ended there were other killed. The father of Sir Alphonse Pel-
broken heads. It is stated as a fact that letier was a farmer who was financially

Sir Louis Jette

Who bas Keturned to the Bench irving Two Terms
as Lieutenant-Governor of Quebec.

only for a heavy fur coat which Mr. Pel- unable to assist his son in the pursuit of
letier wore at the time and which pro- his ambitions. Nothing daunted, the
tected his body from the blows and kicks young man came to Quebec with no as-

ci
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sets other than the memory of a proud
lineage behind him, and ambitious dreams
in his heart to lure him on. He studied

lege and university. He was called to
the Bar in i860, and practised in Quebec,
where he was afterwards made City At-

Sir Alphotue P< till

'

v A.1 toted Lieutenant Governor of Queb

al Laval

tutonngtop
b

torney. In [867 he ran for the Dominion
House in the County of Kamouraska
against the Hon. C. Chapais, one of the
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Conservative Ministers. Party feeling
ran so strong in the riding that riots took
place, and, although young Pelletier was
elected, the country was disfranchised
and he was not allowed to take his seat,
although he attended the session. He
was re-elected in 1872, and remained
their representative during the Mackenzie
regime. In Mackenzie's Cabinet he was
Minister of Agriculture and was also
made a Senator and joint leader of that
body. While Minister of Agriculture he
was appointed President of the Canadian
Commissioners at the Paris Exposition
in 1878, and for that service he rendered
his country he was made a C.M.G..

Eugene V. Debs, candidate for the
Socialist party for President 01 the Un-
ited States, has long been a conspicuous
figure in the world of labor. He says he
knows what is the matter in America
and what to do about it. In an exceed-
ingly interesting article in the October
number of Everybody's Magazine, Lin-
coln Steffens says: "It may be deemed
expedient to hang Debs some day, and
that wouldn't be so bad, but don't try
to hurt him. In the first place, it's no
use. Nature has provided for him, as
she provides for other sensitive things, a
guard; she has surrounded Debs with a
circle of friends who go everywhere with
him, shielding, caring for, adoring him.
They sat all through my interview, readv
to accept what I might reject. So he gets
back the affection he gives, and no
strange hate can hurt him. It can hurt
only the haters. And as for the hang-
ing, he half expects that ... I met
Debs at a Milwaukee Socialist picnic
(25,000 paid admission) where he was
to speak, and, as he came toward me with
his two hands out, I felt, through all my
prejudice, those hands represented as
warm a heart as ever beat. Warm for
me, you understand, a stranger; and not
alone for me: those two warm hands
went out to all in the same way: the
workers, their wives, their children; espe-
cially the children, who spring at sight
right into Debs' arms. It's wonderful,
really. And when, piloted, plucked at,
through the jammed mass of waiting
humanity, he went upon the platform to
speak, he held out his handfuls of affec-

tion to the crowd. He scolded them.
"Men are beginning to have minds,"
he said; "some of you don't know it:"
There was nothing demagogic about that
speech. It was impassioned, but order-
ly; radical, but (granting the premises)
logically reasoned. It was an analysis of
the platforms and performances of the
two old parties to show that they would
do for Business as much as they dared
and for Labor as little; and the conclu-
sion was an appeal to the workers—not
to vote for Debs: "I don't ask that," he

Eugene V. Debs

Candidate of the Socialisl Party for President
of th<- I [hited States.

said, and sincerely, too. "All I ask is

that you think, organize, and go into

politics for yourselves." Delivered from
a crouching attitude, with reaching hands
and the sweat dripping from head and
face, the speech fairly flew, smooth, cor-
rect, and truly eloquent. Debs is an
orator. "If Debs were a priest," wrote
Eugene Field, "the world would listen

to his eloquence, and that gentle, musical
voice and sad, sweet smile of his would
soften the hardest heart." Half the
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world does listen to Debs, and his elo-

quence does soften its heart. But it

wasn't art that kept that Milwaukee
crowd steaming out there in the sun and,

at the close, drew it crushing down upon
the orator. And it wasn't what he said,

either; too much of the gratitude was ex-

pressed in foreign tongues. It was the

feeling he conveys that he feels for his

fellow men; as he does, desperately. Debs
is dangerous; it is instinct that makes
one half of the world hate him ; but don'r.

He loves mankind too much to be hurt

of men; and that's the power in him; and
that's the danger. The trouble with Debs
is that he puts the happiness of the race

above everything else: business, pros-

perity, property. Remarking this to him,
1 said lightly that he was, therefore, un-
fit to be president. "Yes," he answered
seriously, "I am not fitted either by tem-
perament or by taste for the office, and
if there were any chance of my election

I wouldn't run. The party wouldn't let

me. \\ e Socialists don't consider in-

dividuals, you know ; only the good of

all. But we aren't playing to win ; not
yet. \\ e want a majority of Socialists,

not of votes. There would be no use
ting into power with a people that

did not understand; with a lot of office-

holders undisciplined by service in the
party ;. unpurged, by personal sacrifice,

of the selfish -pirit of the present system.
We shall be a minority party first, and
the co-operative commonwealth can come
only when the people know enough to
want to work together, and when, by
working together to win, they have de-

i >f common ser-

. and a drilled i n capacity for mutual
living and co e labor. 1 am run-

for presidenl to serve a very hum-
h social conscious-

and to a acrifice the pres-
ent ior the future, to 'throw away their

and build iat will repn
them. VV1 ,11 the V'

n iminate an
able exe< mi

.

1 admin-
istrator; ;

ery battle at the pol i the
front, in a n i

some member of the administration
M

whom his opponents scathingly denounce
as unworthy of a place in public life or

in the confidence of the people, a man
whom his friends love, "for the enemies
he has made" and fondly point to as the

"best hated man in the Government."
In the cross-firing, that goes on in politi-

cal life, the shafts of invective, sarcasm
and vituperation are invariably levelled

at some picturesque head. Some person

has to stand the brunt. He is singled out

as a shining mark and many charges

hurled in his direction. His sins of omis-

sion and commission are referred to on
every platform where his critics gather.

The "honor" roll is a long one, since it

must needs be that some one has to suf-

fer. Many years ago Sir Richard Cart-

wright was known as "the apostle of

jeremiads" and dubbed "the blue ruin

knight." A few years after the late Hon.

J. lsreal Tarte was ironically styled

"Master of Administration." Hon. Clif-

ford Sifton had his turn and was de-

risively referred to as "The rich young
baron" and "The young Napoleon of the

\\ est." The stormy petrel at the pres-

ent time, the man occupying the centre

of the stage in the fierce light that beats

upon all the actions, sayings and doings
of a public man, is Hon. William Pugs-
ley, Minister of Public Works, former
Attorney-! leneral and subsequently
Premier of New Brunswick. He is a

picturesque ri-ure and, while he has re-

ceived some staggering knocks he has
managed to deliver a few in exchange.
The charges against him are that, while
a member of the New Brunswick admin-
istration, he improperly handled public

moneys and converted certain sums to

hi- personal use; funds, which it is con-
tended, belonged to the province and
have not been properly accounted for.

In answer to the allegations Mr. Pugsley
lias characterized these attacks as base
and malicious and as grossly false and
unwarranted. Mr. Pugsley is a hard
hitter and amis with directness and force.

ii hi few blows in retaliation it

creates no surprise in the public mind
a- there is an old maxim that if you are
marching for trouble you can easily find

it. In the meantime the electors, who
are looking on, can see most of the moves
which tiny donbtless will follow with
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interest and patiently await the out-

come.

There is endless variety of styles in

dress, hats, furniture and houses. The
desire to present something new and
striking has lately found expression in

the political arena. Across the border
in their anxiety to reach as many elec-

tors as possible Messrs. Taft and Bryan,
candidates for the Presidency, have been

gaging the attention of the electorate, is

Mr. H. B. Ames, M.P. for St. Antoine
division, Montreal. His picture gallery
talks are given with aid of stereopticon,
the novelty and originality of the enter-

prise arousing the curiosity and interest
of the multitude. The views are very dis-

tinct and his talks are instructive, having
been given in many parts of the coun-
try. By pictorial representation Mr.
Ames, who is a widelv known business

Hon. William Pugsley in his Office.

speaking into gramophones. The records
of their remarks have been distributed
in scores of cities and towns in order
that as many people as possible may
learn their views on the leading issues
of the campaign. In Canada we have
not reached this advanced stage, of

preserved oratory, but we have instead
the illuminated address. The man, who
has introduced this scenic method of pre-
senting the questions and topics now en-

c

man of a quiet, serious disposition and a

close student of public events, unfolds
some of the scandals which he has
brought up in the House during the past

session. He goes about his work in a
systematic way, dividing his address into

six heads, flashing views upon a large

canvas of the alleged timber, grazing
lease, land, irrigation, coal and inland

fishery scandals against the Laurier ad-

ministration. The pictures are all mount-
C5
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ed and well selected from the standpoint

of driving his arguments home, while his

tables of figures are explicit and simple.

Mr. Ames has attracted attention since

his entry into Parliament last term by

calling for original documents and by

his incessant examination of blue books,

reports, tenders, contracts, and papers

bearing on or dealing with public lands,

timber and fisheries. Whether his in-

OUts manner of campaigning is one

that has come to stay—spectacular and

original as it is in Canada—is something

that no one can as yet accurately fore-

tell. Meanwhile he is in the limelight in

a larger and more liberal sense than the

usual interpretation of the term implies.

Previous to entering Parliament he spenl

ten years in the Montreal City Council

devoting much attention to the purifica-

tion of municipal government and the

in of civic methods. He was large-

ly instrumental in organizing the Volun-
teer Electoral League in his native city.

He is a multi-millionaire, inheriting his

wealth from his father, who made it
: n

shoe manufacturing.

The ( hairman of the National Demo-
cratic Committee, who is a strong figure

H I*. A;.,.-. M.P.

1 Politics,

Norman E. Mack

Chairman of the Democratic National < tommittee.

in American politics and one of the few
really big men in the Presidential cam-
paign, is Norman E. Mack, who is a Can-
adian. He is a native of Middlesex Coun-
ty, Ontario, who has given to the world
and to Canada in particular, some of the

I eminent statesmen and educators
of the time. In the Township of West
Williams, near Parkhill, Mr. Bryan's
general manager ami financier of the

Democratic party, first opened his eyes.

A < Canadian by birth, he is an American
b) naturalization, and a "Mack" by act

of the New York State legislature. His
name originally was Norman E. Mc-
Eachren. Of Highland descent he prob-
ably found nasal toned Yankees unable
io pr mnce his name with the true
Gaelic guttural, and rather than have
it lose its Highland llavor he had it

changed. "Mack" can still ask for sub-
scriptions either for the Buffalo Times
or for the campaign fund in "the language
of the Garden." The October number
"i Hampton's Broadway Magazine in

• in appreciative reference, says: "When
Mr. Norman E. Mack, of the rising, rous-
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ing town of Buffalo, N.Y. the recently

appointed Chairman of the Democratic
Committee, selects an idol from the

available idols of his party, all the others

might just as well go out of the busi-

ness so far as Mr. Mack is concerned.

He is a political monotheist and is right

on the job all the time. When the fame
of William Jennings Bryan spread across

the Missouri River and into strange lands

a good many years ago, Mr. Mack gazed
interestedly on it with a prophetic eye.

Then he went out and got acquainted
with its source and ever since then his

political prayers have been said with his

face toward Lincoln, Nebraska. He im-
mediately began whooping things up in

his Buffalo paper for Mr. Bryan and
when he came to New York on his regu-

lar ^weekly visits he was a press agent, a

steam calliope, and a Methodist exhorter
in his efforts to get his particular idol

into a job. If a medal for the most op-
timistic democrat had been offered at

that time Mr. Alack would have won it

hands down. Through all the desertions
from the party which marked the demo-
cratic campaign in New York in 189/),

the Buffalo Times, Mack's prosperous
paper, stood by him with double-leaded
editorials, first-page news stories, and il-

lustrated Sunday articles. In 1900 he
was again at the job—just as cheerful as

ever and more skillful because of riper

experience. In 1904 he was thrown out
of his regular employment by the hasty
action of the St. Louk^ convention and
supported Judge Parker in a half-hearted
way. "Parker may come and Parker
may go," reflected Mr. Mack, "but Bryan
runs on forever." In 1906 his prophetic
eye had recovered from the shock of

two years previous and he came out in

an interview in which without any week-
kneed "ifs" or "probablys" he said that
Bryan would be the democratic nominee
and would be opposed by Taft. He also

added that Bryan would be elected. Mr.
Mack is a self-made man and has done a

pretty good job of it. He went into the
newspaper business with less money than
would now be required to pay the Times'
salaries for one day. He now makes
about $40,000 a year out of it and lives

in the most exclusive residence section

of Buffalo. He is 49 years old. As a

handshaker and a smiler he is untiring.

He is regarded as the best dressed man
in Buffalo. Mrs. Norman E. Mack would
be well known even if she were not the

wife of the Chairman of the Democratic
National Committee. She was a mem-
ber of the New York State Commission
at the St. Louis World's Fair and suc-

cessfully directed the varied and intricate

social functions of that body. She ac-

companies Mr. Mack on his political pil-

grimages and at the Denver Convention
she was one of the most prominent fig-

ures. She never appeared in the same
gown twice and changed her jewels every
day. In Buffalo, people have been tak-

ing notice of Mrs. Mack for quite a long

time. In fact, she rather overshadows
her famous husband there. A social af-

fair where Mrs. Mack is not present

could scarcely be called a function, and
Mr. Mack accompanies her. When Mrs.

Mack is at home. Mr. Mack is also there.

In all of his work Mrs. Mack has been

an able assistant, and if he ever gets

elected—well, it would be a mighty big

job that the two of them couldn't handle.

It is wicked for us to go about with faces which indicate

that life has been a disappointment to us instead of a glorious

joy. It shows that we have missed the real object of living,

that we have never caught a glimpse of the realities of life,

but that we are living in the shadows, in the gloom instead of

the sunshine of reality, of truth, of beauty. It indicates that

we have not even caught a glimpse of the real glory of life.

—Success Magazine.



We Do Just What We Have To

By Orison Swett Marden in Success Magazine.

SIR HENRY IRVING played "Becket"

on the very night of his death. His

physicians said that he was undoubt-

edly dying throughout the entire perform-

ance. So buoyed up and stimulated was he

by his great zeal for his work and the brac-

influence of his audience that he actu-

held death at bay.

It is a common experience for actors who
are ill to be cured for a time and to be en-

tirely forgetful of their aches and pains

under the stimulus of ambition and the

brain-quickening influence of their audi-

ences.

Iward II. Sothern says that he feels a

of brain activity when he is

and this is accompanied by a

ding physical exhilaration. "The
air 1 breathe," says Mr. Sothern,

nore stimulating. Fatigue leaves

me at the stage door; and I have often

nances without any suffering

ild otherwise have been under

a d are." Noted orators, great

pre;; nd famous singers have had

similar

T!. rious must" whidh compels

his level best, whether he

a force which no or-

dinary pain or ph) ical disability can sil-

Bomehow, even when
that it is impossible for us to make

• hen the crisis a
is upon us, when we

I

erative, imperi-

tenl power within

ue, which an-

li i the impossible.
' :

- For

red tO give Up
hi

; but w hen they

itii m, t'hey arc

ill or indispo

mg actors

ff< ird to be

:. "be-

! that luxurj 1 1 is a

ind although there

have been times when, had I been at home,

or a private man, I could have taken to my
bed with as good a right to be sick as any

one ever had, I have not done so, and have

worn off the attack through sheer necessity.

It is no fiction that will-power is the best

of tonics, and theatrical people understand

that they must keep a good stock of it al-

ways on hand."

I know of an actor who suffered such tor-

tures with inflammatory rheumatism that

even with the aid of a cane he could not

walk two blocks, from his hotel to the

theatre
;
yet when his cue was called, he not

only walked upon the stage with the utmost

ease and grace, but was also entirely oblivi-

ous of the pain which a few moments be-

fore had made him wretched. A stronger

motive drove out the lesser, made him ut-

terly unconscious of his trouble, and the

pain for the time was gone. It was not

merely covered up by some other thought,

passion, or emotion, but it was temporarily

annihilated; and as soon as the play was

over, and his part finished, he was crippled

again.
'

General Grant was suffering greatly

from rheumatism at Vppomattox, but when

a Hag of truce informed him that Lee was

ready to surrender, his great joy no! only

made him forget his rheumatism, but also

drove it completely away—at least for some
time.

The shock occasioned by the great San

Francisco earthquake cured a paralytic who
had been crippled for fifteen years. There

u.-re a greal many other wonderful cures

orted which were almost instantaneous.

Men and women who had been practically

invalids for a long time, and who were

scarcely able to wait upon themselves, when
the crisis came and they were confronted

by this terrible situation, worked like Tro-

jans, carrying their children and household

ods long distances to places of safety.

We do not know what we can hear until

we are put to the test. Many a delicate

mother, who thoughl that she could not sur-

vive the death of her children, has lived to
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bury her husband and the last one of a large-

family, and in addition to all this has seen

her home and last dollar swept away; yet

sihe has had the courage to bear it all and
to go on as before. When the need comes,

there is a power deep within us that an-

swers the call.

Timid girls who have always shuddered
at the mere thought of death have in some
fatal accident entered into the shadow of

the valley without a tremor or murmur. We
can face any kind of inevitable danger with

wonderful fortitude. Frail, delicate women
will go on an operating-table with marvel-

ous courage, even when they know that the

operation is likely to be fatal. But the

same women might go all to pieces over

the terror of some impending danger, be-

cause of the very uncertainty of what
might be in store for them. Uncertainty

gives fear a chance to get in its deadly

work on the imagination and make cowards
of us.

A person who shrinks from the prick of

a pin, and who, under ordinary circum-

stances, can not endure without an anaes-

thetic the extraction of a tooth or cutting
of flesh, even in a trivial operation, can,

when mangled in an accident, far from
civilization, stand the amputation of a limb

without as much fear and terror as he
might suffer at home from the lancing of

a felon.

I have seen a dozen strong men go to

their death in a fire without showing the

slightest sign of fear. There is something
within every one of us that braces us up in

a catastrophe and makes us equal to any
emergency. This something is the God in

us. These brave firemen did not shrink

even when they saw every means of escape
cut off. The last rope thrown to them had
consumed away; the last ladder had
crumbled to ashes, and they were still in a

burning tower one hundred feet above a
blazing roof. Yet they showed no sign of
fear or cowardice when the tower sank into

the seething caldron of flame.

When in Deadwood, in the Black Hills

of South Dakota, I was told that in the
early days there, before telephone, railroad,

or telegraph communication had been es-

tablished, the people were obliged to send
a hundred miles for a physician. For this

reason the services of a doctor were beyond
the reach, of persons of moderate means.
The result was that people learned to de-

pend upon themselves to such an extent
that it was only on extremely rare occa-
sions, usually in case of severe accident or
some great emergency, that a physician was
sent for. Some of the largest families of
children in the place had been reared with-
out a physician ever coming into the house.
When I asked some of these people if they
were ever sick they replied, "No, we are

never sick, simply because we are obliged
to keep well. We can not afford to have a

physician ; and even if we could it would
take so long to get him here that the sick

one might be dead before he arrived."

One of the most unfortunate things that

has come to us through what we call "high-
er civilization" is the killing of faith in our
power of disease resistance. In our large

cities people make great preparations for

sickness. They expect it, anticipate it, and,

consequently, have it. It is only a block or

two to a physician, a drug-store is on every

other corner, and the temptation to send for

the physician or to get drugs at the slightest

symptoms of illness tends to make them
more and more dependent on outside helps

and less able to control their physical dis-

cords.

During the frontier days there were little

villages and hamlets which physicians rare-

ly entered, and here the people were strong

and healthy and independent. They de-

veloped great powers of disease resistance.

There is no doubt that the doctor habit in

many families has a great deal to do with

the developing of unfortunate physical con-

ditions in the child. Many mothers call the

doctor whenever there is the least sign of

disturbance in a child. The result is that

the child grows up with this disease picture,

doctor picture, medicine picture in its mind,

and it influences its whole life.

The time will come when a child and

any kind of medicine will be considered a.

very incongruous combination. Were chil-

dren properly reared in the love thought,

the truth thought, the harmony thought,

were they trained to right thinking, a doc-

tor or medicine would rarely be needed.

Within the last ten years tens of thous-

ands of families have never tasted medicine

or required the services of a physician. It

is becoming more and more certain that the

time will come when the belief of the ni

sity of employing some one to patch us up,

to mend the Almighty's work, will be a

thing of the past. The Creator never put
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man's health, happiness, and welfare at the

mercy of the mere accident of happening

to live near physicians.

He never left the grandest of his crea-

he mercy of any chance, crnel fate,

or destiny; never intended that the life,

health, and well-being of one of his chil-

dren should hang upon the contingency of

g near a remedy for his ills; never

placed him where his own life, health and

happiness would depend upon the chance

of happening to be where a certain plant

mig] . or a certain mineral exist

which could cure him.

I- it not more rational to believe that He
ild put the remedies for man's ills with-

in himself—in his own mind, where they

are always available—than that He would

them in herbs and minerals in remote

5 of the earth where practically but a

|] portion of the human race would ever

them, countless millions dying in

' ignorance of their existence?

There is a latent power, a force of inde-

structable lit"'-, an immortal principle of

Ith, in every individual, which if de-

Id heal all our wounds and

furnish a balm for the hurts of the world.

II •'.. rare a thing it is for people to be

ill U
]

iccasion in which they

participants? How unusual

man. even though in very delicate

health, to n a particular day on

which she has been invited to a royal rccep-

the White House at Wash-
•

'ii

!

ic invalids have been practically

! by having crreat responsibilities

thru them. By the death of

relative or the loss of property, or through

some emergency, they have been forced out

of their seclusion into the public gaze;

forced away from the very opportunity of

thinking of themselves, dwelling upon their

troubles, their symptoms, and lo, the symp-

toms have disappeared

!

Thousands of women are living to-day in

comparative health who would have been

dead years ago had they not been forced by

necessity out of their diseased thoughts and

compelled to think of others, to work for

them, to provide and plan for them, because

they could not afford to hire it done.

What does the world not owe to that im-

perious "must"—that strenuous effort

which we make when driven to des| (.'ra-

tion, when all outside help has been cut off

and we are forced to call upon all that is

within us to extricate ourselves from an un-

fortunate situation

!

Many of the greatest things in the world

have been accomplished under the stress of

this impelling "must"—merciless in its lash-

ings and proddings to accomplishment.

Necessity has been a priceless spur which

has helped men to perform miracles against

incredible odds. Every person who amounts

mything feels within himself a power

which is ever pushing him on and urging

him to perpetual improvement. Whether

he feels like it or not. this inward monitor

holds him to his task.

Tt is this little insistent "must" that dogs

our steps; that drives and bestirs us; that

makes US willing to suffer privations and

endure hardships, inconveniences, and dis-

torts, t<> work slavishly, in fact, when
inclination tempts us to take life easy.

Be strong !

Say not the days are evil—who's to blame?
And fold the hands and acquiesce— Oh, shame !

Stand up, speak out, and bravely, in God's name.

Be strong

!

It mutters not how deep entrenched the wrong.
How hard the battle goes, the day how long.

Paint not, fight on ! To-morrow comes the song.

-G. H. S.



The Kind of Cigars King Edward Smokes

By Allan L. Benson m the Scrap Book

QUEEN VICTORIA'S father, the

Duke of Kent, smoked once a day

—

from the time he arose in the morn-
ing until he retired at night. Nobody ex-

cept himself derived much nourishment
from the smoke. His royal wife didn't like

it, and his beautiful young daughter some-
times had to leave the room. So, when she

herself became a full-fledged sovereign,

and, in 1841, became the mother of little

Albert Edward, she pointed to the lad one
day and said : "There's a boy who shall

never smoke."
Last month the man who was once the

Queen's little boy ordered from an Ameri-
can tobacco company three thousand cigars

that come eight to the pound and are war-
ranted to burn two hours and a half in any
climate. The bill was ten thousand five

hundred dollars—three dollars and a half

apiece.

Such are the uncertainties of fulfilment

even of royal mothers' plans

!

At the same time, the King sent along an
order for a thousand cigars for his nephew,
the Emperor of Germany. The British

monarch is never niggardly in his gifts, but
for the Kaiser's cigars he paid only a dollar

and a half apiece.

Smoking, it seems, is in one respect like

drinking. Italians who live in the wine-
growing regions never drink much because,

as one of their countrymen' has said, "they
are temperamentally always half-seas over,

while the stolid Britisher requires much
strong drink to place him even with them."
And William II. of Germany, being nor-

mally a bundle of nerves, smokes a cigar
that lacks a little of being half as large as
that of his uncle's best brand.

\ny time that you happen to be ninety
miles southeast of Havana, you can look
about you and see the country that pro-
duces, not only the King's cigars, but the

tobacco that goes into the smoking material
consumed in all the royal palaces of Europe
except that of the Sultan of Turkey. The
surrounding country is known as the Yuelta
Abajo district. Contrary to genera! belief,

this territory from which tobacco for roy-

alty comes is not small. Many a man bites

off the end of a wrapper that grew next-

hill to the King's three-dollar-and-a-half

cigar. The difference is that Edward VII. 's

smokes are all made of the largest, finest

leaves, while the ordinary man's cigars are

put together from what is left.

Growing tobacco for royalty is a business

that requires the special knowledge of the

tobacconist and ingenuity of a Burbank.
The first step is to get the best seed. Ordi-
narily, the top of a tobacco-plant is snipped
off before it reaches maturity in order to

prevent seeding and thus force all the sap
of the plant into the leaves. But when a

planter has in his pocket an order for cigars

for a king he is very careful what tops he
cuts off. The largest plants are permitted

to go to seed, and this seed is used the next
year to grow the leaves that are more valu-

able than one-dollar bills.

Once in the ground, tobacco seed imme-
diately requires much water. Each plant is

daily carefully sprinkled. In three weeks,

it is time to transplant. Those that haven't

made good are thrown away and the others

are put in the ground three feet apart.

Then begins the difficult task of forcing

into the leaves the ingredients that, when
burned, make the monarchs feel at peace

with all the world, whether they are or not.

Potash is needed to supply part of the

aroma and the flavor. Of this substance,

each plant is fed all it wants. But the to-

bacco plant is also an enormous consumer
of nitrogen, and, therefore, cotton seed

meal, bone meal, and dried blood are fre-

quently mixed with the earth. Many a

Cuban cow has gone to the block without

knowing that the blood in its veins would
vet add a delicate flavor to the cigars of a

king.

As soon as so much fluid has been forced

into the plant that it threatens to run over

by going to seed, a cork is put into the top,

-
1 to speak, by cutting off the end of the

•-talk, and the forcing process from the bot-

tom goes on. In a little while, the leaves
71
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nearest the ground begin to turn yellow.

That's a sign that they are ripe. When.

a

planter who is raising tobacco for plain Bill

[ones sees a yellow leaf or two at the bot-

tom of the stalk, he cuts down the whole

plant. But in raising tobacco for kings and

czars and emperors, only the leaf that is

yello. kefl and the others are per-

mitted to remain until they, too, are ripe.

The next step is curing. Curing tobacco

,rse than curing hams. Nine-tenths of

cigars that are technically known as

"dead" were killed in embryo by the gen-

tlemen who pretended to cure the leaves

of which they are made. First, the leaf

must hang in the sun just so long. While

it is hanging in the sun it must not touch

any other leaf. Then, with other leaves, it

must be tied in a bundle. And, by the time

it has had some more sunshine, and is ready

the process known as fermentation,

it has hty-five per cent, of its weight.

It has become the boiled-down sweetness of

the tobacco plant.

•mentation is for the purpose of re-

ducing the quantity of nicotine in the plant

and improving the aroma. In the perform-

task, heat is the sole agency.

fermented for a Broadway
two weeks. For a king,

the time required is two years. In the first

d in a moist

1 the natural generation of warmth

In the second, the tobacco is

red in warehouses

nil is brought about

he King's cigars get

ng them. They

i day. I nine

three-quarters of an inch

ddle.

a perfect leaf. A
penl in getting

it, but all nf its

wrinkled arc nn

r Mil., the pile

ir men who have

ire than six

nto

lipped

And Maybe
in, bnl not

for your Uncle Edward. He takes his one

in a box, hermetically sealed, with a little

strip of glass for a cover so he can see

through and be sure it's all right. More

than that, each cigar is wrapped in a piece

of delicate, hand-painted silk.

Then the cigars are sent to Sandnngham

House, Windsor Castle, or wherever the

King wants them. But it should not be as-

sumed that he fills his vest-pockets and

passes them out to his friends at the races

or at other places. He has another kind

for that purpose—the kind that he himself

smokes every day—the same quality of to-

bacco made into a dollar-and-a-half size.

The three-dollar-and-a-half cigars are for

use when he has company. If William is

over from Germany, Nicholas has dropped

in from Russia, or if President Fallieres

has come from France, then the boy is sent

out to get the big sticks.

We have no exalted smoker in this coun-

try. President Roosevelt does not use to-

bacco. But we have plenty of millionaires

who smoke as good cigars as any king does,

and some that smoke more expensive ones.

William E. Corey, president of the United

States Steel Corporation, smokes a five-dol-

lar cigar. It is made of the same tobacco

of which King Edward's cigars arc manu-

factured, but Corey's cigars are ten inches

long, while Kipg Edward's are only nine.

J. Pierpont Morgan wants the strongest,

best cigar that is made, but he is not par-

ticular about its being as big as the King

and Corey like. Mr. Morgan's cigar- are

made from the same quality of toba

into the goods put up for royal

sumption, but each cigar is only six and a

half inches long, and not so fat as the

King's. Mr. Morgan's cigars cost him a

dollar and a quarter apiece. He is a great

smoker.
Many rich Americans have adopted the

European custom of smoking nothinj

cigars that arc at least five years old. The

idea is tl rs do not acquire their best

flavor until they have aged. A strange fact

in connection therewith is that many mil-

now give orders for cigars to be

delivered live years from the receipt of the

,,,.,1,
|

; m| one of the largest

erns in Mew York said be bad bis base-

il full of goods that were bought and

paid for two, three, and even four years



The Main Gambling Room at the Casino, where Roulette is Played.

Monte Carlo and Its Game

By Arthur Hewitt in the Bohemian.

THE Casina gamblers were not a

cheerful lot. Why were those

pleasure-seekers' faces so sad? So
I wondered at first—later I found the

reasons.

I came to Monte Carlo at night; it

was as though some palace of a fairer

land had greeted me. Monaco's giant

rocks rose heavenward, their lighted

headlands blending with a starry, yet

ink-black sky. You leave the train be-

hind—there is an ascent of many steps,

marble steps, a stairway of splendor
adorned with bronzes. At the top,

through a garden of great palms, you
get the first glimpse of the Casino, a

building of gaudy splendor, somewhat
subdued at night; and your thoughts are

of satisfaction and pleasure. But mus-
ings like these came to an abrupt end;

the crowd swept on the Casino, and the

reality was before me.

Now came the formality of obtaining

from the authorities the admission card.

I experienced difficulty, and it was only

after proving my identity and profes-

sional standing that the green card was
handed me.
No one is wanted in the Casino who

is a local resident; you have to live far

away and be an employer rather than an

employe; this rule is made to lessen the

chance of the scandal often coincident

with loss. After traversing the splendid

hallways the card was scrutinized, and
at last the doorkeepers, with profound

obeisance, ushered me into the gambling
salon.

You ask me for impressions—first im-

pressions. Well, I will tell you—the
13
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neurotic perfumes of this southern land,

the noise as of raining gold, the atmos-

phere or aura of the place, unseen yet

none the less forceful, these impelled me
to dive into my pocket and test the god-

dess Fortune.

I gained a seat at a roulette table (of

the game itself I shall speak later) and,

suffice to say, I won, won, won. A sin-

gle silver piece (for I touched a lucky

number at once) became gold, and gold

me notes. All the charm, the deadly

charm, of the game was upon me; the

constrictor drew the rabbit into its

Im /.hat are impressions?

My nerves were on tension (I tell all).

It was now a fever; my heart beat fast,

duty and honor were no more, the very

object of my coming to Monte Carlo was
All the mechanism of daily

life had receded into another world. lie

who ha- ne\ bled cannot know it;

environments of all sorts affect us in our
daily life; but this was a wilder, keener

h. [t changed the \ ery muscles of

the fare, it broke every bond) he who
no more; every tie of sym-

patic ped asunder in the rage
Id. I do not exa.L;

f< >r I \\ ;

:

m my Londi >n studii >.

in all the calm of retrospect.

I have traveled wide ami far, and yet
i arlo is perhaps the

;1 I have seen. I belie\ c

that in one n tin- rook of M
<

'arlo more lives are marred and often
than by all the temptations

evil tuntry. I wished to find

I f' >und none.

Bui I will no • cribe the

:o\ Jul; the til

all, and then I will

rious people I met and of

wlia'

far tli. • number of per
play tli. roulette. The appa
ratn .., | (1 |

• im of which are

ents, eachof
j, and

this

hi< h the

the
ular bottom which contains

the nun this he drop.
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a small ball, sending it with a sweeping

motion of the hand around the upper

edge of the stationary bowl, in the oppo-

site direction to the rotating half con-

taining the numbers. Slowly the two
momenti decrease, and at last, after a

series of now quite erratic and chanceful

movements, the ball drops into a num-
bered compartment. The color and
number thus indicated are the winners.

The remainder of the outfit consists of

two tables, each one continuous with a

side of the table into which the wheel
proper is set; marked on these tables,

which are covered with green cloth, is a

diagram, numbered and colored, show-
ing the various chances of the play. You
do not "go it blind."

There are the thirty-six numbers in

three horizontal rows; a larger space

tops these columns for the o (zero).

Then at the sides of the columns the

chances simple are labeled — pa

manque; pair, impair; rouge, and noir.

All these are chances for even money.
Again, at the base of the diagram the

various dozens may be played— i to 12,

12 to 24, and so on; on these, as also the

three columns, the bank offers 2 to [.

When you play you place your money,
or ask a croupier to do so, on the various
points of play as indicated on this table.

Five francs is the lowest stake he will

accept, 6,000 francs the highest; but this

is only on even chances. When the
-.take- are all in position the
calls out, "Messieurs, faites votre jeu.

-
'

ddie wheel and the ball are set in motion.
"Rien ne va pas," he drones out—"Noth-
ing more may be staked." Then chance

to work and you lose or win exactly
.1- you have placed your money; then
no cheating at Monte Carlo. If

have chosen the winning number
put your stake only on thai number the
bank pa\ - \ ou 35 to 1 for a U

piece, the 1 n nipicr deftly pushes 1 \\ er to

\ 1 >ii 175 train-, and SO on.

The charm of the game is appan
the fascination and excitement are boun I

to hold you as they did me during many
lucky da) s.

Then, too, there is the gorgeous beauty
of the rooms themselves, ihc crowd of

pie all intent on the play, and
prodigious sums of money ever in view

—
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the unified activity, the action of com-
bined thought in one direction. Each
plays upon the senses until (I care not

how strong your ordinary will) you fall

prey to a temptation beyond your power
of resistance. To be captain of your
own soul in this place is indeed an ardu-

ous feat. I saw the strong and the weak
alike enthralled—many people of many
lands ; and I think there were more
women than men. Some played the

game with definite svstem, some in the

most erratic manner. The same fate

overtook all.

At roulette, roughly, the bank wins
three per cent, of all the money staked.

As you play, this hard mathematical fact

is establishing itself against you. You
may win at the first, indeed many times.

All your winnings first get back to the

bank, and then your pocket will pay at

least this subtle three per cent, for ail

your fine sport of many days. It is so

simple, need I even explain, when the

company which runs the place yearly

reaps profits to the tune of over one and
a half million pounds sterling?

The fateful zero takes your money,
mathematically, once in thirty-six spins

of the wheel; in the long reckoning it

always appears, and each time the bank
rakes in the stakes.

There are systems, some will say, that

will defeat the bank. I have not found
one* Two factors settle all systems.

One is the bank's limit, which prevents
the doubling system so often advocated

;

the second the extraordinary idiosyncra-

sies of chance. Red or black will often

run in long series. I saw fifteen reds

come up in succession on one occasion ;

seventeen uneven numbers in an un-
broken series on another. One evening,
on a losing day, I was playing on the
first six numbers and persistently for

some hours the last twelve numbers in-

variably turned up. Once I saw 21 come
up four times in succession, when mathe-
matically it should have taken one hun-
dred and forty-four coups to make it

show that number of times—and still

more strange that on this occasion each
time it came up a gentleman had staked
the limit on the number; namely, one
hundred and eighty francs, winning in

ten minutes something over 24,000 francs.

One readily sees by these instances the

unexpected very often happens, in fact,

more often than not.

The tables upon which Trente-et-

quarante is played are similar to the

roulette tables already described. They
also are long and narrow and have a

curved break on each side, in the middle
of their length. Here sit the chef de
partie and the croupiers, one of whom,
called the tailleur, throws the cards that

have been used. The top of the table

is covered with ereen cloth and marked

Prince of Monaco

In Whose 1 1' 1 1 mm in is 1 In- Famous Casino.
I tc\ otes Himself in Exploration.

Mr

off into spaces with lines drawn in yel-

low, in the same manner as the roulette

table, from which it nevertheless differs

essentially in its details.

Trente-et-quarante is a simpler game
than roulette; il offers only four chances,

all of them for even money. I shall not

go into details of the manner of the play

of this game; suffice it to say, it concerns

the numbers and colors of ordinary play-

ing cards as they are at random deall

out. Six packs of cards are shuffled to-

gether and dealt from.

New packs are always used for each

shuffle. All this is done with great care,
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for at times very large sums of money
are on the table. Twelve thousand

francs is the limit of the play, while .1

golden louis, or twenty francs, is the

st sum allowed to be staked.

The game is quieter and more orderly

than roulette; there are, as a rule, no

mistakes or disputes, which so often oc-

cur at the roulette tables. Personally I

always faced ill-luck when I played it,

although I believe, given you have the

capital, it is a safer chance than roulette,

for the bank here wins only one twenty-

eighth of the money staked. But the

nty-franc minimum is so formidable

a weapon in the hands of the bank (as

the side in command of the greatly pre-

ponderating capital) that if only the

stru| inued long enough every

one who takes up the gauntlet must
ntually be crushed. Here, then, again

is the >tory of loss—inevitable loss.

to the people 1 met, 1 must first

tell of the Prince himself, the ruler of

this strange country, to whose sovereign

an errand of another nature

than the pu this paper brought
me. After a laborious drive up the -

incline of Monaco's hillside 1 found m\ -

Idier prevented my
entrance until th< irately uniformed

• had given me parlance and his

11 had waved mj vehicle forward.

the palace; many men
met me, apparently from every doorway

ame forward and
umbrances, each

icle being separately carried.

I 11 the marble staircase and was
; with formality by an officer of

I lis I [ighn< hered into

I found a simple,
plainly 1 n, with -ad

Mh, charming in manner,
uliarly quiet in n and a

lish. M > can
ed him, then we chatted pleas

If this ruler of tin - conn
1 1 i

mind i- , ople
and country. H his

to snap-
wild animal on 1 1 lad

intain
] le his scientific

marine I made him world
' d.

M

As to the Casino, it is the very life of

the State. The army, the schools, and

the principality itself are financed by the

gain at the tables; but that to the Prince

is a right of heritage. Its follies and
worse have little interest for him.

Now as to the gamblers. He was a

good fellow, that tutor. I first met him
at Cannes, in the house of friends of

mine on the mountain side, wdiere I

stayed. They were growers of flowers,

they had a poor little house—but what
princely hearts ! How they lavished of

their all on me! Never shall I forget

their kindness, those little acts which
make life best worth while. The cheer

of the wine, the brightest of suns, the

bluest of seas, it was all there. But I

am forgetting the tutor. The game long
since had him by the throat. I met him
in his losing days. How can I tell of

all the agony of that man? The last

time 1 saw him he was wandering penni-

in the Casino, still eyeing furtively

the game that had drained him. I asked
him to luncheon from sheer pity. I be-

lieve he had been a splendid fellow at

heart ; but now his eyes were haggard
and half-shut, he was unkempt, every
nicety that marks self-respect had gone.
lie was glad of my invitation, and at

the table he opened his heart; he told

me fervently and yet with small emotion
that he was that very night going to end
his now wretched life. His tale wa^ the

tale < if many, of long losses, of every
article of value pawned, and all the

other sordid details. But his eyes for

all that were a \<i unopened. I had to

do something, for I saw the man was
near tin- precipice over which Monte
Carlo daily pushes her victims.

1 told him fiercely of one chance of

pe ; flight and Paris. I begged him
to be gone, the impossible alone was
safe. I argued, and at last he became
as a child, tired, utterly weary, and the
train took him that night far away.
One night, as I was glancing at the

players of Trentc-et-quarante, I caught
sight of a gentleman playing with the
utino-i deliberation and care. He was
also steadily winning. lie interested
me. for he, I said, "knows the game; he
has nerve and sense." Pater I met him
and ventured to remark concerning his
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success. He shook his head and told me
in fluent French how each year for

seven years he had come to Monte
Carlo, and how, in the end, he had
always lost, because, as he described it,

the nerves go round and cannot stand the

strain. I was sorry, for after him the

hope died that I should ever find a man
that was match for the bank.
He was young and handsome, but a

slave to the game. A man of courage,

Then there was the winner who went
mad. I watched him at the tables in

the Casino as he hugged tight to his

breast a great bundle of "billets." To
be exact, he had in his hands 132,000
francs : eleven packages, each containing
12,000 francs. Here was a curiosity

He had no thought of banking the hand-
some sum and quitting the game ; he
played on, played the limit—each time
12,000 francs, on the black at trente-et-

Surrounding the Casino are Wonderful Gardens and Tropical Plants, making a Veritable Fairy Land of the Place.

too, he had fought his duels, but his

courage did not serve him in gambling.
He had wealth, too, but he always
gambled ahead of his income. The last

night I spent with him he had to pawn
a golden pencil, the gift of a Princess.

Nothing else was wrong with him ; in

every way he was a man of appealing
interest. He soon became a worry to

me, his company was irksome, and
after two or three chats I avoided him.

quarante always on the black. He wan-
dered from table to table, still throwing
his notes where the noir was marked.

An unnatural light shone in the man's
eyes.

His luck had turned, he who had put

the game to a standstill in the morning
whilst the croupiers sent for more money,
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon wandered
from the Casino penniless (or at least

minus his 132,000 francs; and unsteady
77
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Vlouaco's Small Army.

in his gaib Again I sawhow true had
been tli' of the Russian doi

"th( cannol stand the -train."'

I 1 eral other instances
le tale of human

path..-, but lei these thai I have given

be sufficient. As I read my evening
journal to-night I saw how the Monte
Carlo Casino had just sent four hundred
pounds to the fund for the families of

the dead in the recent French naval dis-

aster. It set me a-wondering. But no,

my opinion shall stand, that this thing

has no redeeming quality. Nor is the

gaming the only evil. Shame be it on
the managers of the Casino that they
should permit women of ill repute to

frequent the place, and in large numbers.
Why, I know not; certainly they were
a nuisance to the gamblers. If you are

winning, these women are very quick to

find it out and you are requested to

become their banker so that they may
test their luck for their own benefit

—

beggars for your winnings.
A gentleman of prominence in Monte

Carlo, a resident and a man of affairs,

told me of the havoc of the game, told

me of the destruction of private and
public morals.

"The very atmosphere has a taint,"

lie said. "I could count the honest peo-
ple of the town on the fingers of one
hand."
Then, too, I could add the stories of

suicide, which is said to be frequent. I

did sec a man stagger and fall as he rose
to leave the Casino, but he was hurried
from the room by the numerous agents
that are scattered about. I saw no sui-

cides, I heard of many. That I pre-

vented one I have no doubt. I cannot
say it better than in the words of a

' poet, "How mad and bad and sad
it was."

Unanswered yet? Nay, do not say unwanted
;

Perhapi yniir part is not yet wholly done.
I he work hegan when first your prayer was uttered,

' vill Finish what He has begun
« ill keep the incense burning there ;

"i! shall see sometime, somewhere.

—Robert Browning.



Some Curiosities of Diplomatic Life

By Herbert H. D. Peirce in Atlantic Monthly

EVERY diplomatic officer encounters

many appeals for advice and assist-

ance of one sort or another, not only

from his own compatriots but often from

foreigners, sometimes simply curious,

and sometimes pathetic and deeply ap-

pealing. The appeals which the Ameri-
can diplomat receives from his own na-

tionals are perhaps more frequent than

those made to similar officials of other

nations, for the reason that it is gener-

ally understood by citizens of other coun-

tries who find themselves in distressed

circumstances in foreign lands, that the

medium of governmental relief, if such

can be extended, is the consular, not the

diplomatic, officer of their country.

Most governments permit their con-

sular officers to extend some measure of

relief to such of their nationals as become
stranded in a foreign country and desire

to return to their own homes. Our own
principle of individual independence, a

principle which has done much to foster

that spirit of self-reliance which plays so

large a part in the national character, is

opposed to anything that might encour-

age citizens in the belief that in distress

they can confidently apply to the govern-
ment for relief; and, conformably to this

spirit of our institutions, neither our di-

plomatic nor our consular officers are

provided with means of pecuniary relief

for American citizens who may become
stranded abroad, however much they may
desire to return to their own land, except,

under certain circumstances, in the case
of American seamen. As a consequence,
both the diplomatic and the consular
officers of the United States frequently
find themselves confronted with cases of

such an appealing nature that, in com-
mon charity, they cannot refrain from
offering relief from their own pockets.

Take, for instance, the case of the

American who by adverse circumstances
is stranded abroad, longing for nothing
so much as to return to his or (harder

still) her native land; speaking at n

but little of the language of the country
;

debarred both by nationality and by lan-

guage from either earning a livelihood

or seeking any but the most humiliating

charity; willing but unable, in a foreign

country, to exercise those means of bread-

winning which in America might be rea-

sonably relied upon for support. In the

face of such an appeal, what can the

diplomatic officer do but lend this aid to

send the applicant home? Nor are such
cases rare. They constitute a consider-

able tax upon the slender remuneration
of the office. A generous charity toward
his own nationals, tempered only by his

personal means and clue circumspection
to provide against that imposition which
is ever alert to impose on the unwary,
becomes, therefore, one of the function-

of the American diplomat.

It is, however, no part of the purpose
of this article to rehearse the harrowing
details of life's harsh discipline to the

needy, but rather to relate some curious

phases of those conditions which bring
persons to an American legation for as-

sistance by advice or for pecuniary aid.

That meanest of social parasites, the

bogus-claim-agent, meanest because he
preys, not upon the rich, but above all

upon those struggling poor who strive

to keep head above water in that sea

of overwhelming expense, the imagined
social requirements of a position which
their means are inadequate to maintain,

—this wretched bloodsucker plies his

nefarious calling in every land.

One bitter winter's night in St. Peters-

burg, early in my first service as charge
d'affaires, there came to me a poor
colonel of infantry, whose meagre pay
would hardly suffice to put bread in the

mouths of his numerous family and
maintain with decency his rank in the

Russian army.
The well-brushed but threadbare uni-

form, the tarnished lace, the boots well
71
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polished but split, all proclaimed the

struggle, while the thin hand he gave me
and the sallow sunken cheek betrayed

the physical privation. He had traveled

from his post, some seven hundred miles

distant, full of expectation, to ask inform-

ation of me regarding the alleged for-

tune of a mythical millionaire in one of

our southern states, by whose reputed

death a claim-agent, to whom he had
paid a hardly-soared bonus for the in-

formation, had told him. he had become
his heir. Never shall I forget the fall of

the poor gentleman's countenance as I

explained to him the improbability of

the truth of his information. Needless to

my inquiries proved my predictions

correct. How dastardly the act of the

vampire who had sucked from him his

- and entailed upon him the

nse >f the long joun
There is a story of a vast fortune, the

which an American, dying
in a Spanish prison, revealed to a priest,

which periodically comes to light—al-

ways with a demand for a bonus before
the an be divulged—with such
regularity of reappearance, though with

;

it differences in dress, that it is

known in the Department of State as
"the Spanish story."

Marital relations are a prolific cause
I to the American diplomat. It

iund, of course, bul the
diplomatic officer must patiently listen

-1 of righl - and wrongs on
botl and finally do what he best

tic harmony. The
i the different civilize 1

liffer materially, and indeed
perhaps then tion of

called "private international law," tin-

be thai of citizenship, which pi

rl in the whoie question of

the international "<

American citizen mar-
night, under certain

in this
' in his own country

and

Russian
bin'

in ,,,-,,

had
I

lady of th< ••: faith. ' iw the
Church and State, while they

80

grant divorce, do not easily recognize the

remarriage of divorced people. Indeed,

these two people certainly could not have
been legally married in Russia. Both
knowing the facts, they went to another
country and there became man and wife

by English law. Relations becoming
strained, they both came to me, the hus-

band to induce me to get the marriage
dissolved, as invalid under Russian law,

and the wife to insist upon her husband
being held to his proper obligations un-

der our laws. By dint of salutary advice, I

brought matters to a satisfactory agree-

ment, which, however, proved to be of

brief duration; for, shortly afterwards,

the wife appeared before me to request

my good offices to get the marriage dis-

solved as invalid under Russian law; and
she had hardly gone when the husband
appeared to demand recognition of his

marital rights under our laws, his wite

having left him and being engaged in an
attempt to remove the furniture from
the house as her property.

Princess
,
peace be to her and to

her name—a name associated with some
of the highest dignities of the Empire,
but which I will not repeat in this place,

for obvious reasons—held weekly a sa-

lon in St. Petersburg where one met the

very elect of every walk in Russian life,

and to which none might obtain access

without the passport of culture and good
breeding. She had long passed the period

of feminine charm when I knew her,

pi thai she remained grande dame
in the highest acceptation of the phrase.

Her dress, though somewhat eccentric,

was of a character to emphasize the dig-

nity of a tndy noble bearing. No one
understands this better than the Russian
lady of high birth; she can even smoke
her ever burning cigarette with an air of

supreme dignity.

As I sat one evening at work in my
Study, my servant brought me the card

of a gentleman, well known in the Im-
perial Court, who awaited me in the

in. My visitor handed me a note from
Princess , which requested me to

come to see her at once, at a certain

house, not her own. on a matter of greal

important e. laying the note down upon
the table near me, I begged my visitoi

to say to the Princess that I would go
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to her as quickly as I could make some
necessary changes in my toilet. The mo-
ment I put it down he seized the note

and tore it into a thousand pieces, which
he crammed- into his pocket, explaining

with breathless haste that the matter
would permit of no delay, and begging
me to go with him at once. A short drive

brought us to a house I frequently passed

in my daily comings and goings, and here

a sign to the concierge and an evident

signal at the doorbell caused the door
to be quickly opened. As it closed be-

hind me, I found myself in an apart-

ment filled with white-frocked monks of

the Roman church, an unusual enough
sight in Orthodox Russia, where, of all

religions, that of Rome is looked upon
with most suspicion. By a tortuous and
narrow passage, my guide led me to a

back room illuminated only by a single

lamp, and this heavily shaded, except
for a square opening in the lamp-shade
emitting a comparatively brilliant stream
of light in the darkened room in which
.sat my summoner, clothed in her habitual

flowing black robe. Upon my entrance

she rose and, still standing in the stream
of light, introduced to me a young man
of a well-known family who, she drama-
tically informed me, had committed what
in Russia is regarded as a high political

crime, though under our system it would
be regarded as the exercise of a natural

right. He had been concealed from the

police for thirty days in that same apart-

ment. Now an opportunity offered for

sending him out of Russia through Fin-

land, and her purpose in requesting my
presence was to ask from me an Ameri-
can passport in his favor. Of course it

was utterly impossible to comply with
such a demand, and, very shortly after,

my new acquaintance took his departure
in company with a party of these Car-
melite monks.

The penalty for the political crime of

which he was confessedly guilty wai
deportation to Siberia for life. My sym-
pathies were therefore keenly aroused,
although it was quite impossible for me
to assist him ; and it was with no small
feeling of anxiety that I saw him depart
upon his journey, which might very like-

ly be interrupted by the police with dis-

astrous results. Very shortly afterward

my friend the Princess was taken seri-

ously ill and died. I never saw her again,
and it was not until five years later that
I learned, by chance, that the young
political offender had escaped safely.

Some of the applicants in Russia pre-
sented interesting claims. One, a native
of Vermont, told me that he had come so
far from the home of his Yankee birth to
play in the Roumanian gypsy orchestra
in one of the restaurants in St. Peters-
burg. Another, who received each year
a special form of recommendation to the
authorities as a "ward of the United
States," was a true Sioux Indian who had
come to Russia in Buffalo Bill's "Wild
West Show," and had been left behind
owing to his love for Russian "fire-

water." Physically, he was a fine speci-

men of the race of which his features

and bearing were the very type ; and,

with the mass of coarse black hair hang-
ing down on the massive shoulders from
beneath the broad sombrero, it was curi-

ous to find him transplanted into Rus-
sian soil and speaking the language of

that country about as well as he did

English.

It is a just interpretation of our coun-
try's liberal laws, based upon the prin-

ciple of the right of the individual to

change his national allegiance at will,

that abandonment of country and per-

manent residence in a foreign land, with-

out intention to return to the United
States to reside, and to perform there

those duties of citizenship which should

be performed for the state in return

for the advantages and protection which
citizenship confers, should be construed

as indicating a purpose to abandon
citizenship itself. For, that the mere
claim of nationality, and. demand for the

national protection abroad, should give

to the individual immunity from those

claims upon him which the citizens or

subjects of the countrv of his residence

must meet, and that at the same time he

should be enabled to avoid, by his ab-

sence, his duties and obligations to his

own country, is a one-sided arrangement,

out of consonance with the true and un-

derlying principles of the mutual rights

and obligations of communities and in-

dividuals. Moreover, there has been no

little abuse of our naturalization laws by
81
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foreigners, who, desiring to escape mili-

tary service in the country of their

origin, emigrate to America just before

they can, by their laws, be called upon

for such service, and, remaining just long

enough in our country to obtain their

papers as American citizens, return to

the land of their birth, with no intention

of ever coming back to the United States,

but demanding of our government im-

munity, by virtue of their newly acquired

allegiance, from all of those obligations

which the country of their residence re-

quires of its nationals, while enjoying all

the advantages of its social organization

and escaping the performance of every

duty to their new allegiance.

Such an abuse was, of course, never

contemplated in framing our immigra-

tion laws, nor in defining the principle

of the inalienable right of the individual

to change his allegiance. It is a simple

measure of self-protection for our govern-

ment to say that, while it does not under-

take to deprive any citizen of his lawful

rights, i* : fair to assume that, when he

abandons, permanently, his residence in

this country, thereby avoiding all those

duties of citizenship which the state may
justly require, he has abandoned, in real

truth, American allegiance.

t, as no general precept can meet
'his just and equitable inter-

pretation <>f our laws works hardships in

which come with pathetic

appeal to the attention of the American
diplomat. A combination of untoward

lay leave a whole family

nded in a foreign countrv. The death

the parents may throw the children,

inprepared, upon their own
•id, with the most earnest

ing to return to America, they may
nable to find the means to do s •

I them off more entirely
]

n ak< the possibility

of th< a living in America more
remol i

mains the same
im and retain Ameri-

member several
1

i had romc
time of the

buil n contra i tin-

rail 1 St. Pel

burg, and who, I ha ing died,

them pennih , had become Rus-
B

sian in everything but in name and in

their intense sentiment of patriotism to-

ward the country they could only dimly
remember from childhood.

Of stranded Americans in Russia, I

recall, among many others, the case of a

troupe of eleven colored "vaudeville

'

performers, whose manager had left them
in the lurch. To assist so many at one
and the same time was quite beyond the

means at my personal disposal, so I was
obliged to have resource to a benevolent
society, to which I was a subscriber,

to borrow aid for them. It is a pleasure

to be able to recall that these people

repaid the loan voluntarily and without
any steps, on my part, to require it.

Needless to say, the diplomatic officer

encounters his full share of impostors.

My last in this line was an amiable and
adroit humbug, but he did a fair day's

work for every krone I gave him, and,

but for his final abuse of my confidence,

I should feel that I bad not suffered in

anything but the imposition on my cre-

dulity, and this so cleverly done as to

amuse rather than annoy me.

He came just as I was getting settled

in my house in Christiania; my garden
was full of the boxes in which my furni-

ture had been packed, and which must be
broken up and stored before the rapidly

approaching winter set in. He represent-

ed himself to be a discharged American
seaman, but without papers—as such
sea-tramps often are—or other means of

identification than his knowledge of City
Point, South Boston—which seemed ac-

curate enough—where he represented
himself to have been born, although, as

he said, he had been at sea most of

his life. Curiously enough, though, he
knew City Point so well, he knew no-
thing about Boston or even South Bos-
ton. He could not tell me even where
the State House stands, nor what it

looks like Yet he spoke English without
other accent than that which is common
enough in certain parts of our country,
a slight Irish brogue. The sole wish
of his heart was to get back once more
to City Point, to his dear old mother,
whom he would never, never leave again,

once he was at her side. Giving him a

crown for his supper and night's lodging,

I told him to call on me the next day.
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Meanwhile, I arranged with a steam-

ship line to give my American sailor

transportation to Boston, for a sum with-

in my means, and engaged him to work
for me at fair wages until sailing day. I

never got better labor for the wages than

this delightful humbug gave me. The
day before the sailing of his steamer he
disappeared, but the ship had hardly left

port when he turned up again with a

story of unavoidable detention. Two
weeks later, another was to sail, and
again I arranged for his passage, still

employing his services about the place,

where his diligence and intelligent labor

accomplished wonders in getting things

to rights. Sailing day came again, and
again my American was missing; but the

following day up he bobbed with a story

of a row and arrest by the police—

a

story which, on investigation, proved to

be pure fiction.

I yielded to his importunities to give

him a little more work, and set him at

splitting kindling in the cellar.

The next morning, my servant came
to me, saying, "If the Minister pleases,

the American is drunk." — "Well, send
him away," said I. — "I can't, sir. He
will not go; I did lock him in the wine-
cellar." — "Why? Why did you lock a
drunken man in my wine-cellar?" — "I

did find him in the wine-cellar, drunk.
He did get in with a false key. It is

here," handing me a regular burglar's

skeleton key. There was nothing to do but
to hand him over to the police, who in-

formed me that he was a Swede and
"wanted" in Stockholm on a criminal
charge.

There comes to me frequently, at this

Legation, a poor demented old man, who
fancies that he has some grievance

against the Norwegian Government. He
clearly is not an American citizen, but
he alleges that he served in the Confed-
erate Army. He carries always the same
bundle of papers, which I have read
many times, and which have no sort of
bearing on the claim that he thinks they
establish.

As I try to make him comprehend this,

he dives down into all his pockets, fishing

out other equally irrelevant scraps, until

every chair is the repository for some of

these poor worthless bits of paper. He
stands and looks at them all with despair-
ing eyes, then puts his hand to his head,
saying, "There is something, but I can't

remember. My head is bad." It is a sad
and oft-repeated scene. All I can do is

to give him a little charity and send him
away.
These are but a few of the curiosities

of diplomatic life, taken, at random, out
of my experience. Many others crowd in

upon my memory, but the foregoing will

serve to show how varied are the appeals
for assistance, in one form and another,

which come to the American diplomat.

Of the tragedies of life which one en-

counters, where often a few dollars would
go so far to relieve distress, I have said

but little. One often longs for means
to dispense a more generous charity.

Our national government could hardly

undertake to provide such means, and it

is only a few of our diplomatic officials

whose circumstances enable them ade-

quately to meet all the calls upon them.

But the relief of worthy Americans in

distress abroad, through our embassies

and legations, offers a wide field for pri-

vate charity, which would be subject to

but little if any imposition, in view of the

ability of the officials to investigate.
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The Greatest Game in the World

By Walter H. Cottingham in System

THE field of business is world-wide in

extent. Its cultivation affords the

ambitious man greater scope an 1

opportunities for his activity and ability

than any other. There are no limil

the possibilities of a business career, ex-

cepting the limitation of human capacity
and endurance.
And this is the day of business. In

>d of the world's history has it

upied such an important place.

Tii when nun devoted them-
quesl by the sword, bul now

the ntests are fought
and won on the fields of commerce by
the adustry. To be
"in trade" i- no o a reproach, for

business as it . tituted to-day af-

ford, ample opportunity for the highest
lion the nio-i enduring fame and

unlimited wealth and power. It is a

field to attract the able and ambitious
and in which to exercise the greatest

talents.

The world is progressing to-day at a

greater speed than ever before. Develop-
ments and improvements are on every
side. They are the results of the genius
of business. They are the rewards of

tireless industry and superior ability.

Let no one think that the best days for

Ini iness opportunities have passed. We
arc in the midst of them. Right now the

chances for success are greater than they
wan-. Remember this: better train-

ing and greater knowledge are now
ie i i ssary to successfully conduct the

vast transactions by which the enormous
business of our time is operated than in

the days of small things.

Business is a race. It is a struggle for

supremacy from start to finish. The field
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is crowded with trained competitors,

eager and alert to outdo one another it

every turn. The start is important. It

means a great deal to get under way
right.

The very first step then is a firm and
determined resolution to succeed. Make
up your mind before you enter the race

that you will go into it to stay, that you
will keep the goal of success ever before

your eyes, and that you will never give

up until you have crossed the line a win-
ner.

Such a resolution many men never
take. The majority seem to be possessed
of an idea that success is largely a mat-
ter of luck, that when they get into busi-

ness fortune will come to them in some
way. They fail to take a serious view
of the subject at the start. They utter-

ly fail to realize the tremendous effort

and hardship necessary to get even a

foothold, and so they drift along aimless-

ly without a plan to guide them.
Emphasize the importance of a sober

and firm resolution at the start. Resolve
with all the strength you can command
that you will win, and then determine
with all your might that you will keep
that resolution—and go to work.
The first necessity of training for any

race, and especially for the race of busi-

ness success, is work.
Work, in order to be highly successful,

must be done because of love of it, be-
cause of the desire of accomplishment.
It is only under such conditions that one
is able to do his best. The heart and
soul, as well as the hands, must enter
into the task if it is to be of the record-
making kind. It must become a part
of your very self.

All the great works of art, literature

and science are great because they are

part and parcel of the being who created
them. They are the expression of an
ideal, developed by intense application,

not for love of gain, but for the love of

achievement and the desire to excel.

The man who finds work a drudgery and
an everlasting grind, who is always look-

ing for the quitting time, will never d )

really good work, for his heart is not in

it. He is but a machine working for a

mere existence. He works only because
he has to, and is kept up to it. Of this

kind of workers there is an over-supply
in the world, and so the price is low.
But for the man who works because he

desires improvement and advancement,
because he desires to accomplish, because
he wants to do something better than it

has ever been done before, because he
wants to be a prize winner in the great
race for success, there is no limit to

what he may do, the whole world is open
to him, and welcomes him and will re-

ward him richly.

A Few Thoughts

We needs must love the highest when we see it.—Tennyson.

The miller thinks the wheat only grows to keep his mill

going.—Goethe.

A very great part of the mischiefs that vex the world arises

from words.— Burke.

The whole object of literature is to prevent truths becom-
ing truisms.—Chesterton.

A man's output for the species is more important than his

moral elevation.—Wells.
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The House of Life

By Ella Wheeler Wilcox in the Cosmopolitan.

All wondering and eager-eyed, within her portico,

I made my plea to Hostess Life, one morning long ago.

"Pray show me this great house of thine, nor close a single door;

But let me wander where I will, and climb from floor to floor.

•' For many rooms, and curious things, and treasures great and small,

Here in this spacious mansion He, and I would see them all."

Then Hostess Life turned silently, her searching gaze on me,

And with no word she reached her hand and offered up the key.

It opened first the door of Hope, and long I lingered there

;

Until I spied the Room of Dreams, just higher by a stair.

And then a door, whereon the one word "Happiness" was writ;

But when I tried the little key I could not make it fit.

It turned the lock of Pleasure's room, wherein all seemed so bright,

But after I had stayed a while it somehow lost its light.

And wandering down a lonely hall I came upon a room

Marked " Duty," and I entered it, to lose myself in gloom.

-Along the shadowy walls I groped my weary way about,

And found that from dull Duty's room the door of Toil led out.

It led out to another door, whereon a crimson stain

Made sullenly, against the dark, the words, " The Room of Pain."

But oh, the light, the light, the light, that spilled down from above !

And upward wound the stairs of faith, right to the Tower of Love.

And when I came forth from that place I tried the little key,

And lo! the door of 1 lappiness swung open wide and free.



The Prolongers of Life

By Michael Williams in 'Munsey's.

THE most noteworthy fact connected

with the recent progress of science

is the ever-increasing attention it

pays to problems affecting human hap-

piness and human life. Some of the best

intellects of the age are removing the

basis of Tolstoy's reproach, when he said

that science was practically useless, be-

cause it concerned itself only with details

and unimportant little facts, like the col-

oring of a butterfly's wing, or the mus-
cular structure of a titmouse, neglecting

the questions of deep human significance

—such questions, for example, as how
best to eat and drink, to sleep and exer-

cise, in order to live healthily and long.

Yet it was by paying attention to details

that science learned how to handle the

larger problems of which details are a

part; and to-day men of microscopes and
calorimetric bombs are investigating the

regions once explored only by philoso-

phers and poets—the mysteries of life

and death.

Of all the problems which concern
humanity, perhaps none is more interest-

ing than that of achieving long life..

Upon this problem many of the chief

scientists of to-day are concentrating;
and there is to be found, in their re-

sults and conclusions, an agreement that
the road to man's long life leads—as one
of our oldest proverbs states that the
road to his heart also leads—through his

stomach.
Man is his food. We are what we eat

and drink. Thinking men and women
are beginning to recognize the full truth
of the German adage, "As a man eateth,

so he is," and of the old Saxon saying,
"Every man has lain on his own
trencher." The important part that eat-

ing plays in the business of life is a

commonplace
;
yet it is beyond question

true that the majority of men and women
eat what they like, or what they have
been "brought up" to eat, without giv-
ing special consideration to the question

of wholesomeness, and without inquir-

ing what are the real needs of the body,
and how these needs may best be sup-
plied. Of late people have begun to real-

ize the necessity of asking such questions
as the following:

What is the best dietary for health?
What foodstuffs will best sustain men-

tal and physical effort?

What substances are best adapted to

building strong and enduring muscles,
pure blood, active and well-balanced
brain and nerve?

In a word, what shall we eat in order

to live long?
Thousands of people have been forced

by ill-health to consider such problems
;

but few, until recently, have found any-
thing like a satisfactory answer. Every
physician will admit that medical die-

tetics is, of all subjects with which he
has to deal, perhaps the most contradic-

tory and unsatisfactory. This is due to

the fact that until lately it was almost
wholly empirical, and not scientific;

being based upon imperfect and inade-

quate observations, and very largely

abandoned to the rule of the quack or

the unscientific food faddist or enthu-
siast.

Xow, however, there is a general

awakening to the need for paying scien-

tific attention to the question of food.

Thoroughgoing laboratory researches,

and experiments made upon hundreds of

thousands of persons, have supplied

trustworthy data ; and although the

science of nutrition is still far from being
settled and accepted, it has emerged de-

finitely from the mists of charlatanism

and faddishness, and through the devot-

ed work of a noble band of men and
women it is placing knowledge of the

utmost importance at our disposal. It

declares with no uncertain voice that

human life may be prolonged far past

the traditional three-score years and ten,

and that a century of useful existence
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Dr. Elie Metchnikoff, of the Pasteur Institute in Paris.

Who Holds Thai Men Should] Iive^One^Hundred and TwentyT.Yeara."

need no longer be regarded as a chimera,

or as a relic of the dreams of Ponce de

Leon and other searchers after the foun-

tain of youth.

Men of many nations are numbered
in the ranks of the scientific prolongers

of life ; but, as Professor Lafayette B.

Mendel, of Yale, recently said to the

writer: "There is no possibility of dis-

ng the nutrition study of to-day

without first mentioning the Germans."
In this branch of scientific investigation,

the Germans display their racial genius

for thorough] i
;
and they have con-

tributed many of the fundamental dis-

coveries and to the science of pro-

longing life.

88

The greatest figure of the new knowl-
edge passed out of the arena a few
months ago in the person of Karl von
Voit, who died at Munich after a long
life that was devoted from the first to

the investigation of the problems of nu-
trition and of physiology. He was called

"the Nestor of his science"; and no char-

acteristic could seem more just. His
doctor's thesis, away back in 1856, was
a study of the circulation of nitrogen in

the animal system ; in other words, a

study of the way in which the body
avails itself of one of the most essential

of the materials from which nerves, mus-
cles, and cells are built. At the age yl

twenty-six, he had demonstrated a meth-
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od of determining how the human sys-

tem uses proteid—that substance in food

without which life would be impossible.

When he was thirty-five, his work had

kofer he also discovered the amount of

proteid metabolism—or amount of pro-

teid changed into living substance—in

persons of average health subsisting on

i

Horace Fletcher

A Retired American Business Man who has Devoted his Later Life

to the Study of Questions of Nutrition.

resulted in the construction of the first

apparatus for determining mechanically

the amount of nitrogen consumed by

the body. This was the Pettenkofer re-

spiration apparatus, and with Dr. Petten-

various diets, during fasting, and during

work.
These experiments put the principles

of nutrition on a scientific basis for the

first time, and although later investiga-
89
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tions and discoveries have exposed many
of his theories to adverse criticism, and

to radical change, yet it may be said that

Voit laid the foundation on which other

men are now building. He was devoted

to his arduous labors; he found real joy

in them ; and his pleasure at any new
discovery on the part of another scientist

was an inspiration to his numerous
pupils. He was characteristically Teu-
tonic in his deliberation, and in his de-

precation of any hurried announcement
of the results of his experiments. His

last published article gave to the world
work accomplished seventeen years be-

fore.

Other leaders among the German
students of the science of long life arc

men whose names are classic in the

laboratories and lecture-rooms of the

world, although popularly they may not

be so widely recognized. There is N.
Zuntz, with his pupils, notably A.

Loewy ; there is C. von Noorden, who
now resides in Vienna, and whose
specialty is the study of metabolism, or

the processes whereby the organic mate-
rial contained in the different foodstuffs
is transformed by the body into living

cells; there is Max Rubner, of Berlin, an
eminent authority; there are Eduard
Pfluger, of Bonn; Fr. Muller, of Munich;
Robert Tigerstedt, now in Helsingfors,
Finland, and many others.

In Italy, among many eminent names,
-tand out for special reasons. The

firsl i- that of Angelo Mosso, of Turin,
wh<» lias made a study of the production
of poisons in the body through the ac-

tion of muscles in exercise. The "fatigue
toxin-." a- such poisons are called, seem
to hear a close relation to the problems
of nutrition. This appears through the
fad thai certain foods make muscles of

a quality that stand more fatigue than
built up out of other food ; and

thus tiny add to the endurance of the
human machine. The simpler foods,
whether of meat or of cereals, fruits, and
th<- hk.

. ar< better body fuel and body
material than foods that are rich and

ted.

I h< 1 name connected with the
study of nutrition in Italy furnishes a
link thai < arries tin- re< ord to England
.'ut'l t<> the I 'nit.-, |

.;.-,,, -
[n a singularly
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interesting way. This is the name of

Ernest Van Someren, a physician resid-

ing in Venice. Some years ago, Dr. Van
Someren found that his investigations

were likely to be cut short owing to the

fact that his own nutritive machinery
had broken down. Just at this juncture,

he met a retired American business man,
Mr. Horace Fletcher, who also lived in

Venice, and learned how Mr. Fletcher

himself had faced death because of the

breaking down of his digestive system,

and how he had won back his health and
strength through the establishment of a

habit of thorough mastication of all food,

both solid and liquid, with the attention

directed not to the act of chewing, how-
ever, but to the enjoyment of the food it-

self.

Dr. Van Someren tried Mr. Fletcher's

method, and in a remarkably short time

recovered his health. He thereupon in-

vestigated Mr. Fletcher's case from a sci-

entific standpoint, and speedily became
convinced that there were solid reasons

that supported the business man's theory.

Before the meeting of the British Medi-
cal Association, in 1901, he read a paper
which attracted the attention of Sir

Michael Foster, the dean of British

physiologists, and of Professor Russel
II. Chittenden, of Yale, who has been
called the "father of physiological chem-
istry in America." Sir Michael Foster
invited Mr. Fletcher and Dr. Van Som-
eren to Cambridge University, where
tests were made of both men that proved
them to be in exceptionally fine physical

condition. Yet, not long before, both
were sick men. Mr Fletcher, indeed, had
been in such a state that no life-insurance

company would accept him as a risk.

ddiat demonstration was followed by
the now world famous experiments at

Vale, conducted by Professors Chitten-

den and Mendel, with Mr. Fletcher as

the firsl subject, and later with subjects
drawn from all sorts and conditions of

men. It was speedily proved that one
of the greal Karl von Voit's ideas was
open to correction. This was the so-

called "Voit standard of proteid need."
As a result of exhaustive studies of what
men in ordinary ways o ( life all over
the world actually consume, Voit had
announced thai the average man needed
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m
Dr. Pawlow, of St. Petersburg

A Leading Russian Authority on Dietetics.

a daily amount of proteid—which is the

principal element of such foods as meat,

eggs, nuts, cheese* and milk—roughly
equivalent to about one hundred and
eighteen grams. The Yale experiments

showed that less than one-half of this

amount—about fifty grams—is all that

the average man requires, and that any

more may be dangerous, since the organs

of the body are forced to work too hard

in order to handle the excess of mate-

rial.

Fifty grams of proteid is equal to

about an ounce and three-quarters, a
91
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quantity which Dr. Edward Curtis, an-

other of our prominent American author-

ities, says is represented by the proteid

content of nine and a half ounces of

lean meat, or of seven eggs or of twenty-

seven ounces of white bread. Nine and
a half ounces of meat is about the weight

of a slice measuring seven by three

inches, and cut a quarter of an inch

thick. But as nearly all foodstuffs con-

tain proteid in greater or lesser quan-

tities, you do not need to eat so much
meat or bread as the amounts given in

order to get your daily stint of proteid.

The net result of the remarkable ex-

periments at Yale may be summed up in

the statement that over-eating, especial-

ly of rich foods like meat, is the national

dietetic sin of America, and that the cut-

ting down of the commonly accepted

standards of living is the first step neces-

sary if you would follow the road that

leads to long life.

Another leading American investigator

of the problems of longevity is Dr. John
Harvey Kellog, of Battle Creek. While
Dr. Kcllog's views are regarded as ex-

treme by many other investigators, be-

cause of his advocacy of a meatless diet,

yel the contributions he has made to the
. ing fund of hygienic knowledge are

recognized as among the most important
of the age. He has made an especially

close study of the problem of autoin-
toxication—of the self-poisoning of the

body through the toxins; or poisons, that
are produced by the action of many of the

ins, and also by the fermentation
and putrefaction of foods in the colon,
or lower bowel. His experiments with

!iol and tobacco are noteworthy; but
perhaps the mosl interesting point about
Dr. Kcllog's work is the fact that he puis
his id<-a- into practise in a very original
manner through the schools of health
which In- has established on a philan-
thropic basis at Battle Creek. His san-

ium in tl city has nearly
a tl and women connected
with it in various capacities, and all give
theii urn for barely living

•eing devoted to the
hi oi ill. work.

uld be men-
tioned an I Irs. I [ai /ey Wiley, the
ernmental expert on foods; Dr. i

02

diet, head of the Carnegie Nutrition

Laboratory; Dr. Herter, of New York,

who has contributed important discover-

ies to the study of meat foods, and Dr.

W. B. Cannon, of Harvard. Dr. Can-
non, for instance, proved by his original

X-ray experiments with cats, in which
he made visible the wdiole process of di-

gestion, that emotions of anger and fear

have a decidedly injurious effect upon
the digestive juices and processes, jt

has often been said that he who laughs
grows fat, and that the dyspeptic is apt

to be a cantankerous citizen ; and now
we have the scientific reasons why.

In this branch of work a Russian ex-

pert, Dr. Pawlow, of St. Petersburg, has
borne a notable part. His experiments
were closely akin to those of Dr. Can-
non, but he used dogs as his subjects, in-

stead of cats. In neither case was vivi-

section the method employed; both the

cats and the dogs, indeed, leading lives

that might possibly be envied by some
humans, inasmuch as their chief duty
was to eat. Now and then, however, the

subjects are teased or irritated, and then
it is observed that the flow of gastric

juice ceases, or lessens, and is of a lower
quality than when they are permitted to

enjoy the pleasures of the table.

These experiments support the view
promulgated by Horace Fletcher, Pro-
fessor Chittenden, Dr. Kellog, Metch-
nikoff, and others—that one of the best

recipes for attaining old age is to be
cheerful, and to eat only when you are

in a good-humor, and have something
you like on your plate.

The mention of Metchnikoff, another
Russian, brings up the work being done
in France, which is of great importance,
and which has corroborated the general
conclusions reached in this country by
Chittenden, Kellog, Fletcher, and others.

Armand Gautier, Tissier, Combe, and
Masson of Geneva, arc names that stand
high in the ranks of the prolongers of

life; and chief of them all—in popular
fame, at least—is Metchnikoff of the Pas-
teur Institute. It was Metchnikoff who
discovered that the white cell of the blood
foughl for the body's health by warring
upon invading disease germs. He also

discovered that certain cells of the body
are apt to turn traitor to the body's wel-
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Max Rubner, of Eerlin

A Leading German Authority on Dii

fare, and, by devouring nerve-centres in

the brain and elsewhere, to bring about
premature old age and death.

Going on with his investigations,

Metchnikoff now announces his belief

that the fermentation and putrefaction

of excessive quantities of food in the

lower bowel, and of foods not adapted
to the requirements of the stomach, are

responsible for the degeneration of the

body's living cells. If we eat in modera-
tion, and endeavor to eat only food

adapted to our real requirements, says

Metchnikoff, the white cells of the blood

are able to fight back the attacks of

disease germs, and long life is attainable

by all. He holds that men generally

should live to be more than one hundred

years old; and, like his confreres in

other countries, he declares that modera-

tion in eating is one of the master words

of the new science of health.

So widely have the various currents

of the modern health reform movement
93
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spread that in this country there has

now sprung up :i Health League, which
has for its object the education of every

citizen in hygiene, and the establishment

of a national bureau or department of

health at Washington. This movement
was started by a committee of the Ameri-
can Association for the Advancement of

Science—a group of men and women
numbering among its members many of

the most notable people of the republic.

Its work has been indorsed by President

Roosevelt, by William H. Taft, by Wil-
liam J. Bryan, by the late Grover Cleve-

land, and by representative men and
women of all shades of opinion, who

Harvey W. Wiley

•! < hemistry of the United States Department of Agriculture.
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agree with Emerson that "health fs

wealth."

Professor Irving Fisher, of Yale, is the

chairman of the committee. A few years

ago Professor Fisher was a victim of

tuberculosis. Curing himself, he then

began a personal crusade for the better-

ment of public health, which has already-

proved of immense national value. The
Health League, of which he was the

chief originator, now numbers more than

ten thousand members, and is growing

so steadily that it promises to reach

every city, town, and hamlet in the land.

The first object of the league's educa-

tional work is to keep the general public

informed of what the pioneers and lead-

ers of the scientific investigations of the

problems of health are discovering and
proving. The prolonging of life is now
a science; and those who search into its

.problems believe, with Professor Chit-

tenden, that "knowledge has value in

proportion to the benefit it confers, di-

rectly or indirectly, on the human race."

Do a Little More.

MR. ANDREW CARNEGIE, in a recent

address before a graduating class in IS
[ew

York, gave some excellent advice to the young
men on how to attain success in life. Among
other things, he said :

—
" There are several classes of young men.

There are those who do not do all their duty,

there are those who profess to do their duty,

and there is a third class, far better than the

other two, that do their duty and a little more.
" There are many great pianists ; but Pader-

ewski is at the head because he does a little

more than the others. There are hundreds of

race-horses, but it is those who go a few

seconds faster than the others that acquire

renown. So it is in the sailing of yachts. It

is the little more that wins. So it is with the

young and old men who do a little more than

their duty.

"No one can cheat a young man out of

success in life. You young lads have begun

well. Keep on. Don't bother about the future.

Do your duty and a little more, and the future

will take care of itself."



The Master-Man

By Elbert Hubbard

THE master-man is simply a man who is

master of one person—himself.

When you have mastered yourself you are

fit to take charge of other people.

The master-man is a person who has evolv-

ed intelligent industry, concentration, and

self-confidence until these things have be-

come the habit of his life.

Industry in its highest sense means con-

scious, useful, and intelligent effort. Carried

to a certain point, industry is healthful stim-

ulation it means active circulation, good

digestion, sound sleep.

Industry is a matter of habit.

We are controlled b/ our habits. At first

we manage them, but later they manage us.

Habits young are like lion cubs—so fluffy

and funny ! Have a care what kind of habits

you are evolving; soon you will be in their

power.

It is habit that chains us to the treadmill

and makes us subject to the will of others.

And it is habit that gives mastership— of

yourself and others.

The highest reward that God gives us for

good work is the ability to do better work.

Rest means rust.

So we get the formula : Acquire and evolve

physical and mental industry by doing cer-

tain things at certain hours.

The joy and satisfaction of successful

effort overcoming obstacles, getting lessons,

mastering details which we once thought

difficult evolve into a habit and give con-

centration.

Industry and concentration fixed in char-

acter as habits mean self-confidence.

Industry, concentration, and self-confi-

dence spell mastership.

So from the man we get the master-man.



Awaiting their Call at "The Merry Widow."

The Production of a Play

By Hartley Davis in Everybody's

(Abridged).

IN finished manuscript form, before it is

produced, a play is a most uncertain

thing, so far as its commercial value is

concerned. The most astute managers
declare, especially after a failure, that it

is all guesswork, and that their business
is practically gambling. AYhen a new
play meets with popular approval, how-
ever, the manager is likely to say that,

though there is more or less guesswork
about production, good judgment and
clear insight are the determining factors.

Charles Frohman, who has produced,
and each year produces, more plays than
any other manager, his average now be-

ing about thiry plays a season, has a re-

cord of having guessed right six times
out of ten in the past dozen years. That
is to say, nearly half of the plays on
which he risked large sums of money
were failures. And, mind you, some of

these had been successful in Europe. His
great ambition is to average eight suc-
D

cesses out of every ten plays. But he

does not expect ever to reach that goal.

As to the playwrights, he maintains that

even the masters of the craft cannot hope
to average more than two successes out

of five plays.

This uncertainty in estimating the

commercial value of a play is in some de-

gree inevitable, because there are so

many things to consider, the most im-

portant of which is the way audiences

feel and think—a constantly varying

factor. It would be a much easier prob-

lem for the managers if they had the ca-

pacity and the inclination to study and
think clearly on this point. They have

learned from experience that certain

things are "sure fire" and that others do

not appeal, but they don't know why.

The result is that they slavishly follow

precedent and so make painful and cost-

ly blunders. It frequently happens that

a technically good play fails because it
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unnecessarily offends popular prejudice,

and that a very bad one succeeds be-

cause it appeals to popular prejudice. The
time is likely to come when the big man-
agers will employ experts to tell them
about the public, experts who will be

quick to see changes in the sentiment of

the crowd and who will know the rea-

sons.

Though the attempt to fix the value

of a manuscript play is still practically

guesswork, its production is a fairly ex-

act science, or art, whichever you are

pleased to call it. By production is meant

ge at "The Merry Widow

>i a play in manuscripl and
for ill'- stage. It includes

aing, building, and painting the scen-

l
In- pr< >pei I

ng on the stage

nic painter hasn'1 provided
i lection if the play

thi manner in which
the lin< u iken : the "busi

il action of the

to falling

d"\\ !

ri her thing 5. I re

I he chang 1
1

\ budding
piaywrighl is fortunate if then is enough

M

left of his original manuscript for him
to recognize it.

When a manager decides to produce
a play, be may work in conjunction with
the author or ignore him altogether; it

depends upon the strength of the play-

wright's position. A successful drama-
tist is inclined to be autocratic, and the

manager resigns himself to spending
twice or three times as much as he would
spend if the author didn't interfere. Clyde
Fitch, who sometimes produces plays in

conjunction with a manager, is the most
reckless of all dramatists in lavishing

managerial money on productions.

Generally the manager decides upon
the players as he reads over the manu-
script. The scenic artist is then called

in and the color scheme is determined.
If the play has only interiors, the diffi-

culties are likely to be few and the cost

is comparatively low, though it increases

with the introduction of doors and win-
dows. Nowadays there is a tendency to

have a great part of the woodwork

—

doors, jambs, mantels, moldings, wains-
coting, etc.—real wood instead of paint-

ed imitation, and this doubles or trebles

the expense. Though the scenery of an
interior, if merely paint and canvas, costs

less than an exterior, furnishing the in-

terior may make up the difference. If

the room represent a fine mansion, the

draperies, carpets, and furniture some-
times require an outlay of thousands of

dollars. It it be a cottage, it may cost

very little. The range of the cost of

product inn is wide, from $3,000 to up
ward of $100,000, but the greater number
of plays are produced for less than $10,-

000, so far as scenery and properties are
concerned. Charles Frohman says the
usual cosl of his dramatic productions is

about $15,000, but plays like "Peter Pan,*'

which cost something like $<>o,ooo, bring
up the avera

\ theatre goer need not be very old to

realize the tremendous advance that has
been made in stage settings. My recol-

lection runs hack to a melodrama called

"The World," which was, I believe, the
first spectacular melodrama produced in

this country. It was first given in i88r,

and it ran for years. Its "thriller" was
a rafl scene, a simple arrangement of a
platform resting on a ball-joint in the
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centre, with wheels like castors on the

four corners. The raft was easily ma-
nipulated to give a striking effect of be-

ing tossed about at sea. There was a

great fuss over the fact that the company
carried a whole carload of its own scen-

ery and that the cost of the production

was $15,000. Compare this with the pro-

duction of "Ben Hur," which cost $96.-

000, and requires two trains of six and
seven cars each to move from place to

place ; with "The Prince of India," which
cost $110,000; with "The Round-Up,"
which cost $50,000. All of these were
produced under the direction of one man,
Joseph Brooks, and give an idea of the

advance that has been made in a little

more than a quarter of a century.

In the old days the theatre furn-

ished the scenery for traveling

companies. Even after companies be-

gan carrying their own scenery, it

was flimsy stuff, for the most part, and
one set of furniture, disguised with dif-

ferent covers, sufficed for a whole play

or even several plays. Contrast this with
the late Mr. Mansfield's delaying a pro-

duction two days to find a certain piece

of colonial furniture that he wanted in

one scene. Incidentally, he played that

very scene with an electric light to il-

luminate the room, with never a thought
of the anachronism. Or contrast the old

way with David Belasco's paying $250
for an antique sideboard for "The War-
rens of Virginia."

The greatest advance has been made
in the lighting, electricity having added
incalculably to the possibilities of creat-

ing illusion. Nearly all stage effects are

pure illusion, largely mechanical, and
gained by the most extraordinary de-
vices. There are wind, rain, thunder, and

•.-machines; and if something new is

demanded, it is promptly invented. The
problem is, not to produce the desired
sounds and lights and other effects, but
to provide a natural excuse for using the
devices, as, for instance, a window
through which light may come, or a lamp
overhead—a lamp whose light is about
one-fiftieth of that which comes from the
wings.

V\ hen the general idea of the scenes
has been decided upon, the scene-painter
makes a model, a complete setting in

miniature, so arranged that all the light-

ing effects can be shown. It is at this

point that the producer's detail work be-

Blanche La Masney in the Faceograph Machine
in " The Three Twins."

gins. David B'elasco, who stands head

and shoulders above all other producing

managers, illustrates best the pains that

may be taken to perfect a setting. With
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Part of the Costume Department of the " Merry Widow" Company.

him the play is a secondary considera-
tion: he selects only those plays that

give opportunity for him to show his

us in production. The pictorial ef-

always uppermost. Time and
time again he has won tremendous fin-

ancial success with plays that were in-

trinsically bad and that, in the hands of

her, must have failed woefully. lie

el to produce a downright failure

- >r a nallv big play.

M r two years in prep
ing "l)n Barry" for the stage, and it

William Buckland, his gen-
lirector, spent weeks in the

museums of London and Paris, gather
material for the stage settings, the

he costumes. It was the

th "Adrea." Mr. Buckland, by
the way, has had a fine training for the

\ ftei .. technit al course
tfneer '" Stevens In

architecture, which
l ,ater he made hi -

living as an illustrator. Subsequently he
went on the si Vugu I

in ! >a!v,

and then he took up nag* ment.
When "The Music Master" was in

•aration, Mr. Buckland haunted the
100

east side of New York to find a locale,

to study types, to gather bits of dialogue
and properties. For "The Warrens of

Virginia" he spent three weeks with
Ernest Gros, the scenic artist, near the

scene finally selected, making sketches,

taking photographs, gathering boughs of

trees and shrubbery upon which arti-

ficial leaves and flowers were subsequent-
ly fixed ; buying furniture, observing
character types, and collecting colloquial

expressions. That is the regular Belasco
program with each play, whenever pos-
sible, and that is why his productions im-

a mosaic.
The Belasco scene models are all made

to scale. Even the furniture and the
smallest things, drawn to scale, are
shown. Everything is worked out in

advance, as far as possible, and then is

subject to change during rehearsals. The
lighting schemes arc thought out care-
fully, all the distances determined exact-
ly, and the carpenter who builds the
scenery works from plans like those furn-
ished by an architect.

In Mr. Belasco's new theatre, the Stuy-
vesant, the switchboard is one of the
most elaborate ever constructed. There
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are four rows of footlights of different

colors, which can be turned down to a

mere glow; five rows of border lights;

many strips, which go in the wings ; spot-

lights ; bunch-lights ; search-lights

—

all kinds of lights ; and every possible

effect is at the command of the master.

With each production he experiments

for days. When he is satisfied, a light-

ing plot is made for each scene. Every
important character has a particular

shade or strength of light, just as, in the

old days, each had his particular strain

of music. The orchestra always gave
the cue for the villain, and the woe-
saturated heroine had the tender wail of

the strings to guide her. Now lights

and colors take the place of the music,

and the new way is infinitely better, for

its effects are produced far more subtly

and naturally. In fact, few people are

ever conscious of the means at all ; they
realize only the results.

It is in exteriors that lighting offers

the greatest opportunity; the cost is

quadrupled. And it is in exteriors that

the scene-painter revels. Frequently they

give the property man his opportunity,

also. Obviously there is vastly more
scenerv needed for an exterior than the

three walls and the ceiling of an interior.

In addition to the more substantial ar-

ticles, shrubbery, trees, flowers—and this

kind of thing is enormously expensive,

particularly artificial flowers employed
in profusion—are the province of the pro-

perty maker. He must be, first of all,

a thorough mechanic, and a good deal

of an architect and a painter as well.

The big scenic artists do little actual

painting beyond making the model, un-

less they have a panoramic effect. That
they do themselves, standing on the

paint bridge, many feet from the floor,

while the canvas is raised or lowered.

The panoramic effects are difficult to

handle. The one used by Maude Adams
in "The Jesters" last season was the fifth

painted, and each cost Mr. Frohman
$500. The difficulty was to avoid flut-

tering when a draft swept across the

stage. Mountains that tremble hazily

are not conducive to illusion.

With the elaborate productions of late

years the importance of the builder of

scenery has increased. Formerly, when
the scenery consisted merely of canvas

stretched over a wooden frame, it was

simple enough. But the struggle for

realism and sensational effects has de-

veloped difficult problems for the builder

of stage scenery to solve. Every piece

of scenery must be made so that it can

be foldedinto strips five feet, nine inches

wide, because the doors of the baggage

cars in which it is transported are only

six feet in breadth. Also every piece

must be light, and so constructed that

one scene can be removed and another

put in place within ten minutes. It may
take thirty hours of continuous work to

get the scenery •"set up," to use a tech-

nical expression, after it is brought into

the theatre. After that the work of

changing a scene is comparatively easy.

The "bettering" fever seems to be an epidemic among the

girls of to-day— they always want to be shifting.

There are some people who merely echo other people's re-

marks, and thus save their brain the effort of producing an

original thought. This is a process of husbanding one's brain

capital much to be commended.

When all noses are alike, begin to take in your coals by the

scuttleful. The millennium will be at hand.

It is no unheard-of thing for a woman's smile to bean enigma.

Habit makes the hardest work easy —From "Shadowed," by

Barbara Glynn.



The Entangled Church

By Elliott Flower in the Sunset.

THE Stratford Avenue Church was
not a church militant politically, as

a general thing, but it went into the

campaign to defeat Tom Haley for the

slature with all the ardor of an
organization of crusaders. It even put

le temporarily its plan for a large, new
church in order that it might give its

whole attention to the fight for decency
and an honest administration of public

affair.-.

In a general way Turn Haley's record

as a grafter was known of all men, but
unfortunately it was not capable of legal

proof, wherefore. Haley was running for

the legislature instead of defending him-
in the criminal court. Furthermore,

everything pointed^to his election. There
was opposition, but the opposition lacked
coh< . while his support was cohe-

and well organized; the practical

politicians were with him while his op-
nts lacked leadership, and there was

a considerable part of the district in

which the practical politicians were
powerful. It sometimes happens that the

onistic elements find them-
- tied up in one district-package.

The decision to fight was readied at a

ting called to formulate plans for the
building of the new structure. Feeling
ran so high that the gathering resolved

parly of protest, and the
sible objeel was almosl forgotten.

\\ hen one anxious member a contractor
with an - recalled the

m of their coming the i
-.< it< menl

ntens( thai he was almost hoot-
ed down for interfering with the' m

irtanl business of the moment. The
irch could be built an) time, bul

• d now.
Th< uel Warner made a

h on the di >j having
their di nted in the [i gisla

ruptionis
I

md he v
I i, r . im

Atwater and foseph Stanton wh<

ed the common gossip as to misdeeds of

this disreputable man. This was no ques-

tion of politics, it was declared, but one
of common honesty, and it was the duty
of every decent man to show his good
citizenship in a forceful and practical

way.

"I do not believe/' said Hiram At-
water, "in a church mixing itself up in

a purely political fight, but it should as-

sail evil wherever it rinds it. Haley is

the incarnation of all that is evil in pub-
lic affairs. I do not know whether he
<s a Republican or a Democrat, but I do
know, as everybody knows, that he is a

grafter."

"Let us be practical," urged Joseph
Stanton. "It does no good to tell each
other what we all know ; we must get
out and fight in a vigorous and prac-

tical way—appoint a campaign commit-
tee and awaken public sentiment by hoi 1-

ing mass meetings and arranging for ag-
gressive action all along the line."

The good people of the church were so

stirred at the close of the meeting that

they pledged themselves to do the utmost
for the opposing candidate, although
some of them had to ask who he was.
No one cared particularly about him, all

being interested merely in the downfall
of I faley, the notorious.

( »f course the church as an organiza-
tion did not lake official action in the
mailer bul the hottest campaign ever
known in thai districl was born <>f a

church meeting, the leading members of
Hi'' ation were active and ag-
"i, ive, lie pastor condescended ro
make -<>u\i- political addresses, and the
church was credited with being the soul
of thai particular reform movement.
Haley knew that, if defeated, his defeat
wonld be due to the Stratford Avenue
Church, but he did not expect lo be de-

feat< d ; the circumstances i - impelled him
lo make an unusually hard and costlv
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fight, but he was fairly confident of win-

ning.

Then certain significant facts came to

the ears of Joseph Stanton, and Stanton
conferred with Hiram Atwater. Later

the two discussed the subject with other

prominent members of the church, in-

cluding the pastor, and a daring plan of

action was evolved.

Tom Haley, before aspiring to an elec-

tive office, had been a street-paving in-

spector, and it was currently reported

that certain contractors had made this a

remunerative position for him, but in

this, as in other matters connected with
his record, there was an annoying lack

of legal proof. Now, however, Stanton
had learned of a specific case of wrong-
doing—of bribery, to be exact. The sum
paid was given and also the fact that

the negotiations were conducted through
a certain Alf. Carney who had since

dropped out of sight. Inability to locate

Carney was said to have given Haley
some uneasy moments when his record
was under fire.

The first impulse of the church people

was to throw a verbal broadside into the
Haley ranks. The Reverend Samuel
Warner advocated this strongly, believ-

ing that he himself, if other champion
were lacking, would be able to present
the case in a way to carry consternation
to the enemy, but Stanton objected and
Atwater joined in the objection.

"The thing for us to do," said Stanton,

"is to play practical politics."

"'What do you mean by that?" asked
the pastor.

"Well," answered Stanton, "an un-

proved charge does not amount to much
in this kind of a fight, and we lack the

evidence to convict, but," he added sig-

nificantly, "he does not know that, and
I think the information we have can be
so handled as to force him to withdraw."
"That seems like bargaining with the

devil," objected the pastor.

"Not at all," argued Stanton; "it is

only playing practical politics—fighting

the devil with fire, as you might say."

"If we had the evidence to convict,"

explained Atwater, "we would take him
into court at once. Not haviny; that we
want to use what we have in the way that

promises the most certain results. It is

the defeat of Haley that we are after.

Now if Haley thinks we have got hold of

this Alf. Carney, he will be scared to

death, and we can startle him with details

that will make him think just that. We
can overwhelm him, I believe, and ac-

complish far more than by any sensa-

tional speech-making.
The pastor still demurred, but he was

first overruled and then convinced of the

advisability of playing the political game
according to the practical method. After

all it was not the exposure of Haley that

was desired now, but his defeat. He had
been exposed so often that it had become
monotonous.
Haley was not a man to be easily

bluffed, as a general thing, but there

were reasons why he should be much
worried about Carney; there had been a

misunderstanding previous to Carney's

disappearance, in addition to which Car-

ney was not a man who inspired his as-

sociates with confidence. Circumstances
had made him a convenient and almost

necessary agent in one case, but he never

had been used in any other. There had

been several occasions when Haley had

feared that some unfriendly man or men
might get hold of this weak and dis-

gruntled fellow, but it was now so long

since he had faded from sight that the

danger seemed to be past. Nevertheless,

the church had stumbled upon the very

weakest spot in Haley's defenses.

Stanton and Atwater, to whom the ar-

rangements had been left, developed con-

siderable skill in playing their points,

considering that they were inexperienced

in any such matters. They first sent

for Haley, and Haley returned word that

anyone desiring to see him could find him

in his office. Whether they went to Haley

or Haley came to them might seem to be

a small" matter, but Atwater shrewdly

argued that the first who weakened would

be at a great disadvantage, so this mes-

sage went back to the candidate:

"Mr. Haley may save himself much
trouble in the Carney case by keeping

tlie appointment made for him."

Haiey weakened and kept the appoint-

ment ; he could afford to take no chances

in tlie ( 'arney case.

"What do yon want?" he demanded
gruffly when he apoeared.
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"We want you to withdraw," answered
Stanton bluntly.

Haley laughed scornfully: "Have you
been hitting the pipe?" he inquired. "You
talk like you've been having funny
dreams."
"We thought," persisted Stanton, "that

you'd rather retire than have any trouble

over the Carney affair."

"I don't know what you're talking

about," blustered Haley. "I never had
any dealings with Carney.''

"Then why are you here?" asked At-
water quietly. "I notice you changed
your mind about coming mighty sudden
when Carney was mentioned."

It was "first blood" for the church and
Haley realized it; he had weakened his

position by surrendering to a threat, but
he still blustered, lie was curious, he
said, to learn what sort of an absurd story
had been rigged up.

"Well," returned Atwater, "we'll satis-

fy your curiosity in some measure. The
relates to a considerable job of

paving in the Third ward. It was done
by the Thompson company, and there
were reasons why the Thompson corn-

pan} wished the inspector to be blind.

Thi blind for a considera-
te that em »ugh ?"

answered I [aley with
ul laugh. "Do you think you can

il with fairy tales?" 1 low-
as inwardly worrying over

where Carney came into the story.

"The company," Atwater went on,

hundred dollars but the
manded five hundn d dollars,

impromise on three hundred and fifty

finally effei ted. Alf. I arney
ied on the negotiations and he

|

lit.. 3 our hands after deducl
his commis Am I

"Wh< irney ?" demanded I [aley

tail that we don'l care to
\l water.

duce him," de<

told wa
ainly to have

elf.

"If you think so," n turned Uv
the question

our proposition.

Have I stated the case fairly, Mr. Stan-

ton
"

Stanton nodded approval. He was the

one who had accidentally unearthed the

story, but he realized that Atwater was
a better man for the verbal sparring.

"It's all a lie, anyhow," insisted Haley.
"Carney couldn't tell anything about me."
"You ought to know," said Atwater,

and his air of cool confidence was more
disquieting than any argument could have
been.

"I'll think it over," said Haley,
weakening.
"No," retorted Atwater sharply; "you'll

decide now or you'll face the conse-

quences."
Haley threw away a half-burned cigar

and lit another, thus endeavoring to cover
his agitation, for he found his predica-

ment a serious one. Even if they had not
the necessary evidence to convict, he had
reason to believe that the sensational

exploiting of the affair would produce it.

They knew enough to frighten some peo-
ple who could talk, and Carney himself,

if not already discovered, might easily be
brought to light by the publicity of the

charges. No man likes to linger in the

shadow of the penitentiary.

"I won't withdraw," Haley announced
finally.

"Very well," said Atwater, with sharp
decision, "we shall proceed at once "

"I won't withdraw," repeated Haley,
interrupting, "but I will be defeated."

They looked at him with surprised
inquiry. "I can't withdraw without mak-
ing tilings worse," he explained, "but I

can be beaten without much trouble."

"I hat isn'1 safe," objected Stanton.

"Give me two days," said Haley, "and
I'll put myself out of the running. You
will still have \ our story if I fail."

An agreement was reached on this

basis. The story was to he buried and
forgotten and I I aley was to eliminate

himself a- a campaign possibility ac-

cording to his own methods.
Haley's task was easily accomplished,

lie disappointed three political meetings
that night and it was reported that he was
drunk. A little thing like that would not
hurt hi- reputation among those who
really knew him, hut it could not fail to

deprive him of some votes. Then the
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rumor circulated that he had suffered a

sudden attack of "cold feet," and that was
a much more serious matter. A close-

fisted campaign policy was something
that the rank and file of his supporters

simply would not stand; they were in-

terested in political work as financial

rather than a moral or physical proposi-

tion. In their own words Haley was
"a dead one" as soon as his unexpected
penuriousness became generally known.
The church returned to its building

problem with the consciousness of a good
job well done, although only a few knew
just how it had been done. The majority
thought the defeat of the notoriously un-
fit candidate had been due to the open
fight made against him but the few knew
better. Incidentally, the little incursion
into practical politics seemed to have
made the whole church more practical

;

it refused to go blindly into debt for the

new building, holding that the total cost

must not exceed the sum now in hand
or definitely pledged. This was certain-

ly conservative for a church.

The first plans submitted by Mr. Ben-
ham, the architect, proved to be alto-

gether too costly, so he tried again, and
again the estimated cost exceeded what
the church thought it could afford. The
architect trimmed his figures a little and
the wardens decided to eliminate for the

present such features as could be added
later, but the estimate was still unsatis-

factory.

"I am especially anxious," said the

pastor, "that this church shall not put
itself under a burden of debt, as so many
others have done, but, nevertheless, we
must build for the future and not mere-
ly for our immediate needs."
This reflected the views of nearly all.

The church was very practical.

"Where else can we shave the expense
a little without modifying the plans too
much?" asked Stanton.

"It might be possible," returned the
architect thoughtfully, "to save about six-

hundred dollars on the foundations."
"Would it be safer" asked Stanton.
"You mean the building?" queried Ben-

ham.
"Of course."
"Oh, perfectly safe, in my judgment,"

said Benham. "The plans call for founda-

tions of unnecessary depth and thick-
ness."

"Then that's easy," remarked Stan-
ton, relieved.

"Not quite so easy," returned Ben-
ham. "The building laws, unfortunate-
ly, call for such foundations for such a
structure."

"Do you mean," demanded the Rever-
end Mr. Warner indignantly, "that the
building laws of this city compel us to

spend six hundred dollars unnecessar-
ily?"

"No doubt the aldermen who passed it,

in their inexperience, deemed this pro-
vision necessary to safety," explained
Benham, "but in the judgment of myself
and other architects and builders the

requirements are absurd. We have to put
in foundations that would be strong
enough for a building of twice the siie

and weight."
"That is outrageous !" exclaimed Mr.

Warner.
"But," added me architect, "It is not

always done. Some of the foolish re-

quirements ace neglected in many build-

ings. I have no doubt your alderman
could arrange it ior you."

"Oh, no!" protested Mr. Warner.
"We could not countenance even in-

direct bribery !" asserted Stanton.

"Oh, nothing of that sort at all," the

architect assured them. "As a matter of

courtesy the alderman will get the Build-

ing Department to pass the plans. It is

done all the time. The department quite

understands the absurdity of some of the

provisions, and in its discretion virtually

modifies the law. I would suggest that

you see your alderman. I shall be glad

to go with you and give him my assur-

ance of the absolute safety of the struc-

ture planned."

"It will do no harm to see him," ad-

mitted Stanton.

"I would not put up a building," said

the architect virtuously, "that I did not

consider absolutely safe."

"We seem to be drifting back into

politics," commented Atwater thought-

fully, but he agreed that it would do no

harm to see the alderman. The idea of

wasting six hundred doldars was as re-

pugnant to him as to any of the others.

The committee that called unon Al-
ios
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derman Cayvan consisted of the pastor,

the architect, and Atwater and Stanton.

The alderman was very nice about it,

and there being no taint of boodle in his

record his assurance that the matter

could be arranged easily had no sinister

significance.

Surely," he said pleasantly, "the

building of a church should be made as

easy and economical as is consistent with

safety, and our building laws admittedly

go to extremes in many details. For

that reason they arc rather loosely en-

forced. It would seem to me that a

building upon which Mr. Benham, your

architect, is willing to risk his reputa-

tion is not likely to be a dangerous one."'

"We would not care to risk our own
lives, either," suggested Stanton.

"Of course not," admitted the alder-

man. "1 can imagine no case in which
a modification of the law in its enforce-

ment is more justifiable, and it can be

arranged easily."

""And honestly," interposed the pastor.

•uldn't pay a cent
"

The alderman turned on him sharply.

"Sir," he said, "if any question of brib-

direct or indirect, entered into this

1 would not listen to you for one mo-
nt."

"< )h, not for you," the pastor hasten-
ed to say.

"Or for anyone," declared the alder-

man. Surely that was- enough to satis-

fy the most particular.

"What's to be done?" asked Stanton.

"Simply go ahead with your building,"

answered the alderman ; "get your found-
ations started 1" u apply for your
permit, and then lei me tile your ap-

plication. It will be passed as a matter
i tally when the build-

i d."

"It does not ..in quite straightfor

ted Mr. Warner.
"I do i)"' \ ill) you," said Stan

t< >n. "Tin tiothii underhanded
< when we file our

plans exactly what we intend to do, and
iinii in an enl LI

musl be practical in busine -

mar the alderman.
"' 'h. be practical," con

1 the pastor. "'I he main trouble
10f,

with churches is that they are too often

impractical in what they attempt to do."

"And we shall save six hundred dol-

lars," added Atwater.

"The city," reasoned the pastor, "has

no right to compel us to throw away
money. No doubt dishonest or careless

people have to be restrained by law, but

we are more interested than anyone else

in the safety of our church."
"The proceeding is not unusual," the

alderman assured them.
"I feared," said Atwater, relieved,

"that we might be getting back into

politics, and only great public necessity

would warrant that."

"No politics about it," said the alder-

man.
So, after due consideration, the church

proceeded to save the six hundred dol-

lars. There was, however, considerable

anxiety during the preliminary work.
Secure in the integrity of its motives and
methods, the committee planned with a

clear, conscience, but the bare possibil-

ity that the building permit might be

refused was distressing. Then Haley
was discovered idly watching the work
one day. Haley had been beaten for the

legislature, but he still had strong local

political affiliations, and it occurred to

Stanton that this unscrupulous politician,

if he knew the circumstances, might
block the permit in some way. A man
of his influence and devious practices

doubtless could do it.

There was no interference, however
Haley was seen there only once, and il

was more than likely that he merely
stopped in passing. He had given Stan-

i surly scowl, but had made no com-
ment, and Atwater, with whom Stanton
at once consulted, had pointed out that

Haley, not being a practical builder and
having no knowledge of their plans,

would not be in a position to know
whether the foundations met the tech-

nical requirements or not. However,
they were no! wholly at ease until the

permit was finally issued.

"Because, somehow," Atwater explain-

ed, "when you gel into politics it isn't

always easy to gel out, and politicians

have so many ways of being annoying."
I'.ul all of this had been forgotten when

they finally heard from Haley. In spite
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of their precautions there had been fin-

ancial difficulties, and work on the struc-

ture had progressed slowly with many
interruptions. It was finally completed,
however, and they held a jubilee ser-

vice, to which the newspapers gave much
attention. There were pictures of the
church, of the pastor and of the leading
members, and a laudatory account of
the building of the splendid structure.
Then when the church was momentari-

ly in the limelight, Haley sent for At
water and Stanton to come to his office.

Something in the tone of the message
made them think of the time when they
had commanded the presence of Haley,
and even as Haley had clone they indig-
nantly refused to go.

"When Air. Haley has any business
with us," was the message they return-
ed, "he knows where to find us."
To this came the insolent reply that

"Messrs. Atwater and Stanton would
save themselves much trouble in the mat-
ter of the church foundations by keep-
ing the appointment made for them." It

was evident that Haley had preserved
the note sent to him on the previous
occasion.

"What does he mean by that?" asked
Stanton anxiously.

"It looks to me," returned Atwater
gloomily, "as if we were getting back in-

to politics, or else we never got out of
it."

"But our record is clear," insisted
Stanton with unnecessary vehemence;
'we got a city permit covering every-
thing that we did, and our building is

perfectly safe. That's all that the build-
ing laws seek to provide.

"Nevertheless, I think we'd better see
him," said Atwater. "This is a most
unfortunate moment to have any ques-
tion about the church raised, no matter
how clear our consciences may be. We'll
take Mr. Warner and Benham with us.
The committee on this occasion lack-

ed the confidence that had been its

strength before. While satisfied that
its motives would stand the closest in-
spection, there was something in the situ-
ation that seemed to emphasize the fact
that the building laws had been violated.
Of course those laws were merely meant
to restrain the dishonest and the crimin-

ally careless, among whom the good and
cautious people of the Stratford Avenue
Church could not be included, but it was
not so stated in the code. In consequence
the members of the committee were un-
comfortable, while Haley seemed to have
all the confidence that they lacked.

"You're a nice bunch to talk to me
about graft!" Haley began insultingly.
"Mr. Haley," expostulated the pastor,

"we did not come here to be
"

"Whoa! Back up!" interrupted Haley
rudely. "You're here to listen to what
I have to say or I'll tear the whole
foundation of your church out and make
a fresh start necessary!"
"Our building permit was issued in

due form," asserted Stanton.
"What of it?" demanded Haley. "No-

body can give you a permit to violate
the law. It's about the worst case of
graft

"

"We won't listen to such talk!" cried
Stanton.

"Then your church comes down!"
threatened Haley. "You'll have to put
in new foundations."

"There was no graft about it, Mr.
Haley," said the pastor with mild insist-

ence. "No one was paid a cent."

"That's what you say," retorted Haley,
"but look at the facts : You were allowed
to violate the law, and the Building De-
partment don't take those risks for fun.

I don't say you paid anything—I couldn't
prove you did, anyhow—but you'll have
a mighty hard time making the people
believe you didn't when the facts are
known." This was a new point of view,
and it was a most distressing one.

"You'd think that mighty strong evi-

dence against me," Haley added, which
was true.

"We can prove our integrity in this

matter by Alderman Cayvan," suggested
At water.

"Sure !" snorted Haley contemptuous-
ly; "he's in it, too."

"He looked after the permit."
"That don't help any."

"He knows that there was absolutely
no improper inducement offered."

"That don't save the church," assert-

ed Haley. "Nobody had a right to is-

sue a permit on those plans."
"It's a common practice."
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"I'm considering only one case now,"
said Haley significantly. "This thing

will rip the Building Department up the

back, but it will get your church."
"It will make a frightful scandal," re-

marked the pastor regretfully, "and will

cost us a lot of money if this man is

right." He turned inquiringly to Ben-
ham.
"He can do it," the architect respond-

ed. "There never has been any trouble

over such things, but he can probably
stir up a row in the Building Depart-
ment that will compel us to conform to

the most absurd requirements of the

law."

"And that isn't the worst of it," said

Haley. "I can show you up as grafters."

"This passes the bounds of forbear-

ance !" cried Stanton angrily. "A foolish

law may enable you to put a great hard-
ship upon us, but to talk about graft-

ing
"

"\\ ait a minute," interrupted Haley.
"Just stop and think it over. What is

graft? It's the money that comes from
evasion of the law, ain't it? Grafting is

breaking the law or permitting it to be
broken for profit, ain't it? What did
you do?"

"There was no question of money,"
protested Stanton.

"Six hundred dollars," said Haley with
deliberate emphasis.

"What?"' The members of the com-
mittee were so startled that all spoke
at once.

"Six hundred dollars," repeated Haley.
"That was your graft price ; that's what
it was worth to you. Oh, I've taken the
trouble to get all the facts and I know
where you stand. You tricked the law
for a cash consideration. That's graft

—

as surely graft as anything that was ever
charged against me—it is nothing but
graft."

The architect was the only one who
remained in his chair. The pastor's face

was white with anger; Atwater was both
angry and anxious for he saw their pre-
dicament more clearly than the others;
Stanton shook his fisl at Haley bu1 found
no words to voice his indignation.
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"You sold yourselves and your church
for six hundred dollars !" thundered
Haley, bringing his fist down on his

desk. "You can't make anything else

out of it ! I can put you before the pub-
lic as sanctimonious, hypocritical graft-

ers.

"We're in politics again," said At-
water lugubriously.

"In addition to tearing out the founda-
tions of your church." persisted Haley,
"I can make you the centre of a scandal
that will rip this town wide open, but,"

he added in a milder tone, "I won't do
it."

An almost audible sigh of relief went
up. Atwater alone seemed to lose none
of his anxiety, for Atwater knew that a

generous action in such circumstances
was wholly foreign to Haley's nature.

"Mr. Haley of course knows," said the

pastor gently, "that our motives were
wholly above suspicion."

"What Mr. Haley knows cuts no ice,"

retorted Halely roughly. WVhat the pub-
lic will say and think is what counts.

You've been caught grafting; you can't

get away from it ; you're in the muck and
it's the worse for you because of your
pretensions. I can tear down your repu-

tations with your church; Lean put you
in the public pillory, but," he said again,

"I won't do it—unless I have to."

"What do you mean?" demanded At-
water quickly.

Haley .favored them with an unpleas-

ant smile.

"I am going to run for the legislature

again at the approaching election," he
said, "and I expect to be let alone."

A protest came to the lips of each
member of the committee, but each mem-
ber smothered it and there an uncomfort-
able silence. Graft had become sudden-
ly a thing less remote than it had always
seemed before, and they had a new and
better understanding of it.

"Think it over, gentlemen," said Haley,
waving them to the door. "I'll be a can-
didate lor the legislature again and what
arc you going to do about it?"



A Jap School for Spies

By Walter Kirton in the Lone Hand

ABOUT four miles from the Bund of

Shanghai, along the road towards
the great sprawling arsenal of

Kiang-yang, lies the little squalid village of

Tun-Wen. The narrow, mucky street,

close populated with elementary humans,
saw-backed hogs, and lank mongrels,

meanders hither and thither in its nasti-

ness, until a gateway, with some preten-

sions to modernity, and with large gilt

ideograms on its face, opens on to the

grounds of the Tun-Wen College. Armed
with a card from the Japanese Consul-

General, upon which some indecipherable

characters were scrawled, I presented my-
self to ex-Commander Nedzu, late of the

Imperial Japanese Navy,
and now president, or

principal, of one of the

most unique seats of

learning in the world.

Founded immediately
after the Chino-Japanese
War—provision having
been made therefor in

the capitulations — the

Tun-Wen College has
for its object, when all

frills are stripped away,
the training of young
Japanese in everything
necessary to secure

Japan's preponderance
in the Chinese Empire.
No better evidence of

China's helplessness and student in his study Rea
hopelessness could be
forthcoming than that afforded by this fact.

It was voiced by a Chinese official in con-
versation with me while discussing this in-

stitution. He said: "It is the Franco-
Prussian War over again. Then the Ger-
mans knew more about France than the
French did themselves. These Japs are
doing the same here, and we cannot stop
them ; they have their treaty rights."

The students are selected, and sent from
every prefecture in Japan, each of which

supports its own nominees. They are
chosen for their intelligence and adaptabil-
ity, and they afford a very excellent and
comprehensive sample of a people who have
those qualities—in conjunction with other
and less desirable ones—very highly de-
veloped. I arrived at the college shortly
before midday, and was thus able to see the
young men, not only at their work, but at

their food and recreation also. The course
of study is comprehensive, the curriculum
including a thorough political and commer-
cial training, as disclosed by the syllabus or
"announcement." Each course of study
terminates with a tour of investigation, the
significance of which may be disclosed by

what follows.

The buildings of the

college are essentially

Japanese, simple and
:heap as regards their

appearance and con-
struction, and with a

total absence of osten-

tation in their architec-

ture. They scorn show,
and are built solely for

use. This is typical of

that gigantic force

which considers only the

usefulness of every-

thing, which recog-

nizes the value of thor-

oughness, even in such
natters as considering

the influence which lo-

cality and surroundings

have on temperament and study—as it has

done in this particular case—and which is

now extending and consolidating its power
by every useful means, after the same
fashion pursued in its struggle with the

Muscovite.

After I had seen one roomful of students

in the midst of a severe examination in the

English language, and another lot studying

Chinese under a professor of Asiatic repu-

tation, a big gong sounded, and I was per-
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ding "The Simple Life.
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Students Undergoing an Examination in Chinese.

Not<- the Long Hiiir of Several of Them. This Will 1><- Plaited into a Pigtail when the Student
Sets out on his Tour of investigation.

mitted to see them at their midday meal.

They ate it standing; it was rice, with a

slight seasoning. Each youth had a bowl-

ful (about a pint), and he used chop-

sticks. (These last him for three meals,

and are then burnt.) The.n, as they passed

a water-tap and tank-arrangement on their

way out of the eating-room, each diner took

a bowlful of water, and, after washing his

mouth and teeth, swallowed enough to

quench his thirst. The time occupied by
the meal might have been ten minutes, then

each went either to his sparsely-furnished

study or to the recreation-ground for an

hour previous to recommencing work.

There were no elaborate gymnasia or other

athletic fixings. Bars, vaulting-horses and
trapezes stood in the open, and, like every-

thing else, were for use only, and were put

•eat use. In a corner of the quadrangle

I a roughly-built sited, with light plank-

walls and lattice-work apertures; the floor

was strewn with thick grass mats, covered
with canvas. It was the jiu-jitsu school.

Two of the college champions gave me an
exhibition— I presume their rice was already
digested—and I should be loth to engage in

a rough-and-tumble with either of those

five-feet-nothing terrors, despite my six feet

and 185 lbs.

In one study sat a round- faced, close-
no

cropped youngster, reading. He handed
me the book and asked my opinion about it.

It was "The Simple Life," and that book
was never read in more appropriate sur-

roundings. The entire kit and equipment
of the room might have cost thirty shillings.

The reader was in the commercial depart-

ment, preparing to take up one of those

good billets which are now going to the

Japanese every day at a tithe of the re-

mnneration hitherto paid to "foreigners."

( Hher students wore their hair in different

stages of length; they were on the "politi-

cal" side, and the hair is worn long with

an object. On first entering the college the

political and some of the commercial

—

students cultivate the growth of their hair

by every possible means. Then, towards

the conclusion of their term, they adopt the

pigtail of the Chinese, shaving their heads

in the accepted manner, and plaiting into

their own property— if required—the easily-

bought tails of human hair, with the silk

1 mat ions necessary to make a proper

pigtail. The transformation is perfect and
complete. The hair and eyes of the Japan-
ese are identical in every way with those of

the < Ihinese : there is no variation in coloring

(both races have black hair and brown
). The eyelids of both slant inwards,
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and the prominent cheek-bones and other

racial characteristics are identical.

The Jap student of to-day strips off his

simple uniform or kimono, dons the dun-
garee garments of John Chinaman, strolls

out unchallenged to the furthest corner of

the Celestial Empire—notebook in sleeve,

and eyes open for anything useful to his

country—in appearance a Chinese, in fact

and in reality the Japanese "investigator"

of to-morrow. It was from this college that

the Japanese spies, who did such great work
for their country during the recent war,

were drawn. It is from this college that the

Japanese Government recruits its Intelli-

gence Department in its campaign of poli-

tical and commercial conquest of the Chin-

ese Empire. Indistinguishable from any
Chinaman, equipped with every necessity,

and unhampered by any superfluity, the ex-

student of Tun-Wen penetrates Yamen
(official residence) and Hong (merchant's

office) alike on his tour of investigation.

Rice and water is his only commissariat,
the clothes of day are likewise his bed at

night, he is the penultimate practitioner of

the Simple Life; and, despite all vituper-

ation, this is one of the great factors in

success.

I came away from Tun-Wen College full

to the brim with food for thought. A
nation that made war after the way of the

Japanese (that is, making use of identical

methods in its campaign of commerce),
that in the main consists of a population,

orderly and Spartan in its habits, patriotic

in every sense of the term, and immensely
industrious—that nation must inevitably go
still farther, and will have no small influ-

ence on the making of history, not only the

history which is written in blood—the tale

of the camp and the campaign—but also

in the records of the Chancellery and the

market-place.

The Northwest

By Margaret Ashmun in the Pacific Monthly

Here lies, wide-realmed, the fabulous domain
Wherein no man shall lack what he desires

—

The land of all good promise, that our sires

Long dreamed of, yet scarce hoped the race might gain.

Here heavy, crimson-weighted branches strain

With nectared fruit; here million-pointed spires

Of living green rise high ; and sunset fires

Turn to pure gold far-gleaming fields of grain

.

Why should men live in unrewarded toil

Where ancient streets their starving squalor spread,

When they might from this rich, unstinting soil

Draw stores of wealth, and eat their ample bread
In changeless peace? They dwell as hunger's spoil-

Why feed they not from Plenty's hand, instead ?

ill



Village Life in the Interior, Sou*" America.

A Trade Opportunity That has Been Neglected

From Tropical America

Vi.m , l«y M. I). Coltnian.

PUS is not an article for the exporting
house or factory, which has already
built up a sound and profitable trade

with the countries of Latin-America.
Such a concern already knows all that is

here set forth, and a great deal more
besides (and is mighty glad of it). Nor
is it an article that pretends to cover a

subject that is altogether too big and im-

portant for any one man or any one con-
cern to master in its entirety. It is

simply a peep through the telescope of

commercial astronomy at the innumer-
able constellations of opportunity in the
southern hemisphere of the modern busi-

ness world. If it gives a little aid to
some of those who are now looking to-

ward the southern markets for the first

time, with that feeling of helplessness
which unfamiliarity begets, it will have
accomplished all that is intended.
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Certain it is that within the past few
years the investors and manufacturers
of the United States, Canada and Great
Britain—and this is especially true of

the business interests of Canada and the

United States—have at last come to a

keen realization that South America,
Mexico, Central America and the West
Indies constitute a very wonderful field

for developmental and commercial en-

terprise. So much is admitted, for it

has been proclaimed times without num-
ber, in every language, and by every
method known to the twentieth century
business man and government bureau.
Now comes the real phenomenon of

the situation. It is this: Despite the
universal recognition of an obvious fact,

despite the really large amounts of

money invested in Latin-America dur-
ing recent years, and the increased ef-
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forts of the north to develop closer com-
mercial relations with Latin-America,

it still remains true that the new capital

placed there, and the reaching after new
business, have been but a bagatelle in

proportion to the opportunity.

Why? It is true that talk usually

outruns action, but not to such an ex-

tent as has happened in this case. It is

not usual for investors, men of affairs

and business houses that are ordinarily

alert and far seeing, to recognize op-

portunity and yet not accept it. We are

speaking in bulk—not of the compara-
tively few who have undertaken a worK
mutually advantageous to themselves

and our southern neighbors—but of the

multitude who have paused at the

threshold of endeavor and have not en-

tered into the arena of performance.

The backwardness and hesitancy of

the northern business world in availing

itself of Latin-America's cordial invita-

tion to legitimate and mutually helpful

co-operation has inspired a collection of

explanations countless in number, and
all but infinite in variety. But may it

not be true that these so-called explana-
tions are in reality nothing but symp-
toms that themselves need to be ex-

plained?

It has been declared, for instance,

that the north could better co-operate
with Latin-America in the broader de-

velopment of those southern countries if

more international banks were estab-

lished in the great cities of our neigh-
bors ; if there were more and swifter

means of communication between our
ports and theirs; if each had a better

understanding of the other's methods

;

if we had one common speech instead
of several tongues. Let these proposi-
tions be granted, and there still remains
the question : Why aren't the bank es-

tablished; why aren't there more ships;
why isn't there a closer understanding
and co-operation.

Back of these things is to be found
the fundamental answer. It is because
the north, in the person of its men of

action, has not applied to this compara-
tively simple problem the standard
principles by which it daily solves the
similar questions that arise at home.

The situation, in its elements of hesi-

tation and uncertainty, is substantially

identical with that indecision which per-

vaded the public opinion in the United
States soon after the Civil War upon
the question of the resumption of

specie payments. Everybody agreed that

resumption would be a most excellent

and admirable thing, and so everybody
stayed awake all night trying to devise

some olan for brin^ino" it about. There

Cathedral at Barranquilla, Colombia, S.A.

were almost as many plans as there

were people. Then up rose old John
Sherman one day and remarked: "The
way to resume is to resume." "Sure

enough," echoed everybody else, "how-

odd we didn't think of it before." How
absurdly simple is the philosophy of

truth.

When a bank is needed in the United

States it appears. If it is wanted in a

particular hurry—on occasions like the

opening of Oklahoma to settlement—it

arrives in a wagon and lives in a tent;

but it is a bank, and does business. It

fills the bill.
113
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So with international banks in Rio de

Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Mexico City,

Santiago, Havana, Lima and other cen-

tres of Latin-America. When the busi-

ness interests of Germany, Italy, Eng-
land and France have desired such
institutions to facilitate the affairs of in-

ternational commerce, they have not or-

ganized debating societies to discuss the

question. They have organized the

banks.

The fact that the daily affairs and
merchandizing of Latin-America are

carried on in Spanish, Portuguese,
French and one or two other languages
does not, by any means, constitute an
insuperable barrier to the transaction

of business between our neighbors and
the English-tongue people of the north.

To speak the language of one's friends

and neighbors, when among them is

assuredly an advantage, but that sole at-

tainment never has, and never will, re-

sult in the buying and selling of goods,
to the mutual benefit of both parties to

the transaction.

Success in business is built on the uni-
versal language of commerce, wherein
prices are the nouns, qualities are the
adjectives, courtesies are the verbs and
the fair methods are the conjunctions
that bind them all together.

When a northern, English-speaking
business man hears of a possible new
market in the north that may, if proper-
ly studied, absorb $25,000 worth, or

..000 worth of his product yearly,

and supply him with a like amount of

raw product or material for his own
mills, he gets to that territory, either in

on or by reliable proxy, as quickly
as steam will take him. lie studies that

potential market in all its phases; care-
fully not.- its peculiarities. To take
such action, under such circumstances,
is axiomatic. lie scrupulously strives

to make himself, his goods and his

credit, worthy of the confidence, good
will and friendship of those with whom
he desir< to buy and sell. According
to the measure of his success in those
resp< the measure of his reward.
Thai is the whole thing, in so far as it

relates to a newly discovered market
114

for a few thousand dollars—in the

north.

But that principle has not been ap-
plied to the vast purchasing and selling

market of the south, a market which

—

descending to vulgar figures—buys and
sells more than $2,000,000,000 worth of

commodities every year. The United
States, for instance, bought only about

$350,000,000 worth of goods from all

South America, Central America, Mexi-
co and the West Indies in 1907, and
sold to those same countries about
$250,000,000 worth of goods. Yet the

total imports of the United States that

year amounted to nearly $1,435,000,000
and her exports to about $1,880,000,000.

Her trade with all those vast and
wealthy regions amounted to consider-

ably less than one-sixth of her total for-

eign commerce. Of the United States*

exports in 1907, amounting to $1,880,-

000,000 in value, only about $82,000,000
worth was sold to South America.
That is enough of figures. Any one

can get them. The poini which they
show with an emphasis too plain to be
misunderstood, is, that the industrial

and commercial world of North Ameri-
ca has not applied, to the cultivation of

close and cordial relations with Latin-

America, the principles which it uses at

home. It has not made, in sincere good
faith, enough effort to get acquainted
—to understand the good qualities and
habits, the likes and dislikes of the other
fellow. It has not sought for knowl-
edge at first hand on the scale that

world conditions justify.

The liners that cross the Atlantic are
(row <led with business men—heads of

houses—who go personally to investi-

gate the markets and trade system of

Europe, in order that they may keep in

closest possible touch with those condi-

tions, and act in accordance with them.
The Pacific boats carry many other re-

sponsible men who are going to study
the like things in Asia. But few in-

deed arc the manufacturers and busi-

ness men of North America who have
gone to make a study of the great mar-
ket, both for purchase and sale, th?.t lies

in the south. When they do get the
habit, and do learn, by personal study
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the conditions that there prevail, they

will esteem the business friendship and
acumen of their southern neighbors

much more highly than they do to-day.

Here is what one business man of the

United States has said on this subject

The author of the words is Mr. Frank
Wiborg, a member of a large export

manufacturing firm of Cincinnati, Ohio.

He went to South America to see for

himself, and after he came back he

wrote a little book, from which the fol-

lowing passages are taken

:

"Business men have said to me: 'Why
go to South America? Haven't we all

we can do here at home?' This sort of

reasoning cannot be serious, for Ameri-
can business men know too well that

even if to-day we have all we can do at

home, it behooves us to prepare for to-

morrow. A flourishing business at a

standstill is a contradiction of terms:

yet it is what those men are looking for-

ward to who think home markets will

be enough to engage our attention for

all time.

"The progress of American trade in

South America has very often been ham-

pered by the class of representatives that

we have sent. A smattering of Spanish,
or Portuguese does not, in my estimation,

make up for incapacity as a salesman,
nor for ignorance of the products in hand.

"The men sent to South America
should not expect to use the same busi-

ness methods that are in vogue here. The
American salesman believes that Am-
erican business methods are the best on
earth. So they are—for the American.
But the South American is very different-

ly constituted from the American, and
many an argument that sells goods in

Chicago avails nothing in Rio. For in-

stance, one of the prime requisites

of an article in America is that it

should be 'up-to-date.' Xow this qual-

ity of 'up-to-dateness' appeals to the

South American buyer very little. To
something entirely new he much prefers

what he has been accustomed to use.

"Lastly, I would suggest that more
heads of firms, business men of stand-

ing in their various lines, visit South

America and see conditions for them-

selves."

A Fiesta in a Country Village, Colombia, South America.
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The Man and His Job

By Herbert J. Hapgood.

WHEN you riitrr the employer's
office to apply for a posil ion

let it be with a clear Ldea as

to the price you are going to put
on yourself and stick to that figure.

Do not, however, be afraid to lower
your figure slightly at the start,

provided you think the opportun-
ities for advancement good. It in-

variably creates a good impression
for a man to say, "Mr. Employer,
I am worth more than you want to

pay. However, I am willing to

start at $900 to show you what I

can do, with the understanding
that if 1 make good you will ad-
vance me to tfl.-'H) at the end of

the nioiit h."

Both lack of confidence and over-
confidence are to be avoided. A
tew i iths ago a well known
building firm was in great need of

architectural draftsmen, and was
considering a young man who bad
only limited experience, but de-

manded the highest pricethej were
willing to pay. The chief draftsman
was rather doubtful, but in anxiety
to obtain a man he agreed to take
him on two weeks' trial. Before
time to report to work the young
man telegraphed that he was sick
and could not take the position.

The truth was that he realized that
he was not worth the large salary
he was asking and would not last

Longer than the probation period.
Thus his overconfidence lost him a
valuable, permanent connection
which might have been his by ac-

cepting a slightly lower salary at

the start.
( >\ em infidence oft en leads ;l man

to say that he can fill a position he-

roic hi' knOWS what it really is. In

tad, this is a trap frequently set by
employers to catch the unwary ap-
plies nt . The kind of man t hey
want is one who says: Prom what
I know of the proposition, 1 believe
I can handle it, but I would not

like to say so definitely until I know
more about the work." Intelligent
Inquiries about t he dut i> s of a posi-

i a ii- a [ways more effect ive t han
empt v hi .as! s.

DIFFERENT men use their
brains to the best advantage
at different times of the day

and night. You will find one man
whose head is the clearest the first

thing in the morning, while another
man's best ideas will come to him at
a late hour at night. It has been
maintained by eminent psychol-
ogists that the thinking apparatus
can lie so trained as to react at any
time the will directs ; and that the
time for the conception of brilliant

ideas is determined solely by habit.
The editor of a morning newspaper
who conies to work at six o'clock in

t he evening and stays at his desk-

till two o'clock in the morning, gets
his mind into such a condition that
his best thoughts come to him dur-
ing t hose hours.

I Once knew a reporter who dis-

tinguished himself by writing
clever accounts of tires and other
emergency assignments for a morn-
ing newspaper. His work was so
good that the opposition daily, an
evening sheet, took him away at

double his salary. Then came the
surprise. The editor COUld not see

why the young man's work was so

far below the standard he had at-

tained in his former position. His
stories were exceptionally dull, and
his write-ups of even the most sen-

sational news were unaccountably
st lipid.

The secret of the depreciation of

the man's work lay in the fact that
he had been used to working at

night, and when he was compelled
to De on the job at seven o'clock in

I he morning, and prepare most of

his copy between the hours of 12

and 2 o'clock in the afternoon, his

mind actually refused to act. The
editor had about branded him a dis-

mal failure w Inn at t he end of t he

first week his work showed a decid-

ed improvement, and from then on
was just as good or better than form-
erly. His mind had acquired con-

t roil of t he sit iial ion and he became
accustomed to turning out bright

ideas during his changed busin68S
hours.



The Romance of Success: Life Story of Daniel G. Reid

By Dorothy Richardson in New York Sunday Herald

* ' O UCCESS—you ask me to tell you
<-) the story of my success?"

Slowly Daniel G. Reid, the mil-

lionaire head of the great tin plate industry

of America repeated the question put to

him. Keen of face, dark of eye, debon-
naire, this man who has made the making
of tin plate one of America's great indus-

tries does not look his fifty years. He does
look, however, every inch the millionaire

and captain of finance that he is, and it

may be said right here that he stands six

feet in his stockings at that. He is a figure

you would unconsciously single out any-

where in an assemblage of men, and of that

figure you would unhesitatingly declare

that it belonged to a man who had done
things and was doing things, a man with
nerves of steel and will of iron, a man as

only America could have produced. And
yet withal a man of sentiment, rich in the

humanities and generous to a fault.

We were sitting in one of the great twin
loggias of his country house at Irvington-

on-Hudson. The place was thronged with
a week-end house party, the young friends

of Miss Rhea Reid, the daughter and only
child of Mr. Reid, a beautiful girl of

twenty-two. The stately stone pile, a iaith-

ful replica of an ancient English abbey

:

liveried servants moving across the terrace

bearing tea trays laden with priceless china,

of which Mr. Reid is a great connoisseur;
other liveried servants following with other

trays laden with rare old decanters and tall

thin glasses worth a king's ransom ; the

echo of young girls' laughter from the

tennis court on the other side of the formal
garden ; the cry of a pair of prize spaniels

rebellious against the firm, but gentle, hand
of a groom carrying them to regions be-

yond the conservatories ; a strain of Chopin
wafted from the long, cool, Louis Quinze
music room ; the perfume of flowers—every
sight, every sound bore testimony to what
money combined with exquisite taste may
buy for a man. in the way of all that is

sybaritic and fair and beautiful, all that

which, in the popular mind, makes life

worth the living.

And the man himself, the man who by
reason of better brains and steadier nerves
and greater courage than his fellows has
been able to acquire the wherewithal by
which to command this princely luxury

—

this man looked, or so I fancied, just the

least bit weary of it all. But the weary
look was only momentary, for Dan Reid
is too healthy a man to remain introspective

for long. Gradually his keen face softened
into a smile and, taking his cigar from be-

tween his teeth, the tin plate magnate
laughed as men laugh only when they are

thinking of absurdly happy things.

"I was just thinking what a good time
I did have anyway in those days back in

Richmond, Indiana, when I first started out

to make my fortune in the pig market. My
father's farm was just outside the town. In

addition to running the farm father also

conducted a grocery store down in Rich-
mond.
"Now, there was no foolish pride about

being in trade in Richmond. On the con-

trary, it was in my boyish estimation a dis-

tinction. Indeed, mv first ambition was to

grow up and wear a seersucker coat and

weigh out sugar and. tea for the good peo-

ple of Richmond and the surrounding
country. I often wonder if there was
a boy who did not at some time or other

come through the period of wishing to run

a grocery store?

"In spite of mv father's double means of

earning a livelihood money was always

nretty scarce around the Reid homestead.

There was a large family. My father and
mother had both been married twice, and I"

had five half brothers. Of spending money
we boys had little or none. Now, it was
the ambition of my boyhood to own a bull's-

eye watch. Down in the jewelrv store in

the town there was a beauty marked $3.50.

My father suggested that if I were to save

no mv pennies T might some dav have

enough to buy such a watch and bv wav of
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encouraging me he gave me one of those

small toy banks in which you drop coins

through a slot in the roof. I was now eight

years old. and for the first time in my life

began a conscious effort to accomplish a

definite purpose.

"This effort lasted three years. I ran

errands. I sold all the old iron on the

place and all I could induce the other boys

to sell me for a cash discount. I went into

the rag business and scoured the neighbor-

hood for miles around in search of cast-off

gum shoes and other junk, which I speedily

converted into cash. When I was eleven

years old I had saved up $3.50, and you
may be sure I lost no time in cracking open
my little iron bank and running with its

contents to the jeweler's.

"For a week or so afterward I lived in

the clouds. I had now a real watch and a

chain, too. I must not forget about the

chain. It was made of brown hair, curious-

ly twisted and braided. Hair chains were
all the rage in Richmond then, and this one
had been presented to me by a little girl

schoolmate, who, knowing I had been sav-

ing my money for a watch, had in the

meanwhile to this end learned to make hair

chains. On the end of this chain I fastened

a charm, one of those golden hearts made
of two pieces of glass laid vis-a-vis over a

layer of gilt paper, which I had acquired

through a shrewd trade with a neighbor

I

"I was very happy in the pride of these

gewgaws; that is. for a week or so. and
then somehow, they did not seem to be

such wonderful things after all. I began
uffer from ehjmi, and it did seem for

a while as if T should never again see any-

thing upon which T could centre my vaunt-

ing ambition as I had upon that bull's-eye

li, which, alas ! had lost its charm for

[fere Mr. Reid's shrewd, dark Scotch-

Tri-.h eyes twinkled with merry memories.
He is not a man driven to analytical discus-

upon the subject of human nature,

for he is a man of action, hoi a dry student :

but T doubt whether Henry fames him
holOgfist of real men and

women, and above all of real boys, as is this

man wh< lis tin plate.

"But, fortunately, 1 did not suffer long
from this reaction," he continued, laughing.
" \bout this time T went visiting with mv
father and mother to the farm of some rela-
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tives living in the other end of the county.

These relations had a fine stock of pigs,

full-blooded Berkshires, and if there was
one thing which took my fancy as a small

boy it was pigs.

"There were three tiny little fellows I

particularly admired and coveted, and, see-

ing the way the land lay, my cousin, to

whom they belonged, offered me the three

in exchange for my fine watch and chain

and charm. I jumped at the bargain, and
that ?.f;ernoon, when we left for home in

the wagon, I was minus my chronometer
and plus three infant porkers. Now, it

never occurred to me until we were driving

past the farm where the girl lived who had
woven me the chain that it might not have
been either strictly ethical or good form to

part with it in such an unsentimental man-
ner, and, above all, for so unpoetical an

equivalent. But a boy of eleven, I have
since discovered, is a poor sentimentalist.

"The next morning my father tackled

me. 'Where do you expect to get the food

to feed these hogs on?' he asked in a very

unsympathetic tone. Kind and indulgent

as he was to his family, father was, never-

theless, a man with hard and fast ideas

about teaching children early in life the

value of money, the sense of responsibility

and, above all else, the necessity of their

being self-reliant. Then I made him a pro-

position ; I would give him one of the pigs

if he would agree to fatten the remaining
two for me. This father thought was a

square deal, and we clinched the bargain.

"And how those pigs grew! They were
a fine strain, and soon became the talk of

half the county. People came miles to look

at them, and I had a lot of fun watching
them grow. They were lots more fun than

a million bull's-eye watches —until—until

the man with the gun came to our house.

Such a wonderful gun as that was ; it's up-
stairs in my gun room now. Indeed, it was
and is tin- nucleus of the collection I have
been making ever since.

".Made of Damascus steel, with German
silver inlay, it looked a thousand times more
magnificent to my unsophisticated eyes

than any of my tiger or elephant guns for

which I have paid twenty times as much.
The man, who stayed all night with us, al-

lowed me to lift the precious weapon and
to click the hammer. He said he would
take $20 for it, as he needed the money,
but that it was worth much more. That
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night I got up three times, lighted a candle

and went down to the sitting-room and
looked at that gun. The next morning my
father, who had seen the impression it

made on me, offered to buy the gun for me
if I would give him one of my two remain-

ing pigs, an offer which I snatched at.

That night I took the gun to bed with me.
I slept well.

"The remaining pig I kept until hog
killing time in the fall, when I sold him for

$33-75> every penny my own. I was now
eleven, and having thus early tasted of the

joys of moneymaking I decided that I must
immediately embark upon a career. School
again ! Xot much ! I went down to the

Second National Bank of Richmond and
got a job at $12.50 a month, as messenger
boy. No billionaire ever felt so important

as I did when at the end of the first month
I laid that $12.50 on my mother's kitchen

table.

"I was now a man. and how I did enjoy

the independence which the status of a

wage-earner insured for me in our family

circle ! Clad in blue seersucker coat and
pants—we said pants without apology in

Richmond in those days—I walked into

town every morning from the farm, my
luncheon under my arm. And such lunch-

eons as my mother did know how to put

up !—home-made bread spread thick with

yellow butter from our own dairy and
golden honey from our own bees ; head-
cheese and great slices of ham fried to a

red-brown and huge wedges of pie made
of the huckleberries and blackberries that

grew in the swamp, and doughnuts—what
doughnuts! Well, I was what you might
call a little gourmet, but, after all, I think

it was a good thing I was.
*T will say right here that I wouldn't give

a continental for any boy who wasn't a

little glutton. The right kind of bov is al-

ways hungry, and the right sort of discip-

line for that boy is to feed him and feed
him mighty well. I agree with a lot of the

modern scientists in my belief that the food
we eat when we are young: children has

much to do with our success later on in life.

I believe that if everybdy could be well fed

for a few successive generations crime and
disease, moral, mental and physical, would
practically be eliminated from mankind."
"But you do not attribute your success

wholly to alimentation. You will perhaps
concede that heredity, that education, that

your early moral and religious training may
have had something to do with it."

At the word "religious*' Daniel G. Reid
shot a glance at the interlocutor which was
half amusement, half suspicion.

"Say!" he laughed, "if you are going to

lead up to asking me what my religion is,

I shall have to answer as Benjamin Disraeli

did to a similar question. 'What is your
religion. Mr. Disraeli?' somebody asked.

Daniel G. Reid

Who Rose by Rapid Stages from Messenger Boy to Become
Millionaire Head of the Great Tin Plate Industry.

'My religion,' retorted Disraeli, 'is the

religion of every wise man.' 'And what

may that religion be?' his inquisitor per-

sisted. 'No wise man ever tells,' retorted

the great statesman.

"Now I shan't be quite so rude. I will

say that I did have a very stern religious

training, how stern you may realize when
I say that my father and mother were very

straitlaced United Presbyterians and that

I joined the same church at an early age

and am indeed still a member of it, al-

though not a verv straitlaced member, I
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will confess. And I will say, too, that my
religious training has been, no doubt, in-

directly, of course, a tremendous factor in

whatever success I have had. It does in

everybody's. A training that is truly religi-

ous; that is, in the highest and
best sense, cannot fail to be a splendid

thing in the character building of the

young.
"The harm comes only when the religion

so called is a cloak for hypocrisy. There

is an old saying, you know, that mass and

meat hurt no man, and it's perfectly true

;

only I should add. 'plenty of meat.' I

sometimes think, however, that we had too

much religious training. I think it ought

to be evenly scattered out over one's life,

instead of getting it in heroic doses when
we are too young and helpless to defend

ourselves. I think I'd be a more religious

man to-day if I had got. a little less catech-

ism on those long, dismal Sundays of my
boyhood years. And still it is better to have
received too much religion than not to have
received any at all.

"For I doubt whether anything else save

just such a training as I received could

have given me the same strong sense of

duty which I felt when I went to work in

the bank. With me duty was a religion,

and it must be so with anybody who would
succeed in anything. I worked from eight

till six, and I worked hard. For two years

I remained a messenger and general utility

boy at the same wages.

"The third year T was promoted to the

janitorshio, which I executed in addition

to my regular work as messenger. For
the joint job I got $200 a year. The fourth

to my work as messenger and
janitor that of night watchman, and for

the triplicate job I got S25 a month. The
fifth vear I became teller of the bank. Later
1 became nl cashier, and ceased to

clothes or to carrv my
lunch. And then still later they made me
the dent, which job I have con-
tinued to hold to this very day. So vou

' can truthfully say that T have n<

.'I.

"

this juncture Mr. Reid's face grew
and mobile, his voice vibrant

with tion.

"Meanwhile." he continued, taking the
unlighted cig •'

his mouth and lay-

ing it carefull nwhile some-
thin- iportanl happened to me, the

most important thing that can happen to

an ambitious young fellow ; I fell in love.

I fell heels over head in love, and, having
done so, I showed what good sense a boy
of twenty-two sometimes does have, by
marrying Miss FJla Dunn just as quickly as

I could.

"I was then making a thousand a year,

and married the girl of my choice ; the

world was mine. We immediately went
to housekeeping. No apartment hotel or

flat life for us. We went to live in a real

house. It had six rooms and a nice porch,

and a front yard, and, what's more, it was
our house. We bought it, bought it on pay-

ments, of course; but what are payments
to a new married couple. After much fig-

uring we decided that we could afford the

services of a certain Dutch girl whom we
could get for $2 a week, and that we could

likewise afford to spend $10 a week on our
little household.

"Now it was always a mystery to me
then, and it has so remained a mystery to

this day, how Mrs. Reid ever managed to

make $10 go so far. We wanted absolutely

for no comfort, in fact, for no luxury, as

luxuries went in Richmond, Ind. ; and all

on $10 a week. Imagine my surprise, then,

when at the end of three years and the last

payment on our house was due, my wife

divulged the fact that she had saved up

$250 out of that $10 a week I had been giv-

ing her. Isn't that just like a woman?
"They certainly do manage these things

wonderfully—the right kind of women do.

And after all they are the only real and
great financiers—these faithful, gentle, lov-

ing women, whose last motive in the world

for marrying a chap would be a mercenary
one. Ah, it is a great thing for a young
man to marry the woman he loves, but '"t

is a still greater thing when that woman
haooens to be just the right woman for

him."
Here Mr. Reid interrupted himself long

enough to conduct me through the great

hall of his house and up the broad stair-

case to the library to show me some of the

mementos of those early days. There was,

for instance, a photograph of the little old-

fashioned United Presbyterian Church he

I to go to as a boy, the church which, as

its richest member, he some years ago re-

placed with the gift of a handsome stone

structure with a splendid organ and a beau-

tiful chime of bells.
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There was also photograph of the little

house to which he had taken his girlish

bride, the same little house where, as he ex-

plained in a hushed voice, he had looked

upon the face of his first born, the little

daughter Rhea, and where a year or so

later was also born the little boy who died

when he was seven. And no better com-
mentary upon the sort of man Daniel G.

Reid is can be offered than the statement

that to this day no money could buy that

little house in Richmond, any more than

money could have bought the horse and the

dog the little boy had loved in life. When
eventually Mr. Reid's increasing business

obliged him to leave Richmond to go to

Chicago to live he left the old dog and
the old horse behind in charge of a trust-

ed keeper, who kept watch and ward over

them, supplying them with every comfort

and luxury a sybaritic equine or canine

could desire, until they died, the horse at

thirty-one years of age and the dog at six-

teen. And last, and evidently most sacred

of all these tender souvenirs, he brought
forth a pair of old-fashioned jardinieres

which had been painted by "Rhea's

mother," as Mr. Reid seems to love best to

designate the wife of his youth, who was
destined to die before she could see the full

fruition of her husband's carter, in which
she had had so much to do in its initial

stages.

And the softness with which he

now pronounced those wrords, "Rhea's
mother," could leave no doubt in

any one's mind that there was no
treasure of all the wonderful trea-

sures of art and craftsmanship in that

beautiful house which in its master's esti-

mation was so precious as that pair of jar-

dinieres wrought by the hands of the girl-

ish wife who had been indeed a helpmate.

After dinner, seated in the same broad log-

gia, now flooded with the light of the full

midsummer moon, Mr. Reid continued the

romance of his success.

"After I paid off the mortgage on the

house I managed, with Mrs. Reid's help, to

save enough money to buy some stock in

the bank, thus making myself eligible for

a directorship. Shortly afterward I became
interested in a little tin plate mill at El-

wood, about sixty-five miles from Rich-

mond. This mill had never been made to

pay and was something of a white elephant

on our hands. At this time everybody save

a few of us scouted the idea that tin plate

was a possibility for this country. Every-
body thought it could be made successfully
only in Wales.

"I thought differently; so did a few
others. We believed that if we could suc-

ceed in building the right sort of plant and
installing the right processes we could make
of tin plate a great American industry. In
1 89 1 we organized a company and built

and equipped what we in our infinite ignor-

ance supposed to be a tin plate mill. But it

wasn't. It was only a pile of junk, as we
discovered two years later. Our machin-
ery was too light, everything was too some-
thing or other that it ought not to have
been. The stockholders were disgusted.

Something had to be done, and then we se~

cured a man in Pittsburg, William Ban-
field, who knew a lot about mill construc-

tion. He was a Cornishman, and for gen-

erations his ancestors had made tin plate

in Cornwall and Wales. We sent for Wil-

liam Banfield. He came and built us a mill

that was a real mill, not a junk heap. Pretty

soon our little four mill plant was making
money for us, and making it fast. By this

time t was giving practically all of my time

to the tin mill, going back and forward to

Elwood every day—a hard, unpleasant trip

those sixty-five miles each way in the local

train.

"At last I decided to leave the bank and

devote myself entirely to the mill. This

the president of the bank, a conservative

man who had grown wealthy for that part

of the country, advised me not to do. He
said if I would stay on I had a good chance

of succeeding to his job and of growing

rich, too. The position would have been a

specially good one for me, as I knew 20,000

of the 35,000 inhabitants of the county

—

knew them well enough to call them by

name, and they in turn knew me well

enough to warrant them hailing me as

'Danny.'

"But I told him I had hopes of making

more money than the bank would ever be

able to make for me if I gave my undivided

attention to the tin mill. And so I left the

bank, and from that day for years I thought

of nothing but tin plate. We prospered,

and by 1897 we had thirty-one mills instead

of the original four. We then moved our

offices to Chicago, and I went there with

my family to live.

"Meanwhile other tin mills, following
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our good example, had sprung up all over

the country. Competition was keen. The
question of consolidation came up. Gen-

tlemen's agreements had proved worthless,

and in 1898 all the tin mills in the country,

270 in number, were merged into one or-

ganization, which was named after the or-

iginal company in Elwood, the American

Tin Plate Company. Then, in order to

guarantee our steel supply, we organized,

in connection with W. A. & J. H. Moore,

the National Steel Company. Still later

the American Steel & Hoop Company and

the American Sheet Steel Company were

organized by the same people. When the

United States Steel Corporation was organ-

ized, some time afterwardj all these four

properties went into the consolidation and

are to-day a part of what is commonly
known as the Steel Corporation."

Here Mr. Reid stopped to light still an-

other cigar, and I took occasion to ask him
bluntly, in Li Hung Chang fashion, how
much he is worth to-day. He parried the

question, for, like most Americans who
have grown wealthy, Mr. Reid is a modest
man when it comes to openly acknowledg-
ing the extent of his riches, and he leaves

to others their approximation. I learned

later that Mr. Reid never in any circum-

stances discusses his wealth. As a matter

of fact nobody knows the exact dimensions

of the fortune to-day of this man who be-

gan thirty-nine years ago as a messenger
boy at $12.50 a month. Indeed, Mr. Reid
is quoted as frequently saying to his inti-

mates that for a while it made him abso-

lutely dizzy the way the wealth poured in

upon him for a period of a year or two, a

statement which can be readily believed

when we consider the system of modern
finance under which he and his associates

have conceived and carried through the

successful issue project after project—the

Tin Plate Trust twice reorganized and
merged with the Steel Corporation, the

Rock Island Railroad system reorganized

and made to grow from a few thousand to

more than seventeen thousand miles in a

few years; either one of which projects

would have netted a vast fortune to a finan-

cier of the inner circle, and combining
them, as Daniel G. Reid has done, it can
readily be conceived that the profits ac-

cruing would necessarily total a vast
sum.

The most said is least meant.

Women and fruit are easily bruised.

The devil does his choicest work through fools, not rogues.

It is generally the people who mean well that do the most ill.

In nine cases out of ten the point of honour is the fear of
seeming to be afraid.

Stay, and it's but once in your life you'll be sorry, and
faith, that'll be always.

To answer " Yes" to all comers is doubtless a mighty con-
venience, and a great softener of the angles of life.— From
" The Wild Geese," by Stanley J. Weyman.
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Big Jim's Renunciation

By Roy Norton in the Cosmopolitan

won

HE was an enormous man, a clean six

feet two in his moccasins, and built

in fine sturdy proportion. He was
smoothly shaven, with a face almost like

that of a Sioux warrior, with high cheek-

bones and a grim, closely shut mouth. Be-
yond that the Indian resemblance ended, for

his eyes, which stared directly out from
beneath overhanging brows, were a clear,

cool gray, and his hair was of that indefinite

shade known as "tow."
He was a gambler by profession, and for

fifteen years had been known to the camps
of the far frontier as such. He was desig-

nated far and wide as Big Jim, and it is

doubtful if many of his friends and ac-

quaintances were aware that he had once
been christened under the sober patronymic
of James Paul Werner. Many of those

who knew him as Big Jim had paid well for

even that limited knowledge.
He had no record save that of being a

game man, ready to shoot or to be shot, as

the vicissitudes of his calling might de-

mand ; and his only pride was that, no
matter what his luck might be, he played
"a square game with unstacked cards."'

This much was to his credit. And, it

may be further remarked, his calling in

itself was not such as would impair his

public standing in the West which he knew
and which knew him. It may be that

at times he had questioned whether there

might not be better occupations for a man
who was inherently honest, but such in-

trospection had not shown him any other

means of a livelihood to which he might
turn his hand with equal gain. He was
of that class of men who are always playing
for a stake which, large or small, is never
quite realized.

It had remained for him to have his self-

respect wounded to the quick, away up
there on the banks of the Yukon River,
in the heart of Alaska, the last place on
earth where it might reasonably be ex-

pected that such an awakening would be

given. This much at least might one good
woman do.

It wasn't a question of love, because he
had neither sought nor craved the affec-

tions of that woman or of any woman.
She was not handsome, not even prettv.

Xor was she in her youth, having reached
that indefinite time which caused one 'to

wonder whether she might be as young
as twenty-five years or as old as thirty-five.

But about her was the charm of cleanliness

of person and mind, of honesty and in-

dependence.

When she came to the already estab-

lished camp, purchased a cabin and opened
a restaurant it caused some comment,
for women of her kind were scarce in that

far-away speck in the wilderness.

Big Jim had been her first customer.
The long counter with its clumsy slab stools

had barely been placed when he thrust

his head through the door and said, "Good
morning." He had been given a courte-

ous reply and had scanned the place for

a full minute before making any other

remark.

"Restaurant?" he queried.

"Yes."
"Doughnuts?"
"Yes."
"Pork and bean.-

':"

"Yes."
"Guess I'll take a few."

That had been the whole of their first

conversation ; and from then on he had
been a steady patron. Patience and polite-

ness had given her prosperity, but patience

and politeness on his part had not given

him her warmer friendship. And this

too had aroused the obstinacy within him.

But the occurrence which brought him
humiliation was, as he tersely put it. due

to his "chippin' into a brace game to save

a sucker."

It was in the days of the first rush, when
innocents were plenty and the lure of the

new camp had brought not only them and
the hardened adventurers of the earth, but

also those who, in divers forms, prey on

quick prosperity. There had come among
them in the firsh rush a chekako—tender-
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foot—a man not versed in the lore of the

hills, or familiar with the ways of the

frontier, and he had worked for other men.

This in itself was not calculated to make
those other dwellers on the outskirts of

the world, free lances in everything, re-

spect him. To toil for oneself, no matter

what the recompense, was no disgrace

;

but to accept day-wages for the efforts of

one's hands and shoulders smacked of

servitude. Prospectors, though broke, were
admittedly on a plane with millionaires, but

no man might cleanly hold his head erect if

he permitted any other human being to give

him orders and dictate his goings and
comings.

It was on a day when a little steamboat,

bound up-river, had shoved her snub

nose against the clay bank and dumped
off, for a few hours, a. throng of gold-

seekers, that the chekako came to grief.

The trading-post was crowded with men
seeking to add to their outfits of northern

garb, to buy sealskin boots, or to replenish

their tobacco supply.

Big Jim had gravely watched the land-

ing and indifferently noted the scramble

at the big log post. It was nothing to

him. He had seen such rushes of tender-

feet before, and, besides, they were not

grist for his mill. It was the outgoing
man who had been lucky that he wanted
to meet, the one who played big stakes

and suffered no serious setback if relieved

of part of his gleanings.

"All they're looking for is bags enough
to hold the gold they're going to pick up,"

he muttered with a half grin, as he turned
away up the trail back of the traders, and
then he came to a stop. Alongside the

trail, seated on a log and bathed in tears,

the chekako. The gambler always
a little sorry for a man in tears, al-

ign they were unknown to his own

"What's the matter with you?" he asked.

The chekako explained that he had been
I. It had been a day off for him, and

he had mingled with the throng at the

ng and in the post and had paid for

losing a poke containing
all 1; ' the worsl of it, so

Jim in his simple way, was
II need I for the support of a

family out in the Stat
ig Jim listened with a grin up to this

12<

point, then his face took on a frown. The
frown grew when the chekako asserted

that he could not have lost it, no not even

when, on his way to the camp, he had
stopped for a drink of water at the cross-

ing of Manook Creek, three miles away.
Big Jim sympathized with him, but could

offer no better advice than another search

along the trail. Other men's carelessness

annoyed him, and he turned back to the

river front, being out of mood for the big

birch forests on the hill. As he came
round the corner of a cabin his attention

was atracted to a furtive-looking individual

who, in some haste to board, was crossing

the gangplank of the steamer.

"Whe-e-ew !" whistled the gambler.

"That's Slippers Smith, sure ! Wonder
what he's doing up here !" He stood with

his hands in his pockets and ruminated
for a full minute, his look fixed abstractedly

on the steamer in the hollows of which
Slippers had disappeared. "If he ain't

quit picking pockets for a living, it's a

cinch he's got that little feller's poke,"

he said to himself, and thereupon abruptly

plunged down the river bank and up over

the deserted gangplank.

He climbed to the saloon, on each side

of which were staterooms, and seated him-
self in a chair until a door opened and
Slippers emerged.

"Hello, Slippers !" he called, and the

other recognized him and came forward.

Before he could do more than put out his

hand the gambler had assumed an air of

great secrecy.

"Slippers," he said, "I got something
to say to you. Guess you better take me
to your stateroom where folks can't hear."

Once inside, he turned with a chilly

grin. "How manv of your gang's on this

boat?"

"None. I'm playing a lone hand."

Big Jim looked through the window
across the river where the sun cast re-

flections of light on the ripples, then peeped

out of the door into the empty saloon.

When he turned there was a wicked-looking

gun in his hand, and even the semblance

of good humor was gone from his face.

"Slippers, you took a poke off a friend

of mine up there in the trading-post.

I've come to get it."

Tt was a bold guess and a steady bluff,

l>ut it worked. Slippers retreated slowly
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until his back was against the frame of

the tiny window. The light was shining

full on the gambler's face and brought out

no sign of uncertainty or of mercy. Slip-

pers read danger-signals, and, knowing the

man, feared delay would prove dangerous.
"Put up your gun, Jim," he quavered, in

an attempt at friendly surrender. "I don't

want nothing from no friend of yours. Why
didn't you say so sooner?"
He dived into his berth and from beneath

the matting pulled a moose-skin bag of gold

dust, which he tendered. Big Jim took it

and slipped it into his pocket.

"I ain't going to say nothing to anybody,
Slippers," he remarked, "because you're in

the wrong country. They hang men like

you here, so I don't reckon it's a healthy

place for you. Besides hanging there's

fevers and other things to take a man off.

That's why I don't think it good for you
to get off the boat again before she leaves.

I'm dead sure it would be unhealthy for you
if I saw you. Good-by, my boy, good-by.

Stay aboard the boat till she gets you to

some place where you've got friends."

The door slammed behind him, and in a

minute the gangplank shook beneath his

feet as he retraced his steps to where he
had left the forlorn chekako ; but the latter

was gone. Big Jim found him in the res-

taurant where held forth the woman.
"Hello," he said by way of greeting,

and the woman, who had been listening

to the tale of woe, ended her attempt at

condolence. The gambler nodded to her,

looked around the place until satisfied

that no one else was present, and then threw
the poke down on the counter. The
chekako stared at it a moment in open-
mouthed amazement and then hugged it to

his breast in both hands. Big Jim stopped
his voluble thanks.

"I found it out there on the bank of the

creek," he said, "and brung it to you.

Mighty careless of you to lug your poke
around with you. Better put it in the trad-

ing company's safe."

He tramped out of the room, while the

chekako and the woman looked at each
other. A little clock above them ticked

busily. The chekako glanced at it and then

back at her.

"Says he found it on the creek. Three
miles there and three miles back make six

miles. And when he got there he must have

walked up and down the bank some. Well,
I shan't say nothing, because I've got it

back, but it's been just half an hour since
I told him about it."

The woman was annoyed at the chekako's
ingratitude, but worse than that was the
knowledge that the gambler had un-
doubtedly lied. He was beneath contempt.
The river took on its coating of ice, the

snows fell, and the camp was locked in

its long winter isolation. The woman
prospered, and fortune played up and down
with the gambler. He still made attempts
to win the woman's regard, but now she

barely spoke to him. He was attracted

more by this than by her previous polite-

ness. He wanted to know her better be-

cause she was of a different world than he

had known since he came West, and she

reminded him of women he had known
in his boyhood—good, God-fearing women.
He pondered over her coolness when he sat

alone before his layout, and always felt a

well-defined pity for her in the struggle

which he knew must be so hard for one
evidently accustomed to better things.

Day by day he went to her cabin door

and into the restaurant where he could

watch and study her patient struggle to

be self-supporting and gain independence.

He wished that he could be received with

as much friendliness as the prospectors

who came. He made clumsy efforts to

assist her, and when the first hunters came
with sledges laden with moose-meat he

bought their load and sent it to her. He
knew that it must be a godsend to her,

but also realized that if she had learned

who the donor was it would have been

instantly declined.

One day when he was the sole customer,

he made a bolder attempt to gain an under-

standing. "Miss Martin," he said, boldly

plunging in, "I want to talk to you."

She turned upon him in surprise, looking

him steadily in the eyes and with a certain

little haughtiness in the poise of her head.

"I think a heap more of you than you'll

probably believe," he went on.

She started to speak, but he forbade her

with a gesture and continued: "I'm a

square man, and there ain't anyone living

can say I ever turned a crooked card or

done a dirty little trick. Maybe I ain't

never done anything good, and maybe I

ain't got much, but I'm not any worse
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than the worst man in camp. You might
at least treat me as well as the others,

because I want you to like me ; but you
won't. What's the reason? Come, let's

have it out
!"

The woman came directly opposite him
on her side of the rough slab counter be-

fore which he sat. "You \vant to know
the reason? Well, I'll tell you. When I

first came here, I don't know that I par-

ticularly disliked you. First, I learned

that you were a gambler. That was enough
to keep us from being friends, but that

wasn't the worst."

She had been speaking quietly, but now
she rested her hands on the edge of the

counter and leaned toward him, talking

with intensity. Her eyes glittered and were
opened wide.

"You're not only a gambler, but a thief

—a common cutpurse! You robbed the

chekako of his gold, then—God knows
why—gave it back to him under the pre-

text that you had found it in a place

which you couldn't possibly have reached,

let alone return from, in the time you
said. You lied about it to cover vour
theft."

Big Jim had straightened up as she

spoke, until he towered above her, his

cheeks crimson and his brow drawn into a
scowl that would have portended death
had his accuser been a man. There was
an instant's silence, broken by the sound of
bells from outside, as a dog-team strained

at its ropes over the frozen snow, and the

cracking of the driver's whip.

"You believe that?" he said. "Ycu be-
lieve that—of me—of Jim Werner, who
never stole a cent in his life?"

His tone carried such a tragic note that

^he started back, repentant and wondering.
It was inexplicable that this man should

thief. She was sorry that she had
him. She noted for the first time

the look honesty that was in his

how he seemed masterful.

her a little.

"It doesn't matter about the gold dust
•inyv id decisively. Her hands

: n a i clasp, and
indefinable note of plead-

ing :

he resumed, still fmr-
'>n't you give it up, Jim

Werner? Tie you are brave, and
"iie but me believes vou honest. I'm
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not prepared to admit either. It doesn't

matter what else you may be, you are that

which no honest man respects, a gambler

—

a man who, even if he plays fairly, yet de-

pends on his skill to take from other men
that which they have worked for and gath-

ered with honest hands. And maybe I

wouldn't care for them even. It might
serve them right ; but don't you understand,
can't you understand, that when you take it

away from them you may be robbing some
poor women or helpless little children out
in the States who are dependent on them
and their work? I don't suppose you
would rob a child or a woman directly, but

that's what you are doing perhaps every

day of your life."

She gulped a little as she turned away
from him, and he, reading in her motion
his dismissal, pulled his white hat down
over his eyes and went out. He had made
no attempt at explanation of the poke in-

cident, nor had he contemplated it. In

his code, to tell the story would have been

impossible. Besides, it would but have
added to her other accusations the cer-

tainty that his calling made him the ac-

quaintance of thieves and crooks.

It gave him something to think about in

the days that came, and he was moody and
taciturn. He would sit for hours with his

chair tilted back against the logs of the

cabin wherein were a bar and many games
of chance. At night, when the room was
aglow with heat, and the smoke from the

pipes curled up around the hooded tin lamps
which sent little splotches of light on the

green tables, and everywhere were the clash

and clamor and speech of men from the

mines and the high-pitched reckless laugh-

ter of hardened women of the camp, it

came to him. He was awakening to the

fact that there was a code of honor which
he had never learned, and he began to have
a disgust for all those things which he had
known and a vague longing for something
better. He was not as cool and hardened

as lie had been. He began to wonder whe-
ther the men who sat before him and lost

their gold had wives and children at home,
lie owned his own layout and sometimes

surprised those who were losing heavily by

trying to dissuade them from spending their

'iince. He was in a constant struggle

between business, as known to him, and
conscience
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"He's going crazy,"' was the comment
of other gamblers ; but, although he heard,

he shut his teeth grimly and said nothing
nor changed his ways. Day by day he
went to the restaurant, because he could

not deny himself this one chance of seeing

the trim woman with the brown eyes, al-

though no words passed between them
other than those of necessity. And he found
many ways of assisting her without her

knowledge. Once a pack-driver from up
the river made a coarse remark regarding
her. Big Jim deliberately arose from his

table, walked around to where the man
sat, caught him by the throat, aud fairly

threw him through the cabin door. The
man arose from the snow gasping and rub-

bing his throat, while the gambler stood

above him.

"Pardner," Big Jim drawled, "I've let

you oft easy. If I ever hear of you even

whispering of that little woman again, I'll

kill you like a timber-wolf. Understand?"
He gave the man a parting kick and went
back into the cabin, where no one dared

to speak of the incident, and calmly re-

sumed the shuffling of the cards.

Daily his field of operations, despite

the camp's prosperity, became more limited.

This was due to his more intimate knowl-
edge of ' the men who came before him,

for, strange as it might appear, he seemed
to be drawing the line on those who had
others dependent on them. It was un-

ostentatiously done, but nevertheless ex-

cited remark-, for which he cared nothing

but went his way, grim, silent, and inde-

pendent.

Spring came, the river was unlocked,

ice-floes shoved themselves out in front

of the floods of the headwaters, and the

first steamer came from the Klondike.

The camp was astir again and eager for

news of the outer world. Prospectors

looked forward to the summer's explora-

tion and exploitation, and those who had
been particularly fortunate laid plans for a

trip to that greater world known as "the

outside." Claims were for sale, and trade

was brisk. The bars were patronized by
men who rioted after a season's work,
and the days had grown suddenly long

until at midnight the light was strong.

The cries 'of the waterfowl seeking the

breeding-grounds of the Far North were
heard throughout all hours, trees were

taking on their buds of green, patches of
the hills showed bare and bright, and cabin
doors stood open to the sun.

Big Jim sat behind his table steadily
dealing, paying out and taking in. He-
had been unusually quiet now for days,
and his luck had been bad. One player
only was before him, a stranger who had
arrived by the steamboat whose wheel
slowly revolved in the current as she lay

tied to the bank in front of the trading-

post. The man played with a reckless-

ness that betokened but few sittings in

front of the green cloth, while Big Jim
was playing to win, steadily, remorselessly,

and persistently. He was the wolf again
and this his'victim.

"I want poker,"' the player suddenly
exclaimed, and Big Jim, after hesitating

a moment, closed the case rack, threw the

box to one side, and opened a fresh deck
of cards. Plainly he was out now for the

money.

For two hours they shuffled, cut, and
dealt in silence. The younger man lost

steadily and was playing a game of wild

desperation. Finally he laid his watch
on the table, saying, with an oath, "I

haven't a dollar or an ounce left."

Big Jim shook his head. "I don't play

for anything but money," he said.

"That's right !" snarled the loser, shoving
his chair back with a scrape so violent

that it fell to the floor. "You take my
last ounce and then won't give me a chance
to get on top again. You're a " He
stopped suddenly, for there was a look in

Big Jim's steady gray eyes that forbade

further speech.

Big Jim threw the deck on the table.

"Shuffle those," he said. "I'll give you a

chance. Xo man lives who can say I didn't

give him his chance. Now cut! The
highest card wins, and I'll lay a hundred
against you ten-dollar watch."

The loser, with trembling hand, reached

out and turned a deuce spot, and Big Jim
quietly turner! a king. The young man
staggered to his feet, wiped his hand across

his eyes feverishly, and started away.

"Here," called Big Jim. "I don't

want your watch," but the man jammed
his hat over his eyes and went out through
the cabin door. Jim straightened up a

minute and turned to those others in the
127
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room who had clustered around breath-

lessly watching the last turn.

"Gentlemen," he said, "I've no further

use for gambling or for gamblers. You
can all go your way, and I'll go mine.

You've called me 'Big Jim, the gambler'

ever since you've known me, but after this

you can drop the last half of that."

He picked up the deck as he spoke,

twisted the cards into a crumpled bunch
of paper, then suddenly lifted them high

above his head and with a vicious swing
threw them to the floor, where they scat-

tered, vivid patches of color in the dirt

of many feet. With a quick sudden gesture

he slammed his fist down on his layout.

"Anybody who wants this can have it.

I've turned my last card, and I'm going to

be honest if I starve for it. By God, I am !"

They made way for him as he walked
past them and went out through the door

which had so lately seen the passing of his

last victim. He paid no heed to the com-
motion behind. He was like a man in a

dream of elation who has cast off a trying

burden. He mentally reckoned his worth
and knew that he had money enough now
to buy a fraction of a claim which was
very remote and unknown, but promising.

He would take it, would go to it, and with

his hands wrest from it a living, and then

—

and then !—he would come back to the

woman. Would come, when he could, as

other men who had injured none of their

fellows or robbed women and children.

He knew now that he wanted her more
than anything on earth, that for her respect

alone he would willingly give his life. To
buy the claim and meet with success made
all things possible. He threw his head
back and took a long, full breath of the

spring-laden air, then turned for a walk
up the river bank where he could be alone

and think.

As he came around a bend where alders

swept their branches in the receding flood,

a figure of despondency sat below him.

There was something so hopeless in that

quiet attitude, something so suggestive of

despair, that he stopped and looked at it.

Somehow he was stirred by it. He went
toward the man, wondering what he could
be doing there so close to the perilous

edge of the flood which swirled at his

feet.

The man turned, hearing the footsteps,
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and Big Jim recognized his victim. They
looked at each other, one with despair

in his eyes, the other with that new-born
determination of honesty. Big Jim read
deeply and understood. For an instant

he gravely studied the other's haggard
face.

"Better not do it," he said, voicing the

thought.

"What business is it of yours?" the

other answered without rising. "You've
got everything I had in the world,"
and again he turned his gaze on the

waters below, as if fascinated by their

summons.
"I won it fairly," Big Jim answered.

The man at his feet seemed very young,
barely beyond boyhood. He waited for

a reply.

"Yes, fairly enough," came the answer.

"No one ever accused you of being crooked.

But I'm hard hit, just the same. I needed
money—needed just five hundred more
than I had before I could go back to her,

otherwise I wouldn't have taken a chance,"

He spoke as if to himself, but his words
reached the gambler.

"Look here, young fellow," Big Jim said,

seating himself by the boy's side. "What
do you mean by 'her?' Come on and tell

me. I've been called a wolf, and lots of

other things, but I've got a heart. What
do you mean by 'her'?" He put his arm
awkwardly over the boy's shoulder, and the

latter, overwrought, talked with trembling

lips and tried to keep the tears from creep-

ing down his cheeks.

"We were to be married as soon as I

could get money enough, and I had written

her that I was coming, and she's waiting.

But it's all right. It isn't your fault, it

isn't your fault."

Big Jim talked in a very low and un-

usually kind voice. "You're nothing but a

boy," he said, "and a big fool. I'm going
to tell you something. It's off suckers like

you that gamblers live. Don't ever make
the mistake of thinking that you can beat

a game, because you can't. It was my
business to make my living by winning.

It's professional skill, by men who know
all aboul it, against the fellow who doesn't

understand what he's up against. You
lost your wad, and was about to jump into

the river, just because you'd been a fool.

You were going to be a bigger fool yet, and
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a coward as well, while the girl who be-

lieved in you would have waited, and

waited, and waited, till her heart grew sick

and there wasn't nothing worth living

for. And all because you'd been a fool

and a coward. You're young and 've

got a lot to learn. I'm teaching you
one thing, and I reckon you're getting

your lesson well, and it's this : never, no
matter what happens to you, never gamble
on anything, for anything, or with any-

body."

The other sat as if ashamed of himself

while Big Jim talked, then rose to his feet

holding out his hand. "I'm obliged to

you," he said. "It would have been

cowardly. Now I'm going back up" the

river to look for work and make another

try."

"No, you're not," declared Big Jim.

"I'm going to give you back your money
and your watch, and you're going to re-

member what I've told you and never

gamble again, and you're going right on
out like a decent, clean, honest chap that

keeps his word to the letter, and make
that girl happy. Then you'll stay away
from a country like this where you don't

belong, and thank God for the chance
to be what a man should, and that you've

done no worse."

He fished the heavy buckskin bag from
his pocket and. crowded it into the other's

hand and then shoved the watch after.

"Good-by," he called, and trudged steadily

away up the river bank toward his cabin.

For hours he pottered about his cabin,

stowing things away and making up a

huge pack to be fitted to his unaccustomed
ilders. It would be hard work, all

right, but he was strong and not old by
any means, and he was honest. There
was a new feeling of freedom in that.

His jaw shut hard, and he shook his fist

in the air as if at an enemy he was to con-
quer and said, "And now I can look any-
one in the eye, and know that I'm as good
as he is."

The camp was beginning to stir and the

dawn was strong when he closed the cabin

door and locked it with the big brass pad-
lock. He was garbed for his new life,

with a well-fitting blue-flannel shirt over
his straight, broad shoulders, his belt

drawn taut and new mukluks tied snugly
around his sinewy calves. He leaned
down on the door-step and fitted his arms
into the big pack and swung away down
the one-sided street of cabins which faced
the river. There was none to bid him
good-by nor to wish him luck, no one to

give him Godspeed and hope for his speedy
return. He was alone now, old associations

cast behind, old habits dropped, and the

hills to conquer.

As he came to the restaurant the door
swung open, and the woman looked at him
in amazement. He would have passed,

but she called him, and he stepped to her

door.

"I want to speak to you," she said.

"I am ashamed of what I said that time

about your being a
—

" She hesitated and
came to a stop; but he did not assist her

and only looked deeply into her eyes.

She twisted her hands together and
continued : "That man Smith, who is

up in Dawson, told about what you did

for the chekako, and last night I learned

the truth. And I've heard, too, about

—

about last night and that you aren't going

to gamble any more."

He slipped the pack from his back and

stood quietly before her, not realizing

the full purport of her words.

"And I want to tell you, too," she said,

"that I know the boy whose money you

took, and that you gave it back to him and

have made a man of him, and—and—you

asked once for my respect. I wanted to

say before you went away that you al-

ready have it and that I hope we can be

friends."

He took a step toward her, and she re-

treated within the shadow of the open door,

where he followed. His life had not been

conventional, nor was his action when he

put his arms around her, and she, smiling

through her tears, welcomed their shelter

and knew that from now on their ways were

as one.

And outside the sun shone on a pack

which would no longer be an unwelcome

burden, but a trifling weight to be borne

for a little while into the land of honest

promise, clean achievement, and golden

dreams.
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Alcohol and the Individual

By Dr. Henry Smith Williams in McClure's

SOME very puzzling differences of opin-
ion about the use of alcoholic bever-

ages find expression. This is natural
enough, since alcohol is a very curious
drug, and the human organism a very com-
plex mechanism. The effects of this drug
upon this mechanism are often very mys-
tifying. Not many persons are competent
to analyze these effects in their totality.

Still fewer can examine any of them quite

without prejudice. But in recent years a
large number of scientific investigators have
attempted to substitute knowledge for

guesswork as to the effects of alcohol,

through the institution of definitive experi-

ments. Some have tested its effects on the

digestive apparatus; others, its power over
the heart and voluntary muscles; still

others, its influence upon the brain. On the

whole, the results of these experiments are

singularly consistent. Undoubtedly they
tend to upset a good many time-honored
preconceptions. But they give better

grounds for judgment as to what is the

rational attitude toward alcohol than have
hitherto been available.

The traditional role of alcohol is that of a

stimulant. It has been supposed to stimu-

late digestion and assimilation ; to stimulate

the heart's action ; to stimulate muscular ac-

tivity and strength ; to stimulate the mind.
The new evidence seems to show that, in

the final analysis, alcohol stimulates none
of these activities ; that its final effect is

everywhere depressive and inhibitory (at

any rate, as regards higher functions)

rather than stimulative; that, in short, it is

properly to be classed with the anesthetics

and narcotics. The grounds for this view,

should be of interest to every user of alco-

hol ; of interest, for that matter, to every

citizen, considering that more than one

thousand million gallons of alcoholic bever-

ages are consumed in the United States

each year.

1 should like to present the new evidence

far more fully than space will permit. I

shall attempt, however, to describe some of
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the more significant observations and ex-
periments in sufficient detail to enable the

reader to draw his own conclusions. To
make room for this, I must deal with other
portions of the testimony in a very sum-
mary manner. As regards digestion, for

example, I must be content to note that the

experiments show that alcohol does indeed

stimulate the flow of digestive fluids, but

that it also tends to interfere with their nor-

mal action ; so that ordinarily one effect

neutralizes the other. As regards the ac-

tion on the heart, I shall merely state that

the ultimate effect of alcohol is to depress,

in large doses to paralyze, that organ.

These, after all, are matters that concern

the physician rather than the general

reader.

The effect of alcohol on muscular activ-

ity has a larger measure of popular interest

;

indeed, it is a question of the utmost practi-

cality. The experiments show that alcohol

does not increase the capacity to do muscu-
lar work, but distinctly decreases it. Doubt-
less this seems at variance with many a

man's observation of himself; but the ex-

planation is found in the fact that alcohol

blurs the judgment. As Voit remarks, it

gives, not strength, but, at most, the feel-

ing of strength. A man may think he is

working faster and better under the influ-

ence of alcohol than he would otherwise do

;

but rigidly conducted experiments do not

confirm this opinion. "Both science and the

experience of life," says Dr. John J. Abel,

of Johns Hopkins University, "have ex-

ploded the pernicious theory that alcohol

gives any persistent increase of muscular

power. The disappearance of this uni-

versal error will greatly reduce the con-

sumption of alcohol among laboring men.

Tt is well understood by all who control

large bodies of men engaged in physical

labor, thai alcohol and effective work are

incompatible."

Tt is even questionable whether the energy
derived from the oxidation of alcohol in the

body can be directly used at all as a source
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of muscular energy. Such competent ob-

servers as Schumberg and Scheffer inde-

pendently reached the conclusion that it

cannot. Dr. Abel inclines to the same opin-

ion. He suggests that "alcohol is not a food
in the sense in which fats and carbohydrates

are food ; it should be defined as an easily

oxidizable drug with numerous untoward
effects which inevitably appear when a cer-

tain minimum dose is exceeded." He thinks

that alcohol should be classed "with the

more or less dangerous stimulants and nar-

cotics, such as hasheesh, tobacco, etc.,

rather than with truly sustaining food-

stuffs." Some of the grounds for this view
will appear presently, as we now turn to

examine the alleged stimulating effects of

alcohol upon the mental processes.

The celebrated physicist, Von Helmholtz,
one of the foremost thinkers of the nine-

teenth century, declared that the very
smallest quantity of alcohol served effec-

tively, while its influence lasted, to banish

from his mind all possibility of creative

effort ; all capacity to solve an abstruse

problem. The result of recent experiments

in the field of physiological psychology con-

vince one that the same thing is true in

some measure of every other mind capable

of creative thinking. Certainly all the evi-

dence goes to show that no mind is capable

of its best efforts when influenced by even
small quantities of alcohol. If any reader

of these words is disposed to challenge this

statement, on the strength of his own per-

sonal experience, I would ask him to reflect

carefully as to whether what he has been
disposed to regard as a stimulant effect may
not be better explained along lines suggest-

ed by these words of Professor James

:

"The reason for craving alcohol is that it

is an anaesthetic even in moderate quanti-

ties. It obliterates a part of the field of

consciousness and abolishes collateral trains

of thought."

The experimental evidence that tends to

establish the position of alcohol as an in-

hibitor and disturber rather than a promo-
ter of mental activity has been gathered
largely by German investigators. Many of

their experiments are of a rather technical

character, aiming to test the basal opera-
tions of the mind. Others, however, are

eminently practical, as we shall see. The
earliest experiments, made by Exner in

Vienna so long ago as 1873, aimed to de-

termine the effect of alcohol upon the so-
called reaction-time. The subject of the
experiment sits at a table, with his finger
upon a telegraph key. At a given signal

—

say a flash of light—he releases the key.
The time that elapses between signal and
response—measured electrically in fractions
of a second—is called the simple or direct

reaction-time. This varies for different in-

dividuals, but is relatively constant, under
given conditions, for the same individual.

Exner found however that when an indivi-

dual had imbibed a small quantity of alco-

hol, his reaction-time was lengthened,
though the subject believed himself to be
responding more promptly than before.

These highly suggestive experiments at-

tracted no very great amount of attention

at the time. Some years later, however,
they were repeated by several investigators,

including Dietl, Vintschgau, and in particu-

lar Kraepelin and his pupils. It was then
discovered that, in the case of a robust
young man, if the quantity of alcohol in-

gested was very small, and the tests were
made immediately, the direct reaction-time

was not lengthened, but appreciably short-

ened instead. If, however, the quantity of

alcohol was increased, or if the experiments
were made at a considerable interval of
time after its ingestion, the reaction-time

fell below the normal, as in Exner's ex-

periments.

Subsequent experiments tested mental
processes of a somewhat more complicated

character. For example, the subject would
place each hand on a telegraph key, at right

and left. The signals would then be varied,

it being understood that one key or the

other would be pressed promptly accord-

ingly, as a red or a white light appeared. It

became necessary, therefore, to recognize

the color of the light, and to recall which
hand was to be moved at that particular

signal : in other words, to make a choice

not unlike that which a locomotive engineer

is required to make when he encounters an
unexpected signal light. The tests showed
that after the ingestion of a small quantity

of alcohol—say a glass of beer—there was
a marked disturbance of the mental pro-

cesses involved in this reaction. On the

average, the keys were released more rapid-

ly than before the alcohol was taken, but

the wrong key was much more frequently re-

leased than under normal circumstances.
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Speed was attained at the cost of correct
judgment. Thus, as Dr. Stier remarks, the
experiment shows the elements of two of
the most significant and persistent effects

of alcohol, namely, the vitiating of mental
processes and the increased tendency to

hasty or inco-ordinate movements. Stated
otherwise, a leveling down process is in-

volved, whereby the higher function is

dulled, the lower function accentuated.

Another striking illustration of the ten-

dency of alcohol to impair the higher men-
tal processes was given by some experi-

ments instituted by Kraepelin to test the

association of ideas. In these experiments,
a word is pronounced, and the subject is

required to pronounce the first word that

suggests itself in response. Some very in-

teresting secrets of the sub-conscious per-

sonality are revealed thereby, as was shown,
for example, in a series of experiments con-
ducted last year at Zurich by Dr. Frederick
Peterson, of New York. But I cannot dwell
on these here. Suffice it for our purpose
that the possible responses are of two gen-
eral types The suggested word being, let

us say, "book," the subject may (i) think

of some word associated logically with the
idea of a book, such as "read" or "leaves"

;

or he may (2) think of some word associ-

ated merely through similarity of sound,
such as "cook" or "shook." In a large
series of tests, any given individual tends
to show a tolerably uniform proportion be-

tween the two types of association ; and this

ratio is in a sense explicative of his type
of mind. Generally speaking, the higher
the intelligence, the higher will be the ratio

of logical to merely rhymed associations.

Moreover, the same individual will exhibit

more associations of the logical type when
his mind is fresh than when it is exhausted,
as after a hard day's work.

In Kraepelin's experiments it appeared
that even the smallest quantity of alcohol

had virtually the effect of fatiguing the

mind of the subject, so that the number of

rhymed responses rose far above the
normal. That is to say, the lower form of

association of ideas was accentuated, at the
nse of the higher. In effect, the par-

ticular mind 1 xperimented upon was al-

ways broughl for the time being to a lower
level by the alcohol.

When a single dose of alcohol is admin-
istered, it- effects gradually disappear, as a
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matter of course. But they are far more
persistent than might be supposed. Some
experiments conducted by Furer are illum-

inative as to this. He tested a person for

several days, at a given hour, as to reaction-

time, the association of ideas, the capacity
to memorize, and facility in adding. The
subject was then allowed to drink two litres

of beer in the course of a day. No intoxi-

cating effects whatever were to be dis-

covered by ordinary methods. The psycho-
logical tests, however, showed marked dis-

turbance of all the reactions, a diminished
capacity to memorize, decreased facility in

adding, etc., not merely on the day when
the alcohol was taken, but on succeeding
days as well. Not until the third day was
there a gradual restoration to complete nor-

mality ; although the subject himself—and
this should be particularly noted—felt abso-

lutely fresh and free from after-effects of

alcohol on the day following that on which
the beer was taken.

Similarly Rudin found the effects of a

single dose of alcohol to persist, as regards

some forms of mental disturbance, for

twelve hours, for other forms twenty-four

hours, and for yet others thirty-six hours

and more. But Rudin's experiments bring

out another aspect of the subject, which no
one who considers the alcohol question in

any of its phases should overlook: the fact,

namely, that individuals differ greatly in

their response to a given quantity of the

drug. Thus, of four healthy young stu-

dents who formed the subjects of Rudin's

experiment, two showed very marked dis-

turbance of the mental functions for more
than forty-eight hours, whereas the third

was influenced for a shorter time, and the

fourth was scarcely affected at all. The
student who was least affected was not, as

might be supposed, one who had been ac-

customed to take alcoholics habitually, but,

on the contrary, one who for six years had
been a total abstainer.

Noting thus that the effects of a single

dose of alcohol may persist for two or three

days, one is led to inquire what the result

will be if the dose is repeated day after day.

Will tin-re then he a cumulative effect, or

will the system become tolerant of the drug
and hence unresponsive? Some experi-

ments of Smith, and others of Kurz and

Kraepelin have been directed toward the

solution of this all-important question. The
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results of the experiments show a piling

up of the disturbing effects of the alcohol.

Kurz and Kraepelin estimate that after giv-

ing eighty grams per day to an individual

for twelve successive days, the working
capacity of that individual's mind was
lessened by from twenty-five to forty per

cent. Smith found an impairment of the

power to add, after twelve days, amounting
to forty per cent. ; the power to memorize
was reduced by about seventy per cent.

Forty to eighty grams of alcohol, the

amounts used in producing these astound-

ing results, is no more than the quantity

contained in one to two litres of beer or

in a half-bottle to a bottle of ordinary wine.

Professor Aschaffenburg, commenting on
these experiments, points the obvious moral
that the so-called moderate drinker, who
consumes his bottle of wine as a matter of

course each day with his dinner—and who
doubtless would declare that he is never

under the influence of liquor—is in reality

never actually sober from one week's end
to another. Neither in bodily nor in mental

activity is he ever up to what should be his

normal level.

That this fair inference from laboratory

experiments may be demonstrated in a thor-

oughly practical field, has been shown by
Professor Aschaffenburg himself, through
a series of tests made on four professional

typesetters. The tests were made with all

the rigor of the psychological laboratory

(the experimenter is a former pupil of

Kraepelin), but they were conducted in a

printing office, where the subjects worked
at their ordinary desks, and in precisely the

ordinary way, except that the copy from
which the type was set was always printed,

to secure perfect uniformity. The author

summarizes the results of the experiment as

follows

:

"The experiment extended over four

days. The first and third days were ob-

served as normal days, no alcohol being
given. On the second and fourth days each
worker received thirty-five grams (a little

more than one ounce) of alcohol, in the

form of Greek wine. A comparison of the

results of work on normal and on alcoholic

days showed, in the case of one of the

workers, no difference. But the remaining
three showed greater or less retardation of

work, amounting in the most pronounced
case to almost fourteen per cent. As type-

setting is paid for by measure, such a
worker would actually earn ten per cent,

less on days when he consumed even this

small quantity of alcohol."

In the light of such observations, a glass

of beer or even the cheapest bottle of wine
is seen to be an expensive luxury. To for-

feit ten per cent, of one's working efficiency

is no trifling matter in these days of strenu-

ous competition. Perhaps it should be noted
that the subjects of the experiment were all

men habituated to the use of liquor, one of

them being accustomed to take four glasses

of beer each week day, and eight or ten on
Sundays. This heaviest drinker was the

one whose work was most influenced in the

experiment just related. The one whose
work was least influenced was the only one
of the four who did not habitually drink

beer every day; and he drank regularly on
Sundays. It goes without saying that all

abstained from beer during the experiment.

We may note, further, that all the men ad-

mitted that they habitually found it more
difficult to work on Mondays, after the

over-indulgence of Sunday, than on other

days, and that they made more mistakes on
that day. Aside from that, however, the

men were by no means disposed to admit,

before the experiment, that their habitual

use of beer interfered with their work. That
it really did so could not well be doubted

after the experiment.

Some doubly significant observations as

to the practical effects of beer and wine in

dulling the faculties were made by Bayer,

who investigated the habits of 591 children

in a public school in Vienna. These pupils

were ranked by their teachers into three

groups, denoting progress as "good,"

"fair," or "poor" respectively. Bayer

found, on investigation, that 134 of these

pupils took no alcoholic drink; that 164

drank alcoholics very seldom; but that 219
drank beer or wine once daily: 71 drank it

twice daily; and three drank it with every

meal. Of the total abstainers. 42 per cent.

ranked in the school as "good," 49 per cent,

as "fair,'' and 9 per cent, as "poor." Of the

occasional drinkers. 34 per cent, ranked as

"good," 57 per cent, as "fair," and 9 per

cent as "poor." Of the daily drinkers, 28

per cent, ranked as "good," 58 per cent, as

"fair," and 14 per cent, as "poor." Those

who drank twice daily ranked 25 per cent,

"good," 58 per cent, "fair," and 18 per cent.
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"poor." Of the three who drank thrice

daily, one ranked as "fair," and the other
two as "poor." Statistics of this sort are
rather tiresome ; but these will repay a mo-
ment's examination. As Aschaffenburg,
from whom I quote them, remarks, detailed

comment is superfluous : the figures speak
for themselves.

Neither in England nor America, fortun-

ately, would it be possible to gather sta-

tistics comparable to these as to the effects

of alcohol on growing children ; for the

Anglo-Saxon does not believe in alcohol

for the child, whatever his view as to its

utility for adults. The effects of alcohol

upon the growing organism have, however,
been studied here with the aid of subjects

drawn from lower orders of the animal
kingdom. Professor C. F. Hodge, of Clark
University, gave alcohol to two kittens,

with very striking results. "In beginning
the experiment," he says, "it was remark-
able how quickly and completely all the

higher psychic characteristics of both the

kittens dropped out. Playfulness, purring,

cleanliness and care of coat, interest in

mice, fear of dogs, while normally develop-
ed before the experiment began, all disap-

peared so suddenly that it could hardly be
explained otherwise than as a direct influ-

ence of the alcohol upon the higher centres

of the brain. The kittens simply ate and
slept, and could scarcely have been less ac-

tive had the greater part of their cerebral

hemisphere been removed by the knife."

To any one who may reply that he is

willing to pay thi price for the sake of the

pleasurable emotions and passions that are
sometimes permitted to hold sway in the

absence of those higher faculties of reason
which alcohol tends to banish, I would sug-
gest that there is still another aspect of the

account which we have not as yet examined.
We have seen that alcohol may be a potent
disturber of the functions of digestion, of
muscular activity, and of mental energiz-
ing. P.ut we have spoken all along of func-
tion and not of structure. We have not
even raised a question as to what might be
the tangible effects of this disturber of
functions upon the physical organism
through which these function arc mani-
fested. We must complete our inquiry by
asking whether alcohol, in disturbing diges-
tion, may not leave its mark upon the diges-
tive apparatus; whether in disturbing- the
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circulation it may not put its stamp upon
heart and blood vessels ; whether in disturb-

ing the mind it may not leave some indel-

ible record on the tissues of the brain.

Stated otherwise, the question is this: Is

alcohol a poison to the animal organism?
A poison being, in the ordinary acceptance

of the word, an agent that may injuriously

affect the tissues of the body, and tend to

shorten life.

Students of pathology answer this ques-

tion with no uncertain voice. The matter

is presented in a nutshell by the Professor

of Pathology at Johns Hopkins University,

Dr. William H. Welch, when he says:

"Alcohol in sufficient quantities is a poison

to all living organisms, both animal and
vegetable." To that unequivocal pro-

nouncement there is, I believe, no dissent-

ing voice, except that a word-quibble was
at one time raised over the claim that alco-

hol in exceedingly small does might be

harmless. The obvious answer is that the

same thing is true of any and every poison

whatsoever. Arsenic and strychnine, in ap-

propriate doses, are recognized by all physi-

cians as admirable tonics; but no one argues

in consequence that they are not virulent

poisons.

Open any work on the practice of medi-
cine quite at random, and whether you
chance to read of diseased stomach or heart

or blood-vessels or liver or kidneys or

muscles or conective tissues or nerves or

brain—it is all one : in any case you will

learn that alcohol may be an active factor

in the causation, and a retarding factor in

the cure, of some, at least, of the important
diseases of the organ or set of organs about
which you are reading. You will rise with
the conviction that alcohol is not merely a

poison, but the most subtle, the most far-

reaching, and, judged by its ultimate ef-

fects, incomparably the most virulent of all

poisons.

Not many physicians, perhaps, will go so

far as Dr. Muirhead, of Edinburgh, who at

one time claimed that he had scarcely

known of a death in a case of pneumonia
uncomplicated by alcoholism ; but almost
every physician will admit that he contem-
plates with increased solicitude every case

of pneumonia thus complicated. Equally
potent, seemir V, is alcohol in complicat-
ing that other ever-menacing lung disease,

tuberculosis. Dr. Crothers long ago as-
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serted that inebriety and tuberculosis are

practically interconvertible conditions ; a

view that may be intrepreted in the works
of Dr. Dickinson's Baillie Lecture : "We
may conclude, and that confidently, that

alcohol promotes tubercle, not because it

begets the bacilli, but because it impairs the

tissues, and makes them ready to yield to

the attacks of the parasites." Dr. Brouar-
del, at the Congress for the Study of Tuber-
culosis, in London, was equally emphatic
as to the influence of alcohol in preparing

the way for tuberculosis, and increasing its

virulence; and this view has now become
general—curiously reversing the popular

impression, once held by the medical profes-

sion as well, that alcohol is antagonistic to

consumption.

Corroborative evidence of the baleful alli-

ance between alcohol and tuberculosis is

furnished by the fact that in France the

regions where tuberculosis is most preval-

ent correspond with those in which the con-

sumption of alcohol is greatest. Where the

average annual consumption was 12.5 litres

per person, the death rate from consump-
tion was found by Baudron to be 32.8 per

thousand. Where alcoholic consumption
rose to 35.4 litres, the death rate from con-

sumption increased to 107.8 per thousand.

Equally suggestive are facts put forward
by Guttstadt in regard to the causes of

death in the various callings in Prussia. He
found that tuberculosis claimed 160 victims

in every thousand deaths of persons over

twenty-five years of age. But the number
of deaths from this disease per thousand
deaths among gymnasium teachers, physi-

cians, and Protestant clergymen, for ex-

ample, amounted respectively to 126, 113
and j6 only ; whereas the numbers rose, for

hotelkeepers, to 237, for brewers, to 344,
and for waiters, to 556. No doubt several

factors complicate the problem here, but one
hazards little in suggesting that a difference

of habit as to the use of alcohol was the

chief determinant in running up the death

rate due to tuberculosis from 76 per thous-

and at one end of the scale to 556 at the

other.

Pneumonia and tuberculosis combined
account for one-fifth of all deaths in the

United State?, year by year. In the light

of what has just been shown, it would ap-

pear that alcohol here has a hand in the

carrying off of other untold thousands with

whose untimely demise its name is not offi-

cially associated. I may add that certain

German authorities, including, for example,
Dr. Liebe, present evidence—not as yet de-

monstrative—to show that cancer must also

be added to the list of diseases to which
alcohol predisposes the organism.

Experimental evidence of very striking

character is furnished by the reproductive

histories of Professor Hodge's alcoholized

dogs. Of 23 whelps born in four litters to

a pair of tipplers, 9 were born dead, 8 were
deformed, and only 4 were viable and seem-
ingly normal. Meantime, a pair of normal
kennel-companions produced 45 whelps, of

which 41 were viable and normal—a per-

centage of 90.2 against the 17.4 per cent,

of viable alcoholics. Professor Hodge
points out that these results are strikingly

similar to the observations of Demme on

the progeny of ten alcoholic as compared
with ten normal families of human beings.

The ten alcoholic families produced 57 chil-

dren, of whom 10 were deformed, 6 idiotic,

6 choreic or epileptic, 25 non-viable, and

only 10, or 17 per cent, of the whole were

normal. The ten normal families produced

61 children, two of whom were deformed,

2 pronounced "backward," though not suf-

fering from disease, and 3 non-viable, leav-

ing 54, or 88.5 per cent., normal.

As I am writing this article, the latest

report of the Craig Colony for Epileptics,

at Sonyea, New York, chances to come to

my desk. Glancing at the tables of sta-

tistics, I find that the superintendent, Dr.

Spratling, reports a history of alcoholism

in the parents of 313 out of 950 recent

cases. More than 22 per cent, of these un-

fortunates are thus suffering from the mis-

takes of their parents. Nor does this by

any means tell the whole story, for the re-

port shows that 577 additional cases—more

than 60 per cent, of the whole—suffer from

"neuropathic heredity"; which means that

their parents were themselves the victims

of one or another of those neuroses that are

peculiarly heritable, and that unquestion-

ablv tell, in a large number of cases, of alco-

holic indulgence on the part of their pro-

genitors. "Even to the third and fourth

generation," said the wise Hebrew of old;

"and the laws of heredity have not changed

since then.

I cite the data from this report of the

Epileptic Colony, not because its record is
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in any way exceptional, but because it is

absolutely typical. The mental image that

it brings up is precisely comparable to that

which would arise were we to examine the

life histories of the inmates of any institu-

tion whatever where dependent or delin-

quent children are cared for, be it idiot

asylum, orphanage, hospital, or reforma-
tory. The same picture, with the same in-

sistent moral, would be before us could we
visit a clinic where nervous diseases are

treated ; or—turning to the other end of

the social scale—could we sit in the office

of a fashionable specialist in nervous dis-

eases and behold the succession of neuro-
tics, epileptics, paralytics, and degenerates

that come day by day under his observa-

tion. It is this picture, along with others

which the preceding pages may in some
measure have suggested, that comes to

mind and will not readily be banished when
one hears advocated "on physiological

grounds" the regular use of alcoholic

drinks, "in moderation." A vast number of

the misguided individuals who were respon-

sible for all this misery never did use alco-

hol except in what they believed to be strict

"moderation" ; and of those that did use it

to excess, there were few indeed who could

not have restricted their use of alcohol to

moderate quantities, or have abandoned its

use altogether.

It does not fall within the scope of my
present purpose to dwell upon the familiar

aspect of the effects of alcohol suggested
by the last sentence. It requires no scienti-

fic experiments to prove that one of the

subtlest effects of this many-sided drug is

to produce a craving for itself, while weak-
ening the will that could resist that craving.

But beyond noting that this is precisely in

line with what we have everywhere seen to

be the typical effect of alcohol—the weaken-
ing of higher functions and faculties, with

aiding exaggeration of lower ones

—I shall not comment here upon this all too

familiar phase of the alcohol problem.
Throughout this paper I have had in mind
the hidden cumulative effects of relatively

small quantities of alcohol rather than the

patenl effects of excessive indulgence. I

have had in mind the voluntary "social"

drinker, rather than the drunkard. T have
wished to raise a question in the mind of

each and every habitual user of alcohol in

"moderation" who chances to read this ar-

ticle, as to whether he is acting wisely in

using alcohol habitually in any quantity
whatever.

If in reply the reader shall say: "There
is some quantity of alcohol that constitutes

actual moderation ; some quantity that will

give me pleasure and yet not menace me
with these evils." I answer thus:

Conceivably that is true, though it is not

proved. But, in any event, no man can tell

you what the safe quantity is—if safe quan-
tity there be—in any individual case. We
have seen how widely individuals differ in

susceptibilty. In the laboratory some ani-

mals are killed by doses that seem harmless
to their companions. These are matters of

temperament that as yet elude explanation.

But this much I can predict with confi-

dence : whatever the "safe" quantity of alco-

hol for you to take, you will unquestion-

ably at times exceed it. In a tolerably wide
experience of men of many nations, I have
never known an habitual drinker who did

not sometimes take more alcohol than even

the most liberal scientific estimate could

claim as harmless. Therefore, I believe that

you must do the same.

So I am bound to believe, on the evi-

dence, that if you take alcohol habitually,

in any quantity whatever, it is to some ex-

tent a menace to you. I am bound to be-

lieve, in the light of what science has re-

vealed : d) that you are tangibly threaten-

ing the physical structures of your stomach,

your liver, your kidneys, your heart, your
blood-vessels, your nerves, your brain; (2)

that you are unequivocally decreasing your
capacity for work in any field, be it physi-

cal, intellectual, or artistic; (3) that you
are in some measure lowering the grade of

your mind, dulling your higher esthetic

sense, and taking the finer edge off your
morals ; ^4) that you are distinctly lessen-

ing your chances of maintaining health and

attaining longevity; and ($) that you may
be entailing upon your descendants yet un-

born a bond of incalculable misery.

Such T am hound to believe, is the prob-

able cost of your "moderate" indulgence in

alcoholic beverages. Part of that cost you

must pay in person : the balance will be the

h Ma-'- of future generations. As a mere-

business proposition: Is your glass of beer,

vour bottle qf wine, your high-ball, or your

cocktail worth such a price?
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The American Fleet in New Zealand.

The warships of the United States in their cruise around the world visited Australia andNew Zealand, where they received a most extraordinarily enthusiastic reception. United States
papers explain this is due mainly to a friendly feeling: to that nation, and also to the somewhat
strained relations existing between the masses in our antipodean colonies and the JapaneseBanners, of which the above is a reproduction from a newspaper, were hung on buildings along:he route taken by the procession of U.S. sailors. In Canada it is difficult for us to understand
"lis teeling, for, as a whole, we are on friendly terms with the Japs, but the wording- on theseDanners is a very interesting object lesson.
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HOW RAILROAD MEN ARE MADE
By A. B. Caswell

THERE is no industry at the moment
which demands keener intellect,

shrewder wit, and better trained com-
prehension : no industry in which the failure

of these qualities in its officers, and, to no
small extent, in its men, would be more
disastrous to the general interests of the

country than in the work of our vast and
ever-increasing railroads.

The necessity for, and demand for, an
adequate supply of these qualities is in-

creasing with the extension of the industry.

In sheer self-defense, even from a divi-

dend point of view, the railways of the

country will have to pay more attention

than they have ever done before to the im-

provement of the quality of the men they

take into their employment. ' For their own
interests, they must stimulate a steady flow

of the brightest minds of each rising gen-
eration into their service, so that they may
have ample choice of selection in filling up
the lieutenancies and corporalships. Some
of thpse appointed, in turn, will qualify for

responsibility as captains and colonels, and,

maybe, even as generals of the railway

army. There are all varieties of transporta-

tion problems; hut, without doubt, the

most difficult one of all is that of securing

competenl and trustworthy service.

Among railway men may he noticed two
broad i lass distinctions- one represented
by the man who never concerns hin

with anything more than the regular per-

formance Of his routine duties and who sel-

dom advances; the other represented by
the man who is constantly on the alert foi

information, who l>v seeking reasons leu;',

to reach conclusions, and. unceasingly
widening the range of his knowledge, in-
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creases his chances to grasp opportunities,

fits himself for promotion and inevitably

rises to a commanding position.

Regarding the training of railroad offi-

cials, the wider the officer's experience, the

better. It should apply to the physical con-

ditions of the road as well as to the human
element connected with it. The better he
understands and knows his problem, the

nearer he is to the highest efficiency, the

same as in any profession or undertaking.

There is much for him to learn from the

first day of his connection with the rail-

road company to the last day he remains
with it. The longer he is "in harness" the

more he realizes the magnitude of the pro-

position.

The development of the railroad business

to-day and the consequent demand for men
to fill the rapidly opening places in the ser-

vice, is such that the old-time method of

years of apprenticeship are over. Railroads

have not the time or inclination to take a

green lad from school and employ him until

he learns the art of telegraphy or knows
enough to take charge of the firing of a

locomotive or fill the duties of a brakeman.
\n applicant must at least know something
of the work involved in the i>osition. The
same applies in business institutions when
the youth who enters the office with a

knowledge of at leasl the rudiments of

bookkeeping or shorthand will secure an
advantage over his less fortunate brother.

So, jusl as there are Business, Professional

and Technical Colleges to lit young men
for office positions ami the various walks

of business and professional life, there are

schools competent to train them in the

theory of railroading. And just as the
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business man looks to the Commercial Col-

lege for his recruits for office or ware-
house, so the great railroads of the United
States and Canada are glad to recruit their

ranks from the trained graduates of the

Railroad School. Indeed, many of the re-

putable schools of this sort are able to

guarantee positions to graduates who are

proficient, so great is the demand for men
who really have the proper qualifications.

In these schools, which are located in all

the principal cities of Canada and else-

where, will be found complete apparatus for

illustrating and practising the various

branches of railroad work. Books of in-

structions, telegraph instruments, with sev-

eral sending and receiving stations, sema-
phores, signals, codes, flags, lanterns, and,

sometimes, miniature trains themselves are

included in the equipment of these institu-

tions.

The day is near at hand when the schools

of telegraphy will realize the necessity of

their students having a thorough business

education, before graduating and accepting

a position as telegrapher and will add this

department to their college. The many
duties which the operator is called upon to

perform, such as writing out orders, entries

in books, making change, etc., make this

imperative.

Before entering the pupil must pass the
physical examination required by the rail-

roads as to height, weight, eyesight, etc.

This does away with the possibility of his

being rejected by the railroad because of

any physical defect, after he has under-
taken the trouble and expense of a course
of training.

Many of the presidents of the world's

great railway systems of to-day began life

as telegraph operators, or in even humbler
positions. The demand of the railroads for

men of intellect and integrity is so great

that there seems no good reason why
gentlemen's sons, heirs of rich and poor
alike, seeking life employment, interesting,

profitable and with abundant opportunities

to "work up," should not find it in some
branch or other of railroad work.

A Prayer

By Robert Louis Stevenson.

(Written in Samoa on December 2, 1894, the night before he died. I

We beseech thee, O Lord, to behold us with favor. Folk

of many families and nations are gathered together in the

peace of this roof; weak men and women subsisting under the

cover of thy patience. Re patient still. Suffer us yet a while

longer, with our broken purposes of good, with our idle en-

deavors against evil—suffer us a while longer to endure and,

if it may be, help us to do better.

Bless to us our extra mercies, and if the day come when
these must be taken, have us play the man under affliction

Be with our friends. Be with ourselves. Go with each of us

to rest ; and if any awake, temper to them the dark hours of

watching, and, when the day returns to us our sun and com-

forter, call us with morning faces and morning hearts, eager

to labor, eager to be happy, if happiness shall be our portion,

and, if the day be marked to sorrow, strong to endure it.

We thank thee and praise thee, and in the words of Him to

whom this day is sacred, close our oblation.
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Contents of November Magazines

Architecture and the Arts.

The Seductions of Old Silver. Mary H. North-

end—House and Garden.

Economical Methods of Using Cement with Deco-

rative Effect. E. A. Trego—House & Garden.

Aubusson Tapestries. G. L. Hunter—House and

Garden.

The Art of Curtis Williamson. H. Mortimer-

Lamb—Canadian Mag.

Some Old Marquetry. Egan Mew—Pall Mall

(Oct.)

The Rise and Glory of Italian Art—English

(Oct).

The Work of Frank W. Benson. Minna C. Smith

—Int. Studio (Oct.)

Homer Martin : American Landscape Painter.

Nathan Meyer—Int. Studio (Oct.)

The National Competition of Schools of Art,

1908. W. T. Whitley—Int. Studio (Oct).

The Art of Mrs. J. Young Hunter. Austin

Chester—Windsor (Oct.)

Saint Gaudens' Triumphs in Paris—McClure's.

The Treasures of Avington. Leonard Willoughby

—

Oct. Connoisseur.

Old Meissen Porcelain. Linden Heitland—Oct.

Connoisseur.

Old Bronze Mirrors, H. A. Heaton—Oct. Con-

noisseur.

rd Fisher and His Work. W. G. Menzies—

Oct. Connoisseur.

The Popular Stenciled Work with Embroidery.

Mrs. Wilson—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Army and Navy.

What War Will be with the Flying Machines.

Frederick Todd—World's Work.

BSt for Ocean Supremacy. Lawrence

Perry—World's Work.

London "Times" and the American
W:,r. Geo. If. Putnam—Putnam's.

il Scarecrow. Halsey Dunwoody—Pa-
cific Mthly.

Dndei landing with Germany.
cubltor—Port. Rev. (Oct.)

jlse with the Channel Fleet. Sir Roland

Bett—Cornblll (Oct.)

Admiral Evan's Own Story of the American
Navy—Broadway.

Business and Industry.

lern Grooery. w A. I

wick—Brains (Sept. 26).

An Address upon Outdoor Advertising. Edward
F. Trely—Brains (Sept. 26.)
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What 40 Business Girls Have Found Out—La-

dies' Home Jrnl.

Short Cuts in Business—System.

Personal Interest —A Trade Puller. T. J. Zim-
merman—System.

The Battlefields of Business—System.

Selling to Cross-roads Merchants. R. L. DeNise

—System
Financing a Business—Establishing a Credit

Standing. Henry Clews—System.

How to Check a Decline in Sales. George P.

Bowker—System.

The Farmers' Union and the Tobacco Pool.

John L. Matthews—Atlantic (Oct).

Competition. Henry Holt—Atlantic Mthly (Oct.)

Is an Honest Newspaper Possible ?—Atlantic
Mthly (Oct.)

Unjust Attacks on Business Must Cease. A. J.

Beveridge—Appleton's.

A Successful Co-operative Store. H. J. Halton

—Brains (Oct. 10).

Marketing New Products. Jonathan Sylvester

—

Office Appliances (Oct.)

Estimating Selling Opportunities. William J.

Mullin—Office Appliances (Oct.)

Business Sectionalism. Paul Morton—Saturday

Eve. Post (Oct. 17).

Children. %

The Seven Ages of Childhood—Ladies' Home
Jrnl.

A Club Room for the Boys and Girls at Home.
Arthur L. Blessing—Suburban Life.

For Boys and Girls Who Love Horses—St.

Nicholas.

Historic Boyhoods : Walter Scott. Rupert S.

Bolland—St. Nicholas.

Education and School Affairs.

Courses for Private Reading. Hamilton W.
Jrnl.

Shall the Girl go to College ? Annette Austin

—

Smith's.

Education and the Social! lent. John
Bati I lark- Atlantic (Oct.)

Australasia for Public School Boys. Dr. Richard

Arthur, M.L.A - Empire Rev. (Oct.)

the Public Schools. F. N. L.—
Int. Studio (Oct.)

Some Results Prom the Accrediting of High

Schools by State Universities, Prof. II. A.

1 1 1
. 1 1 i ster—Education.

The Teaching ol History. Prof. A. C. Barrows
—Education.
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The Education of a Prince. E. A. B.—London
The Collegiate Alumnae and Their Work. Elise

(Oct.)

W. Graupner—Sunset (Oct.)

Essays and General Literature.

The Lincoln-Douglas Debates. Frederick Trevor

Hill—Century.

Imperial Literature Concerning Canada—Empire
Rev. (Oct.)

Imperial Literature Concerning India.—Empire
Rev. (Oct.)

Unproductive Scholarship. Prof. Wallace N.

Stearns—Education.

Francis Bacon on Education. Principal A. D.

Call—Education.
The Teaching of English Literature. Prof. H.

S. Cauby—Education.

Loyalty. Elbert Hubbard—Cosmopolitan.

Our Usable Occult Forces. Lida A. Churchill-

Cosmopolitan.

Fiction.

(Complete Stories).

The Viper. Will Levington Comfort—Lippincott's

Midnight to Dawn. Howard Fitzalan—Gunter's.

Speaking of Heroes. George Bronson-Howard

—

Popular.

The Stroke-Oar. Ralph D. Paine—Popular.
The Fourth Commandment. Henry Miller—Peo-

pled.

Uses of Adversity. Emma Lee Walton—Smith's.

Friends in Need. Mary Heaton Voise—Ainslee's.

A Woodland Hallowe"en. T. C. Cummings—Su-
burban Life.

An Anarchist of the Big Timber. Henry Oyen—Bo-

hemian.

The Better Treasure. Mary Raymond Andrews

—

Woman's Home Comp.
Bridget's Thanksgiving Turkey. Hayden Car-

ruth—Woman's Home Comp.
St. Luke's Summer. Mary Cholmondeley—Metro-

politan.

A Lodge in the Wilderness. Sir Gilbert Parker

—

Success (Oct.)

A Kink in the System. Richard Washburn Child

—Red Book.
From Flag to Flag. Albert Payson Terhune—

Argosy.

In the Old Chateau. C. Y. Hargreaves—London
(Oct.)

At Sea. Louis Tracy—Windsor (Oct.)

An International Drama. Christian Reid—Smart
Set.

Col. Crocket's Thankful Thanksgiving—Pearson's

(Am.)

Schools and Schools. O. Henry—Munsey's (Oct.)

Reunion. Florida P. Sumerwell—Munsey's (Oct.)

"Scotty." Colin McKay—McClure's.

The Golden Fleece. Albert Kinross—McClure's.

The Domino of Behring Beach. Helen Green

—

McClure's.

The Old. Old Story. May Edington—Grand (Oct.)

Only Cis. Peggy Webling—Grand (Oct.)

Jimmy's Cornrr in Thanks. William Hamilton
Osborne—Munsey's.

(Serial).

The Redemption of Redham. Annie S. Swan-
Westward Ho.

A Million a Minute. Robert Aitken—Gunter's.
The Gorgeous Isle. Gertrude Atherton—Smart

Set (Oct.)

For the Workers.

The Cry for Civic Work. J. Horace McFarland
—Suburban Life.

When You're Back to Work—Circle.

We do What We Have to. Orison Swett Marden
—Success (Oct.)

From the Servant's Point of View—Good House-
keeping.

Learn the Value of Time. U. G. Case—Office

Outfitter.

Handicraft.

Leather Work as a Handicraft. Annah C. Rip-

ley—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Bertram Mackemral : Sculptor. W. K. West—
Int. Studio (Oct.)

The Etchings of Dr. Otto Gawpert, of Munich.

Prof. Dr. Hans W. Singer—Int. Studio (Oct.)

Piano Cases—Adam Period and Colonial Art.

Joseph Burr Tiffany—Int. Studio (Oct.)

Colored Terra Cotta on Recent Buildings. Eva
Lovett—Int. Studio (Oct.)

The Tears of Walnut. Haldane McFall—Oct. Con-

noisseur.

Health and Hygiene.

How I Lived on One Meal a Day. Edward B.

Lent—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

What Sunshine Has Done. Cynthia Westover

Alden—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

How I Nursed Some Invalids to Health. Helen

Schloss—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Way to Rest. Eustace Miles—Metropolitan.

The Teacher's Health. Prof. T. S. Lowden—
Education.

Tuberculosis, a Scotched Snake. Woods Hutchin-

son, A.M., M.D.—Saturday Eve. Post (Oct.

10).

Should Flesh-eating be Abandoned ? Irving Fish-

er—Munsey's.

House, Garden and Farm.

Winter Trees—A Plea. Helen Churchill Candee—
House and Garden.

Building Indestructible Homes in Four Days.

Lawrence La Rue—House and Garden.

Country and Suburban Homes. Stanley Milton

—

Westward Ho.
Deer Farming for Profit—Rod and Gun.

The All-Concrete Dwelling. Charles de Kay

—

Smith's.

Five Acres and Contentment. W. H. Jenkins-

Suburban Life.

How We Can Beat the World at Wild Garden-

ing. T. McAdam—Garden Mag.

Make Your Yard Attractive All Winter. Evelyn

Prince Cahoon—Garden Mag.
How to Lift, Cure and Store Summer Bulbs.

William Scott—Garden Mag.
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House Plants that Flourish in Low Tempera-

tures. C. B. Homor—Garden Mag.

Ornamental Fruits on Hardy Evergreen Shrubs.

Alfred Rehder—Garden Mag.

The Gorgeous Newly Discovered Tulips. Wilhelm

Miller—Garden Mag.
About Horse Breeding. John Gilmer Speed—Cen-

tury.

Summer Country Houses in the Italian Style.

Aymar Embury—Int. Studio (Oct.)

Ten Berried Shrubs Worth Having Now. Thos.

McAdam—Coun. Life in America.

The Best Horse for the Country Home. N.

Newnham-Davis—Coun. Life in Am.
Notable American Homes. Ban Ferree—American

Homes and Gardens.

A Minnesota Flower Garden. Henrietta P. Keith

—Am. Homes and Gardens.

The Farm Industrial School. H. K. Bush-Brown

—Craftsman.

Immigration and Emigration.

Successful Immigrants in the South. Robert W.

Vincent—World's Work.

Investments, Speculation and Finance.

Single Premium Life Policies—Saturday Rev.

(Sept. 19).

Investing the Widow's Funds—World's Work.

Are You Really Insured Against Fire ?—World's
Work.

The Guaranty of Bank Deposits—World's Work.

The Settlement of Claims—Sat. Rev. (Oct. 3).

The Bank Frauds—Spectator (Oct. 3).

Indian and Colonial Investments—Empire Rev.

(Oct.)

Modern Speculation. David G. Evans—Success
(Oct.)

The Wall Street Nuisance. Herbert N. Casson—
Broadway.

How an Investor Makes Money in Stocks—

Moody's.

The Engineer vs. High Finance. Amos Stote—

Moody's.

The Vandcrbilt Fortune. Burton J. Hendrick—

MoClnre'i.

Shylock and Life Insurance—Lone Hand.

Your Savings—Saturday Eve. Post (Oct. 10).

Labor Problems.

Mutual Town Building in England. Wilhelm

Miller—World's Work.

Finding Work in Chicago—Woman's Home Comp.
What Does Organized Labor Want? Sir

per*—Me' 'lure's.

The Remarkable Advance of the Labor Move-

ment in England. William Martly—Munsey's.

Life Stories and Character Sketches.

0. S. Scholei t.-.ard

Bo.
Random Reminiscences of Men and Events. John

D. Rockefeller—World'i Work.
Napol'-on. tt Man in History. Harry

Thurston Perk—Munsey's (Oct.)

John D. Rockefeller. Alfred Henry Lewis—

<

u s-

mopolitan.
H2

An Irish Historian of England. Warwick James
Price—World To-Day.

The Sons of the Presidents. Lyndon Orr—Mun-
sey's.

Municipal and Local Government.

Unemployment and Its Relief—Spectator (Oct. 3)

The Treatment of Women Prisoners. Elizabeth

Sloan Chesser, M.B.—Cont. Rev. (Oct.)

A Slump in French Socialism. Lawrence Jerrold

—Cont. Rev. (Oct.)

Poor Relief in Switzerland. Edith Sellers—Cont.

Rev. (Oct.)

Miscellaneous.

Epigraphy in South India—Wednesday Review
(Sept. 2).

The Ages of Man : Boyhood. Professor J. Nel-

son Fraser. M. A.—Review (Sept. 2).

At the Shack, Percy Flage—Westward Ho.

Models I Have Known. Claude Gray, A.R.C.A.

—Westward Ho.
The Canadian Alpine Journal—Rod and Gun.

The People's Game and Fish Protective Asso-

ciation of Nova Scotia—Rod and Gun.

Wild Rice Growing in Nova Scotia—Rod & Gun
What a Forest Fire Means. Francis J. Dyer-

World's Work.
The Talking Point. Frederick Benjamin—System.

When the Oyster is Ripe. Miles Bradford—Bo-

hemian.

What the City Means to Me—Circle.

Problems of the Past and Present. Charles D»
Kay—Putnam's.

The End of the Book War—Sat. Rev. (Oct. 3).

"Killing, No Murder"—Spectator (Oct. 3).

Public Honor—Spectator (Oct. 3).

Thanksgiving—Spectator (Oct. 3).

A Great Social Experiment. Rev. Chas. Plater—
Hibbert Jrnl (Oct.)

Infallibility and Toleration. F. C. S. Schiller—

Hibbert Jrnl. (Oct.)

The West Point of To-day. Colonel Chas. Lam-
ed—St. Nicholas.

The Meaning of Thanksgiving. Margaret E.

Sangster—Woman's Home Comp.
Report of the Royal Commission on the Feeble-

minded. Major Skinner, L.C.C.—Emp. Rev.

(Oct.)

The Extraordinary Street Cars of New York.

Walter Weyl—Success (Oct.)

Getting Into Society. James L. Ford—Red Book
Soda] drafters. Lillian Bell—Smart Set.

Ringing up Rural America. Harris Dickson

—

Broadway.
Reclaiming the Wilderness. Albert Bigelow Paine

—Pearson's (Am.)

Why do Frenchmen Retain Their Youthfulness

Longer Than Americans T Alvan F. Sanborn
—Munsey's (Oct.)

Important First Things in America.—Scrap Book
The Kaiser us a Restorer of Old Castles In

Qerman: Edward Heyn—Munsey's.

New York a Hundred Years Ago—Munsey's.

Nature and Outdoor Life.

ountry Seat of Mr. Frederick Pabst. Day
Allen Willey—House and Garden.
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Having Eyes They See Not. Dr. L. H. Bailey

—

Suburban Life.

An Outdoor Living Room. W. H. Stevens—Su-
burban Life.

The Nature Club. Julia E. Rogers—Country Life

In America.

Are We to Lose Our Chestnut Forests ? E. A.

Sterling—Country Life in America.
The Monarch of Park Barren. Philip R. Good-

win—Saturday Evening Post (Oct. 10).

Political and Commercial.

Australian Problems—Spectator.

A Plea for Conciliation—Wednesday Rev. (Sep 2)

The Way to Peace—Sat. Rev. (Sept. 19).

Young Turks and Old Scores—Sat. Rev. (Sept.

19).

Why I do not Believe in Woman Suffrage. Mrs.

Humphrey Ward—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Japan Winning the Pacific. E. G. Bogart

—

World's Work.
Getting Trade with the German. Henry Harrison

Lewis—System.
A Lesson for Home Rulers—Sat. Rev. (Oct. 3).

The Situation in Belgium. Sat. Rev. (Oct. 3).

The Situation in the Near East—Spectator (Oct.

3).

A National Fund for Efficient Democracy. Wil-

liam H. Allen—Atlantic Mthly (Oct.)

Curiosities of Diplomatic Life. H. H. D. Peirce

—Atlantic Mthly (Oct.)

The New Nationalist Movement in India. Jabez
T. Sunderland—Atlantic (Oct.)

The Progress of Egypt. James Mascarene Hub-
bard—Atlantic Mthly (Oct.)

Government Builds Cities for Farmers. Roy
Crandall—Tech. World.

The Firing Line of a National Campaign. John
Winchell—Metropolitan.

Old Time Political Campaigns. Rebecca Harding
Davis—Woman's Home Comp.

British Indians in the Transvaal. Sir Charles

Bruce—Empire Rev. (Oct.)

A Last Chance in South Africa. Diplomatist

—

Emp. Rev. (Oct.)

Unrest in India. C. J. O'Donnell, M.P.—Emp.
Rev. (Oct.)

The New Turkish Policy. Can it Succeed ? Frank
Scudamore—English (Oct.)

Great Britain and Germany. Harold Spender—
Cont. Rev. (Oct.)

German Policy in Morocco. Sir Roland Blen-

nerhassett—Fort. Rev. (Oct.)

The Future of Turkey. J. Ellis Barker—Fort.
Rev. (Oct.)

Constantinople at the Declaration of the Consti-

tution. Prof. D. S. Margoliouthe—Fort.
Rev. (Oct.)

The Government and Commission in Ireland.

Capt. Percy Creed—Fort. Rev. (Oct.)

The Persian Crisis. Prof. Edward G. Brown. M.
A.—Fort. Rev. (Oct.)

Why the President is For Taft. Henry Beach
Needham—Success (Oct.)

The Asiatic Menace. Louis Esson—Lone Hand.
Seeing the Campaign—Saturday Eve. Post (Oct.

10).

Facing the Orient. Geo. C. Perkins—World To-

Day.

The West that Has Become the East—World To-
Day.

The Country Option Victory in Indiana. Rosco
Gilmore Scott—World To-Day.

The Civic Conversion of a City. John Ihlder—
World To-Day.

The Political Campaign of 1908. Francis W.
Shepardson—World To-Day.

Railroad and Transportation.

The Lions That Stopped a Railroad. Lieut. -Col.
J. H. Patterson—World's Work.

The Men that Rule the Rails. George H. Cush-
ing—System.

The Small Engine and the Motor. George L.
Fisher—Suburban Life.

Panama and the Canal. Hugh C. Weir—Put-
nam's.

Fog and Wreck—Spectator (Oct. 3).

Speed on the Land, on the Sea and in the Air.
Charles Cochrane—Metropolitan.

Some Motor Problems. Major C. G. Matson—
Badminton (Oct.)

The Future of the Aeroplane. M. Farman—
Metropolitan.

Canada's Government-Owned Railway—Moody's.

Religion.

The Great Indian Saints—Wednesday Review
(Sept. 2).

A Shorn Ceremony—Sat. Rev. (Sept. 19).

The Gospel of the Hereafter. Rev. J. Paterson
Smyth—Canadian Mag.

The Miscarriage of Life in the West. P. Ram-
anathan—Hibbert Jrnl. (Oct.)

A Chinese Statesman's View of Religion. Charles
Johnson—Hibbert Jrnl. (Oct.)

The Moslem Tradition of Jesus' Second Visit on
Earth. Captain F. W. Von Herbert—Hibbert
Jrnl. (Oct.)

A Neglected Argument for the Realty of God.
C. S. Peirce—Hibbert Jrnl (Oct.)

Pain. Caroline Stephen—Hibbert Jrnl. (Oct.)

How May Christianity be Defended To-day ?

Professor M'Giffert—Hibbert Jrnl. (Oct.)

Evangelical Bargaining. John Page Hopps—Hib-
bert Jrnl. (Oct.)

The Endowment of the Church in Wales. W. M.
•T. Williams—Fort. Rev. (Oct.)

A Church that is Battling for Progress. Alex-

ander Irvine—Success (Oct.)

The Salvation of Christianity. Rev. Charles F.

Aked, D.D.—Appleton's.

Science and Invention.

The Ghost Hunters of Science. John R. Meader
—Bohemian.

The Wireless Age. Waldemar Kaempffert—Circle.

Compressed Air Saves Wrecks. C. F. Carter

—

Tech. World (Oct.)

New Process for Copper Coating Steel. Harry
Wilkin Perry—Tech. World (Oct.)

Slaving Sheet Glass by Machinery. P. Harvey
Middleton—Tech. World (Oct.)

One Palm Furnishes World's Ivory Buttons.

Werner Boecklin—Tech. World (Oct.)
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New Steel Plant in China. Frank N. Banskett

—

Tech. World (Oct.)

Some Recent Archaeological Discoveries D. G.

Hoggarth. M.A.—Fort. Rev. (Oct.)

The Mechanism of a Taximeter. J. F. Cairns

—

Cassier's.

Denatured Alcohol. Miles Seaburn—Success (Oct.)

Rapid Telegraphy Invention—Office Appliances

(Oct.)

Man's Machine-made Millenium. Hudson Maxim
—Cosmopolitan.

On the Trend of Chemical Invention. Robert

Kennedy Duncan—Harper's Mag.

Sports and Pastimes.

Making Repairs Underneath the Car. Harold
W. Slauson—House ann Garden.

Afloat and Afield. Bonnycastle Dale—Westward
Ho.

Shooting Wild Ducks and Geese with the Cam-
era. A. Radycliffe Dugmore—Coun. Life in

Am.
On the Trail of Skookum John. Charles S.

Aiken—Sunset (Oct.)

Game Birds of the Pacific. H. T. Payne—Sun-

set (Oct.)

Some Guides I Have Known. Horacio C. Wood.
M.D.—Lippincott's.

River Rovers. E. J. Brady—Lone Hand.
The First Country Clut>—Scrap Book.

The Stage.

Why do You go to the Play ?—The Tatler.

As, an Actor Sees Women—Ladies Home Jrnl.

Sixty Years on the Stage. Denman Thompson

—

'ircle.

The Intelligent Music Lover Self-Revealed. Annie

Nathan Meyer—Putnam's.
A Plea for the Theatrical Manager. Lorin F.

Deland—Atlantic Mthly. (Oct.)

William Winter and the Theatrical Trust—Pa-
cific Mthly.

is of Old San Francisco. Peter Ro-
bertson—Pacific Mthly.

iid the Plain People. Brander Mat-
-Metropol

John S. Lopez—Woman's
Home Comp.

on. William Archer-
Fort. . !;

r'a Operatic Troubles. William Arm-
1 id .)

The Ethel B Following. .Tamos L.Ford
—Appleton's.

"Ringing Op" on the Theatrical Season. Chan-
nlng Pollock Smart. Set.

Mrs. John
ppincott's.

Travel and Description.

Hon ii.

'I Ho.

ith Africa Godson—
tward Ho.

the Northwest. J. II. Grant
rd Ho.

on, M.A.- I

. Ho.
hi

Around the World with Burton Holmes. Burton
Holmes—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

What the New Japan Really Means. Burton
Holmes—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Strange Creatures of the American Sahara. Geo.

W. James—Suburban Life.

Twenty Thousand Miles with Bernhardt. Henry
E. Warner—Bohemian.

The City of Dreadful Height. Joseph B. Gilder

—Putnam's.
A Foreign Tour at Home. Henry Holt—Put-

nam's.

The Arab in his Own Country. L. March Phihps

—Sat. Rev. (Oct. 3).

The Glories of Oxford. "Oxonian"—Pall Mall,

(Oct.)

The Beatitudes of a Suburbanite. John Pres-

ton True—Atlantic Mthly. (Oct.)

In England's Pennsylvania. Arthur Grant—At-

lantic Mthly (Oct.)

Romantic Germany. Robert Haven Schauffler—

Century.

Old Cairo. Robert Hichens—Century.

The Saltersdal. H. P. Pierce—Metropolitan.

The Disappearance of the Great American Desert

William Hard—Munsey's (Oct.)

The Golden Temple of the Sikhs—Lone Hand.

Women and the Home.

A Woman's Club that was Helpful. Marion

Melius—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Ideas of a Plain Country Woman—Ladies' Home
Jrnl.

Why is my Husband so Irritable ? Annie Payson
Call—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

What Women are Heedlessly Doing—Ladies'

Home Jrnl.

How One Girl Lived Four Lives. John Corbin

—

Ladies' Home Jrnl.

When the Women Get Busy. Arthur J. Burdick—
Suburban Life.

Three Well Furnished Rooms and Why—Subur-

ban Life.

Three Poorly Furnished Rooms and Why—Subur-
ban Life.

The Stereopticon in tho Home. Dr. John C.

Bowker—Suburban Life.

The Religion of Beaut; in Women. Jefferson B.

Fletcher Atlantic (Oct.)

Simplicity in Furniture. John D. Adams—Wo-
man's Home Comp.

A Profltabli Home. Kate V. Saint Maur—Wo-
man'' I lom, i lomp.

The State Home. M. K. Inglia—

Port. Rev. (Oct.)

The Woman of Fifty. Charlotte l'crkins Gilman
—Success (Oct.)

o W omi n Elinor S. Moody

—

Shorthand Writer (Oct.)

A Coil the City. Fred J. Orr—
Coun i . '

: In \ni

Problems in Home Furnishing. Alice M. Kellogg
—Am. Homes and Gardens.

The Wreck of the Home Rheta Childe Dorr-
Broadway.

I the Municipality. Rev. Walter Walsh
1

1
i Hon el eeping.

The i 1 tlful Lilian Dynevor Rice

I Housekeeping.



BEST SELLING BOOKS

Canada

Firing Line. By R. W. Chambers.

Mr. Crewe'e Career. By Winston Churchill.

Barrier. By Rex E. Beach.

Peter. By F. H. Smith.

Lure of the Mask. By Harold MacGrath.

Coast of Chance. By E. and L. Chamberlain.

England

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli.

Wild Geese. By Stanley J. Weyman.
Virgin in Judgment. By Eden Phillpotts.

Recollections. By David Christie Murray.

Victoria Regina. By Fitzgerald Molloy.

Empress Josephine. By Philip W. Sargeant.

United States

Mr. Crewe's Career. By Winston Churchill.

Lure of the Mask. By Harold MacGrath.

Firing Line. By R. W. Chambers.

Together. By Robert Herrick.

Halfway House. By Maurice Hewlett.

Cliff End. By E. C. Booth.

NEW BOOKS WORTH READING
The Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles.

A Spirit in Prison. By Robert Hichens.

Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli.

From Workhouse to Westminster. By George

Haw.
The Wheel of Fortune. By Louis Tracy.

The Palace of Danger. By Mabel Wagnalls.

The Sword of Dundee. By Theodora Peck.

Peter. By F. Hopkinson Smith.

Every Man for Himself. By Norman Duncan.

The Testing of Diana Mallory. By Mrs. Hum-
phrey Ward.

Cy. Whittaker's Place. By Joseph C. Lincoln.

The Firing Line. By R. W. Chambers.

The War in the Air. By H. G. Wells.

The River Man. By Stewart Edward White.

The Little Brown Jug at Kildare. By Mere-

dith Nicholson.

The Trail of the Lonesome Pine. By John

Fox. Jr.

The Harvest of Moloch. By Mrs. J. K. Daw-
son.

A Canadian Manor and Its Seigneurs. By. Geo.

M. Wrong.
An Alabama Student. By Prof. Wm. Osier.

The Cradle of New France. By M. G. Doughty.

Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston.

Conquest of the Great Northwest. By Agnes
C. Laut.

The Circular Staircase. By Mary Roberts
Rinehart.

Sir Richarn Escombe. By Max Pemberton.
The Hate of Man. By Headon Hill.

The Golden Precipice. By H. B. Marriott Wat-
son.

The Ghost Kings. By H. Rider Haggard.
Miss Fallowfield's Fortune. By Ellen Thorney-

croft Fowler.

Purple Lone. By Morice Gerard.
The Fighting Lines. By David Lyall.

The Governors. By E. P. Oppenheim.
The Heart of a Child. By Frank Danby.
The Illusive Pimpernel. By Baroness Orczy.
Canadian Types of the Old Regime. By Chas.

W. Colby.

The Great Amherst Mysterv. By Walter Hub-
bell.

The Man from Brodney's. By George Barr Mc-
Cutcheon.

The Sale of Orchardvale. By W. Wilson Irwin.
The Leaven of Love. By Clara Louise Burn-

ham.
The Fly in the Wheel. By Katharine Thurston.
The City on the Hill. By Guy Thome.
The Quest Eternal. By Will Lillibridge.

The Last Voyage of the Donna Isabel. By
Randall Parrish.

The Money Changers. By Upton Sinclair.

A Soldier of the Future. By W. J. Dawson.
The Binding of the Strong. By Caroline At-

water Mason.
The Master of Life. By W. D. Lighthall.

NOTE AND COMMENT
One of the most handsome books of the sea-

son is Professor William Osier's collection of

biographical essays, entitled, "An Alabama
Student," which has been published by the Ox-

ford University Press. Apart from its splendid

get-up, it' is a choice piece of literary work-
manship, exhibiting a love for its subject that

only an enthusiast is capable of. The thirteen

essays which are contained in the book, deal

with men. whose title to fame rests on their

work for medicine and surgery, ''hey are all

doctors and. in writing of them. Dr. Osier has

aimed to take from their lives what inspiration

he can for the encouragement of the young
medicos of America.

A new departure in Canadian publishing is

being made in issuing a book of fiction with

colored illustrations. Of course a number of

Mi
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popular books of fiction containing colored il-

lustrations have been handled by Canadian

houses, but the sheets have been imported. In

this case the illustrations are drawn by Cana-

dian artists, engraved by a Canadian house,

and printed on the presses of Willian Briggs.

This interesting volume is to be entitled, "My
Lady of the Snows."

Certainly the most remarkable book of poetry

which has ever been issued in Canada is R. W.
Service's "Songs of a Sourdough." The pub-

lishers have already sold 17,000 copies and have

just put on the press an edition of 7.000 copies,

which will bring the total number issued to

24,000. When it is taken into account that a

goodly number of these volumes have been sold

in the edition de luxe it is certainly a great

record. A remarkable review of "Songs of a

Sourdough" has just appeared in a monthly
magazine entitled "The Triad," published in

Wellington. New Zealand. This magazine gives

seven columns to the review of Service's book.

One of the most readable, bright, entertaining

and romantic stories is that of Robert Hichens,

entitled, "A Spirit in Prison," and issued by

the Copp, Clark Co. While rather long, the in-

terest in the stirring and appealing narrative

never ceases until the final page is turned.

Other books included by Copp, Clark & Co. in

their fall list are : "The Wild Geese," by Stan-

ley J. Weyman : "Watehers of the Plains," by

Uidgwell Cullum, and "The Soul of Dominic

Wildthorne." by Joseph -Hocking.

America is like a half-grown boy who is all

collar and tie and is proud of his pants. His

pockets are full of strings and marbles, and he

thinks them valuable property. He pulls them
out every few minutes and looks at them with

pride. He shows them to you. and chortles

them, saying,: "See what I've got !" He
thinks you ought to put down everything of

own and stand admiring his pocket-knife

with eight blades. He considers you a fool if

'lon't attach any importance to his opin-

ion. He's all self-consciousness and brag. But
n rrif-mber—he's only a boy.—From "Holy Or-

<]i-rs." by Marie Corelli.

A new novel by Maxim Gorky is among the

i.romlses of autumn fiction. The date for Its

publication has not yet been determined, but

the work of preparing Is sufficiently advanced
for the publisher, B. W, Huebsoh, to anni

that It Is a story dealing with Russlun life of

—specifically with the secret service and
Its mysteries—and that It concerns Itself with

the various experiences and sufferings of the

revolutionists in their fight for liberty. "The
The Story of a Superfluous Man." is the

title of the book, the authorized English trans-

lation of which has been made by Thomas
Sdltzf-r.

publish. Another novel on their September list.

"Mad Barbara," by Mr. Warwick Deeping, is

concerned with the Stuart period. A third,

"Rose-white Youth." by a lady who writes as

"Dolf Wyllarde," is a study of girlhood when
it is verging into womanhood. "The Amethyst
Cross," by Mr. Fergus Hume, and "The Cairn

of the Badger," by Miss Madge Barlow, are

further stories forthcoming with Messrs. Cas-

sell.

The "Coign of Vantage" is the title of a vol-

ume of essays by Rev. Dr. W. T. Herridge, pas-

tor of St. Andrew's Presbyterian church, Ot-

tawa, who is the author of a preceding work
known as "The Orbit of Life." "The Coign of

Vantage" is published by Fleming H. Revell

and is an able, thoughtful work. Terse and
epigrammatic in style, it is replete with orig-

inal views and sound suggestions. GooO vaste,

a gentle humor, which sometimes takes refuge

in quotations from Scottish poetry, candor and
earnestness characterize Dr. Herridge's well ex-

pressed thoughts.

"The Under Groove," by Arthur Stringer, the

widely-known Canadian author, is a fitting suc-

cessor to the "Wire Tappers," and other tales

from the pen of Mr. Stringer. It is full of life,

incident and action, the story being an exciting

and rapidly moving one. The interest is sus-

tained throughout and some thrilling escapades

are recorded. The hero is a ringleader of a

band of American scoundrels, and affords an
idea of their methods of work. It is a volume
well worthy of perusal. The publishers are the

Musson Book Company, Toronto.

"A Canadian Manor and Its Seigneurs," by
George M. Wrong, M.A., Professor of History

in the University of Toronto, has been publish-

ed. The Macmillan Company are undertaking

the sale of the book in Canada. In the book,

which is a most creditable piece of book manu-
facture, the author tells how he was allowed

access to the papers of the Nairne family in

the fine old Manor House at Murray Bay. near

Quebec. These papers have made it possible for

him to construct a fascinating narrative of

early days in Lower Canada.

Mr. Rider Haggard returns to South Africa

for the setting of his new story. "The Ghost
Kings." which Messrs. OaRscll are about to

Emerson Hough, author of "The Mississippi

Bubble" and other popular novels, has become
so much impressed with the greatness and pos-

sibilities of the Canadian West, that he is

writing a book dealing with Canadian coloniza-

tion from the American standpoint. It is call-

ed "Tho Sowing. a Yankee's View of Eng-
land's Duty to Canada." The work Is now ap-

pearing serially in "Canada West" Magazine.

Those who know Ernest Ingersoll's book, "The
Life of Animals," published some time ago by
the Mnomillans, may be surprised to hear that

Mr. Ingcrsoll is a Canadian. It seems that he

was formerly on the staff of the Montreal Star,

going from there to New York, where he has

since resided.
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••The Web of Time" is the name of Rev. R.

E. Knowles' new novel, which made its appear-

ance last week. Henry Frowde is the publisher.

The work will doubtless have a large sale.

The Musson Book Co. are to be the publish-

ers in Canada of Miss Agnes C. Laut's history

of the Hudson's Bay Company, which is to ap-

pear with the title "The Conquest of the Great

Northwest." It is an extensive work, running

into two volumes.

An interesting and highly humorous volume
that has just made its appearance is entitled

"Cy Whittaker's Place." and the author is

Joseph C. Lincoln. It is written in New Eng-

land dialect and various quaint and amusing
characteristics are introduced, not the least of

whom is Cy Whittaker himself. The story on
the whole is a readable one of pleasant village

life and experiences, is strong in human inter-

est and something of the real and the true

stand out. Cy. owns a fine and attractive coun-

try place which he converts into an ancestral

home by the help of early Victorian furniture.

The publishers are McLeod & Allen, Toronto,

and the book has had a large sale.

"From Workhouse to Westminster," by Geo.

Haw, is the title of an edifying and wholesome
volume issued by Cassell & Company. It is the

life story of Will Crooks. M.P., the well-known

Labor representative. The record of his ener-

getic and inspiring career is told in a forceful

and readable manner. The volume is one that

any young man can peruse with profit and in-

spiration. It tells a story of success and

achievement in the face of barriers almost in-

surmountable.

A book that will be found helpful and timely

to all Sunday school workers and Bible stu-

dents is Tarbell's Teachers' Guide, to the Inter-

national Sunday School lessons for the coming
year. Many suggestions are offered ; the infor-

mation and data presented are invaluable. The
author is Martha Tarbell, Ph.D. The work is

appropriately illustrated, and the selling price

is $1.

Much interest attaches to the recent marriage

in Toronto of Mrs. Leonidas Hubbard, who is

so well known as the writer of that fascinating

book of travel entitled. "A Woman's Way
Through Unknown Labrador."

"The Circular Staircase" is a 6tory of how
"a middle-aged spinster lost her mind, desert-

ed her domestic gods in the city, took a furn-

ished house for the summer out of town, and
found herself involved in one of those mysteri-

ous crimes that keep the newspapers and de-

tective agencies happy and prosperous." It is

written by Mary Roberts Rinehart, and the pub-

lishers are McLeod & Allen.

Two new Bindloss stories from McLeod & Al-

len will appeal to admirers of this forceful

writer. "By Right of Purchase" is a love

6tory with a western background, full of dra-

matic incident, and the breezy atmosphere of
the great new country. In "The Liberationist"
Mr. Bindloss shows his versatility in a novel
on West African life, which gives an interesting
interpretation of affairs in the interior of the
dark continent. "The Liberationist" is an Eng-
lishman who is fighting for the freedom of the
blacks.

"Holy Orders," by Marie Corelli, has prob-
ably had a larger sale than any other of the
fall publications. It is a realistic and scathing
and withal impressive exposure of the evils of
intemperance. Miss Corelli wields a trenchant
pen and has great influence. Her books are
widely read and esteemed for their sincerity, in-

tensity and honesty. "Holy Orders" is a pas-
sionate preachment, hurled against the tyranny
of the drink traffic, and its ravages upon the
health and morals of the rural population of
England. A disheartening picture is shown of
the position in which some of the best and
most hardworking clergymen—typified in this
book by the Rev. Richard Everton. resident
vicar in a village of the Cotswolds—are placed,
not only by the dominant sway of the brewer
and the distiller, but because of the waning in-

fluence of the church, and the general decadence
of religious faith and authority in a "Christ-
less age."

"The Social Duty of our Daughters" is an in-

teresting little book published by Wm. Briggs.
Toronto, by Mrs. Adolphe Hoffman, who is also
the author of a similar little volume, "Before
Marriage." The author, a Christian mother in

Geneva, who is prominent in European reform
work, addresses a most helpful and suggestive
message to mothers and their grown daughters
on the dignity and privilege of wifehood and
motherhood.

A charming and racy story is the "Sword •(

Dundee," a tale of Bonnie Prince Charlie, of

Ilolyrood Palace. The author is Theodora Peck.
It is generously illustrated. The dedication is

taken from that inscription on the Cairn at

Culloden, to the memory of "the Gallant High-
landers who fought for Scotland and Prince

Charlie." The story is alive with the glamor
which we have felt in reading of the stirring

Stuart days of romance and intrigue through
which moved the figure of that debonnair*

young prince, so soon to be blotted out from
the page of history. The loves of Agnes Leslie

and Donald Cameron, ardent Stuarts, are inter-

woven in a story which recalls one of the most
picturesque and tragic pages in the history of

Scotland.

"The Firing Line," by R. W. Chambers, holds

first place in Canada during the past month
as the best seller, and third position in the

United States. Mr. Chambers is the author of

"The Younger Set," which had such a large

sale and splendid reception a few months ago.

So strong-moving and stimulating is the inter-

est in "The Firing Line" that it is now in fts

fourth edition, the first having been exhausted

within one week.

un



Improvements in Office Devices

THE IDEAL FINGER GUARD.

THE L. E. WATERMAN" COMPANY have

just brought out a clever new device to

fit Waterman's Ideal fountain pens, which

will prove to be a valuable article to commer-

everywhere.

The finger guard is a highly finished bell-

shaped piece of vulcanized rubber of a size to

fit over any cone-shaped Waterman's fdeal. It

fits down on the holder just far enough to per-

mit the flange end to come even with the bot-

1 ! I B DEVICE.

torn of the gold pen and here guards and rests

the writer's fingers.

For bookkeepers. stenographers, professional

re and all business people who do much

writing this guard will be found exceedingly

restful to the fingers, preventing cramping and

acting as a safeguard against contact with the

ink. on the gold pen, for fingers, which, through

force of habit, creep so far down on the foun-

tain pen holder as to touch the gold pen. The

retail price is 25 cents each.

A BOOKKEEPING MACHINE.

There has always been a keen inquiry among
many classes of business nun for a system that

! materially provide rapid Bales records,

ad a swift arrangement oi every cus-

'a account for quick Inspection. A very

no doubt,

rt in this preliminary accounting. Any
lffl

remedy for these losses must obviously consist

of a system or device that is extremely swift

and simple in operation and that will at all

times divest the record of any suspicion of un-

certainty.

The Central Typewriter Company have intro-

duced into Canada and are now manufacturing

here a machine on which every item of business

is registered in triplicate with an additional re-

cord of all cash receipts. Four rolls of paper

are turned through the machine—three detail

rolls and one tally roll. To record an order it

is only necessary to write it on the strip from

the upper detail roll. This is' detached, filled

and sent out with the goods. A duplicate is

simultaneously detached and placed in the in-

dexed file. When the goods are paid for a re-

ceipt is registered in the same way and the

duplicate finds its way into the indexed file be-

side the original order. At the same time a

tally roll states the amount of cash received

and the initials of the salesman. This might

seem sufficiently systematic to insure swiftness

and accuracy in accounting, but the Centrex

sales register and bookkeeping machine does

not stop there. By unlocking a door in the

machine two spools may be instantly removed

which contain every item of business transacted

and a complete, doubly verified record of all

cash taken in. Briefly, this machine provides

four safeguards against an Inaccurate order

and five safeguards against dishonesty in hand-

ling the money. A business man may leave his

business in the hands of his clerks for weeks

and carry with him the key, which, upon his

return, will place under his inspection every

item oi business transacted during his absence

) in under double record.

This useful machine is rapidly finding Its way
into all lines ol commercial life ; into the stock

and supply rooms of railroad corporations, the

shipping departments of manufacturing and
wholesale houses, printing and newspaper offices,

and the varied retail stores of the country. It,

undoubtedly, is a promising and progressive fac-

tor in modern business.

NEW STAPLE BINDER.
\ iev. staple binder j s being placed on the

!i,. \ i.m Staple Co., Ltd.. of Phila-

dolphla, which is meeting with remarkable suc-

cess. This new machine is called the Acme No.

L' binder. While it embodies .ill the good fea-

tures of the Acme Company's well-known "Sure

Shot." "Midget," and "Acme No. 1" binders.

it has several improvements which make it

B popular demand. The Acme No. 2 bin-
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A Fascinating Book of Travel in Our Far

Northland is

Across the Sub-

Arctics of Canada
By J. W. TYRRELL, C.E., D.L.S., with Illus-

trations from Photographs taken on the journey and

from drawings, by ARTHUR HEMING.

Special chapter dealing with the Hudson's Bay

Short Sea Route to Europe.

Cloth, $2.00 net, postage extra.

This volume comes from our presses at a very

opportune time. The vast possibilities of future de-

velopment in our great Canadian Northland have

kindled the imagination of the Canadian people. The
Hudson's Bay Railway scheme and the new sea route

to Europe via Hudson's Bay are being discussed as

practical questions of the dav and all who wish to

familiarize themselves with these questions will find

this book very valuable.

WILLIAM BRIGCS,

A book which is steadily forging its way
to first place

Sowing Seeds in

Danny
By NELLIE L. McCLUNG.

Cloth with frontispiece, $1.00 post paid.

We are overwhelmed with commendations of this

book. Every mail brings them to us. Here is one

just received.

"I sat up till almost daylight to finish it the night

I got hold of it, and enjoyed it thoroughly, which is

more than I can say of many of the books of the day

I do not like the muck-heap. I do not enjoy seeking

the gold grains in the mire. Your book is clean and

sweet and wholesome . You've grasped the right idea,

viz., taking the people, scenery, customs, lying close

at hand and idealizing them. You'll make more than

me sit upnights."—From a letter to Mrs. McClung.

Publisher-29-33 RICHMOND ST. WEST,
TORONTO.

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE. WE HAVE ALL THE LEADING BOOKS OF THE YEAR.

What Do You
Get Paid For
for your knowledge of what you do ?

If you want toget paid for that knowledge

—and the difference in salary makes it

worth while—you will find nothing that

will help you to increase your ability to

such a dividend-paying extent, as "Busi-

ness Short Cuts."

It is a collection of invaluable suggestions
that have been found helpful by successful
men in bookkeeping, advertising, corres-
pondence, etc.

Send us one dollar and we will forward

you a copy of "Business Short Cuts," post-

age paid. You will find it contains a great

deal more value than what you pay for.

MacLean Pub. Co.
LIMITED

Technical Book Department

TORONTO, CANADA

Every YOGURT capsule contains upwards of TEN MIL-
LION DISEASE-DESTROYING GERMS. I Actual average

shown by analysis on Aug. 17. 1908. was 33.600.000 per capsule.)

YOGURT germs were originally discovered in a

lactic-acid-forming ferment found in certain Oriental

milk products. Metchnikoff of the Pasteur Institute

and other European savant9 at once investigated and

established beyond question the marked efficiency

of these germs in remedying the diseased condition

known as —
Intestinal Autointoxication

"self-poisoning "

YOGURT germs cure (his condition by attacking and driv

ing from the system the disease-producing germs bred in

the intestinal tract by the putrefying processes which are usu-

ally caused by improper diet or wrong living habits.

Intestinal Autointoxication is responsible for many diseases.

Among those frequently caused by this condition are chronic

rheumatism. Bright' s disease, eczema and other skin maladies,

appendicitis, gall-stones, rheumatic gout, dropsy, biliousness.

neura«thenia. sick headache, emaciation, pernicious anemia, in-

testinal catarrh, nausea and vomiting, rickets, neuralgia, etc.

YOGURT is sold by leading druggists for SI 00 per package,

or may be obtained from us direct by mail postpaid.

GOOD HEALTH SUPPLY CO.,

136 Colhic A»f.. West Toronto

I

GOOD HEALTH C0MP\M

Battle Creek. - Michigan

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man s Magazine
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der is automatic in its action, a spring under

the base bringing the machine back ready for

use after each staple has been driven. It will

hold the thinnest paper without tearing, and
will penetrate the hardest or toughest paper. It

drives a broad flat staple, and makes a neat

clinch. Having few parts it is not liable to

get out of order. No. 18 staples are used in

this new machine, and it will hold fifty at a

time.

SELF-WRITING TYPEWRITER
A self-writing typewriter is just announced

from Cleveland in the form of the Main Letter

Writer, the invention of F. F. Main. The prim-

ary purpose of the Main writer is to do cir-

cular work with the actual typewritten impres-

sion.

The machine is simply an attachment for any
typewriter. In many respects it is like the

self-playing piano. The letter is first written

on a stamping machine with a typewriter key-

board. The result is a perforated sheet with a
hole for each letter, shift and carriage move-
ment, together with line spacing and bi-chrome

ribbon control.

This strip passes over a metal feed roll upon
which a finger representing each key or move-
ment of the machine makes contact whenever

one of the perforations passes under the finger.

This sends the current through the solenoid

placed beneath that particular key. The core

of the solenoid is fastened directly to the type-

writer key with a wire and the core is support-

ed by a spring so that the keys of the type-

writer are left perfectly free to be used by
hand in the usual way. When the current passes

through the solenoid the core is drawn quickly

into it. thus giving the key a sharp jerk. The
momentum of the core carries it past the mid-
dle of the solenoid when the current as quickly

reverses it and thus allows the key to return

before another strikes it.

This use of the system is valuable with the

master machine in the office of a wholesale

house where the "split order" system is used,

and a connected machine in each department.
All these machines are ready for work in the

usual way and when an order comes to the

office the clerk switches in all departments rep-

resented and writes the heading of the order

and then department by department is con-

nected while its part of the order is written.

When the order is copied each department has
an original already delivered.

By usinp perforated sheets containing the ad-

dresses two machines work in unison writing

the address, one on the envelope, the other in

the envelope machine stopping while

machine finishes Its letter by using
its perforated sheet, or one machine will write

both beading ami letter automatically and ad-

dress running the address sheet

through again.

In ease of follow up letters a copy for each
Ib perforated and placed on a machine. The

print the date lines

a"d l '

i placed In an equal num-
ber of machines and one address Is written on

the master machine, all the connected machines
writing the same. The perforated sheets are

started and finish the letters while the operator

puts in new envelopes.

When the machines finish they stop and the

whole series for one address is complete. If

the battery of twelve machines is used this

way, once writing an address is all the hand
work on six letters and envelopes complete. In

this way the number of actual letters with

envelopes may be greater than the number of

imitations produced by one operator using any
known system.

A NEW TYPEWRITER
An event of no little importance to the busi-

ness world is the advent of new Remington
typewriter models, Nos. 10 and 11. Both models
are front stroke machines, that is, "you see

the writing as you operate the keys." They

abound with new features : features not only

new to the Remington, but also to the writ-

ing machine. The manufacturers of this pioneer

typewriter never offer anything new to the pub-

lic the merit of which has not been tested and

demonstrated by tests so complete and exhaus-

tive that its excellence is proved and establish-

ed long before it reaches the purchaser.

It is doubtful if new models of any machine

appeared on the market embodying so

many good features, which will revolutionize

the highest and best of former standards of

typewriter efficiency.

One of the first things which strike the eye on
Model No. 10 is the new column selector. It is

operated by five keys back of the regular key-

board. No less than five different locations are

determined by the setting of the stops on the

reversible rack, which has four sides, permitting

the setting for four different kinds of work, the

change being made by simply turning the rack.

The column selector will jump columns. The

operator run jump the carriage instantly to any
one of the five starting points in the line, skip-

ping any Intermediate point at will.

It will prove an immense time and labor sav-
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The Underclothing

that

Everybody Likes

Because "Ceetee" Underclothing

is made from fully combed and

thoroughly scoured imported yarns

(spun from Australian wool)—thus

removing all the short fibres and

foreign particles that cause that

irritating and tickling sensation so

frequent in ordinary underwear.

Only the long, soft, full length fibres,

which give the greatest strength and

elasticity to the garment, with the

lightest possible weight, are used.

Made of wool, and silk and wool.

We manufacture it in all styles

for men, women and children,

and want you to ask your

dealer to show you '
' Ceetee

Underclothing. It is fully guar-

anteed by us.

The C. Turnbull Co. of Gait,

Limited

Gait, Ontario

Established

1859

When Buying

Your Winter

Underwear,

Consider the

Advantages of

JAEGER
Natural Wool

1

.

Prevents Chills—because it envelopes

the body in its natural warmth and

keeps the colder air of winter out.

With Jaeger Underwear you can wear

a much lighter garment and still have

the same protection.

2. Durability—undyed wool will Wear

longer than wool that has been dyed,

bleached or chemically treated. Jaeger

Natural Underwear is made from

selected portions of white and black

wool—guaranteed for quality and

purity, and against shrinkage

3. Perfect Fit—the perfect shape and

natural elasticity of Jaeger Stockinet

Web fits snugly all over the body.

Jaeger Underwear is sold by leading

dealers at fixed moderate prices.

Write for our New Catalogue.

Dr. Jaegers Co., Ltd,

316 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal

10 Adelaide St. W., Toronto

Steel Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg

When writing advertisers, kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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er. In the use of ordinary letter writing the

column selector provides starting points for

date, name, address, "dear sir." and "yours

truly" lines, the indentations of paragraphs, the

name and address line on the envelopes. Other

splendid improvements are so numerous that it

is difficult to do them justice in a short article.

There is the back spacer key, a superb con-

venience. Equally useful is the new locking de-

vice of the variable line-spacing mechanism, a

new Remington feature of great efficiency.

Strong paper guides of new design, automatical-

ly adjust themselves to any thickness of paper.

It is impossible for the type to strike them,

something every operator will appreciate. The

marginal stops are also of new and improved

design. The new shift lock mechanism is within

the compass of the keyboard. The side and

end guides of both No. 10 and Xo. 11 models

give an accuracy of paper feed heretofore un-

known in typewriter construction. The ribboa

mechanism of both new machines is automatic

in self-reversing, affording a transverse mechan-

ism which permits the use of every portion of

the ribbon surface.

THE MEAKER COUNTING MACHINE
In 1871 J. W. Meaker. then teller of the Third

National Bank of Chicago, invented a mechan-

cial institution in the country. Though the pat-

ents on the original machine have long since

expired, it is still made and sold under differ-

ent names and by different concerns.

In later years Mr. Meaker has improved on

his original idea and the result is the new

"Meaker." The new machine will be appreciated

in banks by tellers, in factories for pay roll

work, and in stores, restaurants, hotels and

other places where cashiers are obliged to make
change quickly and accurately.

It is a wonder of simplicity and accuracy,

and after rigid tests covering a period of sev-

eral years, is found the acme of perfection.

The new Meaker is made with but eight keys

arranged to handle different amounts with the

fewest possible movements. Most amounts de-

sired can, as a matter of fact, be handled with

one movement. The coin trays are so arranged

as to hold the amount most frequently called

for outside of regular bank packages. The ma-
chine as now perfected does not contain a sin-

gle screw or spring, and may be operated with

one hand as rapidly as the operator can work.

Dust, heat, cold or rust do not interfere with

it in any way. and the coin trays are all re-

movable and portable. After business hours

they may be placed in the vault or safe, oc-

cupying but little room. The Meaker coin cash-

ier is made by the Ireland & Mathews Manu-

facturing Company, of Detroit, Mich.

£5<

J

\

found its

banking and finan-

NATIONAL BUSINESS SHOW
Great interest is being taken in the national

business show, which is the first exhibition of

its kind to be held in Toronto. It will take

place in Massey Hall the week of Nov. 16, and
will be of interest, not only to the business

man, but also to the general public. All the

latest improvements, inventions and appliances

in office methods will be on exhibition and some
of the machines which will be shown are"almost

human in their abilities, as for example, the

adding machine, the coin machine for making
change, sorting and counting coins, the time

tiers, the note-folding machine, the electric

• alers, in fact, very remarkable de-

>f all kinds, of which tin public

know little. Competitions between champion
: iters, stenographers and among clerks ac-

customed to the use of adding machines will be
iii' methods and systems « mployed

t< Mtrices will be a feature

ictive to be ap-

BT oni Ml information can be

obtail I [all, or from thi

II U Wood, Stair Building.
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The Woman
Behind the

Pocket-

Book

How can
she "make
both ends meet" on the same old "allowance" when
prices of meat, eggs and other household necessities
are advancing from day to day ?

The Man Behind How can he increase the "allowance" for

the Pocket-Book household bills when there is no increase

in the family income or the wages, or when
wages are cut down as a result of industrial depression ?

The problem is an easy one for those who know

SHREDDED WHOLE WHEAT
It contains more actual body-building material than meat or

eggs and is much more easily digested, and costs much less.

The richest man in America cannot buy a food
that is purer, cleaner or more nutritious than Shred-
ded Wheat Biscuit. Two Shredded Wheat Biscuits

with milk or cream and a little fruit will supply all

the energy needed for a half day's work at a cost of

five or six cents. Try it for ten mornings and you
will feel brighter, stronger and happier. Your
grocer sells it.

()ur new handsomely illustrated Cook Rook is sent free for the asking.

THF CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT CO. Ltd.,
-

NIAGARA FALLS, ONT

Toronto Office : 32 Church St.7f's All m the Shreds



Humor in the Magazines

DOROTHY, aged five, had just come in from

a walk with her auntie, and was relat-

ing her experiences to her mother.

Among other things she asserted that she had

seen a lion, and her mother, after scolding her

for saying what was not true, said, "Dorothy,

you must run up stairs now and ask God to

forgive you for telling that story," and Dor-

othy obediently did as she was told. In a

short time she re-appeared, and her mother

said. "Well, Dorothy, did you do as I told you

to ?" "Yes, mama, and God just said, 'Oh,

never mind, little girl, I've often mistaken that

dog for a lion myself." "—Lippincott's.

Elsie and Gladys were bedmates, and shortly

after they had been stowed away for the night

their mother in the next room heard a slight

disturbance. She had not to wait long, how-

ever, to know the cause of it all. A piping

voice called out. "Mama, how much of the bed

is Elsie to have ?"

"Why, half of it. dear." was the ready re-

sponse.

"Well, mama, is her half of it to be in the

middle ?"—Bohemian.

A French lady living in America engaged a

carpenter to do some work for her at a stipu-

lated price. She was surprised later to find

that he charged more than the price agreed up-

on. When she attempted to remonstrate with

him. however, her English failed her and she

said, "You are dearer to me now than when
we were first engaged."—Success.

This little story comes from a very remote
fishing village in Cornwall, and shows the In-

habitants' idea of "first aid." There had been

a wreck ; all the crew were saved ; but one

man was brought ashore unconscious.

The curate was present on the beach, and he

asked :

"How do you usually proceed In the case of

one apparently drowned ?"

And the answer promptly came, "S'arch his

pocket!."—Pearson's.

Vfrs. Newlywed (to cook, whom she had just

'1 at registry office) : "You see, my hus-

band is so very particular about his food."

It (sympathetically) : "They're all alike,

mum. Mv old man was just the same'. I never

cooked nothink to please 'im in my life."—Tit-

Blti.

"What the boy's
parent

154

"The teacher kept me in because I couldn't

find Moscow on the map of Europe," replied

Johnny.

"And no wonder you couldn't find Moscow I

It was burned down years ago. It's an outrage

to treat a child in that way I"—Nashville In-

dependent.

"I never was glad for this impediment in my
speech but once," said the man from the coun-

try, who was in to see the town.

"When was that ?"

"Fe-fe-fellow asked me h-h-how much I would

take for a-a horse, and, while I-I-I was t-try-

ing to tell him s-sixteen pounds, he offered me
f-fifty."—Washington Star.

"Is that the same motor-car that you had

last year ?"

"Exactly, except the body and three of the

wheels."—Life.

"Yes. Granma, when I graduate, I intend fol-

lowing a literary career—write for money, you

know." ^
"Why, Willie, my dear, you haven't done any-

thing else since you've been at college."

—

Princeton Tiger.

"What is the honeymoon, pa ?"

"Well, the honeymoon is the only period in a

man's life during which he considers it funny

to come home and find that his dear little wife

hasn't dinner ready in time."—Ladies' Home
Journal.

Stewardess : "Madam. I've attended to you
the best I know how, supplied every want, but

you are still unsatisfied. What do you want
now ?"

Seasick Lady Passenger : "I want the earth."

—N. Y. Times.

"Hubby," said the observant wife, "the jani-

tor of these flats is a bachelor."

"What of it ?"

"I really think he is becoming interested

our oldest daughter."

"There you go again with your pipe dreams !

Last week it was a duke."—Everybody's.

in

"I've just figured out how the Venus de Milo

came to lose her arms."
"How ?"

"She broke them off trying to button her

shirtwaist up the back."— Judge.
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Doctor's Book Free
Toany man who will mail me this coupon I will send free (closely sealed) my finely illustrated hook regarding

the cause and cure of diseases. This book is written in plain language, ami explans many secrets you should
know. It tells how you can cure yourself in the privacy of your own home without the use of drugs.

Don't spend another cent on doctors and their worthless medicines.
Nature's remedy cures to stay cured. You should know about it.

If you suffer from weakness of any kind, rheumatism, lame back, sciatica, lumbago, debility, drains, loss of
power or stomach, kidney, liver or bowel troubles, you must not fail to get this book.

Don't wait another minute.

Mr. Frank Vinall, Hespeler, Ont., says: "Your Belt oured me completely of pains in the back,
and I would not be without it."

Alex. Colter, Blind River, Ont., says: "I have much pleasure in saying: that I was oured by

your Belt. I have not used It for over a year now and the pains in my chest have not returned,

neither am I bothered with the severe pains in the stomach as formerly. I have recommended
your Belt to others, and wish you all the success you deserve."

these testimonials. Don't make any difference whether you know thai Dr. McLaughlin's Hdt cured them or
n >i . Give me reasonable security. I will arrange the Belt and send it to you and you

Pay When You Are Cured.

Call or Send for this Book To-day.

If you can't call, cut out this coupon
and mail it to me to-day. I will send
yon my sl-page book, together with
price list, prepaid, free Advice and
consultation free, 'all if you can.

Office hours: :• a.m. to 5.30 \< m.
Wed. and Siit. to 8.30 p m.

Dr. M. H. McLaughlin
214 St. James St. Montreal, Can.

Dear Sir,— Please send me, postpaid, your free book-

NAME

ADDRESS

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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The Viavi Movement Nearer Home
What this wonderful treatment is doing quietly but effectively right here in Canada.

THE Viavi Natural Health movement
about which our readers have seen a

couple of interesting articles repro-

duced in previous issues from the Columbus
Medical Journal, it may not be generally

known has invaded Canada and is doing a

noble work among hundreds of men and
women who have found no means of per-

manent relief until they tried this treatment.

Perhaps the chief reason for the move-
ment not being more known is that they do

not advertise. Dr. Law. the head of the

Viavi Co.. having the natural modesty of

the professional physician towards undue
publicity. Their good work, therefore, is

made public almost solely by word of

mouth, passed from one to another of those

who have been helped or heard of friends

being helped by this treatment. It is these

quiet movements, however, that demand the

respect of the better thinking public, and
even if slower, the progress is more sure

and carries with it the greater stability.

The Canadian headquarters of the move-
ment are in Montreal and Toronto, whilst

busy offices are also located in Winnipeg,
London. Hamilton, and, in fact, all the cities

of the Dominion. At all these places will

be found faithful, enthusiastic and thor-

ily trained exponents of the treatment.

And. in addition to this, many of the small

ns and vill visited at regular in-

d assistants, and from

whom those unable to come to the cities

can obtain the benefit of proper information.

The unfailing carC&nd interest taken by
the Viavi Company in its patrons is worthy

of special mention. Though usually the

patron is provided with sufficient of the

treatment to bring about a cure, or, at least,

tual aid, according to the diagnosis of

the r or six months' treat-

ment i. yel the officers of the company never

hi of them until it is known thai

ual bi nefit has been received if, hu-
manly possible, i patienl is em
his or her especial case immediately comes
before tl i nal attention of the head of

this great institution. By regular corre-

spondence the progress of the patron is

watched and advised from headquarters,

whilst the local officers, by personal attend-

ance, etc., assist in the general conduct.

Just another word about the treatment

itself. It is as explained in the previous

articles, a simple, thorough and efficacious

method of assisting nature. It is self-evi-

dent to everyone that if nature is doing its

work properly in all parts of the body there

is no need of a physician and disease germs
which are said to be floating about in the

atmosphere have no terrors for the normally
healthy. It is when one part or another of

that delicate machinery of the body gives

out. or when nature abused by overwork,
worry or excess, fails to do its work pro-

perly, that disease steps in. To prevent this

is the duty of everyone who cares anything
for their health. An ounce of prevention is

worth a pound of cure, and only by keeping
nature built up are we assisting in this pre-

vent ion. The physician consulted in time,

will invariably attack the cause rather than

the effect. Even the patent "cure all" medi-

cine companies are constantly urging upon
us the importance of getting the system
built up to resist disease. Tt is just here

that Viavi steps in and in a mild, authorita-

tive way of its own follows oul the general

recognized rule of assisting nature to assist

itself. By use. therefore, of the Viavi

treatment tired and wornout men and wo-
men, arc helped towards new life and
health, by the rebuilding of the blood and

nervous force so essential to the full enjoy-

of life's blessings. Gently, perhaps

slowly, but surely nature is assisted by its

use to the resumption of its natural func-

tions.

The Viavi company have scores of testi-

monials from reputable people in all parts

of the world, many of them telling of mar-
velous results obtained by the treatment

righl here in Canada. They do not publish

in the press or even as circulars, but

they may be seen by interested parties call-

ing at any of their offi<

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busv Man's Maerazine.
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"Order is Heaven's first law"

NATIONAL
BUSINESS
SHOW

Massey Hall, Toronto

Week of NOV. 16th
A representative exhibition of the leading manufactures

in office appliances and business systems, including the most
recent labor-saving devices.

COMPETITIONS
I. TYPEWRITING

(a) Open Event
(b) Canadian Championship
(c) Novice Event

II. ADDING MACHINES
(a) Open Event
(b) Bank Clerks

For Particulars Please Write

THE TREASURER, MASSEY HALL, Toronto
or

H. R. WOOD, Secretary and Manager, Stair Bldg., Toronto

When writing advertisers, kindly mention Busv Man's Magazine.
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GLOBE HOTEL
ALBANY, N.Y.

Two Blocks from Capital, and Located at

STATE AND PEARL STS.

NEW MANAGEMENT

Excellent Restaurant and Cafe attached

American and European Plans

Moderate Prices

Send for Post Card and Particulars

f. k. Mclaughlin

WHEN IN

BALTIMORE
STOP AT THE

9^Sk^
HOTEL
JOYCE
EUROPEANO

»<Ktwf

130 Rooms
Elegantly
Furnished

Unexcelled
Cuisine

Rooms
with Bath
and en Suite

Centrally Located
Opposite Camden
Station Main Depot
B. & O. R. R.

Rate* $1.00 per Day and Upwards

SEND FOR BOOKLET

HOTEL JOYCE
Baltimore, Md.

When in St. Paul

Stop at

The Aberdeen
Hotel

St. Paul's iMost Exclusive Hotel

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

300 Rooms with Baths

European, $2.00 per day and up

Canadians

In the

Mediterranean

1 am open for
engagements to
take tourists in-

to any part or
Spain, Portugal
and Morocco.
Thorough ly

familiar with all

the sights. Have
taken some
Canadians to
interesting parts
seldom seen bv
even experi-
enced tourists.
Terms very re-

asonable. By
arranging in

advance can
meet the
steamer and
take parties.
For tourists
whose time is

limited, I can, it

they arrange
with me in ad-
vance, show
them the princi-
pal places of in-
terest in South-

ern Spain and Morocco, and bring them back in time to
proceed by the next steamer, a week later. For those
with more time I have very interesting trips lasting from
one to three months. Reference by permission to the
Editor, The Busy Man's Magazine.£m\o

JOSEPH BUZAGL0, Family Conner. Gibraltar

Entrance lo Alhambra,
the Kinii ol the Spanish Gipsies.

When writing advertise™ kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
New and Absolutely Fire-proof

Corner Adams Avenue and Park Street

EVERY
R<>< >M
HAS A
PRI
VATE
BATH.

European Plan. Rates : $1.50 per Day and Up.
L. W. TULLER, Proprietor. M. A. SHAW, Manager

Hotel St. Francis
(Late the Oriental)

Yates and Government Streets

VICTORIA, B.C.

Most Central Location in

City.

Remodelled and Refitted Throughout

Everything First Class

Entire Change of Ownership

and Management

American Tourist Patronage Solicited

J. E. MUSGRAVE, Prop.

Tire LENOX HOTEL
IN

BUFFALO

MODERN. HIGHEST GRADE. FIRE PROOF.
UNEXCELLED SERVICE THROUGHOUT.

OUR OWN RAPID ELECTRIC CAR'
RIAGES, EXCLUSIVELY FOR PAT-
RONS, operate continuously every few minutes
from Hotel through Business District and to all

Depots, for principal trains.

EUROPEAN PLAN
$1.50 per day up.

QEORQE DUCHSCHBRER, Prop.

MEET ME AT
THE. COLLEGE INN

under the Albany, New York's Leading Rathskeller, a place
to eat, drink and be merry. Music.

ROBERT P. MURPHY, Proprietor.

HOTEL ALBANY
41st St. and Broadway, - - - NEW YORK
Remodelled, Handsomely Furnished, New Throughout

Absolutely fireproof. In the heart of the city. Five
hundred Rooms. Three hundred Bath Rooms.

European plan. Cuisine unexcelled.

Gentlemen's Cafe. Ladies' Restaurant, and Moorish
Rooms. Popular Prices. Plenty of life but home-like.

$ 1 .00 per Day and up. Send for Booklet.

When writing advertisers, kindly mention Busy Man'i Magazine.
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NEVA/ TRAILS TO THE

CANADIAN GAME LANDS

Before the six railways of the Canadian Northern System followed the old fur trails into the Can-

adian same lands, only a hardy few dared to go in. Rut now, the back places of the woods—wealthy
in moose, caribou, deer and bear—may be quickly and easily reached. The Canadian Northern

system serves a wide range of undisturbed territories. Here are a few suggestions :
—

The country between Parry Sound and Sudbury, traversed by the CANADIAN NORTHERN
ONTARIO RAILWAY, is aland of lonely muskeg and brule, the native country of the white-

tailed deer. From Sudbury north to Sellwood this same line goes in through a moose hunting

territory un-equalled in Ontario.

The CANADIAN NORTHERN QUEBEC and QUEBEC AND LAKE ST. JOHN RAIL-
WAYS span the native country of the ouananiche, northern brook trout, and the spruce shored lakes

of the Roberval country, where moose and caribou abound.

The eastern shore of Nova Scotia, from Yarmouth to Halifax, is served by the HALIFAX and

SOUTH WESTERN RAILWAY. On the barrens, slightly inland from the railway, are some of

the best places for big moose in the east.

THE INVERNESS RAILWAY skirts the coast of Cape Breton Island, serving an un-tamed

territory rich with big game.

THE CANADIAN NORTHERN RAILWAY, from Port Arthur to Edmonton, with many
branches, griddles almost undisturbed haunts of moose, caribou, deer, wolves, bear, and all species

of four-footed and feathered game.

For information—general and special—address the Information Bureau, Canadian Northern

Railway, Toronto.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.



Mainly About Ourselves

iX
PRESENTING this Christmas Number of

The Busy Man's Magazine to our readers,

we do so with best wishes for their health

and happiness during the approaching Yule-tide

season. We have endeavored to compile a maga-
zine of general interest, with some article or

sketch to suit every taste. We have selected

two admirable stories, several character sketches,

one or two technical articles, one or two lit-

erary articles, a hygienic article and a couple

of interesting papers for women. In the de-

partment of "Men and Events." we have ex-

tended its scope to include not only Canadians,

but men in the public eye all around the

world, and not only events in Canada, but

• vents in Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia.

We have introduced a strong holiday feature

in the special section of Christmas advertising,

which appears in the forefront of the magazine.

This section, printed on special paper, is placed

in the forefront of the magazine, where it will

give the best impression. It is the hope of the

publishers that the suggestions therein con-

tained will be utilized by readers of the maga-
zine to the fullest possible extent.

And when we are talking of suggestions for

holiday gifts, do not overlook the magazine
itself. What could make a more suitable pres-

ent for almost anybody than a copy of The
Busy Man's Magazine ? Intended as it is to

suit every taste and every purse, it will fill in,

when other gifts fail to suggest themselves.

The magazine in 1909 will be better than ever.

With each issue we are strengthening our posi-

tion. New subscribers mean increased revenue

and increased revenue means a bigger and bet-

ter publication. So. reader, you need have no

hesitation in giving the magazine as a present

even to your most critical friend.

One of the brightest and cleverest features of

this issue is undoubtedly the story by 0. Henry,

which we reprint from the American Magazine.

In 0. Henry and F. P. Dunne (Mr. Dooley) the

American has two of the wittiest writers of the

day. Both contribute to each number of that

magazine and both are well worth reading. 0.

Henry writes semi-business stories that are rich

in humor. What could be more clever than his

take-oft" on Hetty Green and his stenographer

slang in "The Enchanted Profile" ?

This is a subject which is being brought fori

to public attention at the present time, not
only by an alarming number of accidents on
our own railroads, but by the agitation of

patent safety device manufacturers, who are
seeking to interest the public in their devices
through the medium of newspaper advertis.
ments. It is the expectation of the publishers
to supply information in future numbers about
the working of these various schemes.

The number, as usual, devotes considerable
space to character sketches of successful men.
The Canadians, who have received honors at
the hands of their sovereign are specially re-
ferred to. Hamar Greenwood. M.P., the young
Canadian, who has entered British politics, is

the subject of a special study. And there is the
story of "Oscar's" life and his rule of success,
that will give ideas to others. We always con-
tend that this feature in the magazine is one
of the strongest.

It might be interesting to present a forecast
of some of the articles now in preparation for
the magazine which will appear early in the
New Year. "Cobalt and Its Silver Treasures"
will bring the story of this wonderful region
down to date. "Our National Art Gallery,"
"Our Canadian Navy." "Our Secret Service,"
and "The Headquarters Staff of the Canadian
Army,' will be four articles appearing in suc-
cessive issues and dealing with phases of na-
tional life. "China and Canada" will treat of

a most vital subject to our national welfare.
"The Taking of Winter Vacations" and "The
Effectiveness of Concrete Dwellings" will dis-

cuss live topics that will interest every Cana-
dian. "F. S. Coburn and His Work" will

throw light on a young artist who has helped
to make the late Dr. Drummond's poems still

more effective. "The Penuriousness of Rich
Canadians" will disclose a feature of Canadian
life which is not entirely to the credit of our
wealthy men. These are but a few of the live

subjects to be dealt with in early issues.

Another notable feature of this number Is the

article on "Preventing Railroad Accidents."

Our frontispiece this month h: s n. re than a
passing interest. It will be the first of a Feries

which will depict scenes in Canadian nistory, as
well as the work of Canadian artists. The
story attaching to the reproduction of "The
Death of Wolfe" this month is told elsewhere.

It Is full of interest and will bring renewed
attention to this wonderful picture.

THE EDITOR
17
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Your Christmas Feast is Incomplete

without

E.D.S. BRAND
PRESERVED PEACHES

Absolutely pur e

—

Unusually delicious

and appetizing.

3>S

All Grocers Sell Them.

Made only by

E. D. Smith
at his

Fruit Farms
WINONA
ONTARIO

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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Some Men and Events in the Public Eye

By S. A. Warner

RANSACKING round in an old artist's

studio in Brompton Road, London,
some few months ago, a Canadian

antiquarian, Mr. J. M. Simpson, of Toron-
to, collected a mass of curios, which he
purchased and brought out to Canada.
Among the odds and ends was an old cop-

per plate, black with age. At first it was
laid aside, no one dreaming that it was
more than scrap metal. The antiquarian

spirit being strong in Mr. Simpson, he ex-

amined it more closely the other day and
scraping off a little of the accumulated
dirt, came upon some color underneath.

His interest aroused, he set eagerly to

work to clean the plate. What was his

astonishment to find gradually disclosing

itself a painting and no ordinary painting

at that ! Finally there stood revealed to his

astonished eye Sir Benjamin West's master-

piece, "The Death of General Wolfe."
Xow "The Death of General Wolfe" in

its supposedly original form is a life-size

painting, the property of the Duke of West-
minster. This painting was exhibited a

few years ago in Toronto at the National

Exhibition, occasioning intense interest. It

was painted by Sir Benjamin West at the

command of King George III., about the

year 1771, and now hangs in the Grosvenor
Gallery.

Contrasting the plate in Mr. Simpson's

possession with the larger painting, it is

immediately clear that the former is no
mere copy of the latter. In fact, it is un-

questionably the work of the artist himself,

for the smaller painting is full of life, and,
in several respects, excels the larger

painting.

It is tolerably certain that before Sir

Benjamin West painted the large picture,

he had painted a small one. It was the

small one which the King saw and which
occasioned his command that the artist

make a life-size copy. There seems little

reason to doubt that the real original of the

famous painting is the one now in Toronto.

The frontispiece shows West's masterpiece.

Sir Benjamin West, though he lived

most of his life in England, was an Ameri-
can by birth, being a native of Springfield.

Penn., where he was born in 1738. In his

youth he traveled a good deal, but settled

in England in 1763. He was introduced by

the Archbishop of York, for whom he had

executed an historical painting, to King

George III. The King became his stead-

fast patron and gave him commissions for

manv years. In 1772 he was made histori-

cal painter to the King, and in 1790 sur-

veyor of the royal pictures. He was one

of four selected to draw up a plan of the

Royal Academy, was one of its original

members, and succeeded Sir Toshua

Reynolds in 1792 as its president. West's

picture? numbered about 400. of which

"The Death of General Wolfe" is conceded

to be his best. In this painting West de-

parted from the custom of the artists of

the day, of giving the characters Greek or
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win, has -l.i-i It

Lord Northcote

tired from t he < fo> en
\ asl t;i I i;i.

ir • leneralship

Roman costumes. Reynolds, who had en-

ured to dissuade him, later said: "I

retract my objections. I foresee that this

picture will not only become one of the

most popular, but will occasion a revolu-

tion in art." Woolett's plate after this

work had the largest sale of any engraving
dern times.

Northcote have just

irough Canada on their way home
ngland from Australia, when- during

the ;• rs Lord Northcote has held

nor-General. Interest in

couple in ( anada is inti

I ,ady Northcote's connec-
\ith that distinguished Canadian p
Mount Stephen, she being his adopted

The Northcoti intensely

popular in Australia, and no little credft for

Lady North
• irtJ of tin- women of the

h particularly. < )l her, the

er, Mr Vlfred I >eakin, said : "Lady
• has doi for the women of

ralia 'ban any one of her own sex or

fusl before 1 ad} North-
22

cote left Melbourne the women of that city

honored her by a remarkable demonstra-

tion of spontaneous affection. In the mid-

dle of a Sunday afternoon they gathered in

thousands from all parts of the city and
suburbs, and marched, a great and irregular

army, up the drive of Government House.
They represented every class—women
prominent in society, scores of mothers
bearing in their arms babies which had been

sheltered at Lady Northcote's creches, hun-

dreds of factory girls. And as Lady North-

cote, deeply moved, appeared on the bal-

cony, thousands of voices were lifted in

"God be with you till we meet again."

Possessing tact, energy and ability in the

performance of duty, a man recognized as

one of the most zealous and efficient offi-

cers that the Imperial authorities have ever

sent to Canada, Major-General Percy
Henry Noel Lake, retiring Inspector-Gen-

eral of the Canadian militia, is one of the

two military men upon whom birthday

honors from King Edward were lately be-

stowed. This is the second occasion that a

decoration has been conferred upon the gal-

lant soldier. Three years ago he was made
a Companion of the Order of St. Michael
and St. George, and now he has been creat-

ed a Knight Commander of the Order. Sir

Lady Northcote

Who Is an Adopted Daughter of Lord Mountstephen.
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Percy Lake's career, both at home and
abroad, is full of interest and incident.

Early in life he was fired with the military

spirit, and since his college days he has

spent all his time in the service of the

Empire. He has won distinction in many a

fierce conflict. Beside his recent decora-

tions, he wears the Afghan medal, the

Egyptian medal with two clasps, and the

Egyptian bronze star. His first Canadian
appointment was in 1893, when he was
made Quartermaster-General, a post which
he held for five years. He was appointed

different capacities in Egypt, Ireland, Can-
ada, India and at Army Headquarters in

England. In active operations he was en-
gaged in the Afghan War from 1888-89,
being Assistant Field Engineer with the
South Afghanistan Field Force. He was
also with the Soudan Expedition in 1885,
as well as at Suakin, Hasheen and Tofrek,
and the advance on Tamai.

Another military man to be honored by
his Sovereign is Brigadier-General D. A.
Macdonald, who holds the position of

The Meighen Residence in Montreal

Formerlj the Home of Lord Mountstephen, where Lady Northcote Lived before her Marriage.

Chief of the General Staff of Canada in

1894, and has occupied that position ever
since. He entered upon military service as
a sub-lieutenant in the 59th Foot in 1873,
and two years later he was promoted lieu-
tenant. In 1881 he was transferred to the
East Lancashire Regiment, in which he ob-
tained his captaincy in 1883. His subse-
quent promotions were: Major, July,
1891 ; Lieutenant-Colonel, 1899; Colonel,
1902: Brigadier-General, 1904; Major-
General, 1905. Sir Percy has served in

Quartermaster-General in the Militia Coun-
cil of Canada. Brigadier-General Macdon-
ald was born in 1845, an^ *s a son °f the

late A. E. Macdonald, Deputy Clerk of the

Crown and Register of the Surrogate
Court at Cornwall, Ont. He married in

1876, Mary, second daughter of the late

Hon. Mr. Justice Richardson, of the Su-
preme Court of the Northwest Territories.

He served during the Fenian Raids of 1866

and the Red River Rebellion of 1870, re-

ceiving a medal with two clasps. He also

23
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served in the Northwest Rebellion of 1885
and received another medal. He holds the

long service medal. He was for some time
Chief Superintendent of Military Stores
and Director-General of Ordnance, and
since 1904 has been Quartermaster-General
of Ordnance. In 1903 he received the

I.S.O. He has now been created a C.M.G.

Royal recognition of Canadian journal-
ism has been somewhat tardy. When one
considers the great educative value of the
Canadian press in

building up and
extending the ma-
terial wealth and
prosperity of the

country, when we
behold the papers
taking hold cheer-

fully and devot-
ing valuable space
and time to the
promotion of
charitable projects
and in other vari-

ous ways actively
bettering of the

engaged in the
conditions that
surround mankind
one cannot help
but feel that there
is no honor, how-
ever high, that
:ould not be fit-

tingly bestowed
upon any one of

U r well-known
Canadian journ-
alists.

The Knight-
hood bestowed on

ir I [ugh ( rraham
'ii the King's birthday is probabl) the

thai has e\ er come to a < Canadian
paper man as a newspaper man. Sir
h is the Owner of the Montreal Star.

He )- 'It-- son of a Scotch settler in the
tiships, and was born at

Athelstan, Huntingdon County, in [848.
Mr. Graham began life as a writer, bul

lily turned his attention to the DUsi-
ld of new paper work, and aftei

some preliminary and preparatory work.
such a becoming secretary treasurer of

King's Birthday Honors

The Retiring Inspector-General of the Canadian Militia,
ah ll' in

1 Lake, who baa been created K.< l.M.G.

the Montreal Gazette when he was twen-
ty, he launched, in company with several

associates, the Montreal Evening Star.

That was in January, 1867, almost forty

years ago. He soon secured complete
control, and the Star of to-day with its

great circulation and influence in Eastern
Canada is Mr. Graham's life-work. Sir

Hugh has been generally on the Con-
servative side in politics, but during the

past year or two the Star has been prac-

tically neutral.

The handsome new
building of the
Canadian Military

Institute wr h i c h

was recently open-
ed in Toronto, is

an ideal military

home unsurpassed
in appointments
and comfort. The
cost of the struc-

ture was in the

neighborhood o f

$20,000, the funds
being raised by
the officers of the

different units and
a 'few generous
friends. The Can-
adian Military In-

stitute was form-

ed in 1890 by a

group of officers

headed by Brig-

adier - General
'then Lieut.-Col-

onel) W. D. Ot-
ter, for the pur-

pose of providing

a headquarters for

the study of mili-

tary science, the
giving of lectures on military subjects
by authorities in the various arms of the

service and affording a social military cen-
tre. Its purpose and object are by no means
local, the Institute being intended for head-
quarters where all military men in Canada
could gravitate when in Toronto. Officers
are now on its membership roll who live on
the Atlantic as well as on the Pacific Coast.
The library, comprising histories, military

text books and the proceedings of scientific

military clubs and institutions, is one of the
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King's Birthday Honors

The Canadian Press Honored in the Person of Sir Hugh
Graham. K.B.. Proprietor of the Montreal Star.

most valuable and complete in America
owing largely to the erudition and energy
of L. Homfray Irving, the Honorary Li-

brarian. It contains over 3,000 volumes.

In a word, it may be said that the Institute

represents the scientific aims of the service

in the same manner as the United Service

Institution and other organizations in

Great Britain. The conveniences and ac-

commodation of the new building are ample
and admirable, and among them it may be

noted that there are bedrooms available for

the use of officers passing through or tem-

porarily in Toronto. These apartments are

designated by such names as "Detroit,"

"Chateauguy" and "Chrysler's Farm," thus

affording a home for traveling military

visitors in which there is an atmosphere
both cheerful and congenial.

The gorgeous uniform of the Life Guards
will soon be seen in Canada, if all reports

are correct. There is a well-founded rumor,
emanating from headquarters at Ottawa,
that a new corps is soon to be formed in

the Capital, and that this corps will wear
the uniform of the Life Guards. Sir

Frederick Borden is to place the new com-
mand under his son-in-law , Leslie Macoun.
one of the prominent members of the

younger set in Ottawa. The illustration

shows a company of the Second Life

Guards in London, drawn up for inspec-

tion. The uniform is a very brilliant one
and when introduced into Canada will un-
doubtedly create a sensation.

A Canadian" woman who has brought
honor to her native country, her art and
her profession, is Miss Christie Macdonald.
In the sphere of musical comedy and comic
opera she has, by dint of genius, ability and
perseverance, rapidly made her way to the

front. Nova Scotia is the Province which
claims her as a loyal daughter, that sea-

girt section of Canada which has given to

the world, and to the Dominion in par-

ticular, so many sons that have won renown
as statesmen, theologians and heads of great

seats of learnings. Now, in a totally dif-

ferent sphere, has the historic County of

Pictou, the birth place of Miss Macdonald,
had honor brought to its borders. As the

leading lady in that delightful musical

comedy, "Hook of Holland," which Frank
Daniels is presenting, she was, during her

recent tour of the Dominion, accorded an
enthusiastic reception in all the leading

cities. Coming from a cultured family,

thoroughly artistic in temperament, the pro-

gress of Miss Macdonald is in a measure
simply the natural development of youthful

proclivities ; the fruition and expansion of

Kings Birthday Honors

,Brigadier-Genera] I). A. Macdonald. Quartermaster
General of th<- Canadian Militia, is now a C.M.G.
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A Uniform Soon to be Seen on Canadian Soldiers

The Uniform of the Life Guards to be Worn by a New Ottawa Regiment.

a nature that takes kindly and sympatheti-

cally to the art of which she is such a gifted

votary. Her mother, Miss Jessie Macken-
zie, one of the most beautiful women of her

day, was a vocalist of no mean merit. The
sons were noted for their musical talent,

but the daughter has become the brilliant

exponent of an endowment which has en-

riched the profession which she adorns and

added to the galaxy of Canadian actresses

which includes Julia Arthur. Margaret
\nglin, Roselle Knott and a few others

whose name-; cam be readily recalled. Miss

lonald has studied in Huston, \ew
York and other art centres under distin-

guished masters. Her voice is a lyric

soprano o larm and sweetness. Her
intonation and expression are admirable. In

the most ambitiot i
- well as in

tender l< g or the sentimental

ballad thoroughly at home. Her
are, rich and artless, captures

appi and she immediately win
way to the he her auditors. Her first

appearam i in pul .•.
:

tli Francis Wil-
I .itrinda" in "I tail" a King." She

next in the title role

26

"Princess Minutteza" in "The Bride Elect."

Subsequently she scored triumphs in the

role of "Princess Sheik" and in "Hodge
Podge." Later she rejoined Francis Wil-
son's Company as prima donna in "The
Toreador," and now she is starring with

that drollest of comic opera exponents,

Frank Daniels.

Who is Dr. Andrew MacPhail, who
writes such severe criticisms of the Ameri-
can woman in the London Spectator? Dr.

MacPhail is a Montrealer. He is a well-to-

do physician, interested in politics and
literature. He is the man behind the Uni-
versity Magazine, Canada's best effort in

high-class literary journalism. He has

written at least one novel, and numerous
essays. Bui when he undertakes to criticize

American women, he raises the ire of the

fair sex. \ writer in a recent issue of a

Canadian newspaper voices the sentiments

of outraged womanl d thus: "Dr. Mac-
I'hail is a logical writer. If one reads any
political or literary articles written by him
one is immediately struck by the clearness

of his thought as much as by the elegance
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of his style. Then one picks up his article

on Woman—and one realizes how hopeless

it is to expect any man, however sane his

utterances on politics or literature may be,

to discourse intelligently on Woman. In

one breath he discourses eloquently on her

idleness; in the next, he refuses indignant-

ly to allow her any outlet for that idle-

ness save manual labor. He hints that she

is an awful fool—woman taken collectively,

that is—quite unfit for a professional or a

political career, but capable of bearing chil-

dren ; and neglects to notice that well-

known and generally acknowledged fact

that the sons of a family are far more apt

to resemble their mother than their father

and that, consequently, a woman who has

never used her brain or her will but has

spent her life in obediently kow-towing to

the nearest male is almost certain to give

birth to a male as foolish and weak as her-

self.

"But this is logic, and what have 'the

logical sex' to do with logic where women
are concerned. 'Any stone will do to throw

at a dog' and any old saw will do to throw
at a woman if she attempts to reason with
a man.

"How often one hears that 'a woman's
business in life is to be a wife and mother.'

How beautifully true ! but why does no one
reply 'A man's business in life is to be a

husband and father.' Is that not equally

true? but what a nonentity would we think

of a man who was nothing but a husband
and father ! The stupidest and most limited

man is at least required to understand some
business ; and even if he knows nothing in

the universe except that business he is ex-

pected to give a vote and have a voice in

the affairs of the nation.

"If we take Dr. MacPhail's article seri-

ously we must logically conclude that wo-
men are the only people entitled to vote.

As they have nothing else to do they have

plenty of time on their hands in which to

give that serious attention to politics which
the busy life of a man denies him.

"But this is logic and what have 'the

3TJ flUff
111 III
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The Sutton Sisters -May, Florence and Ethel

TheMofll Famous Tennis-Playing Women.

logical sex' to do with logic where women
are concerned?"

The fame of the Sutton sisters as tennis

players has become international. It is un-

usual to find a family of players all of about

equal skill and all of championship calibre.

Miss Florence Sutton was champion of the

Pacific States in women's singles and
doubles and mixed doubles in 1907. Miss

Ethel Sutton (now Mrs. B. O. Bruce) was
hampion with her sister, Florence, of

:.ates in women's doubles and
mixed doubles in 1907. There is also an-

other sister, Violet, who .since her marriage
has not played lawn tennis publicly. She

second in strength to her re-

doubtable sister, May. Two of the Sutton

rs -Miss May Sutton and Mrs. P>. O.

Bruce—already play golf, but only in the

intervals of lawn tennis. Mrs. Bruce won
a trophy in the mixed foursomes at the an-

nual golf tournament at Del Monte, Cali-

fornia, in [907, and already shows much
aptitude for the game.

: m natural to assume that the

leaders of the woman's suffrage movement
ngland were of the Carrie Nation stamp

of person. In picturing to the mind the at-

- on the Houses of Parliament, the
28

struggles with policemen and all the other

incidents in the fight for women's rights,

we are prone to think of the warfare as

being waged by big raw-boned women,
strong rather than beautiful, mannish rather

than feminine. But that this is far from
being the case is abundantly proven by a

glance at the portrait of Miss Christabel

Pankhurst, one of the younger leaders of

the suffragettes. In company with her

mother and Mrs. Drummond she has
martyred herself for the cause and is now
serving a ten weeks' sentence in prison as

a result of ultra-enthusiasm. She is cer-

tainly one of the most interesting and at-

tractive supporters of the movement. She
is young and pretty, and if in these topsy-

turvy days the sex does gain the vote and
subsequently the House, she may yet be

seen leading a feminine Government. At
the trial at Bow Street she spoke for forty

minutes in her own defence, and is said to

have wept copiously. Max Beerbohm, de-

scribing the trial, writes: "Her voice is

charmingly melodious, and the art with

which she manages it seems hardly com-
patible with its still childish ring. And her

face, still childish too, is as vivid and as

variable as her voice, whose inflexions have
always their parallel in her eyes and mouth.
\nd not there merely. Her whole body is

alive with her every meaning; and, if you

Dr. Andrew MacPhail

Thi Montreal Physician whose Criticism of American
Women has been .Much Resented.
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can imagine a very graceful rhythmic dance
done by a dancer who moves not her feet,

you will have some idea of Miss Pank-
hurst's method. As she stood there with a

rustling sheaf of notes in one hand, her

other hand did the work of twenty average
hands. But "work" is a dull term for those

can Association of General Passenger and
Ticket Agents, has been long identified with
railway work and is one of the most popu-
lar officials of the Grand Trunk. The as-

sociation which has honored him by elect-

ing him to preside over its deliberatio

the oldest railwav organization in the

A Clever Canadian Actress

Miss Christie Macdonald in the Role of Sallj Hook in "Hook of Hoi land."

lively arabesques with which she adorned
the air of the police court, so eagerly and
blithely, turning everything to favor and
to prettiness."

G. T. Bell, general passenger and ticket
agent of the Grand Trunk Railway System
and Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, who was
recently appointed president of the Ameri-

world, having been formed in Pittsburg,

Pa., March 13th, 1855. Its membership

comprises the chief passenger officers of

every important railway, coastwise and in-

land navigation company in the United

States, Canada and Mexico. Its annual

meetings afford the members special oppor-

tunities to become acquainted with each
29
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George T. Bell

Recently Elected Presidenl oftheGeneral Passenger
Agente Association of America.

other and to familiarize themselves with

the constantly expanding transportation

facilities and newly developed resorts and

sections of the North American continent.

It aims to consider questions affecting pas-

senger travel along the broadest possible

lines, and to secure uniformity and improve-

ment of methods and to extend them be-

yond the restricted limits to which the

operations of territorial passenger associa-

tions are necessarily confined.

Frolics on the stock exchange are of com-

mon occurrence when business is dull. The

pent-up excitement of the members on the

floor must find vent in some way or other,

and if there are no stocks to sell or buy,

something else exciting must be done. All

manner of pranks are indulged in.
.

The

practical joker has a rich field to work, and

it is seldom that some fun is not on foot.

ion shows one of the game-,

played by the brokers on the London Stock

Exchange. Those who play this game seek

to throw a length of the paper tape from

the tape machine over the hand-rail, which

runs round the great dome of what is known
as the Kaffir Circus. As the dome is one

hundred feet from the ground, considerable

skill and some strength are needed for the

accomplishment of the feat. The picture
30

shows a broker successfully getting his tape

over the bar.

A noticeable feature about the procession

of London's unemployed, illustrated this

month, is the youth of most of its members.

These young men who should be a bulwark

of the Empire are allowed to grow up in

haphazard style and become in many cases

idle and useless weeds. They know, as a

rule, no trade, they are undisciplined, ignor-

ant and easily led by any windy demagogue.

If every young Englishman were compelled

to learn discipline under a regular system of

training, these youths would become asset?

to their country and the problem of unem-

ployment would be to a great extent solved.

Prince Von Bulow, stands out prominent-

ly in the public eye at present. A writer

in the Graphic thus describes him: "A
fine figure of a man, upright and square-

shouldered, not more than pardonably

stout, dressed to quiet perfection, smooth

of hair and neat of moustache, he dis-

tributes perfunctory handshakes at a re-

ception in the Wilhelmsstrasse with a

benevolent dignity that nothing, you

would think, would ruffle; or standing

erect and cool in the Reichstag, facing a

savage Opposition, alert for the tiniest

slip, he drops with consummate art the

clever phrases and biting epigrams of

one of those long-prepared orations that

have won him the name of the greatest

master of meditated eloquence in Europe.

In the place of battle where Bismarck

would rage like a baited bull, his third

successor smiles and dispenses oil and

acid with well-kept hands. His speeches

are literature. They show him a man of

books as well as natural wit and finished

statecraft; it is not for nothing that he

is depicted with a pocket dictionary of

quotations in the caricatures of the

comic journals, which in Germany

are invariably against the Imperial

( lovernment.

"So much the world sees and hears;

l„ii the work by which the Prince has

won fame for his country as the land

of political miracles, his triumph of par-

liamentary genius, has been done^ behind

the si Faced by the opposition of

Socialists and Catholics, the two strong-

est parties in the Empire, he has creat-

ed and held together through crisis after
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crisis the incredible alliance of Liberals
and Conservatives which, as he reminds
them at need, stands between Germany
and ruin. If there is another man who
could have done, or can do, this, he is

undiscovered as yet. The leaders of the
Chancellor's bloc know the meaning of
the strong chin under the debonair mous-
tache ; they know perhaps that the fine

voice of the ci-devant lieutenant of Hus-
sars has not lost the notes of the par-
ade ground. Nor were strength and
skill needed only in the Reichstag. Prince
Bulow has had to work with the Em-
peror.

"Few men know more of the world
than this able aristocrat, after twenty
years of diplomacy and ten years of gov-
ernment. But one great gap exists in his
knowledge. He understands little of Eng-
land, and has not always managed to
conceal a certain lack of sympathy for
that easily misunderstood
nation. But an enemy of
England he has never been,
and when he falls—as fall

he must, and that soon—it

will not be our part to re-

joice at the disappearance of
a statesman who said, "War
is vulgar : at this time of day
the man who prevents war
is greater than the man who
wins battles." Prince Bu-
low has not been a great
Foreign Minister; it is

doubtful if the circumstances
—impulsive Imperial cir-

cumstances—would have al-

lowed any man to be so. If

he leaves the Wilhelms-
strasse now, he leaves it

with prestige a wreck. But
at least he can claim that he
has kept the peace of

Europe."

A good story is told in the
Tatler of Lord Wolseley,
whose portrait appears else-

where in this issue. Dur-
ing the recent manoeuvres
at Aldershot an elderly gen-
tleman in mufti saw a young
officer placing his men in a

position which had it been a real fight
would have been a most disastrous one,
and hastened up to him with a little ad-
vice. He was pointing out to him gently
the folly of his strategy, saying, "May I

draw your attention to the fact that you
are cutting yourself and your men off

entirely from your column, so that you
would inevitably be either cut to pieces
or taken prisoners?" when he was cut
short by the subaltern saying stiffly, "And
may I draw your attention to the fact

that I am in command here?" "I beg
your pardon," said the elderly gentle-
man humbly; "to be sure, I should have
remembered that." And he turned and
went his way. Presently the lieutenant
learned to his horror that the interfer-

ing stranger whom he had so severely
snubbed was Lord Wolseley.
Canadians will be interested in a re-

cent engagement announced in England.

A Future Prime Ministrette !

Mi— I toristabel Pankhurst, one of the Leaders of the Woman Suffrage
Movement in England.

From The Tail,
i
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It is that of Lord Charles Fitzmaurice,

son of the Marquis of Lansdowne, to

Lord Minto's youngest daughter, Lady

Violet Elliott.
* The wedding, according

to latest arrangements, is to take place

in India in January, and Lord and Lady

Lansdowne "will probably go out to Cal-

cutta for the event. Lord Charles is a

dark-haired, dark-eyed captain of

Sport on the London Stock Exchange.
QluBl rated Lond

dragoons, thirty-four years of age, and

much ohkr than his fiancee,

only nineteen. He served in the

ar, and was present at the disas-

Lord Charles has a

own, inherited from

the Fren< h a ho was Lady
ine in Scotland and Comtesse de

Flahault in 1 His remarkable re-

ce to the portraits of his French
Men giv< ion for re-

rk.

Lady Violet Elliott is very pretty, and

devoted to open-air pursuits. A perfect

horsewoman, she is often seen riding

astride at Minto, her father's seat in

Scotland. Queen Alexandra is warmly
attached to Lord Charles's mother, who
sometimes fulfils the duties of Mistress

of the Robes in the absence of her sis-

ter, the Duchess of Buccleuch. Lord

Charles is second heir to the

Lansdowne title, while his elder

brother, Lord Kerry, is without

children.

One of the interesting publica-

tions of the season in England

is Queen Alexandra's volume oi

phonographs, the "Christmas Gift

Book.".
Her Majesty has been an en-

thusiastic photographer for many
years, writes T. McDonald Ren-

dle in London Opinion, and some
splendid specimens of her work
with the camera have been shown
occasionally at the Royal Photo-

graphic Society's shows. Her
Majesty never travels without her

camera, consequently her collec-

tion of photographs is both ex-

tensive and unique. In sea views

especially the Queen's artistic in-

stinct is strongly marked.

Some years ago Her Majesty's

skill as a photographer was prob-

ably the means of averting a dis-

aster. She took a snapshot of a

train as it was passing over \Yol-

fcrton railway bridge. On de-

veloping the negative she noticed

a curve in the bridge of such pe

culiarity that she decided that

she had made a defective ex-

posure, and therefore took an-

other photograph. The strange curve

was again reproduced. The result was
shown to the King, who suspecting

something wrong, at once caused an ex-

amination to be made and the defect

i emedied.
Her Majesty is often observed taking

snapshots from one of the balconied win-

dows of Buckingham Palace overlooking

the Mall. She thoroughly enjoys the

amusement, and takes commendable care

not to waste an exposure.



The Right Hon. John Burns, M.P., in Action.

The President of the Local Government Board is very Much in the Public Eye at Present owing to Alleged
Differences with Premier Asquith on the Subject of the Relief of the Unemployed.

-The Graphic.

John* Burns' appearance and manner, and

some of his little fads and foibles, are well

enough known, according to a writer in

the Graphic. His short, massive frame has

been described as suggesting a "stunted

giant.*' His beard is now of uncompromis-
ing whiteness, and he possesses the most

fiercely expressive pair of eyebrows in

Europe. He -is the busiest-looking politi-

cian in the world. When he walks, he

looks neither to the right nor the left, yet

never is he known to

pass a friend unnotic-

ed or to leave a salute

unreturned. M r .

Burns adheres to his

bowler hat and his

reefer (save, of

course. at Court,

when, like the sensible

man he is. he "does

as Rome does"), but

the keenest sartorial

critic could find no
fault with the shape
or the cut of either,

both alike being the
work of the West
End at its carefulest.

But not for snobbish
reasons does Mr.
Burns patronize a
West End tailor ; only
because the cutters of

I

his particular establishment are Battersea

men, with votes

!

In the House Mr. Burns is wonderful.

He is rarely at rest. To follow him during

a debate in which he is interested is the

busiest of optical feats. He flits from
bench to bench, conferring with men of all

parties (he has a special penchant for chats

with Mr. Walter Long!), and when he does

sit still it is as though on thorns, in a verit-

able plantation of papers.

Parade of London's Unemployed

C
—The Graphii
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The Sultan of Turkey

The FirM Picture Taken of Him Ln Thirty years.

American M

Since he has become a Minister, Mr.
Burns has proved himself to possess quali-

which might fit him for the Foreign
( 'ffice itself. His self-control under attack

(numental. He scorns to reply in the
language in which he is attacked from the

r benches. Suave, and even polished,

with a distinct literary flavor of a modern
kind, are his speeches. Where Mr. Lloyd

rge goes to the Scriptures for his

similes, Mr. Burns has a mind for Ruskin
and Morris and Carlyle. As a traveler, he
lias not confined himself to little trips on
the Continent. Stern duty carried him, in

' ngineer days, to the Niger; he has

the United States, and most of the

pean rap::

\i:i>n. I [\.\ni>, tbe Sick Man, is the most
mysterious personage of our time. No
other lias so occupied tbe imagination of
tbe world, no otlicr has bei afed and
so hated, no other has been so much the
theme of the contemporary historian. What
titanic epithets have been burled against the

Unhappy Sultan <>f Turkey, who has reign-
ed fr.r thirty-three years, throned on the

ubjects ! Rather tall and ex-
ceedingly slender, Abdul-Hamid has the

unstudied stoop of the consumptive. His
34

face is wrinkled parchment, as if a thous-

and anxieties and suspicions had left their

impress there. His features, besides cruelty

and cunning, denote intelligence and
cowardice. The eyes, of almond shape, by
far the most interesting detail of his per-

son, are dark and piercing, aged with eter-

nal suspicion. They denote high intellect,

extraordinary intelligence, subtle refinement

and pitiless cruelty.

The thin upper lip and the thick, sensual

lower, indicate a combination of passion,

irascibility and selfishness. His nose is

aquiline, and lends to his face the appear-

ance of a bird of prey. The chin, though
hidden by a beard, is weak and indecisive.

The voice, however, belies the face. It

is marvelously subtle and insinuating,

melodious in its modulations, and full of
dulcet tones. With this remarkable voice

Abdul-Hamid has been able to seduce nearly

everybody who has approached him. even
his antagonists.—Extract from "The Sultan

of Turkey," by Nicholas C. Adossides, in

American Magazine.

Mr. Victor Grayson, the British M.P.,
who "refused to let the House proceed while

lie was in it," and got suspended for his

pains, has seen a good deal of life for a

Victor Grayson, M.P.

The young Bril Ish Socialist, who u;>~ Suspended
from t lie House of < lommons.



SOME MEX AND EVENTS IN THE PUBLIC EYE

young man of twenty-six. He is a native

of Liverpool, where, he says, he has spent

"days of wild enchantment along its won-
derful line of docks, and in the vicinity of

the Sailor's Home, gazing with thrills of

mixed fear and fascination at the weird as-

semblage of men from every land." In his

early boyhood he had a voracious appetite

for "penny bloods," and ran away to sea as

a stowaway at the age of fifteen. After this

adventure he tramped through Wales, sleep-

ing in barns, casual wards, and low lodg-

ing-houses, and begging his way with a

crowd of other tramps. Then he spent six

years as an engineers' apprentice. Aban-
doning engineering, he studied at Liverpool

University and Owens College, Manches-
ter, with a view to the Unitarian Ministry,

living meanwhile in slum dwellings at An-
coats. Here he imbibed that knowledge of

the poverty and suffering incident to the

lives of the poor which converted him to

Socialism, which he proceeded to preach
in the northern' towns during his week-
ends. His efforts culminated in the con-

quest of Colne Valley, and he entered

Parliament with a red flag programme em-
bodying the State ownership and control of

everything. Mr. Grayson has a pleasant

smile, a tremendous voice and great self-

confidence, and he talks fluently and well.

It is impossible for a man with such an
equipment to emulate Brer Rabbit, and
"lay low and say nuffin'."

Juvenile players are not so much talked

about in the press as their grown-up broth-
ers and sisters, but none the less they fill

their places in most plays to the satisfaction

of the public, who laugh at their mimicry
of older actors and overlook their lack of

experience. There is really an army of
children on the stage ranging in age from
very tender years indeed up to a point when
the transition from childhood to maturity
is an easy matter. "Baby Esmond." whose
portrait in a characteristic villainesque

pose, brightens these pages, is quite a
genius. He claims to be the youngest actor
in the world, capable of taking a special

part. He has only just reached the age of
four years and he actually earns on an aver-
age fifty dollars a week.

The choice of Durban, the chief town of
Natal, as the meeting-place for the import-
ant convention which is now discussing the
closer union of the four South African

Colonies and Rhodesia \va.> a singularly
happy one, for, as Mr. Smuts reminded his

audience the other day at the banquet in

honor of Rear-Admiral Sir Percy Scott,

"the first shot between British and Boers
was fired at Durban sixty-six years ago,
and it was very fitting that the place where
the struggle between the English and
Dutch began should be the place where
complete peace was finally to be made." For
another reason, also, the selection of Dur-
ban is to be commended, for the crucial

problem facing the convention is Unifica-

tion versus Federation, and while the other

Baby Esmond

The Youngest Actor in the World.

Colonies were generally in favor of Unifica-

tion Natal stood apart and declared for

Federation. The proceedings of the con-

vention are, of course, strictly private, but

the pleasant intercourse which has been

taking place between the delegates at Dur-
ban is slowly removing all apprehensions on
the score of Unification, and on this vital

question Natal is gradually falling into line

with the other Colonies. Other important

issues with which the convention will have

to deal are the native franchise, the choice

oi a capital, and the questions of language
35
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and the readjustment of the voting basis

throughout South Africa. The convention

was opened by Sir Matthew Nathan, Gov-
Xatal, on October 12, and it will

probably sit for three months devising a

scheme which, in his words, "will unite

them in a great nation of white people,

maintaining their virility, increasing in

number.-, and ruling over a contented native

population in the interests of all—a nation

so governed that . . . there may be

carried on through the centuries those ideals

of honesty, justice, courage and purity

which have made great the nations from
which the British and Dutch in South
Africa have sprung.''

me of the powers behind the thrones

assume quite unexpected guise. Who was
the pacificator of Algeria for France? A

ral ? a courtier? a statesman? None
<>f these. The man who gained the day for

French influence was a conjurer—Robert
1 [oudin.

The armies of France might right as vali-

antly as armies could, but there always re-

mained a mass of Algerians ready to do
battle, because the marabouts, their magic

>rs, bade them fight on. So long as

their implacable medicine men could show
miracles and wonders, so long the Algeri-

ans believed in and obeyed them, the

French Government therefore sent Houdin
;.

' Algiers to outdo them at their own game,
to display greater miracles than any of

which they were capable. Houdin was com-
pletely successful, and Algiers gave no more
trouble.

There is no Bismarck behind a European
throne to-day, though the mysterious man-
ner in which the German Emperor got hold

of the story of M. Delcasse's movements
suggests that the Iron Chancellor's methods
survive. He did not invent the system, but

he brought it to perfection, of employing a

beautiful . woman. Chief of his assistants

was the handsome, well-born Baroness de

Kaula, who obtained such an ascendency

over General de Cissey, French Minister of

War. that Bismarck had from her daily

bulletins of what had taken place in the

French Cabinet Council at Veisailles.

It was a woman who led to the degradation

of President Grew. Madame Limousin was
here the all-powerful syren. She got into

her toils a number of distinguished French
officers, who through her became concerned

in the scandal over the sale of Legion of

I [onor decorations, and by their misdoings

and disgrace led to the President's resigna-

tion.

A Bird's Eye View of Durban.

Mc.-t hi;- 1 'i.i.
.

..1 11,.
1 mv( tttlon to Discuss the < Uoser Union of, the Four South African Colonies.

The Qraphic,



Stops at the Door and Rubbers at me for Ten Minutes."—American Magazine

The Enchanted Profile

By O. Henry in American Magazine

THERE are few Caliphesses. Women
are Scheherezades by birth, predilec-

tion, instinct, and arrangement of the

vocal chords. The thousand and one
stories are being told every day by hun-
dreds of thousands of viziers' daughters to

their respective sultans. But the bow-
string will get some of 'em yet if they don't

watch out.

1 heard a story, though, of one lady

Caliph. It isn't precisely an Arabian
Nights story, because it brings in Cinder-
ella, who flourished her dishrag in another

h and country. So, if you don't mind
the mixed dates (which seem to give it an
Eastern flavor, after all), we'll get along.

In New York there is an old, old hotel.

You have seen wood-cuts of it in the maga-
zines. It was built—let's see—at a time
when there was nothing above Fourteenth
Street except the old Indian trail to Bo

and Hammerstein's office. Soon the old

hostelry will be torn down. And, as the

stout walls are riven apart and the bricks

go roaring down the chutes, crowds of citi-

zens will gather at the nearest corners and
weep over the destruction of a dear old

landmark. Civic pride is strong in Xew
Bagdad ; and the wettest weeper and the

loudest howler against the iconoclasts will

be the man (originally from Terre Haute)
whose fond memories of the old hotel are

limited to his having been kicked out from

its free lunch counter in 1873.

At this hotel always stopped Mrs. Maggie
Brown. Mrs. Brown was a bony woman of

sixty, dressed in the rustiest black, and

carrying a handbag made, apparently, from

the skin of the original animal that Adam
decided to call an alligator. She always

occupied a small parlor and bed room at

the top of the hotel at a rental of two dol-
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lars per day. And always, while she was
there, each day came hurrying to see her
many "men, sharp-faced , anxious-looking,
with only seconds to spare. For Maggie
Brown was said to be the third richest wo-
man in the world ; and these solicitous gen-
tlemen were only the city's wealthiest brok-
ers and business men seeking trifling loans

of half a dozen millions or so from the

dingy old lady with the prehistoric hand-
bag'

The stenographer and typewriter of the

Acropolis Hotel (there! I've let the name
of it out) was Miss Ida Bates. She was a
holdover from the Greek classics. There
wasn't a flaw in her looks. Some old-timer

in paying his regards to a lady said : "To
have loved her was a liberal education."
Well, even to have looked over the back
hair and neat white shirtwaist of Miss
Bates was equal to a full course in any
correspondence school in the country. She
sometimes did a little typewriting for me
and, as she refused to take the money in

advance, she came to look upon me as
something of a friend and protege. She
had unfailing kindliness and good nature;
and not even a white-lead drummer or a
fur importer had ever dared to cross the
dead line of good behavior in her presence.
The entire force of the Acropolis, from the
owner, who lived in Vienna, down to the
head porter, who had been bedridden for
sixteen years, would have sprung to her
defense in a moment.

One day I walked past Miss Bates' little

sanctum Remingtorium (or whatever make
of machine advertises in these pages), and
saw in her place a black-haired unit—un-
mistakably a person—pounding with each
of her forefingers upon the keys. Musing
on the mutability of temporal affairs, I

passed on. The next day I went on a two
weeks' vacation. Returning, I strolled

through the lobby of the Acropolis, and
saw, with a little warm glow of auld lang
syne, Miss Bates, as Grecian and kind and
flawless as ever, just putting the cover on
her Smith- i 'rem (advertising department
please correct), or whatever machine it

was. The hour for closing had come ; but
.she asked me in to sit for a few minutes
in the dictation chair. Miss Bates explain-

ed her absence from and return to the
Acropolis Hotel in words identical with or
similar to these following:

"Well, Man, how are the stories com-
ing?"

"Pretty regularly," said I. "About equal

to their going."

"I'm sorry," said she. "Good typewrit-

ing is the main thing in a story. You've
missed me, haven't you ?"

"No one," said I, "whom I have ever

known knows as well as you do how to

place properly belt buckles, semicolons,

hotel guests, and hairpins. But you've

been away, too. I saw a package of pep-

permint-pepsin in your place the other

day."

"I was going to tell you about it," said

Miss Bates, "if you hadn't interrupted me.

"Of course you know about Maggie
Brown who stops here. Well, she's worth
$40,000,000. She lives in Jersey in a ten-

dollar flat. She's always got more cash on
hand than half a dozen business candidates

for vice-president. I don't know whether
she carries it in her stocking or not, but

I know she's mighty popular down in the

part of the town where they worship the

golden calf.

"Well, about two weeks ago Mrs.
Brown stops at the door and rubbers at me
for ten minutes. I'm sitting with my side

to her, striking off some manifold copies

of a copper mine proposition for a nice old

man from Tonopah. But I always see

everything all around me. When I'm hard

at work I can see things through my side

combs ; and I can leave one button unbut-

toned in the back of my shirtwaist and see

who's behind me. I didn't look around,

because I make from eighteen to twenty
dollars a week, and I didn't have to.

"That evening at knocking-off time she

sends for me to come up to her apartment.

I expected to have to typewrite about two
thousand words of notes-of-hand, liens and
contracts, with a ten-cent tip in sight ; but

I went. Well, Man, I was certainly sur-

prised. Old Maggie Brown had turned
human.

" 'Child,' says she, 'you're the most
beautiful creature I ever saw in my life. I

want you to quit your work and come and

live with me. I've no kith or kin,' says

she, 'except a husband and a son or £wo.

and I hold no communication with any of

'em. They're extravagant burdens on a

hard-working woman. I want you to be

a daughter to me. They say I'm stingy
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and mean, and the papers print lies about
my doing my own cooking and washing.
It's a lie/ she goes on. 'I put my washing
out, except the handkerchiefs and' stockings
and petticoats and collars, and light stuff
like that. I've got forty million dollars in
cash and stocks and bonds that are as
negotiable as Standard Oil, preferred, at
a church fair. I'm a lonely old woman and
I need companionship. You're the most
beautiful human being I ever saw,' says
she. 'Will you come and live with me? I'll

hotels—they're looking for just such open-
ings.

"So I gave up my job in the hotel and
went with Mrs. Brown. I certainly seemed
to have a mash on her. She'd look at me
for half an hour at a time when I was sit-
ting, reading or looking at the magazines.
"One time I says to her: 'Do I remind

you of some deceased relative or friend of
your childhood, Mrs. Brown? I've noticed
you give me a pretty good optical inspec-
tion from time to time.'

" It came and it was $600. I saw the MIL"-American Magazine.

show 'em whether I can spend money or
not, she says.

"Well, Man, what would you have done ?

? u
0UtT l feH t0 lt And

>
t0 tell you the

truth, I began to like old Maggie. It wasn't
all on account of the forty millions and
what she could do for me. I was kind of
lonesome in the world, too. Everybody's
got to have somebody they can explain to
ahout the pain in their left shoulder and

u l
St Patent"

Ieather shoes wear out
when they begin to crack. And you can't
talk about such things to men vou meet in

You have a face,' she says, 'exactly
like a dear friend of mine—the best friend
I ever had. But I like you for yourself,
child, .too,' she says.

"And say, Man, what do you suppose she
did? Loosened up like a Marcel wave in
the surf of Coney. She took me to a swell
dressmaker and gave her a la carte to fit

me out—money no object. They were rush
orders, and madame locked the front door
and put the whole force to work.
"Then we moved to—where do you

think?—no; guess again—that's right—the
39
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Hotel Bonton. We had a six-room apart-

ment; and it cos*t Sioo a day. I saw the

bill. I began to love that old lady.

"And then, Man. when my dresses began

to come in—oh, I won't tell you about 'em

!

you couldn't understand. And 1 began to

'call her Aunt .Maggie. You've read about

Cinderella, of course. Well, what Cinder-

ella said when the prince fitted that 3 I -2A
on her foot was a hard-luck story compared

to the things 1 told myself.

'Then Aunt Maggie says she is going to

give me a coming-out banquet in the Bon-

reception unless it were given by King Ed-

ward or William Travers Jerome. They

are men, of course, and all of 'era either

owe me money or intend to. Some of their

wives won't come, but a good many will.'

"Well, I wish you could have been at

that banquet. The dinner service was all

gold and cut glass. There were about forty

men and eight ladies present besides Aunt

Maggie and I. You'd never have known

the "third richest woman in the world. She

had on a new black silk dress with so much

passementerie on it that it sounded exactly

'Throwing together a fifteen-cent kidney stew while wearing a $150 house dress ' American Magazine.

ton that'll make moving Vans of all the old

1 >utch families on Fifth Vvenue.
••

'I've been out before, Aunt Maggie,'

says I. 'But I'll come out again. Bui you

kiiMv. i. 'that this is one of the swell-

est hotels in the city. And you knov\

pardon me thai it's hard to gel a bunch

of notables together unless you're trained

for it.'

']
1 aboul that, child,' says Vunl

Maggie. 'I don'1 send out imitations—

I

I'll havi fiftj guests here that

.n't be brought again at any

like a hailstorm I heard once when 1 was

staying all night with a girl that lived in a

top-floor studio.

•'And my dress! say, Man, 1 can't waste

the words on you. It was all hand-made

lac< where there was any of it at all

—

and n cost $300. I saw the bill. The men
was all bald-headed or white-side-whisker-

1 d, and they kept up a running fire of light

repartee about 3-per-cents. and Bryan and

the cotton crop.

•a )n the left of me was something that

talked like a hanker, and on my right was
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a young fellow who said he was a news-

paper artist. He was the only—well, I was
going to tell you.

"After the dinner was over Mrs. Brown
and I went up to the apartment. We had
to squeeze our way through a mob of re-

porters all the way through the halls.

That's one of the things money does for

you. Say, do you happen to know a news-

paper artist named Lathrop—a tall man
with nice eyes and an easy way of talking?

Xo. I don't remember what paper he works
on. Well, all right.

"When we got upstairs Mrs. Brown tele-

phones for the bill right away. It came,

and it was $600. I saw the bill. Aunt
Maggie fainted. I got her on a lounge and
opened the bead-work.

" 'Child,' says she, when she got back to

the world, 'what was it? A raise of rent

or an income tax?'
" 'Just a little dinner,' says I. 'Nothing

to worry about—hardly a drop in the

bucket-shop. Sit up and take notice—

a

dispossess notice if there's no other kind.'

"But, say, Man, do you know what Aunt
Maggie did? She got cold feet. She
hustled me out of that Hotel Bonton at

nine the next morning. We went to a room-
ing-house on the lower West Side. She
rented one room that had water on the floor

below and light on the floor above. After

we got moved all you could see in the room
was about $1,500 worth of new swell

dresses and a one-burner gas-stove.

"Aunt Maggie had had a sudden attack

of the hedges. I guess everybody has got

to go on a spree once in their life. A man
spends his on highballs, and a woman gets

woozy on clothes. But, with forty million

dollars— say ! I'd like to have a picture of

—but. speaking of pictures, did you ever

run across a newspaper artist named
Lathrop—a tall—oh, I asked you that be-

fore, didn't I? He was mighty nice to me
at the dinner. His voice jusl suited me. I

guess he must have thought I 'was to in-

herit some of Aunt Maggie's money.
"Well, Mr. Man. three days of that light-

hon^ekeeping was plenty for me. Aunt
Maggie was affectionate as ever. She'd
hardly let me get out of her sight. But, let

me tell yon. She was a hedger from
Hedgersville, Hedger Count}'. Seventy-five
cents a day was the limit she set. We
cooked our own meals in the room. There
I was. with a thousand dollars' worth of

the latest things in clothes, doing stunts

over a one-burner gas-stove.

"As I say, on the third day I flew the

coop, I couldn't stand for throwing to-

gether a fifteen-cent kidney stew while
wearing at the same time, a $150 house-
dress, with Valenciennes lace insertion. So
I goes into the closet and puts on the cheap-

est dress Mrs. Brown had bought for me

—

it's the one I've got on now—not so bad
for $75, is it? I'd left all my own clothes

in my sister's flat in Brooklyn.
" 'Mrs. Brown, formerly "Aunt

Maggie," ' says I to her, T am going to

extend my feet alternately, one after the

other, in such a manner and direction that

this tenement will recede from me in the

quickest possible time. I am no worshiper

of money,' says I, 'but there are some
things I can't stand. I can stand the fabul-

ous monster that I've read about that blows

hot birds and cold bottles with the same
breath. But I can't stand a quitter.' says I.

'They say you've got forty million dollars

—well, you'll never have any less. And I

was beginning to like you. too,' says I.

"Well, the late Aunt Maggie kicks till

the tears flow. She offers to move into a

swell room with a two-burner stove and
running water.

" T've spent an awful lot of money,
child.' says she. 'We'll have to economize

for a while. You're the most beautiful

creature I ever laid eyes on,' she says, 'and

I don't want you to leave me.'

"Well, you see me, don't you? I walked

straight to the Acropolis and asked for my
job back, and I got it. How did you say

your writings were getting along? I know
you've lost out some by not having me to

tvpewrite 'em. Do you ever have 'em il-

lustrated" And* by the way, did you ever

happen to know a newspaper artist—oh,

shut up! I know T asked you before. I

wonder what paper he works on. Ct's

funny, but 1 couldn't help thinking that he

wasn't thinking about the money Ik- might

have been thinking I was thinking I'd get

from old Maggie Brown. Tf I only knew

some of the newspaper editors I'd
"

The sound of an easy footstep came from

the doorway. Ida Bates saw who it was

with her back hair comb. I saw her turn

pink, perfect statue that she was—a miracle

that I share with Pygmalion only.

"Am I excusable?" she said to me—ador-

able petitioner that die was. "It's—it's

i\
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Mr. Lathrop. I wonder if it really wasn't

the money—I wonder if, after all, he
"

Of course I was invited to the wedding.

After the ceremony I dragged Lathrop

aside.

"You an artist," said I, "and haven't fig-

ured out why Maggie Brown conceived

such a strong liking for Miss Bates—that

was? Let me show you."

The bride wore a simple white dress as

beautifully draped as the costumes of the

ancient Greeks. I took some leaves from
one of the decorative wreaths in the little

parlor, and made a chaplet of them, and
placed them on nee Bates' shining chestnut

hair, and made her turn her profile to her

husband.
"By jingo!" said he. "Isn't Ida's a dead

ringer for the lady's head on the silver

dollar?"

Did a Woman Inspire the Ferment in the Balkans ?

By a Diplomat in Cassell's Journal

THE most fascinating part of history is

that which is not written as history.

Europe was staggered by the resolu-

tion of the Emperor Francis Joseph to an-

nex to Austria-Hungary the Turkish terri-

tories of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
reason given for the act was the thinnest,

flimsiest excuse that ever accounted for an
immoral act of international character. We
know that the Emperor himself, with one
foot in the grave, could not for his own
gratification commit this robbery. Behind
him there is a sinister figure, the Archduke
Franz Ferdinand, who will succeed his

uncle as Emperor, and claim the territory

stolen from Turkey in the confusion follow-

ing her bloodless revolution.

"Tsar" Ferdinand of Bulgaria, who
achieves the impossible by making himself
king, may be giving rein to his own inordin-

ate ambition. It will not be forgotten, how-
ever, that he married six months ago; and
women are more ambitious in politics than
the most ambitious of men. It is striking

that when he visited Hungary with his new
bride last month he was received, as it was
officially announced, with "all the honors
due to a sovereign," which was what no
State dreamed of granting him when he
was the widowed petty prince of the "vol-

cano of Europe."
The map of Europe has been altered by

the secret power of women in latter-day

affairs. The Empress Eugenie has repented
long in tears and agony the part that she
plnved in France. She it was, on the

French side, who precipitated the fatal

Franco-Prussian war. Her weak, vacillat-

ing, dying husband was only the catspaw.

"This is my war," she exclaimed, delighted-

ly clapping her hands when the direful news
of the declaration came. By the strangest

coincidence it fell to her, after the brief

and bloody struggle, to determine the issue

of the war. For five-and-twenty years the

whole of Europe was kept in the dark as

to what actually happened, but two years

ago the wonderful story was laid before the

world.

Sedan had fallen, the Emperor was a

prisoner, the Empress was a refugee in

Lord Cowley's London house. Bismarck
sent a secret emissary to her, saying that if

Marshal Bazaine, then shut up in Metz
with his huge army, would declare for the

Bonapartists, he (Bismarck) would seat her

on the throne as Empress Regent. A Ger-
man representative was sent to Metz, where
Bazaine and the other French generals

agreed to the plan ; it remained only for the

Empress to say "Yes" to the offer, and
"Yes" to the proposal that Alsace-Lorraine

should be ceded to Germany.
But she said, "No ; I will not consent to

any proposal dishonorable to France ; and
rather than cede any French territory I

would prefer that I and the Imperial family

should remain in exile for ever." So the

woman who had made the war and cost the

country two provinces and an Emperor,
atoned for her folly by sacrificing a throne

which might have been hers to this hour.



Canada's New Baronet — Sir Edward Clouston

By G. W. Brock

FROM junior clerk at a salary of $200 a

year to general manager of the second

strongest financial institution in the

world—all within a quarter of a century, is

a rapid rise. The man who scaled the lad-

der, whose name is a household word in

the great arena of finance, is Sir Edward
Seabrooke Clouston, Bart., of the Bank of

Montreal. In the recent list of King's

birthday decorations conferred upon dis-

tinguished Canadians, the name of E. S.

Clouston a p p e ar s

highest among the

honors, he being

created a baronet. He
i? the second native

Canadian in recent

years to have heredi-

tary rank bestowed

upon him. The other

resident of this coun-
try receiving a similar

title is Sir Charles

Tupper, who was
raised to this degree
of honor in 1888.

While Lord Strath-

cona and Lord
Mount Stephen were
elevated to the peer-

age many years ago,

they are both Scot-

tish by birth, although

spending the major
portion of their illus-

trious and picturesque

careers on this side of the Atlantic Ocean.
A son of the late James S. Clouston,

chief factor of the Hudson Bay Company,
the new Canadian baronet was born at

Moose Factory, a typical trading post of

the then wild and unsettled West. As a
boy he was foremost in play as well as in

work. Cricket and football claimed a large

part of his leisure hours, and at both he
became proficient. He has never lost in-

terest in athletics, and is a staunch advocate
of outdoor life. It is not unusual to-day

Sir Edward S. Clouston, Bart

to see the vice-president and general man-
ager of the Bank of Montreal, golf club in

hand, on the Dixie links. He rides, motors

and engages in other open air pastimes with

all the characteristic fervor of youth. The
young men entering the service of the in-

stitution, to which he has devoted his time

and talent for the long period of forty-

three years, have always been encouraged

to go in for manly sports and to take

abundance of exercise. The Bank of

Montreal was among
the first to pay for

memberships for its

clerks in Y.M.C.A
and o^her organiza-

tions in order that

they might have the

benefit of gymnas-
i u m s, swimming
baths and reading

rooms.

What are the out-

standing characteris-

tics of Sir Edward
Clouston, his method
and manner of work,

and how did he

reach the top? are

questions of timely

interest. The newly-

created baronet is one

of the quietest ana
most unobtrusive of

men, mild mannered,
even tempered, and

retiring in disposition. He is a firm be-

liever and exponent of the gospel of hard

work. It was by intelligent, thorough,

earnest application, not by any outside in-

fluence or other extraneous circumstances

by which some directing genii of world-re-

nowned establishments are often errone-

ously credited with climbing to eminence,

that Sir Edward got there. Solely by toil,

coupled with energy, aptitude, fore of

personality and character—carefully fol-

lowing instructions, closely studying the
43
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methods of those around him and master-

ing every detail—that is the way he paved
the road for advancement. He learned and
did a little more than the other fellow,

and, when the door of promotion opened,

he was prepared to enter. He never sought

publicity, never as a subordinate tried to

foist himself on the attention of his superior

officers, but well and worthily did what he

was expected to do.

A man of few words and great reserve

power, he has always been well liked, not

only by his daily associates, but by all the

customers and friends of the bank, for his

demeanor, candor and straightforwardness.

He is not only a diligent but rapid worker,
and will get through more detail in an hour
than some men in half a day. He arrives

at the head office every morning at an early

hour, and generally labors right through
until late in the afternoon. He takes no
lunch unless called upon 'to do so at some
business gathering. At noontide while
others are thinking mostly of the bill-of-

fare, Sir Edward is thinking more of the

affairs of the bank. He has been known to

do practically a forenoon's work in the hour
when the world is lunching. He is one of
the most approachable of men. and by that

is not meant that everyone who desires to

break in upon him or discuss comparatively
trivial matters, can see him. Not by any
means. A visitor must state the nature of

'

his business to Sir Edward's private secre-
tary, and, if deemed advisable, he is ad-
mitted. He receives a pleasant greeting,

but is expected to present his proposition
or make known the character of his mission
as briefly as possible, for the time of the

general manager is precious. The caller

instinctively feels that he is in the pres-
ence of a gentleman of quiet dignity. There

it the slightest trace of pomposity or
importance about him. An answer is given
promptly but firmly, and there the inter-

view ends. There is no hesitancy aboul the

manner or tone for the grreal financier sizes

up matters quickly, his judgment is sound,
his decision accurate. Himself wasting no
time on trifles, others are not expected to

waste his. He is as unpretentious and mod-
est in dress, mien and movement as the

most unassuming merchant in the commer-
cial capital, and, while it has been said that

he comes to decisions speedily, this does
not mean that due care and caution fail to

mark his connection with all the larger

problems which he is called upon from time
to time to weigh. In all such transactions

Sir Edward is conservative and guarded.
In private life he is a lover of the fireside

and the home, a generous patron and excel-

lent critic, of fine art ; his private collection

of masterpieces is of the most valuable and
representative character. He is also deeply
concerned in hospital work, and for many
years has been a governor of the Royal
Victoria Hospital, the Fraser Institute and
other public institutions. Although a mem-
ber of several clubs he spends but little time

there. The summer months are passed at

his picturesque home at St. Ann. He
has traveled much, but it is within the

walls of the bank and directing the destinies

of that big undertaking, he finds his chief

work and pleasure.

A few days ago Sir Edward was re-

elected President of the Canadian Bankers'

Association, a position which he has filled

for some years. Of his business skill and
tact, his ability and standing as a financier,

the commercial world is conversant. He is

an authority on finance in the widest inter-

pretation of the term. By foresight and
wisdom he has not only enhanced the pres-

tige of the institution whose fortunes he
lias guided so successfully for eighteen

years, but has raised the credit of Canada
in the world centres of capital. He has

helped to place banking institutions of the

Dominion on the solid plane they are to-

day, and to him tiny are indebted for many
privileges as well as rights secured under
the Canadian Banking Vet.

We will still obey our husbands when once we have
married them ; but nothing will induce us to admit that it was
they and not we who originally conferred the favour.

Even the best of people will do things for the sake of
their principles which they would scorn to do for the sake of
their preferences; from which peculiarity of human nature
arises the spirit of persecution.



The Awful Havoc of Wreck and Fire

Preventing Accidents on Railroads

By S. O. Dunn in Technical World

F(
)R the prevention of railroad accidents,

two things are necessary, a good phy-
sical plant, and conscientious, skillful

working of the plant. The latter is the

more important. The best plant is worth-
less if inexpertly and recklessly operated.

One of the most important improvements
ever made in the equipment of American
railroads has been the instalation of auto-

matic couplers and train brakes. Twelve
years ago Congress passed the Safety Ap-
pliances Law. .requiring the instalation of

such couplers and brake-,. There is still

doubt of the constitutionality of this law.
It is therefore to the credit of the railroads

that without testing its validity in the
courts, they have complied so well with it

that, on June 30, 1907. out of 2.181,982
locomotives and cars in service, 2,059,426
had train brakes and 2.159.534 were fitted

with automatic couplers ; that out of

12.814 passenger locomotives only fifty-

eight were without automatic couplers;

that out of 43,973 passenger cars only

1. 17 per cent, were without automatic
couplers ; and that practically all passen-

ger engines and cars had train brakes.

The instalation of power brakes and
automatic couplers has cost the railroads

many millions of dollars. The automatic

coupler not only subserves the safety of

travelers, but also of employes by making
it unnecessary to go between cars to

couple and uncouple. The fact that 308
railroad employes were killed and 4,353
injured in the year ended June 30, 1907,

while coupling and uncoupling cars, illus-

trates how futile safety appliances are

when men will recklessly neglect to use

them. The engine brake, with which the

engineer can set and release the brakes on
the entire train, gives him a control over

its movements that contributes greatly to

safetv.
45
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The safety of travel has been much in-

creased by improvements in passenger

cars. Up to twelve years ago the bodies

of cars were made entirely of wood.

Now, steel underframes are being used

extensively, not only in Pullmans, but in

day coaches, and the added strength they

give to cars is a great protection to pas-

sengers. Several roads, conspicuously the

Pennsylvania System, are trying all-steel

passenger cars. There is no doubt that

the increased safety they afford will amply
compensate for the added expense they in-

volve. The introduction of the wide vesti-

bule has been an important factor in reduc-

ing the fatalities in passenger train acci-

dents. It is practically impossible for one

car to telescope another when both are

equipped with this device.

A good track—a track suited to the re-

quirements of the traffic, whether light or

heavy—is a main essential to safe trans-

portation. There is still a great deal of

very bad track in the United States, but

there are many thousands of miles more
of good track—track that is well-drained,

heavily ballasted, laid with seventy-five to

one hundred pound rails, and kept in

good repair—than there were a few years

ago. On every leading railroad system

has been spent millions of dollars in

strengthening tracks, reducing grades and
straightening curves in order to handle

traffic more economically and to transport

travelers more speedily and safely. There
is no better or safer track in the world
than may be seen upon the Pennsylvania,

New York Central lines, Lackawanna, Chi-

cago & Northwestern, Union Pacific, Bur-
lington. Santa Fe, St. Paul, Illinois Cen-
tral, and other lines, East and West. Un-
fortunately, there will have to be a great

deal more of such track before railroad

travel will be as safe as it ought to be.

The amount of double track increased

from 11,018 miles in 1897 to 19421
miles in 1907, or eighty per cent. The

iunt of double track is small com-
d with the total of 230,000 miles of

line, but its increase has been large pro-

portionately, the increase in miles of line

in the ten-year period mentioned having

been twenty-four per cent. There are

now about 2,000 miles of third, and 1,400

miles of fourth track. Second, third and
fourth tracks, rendering unnecessary the
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movement of trains in opposite directions

upon the same rails, and reducing the

density of traffic upon each track, very
greatly increase the safety of travel. Only
roads whose traffic is very heavy, and
whose earnings are very large, can
afford, however, to build them, because

the cost of construction involved is al-

ways very great, and they greatly in-

crease maintenance expenses.

Many accidents have resulted from the

breakage of rails, and there was recently

a rather warm controversy between
representatives of the railroads and of the

steel manufacturers over whose fault this

was. The Pennsylvania Railroad has for

some time conducted an exhaustive and
costly examination of the entire practice

of rail manufacture which, it is believed,

will enable the company to secure a better

rail, and one that will materially decrease

the number of accidents attributed to rail

breakages.

In all parts of the country, especially in

cities and other places where traffic is

dense, the railroads have been engaged in

elevating or depressing their tracks, and
separating grades, to eliminate crossings

with streets and highways, and with

other railroads, at grade. The Pennsyl-

vania System alone has in the past six

years eliminated y2j grade crossings.

This is a work of vast importance. In

many instances the railroads have under-
taken it voluntarily; in others they have
been forced to. As no other city has so

many railroads as Chicago, so nowhere
else is track elevation being done so ex-

tensively, the city council having required

it by ordinance, and appointed a track

elevation expert to supervise the work.

One of the most important results of

the study of the problem of safe opera-
tion lias been the adoption, by all of the

railroads of the United States, of the

Amrricin Railway Association's "Stand-
ard Code of Train Rules"—a code of
rules which so completely covers every
duly of every telegraph operator, every

train despatches every conductor, every
engineer—of every person concerned in

the movement of trains—and so compre-
hensively takes account of every possible

contingency and emergency, that one of

the greatest railroad operating experts in

the world has written of it, that it has
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been "so carefully prepared, as the result

of years of experience, that could its ab-

solute enforcement be at all times secured
nearly all accidents involving injury or

loss of life to passengers or employes
would be eliminated." The code of train

rules has had to be supplemented on many
lines where traffic is heavy with block sig-

nals and interlockers, not because of defici-

encies of the rules, but because of defici-

encies and derelictions of the human agents

whose duty it is to enforce and obey the

rules. The mechanism of the interlocking

plant will not display signals automatically,

but must be worked by the operator.

The "manualtelegraph block" system is

the simplest system of block signaling in

use in this country. The track is divided

into "blocks," in each of which only one
train is permitted to be at a time, and the

operators at the various stations, and in

intermediate signal boxes, communicate
with each other to locate and control the

movement of trains. An improvement on
the "manual telegraph" block system is the

"controlled manual" block system, under
which a block operator cannot "clear" the

signal at his own station without the co-

operation of the operator, in advance of

the proposed train movement, the result

being that all of the block operators are

constantly checking each other and reduc-

ing to a minimum the possibility of error.

Under the "automatic" system the various

signals — "distant," "home," "proceed,"

"stop," etc.—are set by electrical power as

a result of the contact of the wheels of the

various trains with the rails over which they

are passing. But for the fact that engi-

neers or other trainmen may fail to see or

may misread or disregard the signals, the

danger of collisions on lines having "auto-

matic" blocks would be very small, indeed.

While block signals are very desirable

to promote safety, especially on lines of

heavy traffic, experience has shown that

the multiplication of safety devices is at-

tended with positive danger unless em-

ployes fully realize that dependence must

not be placed upon the safety devices

themselves, but upon their intelligent,

skillful and conscientious operation. In-

struction of those concerned in the move-
ment of trains, in the rules and methods
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necessary to prevent accidents, is usually

carried on by experts who travel over the

lines in cars fitted with every kind of

safety appliance, and who give lectures to

the emploves on the various divisions.

The lectures are illustrated by the manipu-

lation of the various appliances themselves,

or of working models.

Frequent examinations and surprise sig-

nal tests are used on the larger systems to

make sure that the employes both know

their duties and are doing them. During

the period from June, 1904, to the end of

1907, over 43.000 surprise tests were made

upon the Union Pacific System, and no less

than 99.1 per cent, were promptly and cor-

rectly observed. When they were not

promptly and correctly observed and obey-

ed exemplary discipline was inflicted. The

first public reports of surprise tests on the

Pennsylvania Railroad showed that the

engineers observed and obeyed the signals

in 97 per cent, of 2,252 instances, passing

the signals by even a few feet being counted

a violation of the rules. Later reports of

surprise tests on the Pennsylvania showed

clean records on seven divisions. On each

of three divisions, including the New York

division, on which the traffic is enormous,

just one engineman's mistake marred the

report. The surprise tests in 1906 on the

Chicago & Northwestern, which was a

pioneer in this work, showed extraordin-

ary results. In every one of 1,625 tests of

onginemen the signals were properly ob-

served and obeyed, and out of 1,621 addi-

tional tests of minor importance there were

only sixteen instances where the signals

not obeyed.

The Union Pacific and Southern Pacific

adopted a novel method of enlisting

public sentiment on their side in their at-

tempt to stimulate their employes to obey

every rule of safe operation. They organ-

ize boards of inquiry to investigate cases

iolation of the rules, whether accidents

have resulted or not, and invite public-

spirited citizens, especially representatives

e press, to -it upon the boards and hear

the testimony, the aim being that the public

shall be made to know just what the cause,

of accidents are, may be rendered able to

judge whether the discipline indicted by

«

the railroad officers is just, and may be led

to support the railroad in its efforts to make
travel safe. These roads also issue for

publication in the newspapers along their

lines bulletins regarding the principal ac-

cidents, telling the causes developed by the

investigations and placing the responsibil-

ity wherever it belongs. The Pennsylvania

Railroad, likewise, and for the same pur-

pose, has adopted recently a policy of post-

ing similar accident bulletins in its stations.

The statistics of the Interstate Commerce
Commission demonstrate that about 75 per

cent, of the train accidents and fatalities

on American railroads are due to disregard

or disobedience of the rules by employes.

This shows why many railroads are trying

to enlist the aid and co-operation of the

public in their efforts to enforce better

discipline. Accidents have increased de-

spite all the enormous expenditures which,

as we have seen, the railroads have made
to so equip their plants as to prevent them.

Safety appliances undoubtedly have pre-

vented the increase of accidents from being

much greater. The enormous growth of

traffic has been largely responsible for the

increase, but a no less important cause has

been the reckless disregard and violation

by employes of rules established for their

protection and that of the public. The rail-

roads could not during prosperous times

effectually remedy the evil by discharging

men, because the need of trainmen and tele-

graphers was so great that every man knew
that if he was discharged by one road he

could at once secure employment with an-

other; and the walking delegate was al-

ways at hand to interfere with discipline

that exceeded his notion of fairness. The
number of accidents has remarkably dimin-
ished since business depression reduced the

traffic of all the railroads, but in order to

gel the accident record where it will cease

to be a disgrace to American railroads and
to the American people it will be necessary
for the roads to spend enormous sums in

improvements of their plants and for rail-

road employes to be induced or coerced by
the railroad managements and by public

opinion to perform their responsible duties

with a more intelligent and conscientious

regard for the welfare of themselves, their

employers and the public.



According to Agreement

By Archie P. McKishnie

MR. RICH dismissed the fluffy-haired

stenographer with a curt, "That's all."

and a wave of a pudgy hand. When
the door of the inner office swung to behind
her, Air. Rich settled back in his chair with

a deep chuckle of satisfaction, not a ripple

of which showed on his stern, aristocratic

face. Mr. Rich had mastered more than

intrinsic money-problems in his sixty odd
years of existence; he had mastered him-
self, his clerks, everybody he came in con-

tact with, in fact. At least that is what
Mr. Rich thought. Every morning at half-

past nine he donned a business mask and
wore it until four in the afternoon. It con-

sisted of shaggy, concentrated brows be-

hind a pair of gold-rimmed glasses, a nar-

row line of a mouth that dropped slightly

downward at the corners, and thought-
wrinkles, that formed a dollar sign in a

high forehead. Once garbed in this armor
of commerce, Mr. Rich was a foe, figura-

tively speaking, worthy of the steel of any
tilter in the commercial lists.

This morning Mr. Rich was having diffi-

culty with his accoutrements. He got as

far as the frown, but somehow that gurgle
of enjoyment, deep within him, kept chas-

ing the sarcastic curve away from his lips,

as often as he would summon it. At last

he sat erect with a jerk and muttered,
"This won't do." Thomas, the office boy,

who was hanging some files on the wall

jumped a couple of feet in the air.

"Beg pardon, sir?" he quavered.
"Come here," commanded Mr. Rich,

transfixing the boy with his cold grey eyes.

"How long have you been there?"
The boy stood on one foot.

"Not long, sir."

"You've been smoking," said Mr. Rich.
"After my warning to you, you have been
smoking again."

"O, no, sir, beggin' your pardon, sir, I

haven't been smokin', sir."

"Turkish cigarettes," persisted Mr. Rich,
calmly. "You have some of them in your
pockets now. Put them on the table."

"But, sir
"

c

"On the table right there, that is right.

Xow then—what is your name, please?"

"Thomas Bates, sir."

"Well, Thomas Bates, you are dis-

charged."

"Yes, sir."

"We don't employ boys who smoke."
"I'm willin' to give up tobacco, sir."

There were tears in the boy's eyes, and the

greyness of apprehension had aged his

face. Mr. Rich noted this with satisfac-

tion.

"Humph ! well, I can't reinstate you in

your old position, but I might give you a

chance in another line."

"Thank you, sir."

Mr. Rich arose and crossing softly over

to the door of the inner office, he locked it

noiselessly. Then he came back softly and
drew the astonished Tommie into an inner

sanctum. This door he too locked. Then
he turned and looked the boy up and down
speculatively.

"Boy," said Mr. Rich, as he thoughtfully

turned the big diamond about on his finger,

"during the forty years I have been busy
in making over a million of dollars, there

has been at least one rule in business that

I have strictly adhered to. That rule is

never to re-engage a man I have once dis-

charged. I am going to break that rule

now. In return I ask you, will you play

fair by me?"
The lad looked him straight in the eyes.

"Ain't you doin' it by me sir?" he asked.

"All right. No more lying, remember

—

at least not to me. You've found it don't

pay. I always know."
"Yes, sir."'

"All right, now I'll tell you what you're

to do. I've got a hair-brained son in busi-

ness here with me, perhaps you have seen

him, name's Jim." "No?" "Well, it don't

matter. What I want you to do is keep

your peepers on that youngster—all the

time. You're to watch him, like a cat, day
and night. Don't let him out of your sight,

without ascertaining where he is going.

He's a golf-fiend as well as every other
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kind of an enthusiast. I heard him say he
wants a caddy. You might apply for that

job. Don't look anxious, I'm going to pay
you, in addition to what he does, just

double what I was paying you before. Now
I'll tell you what I want to find out. Jim
is in love with some penniless girl, just as

hair-brained, no doubt, as he is himself,

but with acuteness enough to know what it

means to marry money. I've been trying

to find out who she is, and where she is to

be found."

Mr. Rich pursed out his lips—glared

down at the boy—then nodded. "I suppose
I'll have to take you into my confidence

and I want you to remember—that if you
betray it—you've got to deal with James
Rich. You know what that means, eh?"
The boy nodded.
"Well, then, I'll tell you what I'm going

to do. I'm going to get this girl, this for-

tune-hunter, to leave the city. I'm going
to pay her to do so, understand? For vari-

ous reasons Jim must not know of my plan.

I'm not going to let him tell me anything
about this girl—although he wants to

mighty bad. I'm going to work this thing
out by myself—with your help—and now
a bit of advice to you. Young man, don't

you try any sharp games on Mr. James
Rich, because he's just a trifle sharper than
you are. I know I'm taking chances on
you—but I've got to risk it. I've got to

have somebody to help me. Now do you
think you can do what I want you to do?"
The boy arose.

"I'll find the woman," he said, sidling

toward the door.

"Understand you are to report to me as

soon as possible, and you are not to forget
that I must have a square deal."

Mr. Rich, speaking from behind his

armor, unlocked the door and the boy with
an earnest "I'll remember, sir," passed out.

Mr. Rich, once more back in his chair

by the table was muttering, "I'll nip this

fortune-hunter in the bud."
The boy, passing down the stairs, lifted

a partly demolished cigarette from the win-
dow-sill, and stepped out into the autumn
morning. "Tommie Bates, de detective," he
chuckled. "Or de boy dat played de mil-

lionaire."

II.

Mr. Rich reached toward a pile of letters,

picked one up, opened it and concentrated
no

his eyes upon it. He read it through twice

turned it over and read it again. He picked

up another and did the same thing with it.

Somehow, he couldn't fasten his mind on
business. For some reason he felt jubilant.

That chuckle seemed awake within him
still. There was nothing for him to feel

particularly happy over, he knew ; on the

other hand, he had a hard and distasteful

task before him. He had to save that hair-

brained son of his from disaster. Finally

he settled back and the corners of his mouth
turned up in a little satisfied smile. He
knew now what was the matter with him.

Funny he hadn't guessed it before. Strange
he hadn't noticed what a eharming girl

Miss Waetz was, long ago. Mr. Rich sat

erect with a frown, only to settle back
again with a sigh. He told himself that a

widower, even if he were an old widower,
had a right to dwell on sentimental

thoughts occasionally. Thinking wouldn't

do anybody any harm. It was necessary

—

quite necessary, that he should follow—well

a certain line of thought on Jim's account.

He didn't want to be too hard on the boy.

It might just be that he was in love with

this adventuress, and, love is a bad barrier

to get over without getting scratched—he

wanted to think it out fairly, he

—

"Eyes, if they're the right kind now," he

reasoned, "they simply play the devil with

—a man."

Mr. Rich jerked himself together. He
was astonished, shocked at himself. He
glanced about him nervously.

"I wonder what's the matter with me,"
he asked himself.

Somehow, he couldn't forget that pair

of deep grey eyes that had laughed fairly

and squarely into his own, that very morn-
ing. They had stirred a little chord in his

long-locked soul, that was tingling still

—

getting louder if anything.

"She was trying to make an impression

on me," scowled Mr. Rich. Then he turned

the ring on his finger slowly a few times

and whistled.

"Ecad, she has made an impression on

me, too."

Mr. Rich arose and strode across to the

big mirror in his coat room.
A long time he surveyed himself in the

glass. Then he shook his head.

"White hair," he muttered, "nothing

about that to charm a young lady, I guess."
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"Pompous looking, no, that's not it.

Can't be my side whiskers, most girls de-

test side whiskers, must be my million dol-

lars."

This thought did not satisfy Mr. Rich.

He felt it did Miss Waetz an injustice.

He went slowly back to his desk and sat

thinking a considerable time, the curve in

his mouth changing from the upper to the

drop curve, according to the bent of his re-

flections. At last, he took off his glasses

and laid them on the table. Then he called

very softly. "Miss Waetz." The steno-

grapher entered with her pad and pencil,

and Mr. Rich motioned her to a chair, with

a wave that was perhaps a little more de-

ferential than usual.

At any rate, the sweet face of the girl

flashed a smile that made the aeolian harp
in the old man's bosom tingle so that it was
fully a minute before he could bring him-
self to dictate.

Mr. Rich cleared his throat. Then for

the third time that morning he arose. He
crossed over to the window and looked
down on the street. He saw his son Jim
walking leisurely along, and skulking at his

heels, Tommie, the detective. It gave him
strength to speak out.

Once he turned and saw two big grey
eyes looking at him wistfully. If that glance
didn't bespeak heart-hunger, Mr. Rich

—

who had lived 60 years, had never seen

heart-hunger in a look.

"Please take this letter—my dear."

Miss Waetz almost leaped from her

chair. When Mr. Rich glanced over his

shoulder, her fluffy head was bowed above
her pad, and shaking—well, just a trifle.

"Unnerved," thought Mr. Rich. "A little

sudden, I guess." Aloud, he dictated:

"Dear Miss Waetz—
The girl glanced up with puckered brow

—then her pencil touched the line again.

She was paid for taking dictation.

"If you would make a lone home su-

premely happy, consent to become Mrs.
Tames Rich. Take a day or two to think
it over.

"Yours, etc."

Mr. Rich stood still, gazing down on the
street. Miss Waetz waited a moment or
so, then asked : "Is there anvthing more,
sir?"

"That is all, this morning," he answered,^
softly.

"Will you sign this letter or shall I use

He turned then and smiled across at the

girl.

"Take it with you, Anna"—he spoke the

name very gently—"and believe, if you can,

I mean every word of it."

"You are kind," she commenced, "very

good and kind
"

Then Mr. Rich turned quickly , very

quickly, considering his weight of years.

But she was gone.

He went to the coat room and took down
his hat and cane. Somehow he wanted
room, lots of room. This office was too

small to contain him and his feelings. At
the door he met the detective.

"She's tall an' dark and she's an actor,"

hissed the lad gliding in.

Mr. Rich drew the boy into the inner

sanctum.

"Who's tall and dark and an actor?" he

asked sternly.

"Th' wu-man which would win your son,

sir. Th' she vu-mpire, sir, whose trail I

have found."

Mr. Rich placed the boy in a chair, with

a shake that made his teeth chatter. "Talk

sense, sir," he stormed.

"Now tell me what you mean?"
"I'm Mr. Alex's caddy, now sir," spoke

the boy, swallowing hard for his lost

breath, "and I've been watchin' him as you

asked me to, sir. I've seen the wu-man."
"Well?"
"They are deep in love, sir, very deep in

it, I should say."

"How do you know?"
The detective lifted his brows.

"Tedgin' from appearances, sir," he said.

"Humph, well did you get her address?"

Sir?

"Do you know her street address?"

"No sir, not as yet, but I will sir."

"Did you learn the name of this—this

penniless girl with an ambition?"

"Gusty," hissed the boy. "It's that."

Mr. Rich backed away from him.

"Gusty," he repeated, "Gusty?"

"That th' fust end. sir. Last one is

Knight."
"< rttsty Knight," mused the old man

—

ahem, it promises to be wilder still before

morning."

fcj

" Sir?
"

I "Shut up, can't you? How am I going
¥ 51
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to think with you leering up in my face. I

wish I had never seen you."
"I'm on the right scent, sir."

"Very well, get out and when you come
back have that woman's street address,

hear me."
Tommie touched his forelock and slipped

out.

"What were boys made for, I wonder?"
mused Mr. Rich.

The outer door swung open and Jim, the

son, tall, straight and debonair, entered.

"Are you in, sir?" he called softly.

"Come in if you wish to see me," an-

swered Mr. Rich, curtly bracing himself

and squaring his heavy jaw.

III.

The son entered, closed the door gently

behind him, and sat down in a chair op-
posite his father.

"The Ladlaw Company took over that

Frost mortgage on our terms, sir," he said.

Mr. Rich, his pale eyes gleaming coldly

through his glasses, vouchsafed no reply.

"I thought, perhaps, you might wish to

consult with me about that parcel of Scudd
gold shares?"

The father's mouth drooped to a sarcas-

tic smile.

"Consult with you?" he asked, raising

his brows.
The young man's face reddened.
"I said consult, sir," he said quickly, "I

believe that is the term usually applied to

business talks between partners."

"Listen," said Mr. Rich, leaning his

elbows on his knees and twisting his ring
about on his finger.

"Don't you use that term again, when
speaking of a conversation—whether busi-

ness or otherwise—between us two. In

the first place, you are no partner of mine,
in the strict sense of the word, in the sec-

ond place you lack sufficient business abil-

ity to talk business, even if I were disposed
to take you into consultation. You are

twenty-six years of age and you have not,

as yet, shown one single trait, that accord-
ing to my judgment, marks that shrewd-
ness and ability to cope with sharpers, the
acuteness that characterizes the successful

business man."
"The fact that I do not believe in resort-

in? to sharp practices in business, does not
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prove that I could not detect such prac-

tices in another, sir."

"Nor does it prove that you can. I will

admit, if you were to show me that you
possessed one iota of sharpness, my opinion

of you might change somewhat. As it is,

I don't think you capable of anything very
extraordinary. You lack shrewdness, back-
bone, tenacity—oh, a lot of essentials to

business success."

The son smiled oddly. "I guess I'm in a

pretty bad way, sir," he said, shrugging his

shouMers.

"I realize that these little talks of mine
don't help you any," said the father evenly,

"at the same time I feel that I am doing my
duty in telling you of your short comings.

Naturally, I have always been anxious for

you to display some of the few traits I

would see you possess, but I have given

up hoping that you ever will. I took you
in as partner, hoping that you would one
day show yourself responsible of the

trust."

"Perhaps, some day, I will show you."

"No," Mr. Rich shook his head sorrow-

fully, then finally, "I tell you, you never

will', sir."

"Well, I'll take the first opportunity that

presents itself, to try and prove to you that

I am—well, pretty sharp, when I take the

notion."

"That's it. Now you don't let anybody
beat you at billiards do you, and why? I'll

tell you. You take an interest in billiards.

Same with that beastly game of golf, bah,

I want to know how long do you think it

would take a sharp company to run you
into the ground—an opposition company, I

mean."
"Well, if I liked the business I was in it

would take a devil of a long while."

Mr. Rich gasped.

"Reg pardon, father, I didn't mean to

say that. I meant I wouldn't let any com-
petitors beat me in business or anything
else. I'm not built that way."

For the first time during the conversa-

tion, Mr. Rich's mouth curved upward a

trifle.

"It's all right to talk," he smiled.

"I'm pretty sure I mean what I say, sir."

Mr. Rich got up and put his hands deep
in his pockets. He took a turn or two up
and down the room and stopped directly in

front of his son.
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"What I want to say—and I'll say it

quickly, is this," he said. "You've got to

give this girl—this penniless fortune-hunter

you have found, up—there you see I know
all about it. I say you've got to give her

up." He waved his hand as the son at-

tempted to speak. "I don't want to know
anything about her. I don't blame her, but

I'm going to save you and myself. You
haven't—proposed to

"

"Yes, I have, and she's going to marry
me."

If the father was surprised, he didn't

show it.

He went on calmly. "If you refuse to

give her up, why, of course, I can't help it.

All I can do is withdraw my support and
cut you off with a small allowance. That
would pain me, as you well know, but you
know equally well I would do it. I can't

allow a fortune-hunter to spend my hard-

earned money."
"But let me tell you who "

"There, there, I don't want to know who
she is. I don't want to hear anything about

this young woman, as I said before. There-
fore, you will please keep her name to

yourself."

The son sat, his head bowed, his fingers

beating a tattoo on the chair-arms. When
he looked up, his father stood before a

glass smiling at his reflection.

"Toothache?" asked the young man,
sympathetically.

The father turned, a flush dyeing his skin.

"Thought the filling of one of my teeth

had broken away," he explained lamely.

After a time the son spoke again. "Who
is she?" he asked quietly.

Mr. Rich turned quickly. Almost he
could not believe his ears. If that question

didn't show keen perception in this hair-

brained son of his—well nothing could,

that's all.

"I—I just don't understand your ques-

tion," he said severely.

"I believe I understand some signs prett>

well, sir, I asked you, who is she? I think
I have a right to know, haven't I ?"

"You are an ass, sir." Mr. Rich turned
his back, and Jim arose and walked toward
the door.

"Hold on there, I'm not—that is, I want
to tell you something," cried the father,

turning quickly. Ah—how'd you like a

—

a new mother, my boy?"

"I think it would be real sweet," return-

ed the son, without a smile. "Somebody to

tell me stories and rock me to sleep, eh?"

"I am not joking sir, I mean to marry."

"It's a sort of nice life, I fancy, married

life," grinned Jim. "Everybody thinks of

it, sooner or later, it seems."

Mr. Rich stood the picture of speechless

rage and wounded pride.

"I—I don't think " he commenced,
and Jim laughed.

"It's all right, dad." he said, lightly. "I

hope you'll be happy."
"The devil you do," gritted Mr. Rich,

backing away. "How about the million

I'm going to leave behind me? You don't

want any stepmother, and, perhaps
"

"It depends upon whom she is. A nice

sort of stepmother, and, perhaps, would

just suit me. Going to tell me her name,

father?"

"Well, if she'll have me, and, of course

she will, I'm going to marry Miss Waetz."

Jim gave a low whistle. "Indeed," he

exclaimed.

"I've proposed to her, sir," said the

father.

Jim sat down and gazed out of the win-

dow. "Of course—you are bound to have

opposition," he said, absently. "Miss Waetz,

being beautiful and accomplished, is sure

to have other suitors, you know."

"I've thought of that, and I thought I

would get you to help me win her, Jim."

Mr. Rich's tone had softened to a coax-

ing note. "You'll do that for me, won't

you, Jim?" he pleaded.

"Me?" the son's brows were lifted in

mock surprise. "Me help you win any-

thing? Why, father, haven't you often told

me that I haven't one ounce of executive

ability. I don't want to make a failure of

a possibility. Why—with your knowledge

of things generally, you surely don't re-

quire any help?"

"But, you see, if you would try and make
her sort of take to you Jim—the women do

take to you somehow, I can't understand

that—naturally, she won't mind becoming

vour step-mother, providing she think?

you are nice—understand?"

Tim smiled. "What do vou wish me to

do", sir."

"Get Miss Waetz to agree to become
Mrs. James Rich, that's all."

"You are sure that's all?"
53
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"Absolutely,"

"And if I—do this?"

"Why—if you do—perhaps, I'll look into

your own case, and if I find the girl isn't too

much of a fortune-hunter, I'll agree to your
marrying her."

Jim pointed to an ink-well. "Put it down
in writing," he said, grimly.

"Now then. 'I. James Rich, agree to give

my consent to the marriage of my son,

James, provided he gains the consent of

Miss Anna Waetz to change her name to

Mrs. James Rich.'" Hold on," as the father

was about to sign the agreement, "I'm not

through yet. 'And as a further considera-

tion, I agree to bequeath to my son and his

wife, one hundred thousand dollars as a

wedding gift.'
"

"Now sign."

With a smile that was hard to fathom,
Mr. Rich put his flowing signature to the

agreement.

Jim arose, folded the agreement, put it

in his pocket and walked thoughtfully out.

"I believe," ruminated Mr. Rich, sinking
into his chair again, "I believe the young
cub has got some executive ability after

all. And," he chuckled and rubbed his

hands together, "that wasn't a bad scheme
of his either. Wonder if I have acted
widely "

I Ee ceased ruminating, and the corners
of his mouth went up gradually. He was
looking into a pair of grey, laughing eyes
again. He was under the spell. After a
time he stood up and squared his shoulders.

"Mr. Rich," he smiled, turning his ring
about slowly, "Mr. Rich, as a schemer,

you stand without a peer. While your in-

nocenl son is helping you gain the consent
of the beautiful girl you would wed, you
are going to COOK his yoose effectively

—

ahem—with this fair fortune-hunter;
going to buy her off and send her out

of the city. No wonder people respect your
shrewdness, Mr. Rich. Well now what is

it?" as Tomrnie, the detective, protruded
his black, closely-cropped head in at the
door.

"I have run th' wu-man vampire to '<•-

lair, sir," he .. hispen '1 hoarsely.
Mr. Rich frowned. "Talk English," he

commanded, "Have you gol the young wo-
man's street address then
Tomrnie produced a slip of brown wrap-
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ping paper and, screwing up his face,

winked gravely.

"Miss Gusty Knight, 236 Church Place,"

he read. "That's it, sir."

Mr. Rich took the slip of paper and sat

down to his desk. Then with his brows
puckered into the dollar sign, he seized a

pen and dashed off a note.

"I want you to place this in the young-
woman's hands at once," he said ominous-
ly, handing it to the boy.

"It shall be did, sir."

"You are to bring—this woman back
here with you," explained Mr. Rich. "In

my letter I have asked her to accompany
you here."

"Yes, sir."

"Keep her down stairs until Jim goes out

—then show her in here. After you have
done this." smiled Mr. Rich, "I am through
with you forever—at least I hope so. I am
going to give you a single ticket to Chicago
and three hundred dollars. Are you will-

ing to take it and promise me you will

never speak of what you have been doing
for me?"
The sleuth's eyes danced.

"I'd ruther be astayin' on, sir," he replied

thoughtfully, "but, o' course, if them's your
wishes " he shrugged his shoulders

submissively. "But I am thinkin' as Master
Jim 'ud like give me quite a bit more 'n you
are given me, if I went to him "

Mr. Rich strode across to the boy and
gripped him by the shoulders.

"Are you trying to hold me, James Rich,

up?" he gasped.

"I'm a business man. same's yourself,

sir," asserted the lad, meeting the dead
grey eyes fearlessly. "I've been doin'

—

well it's some sort of dirty work, I've been
doin' fer you, an' I don't like it. I want

$500, and that ticket, else I'm goin' down
and tell Master Jim all about this little

scheme, sir."

Mr. Rich drew back slowly.

"I'm almost sorry I dismissed von the

other morning, boy." he said. "You have
tin- making of a shrewd business man in

you, I'll give you the $500."
" I'll b<- takin' il now then, sir."

"What?"
I say. if v hi di >u'i mind, I'll take it iji >\v

Oh, you needn't be scared of my hedgin'.

I'll get the wu-man here, all right. You
kin just give me a cheque, if you like, sir.
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You kin date it to-morrow, if you're scared

of me ; before that time I'll have fulfilled my
little contract with you, I take it, sir. If J

haven't, why, you kin stop payment, see?"

Mr. Rich laughed then. Actually laugh-

ed until the tears came into his eyes and

dimmed his glasses. He loved a keen play.

He was getting it. Ten minutes later

Tommie left the office with his cheque.

"Here's where I get even with th' mil-

lionaire," he chuckled as he passed from

the dim hall into the sunny street.

IV.

"Well?"
Mr. Rich swung about in his revolving

chair, and tapped the letter he was perusing

with a pencil.

Jim laughed oddly.

"I guess you'll think I'm not so bad at

putting through a deal after all, father," he

said.

"Then you saw her and she " cried

Mr. Rich eagerly.

"Yes, she said she would do it, father."

"Well, I was pretty sure she would, you
know," frowned the older man, pursing out

his lips. "I was pretty sure she woula.

James Rich, sir, is a man who always wins

—always wins, sir."

"Then I don't suppose I get any glory

for myself?" said the son, in a quiet voice.

"There's no credit due me for engineering

this thing, I suppose?"

"Pooh, pooh, Jim. What have you done,

I ask you, what have you done ? Why, the

young lady was quite ready to give her

consent to my—ahem—proposal, sir, long
before you saw her at all. That's the

trouble with you. You always expect credit

for doing things, when in reality you don't

do anything. I'm just about out of pati-

ence with you. Why don't you do some-
thing?" Mr. Rich leaned across the table

and fixed his cold eyes on his son's. "Why
don't you do something?" he repeated,

tauntingly, "do something yourself?"

"It will have to be something very big

—

very, very big, before you can see it, I

guess." replied the son, quietly. Then he
passed out, leaving the elder man ponder-
ing over his strange words.

At last Mr. Rich settled back in his chair
with a sigh of satisfaction. "Of course I

knew she would accept my proposal," he
smirked. "Mr. Rich, you're a great man.

You're a conqueror, Mr. Rich ; they can't

beat you, no sir."

There was a low knock on the door, and
Tommie, accompanied by a tall, slender

girl, entered the room.
"This is Miss Knight, sir," grinned the

detective, bowing low.

"I hope you will reach Chicago safely,"

said Mr. Rich, handing the boy a railway

ticket. "You may as well start right

now."
When Tommie had gone, Mr.. Rich turn-

ed to the girl.

"I want to tell you why I sent for you,"

he said, sternly.

"I have learned of your ambition and I

want to tell you that I will never consent

to my son marrying you, never. He, of

course, is his own master, but I am his

banker. If you marry him you marry him
only—not a fortune, as he has no doubt led

you to believe you would."
The girl moved uneasily. "But, sir

"

she commenced, and Mr. Rich held up one
hand commandingly.

"I don't want any explanations, I don't

want a word from you of any kind. My
son thought he could fool me into believ-

ing that he loved an innocent girl, who
scorned his money—or rather my money,
but, madam, no man, woman, or child has

ever fooled James Rich, Esq., and no man,
woman, or child ever shall. I would not

allow him to speak of you even, and if I

have learned wdio you are, it but gives proof

of my acuteness. However, it don't mat-
ter. I want you, madam, to leave this city.

I am willing to pay you—a consideration

for so doing. I have an agreement drawn
up here which I trust you are willing to

sign. I will give you a cheque for one

thousand dollars if voir will sign it. Will

you remove your veil and read the agree-

ment yourself, or shall I read it for you,

madam ?"

"You read it, please," faltered the girl.

Mr. Rich adjusted his glasses and read.

"I, Gusty Knight, solemnly promise that

in consideration of $1,000 now paid me to

relinquish all claim upon one Jim Rich, to

release him from any promise of marriage
made me, and to leave the city at once. I

agree also never to see Mr. Rich again, if

it can be avoided."

Mr. Rich laid the agreement down on the

table and picked up a pen.
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The girl came forward hesitatingly, and
as she signed in scrawly letters her name at

the bottom of the agreement Mr. Rich filled

in a cheque for $1,000.

"If you break this agreement I will hav^i

you thrown in jail for obtaining money
under false pretences," he warned, as he
placed the cheque in her hands.

He watched her, with bowed head, slow-

ly pass from the room and the little soul of

the man exulted.

"I knew she was after money," he
gritted. "Better a thousand dollars now
than a hundred thousand later."

He crossed the room and opened the

inner office door. The fond smile died

from his face when he noted that Miss
Waetz' desk was unoccupied.

"Where is Miss Waetz?" he asked a

pale-faced clerk so fiercely that a great

splash of ink fell upon the spotless ledger

page.

"She went out about an hour ago with
Mr. Jim, sir," answered the young man,
frantically searching for a blotter.

Mr. Rich glared in astonishment.

"With whom?" he gasped.

"With Mr. Jim, sir. She left no word as

to how long she would be gone, sir."

"When she returns, please ask her to

step into my office, Jennings, and if Jim
should turn up, tell him I wish to see him
too."

Very well, sir."

Mr. Rich passed around among his

clerks, as was his custom, his face set in its

armor of icy disapproval. He had his own
views of clerks and—well, men in general.

Finally he sought his comfortable chair

in his own cozy office and gave himself up
to reflection.

He had much to engage his mind. After
a time he pulled the telephone over to him
and called up Briggs & Briggs, architects.

"Guess I'll have that remodeling done as

soon as you can get at it," he told them.
"1 want that house to be not one of the

best, but the best on Poplar Row—there's

a reason. All right, go down and get right

at it."

As he hung up the receiver, the corners
of his mouth went up. "Eyes, if they're

the right kind now, do play the devil with
a man," he mused.
And s throughout the long afternoon

Mr. Rich dreamed and planned and won-
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dered where the girl with those "right

kind of eyes" had gone and wondered still

more why Jim had gone with her. It was
nearly five o'clock in the afternoon before

he learned why the girl with "the right

kind of eyes" had gone—and why Jim had
gone with her. They came into the office

arm in arm, and they looked handsome and
happy.

Mr. Rich arose with a smile. He must
seem glad to think the girl and her step-

son-to-be were agreeable companions.

Somehow they seemed more than com-
panions. Mr. Rich felt an indefinable,

shrinking sort of feeling stirring in his

breast and it made him hot and cold by
turns. He laughed it away. "My dear," he

said, and held out his arms to the girl. She
blushed and hung back, but Jim pinched

her pink ear and pushed her playfully for-

ward.

"Kiss him," he grinned, and the girl

threw her warm, soft arms about the old

man's neck and kissed him on the dollar

sign between his brows.

Mr. Rich held her gently, smoothing her

wavy hair back from her brow pettingly.

"My dear," he said fervently. "This is

the happiest moment I have had for many
years."

"I—I am glad," faltered the girl.

Mr. Rich cleared his throat, glanced
across at Jim's smiling face, and frowned
"Why don't you go," said the frown.
"I guess I'll stay," said the smile.

Mr. Rich bent and kissed the girl's red

cheek. "When you are Mrs. James Rich
" he commenced, then stopped, for Jim

had turned his back and was shaking as with

the palsy.

While the father stood angry and per-

plexed watching his son, the girl slipped

away from him.

He saw Jim turn and gather her into his

arms. Then the father sank into a chair.

"She is Mrs. James Rich, now," said

Jim, when he could speak. "We were mar-
ried this afternoon."

Mr. Rich's face was a study. He at-

tempted to speak, failed and he sat with his

jaws working and the dollar sign between
his brows deepened into one twisted, baffled

wrinkle.

After a time the old man took off his

glasses and laid them on his desk. Then
he turned the ring about upon his finger as
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slowly the drop curve of his mouth changed
to the upper, until a smile rested there.

"I guess you've succeeded in 'doing

something big,' Jim, something very, very

big," he sighed. "I'm beginning to under-
stand things a little." Then he arose and
went across to the young people.

"I hope you will both be happy," he said,

taking a hand of each. 'T have ordered

the old home renovated against this occa-

sion, and, Jim, I will place Si 00,000 to your
account to-morrow." Then Mr. Rich went
back to his seat by the table. \\'hen he

glanced up again his new daughter-in-law

had gone.

Somehow Mr. Rich felt happy, reason-

ably happy that is, considering everything.

Of course it was foolish in Jim to marry a

girl he had decided to marry himself, just

to show his father that he could be sharp

on occasion, when he was in love with an-
other girl. Mr. Rich brought himself up
with a jerk. A horrible suspicion had
flashed into his mind.

"Jim," he said, "tell me, is Anna the girl

you always wanted to marry?"
"Why to be sure she is, but you wouldn't

let me tell you her name."
Mr. Rich was looking out of the window.

"Come here, Jim," he said. "Do you see

that old office boy of ours and that tall girl

with him down there?" he asked.

"What, you mean the girl with the suit

case? Yes, that's his sister. I just said

good-bye to them. They're going to Chi-

cago. Bright lad that, father. Wish you
hadn't let him out."

"He is bright," agreed Mr. Rich, slowly.

"Yes, I wish myself now I hadn't let him
out."

The Roberts Trophy for Schoolboys of the Empire.
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Sir." Gilbert Parker M.P Unveiling'the'Tablet on the Wall of General Wolfe's Old Home in Bath.

General Wolfe's Home in Bath

By Sir Gilbert Parker

IT is a happy accident' of fate that the

ancient City of Hath, by whose waters
and in whose shades the greal soldiers

of the Reman legions restfed between the

storms of battle and the Caesar's enter-

prises of colonization, should be associated
with one whose deeds gave England a

Western Empire founded upon a French
base, which was to remain a new field for

the energies and courage and ambition- of
our race, when her revolting colonics to

the south should set up and maintain the

angry claim of independence. Here, at

Bath, fames Wolfe was resting when the

summons came from England's greatest

Prime Minister to one of her greatest

heroes to lay aside his pain and suffering,

-ni mount the ravages which war and bard
campaigns had made on a delicate consti-

tution, and proceed upon bis country's busi-

ness across the seas where the fleur-de lis

waved over the batteries of the noblest
citadel of all the picturesque world. And
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in this pleasant place of Bath, when his

day's work was done and bis wages were
taken from an Immortal Treasury, his

mother came and made her borne. She had
loved the place before, and had been so

frequenl a visitor that in one of Wolfe's
letters from Bath to bis father, Lieut. -

General Edward Wolfe, be says: "There
are a number of people that inquire after

you and my mother; and some that wish
yon well wherever you are." If it is not

true tbat in the house in Trim Street,

I Iro first was Wolfe with martial ardor

fired,

I [ere first with Glory's highest flame in-

spired,

still it is right to put the mark of a city's

and a nation's pride and love upon the

house where be sojourned, and in doing so,

we can justly add the- last two lines of the

verse which commemorates the spot at
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Squerries Court where, at sixteen years of
age, he received his first King's commis-
sion of ensign :

This spot so sacred will for ever claim
A proud alliance with its hero's name.

at sixteen, a captain and brigade-major at
seventeen, to serve gallantly at Culloden
and Falkirk, which brought him public offi-

cial thanks after the Battle of Lawfeldt at
twenty, made him a lieutenant-colonel at
twenty-three, a brigadier-general at thirty-

No. s, Trim Street, Bath, the Home of Genera Wolfe.

There is a noble monument to Wolfe in

Westminster Abbey; there is a lofty col-
umn at Stowe; there is a tablet in the
church at Westerham ; and now there is
at Bath a tablet which tells that those walls
sheltered that bright genius, whose merits
and matchless skill made him an adjutant

one, and a major-general and the captor of
half a continent at thirty-two years of age.
Why before most men have begun to
launch upon their life-schemes and activi-
ties he was grown old with wars, and the
miseries, duties and achievements of the
stricken field had so out-worn that ungainly
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frame which shrined an exquisite yet in-

domitable spirit that, only just before the

capture of Quebec, he said to his surgeon

:

"I know perfectly well you cannot cure me,

that Wolfe's fame has reddened the whole
sky of British history. The significance of

the work he did, the true fulness of his con-

quest, has only been brought home to the

Major-General James Wolfe.

1
1- 1. .tn mi Old Prlnl i

but pray make me up 50 that I may be with- people of our wide Empire by the rise of

out pain for a few days, and able to do my the great Dominion, and the mighty activi-

duty; that is all I want." ties of the two peoples—that yet are one
It is only within the last two generations people—who are building up a stalwart na-
co
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tion between the oceans, in a fertile terri-

tory larger than Europe, over which flies

the flag that has braved a thousand years

the battle and the breeze. Yonder, where
three hundred feet above the River St.

Lawrence, Louis' Citadel batteries poured
their shot and shell upon Saunders' and
Holmes' fleet, and pounded Monckton's de-

fences at Point Levi; where the battalions

of Beam, Languedoc and Guienne under
Montcalm and Bougainville challenged our
little army to attempt the impregnable fort-

ress; there, the other day, under the eyes

of the Heir-Apparent of the British Crown,
passed an army of thirty thousand men who
represented the loyalty and contentment
and steadfast alliance of two great races

who proceed together upon the path of a

great and manifest destiny.

There were under seventy thousand in-

habitants of Canada in 1759; there are six

millions now, and the onward tramp of a

score of millions falls upon the ear of hope
and faith and energy. When Wolfe re-

ceived Pitt's letter, did he have any gleam
of the far-reaching nature of his task ? One
might ask the same question concerning
Columbus, or Cartier, or Champlain. It is

to be believed that the eye of genius sees

the wide prospect and the splendid issues

of their great strokes, however faintly out-
lined; that they have premonition of the

profound consequences of their deeds to

coming generations. But even if they had
no such prevision, their own souls must
have resounded with the happy cry of con-

science at the sight of supreme duty done

;

so that, as in the case of Wolfe, with task

fulfilled, the fainting lips could say, "Now,
God be praised; I die in peace."

Something of human personality clings

to the places where men have lived; some-

thing of them remains in the dwellings

where they once have moved and breathed

—a tender, persistent influence and sensa-

tion; and in the house where Wolfe lived,

something of him clings and stays. The
City of Bath has materialized the gracious,

palpable memory of one of the finest and
most powerful personalities of our long

history, one of the greatest of our heroes,

by this tablet set high for all to see.

"Sacred the ring, the faded glove

Once worn by one we used to love,

Dead warriors in their armor live,

And in their relics saints survive."

Pediment Over the Doorway of General Wolfe's Old Home in Bath.
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" Who's Shonts?' Asked the President

By Dorothy Richardson in the New York Sunday Herald

WHEN President Roosevelt first

began to consider the project of

the Panama Canal lie asked his good
friend Paul Morton where he could find a

strong man to handle the job.

"Well," replied Mr. Morton, "if it was
my canal I'd get S'honts to run it."

"Shonts? Shouts? Who's Shouts? I

never heard of him before," asked the

President.

"Probably not," replied Paul Morton.

"Shonts is a man who does not make
much fuss. He's just a Western railroad

man who does things."

"A man who does things." Instantly

the President of the United States took

notice. That "does things" phrase hit

him between the eyes ; it was an open

sesame to the very adytum of his strenu-

ous loving soul. He demanded immediate
enlightenment anent the obscure Shonts,

and Paul Morton then and there, over their

demi-tasse—they had been dining tete-a-

tete—told Theodore Roosevelt just what
manner of man he was recommending to

him. lb- told him, for instance, how Shonts

at twenty-three years,old had accomplished

a feat in railroad construction for the Iowa

Central. He told of the genius he had
shown when in charge of the construction

work for the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa Rail-

road, and of marvelous things he had dune

when, later, he became general manager
and vice-president of that company, with

direct supervision not only of construction,

but of operation.

\nd last, but perhaps most interesting

of all else to the President, Paul Morion

related some of the anecdotes and tra-

ils current in the Wesl illustrative of

"I !i« hi mts' bull-dog tenacity and his

gift of initial

"Why, Shout- isn't afraid to tackle an)

thing," he i ried, by way of a clinching argu-

ment. "In an emergency I'm sure he

lldn'1 hesitate to attempt to tunc a piano

or shoe a horse, and he'd be certain to make
a pretty fair job of either. Why, he actu-

ally undertook to learn to play the fiddle in
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order to win the girl he loved. He had no
more natural ear for music than—I don't

know what ; but he learned to play the

fiddle all right, and to learn it was a thous-

and times harder for him than would be the

digging of a canal from here to kingdom
come. But, as I say, he did it, and, what's

more, he married the girl."

That settled it. Theodore Roosevelt

wanted to see Theodore Shonts, with the

result that the latter was eventually ap-

pointed chairman of the Isthmian Canal
Commission. Shonts the obscure, Shonts
the unknown save to a more or less limited

public in the Middle West, Shonts the man
who was to make the Panama Canal pos-

sible, had arrived. As chairman of the

commission Shonts "made good" his right

to the phrase which had commended him
to the President. Down in the canal zone

he "did things" with such a vengeance that

even the President was satisfied—did things

so thoroughly and withal so expeditiously

that at the end of two years he had Whipped
them into such excellent shape as to enable

him to delegate the remainder of the task

to others in order to assume the even more
gigantic task of solving the traction prob-
lem for the people of New York City.

And yet Theodore Perry S'honts, who is

to-day the physical arbiter, just as August
Belmont is the financial arbiter, of New
York's great traction empire of nearly a

thousand miles of track—surface, elevated

and subway—over which more than a bil-

lion people ride every year—this man,
Theodore Shouts, president of the Inter-

borough-Metropolitan system, seems to

wear his great responsibilities lightly

enough, so lightly, in fact, that it is difficult

to recognize the great constructive and
utivc genius in the velvet-voiced,

laughing, leisurely man of fifty-two who
from the depths of his big mahogany chair

in his private office in the Trinity Building
himself spun out the golden thread of ro-

mance that arabesques a life full of sombre
duty.

"When anybody asks me for advice on
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success in life—and success in life unfor-
tunately means nowadays success in money
getting—I usually say, 'work like the devil
and spend nothing," laughed Mr. Shonts.
"A man out in Centreville, Iowa, the

town I was brought up in, once received
that advice in return for a dollar which
he sent to a concern in Chicago which guar-
anteed to tell him how to get rich. And I

may state that it's about as good as the
average dish of advice that is served our
young people on the subject of success.
Personally, I don't believe in advice. I

don't believe in giving it, and even more, I

don't believe in acting on it when it is given
me. We are put in this world to make ex-
periments, to forge out new paths for our-
selves, not to follow any hackneyed words
of advice which may perhaps keep us out
of the poorhouse, but which, if followed by
everybody, would soon paralyze all activity.
stunt all human progress."

Mr. Shonts talks easily, but always to
the point, and as he talks he looks a't you
penetratingly from behind rimless glasses.
The eyes behind the glasses are sharp and
gray, and the clean cut face those eyes are
set in might be taken for Theodore Roose-
velt's by a stranger.

As a boy; Mr. Shonts liad been intended
for a surgeon, but acting on the principle
of choosing for himself, he studied law and
eventually became junior member of the
legal firm of Baker. Drake & Shonts.
The junior partner early displayed an in-

terest in railroads and a pronounced pre-
dilection for railroad legislation. This was
due. no doubt, to the fact that he had studied
some civil engineering while at Monmouth
College. He had not been long in the firm
before he was put in direct charge of all
the less important cases relating to rail-
roads, accidents and condemnation suits.

i(

"About this time." said Mr. Shonts.
about this time my first golden opportunity
loomed up in the horizon. It was the in-
itio opportunity of my life, and to the fact
that I met the opportunity I attribute prac-
tically all my subsequent success. The
Iowa Construction Company, of which
Russell Sage was president "and General
Drake vice-president, had procured the con-
tract for building two fifty-mile stretches
Of road northwest from Marshalltown and
from Hampton to connect with what is now
the Iowa Central Railroad. General Drake
who had been impressed by my inclination

toward everything connected with rail-
roads, suggested to me that I abandon the
practice of law and take charge of the con-
struction of these two lines with the idea
of becoming a practical railroad man. Gen-
eral Baker, the senior member of the firm,
protested against this and said to General
Drake. 'You are going to spoil a first-class

lawyer in order to make a second-c'.a.--

railroad man.' General Drake insisted, how-
ever, that I was a natural born railroad man
and that it would be a mistake to allow me

Theodore Shonts

Chairman of the Isthmian Canal Commission.

to become buried in the law. So I ac-
cepted his proposition after he, General
Drake, had promised to stay with me until
the work was well under way.

"On July 5, 1881, General Drake and I

went to Marshalltown and Hampton and
looked the ground over. The next day
( ierieral Drake, abandoning his promise, in
order to throw me on my own resources,'
left for New York and did not return until
the work was completed."

Mr. Shonts was now ready for a new
world to conquer, and, casting about him
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for a task still more difficult than the one
he had just successfully disposed of, what
more appropriate selection than that of-

fered him as the president of the Inter-

borough-Metropolitan Company ?

"I accepted my present position on the

same condition that I accepted the chair-

manship of the Canal Commission," de-

clared Mr. Shonts. "In short, I wanted
a free hand. I have always insisted upon
having a free hand in any enterprise with
which I have been connected. It is my
one all essential to success."

Fully recognizing that it was the greatest

job he had ever tackled, Mr. Shonts v/as

naturally attracted by the difficulties inci-

dent to a satisfactory solution of New
York's transit problem. He saw that it

presented an opportunity for another piece

of creative work, and he was ambitious to

solve it. The receivership for the surface

lines of Manhattan, which was hastened
by the investigation of the Public Service
Commission, took them out of his hands
and interfered with plans which he was
working out, but he is still hopeful that

matters will eventually so shape themselves
that he can again bring order out of chaos,

and evolve a situation of general satisfac-

tion.

What Population Can the United States Sustain ?

By Albert Perry Brigham in British Geographical Journal

IN the long run, the number of people

which a land can support depends, not

only on the kind and amount of soil, but

upon all other resources, and upon ithe

economic condition of all the countries with
which relations are maintained. The sources

of error in such computations are numerous
and grave.

It has been estimated that the Mississippi

Valley could support 250,000,000 as well

as it now supports 41,000,000 people.

Smaller farms, more effectively utilized,

would be needed. Prof. A. B. Hart, writ-

ing of fhe future of the Mississippi Valley,

compares this region with the valleys of

the Hoangho and Yang-tse-kiang, and con-

cludes that the American valley could com-
fortably maintain 350,000,000 people. There
seems room, however, to compare carefully

the standards of "comfort" obtaining on
the plains of China in the past, and those

standards which will prevail in the fertile

heart of the United States in future ages.

It cannot be a matter of interest for the

geographer or the historian to know how
many human beings can maintain a bare

existence within a given territory. Further
comparisons, however, seem to justify

Prof. Hart's estimate, and certainly bear

out Mr. Justin Winsor's figure of 200,000,-

000. The Hart estimate gives a density of

282. Remembering that Belgium has 616,
we are requiring but 46 per cent, of the re-

sources needed for the present scale of liv-

ing in Belgium, a country in which the

standard of comfort would seem to be rea-

sonably high. We make due allowance also

for the waste arid lands of the Mississippi

Valley. In forest and mineral riches our
valley seems equal to Belgium, and the fu-

ture will bring its transportation facilities

to comparable completeness. We may ac-

cept freely the view that the forests of

Kentucky, Tennessee and Georgia are cap-

able of supporting a population as the

Black Forest or the Jura.

The Island of Java has recently been

taken as an example of large capacity for

population. With an area slightly above

50,000 square miles, the island had in 1896
a population above 26,000,000, and a dens-

ity of 518. The island raises its own food,

and the writer thinks that 106,000,000 peo-

ple could here live with ease, and with

suitable variety of food. This means a

density of 2,000. The author works towards

the general conclusion that the equatorial

belt of 30 degrees in width could safely

support 10,000,000,000 people, or seven

times the present number of our race. We
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here again raise the query, whether, if rice

enough for subsistence could be grown,
other things having exchange value could

be produced to provide for the comforts
and general advantages of civilized life.

And before adopting Java as a criterion for

the Mississippi Valley, we must observe

that rice grows in but a small part of the

valley, and that the future people of that

region can hardly be expected to make rice

their staple food. It would remain, there-

fore, for the careful student to compare the

quantity and nutritive value of the various

cereals with those of rice. We should fur-

ther take into account the annual succes-

sions of crops possible to a luxuriant tropi-

cal region.

As a limited area, and, therefore, cap-

able of more exact comparison, we may
take the great prairie State of Illinois. It

has a land area of 56,000 square miles. Its

population in 1900 was nearly 5,000,000,

and its density was 86. Again we compare
with Belgium, which has an area less than
one-fifth as great, a population greater by
nearly 2,000,000, and a density sevenfold

greater. The density of Belgium would
give Illinois 35,000,000 people. The density

of Java would give the prairie State 29,-

000,000, the area not being greatly differ-

ent. England is not quite as large as Illin-

ois, and has over 30,000,000 people. The
density of England would give Illinois

nearly 34,000,000.

There is almost no waste land in the

State, and the soil is of high quality. It

is probable that in food capacity in propor-

tion to its area Illinois surpasses any of

the above examples from the older con-

tinents. In other resources she excels in

coal, nearly two-thirds of her surface being
underlaid by beds of this fuel. She can
raise timber if she can spare the land, but

is deficient in most metallic minerals. She

is prospectively as favored as any land in

commercial and transportation facilities,

focussing the trade of the transcontinental
railways and of the Great Lakes, and to be
open soon to the full possibilities of Missis-
sippi and Isthmian navigation. We may
thus conclude that this single State can and
will enormously increase its population. But
it is not safe to prophesy in figures.

If we exclude the arid and mountainous
regions of the West, what remains would
appear to have as great an average capacity

for population as England. If we take the

point of view of soil and topography, it

would seem that the poor areas of our Ap-
palachian uplands were amply offset by the

meadows and thin pastures of the Pennine
range, of the English lakes, and of Devon
and Cornwall. England has reclaimed her

fens, and we have the probable estimate

that as much good land can be reclaimed

by drainage east of the Mississippi River

as by irrigation to the west of it. As re-

gards abundance of general resources for

export, the United States are more favored

than England in coal, iron, petroleum, and
copper, while her climatic range puts into

her hands maize, tobacco, rice, sugar-cane,

cotton and all sub-tropical fruits.

Let us see our results, on the basis of

equality with England, in the population

capacity of the eastern United States. We
omit the western division, Texas, Kansas,

Nebraska. South Dakota and North
Dakota. It is perhaps surprising that but

little more than two-fifths of our territory

remains, although including a full tier of

States west of the Mississippi River. With

a density equal to that of England, this

eastern part would contain 742,000,000 peo-

ple. It remains for our posterity to see how
far these theoretical possibilities become

real.
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Are the Wives of Handsome Men of Genius Happy?

By Wilfred Mason in Royal Magazine

< < t~^ OOD looks are necessary to a wo-
VJ- man, but they are impertinence in a

man."
This was the dictum of a feminine philo-

sopher long ago.

Women love to generalize, and they do,

in a general way, resent remarkable beauty

in men, though, of course, in the case of

Lord Byron, the Poet, Drove his Wife from Him
at the End of a Single Year by his Fitful Temper

and Financial Embarrassments.

any particular man they are captivated

by it.

If a man is handsome a woman feels that

he is possibly too attractive; that if she

cares for him she cannot bind him especi-

ally to herself. He will appeal merely

through his looks to other women no less

than to herself. She will never feel quite

sure of him, and woman likes to feel quite

sure.

Finally, when good looks are super-added
66

to intellect and physical force, will not the

combination make the man in whom it is

discerned arrogant, unreasonable and over-

bearing? In this last consideration there is

no doubt a good deal of truth. Good looks

alone, without mind or manners, or per-

sonal magnetism, will not go very far in

winning favor for a man. The merely
handsome man, who is only handsome, and
nothing else, has at the beginning a certain

advantage over other men ; but his face and
form will soon become tiresome if they do
not correspond to something equally attrac-

tive in his personality.

But the case is very different when the

man, in addition to good looks, has also

genius. He has then a sort of completeness

of which sooner or later he becomes ex-

tremely conscious.

Royal marriages, as a rule, are not to be

taken as illustrative of the general truth

that handsome men are not good husbands,
except, perhaps, in the case of Henry VIII.,

who married, not from policy, but always
from love, or what he thought was love,

and whose wife-murders and divorces form
a unique chapter in the annals of royal

matrimony.
Xapoleon offers a somewhat curious ex-

ample of a man who at one time of his life

was far from handsome, but who at an-

other period was a perfect type of mascu-
line beauty. It is worth noting that before

he became handsome he was a most devoted
husband, and that later, when he might
have sat as a sculptor's model, he became
notorious for his matrimonial infidelities.

Soon after his marriage with Josephine, at

the time when he took command of the

French army in Italy, he was almost a

scarecrow of a man.

Veteran officers who were ordered to re-

port to him experienced a shock of surprise

at first beholding this shrivelled, cadaverous
youth. It was not until they met the rapier-

like glance of his wonderful eyes, which
seemed to read their very souls, that they

recognized the genius that burnt within his

puny frame.
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This was the period when he poured out

his very heart in those impassioned love let-

ters written to Josephine by the light of the

camp fires, and despatched by special cour-

iers to Paris, so that she might hear of his

intense devotion to her, and of the brilliant

victories which she had inspired him to win.

But later, when he had crowned himself

and her, and when his power was establish-

ed, a strange change came over him.

His meagre frame filled out, and took on
the proportions of the strong and vigorous
man. His face recalled that of a Caesar,

beautiful in its classical regularity—a cameo
of a face, in which the sensuousness of the

mouth was corrected by the thoughtfulness

of the brow and by the great, lambent eyes.

But from that time he ceased to be a good
husband, and his relations with Josephine
were marked by unfaithfulness and cruelty.

Napoleon's great adversary, the Duke of

Wellington, was no better as a husband,
though his defects were of a different char-

acter. He, too, at the pinnacle of his fame.

was a man of great personal attractiveness.

He won the heart of a very beautiful wo-
man, who adored him, and broke off an-

other engagement of marriage that she

might marry Wellington.

The great Duke, however, arrogant with

success, and almost worshipped by his coun-
trymen and countrywomen, treated his wife

with a sort of superior disdain, snubbing
her in public and at times showing her a

harshness which nothing could excuse.

Wellington was, indeed, almost devoid of

natural family affections, implacable, un-

forgiving, cruel even to his own son. His
nature was too self-centred for him to care

for any other than himself. He delighted

most in consorting with persons of exceed-
ingly high rank, and in this respect he was
something of a snob.

If we turn to English literary history

there are to be found some striking in-

stances in the lives of Addison and Milton,

Byron, Shelley, Dickens and Bulwer Lyt-
ton. All of these, in their youth, were un-
usually handsome men, yet all of them
caused unhappiness at home—Addison by
his love of drink, Milton by his Puritanic
severity, Byron and Shelley by their law-
less and undomestic propensities, Dickens
by his unfitness for a well-ordered life, and
Bulwer Lytton because of a certain arro-

gant ferocity.

The case of Milton is a strange one. As

a young man he was very beautiful, so that

at the university he was called "the Lady."
His light brown hair hung down upon his

shoulders, and his eyes, though not lumin-
ous, were tender and appealing. It is said

that he has drawn himself in the picture

which he gives of Adam in "Paradise
Lost."

Moreover, he was vigorous and active, a

skilful fencer, and one who at that time en-

joyed all that is beautiful, as we can see in

reading his two exquisite poems, "L'Alle-

gro" and "Comus."
But when he married a charminsr vouner

The Poet Milton Married a Charming Young Woman, but
he Took her to Such a Dismal, Austere Home-Life That
at one Time she Left him. She Ultimately Returned,

to Drag out a Tedious Existence.

girl he took her to a home that was no

home at all, so dismal was it, so austere its

life, and so destitute of anything to attract a

merry, pleasure-loving, sane-minded wo-

man.
Milton, indeed, had no respect for wo-

men. As one of his biographers expresses

it, he had "something like a Turkish con-

tempt of females, as subordinate and in-

ferior beings. That his own daughters

might not break the ranks, he suffered them

to be depressed by a mean and penurious
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education. He thought women made only

for obedience, and man only for rebellion."

At one time his wife actually left him,

returning to her family, whereupon Milton

declared that the Scriptures gave him power
to divorce her and to take another wife in

her place. Ultimately she returned to him,

and dragged out a tedious existence, united

with one whose beauty of person made him
isolated from all tenderness.

The unhappiness which Byron caused is

almost too well known to be detailed again.

High-spirited, ardent, and flattered alike for

his poetic gifts and for his personal beauty,

he married Miss Milbanke, and drove her

from him at the end of a single year, since

she could not endure his fitful temper, the

financial embarrassments which beset him,

and the looseness of his living.

Byron's friend and fellow poet, Shelley,

was equally unfitted for domestic life. He
married a girl of sixteen years—Miss Har-
riet Westbrook—with whom for several

years he lived, wandering in vagabond fash-

ion through Ireland and England until he
came of age. He treated his wife with

coldness, and told her openly that he re-

garded marriage as a mere form which had
no binding force ; and so a little later he
eloped with Mary Godwin, and his wife,

ere long, committed suicide by drowning.
The failure of Dickens' marriage is diffi-

cult to explain. He was married while quite

young, at which time his face and form
were such as to attract attention anywhere.
For years he seemed to live happily enough,
but there developed in him a colossal egot-

ism. He began to pose as a mari incompris
—the most fatuous of all possible poses.

He had nothing against his wife, who
devoted to him, except that she could

not understand him. He became intensely

restless, wandering from place to place, and
writing letters to his friends, in which he
spoke of Mrs. Dickens as "poor Katy," and
intimating that, for no reason at all, they

could not get along together.

At last they separated, and Dickens made
a public scandal of it by publishing a long
and rambling statement of it in the press.

Btflwer Lytton was a dandy of genius,

consorting with the Count d'Orsay and

Disraeli in the days when they astonished

London by their airs and graces, and by the

gorgeousness of their waistcoats.

Lytton's marriage with Miss Rosina
Wheeler was not a happy one; and, un-

doubtedly, much of the blame rests upon
her, for she was extravagant and unrea-

sonable in many ways. Yet nothing could

excuse the almost insane ferocity with

which he treated her, if we may believe her

story. The scenes that were enacted be-

tween them, even in the presence of the

servants, were almost incredible. He
would shriek at her and curse her, and on
one occasion he even attacked her like a

savage or a wild beast, actually sinking his

teeth in her cheek.

Some of the great names in Continental

literature recall stories of domestic infelicity

no less illustrative of the defects of hand-
some husbands. The two greatest repre-

sentatives of German literature, Goethe and
Schiller, may be cited briefly. Goethe was
as remarkable for his personal appearance
as for his genius, and his loves were as

numerous as his masterpieces.

Wherever he went he found, as he used

to write, "new maidens" with whom he

flirted, and then passed on to still others,

all of whom he wove into his verse or prose,

thus giving them a sure but not very credit-

able immortality.

In 1806 he married a young woman,
Christiane Vulpius, with whom he lived

until her death ten years later. His other

attachments, however, went on unchecked,
especially the famous one with Bettine von
Arnim-Brentano. At that time morals in

Germany were in a somewhat unsettled

state; and of this particular connection one
of Goethe's biographers naively says : "Bet-

tine could not endure Christiane."

Schiller, who married Charlotte von
Lengenfeld, had for her undoubtedly a ro-

mantic attachment. The unhappiness which
he brought her came, not from lack of loy-

alty, but from his strange indifference to

financial obligations, which made life almost

unendurable, so that he had to accept gifts

from women in order to relieve their pres-

sure on him.



Odd Economies Make Big Businesses Pay

Pearson's Weekly

AS O A P manufacturing company,
whose works are near London,
found that at the end of each year

there were tons of strips of waste tin from
the manufacture of packing boxes.

How best to utilize them—that was the

question which the manager set himself to

solve. The strips were large enough for

making small boxes, but too small for any
kind of soap-box.

A bright idea occurred to him. Boot
polish. The very thing! It could be made
in the same works as the soap, and packed
in the little boxes.

That boot polish put up in neat little out-

fits, with brush and polishing cloth com-
plete, is to-day one of the two or three

best-known articles of its kind in the king-

dom. Its sales long ago far surpassed

those of its parent soap.

In these days of keen competition no
business, whether manufacturing or selling,

can afford to waste anything, and it is a

fact that in thoroughness of economy some
of the great British firms go one better

than even the skin-flint Yankee. Various
Hritish companies own great cattle ranches

in Uruguay. The largest of these has a great

factory on the banks of the River Uruguay,
where the meat is packed, and tongues and
other toothsome delicacies are canned. To
cleanse the slaughter houses, a perfect tor-

rent of water is pumped from the river,

and, after douching the floors, runs back
into the stream. The refuse scraps, which it

carries back, attract enormous shoals of

fish. The river is simply alive with them.

Men with nets constantly sweep the river,

and the fish which are not eaten fresh are

made to produce oil. This oil is turned into

gas, which lights the company's immense
factories.

The Chicago meat packing houses boast

that they have reduced economy to an exact

science. The principal packing business
has its own button factory, where ,the bone
and horn of the slaughtered beevc^ is

turned into half a million buttons a day.

Even the dust from the button turning
is not wasted. Mixed with a special ce-

ment made of scoria and quicklime and
other secret ingredients, the dust forms a

material resembling ivory, and from it bil-

liard balls are turned.

Rennet, isinglass, sandpaper, felt, bris-

tles, glue, mattress stuffings, are only a few
of the many things that are made in differ-

ent branches of a Chicago meat-packing
factory.

There are businesses which would not

pay at all but for economies, which a few
years ago were unknown. The competi-

tion between iron works is so severe that

pig iron is frequently sold at a loss.

But the clever manufacturer still suc-

ceeds in making a profit, and this is how he
does it. Here are actual figures from the

working of two furnaces for a week:

Coal consumed, 1,000 tons; pig iron pro-

duced, 700 tons
;
pitch recovered, fifty tons,

value, £60; oil recovered, 10,000 gallons,

value, £60; sulphate of ammonia recover-

ed, ten tons, value £110.

By these economies a side profit of £230
a week is secured, while the iron just about

pays for the coal consumed, and the labor.

Many a wine grower would be unable to

make ends meet if it were not for the fact

that wine standing in vats leaves a heavy

deposit known as "argol." Every atom of

the argol is scraped up and saved and dis-

solved in boiling water. It is then crystal-

ized out in vessels lined with lead, and be-

comes the cream of tartar used in baking

powder and sherbet.

There are other methods of economizing,

besides those of utilizing by-products. A
firm of Australian fruit growers have lately

taken to packing their fruit for export in

asbestos, a mineral which they can easily

obtain near at hand. They thus kill two
birds with one stone. The fruit arrives in

excellent condition, and the asbestos sells at

a profit which pays the carriage both on

itself and the fruit.

6*



Some Noted Exponents of Early Rising

From The Young Man, London

"Early to bed and early to rise,

Makes a man healthy, wealth} -

, and wise."

SO says the old adage ; but in spite of

this there is. as a matter of fact, no

necessary connection between early

rising and a brilliant career.

Nevertheless, it is an interesting fact that

many of our must eminent men and women

Emperor William

Who li.i- been Suggested as a British Cabinet
Mil I tard a) Work ;ii '< a.m.

1" nd le s tim leii beds and leave them
much eai Iter than most of us.

Through the whole of his working life

the late I *r< - d< til Faure, • \\ F ranee, was
rarely, ii ever, in be< ifter five o'clock in

the m, irning. At thi \ hi n he was
Pr< idenl he invariably ros< at five o'clock

depth of winter, had a cold
10

bath, and was immersed in his books in his

library by six o'clock. To this habit of

early rising the "tanner President" attri-

buted much of his success in life.

M. Jules Verne was another practical

believer in the virtues of rising early. His
practise was to rise at dawn in summer and
at six o'clock in winter. After a light

breakfast he wrote industriously until

eleven o'clock, when his day's work was
complete, and he could devote himself to

recreation. "If I had not been an early

riser," he used to say, "I should never have
written more books than 1 have lived

years."

Alexander von Humboldt, the great Ger-
man philosopher and traveler, rarely spent

more than four hours in bed, and on the

testimony of Sir James Sawyer, was fre-

quently content with two hours ; and Littre,

who lived to be eight)', thought thai to

spend more than five hours a day in bed
was shameful self-indulgence. Although
his invariable hour of rising was eight

o'clock, he scarcely ever left his desk until

three in the morning, or until sunrise warn-
ed him that a new day had dawned.
M. Thiers, the great French statesman <>\

a generation ago, prided himself on never

being found in bed after five o'clock in the

morning; and more often than not he was
drinking his early cup of coffee and eating

his roll shortly alter four, preparatory to

beginning eight hours of unbroken work,

which ended with the dejeuner proper at

ni ii m.

Mr. S. R. Crockett sets an example to his

literary brothers. Which few of them show
any anxiety to emulate, by tumbling out of

bed, winter and summer alike, at five

o'clock. Long before six he is hard at

work, and by breakfast-time he has added
three or four thousand words to one of his

charming novels, leaving, if he wishes it,

the resl of the day "for playing in."

Lord Wolseley, like Von Moltke and

Bismarck, is a believer in early hours, and
is of! en at work in his study at six o'clock

in the morning; but perhaps no eminent
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man of our times spends more hours out of
bed than Mr. Edison, the "Wizard of
America." It is no unusual thing for Edi-
son to work thirty-six hours continuously
at a single problem, and on many occasions
he has spent a whole week "in his clothes,"
snatching a few minutes' sleep when ex-

The German Emperor has never been a
shiggard, and is usually hard at work in
his study at five o'clock, and on horseback
at six, while the Empress shares her hus-
band's love of the morning hours, and may
be seen cantering on her favorite mare two
hours before the world breaks its fast. 1 >-

Lord Wolseley

The Famous Soldier is ;it Work in bis study at six o'< lock Every Morning.

hausted nature proved too strong for him.
Ihere are few earlier risers than the kings
and queens of Europe, who mighl pardon-
ably indulge in later hours than their sub-
jects. In his younger days the Austrian
Emperor used to rise at half-past four in
summer and five o'clock in winter.

deed, the Emperor leads the Spartan life

of a soldier on campaign, so far as sleep-
ing and its equipment are concerned. Eis
bed i- of the regulation camp pattern, and
the clothing is precisely such as is supplied
to his own officers. Eleven o'clock is his
invariable hour for retiring.
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Stealing the Letters of Corporations

By A. L. Benson in Herald Magazine

A YOUNG man, we will say, is em-
ployed in a clerical capacity in the

offices of a corporation that is much
in the public eye because of its exceeding

interest in affairs governmental. His sal-

ary is $12 a week. He isn't married yet,

but he has picked out the girl he intends to

marry. As soon as his salary is raised he

will become the head of a household.

Meanwhile he is attending the Saturday
afternoon baseball games, and, more than

occasionally, taking a part in the evening

debates around cigar stores. Of actual

knowledge or of mental training he has

little. But he has a shrewd sixth sense that

often tells him of Opportunity's presence

before anybody else in his vicinity has heard

a footfall—much less a knock.

Some evening the conversation around
the cigar store turns upon the furious on-

slaught that has been made by a politician

upon the corporation by which he is em-
ed. He hasn't read the attack, but he

quickly learns upon what the heated con-

versation in the cigar store is based. A
high official of his firm is accused of blud-
geoning a railroad to obtain rebates in vio-

lation of the law, or of giving its moral
support to one candidate for office and its

immoral support to another. He doesn't

say much, but the thought comes to him
a snowslide from a roof:

"By George! that's all true. The old

man has written four letters within two
weeks on this very subject, and I have seen
them all."

Ho nch reflections do not "get him
ling," to use his own expression, and

n dismisses the subject from his

mind. Nor does he think of it again until

the next evening. The occasion for his

thinking of it then is another article in a
spaper. This attracts his immediate
tion, because it was written and signed
'• head of the firm for which he works.

And e substance of it is that "there is not
article of truth" in the charge made

against him.

This time the face of the $12 clerk breaks

into a broad grin.

"The old man's got his nerve," he thinks

to himself, as he recalls the four letters.

And again he dismisses the subject from
his mind.
But by this time he has become enough

interested in the matter to follow it up in

the newspapers. And he notes the next

day that the politician who originally made
the charge comes back rather weakly, as

one must do who has said something that

he may believe to be true but cannot prove.

"What a monkey they would make of

the old man," he thinks to himself, "if they

had the letters I've seen
!"

There goes the lighted match into the dry
leaves

!

The clerk realizes that the missives have
suddenly achieved a commercial value ; he

knows that he can lay his hand upon them
any minute, and he straightway writes to

the politician who made the charge against

his employer the following anonymous
letter:

Dear Sir,—I have read what you have
said about the Blankety-Blank Blank Com-
pany. Now. I know this is all true, and I

can prove it is true, no matter what Mr.
says about it. What would you give

for letters written by him that would prove
everything you say? If you mean business

meet me to-morrow night at (designating

the place). I will have a toothpick stuck

under the front of my hatband. Come up
to me and say, "Good evening." I will say,

"Kalamazoo." You'll know by that that I

am the man. Trusting that you will be

interested in this opportunity to prove what
you have said, I am

Yours very truly,

LETTERS.

The politician is indeed interested. He
is not exactly consumed with a burning de-

sire to meet, even by proxy, the anonymous
letter writer. So he calls into his office a

man who knows how to keep still when he
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ought not to talk, who has a mind like a

gimlet, and who is, above all else, a good

judge of men. The anonymous letter is laid

before him, and the possibility of its truth

is briefly discussed. The man is also given

$400 for "expenses," all in one dollar bills.

He has a reason for this. This is not the

first time that he has gone to call on anony-

mous letter writers who had stolen corre-

spondence to sell. He knows that such

persons are particular about what kind of

money they take. Checks they will not

touch, nor large notes, nor much silver.

They want something light and small

;

something that can be carried without dis-

comfort and passed without attracting at-

tention.

At the designated spot the messenger
sees a man with a toothpick stuck in the

front of his hatband. A greeting is given,

the password is spoken and they are ready

to talk business. Perhaps it would be more
nearly accurate to say that they are ready

to shout business, since the place selected

for their meeting is under an elevated rail-

way upon which there is a ceaseless rush

of trains. Nor was the choice of this spot

by the letter writer a blunder. Where every

one is compelled to shout none but the de-

sired can hear.

The letter writer begins cautiously, if not

ambiguously. He first takes pains to find

out in detail about the emissary, how long

he has been with the politician by whom he
is now employed, and if he has any docu-

ments on his person to prove that he is what
he claims to be. He exhibits letters and
papers.

It is now time for the letter writer to un-

bosom a little. The emissary flies at him.

Where are the letters? To whom were
they written? What statements do they

contain? And a lot more.

But the wise disposer of corporation cor-

respondence does not give up so easily. He
wants to see a little money before he says

a word.

"I've got to trust you and you've got to

trust me," he says. "You may as well begin

now. I want $100 before I tell you a

thing."

The messenger expected this, and hands
out one of the four packages into which he

divided the $400.

"Now, to whom were those letters writ-

ten and what do they say?" he shrieks above

the thunder of the train overhead.

"They are to and— - and

—

the anonymous gentleman yells, mentioning

the names of four well-known national

characters who are referred to in Washing-
ton as statesmen.

What a draught of salt water would be

to a traveler in the desert this information

is to the go-between. His thirst for facts

has become a fire. "What is said in the

letters?" "Did he say that?" "I want the

originals—not photographs. I'll photo-

graph them myself and return them to you

if you have to have them back." "You
haven't got them with you now? You'll

meet me here to-morrow night and bring

them?"

The go-between is plainly disappointed.

He wants the letters now, now, NOW.
This little three letter word holds him like

a magnet. He spells it backward and real-

izes that the first word means the second.

But the letters are not here. Worse than

that, something that has just been said to

him makes him wonder if an old-timer like

him has been buncoed by a mere clerk. For

what has he just heard? "I'm not the man
who wrote to your boss. I'm the friend

of that man. He did not want to let him-

self be known in this matter until he was

sure you meant business. So he sent me
to represent him. He'll know as soon as I

see him that you are all right. He'll meet

you at this spot to-morrow night at the

same hour you met me. He'll have a tooth-

pick in his hatband and you must have two

in yours. And he'll bring the letters with

him."

The man with one toothpick met the man
with two and delivered the goods next

evening. He took the usual precautions

to get his money first—$300 in the smallest

bills—but he turned over the original let-

ters—or rather the carbon copies of them

—and they were all that they had been

represented to be. They not only corrobor-

ated everything that had been said about

the corporation, but they contained names

and references that to the mind of the go-

between suggested almost infinite ramifica-

tions of the matter in hand. Where a few

had been suspected a dozen were now found

guilty. His brain drank in like a sponge

every word, every suggestion, every fine

shade of meaning. What an index of
73
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crime ! What a catalogue of corporation
corruption! But he must have the hooks
of which he held the indices. These
"books" were all the letters that had been
written to or received from the men whose
names were mentioned in the letters that

he held.

Like a hawk on a chicken this political

harpy swooped down on the clerk.

"We must have these letters—every one
of them. Get the originals, or the carbon
copies, as the case may be, if you think you
can do it without being caught. If you
can get them to me, even for an hour, I

can photograph them and return them to

you. If you can't get them out for an hour
copy them in shorthand. Any way you
can—-but get them—get them. Mind you,

every letter, every telegram. And meet me
day after to-morrow about this time.

There's one hundred dollars in it for you."
The strong wind is now taking the feeble

blaze through the underbrush like a

cyclone. \n fact, the feeble blaze is no
longer feeble. It is beginning to roar out

trength as it sweeps on its way. Here,
suddenly, has come opportunity. Here's
the home looming up bigger and bigger

—

the home that the girl will be in as soon as

he can get it for her. Will he get the let-

ters? He'll get them, even if he has to

skirt the walls of the penitentiary to do it.

Two days elapse and rhey meet again.

clerk is as good as his word, lie's got
everything

—

letters, telegrams and carl .mm

But he must have them
back by midnight. That's all right. Every-
thing has been arranged. In an hour a

camera has memorized every letter, every
crease in the paper, every blol on a page.
And the nexl day, whenever opportunity
offered, s e of these bits of papers were
returned to their proper places in the tiling

cabinets. By night everything was where
it should be. Thank God, the penitentiary

draw nto the shadow !

Bui the mountainside is not yel in ashes.

and the strong wind is still blowing. That
polii ided by his new spaper, is now
more searching than the gale- <>\ March.
Every letter of th< wd i h has
dragged in new names and new sug

tions. Where there was before a demand
for fifty letters there is now a call for five

hundred more. lie must have every letter

to or from a score of different men. If pos-

sible, he must have the head official's pri-

vate letter book, in which are ink copies of

his most secret correspondence. More than

that, he must have the key to the tele-

graphic code used by the head official. His
telegrams are a mass of jargon, of which
the ABC code book makes nothing. Look
at this telegram, for instance, addressed to

a prominent Senator

:

"Behavior mundane kennel moodily tabu-

lated."

This is not the actual telegram, but it il-

lustrates the point that vexed the politician.

The ABC code book says this telegram

should be translated as follows

:

"Bewrare 'has been murdered if you will

keep silent money is rather more abundant
I will not take it."

.Meaningless! The key, the key, the key!

Get it at any cost. Have it here to-morrow-

night if you don't have anything else.

"What makes you so late?" says the poli-

tical emissary the next evening. "Have you
gi >t the key to the private code ? You have ?

Good! What is it? 'Send the second word
above the code word that you really want
to use.' Now for it. Here's the book.

Write out what I tell you as I look up the

meaning of the words :

" '

I '.ill—must—be—killed. Money—no

—

i object. If—you—can—take—more—tele-

graph."

"We've got it! We've got it! We've got
it ! Now go hack and go through the third

vice-president's private file. Get every let-

ter or telegraph he has written to or re-

ceived from (about thirty prominent men,
whom lie names ) within the last five years.

There's a hundred more in this for you if

you gel them."

But why go on? That's the way it's

doiu-. 'I hat poor, starving clerk who start-

ed nut t<> sell four letters has stolen and sold

a thousand. For flirting with the penitenti-

ary he has received perhaps $500. He could

have had $5,000 as easily as anything else if

he had known enough to ask for it.



Hamar Greenwood, M.P., as Barrister, Parliamentarian and Soldier.

Hamar Greenwood: His Remarkable Career

By G. B. VanBlaricom

FROM stranded actor to member of the

Imperial House of Commons, from an
amateur 'longshoreman to Parliament-

ary Secretary of a British Cabinet Minis-
ter, from a cattle drover to a Barrister-at-

Law of Gray's Inn—all within the period
of thirteen years—reads more like the

stirring romance of a twentieth century
novelist than a stern recital of fact.

In tabloid form, this is the career of

1 Lunar Greenwood, senior M.P. for the

City of York, England, since 1906, erst-

while resident of the peaceful Town of
Whitby, Ontario. His life has been filled

with more outstanding features than that

which characterizes the lot of the average
young man who has to fight his way to the

front inch by inch. At school young Green-
wood developed many things, among them
a liking- for English history and a decided
aversion for mathematics. In the athletic

arena he was a leader, and, as a long-dis-
tance walker and expert cricketer, won
more than local repute. I lis pedestrian
propensities resulted in his holding the one
mile championship and capturing firs! place
in a six-day contest. Of a naturally optim-
istic and cheerful temperament he develop-

ed public spirit along with physical agility

and self-reliance. When a student at

Whitby Collegiate Institute he was presi-

dent of the Literary Society, captain of the

Cadet Corps, and the leader in other or-

ganizations. The genius to get on was in

the lad; it found expression on all sides.

Well liked by his associates for his manly
qualities, his sense of honesty and fair

play, he was fond of adventure, of coming
close in contact with human nature, of in-

vestigating things for himself, and then

drawing his own conclusions. He believed

in the results of actual experience.

Securing a third-class certificate and

passing the matriculation examination, he

entered the Whitby Model School, which

he attended for one month. Learning one

day that the trustees in the village of Man-
chester were looking for a teacher, he se-

cured the position at a salary of $350 a

year, and, obtaining a permit, began to im-

part knowledge to the young. The reason

he gave for nol continuing lectures at the

Model School was the plausible one of ill—

health. However, at the end of the term

he presented himself for examination, pass-

ed, and all was forgiven. He taught school
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in Manchester, eighteen miles north of

Whitby, for three or four years, and then

determined to take a university course. He
polished off the examinations of the first

term without being present at a lecture,

carrying on his studies while teaching. In

1895 he graduated in Arts, with honors in

Political Science. His father, the late John
Hamar Greenwood, was a lawyer, the old-

est practitioner at the Bar in the County of

Ontario, and a Welshman ; his mother, of

Scotch extraction, bearing the family name
of Churchill. "Spencerhouse" was their

homestead. A rather remarkable coinci-

dence is that Hamar Greenwood to-day

—

in his thirty-ninth year—is Parliamentary
Secretary to the Rt. Hon. Winston Spencer
Churchill, President of the Board of Trade
—a rare combination of names, although
the two men are in no way related.

If there is one ancient and honorable
pastime that English gentlemen prize it is

cricket. As a boy the batting and bowling
of Hamar Greenwood was phenomenal.
Charles Logan, Sam Ray, James
Lang, and other famous Canadian
exponents of the game were his instructors,

and he was a proficient pupil. At sixteen

years of age he was one of the Canadian
eleven that did battle with visitors from
across the border in an international match.
With the money earned by teaching,

I famar Greenwood made his own way
through college. At the close of the third

year he was one of a theatrical troupe com-
posed of ambitious amateurs and semi-pro-
fessionals, who started out with high hopes
but light pockets, to furnish entertainment
for several towns and villages during the

fall fairs season. F. E. Karn, now a To-
ronto druggist, was business manager, and
Greenwood took the leading role. He was
the heavy villain, although his weight
never exceeded 160 pounds. The venture
of the amateur aggregation was not re-

munerative, and at Goderich the business
manager deserted. The organization was

iptly re-organized, and Mr. Green-
v oorl made manager. For a few nights

ihe company played to bumper houses, and
for the first time the salaries of the cast

were paid in full. Fortune is fickle, and
often plays prank upon her pursuers. At

Kincardine disaster overtook the Thespians
and left them all stranded. Greenwood had
only a few cents to call his own, and wired

home for money. Now Mr. Greenwood,
sr., was a strict churchman, and had little

or no sympathy for the stage or its votaries.

•His son's escapade was up to this time un-
known to him. Back came the laconic

reply : "Hamar Greenwood, Kincardine

:

The walking is good. Better walk." The
love of a mother had been aroused, and
she sent her impecunious son enough cash

to enable him to get back to Toronto. Thus
ended the career of Hamar Greenwood on
the stage of dramatic art—just a few years

prior to his entering the political stage of

which he is now such an aggressive and
distinguished member.

His university, as well as his political

career, have been full of interest and inci-

dent. He was one of the ringleaders in

the famous "students' strike" as it is called.

In the memorable year of 1895 ne stood

shoulder to shoulder with the late James A.

Tucker, W. L. Mackenzie King, and
others. At the student mass meetings he

wras a power in debate. He had courage,

conviction and ideas to which he was not

afraid to give utterance. For the principles

in which he believed he vigorously contend-

ed. Summoned one day to the office of the

then President, he there found Mr. Loudon
and another member of the professorial

staff. Mr. Greenwood made a remark and
the professor interjected that it was not

true. His tone and attitude intimated that

the young man was lying. In a second

young Greenwood had peeled off his coat

and stood facing his accuser in a menacing
manner. "What I said is true and you
know it," he exclaimed. "Now, take back
your words or I will throw you out of the

window." President Loudon was dumb-
founded, but finally managed to pour oil

upon the troubled waters. The result was
the offending professor promptly apolo-

gized and took back the statement.

In the pursuit of knowledge and the

study of political economy, Hamar Green-
wood was resolved to learn conditions first

hand—to get an accurate acquaintance with

things as they were, and betook himself to

Buffalo during his student days, where he

found employment as a 'longshoreman. He
hustled freight on the docks and shipped

in a lumber barge on the Great Lakes as

far as Duluth. Having learned of this and

the somewhat radical reforms which "the

strikers" desired in connection with the
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conduct and administration of university

affairs, Hon. S. H. Blake put a pointed

question to him during the memorable in-

vestigation.

"Are you an Anarchist?" thundered the

renowned K.C.

"No, sir. I'm an Anglican," answered
the witness. The totally unlooked-for sally

created much merriment at the expense of

the celebrated lawyer, who, for many years

has been the most prominent layman in the

councils of that great religious body.

After graduation in 1895, Hamar Green-
wood, who was captain of a company in

the 34th Battalion, spent a couple of weeks
in camp, and while there determined he
would add to his stock of experience by
once more coming in direct contact with

common, every-day conditions. A good
deal of discussion was going on in the

press relative to the British embargo on
Canadian cattle. He was anxious to learn

more of the question and secured a place

on a cattle ship. Roughly attired, he cross-

ed the Atlantic and landed in Liverpool

with just five dollars in his pocket. To
Radnor, in Wales, he made his way, in-

tending to visit some of his father's rela-

tives at Knighton. An election contest was
then in full swing and within twenty-four
hours after reaching Radnor he was in the

throes of the campaign. His ability as a

speaker, his genuine grasp of political

problems, made his services invaluable in

support of the Liberal candidate who was
placed at the head of the poll. A few days
later he journeyed to London, where he
found work in the office of a broker. At
Y.M.C.A. gatherings Mr. Greenwood, who
had always been a staunch advocate of
temperance, gave several addresses. The
cogency and pointedness of his remarks
soon attracted the attention of the late

Robert Rae, who was president of the Na-
tional Temperance League. Mr. Greenwood
was appointed organizer. In that capacity
he visited numerous towns and cities

throughout Great Britain and Ireland, or-

ganizing temperance societies and deliver-
ing lectures on Canada. He spent two
years or more on the lecture platform, and
early cast in his lot with the Colonial Club.
Later he joined the National Liberal Club,
and, finally, became a member of the
Eighty Club, the biggest Liberal organiza-

tion in Great Britain. Thus he came in

close communion with the Liberal party
and was engaged as one of the speakers in

several bye-elections. For three or four
years he rendered excellent service, being
valiant, vigorous and progressive. In

England it is not unusual for a Parlia-

mentary representative to reside beyond
the bounds of his constituency. Mr. Green-
wood was offered the Liberal nomination
in Grimsby, but declined as the riding was
hopelessly Conservative. In 1906 his

splendid work on the platform had won
such recognition that the Liberal organi-

zers in London requested him to go up to

the City of York and speak in the interests

of a retired Indian general, who was anxi-

ous to secure the nomination and a seat

in the House. He complied. The conven-

tion after listening to his virile address,

said, as with one accord: "It is the young
fellow we want, not the old." The nomin-
ation was then offered Mr. Greenwood. So
suddenly was the honor proffered he

thought the party had been momentarily
carried away with excitement and was in-

clined to look upon the whole affair in the

light of a joke. He returned to London,
but York Liberals would not let him rest.

The next day they chartered a special train

and one thousand of the stalwarts boarded
it "bound for London town." They were
deadly in earnest, and would not take no

for an answer. The army officer seeing

the trend of events, approached Mr. Green
wood: "Take it, man, take it, I can secure

another constituency," he said. Mr. Green-

wood finally yielded to persuasion and ac-

cepted the honor. The constituency had

been Conservative, and had sent men like

Lord Charles Beresford. Sir Christopher

Furness and others to Parliament. In a

strenuous contest, Mr. Greenwood was one

of the two members elected, capturing

York in the Liberal interest and heading

the polls. This is how the plucky young
Canadian became senior member for York
in the Imperial House of Commons.

Meanwhile, during his political pilgrim-

ages in the interests of the Liberal party,

he had engaged in newspaper work and
studied law, being admitted a Barrister of

Gray's Inn. He has appeared frequently

before the Privy Council and has been en-

gaged on a number of leading cases, par-

ticularly those of the Commercial Cable
77
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Co., the C.P.R., the Provinces of British

Columbia, Quebec and Manitoba.

Mr. Greenwood was one of a party of

English M.P.'s, under the direction of Sir

Alfred Jones, who visited Jamaica a couple

of years ago. He was there during the

terrific earthquake, which destroyed a large

portion of the City of Kingston. He had

left his hotel for a few minutes, and was in

the act of returning when the cataclysm

occurred and the building was shattered.

His journalistic instinct was at once

aroused ; instantly he knew the value of such

news as an earthquake doing millions of

dollars worth of damage and costing many
lives. By resource and diplomacy he man-
aged to land one of the biggest newspaper

scoops of modern years, whereby the Lon-

don Daily Mail beat the whole world in

the tidings of the awful catastrophe. All

telegraphic and cable communication had
been sundered, the earthquake cutting off

every line. A United States man-of-war
way lying in the harbor and alongside it a

swift cutter. Going down to the man-of-

war Greenwood addressed the captain in

official tones : "I am a representative," he

declared, "of the Imperial Government and

must get an important despatch through

at once to the Under-Secretary of State

I.Mr. Churchill). Have this conveyed to

the nearest cable station at once." The
cutter set sail for Cuba, the nearest station,

where the message was forwarded to home
office. The Daily Mail thus got the first

story of the earthquake—-about three hun-

dred words—many hours ahead of any of

it- American or European contemporaries,

although correspondents representing all

the leading journals were on the scene,

madly endeavoring to gel off a few words
to their papers. Thus I Lunar Greenwood
scored a record scoop by foresight, tact and

good headwork.
Fond of riding, shooting and fishing, the

M.P. for York comes to Canada for a holi-

day every year. Vs a Parliamentary repre-

sentative he has made his influence felt.

The Colonies have no sturdier representa-

tive or more gifted champion than he in

the Imperial House. He believes on all

questions affecting their welfare and in-

terest that the greatest measure of liberty

should be accorded them, being convinced

that the men on the spot more adequately

appreciate and comprehend the true condi-

tion of affairs than do the Imperial law-

makers on Downing Street. In the recent

discussion regarding Natal, Mr. Green-

wood spoke strongly against the course of

hhe Government upholding the right of free

action on the part of that colony. Canada
has not a more spirited or watchful friend

in Great Britain than the senior M.P. for

York. By nature optimistic, exuberant

and broad-minded, he has always displayed

decision and judgment in all his actions in

the House, while his epigrammatic utter-

ances on quesions of statecraft leave no

doubt as to the soundness of his views or

the clarity of his vision.

An illustration of the deep interest Mr.
Greenwood takes in all matters Canadian

was furnished in the movement headed by

him to erect a suitable stone as a tribute to

Mr. Franklin McLeay, a native of Wood-
stock, Ontario, the foremost Canadian

actor, who was associated with Wilson

Barrett in many of his master productions.

He was determined that the splendid genius

of McLeay should not go unrecognized,

and to-day a modest monument marks the

grave of this brilliant Canadian.

Hamar Greenwood has never lost his

zeal in matters military, and was for many
years a lieutenant in the Canadian militia.

To-day he is a major in the King's Col-

onials. He is a bachelor. A prominent

English newspaper circulated the report

some time ago that he was about to wed.

In answer to a query from an ardent Cana-

dian admirer, In- cabled: "Report untrue.

Am still a monk."

1H



Edison is >Now

Having the Fun

of His Life

He Has Given Up

Working for Money

and is Working for

the Love of Work

By The Interpreter in American Magazine

NOT long ago—said the Observer— it

was given out in the daily papers that

Edison was about to retire: that he
would invent no more. He was quoted as

saying that he had been at work now for

over forty years, week-days and holidays,

besides many nights all night long, and he
thought it about time that he took a rest.

He said he wanted to retire and have fun.

I suppose that many people who read

this paragraph formed a swift mental pic-

ture of the inventor, rich in both money and
fame, living in some restful country place,

or enjoying the diversion of a trip around
the world in a steam yacht. I had a mo-
mentary vision of that sort myself, but it

went up in a laugh. I knew it was another
of Edison's little jokes.

The other day I went out to see Mr. Edi-
son at his laboratory in Orange, New Jer-
sey. I had not expected to write anything
about my visit, having quite another pur-

pose in view, but I came away with, a curi-

ously new impression of the man. Seven
or eight years ago I had occasion to visit

Edison's laboratory repeatedly, and to talk

a number of times, more or less at length,

with the inventor himself. At that time I

was chiefly interested in the results of Edi-
son's extraordinary activities, for if there

ever was a place of marvels, that place was,
and is to-day, the inventor's laboratory at

Orange. At that time I missed a clear

view of the man in the multitude of his

works. In eight years the plant at Orange
has developed new and greater buildings,

filled with even more marvelous marvels

;

and yet when I came out of the little gate

into the street after my visit the other day

I found myself strangely unstirred by the

new things I had seen. I found myself

saying: "The most wonderful thing here

is this wonderful old man." For while he

has worked for forty years with retort and

lathe and dynamo, the greatest of his in-

ventions, after all, is a unique human char-

acter.

When we met the other day I referred to

the newspaper reports I had seen.

"I thought you had retired and that you

were looking for fun?"

"Me?" he answered. "Why, I have re-

tired, and I'm having the fun of my life."

It was one of the hottest days in August,

a time when many men rush away to the

hills or the seashore; but Edison looked as

though he were working harder than ever.

He wore an old, thin, black coat, a good

deal soiled ; on his forehead were a number
of bright green spots and streaks, reminders

of recent activities in his chemical labora-

tory and his white hair was well rumpled

where he had run his fingers through it in

one of his characteristic gestures. He gave

the impression of a singularly sturdy, able,

active man. And as for looking tired or

worn, no man ever looked less so. I have

rarely seen eyes with more of the eternally

youthful in them than Edison's. Youth

and humor, and a sort of accomplished

contentment, these are all in Edison's eyes.

As for the exact color of them—a friend

has asked me since I returned—the other

impressions I had, the character impres-
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sions, are so strong I can scarcely remem-
ber : I should say gray-blue.

He explained what he meant by retiring

and resting after forty years of work.
"I've retired," he said, "from money-

making. That's what I have been trying to

escape from. Now I'm free, and I'm going
to have some fun. Money has got me into

all the trouble I've ever had. If you want
lies and entanglements and trouble, just go
in for money-making. If you want to meet
rascals and have friends turn out bad, get

into business ! No, I don't like the crowd
or the game. I don't see how any man can

go in for money-making as a real business

in life. It would kill me. I don't need
much of anything personally, but I've had
to have a lot of money for my work. It's

come, somehow, and now I've got all I

need, and all I want—and I've retired."

"And you're having fun?"
"Yes, I'm having the fun of my life

—

steering clear of anything that has any
money-making connected with it. I'm try-

ing some chemical experiments. For years

I've been making notes—I've got a lot of

books up there filled with suggestions which
I've been planning to work out as soon as

I could get the time. Now I'm going at

them—not to make money—but just to find

out things. I'm going to put a lot of things

together and take 'em apart and see what
the result is. That's the greatest fun in

the world."

So far, indeed, as the outer habits of
Edison's life are concerned, there has been
no change. He has merely retired into

new achievements. In the library of the

laboratory where I awaited the inventor I

saw, on a little bare table in one of the

alcoves, the remnants of his luncheon : part

of a glass of milk and a crust of bread.

Every day, as he has done for forty years

past, he takes this simplest of simple lunches

alone in his library. In another alcove I

saw a cot bed. Here, if he is particularly

. and fourteen, or sixteen, or eighteen
hours a day in the laboratory is not enough,
the inventor can drop down and sleep all

night. Thus he rests and has fun.

lie took me up-stairs to show me his

plans for "pouring" houses. In a large

work-room he has had the model of a

house constructed. It is complete in every
particular, doors, windows, roof, chimney
and all, but it is only some ten feet high
and fifteen feet long. I lis idea lias been to

make a homelike house of architectural

beauty, which can be constructed by his new
method of "pouring," as he calls it, at a

very low expense and in an incomparably
short time.

"I wanted to do something," he said, "to

solve the housing problem in the cities. My
idea is to make a home that will have all

the modern conveniences, and yet be within

the reach of the workingman."

He has had molds of iron made for a

full-sized house like the model. They can

be set up and bolted together in a few days'

time on the lot where the building is to

stand. Into the completed mold is poured a

liquid preparation of ordinary cement,

which rushes into and fills every crack and
corner. It requires only three hours to do
the pouring—in other words to construct

the house complete, including all orna-

ments, chimneys and even bath-tubs. After

being allowed to harden for a day or two,

the molds can be removed and the house

stands practically complete, save, of course,

for windows, doors, and interior work. Mr.
Edison calculates that such houses can be

built at absurdly low prices, and being

practically a solid block of cement, they will

not only be indestructible, but will require

next to no repairs. They will also be water
and vermin-proof.

"I have been working, off and on, with

this scheme for a year or more," said Mr.
Edison, "and I think now I've got it. It's

more of a problem than you imagine. I

have to meet the same difficulties that are

found in casting a bronze statue—to make
the cement go into the proper channels, ex-

pelling the air in such a way that every part

of the mold is completely filled. They told

me at firs.t that I couldn't do it, because the

solid parts of the cement combination would
immediately settle to the bottom, and that I

couldn't properly fill places where the ce-

ment had to flow upward. But I've proved
that I can."

He took me down-stairs and out of doors,

where he had been conducting a series of

cement-pouring experiments in large

wooden frames. One of these frames was
constructed like a huge letter "U," with a

square bottom. Into the top of one leg of

the "U" he had poured the cement, and it

had risen and filled the other leg. Upon
drying, part of the frame was removed and

I saw the smooth, even texture of the solid
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cement casting. I asked him when he was
to "pour" his first building.

"Soon, now," he said; "the molds are

about ready. They cost $25,000, but can be

used for an innumerable number of houses.

I am training two young engineers to look

after the work. We're going to pour the

first building just over there, outside of the

laboratory grounds. If it doesn't work out

the first time we'll put a stick of dynamite

under it and blow it out, and try again."

I remarked that it seemed to me that he

stood a chance of making a good deal of

money out of his invention, whether he

wanted it or not.

"Not a bit," he said. "Personally, I shall

not make a cent. This is my contribution

to the housing problem. Of course I shall

license contractors under my patents to do
the work, in order to see that it is properly

done. They will naturally make their pro-

fit, but none of it will come to me. I be-

lieve this system is going to make existence

cheaper and better and pleasanter for

thousands of men who now have to live in

flats and tenements in the cities."

We walked around in the sunshine to

the door of the chemical laboratory. Inside

I could see the long tables filled with re-

torts, bottles and glasses and the like, all

the familiar paraphernalia, and a number
of men in long aprons at work. Edison
himself does very little of the actual ex-

perimenting. He is the brain that directs,

so that he can keep many men at work upon
the details of the problem he has in hand. I

parted from him there at the doorway, but

I carried with me the picture he made
standing bareheaded in the sunshine, erect,

white-haired, in his worn black coat. His
fine face, with the minute humor-wrinkles
around the eyes, was unmistakably that of

a contented, peaceful, simple-hearted old

man. And I thought of his unpropitious
boyhood and youth, the lack of education
in the sense that we now understand educa-
tion, the long hours and the hard work

—

then I thought of the great manufacturing
buildings rising all around him here at his

Orange laboratory, each the material cloth-

ing of an idea that had sprung from his

fertile brain. I thought of the manufac-
turing plants in every part of civilized crea-

tion where wheels turn and belts whir
wholly or partly because this man has lived

and worked. I thought how life had been
made brighter and easier and sweeter for

hundreds of millions of human beings

through his many inventions. If any one

remains who is not convinced of the power

of mind over matter, let this convince him

:

for these things, also, are miracles.

And it is clean greatness—Edison's. He
wears by rights the look of a contented

man. He has robbed no widows, crushed

no competitions, stolen no franchises, taken

no rebates. He is rich not because he

gambled in the stock markets; nor employ-

ed children and women at starvation wages

;

nor awaited, doing nothing himself, for the

rise in the price of land or corn or cotton.

He is famous not because he manipulated

an election, or bribed a legislature. There

is nowhere in his career any record of suc-

cess which came of devious or deceitful

ways. His is indeed a clean greatness. He
has worked for what he won, and every-

thing that he has done has been in the direc-

tion of making this a better world for man-

kind to dwell in.

A number of years ago I asked Mr. Edi-

son why he worked so hard and so steadily.

He paused a moment, apparently a little

puzzled that any one should ask so curious

a question.

"Why, I don't know," he said. "I have

always felt as though something inside of

me were driving me."

It was a significant reply. Really effec-

tive men are thus driven by something with-

in themselves which is greater than them-

selves. There is a sort of yielding to uni-

versal force, a unity with life, in which the

man himself becomes, curiously, only the

vehicle of greater inner forces. Great men

are always more or less "possessed." They

have been able to raise themselves somehow

above themselves. And that is the only

true path to noble achievements.

What is it all for ? I remember once ask-

ing Edison that question : what he was aim-

ing at, what was the use, after all, of his

inventions? He answered quickly, as

though he had given that matter a good deal

of thought.

"I don't know," he said. "I don't know

what you and I are here for, or where we

are going. Do you? Why do people rush

and struggle? Why do you write as though

your life depended on it—and enjoy it, too?

Why do I invent? We work because in

some way it satisfies us. That is all we

know."
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A Gondola Dinner That Cost $20,000

Abridged from Royal Magazine

THE world never tires of talking wealth.

The romance of affluence, as enduring
as the hills, fascinates because it is in-

separable from the aspirations of mankind.
Comparatively few attain their desired

standard of opulence, but the activities of

their imagination remain unimpaired, and
give zest to the process of passing the

world's wealthiest people in critical review.

Popular conception of "how the rich live"

is accordingly apt to be somewhat awry,
since it places no restriction on individual

possession, and invariably associates a big

banking account with prodigious prodigal-

ity. The Inspector-General in Bankruptcy
lends color to the suspicion, by citing case?

of noteworthy extravagance, and a capti-

ous age has done the rest. The British

Empire produces its rich in abundance, but
the majority of the best families feel thei'-

responsibilities to the country they live in,

and spend their money liberally, but, withal,

intelligently. Although it may not appear
en the surface, the spending of a fortune is

accompanied by as many perils and diffi-

culties as is the making of one.

The effect of riches, whether acquire'

1

Oi inherited, on the welfare of the nation 's

enormous; and the habit in Great Britain of

spending money freely and judiciously ma\
be said to be a recognized obligation of the

wealthy, notwithstanding that, when re-

garded from a more circumscribed point of

view, individual items in the account appear
seemingly extravagant.

In regard to the Englishman who is in

receipt of a yearly income between £30,000
and £40,000, unless he lead-, the life of a

recluse or develops a morbid selfishness, he
has responsibilities, from the stand-

point,which cannot be shelved. As befits

station in life, he must entertain as gen
< rously as he has been entertained. To do
this effectively—that i-. from the recrea-
tive standard—he must have a town and
country house. A residence in the West
End of London will cost anything
£2,000 and £3,000 a year, while the up-
keep and establishment charges will do

that amount. His country house, with its

big parties and shoots, hunts, and other

festivities, will account for £5,000, besides

which he keeps in mind local expectations

while playing the part of a country gentle-

man.
Horses, motors, yachting, racing, repre-

sent a very considerable sum, while travel-

ing abroad makes further inroads to the ex-

tent of a thousand or so. A box at the

Opera for a season, jewelry, clothing,

wines, cigars and other incidentals, make a

perceptible impression on the exchequer;
while, as the family advances into the teens,

education forms a formidable item.

At a still later period, when the daughter
makes her debut in society, the exactions

due to Mayfair are decidedly extensive. In

addition to the cost of dress material ot the

girl during the London season must be

added £800 for incidental expenses and
presents, so that the first season out easily

represents a drain of between £1,000 and
£2,000 on the purse of paterfamilias.

Hobbies—somewhat costly, maybe—must
be taken into the reckoning; and last, but

not least, charitable contributions have to

be included. Indeed, the liberality of the

benevolent rich in London constitutes one
of the most valuable signs of the times. The
sum aggregates the enormous total of £10,-
000,000 per annum.

Entertaining, of course, is as varied as it

is universal and as costly as it is popular.

When the Government in a moment of

liberality set aside the sum of £5,000 to be

Spent annually in providing hospitable fare

f'H- distinguished guests, there was a dis-

position to regard the innovation both as a

dangerous departure and the embodiment
\ Mi excess.

I here are scores of society leaders who
find it needs a display of rigid economy to

keep their entertainment account wdthin the

confines of £5,000 a year. Garden parties

are considered to offer some sort of solu-

iroblem of how to restrict ex-

penditure in regard to social festivities, but

in a climate so uncertain as this the experi-
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ment at best can only be tried in the summer
and early autumn, while it is apt to

prove a double-edged expedient in the event

of the appointed day being wet.

It is during the ball season that the cost-

wealth—not so much for the possession of
it as for the means of lavish and rank ex-
penditure—was a destructive mark in the

closing days of the Roman Empire. Pliny
found in the artificial growth of asparagus,

The Gondola Dinner

At the Savoy Hotel in June, 1905, a dinner costing over £3,000 was
given in a floating gondola by Mr. <;. A. Kessler. The entire arrange-
ments were completed within twenty-fonr hours. There were at work
one hundred and twenty electricians and scene-painters, fifteen special
cooks, and eighteen waiter-. The latter, who wore Venetian costumes,
had their apparel finished'two hours before the function. Mr. Cessler
entertained twenty-four guests in a large white gondola floating in the
old courtyard of the hotel, which had been flooded for the evening. The
guests walked into the flower-decked bunt across a bridge, and sat down
on gilt chairs at one long table. While the dinner was being served,
music came from another gondola floating oear by. Round the walls
were hung Venetian scenes, including the Piazza of St. Mark and the
i Sampanile, and white pigeons flew about or nestled among the flowers,
making the Venetian illusion complete. The guests included Madame
Rejane and Signor ' laruso.

liness of complying with society obligations
shows itself. Such functions as are associ-
ated with the principal West End mansions
represent the expenditure of thousands of
pounds. The average is about £2 per
guest.

The feverish desire for the acquisition of

the costly decoration of rooms, and the use

of ices, evidences of unbridled extrava-

gances foredoomed to national disaster.

What deductions he would have drawn
from Xew York freak-dinners ran i>nly be

faintly surmised.

There are, however, indications of vast
83
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changes coming over America's wealthiest

men. Great wealth has always had a secret

longing for the austere delights of self-ab-

negation. Hence, Mr. Samuel Dunlop, one
of the best-known millionaires, has denied
himself the privilege of buying more than
one new suit of clothes in a period of forty

years. Mexico's richest man, Pedro Al-
varado, after equipping a gorgeous palace,

elected to spend his days in a poorly fitted

cellar; while Signor Romolo, suddenly in-

heriting great wealth, tried a life of luxuri-

ous ease for six months, and then sought
pleasure and repose in the life of a waiter.

Mr. John D. Rockefeller finds solace in the

role of a hard-working Baptist. Mr. Cor-
nelius Vanderbilt was a vestryman ; Mr. J.

Wanamaker was an elder of the Presby-
terian Church, and controls the largest

Bible class in the world. Another noted

millionaire, Mr. W. E. Dodge, is a Presby-
terian elder; Mr. J. D. Archibald, of the

Standard Oil Company, is an enthusiastic

Methodist. Mr. Schwab affects the simple

life, while Mr. Wiston Brown prefers to

play the part of a fisherman. This group
forms an interesting contrast to the younger
section of American millionaires, who ex-

hibit a restless longing to plunge into the

whirlpools of extravagance. "Doing
Europe," once an educational mission, is

now largely regarded as a befitting chance
for fantastically expending vast wealth. The
American invasion has this year fallen short

of its immediate predecessors, owing to

financial disturbances, but nevertheless it is

estimated that visitors from the United
States have spent several millions of pounds
during the last eight months in quest of

pleasure in Europe.

Satirizing Rockefeller's Autobiography

From Punch

IT is announced that Mr. John D. Rocke-
feller's autobiography will be published
in twelve languages simultaneously this

month. Will it be anything like this?—

CHAPTER I.

Birth.

I was born with a silver spoon in my
mouth. One of my earliest toys was a

golden calf. I still have it.

CHAPTER IT.

Parentage.

I am descended on one side from a thrifty

and industrious Scotch stock; on the other,

from the famous Kilmansegg family.

My instructors never ceased to instil in

me the importance of economy and vigil-

ance.

"Many a mickle," they used to say,

"makes a muckle."
"Money," they used to say, "begets

money."
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"Money," they said, "is the only mon-
arch."

"Money," they said, "is welcome, though
it comes in a dirty clout."

T never forgot those remarks. They sank

into my system and bore fruit. I am now
the richest man in the world. The only

thing I regret is that those old counsellors

did not tell me how to keep my digestion

and my hair. Both have gone. The hair

trouble one can remedy with a wig; but

there is no substitute for a missing diges-

tion.

CHAPTER ITT.

Boyhood.

My boyhood was happy. Most of the

technique of business may be learned when
at school by an observant lad ; and I was
observant. I did a successful trade in

marbles and sweets. T lent money to other

boys at a good rate of interest, and rarely

returned home in the evening without hav-

ing added to my property. In this way by•
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the time that ordinary boys are still doing

foolish things I was in possession of a capi-

tal of two hundred dollars, and held I.O.U's

from most of my schoolfellows.

CHAPTER IV.

Petroleum.

The most eventful moment of my life was
that in which I chanced upon rock oil.

I was walking one day in the neighbor-

hood of my home in moody silence. Every-
thing was going wrong with me. My busi-.

ness was yielding only 98 per cent, instead

of the 100 on which I had set my heart, and
I was in despair. Ruin stared me in the

face Passing through a field I happened to

see a spring bubbling from the ground, but

I thought nothing of it (as it was not large

enough to drown myself in), until a little

later a poor old woman stopped me and
begged an alms. I obviously had no money
to give her, as I made clear; but wishing to

do what I could I offered to get her a cup
of cold water, it being my steady practice to

do what I can for my fellow-creatures. She
was very grateful, and I ran to the stream

and dipped into it a pocket drinking cup.

Judge of my surprise when I found that in-

stead of water it was oil ! In an instant I

realized the situation, and returning swifty

to town I found the owner of the property,

and, successfully disguising my motives,

purchased not only this particular field, but

all those around it. My fortune was made.

CHAPTER V.

The Standard Oil Trust.

After the discovery of the rock-oil spring,

perhaps the most eventful and wonderful
moment of my life was that in which I

first hit upon the idea of a Trust. It is a

beautiful word, Trust, and I have often

taken it as a text in my Sunday school ad-

dresses. Trust. We must all trust in some-
thing or some one. What could be more
desirable in a world of darkness, disappoint-

ment and flux than that there should be one
man to be relied upon for light? Relied
upon. Many men have offered light to their

groping fellows and have not given it

;

this man would be trust-worthy.

Coming down to a material plane from
these symbolical heights, what does light

proceed from? From oil. The man, then,

who could so manipulate things that he
owned all the oil would automatically be the

one person who could give the light. Do
you see? He would form an Oil Trust, as

we say in America, and illuminate the

world.

I, I decided, would be that man ; not be-

cause I wanted the power or wealth that

such a position would carry with it, but

because if I, a chapel-going, reputable citi-

zen and Sunday school superintendent, re-

nowned, for his simple and frugal life, filled

the place, I should prevent its being filled

by any one who was unscrupulous or rapa-

cious.

Having made this decision, I at once

began to lay my plans, and the Standard

Oil Trust was the result.

CHAPTER VI.

My Amusements.

I am very fond of reading the papers,

particularly the finance columns.

I have, of course, had my enemies, as

every successful and determined man must.

But where are they now? I, however, am
here, and worth sixty millions sterling.

CHAPTER VII.

My Enemies.

Chief among them was President Roose-

velt ; and what is he to-day ? A figure pour
rire, at the end of his term of office ; a hun-

ter of bears ; the nation's "Teddy." No one

ever called me "Teddy," or even "Jack."

CHAPTER VIII.

My Ambition.

I could, if I liked, buy England; but I

don't want it. All I want is a cosy little

house and a nice uncomfortable pew in the

Baptist chapel, and the knowledge that no

one can light a paraffin lamp without put-

ting something into my pocket. And, of

course, I want also some substantial royal-

ties on this book.

V,



Two Hundred Thousand a Year for Dress

By Julius Klein

THE recent death in New York of

Giovanni P. Morosini, the multi-mil-

lionaire, and the bequest of the bulk

of his estate to Miss Giulia Morosini, his

favorite daughter, has served to bring that

remarkable young lady into special prom-
inence. Miss Giulia has always been a

notable figure in New York society, her

striking appearance and her elaborate

gowns, drawing attention to her, wherever
she appeared, and now that she is in posses-

sion of her father's estate, popular interest

in her has been immensely increased.

The daughter of a beautiful French-

Canadian lady, Miss Morosini inherited

both her mother's good looks and her love

of fine clothing. She is credited with

spending annually on her wardrobe, two
hundred thousand dollars. Her supposed

extravagance in dress has been the subject

of many a homily, but on hearing these

stories her father always smiled indulgent-

ly, and on one occasion when told that his

daughter had spent $100,000 for her Horse
Show gowns he remarked that if she had
she had not by any means exceeded her al-

lowance.

He and his daughter were always to-

gether in public, and he seemed to find

pleasure in seeing her always so fashion-

ably attired. In appearance he was dis-

tinguished. His erect form and square

shoulders gave him an air of distinction.

which was accentuated by his snow white

mustache and imperial which he wore after

the style of King Victor Emanuel.
Of the early life of Giovanni P. Moro-

sini comparatively little is known. As a

matter of fact, he was not born Morosini

at all, but his father's name was Perte-

gnazza. When he was able to go into the

world on his own account he adopted an-

other patronymic, partly, it is said, be-

cause he did not get along well with his

sire and partly because the name lie took,

which was that of a distinguished family

with which he was connected, was better

adapted for faring about the world.

Giovanni P. Morosini was born in Venice
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in 1832, and at an early age was attracted

by the profession of arms. The story is

told of him that as a child he went to see

the Austrian soldiers drill and that a cap-

tain in passing knocked him down. The
boy removed his shoe and threw it full into

the officer's face.

He went to school for a time to Caval-

lini, who had been a soldier of Napoleon,
and listened to stories of adventure and of

war. Young Morosini witnessed many
thrilling scenes which attended the efforts

of his country to escape from the thrall

of Austria, and he was at one time a cadet

in the Austrian navy. He and some fel-

low sympathizers fled to Smyrna, and
there he met the American Consul, who
advised him to go to the United States.

The youth shipped as a sailor before the

mast and arrived at Baltimore and subse-

quently reached New York. Two trips to

1 lavana and back were added to his ad-

ventures before his lot was finally cast in

the metropolis.

Garibaldi was then living in exile on
Staten Island, engaged in the trade of

making candles. He and the young
sailor became friends, and Morosini ac-

companied the Liberator on a commer-
cial voyage. He returned to New York
finally in 1854 and soon became identified

with the city. His entrance into the world
of finance was due to a chance meeting.

According to the story which he told in

aftei life he was wandering in the streets

of Clifton, Staten Island, when he saw a

young boy attacked by a group of youths of

larger size. Young Morosini, Who was
stalwart of frame, drove away the tormen-

tors and took the boy home. The boy, who
was the son of Nathaniel Marsh, told the

story of his rescue to his father. Mr. Marsh
was then one of the high officials of the

Erie Railroad. He offered the sailor money,
winch was refused.

"All thai I wish." said the \ enetian, "is

a chance to work."
Morosini, with, as he expressed it, the tar

still on his hands, became an office boy in
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the employ of the Erie. He was then

past his majority, active in mind and
body and equipped with that native

shrewdness which was ever on the alert

for an opportunity. His rise in the ser-

vice of the railroad at a time when there

was need of men of force and shrewdness
was rapid. He worked with all his energy

by day and at night studied English and

of life and limb. He was confirmed in this

idea one day when Major Selover, who be-

lieved that the loss of his money was due
entirely to the reigning Wizard of Finance,

picked him up and threw him into an
area way. Mr. Gould decided that after

that he would not appear in the street

without the protection of a stronger man.
He found the help he wanted when he

Miss Julia Morosini

Whose Dresses Cosl Two Hundred Thousand Dollars a 5Tear, Eer

Mother was ;i French-* anadian.

mastered the intricacies of finance and
bookkeeping. He was within four years
general auditor of the Erie, with a salary

of $1,000 a month, and when Mr. Marsh
died in 1864 Mr. Morosini was one of the

strong men in the Erie organization.
It was not until 1869 that he attracted the

attention of Jay Gould. There were
twublous times in Wall Street and the

f/iancier often felt that he was in peril

first saw Giovanni P. Morosini, and from
that time the fortune of the Italian was
assured. Mr. Gould recognized the keen-

ness of his faithful follower and put him
in the way of making money. Mr. Morosini

learned the Gould methods, he traded in

the Gould stocks and he was soon building

a substantial bank account.

His progress from that period until the

time of his death was attended by un-
87
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broken success. His natural shrewdness
was coupled with the daring and the bold-

ness which distinguished the old mer-
chants of Venice. He took long chances
sometimes, but he never played the game
of Wall Street beyond his means. As a

speculator he was bold, and yet he kept
himself under perfect control. During all

the years he was a power in Wall Street

he never hung out a sign. His trading

was done through brokers, and in later

years he was associated with Washington
E. Connor, at No. 31 Nassau Street.

The Morosinis were naturally interested

in Canada and the family spent a great deal

of time in the summer in visiting Quebec.

How Canada Might Have Lost the Loyalists

By J. O'Byrne in The Australian Lone Hand

IT is a curious fact of Australian history

that the occupation of this country, by
a direct transplantation of people from

Great Britain and Ireland, was only con-
summated when a scheme for peopling it

from America had fallen through. Had
the latter scheme, as presented by James
Maria Matra, and taken into consideration

by the British Government, been adopted,
there would have been no First Fleet, as

we know it ; no convict settlement on our
coasts, and no history to correspond with

the first 60 years of the existence of New
South Wales. Australia would be to-day
American, in the sense that Virginia and
Massachusetts were American before the

War of Independence, or would, perhaps,
have become an independent United States,

ither provinces across the Pacific be-

came.

When Matra urged his proposals, those

Americans who had stood loyal to Britain

during the war were being subjected to

many pains and penalties. Men of large

estates and extensive businesses wen
ruined, professional men were ejected

from employment, and manual workers
were set aside where it was possible to

dispense with their services. It was the

common case of "spoils to the viol

Independence was not contemplated by the

leaders of American opinion when arms
were first taken up against England. In

fact, the revolutionary party possessed ai

the time neither arms nor men regarded
as capable of undertaking such an enter-

prise. The utmost determined on wa
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assert local rights, using only such physi-

cal force as would afterwards prove in a

court of law or arbitration that the officials

of England had exceeded their consti-

tutional powers. Gradually, however, the

constitutional boundary-line was crossed,

and those who would not fight for the in-

surgent cause had to declare against it

and take the consequences.

Naturally, the defeated parties looked to

Britain for sympathy and assistance. If

they dared not any longer openly profess,

they continued to feel allegiance to her, and
though England had abandoned the field

to the army of Washington, she was still

mistress of the sea, and, if disposed, could

still take away those who were willing to

go. The new powers had no objection to

the disaffected voluntarily exiling them-
selves. On the contrary, it was a consum-
mation they desired.

Matra's scheme was to collect, on behalf

of England, those remnants of the once
strong loyal party, and aid them to emi-

grate to some territory where British laws

would be their laws. He fixed on the

newly-discovered Australia as the most
suitable for the purpose. In the circum-

stances of the world at the time—at all

events as they appear now to us—the

scheme looks feasible and sensible in the

highest degri The unsettled and es-

tranged people numbered several thous-

possessed capital, and most
had acquired experience in the pioncerin<~

of new settlements; and if Britain wou 1 c

afford them a territory where they conl-
x
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build up their fortunes anew, with the

political surroundings they desired, the

solution of a grave difficulty would be

reached. As it was. some were going to

England, some to France, and others

abroad, they scarcely knew whither; but

most places to which they turned were
either overcrowded or hostile. The fact

that Britain had so opportunely come into

possession of the vast territory of Xew
South Wales, as the eastern coast of Aus-
tralia was then called, was looked on as an
auspicious coincidence. So much did it

seem to favor the transportation of those

people that it is strange the British Gov-
ernment did not initiate the scheme, or,

having considered it. adopt it with patriotic

alacrity.

This James Maria Matra. the first to

think of the scheme, or, at least, the first

to officially formulate it, does not seem to

have been either an American or an Eng-
lishman. His personal history has to be

guessed at. His family was, there is no
doubt, of C°rs ican extraction, and he acted

as British Consul at Morocco for some
time, but there is very little documentary
evidence concerning him. He emerged into

this Australian business without introduc-

tion, and relapsed into obscurity when it

was over without leaving anv account be-

hind. He dates his proposal "August 23,

1783." That was more than three vears

before the appointment of Captain Phillip

to take charge of the First Fleet.

Here we have the first oractical prooosal

for the occupation of Australia. "This
country may afford an asylum to those un-
fortunate American loyalists." Matra's
document runs, "whom Great Britain is

bound by every tie of honor and gratitude

to protect and support, where they may re-

pair their broken fortunes and again enjov
their former domestic felicity." Although
so little is known personally of this disinter-

ested adviser, it is clear that he did not

shape his plans without consultation with

others whose opinions were valuable. He
discussed the project with Sir Joseph
Banks, for one, and that Maecenas of his

time appears to have heartilv fallen in with
it when first mentioned. Banks, however,
as we know, adopted the idea of a convict

settlement later on. Matra also consulted

leaders of opinion in America, and received

assurances that the scheme under the pat-
ronage and protection of the Government
"offers the most favorable prospects that
have yet occurred to better the fortunes
and promote the happiness" of the Ameri-
can loyalists.

Matra laid his completed scheme before
the Fox-Xorth Government, and it can be
assumed that he pressed its merits with
energy and ability. There is ground for

judging that he received encouragement in

return. But the Fox Government fell with-

in a few months of the document coming
under consideration, and William Pitt as-

sumed control. Pitt, in many ways, showed
he never gave serious thought to anything
concerning Botany Bay, and having got
out of the distasteful wrangle with the

United States, he washed his hands of

after-consequences. It is to this change of

Governments the failure of Matra's plan

must be traced. Gradually a convict idea

became associated with it. Banks, Young
and others came to the front. Chivalrous

duty to the American loyalists ceased to

inspire. Banks was willing to accept them
in conjunction with convicts. Admiral
Young would combine them with settlers

from the Friendly Islands and China. But
every month the convict idea grew
stronger. Wilberforce was at his zenith

then as a prison reformer, and England
was terrified at the pictures of gaol-suffer-

ing he painted. But there was no chance
for ameliorating the lot of prisoners while

they were packed together as they were in

the gaols of the United Kingdom. To thin

them out, to send them abroad, was the

only hope. Loyalists and convicts would
not amalgamate. Consequently the loyal-

ists were dropped Matra's -elaborate

scheme was laid aside, and Lord Sydney.
on August 18, 1786, announced the deter-

mination of the Pitt Government to use the

new territory as a convict settlement. Docu-
ments dealing with the matter are missing;

Matra was not the man to let so fond a pro-

ject as his be snuffed out without cere-

mony, and some future James Bonwick
mav yet show that the foundation of Aus-
tralia was as it was, and not a foundation

of American^, simply because of the disin-

clination of Pitt to give the subject of the

projected settlement sufficient attention, and

his desire to buy immediate neace from the

prison reformers of England.
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Concerning Puns and Punsters

By Sir Francis Burnand in Pall Mall Magazine

THE Punster, a species of the genus
humorist, does not imitate the second
Charles and apologize to every one

for being "so long a-dying." He lingers

on. His punning life hangs temporarily on
a thread, but that thread will last. The
punster will never be an extinct species of

the genus humorist. The pun has in itself

a wonderful vitality. It is for a while bril-

liant : apparently it becomes decrepit : it

wanes : apparently it dies out : its transmi-

grations and transmogrifications are well-

nigh endless. Then, ages after its first ut-

terer has passed away, it reappears in its

simplest form, and enjoys a fresh term of

successful existence. By "variations and
permutations" the good pun and the ex-

cruciatingly bad pun never die. There are

ad captandum puns whose life and success

depend entirely on the popularity of what-
ever it may be that started them. These
are ephemeral witticisms. Some puns are

feeble and their life is brief: some are

still-born. The Joke-market fluctuates

;

sometimes it is in a state of depression.

"The greatest authors," says Addison in

the Spectator, No. 61, quoted in Latham's
Johnson's Dictionary, "in their most serious

works made frequent use of puns. The ser-

mons of Bishop Andrews and the tragedies

of Shakespeare are full of them."
According to received tradition, it was

owing to the pun "Non angli sed angeli,"

uttered by Pope Gregory, on beholding

the fair-haired Anglian slave boys in the

Roman market, that Augustine received

his mission to preach Christianity to

Ethelbert. And, with all reverence be

it spoken, the office and position of St.

Peter himself was marked by the solemn

emphasis on the similitude between "Pet-

rus" and "petra," both in the original Syro-

Chaldaic language and in its translation in

Latin and Greek. This impressive play on

words which is preserved in French, but

lost to us in English, reminds us of Addi-

son's opinion, as given us in his "Dialogues

on the Usefulness of Ancient Models," that
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"a pun can be no more engraven, than it

can be translated."

Punning was a serious literary and con-

versational fashion in the time of Sir

Thomas More. We are accustomed to

it in Shakespeare's tragedies, comedies, and
farces. Ben Jonson indulges in it occasion-

ally, the double meaning being as a rule

conveyed to audience, or reader, through
the names of the characters. For example,
in the New Inn, the landlord asks Lovel

:

"But is your name Love-ill, sir, or Love-
well ?" Neither Massinger nor Ford per-

mitted themselves to indulge, excepting ex-

ceptions, in such puns. In the later dra-

matists any play on words, i.e., pun, is rare-

ly to be found apart from the list of the

dramatis personae.

Charles Dickens punned easily, but

rarely, and then unexpectedly. The in-

stances in his works are not numerous, but

all humorous. At haphazard I take one
from "Pickwick" (vol. ii. p. 147). When
at Bath that amiable individual is intro-

duced to three ladies with whom he is com-
pelled to take a hand at whist

:

"Mr. Pickwick bowed to each of the

ladies, and, finding escape unprofitable,

cut."

Charles Lever's earlier works present a

pretty fair stock of puns, good, bad, and
indifferent. Thackeray avoids them, except

in his burlesque novels. You may remem-
ber in "A Legend of the Rhine" how the

reckless Wolfgang fell in love with the

demon lady. "He thought he would try

a devilled turkey wing. 'I adore the devil,'

said he. 'So do I,' said the pale-faced lady,

with unwonted animation.' ' Well-nigh
every one of the names bestowed by Thack-
eray on his burlesque characters is an ab-

surdly suggestive pun. By the way, how
infinitely humorous is Thackeray's descrip-

tion of the Margrave's first joke! "'My
l)n\. mv Otto my Otto of roses!' said

the fund father, making the first play upon
words he had ever attempted in his life.

But what will not paternal love effect?"



CONCERNIN G PUNS AND PUNSTERS

The following punning quatrain, which

appeared very many years ago in an early

number of Fun, is characterized by a

certain touch of serious humor that, had it

been written some twenty years earlier,

might possibly have been placed to the

credit of Thomas Hood. It runs thus

:

"All flesh is grass." Need I explain?

That "flesh" means "life" is known.
As "life" is ever toil and pain,

So "grass" is grown and mown.

The quotation is not in the least "musty"

;

the lines carry with them, as it were, the

scent of a late eighteenth-century "keep-

sake," that has been laid up in lavender.

The pun, spoken or written, may be the

root of an epigram ; and an epigram may
include more than one pun. An epigram
should, of course, be written ; still its com-
poser might deliver it impromptu, on the

inspiration of the moment, as Theodore
Hook was wont to do. The oft-quoted one
about Mr. Winter, the collector of taxes:

I advise you to pay him whatever he axes

—

Excuses won't do ; he stands no sort of

flummery,
Though Winter's his name, his process is

summary.

—was, as is asserted, an inspiration which
came to Hook, while improvising a song
to his own accompaniment on the piano,

when Mr. Winter was announced. It is

a model of witty improvisation.

A couplet of Frank Talfourd's in one of

his classical burlesques is another excel-

lent sample of epigrammatic wit. Speak-
ing of a mad king, a courtier says, "They
say that he is wandering in his mind," to

which the reply is, "He can't go far, the

space is too confined."

Apropos of Frank Talfourd and his puns,
I remember that after the comparative fail-

ure of one of his extravaganzas a friend

was attributing it to the utter dulness of
the audience. "I thought they were dread-
fully dull," observed Talfourd, "I used a

joke in it that has 'told' well, in every bur-
lesque I have written. But this time it

went"—here he paused for a second, his

listener brightened up, then Talfourd con-
tinued, "oh, yes, it went—without a hand."
The following T came across in a novel

dated 190T, and, acting on the practical

advice of Cap'en Cuttle
—"when found,

make a note of"-— I made a "mem" of it

in my pocketbook at the time, but the

pencilling is almost illegible. I fancy the

novel was by "B. M. Croker," and in it

is recorded a dialogue taking place be-

tween two of the characters concerning

the questionable conduct of a certain

married lady whose husband was a con-

firmed invalid, and one of the speakers

says, "She is not a widow yet, she soon

will be. He (the husband) is going very

fast."
" 'So is she,' I exclaimed."

Now this is simply a jeu de mot: yet it

is not, strictly speaking, a pun. It is the

ready-witted adaptation of an ordinary

phrase to a particular circumstance.

I may be permitted to quote from a cer-

tain comedy of mine entitled "The Colonel."

An elderly puritanically severe dame,

Lady Tompkins, is horrified at the idea of

a ball being given in her son-in-law's house,

where she is staying. It is got up im-

promptu, in the course of the afternoon,

but the domestic conspirators have obtained

the services of a small band, have ordered

in a supper, and at short notice a few most

intimate friends are coming to assist.

Strains of dance music catch the mother-in-

law's ear. The fiddlers are tuning up, and

indulging in a brief practice. Her son-in-

law, her daughter, her niece, Colonel

Woottwell W. Woodd, U.S., and others,

meet her as she enters the drawing-room.

They are all in evening dress. The severe

lady starts back, horrified. She had never

in her life allowed her child to dance.

Somehow, her child had acquired the art.

The band starts a waltz. Somebody would

persuade Lady Tompkins to join them "in

the light fantastic."

"A waltz!" she exclaims severely to her

daughter. "Rebellion V
"No ma'am," interrupts the Colonel

pleasantly, "a Revolution."

If this may not be strictly classed with

puns, it is certainly playing on a word and

"paltering with us in a double sense," but

I can swear to its being an appropriate in-

spiration, or, to use a less lofty expression,

it was simply, an uncommonly "Happv
Thought."

So too was a pun by Charles Mathews
on the name of a well-known and most ex-

cellent comedian named Howe. He was in

the Haymarket company, under Buck-
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stone's management, and was cast for a

principal role in "A Scrap of Paper," with
Charles Mathews in the leading part.

Mathews was alone on the stage, puzzling

over the best way of dealing with a diffi-

culty. He decides that he ought to take an
important step immediately. His soliloquy

finishes by his saying to himself, and the

audience, with a puzzled expression of

countenance, "Yes, that's what I ought to

do, and it is what I will do. But how ?"

At that very moment Howe appeared at

the back. In a second Mathews, pointing

with his thumb to the character who had
just entered, said to the audience in a tre-

mendously confidential whisper, audible all

over the house, "That's Howe."
It took immensely. The audience was

convulsed with laughter. That was a pun
—it was said offhand at rehearsal and
repeated every night—simply a bona-fide

pun.

George Colman should not be omitted

from any early list of punsters. The puns
came to him almost as easily and as natur-

ally as, many years after, they came to

Hood. I select a fair example from "My
Nightgown and Slippers," wherein is re-

corded, in verse, the sufferings of a lodger

who was a "fat single gentleman six months
ago," that is, before he occupied a room
in the house of a baker, who explains to

him:

"In airing your sheets, sir, my wife is no
sloven,

And your bed is immediately—over my
oven."

"The oven !" says Will. Says the host,

"Why this passion?

In that excellent bed died three people of

fashion

!

Why so crusty, good sir?" "Zounds!" cries

Will in a taking,

"Who wouldn't be crusty with half a year's

baking!"

A Caricature of Sir F. C. Burnand by G. R. Halkett.
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From Waiter to Manager of Gotham's Big Hotel

By Willis Steell in Herald Magazine

SOME power (equivalent to the "little

cherub watching sailors up aloft")

whose care is lest men see too much at

once provided that Oscar Tschirky, general

manager of the Waldorf-Astoria, should

not foresee his life from his landing in this

country in 1883 to this day. The twenty-
five years of hard, incessant work, a grind
of an average of eighteen hours a day,

winter and summer, would have seemed too

depressing. It requires habit, association,

all the tendrils that attach a man to one
kind of life, one sort of work, and no
other, before the life can be carefully lived,

the work conscientiously done. In retro-

spect the monotony is forgotten, and in the

light of success the tasks that were so gray
acquire rosy edges. "Oscar," as a small

but very influential section of New York
society continues to call him in friendship,

says, and probably says truthfully

:

"I have always been content; I have
never been blue ; doing the same things

over and over has never given me nerves ; I

love my work."
When a man like Oscar, a man who is in

earnest, says "I love my work" the plati-

tude shines like a new form of speech. His
firm lips, his strong chin, the lively gleam
in his black eyes, indicate that he is of such
elements that he could have carved out
success from almost any sort of material.

He is good natured, quick witted, full of
life and the joy of life, yet his eyes have
looked on life only within the very ornate
walls of a modern restaurant or hotel.

Nevertheless, he has seen "all," and nobody
knows the human animal in all its phases

—

stupid or diverting—better than Oscar.
Four years in the dining room of the

Hoffman House, five years at Delmonico's
and sixteen years at the Waldorf cover the
hotel experience of this man, which he has
traversed step by step, always upward, until

he is now the "court of last resort," but
under the eyes of such a man the human
comedy has not worn out its interest, but
remains immensely diverting, reasonably
fascinating.

He scarcely knows Xew York below
Twenty-fifth Street, and his knowledge of

the upper part of the city, exclusive of the
houses of the very wealthy, is largely con-
jectural. Eighteen hours of daily superin-
tendence of a great hotel .eaves no time at

all for sightseeing.

"I have never seen the new Delmonico's,
Sherry's, the St. Regis, the Gotham ; I have
seen none of the great hotels or restaurants
of this city. This winter I am going to try

to call on some of my confreres, and I ex-

pect good pleasure in making my rounds."
When Oscar was fifteen he left his native

Xeufchatel in Switzerland to join his

brother Brutus in Xew York. They were
the only children, and Brutus, since dead,
was a great chef. The family cannot trace

its lineage far back ; indeed, so far as the

younger son knows his father was the first

Tschirky. Xo one can tell whence comes
the name. In that renowned hotel keeping
country the Tschirkys had the distinction

of not keeping a hotel, and Brutus was the

first to follow a branch of that line. Oscar
had been intended for the army and was
brought up by his father under military-

like discipline. Habits of sternly attending

to what he had to do and to nothing else, a

book knowledge of English, these were
about all that the lad brought as capital

when, a few days after the opening of the

Brooklyn Bridge, he landed and was met
by his brother. Graphically he describes

that first day

:

"I was all eyes and ears in this strange

city, where it seemed to me I would like

to linger and wander and loiter for days,

listening, seeing. But at my brother's be-

hest I stifled these wishes. He took me at

once to the City Hall, where I made appli-

cation for my citizen's papers. That was
one o'clock in the day. From there he took

me to the Hoffman House, and at five

o'clock of that flay T was at work in the

dining room. Since then I have never

ceased to work. It was one o'clock in the

morning, four years later, that I quit the

Hoffman House. At six o'clock of the
93
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same morning I was at work in

Delmonico's. As maitre d'hotel I was
more than busy at one of the Assembly
balls at Delmonico's when Air. Boldt sent

for me to take the same position under him
at the Waldorf-Astoria. Two hours later I

was installed there. These changes have
been rapid, but not violent."

It scarcely requires exposition to con-

vince people that the "head" of a great city

restaurant must have many kinds of ability.

To be a good executive is not enough. The
character and career of European maitre

d'hotel have furnished the subjects for ex-

s
" Oscar."

Beginning life in New York ae ;t waiter, lie

manager of the great Waldorf-Astoria.

tremely interesting studies that chroniclers

of manners in London, Paris and Vienna
have never despised. Most of these have
been personages, some of them have abso-

lutely influenced the currents of society—

a

few have made and unmade leaders. Oscar
Tschirky would have been as successful in

either of these foreign capitals as he has

been here, for to an untiring energy he

unites cleverness and ambition. That he
possesses urbanity is not surprising, for

without that trait a hotel man would prove
quite a failure. It has to be exercised, but
in varying degrees and with a different

complexion, in the public dining room and
in the helps' hall.

The advantage nature has given to this

man is that his urbanity is real and not as-

sumed. He never imagines that the persons

who consult him about their little dinners

(at $20 the cover) are keeping their pri-

vate sentiments under lock and key—re-

membering his power and so treating him
respectfully to his face. On the contrary

he meets them, for all their money and in-

fluence, as fellow human beings to whose
innocent enjoyment he is glad to bring

anything in his power. He feels no sub-

serviency and shows none. His clients like

this and are happy, too, to have no neces-

sity to propitiate—to rub the right way

—

so business dealings are conducted on both

sides with cordiality and good spirit.

On the other hand, and in the lower
realms, the regiment of cooks, the cohort

of dishwashers, the army of waiters, have
not been taught to scrape and bend, to be

false and mean. The general who directs

all these underground forces started in by
letting them feel that downstairs as well

as up justice prevailed. He has shown his

willingness time and again to listen to any-

body's just complaint and he makes no
decision, renders no judgment, until the

entire evidence has been sifted. In kitchens

as well as in Cabinets there is politics.

"General" Tschirky will not have the

meanest scullion lose his job if there is no
better motive than politics to force him out.

( )nce in a while he makes a mistake, but

in the main there is no business conducted

in a fairer manner to all concerned than

the business that is now, after sixteen years

of gradual promotion, within his absolute

control.

"For the first year at the Waldorf I was
in charge of the public dining room. Soon
the private rooms were put in my charge,

and my standing there finally became what
it had been at Delmonico's. Upon the de-

parture of Mr. Hilliard I became general

manager.
"It was possible for me. being present at

the beginning of the hotel, to benefit by my
experience in the way of improving the

service. My suggestion to place icebox,

pantry and complete outfit for serving

meals in rooms on each floor was adopted,

and four service elevators were constructed

for that purpose. Each waiter on a floor

has a series of small tables which he sets
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complete, places the dishes as ordered on
them and carries them to the rooms with-

out loss of time. The innovation has work-
ed most admirably and has since, I am told,

found its way into most of the modern
hotels. Better and quicker service can now
be given and at less expense after the first

outlay has been paid for."

"I have never been away from my work
three days in succession," the Swiss, who is

in feeling now much more American than

Swiss, said, in accounting for what persons

call, somewhat to his own surprise, his great

success. "In the beginning I was far from
realizing, when my brother Brutus left me,

a stranger and quite unskilled, in the Hoff-

man House, what I had undertaken, what
had befallen me. I loved books, I loved

music—with both I hoped to study to be-

come—what I did not know—a writer, per-

haps, or a musician. To earn a little money
as a waiter in a restaurant—it seemed a

mere incident in my life, an affair by the

way.
"I am glad that I soon had sense enough

to see that by specializing and giving no
thought to anything beyond my business

was the straight road to success. When I

had so seen, the hotel life became my ex-

clusive occupation, my whole life's chief

concern. Little by little, one after the

other, I put aside all my vague dreams and
longings, my thoughts of a different career,

and I dropped them all to give myself com-
pletely to learning my business. That is

the story, that is the secret—not a great

story, nor a profound secret—quoi

!

"It is the same with me as with many
men—men who are veritably great. I con-

centrated on the one thing that offered me
more than a bare subsistence. It has brought

comfort and happiness into my life. I still

read occasionally books in English, French
and German; I hear good music when it is

possible, but I do not go far afield. Here
(and he pointed to the great hotel corri-

dors swarming with the motley human life)

is my life. I have no more illusions and I

never had regrets."

The school of life this man attended
taught him very much more than his trade.

He is not a man who could see all sorts and
conditions of men passing under his notice

without learning from them. Nor is he the

man who can sit still and see young men
commit follies under his eyes and say noth-

ing. There is more than a story extant

that this accomplished maitre d'hotel has
several times gone out of his position to

straighten up the scions of rich homes who
came to New York for a splurge and got

into bad company and under the eyes of

the house detectives.

When accused of this sort of benevolent

interference "Oscar" made an attempt to

waive it aside, but the point being pressed

he confessed that it had happened to him
occasionally in his career to play the self-

elected mentor.

"I have now and then made the sermon,"
he admitted, "but it is nothing to be talked

about. Who likes to see a young man ruin

his brain, his health, his career and waste
all his money? To moralize is not my in-

clination and to condemn is not my nature.

But if a friendly word given like a medi-
cine—one very small dose—will avail, I,

who have sons of my own, will drop it. But
it is very seldom, very seldom, I assure you,

that I have figured as the doctor of the

soul."

Maxims and Morahsings

A man without an enemy is a nonentity.—Manning.

A lie which is half a truth is ever the blackest of lies.

—Tennyson.

The maddest people are those who always assume that they

alone are sane.— Burgin.

All the world's a stage, but many of the actors are only

understudies.—Greenwood.



The Box Office Test of Human Greatness

By Judge Parry in Cornhill

THE Box Office is the barometer of pub-
lic opinion, the machine that records

the vox populi, which is far nearer

the vox Dei than the voice of the expert

witness. Before discoursing of the Box
Office in its widest sense, let us consider

for a moment the case of the actor. Here
the Box Office must, in the nature of

things, decide his fate. It is the polling

booth of the playgoer, and it is the play-

goer and not the critic who decides whether
an actor is great or otherwise. Why do
we call Garrick a great actor? Because
the Box Office of his time acclaimed him
one. Davies tells us how his first perform-

ance of Richard III. was received with loud

and reiterated applause. How his "look

and actions when he pronounced the words,

Off with his head; so much for Buckingham

were so significant and important from his

visible enjoyment of the incident, that sev-

eral loud shouts of approbation proclaimed

the triumph of the actor and satisfaction of

the audience."

Throughout Garrick's career he was not

without critics, and envious ones at that

:

but no one to-day doubts that the verdict

of the Box Office was a right one, and it is

an article of universal belief that Garrick

was a great actor. Of course one does not

contend that the sudden assault and cap-

ture of the Box Office by a young actor in

one part is conclusive evidence of merit.

As the envious Quin said : "Garrick is a

new religion ; Whitfield was followed for

a time, but they would not all come to church

again." Cibber, too, shook his head at the

young gentleman, but was overcome by

that dear old lady, Mrs. Bracegirdle, who
had left the stage thirty years before Gar-

rick arrived. "Come, come, Cibber," she

said, "tell me if there is not something like

envy in your character of this young gen-

tleman. The actor who pleases everybody
must be a man of merit." The old man
felt the force of this sen c ible rebuke; he
took a pinch of snuff and frankly replied.

"Why, faith, Bracey, I believe you are

right, the young fellow is clever."

In these anecdotes you 'have the critic

mind annoyed by the Box Office success of

the actor, and the sane simple woman of

the world laying down the maxim "the actor

who pleases everybody must be a man of

merit." And when one considers it, must
it not necessarily be so,? An actor can only

appeal to one generation of human beings,

and if they do not applaud him and support

him, can it be reasonably said he is a great

actor? If he plays continually to empty
benches, and if he never makes a Box Office

success, is it not absurd to say that as an
actor he is of any account at all?

There is undoubtedly a tendency—and
probably there always has been a tendency
-—to infer that because a man is rich there-

fore he is lucky, and that a man who is

successful is very likely a dishonest man

;

indeed, it seems a common belief that to

gain the verdict of the Box Office it is

necessary to do that which is unworthy.
This idea being so widely spread, it appears

interesting to study the Box Office in rela-

tion to other scenes in the human drama.
What part does it play, for instance, in

politics, in literature, or in art?

Of course a writer or painter is in a

somewhat different position from an actor.

He can, if he wishes, appeal to a much
smaller circle, or, in an extreme case, he

can refuse to appeal at all to the generation

in which he lives and make his appeal to

posterity. The statesman, however, is per-

haps nearer akin to the actor. Let us con-

sider how statesmen and politicians have

regarded the Box Office, and whether it can

fairly be said to have exercised a bad influ-

ence on their actions.

And as Garrick is one of the high sound-

ing names in the world of the theatre, so

Gladstone may not unfairly he taken as a

type of English politician, and it is curious

that the whole evolution of his mind is

chiefly interesting in its gradual discovery

.if the fact that the Box Office is the sole
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test of a statesman's merit, that the vox
populi is indeed the vox Dei, and that the

superior person is of no account in politics

as against the will of the nation. As in the

theatre, so in politics, it is the people who
pay to come in who have to be catered for.

In 1838 Gladstone was as superior
—

"sniffy"

is the modern phrase—about the Box Office

as any latter-day journalist could wish. He
complimented the Speaker on putting down
discussions upon the presentation of peti-

tions. The Speaker sagely said, "that those

discussions greatly raised the influence of

popular feeling on the deliberation of the

House ; and that by stopping them he

thought a wall was erected—not as strong

as might be wished." Young Mr. Glad-

stone concurred, and quoted with approval

an exclamation of Roebuck's in the House

:

"We, sir, are, or ought to be, the elite of

the people of England, for mind; we are at

the head of the mind of the people of Eng-
land."

It took over forty years for Gladstone to

discover that his early views were a hope-

less form of youthful conceit and that the

only test of the merit of a policy was the

Box Office test. But when he recognized

that the elite of the people were not in the

House of Commons, but were really in the

pit and gallery of his audiences, he never

wearied of putting forward and explaining

Box Office principles with the enthusiasm,

and, perhaps, the exaggeration, of a con-

vert.

This recognition by Mr. Gladstone of the

Box Office as supreme comes with especial

interest when you consider that his educa-

tion and instinct made it peculiarly difficult

for him to appreciate the truth. Disraeli

jumped at it more easilv. as one might ex-

pect from a man of Hebrew descent, for

that great race have always held the sound-
est views on questions of the Box Office.

As a novelist, the novels he wrote were no
doubt the best he was capable of. but what-
ever mav be their merits or demerits, they

were written with an eye to the Box Office

and the Box Office responded. His first

appearance uoon the political stage was not

a success. The pit and gallerv howled at

him. But this did not lead him to pretend

that he despised his audience, and that they

were a mob whose approval was unworthy
of winning : on the contrary, he told them
to their faces that "the time would come
when they would be obliged to listen." \

smaller man would have shrunk with ready
excuse from conquering such a Box Office,

but Disraeli knew that it was a condition
precedent to greatness, and he intended to

be great. He had no visionary ideas about
the political game. As he said to a fellow-

politician : "Look at it as you will it is a

beastly career." Much the same may be

said in moments of despondency of any
career. The only thing that ultimately

sweetens the labor necessary to success is

the Box Office returns, not by any means
solely because of their value in money

—

though a man honest with himself does not

despise money—but because every shilling

paid into the Box Office is a straight testi-

monial from a fellow-citizen who believes

in your work. Disraeli's Box Office returns

were colossal and deservedly so—for he

had worked hard for them.

When you come to think of it seriously,

the Box Office principle in the drama of

politics is the right for that drama's patrons

to make its laws, a thing that this nation

has contended for through the centuries.

Indeed, there are only two possible methods
of right choice open : either to listen to the

voice of public opinion—the Box Office

principle—or to leave affairs entirely to the

arbitrament of chance. With sturdy Eng-
lish common sense we have embodied both

these principles in an excellent but eccen-

tric constitution. We allow public opinion

to choose the members of the House of

Commons, and leave the choice of members
of the House of Lords entirely to chance.

To an outside observer both methods seem

to give equally satisfactory results.

In political matters we find that for all

practical purposes the Box Office reigns

supreme. No misguided political im-

presario to-day would plant some incom-

petent young actor into a star nart because

he was a member of his own family. We
may be thankful that all parties openly

recognize that any political play to be pro-

duced must please the pit and gallery, and

that any statesman actor, to be a success,

must play to their satisfaction. No one

wants the stalls and dress circle of the poli-

tical circus to be emtrty, but it would be

absurd to let a small percentage of the

audience exercise too great an influence on

the productions of the management.

If one were to investigate the lives of

p-reat writers and painters, one would find.

I think, that the majoritv wrote and painted
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for money and recognition, and that the

one reward they really wished for was a

Box Office success.

Dickens, who is perhaps the healthiest

genius in English literature, writing of a

proposed new publication, says frankly:

I say nothing of the novelty of such a

publication, nowadays, or its chance of

success. Of course I think them great,

very great ; indeed almost beyond calcula-

tion, or I should not seek to bind myself to

anything so extensive. The heads of the

terms on which I should be prepared to go

into the undertaking would be—that I be-

made a proprietor in the work, and a sharer

in the profits. That when I bind myself to

write a certain portion of every number, I

am ensured for that writing in every num-
ber, a certain sum of money.

That is the wholesome way of approach-

ing a piece of literary work from the Box
Office point of view. But Dickens well

understood the inward significance of Box
Office success and why it is a thing good
in itself. As he puts it in answering the

letter of a reader in the backwoods of

America:

To be numbered among the household

gods of one's distant countrymen and as-

sociated with their homes and quiet plea-

sures ; to be told that in each nook and
corner of the world's great mass there lives

one well-wisher who holds communion with

me in spirit is a worthy fame indeed, and
one which I would not barter for a mine
of wealth.

Dickens' Box Office returns brought him
a similar message from hundreds and
thousands of his fellow-men to that con-

tained in the letter from the backwoods of

America, and though in the nature of

things such messages can only come in any
number through the Box Office, Dickens

understood the meaning of a Box Office

success and had too honest a heart to pre-

tend that he despised it.

In the modern education and in the

Socialist doctrines that are preached, emu-
lation, competition, and success are spoken

of almost as though they were evils in them-
selves. People are to have without attain-

ing. Children and men and women are

taught to forget that "they which run in a

run all, but one receiveth the prize."

It is considered bad form to remember that

there is a Box Office, that it is the world's

medium for deciding human values ; and
that to gain prizes it is necessary to "so

run that ye may obtain."

These old-world notions are worth re-

peating, for however we may wish, they

were otherwise, they remain with us and
have to be faced. And on the whole they

are good. Success at the Box Office is not

only to be desired on account of the money
it brings in, but because it means an appre-

ciation and belief in one's work by one's

fellow-men. In professions such as the

actor's, the barrister's, the politician's, and
to a great extent the dramatist's, and all

those vocations where a man to succeed at

all must succeed in his own lifetime, the

Box Office is, for all practical purposes, the

sole test of merit. The suggestion—a very

common one to-day—that a man can only

make a Box Office success by pandering to

low tastes, or indulging in some form of

dishonesty or chicanery, is a form of cant

invented by the man who has failed to

soothe his self-esteem and to account pleas-

antly to himself for his own failure. A
study of the lives of great men will show
that they all worked for the two main
things, popular recognition and substantial

reward that are summed up in the modern
phrase Box Office.

It may be that in some ideal state the

incentive to work may be found in some
other institution rather than the Box Office.

It is the dream of a growing number of

people that a time is nearly at hand when
the Box Office results attained by the work-
ers are to be taken away and shared among
those high-souled unemployables who pre-

fer talking to toiling and spinning. Such
theories are nothing new, though just at

the moment they may be uttered in louder

tones than usual. St. Paul knew that they

were troubling the Thessalonians when he

reminded them "that if any would not work
neither should he eat," and he added, "for

we hear that there are some which walk

among you disorderly, working not at all

but are busybodies." St. Paul makes the

sensible suggestion "that with quietness

they work and eat their own bread." To
eat your own bread and not someone else's,

you must work for it successfully and earn

it That really is the Box Office principle.
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The Pasture Lands of Advertising

By John E. Quinn in Judicious Advertising

NEVER in the world's history have
there been so many vast and heroic

deeds in advertising, so much money
invested and so much interest in publicity

as to-day. And yet, hear me declare it, ad-

vertising is but in its infancy. How so?

Compare the quantity and quality of ad-

vertising now with that of ten years ago;
compare that of ten years ago with that of

the decide previously; ten years from now
make another comparison. Giant strides

have been made, true, but compared to what
may and what will be done, they are only

the narrow and contracted steps of the Lilli-

put. I speak optimistically, you think. Well,

I'll go further an' it please you. I'll make a

prediction, and mark it.

Now, then—
Ten years hence we will be doing things

that to-day are impossible ; ten years hence
a new field, an entirely new field for the

advertiser, will be under tillage. A new
field—the air ! Ten years hence we will

have aerial advertising on a large and pro-

fitable scale. Aerial advertising—stream-

ing banners in the daytime and flaming

banners at night; mechanical advertising

devices operated by skilled aviators
;
per-

haps aerial newspapers, who knows?
Now that the problem of navigating the

air with dirigible ships has been practically

solved, the next step, it follows, will be

aerial advertising. The world is running
to advertising now as never before, and it

is the new and the novel that counts-

Nothing but the best will satisfy. Original-
ity is demanded ; there is an unrestricted,

unlimited market for practical ideas. Of
course before aerial advertising is accepted
there must be a campaign of education. A
campaign of education always pays. Back
in the country there is a good old farmer
who was greviously afflicted with seven
unmarried daughters. While neither of the
seven would have drawn even honorable
mention in a beauty contest, yet they were
real nice girls, as girls go. The fact that

the boys fought shy of his daughters and
that they promised never, no never, to leave

the home that had sheltered them so long,

worried the old man not a little. So he
called in consultation his neighbor, another
old farmer.

"The trouble is with you en not th'

gals," advised the latter when the distress-

ing case had been laid before him. "Yer
too blame free en open with 'em. What you
got to do is to hedge 'em about some, en
make th' boys believe they want 'em, even
if they don't. Yer got to start a campaign
of eddycashun. 'Member thet stack o' chaff

I set up in th' pasture lot fer my cattle las'

winter? Well, jes ez long ez I give 'em
free access to thet stack not a blame critter

'ud tech a mouthful of it ; but ez soon ez I

built a fence 'round th' stack en made 'em
believe they had to stay away from it

—

well ! Soon's thet fence went up them cat-

tle went over—fact is, some of 'em didn't

wait to go over, but tore down th' fence to

git at th' stack. En that's what you got to

do with yer gals—build a fence 'round 'em,

parabolically speakin'."

Which very sensible advice the farmer
followed, inaugurating a campaign of edu-

cation that resulted in seven elopements,

papa serving as best man each time.

What is advertising?

Any sort of public proclamation that ar-

rests and holds attention. Webster defines

advertising, briefly, as giving notice. But
that is a generic rather than a specific defi-

nition. It is not enough. The Why and
the wherefore is lacking. The people of

this progressive age have cultivated no per-

sonal trait more than curiosity. They want
to know things ; they demand a reason.

You may say so-and-so is true of a thing;

they want you to tell them how you know
it is true, to prove it. Because of a lack of

definiteness, in itself a possibility, some ad-

vertising is about as interesting as the

sporting page of the Congressional Record.

And yet even the Record's pages are read

—sometimes. In our office is a young man
of sporting tendencies, who, while he can

never hope to go to Washington in any

capacity other than a visitor, reads the
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Record just to see how the Hon. Knute
Nelson delivers a verbal body blow or how
the Hon. Ben Tillman swings for an oral

upper-cut.

Giving notice? To give notice of what
is to be done is one thing; to do it is quite

another. No, giving notice will not do.

Another possibility in advertising is the

free use of individuality. Put your indivi-

duality in your advertising. Be original.

Say something no other fellow has said ; do
something no other fellow has thought of.

This is being original. "An ill-favored

thing, sir, but mine own." And when you
have reached the limit of your originality,

quit right there. Don't slop over. There
are limits to originality. A printer down
the street who was in receipt at intervals

of an order for 5,000 envelopes from a cer-

tain dealer conceived the original idea of

printing double the number the next time,

so that he might have 5,000 on hand. He
wanted to rush the next order of envelopes

back to the dealer within twenty minutes
of its receipt and thereby establish a repu-

tation for promptness that would lay his

competitors out cold. The plan would have
worked all right had it not been that the

dealer in the meantime changed his tele-

phone number, which invariably was print-

ed on the envelopes.

Still another possibility in advertising is

truth, more truth, and truth all the time.

Back of all the heroic feats in present-day
advertising lies truth with a big T.> It used
to be, and you and I well know it, that the

proclamations of many advertisers were ut-

tered with no regard for facts as they ex-

isted, and as a result they were well served

when their assertions were taken cum grano
salis by a public whose eyes were open.

Also

—

Hope and ambition are a mighty force in

advertising when backed by a modicum of

brains. If spurred by ambition to what
its may one not climb? As hope is the

sheet anchor of the soul, ambition is the

centre arc of success. I do not believe I am
mistaken when I say that ambition has heat

high in every human breast at some time

or other. We all of us have served our
apprenticeship at the trade of air-castle

building. I remember in boyhoods' roseate

days when I was one of a class studying
hydraulics in Johnson's livery stable we
were telling what we would like to be
whenever our parents became amenable to

inn

reason. There was among us, I recall, Bob
Frisby, a negro boy, who had tits. Bob said

he wanted to be an artist and paint grand
pictures; he fairly panted to wield the

brush, to fit himself into the profession, as

it were. The ambition was born in the

humble lad and he no more could help it

than he could help putting his hands in our
pockets in the vain hope of finding some
loose change. Well, ambition won the day
for Bob. He grew to be a wielder of the

brush. Many a time I have seen him put
up a landscape, a marine scene and a por-

trait inside of a few minutes and just as

natural as life. As a bill poster Bob had
no superiors and few equals. He also

achieved some success with the whitewash
brush.

And then there was Fat Dillingham, the

Baptist preacher's boy. Fat mapped out a

most glorious career for the credit of his

family—a career that had its culmination

in the driver's seat of a circus band wagon.
But, alas ! this superb dream was never to

be realized, for Fat somehow got into poli-

tics and went from bad to worse, until

finally, with never a helping hand lifted to

stay him in his headlong course, he wound
up in Congress.

Anybody can write an advertisement.

Some can do it better than others. But to

write an advertisement which will be a

creative force is an art. In no one person

is all the knowledge of advertising vested,

for which I am truly grateful. We have
instances of raw clerks in country stores

turning out excellent advertising copy. This

talk of "inside information" amounts to

nothing. The only person that ever had
exclusive inside information was Jonah,
and he didn't go around the country brag-

ging about it, either. I do not disparage

file advertising schools when I say a per-

son can be a successful writer of advertis-

ing without their air.

Then again

:

No longer is there any question whether

advertising pays. That was a possibility of

the past : it is a certainty of the present and

the future. I have not forgotten that there

used to be grave doubts about a dime com-
ing back for the dollar put into advertising.

We used to be told, solemnly and knowing-
ly, that a dollar put into advertising was
just that much money thrown away—by
heck! The mossbacks who said so had
"studied advertising from every standpoint I
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and knew all about it." If they ever studied

advertising they commenced at the wrong
end. They were like our neighbor's boy,

Wash Seebaw, who studied entomology
once because the subject pointedly appealed

to him.

About Wash there never was anything

smart until he was stung by the hornet he

was handling. Wash started the study of

entomology at the wrong end.

After all, the proposition in advertising is

merely one of dollars for dollars. It is

quite right to expect returns from every

investment made in this direction, but the

person who expects dollars for cents on

the very first investment is unreasonable.

Be reasonable ; don't expect too much from

a first investment in anything. You know
the first thing in a marriage ceremony is the

wedding march, and many a poor fellow

with smiling face has gone to his doom to

the merry strains of Mendelssohn or

Lohengrin. There are exceptions, of

course, and these prove the rule that neither

marriage nor advertising is a failure.

Remember your first pair of pants, don't

you? I am addressing my male readers

now. With what delight you explored

those mysterious caverns which Pap and
brother Bill called pockets, probing to arm-
pit in the vain endeavor to touch bottom.

A new vista opened before you when you
donned those first breeks. "The world is

mine !" And so to-day there are newer and
greener pastures in advertising than ever

before offered, and the person who wan-
ders far afield may, luxuriate in clover. Don
new breeches. Thrust your hands into

their pockets and touch bottom if you can.

Sufficient unto the day is the knowledge thereof.

Women never know anything. They guess or jump to con-

clusions.

After all, he is a wise man who knows why his wife smiles

—and a lucky man.

Don't you know that if a man wants to be in love, fifty

closed doors won't stop him. They'll only make him worse.

Men are such feeble creatures when women caress them,

and look up smiling into their simple faces and plead

softly.

Women are deep humorists. They delight in seeing con-

founded, nay, in confounding, the deep-laid schemes of mice

and men.

I had an impression that she was beautiful ; but Rhoda cor-

rected it afterwards. Men and women usually differ in such

matters—when some other woman is concerned.

Women must find great satisfaction in their management of

men. I have written much about them. On paper they some-

times work out beautifully, but in real life they surpass my
understanding.—From " A Laughing Matter," by S. F. Bullock.
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Increasing Small. Wages by Taking Up Side Lines

By G. F. Stratton in Saturday Post

IN its legitimate field—the eking out of a

sorely-restricted income—the side line

has cheered many a sinking heart. A
clerk who had worked for years for an in-

dustrial corporation, at ten dollars a week
and the occasional assurance that, if his de-

portment and work continued well up to

their excellent standard his salary would

—

not be reduced, bethought himself of a side

line. He collected a half-column of notes

about the works and the men—there were
six thousand employed—-and sent it to the

local paper. A return note from the editor

stated that he would take a little batch of

those items each week, paying ten cents an
inch for the personals and five cents for the

"technical stuff," and the clerk concluded

to devote himself to the "personals." He
was soon sending in from a column to a

column and a half, weekly, and scanning

the advertising pages for second-hand

motor cars. Then it occurred to him that,

even if his editor did not care for the

"technical stuff," some other editor might.

He made up a bright little article, and,

sending it to a trade paper, received fifteen

dollars for it. Then he began to show an
interest in new motor cars. He had a nose

for news, a crisp, snappy style, and indom-
itable perseverance, and to-day he is a

successful feature-writer, and has gained

his car—not a second-hand one

!

In industrial towns, where shops close at

noon on Saturday, many of the brightest

young factory workers—men and girls

—

find a side line of employment in helping

the retailers through the afternoon and
evening rush. For this they are paid from
one to two dollars, or, probably, in the case

of clothing, hats or shoes, a commission

on their sales. Scores of girls dart from
the shops every day, when the noon whistle

blows, to near-by restaurants, where they

serve as waitresses for forty or forty-five

minutes, and then, af+er a rush lunch for

themselves, get back to their factories on
time. The pay for this is, usually, the rush

lunch.

Manv shop or office girls take positions
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as evening clerks in small variety stores

or ice cream parlors, working from seven

o'clock to ten-thirty every night in the

week. Working so many hours as this

cannot be interfered with, even in those

States where labor hours for women are

restricted by law, because the girls are

working for two different employers, and
the law only restrains the employer from
working females above a certain number of

hours weekly. The employe is not re-

stricted as to the number of places in which
she may work.
Many clerks working on small salaries

make a few extra dollars by posting and
balancing books for some small business

man. In cities where evening schools are

operated the instructors in drawing, steno-

graphy and other specialties are nearly

always men in regular, daily employment.
In many theatres and concert halls Ithe

ushers are high school boys, earning their

clothes and pocket money.
All these are very ordinary side lines

and very commonly practiced. But there

are a number of cases which show extra-

ordinary energy or initiative effort in secur-

ing or building up a good side line.

A carpenter who had sunk the savings of

years in a speculative venture, found him-
self, at the verge of winter, without a dollar

and without work. He took a job as

laborer in a packing-house in Detroit, at a

dollar and a quarter a day. In order to

help out this wretched support for his

family he occupied his evenings in making
toy sleds in a shed adjoining his cottage.

His wife assisted by painting these sleds

and they wire disposed of to a down town
dealer. Tn the spring he changed off to toy

wagons; and during this period his work-
ing hours were never less than sixteen or

seventeen hours a day. A few months later,

assisted by the dealer—who was also a job-

ber—he bought a very small, second-hand
engine and connected it to a circular saw.

Then he gave up his packing-house job and
his side line became his main line. Five

years afterward he was operating a five-
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storey brick factory with four hundred
hands.

A young man working for a Xew York
advertising agency had access to a large

number of newspapers after the advertise-

ments had been checked off. As a side line

he originated the idea of press clippings

;

his first efforts being confined to death

notices, which he collected and duplicated

in writing and furnished to monument
cutters and to the makers of lithographed

and framed funeral certificates, which, at

that time, were considered by some people

as suitable and touching parlor decorations.

From that side line, has developed the

great, systematic business of press clipping.

A timekeeper in a great factory, with an
overwhelming ambition to buy a house-lot,

conceived an idea which brought the re-

ward its ingenuity deserved.

He made lists of names of the men em-
ployed, giving their addresses, and particu-

lars as to whether they were married or

single, and, as far as possible, information

as to where they might readily be found in

the evenings. These lists he sold to an
insurance agent, who found them invalu-

able for the means they afforded him of

finding and approaching men. with some
knowledge of their circumstances and
characters. Before the entire personnel of

the factories had been exhausted the young
fellow had been paid enough to buv his lot.

And these same lists, carefully culled, pro-

duced a list of names and particulars of

young workmen for which one of the large

correspondence schools paid handsomely.
V young married man, working for a

corporation in a small village in New
England, at twelve dollars a week, drove a

cab for a stable keeper every evening for

five vears. in order to pav for a home.
During the past year two factorv workers
have earned two hundred dollars each,

scoon-netting herring by torchlight in one
of the numerous harbors of Massachusetts
Bav.

Side lines such as these mean long hours
of work, but not necessarily tedious hours.

The change of work often saves them from
being tiresome. The man who drove the

cab states that the separation from his

familv was his greatest hardship) : the
: ng on the box. after the dav in a close

workshop, was as much recreation as work.
\nd. having a personal acquaintance with
the two young men. I can confidently

assert that, had they not been fishing by
torchlight, they would, probably, have been
dancing by arclight or holding the main-
sheet of some little sailing craft.

Farmers frequently have side lines which
bring in welcome cash. This is specially the

case in New England ; in fact, in the States

of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont
the farmers have been rescued from a dire

scarcity of cash by the side lines of keeping
summer boarders and guiding sportsmen.

The long lists of abandoned farms in those

States, compiled a dozen years ago by the

State authorities, have shrunk one-half,

and are still shrinking. The purchase of

these farms by city men for summer homes,
and the great influx of visitors induced by
the increase of game and the development
of camping sites, have been taken advan-
tage of by the farmers and their wives. In

almost every corner of those States they

have a market at their doors for garden
truck and dairy supplies ; for almost every

spare room they can find a boarder, and,

while the wives are running these side lines,

the farmers are earning two or three dollars

a day as fishing or hunting guides. The
season is long, extending from the duck-
shooting and trout fishing of early spring

to the red deer and moose hunting of

October.

A New Hampshire bov left his farm
home and obtained a job in a wood-
working factory in Boston. Two years

afterward his father was crippled by an
accident, and the boy, an only son, loyal to

his old parents and, perhaps, with some
little longing for his native hills, decided to

return and carry on the work. But, re-

membering the stones and sterility of that

worn out, old farm, and being resourceful

and progressive, he decided noon a side

line. With his small savings he bought a

six horse-power gasoline engine—second-

hand—and a small circular saw. These he

took back to the farm, and, more valuable

still, he carried in his pocket an order from

a Boston manufacturer for fifty thousand

small oak disks. These were to be sawed,

diagonally, from oak sapling? and shipned

with the bark on; the manufacturer would
finish them up as nhotograph frames and
disolav stands for shoe stores.

This contract paid the young man three

hundred and fifty dollars net for his winter's

work upon it. Then he purchased a turn-

ing lathe and some other tools, and last year
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his output was billed out at nearly four

thousand dollars. With the exception of

wages to four or five boys and girls this

sum was clear gain, for every particle of

material was obtained from the mass of

second-growth pine, oak and birch on that

almost worthless farm. Of that total, about

two thousand dollars was for birch-bark

picture frames, sold to a Boston whole-

saler.

The advent of the gasoline engine has

opened up a good side line for the farmers

of New England and of Northern Michi-

gan and Wisconsin, where the big lumber

operators have got through. An eight-

horse engine will run a portable sawmill

for second-growth logs very efficiently.

Such an outfit is inexpensive and can be

loaded on a farm wagon. With it the

farmer saws his own logs and contracts to

saw those of his neighbors. He takes up a

side line of lumbering which brings in many
good dollars from logs, otherwise valueless,

and from days of winter work, otherwise

unproductive.

The great inventions are almost invari-

ably the results of working on side lines.

While small inventions are frequently made

by men in their regular course of work, and

identified with the lines of production upon

which they are constantly engaged, the

inventions which have revolutionized the

methods of the world's work, or produced

entirely new conditions and opened up
previously unknown fields of enterprise

and exploitation, have nearly always been

the brain work of men normally engaged

in very different activities. The steam

engine was developed by a blacksmith, a

civil engineer and a mathematical instru-

ment maker. The inventor of the spinning

jenny was a barber. Fulton, of steam-

boat fame, was a portrait painter. Morse,

the father of the telegraph system, was

also an artist. Whitney, the inventor of the

cotton gin, was a school teacher. Hoe. the

printing press inventor, was a joiner.

Elihu Thomson, one of the pioneer in-

ventors of dynamos and motors, was a

Professor of Chemistry in a High School

for boys.

The list might be tremendously extended.

It might run from the earliest of the great

inventions down to the present moment.

The Wright brothers, who are astonishing

the world with flying machines, were really

dealers in, and repairers of, bicycles. What-

ever the flying machine may be to them

now, it was taken up as a side line.

A man's ambitions should be high, but they should be

guided by his capabilities.

Like so many good wives, she died young. Good people

always do ; it is their one redeeming quality.

Directly people grow to the age when they ought to know

better, you find that they know hardly anything at all.

Circumstance often plays a far greater part in a woman's

life than in a man's, for a man will make his own destiny.

When yielding his soul to the influence of the beloved

woman, it is not the weakness of a man's nature, but its very

strength which plays him traitor.— From "The Duchess of

Dreams," by Edith Macvane.
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A Danish Statesman Embezzles Seven Millions

By G. S. Stranvold in Post Magazine

"I HEREBY surrender my person to the

1 police; I am guilty of frauds, involv-

ing presumably nine million kroner

($2,500,000)."

So spoke his Excellency the King's Privy
Councillor, Peter Adler Alberti, M.P.,

Knight of Danish, Norwegian and Greek
orders, addressing one of the police officials

in the ancient Court House of Copenhagen.
Imagine the scene : The man who until

mx weeks before was the very Minister of

Justice, sitting before one of his former
subalterns, confessing to a crime the like

of which had never been heard of in Den-
mark, and rarely elsewhere. No wonder
the police official found it difficult to believe

the amazing story. But soon he under-

stood, and Alberti—after being searched

and humiliated like any "common" criminal

—was placed in a cell.

The news, circulated by the newspapers,
posters, handbills, and extra editions, spread
fast; three hours after the arrest it was
known in New York. At that same hour the

King was at the Copenhagen harbor to re-

ceive his sisters, Queen Alexandra, of Eng-
land, and Dowager Empress Dagmar, of

Russia. None wanted to be the first to ap-

prise him of the news; but when he ar-

rived at his castle he was told by an aide-

de-camp; at first he was incredulous.

"Why, it is a pretty bad joke you are

telling me," was his remark.
"But it is the bitter truth, your Majesty,"

the officer replied.

Alberti's career—he is now fifty-seven

years old—has been a brilliant one. He was
a son of an attorney-at-law, C. C. Alberti,

whom he succeeded as the President of

"Den sjaellandske Bondestands Sparkasse,"
i.e., "The Savings Bank of the Farmers of

Zealand," capitalized at $10,000,000. Al-
berti, jr., passed through the Copenhagen
University with full honors, taking h ; s de-
gree as a bachelor of law, and soon began
practice. He also was president of the
association, "The Farmers of Denmark,"
which was founded for the purpose of pro-
moting the export of Danish butter, par-

ticularly to England. From 1892 dates his

political activity; in that year he was nom-
inated in a rural district by the Left (pro-

gressive) party for member of the Diet, and
won by a compromise with the opposition

party.

In 1901—on July 24—he was appointed

Minister of Justice by the Late King Chris-

tian, in the Deuntzer Cabinet, the first dem-
ocratic ministry of Denmark. During the

reconstruction in 1905 he retained his Cab-
inet seat, M. J. C. Christensen, a former
rural school teacher, being Premier. On
July 24 of this year the Cabinet underwent
a second reconstruction and Alberti and
M. Ole Hansen, Minister of Agriculture,

left it. This was a direct and inevitable

consequence of the attacks by the radicals

of his own party—attacks which the hap-

penings of September have amply justified.

As early as November last the opposition

demanded that Premier Christensen expel

Alberti from his Cabinet. The demand
was based on a number of accusations,

some of which were

:

That Alberti had conceded certain lot-

tery privileges to a real estate syndicate

—

in which he was personally interested

;

That he in many and ostentatious ways
favored, with Government contracts and

franchises, certain men and firms in whom
and which he himself was deeply interested

;

That he misused his high office in sus-

pending the sentence of a newspaper edi-

tor, who had been convicted of libellous

writing, with the distinct understanding

that this editor should serve his (Alberti's)

interests and defend him at all times

;

thus he practically annulled the power of

the Supreme Court

;

That he repeatedly favored the firm of

attorneys whose senior member he himself

was

;

That he again and again caused decora-

tions to be bestowed on otherwise insig-

nificant persons who thus were rewarded

for having rendered him personal ser-

vices.

There were many more charges than
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thes^. ine most serious of them all was
divulged when certain parties alleged that

Alberti, as president of the Farmers' Sav-
ings Bank, had rendered an incorrect state-

ment of accounts at the end of the last

fiscal year in order to cover a series of

illicit financial transactions, which, among
other things, involved a loan of a million

kroner on the assets of the bank, and sub-

sequent investment of this amount in an un-
known enterprise. Further it was alleged

that Alberti had withheld certain infor-

mation required by the inspectors of the

bank. This latter allegation appeared in

the Politiken, a few days after Alberti's

exit from the Cabinet, and, although he
scoffed at the charge, and instituted suits

for slander, hardly six weeks later he gave
himself into the hands of that department
whose executive he had been for the pre-

vious seven years.

It is established, by the man's own con-

fession, that he has defrauded the Farm-
ers' Savings Bank and the butter export
association, "The Farmers of Denmark,"
systematically for fourteen years, in other

words, since 1894, two years after his ap-

pearance on the political field.

When he saw that disaster was approach-
ing, he began speculating in American and
South African mining stocks—only to sink

deeper. This he has confessed ; also that

he with a small hand printing apparatus
produced counterfeit letterheads, and that

he forged the signatures of certain bank-
ers to valuable documents.
Of dominating appearance, with hard,

cold, commanding features, yet of a cor-

pulent build, Alberti is said to be jovial,

good-natured, and an exceedingly industri-

ous worker, who rose with the sun, was at

work at all hours of the day, retiring for the

night regularly at nine. He took no inter-

est whatever in literature, art, or the

sciences, but was simply a huge human dy-

namo with an enormous capacity for work.

His gigantic fraud has been compared to

the French Panama and the Italian Nasi
scandal. Twenty-five million kroner (about

$7,500,000) is a pretty large sum anywhere
in the world ; in Denmark, 25,000,000 kro-

ner is practically equivalent to the same

amount of dollars in America; that is, one
kroner buys in that country approximate-
ly as much as does one dollar in this. No
wonder, then, that there were loud de-

mands for a thorough revision of the sys-

tem in vogue.

The first demand was—immediately after

the Alberti arrest—that the Cabinet resign

on the ground that Premier Christensen

morally was responsible for the develop-

ment of Alberti's political doings. Two days
after the first loud demands in the press,

it was officially announced that "the events

of the past couple of days in no way what-
ever will influence the position or the per-

sonnel of the Cabinet." Another two days
elapsed and then the Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Count Raben-Levetzau, sent his

resignation to the King, who, immediately,

summoned Premier Christensen, suggesting

that he and the rest of the Cabinet offer

their resignations. A royal suggestion of

this kind is, of course, synonymous with a

command. So the Christensen Cabinet col-

lapsed as a direct result of the Alberti

frauds.

This accomplished, the Radical press,

more than ever pronounced in its demands,
clamored for the removal of M. Ole Han-
sen, former Minister of Agriculture and
vice-president of the Alberti Savings Bank,
from the directorate of the National Bank
of Denmark. This demand also had to be

complied with. The latest mail advices are

to the effect that the work of regenera-

tion and revision is being pushed on with

all the energy and persistence required by

the seriousness of the situation. It is

nothing less than a general housecleanhiL;

which now is 1 icing undertaken. In Denmark
they do not do things or assert themselves

by a revolution, or a civil war, or wild

street riots. They simply direct the power
of a free press against the sick spots in

the body politic. The collapse of Alberti

is ilnr to a well-trained, systematic ably

led press campaign of protest and opposi-

tion. The regeneration will, in a large

sense, also be the work of a press that

realizes its responsibilities, knows its

goals, and sets out for them, straight and

unwaveringly.
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Converting a City From Its Evil Ways

By John Ihlder in World To-Day

EVERY history has its obscure begin-

nings, and that of the new civic spirit

in Grand Rapids is no exception. Four
years ago there was some public spirit in

the people of the city, but it was blind and
uninformed. And being blind and unin-

formed, it believed that all that ailed the

city was politics. Therefore it sought to

purge politics. By good luck a non-

partizan mayor was elected, and under
him the administrative boards were re-

formed. Public works are now under the

supervision of a highly paid professional

who has brought about economies equal to

several times his salary. Even more im-

portant, the board of education now con-

sists of nine members elected at large

instead of twenty-four elected by wards.

Under the old board the schools were con-

sidered less important than patronage,

quarrels and scandal. Under the new
board the schools are becoming a source of

pride to the city.

All these changes aroused the interest of

the board of trade. For Grand Rapids
had even then a board of trade, though its

chief reason for existence appeared to be

that every self-respecting city had one.

Two or three committees, like that of the

wholesalers, did some effective work in

furthering the interests of their members,
but the board of trade as a board of trade

was a subject for jest. People asked each
other wonderingly for what purpose it

existed. The only answer seemed to be

:

to give a picnic down Grand River every
summer and a dinner every winter.

Four years ago the board of trade had a

municipal affairs committee. But it was
merely a paper committee. Its members
did nothing, not because there was nothing
to do, but because they had neither the
interest nor the information. The political

reforms aroused their interest, however,
and they took a part in securing the char-
ter changes. Then they began to look about
for something else which deserved atten-

tion and found the smoke, the bill-board

and the vacant-lot nuisances. Against

these they began a crusade which has made
considerable progress. This encouraged
them so much that a year ago last January
they detailed a sub-committee to consider

the wisdom of working for a civic centre

and a city plan.

This, at the time, seemed to many persons

absurdly ambitious. Were not the present

public buildings, with the exception of the

post office, good for years to come? And
as for city planning, there might have been

some sense in it if it had been undertaken

at the time the fur traders first settled at the

rapids of the Grand, but now the city is

completed ( !)

Yet the sub-committee took itself and its

work seriously. It produced a report

which showed so clearly the costly errors

that had recently been made and those

that were then being made—as in the

location of the new post office—all because

of lack of forethought, that the municipal

affairs committee adopted it unanimously
and passed it up to the directors. It was
finally laid on the table, however, on the

ground that a city plan in order to be

effective must be authorized by the city

government. So a petition was sent to the

common council, and after a special com-
mittee of the aldermen had spent all sum-

mer considering the matter, they were

persuaded to recommend the appointment

of a commission of nine citizens. This

commission considered the subject all last

winter, going over the city thoroughly and

preparing a number of tentative plans.

But at the end it too decided that expert

advice was necessary even in the prepara-

tion of such a tentative plan as it pro-

posed. Expert advice costs money, how-
ever, and the aldermen who had requested

the appointment of the commission had

done so, not because they believed in the

value of its work—they were "practical"

men -but in order to quiet the petition-

er-. They and the new mayor treated the

whole matter as a joke.

Then the municipal affairs committee

came to the commission's aid. A citv plan
'
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proposal with nothing to commend it ex-
cept its merits might expect little con-
sideration from officials whose thoughts
are "practical," but such a proposal
backed by public opinion might fare dif-

ferently. For such backing would give it

"practical" meaning. So the committee
began to seek means of getting this back-
ing, and then came the thought of the

civic revival which would break down the
wall of popular indifference. After this,

the city plan became simply a symbol ; the

great purpose was to arouse in the people
an interest in all that concerned their

city.

The men who proposed the revival had
few illusions; converts to their ranks had
been won too painfully. But they had
reasons for faith. For years one of the

local newspapers had been offering prizes

for the best-kept lawns in the city and
had thus aroused considerable interest of
a kind that redounded to the public bene-
fit. During the past year or two it had
added prizes for the most attractive group
of lawns, and in that way a little com-
munity spirit had been awakened. During
the same time the managers of several of
the larger factories had cleared away the
rubbish heaps which decorated their

premises and substituted grass and trees

and vines. But, after all, this was only a
development of the old pride in individual

possession. Now it was proposed to arouse
a pride in what all owned in common.
A systematic campaign was begun. The

newspaper which conducted the lawn con-
tests had been aiding the city plan com-
mission for months by publishing news
stories and editorials describing what
other cities are doing in the way of city

planning. It and its contemporaries now
gave generously of their space to the plans
for the civic revival. But the municipal
affairs committee was not satisfied. It

printed thousands of circulars which it

distributed among the school children. Tt

senl letters to every organization in the

. clubs, societies, neighborhood asso-

ciations, asking them to express formally
their approval. Tt put placards in the
shop windows and in the street cars.

There mi^ht be indifference among the

mass of the people but the conn nit tec was
determined, if the thing were possible, to

overcome that indifference.

Anything of a political nature, of
ins'

course, the great majority could under-
stand and take an interest in. Politics is

not only a recognized part of life, but it

promises salaried offices. This new move-
ment, however, this demand that one show
his patriotism not only on election day,

but every day, by thinking and working
for community betterment, was not so

easily understood. The formal responses

from the clubs and societies were reassur-

ingly cordial. But those whose business it

is to watch the moods of the people, the

professional politicians, manifested no
change of heart as revival week drew
near.

Not seven days before the revival began
the mayor told the secretary of the city

plan commission that the aldermen would
laugh at its request for money. The
budget was by far the largest in the city's

history and besides there were important

matters to be discussed on the night it was
to be passed, matters of street lights, street

signs and the granting of two saloon

licenses. In the discussion of the last

named the mayor himself proposed to take

an epoch-making part. Evidently then no

one would have time or patience for frills

and fancies.

Revival week began discouragingly. On
Monday and Tuesday the rain poured
down. The church in which the meetings

were held, because it had the largest avail-

able auditorium in the city, was not half

filled. But those who heard Professor

Zueblin once came asrain, and others came
with them. The effect was cumulative.

The afternoon lectures on "The New Civic

Spirit" and its manifestations in "The
Training of the Citizen," "The Making
of the Citv." "The Administration of the

City" and "The Lift' of- the Citizen"

stimulated thought and discussion on sub-

jects unfamiliar because taken for granted

as dealing with matters long settled. The
evening lectures, illustrated with lantern

-liilcs. told the story of city planning in

America, beginning with the play cities

of the great exhibitions at Chicago and

Buffalo and St. Louis, and then taking up

the serious work <>f Washington, San

Francisco, Harrisburg and the other towns

which have dared to dream dreams of a

glorified future. In all these there was

constant reference to Grand Rapids, its

problems, its opportunities, its mistakes,



and its proposed city plan. The lessons

were driven home.
On Friday of revival week, the Friday

before the Monday on which the budget

was to be passed, the secretary of the

city plan commission visited the mayor to

make sure that no hitch would prevent the

presentation of the request for money.
Again the mayor assured him that the

aldermen would laugh at the idea of grant-

ing any money for a city plan. That even-

ing the church was packed with people

and hundreds were turned away.
On Saturday afternoon the regular

meeting was omitted and in its place was
held a conference attended by eighty of

the more prominent business men and city

officials. The general interest shown by the

increasing attendance at the lectures had
value, but the committee wished to get

a definite expression from leading men,
so that this general interest might not be

dissipated but crystallized into tangible

form. In order to do this the city plan

was made the subject of discussion. First,

the secretary gave a brief sketch of the

commission's work and its desire. Then
a dozen men asked questions designed to

bring out the value and the probable cost

of a city plan, and at the end Professor

Zueblin answered these questions. When
he had finished, one of the members of

the commission asked those present to

signify whether or not they favored its

request. The vote was practically unani-

mous, and the great majority further

showed their good will by signing petitions

addressed to the council.

These petitions and the influence exerted
bv some of the leading citizens on indi-

vidual aldermen caused the mavor to be-

come doubtful about the possibility of the

appropriation- being granted. On Satur-

day evening and on Sunday, petition

cards were distributed at the revival meet-
ings and many hundreds of signatures

were secured. On Monday the ways and
means committee of the common council

added the appropriation to the budget
with the recommendation that it be passed.

That evening the members of the commis-
sion and several other men who were
deeply interested in its work attended the

council meeting, to continue the fight if

necessary. But the fight was over. One
of the commissioners did speak, but no one
answered him. Instead, several of the

aldermen in discussing other subjects, street

lights and signs, referred to the city plan

appropriation as something already granted.

But this success, as said before, was
only the symbol of the greater victory.

That greater victory lay in arousing the

people to a constructive interest in their

city, in opening their minds to the fact

that Grand Rapids is their common herit-

age, through the development of which
in loyal co-operation, life for each and all

will be made more worth the living.

Clean politics, an efficient government, in-

stead of covering all the field of a citizen's

duty, are now recognized as covering but a

fraction of it. Added to the task of being

a good citizen on election day is that of

being a good neighbor every day.

This new idea revival week drove home.

The work of the municipal affairs com-
mittee and of an evening paper in substi-

tuting beauty spots for eyesores made
obvious one way in which the idea could

be applied. The richest citizens of Grand
Rapids had seldom felt, or having felt had

resisted, the impulse which leads the rich-

est men of some other cities to give liber-

ally to the community. Until the munici-

pal affairs committee began its work
Grand Rapids had received only three

notable gifts: one, a large park given

many years ago by a pioneer; the others, a

beautiful library building and a down
town park given by a former resident.

Martin A. Ryerson, whose home is now in

Chicago.

But during the past year several gifts

have been added, chief among them three

large playgrounds, each containing sev-

eral acres, and a children's home, which,

when completed, will be one of the monu-
mental buildings of the city. This gener-

ous spirit was stimulated by the revival.

During the three weeks since its close, the

management of one of the largest furni-

ture factories has bought a fine grove of

trees near its plant to use as a park for its

employes and the people of the neighbor-

hood:' the proprietor of another factory

has given to the city twelve acres of land

for a riverside park, and the business men.

through a committee of two hundred, have

appointed a smaller committee of twenty-

one representing manufacturinsr. commer-

cial, labor and social organizations to se-

cure plans for a building which shall con-

tain not onlv the large auditorium whose
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lack the city now feels keenly, but smaller

halls and rooms which will make it the

non-official centre of the city's life.

Nor has this been all. The doctrine of

co-operation was preached with such effect

by Professor Zueblin that, since he left, the

first step has been taken in forming neigh-

borhood associations to secure and main-

tain neighborhood parks and playgrounds.

Down in the business section the new
spirit is manifested in a desire to do away
with the old projecting electric signs

which disfigure the streets, and to substi-

tute a system that will not only give light

but will add to the dignity of the city.

Along the river front the new spirit is

shown in a renewed determination to utilize

the million-dollar flood walls, whose erec-

tion was begun by the non-partizan mayor,
for something besides flood protection. The
opportunity is there for quays and park-

ways. The river front, now the greatest

blemish of the town, can be made its great-

est beauty. And the people are coming to

realize it, for they have come to recognize

that in Grand Rapids they have a common
property of which they can increase the

beauty and the value a hundredfold if they

will but take thought, and work together.

Some Clever Epigrams

From " Miss Fallowfield's Fortune," by Ellen Thorney croft Fowler

I am old enough to have learnt that, though the wisdom of

life consists in seeing things as they are, the happiness of life

consists in seeing things as they are not—oneself included.

The knowledge that one's name is inscribed in the "Landed
Gentry," is a surer antidote to mundane ambition than the

belief that it is written in the Book of Life.

She had to learn, as we have all to learn sooner or later,

that we are called to make the best of the talents which we
have, instead of thinking how much better we could have done

with those entrusted toother people.

I wouldn't mind agreeing with a man now and then if I

knew he was wrong, but a man who is always right—and who
you know is always right—and who knows himself that he is

always right— is too aggravating for anything.

He may even become wise enough to be wrong sometimes

—a height of wisdom to which he had never attained.

Love which is tempered with reason is not love at all, but

is merely esteem or friendship masquerading in the part.

Persons who are oppressively unworldly are generally

thoroughly mundane at the core ; just as persons who are ob-

trusively polite are usually intrinsically ill-bred.

Mutual approval is a great bond ; but it is nothing as com-

pared with the still closer bond of mutual disapproval.

When once a woman begins to pity a man for not having

got what he wanted, she will never rest until she has given

him something that he never wanted at all.
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What's the Matter With American Women ?

Dr. Andrew MacPhail in Spectator

IT is luxurious idleness alone which ap-

peals to the American woman. In litera-

ture and life this is the clue to her

actions.

It is an eternal law—at least it has been

a law since the beginning of created things

—that an organ, an animal or a species can-

not exist independently of its function. Life

and growth are bound up with work, and
we have not yet grown so mighty that we
have emancipated ourselves from the do-

minion of this law.

The primitive functions of the woman
were to prepare food and clothing, to care

for her mate and the offspring which she

had assisted in producing. In course of

time, and for reasons largely beyond her

control, these obligations have become less

incumbent upon her. With one exception,

they have been usurped by the male or

placed in the hands of hirelings. In the

progress of civilization and by the division

of labor the food is purchased partially or

wholly prepared, as the advertisements

boast.

In America this industrial change has
been remarkably rapid, and there are wo-
men living in idleness to-day who in their

youth were accustomed to take a sheaf

from the field and prepare the evening meal
from it before the night fell.

Every advance in that industrial develop-

ment of which we are boasting continually

makes for the destruction of the family.

Originally each family was more or less

self-contained and mutually supporting.

The man procured food from the forest,

from the sea or from the soil, and he was
aided in these occupations by his boys, who
became competent at a very early age. The
woman dressed the skins, made them into

garments and prepared the food for eating.

In later times she carded the wool, spun
the yarn wove the cloth and fashioned it

into clothing, and there are men yet living

who look back with yearning to a family
life in which these occupations were the

chief concern.

At an early age the girl, too, was initiated

into these mysteries. She was self-support-

ing from her childhood, and, indeed, added

to the wealth and comfort of the family.

The child, instead of being a burden, was
an asset. Both male and female were effi-

cient members of the community, and there

was an honored place for even the maiden
aunt, made honorable by her usefulness.

Into this community of families comes

the manufacturer with his machinery, and

his love of money, and his formulas about

efficiency, saving of labor, industrial pro-

gress and commercial development. Every

turn of his wheels disintegrates the family

by destroying its multifarious occupations.

The butter, which used to be churned in

the dairy, kept cool by an overhanging wil-

low tree, is now made in a factory. The
sheep which the children tended upon the

hillside are gone, and with them the occu-

pations of carding, spinning and weaving

which made the long winter evenings too

short for the work to be done. The larder

is stored day by day from the grocer's

wagon, and those delectable times are van-

ished in which the woman-kind gathered

the apple and the berry, and preserved them

in shining rows, not for this year alone, but

for next year and the year after.

The country has grown rich, but the

family is destroyed. There is money and

idleness for the women of the well-to-do

;

idleness alone for the women of the poor.

For the daughters of the poor there is the

refuge of the factory and its sisters—the

slum and the street. For the daughters of

the rich there is nothing but idleness, and

both classes are more unhappy than when
they lived in trees.

The care of the offspring has been hand-

ed over to male and female hirelings—phy-

sicians and nurses—and thus a wide outlet

for the physical and mental activity of the

woman has been effectually stopped. De-

prived of the care of her children, the wo-

man suffers a diminution of her affection,

and it is replaced by a noisy sentimentalism

which is equally disastrous for mother, child

and husband.
in
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It is the maternal instinct running riot.

It exhausts itself upon the infant, and none
remains for the growing child to whom it

might be of some value. The American
mother is famous for the care of her infant

and the neglect of her child.

We have seen that women have handed
over their function of preparing food to

the cook, the making of clothing to the

tailor, the care of their children to the

physician. If these substitutes were females

the case would not be so anomalous ; but,

on the contrary, they are males, and I be-

lieve that all women now recognize the su-

periority of the man-cook, the man-tailor

and man-midwife.
The man and the women are comple-

mentary the one to the other. In so far

as the woman acquires the qualities and
characteristics of the man she becomes to

that extent futile, as futile as the man
who has acquired the quality of effemin-

acy. No matter how effeminate a man be-

comes, he can never be so adorable as a

woman. He will always be an amateur
in that role, and the woman has him beaten

at the start.

Reduced by a power not her own to a

condition of idleness, her case is a most
unhappy one, and her manifold activities

in the street, in places of entertainment,

and finally in the divorce court, are merely
blind strivings to free herself from an in-

tolerable ennui.

Her life is one of rivalry for appearance
and position. The struggle exhausts her
energy and all other means at her disposal.

Her mind becomes warped and her ambi-
tion distorted. Eternal restlessness is her
portion, a dislike of any discipline, a hatred

of any law save that which her own whim,
will, or desire imposes. To impose this law
upon others becomes" her constant occupa-
tion.

The most oppressive burden which a wo-
man is called upon to endure is that anom-
aly amongst created beings—the wearing
of clothes. In the state of nature it i? or-

dained that the female shall go quietly, flic

male is the gaudy, strutting creature.

But in the race to which wc belong it is<

the woman who is glorious; and this bur-

den of splendor, falling upon an organism,
which is unqualified for the task, breaks it

down hopelessly and renders it unfit for the

performance of its proper function.

The possession of splendid apparel in-
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volves the necessity for its display, and out

of that arises vanity, jealousy, rivalry and
all uncharitableness. This is the genesis of

the thing which is known as society. To the

American man there is something mysteri-

ous about this society, and his womenkind
alone are supposed to understand it. He is

in reality a simple-minded person, and his

women have entered into a conspiracy

against him by which they shall live in idle-

ness, and he shall "labor and toil, and rob,

and steal, and bring all to his love."

The mark of social distinction in primi-

tive communities is idleness on the part

of the woman. One mark of poverty is

that women are obliged to work. Brought
up in an old-fashioned way, the American
man thinks that he has extracted himself

from poverty when he has succeeded in

keeping his womenkind free from the neces-

sity of work. Speaking generally, this is

the aim of the "American woman"—to live

a life of luxurious idleness.

. The next anomaly under which we labor

is that we are compelled to live in houses,

and have not yet become convinced what
the proper form of habitation is. The
American man is himself wdthout taste. The
possession of taste is the prerogative of the

woman. Accordingly she is the one who
deals with the architect and decorator, and
she is supposed to understand all matters

pertaining to architecture, decoration, and
furnishing in virtue of her femininity alone.

When it comes to a question of building

a "home" as if a home could be built with

hands—the rich, free woman, to demon-
strate her equality with the rich woman of

older communities, must have a house which
resembles "the stately homes of England,"
or a villa which vies in beauty with the

abode of a "merchant prince" of mediaeval
Florence; or, to demonstrate the catholicity

which exists in a free country, she will

probably achieve a combination of both,

with certain features added, which belong
exclusively to a cathedral or a fortress.

There yet remains one function which is

in the exclusive possession of the woman,
and no means have been discovered up to

the present time by which it can be better

performed. That is the part she plays in

the propagation of the species. Deprived

of this excus< for existence, the female of

the human race becomes entirely a parasite.

And yet in respect <>f this remaining func-

tion there is some evidence that the "Ameri-
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can woman" is not d< ir best, that she

is following the exai : that unprofit-

able servant who wra
1 p his one talent

in a napkin. It is qu .-. ossible that this

indisposition to exercL- natural function

is not due to recalcitran it to an instinct

that the species is not w th reproducing.

But the plea which 'American wo-
man" put forward Is ti.« sss cynical one
that the quality of c g is more im-

portant than quantity.

Professor Karl Pea :

. s shown from
his investigations into nheritance of

tuberculosis that the ea members of a

large family are more a her it disease

than those who are bo r er, and that,

therefore, the limitation nilies to two
children, which now app be the de-

sirable number, is increas: .entage

of persons with weak const

This is Nature's method ng with

the fictitious law of primogenirv r Human
ingenuity is powerless in face of the mys-
terious laws by which reproduction is gov-
erned ; and created beings invariably get

the worst of it when they set themselves in

opposition to those laws. But, fortunately

or unfortunately, a diminishing birth rate

is confined only to those societies which we
are accustomed to think of as highly civil-

ized. The phenomenon is not new.
An instinct fails when it ceases to be ex-

ercised. When women in the progress of

civilization abandoned the practise of living

in trees for the comfort of a cave, it may
be well imagined that they quickly forgot

the nice art of tree keeping.

Similarly those who live in "flats"' no
longer retain a remembrance of the days
when they dwelt in houses, and the house
as a habitation has become as extinct for

them as the cave.

The instinct for propagating the species

is no exception to this law, and in time the

female of this type will become sexless in

all but form, which is now so firmly fixed

that we may not expect any fundamental
alteration.

And yet a variation in type is appearing.
The "American woman" retains her girl-

hood until comparatively late in life, and
then suddenly, to her grief and rage, falls

into a condition of senility which no devices
serve long to postpone.

Indeed, the expression "married girls" is

commonly employed in those periodicals
which concern themselves with her doings.

And the proof that this instinct is failing is

found in the remedy which is offered—that

the nature of it be taught in schools from
books on physiology.

Self-reliance is the most deadly gift which
the female of this race can possess ; and yet

the girl who is destined to develop into an
"American woman" is taught from her

earliest years to be assertive of her opinions,

insistent upon her rights, and clamorous for

a consideration which can only be given un-

grudgingly when it is least demanded.
And so she goes through life with squared

shoulders and set face, alert for "any insult

to her womanhood." The American man.
loving peace, desiring to be left to his em-
ployments and devices, pretends to ac-

quiesce, and so leaves her in the enjoyment
of the fool's paradise which she has created

for herself.

The woman differs only in degree from
the rest of creative beings. Her natural

resources^ those by which she will prevail,

are gentleness, long suffering, kindness.

When she abandons these she does not ne-

cessarily, in the present state of civiliza-

tion, lose her life. She merely becomes an
"American woman." In striving for her

"rights" the American woman has lost her

influence and has given us a new reading of

the old fable of the bone and its shadow.
The "American woman" thinks the

American man is as good as he is because

she loves him so much. She is so self-

satisfied that she thinks every one must
love her and must continue to love her,

entirely irrespective of the conduct which
she may choose to indulge in. A husband
who should cease to love so glorious a

creature must be a fool whose love is not

worth striving to retain.

The influence of woman is the subject

of all verse, and is best expressed by the

word "charm." And what is charm? Cer-

tain things it is not. It is not excessive

talkativeness, nor that distortion of the

countenance in public places which is

called laughter. Not intellectual attain-

ment nor the artistic temperament assures

its possession. It does not necessarily lie

in the physical beauty of i symmetrical

musculature. Teeth and eves and hair are

mere epidermal modifications. Charm is'

everything which the "American woman"
thinks it is not. Charm lies in what a wo-
man is. not in what she does, nor in how she

looks.
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The American women—all women

—

should turn upon the ''American woman,"
as judges and executioners, with cold, de-

liberate indignation, in such virgin fury

as the workers in the hive display towards

the great, idle, sugary-mouthed drones un-

conscious of the melliferous walls.

And, happily, there is evidence that the

people are tired of the farce. This revul-

sion of feeling is led by the really educated

women who are willing to confess that even
they themselves have missed the mark, and

For the ignoran.

cated women hav?

those who would

that their humbler sisters have chosen the

better part.

and newly rich the edu-

nothing but scorn : for

emancipate themselves

from the law they have infinite compassion.
The woman who i , happy is she who obeys

the law of kindnes;, who goes quietly. Her
husband yields hei benevolence. His heart

doth safely trust in her, and her children

call her blessed. The woman who will pre-

vail is the effeminate woman who over-

comes man by the force of continual quiet-

ness.

How Our Lives Are Shortened

J. Ashby-Sterry in The Graphic

Till you make the calculation you will be surprised to

know what a lot of time trie average man spends in eating and
drinking and sleeping. Leaving smoking out of the question

altogether, and making a very moderate computation, you
will find an ordinary individual passes two months in the

course of a year in taking his meals and four months in bed.

Six months in the year are devoted to these two occupations.

In point of fact, half a lifetime is required for gastronomic de-

lights and the worship of Somnus, so that when a man has
reached the age of three score and ten he has actually only

lived thirty-five years. This is a matter that snould have the

serious attention of the promotors of the Daylight Bill. My
own impression is that we lead too regular a life. We have

our meals at stated times, we go to bed at a certain hour, and
we rise every morning at the same period. We ought rather

to follow the example of the dog. He eats when he is hungry
and drinks when he is thirsty, and he sleeps when he has
nothing better to do. Hence he is always ready to go any-

where or do anything at a moment's notice. If we took our

meals at odd times and indulged in forty winks whenever we
felt inclined - in short, if we did not live so absolutely by rule

—we should, doubtless, save a great deal of time, I knew of

an old lady in Florence who carried out this idea thoroughly.

Her cook was always on duty in case she wanted an omelette

in the middle of the night.
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The War Against Trusts in America

By Arthur Beaves in the International

F we wish to understand the real causes
of the crisis which disturbed the eco-

nomic life of America during the last

few months, we must look beyond financial

difficulties to the struggle between the

trusts and the people. It was this struggle

which destroyed the confidence of the peo-

ple in the stability of the economic order

and of those industrial and financial insti-

tutions which are supposed to support it.

And since the financial existence of

America is. wholly based upon a widely ex-

tended credit system, this loss of confidence

made the quiet transaction of financial af-

fairs impossible. As soon as this confidence

disappeared and ready-money payment was
more extensively demanded instead of cre-

dit, it turned out that the currency of the

country only amounted to a minute fraction

of the sums that had hitherto changed
hands without requiring recourse to ready

money, and the threatened financial bodies

could not procure the necessary money that

was demanded by the terrified people, al-

though they took the greatest pains and of-

fered the highest rates of discount. Thus
it may be explained how institutions that

were in reality quite well placed, were
forced to stop payment, and could only re-

sume their business and meet their liabili-

ties some months later. But all this re-

acted upon the industrial life of the coun-
try : factories were closed, workmen were
dismissed, and the country that had been
so prosperous passed through a severe

crisis. And the primary cause of all this,

as before mentioned, is to be found in the

conflict between the trusts and the people.

After the end of the Spanish War at the

conclusion of the nineteenth century a

movement of concentration, which up till

then had been extremely slow, began to

make itself felt throughout the industrial

life of the country. In the most important
industries companies which had hitherto en-

gaged in competition united to form large

combines. In some cases a predominant
company acquired most of the shares in the

other companies, and thus gained actual

control of its business tactics. In some
cases all the companies joined in still closer

union to form one large company, which
thereby acquired a position of monopoly.
From that time America has been ruled by

several large industrial companies. The
"American Sugar Co." controls the entire

sugar production of the country ; the

"Standard Oil Trust." the capital of which
is just about to be raised to 600 million dol-

lars, controls the petroleum supply ; the

"Tobacco Trust" the tobacco industry, and
the "Steel Trust" the steel production of

the country. The union of these industries

made large economies in working possible.

On the other hand, works which did not

pay could be shut down, and the whole

production could be concentrated in some
few factories which were fitted with th :

best plant and could be worked with all the

advantages that wholesale production im-

plies. All plans of industrial activity could

be worked out on a large scale, and all pos-

sible advantages could be calculated. Thus
the Steel Trust proposes to erect gigantic

works on the borders of Lake Michigan. A
great part of its production is to be con-

centrated there, and for this purpose a new
town has been built on what was formerly

deserted land. This town has been called

Gary, and accommodates 50,000 people,

workmen and clerks and their families. On
the other hand, the cessation of all competi-

tion between the single companies rendered

unnecessary the huge and costly machinery

formerly employed for advertising. Their

rival agents and travelers bent on under-

selling each other no longer traverse the

country. All industrial activity is strictly

limited to the supply required for actual

production and sale. All this considerably

increased the profits of the companies con-

cerned. Wages could be raised, and the

general business life of the country profited

considerably by this.

But the trusts did not content themselw-

with these natural advantages, which were
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indeed good for them and for the whole
country. They sought greater profits by
making the utmost use of their position of

monopoly.

Being free from all competition they gra-

dually raised their prices, and thus exer-

cised a heavy pressure upon the consum-
ers. Other trusts arose—such as the

"Beef Trust," which monopolized the meat
trade of the country—which in the first

place were not at all concerned with work-
ing economies, but principally with the rais-

ing of prices. The whole body of consum-
ers, i.e. the people of the United States, felt

helpless in face of all this, and this very

sense of helplessness in face of the en-

croachments of capitalistic powers, perhaps

even more than the actual financial damage,
aroused the wild indignation of the people.

They forgot all the advantages of central-

ized trade activity, they only remembered
the raising of prices and the loss to the

public. They angrily demanded the

breaking up of the trusts, and a

return to the free competitive sys-

tem. Only a small minority possessed

sufficient insight into the laws of economic
development to understand that it was im-

possible to take a step backwards towards
the industrial anarchy of former days, and
that the danger of private monopolies could

only be avoided by giving them over to

State control. They realized that such a

course would retain all advantages of work-
ing economy and would, avoid all the dan-

gers of monopoly prices. This view of

things found the greatest number of ad-

herents among the workers themselves,

who naturally repudiated any scheme
that implied the splitting up of industrial

production^and hence the decrease of pro-

fits and wages. But even amongst them
there was much confusion and perplexity,

if we except the Socialist party.

The farmers and petits bourgeois again,

who had grown up firmly convinced of the

advantages of industrial competition, except-

ed everything from the forcible destruc-

tion of the trusts and the return to the old

system of many separate companies.

This popular feeling found expression in

two ways : in self-help and in acting upon
the Government policy.

The Civil War in Kentucky is the most
rharacteristic example of the first method.
The agriculture of this State consists chief-
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ly of tobacco growing, and the farmers who
devoted themselves to its cultivation saw
their economic prosperity threatened by the

Tobacco Trust. The trust made use of its

position as a monopoly to exercise severe
pressure upon the prices, so that the farm-
ers gained less by the sale of tobacco than
the planting had actually cost them. They
were furiously indignant, and 27,000 farm-
ers joined the union of tobacco-planters.

But even they were not capable of check-
ing the trust, and they resorted to open vio-

lence. Armed bands of masked farmers at-

tacked the small towns of the State by
night, burned down the trust warehouses
and terrorized all the farmers who would
not join the union. Thus at midnight on
the 6th December, 1907, the Town of Hop-
kinsville, with about 10,000 inhabitants and
a flourishing tobacco industry, was attacked

by 300 armed men. The tobacco factories

were set on fire, and the fire brigade was
prevented from turning out. Only the fact

that it was an absolutely calm night saved
the whole town from destruction. A citi-

zen who tried resistance was killed, the

houses of the opponents of the union and
the printing offices of the Kentuckian, a

paper that had advocated the trust policy,

were destroyed. Similar raids were re-

peatedly carried out in smaller towns. But
in spite of all this, the authorities of Ken-
tucky State could or would not find out the

evil-doers, and, just as in the case of the

lynch trials of suspected negroes, the guilty

were left unpunished. At the same time

the Federal Courts began proceedings

against the Tobacco Trust, which was ac-

cused of illegal conspiracy to the detriment

of free trade. This accusation was based

on the so-called Sherman law, which for-

bids all such combinations. The case is

now before the Federal Court in New
York, and will soon be definitely decided by

the Supreme Court of the United States.

This brings us to the second aspect of

the opposition: the fight against the trusts

bv influencing the Government policy. The
destruction of the customs barrier naturally

appeared to be the simplest means of break-

ing the power of the trusts, for European

competition was thereby called in against

them. The editors and publishers of the

country are demanding this course of ac-

tion at this very moment, because they com-

plain of the rise of paper prices owing to
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the Paper Trust. A commission of Con-
gress is at present engaged in investigating

all facts relative to this matter, and in de-

ciding for or against the claims of the pub-

lishers. It is not impossible that the im-

portant influence of these very editors and
publishers upon all political parties will

prove strong enough to force the giving up
of the duties on paper. But with the ex-

ception of the paper industry there is little

hope of success in this direction, for the

ruling Republican party is pledged by its

programme and by the feeling in industrial

circles, to which it owes its success in the

elections, to a rigid system of protection.

In reality other means of warfare were
chosen. For some time the Democratic
party had been pledged to opposition to the

trusts, and for several years the left wing
of the Republican party under the leader-

ship of President Roosevelt had also adopt-

ed these ideas. At first they were content

with punishing the use of unfair means em-
ployed by the trusts in fighting the firms

which had remained independent. Thus an
action was brought against the Sugar
Trust, which had taken over the greater part

of the shares of a rival company and had
then shut down its works to the detriment

of the remaining shareholders, owing to the

majority it had in the general meeting. The
courts are now hearing this case. The
trusts were in the habit of forcing the rail-

way companies which were under their in-

fluence to grant them preferential tariffs,

while the independent firms could only for-

ward their goods at very high rates. Under
the influence of Roosevelt a law was passed

which makes the granting of such prefer-

ential tariffs a punishable offence, and sev-

eral actions have since then been brought
against railway companies who did so. as

well as against trusts who were proved to

have accepted the offers of the railways.

The gravest accusation was brought against

the Standard Oil Trust which was proved to

have disobeyed the law in this respect sev-

eral times, and was condemned to pay a

fine of 150 million dollars.* Another
paragraph of the above-quoted "Sherman
Anti-trust Law" condemns every combine
that results in the limitation of free trade.

•Thi- United States Courl of Appeal in

Chicago hcis since the time of writing ilii-

article cancelled the judgment.—Ed.

and it is clear that in this way any and
every activity of the trusts could be

thwarted. Everywhere proceedings were
opened against the trusts by their most
zealous opponents, to which the Federal

Minister of Justice Bonaparte, belongs,

and the financial circles which had hitherto

been so powerful were seized with panic. A
short time ago the Supreme Court of Jus-

tice of the United States admitted that the

Sherman law might also be applied to com-
binations of trades unions against unorgan-
ized workers and firms who employed them,

and heavy damages were brought against

such combinations of trades unions. This

caused a storm of indignation amongst the

workers, and their leaders remonstrated in

Congress accordingly. Roosevelt actually

promised to introduce a bill that would en-

sure freedom from penalty to combines of

trades unions as well as to trusts, in as far

as they acted openly and without having

recourse to illegal means. But the extend-

ed demands of the workers who demanded
these rights for their own unions, but not

for the trusts, were not considered in the

law. and as the two parties did not come
to terms the decision of Congress was in-

definitely postponed. Thus everything has

remained as it was in this direction, and

any and every action of the workers' and

capitalists' combines can be rendered im-

possible according to the arbitrary decision

of the courts which select one case or an-

other from the long list of offences against

the law.

All this has destroyed the progressive de-

velopment of American economic life,

which was formerly so stable. It has ren-

dered all calculations with regard to the fu-

ture impossible, and has aroused a fear of

increasingly harmful measures among those

concerned. As long as the Government and

the people adhere to the present method of

opposing the natural course of economic

development by means of legal verdicts and

fines, they will not be successful as far as

their wishes are concerned. They will, on

the contrary, prevent the country from re-

gaining its industrial equilibrium, from re-

employing its dismissed workers, and from

finding a paying employment for its indus-

try. With the sound sense of the American

people this state of affairs can hardly last

much longer. The indignation aroused by

the tactics of the trusts with regard to
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prices dimmed their keen business sight for

the time being, and gained success and the

support of the people and the representa-
tive bodies for those who were actuated by
motives of passion rather than of economic
consideration. But the terrible financial and
industrial crisis which Roosevelt and his

party conjured up has had a sobering influ-

ence. The people are beginning to take a

different view of things. A strong conser-

vative group is demanding the suspension
of the laws of exemption for trusts, and in-

fluential combines of organized workers
are not unwilling to join them in order to

prevent the application of such laws to

their own unions. ' During the recent ne-

gotiations they almost united and caused
the suspension of the exemption laws. On

ther hand, as far as the inveterate op-

ponents of the trusts are concerned, the

theoretical understanding of the laws of

omic development is more and more
gaining ground. Bryan, the Democratic
candidate for the Presidency, has openly

declared himself in favor of railway nation-

alization, which plays a much greater part

than in Europe, owing to the great dis-

tances in the United States, and to the fact

that the country is only opened up to a very

limited extent. If Bryan were to be suc-

Ful in the Presidential campaign next

autumn, and able to realize this programme.

the nationalization of railways would
doubtless be followed by that of the other
great industries, and the Trust problem
would thus be solved in a socialist sense.

On the other hand, William Hearst, the

leader of the "Independence League," and
the possessor of an ever-growing influence

among the masses of the people, is preach-

ing war to the knife against the trusts. But
he, too, does not uphold the exemption laws
as much as he recommends the municipali-

zation of the most important urban indus-

tries and the more intense control and su-

pervision of industrial life by the State. The
policy which he advocates if consistently

applied would also lead to socialism.

Of course the ruling Republican party,

which has every prospect of reasserting

itself, remains true to its advocacy of the

exemption laws. Thus the uncertainty and
confusion in the industrial life of Vmerica

may last a few more years, until the ever-

growing harm to the national prosperity

brings about a change in popular opinion

and leads to the success of that political

party which does not aim at a struggle

against evolution and a return to the indus-

trial anarchy of former days, but rather at

the consistent progressive development of

industrial life and the nationalization of all

private monopolies.

A woman, when she marries, wishes to be taken for her own
sake, not as payment for a debt.

I find that attention to the smaller details often makes life

possible when the larger worries threaten to overwhelm me.

Whenever a woman meddles with an affair, there is always

something else started other than what wasoriginally intended.

Ladies for the most part lie under such a high pressure of

propriety that they welcome a little unconventional license

at times

I believe it is one of the attractions for women in the society

of the opposite sex, quite apart from any idea of love and

admiration, that men do not criticise them.

She was living in a state of existence in which all that is

necessary is to travel through one's allotted span of years

without anything very bad being said of one, and then to die,

unmourned, unmissed.— From " Brendavale," by Ernest Black.
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Culture versus «^ramCi

From Scribner's

WHY is it that the common educated

Englishman, not professionally a

"literary man" so uniformally ac-

quits himself better of a literary task than

the corresponding American, can report

better what he has seen and done, be it a

voyage to strange lands, be it an account -of

"empire building" ? There is, unfortunate-

ly, no question about the fact.

"So many thousand Masters of Arts in

this country"—Clarence King used to say—"where are the arts?" Lord Cromer is

not a literary man. He has for a genera-

tion been engrossed in doing things, things

"most useful for his country." But now
that he has "sat down to tell about them."

it would be unpatriotic for an American to

challenge a comparison of "Modern Egypt"
with any like work of an American official.

Lord Cromer exhibit- an old-fashioned

British willingness to garnish his narrative

with Latin quotations, and to make osten-

tation of his classical culture. But it is to

be noted that it is classical culture, that the

citations are "all so," and that he nowhere
lapses into what Stevenson calls the "swag-
gering misquotations" of the American
journalist.

For that matter, neither Grant nor Sher-
man straggled into journalese, nor pretend-
ed to know what he did mot know, nor is

that the literary defect of the West Pointer.

But it is, doubtless, the prevailing Ameri-
can literary defect, this same "journalistic"

sciolism. The things which Macaulay's
"every schoolboy" knew, being compiled by
a laborious investigator, were found to

comprise a formidable body of knowledge.
But the British school boy really does know
these things. At least he knows them or he

not know them. lie does not half

know them, as the American sciolist is so

painfully apt to do. Two modern instances

occur. Xot long ago, an American review
of hereditary critical authority contained
the statement that Edmund Burke's oratori-
cal reputation was made by Samuel John-
son's parliamentary reports ! Let us charit-

ably assume that "Burke" was a slip for

"Pitt," the elder Pitt, with whose early

oratorical reputation Johnson really had
something to do. But, even §o, what a

vast ignorance of the eighteenth century

does the slip denote, what an unacquaint-

ance with the things that "every school-

boy" may reasonably be assumed to know,
and that the English schoolboy—Etonian,

Rugboean, Harrovian or what not—does

somehow subconsciously seem to possess.

The other instance is a recent rehabilita-

tion of Chatterton, a zealous and well-

meant essay in which the author has dili-

gently "got up" every fact that seemed to

him relevant, but of which the reader has

sadly to say that the author "does not know
enough." His honest enthusiasm is ren-

dered so nearly nugatory by the handfuls

of false notes about his period that he keeps

unconsciously striking, unconsciously by
his absence of a consciousness of the lack

of the background of information which is

the subconscious possession of "every

school-boy." What can you do with a

"literary man" who has to have it explained

to him that culture ad hoc is not culture at

all, but only "cram"?
One has to own that these modern in-

stances are typical. And the patriot has to

inquire with some trepidation what we are

going to do about it. It is not for want of

express inculcation that the American col-

lege-graduate knows less of English litera-

ture than the English "every school-boy."

He has abundant "courses" in it. Whereas
the English school-boy, as certain English

educational reformers are busily pointing

out, has no express teaching of English

literature at all. Given a regular "grind"

in classics, the English system assumes that

the needed knowledge of English litera-

ture, and even the needed capacity of writ-

ing English, will "rub off," and come of

itself. And it has to be said that, upon the

whole, the English system is justified of its

children and the American system is not;

that, in fact, "something is rotten in the

state" of American literarv education.
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Roumania The Deciding Factor in the Near East

By Alfred Stead in Fortnightly Review

AMONGST the smaller European
States there is none of such import-
ance as Roumania, geographically,

ethnically, economically, and because the

kingdom of King Charles represents the

one stable element in the unrest of South-
eastern Europe from Budapest to Con-
stantinople, Roumania is the decisive factor

in the Near Eastern question, not only be-

cause the Roumanians have steadily fitted

themselves to fulfil that role, but because
they are in a national position to draw the

full benefit from their geographical situa-

tion. Since the Russo-Turkish War, when
Roumania first appeared on the interna-

tional horizon as a factor, the Great Powers
have realized that, from that 4th of April,

1877, Roumania has developed rapidly and
vigorously, and has continually shown that

she was not inspired with ambitions and
vain projects, but with a calm and practical

spirit, penetrated with the general needs of

Europe ; she has never troubled the peace,

necessary first of all to herself, and has
given proof, under all circumstances, of a

wisdom which has earned for her the con-
fidence of all the States.

The potential value of Roumania was
early recognized by the shrewdest states-

man of Europe, and Bismarck, in 1879, said

of Roumania : "An independent Roumania
has a very great weight in Eastern ques-

tions. Roumania has 50,000 square n

and five million inhabitants. It might have
ten million—and what a Power it would
then be ! To-day its debts are heavy, but

with ten millions what could Roumania not

do? Turkey falls to pieces: nobody can
her up again ; Roumania has a great

role to fulfil, but for this it is needful that

she be wise, foreseeing, and firmly estab-

lished." Actually Roumania possesses a

Papulation of seven millions, so that it

would seem that Bismarck's ten millions

are only a question of time. About the

same period Prince Charles Vntoine of

Hohenzollern wrote to King Charles:

"Roumania has proved that she exists, and
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that she is a factor in the liquidation of

European accounts."

The Roumanian statesmen had already-

grasped the fact that there was future

greatness before them, and in 1875 Bratianu
declared that "Europe has already recog-

nized that we are a people destined to fight

and to triumph through freedom. Our
place is marked among the nations which
constitute the Republic of Europe. It is

for us to conquer it" : and in the words of

another Roumanian, though Roumania
would "have to work alone in order to

emerge from the difficulties, Roumania has

taken her place in Europe, and the convic-

tion is everywhere established that, in the

question of the Orient, Roumania is a factor

to be taken into consideration." Nor was
British recognition wanting, for we find

that Lord Salisbury gave the following ad-

vice to the Roumanian envoy in the early

days : "Increase your resources, draw the

full benefit from the sacrifices you impose
upon yourself, fortify yourself, put yourself

into a position to oppose by yourself, not

an impassable barrier—Roumania cannot

aspire so high—but a serious obstacle to

the perils which you fear." The thirty odd
years since then have shown that Rou-
mania has developed along the lines indi-

cated, and must now be reckoned wr ith as a

permanent important factor in the questions

affecting Europe. She is the most easterly

of European States—there can be no mis-

taking the fact that Roumania is a Euro-
pean State, and not a Balkan kingdom. The
Roumanian political horizon extends

through all the points of the compass,

whereas those of Bulgaria and Servia do
not include the north. Geographically,

Roumania occupies one of the most favor-

able positions in the world, being situated

exactly on the route which leads from the

West of Europe towards Asia Minor and
Mesopotamia, and forming a link on the

direct route to India. Roumania, also, as

the granarv and the market for the Central

European industries, becomes a not unim-
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portant member of a future Central Euro-
pean tariff union. But greatest of all rea-

sons for the assertion of Roumanian value

as an international factor is the confidence

which exists between the rulers and Gov-
ernments of the great European States and
the ruler and Government of Roumania. It

has become the custom to consult Bucarest

about matters of European concern, and the

past year has given special proof of this,

Monsieur Sturdza, the Prime Minister,

having interviews with Baron Aerenthal,

Monsieur Isvolsky, Monsieur Clemenceau,
and Prince von Bulow during his annual

holiday. The fact that the rulers of Bul-

garia and of Turkey compete energetically

for an alliance with King Charles is an-

other proof that those who are the most
concerned have no doubts where the bal-

ance of power lies. It is all a striking de-

monstration of the value of the national

policy of systematic self-development with-

out any entangling alliances or dependence
on any outside Power. Roumania has fully

attained the place she deserves among
European Powers, in that she is the friend

of all, and possesses the confidence of all.

Baron Aehrenthal, speaking before the

Delegations this month, said of Roumania,
dealing with the question of the Danube

:

"In regard to this the Government is con-

ducting a confidential exchange of views
with Roumania, with which nation we are

united by ties of close friendship." And
this expresses the views of all European
States, for friendship with Roumania has

a meaning, as Roumania is certainly not a

State built upon the sands, a creation of

yesterday, but gathers her strength and in-

spiration for the present from that time

when, centuries ago, the Roumanian nation

stood amongst the foremost of civilized

States, and played a great role in the shap-
ing of Europe. The history of Roumania
has been one long series of struggles for

the preservation of the autonomy and of

the national character of those two former
principalities of the Danube, Moldavia and
Wallachia, which formed for centuries the

rampart of Christianity and Occidental civil-

ization against the invasions of the Turks
and of the Tartars.

The Western nations of Europe owe in-

directly a debt of gratitude to Roumania.
since they were enabled to work quietly in

the development of their civilization, while

Roumania, though reeling under the first

shock of the Oriental advance, kept it at

bay. It was in these conflicts and perils

that the warrior blood of Trajan's legions,

the founders of the Roumanian people,

proved that time had not sapped its vitality

nor diminished its valor. For it must not

be forgotten that Roumania was the scene

of the exploits of the Emperor Trajan, the

ruins of whose bridge over the Danube re-

main a sign of the national heritage of the

Roman settlement. Roumania's early his-

tory stands chiselled in undying figures on
the Trajan column at Rome. Not only did

Rome's warriors traverse and inhabit the

country, but on the shores of the Black Sea,

where now there flourishes the great sea-

port of Roumania, Constantza, Ovid lived

in exile. The many vicissitudes of the past

have purified Roumania as by fire, and pro-

duced a nation which has found itself and
which has learned the meaning of true

patriotism. Roumania to-day with her 50,-

700 square miles (only a little less than the

area of England), and her population of

seven millions, is a constitutional monarchy
in the best sense of the term, with all the

rights and privileges of the Roumanian
subjects amply guaranteed. Nor is the

strength of Roumania only derived from

within. In a speech addressed to the Rou-
manian Senate in 1903, Monsieur Sturdza

pointed out that the strength of the king-

dom of Roumania rests on two foundations.

In the kingdom we constitute a uniform

homogeneous nationality, amid which are

here and there scattered a few inhabitants

only of alien origin, as, indeed, is every-

where the case. The second foundation on

which our strength rests consists in the

fact that beyond our political frontiers the

kingdom is girdled round by Roumanian
communities. That is a consideration of

the greatest moment. For we are thus less

directly exposed to pressure from foreign

and antagonistic nationalities, nay, rather

the efforts of these hostile nationalities are

thereby in some measure weakened. The

stronger the resisting forces of the Rou-

manians beyond the kingdom, the safer is

the position of the kingdom itself, no one

being able to attack it directly. In other

words, the danger comes from that side of

the kingdom where the national life of the

Roumanians beyond the kingdom is im-

perilled. This additional source of strength

must not be overlooked, since it might well

play an important part in future develop-
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ments, while for the moment it enables the

kingdom to decide on its best policy in-

sulated from undue foreign influence. It is

largely, thanks to the excellence of her
army, that Roumania has been left to enjoy
peace and development, undisturbed by for-

eign aggression. King Charles has ever

been at heart a soldier, and his work in con-
nection with the Roumanian army has
proved not only his enthusiasm, but his

military ability. His work during the early

years created a solid administrative founda-
tion for the army, which was tested and
found good in the fields before Plevna.

There, in 1877, the young Roumanian army
saved the Russians, and gained their coun-
try's independence, and to-day, with some
quarter of a million men on a war footing,

and 86,000 in time of peace, the Rouman-
ians are ready and able to play a decisive

part in the history of Europe, should their

country and their King demand it. The
moral of the troops is so good as to call

forth the admiration of the foreign at-

taches, and their arms and equipment,
notably those of the artillery, are equal to

those of any other country. Roumania is

a maritime State in so far as she possesses

a considerable coast line on the Black Sea,
and for the protection of her interests in

these waters there exists a small fleet of

secondary war vessels—cruisers and tor-

pedo craft. Roumania also possesses in the

Danube a waterway not only of great com-
mercial importance, but forming her fron-

tier with Russia, Hungary, Bulgaria and
Servia.

This great European stream is an inter-

national highway, and should be subject to

international supervision and control. Save,
however, for the mouth of the Danube,
which is under the jurisdiction of an
international Commission, the river has

been controlled either by individual powers,
or entirely neglected. By the creation of a

special river fleet for the Danube, Ron-
mania has given the most satisfactory as-

surances that she takes very seriously to

heart her duty of adequately policing the

Lower Danube, that is to say, that part of

the river which stretches between the juris-

diction of the International Commission
and Hungary. The systematic supervision
and regulation of the Lower Danube has
an international significance which cannol
be ignored, since the success of this under-
taking must inevitably affect the question
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of the control and supervision of the river

above the Iron Gates. In other words, it

may eventually mean the realization of the

true international idea of a free Danube.
It is the mastery of the mouths of the

Danube which has helped Roumania to at-

tain her present position in the comity of

nations ; it has proved a spur to progress,

since, in the words of one statesman, "Even
if the Great Powers have left us masters
of ourselves they have, nevertheless, their

eyes fixed upon our future conduct, because
great European interests are bound up in

the destiny of Roumania ; it is sufficiently

proved that these interests will not permit

them to allow the mouths of the Danube to

be in the hands of a nation disorganized,

dismembered, enfeebled, and, in conse-

quence, very far from being the powerful
bulwark for the creation of which the

guarantor nations have spent their blood

and their gold." Roumania has contri-

buted much to enable the great work 'of the

International Danube Commission to ac-

complish the greatest good. "It is especi-

ally.*' says M. Sturdza, "'the countries

watered by this tine river who profit most

from the work of improvement at the mouth
of the Danube. Thus the constant and al-

ways increasing interest of the Roumanian
Government for the great work accom-
plished is natural enough." So adequate.

indeed, is the Roumanian river fleet for the

task of maintaining an efficient supervision

of the Lower Danube, that, in the unlikely

event of the dissolution of the International

Commission, its duties could he carried on

by Roumania a.Ione. With reason did King
( "harles exclaim, on the occasion of the

Christening of the Fleet at Galatz : "The
war for our independence, making us, as it

did, master> of the mouth of the Danube,

gave to our navy a serious existence. We
have, therefore, the duty of enlarging and

strengthening our naval forces, in order

to be able to fulfil the high mission which

has fallen to us on this great river." Be-

sides its international importance, the Rou-

manian licet on the Danube is a notable de-

velopment of the defensive force of the

country. Indeed, no other European Power
possesses such a powerful river flotilla.

This flotilla would be of great value should

ever the peace be broken. M. Kogainiceano,

when Foreign Minister in 1875, said: "The

despatch of a war fleet to the waters of the

Danube, and especially to that portion of
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the river lying between Servia and Rou-
mania, might exercise a great influence on
the determination of the rights and obliga-

tions which touch Roumania as a neutral

country, because it might well happen that,

owing to unforeseen eventualities, her neu-

trality would be impossible." But military

and naval strength alone do not suffice to

make a nation powerful, or a serious factor

in international affairs. Financial stability

and resources are as indispensable nowa-
days as rifles and cartridges. Roumania is

especially fortunate in this respect, and her

financial standing is most satisfactory. The
Roumanian State revenues, which in 1875
amounted to £4,000,000, have now reached

the sum of £16,000,000. In the last six-

financial years, there have been surpluses

varying from £800,000 to £2,000,000, and
it is by means of these surpluses that the

public works in course of construction have

been provided for. At the same time, the

foreign trade of Roumania is extremely

prosperous, and in all the normal years,

that is to say, when there was at least an

average harvest, the exports surpass the

imports. Thus the total commerce of Rou-
mania was. in 1906, £36,491,750, of

which the imports represented £16,862,-

740. the exports £19,654.404. which gave
a balance in favor of Roumania of £2,791,-

664. The National Debt of Roumania, both

internal and external, amounts at the pre-

sent moment to £56.000.000, which is

equivalent to a sum of £8 per head of

population (in the United Kingdom in

1907. the National Debt amounted to £16
per head of population). The greater part

of the Roumanian National Debt has been
used for the purchase and construction of

railways, which expenditure represents

nearly £32.000.000. The total length of

railway lines in Roumania is 2,000 miles,

or 24 miles of line per 1.000 miles of area.

This gives about 3.000 inhabitants per mile

of line. The State railways, besides being
an asset of great intrinsic value, produce
annually a net profit of more than £1,250.-
000. a revenue which is increasing every
year. The rest of the Debt has been spent

upon the construction of roads, ports, pub-
lic buildings, military works, and other

necessary national undertakings. Although
Roumania has never had to offer any spe-

cial guarantees, the National Debt is amply-

secured, not only by the flourishing condi-
tion of the Roumanian finances—which, for

the last seven years at least, have produced
an annual surplus averaging eleven per

cent, of the revenue—but by the property-

owned by the State: the railways, the for-

ests, the great oil-bearing lands, the fish-

eries, the immensely rich and practically in-

exhaustible salt mines, etc. Another very-

satisfactory point is that all the loans issued

by Roumania have been subscribed without

any special guarantee of the State being

given.

The main source of wealth in the coun-

try in the past has been agriculture, and
Roumania still continues as one of the

great grain-exporting countries. But it

must ever be difficult to build up a flourish-

ing and great State with only agriculture

as a foundation. And thus the develop-

ment of the great petroleum resources of

Roumania is of paramount national im-

portance, for the most valuable and im-

portant of the mineral resources of Rou-
mania is petroleum. The petroleum zone

in that country extends "to the foot of the

Carpathians, with a length of nearly 350
miles, and a width of about 12 miles. The
total area of the Roumanian petroleum

fields is thus computed to be about 1,800,-

000 acres, and it is estimated that the petro-

leum resources of Roumania amount to no

less than 4,000 million tons, which, at a net

price of 12s per ton, represents a value of

£2,400,000,000. In view of the growing

substitution of petroleum fuel for coal on

board many ships of the British Navy, it is

interesting to note that the port of Con-

stantza is situated within easy distance of

several British coaling stations, while Rou-

mania stands alone among countries in hav-

ing resisted all attempts on the part of the

Standard Oil Company to monopolize the

oil industry. This alone should make it a

valuable source of supply to the British

fleets, far too vital a defence for this coun-

trv to have to rely upon an unscrupulous

American Trust. And it is interesting to

note that the Roumanian Government, in

the treaty recently- concluded with the

United States, reserves to itself complete

liberty of action with regard to the industry

and commerce of petroleum.
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Do We Eat Too Much ?

By Frederick A. Talbot in Chambers's Journal

IT is a well-known fact that quack dietary
is more responsible for the early failure

of the organic structure than underfeed-
ing or overfeeding. The reason is that the
bodily activity is forced up to a high pres-
sure, which it is able to maintain for a
time ; but the cells of the frame, upon whose
extraordinary power of rehabilitation life is

entirely dependent, being unable to with-
stand the strain, succumb. With correct
nourishment the possibility of such a con-
tingency arising is diminished, but it is the
lack of knowledge upon this vital point
which propagates many of the ills to which
mortal flesh is said to be the heir. This
deficiency, however, may be repaired by a
perusal of Dr. Chittenden's recent volume,
'The Nutrition of Man" (Heinemann),
which is the most exhaustively informa-
tive work upon the stoking of the human
furnace that has appeared within recent
years. The author is an advocate of no
particular system other than that required
by discriminating Nature herself; he holds
no brief for or against any particular die-

tary system. He has only investigated the

subject from the unbiased and stern physi-
ological science points of view, and the re-

sult of his researches admirably enlightens
us upon a salient point, and serves to eluci-

diate many of the problems of feeding
which have hitherto been in a more or less

chaotic condition. The work is not a

mere scientific hypothesis or ethical digres-

sion, but embodies the results of actual ex-
periments with human beings and animals
purposely carried out to prove or disprove
the contentions of former investigators and
to unravel the many debatable points which
they left in mystery.
The process of sustaining life is a chemi-

cal one ; that is to say, the food you eat

undergoes three distinct chemical actions:

disintegration, decomposition, and oxida-
tion, by which is evolved the requisite en-
ergy to maintain the heat of the body and
the power for mental and physical effort.

You partake of your meal, and the ensuing
digestion of the same is the common ex-
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pression of this chemical change. At the

same time, the various articles you eat are

or should be resolved into three fundament-
al constituents : proteids or albuminous
food-stuffs, carbohydrates, and fats. The
first are the most essential. In composition
they comprise on the average 52 per cent,

of carbon, 7 per cent, of hydrogen, 23 per

cent, of oxygen, and from 1.5 to 2 per cent,

of sulphur. Without partaking of proteids

it would be impossible to support life, since

they provide the material for the recon-

struction of all the cells. The eminent sci-

entist, Liebig, went much farther. He con-

tended that proteids or nitrogenous food-

stuffs constituted the real source of energy.

Consequently many so-called food-experts,

on the strength of this assertion, and not

troubling to ascertain whether the argu-
ment was subject to controversion, develop-

ed into proteid cranks, and with the emin-
ent testimony at their command soon gath-

ered together a large following. But sub-

sequent investigation upon the part of the

scientific world has disproved Liebig's as-

sertion. Nature is not so easily gratified.

\lthough she demands a definite form of

nitrogen, at the same time she seeks for its

combination with some other elements to

maintain the rhythm of physiological evolu-

tion. Hence the need for the carbohydrates

and fats. The first-named include the two
closely allied compounds sugars and
starches. These substances are absolutely

free from nitrogen ; the other gas, oxygen,

being the predominating element, which ex-

ists in the proportion of 49.4 per cent., fol-

lowed by carbon 44.4 per cent., and hydro-

gen 6.2 per cent. Tt is obvious that the

absence of nitrogen precludes any possibil-

ity of the carbohydrates serving as cell-

builders, but at the same time they perform
another vital function. By oxidation they

yield energy for the heai of the body and

muscular effort. The fats, though also

without nitrogen, have a greater proportion

of carbon, which aggregates 76.5 per cent.

The fats thus, as it were, constitute an aux-

iliary to the carbohydrates for the furnish-
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ing fci heat, since they are less oxidizable

than sugars and starches, and require a
larger supply of oxygen to secure their

combustion. Thus the three natural food-

stuffs perform two allotted tasks; the pro-

teids serve as tissue-builders essentially,

though capable of providing by oxidation a

certain amount of energy for heat and
work; but the carbohydrates and fats are

required for no other specific purpose than
as a fuel to the bodily machinery.
Under these circumstances, then, what

constitutes the ideal diet? Certain stand-

ards have been drawn up in which the pro-

portion of proteids is adjusted to the per-

centages of carbohydrates and fats, the

proteid being about a fifth of the carbohy-
drates, and fat about half of the proteid in

bulk, for a man of about eleven stone in

weight and performing a moderate amount
of work. In this respect Dr. Chittenden
states that "my own conception of the true

food-requirements of the body has been ex-

pressed in the statement that man needs of

proteid, fats, and carbohydrates sufficient to

establish and maintain physiological and
nitrogen equilibrium sufficient to keep up
that strength of body and mind that is es-

sential to good health, to maintain the high-

est degree of physical and mental activity

with the smallest amount of friction and
the least expenditure of energy, and to pre-

serve and heighten, if possible, the ordinary

resistance of the body to disease-germs.

The smallest amount of food that will ac-

complish these ends is, I think, the ideal

diet."

After all, however, no hard-and-fast rule

can be laid down as to how much we should
eat; but it is an incontrovertible fact that

the majority of us eat too much. It is

purely a question of environment, occupa-
tion and circumstances. It is obvious that

the man who follows an active calling in-

volving the expenditure of much muscular
energy requires a greater proportion of

heat and energy yielding food-stuffs—that

is, carbohydrates and fats—than the man
who leads a sedentary life, while similarly

the man of light weight needs less proteid
than his heavier confrere! At the same time,

simplicity in dietetic habits ensures a higher
level of perfect health. As, however, the

limits of our financial resources extend we
are apt in a single meal to partake of a
wider range of edibles in a greater variety
of forms than formerlv. What is the re-

sult? The production of maladies such as
indigestion, dyspepsia, and other kindred
complaints, the cure of which is only pos-
sible by a return to the more simple and
plainer foods. Neither habit nor instinct

affords us any criterion as to how much
the body requires to maintain equilibrium,
since such results are influenced by the
caprices of the palate. It is a curious
though noteworthy circumstance that in one
dietary article the tree necessary constitu-

ents incidental to the support of life are
found, and that, too, in relatively large
quantities—that article being milk, the na-
tural food of young life and of the invalid,

in which the assimiliation of large propor-
tions of proteid is imperative to meet the

demands for material in the construction
of the tissues and cells.

For the purpose of practical experiment,
Dr. Chittenden selected a company of thir-

teen men from the hospital corps of the

United States army, and they were kept
under surveillance for the purposes of the

test for a period of six months. Well-train-
ed cooks and assistants were available, to-

gether with every facility for the prepara-
tion of the food, which was carefully

weighed before being given to the subjects.

Regularity of life was insisted upon, while
the men had to perform their usual duties.

In their case their ordinary food was rich

in proteid, especially in meat. Throughout
the period of test a daily dietary was drawn
up, the composition of every comestible
known, and the nitrogen content of each
day's ration so graded as to bring about a

gradual reduction in the quantity of proteid

ingested, while every test was made to as-

certain if the men were in a state of nitro-

gen equilibrium. The meals were of a

very varied character, and although the

quantity of meat was greatly reduced it

was not entirely eliminated. Simple foods
only were used. The amount of proteid

food consumed by each man per day aver-

aged about one-third of his accustomed
quantity. Now, if this small proportion
were insufficient for the sustenance of the

physiological equilibrium, evidences of the

fact would be bound to be manifested by at

any rate one or two of the subjects, since

there would result a diminishing of the

body-weight, showing that Nature was
drawing upon her available reserves to

compensate for the insufficient quantities

of food administered. Out of the thirteen
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men five either retained their weight during

the test or made a slight gain; four others

lost slightly, the falling oft occurring within

the first few days of the experiment; while

two others lost more appreciably, also in

the first stages. In these last two instances,

however, the loss in weight did not detract

in any way from the subjects' muscular ap-

pearance. The greatest reduction in weight

was in the case of one man who lost prac-

tically eighteen and a half pounds during

the period ; but in view of the fact that he

was somewhat stout, the change of diet,

combined with hard work in the gymnas-
ium, caused a loss which was beneficial

rather than otherwise.

The sum of this experiment was that

mankind is capable of maintaining nitrogen

equilibrium with a far lower percentage of

proteid food than that generally prescribed

by dietary standards, with a corresponding

improvement in the general health. Xor is

the muscular energy impaired in any way
by such restriction, since in this case at the

end of six months the men all showed a

phenomenal gain in strength, a factor totally

unexpected and partially due to the change

in diet.

In another experiment the subjects were

eight athletes who were "in constant prac-

tice and in the pink of condition," and who
were in "training form" when the experi-

ment was commenced. During the six

months' test their daily allowance of pro-

teid food was reduced 50 per cent. Yet at

the end of the period every man had at-

tained increased strength, thus testifying

conclusively that prolonged low-proteid diet

had not affected progressive muscular de-

velopment and the attainment of a high de-

gree of muscular strength. What does such

a result show? Simply that "the normal

requirements of the body under which

health, strength and maximum efficiency

are best maintained are on a far lower level

than the ordinary practices of mankind
would lead one to believe."' This is

diametrically opposed to the general con-

tention which favors rather a diet rich in

proteid. Moreover, in the case of these

athletes, after they had become accustomed
to the dietary change they found that they

could carry out their work with less fa-

tigue.

While, then, proteid is imperative to keep
the human furnace going, it is very evident

that its proportion must be kept within

limits owing to the fundamental action of

the nitrogenous food-stuffs being merely
for the building up and rehabilitation of

the cells and tissues. An excess of proteid

brings in its train a long line of maladies,

and the thesis of Liebig that proteid furn-

ished the most important portion of the en-

ergy requisite for physical effort has been
once and for all exploded. It is quite safe

to say that the greater proportion of our
maladies—such as liver troubles, bilious-

ness, gout, indigestion—are entirely attri-

butable to excessive eating of rich proteid

foods. Mankind, being an omnivorous crea-

ture, must steer his way perforcedly

through the channel between the carnivor-

ous animals which require a high proteid

diet and the herbivorous class which thrive

upon a very low proteid food. On the

other hand, the demands made upon the

system in order to furnish the energy neces-

sary for any physical exertion are more ad-

vantageously met by consumption of the

in m-nitrogenous foods—the carbohydrates

and fats. Muscular activity does not re-

quire stoking with proteid fuel. Yet care

must be exercised to avoid underfeeding,

since penalties arise from insufficiency as

readilv as from excess.

The woman who talks to a man about what interests her,

rather than about what interests him, is either a born old maid

or else supremely happily married.

If Providence means to spare folks He'll spare them, in

spite of all the motor-'buses in Christendom.

But though the law may be an ass, the law is not a senti-

mental ass.
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After Business Hours

By Gerald Sidney in Young Men

THERE is no denying that the young
men of the present are not of the same
morale as those of the time of our

fathers. I do not venture this from my own
observation only—read what one of the

leading and most popular journalists wrote
not long since—from the point of view of

a man of the world, not of a modern Jere-

miah, mind you.

This is what he says : "Aly idea is that

it would be a great and good thing if there

could be a fierce revulsion in the public

mind against the follies and frivolities of

the age, and a new wave of Puritanism
were to sweep over the land ... if

the country could only see a revival of the

gentle Christianity, honest business ways, and
simple habits of life of the Old Society of

Friends. . .
."

Let us get back for the moment to this

question of "seeing life," "going it,'' or

'"having a bit of a burst"—the titles the

thing bears are many, but the thing itself

is always the same—and see what it tends

to, and its value.

A young man gets this desire for "seeing

life" from one of two causes ; either he is

drawn into it by a foolish desire to emulate

some of his acquaintances and avoid being

chaffed or thought priggish, or he has al-

lowed himself to get out of hand, and if he
comes under the latter category, he may
safely expect to rapidly acquire an intimate

knowledge of the flavor of Dead Sea fruit.

The ultimate result is a foregone conclu-

sion. This "seeing life" is synonymous with

making an awful mess of one's life, in nine

cases out of ten.

What does it start with? Spending the

evenings wrongly, music halls, drinking,

gambling, heavier drinking and worse.
Xow, this is not the place to make a gen-
eral attack on music halls as places of
amusement. Honi soit qui mal y pense. It

is perfectly possible for a man, if his idea
of intellectual enjoyment goes no higher,
to gain no harm at all from an evening at a

"Palace of Varieties." But, underline the
but, Honi soit qui mal y pense does not

apply to a young man who sets out on the
"seeing life" business. He approaches it

in an unhealthy tone of mind, with the in-

tention (though perhaps not directly con-
scious of it) of seeing the worst of any-
thing. To a young man like that there is

no doubt that entertainments of the above
nature are in varying degrees bad for him,
and very often form the nucleus of his

going under. Let me emphasize the point
that I am not venturing to discuss the mod-
ern music hall in relation to the world at

large, but the modern music hall in relation

to the young man. If he approaches his

spare-time hours with the view of "seeing
life" (there is, I fear, a redundancy of this

title, but it is unavoidable), then the music
hall is not going to do him any good. The
atmosphere, the kind of intangible appeal
to the sensual side, is doubly felt by him,
and the result is that he allows himself to

loosen his moral overcoat, thereby risking

a moral influenza.

Then take the upshot of this. He sees

no harm in a little, just a very little, alcohol.

A man must liven himself up after an even-
ing's entertainment. What is the result of

that? He is excited with the unwonted
gaiety of the atmosphere he has created by
his trend of mind, and he takes more than
is judicious, until all his better self is com-
fortably put to sleep, and he is ripe for fur-

ther foolishness, in most cases.

Because I make this assertion, it must
not be taken for granted that the music hall

is the primary cause of a man going wrong,
either by reason of intemperance or worse.

I am confining myself to the relation of it

to the young inexperienced fellow, who is

on the verge of letting himself get out of

hand. It is easy to apply a test to the state-

ment. If anything flatters the passions and
exalts them above the principles, it is pois-

onous ; in this case the variety show, or at

least some portion of it, acts on the young
man in the state of mind he is in, badly—in

a way subversive of moral tone. It may
not kill, but it will certainly injure his sense

of right thinking and doing: and there can
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be no doubt that such a fellow is led by

any artificial stimulant of the senses to

eagerly become the recipient of any further

stimulation, though not perhaps all at once,

that presents itself. Anything that weak-
ens the already weakened mental fibre of a

young man who is bent on "seeing life,"

without noticing its feet of clay, and that

makes him indifferent to "plodding per-

severance and plain industry," is bad for

him, and as such should be left alone.

If a fellow, when he is aware that a state

of unrest is upon him, were to take himself

in hand and worry the matter out, he would
see the idiocy of the thing so many young
men follow with the footsteps of inexperi-

ence through the devious roads of the

senses. There is no happy medium. It is

not possible to follow this ridiculous paltri-

ness "seeing life" and remain of the same
moral tone (I do not mean sanctimonious,

blue stockingy or Stigginsy moral tone, but

straightforward, clean sense of right) as

before. Moreover, it is not worth seeing,

or mixing with. It bears no more relation

to real life than does an unwholesome de-

generate novel of the "realistic" school to

the greatest of books.

Look at the results, you can see them all

about the office world—gradual lessening

capacity and desire for work, impaired

health, if no worse; these are but minor

effects of "seeing life." When a fellow goes

under, who has greater contempt for him
than the other fellows, who are still follow-

ing the road he has reached tne end of?

Pick up the police report page of the daily

paper, and look at the embezzlement cases

—they occur repeatedly—by young men.
When the young man is asked to explain

how he came to do this thing, what does

he generally do, or rather say? Why, that

he has gradually come to his present posi-

tion through drink, or betting, or bad com-
panions, or something equally undesirable.

And what is that but this "seeing life,"

which is spoken of so glibly and so soon

shows its iron results. When a fellow says

he is going to "get about a bit," "see a bit

of life," or "have a bit of fling," he always

means one thing; he is going to look for

and find the worst side of life. There is

ample opportunity for a young fellow to

see life properly without having anything

to do with the other kind of life, the loose

end kind of life. If a young man. when
he is at that stage of feeling that he is get-
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ting just a little out of his own control,

were to pull up sharp, and glance forward
—no, not glance, but glare—at the prob-

able end of it all, he would think twice
about sallying out to have "a night of it."

It is one of the most remarkable things

about this kind of "seeing life" that whilst

a fellow is going through with it, from
small peccadillos to deeper excesses, other

fellows, even his seniors, smile deprecating-

ly. "Oh, well, he certainly is going it a

bit, but he's an awfully good sort." "Boys
will be boys," chuckles some elder acquaint-

ance ; and his boon companions clap him on
the back and sav, "Come on old chap, let's

etc."

Then when the crash comes, breakdown
of health, public disgrace, or what not, there

is a different tale. "Silly fool—oh yes,

played very funny sort of games. Serve
him right." "Young scoundrel !" mutters

the senior. "Well, I always said so." Will

the fellows who helped him come to the

crash, help him now? If he thinks so then,

indeed, he is going to be disappointed. They
will shun him like something evil they have
to avoid at all costs. If he appeals to them
for help, will he get it? No. "Really, you
know, I'm awfully sorry, and all that, but

on principle I couldn't do anything for you.

You see you have been—well, you'll excuse

me now, won't you. I'm engaged." Then,
directly he has gone, they leave strict in-

junctions if he calls again that they cannot

be seen. "Tell him anything." Why? Oh,
because he's a "no-account," gone under,

awful example, "absolute wrong 'un"—in a

word, anathema.

To use a slang term, "seeing life" is "not

good enough." Its results may not come all

at once ; they may not make themselves

shown for perhaps years, but they are al-

ways on their way. Like Chevy Slime, the

adored friend of Montagu Tigg, they are

always waiting round the corner, until they

require a small advance, when they appear,

and unlike the above two gentlemen, in-

variably obtain it; sometimes, indeed, de-

manding such a sum that the youthful bon

vivant is left stranded.

So much for that way of spending one's

after-business hours. What of the other

ways ?

What is, or should be, the aim of a young
man ? Why. to get on—to climb higher, in

business, in mind, and in knowledge of real

life. Very well. (hen. why not apply the
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after-business hours to that end? It is a

sensible idea, and praiseworthy, and also

distinctly useful. There are hundreds of

ways of getting enjoyment and use out of

spare time, without in any way making an

ascetic of oneself, or an abject idiot of

oneself.

Take reading for an instance. There is

nothing like it for training one's observa-

tion, enlarging one's understanding of men
and things and improving one's abilities.

By reading, let us understand that ever-

lasting novel reading, which some look upon
as an intellectual pastime, can degenerate

into a form of the emptiest dissipation. This

negative result of the fiction habit, if it may
be called so, is frequently a positive injury.

A surfeit of constant fiction reading, with-

out the leaven of real literature, of books
that really help, will not work any good for

a young man. Sobriety of reasoning is not

usually a very common faculty, and is not

fostered by constant novel reading.

The novel of the past is not in favor now.
The homely pathos of Dickens and other

writers is labelled theatrical and vulgar, and
out of date. The novels of the great minds
of the past decade, that make one feel the

better and stronger for reading, are pushed
to the wall and scoffed at, as tedious and
goody-goody ; whilst the modern novel,

whose aim is to be as improper as it dare

be, is devoured with avidity. A fellow should
choose his books as carefully as he chooses
his acquaintances and mode of life, and
nothing in the way of a book that leaves a

"nasty taste in the mouth" in reading should
be tolerated on his shelves. Make a point

of having your own index expurgatorius.
Putting reading on one side, look at the

means at hand for using your after-business

hours to help your actual business hours. It

matters not what business or profession one
is in, there is always a class available, or a
lecture available, or, failing that, a corre-

spondence system available to help one on.

The fellow who uses his spare time judici-

ously in this way is going to get on. There
is no room nowadays for the slacker. It is

easy to see that. And a fellow can get in-

finitely more satisfaction out of improving
himself, and more enjoyment of a lasting

kind out of it, than out of any so-called

amusements. And, let me say it for the

satisfaction of that poor chap who simply

fools away his time for fear of being

thought a prig, no one thinks any the worse
of you either. To paraphrase the immortal
Micawber : "After-business hours spent in

intellectual pleasures and improvement ; re-

sult, satisfactory all round. After-business

hours spent in 'seeing life' and equal empti-

nesses, result " The result, being so

apparent, needs no name.
The life of the idler, or the young man

who is "seeing life," which is not a success

from other points of view, is a ghastly

failure from the standpoint of pleasure

alone. The "fly-by-night" young man, in-

stead of getting more pleasure out of life,

gets less than any other class of man. Wild

oats considered as a pleasure crop are an ab-

ject and absolutely certain failure, according

to the unanimous testimony not only of the

moralists, but of those unhappy fellows who
are reaping them themselves.

Business Men in Politics

From the London Saturday Review

We hold the rule that a member of a Government must
sever all commercial connections to be mischievous and ab-

surd. It confines Cabinet Ministers to three classes of men,
lawyers, aristocrats, and men too old to be in business.

There have been occasional abuses, we know, but only one or

two. There was a member of a firm of shipowners who was
also an official at the Admiralty, and who attempted to get a

mail contract for his own line of steamers. Rut with our

modern press such attempts are no longer likely to be made,
for they would certainly be discovered. Unless the direction

of a joint-stock company is a dishonest or contemptible occu-

pation, the rule against Ministers holding directorships should

be dropped, as it must, if enforced, keep a great many able

men off the front bench.
l»



Fire—An American Extravagance

By F. W. Fitzpatrick in McClure's Magazine

OF all our extravagances, and we Ameri-
cans are a notably extravagant peo-

ple, fire is the greatest, the most
foolish, the most useless and shameful. And
it has become a national habit. The story

of fire is told in colossal figures. Careless-

ness and ignorance are the causes of incal-

culable wastage through this element. Gas
wells are ignited and millions of feet of

that precious commodity are consumed in a

pyrotechnic display as needless as it is

senseless ; equally gross carelessness or

ignorance sets coal mines afire, fires that

burn for months, destroying far greater

value in the "black diamonds of commerce"
than the world produces of the more beauti-

ful but less useful white diamonds. And
so with our forests. Heaven knows that

our methods of lumbering are ruthless

enough and that the abuse of our forests

has made lumber one of our most expen-

sive building materials—it has increased

over one hundred per cent, in price in less

than twenty years' time. But added to the

wasteful manner of cutting, the lack of care

or even decency on the part of lumbermen
and hunters has been the cause of fire's de-

stroying millions of dollars' value in what
is left of those precious forests every year.

During this last September our forest fires

in Minnesota and Michigan and Wisconsin,

in the Adirondacks, in Pennsylvania and
West Virginia and Ohio, everywhere—and
every one preventable—laid waste an in-

calculable amount of marketable lumber,

besides destroying many thriving villages

and seriously damaging more important

towns and blocking the orderly and natural

course of business. The whole damage
done by those fires in the month of Septem-
ber alone can be but roughly guessed, but

at a conservative estimate it was at least

$270,000,000. But in what follows let us

eliminate our forest fires, mine fires, fires

on board ship, and limit our attention solely

to fires in buildings, fires that could so

easily be prevented were it not that all our

energies seem bent upon their mere extin-

guishment,
nn

Those fires have cost us as many as

7,000 human lives in one year's time, and
our loss in money value, through the de-

struction of property, is almost as appalling.

The production of gold in the entire world,

something like $400,000,000 per year, would
not recoup us for our losses by fire and the

incidental expenses accompanying them, in

the same period of time ; the value of all

the coal mined in this country in a year's

time would just cover the cost to us of

our fires ; the value of our lumber pro-

duction is only a trifle more. We are fond of

luxuries, and import a great many, yet the

value of all that importation is but a fifth

of our fire cost. We are great and per-

sistent advertisers, and spend huge sums in

that accessory to business, but, vast as our
advertising bill is, it equals but two-fifths

of our fire bill ; and all the industrial divi-

dends paid in 1907 aggregate but three-

fifths of the amount of our fire extrava-

gance.

In 1907 there were no great conflagra-

tions ; it was what might be termed a "nor-

mal" year ; but we actually destroyed build-

ings, and property contained in them, to

the value of $215,000,000. This figure re-

presents total annihilation ; there was no

residue, it was not money diverted into

other channels, one man's loss and an-

other's gain ; it stands for just plain smoke.

Beyond this, we expend in the maintenance

of fire departments, apparatus, high pies

sure systems, and all those so-called, yet

often ineffective, curative agents of the

evil, $300,000,000; and we further pay out

another $195,000,000 in a gamble with the

insurance companies, in a bet that our pro-

perty will not burn. Of that last sum a

scant $95,000,000 is returned in the way of

paid losses. In other words, the cost of

fire and its accessories, in round numbers,

is just about an even $600,000,000 a year.

It may be but a peculiar coincidence, or

perhaps it is an unconscious economic ad-

justment, that with all our phenomenal

growth and the tremendous boom and vast

amounl of building carried on in some
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years, the most active year we have ever

had in building construction netted just

$6i5,ooo,ooo's worth of new buildings and
alterations during the twelve months. So
that with all our vaunted activity, we pro-

duce buildings equal in money value to only

a trifle more than the value of the property

we destroy by fire. Worse than that, in

the first month of the present year our

losses by fire were over $24,000,000, and
during the same time we expended but

Si 6,000,000 in new buildings and repairs.

Our average fire loss is $19,000,000 a

month—a "normal" month. But the con-

flagration risk is such that we have "abnor-

mal" months with startlingly normal regu-

larity. In February of 1904, Baltimore

raised that month's figure to $90,000,000,

and in April of 1905, San Francisco added

$350,000,000 to the "normal" month's loss.

In five years' time the total has been $1,-

257,716,000. No other nation on earth

could stand the drain, and even we are be-

ginning to feel it.

Apart from any incidental or accom-
panying expense, the cost of fire, of actual

combustion and destruction of property in

this country, is equivalent to a tax of $2.30

per capita per year ; in all of Europe the

average corresponding tax is a trifle less

than 33 cents per capita. In Italy it is 12

cents ; in Germany 49 cents ; in thirty for-

eign cities the average is 61 cents, while in

two hundred and fifty-two American cities

it is $3.10. We have 4.05 fires to each

thousand people ; Europe has .86 fires per

thousand. New York City has 12,182 fires

a year, with a fire loss of $7,568,666. Her
fire department costs her $10,000,000 a

year, and it is estimated that the cost of

public and private protection combined
amounts to pretty nearly $60,000,000 a

vear. Now, in all of London there are 3,-

843 fires in a year, and in the whole of the

British kingdom in the same period there

were but 35 fires of over $50,ooo's cost each,

and the total cost of those 35 fires was but
S3.785,000. Rome, a city of 500.000 people,

suffers a damage of but $56,000 a year,

and her fire department of two hundred
men costs but another $50,000.

In Europe they have always used less

combustible material in construction than
have we; wood has been less plentiful than
here; they are more careful, and, as a mat-
ter of fact, a fire scarcely ever goes beyond
the building in which it originates, whilst

here hardly a day passes that wc do not

read of a fiie destroying two, three, twenty,

forty buildings at one fell swoop. In the

earlier times we built our better buildings,

at least, in the old European manner, with

brick and stone walls and brick vaulting

for floors and partitions. Of such con-

struction is the old Treasury in Washing-
ton and buildings of that character through

out the country, structures in which much
damage to the contents can be done by fire.

but where the bulding itself can suffer very

little. As our people pushed farther away
from the small original centres, "pioneer-

ed" into the interior, wood was the handi-

est thing to use for the more or less tem-

porary shelters they erected, and wood con-

struction thus began its evolution. The
early fathers added a touch here and an-

other there ; later we devised what is called

the "balloon" frame. Lumber was dirt

cheap and abundantly plentiful, and frame

building became a custom. Even where

stone or brick was used in the external

walls, wood was considered the only ma-
terial for joists and partitions and interior

finish, and even the apparently non-inflam-

mable buildings were internally veritable

tinder-boxes. Wood became one of the

standard materials in construction, and our

cities are now so very wooden that the fate

that overtook Chicago, Baltimore. San

Francisco, and a portion of Boston, will as

inevitably overtake and devastate large

parts of every one of our cities. In all the

land there are something like 12,000,000

buildings; in barely 8,000 of that number

has any attempt been made at fire preven-

tion—the others constitute admirable ma-

terial for individual fires and appalling con-

flagrations.

Our insurance companies have, perhaps

unconsciously, been somewhat to blame for

this tinder-box growth. They have advo-

cated better construction of buildings, but

have made the rates upon the indifferent

structures so low as to constitute a verit-

able temptation to build just as shabbily as

the building laws and the companies them-

selves would permit. In San Francisco, for

instance, the insurance people wrote a ridi-

culously low rate upon wooden construc-

tion (supposedly the only thing that would

withstand an earthquake) because of the

city's admirable fire department ; it came

to be one of the most inflammable cities in

the land, and when all the conditions were
131
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favorable a historic conflagration ensued.

The same thing may be expected at any
time in New Orleans, in Philadelphia, or in

Boston, cities of narrow streets, and most
"receptively inclined" toward fire. Inci-

dentally, it may not be amiss to mention
that in the past ten years we have paid into

the insurance companies' coffers the sum of

$1,610,885,242. The companies may be said

to have aided and abetted us in the past to

build poorly ; individual fires mean more
or less profit to them, and, in fact, are ne-

cessary to keep people keyed up to a point

where they feel the urgency of carrying

heavy insurance. It is the big conflagra-

tions that hurt the companies. But for

these they recoup themselves quickly by
increasing rates, and our rates to-day are

just about twelve times higher than they

are in Great Britain and twenty times

higher than in Italy.

We are rather impartial as to the nature

of the buildings we burn. Our average is

pretty steadily 3 theatres, 3 public halls, 12

churches, 10 schools, 2 hospitals, 2 asylums.

2 colleges, 6 apartment houses, 26 hotels, 3
department stores, 2 jails, 140 flat houses,

and about 1,600 homes every week in the

year. We all live in buildings or spend con-

siderable time in them, and since nearly all

of those buildings are dangerous, our lives

may be said to be constantly imperiled by
fire. Setting aside this general immin-
ence of danger, 36,000 human lives are

in direct and grave peril every day in the

year, people who narrowly escape from
burning buildings, or are carried out by
firemen, or jump from windows, etc. The
Russo-Japanese War, in which the losses

were frightful, shows no such average of

lives directly exposed to destruction.

The worst thing about it is that there is

such apathy in regard to fire. Tt is accept-

ed as a sort of necessary evil. Yet tre-

mendous efforts are made and vast ex-

penses incurred in attempts to cure the evil.

Our fire departments are the best in the

world, and small wonder—they have so

much practice that they necessarily become
adept. But little by little we are awaken-
ing to the realization that cure is well-nigh

impossible and have turned our attention

toward prevention. It has been found to

work satisfactorily in the elimination of

epidemics and fevers that used to be

thought almost ineradicable ; our medical

men are centering their efforts upon sani-
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tation and such preventive measures instead

of trying to fight plagues and disease after

they have taken hold.

Our people are peculiarly slow in learn-

ing such lessons. For instance, it was
known for years that the great bulk of our
theatre buildings were ramshackle affairs,

possibly no worse than other buildings, but
in them the danger of fire and panic was
especially imminent. Well, a long list of

fatalities, culminating in the holocaust of

the Iroquois Theatre in Chicago, finally

gave emphasis to the need of reform, and
immediately there was a great scurrying,

not to remedy the defects in every danger-
ous building, but to make theatres, parti-

cularly, safe. This was all very good, but

why must intelligent people suffer a terrible

catastrophe before they will take general

precautions against the possibility of such
an occurrence taking place? So with

schools. Anything had been thought good
enough for a school. There were school

fires and panics and heart-breaking indi-

vidual losses, but it took the Collinwood
disaster to wake the nation up, and now
there is a possibility that our future school

buildings will be well built, or at least

fairly so. But there interest will cease, and

we shall have to have a terrible fire in a de-

partment store, and then in a church, and
another in a hotel, to get each class of build-

ings properly safeguarded.

With fire it is going to be a long, hard

fight. There is already so much all about

us that will either have to be torn down or

burned that, do what we may, it will be

years before we can really enjoy immunity.

But one thing we must do and at once

—

we must add no more fuel to burn. Good
building is an economy. People fight shy

of it because its first cost is perhaps ten or

twelve per cent, greater than the usual

shoddy construction. But taking into ac-

count maintenance, repairs, insurance

premiums, longevity, etc., the well-built

building actually costs less than the poor

one within five years from the time of its

construction, and the difference widens at a

rapid ratio from then on, so that inferior

construction, considered in the long run, is

a rank extravagance and one that only the

millionaire can afford. Instead of that, it

is the millionaire who builds well, and it is

the poor man who occupies the inferior and

expensive building. Yet so-called cheap

construction has been so dinned into us
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that the moment the State attempts any

reformatory movement towards better

building, a howl goes up that it is going to

work hardship to the poor man—the worst

kind of nonsense, but one that has to be

coped with, because the speculative builder,

the only one benefited by shoddy construc-

tion, will disturb heaven and earth to pre-

vent stringent building regulations from

being enacted.

It is the duty of our authorities to take

the matter in hand, and every right-thinking

man, property owner or not, should bestir

himself to see that the authorities do take

drastic action for the prevention of fire,

which to-day is gnawing at the very vitals

of the nation. The most stringent regula-

tions should be enacted, positively prohibit-

ing the use of combustible materials in the

construction of any new building inside or

outside the imaginary fire lines. And just

as strenuous an effort should be made to

compel the revamping of the existing build-

ings, so that they shall present the mini-

mum of danger.

Canada and China

Bv R. Bruce Bennett

IN those cities in Canada where the Chin-

ese have settled in large numbers, they

are remarkable for their commer-
cial aptitude, while in political and
labor circles they are noteworthy for

asking less for their hire than the

average workingman. Because of the

former attribute, they are admired, and
because of the latter deficiency they are

despised. Still, the Chinaman may easily

be a power in the world. Though not as

aggressive as the militant Jap, he has char-

acteristics no less progressive and innate

faculties and intellectual abilities that might
bring him to the fore in the world's com-
mercial, diplomatic and political circles,

were he but to make the effort. And the

formation and expansion of the organiza-

tion which has for its prime object the

adoption of Occidental methods and cus-

toms, so that they may cope with the rest

of the world, indicates, perhaps, at what
the modern Chinaman is aiming.

China has never been remarkable for her

intercourse with the foreigner, no matter
of what race or religion the intruder may
have been. Commerce in China has been
carried on for ages and ages, and that she

has been able to remain integral when na-
tion after nation has passed away is suffici-

ent recommendation for the resources of

the country and the ability of the people.

Even to-day, years after the restless pioneer

has been stopped on the Western coast of

America by the Pacific Ocean, missionaries

only are known in the interior' of China,

and that not far from the seashore. White

men are forming part of the industrial life

in Japan or Corea, but in China they have

secured but a slight foothold. The first

foreigner to enter the domains of romantic

Cathay was a missionary from Europe,

and while he and his associates and follow-

ers were there for a considerable length of

time, they eventually disappeared and for

ages after Cathay was again a strange re-

gion. When China appeared on the hori-

zon, it was discovered that this was the

same country. Time after time, the com-

mercial trader has endeavored to enter the

unknown territory, and though a fairly

large trade is now done with the Orient,

it is very little compared with what is pos-

sible in the opinion of those who know what

is in the country. The Chinese, while a

great commercial people, (and it is

itful if any single nation has this

characteristic more predominant), are re-

markable for the fact that they trade

amongst themselves. That this is possible

in their own country shows an extensive

and diversified range of products. Even

the Chinamen in Vancouver, Victoria,

Seattle, San Francisco, traders still in their
133
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adopted country, maintain their greater

commercial relations not with the people

among whom they dwell, but among them-

selves, and between themselves and the

homeland. That is why Oriental trade is

slow in expansion, and though commission-
er-, may be sent by governments with the

hope of developing commerce little will re-

sult until the conservative elements of

Chinese character have begun to give wa\
before the progressive enterprise of the

modern generation which has observed
what is possible by contact with the Occi-

dental and his methods. It cannot but be

noticed that what trade there is between
other nations and China is not because of

effort on the part of China herself, but

rather as a result of the advances, one
might almost go further, the demands of

the aggressive commercial spirit of the

whiter races. China has desired to remain
within herself, and in cities on the Ameri-
can continent no other immigrants have
been stronger in their cohesion.

Personally, the Chinaman is as sauve as

the most accomplished diplomat, and soci-

able and friendly to a degree. The instinc-

tive righting element in his nature has been
quieted and is almost extinct, since he is

Wong Kong Chow
i Chinese Board of Trade, President ' binese

Benevolenl Association and Presidenl of the
Chinese Reform Association, Vancouver,
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the progeny of commercial generations.

This could not have been better illustrated

than during the riots in Vancouver in

September, 1907, when the Chinese and
Japanese were put on the defensive. The
Japanese, when they became aware of what
the rowdies were doing, immediately seized

what arms they could find—revolvers,

clubs, bricks, bottles, in short, anything and
everything, marshalled their forces, placed

sentries,-j^nd, when an alarm was given of

the approach of the foe, rushed forward
and attacked with vigor. Not so the Chin-

ese. The domestics were called in from
the private residences, the cooks from
restaurants, the employes from the mills,

and they retreated to their own particular

section of the city, barricaded their doors,

and while armed they only retained their

weapons t<> use them in the last extremity

it" attacked, nol t" sally forth with the in-

tent of battle. When it was announced that

danger was passed, the weapons were laid

aside. There was no subsequent talk of

having to disarm the Chinese, although the

Japs are still mentioned in that connection.
1 )n the Pacific ("oast the cry has gone up

against the Chinaman. The reason is that

he has found a market for his labor. Wages
have been high, domestics scarce and white
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men unwilling to do what he is ready to

perform, and when the Chinaman offered

his services at a half rate, those who want-

ed him badly accepted him gladly, and even

those who were opposed to encouraging

the advent of an alien nation were often

unable to get along without him. So now
it is a cry against the Chinaman, against

the Jap, against the Hindu, against the

flow of unskilled laborers from Asia where
they are to be found in millions. The
coolie class which has come to fill these

necessities is of the lowest, living on little

and that not of the best, to whom a few
hundred dollars is enough to enable him to

return to the land of his fathers and enjoy

his days in peace and plenty.

The Reform Association Chinaman is of

a different stamp. He cuts his hair "a la

Melican man," sends his children to the

Canadian schools, reads the English papers,

talks English, and is gradually becoming a

factor in general affairs. He looks with

pity bordering on derision on the tradi-

tions of his ancestors, who declared that

modern methods were not needed, and an-

ticipates the day when crude and antiquated

apparatus will disappear before present-day

machinery, and China will be a land of

Yip On

President of th>- Chinese Empire Reform Association of
Canada, Which has Members in Every Large

City in tin' Dominion.

humming enterprises and industrial pros-

perity. For all of them love their native

land, and none more so. This is demon-
strated by the frequent shipment through
Pacific ports of the bones of some deceased
son of the Flowery Kingdom, who has died

in foreign parts, and whose wish was that

his remains should be sent to mingle with

the soil of the land where Chinamen have
lived and died for centuries and centuries.

With the increase in membership of the

Chinese Reform Association will come
greater opportunities for other nations in

China, and with opportunities will come
advantages. This organization is very

strong, and its importance is such that it is

a recognized factor in Chinese imperial

politics. The open hand to the people of

other nations will be followed by the open

door. Americans have been quick to per-

ceive the gradual change in conditions, ami

Canada is not too far behind, for she ha*

a trade commissioner in Hong Kong. To
secure business, some one must be on the

ground. The greatest amount of trade is

now done with the coast cities of China,

since there Europeans and Americans are

located, but the lines of commerce are being

pushed steadily inward. Progress is slow

at first, but as commerce expands new
avenues will open, and a substantial trade

will develop if attention is paid to it. Dur-
ing the recent slump on this continent, the

lumber manufacturers of the Pacific Coast,

the demand for their product in the Prairie

Provinces falling oft", turned to the Orient,

and the mills in Vancouver and Victoria

were able to ship a number of lumber car-

goes to China. During the good time-

previous to the slump, the home markets

kept the lumbermen so busy that the Orient

was overlooked, and only when business

wa> needed was it sought. To build for

the future, nothing should be overlooked

for the immediate present. The business

should be constantly attended to. not

rushed for in an extremity. In such a case

it might be found that others are in the

field. Moreover, it must be remembered

that in dealing with the Chinese, strict and

honorable methods must be employed, for

although ostensibly heathen, the moral busi-

ness code of ethics is the same between

Chinaman and Canadian as between ordin-

ary man and man.

Canada has, perhaps, better advantages
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than any other of the countries on the Paci-

fic Coast to secure the benefits of Oriental

trade, which all foreseeing men declare will

develop. The lines of inter-communication

bring the world's markets closer to China
through Canada, as has been demonstrated

more than once, when the Canadian Pacific

Railway Company has delivered cargoes in

Eastern America days ahead of competi-

tive companies via San Francisco or

Seattle. Another transcontinental line

eastward from Prince Rupert will give

what is stated to be a shorter route from

Hong Kong to New York, and through

trade will bring local business, all of which

will add to the increasing prosperity of the

Dominion.

When at last the Orient is free to the

merchant, though a decade or more may
elapse before that has eventuated, it will be

found that having had the Chinaman estab-

lished in Western Canada, will be of great

assistance in promoting international rela-

tions. Those already here will have be-

come a part of the Dominion, and will form
the connecting link as it were between the

two countries. Racial animosities may not

then be so keen, and the people on this side

of the Pacific may by that time be more
eager to engage in those peaceful pursuits

which have enabled the Chinaman himself

to withstand so long the press of surging

nations.
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Some Impressions from South Africa—Quarterly

Rev.

A Trip Down the Saskatchewan. D. D. Ross-
Westward Ho.

The Orchard City. R. B. Kerr—Westward Ho
Chilliwack Valley. F. Lamb—Westward Ho.



CONTENTS OF DECEMBER MAGAZINES

Alaska—Yukon Overland Mail. H. A. Cody—Pa-

cific Mthly.

Some Beauties of New Zealand. George D. Baird

—Pacific Mthly.

My African Journey. Hon. Winston S. Churchill

M.P.—Strand (Nov.)

On the Equator. Lord Cranworth—Badminton
(Nov.)

Commonsense Motoring. Major C. C. Matson

—

Badminton (Nov.)

An Oarsman's Paradise. Arthur Crawshay

—

Badminton (Nov.)

Spanish Inns—Chambers' Jrnl (Nov. 2).

A White Woman in Cannibal-land. Annie Ker—
Wide World (Nov.)

A Western View of the Japanese. William T.

Prosser—World's Work.

The Lions that Stopped a Railroad. Lieut.-Col.

J. H. Patterson—World's Work.

The Real Panama and Its People. Eleanor Yorke

Bell—Metropolitan.

Bulgaria : a Nation Reborn. Arthur D. Howden
Smith—Putnam's.

Women and the Home.

New Things in the Way of Furniture. Richard
Morton—Sub. Life.

Service. Richard Washburn Child—Red Book.
Evergreens. The Hon. Mrs. Fitzroy Stewart-

Strand (Nov.)

Educating Wilhelmina to be a Queen. E. Saxton
Winter—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The College Girl and Her Christmas—Ladies'

Home Jrnl.

What Can be Done With Ribbon. Lilian B. Wil-

son—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Girl Who Makes Her Own Christmas Pres-

ents. Helen Koues- -Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The College Woman. Margaret Fay Coughlin—
Appleton's.

Lost Homes and New Flats. Mrs. Hurd—Fort-

nightly Rev.

Are Women Really Extravagant. J. A. Middle-

ton—Pearson's (Eng.)

The Handsome Genius as a Husband. W. Mason
—Royal (Nov.)

_J Keeping Track of Expenditure

From "Common Sense Papers" by Sir Fortune Free^

The practice of noting in one's diary at night how much
one has spent during the day has had the result of amazing

some of my friends whom I have persuaded to adopt it. They

have promised me to do it for a week or a month. A single

day is, I find, of no avail, for a man is apt to remember onlY

the day on which he happens to have spent nothing save in

the most exceptionally rational manner. One learns a good

deal more from this custom than one would imagine. But it

requires courage. One discovers by means of it that one has

acquired habits of money-spending which are little suspected

simply because they have been indulged in systematically.

In black and white they stare at one in a manner which a

sensible person can hardly overlook. Some of my acquaint-

ances, who have been convinced that they never spent an

unnecessary penny in the matter of refreshment, have been

surprised at their unexpected consumption. At the end of a

month they have been amazed at the unsuspected leakages of

the purse, which they have been blind to chiefly because they

were matters of daily happening.
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Improvements in Office Devices

Envelope Sealer.

The accompanying illustration shows the

Saunders one-motion and envelope sealer. This

device moistens and seals in one operation. It

is made of brass, heavily nickel-plated. The

water supply, which is contained in a rubber

well in the handle, is fed out to a felt at the

base in a sufficient quantity to keep the felt at

a right degree of moisture. Over the felt pad

and attached to handle is a metal projection

which acts as a sealer. The moistening and

sealing of the envelope is accomplished by sim-

matrix ranging from a column in width to six

feet, at the rate of eighty words a minute, and
that the invention will reduce the cost of

printing 90 per cent.

ply passing the sealer across the envelope, the

flap inserts itself between the pad and the seal-

ing bar above. A downward motion with any

pressure desired moistens and seals. The effect

is precisely that of pressing down the flap with

the fingers when sealing by hand.

New Typewriter Impression.

An Austrian inventor has pointed out how to

make a typewriter impression that can be cast

and printed the same as type, with resulting

saving in typesetting for newspaper and book

work. If successful, the invention will fill a

want long felt. The existing methods are waste-

ful and time-consuming. A writer uses a ma-

chine for expressing his ideas, and the result is

clear, printed "copy." Then it has to go to a

compositor who must set it Into type, using

another and costly machine for the purpose.

This seeond copy has to be read and corrected

and adjusted in a form before it is ready for

the stereotyper and printer. If the whole r.i»i ra

tion could be completed by one operation on a

typewriter the saving would be considerable.

The inventor Halms that he can produce a
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A Letter-Opener.

A Patent for a machine which is guaranteed

to open at least 400 letters a minute has just

been granted to Miss Sophie Heilbrun, who i6

at the head of one of the biggest mail order

departments in New York City, and receives a
salary of ?6,000 a year. Her department re-

ceives an average of 10,000 ietters a day, and

the labor of opening these took so long that

she set her mind working on a machine which

would expedite it.

The beauty of the machine is that it in no
way injures the contents of the letter. It sim-

ply crumples the edge off without touching the

contents.

Letters of different sizes are placed in a box.

a wheel turned and the electricity switched on.

The box containing the letters runs across a

rubber roller set diagonally in a plate. Once

over this spot the electricity is turned off and

letters removed, open and ready to be looked

over. A box at the base contains an exhaust

fan revolving in water which draws down the

dust from the roller and mixes it with the

water, thus rendering it harmless.

DuBelle Carriage Reverser.

In placing on the market the DuBelle electric

typewriter-carriage reverser and automatic platen

spacer a long-felt want has been filled.

For many years—in fact ever since the t\pe-

writing machine was universally adopted ry the

business world—there has been a demand for a

means of returning the carriage and at the

same time automatically spacing the paper.

Charles Summer DuBelle. of Williamsport.

Pennsylvania, the inventor and patentee of this

attachment, an expert operator and stenograph-

er, became convinced that it would be an im-

possibility to secure the automatic return of the

carriage without the aid of some form of power

foreign to the typewriting machine. In search-

ing for a power to effect this desired move-

ment of the typewriter carriage, electricity ap-

pealed to him most.

There is no occasion to reach for a spacing

lever, and therefore the operator never has to

remove the hands from the keyboard—simply
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SAFES
Standard safes in all sizes for home and office.
Fire and burglar-proof. Excellent construction.

Stnd for Catalogue.

CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO.
Montreal. Toronto, Winnipe?, Calgary. Vancouver. St. John. N.B.

WANTED
AN OFFICE POSITION for the best fire-proof safem

r
Herring-Hall-Marvin Safes have stood the

test of the World's greatest fires. Send for catalogue.
CANADIAN FAIRBANKS CO.

Montreal Toronto. Winnipeg. Calgary
Vancouver. St. John. N.B.

HELP WANTED.
MEN and women to make Fifty to One

Hundred Dollars per week. No
canvassing. No selling. Not a cent

capital required. Send 2c. stamp for par-
ticulars to P. J. ROY, 608 St. Lawrence
Boulevard, Montreal.

LADIES to do plain and light sewing at
home, whole or spare time

; good pay;
worksentany distance; charges paid

;send stamp for full particulars. National
Manufacturing Company, Montreal.

March's Thesaurus
Of the many books which the present .lav printin

p rare torth. few have the merit to outliv. the Aryin -

iterature The work of Prof. March, who is recognized bythe tnglisn-speak-ing world as bein- th. - nhil-
?l°S"' "wis out conspicuously from all othersbecause of its great value and merit as a work of daily teter-ence and practical information to the business man writer
teacher speaker or student. It matters o, it what profession!
if it calls for the exercise of the powers of thought and
expression of the same, "March's Thesaurus' will be foundan invaluable companion and of practical use. The Thesaurus
furnishes the key that unlocks the rich - - wordsand phrases with which the English I. i ms and

command of it. The book represents the work
a tt^V^u 11

^.
the author of >t has t

I at theage of S3 by the Carnegie Committee a.- - living
philologist. He has also been recognized by the United
States Government with a patent on the work. This gives itthe distinction of being the only patented work in the world
Professor March isalsoarj L.LD. of Oxford University and
l.itt. D. of Cambridge I Diversity.
The use of Thesaurus will save you from the annoyance of

- inable to at all times exactly express y< mr thiwthe book will guide you to tl ,f t he best word to
use, or to distinguish a delicate shade of meaj

It is a book of 1,200 pages, giving a complete working
vocabulary of oO.OOO words and meanings arranged in alpha"
betical order and can be used as an ordinary dictionary, but
its distinctive feature from a dictionary is, the grouping of
all the words in the language that have any affinity of mean-
ing in capital captions as reference words foil iwing the voca-
bulary word, the positive and negative terms being given in
juxtaposition. By referring to any on.
words you have synons-mous words and their meaning-

gthus placing you immediately in possession of the right word
to exactly state your thoughts on any sui
further and extending your knowledge of th*- same, bj
pletely analyzing every word and subject
D - nptive circular matter will he gladly sent by the pub-

lishers.
'

- TORONTOT. J. FORD & COMPANY

The Grand Trunk Railway System
Its Rail and Water Lines together will total 15,134 miles

In 1907 it carried 20,305,275 tons of Freight
and 13,854,883 Passengers

Sy.^rfo^ among the great Rai.way
the Atlantic.

™°en<*° ^onbnenl. It is the Pioneer railway of Canada and one of the earliest built and operated on this side of

Briafe^-'tfe Sy
j
te- *?»"- organization in Canada, and on. of the greatest in die

Pacific Railway the total clpS afjnne 30m 1903 wU „ J"^^ I'T^'Sa^H68
!
487

'
In«Hing the G™nd Trunk

Trunk Pacific System of Railways
' ' enormous 5um °f $447,898,932 for the entire Grand Trunk and Grand

whilm^Sc^ indudln
r
? i^b-diary lines, is 5,300 miles, with a double track miW of 1.035.

ment in the world
* ^^ ,rack ™lw*y ,D Canada

-
but ** loa«^ conunuou, double track railway under one manage-

Great Rail and Water System

mJare ™der^^^^ ""^ "TI"^ TS***™& "ntempU.ed-3.560 mile,, of which 2.240
I3,895mu«

a Ch l,ne'-the total len8'" of the entire System of Railway, will eventually amount to

Charlotte (60 miles) and on Lake
being 1,239 miles. Addin

kPChir!™ i ,
°P

J
5,eamer

,

une* on «he Crea. Lake,, between Midland. Depot Harbor, and

Lake M?rni™„ IT "^Irf1 <?e»te». 1"«« <***«* *»»»« on Lake Ontario, between Cobourg and

A lake fine mil«I T\^T^T* and Grand Haven (d stance 80 miles), the total mileage of lake line,the lake line mileage to the raj mileage above, gives a grand total of I 5. 1 34 miles of rail and water lines

Grand Trunk'* Enormous Business

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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follow copy and run from one end of a letter

or page to the other.

It will readily be seen that this attachment

is not only a labor-saver, but a time-saver as

well ; and that anything that saves both time

and labor must necessarily be a money saver.

Practical Ink Saver Invented.

How often has the average business man dip-

ped his pen in his ink well only to find it filled

with dust, the contents dried up, or not enough
fluid in it to wet the tip of his pen ? On the

other hand, how often has the same business

man plunged his pen into the ink well and
splashed himself and the papers on his desk

with a stream of black fluid ?

Both of these accidents and annoyance inci-

dents happen every day in business life. The
search for a good inkwell that will keep the ink

fresh and clean, make it impossible to get too

much or too little on the pen, and at the same

time provide an airtight, dustproof protection

for the fluid, and prevent its spilling or being

tipped over, has lasted through many years.

The Revolving Ink Stand Company, 142 West

Main Street, Louisville, Ky., has brought out

an inkstand that promises to do all of these

things. The ink is fed down as atmospheric

pressure is reduced. It is in a receptacle in-

verted over the ink cup. Just enough ink feeds

down all of the time to keep the ink cup filled

to the proper depth. In this way dirt and dust

cannot reach the ink at all, and evaporation is

impossible. To further guard against ink drying

up even in the cup, the upper portion revolves,

and turned half around will close the lower cup

as securely as though it were corked.

There is one more feature to this inkwell. It

has two depths of openings, one shallow and

one deep, so that the user may secure a small

or large quantity of ink on the pen each time.

This may be graduated to suit the user or th«

occasion, and a slight twist changes from deep

to shallow or vice versa.

The Fun of Doing Well

James Coates, Ph.D., in Young Men

It is related of the late Lord Napier that once he played a

trick on some officers to find out the right man for a certain
post. The story is that he had three ambitious officers to

choose from, all of whom would like to be colonels at once.
Lord Napier sent for these young men, and in due order de-
tailed them to some ordinary routine work to be done. They
went to their work without suspecting that the general wished
to test them and was having them watched for that purpose.
The first two, whom I will call A and B, considered the duties
very much beneath them, and discharged them in a very care-
less and perfunctory manner, while complaining of the affront
which they had received in being asked to discharge those
duties. The third young officer was prompt, energetic and
thorough, and acquitted himself with credit.

" How is it," demanded Lord Napier, "that you thought
such matters worthy of so much care?" The young fellow
flushed. He thought the general believed that he was an
officer who had wasted too much energy on matters of no
great moment.

" Beg pardon, general," he answered, " but it was just the
fun of seeing how well I could do them."

The grim old general's face relaxed into a pleasant smile,
and he said : "You are promoted to a captaincy. Go and see
how much fun you can get in doing your best in that position."

Do your little bit right, and influence will in time back
you up.
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The Most Remarkable Book of Verse Ever Issued in Canada

SONGS OF A SOURDOUGH
By R. W. SERVICE

TWENTY-SIX THOUSAND COPIES HAVE ALREADY BEEN ISSUED IN JCANADA

THIS shows conclusively that the Canadian people appreciate a book of verse which is in-

stinct with individuality, virility, and that something which thrills the reader through
and through and grips with a mighty force. The terrific strength and fire of these verses

has never been surpassed by any writer. The reviewers have been seized of the wonderful
dramatic quality and tone of Service's work and have spoken from their hearts.

A few extracts from the Reviews :

Toronto Globe.—The unconventional title gives a hint ot the untrammelled life and wide spaces that breathes irom
almost every page of this fascinating volume.

Toronto News—The spirit is the virile spirit of Bret Harte and of Rjdyard Kipling. Mr. Service has the gift ot

making his meaning perfectly clear. Th ; spirit of a new country speaks, and those hear who are within reach of a
voice that has no other than its native words.

The Triad, Wellington, New Zealand.—"The high standard of Mr. Service's work is maintained throughout. In his

song there are few lapses to banality and incoherence. He has fine flashes, even when he stoops to the colloquial : and
when he toys with doggerel, the doggerel is inspired. Here is a man whose heart stands wondering and half aghast
before the overwhelming mvstery of the Great North. . . Here is a man who is content to sing his own song to his own
heart, not as a matter of business, but because he must. These are all the songs of a strong man in his strength."

Every person who does not possess a copy of "Songs of a Sourdough" should secure a copy NOW.

Regular Edition, Cloth, $1.00 Net. Edition-de-luxe, beautifully bound and illustrated. Cloth, $1.50 Net
Full Leather, $2.00 Net.

WILLIAM BRIGCS, Publisher-29-33 RICHMOND ST.

TORONTO.
WEST

For sale by all Booksellers.

WE HAVE ALL THE LEADING BOOKS OF THE YEAR.

F I REPROOF ECONOMY
is not a theoretical presentation or possihilities, but an actual fact, attested by hun-

dreds or builders.

MODERN methods of application have made possible

the use of thorough fireproofing in all classes of

buildings, from the $3000 house to the $1,000,000

skyscraper. This economy is effected by :

1

.

Lessened cost of

insurance on con-

tents of fireproof

buildings.

2. Necessity for

merely nominal

protection on
the building itself.

3. Greatly increased

Rental Income
(from 8 to 20

over ordinary
buildings.)

4. Practical elimina-

tion of repairs.

5. About I - 5 of

t h e usual yearly

depreciation.

PERSPECTIVE OFTVPICAL "END CONSTRUCTION" PLAT \RCH

The floors throughout the new building for the

ROYAL COLLEGE OF DENTAL SURGEONS
are constructed on this plan. The architects, Messrs. Burlce, Hornwood &
White, Toronto, decided for this construction after comparison with

all other methods.

Address inquiries pertinent to the application of these economies to
YOUR building, to

THE END CONSTRUCTION FLAT ARCH is partic-

ularly well designed to meet the exigencies of Canadian build-

ing problems. This method of laying the terra-cotta, fire-proof

floor tile (the only real fireproof building material known) affords

not only great weight-

bearing capacity but in-

sures absolute fire pro-

tection and d e v e 1 o p s

the full strength
of the steel beams.
Much lighter metal can

therefore be used, effect-

ing another economy.

This is but one
of many methods of

application, each the

best for a particular

kind of building.

And each the most

eronomical con-

sti Lction possible.

NATIONAL FIREPROOFING Co., 1212 TRADERS BANK BLDG..TORONTO
See article by F. W. Fitzpatrici on " Fire." this issue Busy Man's.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.



AUTUMN is the great publishing season and

probably more books see the light of

day between October 1 and December 1

than during the remaining ten months of the

year. Holiday buying is largely accountable for

this. Publishers aim to bring out their books

just before the Christmas rush sets in, with a

view to getting the best possible returns.

The Bookseller and Stationer, the organ of

the Canadian publishing interests, has collected

information from a score of Canadian cities

as to the relative sales of the new autumn

fiction and has compiled from the individual

returns a summary of the best sellers. This

month Miss Marie Corelli takes first honors, her

latest novel, "Holy Orders." occupying first

place. Following it in the order named are

"The Firing Line," by Robert W. Chambers :

"The Testing of Diana Mallory." by Mrs. Hum-
phry Ward ; "Peter." by F. Hopkinson Smith ;

"The Man from Brodneys." by George Barr

McCutcheon, and "The Trail of the Lonesome

Pine," by John Fox, Jr.

The reader in pursuit of an all-round absorb-

ing romance need go no further than Stanley

J. Weyman's "The Wild Geese." To the writ-

er's mind this is one of the very best of the

season's books and it is somewhat surprising

that it does not rank as. a best seller. It pos-

sesses all the qualifications of the good, old-

time romance that must be read at one sit-

ting. With scene laid in the west of Ireland in

George I.'s days, it has a setting that lacks

nothing of the requisite glamor. As picturing

the troublous conditions of that day, it is ad-

mirable. The love interest is skilfully inter-

woven into a plot of exceptional strength.

Our Canadian novelists have been active this

autumn and several writers, who have previous-

ly sought popular favor, have new books on

sale, thereby proving that there is a field for

lian fiction. Rev. R. E. Knowles. of Gait,

has been honored with the title of the

Ian Maclaren of Canada, by his personal ad-

B. presents a third novel entitled, "The
Wet, of Time." Marian Keith, whose home is

in Orillia and whose name in real life is Esther

Miller, also issues a third story. "Treasure Val-

ley." W. D. Lightall. of Montreal, whose name
is perhaps hardly as well known as the former

writers, has in the press a story called "The

Master of Life." Mrs. J. K. Lawson, of To-

ronto, is also bringing out a novel, with the

title, "The Harvest of Moloch."
146

It is gratifying to note that one of the most
charming of this season's juveniles is the work

of a Toronto writer and artist. Miss Estelle

Kerr. Miss Kerr is a daughter of George Kerr,

barrister, and was born in Toronto. She re-

ceived her earlier education in art under the

direction of Mrs. Dignam and Miss Laura
Muntz, continuing her studies at the Art Stu-

dents' League in New York, afterwards going

to Paris for two seasons. While there she spent

her summers in Italy and Holland, and in the

Miss Estelle Kerr

A Young Toronto Author-Artie! who 1b Achieving
Success,

latter country she stayed for some time at the

picturesque little fishing village of Volendam.

Of this village she writes in her children's

book. "Little Sam in Volendam." just published

by Moffatt. Yard & Co., New York, illustrating

it with (piaint drawings of her own. Miss Kerr

is now preparing a series of drawings and

verses about Sicily, the scene of a recent visit.

Ralph Connor has no long novel this fall,

but a short story, "The Angel and the Star,"
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DISEASE GERMS DESTROYED
By Disease-Destroying Germs

contains
48 Tablets

in Glass Tubes.

$1.00 per package, postpaid

Every YOGURT capsule

or tablet contains upwards or

TEN MILLION
DISEASE-DESTROYING GERMS

YOGURT capsules are small, air- and moisture-proof gelatin containers, filled with

pure, fresh YOGURT. YOGURT tablets are miniature biscuits, sweet, cleanly, toothsome. If

you were not told, you would never suspect that they contained these myriads of "friendly germs,"

any more than you would suspect a yeast cake of containing the millions of yeast germs necessary

to raise bread, if you did not know. YOGURT germs were originally discovered in a lactic acid-

forming ferment found in certain Oriental milk products which have been used as food by some

of those long-lived nations for ages. Metchnikoff of the Pasteur Institute and other European

savants at once investigated and established beyond question the marked efficiency of these germs

in remedying the diseased condition known as

Intestinal Autointoxication, or "Self=Poisoning"

YOGURT germs cure this condition by attacking and driving from the system

the disease-producing germs bred in the intestinal tract by the putrefying proo
esses which are usually caused by improper diet or wrong living habits. Thus
the YOGURT germs act as defenders of the body's natural fortifications and by driv-

ing out the invaders make possible a natural, healthy development of the tissues.

Intestinal Autointoxication is responsible for many diseases. Among those frequently caused by this condition

are chronic rheumatism, Bright's disease, eczema and other skin maladies, appendicitis, gall-stones, rheumatic gout,

dropsy, biliousness, neurasthenia, sick headache, emaciation, pernicious anemia, intestinal catarrh, nausea and

vomiting, rickets, neuralgia, etc.

We produced YOGURT (this is simply our trade- marked name for the American-made ferment) direct

from cultures secured from Professor Metchnikoff's laboratories. In quality it has proved superior even to the im-

ported product. While YOGURT may be used in the form of YOGURT milk or YOGURT cheese (made

from capsules or tablets), the best and most convenient form in which to take it is in the capsules or tablets, two

or three after each meal. Each package, as shown in the illustrations, contains four dozen capsules

or tablets containing an aggregate of more than half a billion germs.

Sold by leading druggists for $1.00 per package. If your druggist can-

not supply you, send direct to us, mentioning your druggist's name, and
we will ship your order by return mail postpaid.

TAKE NOTICE : Almost any disease is greatly bene-
fited by the cleansed condition of the alimentary tract which
results from the use of YOGURT.

The Good Health Co., College Hail
(successors to the yogurt company)

Battle CreeK, Michigan
Canadian Sales Agents :

The Good Health Supply Co.

136 Gothic Ave., - West Toronto

jlSBE^to^

Contains
48 Capsules,

age. Postpaid
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has been brought out in booklet form, hand-

somely printed. Then a little earlier in the

season there appeared "Anne of Oreen Gables."

by Miss L. M. Montgomery, a Prince Edward

Island writer. We also welcomed earlier »Mrs.

Kverard Cotes' novel. "Cousin Cinderella,"

which might well have been called, "A Cana-

dian Girl in London." Miss Lily Dougall. a

member of the Montreal family, who won dis-

tinction some years ago with her stories, "Beg-

gars All," and "What Necessity Knows," has

a new fall book, "Paths of the Righteous."

And so the list grows.

ford a unique pleasure both to sportsmen and
lovers of literature."

Flora Bigelow Guest, wife of the Hon. Lionel

. of St. Anne de Bellevue, Que., is the

author of a novel. "The Jewelled Ball." just

published, which has already attracted a great

of attention in society circles in Ottawa.

London, New York and Montreal, where Mrs.

Guest is well known. Mrs. Guest is of a lit-

erary family. She is a daughter of the Hon.

John Bigelow, who was United States ambassa-

dor to France under President Lincoln. He was

the author of a number of well-known works,

while a brother, Poultney Bigelow, has achieved

considerable fame as a magazine writer, and

through a personal friendship with Kaiser Wil-

liam.

Mr. Arnold Haultain, who is Professor Gold-

win Smith's secretary, and whose scholarly

work has given him high standing as ' a Cana-

dian essayist, is to publish this autumn through

Houghton, Mifflin, of Boston, a volume entitled

"The Mystery of Golf," further described as

"A Briefe Account of 'lames in generall : their

. \ n i i • 1 11 it o, and Rampancie ; and of the

yeleped Golfe in particular, its Unique-

ness, its Curiousness and its Difficultie ; its

anatomical, philosophical! and moral Proper-

ties : together with diverse Conceipts on other

Matters to it appertaining." The publishers

enthusiastically of Mr. Haultain's new

work. They believe that "The Mystery of

Golf," "through its insight and humor, its

ise will af-

The Cambridge University Press have on

their fall list a new book by Professor William

Osier, containing the Linacre Lecture for 1908,

delivered at St. John's College. Cambridge. The
first chapter consists of an Introduction and
Life, the second and third deal with Linacre as

Medical Humanist and Grammarian respective-

ly, and the fourth and last is devoted to the

Linacre Foundations. The plates, of which there

are eleven, include the portraits of Linacre at

Windsor and the British Museum.

In "Amedee's Son." by Harry James Smith,

v. hich Houghton Mifflin Co., of Boston, pub-

lish, we are told the story of an orphan boy
brought up among the French fisher folk of

Cape Breton. With the skill of the true artist

in writing, the author has produced a living

picture of the primitive people of whom he

treats. The book is a genuine idyl with a ten-

der grace in its descriptions and a quiet humor
in some of its situations that remind one of

Barr-ie at his best.

Historical works on Canada are almost as

numerous this autumn as are Canadian works
of fiction. Mention has been made before of

the "Tercentenary History of Canada," by F.

Basil Tracy, in three volumes. Now we are

presented with a "Quebec Tercentenary Com-
memorative History," compiled by the pub-

lishers of the Quebec Telegraph. "Kingston of

old." by Agnes Maule Machar, is another local

history with a national interest. The inde-

fatigable Agnes C. Laut has written a history

of the Hudson's Bay Company, with the title.

•The Conquest of the Great Northwest." Pro-

fessor George M. Wrong, of Toronto University,

is the author of an interesting book, "A Cana-

li hi Manor and its Seigneurs." Professor Colby
of McGil] University, writes "Canadian Types

of the "Id And these are only a few

of tin tii

The Successful Assistant

What the young man of to-day should aim at is to antici-

pate the requirements of those above him. He may be work-

ing under the manager of a particular department, and there

are many ways in which he can anticipate the requirements of

his senior. The latter does not ask him to share all his res-

ponsibility, but the power to know beforehand what his senior

may want him to do is the difference between a successful

and an unsuccessful assistant.
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The Woman
Behind the

Pocket-

Book

How can
she "make —* -*'"'

both ends meet" on the same old "allowance" when
prices of meat, eggs and other household necessities

are advancing from day to day ?

The Man Behind How can he increase the "allowance" for

the Pocket-Book household bills when there is no increase

in the family income or the wages, or when
wages are cut down as a result of industrial depression ?

The problem is an easy one for those who know

SHREDDED WHOLE WHEAT
It contains more actual body-building material than meat or

eggs and is much more easily digested, and costs much less.

Cook Book
1. ,.,, .. .

;

"It's All in the Shreds "

The richest man in America cannot buy a food
that is purer, cleaner or more nutritious than Shred-
ded Wheat Biscuit. Two Shredded Wheat Biscuits

with milk or cream and a little fruit will supply all

the energy needed for a half day's work at a cost of

five or six cents. Try it for ten mornings and you
will feel brighter, stronger and happier. Your
grocer sells it.

Our new handsomely illustrated Cook Hook is Sent free for the asking.

) THF CANADIAN SHREDDED WHEAT CO. Ltd.,
- NIAGARA FALLS, ONT

Toronto Office : 32 Church St.



Humor in the Magazines

THERE is a certain New York business

man, of a rather waggish disposition,

who contends that his wife has no imag-

ination.

At dinner one night he chanced to mention a

tragic circumstance he had read in the evening

paper on his way home. A passenger on a

transatlantic steamer had fallen overboard in

mid-ocean and had never been seen again.

"Was he drowned ?" asked the wife.

"Of course not," answered the irrepressible

hubby : "but he sprained his ankle, I believe."

—Lippincott's.

There is a darky in Philadelphia who is con-

vinced that the whole is not always equal to

the sum of all its parts. This darky, who is

the recipient of the discarded clothing of sev-

eral business men for whom he has worked, was
one day seen to observe himself carefully in a

mirror and heard to deliver nimself of the fol-

lowing remarks :

"Here I is, wearin' de shoes of a banker ;

de pants of- a railway president ; de coat an'

vest of a member of de Chamber of Commerce,

an' a state senator's hat : an' in spite'r all

dat, I looks like a tramp!"—Lippincott's.

Verbatim copy of a letter which, being type-

written in the heat of an indignant moment,
was reserved for reconsideration next morning.

and—then not sent at all :

—

Johnes smifh Esx, wool Excjanje, coFeman
Stseet, e.C, dcasn MR. Smith ; I Umbertand
from yoyr managing clerk, mr. Brown, that yo
reqire my no longer reqwire my services as

stenograper and typewri, on account of whst
ire are pleased tocall my drunkeb and

swinishj habits. Outf respec Only fryor late

fajher I should hace much pleasure in suing you
for jajabes. I new wrute yiym since you refuse

to see me inperson, to inform you thay you
•Mistaken in yout estimage of my charactef.

and I truat that you will have as much d9ffi-

culty in obtaibing a clerk toe sulk your re-

qyirf-ments as I shlll have ease in secuting an

other apointm3nt. I am? deat Sir. Yours faltj

fully. J. Jallington-Jones.—Business.

Jack London, the author, was introduced on<

day to a musician.

"I. too, am a musician in a small way,"
London said. "My musical talent was once the

means of saving my life."

"How was that ?" the musician asked.

"There was a great flood in our town in mv
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boyhood," replied London. "When the water

struck our house my father ;got on a bed and

floated with the stream until he was rescued."

"And you ?•" said the musician.

"Well," said London, "I accompanied him
on the piano."—Cassell's Journal.

In the small hours of the morning the negro

porter of a country hotel in Tennessee rapped

briskly on a guest's door. A grunt from with

in invited explanation.

"Is you de white gentleman wot axed to be

waked up to catch de fo'-'clock train ?"

"No, you idiot."

The patient porter persisted at the next

door.

"Is you de white gentleman wot axed to be

waked up to catch de fo'-'clock train ?"

"No. Go to thunder !"

Undeterred by these rebuffs, Daniel plowed

down the row, inquiring at every door :

"Is you de white gentleman wot axed to be

waked up to catch de fo'-'clock train ?"—and

met everywhere with contumely.

But patient application to duty always meets

its reward, and the rap at the last door was
answered by a thump within as the occupant

rolled out of bed.

"Yes, I'm the man," came the answer to the

much-asked question. "What time is it ?"

Daniel's reply was most respectful.

"I jus' knocked to say, sah, dat I's very

sorry, but I overslept, sah, an' de train done

gone a hour ago."—Gunter's Magazine.

Riding across the country one day. Dr. Blank

noticed an old negro who had been for quite

a while perched motionless upon a little bridge,

fishing silently from the stream beneath. For
some time he watched him from a distance, but

finally, overcome by the old fellow's unmoved
patience, he rode up and accosted him.

"Hello. Wash ! What are you doing up

there ?"

"Fishin", sah," came the reply.

"Mot getting many, are you ?"

"No, sah."

"Well, it seems to me you'd get tired fishing

so long without a bite."

"I dose n't want no bite, cap'n."

"Well, that's funny. Why don't you want a

bite, Wash?"
"Hits this-a-way, cap'n : when I gits a lots

o' hitrs. hit takes all mch time to git the fish

off'n meh line, an' I does n't have no time foh

(i shin '."—Success Magazine.
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Uter the Painting by Paul Peel in the National Art Gallery, Ottawa
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The Millionaires of Cobalt

By G. B. VANBLARICOM

HOW many millionaires has Cobalt
produced?

The halo of adventure and
romance is around every mining camp.
What tales of blasted hopes and dire

poverty, what stories of sleepless nights,

bodily stress and mental torture could

be disclosed. Of these, the outside

world hears little and, perhaps, cares

less. The record of . wealth, achieve-

ment and success forms the only pleas-

ing picture, luring on the buoyant, ex-

pectant spirit in the hope that he, too,

may realize some day and realize hand-
somely.

Wall Street is not the only throbbing,

seething centre where fortunes of im-

mense proportions are reared or dis-

mantled. The average mining camp can
also its stirring incidents unfold. Cobalt
has produced its millionaires—many of

them. The majority are earnest, active

Canadians, who, five years ago, little

dreamed that fate held for them so

cordial a welcome. The big camp was
not founded in a day, neither were these

fortunes piled up in a night.

The greatest silverized belt in the

world has been styled the poor man's
camp. By this is meant that he of

meagre means had as favorable an op-
portunity of securing riches as his more
independent brother. In mining projects
it appears to be a law of universal ex-

perience that it is not the venturesome
spirit first on the ground, the rugged
weather beaten prospector on the lone

trail, who is destined to strike it the

richest. Frequently he grows tired of

waiting, has no influential friends, and

sees no immediate hope of becoming
master of the situation. Weary of the

struggle, despair filling his soul, he re-

luctantly comes to the conclusion that

ready money in the pocket is preferable

to undeveloped treasure in the ground.

He disposes of his holdings for a few
thousand dollars to the capitalist, the

broker, the promoter or the syndicate

lawyer. It is then that a company is

formed, the property capitalized away
up in the millions, a shaft sunk and pay
ore struck ; next the stock begins to

soar, investments pour in and fabulous

sums are soon within reach of the few

who have engineered the proposition. To
the untiring, plodding, prospector or

pioneer, who roams the streams and

woods in search of hidden treasure, en-

during untold hardship and misery, the

greatest amount of credit for the mineral

wealth of the world is due, but that is

another story.

How did the millionaires of Cobalt

acquire their wealth? In many instances

it is a narrative of faith, courage and
foresight leading up to human achieve-

ment and realization, rather than a run
19
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W. G. Trethewey

Who After Making Millions in Cobalt has Gone
in for Mixed Farming

Di luck or happy chance. These men, in

the majority of cases, are brilliant ex-

ponents of success which has been aptly
termed—"knowing and doing the proper
thing at the proper time" Many of us
to-day might also have been millionaires

or, at least, men of wealth, had we
discovered, invested or sold at the oppor-
tune moment.

Cobalt has made millionaires of sev-

eral Canadians, while others have found
on its glacial surface or beneath its rock-

ribbed breast, enough to assure them of

freedom from want and hunger for the

remainder of their days. An outstanding
feature is that most of those who can

figure their possessions in hundreds of

thousands corralled in the most renown-
id silver area of mother earth, were not

pr< tspectors, metallurgists, mineralogist s,

assayers or geologists—persons who, it

might reasonably be expected, by pos-

ion of technical knowledge or train

ed intelligence, would be in a position to

outstrip their rivals in the race for gold

—but blacksmiths, wood rangers, drillers,

surveyors, contractors, lumbermen and
hotelkeepers. Of course, there are ex-

ceptions but not many.

Who are the millionaires of Cobalt?
Among those, not including any mining
brokers, credited with being in this in-

teresting class, and their respective oc-

cupations at the time they struck it rich,

are : Henry L. Timmins, Haileybury

;

merchant, formerly of- Mattawa, and his

brother, Noah A. Timmins, Haileybury,

who was in partnership with him
; John

McMartin, Cornwall, and his brother,

Duncan McMartin, Montreal, contrac-

tors; David A. Dunlop, Toronto, lawyer,

formerly of Mattawa ; M. J. O'Brien,
Renfrew, contractor; J. B. O'Brian, To-
ronto, lawyer ; Arthur Ferland, Hailey-

bury, hotelkeeper ; W. C. Chambers,
Harriston, Ont., contractor; W. B. Rus-
sell, and his brother, R. K. Russell, 10-

ronto, and Robert Galbraith, Qarleton
Place, all civil engineers ; R. W. Leonard,
St Catharines, graduate of Royal Mili-

tary College and civil engineer; Alex.

Longwell, Toronto, mining engineer

;

%

Hugh L. Kerr, Toronto, geologist ; W. J.

Blair, New Liskeard. land surveyor;
George Glendenning, Toronto, student

;

YV. G. Trethewey, Toronto, speculator

Lieut-Col. John Carson

A Montreal Military Man Who Struck it Rich in Cobalt
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W. B. Russell

w. C. ' lhambers

The Founders of the Nipissing

R. K. Russell
E. P. Earle Arthur Ferland

R. Galbraith

and miner; Dr. Milton L. Hersey, Mon-
treal, analytical chemist; J. A. Jacobs,
Montreal, wholesale dry goods ; Colonel

John Carson, Montreal, insurance man

:

Albert Foster, Toronto, dentist, former-
ly of Leamington; Clement A. Foster.

Haileybury, mining engineer: David
Fasken, Toronto, lawyer; Geo. E. Drum-
mond. his brother, Thos. J. Drummond.
Montreal, iron masters; E. P. Earle, W.
B. Thompson, Xew York, ore brokers;
D. M. Steindler, E, C. Converse and

. Delamar, Xew York, mine oper-

harles L. Dennison, Buffalo, coal

mine operator; Geo. Taylor, Xew Liske-
ard, hardware merchant: Angus Mc-
Kelvie and Thomas McCamus, New
Liskeard, sawmill proprietors; D. T. K.
McEwen, Xew Liskeard, lawyer; Ritchie
Bros.. Xew Liskeard, farmers; Kalil

Farah. Xew Liskeard, hotelkeeper ; Burr

Cartwright, Haileybury, miner, and

others.

In what camps did they make their

money? The Timmins brothers, the

McMartin brothers and Mr. Dunlop
captured theirs in the La Rose property.

M. J. O'Brien and J. B. O'Brian from the

O'Brien mine. Out of the Chambers-
Ferland cam]) and from being original

stockholder- in the Nipissing, Messrs.

Chambers. Ferland, W. B. and K. EC.

Russell and R. Galbraith, won fortunes.

R. W. Leonard and Alex. Longwell made
their hundreds of thousands from the

Buffalo and Coniagas mines. Hugh L.

Kerr, George Glendenning and YV. J.

Blair out of the University property; W.
< .. Trethewey, out of the Trethewey and

Coniagas: Dr. Milton L. Hersey, from

the Coniagas: F. W. Chapin, the Mc-
Kinley-Darraeh ; I. A. Jacobs, the Crown

21
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Hugh L. Kerr

A University Graduate and Geologist who Put
Hi- Knowledge to Practical Purposes

Reserve and Kerr Lake, in which he re-

cently sold out his interests ; Colonel

Carson, Crown Reserve ; Albert Foster,

his son, C. A. Foster, the Foster; the

Messrs. Drummond, from the Drum-
mond; David Fasken, E. P. Earle, W. B.

Thompson, E. C. Converse and Capt.

Delamar, the Nipissing; D. M. Steindler,

the Kerr Lake and Nova Scotia; Charles

L. Dennison, the Buffalo ; G. Taylor, A.

McKelvie, Thomas McCamus, D. T. K.

McEwen and Ritchie Brothers, in the

Temiskaming and Hudson Bay; Kalil

Farah disposed of the Big Pete mine, by
which name he himself is more familiar-

ly known, to the Cobalt Central while
Burr Cartwright made a fortune in the

Temiskaming.
Some of these millionaires have held

blocks of stock in other properties or

still retain them, but it is in the fore-

going mines that financial authorities

credit them with making their pockets
bulky. Other Canadians, including many
brokers, have cleaned up tidy sums rang-

ing all the way from $30,000 to $200,000
each in Cobalt interests and under this

banner probably two hundred or more,
investors could line up. The gentlemen

Albert Foster

\ 1 1" nti-t, who Went In < 'obalt to Look for lii- Sun
and Pound a Fori one

22

Dr. Milton L. Hersey

< it j A aalj -1 of Moni real, who First got His <!ue an to
Cobalt's Richness by Analyzing Some Ore
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in the millionaire category are attributed

by those in close relationship to all that

is transpiring at Cobalt, with having
realized a cool million apiece or sums so

large as to be on speaking terms with
these magic figures.

"What luck," remarks the casual, un-
thinking observer. In a measure, this

may be true, for the element of chance
enters more or less into all undertakings,
investments and speculations and always
will, but back of all stand solid business
principles, intelligence and foresight, the

shrewd mind, analytical ability and dis-

cerning eye that tell men to strike the

iron when it is hot. They knew the min-
ute to touch the fuse and fire the shot.

Metaphysically speaking, they arrived at

the psychological moment. They knew
when to sell, when to hold, when to un-
load and when to acquire. Some to-day
retain their original interests, others have
added to their holdings, while a few, like

Mr. Trethewey, who owns a model farm
near Weston, Ontario, on which is the
largest tomato plantation in the world,
and Mr. Jacobs, of Montreal, have
disposed of all their shares and bade
good-bye to the great Cobalt district

with its hidden affluence.

George Glendenning

One of the University Graduates who
Discovered a Rich Vein in 1904

Alex. Long-well

A Mining Engineer who has Large Holdings
in Cobalt Properties

R' W. Leonard

A Graduate of th<- Royal Military College
and a Well-Know n Mining Engineer

:a
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Thomas J. Drummond

Member of the Famous Drummond Family, who is

Interested in Sih er as well as Iron

faith, for it was fully two years after

the original claims of many promising"
mines were staked that the camp began
to evoke world-wide concern. Many of

the unbelieving ones of 1903-4 realize

now the truth of tin- saddest of all re-

frains. "It might have been."

To every one, who has devoted a pass-
ing thought to the unrivalled resources
of Canada, the discovery, exploitation and
development of Cobalt is a household
story. It is only necessary to mention
that in 1004 the ore shipped was 158 tons,

valued at $130,218. In 1907 the ship

ments of silver, nickel, arsenic and
cobalt totalled 14,788 tons, worth $6,-

301,095, while it is estimated that the

output of the mines for 1908 will reach

$12,000,000, the shipments during Nov-
ember alone constituting 85 cars or 2,-

603 tons.

Each succeeding month brings fresh

intelligence of expanding territory in the

wonderful region seamed with silver. A
few months ago news was flashed of

discoveries of rich deposits at Elk City,

about 28 miles north-west of Cobalt and
some 55 miles up the river from Latch-

ford. Here is a new town, the head-

In estimating the wealth of those who
have owned, sold or still possess a sub-
stantial stake in the vast argentiferous
area of the north, there may be differ-

ences of opinions with respect to the
value of their holdings, but, after making
allowance for all fluctuations of the mar-
ket, its rise and fall at various periods,

the number will, at the present time,

neither advance much beyond nor recede
below forty. They have made their

money legitimately and honestly, not by
wildcat schemes, fictitious speculations
or hot-air propositions. These have all

had their day. The camp is now com-
paratively clear of fraudulent promotions,
owing largely to the rigid regulations of

the Ontario Goyernmenl with respect to

the prospectuses and operation of joint

stock companies.
Naturally, it was during the first and

most important periods of excitement
that a large share of the greater fortunes

Created. The field was not then

crowded with ten thousand prospectors,
as it is to-day, but alas! few had little

George E. Drummond

Another Member «>f the Drummond Family
alsu Largely rnterested in Cobalt
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quarters of the

Montreal River
territory, w i t h
splendid pros-
pects and bright
future. The latest

tidings to arouse
imagination and
stimulate the de-

spondent are from
' row < ianda Lake.
This new Eldor-
ado is about 60
miles north-west
of Cobalt and, as
the crow flies, 25
miles west of Elk
City. Already
many claims are
staked in which
native silver in

great slabs is visi-

ble and rich veins
of varying width
mark the face of

nature until the

base of some cliff

or the jutting off

loint of a rock is

struck ; and the rush is on
earnestness. Along the bluffs

W. J. Blair

Mayor of New Liskeard

in terrible

the tent of

the pioneer may
be seen, and on
the scopulous
ledges markings
of the prospectors'

picks are notice-

able. Scores of

claims have been
entered in the Re-
corder's office at

Elk City, and on
these it is impos-
sible to estimate
the silver depi "-its.

During this win-
ter and early next
spring prospecting

will be extended
n o r t hward t o
Bushkong Lake,
south to Hanging
Stone Lake, and
west from Gow
Ganda discovery

ridge, and a new
list of millionaires

will doubtless be

created. Who can
foretell the future

of this marvellous wonderland, its extent,

its opulence, and its potentialities?

Clement A. Foster

Mayor of Haileybury
Three Chief Magistrates of the Cobalt District

H. H. Lang
Mayor of I oball
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Thomas W. Gibson

Deputy Minister and Director of the Bureau of Mines of ( Ontario

A brief reference to the early associa-

tions of Cobalt, though not new, con-
tains, in view of recent discoveries, in-

formation that always interests. It was
in August, 1903—scarcely more than five

years ago—that two poor and unknown
bushrangers, J. H. McKinley and Ernest
Darragh, who had a timber contract from
the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario
Railway Commission, staked the first

claim in Cobalt. The discovery was made
on a timber limit of J. R. Booth, the mil-

lionaire lumber man and railway man of

Ottawa. An unlettered French-Canadian
blacksmith by the euphonious name of

Fred La Rose, engaged by John and
Duncan McMartin, sub-contractors on
the railway, which was destined to

plough up such fabulous treasures, was
the next to file an application the suc-

ceeding month, and the month after,

October, a trio of stirring incidents was
26

completed when Thomas Hebert, an-

other French-Canadian and a railway em-
ploye like La Rose, Darragh and McKin-
ley, unearthed the first vein on the Nipis-

sing adjoining the La Rose. Before the

close of 1903 Hebert was successful in

uncovering the second Nipissing vein,

and thus terminated the memorable year's

discoveries. Early in 1904 W. G.

Trethewey left Toronto and after a toil-

some and difficult journey, reached the

camp. He visited the veins on the La
Rose, McKinley-Darragh and two on the

present Nipissing property. Two claims,

known as the Trethewey and Coniagas,
were located by him, and he at once set

about the development of the former,

which to-day bears his name and cleared

him over a million in cold cash. Within
two months the first car of ore left the

camp. It realized a profit of $34,000. The
next discovery was made by Alex. Long-
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well, of Toronto, and R. W. Leonard, of

St. Catharines, on what is now known as

the Buffalo property, and out of which
several gentlemen in the city of that

name have made comfortable fortunes.

The first mine to make a shipment was
the La Rose ; to-day it still leads, with
Nipissing McKinley - Darragh, and
O'Brien close rivals during the past

month. In 1904 there were only four

shippers; to-day there are twenty-nine.
In the fall of 1904 came three more im-
portant discoveries—the Drummond, the

University and the Jacobs (now Kerr
Lake), the first property in the Kerr
Lake district in which silver was found.
That year the famous and spectacular

Lawson vein was also unearthed. In
May, 1905, the Fosters, father and son,

staked out the mine which has dis-

tinguished their name, and so the story

of exploitation and expansion, develop-

ment and discovery might be continued.

With ever-widening fields of operation,

concentrating plants, electric smelters,

improved methods and means of trans-

portation, not to speak of the mysteries

that mother earth has not yet revealed,

many more millionaires will no doubt be

created in and around the most phen-

omenal silver centre ever recorded in

the long and romantic history of the

great mining camps of the world.

Under Ground View of Rich Vein of Silver on the Kerr Lake Property

n
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Success Romances of Railroad Presidents

By WILLIAM PHIPPS

Republished from Business Magazine

ALL the world loves a clean, successful

man in business, whether that busi-

ness be railroading or manufactur-

ing.

Accountants and book-keepers will

be particularly interested in the career

of Frank Trumbull, president of the

Colorada Southern and kindred lines.

Born in a little Missouri town, the son of a

schoolmaster, he is a type of the man who
has risen through industry in a developing

country to a high rank in the field of rail-

roading, and who has come to be classed

among the millionaires of the State of

Colorado.

When Frank Trumbull took hold of the

Colorado and Southern Railway, just fif-

teen years ago, it was a local ore line in

Colorado's mining district, a little more
than a thousand miles in extent. Further-

more, it was bankrupt, in the hands of a

receiver and without a cent in its treasury.

In fact, just four months later came the

great "strike year" of 1894, and the riots in

Trinidad, the hotbed of the disturbances

in the Southwest, even threatened to dis-

rupt the system.

But the Colorado and Southern of to-

day is a system of more than 2,600 miles,

earning close upon $15,000,000 a year, and

iie of the few roads in the country .that

show gains in gross and net returns at the

end of as trying a year as our railroads have

ever suffered. It is now one of the banner

roads of the Southwest, running from the

centre of Wyoming through < lolorado, New

Mexico and Texas to the Gulf, the shortest

through line between the Rocky Mountain
section and tidewater at Galveston, through
which port the exports already rank next

in value to those through New York.
Mr. Trumbull believes he has been able

to achieve results because he was quick at

figures in the red schoolhouse at Pleasant

Hill, Mo. He was the "mathematical won-
der" of Pleasant Hill. When he was twelve

years old he had been through algebra

twice, higher algebra, geometry, trigonome-
try—in fact, he was proficient in mathe-
matics. But he was getting along so fast

that he had to quit school because his head
was growing faster than his body.

Quickness at figures has ever since been

the keynote of his career. It jumped him
into promotion from the days of his early

bookkeeping to settling freight claims and

finally to financing a railroad.

"I left school at twelve," says Mr. Trum-
bull, "for a $40 a month job as deputy post-

master. Soon jealmis politicians tried to

have me ousted, but a Federal inspector

who investigated reported than 'even if the

young deput) was only 10 years, he was
older in brain--.'

Bui later he entered the office of the

Missouri, Kansas and Texas as clerk and

began to climb in the railway business.

When lav Gould gol thai road, Trumbull

was shifted to the Missouri Pacific. There,

at 23, he had 170 men under him, in the

freight claim and accounting department.

Later young Trumbull went to the Texas
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& Pacific, where he obtained a broad grasp

on railway financing and accounting.

It was in 1874 that he entered the rail-

way field in service on the "Katy" as a

clerk. His record for the ensuing fourteen

years is representative of the type of rail-

road man who rises through the accounting

department. He became traveling auditor,

then clerk in the general auditor's office,

and chief clerk of freight accounts of the

Missouri Pacific; then freight auditor and
freight claim agent and general auditor of

the Texas & Pacific.

This phase of his railroad career ended
in 1888, when he gave up railroading for

five years. And he is accustomed to say

that during that period he got his broad-

est railroad experience, because he studied

the commercial side of the business from
the standpoint of the shipper. He was en-

gaged in the wholesale coal business in Col-

orado, and in making reports on railroads

and other properties for New York and
London banking houses.

Thus from the outside, as it were, the

railroad man studied the attitude of the

man who ships his freight over the road,

his rights, his grievances, and his dealings

with the employes of the company. Being
familiar with the attitude of the railway

official, the dual role gave him an insight

into the vexatious problems between trans-

portation companies and the shippers of

freight which he could have obtained in no
other way.

"I took hold of the road," said Mr.
Trumbull, "without a cent of cash in its

treasury, in December, 1893.

"Then in June, 1894, came on the Debs
strike. The United States judge gave me
an order to protect the property. Fifty

deputy United States marshals were sworn
in on June 30 and sent from Denver to

Trinidad, Col., that night, for Trinidad was
the hotbed of the strike disturbances in that

part of the country. The deputies arrived
there on Sunday morning, the strikers cap-
tured them and took them off to breakfast.

"Something had to be done quickly then,
f got the news on Sunday morning, had it

verified, went to the Episcopal Cathedral
and caught the judge after services. He
went to his chambers with me and wrote a
telegram to the Attorney-General at Wash-
ington. Tt was then half-past one o'clock in

the afternoon in Denver and half-past three
o'clock in Washington.

"Cleveland was President. A meeting
was held at once of the President, the Secre-
tary of War, the Attorney-General and the

commanding general of the army. Troops
were moving from Denver to Trinidad at

two o'clock on Monday morning, and on
Wednesday forty-eight men were arrested

there as rioters by the troops and on their

way back to Denver. That was twenty-four

hours before the troops arrived in Chicago.
"I think that is pretty quick work, and

it was one of the most trying times of my
life. Quick action was necessary, because
at the beginning of the trouble our first

passenger train was taken out of Trinidad
by the strikers, who told the crew that they

would be killed if they came back."

This experience formed the basis of much
of Mr. Trumbull's theories and philosophy

about railroading and railroad life.

"The solution of the railroad problem,"

says Mr. Trumbull, "has got to come about

through an individual sense of trusteeship.

There are no men higher in the business

world than railroad officials, but they should

feel that they are trustees not only for their

stock and bond holders, but also for the

shippers and the employes.

"The relations between the railroad and
the population it serves are reciprocal. The
people ship their goods over the line, and
the line, in turn, transports them and sup-

plies them with the necessaries of life. The
railroad management in that sense should

be impressed with the sense of trusteeship

which has been reposed in it for the welfare

of the community.
"But the necessity of the railroad to the

community is as great as the necessity of

the population's patronage is to the rail-

road. Neither can exist without the other.

Without transportation facilities the entire

effect of the development in the Southwest

would be nullified, since agriculture and in-

dustry are so largely dependent on the

transportation of commodities and manu-
factured products to the markets that buy
or consume them.

"The people of this country are justly

entitled to the best railway lines in the

world. On the other hand, the men who
own the railway companies are anxious to

use every endeavor to make their lines the

best to be found in the world.

"But the merchant and agricultural ship-

pers should realize that the railroad corpor-

ations cannot carry on extensive improve-
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merits in the way of providing the best of

facilities to the residents in every section of

their territories in the face of receding net

earnings. When a period of depression

comes, the railroad companies cannot buy
more equipment and lay more rails until

business improves and they can obtain more
money. And yet, paradoxical as it may
seem, business cannot fully improve until

the roads are enabled to make their usual

purchases."

A Dreamer and His Results.

Mr. Stilwell is president of the Kansas
City, Mexico and Orient Railway, which
itself was only a dream in Stilwell's mind
at one time.

It was from his grandfather that he in-

herited his peculiar tact, energy and ability.

in the management of large affairs. This

grandfather, Hamlin Stilwell, was a man
of affairs. He was head of the canal boat

combination that flourished in the days

when mule power was rapid transit, and
when the canal boat fell from its high estate

he was wise enough to get in on the ground
floor in the railroad business, and he became
a director of the New York Central.

One day the grandfather chatted with

the young Arthur after the manner of

grandfathers.

"Well, young man," quoth he, "what are

you going to do when you grow up?"
The answer was quick and decisive.

"I am going out West and build a big

railroad." That was his first dream.
Grandfather Stilwell left a big fortune.

Before his grandson got big enough to

handle any of it unfortunate investments

ate it up.

Right here the life story of Arthur Ed-
ward Stilwell reads painfully like ditto

marks for the careers of those whose names
fill Bradstreet's and Dun's. Realizing the

necessity, etc., he purchased a small print-

ing press and started out.

He was two years a husband when he

landed in Kansas City at twenty-one and
started a print shop. An attack of typhoid

and the advice of doctors to seek a change
of scene sent him to Chicago, where he in-

troduced photo-engraving to the West.
And then it was life insurance. Before

he had been in the business long it looked
mighty bad for that big Western railroad.

Life insurance appeared to be the thing- for

which a beneficent providence gave A. E.
30

Stilwell an especial forte. His salary didn't

climb. It soared. So inoculated did he
become with the insurance serum that he
invented forms of it that are now used by
all insurance companies.

But there lurked in the young man's mind
a germ of honesty that grew and grew. One
day he went to the president of the parti-

cular company which was dealing out his

pay envelope and advised a change of base

in regard to certain practices. Arthur Ed-
ward was "fired" and "fired" promptly. He
wasn't surprised. In fact, he had expected
it. But he had $20,000, and with that he
decided to build his railroad.

Stilwell had never given up the idea of

making Kansas City the starting point for

his railroad. Taking a pencil and a map,
he drew a line "straight as the crow flies"

from the Western Missouri metropolis to

the Gulf of Mexico.
"There is my railroad," said he.

And so he began to realize on the youth-
ful dream he had dreamed. A company
was formed and he began to sell bonds.

And he sold them, too, at first. Then the

panic of 1893 came along and money flowed

in like molasses in January.
And then Stilwell showed the daring and

the faith that were in him. Taking passage

on a liner, he went to Europe. And of all

the Continent he, unbacked, almost a boy in

years, picked out Holland—conservative,

slow-going Holland—for his field of opera-

tions. He talked to the rich burghers of

the land of dikes, and when Stilwell talks

men believe. Twenty million dollars was
the fruit of his effort. Twenty million dol-

lars to an unknown youth from a distant

land

!

The road was built. George M. Pullman
believed in the youthful magnate.

"I will be personally responsible for your
equipment to the amount of five million dol-

lars," said the builder of sleeping cars.

And then George M. Pullman died. To
the Kansas City, Pittsburg & Gulf, the Stil-

well line, that meant a reorganization. A
reorganization meant Wall Street. Wall
Street meant the elimination of upstart

railway magnates who did not ask its ad-

vice. They took Stilwell's road away from
him. They did more. They even re-

christened it and called it the Kansas City

Southern.

Out in Kansas City they felt sorry for

Stilwell. As a sort of salve for his in-
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jured feelings it was agreed by the busi-

ness men of the town that they would give

him a testimonial in the form of a banquet.

Privately they agreed that they would make
the obsequies as cheerful as possible.

So they had flowers and music, and the

men who were good at forming pleasant

phrases stood up and told what Stilwell

had done for Kansas City and how grate-

ful Kansas City ought to be, and then as

a final balm they brought forth a loving

cup that was to solace Stilwell as much as

possible for the loss of his railroad.

Of course it was up to Stilwell to reply,

and the banquetters shifted uneasily in their

seats and cast uneasy glances about when
the inevitable could not be put off any
longer. They were not anxious to be

treated to an exhibition of their friend's

grief.

But there was no sign of grief in the

face of this man who arose before them to

the full height of his six feet and stood

smiling at them. There were no tears in

his voice when he said

:

''I would much prefer to have the friend-

ship of Kansas City than to be president of

the Pittsburg & Gulf."

And before he sat down he remarked

:

"I have another project in mind. It's an-

other road, and I will be in a position to

announce its destination in a few days."

The diners could scarce believe their

ears. Talking it over on the way home the

consensus of opinion was summed up in

the remark:
"Well, I'll bet he makes it go. You can't

stop Stilwell."

He had discovered the remarkable fact

that a point on the Pacific coast of Mexico
was five hundred miles nearer to Kansas
City than is San Francisco. Perhaps you
are railroader enough to appreciate what a

saving of five hundred miles of rail haul
means. Stilwell knew.

"There's my next road," said he.

And that is the road, the Kansas City,

Mexico and Orient, 1,629 miles long, that
he is building now. In that road there is

not one cent of Wall Street money. There
are millions of dollars in it that were put
there by the Hollanders who invested in the

Kansas City Southern. There are millions
in it that were put there by men who bought
one share or two shares or half a dozen.
There are more millions there that were
put there by the rich men of Old Mexico.

For Mexico believes in Stilwell. The
doors of Diaz's palace swing open to him
always and when he visits the States of the

Southern Republic the Governors have the

military bands at the depot to welcome him.
Such is Arthur Edward Stilwell, dreamer

of dreams and doer of deeds. When his

Kansas City, Mexico and Orient road is

finished it will be one of the greatest rail-

roads in the world. It will bring the trade

of the Orient to the territory along its

route.

Clerk, Manufacturer, Lawyer to
President.

There are few railroads so much before

the public as the "Reading." It is one of

the very few whose securities are of daily

interest to Wall Street, and the only one
which has a "post" in the stock exchange.
The reason is that the Reading (its real

name is the Philadelphia & Reading R.R.)

is the chief anthracite coal owning and
carrying road, and its control is important

in the national strategy of railways.

The man who has been the president of

this road for the last seven or eight years,

and who has been very much in the public

limelight, is George F. Baer.

The great anthracite coal strike of 1902
brought Mr. Baer before the entire nation,

and he has been a national railway figure

ever since.

The success-romance of Mr. Baer is very

stirring and unique. He was born poor, in

the mountains of Pennsylvania, on a farm,

and all the education he got beyond his

three Rs was won by hard work.

Mr. Baer was a printer's devil in the

office of the Somerset (Pa.) Democrat at

13 for several years, and then went to

school for a while. Then, going back to

work as clerk at the Ashtola Mills, near

Johnstown, he became chief clerk within a

year. Once more young Baer quit to go to

school—this time to college—and then, at

19, he and his brother purchased the Demo-
crat. Shortly afterward his brother went

to war and left Baer to manage the paper

alone. He set type by day and wrote items

at night. Then he, too, got the war fever

and went to the front—returning in 1863

with the rank of captain.

Baer then studied law and when ad-

mitted to the bar moved to Reading, Pa.,

which was then rapidly becoming a con-

siderable railwav centre and manufactur-
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ing point. The Reading R. R. already was

there, and rival roads were building lines

there. Baer was engaged by these rival

roads, and fought for them so persistently

and relentlessly that the Reading company
offered him a good salary to become their

solicitor.

Ever since then Baer has been the leading

counsel for the road, and has done a great

deal of very clever work.

But he did not find enough to do looking

after the legal interests of the Reading road

in those years, and his essentially business

mind sought other channels for his energy.

He got into the manufacturing business

—

several kinds of it. He became heavily in-

terested in the manufacture of iron. The

Reading Iron Company is a big concern,

employing several thousand men, with a

number of mills, manufacturing tube and

other products—even big wire-bound

Brown guns. Of this company Baer was
for many years and is now president.

In addition to iron, Mr. Baer became in-

terested in paper manufacture, and still

owns a big mill near Reading. Not satis-

fied with these activities—any one of them

enough to keep an ordinary man busy

—

Mr. Baer became the directing figure in

several banks, and even in insurance and

coal mining companies.

Now you might imagine Mr. Baer far

too busy to interest himself in charity, in

industrial education, in literature, or in

public parks. But you would be mistaken.

Mr. Baer is very much interested in all of

these. He is a heavy contributor to intelli-

gent charity ; he is a member of Reading's

Park Board, and has done more than any

other man for public parks—even contri-

buting much valuable land. Mr. Baer is a

great reader, and a thinker of some conse-

quence, and a considerable church worker.

He wrote an essay on "Work is Worship,"
which ought to be a classic, and in it he

disclosed his intimate knowledge of the

best literature.

Industrial education finds in him a strong

friend. He has built a club house for the

employes of the Reading Iron Co. and pro-

vided classes in technical training, and has

contributed heavily to the railroad

Y.M.C.A. work of evening instruction.

"There is a great dearth of intelligent,

trained workmen," says Mr. Baer, "and

we must rid the minds of our young men
that mediocre clerical work is more desir-

able than doing things industrially. Tech-

nical, thorough training is what we most

need, and the young man who says there

are no opportunities does not have his eyes

open. We are looking for the able, trained

man who can do things and get them
right."

The Reading road in his hands has

changed from a notoriously mismanaged
and unprofitable road to a profitable divi-

dend payer, through Baer's efforts.

Enthusiasm As a Business Getter

(Success Magazine)

You might as well try to thaw put a Erozen pipe with an ice cake as to

interest a customer in your proposition unless you are interested yourself.

If your heart is in your work your enthusiasm will often cause a would-be

customer to forget that you are trying to make a sale.

Enthusiasm is a great business getter. It is so contagious that, before we
know it, we are infected wdth it, even though we try to brace ourselves against

it.
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By R. B. CHESTER

NO paper is more frequently quoted
throughout the world than "The
Iron Age," because its weekly re-

view is regarded as the best authority
on the iron situation. It is carefully
watched by financiers and all classes of
business men. David Williams, New
l'ork, the owner of the paper, is an Irish-
man by birth, and the man who for many
years wrote
the article that
is so regularly

quoted was
Mr. Hobson, a

Canadian. Mr.
Hobson grew
up in the pro-

duce commis-
sion business
i n Montreal,
and was one
of our first big
cheese export-
ers. The mar-
ket going
heavily
against h i m
on one occa-
sion, he was
stranded and
sought a situ-

ation in New
York. Mr.
Williams
recognized his

expe r i e n c e

and capacity
and offered
him a place
on his edi-

t o r i a 1 staff.

This he held

for over thirty years until his death
about eighteen months ago. Early trade
publications were merely advertising
sheets, but Mr. Williams determined to
make "The Iron Age" a great newspaper,
and he has succeeded so admirably that
it is generally regarded as the highest
type of a trade or technical publication.
It carries about 300 pages every

week. When
"The Iron
Age' began to

David Williams

Proprietorof "The [rem Age," one of the Greatest
Trade Newspapers in the WorM

be a factor in

the metal situ-

a t i o n Mr.
Williams was
introduced to

the President

of the British

Iron and Steel

Institute, who
remarked
"You publish

one of those

papers that
have no liter-

a r y m e r i t."

Mr. Williams
answered that

there might be

some truth in

that for poetic

license would
be entirely out

of place in a

paper whose
chief aim was
to be abso-

lutely accur-

ate. Mr. Wil-
liams is the
Dean of the

33
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trade publishing business on this contin-

ent and was elected President of the Na-

tional Federation of Trade Press Associ-

ations last month. He has a large estate

on Lake Champlain near the borders of

Quebec.

Mrs. Asquith, the wife of Britain's

Premier, whose latest portrait, taken in

the garden of the Prime Minister's of-

ficial residence at Downing Street, is re-

produced on this page, has a keen sense

of the obligations of her position. She

has recently issued an appeal for personal

service and investigation to alleviate the

wants of the poor and needy during the

forthcoming winter. Mrs. Asquith also

takes a deep interest in all her husband's

work. The other day a deputation of

suffragettes waited upon the Prime Min-

ister and were given a private audience

in his study. During the remarks of one

of the visitors a strange lady entered the

room quietly and stood listening near

the door. The speaker paused and looked

Mrs. Asquith

The Wife of Britain's Prime Minister

Sir John Barker

Head of Barker's Stores in London, a Business Man
Knighted Recently by Bis Sovereign

reproachfully at Mr. Asquith. "A
stranger has been permitted to enter,"

she said. "Oh, no, madam," replied Mr.

Asquith. "This is my wife, who has

come to look after my interests."

In conferring a title on Sir John Bar-

ker, the King did honor to an outstand-

ing figure in the world of business. John

Barker's career is in itself one of the

modern romances of business. He be-

gan life with very little money—I think

I heard him once say that his first job

brought him in five shillings a week. For

a long time he was one of White-

ley's young men, and then, with his na-

tural shrewdness, his resolution, his am-

bition, and his downright aptitude for

business, he set up for himself in the

now famous shop in High Street, Ken-

sington. He had little money of his own
at that time, and had to borrow capital;

but in a few years he was able to pay

everybody out, though it took a good

deal more than £100,000 to do it, and

High Street, Kensington, which was a

somewhat remote and unfashionable

suburb, had—doubtless owing to his great

shop—become the centre of a great area

of the most fashionable shoppings of

London. Sir John, though a thorough

man of business, allowing nothing to in-

terfere with his daily, or almost daily,

visit to his great house, has always been

34
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A Glimpse of Tenterden

The Home of Sir Hugh Gilzean-Reid. where Canada's Postmaster-General, Hon. Rodolphe Leniieux. recently
Planted a Maple Tree in Honor of Sir Wilfrid Laurier's Birthday.

a strong politician, though a moderate His Grace was present recently at a

one. He has been especially strong on meeting called by the Road Union at the

the question of Free Trade, as to which
he speaks with knowledge and skill.

A maple tree from Canada was plant-

ed in the grounds of Tenterden, near Lon-
don, England, by Postmaster-General
Lemieux in honor of our Premier's birth

day. Tenterden is the new home of Sir

Hugh Gilzean-Reid who is a warm ad-

mirer of Sir Wilfrid Laurier and one of

the best friends Canada has in the

Motherland. Though Sir Hugh's parents
resided in and sleep beneath Canadian
soil, he has been in this country only
once, about four years ago, when he
made a flying trip from the Falls to Ot-
tawa. The view of Tenterden, as can be
seen, was taken in winter.

The Duke of Northumberland, a

lineal descendant of the fighting Percys
of mediaeval days, believes in taking
severe measures to overcome the dim-

The Duke of Northumberland

n .| t : . „,:<.u ^,^*^_:^4.„ u-„u u„,.„ -^~„u Who Prescribes Confiscation of Cars as Remedj
CUlties with motorists, which have reach- for Excessive Speed in Motoring.
ed a somewhat acute stage in England. Reprinted from n. -
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Mansion House in London, at which he monarch, has a "king's champion" ridden

made a speech, in the course of which into Westminster Hall, gleaming from
he said : "I say frankly, that I am so head to foot in full armor, to clash upon
prejudiced against motor cars that I am the floor a mailed gauntlet, and to pro-

claim himself ready to defend the new
monarch's title to the throne. A hun-
dred other mediaeval formalities were re-

vived when George was crowned ; and
Lord Gwydyr beheld them all, going
from Whitehall to Westminster in the

state barge of his grandfather, the second
Baron Gwydyr. Lord Gwydyr has lived

not only a long but a very honorable life.

For thirty-three years he was secretary

to the Lord High Chamberlain and he
has been high steward of Ipswich—near
which town is his country seat, Stoke
Park—besides acting as a magistrate at

the Suffolk quarter-sessions.

The leader and organizer of the "vol-

unteer movement" in England was Lord

A Nonagenarian Peer

Lord Wctn.V". now Ninety Years of Age, Organized
the Volunteer Movement m England.

not impartial ; but I feel I can express
my mind more freely because I am now
by way of ordering a motor car.

I do not believe you will ever get over
the difficulties with motorists unless you
have for certain definite offences the

right to confiscate the car for so many
months."

The oldest member of the House of

Lords, the fourth Baron Gwydyr, was
born niriety-eighl years ago, in the year
1810. Few men alive to day can say, as

does this 'nonagenarian peer, that he can
remember the battle of Waterloo and the

coronation of George TV. Lord Gwydyr
was ten years old when George IV. was
crowned ; and the boy witnessed the

splendid ceremonies which that expensive
monarch revived, and which for nearly Elcho, now Earl of Wemyss, another

a year kept all the antiquarians of the nonagenarian peeer, who, at the time

United Kingdom hard at work. Never, Napoleon III. threatened an invasion of

since then, at the crowning of a British England, stirred up the people to such
36

Lord Gwydyr

The Olde 1 Member of the House of Lords,
who is Ninetj Eight Years Old.
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an extent that volunteer bodies were
formed in all parts of the country. Lord
Wemyss is still active as a statesman and
only a few months ago he tried to dis-

suade the House of Lords from enacting

the Old Age Pension Bill, under the

stress of what he regards as socialistic

sentiment. Although ninety years old,

he is erect and tall, keen of eye, and
resonant of voice. In London he lives

in a house which overlooks St. James's
Park, and which is crowded with rare

books, fine paintings, and other works
of art. A correspondent who lately visit-

ed him asked how he preserved so much
of youthful vigor. "I have no recipe for

living to be ninety," Lord Wemyss re-

plied with a smile; "the most important
things are parentage and moderation. To
be sure, it is no easy matter to select

one's parents ; but what one can do at

every period of life is to keep on and
hold to what one believes to be exactly

right. That is the most important ot all."

The Watch-Dog of Paris

M. Lepine, tlio Prefect of Police.

Reprinted from Th< i

An Enemy of Socialists

M. Aristide Bn'and. the French Minister of Justice.

Reprinted from The Throne.

M. Lepine, the Prefect of Police, and
one of the most active men in France, is

credited with the intention of formulat-
ing a scheme for putting down ruffianism

in Paris. The Apaches have certainly

had a long reign, and it is no secret that

their blood-curdling exploits have caused
M. Lepine many sleepless nights. He
Iris launched brigades of police against
them, he has arrested them by scores, he
has sent dogs trained in running down
criminals after them—and yet the roughs
are as daring as ever. One wonders how-

certain Paris newspapers, which publish
columns about the doings of these mar-
auders of the night, will fare should M.
Lepine, assisted by M. Hamard, the de-

tective chief, find a solution of the Apache
problem. Popular with Parisians be-

cause of his bonhomie, his devotion to

duty, and his solicitude for their security,

M. Lepine will earn their everlasting

gratitude if he succeeds in freeing the

streets of those fiends in human form
who lie in wait to rob, generally pre-
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Keith House Study in Keith House

The Residence of Sir Clifton Robinson

facing the operation by stabbing or

shooting.

When speaking of the French Social-

ists, one is reminded of the man who has

Sir Clifton Robinson

The Man Who Has Revolutionized the System of
Tramway Tract Ion in London

3t

done a great deal in the way of taming
these politicians, teaching them that

Socialism does not necessarily imply a

negation of patriotism. M. Clemenceau
gave evidence of great shrewdness when
he included M. Aristide Briand in his

Cabinet. When he accepted office M.
Briand, who is now Minister of Justice,

was decried by the Socialists throughout
France. He was regarded as a recreant

to his faith, and called upon to resign

from the party. M. Briand ignored these

attacks, but did the duty which lay near-

est to him. He is the Government's
crack speaker, either in the Chamber or

in the country. A section of the Social-

ists do not believe in the idea of a father-

land, and they would disband the army.
M. Briand has fought against these doc-

trines. With what result was shown by
the Socialist rally round the Government
when it was a question of Germany seek-

ing to humiliate France over a few miser-

able German deserters from the Foreign
Legion.

Sir Clifton Robinson, managing direc-

tor and engineer of the London United
Tramways, is one of those remarkable
men, whose natural abilities and resolu-

tion of character would make them mas-
ters of almost any form of activity to

which they devoted attention. His ap-
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pearance is that of a soldier. His mind
is a machine tempered to the nicest finish

of efficiency. Business with him is not a

labor; it is a passion. Dividends are not

the goal but victory. Sir Clifton Robin-
son has the distinction of being the first,

and is, in fact, the only knight who at-

tained that honor by indefatigable ser-

vice in providing modern electric tram-

way facilities for the multitude in Eng-
land. He has recently been chosen an
honorary treasurer of the new association

of Knights Bachelors. He has taken an
active interest in the success of the

Franco-British Exhibition. As chair-

man of an important engineering section

devoted to transport and as a juror he

fostered a very desirable cordiality with
foreign manufacturers. He is a director

of the District and Underground electric

railways of London and of various tram-
way companies, is a J. P. for Middlesex,

and is on the Board of the London Hos-
pital, besides being a Freeman of the

City of London. Had he accepted the

numerous offers made to him to aspire to

Parliamentary honors he might have
been in a position to contribute his ex-

pert knowledge, his clear judgment, and
his strong common-sense to the counsels
of the nation.

Sir Frank Lascelles, the retiring British

Ambassador at Berlin, has held the Em-

Sir Frank Lascelles

The Retiring British Ambassador al Bei

England s First Lady Mayor

Mrs. Garrett Anderson, Elected Mayor of the
Municipality of Aldeburgh.

bassy there since 1895. He entered the

diplomatic service at the age of twenty.

One of the most interesting and withal
hazardous, experiences he ever passed
through was at the time of the Com-
mune in Paris. The Embassy building

was nearly shot to pieces by batteries, the

onslaught being so terrible that the roof

finally fell in with a crash. Sir Frank,
along with Sir Algernon West, was quite

unmoved by the danger and went calmly
through the building collecting all the

important official documents, which they
took away to a secluded cellar under-

neath. Here they stayed until the worst
of the turmoil was over, and in order to

appear as unconcerned as possible, they
donned evening dress and sat down to

dine amid a hopeless confusion of valu-

ables, hurriedly removed from the danger
zone above-stairs. Sir Frank has made
himself greatly beloved in Berlin, though
he has had some difficult times to endure,
especially during the Boer War. His
successor in Berlin is Sir Edward
Goschen.

A woman has been elected mayor of

an English town. The sleepy little old
39
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Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Maude

On Their Way to Give a < Command Performance
;tt Sandringham. Mr. Maude Chats With

the Engine-Driver Before Starting.

Reprinted from The Tatler

municipality of Aldeburgh has brought
renown to itself by being- the first place

to choose a woman as its executive head.
The honor has fallen on Mrs. Garrett
Anderson, who, in addition to being a
woman of executive ability, is also a
clever doctor. She was in fact, the pion-

eer woman doctor, as she is now the

pioneer woman mayor, in England. Her
father before her was the first mayor of

Aldeburgh, when it became a reformed
corporation.

Cyril Maude made one of his early

appearances on the stage in Toronto in

1881 in an amateur performance. The
critic of one of the daily newspapers paid

especial attention to him and concluded

that of all vocations the stage was that

for which he was least suited. At that

time Cyril Maude, not very long out of

Charterhouse, was attempting to learn

farming with several fellow-countrymen
near Oakville, Ontario. He made the

usual success and from the farm drifted

to the stage two years later, in 1883. His

rise in London was rapid and he quickly

assumed a leading place among the

younger comedy actors. He then be-

came co-manager of the Haymarket
Theatre, in which post he remained nine

years, but latterly has been the lessee

and manager of the Playhouse, Charing
Cross. He is one of the most polished

and agreeable personalities that the ranks

of modern comedy have known. He doubt-

less recalls with humor some of his Can-
adian rural experiences and most of all
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The Largest Diamonds in Existence (Actual Size)

Cullman II. Weight 309 3-16 Carats. Cullinan I. Weight 516(1-2 Carats

the Toronto writer who saw so little

promise in his acting. He is a son of

Captain Charles Henry and the Hon.
Mrs. Maude, and married, in 1888, the

charming actress, Winifred Emery.

In telegraphy, next to certainty of

communication, the most important thing

is speed of telegraphing; and it is in this

particular that for the present the advan-
tage rests incomparably with wire-trans-

mitted rather than with wireless mes-
sages. Mr. Antal Pollak, at the meeting
which was held at the Royal Colonial In-

stitute recently, to further the alluring

prospect of penny cablegrams, gave an
exhibition of the Pollak-Virag system.
oi which he is part inventor, and which
was once said to be capable of transmit-
ting as many as 100,000 words an hour.
That was the usual over-estimate, though
in practice 45.000 worcis an hour have
been sent between Berlin and Konigs-
berg, over a distance of nearly 500 miles.
The great feature of the Pollak-Virag
system is that the message when received
writes itself in characters, which resem-
ble those of handwriting.

The great diamond, given by the loyal

South Africans to show their apprecia-
tion of King Edward, has at last been
presented to His Majesty, having reach-

A Memorial to Wolfe

Tablet in St. Alfege'e Church, Greenwich, Eng-
land. Unveiled Last Month by Field-

M^r-hal Sir George V

(I
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The Winner of the Nobel Prize

Professor Ernest Rutherford, of Manchester, Formerly of
McGill University, al the Lecture Table

ed that state of perfection which only
the art of a foreign cutter, apparently,

can produce. The story of the Cullinan
savours of romance. It was discovered
almost by accident by an overseer of the

mines of the Premier Diamond Mining

Company three years ago. He was going
his rounds when he noticed something
glistening in the earth ; he dug it out with
a pocket-knife, and recognized it as a

diamond, the hugest that had ever been
seen. It was named the "Cullinan" after

the then chairman of the Premier Com-
pany. Its weight was 3,025 3-4 English
carats, or more than 1 1-2 lbs. avoirdupois.

As it has reached the King, however, it

forms two of the largest brilliants in the

world, a third stone weighing 92 carats,

a fourth 62 carats, while there are a hun-
dred others of varying sizes. By an ex-

pert who has had an opportunity of ex-

amining them, this scintillating handful
of gems is estimated to be worth £1,000,-

000. Provision has been made for Queen
Alexandra to have a bijou out of this

glorious brilliant, which, in its present
forms, now takes the place of honor in the

Tower, whence it awaits transfer to the

orb and sceptre.

The death of Samuel Carsley, of Mon-
treal removes still another of Canada's
merchant princes, whose name has been
stamped on one of the most important
of Montreal's business houses. Mr.
Carsley's career in Montreal was a long
and honorable one. From comparatively
a small beginning, and encountering un-

told difficulties, he built up a business

which is a landmark in the city's history.

The Flight of an Aeroplane

(i. H. Curtiss, One of Professor Graham Hell's Young Associates, Navigating the "June Bug.'
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After his business was well established,

Mr. Carsley became interested in many
financial and commercial institutions, and
was a noted philanthropist. At the time

of his death he was vice-president of tne

Banque Provinciale, a director of the

Dominion Textile Co., Limited, president

of the Central Light, Heat & Power Co.,

and of the

Canadian Va-
cuum Clean-

ing Co. He
was a life
governor o f

the Montreal
General Hos-
pital and a

member of

Christ Church
C a t h e d r al.

Among h i s

notable ac-

tions he was
the first to in-

t r o d uce ma-
chinery into

Canada for
winding cot-

t o n thread,

and silk on
spools.

Mr. Carsley
was a native
of Shropshire,

England,
where he was
born in 1835.
The early part
of his life was
spent in his

native county,
where he was
apprenticed to

the dry goods
business a t

the market
town of Elles-

m e r e, at
which place he received his earliest train-

ing in business. Later Mr. Carsley en-

gaged in business in Liverpool, Manches-
ter and London, and in 1857 left for Can-
ada, where he continued in the dry goods
trade, and in 1862 commenced business
on his own account at Kingston. In 1871
Mr. Carsley removed to Montreal, where

The Late Samuel Carsley, Montreal

he established the business which de-
veloped into one of the largest depart-
mental stores in Canada.
Ernest Rutherford, of Manchester

University, who was awarded the Nobel
chemistry prize on December 9 for his

contribution to the solution of the prob-
lem of radio-activity is a New Zealander

by birth, and,

though but 37
years of age,

is one of the

greatest
authorities in

the world on
radium and
r a d i o-activ-

ity. Quite re-

cently he de-

m o n s trated

e x p e r i-

mentally the
truth of the

atomic theory.

For eight
years previous
to 1907 he was
M a c d o nald

professor o f

phvsics at Mc-
Gill. The
Nobel prizes

are awarded
annually i n
a c c o r dance
with the will

of the late

Dr. Nobel, the

Swedish
chemist and
inventor o f

dynamite, to

those persons
who shall be
considered to

have confer-

red the great-

est benefit on
mankind during the preceding year. There
are five prizes, each worth about £8,000.
One is awarded in physics, one in chemis-
try, one in physiology or medicine, one
for the most distinguished work of an
idealistic tendency in the field of litera-

ture, and one for the best efforts in the
interests of peace among the nations.
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A Billion Dollar Amusement Business

By GLENMORE DAVIS

Reproduced from Success Magazine

IN no other branch of American activity-

is so much money invested as in

amusements. In no other business
save stock gambling and the biggest kind
of a monopoly is money made or lost so

quickly. No other business pays such
large salaries or such large returns on
the capital invested. No other business
is so far-reaching in its appeal, and no
other business is half so varied. Ever
since Time began people have sought
amusement from outside sources, but
never in history has there existed a na-

tion with such a passion for expensive
entertainments as that of the United
States of America.
Our theatricals may be on a lower plane

than those of some other countries, but
we pay more for them than does all

Europe combined. American taste for

music may be depraved, but grand opera,

comic opera, symphony concerts, and
brass bands draw more money here than
they do in all the rest of the world. Name
any branch of amusements you wish

—

Wagnerian opera, Shakesperian drama,
baseball, prize-fighting, the circus, mo-
tion pictures, expositions, vaudeville, the

horse show, or a German band—and
it is a certainty that it is more
popular, better patronized, and
more remunerative in the United States
than anywhere else. This is partially due
to the fact that we, as a nation, are rich,

and partly to the fact that we are amuse-
ment mad. There is such a thing as the
billion-dollar smile, and it is spread to-

day from Seattle to New York, from Ban-
gor to the Gulf.

Last summer the whole country was
baseball mad, and in eight Eastern cities

upward of §ix million dollars were spent

by amusement-loving fans. Now the

theatrical and operatic seasons are well
under way, and before the dandelions
sprout again in the parks fifteen million

dollars will have passed into the box of-

fices of New York City alone. Two months
before the Metropolitan Opera House
opened for the first performance of the

present season, six hundred and fifty

thousand dollars had been paid in by sub-
scribers. One month before that Mr.
Hammerstein had collected two hundred
and forty-seven thousand dollars in Phil-

adelphia toward the year's support of the

temple of music which he built in the

Quaker City, and the New York Hippo-
drome at that time was playing to as

much as eleven thousand dollars a day.

A billion-dollar smile? Figure it out for

yourself.

Americans have to pay big prices for

their smiles because it costs a great deal

to furnish them. Theatres and other

places where entertainment is to be found
must be located in accessible places in

the very centres of population. Such sites

are invariably the most valuable and the

most expensive. There are eighty-six

play houses in New York City, the major-
ity on street corners where it would be
natural to expect to find towering office

buildings. Father Knickerbocker requires

these theatres to have numerous exits on
streets, and stipulates that they be noth-
ing more than theatres—a stipulation

which prevents them reaching skyward
farther than the roofs over the fly-gal-

leries. Hence a theatre in New York must
be absolutely self-supporting.

The eighty-six playhouses of the big-

gest American city bring yearly rentals

ranging from fifteen thousand to one
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hundred and ninety-five thousand dol-

lars, and the average—thirty thousand

dollars a year—holds good in Chicago,

where there are twenty-two theatres; in

Philadelphia, where there are the same
number; in Boston, where there are

fourteen ; in Detroit, Cleveland, Pitts-

burg and Cincinnati, each of which has

eight; in Buffalo and Washington, which
have seven each ; in St. Louis, where
there are ten—in fact, in every one of

the American centres of population.

As every one who has arrived at the

age of comprehension knows, there are

scores of American amusements besides

theatricals. Each is a separate and dis-

tinct business with its own variations

;

each is complex, costly, and, in the long

run, tremendously remunerative ; and
each is necessary in the building of the

billion-dollar smile else it would not

exist. The' biggest, the most complex,
the most widely interesting, the most
costly, and the most potent of all is the

one which has to do with the men and
women who paint their faces, imperson-
ate real and imaginary characters, and
strut nightly across five hundred Ameri-
can stages, before as many thousand
people who are unable or unwilling to

amuse themselves. A few inside facts

concerning Theatreland, the things one
sees there, the people who populate it,

the men who control it, and the money
and brains involved in it may be taken
as indicative of similar quantities in the
other branches of the amusement world;
for amusements, no matter how dissimi-

lar they may seem on the face, are all

alike basically. Some one gets an idea,

builds on it, puts a fence around it, and
demands of the public a dollar a head
for the privilege of "having a look."
That's all there is to the "show game."
If you have what is vernacularly known
as "the goods" you succeed—are an
astute manager and wear diamonds. If

the smile-loving people don't care for
your goods you close the box office

search for another idea, and, once you
have found it, start all over again.
The average American theatrical pro-

duction is conceived by a human being
who is designated a playwright. He
writes what he considers the Great
American Drama and takes it to a man

of supposedly vulgar ideas who sits be-

hind a mahogany desk smoking a black

cigar and fingering a bank roll. Play-

wrights never produce their own plays.

Sometimes they don't even write them

;

but always, when they are presented suc-

cessfully, they take full credit for every-

thing in sight and incidentally accept

the royalties. If the play fails the author

invariably blames the manager. If it

succeeds it is because the piece is so big

that even the producer's vulgarity,

asinity, and utter inability to appreciate

Art could not destroy its worth. In

other words, any author will tell you
that plays succeed in spite of managers
—not on account of them.

Generally the playwright insists on
reading his play. He figures that no
brain other than his can appreciate the

subtletes and beauties of his composi-

tion, and forgets that any real audi-

ence which hears it must get its impres-

sion from a dozen actor-intellects much
less keen than the one possessed by the

poor, looked-down-upon manager. The
manager, however, has been in the same
position before, and if he is wise he reads

the play himself, explaining that, while

his brain-cells may be undeveloped, his

time and his money are his, to do with

as he likes. He reads the play, likes it,

sends for the author, draws up a con-

tract, and they come to an agreement.
The author, who realizes that his is a

master-work, makes a modest demand
for five thousand dollars down, but the

manager finally gets him to accept two
thousand, and agrees to give him five per

cent. of the gross up to four

thousand a week, seven per cent,

of the gross when it is over four

thousand and under eight and ten per

cent, of the total when it foots up eight

thousand a week or over. They sign the

contract after the author has impressed

on the man with the bank roll the neces-

sity of having Miss Tottie Coughdrops
play the lead, and the awful ruin that

will come from altering a single line of

the masterpiece.

The manager has a stage director to

whom he pays seventy-five hundred dol-

lars a year, and a press agent to whom
he pays six thousand dollars, and he im-

mediately starts them to work, building,
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casting, and booming the play. A com-
pany of actors is engaged at salaries

ranging from forty to five hundred dol-

lars a week—the total amounts to twen-
ty-seven hundred dollars every seven
days—and, as none of these players has
saved a cent during the summer, he ad-

vances two week's salary to each, as well

as the money for their costumes. For
eight thousand dollars he has the scen-

ery and "props" built, six thousand is

spent on scenic painting, electrical effects

and lithographing. The piece goes into

rehearsals, and after another thousand
has been dissipated in whipping the com-
pany into shape the Man of Means and
No Brains buys three hundred dollars'

worth of railway tickets, signs a check
for five hundred dollars for transporting

the show, and they all go away to

Rochester to try the masterpiece on the

"dog."

He is $21,800 "in" before the curtain

rises on the opening performance. For
two weeks he stays with the show, neg-
lecting all other business in an effort

to bring order out of chaos and realize

the author's conviction that this is the

Great American Play. Of course the re-

ceipts during these two weeks are far be-

low the expenses, and, when the show
finally lands in a Broadway playhouse
ready for the great test, the manager has
backed the author to the extent of $26,-

400. Incidentally he has seen a number
of glaring errors in the piece and has
forced the obstinate improvement on W.
Shakespeare to cut lines, re-write scenes,

eliminate characters, and obliterate dia-

logue, until the manuscript is about as

similar to the original as a pair of gauze
stockings is to a silkworm. If the play
succeeds, the author will never say a

word of thanks to the man responsible

for the thousand and one changes; but
if it fails he will damn him eternally as

an idiotic meddler, a carpenter, a gas-

fitter—anything but an expert in plays
and players.

But the play doesn't fail. It makes a

hit; and the next morning the reviewers
proclaim it a powerful and welcome aid

to the billion-dollar smile. It settles

down to a season's run and week after

week draws an average of ten thousand
dollars into the manager's coffers. He is

playing "fifty-fifty"—that is, the theatre

gets half of the gross receipts and he gets

half. They divide on the newspaper ad-

vertising, which amounts to one hundred
dollars a day, and they pay equal shares
of the billboard, street car, subway, and
elevated booming. When he signs the
first royalty check for one thousand dol-

lars he learns that this is to be sent to a

playbroker who three years before made
a life contract with the at-that-time un-
known playwright, whereby the broker
is to get ten per cent, of all royalties

which may come to the author, no mat-
ter whether he (the broker) has been
instrumental in disposing of the play or

not. At the end of the week, after sub-

tracting all expenses from his share of

the box office receipts, the manager pos-

sesses profits amounting to eight hun-
dred and fifty dollars. The author has
nine hundred dollars, the playbroker one
hundred dollars, and the house manage-
ment, after deducting all disbursements
for lighting, stage hands, ushers, adver-

tising—everything save the rent—is

winner to the extent of $2,800.

This goes along for thirty weeks, when
the hot weather forces the business to

such an ebb that the theatre closes and
the show goes to the storehouse for the

summer. The manager balances his ac-

counts and finds that of the original

$26,400 spent on the production he has
regained $20,500, and is $5,900 loser on
the season. The author has put twenty-
five thousand dollars in the bank, or

spent it ; the playbroker has soaked away
three thousand dollars—not spent it

—

and the theatre is winner to the extent

of eighty thousand dollars, out of which
forty-five thousand dollars must be paid

for rent. If, as generally happens, the

play does not average more than eight

thousand dollars a week, all these profits

are materially diminished, while the

manager's losses are greatly increased.

But he is not complaining. He smiles

his share of the billion-dollar smile,

realizing that he has the dramatic suc-

cess of the year, and bides his time until

cold air shall again make theatricals in-

teresting.

His production is practically paid for,

he has no unsettled bills (perhaps) and
he possesses the greatest of all theatrical
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assets—the record of having remained an

entire season at one of the leading Broad-

way playhouses. The whole country has

heard of the play and is waiting for it.

The manager's innings have arrived. He
orders a duplicate production ; he en-

gages and rehearses a second and less

expensive company, and as the first of

September approaches he makes a pil-

grimage to the New Amsterdam Theatre

on Forty-second Street, near Broadway.
In this theatre, which they built and
own, the Messrs. Marc Klaw and Abra-
ham Lincoln Erlanger have their offices

and from there they control the chief

theatrical interests of the United States.

They are the men who pull the strings

which work the muscles that make the

great American face break into the bil-

lion-dollar smile. Because they control

three-fourths of the available first-class

"time," a producer is forced to come to

them for booking when he is ready to

start on tour. Our manager is a man
of importance, and he obtains an immedi-
ate audience. A frozen-faced man opens
a set of books, does a little scratching
on a pad, and before many hours have
slipped by things are arranged satisfac-

torily. The "Number One" company
will open in Chicago, Labor Day, and
work east, playing only in the big cities

until Boston is reached, where the run
is to be indefinite. The "Number Two"
company will start in St. Louis and, af-

ter swinging round a circle made up of

Minneapolis, St. Paul, Milwaukee, Kan-
sas City, and Omaha, will make a bee-
line for Denver and the Pacific Coast.
The original organization does not take
half of the gross—it takes sixty and six-

ty-five per cent., and the second company
gobbles, on an average, seventy-five per
cent, of all the money taken through the
box office window. The result? The
organization which didn't quite pay for
itself during the thirty weeks' metropoli-
tan engagement plays forty weeks to an
average weekly profit of $2,600, and the
second company plays forty-two weeks
to an average weekly profit of nine hun-
dred dollars.

The manager greets the dandelions
and the hot weather of late June with a
broad grin. He has made $141,000 on
the season—$104,000 by the first com-

pany and $37,800 by the second company.
From this he subtracts $5,900 unpaid
on the original production and $8,000

which it cost him to build the "Number
Two" show and if he has been wise, he still

has a net profit of $127,000 drawing in-

terest in the bank.

These two companies should be good
for $80,000 the third year, and, if the

play is a "Brewster's Millions," or a

"Way Down East," or a "Polly of the

Circus," it should continue to bring fifty

thousand dollars for the next three sea-

sons. If it is a musical play or a dram-
atic piece, requiring a small cast and an

inexpensive production, these profits may
be greatly increased. "Floradora" made
six hundred and thirty thousand dollars

in three years. The "Merry Widow"
has made two millions for its several

producers and four hundred thousand
dollars for the composer. "Paid in Full,"

written by a young newspaper man who
less than two years ago was drawing a

salary of fifty dollars a week, played an

entire season at the Astor Theatre, New
York, and this year five companies are

presenting it throughout the country.

The profits from this little play will

amount into the hundreds of thousands

of dollars before the second season is over

and the author is receiving weekly royal-

ties bigger than any year's salary he

ever before made.
In the making of the theatrical part

of the billion-dollar smile a curiously

varied lot of wheels are constantly turn-

ing. There are establishments whose
sole business is the typewriting of thea-

trical manuscripts ; there are in New
York a dozen scene-painting firms, em-
ploying from ten to one hundred men
each. Frederic Thompson's stage car-

pentering, stage property, and electrical

shops at Luna Park, Coney Island, em-
ploy one hundred and fifty men, all ex-

perts in the construction of the inanimate

parts of theatrical productions. One wig-

making establishment last year furnish-

ed the false hair for one hundred and
seven plays, and for one of these four

hundred wigs were necessary.

Along Broadway and Sixth Avenue
there are forty establishments which
have as their several functions the manu-
facture or sale of grease paints, costumes,

<7
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stage shoes, and stage lamps. One firm

makes a comfortable fortune annually by
furnishing chorus girls to managers ; an-

other does nothing but furnish "supers"
for mob scenes; a dozen make a business
of "placing" actors and actresses; five

do nothing save sell plays, while a half

dozen others make a business of furnish-

ing plays for stock companies. Down on
Twenty-eighth Street, which is known
as "Tin Pan Alley," a dozen music pub-
lishing houses grind out new song
"hits" daily, and every month or so one
of these songs becomes so popular that

it makes for the author from fifteen to

forty thousand dollars in half a year. In

every block there is some school of acting

or some academy where stage dancing is

taught, and there are at least two places

where, for six hundred dollars down, the

people in charge will teach you how to

write successful plays any one of which
may be the Great American Drama.
Stage transfer companies, trunk makers,
theatrical photographers, and tremendous
plants which make millions from the

manufacture of photographs and block
signs dot the landscape of Theatreland.
Boarding-houses by the score which
cater to none but theatrical folk, and
printing plants which exist by the mak-
ing and sale of theatrical post cards,

theatre tickets, and theatrical newspapers
are as thick as the actors themselves. All

these and more are part, and parcel to

the billion-dollar smile—they are abso-

lutely necessary to it.

Is it clear to you that there really is

a billion-dollar smile? Do you believe

that hundreds of thousands of people,

scores of variegated trades and profes-

sions, and millions and millions of good,

hard, round dollars are constantly at

work in the effort to keep this sign of

good nature ever present on everybody's
face? Perhaps the fact will be a bit

clearer if you take a glimpse at one of the

smallest and seemingly most inconse-

quential things in the amusement world
—the motion-picture industry.

There are six thousand individual mo-
tion-picture exhibition houses in the Qn
ited States. Nine firms manufacture the

films which furnish the material for the

4,500,000 performances which are given
during the amusement season. In the

manufacturers' association upwards of

one hundred filrn-service firms are rep-

resented, and every week twenty-one
new reels of one thousand feet each are

placed on the American market. So keen
has become the competition in this film

business that several firms maintain stock

companies which do nothing but pose
for motion pictures. Before the film is

finally exposed the company goes through
a course of rehearsals ouite as rigorous

as any preparation for a Broadway "first

night," and one company is made up of

well-known players headed by a former
leading man for Madam Modjeska.
Thousands of men, thousands of ma-
chines, millions of dollars are represent-

ed in this business, which has become
so popular and so powerful, even in the

big cities where other amusements are

plentiful, that three of the most famous
New York playhouses have been chang-
ed from vaudeville to picture theatres

—

the Union Square, the Harlem Opera
House, and the Twenty-third Street

Theatre. One of these auditoriums
brings an annual rental of forty-six thou-

sand dollars, and the total sum paid for

locations in this country is more than
six million dollars.

But pictures, like phonographs and
band concerts, and musical festivals and
penny arcades, are the small reasons for

smiling, although they represent many
millions of dollars and are responsible for

a goodly portion of the grins, laughs, gig-

gles, chuckles, chortles and guffaws
which are constantly being heard in this

good-natured land. There are other and
bigger elements—there must be, for our
standard of humor, like our standard of

living, is as variegated as a Pennsylvania
patchwork quilt or a Massachusetts mince
pie.

A considerable wrinkle in the national

smile is occasioned by that most Ameri-
can of all amusements, the circus; exposi-

tions arc another big factor, as are their

near relatives, the great summer parks;

baseball, the national game, is an enter-

tainment which contributes a large part

of the oft-mentioned billion; college

sport-, e i-irially football, are becoming
yearly more popular as amusements, and
there is not so great a difference between
the entertaining possibilities of prize-
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fighting and grand opera as would ap-

pear from a casual consideration of their

opposite characteristics. Understand,

people do not get all their amusements in

theatres : all their smiles are not brought

about by watching play-actors ; Spaniards

obtain more enjoyment from bull-fights

than from Calderon and Lope de Vegas

;

scenic railways and "helter-skelters" are

quite as powerful amusement purveyors

in America as are C. Fitch and R. Wag-
ner.

It costs thousands of dollars a day to

keep a circus "on the road," and there

are a score of big and little tent shows
operating 'twixt the Atlantic and the

Pacific between the months of March
and November. The average American

' may have an innate love for the saw-
dust ring and the excitement in and
around "big tops," but he also has an in-

stinctive bump of caustic criticism and
a bred-in-the-bone hatred of being duped
—despite anything the late Mr. Barnum
may have had to say. A circus, to suc-

ceed, must be good because its patrons
are expert judges of circuses. Competi-
tion among tent shows has become so

strong that nothing save the extraordin-

ary can live through a season, and the ex-

traordinary costs money—hence the bil-

lion-dollar smile.

Do you know that every circus—John
Robinson's, the Forepaugh-Sells, Barnum
and Bailey's and the Ringling Brothers,

Buffalo Bill's, the Miller Brothers' 101

Ranch—has connected with it a carefully

organized department which watches the

crop reports, the weather reports, the

market reports, and the financial condi-
tions of the whole United States as keen-
ly as does the Government itself or the
corporations which depend on interior

industrial affairs for their very existence?
Before "booking" Galion, Ohio, a cir-

cus looks over the reports for the last

five years. The man who maps out the
route finds whether the town is prosper-
ous or poverty-stricken, he investigates
the weather conditions that have existed
during the six months previous; he in-

quires whether serious strikes or other
labor troubles have visited Galion and
the neighboring towns recently; he al-

ready knows the conditions of the roads,

and the railway, hotel, and exhibiting
facilities of the place, and when the time
for decision arrives, he can name within
twro hundred dollars the business which
the show will do in Galion, rain or shine.

He is an expert. If he were not the cir-

cus would fail. Ninety-six car trains,

seven hundred animals, and one thousand
employes with a daily expense of five

thousand dollars are things not to be
trifled with—especially when winter
quarters are eight months away and the

whole countryside is dotted with com-
petitors all alive and alert and willing

and anxious to grab every dollar in or
out of sight.

The billion-dollar smile is a result of

business acumen. If the nation's amuse-
ments were not conducted with a view to

obtaining nothing save the Almighty
Dollar it would be only a million-dollar

smile—and a very weak smile at that.

Take the amusement parks as an exam-
ple of the system and the long, hard
thinking which is behind every American
laugh. The greatest amusement park in

existence—there are seven hundred in

the United States alone—is Luna Park,

correctly described as the Heart of Coney
Island. It cost $2,500,000 to build Luna
Park and the weekly expense of running

it amounts ordinarily to twenty-six

thousand dollars. When the last sum-
mer commenced and the time arrived to

throw open the gate of the big inclosure

Frederic Thompson, who designed, built,

and controls it, decided that, because of

the recent period of financial unrest

which had affected most the working
folk of the country's metropolis, there

would be less summer spending money
than ever before during his career as a

showman. Acting on this decision he

sliced his weekly expenses to eighteen

thousand dollars. Other less astute man-
agers did not foresee the inevitable and

lost hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Thompson didn't. He contributed monu-
mentally to the smile and made money
which permitted him to join in the na-

tional chortle; but he would not have

been able to do so had he not learned

lessons while amusing the public.
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The music of the old school bell stole on the morning- breeze
And children of the long ago played 'neath the maple trees.
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At the Old Rail Fence

By ARCHIE P. McKISHNIE

IT was the evening of a late June day.
A long splash of gray cloud, hanging
near the horizon, was edged with gold

and lined with fiery crimson. Bye and
bye the cloud opened its meshes so that
the tardy glories of sunset dropped
through and kissed the wide fields of
standing grain like a promise. When
the lights sped back and out, the breezes
that had bounded all day across the fields

settled to silence with a long sigh like

a benediction.

Dayman, leaning against the old rail

fence, watched it all. To him it was but
the end of another day; a little resting
time between days that he had grown to
look forward to with pleasure. After he
had eaten his supper and attended to the
chores about the barns, somehow he al-

ways found himself here by the old rail

fence, leaning against it and in the twi-
light enjoying the respite that comes to
man after labor. If his nature respond -d
to the beauty, the poetry, of the scene, he
was unconscious of it. Or he may have
become inured to it as man will become
to things he does not realize the value
of till he loses them. But Dayman was
of that rugged mould of man who looks
upon sentiment as a weakness and stifles
its birth in his soul almost before its

breath has stirred it. Strong and rugged,
with a will that planned and executed in
spite .of resisting obstacles, God-fearing
and honest, owner of four hundred acres
of choice land, deacon in the Methodist
Church, county councillor and school
trustee, and a widower with a girl chiM
eight years of age—such was Dayman in
reality.

"Straight and honest as ever man was,
a lover of office, opinionated and narrow,
self-willed and conceited, reserved and

cold, a man loved by few and respected
by many, four years a widower, with one
child, a girl named Moll, eight years old
and as wild as a stray kitten, and a
housekeeper named Sarah Anderson, a
widow also with a daughter."
This is how his average neighbor

would describe the man. Perhaps he
might go further and say that it was
confidently expected that Dayman and
the widder would make a match of it.

Dayman leaned upon the fence and
watched the streak of light fade from the
skies. His pipe had gone out; his
thoughts had gone out, too; out away to
when Fannie had been with him and Moll
was astride this very fence, between
them. Five years ago that was. Un-
consciously he told himself much of the
world's beauty had died with Fannie.
He would have considered such a
thought a weakness had it not been a
dream of the aftertime. Even a strong,
practical, unsentimental man is not re-

sponsible for the dreams his fancy
weaves.
When he returned to the house, the

oil lamp was burning brightlv on the
dining table. The weekly paper lay be-
side it. A tall, dark-featured woman was
placing the supper dishes on the cup-
board shelves. On a chair near the table
sat a stockily-built, furtive-eyed girl

about nine years of age. She leafed the
picture book on her knees, her eyes on
Dayman's face the while. When he
glanced toward her she dropped her eyes
to the page again and formed the words
there with her lips.

Dayman seated himself, and, picking
up the paper, read the council proceed-
ings, the annual school report and the an-
nouncement of the annual tea meeting of

si
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the Zion M. E. Church, the proceeds of

which were to go toward erecting a Sun-
day school room. He read the reports

with satisfaction. The council proceed-
ings stated what Mr. Dayman had said,

the school report what he had advised,

the church announcement what he had
done. He believed that people respected

his opinions. He knew the church ap-
preciated his donation of $100. He felt

that he held an enviable position in the

community, and with characteristic

frankness told himself that it was no
more than he deserved.

He laid the paper on the table and
took up anothei

.

"Let me get your glasses," spoke the

woman, reaching toward the mantel.

He watched her, speculatively, his

habit with people and things, par-

ticularly with people. He believ-

ed Mrs. Anderson to be a model
woman ; accordingly that settled it. She
was. It might be said of Dayman also

that he believed New York city to De

the greatest city In the world, although
he had never seen it.

He had been considering asking Mrs.
Anderson to marry him. She was thrifty,

tidy and a good housekeeper. During the

three years she had managed his house-
hold affairs, he had learned this. He had
been kept too busy with the farm work
to make an analysis of the woman even
if he had wished it, and he was quite

satisfied to let matters rest as they were.
She performed her duties creditably. He
paid her for doing it. Now that he want-
ed companionship, he felt he should marry
again. Besides, there was Moll, little

Moll, who needed a mother's guidance if

ever a child did. Somehow, to think of

the child was to think of the mother also.

Dayman knew that no woman could
ever take his dead wife's place in his

heart, but of course he would not dwHl
upon such thoughts. "Love!" he thought.

"I do not need love. I need companion-
ship."

"May and I are going over to Mrs.
Wilson's to spend the evening," said the

woman, as she put Mr. Dayman's glasses

before him.
He looked up, with a smile.

"I will wait up for you," he said. "I

have something to say to you."
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"Then I will not go," she said eagerly,

her black eyes reading his face.

"Yes, go, by all means. I will speak
with you when you return."

He passed into the library when
mother and child had gone to their room.
The long window was open, and he step-

ped outside on the verandah. He walked
down it, to its farthest end, his slippered

feet falling noiselessly. Through the

open window of the far bed-room voices

came to him, but he paid no attention un-
til he heard his own name mentioned.
"Why do you call him Old Dayman?"
"You are such an old-fashioned child,

May," came Mrs. Anderson's voice chid-

ingly. "Of course I'll marry him."
Then the voices sank to a murmur.
Next came the girl's voice.

"And you'll send that Moll away, won't
you, mother. I just hate her, I do."

"She won't bother you any more after

to-night, dear," the mother reassured her.

"If Old Dayman knew you whipped
her and sent her to bed without her sup-

per—"
The man on the verandah clinched his

hands and waited for the answer. He
heard the woman laugh.

"It isn't the first time, you dear old-

fashioned child, is it? No fear of her
telling him. Once when she threatened

to do it, I told her that if her father

knew how bad she had been, he would
leave her and never see her again. That
settled her. She begged me not to tell

him, but
—

"

The voice died away.
Dayman sat there until he saw mother

and daughter leave the house; then fal-

teringly he arose and groped his way in-

side like a drunken man. The moon had
come up above the distant wood and its

mellow light swept the wide fields that

were his. Down at the foot of the garden
his gaze wandered, down to where an old

rail fence stood silhouetted against the

moon's glory.

He entered the house and groped his

way upstairs. It was the first time he

had ascended those stairs in weeks.
Down the hall he felt his way, until his

fingers found the latch on a little door.

He opened it softly; and through the

dark came to him a long sigh of a rest-

less, weary child.
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"God! God!" he groaned, and stepped
back as though struck.

He descended the stairs slowly and
took the lamp off the table. Then he
went back to that little room.
He set the lamp down upon the bare

little table, and stood looking down at

the wee face upon the pillow. It was
a dirty, tear-stained face, and the fullness

of cheek belonging to a child of eight

was not there. The long lashes were
tangled together, and one grimy little

hand was clenched tight against the

coverlet. The golden red hair was
massed across the forehead. He bent
lower. There were burdock burrs in

it.

He looked about the room. In places

the plaster had fallen away. The walls

were mouldy and smelt of damp. The
boards of the floor were damp. A pair

of old, frayed shoes lay on the floor, their

toes touching each other. He picked one
up. God! he thought, "How blind I

must have been !" He picked up a little,

torn stocking, pressing its foot between
his hot hands. It was wet and chill. He
held it to the light, and, pitiful heaven,
there he saw the long stitches baby fing-

ers had made ; red yarn woven in and out
among the black, to hold the shabby,
clammy thing together. He threw it

from him, and leaned against the wall.

He brushed his arm across his face; he
stooped, and picked the stocking up
again, pressing it to his bosom with a

dry sob.

"Daddy, oh, daddy!"

He sprang erect at the cry, his throat

muscles tense, his face gray with the
stress of years of pity, given him in a

moment's time.

"Moll, oh, Moll!" he cried, and gather-
ed the little girl to his breast.

He carried her from the room, down
the stairs and outside. Down the long,

dewy lawn he carried her, his whiskered
face against hers, her fingers stroking his

hair.

At the old rail fence he paused, and,

wrapping his coat about the girl's

shoulders, he placed her upon the top-

most rail.

"Oh, Daddy!" she cried, and looked
with her dead mother's eyes into his,

"Take me here in the evenings always,
will you, Daddy?"
"Always, Moll, always," he answered,

chokingly.

And the moonlight, kissing their faces,

showed a heart-hunger satisfied.

For more than an hour the man
thought and saw; thought of all his

blindness had made him miss, saw what
his awakening was to give him. When
he turned toward the house, Moll slept,

cuddling against him, her weak hands
still clasped about his neck, as though to
hold what she had found. So nature is

ever wakeful and watchful of its master,
the soul.

He carried her to his own room and
placed her in his bed. He had to loosen
her clasp with his hands. Oddly, they
seemed so strong to hold, his so weak
to untwine.
Then he passed out, and into the lib-

rary. From a pigeon hole in his desk he
took a crumpled letter, and, unfolding it,

perused it half aloud.

"Dear Brother Ben,—In spite of all

you say, I still want to come to you. Oh,
believe me brother, I know I would be
satisfied to live your life with you. And
you want me—you want me more than
you know. I am growing older every
day, Ben ; imagine me, a gray-haired old

spinster if you will, and I am that, I

know. But, brother, I have a heart full

of love for the lad who used to romp
with me in the old, dead days. You are

all I have in the world now, you and
baby Moll, whom I have never seen, but

love just the same. Let me come to you
both, Ben; something tells me that you
need me, something tells me little Moll

needs me. "We could all be so happy to-

gether.
SISTER ANN."

He laid the letter aside, his face work-

ing. Then he picked up the one he had
laboriously penned in reply, and tore

open the envelope.

As he read it, his cheek reddened at

its heartlessness.

"Dear Sister,—Your letter to hand. I

thank you for its kindly sentiment; it is

like you to want to do something gener-
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ous. But as I have told you, I do not
think you could be satisfied among us
rough farming people

;
you, a wealthy,

educated woman, accustomed to the ease

of city life. No, I cannot consent to it.

It is best to let matters rest as they are.

I have an excellent housekeeper, who also

looks after my child as though she were
her own—

"

Dayman broke off; gripping the letter

in his strong fingers, he tore it into a

thousand pieces, and threw them from
him. Then he picked up his pen and
wrote

:

Dear Ann,—Come as soon as you can.

I have needed you—yes, more than I

knew. Little Moll needs you, you cannot

guess how much until you come. We
will have

—

"

He straightened up, his face crimson.

He felt ashamed to express his feelings.

With a smile he finished the sentence

:

—"One another. Come to our home and
our hearts, sister.

BEN."
As he sealed the letter and put a stamp

upon it, he heard Mrs. Anderson's voice

in the hall.

"Why, the dining-room is in dark-

ness !" she was saying.

Dayman took the lamp from his desk,

carried it out to the other room. Then
he leaned against the table, waiting.

"I came back as soon as possible,"

said the woman, as she entered. "You
said there was something—

"

"I wished to say to you. Yes. Please

sit down."
Dayman's voice was even. There was

nothing about the man to betray his feel-

ings. In some respects he was strong

—

very strong.

He observed, without seeming to, the

look of understanding that passed be-

tween the black-eyed woman and the

old, Jap-eyed child.

"I wish you to remain, May," he said,

as, at a nod from her mother, the girl

turned to leave the room.
She flung herself sullenly into a chair,

at his command.
"Mrs. Anderson," said Dayman, tak-
N

ing up the paper and folding it carefully,

"as you are aware, I am a man not given
to long speech."

She nodded, and leaned toward him
slightly.

"Therefore," he resumed, "I will be
brief in what I have to say. Tell me,"
he said, forcing a smile, "has not your
position in my home grown irksome of

late?"

She hesitated before, woman-like, put-

ting her own construction on his words.
"Yes," she answered at length. "It

has."

Relentless, he watched the hope grow
in her eyes.

"I am glad to know it," he said, "be-

cause the arrangement has also become
irksome to me. I want more than a

housekeeper, I want a companion. Some-
one," he cried, his voice low with feel-

ing, "to look after my little girl, who has
lost her mother and needs a woman's
love."

She arose from her chair, and came
over beside him then. He looked upon
the woman, all his soul sick with dis-

gust, not altogether for the part she was
playing, but for the one he was playing
also.

"Dear little Moll !" sighed the woman.
"Surely it would not be hard to find one
who would love such a sweet child."

"I don't know," said Dayman, wearily.

"I only know for an assurance there is

one—and she will share my home, and
look after my daughter. This woman is

my sister. You are at liberty to leave

whenever you wish, Mrs. Anderson."
At the low words, casually spoken, the

mask seemed to drop from the woman's
face. She turned slowly and faced him,

gripping the back of a chair with her

long, strong fingers. Unconsciously,
Dayman's gaze wandered from her nar-

rowed eyes to those of the child in the

corner. They were the same. Narrow,
cat-like, baleful.

"That is all," he said, seating himself

and taking a cheque-book from his

pocket. "I believe I was to give a

month's notice. If you will go to-mor-

row, I will pay you six month's wages
in advance."
"Take it, Ma. You know how we hate

the old hypocrite," cried the child.
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Dayman looked up with a frown. The
woman simply laughed.

"Give me the cheque and we will go
to-morrow," she said.

Dayman hurriedly filled in the cheque,
he had said enough ; he did not want to

say more. He had learned so much in

such a brief time., he felt he could not
stand a much greater strain. He handed
the cheque to the woman without a word.
She snatched it eagerly.

"Now," she cried, turning upon him,
"I will tell you just what you are. I will

tell you—"
He held up his hand.
"Another word and I shall stop pay-

ment of that cheque," he said, calmly.

"At six in the morning I shall havt the
man here at the door with a conveyance
to the station. If you are ready to go
at that time, he will drive you over."

He watched her sweep from the room

;

then turned away, the child's parting
shot in his ears

:

"Blind old miser!"

He closed and locked the doors, turn-

ed the lights out, and went back to his

bed-room. He sank beside the bed and
drew little Moll's hands over against his

cheek.

And so he stayed, watching through
the window the moon-rays kissing an old

rail fence until a great peace rested in

his soul.
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NorthclifFe and Munsey

Two of the Greatest Publishers in the World, Lord Northcliffe, Representing Great

Britain, and Mr. Frank Munsey. Representing the United States, met Recently as

Guests of the New York Herald at a Luncheon -They Met to Discuss Important

Literary Questions of the Day, and Their Views About Newspapers, Books and Maga-

zines are of Interest to English Speaking People Everywhere— Here Were two Notable

Personalities, two Brilliantly Successful Careers Brought Into Interesting Contrast.

WHEN asked about the ideal maga-
zine, and how the American and

English magazines compared, Lord

Northcliffe said:

"I do not hesitate to say that your popu-

lar magazines are infinitely the best in the

world. There is no question about it. The
monthly magazine of America has a raison

d'etre that we lack in England, where

weekly publications have grown greatly

and have somewhat taken the field away

from the monthly magazines.

Then the magazine in England has a

competitor that appears to be missing here.

I refer to the cheap copyright novel by the

best writers, sold from nine cents to four-

teen cents a volume. For fourteen cents

you can obtain clothbound well-printed

books by the very best writers.

Charles Dickens' Household Words, in

my opinion, was the ideal magazine.

Dickens was, par excellence, the best maga-

zine editor of his or any time. You may

get some idea of the labor he took by read-

ing Foster's Life. Examine a page of

manuscript edited by Dickens or talk of the

matter with any of his contributors, as 1

have done with Mr. Parkinson, one of the

last of them, who died hut a few weeks

ago, since I left England.

Dickens had initiation in looking ahead

and ordering the suitable contribution. lie

knew exactly what man to commission, and

think of the brilliant men he produced!

George Augustus Sala, for instance. Was
there ever a better general and descriptive

writer? I consider Sala's "Journey Due

North," which appeared in Dickens' House-

hold Words, or in his other magazine, All

the Year Round—I forget which for the

moment—the very best piece of travel writ-

ing I know.
As to the competition of the American

Sunday newspaper and the American maga-

zine, that, I think, is somewhat exagger-

ated. It is heresy, I understand, to say

anything against the Sunday newspapers.

But they have been so systematized into

sameness and are shot at you every Sunday
morning in such an arbitrary form as to be

robbed of half their value.

The American Sunday newspaper has no

possibility of existence in England, for

many reasons, though one would be enough,

this very arbitrariness.

Let us suppose that you arc a bachelor,

a lawyer, for example. There is fired into

your apartment every Sunday, whether you

want it or not, a real estate section ; a sec-

tion urging children to be, if possible,

noisier than nature made them ; a section

devoted to people out of work, and another

section given up to the mysteries of the

feminine toilet. When a man has thrown

away all that he docs not want to read he

has about as much left as would make a

French morning paper.

I do not say that our method is better,

but the same person in England will for

about the same amount provide himself

with several publications. Our range is

so much more elastic than yours. Our
weekly publications are issued in myriads.

T should not like to say how many there are

in our country. Of weekly gardening pub-

lications alone, at prices ranging from one

cenl to six cents, there is a whole library,

and as I do not happen to possess one of
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them myself I may be permitted to say that

they are excellently edited.

Instead, therefore, of buying one "arbi-

trary" publication, the British readers, who
spend a great deal on their reading, pur-
chase a number of varied publications Our
method again helps to stop the growth of
the English magazine.

I do not see any great increase in weekly
publications here. The country is too vast.

It is more suited to monthly publications.

"What is the ideal price of a news-
paper?" Lord Northcliffe was asked
"Mr Munsey and I have often quarreled

over that; we disagree radically. He has
very clear ideas on the subject. As for me,
I think the one cent paper must be either

raised in price or materially reduced in

size; as the forests are depleted, the price
of paper therefore naturally increases.

With paper at its present price no human
being can make a self-respecting living

from an eighteen page one cent paper un-
less he puts himself at the mercy of the
advertisers."

Mr. Munsey said, among other things:

"Most of the American publishers edit their

advertising carefully. Our advertising

pages are far cleaner than those in Eng-
land.

The problem of the Sunday newspaper?
Well, I publish a Sunday paper in Wash-
ington, but if I were running one in New
York I wouldn't know how to run it.

Xothing new in Sunday journalism has
been discovered for fifteen years. Since
that time we have had only copies of copies.

All you can say is that some of them are

worse than others. Few of them are bad
enough to be really bad, but none of them
is good enough to be really good.

I can say now what I said to the Paris

Herald a year ago—the Sunday paper
should be made better and sold at ten cents.

There should be more quality and not so

much quantity.

I would add to the regular daily issue a

Sunday magazine section. The daily paper

is in a position to do the magazine business

better than the magazine can do it. It can
get the same circulation in a more compact
field, saving enormously in shipping
charges ; it can get heavy local advertising

;

it can give local news, and it can be timely.

All of these things are denied to the maga-
zine. I'm giving away a good thing, but if

I ran a Sunday newspaper in New York
City I'd make at least one section of it as

good as the best magazine.

The trouble with the book business -lies

with the authors and the agents. The book
business is all wrong. The normal price of

a book ought to be fifty cents and not a

dollar and a half.

Fifteen or twenty years ago the author
put himself in the hands of a good pub-
lisher and stayed with him for life. His
publishers built up a business round him
and paid him the standard royalty of 10 per

cent. Both publishers and authors did well.

Then came the literary agent. Watt, of

London, was the first, I think, who made a

business of booming authors' prices; he set

the publishers to bidding against one an-

other and ran royalties up as high as 30
per cent, or more on the gross retail price

of a book.

With such large royalties—amounting on

$1.50 book to 40c or 45c a copy—the pub-

lisher gets no satisfactory return, for he

must sell a $1.50 book to the dealer for

about 80c. The whole thing is wrong. A
man with hardly a dollar can get an author

to rent him a manuscript, get somebody to

set it up in type and somebody to print it.

Then he offers it to the dealers.

Men of to-day don't put the thought, the

candle-light into their work. They are too

eager to live well and buy well. I wouldn't

turn things back. This is all a part of hu-

man development. We'll square the new
tilings to us and ourselves to the new
things, but at present the authors are too

much interested in fine houses and auto-

mobiles"
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Mr.lMunsej was born" ii£Maine, August 21, '.1854. As a boy he 'picked up' telegraphy^ and was sent to
Augusta as manager ofjthe telegraph offli E In 1882 he obtained)a backing oflf4,l I and came to New
l ork tu found the Golden Argosy. ; At the last moment bis backers withdrew, but be -tarted the magazine
with sio he had saved. In Ave years he found|ihimseli 1120,000 In debt, but the tide turned, and in 1S89 he
started Munsey's Weekly. Two years latcr'he changed it to Munseyjs Magazine and charged ten cents a
'•'ip>. It was a new venture in the publishing.world and»a risky one. The news companies refused to dis-
tribute the magazine, and Mr. Munsey organized hi- own distributing business. To-day be own- four
magazines devoted to popular literature and four daily newspapers. The Munsey magazine- reach abor.l
15,000,000 readers, and'eohsume nearly 1,000,000 words of fiction monthly.
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The Man Who Built the St. Clair Tunnel

By G. W. BROCK

HZ, who can peer into the future, and
with unerring" judgment, foretell

what will come to pass years hence,
should, in these modern days of idle

dreamers and glib conjurers, be entitled

to special distinction. There are a few
men, however, even outside the ranks
of the ubiquitous weather prophet, who,
basing their predictions solelv on genius
and power developed
in life work, complete
mastery over detail

and comprehensive
grasp of potentialities,

stand in a class by
themselves. In-

variably they have
been the greatest in-

ventors and benefac-

tors of the age they

lived in and the cause
they served.

The f a m o u s St.

Clair tunnel between
Sarnia and Port
1 luron was 1 1 »ened in

the fall of 1891. At
that time the chief

engineer of the mar-
vellous work, Mr.
Joseph Hobson, who
d :signed and super
v sed its construction,

suggested thai electricity be used instead

of steam for hauling trains through the

two and a qtfarter-mile tube; but elec-

tricity had ii"i been sufficiently tested

then as a tractive power and no com-
pany, contractor or capitalist had faitn

sufficient in its feasibility or economic
value to undertake the project. To-day
—just seventeen years later—the sugges-
tion of Mr. Hobson has become a realiza-

tion. The electrification of the under-
60
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ground road is a feat, recently accom-
plished, and signalized by a demonstra-
tion that attracted to the scene the

master minds of a continent—an auspi-
cious event marking that quickening in-

terest which heralds the success of an
other great enterprise and establishes an
epoch in the march of human achieve-

ment. It is a culmination of engineer-

ing triumph that

stands out pre-emin-

ently in the open book
of success. Though
not the man in charge

of this wonderful
piece of electric en-

gineering it was no
doubt the suggestion

and confidence born in

the practical mind of

Mr. Hobson which in-

spired in others the

faith and conviction

in a project since

translated into pur-

pose and action.

When the former

chief engineer of the

Grand Trunk Railway
system made the sug-

gestion, nearly a gen-

eration ago it was an

evidence of superior

insight, the eye of concentration focused

on the possibilities of the future, and un-

shaken confidence in a science that has

developed with marvellous strides in the

world's uplift and progress.

Such a man is Mr. Hobson, the veteran

consulting engineer of the G.T.R. The
gifts of imagination, foresight and re-

source with which he is splendidly en-

dowed, early manifested themselves. They
were carefully trained and cultivated un-

Hobson

c(l the St. I llair Tunnel
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Electric Locomotive at Tunnel Entrance

til in later years they found expression in

that stupendous undertaking, the build-

ing of the St. Clair tunnel. It was he
who planned, designed and carried

through the work, requiring a little over
two years in construction and involving
an outlay of two and three-quarter mil-

lion dollars. Away back in the eighties

the work began; the fall of 1891 wit-

nessed its completion. It was regarded
in those days as a proposition of tre-

mendous magnitude but all difficulties

were eventually overcome. At the formal
opening on September 19th, 1891, rail-

way magnates and renowned engineers
from two continents assembled to take
part in the ceremony and do honor to

the indomitable pluck and perseverance
of the man behind the exploit.

All this is an old story now ; never-
theless it is an important link in a chain
of circumstances leading up to Novem-
ber 12th, 1908—the electrification of the
tunnel. Once more there journeyed to
Sarnia from all over America engineers,

contractors and railway men who a

score of years before, would have scout-

ed the proposal of the displacement of

steam by electricity for the purposes of

traction as utterly impractical—for the

mightiest of all forces was then a com-
paratively unknown and unheard-of

power. There was not a trolley car, an

electric railway or an electric locomotive

in Canada; now there are nearly 1,000

miles of electric line in the Dominion.
Mr. Hobson's suggestion, considering the

time that it was made, the then lack of

acquaintance with electricity, the doubts

and criticisms with respect to its use and
possibilities, reveals to-day all the more
clearly the Tactical turn of a master

mind. So strong and deeply rooted was
public prejudice that men fought shy of

investing a dollar in such enterprises,

whereas now capitalists crowd the world
centres anxious to pour their millions

into city, suburban and cross-country

lines of transportation. The reversion

of feeling has been almost as wonderful
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as the varied operations of the current

itself. It is only by recalling such in-

cidents and circumstances that one can
measure the mental girth of a man like

Mr. Hobson, his broad outlook, com-
manding ability, keen foresight and pre-

eminence in his profession.

Near the City of Guelph in Western
Ontario, Mr. Hobson was born and to-

day resides in Hamilton, within thirty

miles of the spot of his nativity. Now,
in the seventy-fifth year of his age, his

abundant hair and flowing beard whiten-
ed by the snows of seventy-five Can-
adian winters—honored and esteemed

—

veying and engineering. He laid the

foundation of his life work so worthily

and well that he rose to the highest posi-

tion in the branch of the service that the

company, with which he has been en-

gaged so long, could bestow—that of

chief engineer of the Grand Trunk sys-

tem. His railway experience dates from
1862, and his first commission was as

deputy engineer of construction of the

G.T.R. west of Toronto. Later, he was
assistant on various lines in Nova Scotia.

Then for eleven years he was employed
on construction of the old Wellington,
Grey and Bruce road. From 1870 to

Interior of St. Clair Tunnel

the veteran engineer of St. Clair tunnel

fame is enjoying restful old age. His
eye is still bright, his mind alert and his

step elastic. A gentleman of kindly man-
ners and quiet dignity, it is an impres-

sive sight to see him walking along the

streets of the Ambitious City keeping
step with his strong, stalwart son,

Robert, who is president of the Can-
adian Manufacturers' Association, and
is rapidly winning as foremost a place

in the busy industrial arena as his aged
father has in the great engineering

world.

As a boy Joseph Hobson studied sur-

1873 he was resident engineer of that

mammoth undertaking, the International

Bridge, which spans Niagara's rushing

waters. Next, appointed assistant engi-

neer of the western division of the G.T.R.

he was two years later made chief engi-

neer, a post which he filled with such ef-

ficiency and acceptance that, in 1896, he

was created cnginccr-in-chief of the en-

tire G.T.R. system. To-day he is con-

sulting engineer for the great highway,

after a life crowned by many achieve-

ments and marked by numerous
triumphs, the final undertaking of his

active career being the enlargement of
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the Victoria Bridge, Montreal. Mr. Hob-
son is a member of the Canadian and
American Societies of Civil Engineers
and of the Institute of Civil Engineers in

England.
^'hy, it may be asked, was the St. Clair

tunnel built? Simply to overcome the

fickle disposition and changeable char-

acter of the river of that name, its waters
rushing first this way and then that,

sometimes standing still and at other
times in their turbid rush, causing an ice

jam that rendered the stream impassable
for ferry, barge, or tug. Often was traffic

completely obstructed. A great corpora-

tion of the tunnel is two per cent., while
the flat middle section, about 1,700 feet

in length, has a grade of 0.1 per cent.,

sufficient to provide for the proper drain-

age of any seepage water. A single

track extends through the tunnel, while
a double track is laid in both the ap-

proaches. The tunnel itself consists of

cast iron rings built up in sections, the

inside diameter of which is about nine-

teen feet. The advantage of hauling
freight and passenger cars through the

underground road by means of electric

locomotives rather than steam appealed
strongly to railway for many rea-
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it may be remarked in passing, is the
heaviest railway service in the world
handled by electricity. Each locomotive
has a draw bar pull of 50,000 pounds
when operating- at a speed of 10 miles
an hour, and can make the trip from
terminal to terminal with a 1,000-ton
train in 15 minutes, or four 1,000-ton
trains an hour, which gives a capacity
three times as great as demanded at the
present time. Future needs and develop-
ment have thus been amply provided for
in the electric instalation. Each of the
three locomotives, which have replaced
four steam ones, consists of two half-
units, each half-unit mounted on three
pairs of axles driven through the gears
by three single-phase motors of 250 horse-
power each, the nominal horse-power
unit being 1,500. A locomotive will
easily handle a 1,000-ton train at a speed
of 12 to 14 miles an hour on a two per
cent, grade. Electric pumping plants
have been installed at both tunnel portals
to free the approaches from water due to
rain or melting snow.

This wonderful underground tube is

illuminated by 480 incandescent lights
while 30 arc lamps are provided in the
yards at either terminal. The overhead
equipment for supporting the trolley in-

side the tunnel shell does not encroach
on the tunnel opening more than nine
inches. This has been accomplished by
bolting through the tunnel shell special
iron brackets each of which supports two
speel-shaped insulators. These insulators

uphold steel messenger cables which are

drawn taut throughout the length of the
tunnel and attached at the portal to spe-

cial brackets. Special clamps are attach-

ed to these messenger cables at points

between the insulator supports and these

in turn serve to sustain the two trolley

wires. The insulator supports are attach-

ed to the tunnel shell at intervals of 12

feet as also are the clamps connecting
the messanger cable with the trolley.

A splendid power plant is located on

the Port Huron bank of the St. Clair

River not far from the centre line or the

tunnel. It is a pressed brick structure

amply equipped with pumps, turbines,

generators, exciters, and a ten-panel

switchboard. The complete electric

equipment of the tunnel was installed

without interference to traffic, and the

gradual transfer from steam to electric

operation was made without delay in the
service—a feat in itself remarkable and
unique.

6<

Overhead Work at Port Huron Station
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The Alders Parted and Out From Them Stepped the Most
Magnificent Brute I Ever Saw Alive.

The Reward of Virtue

By M. R. S. ANDREWS
Reproduced from Scribners

THIS is a story about my guide, Josef
Vezina. He's a corking guide and
a wonder at hunting, and all sorts

"J a good fellow besides, but he's a

Ircnch-Canadian habitant, and that
means that he's blind as a bat to some
ideas perfectly evident to us. So he did
a stunt last autumn one day, all out of

kindness of heart, which came near get-

ting me into a nasty hole, and would, if

my friend, Arthur Shackleton, my room-
mate at college last year, hadn't been the

besl ever, and too square himself to think

- of another fellow. It turn-

ed out only a joke on me after it was
straightened out, but I was feeling rather

shy for a while along at first.

I ought to give some idea of the sort
65
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Josef is. Well, to look at he's a tail

lean, powerful chap of twenty-four, with
slim hips and big shoulders, and black
hair, and large, light blue eyes which are

simply marvellous. They are wide open
always, and snap back and forth over
everything like lightning, and there isn't

a visible object for miles that they miss.

Why, one day out on the lake in a canoe,

fishing, Josef said, in his soft respectful

voice

:

"M'sieur Bob!"
And I answered "Qui—what is i+,

Josef?"
"If M'sieur will look—so—in the line

of my paddle"—he held it out as lightly

as a pencil
—'Via un oiseau-de-proie"

—

hawk—"on the tree across the lake."

I looked till my eyeballs popped, and
not a blessed bird could I see for minutes,
and then, with much directing from Josef,

I caught sight of a lump with a wriggle
to it, on the top branch of a spruce like

a thousand other spruces, halfway up a

hillside.

It's a treat to see him bend over a dim
footprint in the moss, deep in the woods,
and to watch those search-light eyes
widen and brighten, and notice how he
puts his rough fingers down as delicately

as a lady. Then in a minute he'll blinx

a quick glance and say quietly:

"I'n orignal, M'sieur bob—a moose.
There is about an hour that he passed. It

is a middle one, and he was not frighten-

ed. He but trotted."

At first I used to say "Gosh! how can
you tell all that, Josef?" and he would
shrug his shoulders and look embar-
rassed.

"But it is easy—c'est facile—M'sieur.

The print is not large or deeply sunken
—cale—so the animal is of medium size.

The marks are close together—he did not

jump long jumps as one dors to hurry,
when effraye. And the left hind foot and
right fore foot come side by side—an
animal trots so."

"And the hour, Josef?"
For the life of him he can't exactly

explain that, but two or three times hi-

guesses have been exactly verified, lie

murmurs something about whether the

fern is withered which the moose crushed
into his step, and whether a leaf or little

twigs have fallen into it, but he lets a

lot go unexplained. I reckon it's judg-
ment that's come to be instinct by prac-
tice and thinking about it. For I believe
he dreams hunting, he's so crazy on the
subject, and he's sure a shark at it, too.

He's a shy fellow and won't talk to

most people, but he's got used to me be-

cause we've gone off on trips. Being in

the woods alone with a person, camping
in one tent at night, and tramping in

one another's steps all day long; putting
up with short rations and discomfort, and
then having the fun and glory of killing

a caribou, or getting a- five-pound trout

together—that game makes you feel as if

you knew the other fellow pretty well.

Especially if it rains—Holy Ike! We
did have rain on one trip to drown a

frog. Three days of it. We were off to

find a lake up the right branch of the

Castor Xoir River, and we didn't find it

at all that "escousse"—as the guides say

—and we got wetter every step and didn't

get dry at night so you'd notice it, and.

altogether it was a moist and melancholy
excursion. But Josef was such a brick-

that I had a good time anyway—I've

discovered that there are many varieties

of good times and there's one tied up
in about every package, if you'll look

hard, and shake it out. So we used lo

have lots of fun building a whooping
blaze at night near some little green-

mossy arrangement of a brook, and mak-
ing it go in spite of the rain—Josef's a

wizard at that. We'd get the tent up
and chop for the all-night fire, and dry
out our clothes and things—it's wonder-
ful how much you can. And then we'd

have supper, and I never hope to taste

anything as good as that fried bacon with

corn-meal flapjacks. Maple sugar's fine

mixed right in, too—we didn't stop for

courses, t've had meals at Sherry's and
they're not in it with our bacon and flap-

jacks. Then Josef would fumble in his

soggy pot kct and bring out an old black

pipe, and fumble in another pocket and

bring oul a marbled plug of tobacco, and
lice off some with his ferocious hunting

knife, out of the caribou skin case with

fringe of the hide, which he wears al-

ways on his belt. Then, when he'd lit

up he'd start in to amuse me—I think he

was deadly afraid I'd get bored before

we found that lake. He'd tell me any-
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thing on an evening oft* in the woods like

that by ourselves—especially, as I said,

if it rained. He told me about his sweet-

heart who died, and about the hundred
dollars he'd saved up in five years and
then had to pay the doctor from Quebec
when his father was awfully ill. He's

had a hard time in some ways, that Josef

—yet he has his hunting, which is a

great pleasure. I'd tell him about college

and big cities, where he's never been in his

life, not even to Quebec, and he'd ask

the simplest, most child-like questions

about things, so that sometimes it made
me feel sorry and a bit ashamed some-
how to have had all the chances.

After we'd talked a while that way I'd

get him to sing for me, for he's got a

corking voice and they are all musical,

these habitants. Some of the airs were
fascinating, and the words, too, and after-

ward I got him to write down a few for

me. The one I liked best began this

way:

Les grands betes se promenent
Le long de leur foret

—

C'est aux betes une salle

—

Le foret, c'est leur salle;

Et le roi de la salle

C'est le Roi Orignal.

Chanceux est le chasseur
Et louable, qui est capable
Vaincre le Roi Orignal.

I had a bit of trouble making out the

words because he spells his own style

and splits up syllables any way that it

sounds to him. I'd like to give some of

it the way he wrote it, for it sure was
queer, but I'd feel as if I were playing
a mean trick on poor old Josef if I did

that. When he brought the songs to

me, written on a piece of brown paper
that came around a can of pork and
beans, he shrugged his shoulders in an
embarrassed way and blinked those enor-
mous light eyes half a dozen times fast,

and said :

"Sais pas, if M'sieur is capable to read
my writing. I do not write very well

—

me." Then the shoulder stunt. "M'sieur
will pardon, as I have had little of in-

struction. I was the eldest and could go
to the school but two years. It was

necessary that I should work and gain

money. Therefore M'sieur will pardon
the writing." And you bet I pardoned
it, and you see I can't make a joke of it

after that.

All this song and dance is just to ex-

plain how Josef and I got to be a good
pair, so that he'd get up any hour of the

night to hunt with me, and jump at the

chance ; and would always manage to get

me the best pool on a river for fishing,

and never let me realize that I was hog-

ging things till after I'd done it. Some-
times the other guides were up in the

air at him, but Josef didn't mind. How-
ever, the one chance that was apparently

the ambition of his life he'd never yet

been able to give me, and that was to kill

a moose. I'd been pretty slow at getting

even a caribou, and missed one or two
somehow—they're darned easy things to

overshoot, for all they're so big. But

that I'd finally accomplished, and I drew

a good head with thirty points to the

panaches—horns—so Josef's mind was at

rest so far. At the present moment the

principal reason he was living—you'd

think—was that I should get "uti

orignal," and I didn't have any objec-

tions myself either.

That's the way things stood when Ar-

thur Shackleton came up to the camp.

Shacky's the best sport going, but a

greenhorn in the woods—he'd tell you so

himself promptly. I saw Josef sizing him

up with those huge shy eyes, as Shacky

stood on the dock and fired my 30-40 Win-
chester at a target before we started out

on the trip I'm going to tell about. Josef

had one foot in the canoe, loading pac-

quetons into it, busy as a beaver and

silent as the grave, and almost too shy

to glance at -the bunch of "Messieurs"

who were popping the guns—all the same

he didn't miss a motion. He knew pel

fectly that Shacky had to be shown the

action of the Winchester—how you saw

the guard to load, and then saw it again

to throw out the shell and put in a fresh

cartridge. If it had been the Archangel

Michael, Josef wouldn't have taken much
stock in a fellow who didn't understand

the \\ inchester action, and that afternoon

poor old Shacky settled himself. W'd
been traveling all day, paddling in cano :s

and tramping on portages, and we'd gone
87
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through two or three lakes and were now
working up a little river full of rapids,

but with long "eaux morts" between
them. We were getting to the end of

such a dead-water, and Shacky's canoe
was in front, villi a guide in bow and
stern, and him in the middle, with a rifle.

We were behind, but neither of Shacky s

guides, Blanc or Zoetique, saw the cari-

bou till Josef gave a blood curdling
whisper that waked them up :

"C—caribou! C—caribou!"
And, sure enough, there it was, but so

hidden in the branches on the left bank
that no eyes but those big microscopes of

Josef's could have picked out the beast.

The stream narrowed just there and a

ripple of water dashed over the stones be-
tween alders on one side, where the cari-

bou was, and a pebbly shore in front of

alders, on the other. Of course the ani-

mal heard Josef's whisper—that couldn't

be helped. And what do you think he
did? They're crazy in the head, those cari-

bou. He gave a leap out of the alders
that hid him, and jumped across the rapids

with a tremendous splashing, and stopped
on the pebbles in full sight of the audi-

ence, and stared at us. I suppose he didn't

know where the trouble was coming from
—or else he didn't know it was trouble,

and liked our looks—but that question
can't be settled this side of the grave.
Anyhow, Zoetique swung the canoe
around with one mighty stroke so that

Shacky had a nice left-hand shot, and the
caribou stood as if trained and waited
for him to be good and ready : and poor
old Shacky proceeded to profit by my les-

sons on the Winchester. He put the rifle

to his shoulder and sighted with care, and
started in and worked the lever back and
forth, back and forth, till he'd loaded and
thrown out all five cartridges—and never
once touched the trigger. The caribou

stood petrified with astonishment while
he went through with this supporting
formance, making a mosl unholy racket
of course. And when he'd quite finished

and the lasl cartridge lay in the bottom
of the boat—they rained all over him

—

then the beasl stuck out his nose and
took to the underbrush, a perfectly

caribou still, it 30unds like an in

sibility, but it's an absolutely true talc

—

it was a pure case of bine funk- of course

And he wasn't used to guns—it's an out-
rage to bring a boy up like that.

Well, old Shacky was as game as they
make 'em about it, and apologized pro-

fusely for wasting good meat, and never
whined a whine on his own account. But
that didn't help with Josef. I explained
at length how the M'sieur was new to

the gun, but when his big eyes lighted

on Shacky I saw such contempt in them
I was dreadfully afraid Shacky'd see it too.

He'd queered himself all right, and I be-

lieve Josef would have hated to guide for

him at three dollars a day, he despised
him so. Yet that's putting it strong

—

there aren't many things the French-
Canadians won't do for money, poor fel-

lows. An_\ way, as things were, Josef
never looked at Shacky, and acted, as far

as he decently could, as if he wasn't there.

We came to the lake where we were
to camp, and the four men put up the

tents, and we settled things, and then

Josef sneaked off in a canoe alone to see

what the signs were for game. We'd
planned to hunt first on the Riviere aux
Isles, the inlet to this lake, which was said

to be broad and grassy in spots.

It was clean dark when Josef got back,

and when he walked into the firelight his

eyes looked like electric lights—blazing,

they were. I never saw such extraordin-

ary eyes. Some old cave-dweller that

had to kill to eat, and depended on his

quicker vision for a quicker chance than

the next cave-dweller, may have had that

sort—but I've never seen the like.

"Did you find good 'pistes,' Josef?" I

a-ked him.
Me had stopped on the edge of the

light, shabby and silent and respectful

in his queer collection of old clothes, his

straight black hair sticking all ways, like

a kingfisher's feathers, under his fade 1

felt hat. I tell you he was a picture, with

his red bandanna knotted into his belt on
one side and the big skin knife sheath

with its leather fringe on the other. That
knife gave a savage touch to his make
up. Hut he stood erect and light and

powerful, a bunch of steel springs

—

there's nothing 10 pity Josef about on the

physical question, He was shy because

of Shacky's being Ihere, but when I ask-

ed aboul the "pistes"—signs you know
—up went his shoulders and out went
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his hands—he was too excited to think

of anything but the hunting.

"Mais des pistes, M'sieur Bob! C'est

effrayant ! C'est epouvantable !"

Then he went on to tell me, with hands
and shoulders going and his low voice

chipping in with the cracking of the fire.

It seems that, as there was a light driz-

zle falling, which would wipe out his

scent, he had landed on the shore of the

wide-water of the Riviere aux Isles near
where he thought the beasts might come
in. And he had found signs to beat the
band—runways cut wide and brown with
steady use, and huge prints of both cari-

bou and moose. But what excited him
particularly was that, according to his

statement, there was a big moose which
watered there every day.

"He is there to-day about 10 o'clock

in the morning. He was there yester-
day. There is also a grosse piste of day-
before-yesterday," he exploded at me in

mouthfuls of words. "He walks up the
pass—I have seen his steps all along

—

I have followed. It is necessary that

M'sieur Bob shall go there of a good hour
to-morrow morning and wait till the

great one comes up the river. It is a

shot easy for M'sieur Bob from the wide-

water to the place where that great one

comes. In that manner M'sieux Bob will

kill c> large moose—crais—but yes."

"Hold on there a second, Josef," I

halted him. "M'sieur Shackleton's got

to have the first chance—he's my guest,"

and then I stopped, for not only was

Josef looking black murder, but Shacky
threw his boot at me.

"No you don't," said Shacky. "No
more ruined chances and healthy wild

beasts for mine. I won't go, and that's

all. If you've got a good harmless

with one caribou track to amuse me. and

you'll let me sit and work a crank, I'll

do that fast enough. But as for throwing

away any more meat. I plain won't."

"< >h. cut it out, Shacky," I adjured him.

'•It was only a cow caribou any way. and

you'll be steady as an old soldier next

time"—but he wouldn't listen to me.

Then I labored with him, and finally

after much agony we came to an agree-

ment. There was a place. Lac M'sieur.

a little pond to the east, which we had

everv reason to believe would be fine
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hunting. It was good country, and might
beat out Josef's place, only we didn't

know for sure. So I terrorized Shacky
into a consent to draw lots, the winner to

have the choice. We drew, and I won
the choice. Josef stood there waiting, his

eyes snapping and gleaming and watch-
ing every movement—he could under-

stand enough English to follow, though
he couldn't speak any. He saw that I

had the long stick and he flashed a glance

of unconcealed rapture at me.
"At what hour is it light, Josef?" I

asked him.

"One can see enough to go en canot—

-

in the boat—at three hours and a half,"

—he answered happily. "I will wake
M'sieur Bob at that hour, is it?"

I really hated to disappoint the chap,

he was so tickled to death and so certain

I*d get my moose. So I spoke very gent-

ly. "I'm sorry, Josef, but we're not go-

ing en canot, you and I. M'sieur Shackle-
ton and Zoetique will go to the river and
we'll go to Lac M'sieur, and rake out a

moose before they do."

"Oh come," burst in Shacky. "This is

a crime. I simply can't"—but I inter-

rupted.

"Shut up, dear one," I said politely.

"You talk like a tea-pot in early June.

It's my choice, and I choose Lac M'sieur."

Josef bent over with a quick swoop,
and picked up the two sticks and held out
the long one. "Pardon, M'sieur Bob. Tt

is this one that M'sieur drew?"
"Yes," T said. It came hard to rub it

into the fellow and T was just a little sick

myself, I'll own, to have to throw away
that moose on Shacky's fireworks. "Yes,"
I said.

"And it is for M'sieur to choose?" he

asked, blinking.

"Yes," I agreed again— T let him fight

ii ou1 bis own way.
"Then—Mon Dieu! M'sieur Bob will

choose the river. Tt is certain that M'sieur

will there kill the greal moose."
Well, I had to send him off sulk}- and

raging, and entirely uncomprehending.
He simply couldn't grasp why, when T

had fairly drawn the choice, I should
throw it away on such a thing as Shacky.
I couldn't put a glimmer of it into him,
either.

At gray dawn, out of the underbrush
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there was a low call of "M'sieur!" re-

peated more than once before it got us

up. We crawled shiveringly into our
clothes by a smoky fire kicked together
from last night's logs ; we had hot choco-
late and not much else out in the open ;

and off we went, Shacky and his guide
up the lake in a boat, and Josef and I

through the woods that seemed to have
a deathly stillness in them as if all the

little wild creatures were sound asleep

that make an underbuzz in the daytime.
A little cold light was leaking, up in

the branches, but down where he walked
it was dark—mostly I couldn't see the

plaques—blazes on the trees, plaques are.

But you couldn't fool Josef—he went
straight from one to another as if it was
a trodden portage. My ! but he sure was
in an ugly temper. Once when he whip-
ped his axe out of his belt and clipped a

branch in our way, I just knew he wished
it was Shacky he was chopping at. The
light brightened as we went and before

we got to Lac M'sieur I could see the

sights of my rifle. As we came to the

lake, the tree trunks stood black and
sharp against a white wall of mist hang-
ing solid on the water; above that the

mountains showed black again, on the

sunrise—only the sun wasn't risen. The
marsh grasses were stiff with frost and
when you stepped the marsh was crisp.

We walked to the east side to get a good
watch ; we settled ourselves, and the sun

came up behind us as we sat shivering

with cold. First it lit the tops of the

mountains across, and then crawled down
the trees and lay on the water in a band
The stiff grasses suddenly stood up white

in masses, and then as the sun hit them
the frost melted, and they turned yel-

low. 1 wish I could tell how pretty it

was and describe the feeling it gives you
of the world's being ju-f made that morn-
ing expressly for you to play with.

We watched there till the light shone

high and came shooting through the

branches where we sat straddling two
logs, and the minute it touched us it

grew so warm we had to shed our

sweaters—about seven o'clock, I think.

And aboul then Josef got restless. Tie

picked twigs, and he crawled about, and

he Kept looking at his big silver watch

as if he had a train to catch. Finally, h
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took out his pipe and began feeling in

his pockets for tobacco—the flies were
' chewing us by then. But I couldn't have-

that—it's a crime to smoke on a hunt,

because the caribou have wonderful noses

and scent things a long way off if the

wind is to them.

"C'est bien dangereux," I whispered.

Then Josef whispered back that this

lake was no good—he didn't think we'd

see anything.

"What can we do about it?" I asked
him. I didn't agree, yet I trusted Josef's

judgment more than my own, and he

knew it. blame him. He shrugged his

shoulders.

"Sais pas!" he said, and then he chang-

ed his manner. "If M'sieur Dob wishes,

there is another pond where one might
have a chance."

"What distance?" I asked.

"Sais pas," said Josef. "It might be an
hour, it might be more. I believe well

that .M'sieur will kill a moose if he should
go to that pond."

"All right," I said. "Come on."

So we crept off through the beaver
meadows edging the lake, where every
step comes "galoomph" out of soggy
moss. Josef gave me a peach of a walk-

that morning. The sun went under and
he had the compass, so I lost directions

and we had a lot of bad going—wind-
tails and spruce thickets and marshes

—

all sorts. We walked forever, it seemed
to me, more than an hour any way. Ii.it

finally, we came out, around nine o'clock,

on a little pond like a million others in

Canada, which looked the real thing.

There seemed to be quite a big inlet up
at the end where we were. 1 1 ereV a

map to show how the thing lay:

We watched at the cross-marked spot and
from there you could shoot all over the
pond and up the opening which seemed
the inlet.

I could judge at a glance that the place

was good for game. Opposite us, two
hundred yards across water, lay a bank

of mud with lily-pads and grass, and that

bank was trampled like a cow yard. From
where I stood I could see huge sunken
hoofprints, lapping, and the mud thrown
up on the edges, not caked or dry even

—done inside a few hours. The big roots

of the water-lilies had been dragged up

—they look like snake pineapples—and

partly eaten and left floating—that's the

stunt of only a caribou or moose. I pat-

ted Josef on the shoulder silently, and

his big eyes flashed as if he was satis-

fied. We selected a stump with some
thin bushes in front, where I was screen-

ed, yet could swing my gun all around

the place, and Josef effaced himself back

of me, and we sat there and waited.

Not long. We hadn't been there over

five minutes, and I hadn't stopped jump-

ing at the sound of the water on a big

stone below, and the sudden breeze

through the trees back of me, and a

squirrel who kept breaking twigs sharp-

ly and then scolding me about it—when
all at once there was a thundering, un-

mistakable crack across the pond, in the

trees close to the shore. My heart gave

a pole-vault—I reckon everybody's does

at that sound—and I heard a breath from

Josef

:

"Orignal."

Neither of us stirred a finger. It was
still as the grave for a second. There
was another great crack, and then a huge

rustling and breaking together, unguard
ed and continued. My eyes were glued

on the thick screen of alders, and the

alders parted, and out from them stepped

the most magnificent brute I ever saw
alive—a huge moose with spreading ant-

lers that seemed ten feet across. As big

as a horse he was, and looked bigger be-

cause he stood higher and because of the

antlers. My! what a picture that made.

lie waded grandly into the water, mak-
ing a terrific rumpus of splashing, and

then, as I sighted down the barrel, I Eelt

Josef's finger light on my arm.

"II va marcher—he's going to walk up

the shore Wait till he turns."

It was plain that he wanted me to have

a broad-side shot, and while it wasn't flat-

tering, yet I didn't care to take chances

on this moose myself. I lowered the rifle.

The beast put down that gorgeous head

and tore up a lily and tossed it on the
71
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water, and then bit off a piece of the root
and munched it. It was hard to wait
while his lordship lunched ; I was so
afraid I'd lose him I nearly exploded. But
in a minute he turned and began to wade
again arrogantly and deliberately up
stream—it was plain he felt himself cock
of the walk and the monarch of the fore.-.t

all right. Then Josef's finger touched me
again, and he grunted—I think he was
beyond words. I lifted the rifle and held
on to the back of his head and pulled the
trigger. The stillness sure was smashed
to pieces by the roar of that rifle shot.

I reloaded instantly, but Josef yelled

:

"Vous l'avez, M'sieur Bob—you've got
him."

It was so, you know. Of course it was
a fluke, but I hit him in the back of the
head where I'd held, and he dropped like

a log. Well, for about five minutes things
were mixed. Josef and I talked to each
other and listened to ourselves and both
of us were mad to get across that pond to

where the big moose lay, still and enor-
mous—but we hadn't any boat. We didn't

dare start to walk around it, for fear the
moose might not be quite dead and might
get up and make off while we were in

the woods. So we stood and waited,
ready to plunk him if he stirred.

"Where the dickens in Canada are we,
anyway?" I burst at Josef in English

—

but he understood.
"It is a {dace not too far from camp,

M'sieur Bob," he answered quietly. "If

but we might have a canoe, a c't heure-
mais v'la"—he broke off.

And, please the pigs, I lifted my eyes
and there was a canoe paddling down
the inlet, and in the canoe sat old Shacky
and Zoetique.

"Where in time did you drop from?"
I howled, and then, with my hands
around my mouth, "I've killed a moose!
I've killed a moose! There he is!"

No1 a sound from Shacky or Zoethpie
—I couldn't understand any of it. V\ hy
were they there? Why weren't they
surprised to see us? Why didn't the}'

answer? However, they paddled steadil)

on, and as they got close I saw that
Shacky was looking rather odd.
"What's up," I asked. "C. n't you talk

English? Aren't you glad I've killed

him?"
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"Fine!" answered Shacky with a sort

of effort about it that I couldn't make out.

"Whooping good shot!" he said, and the
boat ran in on the bank and I squatted on
the bow to hold her. Shacky proceeded
to get out, but he didn't look at me, and
Zoetique, who's generally all smiles ami
winning ways, was black as thunder

—

there was something abnormal in the
situation which I couldn't get on to.

"Corking good shot," he went on in a

forced sort of way. "The moose went
down like the side wall of a church."
"How do you know?" I threw at him,

for his manner irritated me.
"Know?" Shacky laughed a queer

laugh. "Of course I know. Didn't J

see him?"
"See him?" 1 repeated. "Where were

you? What's this lake anyway, and what
are you doing here?"
Shacky looked at me hard enough then.

"What in thunder do you mean?" he

asked with an astonished stare.

"Mean? I mean that," I yapped.
"There's something about this I don't

grasp. Do you know what this pond is?

For I don't."

Shacky's lower jaw actually dropped,
the way you read about in books. He
stood and gaped. "What ! you don't—
know ---where you are?" he jerked out.

"Why, this is the lower still-water of

the Riviere aux Isles—just below where
you sent me to watch, you know :"

1 gave a gulp ; he went on :

"We've been listening to that moose an

hour—he walked in from way up the

mountain—we've heard him crack all the

way—he was just in sight around the

turn when I heard you shoot and saw
him fall. 1 had my gun cocked and was
waiting till he got a few yards nearer."

With that Zoetique could no longer

control himself, but burst in with voluble,

broken hearted indignation. "C'est b'e.i

malheur !" he moaned, gurgling like an
angry dove. "M'sieur had well the in-

tention to shoot straight—he would not

have missed tins time—M'sieur. M'sieur

had examined and practised the move-
ment of the carabine constantly—he no>v

knows it comme il faut. Also I remarked
the arm of M'sieur, it had the steadiness

of a rock—I say it as at mass—it was in

truth the moose of M'sieur. He would
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have gained great credit—also me his

guide. So that it was a hard thing to

have that moose torn from us at the point

itself of gaining. C'est b'en malheur!"
Now here's the rest of the map to show

how it was, and how we were both hold-

ing on that moose around a corner from
each other. That beast's last day had
come all right, but I got the first crack it

the trumpet of doom. Here's the map

:

When the business had filtered into my
intellect I whirled on Josef.

"You knew where we were? You knew
this was M'sieur Shackleton's hunting
ground? You brought me here to get

that moose?" I flung at the fellow in

nervous French, never stopping for

tenses.

Josef shrugged his shoulders just a

touch. "Sass petit" (Ca se pent)

he murmured irresponsibly—which ; s

Canadian for ''It may be."

I could have choked him. To make me
play a trick like that on poor old Shacky

!

And with that Shacky spoke up like the

white man he is.

"I guess we're both stung, Bob," and
he banged me on the back. "But it is ;

thousand times better you should get i\

I'd probably have missed again. It's the

reward of virtue; you gave me your
chance. Only I did want to redeem my-
self. I really was steady, and I'd been

sing with the gun till I knew it by
heart. I was going to do it right or bust
—you'll give me credit for not being
two fools, won't you. Bob? But it's the
reward of virtue—that's straight."

I could nearly have cried. Poor old
Shacky! when he was ready and nerved
up, and that glorious moose within gun-

shot, to have me step in and snap him
off his upper lip when he was almost

tasting him.
I was afraid to speak to Josef for a

minute. I felt so much like killing him.

I simply hustled those two guides, with-

out another word about it, into the canoe

and we crossed to where the moose lay.

and the business of skinning the brute

and cutting him up, and all that, took

three good hours of hard work. But I

was laying it up for Josef, I can tell you.

I'd have dismissed him if it hadn't been

that at lunch, when the men were off,

Shacky took me in hand and reasoned

with me, and made me see, what indeed

I knew, that Josef had acted up to his

lights. He couldn't understand our point

of view if I talked to him a year, so it

was no use talking. He had found that

hunting place and he considered that he

had a right to it for me, and that I should

throw it away seemed to him pure child-

ishness. By his code it was correct to

circumvent me for my own good, and he

had plain done it. Anyway I didn't dis-

miss him, owing to Shacky. and also be-

cause I'm fond of him.

But I did give him an almighty serious

lecture, which did no good at all. He was
bursting with joy and quite ready to face

small inconveniences, so he just shrugg-

ed his shoulders and blinked his light,

big eve- when I preached at him. and I

• believe he listened to much of it.

Zoetique was sore too, but Josef let the

storm rage around him and was content.

And all the way down the river and

through the lakes, as we went home n

triumph with those huge antlers garnish-

ing the middle of the boat, I heard old

Josef humming to himself as he paddled

stern back of me :

Chanceux est le chasseur

Et louable, qui est capable

Vaincre le Roi Orignal.
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Canada's Non-English Newspapers

By FRANK YEIGH

IT may not be generally known that of the

fourteen hundred odd newspapers and
periodicals published in Canada, at least

one 'hundred and twenty-five are in lan-

guages other than English, thus emphasiz-

ing the variety of races now constituting

the population of the Dominion.
The one hundred and twenty-five repre-

sent no less than thirteen different tongues

or dialects, viz. : French, German, Danish,

Galician, Hungarian, Icelandish, Italian,

Jewish, Yiddish, Polish, Swedish, Gaelic

and Chinese.

There was a time, and that not so many
years ago, when English and French pub-

lications met the needs of the two chief divi-

sions of the population, but with the inflow

of other peoples from different parts of

Europe, resulting in a foreign population

of twenty-five per cent, of the total in the

Northwest, the demand for papers in their

respective tongues has followed. The
printing press has always closely followed

the pioneer, and wisely so, for it is still

the universal method of education, the

democratic distributor of news and knowl-

edge.

The fact remains, however, that Canada
is no longer a dual-language country. The
immigration returns of TQ07 showed arri-

vals representing no less than fifty-eight

different nationalities or races, and the

thirteen languages, other than English,

now being recognized by periodical pub-

lications, may soon be doubled. Even
the much discussed Doukhobor may yet

have his weekly paper, printed in his

enigmatical Russian characters.

Ninety-two papers are printed in French.

Eighty-two of these are issued from Que-

bec; five in Ontario; three in New Bruns-

wick, and one each in Prince Edward
Island, Manitoba and Mberta. With one

out of every three-and-a-half in Canada of
14

French descent (1,649,371 out of 5,371,345,
as per census of 1901), the total of ninety-

two papers in French is surprisingly small,

but the number bids fair to be substantially

increased within the next decade, as the

French-Canadians hive from their native

Province into Ontario, especially its north-

ern parts, and the Western Prairies. In old

Quebec itself, the long-established practice

of a communal dissemination of news by
word of mouth, at the parish gatherings of

the people at church or market or other-

wise, may have rendered less necessary the

weekly paper as a mirror of the local life,

but the habitant is becoming more and more
of a reader, and his paper will correspond-
ingly become more and more a necessity.

The large German population in Canada,
notably in Waterloo County, in Ontario,

and in certain sections of the West, is re-

sponsible for fourteen papers in that

tongue. Nine are published in Ontario, two
each in Manitoba and Saskatchewan and
one in Alberta. As a rule, they are excel-

lent mediums of news and opinions, well

edited, and of proportionate influence on
public opinion in their respective constitu-

encies.

The Northern European peoples in Can-
ada have seven journals. A Danish weekly
was for long issued from Ottawa; while

the Swedes of Manitoba have two weeklies

and the Icelanders of the same Province
support four. No more virile additions to

the population have been made, since the

immigration movement set in Canadaward.
than these hardy Scandinavians, Icelanders

and Danes, and their interest in and support

of their organs of opinion is on a par with

their interest in education, and, as an illus-

tration of this fact one is not surprised to

learn that the Icelander children carry oft

the bulk of the prizes in the schools of

Winnipeg.
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Canada has, among her population from
Central Europe, twenty thousand Hungari-
ans, and these have two papers, published

in Manitoba. The seventy thousand Gali-

cians have as yet only one paper, but as they

decrease their high rate of illiteracy, and
their children become educated, the one will

soon in all probability be increased in some
degree of proportion to their numbers.
The Poles have two weeklies in Mani-

toba, while the Italians also have two, with
Montreal as their offices of publication.

These peoples are so scattered throughout
the country, in railway construction and
kindred work, that it is probably difficult to

reach them through the periodicals printed

in their native tongues.

Montreal is also the publication centre of

two Jewish papers, one being in Yiddish.

With the rapid increase of the Jewish popu-
lation in Canada, and their clannish concen-

tration in the cities, it is not to be wondered
at that they desire papers of their own.

For some years a Gaelic paper was pub-
lished in Cape Breton, where there is a

large sprinkling of Scotch, but I doubt
wdiether it is still issued.

Among the curio papers published in the

Dominion, one of the most curious is the

Kamloops Wawa, printed in the Chinook
Indian tongue as translated into a system

of shorthand and taught the redmen of

the Kamloops district of British Columbia
by the French mission priests.

A Chinese paper, issued tri-weekly, is

one of the latest additions to the list of

Canadian newspapers. It is the Chinese

Reform Gazettee, and is printed in Van-
couver.

It will thus be seen, by the foregoing re-

ferences, that Canada is rapidly becoming
a polyglot country, as evidenced by the

news and other papers published in a score

of tongues and dialects other than English.

The Right Kind of An Error

(The Circle)

A manufacturer had something new to submit to his trade.

Making up a list of one hundred of the principal buyers of such goods, he

had unblemished samples prepared, packed and addressed to them in person.

Then, to make the record complete on the transaction, he wrote each buyer

a personal letter, announcing that sample was being forwarded, and enclosed

a bill for one-twelfth dozen, on approval.

Samples and letters were made up together, but by different clerks. Through
some oversight the letters containing the bills were sent out and the samples

held back. When buyers received the bills without the samples, they immediate-

ly wrote asking where the matter was, some treating it as a miscarriage of ship-

ment and others growing a little indignant at being billed for goods never for-

warded.
When the manufacturer got fifty of these letters from a hundred buyers he

was indignant, too, and came near discharging the clerk who had held up the

samples. On second thought, though, he didn't. For the amount of attention his

samples got by this delay was much greater than would have been the case had
the affair gone through as he had originally planned it.

n



Muscular Work, Appetite and Energy

By G. ELLIOTT FLINT

Reproduced from The Outing Magazine

THERE is an odd notion current that

man is a kind of vessel, in some com-
partment of which he has a definite

supply of energy; and it is thought to be

of vital importance that he conserve this

energy as much as possible. We hear

constantly such phrases as, ''Saving the

strength," and "Wasting the energy."

Now, as a matter of fact, free expendi-

ture of energy and a considerable em-
ployment of strength are absolutely

necessary for the existence, in any great

degree, of both. Naturally, there are

gradations. One who expends little will

possess little, and as he expends more
he will have more, provided he goes not
beyond what his system can bear. The
more energetic about us are, therefore,

those who give out much energy ; while
those are least energetic, even when oc-

casion requires action, who save them-
selves most. Though some persons are

naturally more energetic than others, yet

energy can be acquired by any sound
man or woman, however indolent he or
she may be naturally, just as easily as

strength can be acquired ; and, curiously
enough, the only way to acquire it is to

expend at certain regular intervals the

little that one has.

If the above proposition seems strange,
a little reflection will show any one that,

as in physiology, the same principle holds
good in finance. If one wishes to make
money he must spend it, and, if his busi-

ness methods are sound, the more the

outlay, the greater will be the return.

This is an age of over-much conserva-
tion, so far as physical energy is con-
cerned. A certain class work prodigious-
ly with their brains, and utterly neglect
all bodily exercises ; and they expect to

escape the consequences of this neglect

by lessening their amount of food. But
they deceive themselves. As the water

in a pool which has no outlet becomes
stale and at last foul, so the blood in

man becomes foul when it does not free-

lv circulate. Again, however trite the

observation may seem, the fact in its

practical significance is often lost sight

of, that you cannot force new matter in-

to a body from which the old matter has

not escaped. There must be the need

and capacity to receive the new matter.

It is by reason of this principle that men
who do no physical work have poor ap-

petites, and can hardly digest the little

food they force into themselves. In con-

trast to these are those who take much
physical exercise; they eat largely, and

are benefited by their food, because there

is previous need, manifested by sharp

appetite. Energy comes from food only

if the food is appropriated after it has

been digested : when there is no need for

it, it is" merely eliminated. So I repeat

that to get energy we must give out

energy.

We are told that we eat too much;

that we can live on less food, and that

therefore we should. But it is a serious

thing to weaken the nutritive functions;

and we assuredly weaken them by cul-

tivating the habit of eating little. Rather

should we sharpen the appetite by more

work, and thus strengthen them. The
writer has always found that, after any

kind of hard physical work, he could eat

hugely and digest perfectly. Laborers

are usually large eaters, are not nice

about quality, and, yet, rarely realize they

have stomachs. The dyspeptic American
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needs not to eat less, but to work more
and to eat more.

It is as easy to cultivate a strong
stomach, on the vigor of which our
amount of energy depends, as it is to

cultivate strong biceps. But our method
should be the reverse of "babying" it.

Xot that I suggest indiscriminately over-

loading it with rich foods. There are

plain foods, such as beefsteak, boiled rice

and a variety of fresh vegetables, which.
to the healthy appetite that has resulted

from a proper amount of work, taste in-

finitely better than the so-called made
dishes ; and these should be eaten in quan-
tities that completely satisfy. I do not be-

lieve in leaving the table hungry. I never
do, and I am never troubled with dyspep-
sia ; indeed, did I know nothing of

physiology, I would not know there was
such a process of digestion. Though
these remarks are quite personal, my ex-

cuse lor interpolating them is that T

thought it might interest some to know
the effect the practise of my dietetic be-

liefs have had on myself. Perhaps some
will think that my digestion is naturally

strong. But I assure them that the con-
trary is the fact. As a boy my stomach
was so wretchedly weak that the simplest

breakfast usually made me sick; and even
as a young man my digestion was not
specially good. Now, at the age of thirty-

seven, I can eat anything, in any reason-

able quantity, and digest it perfectly.

Statistics have shown the great value
of abundant food. Dr. J. Robertson, an
eminent surgeon of Manchester, Eng.,
has remarked that the families of work-
ing peope, when well fed, maintained their

health surprisingly, even while living n
cellars. And he observed that during
four years of prosperity the number of

r cases admitted into the Manchester
House of Recovery were 42] per annum,
while in two pinching years 1 ,-'07 eases

per annum were admitted.

The ultimate effect of curtailing the

food supply is to weaken the stomach so

that it cannot digest what it once could
easily. Thus the source from which our
energy is derived is weakened to our
great detriment. Now as man is really

no stronger than his stomach, and as

"good digestion waits on appetite, and
health on both," should we not rather
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seek to strengthen the stomach by giv-

ing it exercise, than to enfeeble it by
dieting? I think we should, and I think
that persons with common sense will

agree with me ; Chittenden, Horace
Fletcher and other dietarians notwith-
standing. Loss of weight is the first

symptom of failing health ; and cutting
the food supply invariably causes loss

of weight.

To develop strong muscles we train

them gradually to do strong work. In
the same way we can, by judicious care,

accustom even a weak stomach to digest

hearty meals. But we cannot do this by
forcing into the stomach more food than
it calls for; we must first create the need
of a greater quantity by a proper amount
of bodily exercise. Of all cures for dys-

pepsia with its accompanying languor,

exercise is the best cure I know of.

We shall consider now what kind of

exercise develops the most energy. The
slight, muscular contractions of light

exercises can be repeated successively

many times; which shows that each con-

traction requires but little energy. On
the other hand, heavy exercises, requir-

ing, as they do, much energy for their

contractions, cannot be often repeat-

ed successively. Whence it follows that

only those who have much energy can
perform heavy exercises ; whereas those

with but little energy can perform light

exercises. The exclusive pursuit of light

exercises will, then, not form much ener-

gy, for the simple reason that it is not

required. But any sound man can, by
proper training, learn to perform heavy
exercises, and these will inevitably form
a large amount of energy ; for did they

not the exercises could not be perform-

ed.

How this energy is produced in the

latter case is interesting. When a con-

siderable weight is lifted, or when the

body's weight is raised high and thrown
forward or backward by means of the

arms or legs, the muscles must be con-

tracted powerfully through energetic ex-

plosions of the nervous force. Moreover,
the circulation is greatly accelerated, par-

ticularly in the muscles used; and this

devolves hard work upon the lungs and
heart. Thus do heavy exercises quickly

deplete the body of energy. Then fol-
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lows rest, which, if sufficiently prolong-

ed, results in sharp appetite, eager diges-

tion and quick repair. Ultimately the

body becomes accustomed to, and easily

capable of, the heavy exercises ; thus

proving that it has acquired the capacity

to form sufficient energy to meet the

successive expenditures.

It is true that light exercises also,

when prolonged, use up much energy

;

but the stimulation of the entire system
being not nearly so intense as it is in

heavy exercises, the bodily capacity

of forming energy is increased by light

exercises in a by no means equal de-

gree. Long-continued light exercise, if

repeated daily, uses up more energy than

the body can form.

We see the above theory often exem-
plified. Postmen, who walk all day, are

usually haggard and tired-looking. Silk-

winders in factories, whose days are

spent in unremitting light toil, obviously

lack energy. In fact, all whose callings

tax their endurance, and athletes wh >

establish records in endurance tests, alike

seem deficient in vitality and are rarely

long-lived.

The exhilaration that is felt after vigor-

ous exercise is altogether wanting after

prolonged lighter work. What woman
has not experienced the depression that

follows a shopping tour, or the languor
and ennui consequent on her eternal

round of small duties? For such, vigor-

ous exercise of any kind, performed, say
three times a week, would stimulate the

formation of energy, and make their tire-

some, but necessary duties, less exhaust-
ing.

It is a principle in physiology that the

greater the muscular activity, the greater
is the general organic activity that fol-

lows it ; or. in other words, when exercise

is vigorous, the formation of energy
through the nutritive functions is very
great : whence results an augmentation
rather than a diminution of energy. Bui
light exercise stimulates the organic func-

tions not much more than no exercise; so,

in this case, when much energy is used
up if the exercise be prolonged, there en-

sues a depression, sometimes amounting
to an almost complete exhaustion.
How long-continued light strain is

more prostrating in its after-effects than

a heavier strain can possibly be, may be
clearly seen by an illustration. Suppose
a man "puts up" a five-pound dumb-bell
until he can put it up no more. The effect

in the muscles involved is to leave them
not sufficient energy to raise the light

weight of five pounds. But this effect

cannot be attained by putting up a fifty-

pound weight as many times as possible ;

for the muscles will still retain enough
energy to put up immediately forty

pounds. If this statement be doubted
the "Thomas" can easily convince him-
self by trying the experiment.
To sum up : Light exercise, when pro-

longed, consumes much energy and
forms less—in fact, can be carried almost
to the point of exhaustion : whereas,
heavy exercises, while thev also consume
much energy, form more, and absolutely

cannot be continued until there is exhaus-
tion, because such work, obviously, can

be performed only by comparatively fresh

muscles.

I have mentioned the above facts rela-

tive to the respective effects of light and
of heavy exercises the more particularly

because the latter do not hold the high

place in modern physical culture that

they deserve. Calisthenics and light

exercises generally have a value ; but the

claims made for them as regenerators of

mankind have lately become so absurd

that it is well to know their limitations.

Still another effect of prolonged light

exercises or exercises of endurance de-

serves mention for its important bearing

on the general health. Using the mus-
cles of course draws the blood to them
awav from the internal organs. Now this

does not affect deleteriously the internal

organs unless the muscles are employed

too constantly. But if muscular work be

continued lor several hours each day

—and only comparatively light muscular

work can be so long continued—then these

organs do suffer, and this is detrimental

to health ; for health depends far more on

the organic, than on the muscular

strength. This (organic deterioration

due to too-prolonged muscular work) is

probably one reason why many athletes

who place a high value on feats of endur-

ance die young.
That I may not be misunderstood I

shall now say plainly what I mean by
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"heavy work." Certainly, I do not mean

work requiring excessive strain.
_

In

dumb-bell exercises there is no weight

which I would advise all, or even the

majority of persons to use; for what

would be a proper weight for one would

be not proper for another. Here, how-

ever, is a rule which every reader may
apply to his particular case. Whether

you raise two weights to the shoulders

and put both up simultaneously to

straight arm above the head; whether

you "see-saw" them—that is, nut up each

alternately, lowering one as you raise

the other; or whether you put up a single

weight with one arm ; use weights with

which you can repeat the movement suc-

cessively about five times. Such a weight

will be neither too heavy nor too light.

and there will be little danger of over-

strain. Increase the weights as your

strength increases, and you will soon

grow' strong enough to perform with

ease exercises requiring considerable

strength. If a chest-weight is used-
arid this apparatus is especially suited

to women and children—repeat each of

the various movements, which can be

learned from pamphlets describing them,

from fifteen to twenty times. When you

can repeat more than that number of

times make the weights heavier. The
many exercises on parallel, and horizon-

tal, bars are also excellent for developing

strength and energy, as the raising and

propelling of the body's weight necessi-

tate strong contraction-.

We come now to the usually neglect-

ed, but really the most important, part oi

physical culture as it relates to the forma-

tion of energy—namely, rest. Very

vigorous exercises should not be repeat-

ed daily. One hour and a half a week

distributed in half-hours on Mondays,

Wednesdays and Fridays, or on Tues-

days, Thursdays and Saturdays, is n »1

only amply sufficient, but will produce

the best results. Cut when you work,

work. Don't plaj a1 calisthenics, or at

heel-and-toe drills. Bu1 always after the

heavy work go through some active

quick movements for a few minutes, such

as running, boxing, or punching the bag.

Strenuous exercises, as I have said,

necessitate a large expenditure of ener-

gy; but they also favor the after forma-

tion of as much, or more, energy than

that used. Thus, during the alternate

days of rest, particularly during the two

full days of comparative rest, the natural

vigor of the system, much augmented by

the hard, regular exercise, easily forms

more than enough energy to meet the

next expenditure. Furthermore, in the

days of comparative rest, the blood, en-

riched by the digestive processes which

have been made more vigorous by the

half-hours of sharp work, is not drawn

from the internal organs, which conse-

quently derive the full benefit of the

blood's increased nutritive power.

Surely such a result is worth while!

The plan saves time (any man can snatch

an hour and a half a week from his du-

. keeps exercise from becoming

monotonous, and benefits health as much

as it increases strength. By thus exe

cising and resting there is at no time a

depletion of energy
—

'staleness," but al-

ways a feeling of well-being! We en-

tirely miss the" languor due to the lower-

ed vitality resulting from constant, grind-

ing muscular work; and these benefits

with no interference with other import-

ant duties! For illustration: what

bounding energy is manifest in the horse

that has remained in the stable a day,

as contrasted with the spiritless nag that

plods the same weary round daily.

The above simple system of training

has enabled the writer to retain his full

muscular power for the past twenty

years— a long time to keep in condition;

and what he has done almost any one

ran do.

Then, when we consider that, by ac-

customing the body to withstand hard

XN ork, we thereby render its ordinary du-

ties far easier of accomplishment, besides

making it hi to undergo the strain of

prolonged mental labor, we are perforce

impressed with the great value of a sys-

tem which his the added distinct ad-

vantage of exacting a very little time.

As t<> the amount of work necessary

on exercising days; that will depend en-

tirely u »on the strength and endurance

of the subject. A safe general rule is to

discontinue any exercise as soon as the

muscles have become too tired to per-

form it vigorously.



A Bank Guard that Sleeps on the Roof

Watching Over the Bank of France

I

The Bank of France, like the Rank of England, is guarded with the greatest care,

watchmen patrol its roof day and Qight, and at night the guards take it in turn to

Bleep upon the roof. The roof itself is divided into sections by means of stout iron

railings, and each section is separately patrolled. Most of the guards are ex-firemen.



The Real Owners of America

By FRANK FAYANT
Reproduced from Appleton's Magazine

TWO and a half million investors own
the American corporations. Twenty
million thrifty Americans are in-

direct partners in corporate ventures.

These two dry-as-dust statements of cold

fact contrast strangely with the highly

colored figures of speech of certain yel-

low purveyors of written misinforma-
tion, and with the fantastic fairy-

tale pictures of the yellow cartoonists.

The car-seat student of American
affairs who assimilates pseudo-political

economy from head-lines and car-

toons, has been led to believe that a

few "Magnates" own the railroads, the

industries, and the banks of the country,

and that they are leagued together to en-

slave "the common people." But the

cold figures, as revealed in the stock

books of the corporations, tell a very

different story.

The widespread ownership of the cor-

porations is striking eyidence of the faith

the great body of industrious, thrifty

Americans have in corporate enterprise,

despite all recent disclosures of the mis-

use of corporate power by the unscrupul-

ous. This faith was shown, as it never

had been before in our history, in the re-

cent disastrous financial panic, when
hundreds of thousands of small investors

came into the market place with their

savings to take railroad, industrial, and
bank shares off the hands of thoroughly
frightened speculators and capitalists.

The popular fallacy regarding the

ownership of the corporations has been

in part flue to a very natural misconcep-
tion. The rapid growth of industrial

"trusts" and railroad combinations in the

past ten years has centralized control,

and the careless observer has mistaken
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this for centralized ownership. But the

centralization of control has been ac-

companied by the spreading out of

ownership.
The steel corporation concretely illus-

trates this among the industrial combina-
tions. Before the formation of the steel

"trustlets" of the nineties, many of the

mines, mills, and furnaces were privately

owned. A few rich men owned these in-

dependent industries. The public did

not participate in the profits, except in

the form of wages. Now, with central-

ized control, 110,000 investors are part-

ners in the steel business and participate

in the profits. A good many investors,

it is true, paid high prices for their inter-

est, but as many more, who had the pati-

ence to wait their opportunity, paid

very low prices—witness the 27,000 new
partners who joined the enterprise in the

panic of 1907.

Southern Pacific is a good illustration

among the railroads. When this was an
independent property under the control

of the Huntingtons, it did not have 3,000

shareholders. Now that it is part of Mr.
Harriman's railroad empire, the bulk of

its stock is divided among 15,000 inves-

tors, and 15,000 more Union Pacific

shareholders participate in the earnings

of the big block of its stock held for their

benefit. Tn a word, 3,000 partners re-

ceived no dividends in the days of the

Huntington ownership, and 30,000 inves-

tors now divide $17,000,000 a year under
Harriman's control.

The figure—two and a half million

partners in corporate enterprises—is an

approximation. It is probably too small.

Four years ago, when the Interstate

Commerce Commission made its report
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on railroad shareholders, the railroads

had 350,000 owners. Since then the

Pennsylvania list has increased from 42,-

100 to 59,200; Atchison, 17,500 to 25,000;

New York Central 11,700 to 22,000;

Southern Pacific, 4,400 to 15,000; Great
Western, 5,900 to 10,500; Erie, 4,300 to

10,000; St. Paul, 5,800 to 10,000. These
seven roads had 92,000 shareholders in

1904; now they have 152,000, an increase

of 65 per cent. The other roads only
have to show an increase of 35 per cent,

to bring the total up to 500,000, a con-

servative figure. These half million rail-

road owners divide $300,000,000 a year

in dividends, an average for each owner
of $600—just about the average earnings

of the 1,500,000 railroad employes.
Seven of the big industrial combina-

tions have 200,000 owners on their

books: Steel, 110,000; Telephone, 25,-

000; Sugar, 20,000; Copper, 18,000; Pull-

man, 13,500; Smelters, 9,400; Oil, 5,500.

These account for only 1,600,000,000 of

industrial stock, a minor fraction of the

country's total. It is conservative to

estimate the number of other owners of

industrial shares at several hundred
thousand. How many people own min-
ing stock in proven properties can only
be conjectured. The Lake mines have
30,000 owners ; one new silver mine has

13,500 owners, a new Western property
has 12,000, another 5,000. Taking no ac-

count of "wildcat" companies—for we
are talking about investors—the mines
of the country must have several hun-
dred thousand shareholders.
And then there are the banks. The

last report of the ownership of the na-
tional banks 0<j04j showed that 318,000
investors owned the 8,800,000 shares of

the 5,400 national banks, an average of

only 28 shares to each holder. The
popular fallacy is that a few thousand
rich men own all the banks, but the truth
is that as many thrifty Americans own
bank shares as railroad shares. Since
1904 the number of national banks has
increased 1.500, and it is fair to estimate
that upward of 400,000 people now own
these institutions. This takes no account
of the twelve thousand trust companies,
State banks, and private banks, whose
owners make up another great army of

investors.

Through the banks with their 15,000,-

000 depositors, the life insurance com-
panies with their 25,000,000 policyhold-
ers, and the fire, accident, and guarantee
companies with millions more, it is safe

to say that 17,500,000 people, not direct

owners of corporation securities, are in-

direct partners in corporation profits

through the investment of their savings
in these securities. So the whole Ameri-
can people—all thrifty Americans—have
a pecuniary interest in corporate ven-
tures.

The "man in the street" speaks of "the
Havemeyers" and the Sugar Trust as

though they were interchangeable

names, but the ownership of no "trust"

is so widely distributed. So, too, Smel-
ters and "the Guggenheims" are used in

conversation in Wall Street with the

same meaning. The man who has sold

a mine to the American Smelting & Re-
fining Company says: "I- have sold a

mine to the Guggenheims." But all of

the Guggenheim brothers and their fam-

ilies own only a minor minority interest

in the company they organized and de-

veloped. The 10,000 shareholders, if they

were agreed that the Guggenheims were
mismanaging their property, could throw
them all out of the directorate. The cart-

tail orator pictures the Telephone "trust"

as a composite monster made up of

Alexander Graham Bell and a few Bos-

ton plutocrats. It is true that there are

forty rich men, mostly Xew Englanders,

who own large interests in Telephone,

but their combined holdings are only

one-tenth as large as those of the 25,000

small investors in the company's stock.

The Xew England newspapers picture

the Xew Haven railroad as even a worse

monster than the Telephone "trust," but

the Xew Haven ownership is so widely

-(.altered that the average shareholder's

certificate represents only 39 shares. The
Manhattan Elevated in Xew York is al-

ways spoken of as a family affair, but a

recent inspection of its books showed
only a small fraction of its shares in the

Gould family, and only six holders with

more than 5,000 shares, with the major-

ity ownership absolutely in the hands of

3,000 small investors. Even Standard

Oil, the most closely owned of all the

big corporations, is owned by investors
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who never sit at the council table at 26
Broadway. That Standard Oil shares

are distributed among 5,500 owners, de-

spite the fact that they cost in the neigh-

borhood of $600 each and cannot be
traded in on any exchange in the world,

is convincing proof that "the people own
the Trusts." The elder Rockefeller owns
a quarter of his company's capital, and
there are fifteen Standard Oil capitalists

whose combined holdings are a fifth of

the capital. So all the "big men" in

Standard Oil own quite a bit less than
half the stock.

Looking over the stock books of the

railroads one is impressed by the large

proportion of women shareholders. The
Georgia Railroad has many more indi-

vidual women owners than men. This is

true of most guaranteed stocks, which
are favorite investments for women,
whose sole thought is security of in-

come. But the big railroads also show a

surprisingly large proportion of women
owners. vVhen the last detailed examin-
ation was made of the Pennsylvania's
books, at the beginning of the year, 26,-

471 of the 57,226 shareholders, or 46 per
cent., were women. During the panic of

1907 the number of women shareholders
increased 7,189. One reason for the large

proportion of women railroad owners is

.

that many husbands speculate in their

own names, but invest in their wives'

names. A man who trades in a thous-

and shares of Union Pacific on margin
and makes a turn of $3,000 on a three-

point rise may put the profits into

twenty-five shares of Pennsylvania for

his wife. The proportion of women
holders of industrial stocks is not as

high, because very few industrials are

considered desirable as women's invest-

ments. Bank stocks are favorites with
women. Of the 318,000 owners of na-

tional bank stocks four years ago, 104,000

were women, who held ore-fifth of the

national bank capital of the country.

Since then the number of banks has in-

creased a fifth, and it is fair to estimate

that 125,000 women now own $200,000,-

000 of national bank capital.

On the Stock Exchange anything less

than 100 shares is dubbed an "odd lot."

The purchase of an "odd lot" isn't regis-

tered on the ticker tape—it's too small a

financial transaction to be noticed in the

speculation in a million shares a day. But
the average investor's ownership in

American railroad and industrial enter-

prises is an "odd lot," and without the
two million "odd lot" partners commer-
cial progress in this country would still

be at the mercy of foreign bankers, as it

was years ago before we found ourselves.

The "odd lot" investors are the bulwark
of American corporate finance. Thirty
thousand shareholders of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad own less than ten shares

of stock each. Four-fifths of the share-

holders of Illinois Central are "odd lot"

owners. Nearly all the Old Colony share-

holders are "odd lot" investors. Tens of

thousands of steel shareholders have one,

two, or three shares each.

But many thrifty Americans do not

know that they can buy one share of

Steel or Pennsylvania, or Union Pacific,

or Standard Oil. They have an idea that

there is no market place for the man who
wants to invest a few dollars in a pros-

perous corporation. But there is—and
it's a big market. More than a score of

Stock Exchange houses, with nearly sixty

board members (an investment of $4,-

000,000), make a specialty of "odd lot"

orders. One house, with eight board
members, employs ninety clerks to handle
the odd-lot business. And still, the news-
paper reports of the activities of Wall
Street rarely mention the "odd lot" in-

vestors. The man who buys one share

of Union Pacific receives his engraved
certificate of stock, his reports of earn-

ings, his annual reports, his quarterly

dividend checks., his notices of share-

holders' meetings which he is privileged

to attend; he has his proportionate share

of all "rights" and extra dividends—in a

word, the one-share owner of Union
Pacific, or any other corporate stock, is

mi exactly the same footing as the owner
of 1,000 or 10,000 shares.
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Sending Christmas Money Over Seas

By RICHARD M. WINANS
Reproduced from Scrap Book

THE Christmas gift from Uncle Sam
to the fatherlands in Europe last

year amounted to nearly fifty mil-

lion dollars in cash.

That is a fairly substantial remem-
brance to the folks at home—a good-
sized stockingful. It is enough to go a
long way toward making a Merry Christ-

mas and a Happy New Year for hundreds
of thousands of families in America who
enjoy, as it is, little more than the
vague quantity of good-will that impreg-
nates the spirit of holiday atmosphere.
It would provide enough to satisfy with
unaccustomed good things even the
Christmas dinner appetite of every poor
family in the country. With that amount
retained and spent at home, the holiday
week could be made a merry round of

rollicking cheer for every one of Ameri-
ca's poor.

Although at first it may appear a para-
dox and a statement for spectacular effeel

it is a fact that this enormous wealth of

the real coin of the realm is sent to the

old countries by the poor; by the Strang
ers within our gates, the laborer of the

Old World who has adopted, temporar-
ily, the United States for his financial

betterment.
The emigrant, for the first few years

of lit- residence here, sends a large por-

tion of his earnings to the mother coun-
try, either for the supporl of a family left

behind or for investmenl : or, as in many
cases known, to the aged mother, with
no means of livelihood, in the cottage

among the hills, or sequestered in the

little native village.

After a few years, however, he usually

begins to hoard his savings in this coun-
try, if he intends to permanently adopt
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it as his home. But even then, at Christ-

mas time, the folks at home in the lands

across the sea, are remembered very
liberally, and the mails are heavy with
the carrying of money-orders of the post
office and the express companies, and
drafts of exchange on the banks.

Generally it may be said that the most
material increase at this time is to Ger-
many, Italy, Scandinavia, and Ireland.

The individual money-order has the larg-

est average to Italy, the smallest to Ire-

land.

The remittance to Ireland for the year

[906, however, was about ten million dol-

lars, out of a total of twenty-five million

dollars to all of Great Britain. This seems
proof sufficient that the big-hearted Irish

man has by no means forgotten the

Emerald Isle. But they are among the

oldest of the emigrants into the country,

and they, like the Germans, are becom-
ing established with their families, and
so have less occasion to send their earn

ings home.
It may be said, in this connection, that

the per capita remittance of the 3,700,000

Germans in the United States is $4.05,

while that of the 3,500,000 English and
Irish is $7.14. Against these figures the

per capita remittance bv the _\300,000

Italians of $30, or v$28. 10 by the 2,250,-

000 Vustro Hungarians, and the high-

water mark reached by the < ireeks, whose
per capita remittance is $50, the contrast

is marked, and tells itself the story of

where the latest and largest streams of

immigrants come from that reach our

shores.

When these later immigrants have
made the United States their home, ra-

ther than a place to stay and work, the
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amount of their remittances will de-

crease, unless this human tide should
continue to come as in the past few years.

If this were the case, however, some of

the provinces would be so depleted in

population that there would be few left

to send the money to. In some districts

there are not now enough laborers to

carry on husbandry, and in some towns
not enough young men to run municipal
affairs.

Notwithstanding the panic in the fall

of 1907, the remittances of Christmas
money to the old countries was the larg-

est on record. The New York post office,

the clearing house for most of the United
States, handled nearly ten million dollars

of this holiday toll from the States to

Santa Claus overseas, while the banks
and the express companies combined
transmitted fully fifteen million dollars.

The superintendent of the foreign

money-order division at the New - ork
post office presented some interesting

data in detail of the distribution of the

stream of Yuletide wealth that the postal

service transfers to the home-tree of

foreign lands for Christmas cheer. The
largest number of postal money-orders
were sent to Great Britain, there being
188.352 orders. carrying $2,178,443.06;
while Italy received but 53,557 orders
that, however, totaled almost as much,
82.050,322.36.

The Germans sent a few more postal

orders than the Italians, 62,426 ; but they
totalled only $690,092.12. This places
< iermany and Great Britain about equal

in the amount of their Christmas gifts,

the individual orders averaging about
$11, while their close neighbors, big Rus-
sia and little Belgium, received orders
that averaged nearly twice this, and those
to Austria more than doubled it.

Italy's average in postal-orders is near-
ly S40 for the Christmas-time remittance.
< )nc money-order sent was for nearly

•O, and two others of about $3,000.
I he Greeks sent their mother country
6,09/ postal money-orders as holiday re-

membrances that lacked just $488.07 of

totalling a quarter of a million dollars,

an average of about $42 per remittance.
The Greek differs greatly from the

Irishman in his attitude toward this coun-
try. The son of Old Erin comes to us

with a mind filled with visions of a land
of plenty, with gold lying profusely in

the streets, the market-places, and the
highways of the bucolic wilds, only wait-
ing his coming to be picked up ; and he
has no idea of coming to pick what he
may, and then return to his native bogs
and fens, to live after the old manner on
what he has gathered in a few years here.

He comes to remain permanently, or

so long as the picking is good, at any
rate ; and Pat has seen to it that it has
always been of the best. He comes to

make himself a part of the country; and
—witness the legislative halls and the

high places from which cities are ruled
—he has stayed to take part in the mak-
ing of it, by grace of his indefatigable

push and inherent stick-to-it-iveness.

The Greek, on the other hand, comes to

America as to a place only of his tem-
porary adoption. As home, his mind al-

ways turns to his native land, to which,
when he has made his "fortune," he will

return. He lives as cheaply here as he
can, saving every possible penny to send
home to buy land, or for other invest-

ments.
It is this fact probably that makes the

Greek the largest per capita remitter of

all our emigrants, with the Italians sec-

ond, for the same reason, and the Austro-
Hungarian treading very close on the

Italian's heels. They are sending their

money where they expect to enjoy it

when their best laboring days are over.

In referring to the amounts sent home
through the international postal system,
especially to Italy, Greece, and Austro-
Hungary, account should be taken of the

enormous sums handled by native bank-
ers for these nationalities. While there

are two banks that are credited with
drawing a greater number of drafts than

the Banco di Napoli, it is said that last

Christmas the latter bank received about
thirty-five million lire (nearly six mil-

lion three hundred thousand dollars) for

distribution in Italy. It is through these

native bankers that most of the Italian's

money goes out of the country. Of
Italian bankers, there are nearly a thou-

sand in the United States, a third of

whom are in New York City.

Most of the Hungarian bankers, of

whom there are several hundred, are
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located in the Eastern cities and in the

coal and iron districts. Then there is a

liberal quota of small bankers, natives

of Russia, Greece. Norway, Sweden, and

other countries, who probably handle the

bulk of the Christmas monev. since these

private institutions are said to forward

about one hundred and twenty-five mil-

lion dollars annually by drafts. The

Hungarian-American bank places the re-

mittances of the Austro-Hungarians for

1907 at eighty millions.

In connection with the management of

some of these smaller banks, it was told

me by a government official that some of

the Italian bankers were misleading their

people here by placards in their windows

advertising "Postal and Telegraphic

Money-Orders," which would give the

unsophisticated the impression that

these private affairs were comv

with and secured by the postal system of

the United States Government, which

has. in fact, no remote connection with

such private or other concerns, nor are

•they connected in any way with the

telegraph and cable companies. These

bankers handle millions of money annual-

ly, but are responsible only to the extent

of fifteen thousand dollars.

The time was when most of the money

entrusted to these institutions for for-

warding went into their money-bags

simply as grist to their mill. The trust-

ing depositor, by the time lie learm

the fact that his money had never been

sent across, could usually go to the bank

ing place and find, instead of the once

gaudv signs, a simple placard reading
>

-This Store for Rent," But all that has

changed now very materially. There are

yet some absconding bankers among the

native foreigners, of which a recent not-

able case is an instance; but they are

few in late years, and these foreign for-

warders of money give their clients, on

the whole, very fair and honest treatment.

The express companies forward money

to foreign countries to the extent of

twenty-five million dollars to thirty

million dollars a year: and as the

Christmas season approaches, their busi-

ness increases about in proportion to that

of the postal service and the banks. An
ess money-order is one of the favor-

ite ways by which returning emigrants

carrv their hoarded store of money back

with them when they go home for the

holiday season.

The drafts and money-orders of one

kind and another do not include a full

account of the registered mail, which is

heavy, as may be judged by the fact that

one of the White Star Line ships landed

at Queen stown a year or two ago mail

sack^ that contained registered letter

kages to the number of over ten

thousand, that enclosed something over

hundred and twenty-five thousand

dollars. And this was only one ship

line. There were probably more

than a -core of ships on the ocean at the

ime bound for European ports that

were carrying treasures of Christmas

1 in their steel mail-rooms and strong-

.... for the "folks at home."

On "Living Up to One's Income" Habit

(Cassel's Journal)

The "living up to one's income" habil is responsible for a considerable

amoum of unsuspected extravagance. When the income expands the habit of

i g up to i g?ows with it. 1 remember Sir Henry Erring pointing onto me

one day an actor who was enjoying an income oi severa thousands a year

"He got into the habit," [rying said, "of spending all his income when his

income was three pounds a week, and il ha to him ever since. He lives

up to his la^t pound a year now. You ome has grown and the habit

remained th< same- of living up to it.

[J is human nature. [1 is wonderful how one's wants expand when one ha,

go1 money to play with them.
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Power From the Pit's Mouth-A Forward Step

By J. W. PRESTON

Reproduced from Technical World Magazine

THE power engineer is trying to

realize a new vision. For years he

has been watching the long trains

of coal-cars which rattle over the coun-
try, carrying the raw materials of power
to a million distant fire boxes : he has
seen the great three-horse coal wagons,
which block the city streets and scatter

powdered carbon over pedestrians ; he
has looked up to see a million chimneys,
belching soot and smoke into the

polluting the air men breathe, blacken-

ing the grass and trees, doing damage in-

calculable to health and property, half

shutting out the sun. He has noticed

the trail of ashes and cinders left by the

creaking refuse carts on their way to the

unsightly dumps.
And he has dreamed of a future city,

as active, as powerful as this first, but
a city of clean and unobstructed streets,

lapped in an ocean of fresh, pure air,

where tall and nourishing trees rise in

the stead of smoking stacks and where
grass and flowers and little children may
bloom in the clear colors which nature
gives them.

( Hit in Colorado, for the first time, he
has made his dream come true. There,
at the mouths of the coal mines owned
by the Northern Colorado Power Com-
pany of Lafayette, great power houses
have been built and the coal, once load-
ed into cars by the miners' shovels in the
lower levels of the pits, is transformed,
without further handling, into electric

power, which supplies already nearly a

score of towns and cities, strung on a

150 mile loop of wire like jev. :1s on a
necklace.

Organized to supply electric power to

the towns of Northern Colorado at a

cheaper rate than it was produced in the

individual plants in the various town-.

this great central station does that work
and also runs the Denver & Interurban

road and the Fort Collins electric street

car line. The towns of Lafayette, Louis-

ville, Superior, Boulder, Longmont, Bert-

houd, Loveland, Fort Collins, Timmath
and Greeley and mills at Xiwot are ail

being supplied with electric current with

which to light residences and streets and

provide power for operating machinery

of every description.

Additional transmission lines will be

built to the mining district west of Boul-

der and also to the towns of Windsor,

Evans, Lucerne. Eaton, Ault and Xiwot.

When these extensions from the main

transmission lines are completed, the

lines will be run around from Greeley

to the central power house, thus com-

pleting a loop 144 miles in length.

The loop will add the towns of La-

Salle, Fort Lupton, Platteville, Brighton

and Erie to those already receiving elec-

tric current from the central station. As
rapidly as the smaller villages warrant

the investment lines will be built to

serve Lyons, Johnstown, Mead, Canfield,

and Wellington.
More than 75,000 people are now being

supplied with light and power through

the new plant. Within the next few

months this number will be increased

to more than 100,000.

1 -mall draft upon the large central

station is the power furnished for the

ation of the cars of the recently

ed Denver & Interurban railroad,

fating cars between Denver and

Boulder. The Fort Collins and Boulder

street car lines also get electric power
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for operating cars from the Northern
Colorado Power Company. An unique
feature also of the operation of the plant
within the next year will be the supply-
ing of power to farmers to use in pump-
ing water into irrigating ditches. The
economy and advantage in agriculture
to be gained through this medium are
said by experts to be unbounded, and
the experiment will be watched with
great interest throughout the country;
the whole of this huge combination of
tasks is accomplished practically direct-

ly by the swing of the miner's shovel.

The current now being sent over more
than eight}- miles of wires is generated
at the steam power plant located between
the towns of Lafayette and Louisville.
The plant is situated in the coal field-.

The slack coal used under the big boilers
is obtained from the mines, its energy
is extracted and in form of electricity b
sent out over the wires of the system to

do its work, without hitch or interference
from the moment the pick is swung un-
derground.

Interesting in the extreme is the
method of conveying the coal from the
bottom of the mines to the fire boxes un-
der the boilers where it is consumed.
From the moment the coal leaves the
mine until it i> burned the hand of man
is not brought into service. Coal is

handled from either mine to the power
house by means of an industrial rail-

road. The cars are dumped automatical
ly into a big hopper. From the hopper
the coal is elevated by an inclined rubber
bell conveyor system which carries it to

a coal bunker situated upon the top of

the boiler house. From this point the
coal is fed to the hungry furnaces
through spout-. Mechanical stokers are
11-' '1 in burning the coal and thus the

greatesl degree of efficiency is obtain-

ed. Then the dynamos take up the task

and send the electric current on its swift

mission.

In a tunnel beneath the boiler hou e

are cars to catch and carry away the

ashes. The ash tracks are connected
with the coal haulage system, and the

ashes are used For ballast along the road-

bed. Xot once, from the time that the
coal is shoveled into cars underground
at the mine until the ashes are deposited
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along the tracks as ballast, does a human
hand have anything to do with the work.
Xot once, except in control, does the
human hand interfere from mine's mouth
to street car or factory motor or to the
very lights in the cities' streets.

Water for the boilers is secured from
an artificial lake. The lake is filled dur-
ing the irrigating season and is sufficient

for operating the plant during nine
months of the year without taking water
from any other source. An artesian well

has been sunk, but so far this has not
been used.

The electric generating facilities at

the plant are of the most modern pat

tern. Without going into technicalities

as regards voltage and other details in

which the engineering expert revels, suf

rice to say that the dynamos will pro

duce more than 12,000 horse-power under
purely normal conditions.

In discussing the big plant, X. A. Carle.

the engineer who directed the construc-

tion and planned the details of the power
station and transmission lines, said:

"The aid which the plant will give to

farming alone cannot be estimated. By
using electric power the fanner will be

able to pump an acre-foot of water at a

COSt of between $1.50 and $5. The in

creased production from this irrigation

alone will average $25 |)er acre per year.

This will result in reclaiming much dry

ground that is now above the ditch. Also,

-round which is too wet or too swampy
can be drained by the same scheme of

pumping and the water delivered and
sold to the nearesl irrigating ditch, ft

is estimated that there are more than

[2,OO0 acres adjoining the transmission

lines of the Northern Colorado Power
Company that can be reclaimed in this

way. The average price of land thai is

not suitable for farming, owing to cither

of these conditions, is $40 per acre. For

l.in.l that is under the ditch or has been

reclaimed the price is $125 to $150 per

acre, depending upon the proximity of

the railroad-. This means that irriga-

tion by electricity will add approximate-

ly Si 1.700,000 to the value of property

and add S240.000 to the yearly produc-

tion in Northern Colorado.

"Adjoining the Union Pacific track

running north to Cheyenne, there are
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thousands of acres too high to be reach-

ed with water by gravity, although the

Platte River flows through this region.

All that is necessary is to raise this

water, of which there is ample supply, a

sufficient height to flow over the adjoin-

ing ground. Then this section of the

country will be reclaimed and become as

fertile as that lying next to the moun-
tains."

The proposed extension of the North-

ern Colorado Power Company's trans

mission line to complete the loop sys-

tem will pass through this territory. The
prospect opens up a vista of prosperity

for this section of the state which is al-

most unlimited in its scope.

Another phase of the enterprise and
improvement that will follow in the

wake of the electric current will

be the starting of many manufac-
turing plants in these northern towns,
which would otherwise be unable to exist

because of the great cost of fuel

and the freight charges of shipping coal.

The grinding of alfalfa is a new indus-

try just getting started in the state. The
largest plant is located at Niwot and is

operated by electricity supplied by the

N< trthern Colorado Power Company.
Since this company was put in success-

ful operation, companies are being or-

ganized and are asking regarding power
to run new plants at Longmont, Fort
Collins and Greeley.

The twenty-four hour service main-
tained by the central power plant makes
it desirable to use this current in oper-
ating factory machinery. Day and nighl
shifts can be put on in this way.

•round was first broken for the con-
struction of the power plant at Lafayette
on October 2, 1906, and the first carload
ot building material was received at the
site on November 14, [906. On June 2,

1007, the two big turbine engines for

power and lighting were started. The

construction of the transmission lines

and substations and the reconstruction

of the distributing systems in the vari-

ous towns was carried on in conjunction
with the power house work. After test-

ing out the various parts of the system,
the first service to the towns was in-

augurated in September, 1907. A month
later all of the local plants purchased by
the Northern Colorado Power Company
had been dismantled and the towns are

now receiving service from the very
mines' mouths at Lafayette. Additional

turbines have been placed in commission
with the recent opening of the Denver
& Interurban railroad between Denver
and Boulder.

Of considerable interest to the laym .an

following a visit to the main power is

a trip to the various substations. There
are two types of substations differing

only to the extent necessary for the dif-

ference in voltage of the transmission
lines entering them. Each substation is

supplied with every known device for

regulating and breaking the current.

As an aid to the progress in develop-

ing the lands of Northern Colorado and
upbuilding that section of the state, the

system is the biggest thing yet. It is

difficult to estimate to what extent the

central power plant will advance agri-

culture, manufacturing and the business

of the score of towns to the north. How-
ever that may be, it has already become
a tremendous boon to values. Each
month will witness an added improve-
ment in this section of the state traceable

directly to the plant.

But it is not alone to their own state

that these men have done great benefits.

As a result of the successful operation of

the Lafayette plant, capitalists in the

Indiana, Illinois and Missouri coal fields

are already planning and building similar

electric power plants to send the energy

of the coal direct from pit to factory ami
home.



The Social Responsibilities of Empire

By SIR WILLIAM CLEAVER, BART.

Reproduced from Empire Review

THE social responsibilities of the
mother-country to its colonies and
dependencies must vary consider-

ably. These responsibilities, in truth
weigh much more heavily upon us in

regard to our dealings with the col

races which are subject to our direct
rule than in regard to our dealings with
those of our own blood. Past experi-
ence has taught us that the latter can
only be dealt with as free peoples, and
in fact they are only bound to us by
community of race, community of re-
ligion, and community of interest. We
should deal therefore with "Greater
Britain"—by which I mean our self-

governing colonies—just as a wise par-
ent deals with his children when they
have grown to man's estate; that is, we
must recognize that, while we can give
advice which may be taken or not as the
case may be, and assistance when it is

desired, they are free to choose their
own method of government and mode of
living.

It was once said that, "Colonic- are
like fruits which cling to the tree only
till they ripen." The revolt of the
American colonics was given as an illus-

tration; but we now sec that the saying
only holds good where a mother-country
attempts to force its grown up colon
its own id<a- and ways of thinking. The
unexpected resull that al no time in the
history of the Empire were the colonic
so closely attached to it as at pr<

-how- how Turgot's apothegm has been
falsified. 1 do not think thai our coli

have now any cause to complain of our
dealings with them. If any complaints
were to be made at all it would i

from our side. For examph . al thi
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sent moment our colonies appear to have
made up their minds to prevent some of

our fellow subjects and their fellow-sub-
jects from settling and trading in their

territories. This undoubtedly interferes

with the social responsibilities of the

Empire, in that it prevents us from giv-

ing to our Indian subjects, as theoretically

we ought to give, the same privileges

within the Empire that India gives to

ourselves and our colonies. And yet

there is much to be said for the conten-
tion that the colonies are for white men
and for white men alone. White men
cannot emigrate to India because of the

climate, so that as a matter of fact that

country is closed to them. The two races

therefore do not meet on fair ground.
There is a real danger in establishing

in our colonies different races with dif-

ferent ideals of government, and so giv-

ing rise to racial antipathies. After all,

the people of India do not emigrate much,
and East and West Africa, and British

ma where the tropical conditions

are suitable, remain open to them, in ad-

dition to large tracts of country in India
i which -till await development. The

whole question illustrates the difficulties

that sometimes arise in carrying prin-

ciples into practice.

I think little more remains to be said

on my subjeel so far as the self-govern-

ing colonic- are concerned. Our social

onsibilities to them are now almost

entirely limited to trying to make their

inhabitant- feel that they are still Eng-
lishmen, and that, when they visit the

"Old Country" they will be received and
treated as Lich. We should indeed re-

bei the second definition of the

word "social" as "the mixing in friendly
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society, or companionable." The Victoria

League was established with this special

object, and has met with much success.

We are heartily welcomed by our
colonial brothers and sisters when we
visit them in their homes, and they
should be equally welcomed here. We
must look upon our colonies only as

parts of one vast nation—Greater Britain

—and we must treat them as such. We
need not then fear any attempts at separ-

ation, from which, indeed, the colonies

have nothing to gain and much to lose.

When we turn to consider our social

responsibilities to India, different con-
siderations arise. There we find, as I

have said, an Empire in the old sense

of the word. Different races, different

civilizations, and different religions have
possession of its soil, and largely owing
to this fact, the Pax Britannica is pre-

served by some 75,000 British soldiers,

over a population of 300,000,000 natives.

The Roman watchword of Empire for

the preservation of peace among its com-
ponent parts was Divide et Impera. This
policy, which was intentional on the part

of the Romans, has been created for us
in India in spite of ourselves, for we Have
never deliberately fostered or stirred up
strife between different races in order to

secure our own dominion. But we must
admit that India is governed by force,

and that, if the various races could unite

to drive us out, we could hardly prevent
their doing so.

What then, is India? It is a country,
to begin with, as large as the whole of

Europe without Russia. Professor Seely,

indeed, compares it with Europe : "Our
conception of Europe," he says, "is the
sum of our conceptions of England,
France, Germany, Austria, Italy, Spain
and Greece. Perhaps the name India
would strike as majestically upon the
ear, if in like manner it were to us the
name of a grand complex total. In the
first place, it has one region which "n

population far exceeds any European
State except Russia, and exceeds the
United States." This is the Bengal
Presidency, which, including the native
Bengal States, has a population of some
78 1-2 millions, on an area of about three-
fourths that of France. Of this popula-
tion roughly 50 millions are Hindus and

25 millions are Mahomedans. Then there

is the North-West Provinces, which may
compare with Great Britain, "being in

area somewhat smaller, and somewhat
more populous" (total population, in-

cluding Native States, 48 1-2 millions, of

which 41 millions are Hindus and 7 mil-

lions Mahomedans). The Madras Presi-

dency, again, has a population, includ-

ing Native States, of some 42 1-2 millions

upon an area rather larger than that of

Hungary, of which tf millions are

Hindus and three millions Mahome-
dans. The Punjab, with a popula-

tion of 25 millions, (12 millions Mahome-
dans and 10 1-2 millions Hindus), closely

approaches the area of Austria. The
Bombay Presidency, with an area ap-

proaching that of Prussia, has a popula-

tion of 25 1-2 millions (20 millions Hin-
dus and 4 1-2 millions Mahomedans). The
Central Provinces approach the area of

Italy, with a population of 12 millions,

almost all of whom are Hindus. These
provinces, together with others of lesser

importance, make up that part of India

which is directly under English govern-

ment. But the region which is prac-

tically under English supremacy is still

larger. When we speak of the Empire
of Napoleon, we do not think only of

the territory governed by his officials

;

we reckon in States, nominally sovereign,

which were practically under his ascen-

dency. Thus the Confederation of the

Rhine consisted of a number of German
States, which had by a formal act con-

sented to regard Napoleon as their pro-

tector. Now England has a similar de-

pendent confederation in India, and this

makes an additional item which, reckon-

ed by population, is superior to the Un-

ited States.

When we talk of India, therefore, we
• regard it as a collection of great

States, "a crowded territory with an an-

cient civilization, with languages, re-

ligions, philosophies and literatures of

its own." It has not the slightest re-

semblance to a colony, and cannot be

governed as such. It is no more united

by language than is Europe, it contains

as a whole none of the elements of na-

tionality already referred to; namely,

community of race, a common religion

and community of interest. But we en-
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deavor to govern it for its own interest

and for that of the Empire at large. The
money drawn from India is spent upon
its government, and no money is levied

beyond what is supposed to be necessary
for this purpose : and generally we hold
ourselves bound in accordance with
Queen Victoria's proclamation of Nov-
ember I, 1858, "to the natives of our
Indian territories by the same obligations

of duty which bind us to all our other
subjects." Indeed, it is difficult to see

what benefit we derive from our posses-
sion of India in return for the vast and
very heavy responsibilities it imposes
upon us. But we have, I think, done our
best to rise to the level of those responsi-

bilities. AYe have endeavored to govern
India justly and impartially. We have
not attempted to interfere with the free

exercise of its religious worships except
in so far as to forbid Hindu rites and
ceremonies involving human sacrifice,

which were indeed originally no part of

Brahminism. For example, the practice
of young widows throwing themselves on
the funeral pyres of their dead husbands
so that they might not survive them has
been made a criminal offence, but for a

long time the Government of India was
unable to prevent the offence, until it

was clearly shown that the practice was
not enjoined by inspired authority.

Again, we are constantly hearing of

famines in India. Before our rule be-

came firmly established, a famine was
considered as the visitation of God, and
no attempt was made to cope with it.

Now every possible efforl is made by the
government to prevent the death by
starvation of millions of natives and on
the most scientific lines; while the esti-

mates set aside a large sum of money
every year for the purpose of meeting
the cosl of relief when a famine takes
place, by which the extra burden on the

taxpayers is spread over a number of

years and so falls more lightly on them.
I think the English people may fairly

say that they have tried in their govern
ment of India to put into practice the

divine precept to "love our neighbors
as ourselves," in their social relations

with their great dependency; but they
have not been so successful in the other
meaning of the word "social"; namely,
"companionableness" : and this is not
their fault, for it can probably never
exist between a subservient race, which,
in spite of its subserviency, considers it-

self the superior of the two, and a domin-
ant race, which, whether it regards itself

as the superior or not, from an ethical or

philosophical point of view, must in prac-

tice act as if it did. We have to do with
a people—and I am now mainly referring

to the Hindus, although real social inter-

course between the Christian and the

Mahomedan is almost equally difficult to

secure—who follow one of the oldest re-

ligions of the world, far older than
Christianity, and whose social ideas are

the very antithesis of ours. Perhaps we
have not gone the right way to work-

to bring about a closer intercourse with
the natives of India. Perhaps we have
not tried sufficiently to find out what is

good in their religion and customs

—

and there is much that is true and good
in these—and, believing in our own in-

stitutions and social customs as the best,

have not been sufficiently sympathetic
i" theirs.

The late Professor Monier Williams, in

his admirable book, "Modern India and
the Indians," quotes the following pas-

sage from a letter to the Times, written

by a citizen of Bombay:
"I have found a Cimmerian darkness

about the manners and habits of my
countrymen, an almosl poetical descrip

tion of our customs, and a conception no
less wild and startling than the vagaries

of Mandeville or Marco Polo concern-
ing our religii >n."

Probably, whatever we do, they will

never love us, nor can we expect it; but

an at least avoid referring to them,

their religion and customs in derogatory

language. "Physician, heal thyself,"

should always be in our minds in this

C< 'imecl ion.
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The Man Who Was 'Horse-Crazy'

By CAROLINE LOCKHART
Reproduced from Lippincott's

LONG-LEGGED Jim Gaylord sat on
the edge of the empty manger and
looked reflectively at five silver dol-

lars which lay in the palm of his hand.
Then he looked at Phoebe.

"It's a question, Phoebe," said he,

"which of us eats to-day—you or me.
Them Saddlerock restaurant beefsteaks
have a turrible takin' smell when you
pass the door. If only I could fill up on
alfalfy or timothy, it would reduce my
livin' expenses considerable; but I can't

and be comfortable, so I gotta get re-

signed to the idea of goin' en eatin' the
rest of my days. But fortunately," he
continued in his low, husky voice, I

has the ch'ice of what I eats. I can eat
beefsteaks or I can eat them blamed
breakfast foods. If I eats beefsteak I

has to cut out your pats, but if I eats
breakfast foods you has all the oats that's

good for you and the best timothy what's
hauled into town. When it comes to a
question as to who eats, Phoebe, I guess
you wins, as usual. If I heard you
whinnyin' for oats, and I hadn't none to
give you, I reckon it would set me to
stealin'."

Jim Gaylord slid from the edge of the
manger and slipped his gangling arm
about the little brown mare's neck, pat-
ing the white star in her forehead, with
his other hand.
The mare's eyes grew soft and limpid,

as a horse's eyes will when caressed by
some one he trusts, and, turning li r

head, the mare pushed him a little with
her velvet nose.

"Meal-time, Phoebe? Gittin' empty,
eh?" He gave her a farewell pat.

There was a horse in the other stall,

big and showy, and far handsomer than
M

Phoebe, but he only slapped the horse's

flank good-naturedly as he passed.

If Jim Gaylord had been forced to

speak the truth, he would have had to

admit that he loved the little brown mare
some better than his life. He exercised

her each morning at daybreak on the

half-mile track east of town long before

anyone else was up, and at night by
moonlight and starlight when every one
else was in bed.

It was stated in a vague way that Jim
Gaylord had a couple of old plugs that

he thought could run, and the town de-

scribed him as "horse-crazy" and let it

go at that.

He ate his breakfast foods three times
a day, sitting on the edge of the manger,
and his blankets, tattered relics of the old

days on the round-up, were spread on the

hay near the stalls at night.

. As Jim crossed the street to the feed

store, a stranger on a high-stepping sor-

rel rode into town. The stranger sat his

horse with the air of a man who believes

he is riding the best, and Jim's glance
took in the small pointed ears, the shin-

ing coat, the slim legs and neat hoofs
whirh bespeak the blooded horse.

There' was a little shine in his eyes,

and a slight increase in the quickness of

his movements, when he returned to the

stall with th' As Phoebe ate, he
slipped his hand the length of her slender

'I he in side muscles were like E

springs. He lifted her front foot. Then'
was no fever in the frog or the small

ankle. He vent back to the street and
sauntered into the saloon in front of

which the stranger's horse was tied.

"lie only weighs ten hundred and fifty

pounds," the stranger was saying in a
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loud voice. "I weigh one hundred and
forty, and he can carry me for half a

mile and outrun anything that wears
hair."

Jim sat down at a table and regarded
the stranger with calmly contemplative
eyes.

"Ain't that some of a weight for him
to carry for that distance?" inquired the

bartender.

"It would be if he was packin' a feller

that didn't know how to ride. But me?
Say, maybe you've heard of me? They
call me 'Mormon Slim.' I can ride a

flyin'-squirrel
!"

Did the corners of Jim's mouth lift a

little—just a little?

"Wisht we had some runnin' horses in

town. I'd like to see a good race onct
more," said the barkeeper wistfully. "I

ain't seen one sence I left the East. I'm
from Nebrasky," he added proudly.

The bartender's eye fell upon Jim.
^ "Say, feller," he called, "ain't you got
anything that kin run?"
"Oh, I dunno. I got a little old skate

of a pony that can sift along some." Jim's
voice was hesitating, almost timid.

"Kin he jump out a-tall?" demanded
the bartender.

"She does tol'able—for her size."

"What's her weight?"
"Eight and a quarter."

"Eight and a quarter? This ain't a

pack-rat you're talkin' about, is it?"

"Mormon Slim" and the barkeeper laugh-
ed.

"I haven't any money, either," added
Jim.

"I'll tell you what I'll do, feller, just
to show you I'm a good sport. I'll run
you horse for horse—my horse again;-,t

yours. I price him at five hundred dol- '

lars, and if your mare ain't any heavier
than you say, seventy-five dollars would
be a plenty for her. That's big enough
odds to suit anybody."

"She's been on the range," Jim de-
murred. "She's looking turrible rough."
"Oh, well, if you're afraid

"

"Gimme a couple of hours to think it

over, and I'll let you know."
"Mormon Slim" winked at the bar-

keeper as Jim went out.

"He'll never come back," he said.

But Jim did come back. He came in

with a half-scared look on his face not

more than an hour later.

"I—I b'lieve I'll take you up," he

stammered.
"Good!" cried "Mormon Slim." "I'm

needin' of a new pack-pony."

Jim dropped into a chair at the table

and his head sank upon his breast in

an attitude of troubled thought.

"Losin' your sand?" inquired the bar-

tender.

The saloon was filled with local sports,

who exchanged knowing looks as they

noted Jim's dejected attitude.

"N-no, but my mare seems a little foot-

sore, and I can't get hold of the kid I

aimed to ride her. I'll have to ride her

myself, and I weight one hundred and
sixty-five." Jim's voice choked and the

tears came into his eyes.

"He must be nutty to take the bet,"

whispered the bartender. "He's beat to

a pulp before he starts."

Jim borrowed a hundred dollars on his

saddle horse.

"If I'm goin' broke," he explained, "I

might as well go broke right."

Then he placed the hundred dollars,

getting odds of ten and twenty to one,

which he had no difficulty in doing, as

the crowd snapped at each dollar he of-

fered.

"He'll be afoot by this time to-mor-

row," said the wise ones.

A murmur of delight and admiration

swept over the grand-stand at six that

evening when "Mormon Slim," in a red

silk shirt and black silk trunks, rode out

on the track on the high-stepping sorrel.

He looked the real thing in the way of

a jockey, did "Mormon Slim," on his

racing saddle, and the gamblers already

had Jim's money spent as the sorrel

warmed up to his work on the prelimin-

ary gallop.

A spontaneous shout of laughter went
up from the grandstand when Jim rock-

out. The mare's mane and tail were
matted with cockleburrs. Her coat was
dusty and as rough as though each hair

had been brushed the wrong way. Jim's

long legs did not look to be more than a

foot and a half from the ground. He was
riding bareback, he was barefooted, and
he wore a pair of faded blue overalls and
a salmon pink undershirt. "Mormon
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Slim" grinned in Jim's face as the sorrel

dashed past on a spectacular gallop. The
hopeless race was made more so by the

fact that Jim drew outside place.

When the race was called the sorrel

fought the bit and fretted to be off. The
little brown mare stood still, her nose
out. her soft eyes shining.

"Go!"
The leap she gave startled the sorrel.

It floundered, and scarcely eight jumps
from the line she had the rail. But the
sorrel had heart, and he gathered himself
and gained and gained until they were
neck and neck. The crowd shrieked and
howled.
"Why don't he let him out?"
"He's holdin' him in for the finish

!"

yelled the wise ones.

"But look at the mare! She has no
feet—she flies !"

At the quarter of the half-mile track
they were still running neck and neck
—even, like a team. The sorrel did not
lose, but he did not gain.

"Now !" roared the grandstand. "On
the last quarter!—on the turn!—on the

home-stretch watch the sorrel
!"

"Good Lord !" yelled a man who had
bet Jim twenty to one. "The Mormon's
whipping !"

He whipped at the beginning of the

last quarter. He whipped around the

turn. He was whipping on the home-
stretch. The gravel flew behind them.
The rat-a-tat-tat of their hoofs was like

the roll of a drum. Down the stretch

they came, but no longer neck and neck!
The little mare was runriing low, like a

hound, her neck stretched, her tail flying

out on the breeze. She swept by the

paralyzed grand stand, game, graceful,

reaching out like an antelope with her
slim legs and tiny hoofs while the stretch

of daylight grew between her and the

pounding, straining sorrel behind. And
crouched on her shoulders was Jim, who
turned his head to throw one glance of

exultation and derision at the grand-

stand.

"I'll tell you wot," said Jim, as he took

a hatful of money from the stake-holder,

"I had a tumble time a-sheddin' of them
crocodile tears and a-huntin' cockle-

burrs."

Sleeping Out of Doors

To sleep out-of-doors for a month is better than a pampered trip to Europe.
In this climate one must have a roof, of course; but any piazza that is open to

three-quarters of the heavens will serve as a bedroom, and the gain in happiness
is unbelievable. With an abundant supply of good air sleep soon grows normal,
deep, untroubled and refreshing, so tha we open our eyes upon the world as

gladly as a hunter or any pagan shepherd in the morning Q f the world. Too
often we grow anxious and flustered an! harried with distractions; the goblin
of worry becomes an inseparable companion indoors; and we groan in spirit that

the universe is all awry, when in truth half a dozen deep breaths of clear air lend

a different complexion to life. Our anxieties are nearly all artificial, and are

bred indoors, under the stilling oppression of walls and roofs, to the maddening
clangour of pavements, and a day in the open will often dispel them like a bad
dream.
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Main Front of Berlin's Novel Combination Store

A Novel Business Organization in Germany

By MAX A. R. BRUNNER

THE time when German offices and
shops used primitive methods of ad-

vertising, buying, selling and deliver-

ing goods is now over and it is astonish-

ing how quickly the German business
man has adopted systems that were
familiar to the modern American or
Englishman years ago. But it is true

that if a German does anything especial-

ly new he does it with characteristic thor-

oughness. An example of this fact is

the Passage Kaufhaus which was open-
ed a few weeks ago in Berlin.

The new institute is not a dry goods
store but a combination of retail shops

(at present about sixty, with as many
different branches) arranged under one

roof. The shopkeepers who have joined

the Passage are independent and their

profit depends on the sales they make
in their own department, yet they derive

considerable advantages from joining the

central institute. Among these is: hav-

ing the goods shipped at reduced rates

in large quantities from any distance to

the Passage store; delivery of sold arti-

cle:- to the customer in Berlin as well as

other cities by the teams and motor cars

of the central office ; saving the employ-

ment of a cashier and book-keeper, as
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this business is done by the central of

fice for all participants ; cutting down
the costs for advertising, which is done
by a special trained staff who make an
ad far more effective and besides secure
cheaper rates as the advertisements are

issued by the central office for the whole
institution ; and last, being represented in

a big catalogue chiefly intended for out-

side customers. The public on the other
hand has the advantage of buying in six-

ty special shops where the variety of

articles is much greater than in a separ-

ate store and yet finds comfort and easy
shopping just the same as in the latter

because these numerous branches are

located on one spot under one roof.

There are no doors between the vari-

ous shops and twenty-four elevators, be-
sides wonderful stairways, communicate
between the floors. The goods are also

delivered by a number of teams and
motor cars to any part of Berlin four
times a day, and also to suburbs and
other places. From all this it is clear

that the new organization offers to the
shopkeepers as well as the public the
combined advantages of the big store

and the retail shop without their draw-
backs.

It is known that every modern busi-

ness man spends a rather considerable
sum for advertising. This is true even
of Germany where the value of it has
not been recognized until comparatively
recently. If an ad is to bring good re-

sults it must be made up in an attrac-

tive manner, but only large firms are

enabled to employ specially trained
people. Now, the Passage Company,
with a capital of several millions, can, of

course, stand the expense and a good
-killed staff of illustrators and adver-
tising mem are kept employed who make
the ads for the newspapers and maga-
zines and also prepare catalogues. As
sixty retailers have joined the Passage
organization it is clear that each has to

spend only the sixtieth part of the whole
advertising cost and yet they are given
such an excellent service that even the
largest stores cannot compete with it.

The central office makes large contracts
with the numerous papers and consider
able sums are saved thereby. Large
placards and electric signs are also to

too

be found in various parts of Berlin, in

addition to posters on the many typical

poster columns, the railway cars, sta-

tions, etc. Contrary to American and
British practise, this advertising is done
in an artistic manner with really pretty

and effective designs, not disfiguring the

streets and surroundings of a city in the

offensive American way where the

esthetic side is so often neglected. In

some ads only certain branches are men-
tioned, the expenses of which are to be
paid by those particular retailers, while
other ads simply draw the public atten-

tion to the Passage store generally as a

good place to buy at. For these every
retailer has to pay an amount depend-
ing upon the quantity of goods he sells

per month.
Certain businesses have to spend ex-

cessive money for advertising compared
with their sales, for instance, soap fac-

tories, food manufacturers, mail order
houses, etc. Others go to large expense
when they wish to extend their business
or add a new department. These ex-

penses become smaller, only if a firm

exist for a long time and build up a large

business which becomes itself an adver-

tisement. When the Passage was found-
ed the question was considered how to

cut down the advertising expenses. The
management first took into considera-

tion the fact that each of the sixty shop-
keepers embracing the Passage organiza-

tion had a number of old customers and
acquaintances who would continue to

buy from him; he would draw them to

the new store and thus to the other de-

partments where they would always find

goods to interest them. Another fea-

ture considered was that the Passage is

a novel institution which has no counter-

part in the world and is attracting every
cultured person by its wonderful archi-

tecture, its fine parlors, reading, writing,

music and refreshment rooms, all of

which were advertisements them-
selves. Other ads costing money
were cut down as much as pos-

sible and the sum each shopkeeper rep-

resented has to pay is rather trifling.

He thus becomes known and makes good
sales while otherwise in his former little

shop his firm would be rather obscure.

Because these and the general running
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Central Court of the Arcade Under the Cupola
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The Yellow Salon where Jewelry is Sold

expenses are cut down to a large extent

the articles can be sold cheaper and the

public profits by it. It is the purpose of

the Passage to bring the producer into

direct contact with the consumer, thus

saving intermediate expenses. In large

dry goods stores the store is always in-

termediate while here in many cases the

manufacturer has a salesroom in the

Passage where his goods go directly to

the public.

Another department where almost
revolutionizing methods are applied is

the mail order business. A glance at

the map will show that Berlin is excel-

lently located as a centre not only of

I rermany, but of the whole of Europe
and is well adapted for a business ecu

tre. Railways, telegraphs, mail connec-

tions, canals, etc., are abundant and in

excellent condition. The reason for the

slow development of the mail order busi-

ness is probably due to the fact that

catalogues contained too few different ar-
102

tides and that these were not clearly

brought to the attention of the customer.

The Passage organization has now is-

sued one big catalogue where all the

different branches are represented and
each article is very clearly pictured and
described as regards weight, size, qual-

ity, character, etc. It is clear that every

reader will find in such a general cata-

logue at least something which he needs

while he would probably throw away a

prospectus dealing with one subject only.

This catalogue is made up by the trained

staff of the central office and has no coun-

terpart in any retail shop or big store.

Yet the cost to each of the sixty shop-

keepers of the Passage is low and much
less than if he prepared a special cata-

logue for himself. Each retailer is en-

titled to several pages and his space

forms the basis for the amount he has

to pay. Finding out the addresses to

whom such a catalogue is to be sent, the

work of mailing it and the future trans-
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action of business with the outside cus-

tomer is taken up largely by the skilled

staff of the central office which saves the

retailer much trouble and expense and
gives him a service of greater perfec-

tion than he could find elsewhere. The
whole forms a new era in the mail order
business in Germany.
When goods are shipped to other

places, all that has been ordered among
the sixty branches is collected in the
freight department of the central office

and shipped in one parcel by freight or

by parcel post. This shows at once how
much is saved by this economical deliv-

ery. Furthermore, in larger towns agen-
cies are being established which help to

make the Berlin house better known and
to cheapen the transaction of business.

As with insurance companies, there will

be general and sub-agencies. Only the

most modern and efficient methods for

delivering the goods to the home
customers and those outside are applied.

Pushcarts take the articles to special

elevators which go down directly to the

wagons and automobiles while for
smaller articles chutes are installed. For
transporting goods to be sold there are
special lifts distributing them to the
various stories and anything can be car-

ried upstairs from a pin to a large bil-

liard table, piano, heavy safe or automo-
bile. From time to time special trains

will be run from the provinces to the
capital with single fares to allow a large
percentage of the population to visit this

unique store.

As with the advertising and deliver-

ing of the goods, so in a similar manner
the expenses are divided among the six-

ty shopkeepers for other privileges.

Among these may be mentioned the
rentals, the show windows, the heating
and lighting, the cleaning and repairs,

fire insurance and guarding, telephones,
elevator service, postage, taxes, lawyers
and music. The latter is also a novel
feature as a band is playing every day
from four until eight when the store
is closed. Books could be written about
other interesting features but only a

Elaborate Architecture of the Building
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brief review can be given here. Not only
can any description of article be bought,
but also tickets procured for theatres,
music halls, concerts, museums, regat-
tas, races; in another department articles
can be hired on reasonable terms, such as
costumes, china, tables, chairs, carriages,
linen, etc., which will be welcomed by
the housewife receiving unexpected
visits. The central office will also pro-
vide, for small fees, banquets, wedding
parties, dinners, etc. The trouble of find-
ing reliable servants, about which the
housewives of all cultured countries are
now complaining, will be largely over-
come by the employment department.
Here a customer will find good male and
female servants, waiters, butlers, cooks,
tutors, gouvernants, etc. Clothes and
linen can be cleaned here chemically and
by ordinary washing, carpets beaten and
cleaned by vacuum apparatus, repairs
made and reliable workmen provided,
such as plumbers, joiners, clockmakers,
tailors, locksmiths, showmakers, etc. Ma-
terial of any kind, such as coal, wood,
ice, can be ordered here. The stranger

and foreigner passing through Berlin will

be taken care of. The Passage makes up
a plan how he can spend his time in a
nice way without much expense and
without missing the sights; the tourist

office provides him with tickets for rail-

ways, steamers, amusements, etc. He is

also informed about hotels and boarding
places and provided with interpreters.

\\ nile this description has shown the
wonderful and novel organization of the

Passage store it is also a remarkable
building from the architectural stand-

point. The immense structure has two
long fronts on two streets. These latter

are connected by the arcade from which
the whole has its name (arcade means
in German, Passage). This is a curved
walk covered by a glass roof and in the

centre is an immense cupola with a

diameter of 30 meters and a height of

45 meters. The walk is traversed by
many bridges on the various floors and
one is modeled after the famous Rialto

bridge in Venice Here high up in the

air a band is playing under the cupola,

furnishing grand music.

Rotating Table Receiving Parcels from Four Chutes and Belts. On the Ceiling Pneumatic Cash Tubes
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The Importance to Merchants of Right Buying

By JAMES H. COLLINS

Reproduced from Saturday Evening Post

ONE of the worst clothing buyers in

the United States, it is said, is the

man who selects stock for a large

men's clothing store in a manufacturing
city. He knows men's clothing from
fleece to rag-bag. He has operated a

sewing machine himself, been a

"sweater" and also "sweated." His pres-

ent employer took him from the cutting

bench on the assumption that his shrewd
knowledge of how clothes were made
would fit him to be a buyer.

One of the best clothing buyers in the

country is proprietor of a competing
establishment in that same town. His
ideas on the technical making of goods
are probably hazy. To fool him in

fabrics and workmanship would be easy
enough, because his whole training has
been acquired in retail stores, selling

clothes.

If there is one thing certain in this

world it is that good merchandise of

every kind has a definite fascination—

a

power to arouse, on sight and touch, the
desire of possession. Some commodities
appeal to self—clothes, for instance.

Again, the appeal is to affection for

others—it isn't difficult to sell a woolly
lamb to the man whose first baby now
says "Goo." Commodities cover every
human class, condition and interest. Well-
bought merchandise is highly contag-
ious, as any one may realize by walking
through a big store.

Now, when the first clothing buyer
selects stock he is absorbed in goods, lin-

ings, seams and buttonholes. He knows
so much about details of workmanship,
and so little about selling, that he never
pictures a suit on a customer. And so

the establishment he purchases for, while

holding its great trade among bargain-

hunters and men who buy a suit once in

two or three years, is practically at a

standstill in point of growth. He hasn't

added a thousand dollars in new patron-

age.

The other buyer, on the contrary,

makes purchases with nothing but this

fascination of merchandise in mind. But-

tonholes and seams he leaves to manu-
facturers, because he deals with reput-

able houses. Every suit he fingers is or-

dered or rejected on its selling qualities

—as his eye takes in the whole effect

of style and color he mentally sells that

suit to his customers at home, or decides

that it isn't his kind of stock. This
clothier is building a fine trade among
the discriminating people of his town, and
every season his purchases are larger.

Side by side with the big department
stores in our cities to-day can be found
hundreds of successful retail shops devot-

ed to restricted lines of merchandise.

New York is filled with prosperous small

retailers, and Chicago and Philadelphia

;

while in some cities, like Boston, the de-

partment stores have made slow pro-

gress. Side by side with the prosperous

small stores will be found, too, many
hundreds of unsuccessful ones, and pro-

prietors of these bitterly maintain that

department stores (in the country it is

the mail-order house) have killed oppor-

tunity.

The retailer has one essential that no

department store has thus far developed

—good personal service. He serves cus-

tomers himself, or works daily with his

clerks. With a foundation like that it

only remains for him to be a shrewd
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buyer, and he can hold trade, downtown
or in a neighborhood, and get more.
The small merchant is not always a

shrewd buyer, however. Much of his

stock is carried passively. It is not so

much what people want as what he
thinks they ought to have. He does not
strictly sell, but, rather, lets people come
into the store and try to make purchases.

When he is aggressive it will often be
in wrong directions. Instead of follow-

ing demand intelligently and stocking
goods that people want, he buys for the

most favorable prices and terms, and car-

ries merchandise that figures out the best

paper profits. This last trait is so in-

grained in many small merchants that

they provide a universal dumping-ground
for all the old tin cans and dead cats of

commerce. Again, his stock may be well

selected, but pitched on a level too high
or too low for his community.
A young man from Boston opened a

haberdashery shop in a New England
factory town. His personal tastes were
those of Harvard. He bought stock ac-

cording to his personal tastes. There
was a limited university patronage in

that town. He got it. Some of the fac-

tory operatives were dandies, and sus-

ceptible of education. He soon had these
buying better clothes. But in the whole
community there wasn't enough of his

personal kind of trade to keep a shop
alive. And so a business with excellent

merchandise such as would have been
successful in a larger city, eventually

went into bankruptcy.
Investigate the retailer who buys to

good advantage, and he will invariably

be found operating on good information.

On the other hand, look into the dealer

who has actually turned a comfortable
profit on volume of trade during the

year, only to find his profit tied up in

unsalable stock. This merchant has
neither had his cake nor eaten it. He is

probably buying according to his per-

sonal opinions.

Perhaps he noticed that there was a

little inquiry for dollar alarm clocks. Tin-

most reliable clock in the market msis
seventy-five cents wholesale—best qual-
ity, and made by a famous house thai

stands behind it with a guarantee. Along
comes a cheap jobber's salesman, hovv-

1M

ever, and shows a clock costing only fif-

ty cents wholesale. One means a profit

of thirty-three per cent., the other a hun-
dred. Believing he can sell the latter, he
orders a dozen.

"If you'll take six dozen," says the sales-

man, "there's an extra five per cent dis-

count."

He takes six dozen. A large amount
of capital, proportionately, is thus tied

up. The clocks do not sell fast, for where
he sells a dozen a month, his competitor,

handling the famous dollar clock, sells a

dozen a week, o,n quality and reputation

of goods. At the rate of a dozen a month
he has to wait nearly three months be-

fore he begins to make any profit at all,

whereas the other merchant, ordering a

dozen at a time, pockets his profit every
week.
That is one way of buying according

to opinion. Hundreds of thousands of

dollars' worth of cheap junk is made and
imported every year, for sale to mer-
chants who adhere to this opinion—that

people ought to buy whatever figures the

best paper profit and brings the largest

discount. A walk through any minor
retail street will show this merchandise,
gathering dust on shelves and in win-
dow.-.

Again, the merchant who thoroughly
understands and follows the principle of

moderate profit on a large turnover of

salable stock will still purchase accord-

ing to his opinions of his customers.
There are two drug stores a few blocks

apart in a prosperous residential section

of a certain city. One druggist buys
stock on the assumption that his public

wants only the best grades. His is an
aristocratic shop. Tooth brushes with
him begin at about twenty-five cents re-

tail and run up past a dollar. The other
druggist, however, isn't so sure that his

neighborhood is aristocratic. He knows,
too, that it isn't a tenement district. Not
having very definite beliefs about his

public he purchases a wider range of

tooth brushes. Mis. cheapest retails for

eighl cents, and the whole line runs Up-

ward at ten cents, fifteen, twenty, twen-
ty five, twenty-eight, thirty, thirty-five.

'flic first druggisl buys his tooth

brushes in large lots every 3 months, or-

dering so many dozen at 25 cents, sq
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many at thirty-five, so many at fifty. Un-
til his whole stock is manifestly running
out of important grades he will not order

again. In comes a woman who wants a

thirty-five-cent brush with very soft

bristles, a ventilating back and a hole

in the handle to hang it up by. When
the druggist goes to get it he finds that

he is out of just that sort of brush.

"Here is an extra soft brush at twenty-
five cents," he says.

"I want something better," replies the

customer, "and besides, there isn't a hole

in the handle."

"This fifty-cent brush will give you
satisfaction—we sell a great many of

them and never have any complaints."

"That's more than I want to pay," is

the objection.

Every day the small merchant in all

lines, whether in city or country, is turn-

ing trade away by just this process, and
customers go to department stores and
mail-order houses, where assortments are

complete.

Now, the other pharmacist in that

neighborhood orders almost daily. His
orders are not large. He merely keeps
track of stock, keeps his assortments
complete and lets the wholesale house
carry stock for him—which is what
wholesale houses are for.

Keeping track of stock isn't difficult,

with a simple card record properly de-

vised and set running. Yet in some lines

of business a merchant religiously fills

out assortments in one variety of goods
and wholly neglects other lines. Years
ago the manufacturers of men's collars

drummed into haberdashers the necessity
for complete stocks—collar trade is lost

every time a clerk finds a size or style

missing. The haberdashers have postal

forms, and order collars daily. Yet in

this trade it is nothing unusual for a

merchant to keep his collar stock in ex-

cellent order and tolerate ragged assort-

ments in shirts, underwear or hosiery.

Being Johnny-on-the-spot is about half

the art of retailing.

Some years ago two young drug clerks

opened a shop on very slender capital.

Pick stock as shrewdly as they 'could,
there were still a good many holes in

their assortments after all their money
had been spent and all their credit utiliz-

ed. From the very outset they had the
reputation of carrying what was asked
for, or getting it immediately. During
the first year, when a customer came in

and asked for some article not in stock,

they gave him a chair and newspaper
and sat him down contentedly.

"Three minutes is all we want—have
it here before the next car passes."

And they soon had it there.

Was this little, new shop near the

wholesale district?

Not at all—far from the centre of

town.
Where did they get the goods, then?
Why, bought them of their competi-

tors right in that neighborhood.
Retail buying is based so solidly on

accurate information both of merchan-
dise and customers, that nowadays many
progressive, small merchants in the
larger cities let the department stores

gather information for them.
It must be remembered that the de-

partment store has few opinions about
either merchandise or the public, but is

a huge machine for finding out what
people want, and getting it at attractive

prices. The small merchant complains
of department-store competition, not

realizing how bitterly these big estab-

lishments compete with one another. A
department buyer lays in stock to be

sold next month. It can be relied upon
that those goods are the pick of the

world, bought for the highest degree of

salability, irrespective of price, profit,

discount. Even if the department store

makes nothing on the goods it will have
them. When the buyer has exercised his

best judgment, then comes the merchan-
dise man to compare his goods with
those in other stores. Buyers in other

stores are watching, too. Goods and in-

formation are the best obtainable. To
arrive at this result the department store

has organized buying machinery that no
small merchant could adapt, even in a

minor way.
But, the moment the big store puts

goods on the counters, all the results of

this costly machinery are laid bare to the

small merchant who will take the trouble

to go shopping. To-day the small mer-
chants in large cities realize this, and it

is not unusual to see them inspecting
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stock in the department stores. Some-
times clerks will freely give names of

jobbers or manufacturers from whom
goods were obtained. When this in-

formation is not forthcoming the mer-
chant buys a single garment, a single

yard, submits this sample to his whole-
sale house, and asks that it be duplicat-

ed. Of course, the department store

buys much of its stock from manufac-
turers, and at very favorable prices, be-

cause of its large orders. Yet the small

merchant, taking advantage of its ma-
chinery in this way, can usually get

goods approximately the same and the

merchandise manager of one New York
department store says that he has known

small merchants, buying in this way,
actually getting an article at prices that

enabled them to undersell his own es-

tablishment.

In fighting catalogue houses the ag-
gressive country merchant follows a plan
not so very different. Investigation in

his own community will show who is

buying outside. If he finds out what is

purchased, gaps in his own stock will

usually be revealed. Much of the pat-

ronage he thought was going out by mail,

allured by bargain prices, is really going

by train and trolley to the nearest town
where complete stocks are carried and

the best grades of goods.

De Leatle Cow of Ste Flore

(By the Late W. H. Drummond)

Oh ! it's sailin' away on de sea we go,

Dat song de engine is sing below

—

Bringin' us nearer to Angleterre,

Were every wan's waitin' to eat us dere.

'T was only leetle small place Ste. Flore,

But de grass is green by the reever shore,

An' de clover wat grow on de medder groun'

Is de sweetes' clover for miles aroun'.

If dey geev me a chance, an' leave me untied,

Quickly you see me jomp over de side,

But dey watch me and feed me and water me too,

So wa't can de leetle Ste. Flore cow do?

Not'ing at all only night an' day
T'ink of de ole place far away

—

De reever, de medder, I'll see r"o more

—

Oh ! ma heart is breakin' ! Goodbye Ste. Flore

!

-From "The Great Fight."
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Sir George Wyatt Truscott

London 's New Lord Mayor is Head of a Large
Printing and Stationery Business.

The Story of My Business Career

By SIR GEORGE TRUSCOTT
Reproduced from M. A. P.

THE founder of our firm was
my grandfather, James Truscott,
a Cornishman, who, in or about

1824, left his native county and came to
London, along with his young wife, who
was a Wyatt, and Cornish, too; and his
infant son, my father, afterwards Sir
Francis Wyatt Truscott, Lord Mayor of
London.
My grandfather commenced life as a

compositor, and after working for a
large and well-known London firm, he
opened a tiny printing business in the

Blackfriars Road. His motto was "Good
work only," a tradition which I hope we
maintain ; and gradually his business

grew till he was able to take a larger

establishment in Nelson Square, Black-

friars, premises now, I believe, occupied

by Messrs. Lincoln and Bennett.

My grandfather went on progressing
and became the contractor for printing

for one of the London dock companies.
Then he fairly found his feet, and soon
after removed to our present house of

business in Suffolk Lane, E.C., though 1
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question whether, were he to come back
to earth, he would recognize in our pres-

ent house the much smaller factory of

his day.

My grandfather died at the compara-
tively early age of fifty-seven, and so

my father was still a young man when
he took entire charge of the business,

very- largely to develop it; while at the

same time he succeeded my grandfather
in the Common Council. Here, I sup-
pose, I must bring myself on the scene,

but I do so most unwillingly. In the

careers of my grandfather and father

there is much of interest; both were the
architects of their own fortunes, the

former, perhaps, in a greater degree than
the latter, but still, while all honor is due
to the sturdy Cornish compositor who
had the pluck to leave his country home
for the unknown and, it might well be,

terrifying world of London, it was my
father who by strenuous application made
the business from a comparatively small
concern into a big one. My brothers and
I can claim to have carried on and en-

larged our father's edifice, but the "spade
work" was done by him and his father

before him ; and therefore my career is

devoid of that, to me, engrossing interest

which attaches to the life of a man who
has risen from nothing or little.

True, like old James Truscott, I start-

ed business life as a compositor, but that

little story I may leave for the present.

I was born at Brixton on October 9th,

1857, and it seems to me that the only
noteworthy thing about my juvenile days
is that I ever survived them, for I was an
exceedingly delicate child, and as a boy
I was threatened with consumption. It

was only the devoted care of one of the

best of mothers—over several years

—

which saved me.
In consequence of this early weakness

I did not go to a public school, but was
educated partly at home, partly at priv-

ate schools at Edmonton, St. Leonards
on-Sea, and Brighton, finally spending
several months in Paris at a school,

though I was there more as a paying
guest, or "parlor boarder," as I think the
term went then, than as a pupil.

I rather fancy that as a boy I had some
ambition to be an engineer, but my poor
health precluded my adopting such a pro-

lii

fession, and I do not know that my me-
chanical aspirations were at any time
very marked.
Anyway, my schooldays over, I was

quite content to enter the family busi-

ness. My father insisted—and I can
never be sufficiently grateful for his wis-

dom—that I should start right at the bot-

tom, and so my first twelve months of

business life were spent in our case and
other departments.

This was an experience I thoroughly
enjoyed, all the staff were kind to me,
and I am glad to say that some of the

compositors and other hands who in-

structed me in the mysteries of type-

setting, etc., are still with the firm.

Naturally, I have seen some great

changes, not to say revolutions, in the

printing world, but these have not so

greatly affected us, the class of printing

we do calling rather for carefulness and
excellence of workmanship than great

speed.

Still, I remember that in my young
days it took two men and four boys to

work one of the old machines then in

use, whereas, now the same work is done
by one man and one boy.

It was my father's idea that I should
pass through every branch of the busi-

ness, and this I should have done but for

the fact of my father's withdrawing from
the firm, on account of his increasing

public work, and thus leaving things

more and more to my late elder brother,

James Freeman, who thus found himself

in need of my assistance. This brother

I lost in 1892, he was a very able and
energetic man of business, and I owe a

great deal to his sound tutelage. I did,

however, have time to go through several

departments, though rather hastily to-

wards the close, and to this sound, all-

round apprenticeship, I ascribe the fact

that my work has always been a pleasure

to me.
I don't want to preach, but I cannot

help thinking that young men, nowadays,
do not sufficiently realize the value of a

good and thorough apprenticeship. They
want to be masters before they know
their work as subordinates, and the re-

sult is that half their time is wasted
trying to learn too late what they should

have learned at the beginning. No man
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is fitted for a responsible position unless

he knows how the work of any one of

his subordinates should be done, and this

can only be from practical experience of

it.

My business career, then, has been as

uneventful as it has been happy. The
only things I can think of to talk about
further are the rather remarkable coin-

cidences that have studded my life, more
particularly my civic life.

The first and most obvious one is, of

course, that I should be the son of a Lord
Mayor of London. This, how'ever, is

not a record in the city's annals. Sir

George Faudel-Phillips, for one (Lord
Mayor in 1897), i s tne son °f a Lord
Mayor, while, curiously enough, Alder-

man Sir John Knill, my successor in the

ordinary course of events, can claim a

paternal predecessor at the Mansion
House, as well as one of my Sheriffs,

Alderman F. S. Hanson, whose father

was Lord Mayor in the jubilee year of

our late Queen (1887).

But here is a coincidence which I think

deserves the title of remarkable. In 1872
my father, as senior Sheriff of London,
assisted to receive H.M. the King, who
was then Prince of Wales, when he came
to St. Paul's Cathedral to return thanks
to Almighty God for his recovery from
the attack of typhoid fever which so near-

ly proved fatal.

Thirty years later I, as senior Sheriff

of London helped to receive his Majes-
ty the King, when he came to St. Paul's

Cathedral in October, 1902, to return

thanks for his recovery from his attack
of appendicitis, which for the moment
cast such a gloom over the Coronation
celebrations.

That was a very memorable occasion
in my life, and it was followed, three
days later, by another one equally mem-
orable to me, that is, when the King
made his memorable progress round
London, and honored the Corporation
with his presence at a State luncheon in

the Guildhall, accompanied by H.M. the

Queen. The then Lord Mayor, Sir

Joseph Dimsdale, my brother Sheriff,

Sir Thomas Brooke-Hitching, and I, re-

ceived his Majesty on horseback at Tem-
ple Bar, and preceded him through the

City. I may mention that riding has al-

ways been one of my favorite recrea-
tions, and so this equestrian progress
was a real treat instead of the misery
it might have been, had I never gone in

for riding. »

Mention of this incident reminds me
that I shared in setting up a City record,
for when Sir Joseph Dimsdale's suc-
cessor, Sir Marcus Samuel, came to the
Chair, he found that both his Sheriffs

were already knights, this honor hav-
ing been paid to Sheriff Brooke-Hitching
and me in consequence of His Majesty's
two visits to the City, during the last six

weeks of Sir Joseph Dimsdale's mayor-
alty, and the first six weeks of our
shrievalty.

Sir Marcus Samuel furnishes me with
yet another coincidence. One of the chief

events of my father's year of office in

1879—1880, was the State visit he paid

to Brussels to share in the celebrations
in honor of the jubilee of Belgium in-

dependence.

I went with him : indeed, here I may
mention, that we all lived at the Mansion
House during my father's mayoralty
and took a share in its events—the Man-
sion House is a most comfortable resi-

dence, though it certainly never entered

my head then that I should ever return

to it as Lord Mayor—and that visit is

one of the most enjoyable memories I

possess, for I certainly had what modern
young peonle call a "good time."

Twenty-three years later I revisited

Brussels as Sheriff to Sir Marcus Samuel,

when he went there on a State visit as

Lord Mayor of London, and again I can

only say that I had a very good time

:

King Leopold honoring me and my col-

league with the decoration of Officers of

the Order of Leopold.

Another notable event of my father's

mayoralty was his entertainment at the

Guildhall of the first, or, at all events,

one of the first, Australian cricket teams

to visit this country. I see that the Aus-

tralians are coming over next year, and

if they do, I hope to have an opportunity

of extending to them the same hospitality

that my father showed to their forerun-

ners.

Without wishing to make myself out a

boy, I may say that I am considerably

younger than many Lord Mayors have
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been, though I cannot approach the re-

cord of my late good friend. Sir David

Evans, who was Lord Mayor when he

was not very much over forty.

Comparatively youthful as I am, how-

ever, I can point to twenty-six years of

civic life, for I was elected to the Com-

mon Council of the City of London in

1882.

This was an honor rather thrust upon

me than sought for, and was due mainly

to the fact that the candidature for the

Council seat vacant in my father's ward

of Dowgate, of a violent reformer, who

went by the nickname of "One-from-the-

Plough," did not find favor with the elec-

tors, "and my father was approached and

asked to allow me to stand, which I did

and won a handsome victory.

I am very glad that I was thus early

drawn into civil life, for it has provided

me with a never-failing source of interest

and occupation, and has enabled me in

various capacities, and particularly as

chairman of the visiting committee of

the City of London asylum, to do work

which I hope has been useful.

But I should be most ungrateful if I

did not here mention that my public work

has onlv been made possible by the ready

and willing assistance in business of my
brother, Henry, and my nephew, James,

the eldest son of my late brother.

It might perhaps be thought that I

have often dreamed of. following in my
father's mayoral footsteps, but I can

honestly say I never thought of doing so

until after his death. He himself never

spoke to me of the possibility of my be-

coming Lord Mayor, and it was not until

his death left the Dowgate ward vacant,

and I was requisitioned to accept the

vacant gown, that I really thought of be-

coming an alderman, and then I was

elected unanimously. I accepted the

honor gratefully as a kindly tribute to

the memory of my father.

I must not forget one circumstance

which stands out beyond all others in its

bearing on my private and official life—

my marriage in 1889 with Jessie Guthrie,

the daughter of the late George Gordon

Stanham, architect, who is a relative of

the late Sir Thomas Gabriel, a former

Lord Mayor.

My married life has been most blessed

and happy. We have two sons and two

daughters who have received the most

devoted care from their mother while

at the same time she has never failed

to help me, and interest herself in all my
official work, and I know that the social

side of our mayoralty will be safe in

her hands.

Naturally, I am proud to revisit the

Mansion House scenes of my youth,

though I fear that I shall not be able

to enjoy my year there quite so light-

heartedly as when my father was Lord

Mayor, for then he had all the responsi-

bility, and I all the fun. But the citizens

are very kind to the man who endeavors

to do his best ; and that I will try to do,

and thus follow my father's brilliant ex-

ample. I mean to be happy in my office,

and thus, perhaps, to assist in making

others happy, too.

Also, I rejoice to find there still, after

a lapse of twenty-eight years, that in-

dispensable assistant to any Lord Mayor,

Sir William Soulsby, and mine is the first

instance of Sir William acting as private-

secretary to both father and son.

Moreover, I find some comfort in thft

fact that the Mansion House seems to

have a tonic effect on its occupants. 1

have often remarked how Lord Mayors

have improved in health during the year

of office, and, in fact, it would seem to

be customary for Lord Mayors to "rise,

to the occasion," and I can only hope

that I shall not prove an exception to this

rule.
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George H. Lorimer

Editor of the Sat unlay Evening Post

An Editor With a Million Circulation

Reproduced from Printers' Ink
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T

E of the stories current among ad-

vertising men is to the effect that

the head of a big New York agency
had become so impressed by the excel-

lence of a number of advertisements of

the Saturday Evening Post appearing in

the newspapers that he sent a represent-

ative to Philadelphia to engage the writer
for his own staff. When asked on his

return if he had succeeded in his mission
the latter replied, in a disgusted tone of

voice, "No." "Why not?" asked the chief.

"It was Lorimer who wrote those ads,"

was the sententious reply.
114

A busy editor who can turn out ads
that make an experienced advertising

agent sit up and take notice must be ver-

satile and possess the knack that only
comes from an intimate knowledge of

business combined with the ability to

express ideas in appealing language. If

George Horace Lorimer hadn't become
an editor, he would certainly have made
his mark as an ad writer.

But Lorimer is no accident in editor-

ship. He is an editor because editorship

is his impelling instinct and because he

had the sense and the courage to recog-
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nize the fact, more sense and more cour-

age, by ihe way, than ninety per cent,

of the young men in his situation would
have displayed.

Lorimer was employed by the great

firm of Armour & Company before he
reached his majority. His father, the

famous preacher, was a friend of the

elder Armour, and that great merchant
had taken the boy into the Armour con-

cern to teach him the business and to

make a great merchant of him ; also to

help him make his fortune. Lorimer pro-

gressed rapidly from a minor clerkship

to an important desk. He was alive,

alert and intelligent. His future seemed
assured.

Then, one day, he walked in and re-

signed, to the intense amazement of

everybody in the Armour concern. They
thought he had a better business offer,

but, for all that, considered him foolish

for leaving the house of Armour. When
he told them he had no better business

offer, but intended to write for a living,

they revised the "foolish" designation

and set him down as a lunatic, wonder-
ing, in a dazed way, how it was a young
man who had shown no previous signs

of mental instability should be so sud-
denly bereft, and sympathizing deeply
with him. The idea of any man who had
reached an important desk in the Armour
Company leaving of his own free will,

and to write, was so preposterous the

young man's business associates could
figure out no other explanation than sud-

den insanity.

He went to Boston and began work as

a reporter. Reporters in Boston d-j not

get such salaries as heads of departments
do in Armour & Company's. It was hard
sledding, but Lorimer stuck. After a

time the opportunity came to join the

staff of the Saturday Evening Post. It

is more than nine years, now, since he

assumed editorship of that publication.

In that time the Post has increased in

circulation from a little more than a

hundred thousand copies a week to nine

hundred and fifty thousand copies a

week, and it will have a million copies

a week before he rounds out his tenth

year as editor.

Being a live, alert, vigorous, red-

blooded American person, Lorimer pro-

duces a live, alert, vigorous, red-blooded
and American weekly. He doesn't run

The New Building to be Erected for the Curtis Publishing Company, Philadelpr

Prom this Building The Saturday Evening Post "ill be [ssued.
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to fads, frills or furbelows. He is direct,

frank and open in his methods. The
human interest is what appeals to him.
He knows the sympathies, the likes, the

dislikes of the public. His business ex-

perience taught him one side and his

editorial experience has taught him the

other. He sits on no lofty tripod, im-

mersed in his own thoughts, but moves
around among the people, who form his

constituency, and knowing what the

people want, he gives it to them judi-

ciously, to their great apparent satisfac-

tion.

Lorimer is a frank, hearty, companion-
able man, who takes life as he finds it,

not too seriously, nor yet too flippant-

ly. He likes a story, likes a joke, has the

keenest sense of humor, hates humbug
and sham, is genial, jovial, sometimes
even jocose, but with it all has a poise

and a firmness that counter-balance per-

fectly. His most distinguishing feature

is his jaw, a jaw that is as square as if

it had been laid out on mathematical
lines. There are times when you do not
notice that jaw, but there are times, also,

when it is the only thing you do notice.

When it is clamped it is best to give the

young man what he wants, for he will

get it, anyway.
He is an outdoors man, with an abid-

ing love for the great spaces of the West.
If he has any fad at all, it is a fad for

climbing mountains, and it seems as

absurd to describe mountain-climbing as

a fad as it would be to call going up in a

balloon a foible. Still, mountain-climb-
ing is his self-selected sport. Every
summer he goes to Colorado and skips

joyously from crag to crag, taking en-

nuied colleagues with him and scaling

every peak that comes within his view.

He lives in the country, at Wyncote,
near Philadelphia, on twentv acres that

he keeps under his personal supervision.

J lis whole atmosphere is that of fresh-

ness and vitality. He is a prodigious
worker. After his hours in his editorial

office in Philadelphia in the day time, he
does his writing and most of his manu-
script reading in his library in the coun-
try at night.

In one corner of that library are several

shelves devoted to the books he wrote
himself. His " Letters of a Self-made
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Merchant to His Son " are there, in all

the various habilments they have worn
throughout the world. There are Japan
ese and German and Swedish and many
other translations, with the numerous
English and Australian editions ; his

"Old Gorgon Graham," in many forms,
and a shelf is being held for his latest

book, " Jack Spurlock, Prodigal," which
is just now so popular. Best-sellers of

the moment seem rather piffling beside
that array. Lorimer's books are real best-

sellers, not for a week or a month, but
for years. The reason is obvious. They
are real American books by a real Ameri-
can.

Lorimer's editorial policy is simple.

•He buys stories and articles for the stuff

that is in them, not because of the name
attached. He has picked out and de-

veloped several writers who make a sort

of a personal staff for him, each man
loyal to the core and devoted to Lorimer
and the Saturday Evening Post above all

else. His publication is so great, his cir-

culation so enormous that he has the

pick of the market. Almost everything
comes to him first. He is quick and final

in decision, usually deciding with a posi-

tive "Yes" or "No." He is courteous,

obliging, accessible and modest. Any
writer or artist who has a proper errand

can see Lorimer and get an answer to his

proposition as soon as it has been stated.

His mind works like chain lightning, and
he knows instantly what he does or does
not want.
The Saturday Evening Post is Lori-

mer and Lorimer is the Saturday Even-
ing Post. He took the idea of Mr. Cyrus
Curtis and developed it to its present

great proportions. He has five million

readers now, and that he will have six or

seven or eight millions presently is as

sure as that he will continue as editor,

for, you see, Lorimer knows what the

pi <-| ilc want, and he gives it to them.
Sense and common sense—those are

his attributes. lie is subject to no
folderols, hampered by no prejudices.

His five million readers have been edu-

cated to expect sane stories, wholesome
stories, red-blooded stories, to find viril-

ity in every page, to find good Ameri-
canism in every paragraph, to find the

best workmanship in every line, and they
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do find all these. The Saturday Evening
Post runs after no fads, indulges in no
sensationalism, leaves muck-raking to

others, presents its own views in the

most-quoted editorial page in the coun-
try, does not hesitate to slam a humbug,
prick a fraudulent bubble or tell the truth

about any subject in the public mind. It

is always fair, always calm, always good-
natured and always American.
The reason for the wonderful success

of the Post is not far to seek. It reflects

the intelligence, the sense, the common
sense, and the comprehensive human
knowledge of its editor, George Horace
Lorimer.

Canadian Work in the Season's Boob

Beproduoed bi
' William Briggs.

HALF-BREEDS TRAVELLING.
(From a painting by Paul Kane, by permission.)

Illustration in
the Buffalo Roamed

B I I. Marsh.



Wonders of Manhattan Real Estate

By CROMWELL CHILDE
Reprinted from Herald Magazine

IF,
sixty-five years ago, John Smith, of

Xew York—"Honest John," who had
made a nice little competence "down

town"—had put a few of his surplus

thousands into Fifth Avenue lots his

grandchildren would now be multi-mil-

lionaires of Manhattan.
But John Smith was afraid. A con-

temporary record of the time says he

was. He talked it over with his business
cronies.

"Can't risk the money," said "Honest
John." "The price is altogether too

high. You know where Thirty-sixth

Street is on the new city map, Bill?" He
waved his hand to indicate distance.

"They want $500 for a Fifth Avenue lot

up there, and the best you can do is $100
down."
So John Smith put. his money into

other things. Perhaps he was wise

—

at that time—for, two years later, an-

other New York man, a millionaire of

those days, John Hunt, bought the cor-

ner of Fifth Avenue and Thirty-sixth

Street—a corner, mind you—for $2,400,

was called insane by his family, and the

courts were appealed to determine his

competency.
But had John Smith not been afraid,

every little .$500 he put into Fifth Avenue
properly would now bring close to

$400,000.

Four hundred thousand dollars? Yes.
A broker laughed heartily at me the

other afternoon when 1, hurriedly cal

culating, asked him if $250,000—a' quar-
ter of a million—was too high a value
to day for inside lots on Fifth Avenue
just above Thirty-fourth Street and a

little below it.

"I could sell all you'd bring in at that
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price quick as a wink, within an hour,"

he said. "But you're away off. Two
hundred and fifty thousand dollars

a lot is only ten thousand dollars

a front foot. Fifth Avenue lots up to

Forty-second Street and several blocks

below Thirty-fourth Street are easily

worth half as much again. You can't

buy them now for even $15,000 a front

foot.

"It would surprise you to see the list

of owners of Fifth Avenue property to-

day, the strongest names in New York.
Every piece of property from Thirtieth

to Forty-fifth Street has been gone over
as with a fine tooth comb. None of it is

to be had.

"Along Thirty-fourth Street, from
Fifth to Sixth Avenue, it's just the same.
One lot within the last two years brought
$425,000—yes, it did, really, a twenty-
five foot lot. There are only two lots in

that block now that can be bought. If

they weren't tied up any number of men
would jump for them at three-quarters

of a million for the two."
From $500 to $375,000 in a little more

than hall" a century is going some. If

old John Smith hadn't been scared and
had invested $20,000 out of the $50,000
Ik- probably had then, his heirs would
now possess property worth $15,000,000
i" day and no one knows how much
more a few years from now.

Il mighl hava- hcei even better. If old

John had boughl he very likely would
have picked up a corner or two, perhaps

ral. Those Fifth Avenue corners

would fetch to-day, conservatively (if

their owners would sell them, they prob-

ably would not), $650,000 each, on the

average, a very pretty profit.
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That's not all. The records do not tell

definitely what Thirty-fourth Street lots

went for around 1850. But Mayor Brady
bought several in Thirty-seventh and
Thirty-eighth Streets, between Fifth and
Sixth Avenues, in 1847 at a corporation

auction sale for S300 each. Thirty-fourth

Street had no special advantages over the

other cross streets near it then.

Probably S400, in the late forties

would have picked up that Thirty-fourth

Street lot that sold for $425,000 two years

ago. Just a little 1,100 per cent, advance.

The wonders of Manhattan real estate!

Bless us, they are all wonders ! Of course,

the wonder side doesn't strike the cold,

hard headed real estate broker or owner
who sees no romance but only the very
satisfying fact that - this or that lot is

worth so many hundred thousand and
that there will be an eager crowd of buy-
ers at his elbow if he just raises his

finger.

Considering the fortune which the

ownership of even the smallest bit of

well situated land means on the island

of Manhattan to-day. it is interesting to

pick up a certain little pamphlet, now just

forty-eight years old. on "The Value %f

Real Estate in the City of Xew York,
Past, Present and Prospective," and read
the fulminations of its author, who calls

himself "A Retired Merchant."
"Retired Merchant" wrote these little

essays in 1858, 1859 and i860. He vigor-
ously scolds the men of his day because
they believe that the top of real estate

values on their island has been reached
forever.

"I wish to say," writes "Retired Mer-
chant" in one of the paragraphs in which
he most mercilessly scores the affrighted
capitalists, "that there is not a lot of
ground now unoccupied of good grade on
this island between the Battery and the
Harlem River and the North and East
Rivers that is not intrinsically worth this

day (1858), $i. 100 for a lot 25 by 100
feet to any man who will at once improve
it, and in ten years, if the past is any
guide for the future, any of the said lots

will be worth more than twice that sum,
and manv of them more than $10,000
each."

In another paragraph "Retired Mer-
chant" says:

"No prudent man then believed

(1830) that lots so far out of town
(Union Square) would ever be of much
value. Indeed, the insurance companies
were unwilling to loan much on mort-
gage above the park (City Hall Park).
But lots which would not bring in 1830
Si, 100 are now worth $10,000, and are

soon to be taken for stores at over
$20,000.

"That lots at 100th Street will ever
bring $1,000 is not now as improbable as

it was in 1825 that lots around Union
Square would ever bring $1,000! Madi-
son Square was only sold by the acre. It

was all hill and dale, bogs and swamps.
Xobody offered to sell it and no one
would take it as a gift, comparatively.
Now every lot around it is worth on an
average over Si 0.000.

"This day I see before me hundreds of

men going through Wall Street not
knowing what to do with their money.
All property, they say, is too high."
And yet the "Retired Merchant" wasn't

believed, he wasn't believed at all. Tne
sturdy investors, men who knew good
things down town and never let any of

<hem get by. when they read the scold-
ings—for these were first printed in a
newspaper of those times—smiled pity-

ingly and said. "Oh. the crank!" or what-
ever was the expression fifty years ago.
"Retired Merchant's" personality was, so
far as we know, always veiled, but if it

was revealed at all at that time his oldest
daughters certainly said, "dear me, why
is pa so foolish? Such strange ideas!
Mrs. Bellingham spoke of them after

church yesterday." And the young sprig
of fashion who was calling upon her
doubtless—surely—answered :

"Yes, of course. Might just as well
bury the money in the ground up there."

But "Retired Merchant" never fore-
saw the day that was to come. Just what
the real estate wonders of Manhattan are
in 1908 may best be appreciated by sim-
ple comparison with the dreams of this

pamphleteer of half a century ago. His
wildest fantasies—fantasies to the men
of that day—never went further than
picturing residence lots along the east
side of Central Park in Fifth Avenue at

$25.000. How far would $25,000 go to-

day?
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Either the old gentleman jogged afoot

or sat behind a spanking team of trotteis

as he inspected the New York that was
to grow. Nothing could emphasize more
clearly the contrast between the values

then and now than by following in his

footsteps or wagon tracks an even halt

century later in an automobile.

The car was typical of the new New
York as the pair of Morgan thoroughbreds
was of the old. What an altogether other

New York! Then a city practically only

built up to Forty-second Street, and al-

most entirely unpaved beyond it, with
Central Park just commenced (its land

cost only $7,800 an acre), with over thir-

ty thousand vacant lots below Eighty-
sixth Street and horse car lines but lately

started, an upper west side not thought
of at all as yet and an upper east side

made up of scattered villages.

A very keen real estate broker guided
the big machine, threading through the

avenues and cross streets, each of which
has been a gold mine for some one, pos-

sibly for a dozen.

"We are impressed," he said, "by the

wonderful figures of the enormous values

down in Wall Street, where some land

is rated as high as $400 a square foot

—

as much as $750,000 for a full-sized city

lot—and the new shopping district of

Thirty-fourth Street, where prices are

three times what they were when the

Waldorf-Astoria was. first built, a few
years ago; yes, and the latter's fast grow-
ing rival, Forty-second Street. But half

a century back these localities all had
some value to start with ; Wall Street

had a very material one. Practically all

of the west side, however, has come up
out of nothing in that time.

"Now, look at it. Here vou are in the

heart of the Eighties. Values have more
than doubled in many cases in the last

ten years ! Ten years ago vou could buy
one hundred feet square for from $120,

000 to $160,000. To-day that same land

would cost $300,000—$75,000 for a twen-
ty five foot lot. Certain blocks down in

the Seventies and along Riverside Drive
will bring more than that. No, I never
heard the top; many a consideration s

kept secret nowadays, but a bundle 1

thousand dollars has been paid more
than once.
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"Values in real estate in a big city,"

went on the broker, "advance in a logi-

cal way. As a general principle, the best

locations for wholesale business have the
lead, with the best residence properties

next, the pick of the shopping district fol-

lowing that of wholesale business close-

ly. In New York the sensational rise In

properties has been like a curving ridge

in the centre of the island, up Broadway
to Twenty-third Street, then up boih
Broadway and Fifth Avenue, with sharp
increases at the subway stations all along
the line."

At Columbia University the car swept
into the Drive for a moment. Then it

returned to Broadway, heading south-

ward and pounding away at a speed and
on a pavement that of themselves were
distinguishing marks of the new New
York compared with the old.

"Downtown the general average of in-

crease is four per cent, a year." The
broker began again. "In the upper part

of the city it is ten per cent, per annum.
At times it runs far over that. In the

Thirty-fourth Street blocks from Seventh
to Madison Avenue prices are to-day 150

to 300 per cent, higher than they were
ten years ago. At Broadway and Forty-

second Street the ratio is probably even
higher than that.

"What would you think of 800 per

cent, increase in four or five years? Yes,

a stone's throw from Broadway. It may
sound like a fairy story, but it's simply

one instance of the golden ground of

Manhattan for everybody, especially for

those who keep their eyes open.
" A year before the Pennsylvania tun-

nel, whose terminus and big station will

be close by Herald Square, was started

practically any property on its site could

have been bought for $5 a square foot.

Averaging up, the Pennsylvania, it is

understood, paid $20 a square foot. The
land immediately contiguous to the sta-

tion, fronting on the station property, nor

really worth any more to-day than be-

fore, because it is without a single im-

provement or change, is now held at $40
a square foot. It is not known, or even
faintly surmised, what use this surround-
ing property will be put to eventually,
but il has jumped to eight times its ..Id

value, and it sticks at that price.
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"Some Manhattan real estate moves
fast, some at a medium pace, slow but

steady. Approximately all of it does

move, though. The slowest moving sec-

tion? Probably the little strip along the

Xorth River front, west of Ninth Avenue,
from Twenty-fifth to Fifty-ninth Street.

That is very nearly stationary."

Another man and I stood in the shadow
of old Trinity later that same day. How
stones everywhere round about had been
heaped upon stones, how frameworks of

steel, hidden by brick and terra cotta,

forced their way up into the air

!

"I never crane my neck in this district

of Mammon," remarked my philosophical

capitalist, "but I recall what one man
wrote about the old five-storey office

buildings of the city a good many years

ago. He said that they were fairly profit-

able investments, but their fourth and
fifth stories did not rent very well; people

got tired of climbing stairs.

"Most men would likely figure," he
continued, "that the chief factor in the

development of Manhattan has been its

rapid transit. That may be right, but
the passenger elevator should have a

good slice of the credit. Where would
all this be"
He waved his hand toward the loftiest

of the Broadway structures, and then
suddenly his mind went far back to the

beginning of things in the old Dutch
town.
"Did you ever, by any chance, hear

the particulars of the first real estate

transfer on Manhattan Island? Xo? It's

a quaint old story, much more interesting

that how the entire island was bought
from the Indians for $16. Everybody
knows that wasn't business—that the
Indians had the worst end of the stick

and never found it out. But this was
bona fide trading. At first, of course,
people picked out the land they wanted
and settled down on it. After a time

—

to be exact, it was only seventeen years
—the land close to the fort seemed more
desirable than any other.

"Nine dollars and a half (twenty-four
guilders) was the sum the first buyer of

Manhattan real estate paid over to the

first seller. The 'parcel' was a lot

thirty feet long and no feet deep,

on Bridge Street, between Broad and
Whitehall. Anthony Jansen Van Fees
made this first purchase from Abraham
Jacobsen Van Steenwyck. At this time

this property was as valuable as any in

town."

The philosophical capitalist turned me
over to one of those interesting men who
have a head for figures and who keep
stored away in their desks curious, strik-

ing facts.

"Forty thousand dollars a front foot,"

said this broker, "is the approximate
value of one Wall Street corner, the

southeast corner of Wall Street and
Broadway. That means, you know, an

even million dollars for the ordinary

twenty-five by one hundred Xew York
city lot, $400 a square foot. Let me give

you an idea of how values have grown.
In 1871, before the 'hard times' of the

seventies came on, Xos. 4 and 6 Pine

Street just around the corner, was sold

for $48.84 a square foot. The last ten

years some of the striking big sales down
here have been

:

"Xo. 24 Broad Street, $201.25 a square

foot.

"Xos. 5 and 7 Nassau Street, S256.93

a square foot.

Xos. 9 and n Nassau Street, on the

southwest corner of Pine Street, $223.^
a square foot.

"Broadway, at the southeast corner of

Maiden Lane, $211.72 a square foot.

"Xos. 41 and 43 Wall Street, $246.29

a square foot.

"Here's a curious comparison. In 1857
the land that the old Fifth Avenue Hotel
was to stand on brought $32,100, or $8.01

a square foot. In 1899 it changed hands
for $800,721, twenty-five times as much,
or $199.90 a square foot. That's hard to

beat."
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Constitutionalism in the Factory

By RODOLPHE BRODA
Reproduced from The International

WHILE the economic development
of modern times has destroyed
feudalism as a form of govern-

ment and replaced the personal command
of the ruler by the impersonal will of
the State, that is, of the community, the
last few decades again have created ties

which bind the workmen in any given
factory like a body of subjects' to the
individual will of the manufacturer. In
many cases, again, patriarchal relations
were developed, as formerly in feudal
times. Charitable institutions were es-
tablished for the workmen by the spon-
taneous and benevolent intentions of the
employer. But in general it must be
asserted that in the initial period of
capitalistic industry the conditions and
hours of labor, the wages and general
situation of the workmen were affected
by two sets of arbitrary influences: on
the one hand, the caprice of the manu
facturer, on whose personal disposition
it depended whether he did or did not

sick funds, old-age pensions or
workmen's dwellings, and on the other
hand, the arbitrary action of the imper
sonal law of supply and demand, which
regulated wages without regard to that
minimum of subsistence, which might
be represented as the purely physical
heating oi the human machine for a
fresh <lay's toil.

Under the influence of this last-named
law many classes of workmen might,
when trade was brisk, temporarily ob-
tain an advantageous rate of wages,
while others might be compelled to work
for very low wages and be exposed to
the deepest distress. Those social and
human considerations which demand a
minimum wage and a maximum working
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day, in order to prevent race degenera-
tion and enable the workmen to par-
ticipate like civilized beings in the duties
of a democratic community, were utter-

ly ignored under this system. Anarchy
tempered by a dash of feudalism reign-

ed in the department of labor conditions.

The individual workman could not save
himself by his personal powers from the

destiny of his class. An isolated unit,

he was but a drop, as it were, in the

ocean of the above-named economic law.

it was only his combination with his

fellow-workmen for joint resistance to

the manufacturer that introduced the

worker's personal will and moral energy
as a factor capable of substantially al-

tering the combined resultant of all the

different factors. This was the first step

towards collective bargaining and com-
pulsory arbitration, and so towards the

true constitutionalism of the factory.

But a strike was and indeed still is

only a weapon against certain excessive-

ly injurious consequences of industrial

anarchy: as soon as it is over the rela-

tion between workman and employer is

again one of inequality : there is no longer

b< i v < en them the equality of two parties

iK dating a treaty of peace.

As development advances further and

creates trade unions, which render per-

manent the advantages of a strike, the

relation between the two parties is ccr-

tainl) altered. The employer may de

jure bul no longer de facto alter the

conditions of labor at his arbitrary will,

Hi e if he does he conjures up the

dang( r of a Eresh strike. But it is at once

evident that even this is not a rightful

..i even a peaceful state of affairs, but

that the normal condition of the factory
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may be characterized rather as one of

latent strife restrained for the moment
by the equilibrium of opposing forces.

Every one knows what ruinous interrup-

tion to trade, and what loss of wages to

the workmen are caused by the constant

recurrence of strikes. But it should be

observed, further, how much bitterness

is aroused in both parties by the numer-
ous industrial struggles over wages, and
how the community is split up into hos-

tile and disunited groups. Let it not be

urged that this is due to the mere op-

position of interests between workmen
and employers, for these are precisely

two classes which have very important
interests in common. Every crisis spells

loss to the employer and unemployment
to the workmen ; every extension of mar-
kets brings profit to the former and to

the latter the possibility of getting higher

wages. Nevertheless, between the two
classes hatred and bitterness exist. If

we look at other classes of the com-
munity, whose interests clash on import-

ant points, traders, for instance and
their customers, or even two merchants,
each of whom would naturally claim

for himself the advantages of a transac-

tion, we nevertheless find as a rule that

these disputes are discussed and settled

in a sober and dispassionate manner.
Each merely seeks to secure his own
advantage as far as possible, and once
the bargain is concluded it is regarded
as a point of honor to carry out faith-

fully under all circumstances the trans-

action or contract that has been agreed
to.

If the relations between workmen and
employers are to be placed on this foot-

ing, then in this sphere also the same pure-
ly commercial principle must be brought
into force. The agreement must be con-
cluded after sober and dispassionate
negotiation (let it be ever so wide awake
ard tenacious) and then there must be
the complete fulfilment of obligations
freely undertaken.
Between the individual workman and

employer such agreements, by which as
resulting from their own unfettered will-

both parties would consider themselves
bound, are impossible, because their

positions are unlike. Again and again
the workman finds himself tempted to

enforce by the collective step of ceasing
work simultaneously with his comrades
what he would be unable to obtain in

his unfavorable position as an individual.

The collective, not the individual labor
agreement will represent in its stipula-

tions the real and permanent balance of

powers between the contracting parties.

Therefore in the overwhelming majority
of cases the collective labor agreement
would actually hold good for the whole
period for which it was entered into.

Moreover, it is an easy task to clothe it

like every enforceable commercial con-

tract with all the sanctions of law. Not
only employers but also trade unions,

if they were empowered by statute to

enter into such legal contracts, could

be made liable for breach of contract,

and damages could be enforced by exe-

cution on their property. As a matter

of fact, in all European industrial States

there is a strong tendency towards col-

lective labor agreements, and it would
be easy by the introduction of sliding

scales to meet the fluctuations of trade,

to arrange in the scale for an automatic

rise in wages, in good times, when the

trade is capable of paying higher

wages, requires more workmen and
would therefore be forced to pay higher

wages even under the operation of the

law of supply and demand, and to settle

lower figures for slack times. The long-

er the periods for which such arrange-

ments were concluded the more stable

would be the conditions of labor, and the

better would employers and employed be

protected from the depreciation in values

and the loss of wages which are produced

by strikes.

But development goes further. Even
the collective labour agreement is in a

certain sense merely a treaty of peace,

the conditions of which are dictated by

the relative strength of the two quasi-

belligerent parties. For educated work-

men, who know how to combine in

powerful organizations, like the printers

in all industrial countries, it is an effect-

ual weapon for gaining stable and suit-

able conditions of labour. For uneducat-

ed workmen less capable of organisation,

and particularly for women, it is out of

the question. For all these groups of

workmen it is only the gradual develop
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ment of the idea of industrial Arbitration

Courts that paves the way for conditions

of labour which guarantee a suitable mini-

mum of subsistence and in fixing that

minimum take into account the require-

ments of society and humanity.

The intervention of Governments for

the settlement of such strikes as par-

ticularly threaten the general interests

of the State or the population, such as

traffic, public lighting or the food supply,

may be regarded as the first move in this

direction. As often as the Governments
in different States brought their influence

to bear on the contending parties for

the settlement of these conflicts the con-

ditions suggested by them as a basis

for conclusion of peace were naturally

the outcome of general social consider-
ations. Thus for the first time factors

were introduced which had nothing to

do with the comparative strength of the

two parties. In dangerous occupations,

particularly such as mining, new con-

ditions of labor more thoroughly satis-

fying the demands of public opinion have

been repeatedly introduced by such in-

tervention. The shortening of the hour^

of labor in the Austrian coal mines,

which the workers could not have en-

forced through their own powers, was
accomplished after a strike, by the pass-

ing of a proposal to this effect in Parlia-

ment. In several European States legal

Conciliation Boards have been recently

set up, which, with the addition of im-

partial assessors, have to give their de-

cision in the event of labor conflicts. This

decision is, of course, not binding on the

disputants, but as an expression of pub-

lic opinion brings the powerful opposi-

tion of that opinion against that party

i" the dispute which will not accept tin-

decision of the Board. These Boards

have existed in France since iqoi, and a

few weeks ago Mr. Churchill, the Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade, made the

same provision in England. In Canada
these Arbitration Courts have existed

since March, 1907. They were introduc-

ed to begin with for such industries as

are of particular importance to the gen-

eral interests of the population, railways,

telegraphs, coal mines, gas and electric

lighting. As regards these industries it

is enacted that employers or employed,
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dissatisfied with the existing conditions

of labor and requiring their alteration,

have in the first place to communicate
with the other side. If direct negotiations

are fruitless an Arbitration Court is ap-

pointed, in which one representative of

each of the contending parties, and an

impartial person nominated by the Gov-

ernment, sit and vote.

During the time that the Arbitration

Court is holding its investigation, but for

at least thirty days from the first notice,

neither strike nor lock-out may take

place, and the law inflicts heavy penalties

for non-compliance. When the Arbitra-

tion Court has given its decision it is

published in the Labor Gazette and all

the reasons for the decision are submitted

to the judgment of public opinion.

The decision of the Court has no

coercive force of itself. If workmen or

employers are not satisfied with it, and

wish to declare a strike or lock-out, they

are free to do so. The law secures the

great advantage of the unconditional

prohibition of hostilities during the thir-

ty days' grace, and thus shuts out the

dangerous consequences of the first im-

pulse of passion. The disputants can

then more easily arrange a peaceful set-

tlement by quiet reflection, and, as a

matter of fact, the results of the law are

extremely favorable. From the coming

into force of the law in March, 1907,

down to December of the same year,

twenty-two disputes were submitted to

arbitration, and a peaceful settlement

was arrived at in twenty cases. In the

two remaining cases a strike certainly'

was declared," but soon settled through

the influence of public opinion.

New Zealand and New South Wales

go even further. In these two States, in

all disputes between workmen and em-

ployers, the decisions of the industrial

Arbitration Courts are binding. The re-

sults in general have been favorable, but

certainly several cases have occurred in

which a trade union has not accepted

the decision and declared a strike in de-

fiance of it. In New Zealand the exas-

peration of public opinion at this led. a

few weeks ago, to "the acceptance of a

law inflicting heavy fines and imprison-

ment on such employers or workmen as

have recourse to lock-outs or strikes. The
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law is based on the assumption that a
systematic consideration on the one hand
of the circumstances necessary for the

maintenance of the industry, and on the

other hand of an adequate subsistence

for the workmen, regard being had to

race preservation and the possibility of

the workmen enjoying a civilized exist-

ence, had to decide conditions of labor,

and that impartial tribunals should alone

be invited to undertake the task. The
weapons of economic war, lock-outs and
strikes, are regarded as a violation of

the existing legal order and punished as

such. On the whole, both employers and
workmen are satisfied with the new sys-

tem and look back on the age of strikes

as a period of barbarism. To what extent

the latest conflict in Xew Zealand must
modify this opinion the immediate fu-

ture will show.
Victoria goes even turther in the sys-

tematic settlement by law of labor con-

ditions. There the interested represent-

atives of workmen and employers are

not permitted to appeal to the authorities

to settle by arbitration some conflict that

has broken out, but the conditions of

labor are settled in a binding manner at

the outset by Commissions on which the

delegates of employers and employed sit

and vote. These delegates choose an im-

partial chairman, and if they cannot agree
on one he is nominated bv the Govern-
ment. Generally the chairman is an of-

ficial, clergyman, professor or writer.

While it is the function of the chairman
to represent the interests of the commun-
ity and the claims of equity and human-
ity, the delegates are selected by the

workers and employers of that particular

industry, the conditions of which are to

be laid down. They are therefore ex-

perts, brought daily into direct contact
with the problems they have to consider:

they understand one another, because
they know all the details of the matter
under consideration, and they never
raise outrageous demands, because they
would thereby run the risk of alienating
the chairman and his casting vote and
throwing both into the scales of the op-
posite party. Hence the decisions are
nearly always unanimous. In 1906 I was
present at a meeting in Melbourne of the
Wages Board of the Carpenters, and the

chairman told me that in all the 3 ears

he had held his office not once had he
been obliged to give a vote in the de-

termination of a final settlement.

For the very reason that these Wages
Boards are not summoned to settle dis-

putes that have already broken out, but

meet in a time of peace when passion

plays no part and they can conduct their

deliberations in unruffled calm, mature
decisions are formed which are accepted

without demur by the parties concerned
for several years, until at last an altera-

tion in the general conditions of life or

the position of the industry makes a new
deliberation and fixing of fresh wages
and conditions of labor desirable.

Under this system the employer has

no longer an\^ sort of arbitrary power
over the labor and remuneration of his

employes. These are settled by the de-

cision of the Commission or the law. To
the employer the conditions of labor are as

much an established fact as the price of

raw materials or the transport charges of

the railway. The scope of the law ex-

tends also to uneducated and female

workers ; and these, who otherwise would
never have had of themselves a power
commensurate with that of their em-
ployers, come equally under the protec-

tion of the law. The very weakest are

protected from poverty and sweating.

We have reached the end of the line

of development, at the beginning of

which the caprice of the employer and

the arbitrary working of the law of sup-

ply and demand settled the conditions of

labor and the question of the prosperity

or the misery of the worker. Through the

trade union and collective labor agree-

ment, the discretionary and obligatory

Arbitration Court, development has led

up to pure industrial constitutionalism

—representative bodies, which may De

compared to Parliamentary institutions,

settle the conditions of labor. Inasmuch
as the first principle of these Commis-
sions is to fix such a minimum wage and

a maximum working day as to ensure the

material and moral welfare of the labor-

ing classes, inasmuch as the law, to which
these Commissions owe their creation,

takes this point of view as the principal

basis of the decisions, the darkest side of

industrial life is removed at once.
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The social quesiion of course is not
altogether solved by this. It comprises
not merely the regulation of the condi-

tions of labor, but the far greater prob-
lem of the ownership of the instruments
of production. The problem of indus-

trial concentration, the danger of

economic life being dominated by power-
ful private monopolies, the necessitv of

controlling these by the nationalization

of such wholesale production as has
reached its highest development, all this

applies as fully to Victoria, where indus-

trial constitutionalism is established, as

to Europe with its conditions of indus-

trial anarchy. But even when this de-

velopment has reached its goal, and rail-

ways, mines or other industries have
passed into the hands of the State, that

is, the community, there still remains the

problem of the regulation of the condi-

tions of labor, and it calls for a settle-

ment in the spirit described above just

as earnestly as in the case of private in-

dustry. To-day the relations of the
State, for example, the administrations
of the State Railways in various coun-
tries, to their workmen are substantially
the same as those of a private employer
to his employes. The question, in fact,

is even more acute, because important
general considerations show the serious-

ness of conceding to the employes of the

State the same right to strike as the em-
ployes in private industry. The intro-

duction of constitutional arrangements,
in the Australian sense, which regulate

the conditions of labor in the nationalized

industries influenced neither by the

whims of managers and officials, nor by
the dangerous independence of the em-
ployes, appears to be urgently necessary.

Only in this way can the serious objec-

tion to all nationalization, that after all

there is no change at any rate in the

position of the employe, be seriously en-

countered or dealt with. Nationalization

alone, as usually carried out to-day, can-

not supply the full satisfaction of social

demands. Nationalization, combined
with industrial constitutionalism, gives

that branch of industry which enjoys it

the harmony which drowns all the dis-

cords of the present time.

To the friend of the present economic
system industrial constitutionalism means
a solution of the pressing problem of in-

dustrial labor, a stage of development
that satisfies him ; but to the man
that looks forward to a Socialistic future

it means the solution of that problem of

labor which would otherwise be evolved

once more in that future State of which
he dreams.

Be Up to Date or Fail

(Success Magazine)

A physician tells me that he ,u
o<-' s through his medical library every year

and throws out a lot of books which have become useless to him because the

new, the up-to-date, the more progressive, arc pushing out the old.

We all know that some of the scientific book-, published are useless a year
after they appear in print. There never was a time in the history of the world
when the new in every line of endeavor crowded nut the old as it does to-day.

1
1" you examine your business thoroughly you will probably find old fogey

methods, obsolete ideas, and cumbersome ways of doing things; a lot of red

in your methods.
Remember that nothing else is improving Easter than business methods. If

you are keeping books as they wen- kept a quarter of a century ago, if you are

using the same business system, you will find that you are way behind the times.
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Moxey, Terror of Defaulters

Reproduced from Post Magazine

FAR back in a downtown bank, behind
all the railings and gratings that halt

the stranger, a slender, spectacled

man was poring over ledgers all this

week. Within a few feet of him were the

tellers, book-keepers, and clerks, jingling

coin, balancing their accounts, or attend-

ing to the wants of patrons ; but he went
ahead with his work as though no sound
disturbed him, no footstep distracted his

attention. If he hesitated, it was to

stroke his gray-white moustache and
side-whiskers thoughtfully, as though
momentarily puzzling over a problem.
Then he leaned forward again over the

high table whereon were spread the

bank's books of a year and more ago.

"That is Edward P. Moxey, who con-

victs 'em all," said the man who knew,
pointing toward the silent toiler.

\\'hereupon you gazed with interest

upon the spectacled individual. You had
heard how this wizard of mathematics.
Moxey, the most expert of national bank
examiners, ferreted out the evidence upon
which Charles W. Morse was convicted
and sentenced to serve fifteen years in

prison. Before that, perhaps, you had
heard of his putting together the links

of book-keeping evidence on which the
Chicago banker, John R. Walsh, was
sent to the penitentiary. You may even
have known, if your memory was long
enough, that he had been convicting bank
criminals for the government, without a

failure worth recording, since 1891.

"And now," continued your informant,
"he is at work on the books that show
whether F. Augustus Heinze is guilty of

the offences for which he is under in-

dictment."

Heinze, of course, may not be proved
guilty, but whether or not he is to blame,

it is a good guess that Moxey will find

out the facts. When it comes to untang-

ling tangled accounts, Moxey doesn't go
wrong. To that all the United States

comptrollers of the last seventeen years

will bear witness, and the Federal De-
partment of Justice, to whose service he

is assigned whenever a big criminal case

comes up, recognizes him as its chief

asset in bringing bank officers to justice

when they ought to be brought.

"Every case is handled according to its

nature," said Mr. Moxey, when he was
asked the other day how he was wont to

go about his investigations. "There isn't

any routine rule by which you can say

that you undertake the straightening of

a bank's books. When there is some-

thing wrong, and I am called upon, I

simply get down to work on the books

and learn what's been happening. That's

all there is to it."

It sounded simple enough, but the in-

quirer didn't understand. And what he

finally did understand, after further ques-

tioning, was of the most general charac-

ter. It would take another expert to com-

prehend Mr. Moxey's explanations in de-

tail, if he had the time and inclination

to give them. For the enlightenment of

his unskilled interviewer, however, this

was the way he summed up his work:

"On starting an investigation of a bank

wherein there has been criminal work, I

know that one of three things has hap-

pened : The robbery has been done by

loans and discounts, in the name of the

principal or somebody else, or it has been

dune by falsifying figures in the books,

for example, the entering of false with-

drawals on the depositors' accounts ; or

it has been accomplished by the actual

taking: of cash or securities. The third
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state of affairs—the actual missing of

assets—is rare; for the cash and secur-

ities are counted regularly, and it is not
difficult to keep them counted up ac-

curately, so that a man attempting to

take them away runs a risk of immediate
and almost certain detection."

An examination of the books, he ex-

plained, would show which method had
been adopted by the culprit. Thereafter,
it would be a matter of getting the evi-

dence in shape for presentation before
a jury.

"How can you wonder at bank defalca-

tions in this city of yours," said the ex-

pert, "when you consider the life of the
town? Look about you, and you will find

an explanation why men go wrong.
Watch the pace—the luxurious hotel life,

the expensive restaurants, the gambling
houses, the palatial apartments, the turn-
ing of night into day ; in short, the whole
chase after excitement. It is a life re-

quiring a flood of money. Only with vast
incomes can such a life be lived.

"New York is to blame. The lesser

cities take their cue from the biggest.

Extravagant living springs up elsewhere,
in imitation of the mode here. The young
banker of the small town, on a visit to
New York, discovers that he has not
been playing the loose game of some of

his fast-living contemporaries here, and
on his return home he sees things in a
different light. The dream of sudden
wealth, acquired in the metropolis, may
be his undoing.

"I say seriously that the attitude of

trusteeship has suffered a shocking
change in recent years. Whatever the
cause, there are cycles of honesty, and
cycles of dishonesty. The present is a
cycle of dishonesty, with its cause in

modern standards of enjoyable living."

In spite of these views, however, Mr.
Moxey is not a pessimist. He regards
the cycle of dishonesty as applying only
to a minority. The honesl men he be-

lieves to be vastly in the majority, not-
withstanding his many experiences with
the other kind. Often, in the course of
his investigations, to be sure, he has
found a trail that seemed to implicate
some man afterward proved to be honest,
and this fact has caused him to be extra-
ordinarily cautious about his chargi
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"We give a suspect the benefit of every
doubt," he remarked, in discussing the

danger of laying the blame at the wrong
place. "A man may make bad mistakes
in a bank, mistakes that seem crimes at

first sight, and yet he may be the soul of

honor."
Mr. Moxey has met criminals of all

sorts and grades in his visits to national

banks. In recalling a number of officers

who had "gone wrong," he mentioned
half a dozen who could lay their downfall
to speculation in stocks or cotton. He
has had cases in every section of the Un-
ited States, and his ultimate judgment is

that human nature is not much different

in one climate from what it is in the

others. Another conclusion he has reach-

ed is that no bank president or cashier

can misuse the institution's funds with-

out one or more clerks being aware of

the fact.

"If the clerks would do their full

duty," he said, "there would be fewer
cases of defalcations. And let me tell

you .that many a clerk, in taking his first

wrong step, has got the impetus from
seeing the lax methods of his superiors,

watching the loose way in which the

bank has been managed. The marvel is

that, under such conditions, more sub-

ordinates do not succumb to temptation."
Mr. Moxey, besides being a govern-

ment employe, is president of the Ed-
ward P. Moxey Audit Company, in Phil-

adelphia. He has a certificate as a certi-

fied public accountant in Pennsylvania,
which is the State where it is most dif-

ficult to get such a license, owing to the

difficulty of the examinations. His son,

also an expert, is in charge of the Phil-

adelphia audit business while the father

is doing the New York work connected
with the Morse and Heinze cases.

There have been few cases wherein
Moxey failed, to clear up all the mystery
before he completed his investigation. It

has been said of him that, if it were pos-

sible to convict anybody, he invariably

caused the conviction, without, however,
making efforts to fasten guilt upon men
seemingly innocent, and without losing

his reputation for fairness and willingness

to keep the honest man out of trouble. It

has bein one of his theories that an hon-

est banker often makes banking mistakes
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—is guilty of " bad banking "—without

being dishonest, and he says he always
makes sure not to attribute crime to such

as should not have it laid at their doors.

Many and devious are the ways of the

bank defaulter. They have even learned

to tamper with adding machines, so as to

alter results at the bottom of the column
without apparently changing the record

of the paper. That was what the wreck-

ers of the Enterprise National Bank of

Allegheny, Pa., managed to do. They got

away with $1,000,000 before Moxey led

the successful pursuit of their trail. Five

of the thieves were shown up. More than

one suicide resulted, not to mention
scandals that arose around the names of

families hitherto respected in western
Pennsylvania.
Lear and Black, brothers .n-law, who

were the president and cashier of the

Doylestown (Pa.) National Bank, went
to the penitentiary through Moxey's ef-

forts. Another of his famous cases was
that of the Keystone National of Phil-

adelphia. In that concern was Gideon
W. Marsh, president. When the doors
were closed he was arrested. He had
many friends, and bail was easy to get.

Marsh fled to Brazil, at about the time
Dom Pedro was deposed from the Em-
perorship. There was no extradition

treaty between this country and Brazil,

and Marsh might have stayed there in-

definitely, but he grew tired of being
watched by the detectives, and escaped
to Africa. Homesickness seized him
there, apparently, for he slipped back to

the United States and went to work as

a day laborer. A newspaper advertise-

ment inserted by a friend, calling upon
him to return to PhiladelDhia, caused
him to go there and surrender himself to

the authorities.

Mr. Moxey has served the government
principally as an aid to the Department
of Justice in getting evidence against
bank defaulters out of the books of the

robbed institutions, but he had been side-

tracked occasionally to other service

of similar nature. The Interstate Com-
merce Commission is indebted to him
much for his help in discovering faulty

railway accounting. And in the Gaynor
and Green case concerning the army
officer and contractors in charge of

Savannah harbor work, he traced the

vanished money for the Federal prosecu-

tors.

The examiner is a native of Philadel-

phia, where he was born in 1849. His

white hair is the only sign of his years,

save a slight stoop, caused by much bend-

ing over ledgers, for he walks and talks

with the energetic vigor of youth. On
the witness stand at the recent Morse
trial he testified so rapidly that jury,

lawyers, and judge had to stop him peri-

odically to catch step with his lightning

deductions and intricate calculations.

He began his banking career as a boy
in the house of Glendinning, Davis & Co.

After rising to the position of cashier,

he decided to go into business for himself.

For a time he was a broker, but he con-

cluded that his ability at expert account-

ing presented better chances. Both be-

fore his connection with the government
began, in 1891, and since that time he has

supplemented his regular work with spe-

cial engagements as adviser to banks and
bank directors. There are several insti-

tutions which retain him to go over their

books annually, and many others that call

upon him at irregular intervals. As a

national bank examiner he has the author-

ity to enter any bank at any minute. But

with all his continued industry at figures,

he is distinctly human in his viewpoint,

and outside of business hours, when you
note his keen sense of humor, his love

of a good story, and his wide fund of

general information, you would hardly

believe that he had piloted more men to-

ward prison than any one man in the

Federal service.



Advertising and Salesmanship

Reproduced from Profitable Advertising

ADVERTISING is a branch of the

science of salesmanship, and to un-

derstand its relation to business it

i> necessary to have a clear idea of sales-

manship. Enough space will be used to

define salesmanship, but not to discuss

it or consider it in any other light or

scope than as the parent science of ad-

vertising.

Salesmanship is the art of selling. It is

the process of exchanging goods. Upon
its operation depends all of the commerce
and trade of the world. There is little

activity in the business world, or in the

social, moral, or scientific world, which
does not go on through salesmanship.

The principles of salesmanship are ap-

plied to all of the other professions, to

all of the trades, to all developments of

merchandising, to all phases of business

which involve the solicitation by one man
on the one side and the consent of one
man on the other side. Business consists

of acts which are participated in by more
than one man. In all such acts there is

the appeal of one side for the consent of

the other side. That appeal, and tin- se

curing of the consent, is salesmanship.

Salesmanship presupposes several

things and condition-,. There is the man
who wishes to sell : the man to win mi the

sale is sought to be made; the goods thai

are offered for sale.

The man who wishes to sell has se\

eral things and conditions to consider:
Me must, first of all, know the man he

wishes to sell to, in order that he may, by
his arguments and representations, be

able to favorably influence that man; he
must know his own powers and limita-

tions, in order that he may use himself,

as his tool, to the best advantage, and re-

frain from doing or saying anything that
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will prejudice his prospect against his

proposition ; he must know the goods he
is offering in order that he may make his

prospect realize the value and benefit

they may be to him, and in order that

he may dissipate any unfavorable pre-

disposition there might exist in the mind
of the prospect.

The man who is the buyer is not to be
considered, except as a study for the

man who is to sell. The art and science

of salesmanship does not contemplate
the transaction from the viewpoint of the

buyer but from the viewpoint of the

seller. Therefore, we are not going to

waste time with him, though he is, in a

large sense, the most vital element in the

sale.

The goods form the second greatest

factor in the education and power of the

salesman, and they will be dealt with in

that sequence.

The salesman has to find the man to

sell to. The finding of the customer is

the province of advertising. The exploit-

ation of the goods, and the persuasion of

the prospect to buy, is the province of

salesmanship, if the two functions are t<>

he divided.

Advertising is concerned with many oi

the same acts and functions that tin

salesman is concerned with when he

makes a personal sale; and advertising is

also concerned with the goods, and the

nature of the men who are to be the buy-

ers. Advertising has also to study to in-

llnence the man who buys, though in a

different manner and under different con-

ditions. In this, advertising is the more
difficult and subtle variety of salesman-

ship. Advertising can make but one ap-

peal to the reader, while the personal

salesman can vary and modify and en-
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force his appeal until he perceives that

he is winning his customer.

The salesman must know the individ-

ual he is trying to influence. He must
of course begin with a knowledge of

mankind, then modify that by a knowl-
edge of the particular type of man he

has to deal with, and again modify that

by the knowledge he gains of the in-

dividual he is talking to, and by his in-

tuitions, which are aroused by his per-

sonal contact, and modified and direct-

ed by experience and observation.

The advertiser can never make his ap-

peal to a man. He must ever speak to

men. He may appeal to a class, but

never to an individual. He loses, there-

fore, the help of those very intuitive ef-

forts which are so vitally important in

the work of the personal salesman ; and
he must in some way compensate him-
self.

The great fact of the direct personal

contact working for the advantage of the

personal salesman, and the absence of

that contact in the work of the adver-

tiser, differentiates the two varieties of

salesmanship, and very clearly indicates

the field of the advertiser, and the nature
of his effort.

Yet along the great primary lines, up
to a certain point in the refinement of

the principles of salesmanship, the sales-

man and the advertiser must be fellow
students, in the same class and using the

same textbooks.

It is more important that the sales-

man (for the present the term salesman
is used to include the salesman proper
and the advertiser as well) first seek to

know men, in so far as that knowledge
is calculated to show him how he is to

influence men. For this purpose it is

necessary that the student consest to

appeal to the pedagog, and dip into psy-

chology. We only wish to know a few
of the more manifest traits that are com-
mon to all men. We wish to know how
the mind works, of itself and automatical-
ly. We want to know what pleases men
in general, and how to get at them in

the most agreeable way, and in the quick-
est way. The college professors of psy-
chology have much to tell the salesman
along these lines, and we cannot get the
information elsewhere, except we are

willing to spend years painfully digging

for that which we can get from books in

a short time.

The student of salesmanship need not

go further into this interesting study

than will enable him to grasp the con-

clusions that are useful to him. He may,
and should, neglect the laborious pro-

cesses that lead up to and substantiate

the conclusions. He should be content,

for example, with the conclusion that

the mind seeks to make a decision the

very moment that a proposition is pre-

sented to it, irrespective of the weight

or volume of argument or proof that may
follow the proposition, to substantiate or

discredit it. His cue is to know this fact

and to shape his work to catch the motor
action of the mind and guide it toward

a decision favorable to him. His profit

in this psychological fact is in the assur-

ance that the first impression he makes
upon his prospect must be a favorable

one, in order that he may have the assist-

ance of the motor principle, which is

common to all men, and which does not

wait for the judgment or the reason, or

for expediency, or any other manifest-

ation of the maturing purpose of the

prospect.

To get the full benefit of the operation

of this primary principle it is necessary

that the student go far enough into psy-

chology to understand what it is and. in

a general way, how it works. Read some
good popular work on psychology, like-

the admirable textbook by Prof. William

James.
While the student is seeking to under-

stand the working of the motor principle,

let him also turn to elementary works on

art to find out what forms are primarily

most agreeable to us, as we get them
through our vision, ft is an interesting

fact that certain forms are agreeable to

us, while certain others are very disagree-

able. The salesman must know this, in

order to approach his prospect in a fav-

orable light. It is evident that the

chief value of these art forms is to the

advertiser, and the subject will be more
fully discussed when we come to separate

the advertiser from the salesman.

The poini here is that the salesman
must, first of all, find out all he can in re-

lation to the men to whom he is to sell
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his goods. In doing this he must draw
upon all possible sources of information.

Pure science has much to teach him.

Psychology is loaded with facts that are

of the greatest importance, as is eth-

nology, and especially art. We are claim-

ing that salesmanship partakes in all the

activities of man. Science is the record

of the conclusions of men who have made
a study of the doings of men. It is pe-

culiarly the property of the salesman, his

vade mecum, his open road to power and
success. There is not another calling

which can possiblv profit more by the

conclusions of science than salesmanship.

Let us therefore turn frankly to science

and demand of her all the store of knowl-
edge she has that we can utilize, without
any of the mawkish sentimentality that

professes to contemn the value of science

in the transactions of everyday life and
business.

Next to knowing the men he is expect-

ed to make his customers, it is of import-
ance that the salesman should know him-
self, and be able to correctly estimate his

own power as a salesman, which means
his power to influence his fellowmen. This
opens a great subject. It is much easier

to estimate the other man than it is to

estimate this man.
To know himself is also a subject that

calls for the assistance of science, and
for a great amount of resolute and
thorough self-examination. It will not

do to allow vanity to limit this work.
The first thing a prospective salesman
must do is to stand himself off, detach
himself from himself, and analyze his

own qualities and defects. He has got
to be honest with himself. He has got
to make a true inventory of his knowl-
edge, his needs, and his capacity to ab-

sorb knowledge and to do good work.
Perhaps the most essential quality for

ihe prospective salesman to possess, and
lo cultivate, is willingness to work. If

the salesman is not willing to work hard,
all the time, and study hard, all the time,

he had better not undertake to enter the
business. It demands work, and hard
work, and skilled work, and proficient

work, all the time. When the salesman
is not at work getting orders he ought
to be at work getting himself in shape
to get orders.
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Salesmanship demands the old fash-

ioned sort of study to prepare for it, and
the old-fashioned sort of work to win
success. It demands devotion, enthusi-

asm, singleness of purpose, and always
hard and self-sacrificing work. It re-

quires that the salesman shall have joy

in his work. It depends upon these

qualities for success more specifically and
more completely than any other calling

or profession, chiefly because it is what
the salesman is that counts, more than
what he knows and does. It is the sales-

man himself that sells, not the acts of the

salesman.

Of course, it is not meant that the

salesman is to get none of the joy in life.

He should get all the joy possible. He
should get more of the pure enjoyment
of life than other professions, because
it is the joy of life that makes power for

the men who enjoy it.

The salesman should be very good to

himself '. In the matter of health, because
the healthy man has more power over
his fellows; in the matter of morals, be-

cause the moral man has more power
over his fellows; in the matter of tern

perament, because the man with a cheer-

ful and optimistic temperament has more
power over his fellows ; in the matter of

dress, because the well-dressed man has
more power over his fellows ; and in all

matters that tend to make a big and
wholesome, and sweet, and happy man,
because such a man has more power over
his fellows. The fundamentals of goo(*

salesmanship are the man himself, and
his knowledge of and sympathy with the

people to whom he must sell his goods.

The third major element in the sales-

man's education is the goods he is to at-

tempt to sell. He must know the goods,

and all about them; not onlv the goods
themselves, but all the conditions that

influence their sale and use. If the sales-

man is to handle cotton piece-goods, for

example, he must know all about the cot-

ton they are made of, and all about the

conditions of its growth and handling, as

well as about its relative goodness and
adaptability for the particular goods it

is made up into. And he must know all

about all other kinds of cotton, and other

kinds of goods that may be used in sub-

stitution for his own. He must be able
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to place his own goods in their proper

relation to all others in the market, and
give a perfectly adequate reason for all

that he says and claims regarding his

own goods.

The salesman's knowledge of his goods
must extend far beyond the goods them-
selves, and include the people who are to

use the goods, the various uses they may
be put to, the possible market for them,

the special market the customer of the

moment must cater for, the methods for

retail selling that have been found most
effeciive, and the many other elements
that bear upon the sale of the goods with

direct or indirect force, and make for

the success or failure of the salesman.

These are the things the salesman has
to learn. There are other qualities that

are perhaps more essential, at least at the

first. They are in the nature of funda-

mental resolutions, the personal basis

upon which all of the executive capacity

of the salesman must be built; and like

the foundation for any structure, they
must be solid and well laid.

The very bottom quality of the good
salesman must be hope. If he has not
hope, does not cultivate, and cherish, and
cling to, and depend upon hope, he will

not succeed, in salesmanship or any-
thing else. When he embarks upon the
career of a salesman he must hope for

success, and there must never be a mo-
ment when he does not hope. It is the
foundation. Without hope the salesman
tries to build his house of success upon
the sand of foreordained failure.

To bring hope a step toward its prac-
tical office, there must be faith. The
salesman must have faith in himself, in

his goods, in the people he is dealing
with, in the house he works for, and in

his "star." Faith we know works won-
ders. It will do as much for the sales-

man as it ever did for the children of
Israel, or as it is reputed to do for the
followers of Mrs. Eddy; as much as it

does for the Emmanuel church patients,
in Boston

; as much as it did for Elisha

;

as much as it was promised to do for

those who were told that through faith

they could remove mountains and sub-
due kingdoms. Faith is power. If the
salesman has faith in his goods and in

his proposition he can sell his goods

;

if he has not that faith he cannot sell

the goods, to the same extent.

But the salesman should have faith in

a more general sense than that. He must
have faith in things in general, in the

scheme of life, in the future of the race,

in his own future and power, in the man
he is talking with, in the country, in

the city, in mankind, and in the general

plan and scope of the universe. It is the

disposition that counts, and that must be

permeated with faith, even from the

greatest to the most insignificant of

things, traits, emotions, habits, and pre-

dilections. The salesman must be faith

personified

The salesman must have determina-

tion, to make hope and faith work for

him in a practical way and all of the

time. Hope and faith are very admir-

able qualities, even when they are only

academical qualities. But we wish to put

them to practical use, and so we must
drive them with determination. We
must "keep everlastingly at it," and keep

hope and faith practically at work by

backing them with determination.

Even determination will fail unless we
push it all the time, unless we have also

persistence. It is self-descriptive. It

completes the cycle of qualities that we
are to put at the foundation of all of the

knowledge of the people, of ourselves,

of the goods, to make that knowledge
contribute directly to the success of the

salesman.
These varieties of knowledge, sus-

tained and made operative by these ele-

ments of the salesman's motive power,

will, when properly applied by the am-

bitious and willing salesman, bring suc-

cess to him. They cover and embrace

the whole of the law and the gospel of

salesmanship; always, of course, provid-

ing that there is promising material in

the salesman himself upon which they

can work. If there is not a reasonable

expectation that the potential salesman

is big enough, broad enough, willing

enough, to work out this program for

his benefit, then he must not try.

Advertising is indeed, as is constant-

ly claimed for it, "salesmanship on

paper," but with a great difference.

m
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THE ROMANCE OF A GREAT PIONEER BUSINESS*

A Review

NOWHERE has the element of rom-
ance entered into the realm of busi-

ness to a greater extent than in the

history of "'The Gentlemen Adventurers
of England Trading- on Hudson's Bay."
For two and a hah" centuries this remark-
able organization, with headquarters in

an unpretentious gray stone building
near the Royal Exchange. London, has
held unbroken sway over the wilds
America, ruling a fur empire larger by
actual measurement than the whole of

Europe.
Divested as it is to-day, of much of its

pristine splendor, and limited in its held

and in its almost feudal authority by the
advance of colonization and democracy.
the Huds - !ay Company is still a

remarkable enterprise. The romantic
- have long since passed, when the

-aries of the company threaded their

way over the mountain passes to the

Columbia River and the Pacific Coast.

pt up the Assiniboine to the Mac
kenzie River and the Arctic Circle, scour-

very valley between Alaska and
Mexico and even planted a post halfwax
across the Pacific in Hawaii ! But the

traditions of the brave old days are still

strong and the pride of centuries of

power still inspires the loyal servants of

the great company.
Many book- have been written about

the Hudson'.- Hay Company. What
writer of romance i- there, who is not
carried away by a contemplation of such

ntures as befell these pathfinders
and empire-builders? But it is safe to say

* The Conquest of the Great Northwest By; Agnes C.
iblishing Co.. New York; Musson Hunk

Illustrations reproduced bj
court<-\ of the Outing FuMi-hintr Co.
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that no author has yet presented such
a glowing and truthful picture of the life-

story of the company as Miss Agnes C.

Laut in her two-volume history of "The
Conquest of the Great Northwest."

Inspired by the heroic struggles of the

pioneers, who carried the company's nag
to the ultimate ends of the continent,

thrilled by a personal visit to the terri-

tory over which the H.B.C. still wields

its sway, and enlightened by the records

of the years stored in Hudson's Bay
House, London, Miss Laut equipped
herself well for the task before her. She
has brought to the work a natural love

for the romantic in history, a painstaking

industry in research and a facile gift of

expression, all of which combined render

her two volumes not only highly inform-

ative but highly instructive as well.

It was natural that before beginning

the actual history of the Gentlemen Ad-
venturers, attention should be directed

the pathetic figure of that intrepid

old mariner, Henry Hudson, whose name
is perpetuated not only in the vast in-

land sea, which seems destined to be the

Baltic of Canada, but in the noble river

that has meant so much to the State of

\*ew York. Hudson's four voyages of

discovery are described in detail—the

first in 1607, the second in 1608, the third

in which the Hudson River was discover-

ed, in [609 and the final fatal voyage to

Hudson's Bay in 1610 The memory of

this last attempt of the heroic though
visionary navigator to find a short-cut

to the Orient is kepi fresh by the superb
painting by Collier, which forms the

frontispiece of Miss Laut's first volume.
A chapter i- devoted to the ineffectual

attempt of the Danes under the leader-
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ship of Munck to establish a colony, at there would have been no British North
what is now Churchill Harbor, in the America."
year 1619. Commenting on this incident And now the real A the Hud-

Collier's famous picture of Hudson's Last Hours.

Laut says: -Though Hudson, an
Englishman, had di- .he ba\ .

might almost say. if Munck ha'! -

ed. as far as the Northv. ncerned.

Bay begins. In what may be called

an introductory chapter, the sixth, Miss
Laut traces a bold outline hree
cent -m the time of Hudson to
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the present day. "Hudson and Jens
Munck, Vikings of the sea, were to be
succeeded by those intrepid knights of

the wilderness, Radisson, the pathfinder,

and d'Iberville, the wildwood rover. The
third era on Hudson Bay comes down to

our own day. It marks the transition from
savagery, with semi-barbaric splendor,

with all its virtues of outdoor life and
dashing bravery, and all its vices of un-
bridled freedom in a no-man's land with
law of neither God nor man—to modern
commerce; the transition from the Eski-

mos' kyach and voyageurs' canoe over
trackless waters to latter day Atlantic lin-

ers plowing furrows over the main to the

marts of commerce, and this period, too,

is best typified in two commanding fig-

ures that stand out colossally from other
actors on the bay—Lord Selkirk, the

young philanthropist, and Lord Strath-

cona, whose activities only began at an
age when other men have either made or

marred their careers."

The charter granted by King Charles
II. to the Gentlemen Adventurers trading
to Hudson's Bay is, according to Miss
Laut, "the purest piece of feudalism ever
perpetrated on America." It was purely
a royal favor, "depending on that idea

of the Stuarts that the earth was not
the Lord's but the Stuarts, to be disposed
of as they wished."

"For years it was contended that the
charter covered only the streams tribu-

tary to Hudson Bay, that is, to the head-
waters of Churchill and Saskatchewan
and Moose and Rupert Rivers, but if the
charter was to be valid at all, it was to

be valid in all its provisions and the com-
pany might extend its possessions in-

definitely. And that is what it did—from
Hudson's Bay to Alaska and from Alaska
to California. The debonair King had
presented his friends with three-quarters

of America."
An interesting sidelight is thrown on

the Oregon Question by Miss Laut. The
company had previously taken a promin-
ent part in international affairs as they
affected America. When the question of

designating the bounds between Russian
Alaska and British Columbia came up
between England and Russia, it was on
the Hudson's Bay Company that the
British Government relied for its defence.
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Similarly when the United States took
over Louisiana in 1807, the British Gov-
ernment called on the company to state

what the limits ought to be between
Louisiana and British America. But in

the Oregon case, according to Miss Laut,
the company really could not much be
blamed for the loss of much of this valu-

able territory.

"The modern Washington and Oregon
—broadly speaking, regions of greater
wealth than France—were at stake. The
astonishing thing, the untold inside

history of the whole episode was
that after insisting on joint occupancy
for years and refusing to give up her
claims, England suddenly kow-towed flat

without rhyme or reason. The friend-

ship of the company's chief factor, Mc-
Loughlin, for the incoming American set-

tlers of Oregon, has usually been given
as the explanation. Some truth there

may be in this, for the settlers' tented

wagon was always the herald of the

hunter's end, but the real reason is good
enough to be registered as melodrama to

t;.e everlasting glory of a martinet of-

ficer's ignorance. Aberdeen was the

British minister who had the matter in

hand. His brother, Captain Gordon, in

the Pacific Squadron, was ordered to take

a look over the disputed territory. In

vain the fur traders of Oregon and Van-
couver Island spread the choicest game
on his table. He could not have his Eng-
lish bath. He could not have the com-
forts of his English bed. He had bad
luck deerstalking and worse luck fishing.

Asked if he did not think the mountains
magnificent, his response was that he

would not give the bleakest hill in Scot-

land for all these mountains in a heap.

Meanwhile, the Hudson's Bay Company
was wasting candle light in London pre-

paring the British case for the retention

of Oregon. Matters hung fire. Should
it be joint occupancy, fifty-four-forty or

fight, or compromise? Aberdeen's
brother on leave home was called in.

"Oregon? Oregon? Yes, Gordon re-

membered Oregon. I5ecn there fishing

last year, and the fish wouldn't rise to the

fly worth a d ! Let the old country

go! This, in a country where fish might

be scooped <>ni in tnbfuls without cither

llv or line
!''
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Selkirk, whom Miss Laut places third

in her quartette of notables, was early

fired with a desire to relieve poverty and
distress in Scotland by leading the desti-

tute multitudes of his native land to the

Promised Land of Alexander Mackenzie's

to its territory. Selkirk's solution, sug-
gested by overhearing Sir Alexander
Mackenzie discuss his own plan to
monopolize the fur trade, is to buy up the
company's stock. He sets to work and
presently he is in control of £40,000 out

Lord Strathcona and Mount Royal, formerly Donald Smith
Governor of the Hudson's Bay Company,

voyage. The forks of the Red and As-
siniboine Rivers are selected as the region
best fitted for a colony. But a difficulty

looms up. The company is opposed to
any proposal for introducing settlers in

of the £105,000 capital of the Hudson's
Bay Company. £20,000 of the balance is

owned by minors, with no vote. Prac-
tically Selkirk and his relatives owned
ilu company. In 181 1 the company
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grants Selkirk a region for colonizing on
the Red River and thus the famous Sel-

kirk colony begins.

Chapter VTII. of the first volume, in

fur trader. Before the days of news-
papers the lists were posted in the Royal
Exchange and sales held "by candle," in

lieu of auctioneer's hammer—a tiny

which Miss Laut describes the methods
of doing business adopted by the com-
pany is most entertaining. The auction

sales of the furs held in December or

March was the climax of the year to the
138

candle being lighted, pins stuck in at in-

tervals along the shaft, and bids shouted

till the light burned out. Terse business

methods of tp-day, where the sales are

advertised in a newspaper, and after-
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wards held apart from the goods, have
robbed these sales of much of their old-

time glamor, for the sale was to the city

merchant what the circus is to the

country boy, the event of the year.

In early days when the company had
the field to itself, and sent out only a

score or two of men in two small ships,

£20,000 worth of beaver were often sold

in a year the company was able to de-

clare a dividend of 50 per cent, on stock

that had been twice trebled. Then came
darker days when the conflict with France
caused such serious losses that dividends

were reduced to nil. Following this

came the struggle with the Northwest
Company of Montreal, when sales fell as

low as £2,000. To-day, with its

monopoly of exclusive trade long since

surrendered, its charter gone, free traders

at liberty to come or go, and populous
cities spread over two-thirds of its old

stamping grounds, the sales of the com-
pany yield as high returns as in its palm-
iest days.

The bounty system kept servants loyal.

Bounty in amounts ranging from 3 shil-

lings to 6 pence was paid on every score

of made beaver to captain, factors, trad-

ers and trappers. Latterly, this system
has been superseded by larger salaries

and direct shareholding.

Up to 1820 beaver was literally coin of

the realm. Mink, martin, ermine, silver

fox, all were computed as worth so much
or so many fractions of beaver. A roll

of tobacco, a pound of tea, a yard of

blazing-red flannel all were measured and
priced as worth so many beaver.

"Old-fashioned feudalism marked the
company's treatment of its dependents.
To-day, the Indian simply brings his furs

to the trade, has free egress to the stores

and goes his way like any other buyer.

A hundred years ago, bartering was done
through a small wicket in the gate of the

fort palisades ; but in early times, the

governor of each little fort felt the pomp
of his glory like a Highland Chief. Deck-
ing himself in scarlet coat with profusion

of gold lace and sword at belt, he march-
ed out to the Indian camp with bugle
and fife blowing to the fore and all the

white servants in line behind. Bartering

was then accomplished by the Indian
chief, giving the white chief the furs, and
the white chief formally presenting the

Indian chief with a quid pro quo, both
sides puffing the peace pipe."

This is only a fringe of the book. Miss
Laut's chapters on the Selkirk settle-

ment, on the rise of the Northwest Com-
pany and its bitter conflict with the Hud-
son's Bay Company, the work of discov-

ery by Mackenzie, Ogden and others, the

Oregon case and many other subjects in-

timately connected with the history of

the company can only be mentioned.

The Keystone of Success

(Henry Clews in System)

Establish a credit

!

Make that your first consideration when organizing a new business ! No
concern has enough money to escape consideration of this question. Too much
money in a business means little or no profit on the investment: too much credit

is a thing unheard of, except when the privilege is wrongfully used and then your
credit is soon lost forever.

The true credit of commerce is that built only through fair representation.

This is the credit that stimulates industry, inspires confidence, and creates a

healthy activity.

iao
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Farm—Country Life in Am.

Immigration and Emigration.

The Lure of America. Leroy Scott—Succets

(Dec.)

New England's Method of Assimilating the

Alien. Day Allen Wllley—Putnam's Mthly.

Investments, Speculation, Finance.

Foreign Bonds as Investments—Saturday Even
ing Post (Dec. 5).

Policy Conditions—Saturday Review (Nov. 28)

How Wall Street Advertises its Wares. Frank
Fayant—Book-Keeper (Dec.)

Michigan State Bank Examinations. James I

Van Keuren—Book-Keeper (Dec.)

The German Imperial Finances. Louis Elkind.

M.D.—Fortnightly.
Indian and Colonial Investments—Empire Re

view (Dec.)

Money Talks—Bond Merchants and Manufactur

ers. Richard Fitzgerald—Pearson's (Am.)

The Power of Gold. Byron W. Holt—Moody's
Mag. (Dec.)

Cobalt's Magics. Alexander Gray.—Moody's
(Dec.)

Deposit System in a Savings Bank. J. M.)Cobb
—System.

Getting Insurance Prospects in Line. A. L. Mc-

Bain—System.

When Caution Pays the Investor—World's Work
(Dec.)

Two "Don'ts" for Life Insurance Policy Hold-

ers—World's Work (Dec.)

How Men get Rich and the Right View of

Wealth. Andrew Carnegie—World's Work.

How Europe Invests its Savings—Sat. Evening

Post (Dec. 19).

Labor Problems.

Two Preliminaries to Labor Co-PartnershIp

—

Spectator (Dec. 5).

Social Transformation in China—Contemporary
Review (Dec.)
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Another Trade Union Surprize—Saturday Re-

view (Dec. 5).

The Growing Menace of Socialism. Charles Ed-

ward Russell—Broadway.
Unemployment at Home and Abroad. J. Ellis

Barker—Fortnightly Review (Dec.)

The Superannuated Man. Burton J. Hendrick

—

McClure's (Dec.)

What Organized Labor Wants—Van Norden Mag.
(Dec.)

How Strikes are Settled in New Zealand. Oscar

L. Triggs—Outlook (Dec. 12).

Life Stories and Character Sketches.

Paul Ullman. Katharine Elise Chapman—The
Craftsman (Dec.)

Who's Who—and Why—Saturday Evening Post

(Dec. 5).

A Budget of Memories. Sir George Otto Tre-

velyan—Cornhill (Dec).

Milton as a Young Man. A. H. Diplock—Young
Men (Dec.)

Miscellaneous.

Bushido Stories—Studies of Japanese Rural Life.

Shiniehiro Saito—Sunset (Dec.)

Duties for the New Year. Thomas J. Steed-

Garden Mag.
A Sheep Herder of the South. N. C Wyeth—

Scribner's.

"We Have With us To-night," Samuel C. Blythe

—Saturday Evening Post (Dec. 5).

The Pedigree Hunters. E. L. Bacon—Saturday

Evening Post (Dec. 5).

Of a Spinning Wheel and a Rifle. J. H. Youall,

M.I'.—Living Age (Dec. 5).

Heart of Fire—Living Age (Dec. 5).

Mannerisms. Florence Augustine—Smith's.

The Key to World Control. John R. Winchell—

Metropolitan.

The Real Value of Christmas. Hamilton Wright

Mabie—Circle (Dec.)

Feasts of Reason and Flows of Soul. Samuel

Blythe—Sat. Evening Post (Nov. 28).

Men and Mammers—Spectator (Nov. 28).

Good Manners and Good Form. Mrs. Burton

Kingsland—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The "Shlpwrecker" and His Work. A. W. Rol-

ker—Appleton's.

California Paradoxes. Frances Albert Doughty-
Putnam's.

Every Man in His Humor. N. W. Boynton—Put-
nam's.

The Forest Service of the United States. Day

Allen Willey—Book-Keeper (Dec.)

The St«,rv of the American Indian. Emerson

1 lough—Broadway.
Brains. Teminity and Melodrama—Hamptonje

Braodway.

Personalities—Hampton's Broadway.

British Weights and Measures. F. Stanley Read

—Windsor (Dec.)

Typical Knockers. Edgar W. Dynes—Westward
Ho.

The Country Clubs of Southern California. Day
Allen Willey—House and Garden.

A Model Reataurant in Berlin. William Mayner

—House and Garden.
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The Passing Hour—Smith's.
Funny Fishing off the Spanish Coast. Charles

E. Eldred. R.N.—English Illus. (Dec.)

Curious Hands at Bridge. W. Dalton—Strand
(Dec.)

Reminiscences of Mr. Sherlock Holmes. Arthur
Conan Doyle—Strand (Dec.)

Out With the Rosebud Land Rushers. Bailey

Millard—Pearson's (Am.) lt>

Treasures of the Sea. Day Allen Willey—Van
Norden Mag. (Dec.)

The Decline of the Conversationalist. Horace
Wyndham—The Tatler (Dec. 2).

The Problem of Living. Lilian Bell—Lippincott's

The Difficult Art of Giving. John D. Rockefel-

ler—World's Work.
Prodigies of Genius. Lyndon Orr—Munsey's

(Dec.)

Sneak Thieves of the Sea. Arthur Stanley Rigg6

—Scrap Book (Dec.)

The Menace of the General Delivery. Donald W.
Wilkie—Red Book.

Municipal and Local Government.

A Special Tax on Land—Spectator (Nov. 28).

The London County Council and Municipal Re-

formers. Hon. William Peel—Empire Review
(Dec.)

The City House Cleaning. Robert Sloss—Van
Norden's (Dec.)

The Costliest City Government in the History

of the World—World's Work (Dec.)

Nature and Outdoor Life.

Forest Fires. Forbes Lindsay—The Craftsman

(Dec.)

The Life Struggle of the Columbia River Sal-

mon. R. R. Howard—Pacific Mthly.

Tropical Island. Town and River. Marrion Wil-

cox—Putnam's.

Where the Caribs Live. M. A. Hays—Travel
Magazine.

Winter Sports in Southern Resorts. Day Allen

Willey—Travel Mag.
The Iron Edge of Winter. Charles G. D. Ro-

berts—Windsor (Dec.)

The Gardens of the Missions. Charles Frederick

Holder—House and Garden.

The Passing of the Chestnut Tree. William A.

Murrill—Suburban Life.

Feeding the Deer in Windsor Park. T. H. Wil-

son—English Illus. (Dec.)

Winter ('.-imping in the Adirondacks. Raymond'

S. Spears—Country Life in America.

Political and Commercial.

The Problem of the Near East. Calchas—Liv-

ing Age (Dec. 5).

The Compromise Bill—Saturday Review (Nov.

28).

Mr. Dillon's Land Bill—Saturday Rev. (Nov. 28)

Liberal Despotism—Sat. Rev. (Nov. 28).

The Emperor's Two Voices—Spectator (Nov. 28).

The New Irish Land Bill—Spectator (Nov. 28).

A Suffragette in the Making. A. H. W.—Idler.

The Government and the Lords—Spectator

(Dec. 5).

The Law and Liberty—Spectator (Dec. 5).
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The Commercial Prospects tb< Panama Canal.

G. A. Ballard—Con. Review (Dec.)

Popular Legislation in thi United States—Pol.

Science Quar. (Dec.

The Lords Reforming Themselves—Sat. Review

(Dec. 5).

Japan and America—Saturday Review (Dec. 5.)

The Policy of the "Cli - te" Towards Gel

many. Archibald Hurd—Fort. Rev. (Dec.)

The Power Behind the Austrian Throne. Edith

Sellers—Fortnightly Review Dec.)

Vital Problems of Canada. Bram Thompson-
Westward Ho.

My Experience with and Views upon the Tariff.

Andrew Carnegie—Century (Dec.)

The Causes of Russia's Defest by Japan. Gen-

eral Kuropatkin—McClure's 'Dec.)

Some Reflections on a Tarifl. Sir Charles Wal-

pole—Emp. Rev. (Di

The Administration ni India. Lajpat Rai—Em-
pire Review (Di

H;.nds Across to China. Emi] S. Fischer—Van
Nforden .Mag. I Dec.

I

American Opportunit; - eria—Van Norden

Mag. ( D<

The Post Office and Thrift—Outlook 'Dec. 12

The English License Bill—Outlook 'Dec. 12).

The President on Industrial Democracy—Ooulook
'Dec. 12).

Our Revolution ! inity in the Orient.

Jesse E. Burks—Wc<rId's Work (Dec.)

Ways and Woes oi Coi 5 ice in the East.

E. Alexander !'• Sa1 Eve. Post 'Dec.

19).

Railroad and Transportation.

Relation of the 1 the Trans-Missis-

sippi Territory. - Sunset (Dec.)

What Will the \ si Mean? Albert White

Vorse—Suci

The Automobile for the Avcragi Man. Herbert

Fowle—Success I
'•

The Automobih Harry Wilkin I

—Suburban Life.

Nationalization of Railways. C. S. Vesey

Brown—Cassier's M
ection at Sea •' Erskin Murray

—

Cassier's Mag. 'Dec

• Hai lor Di U Brysson Cunning-

ham—Cassier's I Di •

0. Morris

—Country Life in Am.
The Southern Railway, John Moody—Moody's

.

,OW. Charles F.

Speare—

M

A Waterfall to Haul Mi intain Trains—World's
Work (Di

Religion.

Future Prospects of Japanese Christi

kunoshin Motoda—Living Age Dei

The Salvation of Christianity. Rev. Charles K.

Aked. D.D.—Appleton's.

;.gs of Christ—Spectator (Nov. 28).

The Ray of Judgment. Albert Alexander M< I

calfe—Pacific.

The Vatican and th- tem-
porary Review (Dec

Subjective Self nee and Religion. Emma M;>rie

Caillard—( ontemporary Review
When the Village Preacher Becomes a Social

Force. Rev. James H. Keeling. Jr.—Subur-
ban Life.

The Federal Council of Churches—Outlcok (Dec.

12.)

Young Men and the Church—Young Men (Dec.)

The Catholic Hierarchy and Politics—Watson's

Jeflersonian (Dec.)

The Sunday School Around the World. Edgar
Allan Forbes—World's Work (Dec.)

Sports and Pastimes.

Game Birds of the Pacific. H. T. Payne—Sun-

set (Dec.)

Hunting. Shooting and Rural Prosperity—Spec-

tator (Nov. 28).

Our Billion-Dollar Smile. Glenmore Davis—Suc-

cess (Dee.)

Record-Breaking Automobile Racers and Their

Achievements. Minna Irving—Putnam's.
ing in the Alps. Charles L. Freeston—

Badminton iDec.)

Hunting the Takin on the Borders of Tibet. J.

W. Brooke. F.R.G.S.—Badminton (Dec.)

Field Trials of Sporting Dogs—Brdminton (Dec.)

The New Spott of Air Sailing—Country Life in

America.

Angling in the Crater. Charles Frederick Holder
—Recreation.

When the Wolf-pack Hunts. H. A. Bliler—Re-

rion.

Observations on Tiger Plunting. Capt.

Francis Thatcher—Recreation.

Hunting Trout with the Camera. Harry H.

Dunn.—Tech. World.

The Most Picturesque of Winter Sports. Herbert

IT. D. Peirce—Munsey (Dec.)

Science and Invention.

Oddities and Novelties of Science

—

Sat. Evening Post (Nov. 28).

The Imperial College of Science and Technology.

Dr. Henry T. Bovet, F.R.S.—Empire Re-
view (Dec

Machinery of Miracles. Rupert Hughes

—

Pearson's

Fighting a Forest Fire. Benry Jay Case—Van
Norden Mag.

1
1

Paper Not from Pulpwood. If. S. Tigner—Van
Norden Mag.

Talks on Pig Subjects. Ceo. \v. Plummer
—Van Norden Mag.

To Measure the Heat of a Star. Rene Bache

—

Tech. World.

The Stage.

Playwright and His Players. Brander Mat-
thews—Scribner's.

The I .r'.ish in Singing. Francis Rogers

Scribner's.

Happens at Rehearsals, ''hanning Pollock

turday Evening Post (Dec. 5).

The Beginrers of Romantic Opera. Rupert Hughes
—Smith's..

Years on the Stage. Derman Thompson
. (Dei
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What it Really Means to be an Acbrfss. Annie

Russell—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Aspects of the New York Stage. William Win-

ter—Pacific Mthly.

Stage Celebrities. R. G. Matthews—Idler.
A Comedy of the Suburbs, Max Beerbohm—Sat.

Review (Dec. 5).

The Need for an Endowed Theatre in London.

St. J. Hankin—Fortnightly Review (Dec.)

Modern German Music. Madame Bloomfield-Zeis-

ler^-Woman's Home Comp.
Theatrical Art Studies—Smith's.

Sanity in the Drama. Thomas Burke—Van Nor

den Mag. (Dec.)

Christmas in the Playhouses—Tatler (Dec. 2).

The Rise of the American Prima Donna. Eliza-

beth Lonergan—Munsey (Dec.)

Travel and Description.

Hngland and the English from an American

Point of View—Scribner's.

In the New Forest. Sir Charles Darling—Corn-

hill (Dec.)

Two Weeks on the China Sea. Burton Holmes

—

Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Romance of Old Cariboo. Kate Simpson
Hayes—Pacific Mthly.

The Land of the Buffalo and Lion—Idler.

The Romance of Panama. Hugh C. Weir—Put

nam's Mthly.

The Romance of the Amazon River. Sir Martin

Conway—Travel Mag.

A Return to the Tropics. George C. Danforth—

Travel Mag.
Down the Ocklawaha. F. C. Bryant—Travel

Mag.
The Spirit of the West. Blanche E. Holt Muri

son—Westward Ho.

The To-Morrow of New England. Curtis Guild-
Suburban Life.

The City of the Emperors. Robert Havtn
Sc-hauffler—Century (Dec.)

The Isle of Wight in Winter. George Cecil—Eng-
lish Illustrated.

Redeeming No-man's Land. Albert Bigelow Paine

—Pearson's (Am.)

The Absolute End of the World. Emerson Hough
—Recreation.

Women and the Home.

Practical Talks to Women. Elinor S. Moody-
Shorthand Writer (Dec.)

A Plea to the American Woman. Helen Keller

—

Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Ideas of a Plain Country Woman—Ladies' Horn*

Jrnl. .

The Girl Who Makes Her Own Clothes. Helen

Koues—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Budding Girl. G. Stanley Hall—Appleton'i.
The Inconsequential American Woman. Mary

Heaton Vorse—Appleton's.

The Empire of Women. Valerie Vectis—West-

ward Ho.

Well Made Furniture, with Working Designs.

John D. Adams—Woman's Home Comp.
Trained and Untrained Nurses. Anna Richard

son—Woman's Home Comp.
Good Reasons for Home Owning—Woman's Home

Companion.
Decorative Detail in a French Apartment House.

Eugene Chifflot—House and Garden.

Arranging Cut Flowers Artistically. William S.

Rice—House and Garden.

Artistic and Sensible Window Draperies. Richard

Morton—Suburban Life.

Interchangeable Scholarships for Women. Louisa

McDonald, M. A.—Empire Review (Dec.)

My Wedding

By ELLEN TERRY
From "The Story of My Life"

The day of my wedding was very cold. Like most women, I always re-

member what I was wearing on the important occasions of my life. On that day 1

wore a brown silk gown, which had been designed by Holman Hunt, and a quilted

white bonnet with a sprig of orange blossom, and I was wrapped in a beautiful

Indian shawl, I went away in a sealskin jacket with coral buttons and a little sealskin

cap. I cried a great deal, and Mr. Watts said, " Don't cry. It makes your nose

swell." The day I left home to be married, 1 "tubbed" all my little brothers

and sisters, and washed their fair hair.
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The Safe Road.

The momentous question of safety in

railroad travel is occupying the attention,

time and research of many scientists, eminent

writers and practical railway men to-day.

We quote from Mr. Laurence Landon,

in an exhaustive article on " Railway Prac-

tice and Conditions
:"

"In the early days of railroading, the prin-

cipal idea of a locomotive was an iron horse

to take the place of the animals which had

Mr. H. W. Price

of the Electrical Engineering Department of the University of

Toronto, Inventor of 1 he Price System for Automatic
Stopping and Controlling of Trains.

been used as a means of transportation for a

couple of thousand years, and apply it to the

hauling of coaches, patterned after the horse-

irawn vehicle then in use.

"In its inception, everything was naturally

!>rimitive. Crude engines—inconvenient carriages

—intermittent time-tables, were the rule. But
as railroading emerged from the experimental
stage, improvement in the equipment progressed

by leaps and bounds. New railways were pro-

jected and built, and competing lines vied with

each other to cater to the welfare and comfort
ol the traveling public. Better coaches—light

—

heat—and convenience after convenience were

.ed, until at the present day the modern
limited vestibuled express resembles the first

passenger train only in name and the basic

principles.

F

"Yet in all these improvements, little atten-

tion has been paid to safety devices on the
largest percentage oi railway mileage. The air

brake is the shining exception, for it has made
possible the hauling of heavier and larger

trains, at the highest speed, because oi its

ability to stop the train in the shortest pos
sible distance.

"It has been said that 'the air brake ranks
next to the Press and the Locomotive amongst
those forces to which material developments of

the present day are primarily due.'

"Much attention has been given, and millions
of dollars spent, that the traveler may enjoy
comfort and speed, but the item of safety has
been disregarded. The roadways and rolling

stock have been carried to the highest point of

perfection, but still on about 97 per cent, of

the mileage of America the roads are absolutely
without safety appliances which guard against
human error, and upon only a ridiculously
small section of this enormous mileage is there
anything in the way of a safety device which
will act independently of human volition.

"This is the next line of improvement which
the railroads are bound to consider, i.e., fuller

protection of life and property.

"The only safe system of protection accord-
ing to the opinions of all railroad experts, is

one that is automatic and mechanical.

It is to the credit of the sound business sense
of the able men who have made possible, and
have developed to its present high state of per-
fection the enormous railroad enterprise of to-

day that the most progressive of these great
corporations are consistently searching for this

safety device.

"And to the road which first adopts a reall;.

reliable and automatic protective appliance,

aside from the purely humanitarian feature of

saving human lives, will come the material re-

ward in the way of increased dividends from
the influx of traffic which will accrue from its

being in fact, as well as in name. The Safe

Road."

This condition the Price system for

Automatic Stopping and Controlling of

Trains absolutely fulfils. When it is installed

on the railroads of the country, railway ac-

cidents will be reduced to an inappreciable

minimum because the preventable accidents

will be surely eliminated, and there will be no

more casualties caused by head-on or rear-

end collisions, breaks in tracks, open switches

or drawbridges. Then every railroad ticket

issued on the roads using the Price device,

practically will be an accident insurance, for

they, and they alone, can safely guarantee to

transfer their patrons, free frcm injury and

fear of sudden death, to their journey's end,

via the Safe Road.
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Best Selling Fiction in Canada.

1. Holy Orders.

2. Testing of Diana Mallory.

3. Trail of the Lonesome Pine.

i. Peter.

5. Riverman.

6. Web of Time.

Marie Corelli

Mrs. Humphrey Ward

John Fox, Jr.

F. Hopkinson Smith.

Stewart Edward White.

R. E. Knowles.

William Briggs.

Musson Book Co.

McLeod & Allen.

McLeod & Allen.

Musson Book Co.

Henry Frowde.

Recent Noteworthy Novels.

Salthaven

Interplay

The Gentleman

The Silver Butterfly.
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Kincaid's Battery.

Treasure Valley.

War in the Air.

The Red City.

W. W. Jacobs.

Beatrice Harraden.

Alfred Ollivant.

Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.

G. B. Lancaster.

George W. Cable.

Marian Keith.

H. G. Wells.

S. Weir Mitchell.

Copp, Clark Co.

William Briggs.

Macmillan Co.

McLeod & Allen.

Musson Book Co.

Copp, Clark Co.

Westminster Co.

Macmillan Co.

Copp, Clark Co.

History and Biography.

Myths and Facts of the American Revolution.

Story of Old Kingston.

In Search of a Polar Continent.

Quebec Tercentenary Commemorative History.

Recollections of the War of 1812, (New

Edition)

Across the Sub-Arctics of Canada.

Life of Ian Maclaren.

Life of James Robertson.

Life of Henry Irving.

Richard Mansfield.

Arthur Johnston.

Agnes Maule Machar.

Alfred H. Harrison.

Frank Carrel.

Dr. William Ihinlop

J. W. Tyrrell.

Robertson Nicholl.

Ralph Connor.

Austin Brereton.

Paul Wilstach.

William Briggs.

Musson Book Co.

Musson Book Co.

Quebec Telegraph.

Hist. Pub. Co.

William Briggs.

Westminster Co.

Westminster Co.

Longmans.

Scribner's.

The Master of Life.

Nancy McVeigh.

The Harvest of Moloch.

Gabrielle Amethyst.

Canadian Fiction.

W. D. Lightall.

R. Hem , M

Mrs. J. K. Lawson.

F. w. Musgrave,

Musson But"

William Briggs.

Poole & Co.

William Briggs.



Humor in the Magazines

4 4|HAD ALWAYS thought the public servants

I of my own city were the freshest on

earth." says a New York man, "but a re-

cent experience in Kansas City has led to a re-

vision of that notion.

"One afternoon I dashed into a railway sta-

tion of that town with just half a minute to

buy my ticket and enter a train for Chicago. I

dashed through the first gate, and, pointing to

a certain train, asked hurriedly of the gate-

man :

" 'Is that my train ?'

" 'Well, I don't know,' replied he, with exas-

perating deliberation. 'May be it is, but the

cars have the company's name on them."

—

Harper's Magazine.

A week before the Christmas holidays a Prince-

ton undergraduate who lived in Chicago wished

to start home, thus gaining a week's vacation

on the other students. He had, however, used

up all the absences from recitations which are

allowed, and any more without good excuse

would have meant suspension. In a quandary
he hit upon this solution : He telegraphed his

father the following message :

"Shall I come home ' by the B. & O., or

straight home ?"

The answer he received read : "Come straight

home."
An exhibition of the telegram to the faculty

was sufficient.—Success Magazine.

Four-year-old Helen wished to get into the

room, but the gate (which had been put

at the door to keep her baby brother in) was
locked. She tried again and again to climb

it, when at last her mother heard her

"Dear God, please help me get over this

Just then she tumbled over, and said.

<r mind: I got over myself."—Harper's
Magazine.

Usually little Mary was not at all afraid of

the dark, but one night, after being put to bed.

she called her mother, and insisted there was
-ome one in the closet.

"Nonsense, Mary," said her mother ; "it's

imagination." The child was quiet for a

little while, but presently called, in a frii

ice : "Mother, Pagination's in the closet

—Harper's Magazine.

A lady in a Southern town was approached by
her colored maid.
"Well, Jenny ?" she asked, seeing that some-

thing was in the air.

"Please, Mis' Mary, might I have the aft'noon

off three weeks frum Wednesday ?" Then, no-

ticing an undecided look in her mistress's face,

she added hastily
—"I want to go to my

finance's fun'ral."

"Coodness me," answered the lady—"Your
fiance's funeral ! Why, you don't know that

he's even going to die, let alone the date of

his funeral. That is something we can't any of

us be sure about—when we are going to die."

"Yes'm," said the girl doubtfully. Then, with

a triumphant note in her voices
—

"I'se sure about

him. Mis', 'cos he's goin' to be hung !"

—

Everybody's Magazine.

At a London dinner recently the conversation

turned to the various methods of working em-

ployed by literary geniuses. Among the exam-

ples cited was that of a well-known poet, who.

it was said, was wont to arouse his wife about

four o'clock in the morning and exclaim,

"Maria, get up ; I've thought of a good word!"

Whereupon the poet's obedient helpmate would

crawl out of bed and make a note of the

thought-of word.

About an hour later, like as not, a new in-

spiration would seize the bard, whereupon he-

would again arouse his wife, saying, "Maria.

Maria, get up ! I've thought of a better

word !"

The company in general listened to the story

with admiration, but a merry-eyed American

girl remarked : "Well, if he'd been my husband

I should have replied. "Alpheus. get up your-

self : I've thought of a bad word !' "—Every-

body's Magazine.

Mr. Alton is one of the few white Republicans

in his section of Arkansas. He has in his em-

ploy an aged negro known as "Uncle Reuben,"

who "endurin' de wah had fit for the Union."

A few months ago Uncle Reuben applied for

a pension. As Mr. Alton was riding past a field

where the old man was ploughing one day last

week, he was hailed in this wise :

"Marse John, I done got my papahs, an" I

wanter "knowledge dem 'fore you."

"You can't acknowledge them before me, Reu-

ben," was the response ; "you must go to

Squire McCabe or some other magistrate."
" 'Tain't so," was Uncle Reuben's indignant

rejoinder. "My gal read me what was writ on

dose papahs, an' it sade I mus' 'knowledge dem

'fore a notorious Republican, an' dafs what

you am, kase ever'body knows dat Squire Mc-

Cabe am a Dimocrat."— 1 ii Lippincott's.
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Further Facts Regarding the Viavi System of Treatment

From "The Cause.

THE name Viavi Cause is very sig-

nificant. It means that the prin-

ciple which it represents is above all

things else a Cause—an obligation as-

sumed and a work taken up for the good

of humanity. It means the Cause of

health and peace against disease and

pain : the Cause of humanity and pro-

gress. It means that we are working

for strong, healthy mothers and wives

and for happy homes; it means that we

are striving for the rights of coming
generations and to create for the pres-

ent and the future a physical basis for

a higher moral standard.

Viavi has made such a success be-

cause we have used few aids in a medi-

cinal way, and because all the help that

is given to Viavi comes from mother
nature herself when assisted by exercise,

hygiene and diet. We do not consider

Viavi so much a medicine as a food; it

is essentially a vegetable food which

gives to the body such strength and

vitality as will enable nature to throw
off the diseased condition.

It is held by the most advanced scien-

tists of to-day that if the body be given

sufficient strength, no disease can enter

it. There is a constant battle for life in

every cell of the human body, and it is

only when the cell becomes weakenej
that disease enters; strengthen that ceil

and disease cannol enter. Viavi is mere-

ly nature's assistant, and by it the body

trengthened and hence resists disease

and throws out the impurities.

The closer \vc arc- to the remedy, the

nearer we hold ourselves to nature.

Viavi has proved itself successful in

thousands and thousands of cases. No
treatment has ever been so successful.

There is nothing so overwhelming as

to -land face to face with disease thai

remained unconquered until the Viavi

system of treatment was used, although
the efforts of the most noted physicians
had been previously employed. Think
of the thousands of women who are now
engaged in the Viavi work ; they are

bound together with intense purpose,
putting aside personal ambition and
throwing themselves into the work for

the good of humanity.
During the advancement of the Viavi

movement, obstacles have been encoun-
tered. Human nature is conservative,

following the natural law of slowness in

great evolutionary processes. We are

creatures of habit. The old ways of

thinking and doing have become habitual

and a severe educational process is re-

quired to make us change our point of

view.

We quote below from the letter of an
enthusiastic worker for the great Viavi
Cause. It is well worthy of perusal and
should be given careful attention.

Dear Friends, It has been our intention Cor some time
to write something Hint will be of value to fcheViavi
Cause. We have come across the following which seems
very appropriate. The following words were spoken bj
Mr. Brj an during Ids last campaign : "I am not old hut I

am old enough to have learned that the laws of <!od are
w Lser than tin' laws of man. lie never gave to man kind a

need without giving to them a means of satisfying it.

When he gave to man the necessity or food, he covered
the whole earth with his bounty, and then- has always
been enough to satisfy the hunger of man. And when he
made water necessarj Cor human existence, ho put the
veins in the earth and scattered the Living springs along
the hillside. And when ho allowed weariness to creep
over the limbs, ho sen! sleep to restore strength. And
when ho gave man a mi ml capable of developing, ho Riled
t ho uni\ erse with his w onders."

When we think over the above ver)

carefully, we can see how easily it leads

our minds along the line of good thai

may be gathered from the provision with

in our reach. Now that we have a remedy
SO good and efficient as Viavi has been

found lo be, surely the strongest praise

thai can be used would not be extra va

gant to make known its merit and value

to suffering humanity. (Advt.)



Improvements in Office Devices

The New Visible Smith Premier

A VISIBLE typewriter, known as Model 10.

has just been put upon the market by
the Smith Premier Typewriter Company,

of Syracuse, New York. This machine has two
series of ball bcaiing type bars, which are

drop forged, hung on single row, J-inch balls,

with adjusting facilities. The wearing surfaces

and bearing balls are of such size, material

and hardness that the manufacturers claim these

parts to be absolutely indestructible.

The machine presents a column finder and

paragrapher, a device which permits the selec-

tion of any one of several columns by simply

pressing a key on the keyboard ; useful in ad-

dressing envelopes, paragraphing correspondence,

tabulating or doing work in columns.

The carriage travels on ball bearings. It is

a gear-driven carriage, without straps or

Model 10 Smith Premier Typewriter

bands. These carriages are interchangeable and
as several lengths are made, it is possible for

users requiring machines of varying capacities
to produce their work on one machine.
The ribbon is attached to its spools by means

of spring clamps requiring neither pins nor
tapes. The movement of the ribbon is reversed
automatically

; bi-ehrome ribbons may be used
and the color change is controlled by a single
key on the keyboard.

There is a universal line spacer in connection
with a variable line spacer, making it possible
to write on ruled paper, special forms or at
any point on the platen.

The machine is provided with a device so that
by a single operation the ribbon mechanism is

set for stencil cutting, eliminating the necessity
"f displacing or removing the ribbon by hand,

'lines may be supplied with a decimal
tabulator which operates in connection with

the column finder. The tabulator keys form the

top row of the keyboard. There is provided a

carriage controller which retards the movement
of the carriage when column finder or tabulator

are used and which eliminates shock when the

carriage makes long runs down the printing

line.

Japanese Typewriter.

That the Japanese women are quick to fol-

low the example of their American sisters is

well known by all. In operating the typewrit-

er they cannot be excelled. A Japanese type-

writer is one of the company's recent outputs.

The Japanese language has no alphabet as

the word is understood by western peoples. It

is expressed by syllable signs and is commonly
written intermixed with Chinese ideographs or

"word pictures." The new Japanese Remington
writes every syllable of the Japanese language,

as well as the commoner ideographs, represent-

ing numerals, weights, measures, quantities, etc.

The Japanese language is written from right

to left—not from left to right. It is also writ-

ten in perpendicular instead of horizontal lines

—a complete reversal in all respects of our
•

' n methods of writing.

New Counting Machine

A Swedish inventor has designed an appara-

tus for counting money and sorting the pieces

into specified quantities. In the first place,

money of various denominations is put into

the machine and separated according to value,

these being sent into various tubes. When in

the tubes the coins can be taken out in lots

of 10, 20, 50 or 100 pieces, at the will of the

operator. The apparatus is capable of separat-

ing, counting and dividing into the lots before

mentioned 72,000 pieces an hour. One machine

ndir one operator is able to accomplish in

one day as much counting as could be done

by fifty most experienced bank cashiers.

Folding Machines

The T'niversal folding machine, with its many
unique features, does in two months what form-

erly took one year's time.

The revolving mechanical feed roll, with its

unique oscillating movement, is capable of

handling anything from the flimsiest sheet to a
149
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heavy cover stock, in all sizes from 5x5 to 12x

18. running at a speed of 6,000 to 9,000 per

hour.

The machine consists of one main frame, con-

taining the mechanical feeding device, driving

shaft, and paper-holding magazine, and three

simple interchangeable attachments, which can

be placed or displaced in a moment's time

without tools.

The feeding device in its operation describes

movements entirely new in mechanics, and is

covered by a basic patent. On it largely hinges

the success of the machine, because a mechanical

feeding device must be competent to handle the

various grades of paper under all atmospheric

conditions. On its precision all subsequent folds

are based, since each folding operation is timed

by the position of simple fixed cams.

The sheet, after being picked up by the auto-

matic feeding device, is carried through the ma-
chine for the various folding operations by di-

rect contact feeds in the form of metal rollers.

This entirely eliminates the use of gravity, or

tapes or belts, in conveying the sheet. Once

picked up by the oscillating rubber roller, the

sheet must go through the machine on time.

After the machine has been set to make the

required fold or folds, from 1,200 to 2,000 sheets

are placed in the paper-holding magazine, and

the current turned on. No further attention is

required, except, from time to time, to supply

it with additional sheets and remove the folded

work.

As many as twenty-seven different characters

of fold can be made, which covers almost every

conceivable commercial fold in use, even includ-

ing bookbinder's tips, the square or baronial

fold, and folded forms for the outlook envelope.

Kor getting out statements, where the outlook

envelope is used, this machine becomes a very

important factor in any business office. It will

facilitate the quick handling of daily corres-

pondence, since it will ' accurately fold several

hundred letters in a few moments. In most
houses the handling of the daily correspondence

co.'nes at the end of the business day, and speed

in handling is a prime necessity.

The machine is essentially an office folding

machine, occupying about the same space as a

typewriter. It is capable of handling not only

daily correspondence, but circular letters, pam-
phlets, form letters—in fact, everything that is

necessary to be folded and sent through the

mails. Its value can be determined in exactly

the same way as the value of a writing ma-
chine, an adding machine, or any of the more
important labor-saving office devices.

In a great many offices it is the common
practice, when in a hurry to get out matter
which must be folded, to put the entire office

force to work on it. In many instances sal-

aried employes drawing from $15 to $25 a week

are thus engaged in doing work which they

Universal Folding Machine

must necessarily do with awkwardness and very

little speed, and at an enormous cost. In elim-

inating this one condition, an office equipped

with the Universal folding machine would save

enough in one year to more than cover the cost

of the machine. It runs by a small electric

motor attached to an ordinary electric light

socket.

The agency for Canada has recently been

placed with the Wood, Green Sales Company.
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Classified

Advertising Pays

There is no doubt of this fact in the

minds of people who have tried it in a

reliable medium. The very fact of classi-

fication is of great help in bringing results

because buyers know what they want

and under what head to look for it.

Classified condensed advertising in the

Busy Mans Magazine pays because of

its large and specialized circulation. A
condensed advertisement—any advertise-

ment—in the Busy Man's Magazine

goes farther and stays longer than it

would if placed in any other Canadian

publication.

Suppose You Want

a position, the BtjsyJ Man's Magazine

reaches most of your possible employers.

Suppose you have a vacancy to fill in

your office, the Busy Man's Magazine

readies the best class of office men and

women. If you have something to sell

or exchange, a classified advertisement

is a sure and economical way of telling

the readers of Canada all about it.

The cost is

Four Cents a Word.

Thus tor the sum of two dollars you can

tell your message in fifty words under a

classified head to all the readers of

Bus's Man's Magazine in Canada, the

United States, Great Britain and Con-

tinental Europe.

jaeger;-:,wear
APPROPRIATE HOLIDAY GIFTS

FOR LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

With the various snow-sports at

hand the articles enumerated

below will he most acceptable

:

FOR GENTLEMEN

Men's Knitted Derby Coats, in white,

grey, crimson, and Lovat Heather

shades, $5 50 and $6 50

Golf Jackets, from . . . . 5 00

Dressing Gowns, from . . . 10 00

Knitted Neck Wrap, as above . 1 00
Fleecy Cardigans, from. . . . 10 50

Coat Sweaters, great variety, from. . 5 00

Ordinary Sweaters, from . 2 00

Storm Cap, in fleecy wool, just the cap

for snow -sports . . • . I 00

FOR LADIES

Knitted Norfolks, white, navy, crimson,

in the newest styles, from . . . $5 00

Golf Coats, in plain colors and two-tone

effects, from . . . • . 8 <K)

Jaeger Knitted Motor Scarf, very fine,

pure wool, 48 inches long, from . 1 00

Knitted Neck Wrap . . . 1 00

Write for Illustrated Catalogue

Dr. Jaegers Co., Ltd.
316 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal

10 Adelaide St. W., Toronto

Steel Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.



The Fountain Pen Industry in Canada

The starting of the large Waterman's Ideal

plant in St. Lambert marks the growth and de-

velopment, in Canada, of an industry which is

of personal interest to us all. Of all the arts

and inventions with which man has enriched

the world none has proved as serviceable as
the art of writing. A visit to the new Water-
man plant is convincing of the undertaking of

this firm to so prepare its output; as to make
it of such a degree of fineness as to equal per-

fection, and afford a most perfect and complete
pocket writing instrument. Thus, the art of

writing, in the present age, has become one
without the many inconveniences of the past.

It is learned that the enormous capacity of the

new Waterman factory, as described hereinafter,

is so arranged that the increasing demands of

the public, through the trade of Canada, may
be always promptly supplied. An idea of the
necessary preparation to insure this is convey-
ed through the output of this firm's United
States factory, which, in 1906, was called upon
to supply, for the year, Waterman's Ideals to
the enormous extent of $2,500,000 in value.

The new Canadian factory is a three-storey
and basement building, 85x150 feet, with ap-
proximately 25,000 square feet of floor space,

constructed entirely of reinforced concrete ; is

absolutely fireproof throughout, and so built

that there is practically no vibration whatever
from the action of the machinery. All modern
appliances have been installed. The ceilings are
high ; the ventilation is exceptionally well regu-
lated, and even the most remote corners re-

quire none other than the natural light, which
the construction and arrangement of the build-
ing permits during the working day.
The power is electricity, generated by the

plant and controlled from a switchboard. The
present capacity is 150 horse-power for immedi-
ate use, although an additional 150 horse power
is provided for. The boilers are fitted with the

n Parson's Improved Blower System. The
engine is one of the latest and best types, and
the exhaust steam from the engine heats the
entire building. The generators are of the 65

kilowatt type, alternating current, and the con-
ing motors used throughout are the alter

nating current type.

A trip through the building is convincing of

• normous preparation necessary to the
starting of this plant, which commenced opera-

tions on December 1st with a small force of

skilled employes, although it is i tlmated that

the capacity of the working force of the com-
plete plant is in excess of 400 employes. The
first pen manufactured in the new factory is

planned to be presented to the Premier, Sir

Wilfrid Laurier. The planning and installation

>f the complete equipment and starting of the

new Waterman plant is under the direct man-

agement of William I. Ferris, Vice-president of

the Company, John Seiler being the Superin-

tendent in charge of the works.

On the first floor of the building is the office

of the Superintendent of Manufacture, in addi-

tion to the Rubber Department, with a capacity

for 125 employes. In this department is re-

ceived the finest grade of Para rubber, from the

South American forests, where it is selected by
Waterman representatives. The conversion of the

crude rubber into the four simple parts of the

finished pen requires 130 careful operations,

most all of which are executed on modern ma-
chinery of special type.

On the second floor is the Smelting Room,
where the gold metal is melted and placed in a
crucible, which stands over a furnace that

heats it to a temperature of 1,900 deg. Fahren-

heit. Here is added an alloy of silver and cop-

per, bringing the gold down to 14 kt., the cor-

rect standard of fineness required for writing

purposes. Ingots are then formed of a size

about one inch in thickness. These are then

passed to the Gold Pen Manufacturing Depart-

ment on the same floor, which has a capacity

for 150 mechanics. The production of Gold Pens

requires well-skilled help, most of whom it will

be found have devoted a lifetime to this art.

Each gold pen passes through about eighty

operations, and is finally tempered, and, in this

same department, tipped with iridium, which

renders the pen point stronger and more dur-

able than any other metal ever mined. It is

said that in this department are made gold

pens of such a large variety of sizes and styles

that the exact requirements of every style of

handwriting can be fulfilled.

On the third floor are departments for the

assembling of the parts : the chasing or en-

graving of the rubber holders, and the mount-

ing with gold and silver. The working capa-

city of this floor, in these departments, is 100

employes, and each of the operations, or hand-

lings, through which the pen here passes, is as

technical and careful as those of the formation

departments. The five parts, when carefully as-

sembled to fit to an infinitesimal fraction oi an

inch, are submitted to trained hands*—experts

in the use of the pen—to test the quality of

workmanship submitted to them. The pens be-

fore leaving this department receive the trade

mark of the manufacturers, which is the per-

manent guarantee, and has built the enviable

reputation connected for many years with Wa
Lerman's Ideal Fountain Pen.

The Canadian Headquarters oi the manufac

turers are located at No. 136 St. James Street,

Montreal, with a large and active selling force

under the management of the Secretary of the

company, E. J, Knstner.
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Ingersoll Cream Cheese
SOLD ONLY IN REPUTED POUND AND HALF-POUND BLOCKS

Sold by

All

Grocers

Spreads Like Butter"

I S © r T HAT
RCAMV CON-
SI STENCY
WHICH IS SO
PLEASING
TO TH £

TASTE. * * '

ASK FOR
AND INSIST
ON CETTINCJ

THE
ORIGINAL

Ingersoi

Manufac-
tured by

The Ingersoll Packing Company, Limited
Ingersoll - - - Ontario • - Canada

Tbenvp Wan Bpke
in that superb book of his, "Days Off," is particularly happy in des-

cribing a cosy meal in a woodland camp. He grows very enthusiastic

on that good old English meat - Bacon. He says, "Do you remember
what Charles Lamb says about roast pig ? How he falls into an ecstasy

of laudation, spelling the very name with small capitals, hailing it in

sonorous Latin as princeps obsoniorum ! There is some truth in his

compliments, no doubt; but they are wasteful, excessive, imprudent.

For if all this praise is to be lavished on plain, fresh, immature, roast pig,

what adjectives shall we find to do justice to that riper, richer, more
subtle and sustaining viand, broiled bacon ? On roast pig a man cannot

work ; often he cannot sleep, if he have partaken of it immoderately.

But bacon brings to its sweetness no satiety! It strengthens the arm
while it satisfies the palate. Crisp, juicy, savory,

delicately salt as the breeze that blows from the sea
;

faintly pungent as the blue smoke of incense wafted

from a clean woodfire; aromatic, appetizing, nourishing,

a stimulant to the hunger which it appeases, 'tis the

matured bloom and consummation of the mild little pig,

spared by the foresight for a nobler fate than juvenile

roasting, and brought by art and man's device to a per-

fection surpassing nature." Those of us who have been

to the woods will appreciate what he says but one can

enjoy the luxury he describes right at home by buy-

ing "Star Brand" English Breakfast Bacon, cured and

sold for over fifty years by F. W. Fearman Co., Ltd.,

at Hamilton, Ontario.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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WORLD'S SHORTHAND
CHAMPIONSHIP

At the International Speed Contest held in Philadelphia,

Pa., APRIL 18, 1908, Clyde H. Marshall, a writer of the

SUCCESS SHORTHAND* SYSTEM, won the world's cham-

pionship for writers of ten years' experience or less.

Mr.Marshall's

Record

1908

GROSS SPEED:
260 WORDS
A MINUTE

Net Speed (after

penalties for errors,

etc.):

242 words a Minute.

( Mr. Marshall, of

Chicago, -won the

championship in

1908, the above

being his record,

being 1 19 words a

minute (net) faster

than Mr. Godfrey's

the year before.) CLYDE HARRINGTON MARSHALL
Winner of Ten-Year Medal

Mr, Godfrey's

Record

1907

GROSS SPEED:
J65 WORDS
A MINUTE

Net Speed (after

penalties for

errors, etc.):

123 Words a Minute.

(Mr. Godfrey, of

London, England,

won the champion-

ship in 1907, the

above being the

record at that time.

Mr. Marshall was

not a competitor.)

Mr. Clyde H. Marshall, winner of the above mentioned speed contest, is 25 years

of age, and was taught this expert shorthand through the correspondence course of

Success Shorthand School
Mr. Marshall enrolled with this school in April, 1906, taking the course by mail,

he then residing in New York City. He is now one of the best known shorthand

reporters in the city of Chicago, enjoying a lucrative business. You can learn the

same expert shorthand he learned by home study. Write for our 160-page catalog,

" \ Book of Inspiration"—sent free upon request. We teach beginners and perfect

shorthand writers for expert work. Address either school, selecting one nearest you.

Address SUCCESS SHORTHAND SCHOOL
Suite 621, 1416 Broadway, New York City or Suite 126, 79 Clark Street, Chicago

]

When writing advertisers kindly incut ion Busy Man's Magazine.
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Get a Better Salary
You can do so only by fitting yourself for more responsible work.
The best positions are only open to

" those who know." We
give thorough, practical, individual instruction in Shorthand,
Typewriting, Bookkeeping, Penmanship, Correspon-
dence, etc., at extremely reasonable rates. Write to-day for

full particulars. STANDARD BUSINESS COLLEGE,
J. S winton. Principal, 32 Main St., East, Hamilton.Ont.

Bookkeeping by Mail
Easily learned at home through excellent

individual lesson method of Shaw Correspon-

dence School, Toronto. Catalogue and testi-

monials mailed free on request. Write.

Mention " Busy Man's."

LANGUAGES
The De Brisay Method is the only scientific way of learning a
language. By this system 10 words are almost as easily learned as
one. The grammar is made easy, and the whole subject treated in a
way that delights the student. It has nothing in common with the
many superficial methods so widely advertised. Courses by mail in
Latin. French, German, Spanish. Tuition fees, iucluding books,
>"10. Parti Latin or French Method, 25cts. "The First Step in
French," oOcts. "The Key to French Sounds." oOcts. Part I Spanish
or German Method, $1.00. Circular free. L'ACADEMIE DE
BRISAY, Ottawa, Canada and Ogdensburg, N.Y.

RUBBER,
r

OR STEEL

^{NFa^a BR^s
1 ~£ STAMPS

DIE SINKERS AND ENGRAVERS

124 YONGE ST. - .TORONTO, CAN,

E. PULLAN
Most reliable junk dealer in the city, king of waste

paper business, buys waste paper of all grades in any
quantity, also rags, metals, etc Orders promptly attended
to. Best service guaranteed.

2-8 Maude St and 488-490 Adelaide St W„
Phone Main 4693. TORONTO

Mlk
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Bishop Stracban School
FORTY-SECOND YEAR

Wykeham Hall, College Street, Toronto

A CHURCH RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS

President—His Grace the Lord Archbishop of Toronto.

FULL MATRICULATION COURSE, also MUSIC,
PAINTING and the DOMESTIC ARTS.
For Calendar apply to MISS ACRES, Principal.

RIDLEY COLLEGE
ST. CATHARINES, - ONTARIO

For Calendar. Etc., apply to REV. J. O. MILLER, M.A., D.C.L.. Principal

UPPER SCHOOL
Boys prepared lor (he Universities and for Business

LOWER SCHOOL
Separate Building and Staff. For Boys

under Fourteen.

Alma Ladies' College

A Normal School to train for

life in the home.

Endowment permits low rates
and high-class advantages.
28th yearand better than ever.

Write for Catalogue: The
Registrar, Alma College, St.

Thomas, Ontario.

Winn writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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trinity College

School
PORT HOPE

ONTARIO>
RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL FOR BOYS

Founded 1865

Magnificent and Healthy Situation

Modern and Fireproof Buildings

Extensive Play Grounds, Large
Gymnasium, Skating Rink, etc.

Boys are prepared for the Uni-
versities, Royal Military College
and Business.

Special attention given to the
younger boys.

Headmaster, REV. OSWALD RIGBY, M.A.

(Cambridge) L.L.D.. assi ted by a
large staff of Graduates of Can-
adian and English Universities.

NEXT TERM Begins MONDAY, JANUARY 11th

For Calendar and all information
apply to the Headmaster.

CANADA
t
BUSINESS]
[COLLEGE

Business Education

iv essential I

young man and woman who
contemplates an entry into

choice of a good school is

a vers important matter.
All schools art- not alike-
men and methods differ,

j

We claim ami our out-
standing success is an in-

dication that the Canada
sines.- College gives

thorough instruc- /ft
tion inmodem busi- m
ness subjects, pro-

perly fitting the
student for active work

at his graduation.

Write for particulars.

Canada Business College

R. E. Gallagher, Principal

HAMILTON -' ONTARIO

Private Tuition in England

A
RECTOR of an English country

parish, having two or three spare

rooms, will give private tuition

to one or two English or French

Canadian boys of about 9 to 12 years

of age. He has had extensive experi-

ence as a tutor. This is an excellent

opportunity for parents who wish to

give their boy the advantage of a

strict ly private yet thorough education

amid the healthy and beautiful

surroundings of rural England.
Terms — One hundred pounds a year.

Copies of references may be secured

from the Busy Man's Magazine.

Addrtsi all rrpiin s>, " RECTOR '

c
o BUSY MANS MAGAZINE

1" Front Street East, Toronto

I^High Park Sanitarium
institution, affiliated

with the Battle Creek
(Mich. ) .Sanitarium.
Delightfully located

near the north gate of
High Park, overlook-
ing the park and Lake
Ontario. Thoroughly
equipped withmodern
appliances for the
medicalapplication of
Electricity. Baths ol

all kinds, including the
Electric Light Bath,

Massage, etc. Resident Medical Staff assisted by trained at-
tendants. For rates aDd descriptive literature address

W.J. McCormick, M. D.. Supl., 144 Gothic Are., West Toronto

with

JOHN HEATH'S

TELEPHONE PEN 0278.

: V

'i.

Registered in Cttiuulu.

To be had of the leading Stationers

in ( ;tnada.
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When in St. Paul

Stop at

The Aberdeen
Hotel

St. Paul's Most Exclusive Hotel

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

300 Rooms with Baths

European, $2.00 per day and up

WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
New and Absolutely Fire-proof

Corner Adams Avenue and Park Street

ALA
CARTE
CAFE.
Newest
and
Finest
Grill
Room
in the
City.

EVERY
Room
HAS A
PRI-
VATE
BATH.

European Plan. Rates: $1.50 per Day and Up.
L. W. TULLER, Proprietor. M. A. SHAW, Manager

Canadians

in the

Mediterranean

1 am open for

engagements to

take tourists in-

to any part 01

Spain, Portugal
and Morocco.
Thoroughly
familiar wiih all

the sights. Have
taken some
Canadians to

intt restingparts
seldom seen b
even experi-
enced tourists.

Terms very re-

asonable. B\
arranging in

advance can
meet t h e

steamer and
take parties.
For tourists
whose time is

limited, I can, ii

arrange
with me in ad
vaiuc, sh M

them the princi

pal places eif in-

terest in South-
ern Spain and Morocco, and bring them back in time- tei

proceed by the next steamer, a week later. For the'se

with more time I have very interesting trips lasting freim

one to three months. Reference by peimission to the
Editor, The Busy Man's Magazine.

Entrance to Alhanibra,

tbe Kioij of the Spanish Gipsies,

JOSEPH BUZAGL0. Farai| V Courier, Gibralf ar

Hotel St. Francis
(Late the Oriental)

Yates and Government Streets

VICTORIA, B.C.

Most Central Location in

City.

Remodelled and Refitted Throughout

Everything First Class

Entire Change of Ownership

and Management

American Tourist Patronage Solicited

J. E. MUSGRAVE, Prop.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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HIGH GRADE COFFEE
A Welcome Sight.

Made of

Chase & Sanborn's

High Grade Coffee

I there is no cup so clear and frngrant.

I The aroma pleases the most fastid-

I ious drinker of coffee.

The Normal Eye

Are Your

EYES

Normal ?

The Ideal SIGHT Restorer
helps nature in a purely natural way to strengthen the eyes and
restore the natural vision. Its action is in the nature of a gentle
massage which stimulates the eye by restoring the normal circulation
of blood—that is all that weak eyes require.

But it does more—it molds the eye painlessly but surely to its

perfect shape, correcting nearsight, farsight, astigmatism and all eye
troubles.

It is absolutely safe—it does not come in direct'contaet with eye

—

and 5 minutes manipulation twice a day is allj that is necessary.

Use It 15 Days

at Our Expense
To prove our faith in its efficiency we will be glad to send it to you

duty free for a 15-day trial—if at the end of that time you are willing

to part with it, return it to us and you owe us nothing.
It cannot do your eyes any harm and it may do them unlimited

good—it costs you nothing to try.

We have prepared an illustrated Treatise on the Eyes which we
send you free on application. It contains much interesting detailed
information on the eyes in general. We suggest that you write for it

X< )W while it is on your mind.
If you want to make a valuable and useful Christmas present,

there is nothing better than the Ideal Sight Restorer.

The Ideal Company
Dept. M, 321 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

OPPORTUNITIES
THE vigorous development of the Canadian

Northern Railway—now the second largest

Railway system in Canada—has thrown open

immense new fields of activity to the business man and

agriculturist. New enterprises have been made prac-

ticable in the six leading provinces, Ontario, Quebec,

Nova Scotia, Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan. Hundreds ofnew towns

have been established— all prosperous and progressive communities—where

opportunities wait for the enterprising. The story of the new birth of

Canada as a first-class commercial power in the world generally, and

especially in North America, is well set forth in the interesting publication—

A MILE A DAY FOR TWELVE YEARS

Write for a copy of this book to the Department of Publicity and Industries,

Canadian Northern Building, Toronto.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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You cannot work if Poor in Health!

BAD health is the cause of many more business failures than it is credited with

in commercial statistics. No man or woman, however great his or her business

ability or professional talent, can work to full capacity if the general state

of health is poor. Health, continuous health, is almost entirely dependent upon the

amount of Oxygen in your body. Supply the oxygen and health returns. Thus, if

you are afflicted with bad health,

OXYDONOR
WILL CURE YOU

It will vitalize your body and cause every organ in it to perform its

natural functions

—

and entirely without the use of drugs. It will effect

a cure in from one to eight hours if properly applied during the earlier

stages of a disease. That is because OXYDONOR embodies only

the operation of purely natural laws.

Mr. M. Atkinson, Waasis station, N.B., writes : "l am convinced OXYDONOR
is the greatest invention of medical skill. The two that went to Chipman, N.B.,

did noble service, and the one I am sending you for repairs came into my possession,

and money would not nor could not buy it from me if I could not replace it."

ARE YOU SKEPTICAL? At your request we will furnish you with indisputable

proof that OXYDONOR does all that we claim for it. SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET.

Dr. Sanche & Co., 364 Catherine street West, Montreal

YC&y--t+JU->d J$/A*+4/kjl„
%

Copyright 1907 by Dr Hercule
All rights reserved.

YOU CAN'T BE ENTIRELY WELL without an occasional

INTERNAL BATH
Everyone Ought to Read This

\, v Fork, .Inly 20,|1902

Dr Ohas. V Tyrrell, New York City.

Dear Sir: [ wish to place on record what the i B
i,. i

i cade' has done fur me. within the shorl space

week. I had been troub'ed for years w th ex-

insomnia, physical weakness, Iobs

,,t app burden to me 1 1
1
ied

man] physicians bu( without relief i.boul ten

monthsagoa physician decided that thi

trouble was in the intestines, and prescribed

a of warm watei bj means oi ' he fountain

Byringe an. I I n I
II be best '-all'

ould find and used it faithfully, but without re

all , rung me A.boul one week ago I

learned <>t your "Cascade Treatment, and at once
\n<t now, t he change in min fi

Hynervousni I

wake thoroughly refn bed and feel lik< a new
Cascade" 1 am firmly as-

sured ' hat I have found the"
,., fori hi bi '" tu I have received and for

the happiness of feeling well, 1 am m •
I

gratefullj

and Bincerel] ;
' B L I a cade a

friend,
MRS 11 DAVIS,

219 W. ,i 34th Btreet, New STork Citj

THERE is just oneandonlj one effective Internal Bath
which has been before the public for years which

operates in such a way as to leave n<> ill-eilcit what-
c\ er after using which Ls so near Nal ure's own way thai

it due- imt force but assists her—thai one is the

J. B. L. CASCADE
Thousands are using it with great results and correspond

tng enthusiasm. Some of their experiences, and most

Interesting Information on the tnternal Bath, Its purpose,

n- reason and Its results, are contained In a little book

called "The What, The Why, The Way," which will be

senl you free on request. We suggest that you write [or

it now, while it is on \ our mind.

Tyrrell Hygienic Institute

DEPT. aoo

321 Fifth Avenue - New York

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's Magazine.
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A Canadian Millionaire Farmer

By G. W. BROCK
Written for The Busy Man's Magazine

NOT many millionaires are farm-
ers. Their chief interest gener-

ally lies in bonds, stocks,

securities and shares. While they

may have palatial country homes sur-

rounded by spacious artistic grounds,
few are practical, progressive, hard-
working tillers of the soil.

The average man, who has not

ssed middle life, fondly looks for-

ward to the day when he will have
amassed a competency, and in fancy
he pictures what he will then

ie conjure up constant rounds
pleasure, with days of idleness and
ease, a few dream of extended sight-

•urs and visits to world-famed
centres, while others limn in fanta

outline lives devoted to art,

literature, science, charity i ir service

me other sphere.

Tint how many after acquiring"

wealth in one line set out upon an-

other career -. active and
exacting as the one by which they
climbed to fortune's height. Yet there

are men to whom the process of gath-
ering or the sudden acquirement of

riches afford? wider avenue- for use-

ful enterprise or for the exploitation

of some feasible project to a degree,

which they never dared picture, even
in moments of vivid imagery.

A discoverer of one of Cobalt's

richest mines—one which in that un-

rivalled area still bears his name—is

Mr. W. G. Trethewey, who has left

the mining camp with its huge dumps
of ore and wonderful silver seams, for

the farm, the garden and dairy. Sole

possessor of the Trethewey Mine, and

the biggest shareholder in the Coni-

agas, he disposed of his entire hold-

ings in these properties two years

ago, and retired from the camp after

being a prospector and miner for

twenty years or more. This man. who
was one of the pioneers of Cobalt, and

pinned his faith in that treasure belt,

for which the world at the time had

only jeers and scoffs, is credited with

having cleaned up more money than

any of the other forty or fifty million-

- that the most renowned silver

centre in the world has produced. He
has now bid good-bye to the prospec-

- pick, and no longer wanders over

the glacial surface or scales the bl

wild, rock-ribbed territory, but is

carrying on discoveries in agricul-
19
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W. G. Trethewey

tural prospects arid opening up fresh

veins of enterprise on hi,s model farm
at Weston, l )nt. Here he has the

largest tomato plantation in America
and one of the finest dairy farms in

the world.

"Why did I go farming?"
"That is a question often pul to

me," he said. "I do not fancy a life

of ease, and I have always owned
some land in Ontario. Western < Can-

ada or British Columbia. My interesl

in the soil has always 'been as keen as
in the rock. As a hoy I loved to see
thing- grow and took the greatest de-
light in watching their development
I know of no calling or occupation,
upon which one can enter that will

afford SO much pleasure and awaken
' reat an interesl as the cultivation

of a farm. And that is the reason I

have gone into farming, gardening
20

and dairying along lines which I have
planned for some years."

Still young in years—only forty-

three- Mr. Trethewey is, nevertheless.

an old prospector. Of medium height

and build, he is probably the last man
who would he pointed out as a miner
who has faced for a generation or

more all the trials and hardships of

pioneer life in the rugged wildernesses

of nature. Mis nps and downs have
keen many. They resemble more the

romantic than the real. Of retiring

disposition, pleasant voice and mild
manner, a casual observer has little

idea of the extent of his operations or

the various classes of men with whom
he has rubbed shoulders.

"Yes, I have been a roamer of the

American continent," he added,

have prospected in practically every

mining camp of the new world—Brit-
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The Tomato Plantation

Sixty Acres of Tomatoes Were Raised on the Model Farm Last Year

Another Scene on the Farm

Showing the Hardening Beds in Which the Tiny Tomato Plants Grow Strong

21
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The Steam Plow at Work

The Engine Pulls Eight Plows Capable of Turning Over an Acreof Land in Twenty Minutes

Trie Cannery on the Farm

A Section i>f the [nterior Showing the Girls Pealing the Ripe Tomatoes

22
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ish Columbia, the Black Hills. South
Dakota, California, Mexico and even
in South America. Perhaps no man,
with the exception of commercial tra-

velers, who are constantly on the road,

has traveled as many miles on rail-

ways as I have."

Mr. Trethewey, who was born on
the south branch of the Muskoka
River, near Gravenhurst, owes his

nomadic disposition to the fact that

early associations, largely shape a

man's career and environment often

declares his destiny. "My father." he-

continued, "ran a saw and flour mill.

Why he ran that flour mill, for the life

of me I can't tell, for there was no
wheat in that part of the country, and,

of course, the mill was a failure."

The rough, undulating characl

the landscape in the Muskoka district,

where he spent his early days, gave
to the youth his love for the open, his

desire to delve and his fondness for

the soil. Mining and farming have
filled in a busy time. He has run the
whole gamut of experience in outd

life—from being a grub-staker •

squatter on a few barren acres digni-

fied as a "ranch." Many times before

Cobalt was ever heard of he had
perilously near making a fortune

—

and yet he missed the beckoning hand
of good luck just as he was extending
his own palm to greet it in a hearty

clasp.

It wa^ in 1890, while prospecting
in British Columbia, that for S300 he

W here the Corn Grows Tall

View on ;i Field of Thirty-Five Acres Where the stalk- Were 11 Feel High
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was offered a half-interest in the Le
Roi, the most famous gold mine in

the rich Rossland district which had
just been discovered and was then not

regarded as a very promising pro-

perty. A few years later it sold for

nearly three million dollars. That
same year an impecunious American
military man, who had erected a slab

shack at Trail and furnished miners
with pork and beans, said: ''Look

here, Trethewey. I own 360 acres of

town site here, and if you will pay
the mining license fee—one dollar per

acre— I will give you a half-interest

in the whole business."

Could the young miner have peered

into the future and foreseen the now
thriving Town of Trail on the Colum-
bia River, with its busy smelters and
fine stores, he would have eagerly ac-

cepted. But he hesitated—and lost,

although he had sufficient money in

his pocket on both occasions to take

advantage of either proposition. But
he was not always destined to miss
the mark, for fate dealt kindly with
him some fourteen years later. The
most eventful day in his career was
May 23rd, 1904, when, just as the

shades of evening were falling, he

staked the Trethewey claim in Cobalt
and early the following morning dis-

covered the first vein on the adjoining

property, the Coniagas, the combined
output from these mines during 1908
being nearly five million pounds of

ore, or about one-ninth of the total

shipments from Cobalt for the twelve
months just closed.

Then growing reminiscent, he ob-

served : "Those were the good old

days—the summer of 1904—when we
were not bothered with specimen hun-
ters and were busy digging out the

beautiful metal. On Sundays we were
rarely disturbed in our bathing in

front of the Town of Cobalt, for

ladies were seldom seen in those parts.

Such a thing as stock selling and min-
ing the public, a widely practised art

now. was not dreamed of. We were
happy, but when returning to civiliza-

tion with pockets stuffed with nuggets
and stories of the great wealth of that

land, our experienced mining friends

would look with a sort of pity, as if

to imply: T wonder how long before
the dream will end?' or 'He is not

long to remain with us ; Mimico will

be his portion soon.' The apathy re-

garding Cobalt's importance got a

sudden jolt when news came from
New York that cheques ranging up
to tidy fortunes were being paid for

single cars of ore. The crowd had
now grown just as batty in the op-

posite direction. From a people that

nothing could move we now have

what the world seldom sees—a mad,
clamoring crowd buying everything

in the form of Cobalt stock, the end

of which spells disaster for many. I

had the honor of grading at my own
expense, for the first switch and sid-

ing at Cobalt on the T. & N. O. Rail-

way, and landed the first car of ma-
chinery there—a boiler, a hoist and

an electric plant. I could recall many
other incidents of the early days of

the camp. A lesson that Cobalt has

taught me. is that poverty and riches

bring out human nature, either in its

beautv or in its most contemptible

form: by them you will know your

true friends."

Scarcely less marvelous, not in a

mining, but in an agricultural sense,

is the outout of the 330-acre farm of

Mr. Trethewey 's, at Weston, upon

which the owner has already spent

$180,000, and purposes spending $30,-

000 more before he will feel satisfied

with his surroundings. At present the

income from the farm, its products

and its dairy, is $40 a day. but he be-

lieves that it will soon reach $100.

Think of a revenue of $36,500 a year

from 330 acres of land, an average of

over $too an acre! The riches of

the model farm at Weston are ap-

parently greater than the ore wealth

of half the mines exploited in the dif-

ferent camps of the world. Last year

Mr. Trethewcv raised 60 acres of

tomatoes. 35 of corn (the stocks being

14 feet high), 40 acres of -rain, 10 of

roots, 5 of potatoes. 20 of hay. while

tin- remainder was devoted to pasture.

( >n the 60 acres set apart for tomato
culture there were over 105.000 fruit-

bearing plants. Tlu- tomatoes were
25
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all canned at the model cannery on
the premises, which is capable of

turning out 1,200 cases of canned
goods a day. There are many out-

standing features in connection with

Mr. Trethewey's farm. The green-

houses alone covering an area of 22,-

360 feet. At the model dairy, which,
along with the raising and packing of

tomatoes, is one of the chief sources
of revenue, there are about 80 milch
cows, some of whom, although not of

registered stock, produce twenty
quarts of rich, pure milk a 'lay. In

the commodious, well-ventilated cattle

barns, each animal has its separate
stall with running water within easy
reach. In the summer the cows regale

themselves in 100 acres of rich grass,

ami in the winter the food supplies
are drawn from two silos, each con-
taining 150 tons of fresh green corn.
and from a cellar holding 2,000 bushels
of roots. The milk is marketed prin-
cipally in Toronto.

There arc oilier startling facts
about Air. Trethewey's model farm on
which some thirty persons are em-
ployed all the time, and, when the can-
ning factory is in operation, over 100
are engaged. For the comfort of his
permanent employes, Mr. Trethewej
has built for them modern and attrac-
tive dwelling houses. For ploughing,
a -team engine, the only one of its

kind probably in Ontario, is used, al-

ign they are common on the West
ern prairies. This engine pulling
eight ploughs, can turn over an acre of
land in 20 minutes, or about 1^ acres
a day, and the farm being laid out in

max he ploughed from
"'I'- end to the other withoul chani
the course of the steam horse. Last
year T.300 tons of manure were an
plied to the rich, fertile loam. \

boiler house supplies power for all

the machinery on tin- farm and furn-
ishes heat for the greenhouses, while
an elevated tank containing 10,000
gallons of water for irrigation facili-

ties, as well as for use in the various
farm houses. [s filled by the engine

from the boiler room, which also pro-

vides the power required to operate

the canning factory and the dairy.

Any community, generally speak-

ing, is largely indebted to its richest

men. Their wealth gives to it vitality,

stability and strength, as they must
invest their means in various lines of

activity. Thus they afford employ-
ment for labor in different enterprises.

Mr. Trethewey is one of those who
believes in keeping his money in cir-

culation and would feel as ill at ease

with idle capital as if he himself were
idle. Since Cobalt yielded him such

generous returns, he is besieged al-

most daily by people asking him to

take shares in all sorts of schemes

—

visionary, transitory and moribund.
When he visits his office in Toronto
Street, although he has no regular

office hours—spending the largest

portion of his time in the country and
merely dropping around quietly when
occasion requires—it would seem as

if wireless messages were despatched

in many directions. All callers are

courteously received, but the owner
of the model farm is firm in his deci-

sions am! no longer invests in purely
speculative propositions. "Give me
something tangible, and I will look
carefully into it," ~is bis dictum as

well as bis ultimatum.

Mr. Trethewey is an enthusiastic
spoilsman whose unerring aim has
brought death to many a proud
stag. Me is also a motor car de-
votee, who takes keen delight in run-

ning his own machine. Me learned
'lie trade, and that was steamtitting.

Me has used tin- knowledge thus

acquired to good advantage and has
pat< nted a number of useful articles

in the line of railway equipment.
Wit h him m\ enl i' hi is a hobby, and
he derives much pleasure from this

side line of a busy life. 1 le is de-

cidedl) reticent on this score and
few of his friends really have any
knowledge of what his fertile brain

has created. In his interesting work-
shop he passe- many happy hours.
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The Largest Cruiser of the Canadian Fleet

By G. B. VANBLARICOM
Written for The Busy Man's Magazine

WHEX you enter the little store

around the corner to buy a

mackerel, a herring, or a hali-

but steak for your dinner, do you
ever stop to think? Naturally you
wonder what there is to think about
if you have the necessary purchase
price in your pocket, and the mer.
chant has in stock the kind of fish

you want.
Perhap> the value of Canada's

great fisheries has at some time or

other attracted your attention, for

any guide or hand-book will tell

you that they are the most diversi-

fied and extensive in the world. Jn

tabular form you are given stati

cal information that fish products
of the Dominion amounl to some
thirty million dollars annually, that

about one quarter of the- people sub

on piscine diet, and that nearly

hundred thousand men are em-
ployed in thi^ important industry
etc. But there are many other thing?

you can learn about the piscatorial

wealth of Canada.
Arc you aware that ei|

clad armed cruisers arc constantly

engaged in patrolling Canadian wa-
ters guarding the fisheries: that this

protective' fleet is maintained at an

annual outlay of a quarter million

dollars and represents an investment

of over three times that sum : that

the total expenditure on fisheries is

a million dollars yearly, and that the

fishery equipment in the Dominion
is worth in the neighborhood of fif-

teen millions.

Will the fishery protection cruis-

ers some day form the nucleus of a

Canadian naval force:- This is a

question frequently asked by those

who think the time is rapidly

proaching, if nol alreadv at hand,

when the loyal people of Great Bri-

tain's brightesl colony should pro-

vide an auxiliary to the greal war

fleet of the misti

ntaneous contribution bv the

Dominicfn to the defensive equip-

ment of the world'- mightiest em-

pire. But that is another storv. The
present is one on "] \< >w I Canada

Protects Her Fisheries?"

For this purpose the Canada, the

Constance, the Curlew, the Petrel.
27
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The Cruiser Constance

She is Engaged in Patrolling the Eastern Waters from Cape Sable to Cape Cod

the Princess, the Vigilant, the Kes
trel, and the Falcon, beside a num-
ber of smaller boats looking after

the lobster fisheries, constitute the

floating portion of the protective

power not only from enemies with-

out but foes within. Working in con

junction with the nautical patrol

there are in different districts in-

spectors, overseers, and guardians,
many of whom have lustier of the

Peace powers, while the masters of

the cruisers are also vested with full

magisterial authority in so Far as

the provisions of the fisheries act

are concerned. Illicit angling in

Canadian waters is a costl) pastime,
the i »wners of pi taching \ essels be

ing fined, their fishing gear and ships

confiscated, and the proceeds for

warded to the Marine Department
at Ottawa.

All the cruisers, with the excep
tion of the Kestrel, are steel clad. The
largest, the Canada, 206 feel long,

28

and of 850 tons register, was built

by Vickers, Sons & .Maxim, at Bar-

row-on-Furness, England, in 1904.

The second largest is the Vigilant.

[n length. 177 feet, and tonnage, 396,
she was built in 1005 at the Poison
Iron Works, Toronto. This com-
pany has also built three other cruis-

ers of the service— trie Curlew, th :

Constance, and the Petrel. The
smallest defender i? the Falcon,
which has a length of 70 feet, and
next in size is the Constance, 115

feel long, and tonnage 185.

What waters do these vessels pa-

trol, whal is their armed equipment,
their duties and territorial jurisdic-

tion, and how are the provisions of

the Fisheries \ct carried out, are

topics to which the average Can-
adian, not directly interested in

piscatorial pursuits, has perhaps
gh en little heed.

The Canada, the Constance, and
the Petrel, patrol the deep sea wa-
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ters from Cape Sable to Cape Bre- fishing craft arc forbidden to come
ton, the Curlew is the sentinel on for the purpose of fishing-. They
the Bay of Fundy, the Princess the are allowed to enter Canadian har-
marine constable on the St. Law- bors for shelter, food and fuel, by
rence Gulf, the Vigilant the nauti- first reporting at the nearest cus-
cal watch-dog on Lake Erie, while toms house. By paving so much

Hon. L. P. Brodeur

Mini bT ,;i Marine and I ishe; ies

the Kestrel and the Falcon guard per ton to obtain a license, they are
the fisheries of the vasl Pacific. also permitted to enjoy the facilities

\\ ithin the marine league, or as of the ports of the Dominion for se-
more familiarly known., the curing bait and ice, dressing fish,

three-mile limit, on the east and etc.

West Canadian coast lines, foreign On tin- chain of lake- known as
29
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A Model Cruiser

This is the Mode] After Which the Curlew, Constance and the Petrel Were Built

Capt. W. H. Kent

I manner of the Pel rel

the inland waters, fishing tugs from

across the border are under no con-

ditions supposed to come over the

boundary line, which is midway be-

tween the north and south shores,

for fishing purposes. Here a cruiser

in keeping out poachers has to guard

onl) the boundary line, but on the

deep sea areas of the Atlantic and

Pacific, the fleet has not only to

protect the marine league, but also

enforce the fishery laws and see that

there are no violations of the act on

the pari of American fishing vessels

or by Canadian and Newfoundland

yawls. The implements of capture

In Canadian and American fisher-

men must be looked after as well as

the provisions regarding the dose

season for salmon, smelt, lobsters,

and clams. The cruisers must see

thai no purse seines are used inside

the three mile limit, that no lobsters

are taken in the close season, and

thai the regulation with respeel to

the legal length of the crustaceans is

observed which, in s< >me counti< s,

is nine inches and in others ten.

Along the St. Croix, which is the

boundary stream between NT cw

Brunswick and Main.-, and empties

into Passamaquoddy Bay, one of the

northern arms of the Bay of Fuady,

sardine herring abound. The divid-

:',n
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ing line in the middle of the river the canneries would save the pur-
not be crossed. As fully chase price which last season was

Here, as in the
eighty per cent, of the sardines can' $6 a hogshead.

Rear-Admiral C. E. Kingsmill

Officer Commanding the Marine Service ol i

I at Eastport, Maine, arc caught other parts of the Bay of I'nndy,
Canadian waters, it is evident the Curlew is the naval minion of

that, if a seine could be Used on Canada'- inten
- side by Uncle Sam'- fishermen, ing thai no illegal means are

31
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Capt. George M. May

Until Recently Commander of the Cruiser Con-
ii.-c-. imiw in i bargeofthe Christine, Which

Le Employed in the Customs Service
mi i In- st . Lawrence

employed in the different methods
of catching- fish also keeps the cruis-

ers busy. Mackerel, which travel

in shoals, are corralled by mean- of

purse seines, salmon by drift nets.

while cod, haddock, hake and hali-

but are captured with lines or trawls,

to which as many as 3,000 snood
hooks baited with herring, are at-

tached. 'I hese trawls are anchored
to the bottom at one end and fasl

1 at the other to m< >\ cable bu< >\ s.

Sardines and large sea herring are

taken by means of weirs ami nets,

and white fish, lake herring, pickerel

and other fresh water members of

the finny tribe are enmeshed in nets

spread by fishing tugs. The festive

lobster is made a prey to the ap-
32

petite of man by traps ballasted

with stone to hold them on bottom.
Of the numerous varieties of fish

found in Canadian waters, salmon,

the run of which varies greatly, often

takes the lead in value, but the race

for first place is a keen one with cod
and lobsters close rivals. Accord-
ing to the last available official fig-

ures the kinds and value of fish

taken is Canada were: Salmon, $8,-

989,942 ; lobsters, $3,906,998 : cod,

S3.421.400; herring, $2,303,485;
whitefish, $1,051,161 ; mackerel,

$958,223; Sardines, $878,372: had-
dock, $806,743; pickerel, '$784.988

;

trout, $735*743-
There were lesser catches of hali-

but, hake, smelts, pollock, clams,

pike, sturgeon, etc. In the inland

lakes, particularly Lake Erie, her-

ring is the principal fish and for it

there is no close season but, in the

fall months by means of nets the

largest numbers are caught, the run
in November last being phenomenal.
The Vigilant is the aquatic police-

man in Lake Erie with headquarters

Win. Wakeliam, M.D.

Of the l Iruiser Princess, inspector of Fisheries
and ( lommissioner of I '<>li<-<- for Gulf

of SI . La w rence
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Captain Paul C. Robinson

In Command of the Vigilant

at Port Stanley. No fishing tugs
from the United States have any-

business across the boundary line

for fishing purposes, and the bul-

wark at the back of the command
"Thus far shalt thou come and no
farther" is a speedy Canadian
cruiser.

The cruisers have roving commis-
sions, subject to orders of the Mar-
ine Department at Ottawa (which is

regularly advised of their move-
ments), with headquarters at certain

ports. The fleet is under Rear-Ad-
miral C. E. Kingsmill, the officer

commanding the marine service of

Canada, a Canadian who has spent
practically all his life in the British

Navy.

The headquarters and captains

are

:

Canada, Halifax, Captain C. T.

Knowlton; Curlew, St. John, Cap-
tain YVm. J. Milne; Petrel, Souris,

P.E.I., Captain VV. H. Kent; Con-
stance, Quebec, Captain Alex. Mac-
Leod ; Princess, Gaspe, Quebec,

Captain Wm. Wakeham ; Vigilant,

Port Stanley, Captain Paul C.

Robinson ; Kestrel, Vancouver, Cap-

The Cruiser Vigilant

The Second Largest Vessel in the Protection Service. Patrols Lake Erie
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tain Holmes Newcomb ; Falcon,

Vancouver, Captain A. O. Copp.

The more recently built cruisers

are fitted with twin screws and
triple expansion engines. The Can-
ada has a speed of 17 knots an hour,

and the Vigilant 15. The others are

not quite as fast, but all the

sentinels of Canada's fisheries are

swift enough to run down any
troublesome tug or vessel. Each pro-

tector flies the pennant at the main,
indicating that her captain has a

commission as a fishery officer.

Should any foreign fishing tug or

ship trespass, a signal to halt—three

blasts of the whistle—is given. If

this is not obeyed or the offender

attempts to escape, the captain, if he
has reason to believe that she has
been poaching, instructs the gunner
to fire across the bow of the in-

truder. Should the poacher not stop

then, but continue to lead the pur-

suer a merry chase, an exploding
shell, if extreme measures are deem-
ed advisable, would be projected in-

to her hull. But that is a final re-

sort, and, before being put into ef-

fect, a captain must be absolutely

satisfied and able to prove beyond
the shadow of a doubt, that the

fugitive has been guilty of fishing

in Canadian waters. The average
city policeman is furnished with a

revolver, yet a constable of good
judgment never makes use of the

weapon unless in imminent danger
of losing his own life and frequently

not then, for he may be arraigned
on the charge of murder or man
slaughter. In the same manner the
captain of a cruiser would think long
and seriously before shattering an
interlooing fishing vessel with an
exploding shell, for one rash or hot-

headed act might precipitate grave
international complications and. in

an Admiralty Court incontestable

evidence would have to be presented

that a vessel had been poaching or

had deliberately disobeyed all sig-

nals and warnings. If a poacher once
gets in her own waters either by
crossing the boundary line or the

Captain W. J. Milne

Who is in < lommand of the < Iruiser < curlew

three-mile limit she cannot be pur-

sued farther.

Owing to the splendid patrol work
of the protective service the fishery

regulations are on the whole not

violated to any great extent except

off British Columbia. Now and then

an offending boat is caught and con-

fiscated and her nets or seines seized

and sold. At times intruders have

been fired upon for not halting when
a signal was given, but shots from
the quick-firing guns have not been

aimed directly at the fugitive ship

bin discharged across her bow. This
generally brings any transgressor to

bay, although a few have been
known, like a decamping burglar, to

persist in their flight and effect an

ape.

In the long stretch of Pacific wa-
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Captain Holmes Newcomb

l n ( lommand of i be I Iruiser Keel rel

ters the Falcon and the Kestrel can-

not adequately cover the immense
territory teeming with halibut and

cod. It is rumored that another

cruiser may be built in the near fu-

ture and placed in commission by
the Marine Department to assist in

patrolling the 7,000 miles of western

coast line. So flagrant has been the

poaching of United States fishermen

within the three mile limit around
36

Queen Charlotte Islands that the

Vancouver Board of Trade recently

forwarded a protest to Sir Wilfrid

Laurier in which it was stated that

ten large steamers and forty schoon-
ers were constantly fishing in Cana-
dian waters, and the Federal Gov-
ernment is urged to enforce Cana-
dian sovereignty over the Hecate
Straits between the islands and the

main land.

A treaty made last year between
Great Britain and the United States

provides that international waters
shall be under a commission which
will make all regulations with re-

spect to the fisheries, and the re-es-

tablishment of the location of that

portion of the international bound-
ary passing through the great lakes.

The appointments on the British

side will belong exclusively to Can-
ada.

The armament of the Canadian
cruisers, while naturally not of the

formidable character of the battery

of a Dreadnought, an Indomitable
or an Invincible, is, nevertheless,

sufficient for the work in which they

are engaged. The Canada has a

crew of 57 men, and the next largest,

the Vigilant, 33, while the others

carry a smaller number. The Can-
ada and the Vigilant are each equip-

ped with four Vickers-Maxim
automatic quick-firing guns of

1.45 bore. Two are set at

the fore and two at the af-

ter end. Each gun has a firing

capacity of 300, one and one quarter

pound explosive shells a minute,

with a range of 3,000 yards and of

sufficient force and velocity to pene-

trate two inches of steel at a dis-

tance of 1,000 yards. Set on a swivel

a gun can be instantly trained in

any desired direction. Single shots

may be fired, or by moving a small

lever shells may be expelled auto-

matically at the rate of five per sec-

ond. When on patrol duty an of-

ficer of a cruiser is always on the

bridge, with a powerful marine glass

in hand, looking out for poaching

vessels.

In addition to her guns each
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The Cruiser Kestrel

One of the Fishery Protection Vessels on the Pacific Coast

cruiser is provided with about twen-
ty Ross rifles and an equal number
of Colt's revolvers. The smaller arms
are intended for boarding purposes,

should the crew of an intruding

ship, which has been disabled or

captured, offer resistance to either

the seizure of herself or her fishing

gear. Every man on board receives

instructions in firing and is thor-

oughly trained in target practice

which is held three times a week.
They are also put through the

manual and other exercises, includ-

ing instruction in signalling, and
become proficient in gunnery and
markmanship.
The Canada has begun the train-

ing of naval cadets and in time this

work may become as popular and
widely known as the training of

military cadets at the R.M.C., King-
ston.

The first cadet accepted by the
Canada was John A. Barron, a son
of His Honor Judge Barron, Strat-
ford, Ont. In the winter of 1905
the Canada, under the direction of

her commander, C. T. Knowlton,
sailed among the West India Islands
as a training ship. Her crew of 57
men received instruction in gunnery,
signalling and other exercises. The
cruiser visited nearly all the har-
bors and the experience for the men

was a valuable one. Men have to

be constantly trained for service on
a cruiser. Several leave at the end
of each season and the work of in-

struction has to be begun anew.
They are not absolutely bound for

any stipulated period and naturally,

when they grow restless or strike

something more attractive than the

duties on a fishery protection vessel,

they seek a release of their commis-
sion which is generally granted by
the captain. Some do not care to

stay with the ship over winter and,

as a result, when spring arrives, the

majority are new to the work, but
they soon get into shape and take
an interest in the various exercises.

In Halifax, where the Canada is

wintering, the members of the crew
are put through regular training at

the barracks in the Garrison City.

The cruisers patrol the waters and
protect the boundary lines from the

opening of navigation until the

frost king reigns in the fall and
stills the water along the shore in

his icy grasp, then they go into win-
ter quarters.

It is said that at some points there

are spies or allies of American fish-

ermen, who watch the movements
of the cruisers and send despatches
to owners of American fishing ves-

sels as to what course a protector
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takes when she sets sail. This is

more particularly practised with the
patrol service on Lake Erie, but,

sometimes a cruiser, while heading
from port in a certain direction, will

as soon as the shore line disappears,
double on her tracks, and occasion-
ally there are surprises in store for

too venturesome or avaricious fish-

ing tugs. On the chain of inland
waters only the boundary line on
Lake Erie is protected. This is be-
cause the Erie fisheries are the most
prolific in herring, pickerel, and
whitefish, and the richest angling is

on the Canadian side. As there are
many large cities on the south shore
like Erie, Cleveland, Toledo and
Sandusky, the temptation is

stronger to set out from these popu-
lous centres than it is in the smaller
and more scattered towns on the
other and less wealthy lakes. It may
be mentioned that the Ontario Gov-
ernment also owns several steamers
as well as a number of gasolene
launches for protective purposes.
The Provincial Administration looks
after all violations of the fishing

laws by means of its patrol boats
(which do not, of course, carry

arms), by its game and fishery

wardens, and their deputies, and by
overseers appointed in all parts of

the country.

Generally speaking, the Domin-
ion Government makes the fishery

laws and regulations as to the close

seasons, defines the implements of

capture, and the size of the meshes,
and protects the boundary lines,

while the various provincial gov-
ernments possess the right to issue

licenses, appoint wardens, and over-

seers and collect the revenue. They
also see that the conditions of the

law are observed and that no fish

are caught except by hook and line

without a license.

With reference to the deep sea

fisheries on the east and west coasts

of Canada, it may be mentioned
that the Federal Administration
issues all licenses and receives the

revenue therefrom. In return it

bears the cost of maintaining the

patrol service and enforcing the

regulations.

And this, in brief, is the story of

"How Canada Protects Her Fsher-

ies."

The Cruiser Curlew

Lying al the Wharf at St. Stephen, Vli.. During the Summer Carnival of 1908
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Saunders' Strategy

By ARCHIE P. McKISHNIE

Written for The Busy Man's Magazine

PEOPLE said that religion was
responsible for Eli Saunders'

undoing. Eli's idea of being

good was to be good and easy, con-

sequently much of his world's goods
had been lost to him through his

simple and great heartedness. Eli

had always one speech to meet well

meant advice.

"If a man trusts in God he's got-

ter trust in man likewise, that is. if

he's a Christian. I trust my feller

man, and if I'm fleeced it's my own
lookout. I'm willin' to be called a

fool and much more so long's my
own conscience is clear, fact is I

ain't got much but conscience left,

'cept Liza and the children, but

that's some. I take it, please God."
Deacon Ringold, the crafty and

far-seeing, remonstrated with him at

some length the morning succeeding
New Year's day. Eli had that morn-
ing swapped a brood mare with a

horse dealer by the name of Steele

for a brindle calf with only one
eye. When the deacon was through
Eli drew his six-foot-two up with
dignity and said:

"Ringold, the fust duty of a God-
fearer is to see that his neebor be
given a chanct to live. Steele makes
hi- livin' by hoss-dealin'. It ain't

fer th' likes of me to keep bread
and butter from his children. He
had a brindle calf as he couldn't
well dispose of and I had the brood
mare as he kin make somethin's out
of. I swapped with him. because
I have th' real christian spirit.

Without insinuatin' a- you haven't
got th' same, Ringold. as the case

stands you've got two hundred
acres to my sixty and you've got

three span of hosses. You wouldn't

swap with Steele. I'm doubtin' if

you love your feller-man sufficient,

Deacon."
In vain did the Deacon try some

lofty reason with Saunders. The
big man had but one reply to all

his arguments. "I'll do my duty to-

wards my feller-man, I will."

"But Eli, you're not doing your
duty by your fellow-man when you
allow him to deliberately cheat you.

can't you understand that?" "If I

know he's cheated me I have th"

satisfaction of knowin' also as I

hav'nt cheated him. Deacon."
The Deacon sighed and plowed

his way through the snowdrifts

over to the "Cross Roads Grocery."

He was really very much put out

with Saunders for allowing some-
body else to fleece him out of his

mare, the fact was the Deacon want-
ed that mare himself. He felt that

there was such a thing as carrying

religion too far. A man, he told

himself, as he kicked the light sriow-

lumps viciously from his path, could

be a good man without being a

"dupe." and Eli was a dupe, always
had been ever since Rathburn, the

evangelist, had converted him, five

years ago. By the time the Deacon
had reached the corners, his face

was purple-red with pent-up feeling

and his frost-coated goatee was
shaking ominously. As he rounded
the corner he came upon Steele, the

horse-dealer. Steele was tucking a

warm blanket about the bottom of
39
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his sleigh and was whistling merri-

"Well," said the Deacon shortly,

"You seem to be startin' th's New
Year with a happy heart, Steele,

things must be comin' your way."
He scowled under his heavy eye-

brows at the tall, weasel-faced
horse-dealer, and his eyes darted
from that face to the old mare
hitched to the cutter.

Steele unbuttoned his mangy fur

coat, dipped a long arm in a deep
trousers pocket and grinned.

"Big Eli an' me we made a swap
yesterday," he answered, his little

black orbs following the Deacon's.
"She's a good old mare, that, Dea-
con ; Simpson offered me eighty dol-

lars fer her, 'bout half an hour ago.
Ain't goin' up th' road, I spose, be
you ?"

"Jim Steele," said the Deacon,
slowly, "If I was goin' up the road
I'd rather walk than- ride behind a

stole hoss."

Steele bit the corner off the plug
of tobacco he was fumbling, rolled

it about a little in his spacious
mouth, as though to make it feel at

home ; then he grinned again.

"That brindle calf," he com-
menced, and the Deacon snorted.

"Wasn't wuth six dollars. I saw
the calf and I know th' mare."
"You deliberately stole her from

Eli, and you know it. I'm an out-

spoken sort o' chap, and I say what
I think."

"Yes you do, Deacon, you sure
do," agreed Steele, "but Deacon,
stealin' a hoss ain't any worse than
stealin' a farm, is it? an' everybody
knows you stole a farm from
Saunders."
"What," cried the Deacon, taking

a step forward, "do you mean to tell

me—"
"Well, you lent him money on a

mortgage that winter him and his

family was sick and you didn't give
him no show; simply foreclosed and
took over the land. I suppose it

cost you somewhere about seven or

eight dollars an acre when it's wuth
ninetv. I don't suppose a deacon
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in th' church would call that stealin'

but its just as close to it as tradin'

a brindle calf fer a brood-mare, I

guess."

The fire in the Deacon's eyes was
melting the icicles on his goatee.

"Your base insinuation is with-
out truth," he said with dignity,

"and no one would listen to such
an accusation from you, Jim Steele.

You have a bad reputation, a very
bad reputation. You are not a

credit to this community, sir, and
you know it." Steele untied the

old mare and threw the rope halter

in the sleigh.

"That's just it, Deacon," he said

easily, "I make a business of gettin'

th' best of a bargain, I make my
livin' that way, not a very good way
maybe, but then you see people

know they have to watch me. Th'
fact is, if I hadn't got this old mare
out of Eli you er Bill Jones er Tom
Pepper, both of em church men, like

yourself, would have nailed her
sooner or later, and Eli maybe
wouldn't have had even a brindle

calf to call his own."
The Deacon jumped up and down

in fury.

"See here," he cried, "Do you
mean to say that I had an eye on
that old mare of Saunders'?"
"On this old mare of mine—when

Saunders owned here. Yes, I mean
just that, Deacon. How do I know?
Why Eli told me. You went over
to his place and wanted to deal him
an old binder for her, an old, useless

harvester that was of no use to you
and not wuth a cent a pound as

scrap iron. Still you would have
took Eli's last hoss and put that old

machine over on him. What did

you suppose he'd do with it, Dea-
con, haul it about his little garden-
farm by hand ?"

Steele laughed quietly and the

Deacon's jaw fell. "It's not such a

bad binder," he said lamely.

"I should think you might get

Jones and Pepper to each buy a

third share in it, Deacon," grinned
Steele, as he climbed into his sleigh.

"Between you three you've got all
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the land about, poor old Eli ever

owned. I should think you'd want
to keep all your farm machinery."

"I'm going to tell Jones and Pep-
per just what you have told me,"
cried the Deacon, "we'll make it hot
for you, Jim Steele." Steele tight-

ened his lines and rolled his chew
about in his mouth reflectively.

"Well, it might jest be a good
idea if you would tell 'em" he said.

"They air both in the store there and
I have jest told 'em myself. They
didn't seem to only about half be-

lieve me though, and maybe the
word of an upright christian man—

"

But the Deacon had crammed his

hands in his pockets and was wad-
ing through the drifts toward the

little store. With a deep chuckle,

Steele shook the reins and the old

mare swung up the road, through
the falling dusk.

Along the way, every now and
again, Steele's happy chuckle broke
out into tune with the bells. "If

that evangelist feller is thar as he
promised he'd be/' he muttered,
"and he kin change Eli's senses, as

I think he kin—there'll be some
fun." The old mare pricked up her
ears and plowed through the drifts

like a charger. When the conces-
sion was reached she lifted her
head and whinnied joyfully. Far
down the road a dog barked and
she whinnied again.

"We'll make th' station fust, gal,

and then
—

"

The mare laid back her ears. She
was disappointed, but Steele's

promise was something. They
swung to the left and soon drew up
beside the forlorn station with its

green and red lights blinking de-
risively at a big white Canadian
world. The tail lights of the mail-
train were fading to pale sparks
away down the track. On the plat-

form stood a tall man.
Steele threw the robes from him

and landed on the platform with a

glad whoop.

"Mr. Rathbnrn," he cried, run-
ning forward, "so you did come?"

The man waiting laughed and
held out his hand.

"I got your letter and of course
hurried down, Mr. Steele," he said.

"You say there is a matter of grave
importance, and only I can—

"

"There is, there sure is. It's poor
Eli Saunders, sir. You have hyp-
notized him—beggin' your pardon,
but hypnotized, is the word. He's
got some wrong ideas of religion.

He's goin' to the devil, beg your
pardon again, sir, I mean financially,

and all through thinkin' it's his

duty to God to allow his feller-man
tc rob him."

Steele panted. It was a long
speech for him and he had rehearsed
it over and over again. He was
satisfied with the result. The
evangelist stood a moment think-
ing it all out, then he sat down in

the sleigh and laughed ; laughed so
hard that Steele began to grow a

little uneasy.
"It's a fact, Mr. Rathburn," he as-

serted.

"Well, well, and I'm to put him
right. I guess I understand how it

is and I'll do my best."

Twenty minutes later the old
mare stood unharnessed in her own
home stall, with the shaggy collie

dog curled up at her feet. Inside,

Steele, Mrs. Saunders and the young
folk were unwrapping parcel after

parcel of good things which Steele
had purchased at the corner grocery.
Over in a corner of the room Mr.
Rathburn and Eli Saunders were
conversing in low tones.

"That turkey now," Steele said,

holding a twenty-pounder aloft,

"why I got him fer a song. Pays
to wait until the hollerdays air over
before buying turkeys and presents.

Same with all this stuff; shaw!
Missus Saunders, it all together
didn't cost me but a mere nuthin'
and we'll have a mighty big time
to-night, I guess, eh children?"

"Yes, yes," answered half a dozen
glad voices.

"They wasn't expectin' no Santa
Claus," said the woman, wiping her
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eyes. "We can't thank you, Jim, only
in words that is."

"Listen!" grinned Jim, pointing
to the corner.

Eli was speaking.

"Well, I'm glad to know that God
won't think it a shady trick in me
to get back what is mine by rights.

I've made a mistake and you say
it's for me to rectify it. Well I'm
goin' to do it. I believe vou know
what is right, Mr. Rathburn. How
am I to set about it—that's the

question?"
"I don't think you would be do-

ing wrong, in adopting the same
tactics that the people who robbed
you used in doing it, Mr. Saunders,"
urged the evangelist.

"Smoked herrin' ! but don't you
'now?" cried Eli, sitting erect.

"No, I don't."

"Then I reckon I'll get some of

my belongings back. You see I

ain't easy, really by natur'. It's

acquired, that's what it is and it">

been a pretty bitter dose fer me to

swaller all these years to have my
neebors think me a man without any
brain and no good sense worth
speakin' of. Why I've earned the

name of Simple Eli, in this Ontario
neeborhood. I don't know how I'm
going to do it, but .1 be sure goin'

to spile that impression, now I know
it's no sin to do it."

"Mr. Saunders," spoke the evange-
list earnestly, "in allowing yourself

to be deprived of what is justly

yours, you have unwittingly com-
mitted a sin not only against your-
self and yours, but against the ones
who have been allowed to cheat
you as well. It is the work of a
Christian to prevent, whenever pos-

sible, crime of any description. In-

stead of so doing you have been an
accessory to it."

Eli's head drooped. "I guess I

have," he nodded. " T guess maybe
I have. What can T do to even
things, sir? Just tell me and I'll

do it."

"Your first duty is toward your
family," said the evangelist.

"If possible you must get back
42

the land and chattels you have been
cheated out of. I don't know who
did the cheating; I don't want to

know. Personally, I feel somewhat
responsible for your losses and I

wish to speak very plainly to you.

God must have endowed you with
the powers that all men born to

have and to hold, must possess.

Those have been sleeping too long.

If you know of any way of out-

witting the men who have cheated
you, do it. I'll shoulder the respon-

sibility."

"Thar's the right sort of a man,
Missus," whispered Steele, and,

Mrs. Saunders, picking up the tur-

key, hurried away to the kitchen.

Midnight saw a great supper at

Saunders' place.

At three in the morning, Steele

and Saunders drove the evangelist

over to the station. He had to re-

turn to the city and his last words
were, as he shook hands, "Luck
to you, Mr. Saunders."

Eli and his friend watched the

train vanish in the still star-light

night, then they turned and looked

at each other.

Then Steele chuckled, took a bite

of black tobacco, and untied the

mare. All the way home he kept
chuckling and it was after the horse
had been snugly stabled and he and
Saunders sat beside the glowing
stove, smoking a before-bed pipe,

that he spoke, "Now that your views
of Christianity have been changed
somewhat, how be vou goin' to act,

Eli?"

"Deacon Ringold has sixty acres

of my land planted out into a fine

orchard," said Saunders absently.

"With God's help, supposin' I get

back thai ^ixty and let him keep
the other forty fer what I owe him."

He spoke reverently ; he meant what
he said.

"To be sure, to be sure," nodded
Steele, "If vou know how—why get

it, 1 say."
"

"Tom Pepper, lie has thirty acres

of my land. Guess I'd best get it

back right away, too, eh Jim?"
Again Jim nodded, a pitying sort
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of approving nod. He had a deep
sympathy for his friend's troubles
and a grave doubt as to his sanity
just at that particular moment.

"Bill Jones," went on Saunders,
"Bill jest as well as stole that black
team Trebble drives on his hearse,
from me, promised to pay me when
he thrashed that year's crop of
beans, but, never did, knowin' I'd
never sue for the money."

"Yes, I know," said Jim, pitying-
!>\
Saunders knocked the ashes from

his pipe and stood up. He took off
his coat and vest and hung them
on the back of a chair. Then he un-
buttoned his shirt sleeve and rolled
it up above the elbow. "Jim," he
said gravely, "What you suppose
God ever gave me two men's
strength fer? I'll tell you what fer.
It was to protect me an' mine with,
and here I've been lettin' this nee-
borhood think me a physical as well
as a moral coward. Let me tell you
somethin', Jim Steele. I'm goin' to
try and show the people who have
fleeced me somethin'. I'll try head-
work fust an' if I fail, I'll try these
here."

Steele sat, his mouth half open,
blinking his respect at the huge fists'

poised above him.
"Eli," he said, "Judgin' from my

own feelin's I would say that there
ain't no man in Canada, outside the
lunatic asylum, goin to run foul of
them crushers."

"I'm simply goin' to do what I
think is right. Jim," smiled Eli, put-
ting on his coat. "All I'm wantin'
to do is to rectify the mistakes I've
made. To-morrow I begin, an' as

start in early suppose we read
jest a little chapter from the good
book, an' then we'll turn in."

Steele shuffled uneasilv. "Sure "

he said, cheerfullv."
Inwardly he said, "I ain't going

to flunk now, seein's I've made up
my mind to stan' by Eli."

II.

"Speakin' of dried apples," said
Tom Pepper, taking another hand-

ful from the barrel and keeping his
eye on the checker-board between
Deacon Ringold and Bill Jones, "re-
minds me that a feller, Professor
somebody er other, was down to my
place th' other day and he says there
ain't goin' to be any apple crop to
speak of this comin' season."
"Never see two decent crops two

seasons hand runnin'," agreed the
Deacon, scratching his goatee re-
flectively, and frowning at Bill's two
kings. "Bet my orchard won't yield
twenty barrels."

"Wish somebody would happen
along an' offer t' buy mv next sea-
son's crop," laughed Jones, taking
three of the Deacon's men at a
jump.

u
"By sorgum," gritted the Deacon,

'that was a good move an no mis-
take. Xo, there ain't goin' to be no
apple crop this year, I ain't countin'
on none. Crown that f Jler, Tom."
The door opened and in walked

big Eli Saunders, a flurry of pow-
dery snow preceding him.
"Mornin' gents," he smiled, "cold

mornin'."

"Alornin' Eli," spoke Williams,
the genial little grocer. "Anythin'
new?"
"Not much, Jack, no nuthin' to

speak of," answered Saunders, his
bright blue eyes glancing toward
the checker-board. "Never could
understand how a feller could figger
that game out, I never could.

"It takes brains, Eli," laughed
Pepper, kicking the Deacon under
the table.

The Deacon snickered and Jones
took two more of his men.
"Too much head-work in this

game fer you, Eli," grinned Jones.
"I reckon that's right," sighed

Saunders. "Never could get by any-
thin' needed head-work. Always
was a numbskull when a boy and
always have been one, I guess. Oh,
well, it wouldn't do for everybody
to be sharp and clever."
The grocer laughed and the three

friends turned bv common impulse
and looked at Eli sharply.
But the big man's face wore such
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a look of innocence that they turn-

ed back satisfied.

For a little time the game pro-

gressed in silence and it was not

until Saunders wrapped his muffler

about his throat that Jones ventured

a remark.
"What you killin' yourself at

these days, Eli?" he asked. "O, jest

chorin' aroun' and cuttin' a little

wood now an' then," answered
Saunders. "Got to go down to Joel

Wilson's place this mornin', I hear

Joel'll sell his next apple crop right."

The Deacon swung about so

sharply that he upset the checker-

board and broke up the game.
"You ain't in the apple-buyin'

business air you, Eli?" he asked

carelessly.

"Oh, no. Jest goin' to speculate

a little," grinned Eli. "Thort if I

could buy an orchard or two right,

I might invest a little money I got

from an uncle of mine, that's all.

Ain't sure that I'll do it, but thort

I might."
Pepper and the Deacon exchang-

ed glances; then the Deacon and

Jones, then Jones and Pepper.

"How'd you like to buy my
orchard, Eli," gasped the Deacon,

before his friends could frame the

words of a similar thought.

"I didn't suppose you'd be wantin'

to sell, Deacon," replied Saunders.

"Guess I ain't got enough money to

buy your orchard though, I'll own,
I'd much like to have it. Seems
like I might make a little money
this year, if I get in the apple-

buyin' field early enough. Maybe,
too," he added wistfully, "I'll lose

on the speculation. Apples may not

be much of a crop next fall, and if

they ain't I stand to lose if I buy
an orchard now, besides, the Old
Country market may not be open
for Canadian fruit next fall."

"Pshaw! Eli, apples be goin' to be

a big crop next fall." chided the

Deacon. "My orchard should yield

between three hundred and three

and fifty barrels of Spies. P>aldwins

and Greenings, besides what Snows,
Kings and Russets there'll be—

I
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say it orter yield that many barrels

next fall. Tell you what I'll do, Eli,

seein's you're a neebor, I'll take two
hundred dollars fer the orchard and
run chances on losin'."

Saunders shuffled uneasily, and
looked through the door window at

the whirling snows. "It do seem
foolish to tramp way down to Wil-
son's place, when I kin buy up an
orchard right here," he mused half

aloud.

"I guess maybe I'll take your of-

fer Deacon," he said, turning and
walking over to the counter. The
Deacon, Pepper and Jones got up
from their seats and ranged them-
selves along side him. Saunders,

produced from an inner pocket a

lump of green backs. "I thort as

1 would use all this in speculatin' in

apples," he said. "Still if I buy an
orchard er two and there ben't any
apples, I lose. I sure lose," he re-

peated slowly.

He shook his head and put the

money back in his pocket.

Deacon Ringold's goatee was
trembling with excitement.

"There's bound to be a big apple
crop next fall," he urged. "I'll leave

it to Jones and Pepper thar, if there

ain't."

"Professor Milton, from the Agri-
cultural School, he savs there'll be
a bumper crop," lied Jones easily.

"Why ! thar's sure to be a big apple

crop," substantiated Pepper. "Tell

you what I'll do, Eli," confided the

Deacon, drawing Saunders aside,

"and I wouldn't do it fer anybody
else but you—nobody. I'll sell you
my orchard for one hundred and
fifty and give you a chance to clean

up a big bunch of money, what d'ye

say?"
Saunders unbuttoned his coat

slowly, hesitated, then spoke, his

eyes gazing thoughtfully through
the smoky window at the storm.

"I can't see my way clear to give

you more'n a hundred cash down
fer your orchard. Deacon, take it er

leave it, I've had my say."

"Eli," spoke the Deacon quickly,

"count out the hundred."



SAUNDERS' STRATEGY

Saunders slowly reproduced the

bank notes and Pepper nudged
Jones quietly and winked.

"Jest fer form's sake I'll ast you
t' sign a little agreement," said

Saunders. "I have some ready." He
produced a small bundle of printed

forms with red seals upon them and
the Deacon frowned.

"No written agreements 'tween

old neebors is necessary, surely," he

protested.

"All right, maybe not," said

Saunders, putting the bills he was
counting out, back in the roll, "but

arter this I'll do business only

by written agreement, particularly"

—he emphasized the word "particu-

larly, when I'm doin' it with a nee-

bor, Deacon."
"I'll sign it," cried the Deacon,

excitedly.

"Here's a pen and ink," proffered

Williams.
The Deacon picked up the paper

with its adornment of seals and felt

in his pocket for his glasses. Then
chancing to glance at Saunders' face,

he spread the form hastily on the

counter and picked up the pen.

Saunders put a big finger on the

dotted line. "Right thar," he said,

"and you'd best hurry, cause I feel

my feeble, uneducated mind changin'
already."

"There you be, Eli," cried the

Deacon.
"And here's your money," said

Eli, handing him two fifty-dollar

bills.

"How'd you like to buy my
orchard, Eli?" asked Pepper, edging
up. "Twenty-six acres of as fine

Baldwins and Spies as ever showed
bloom."
"How much?" asked big Saunders,

recklessly.

"Well thar'll likely be over two—

"

"How much?" thundered Saund-
ers.

"Oh, say a hundred even."
"Say seventy-five dollars and I'll

take it, win or lose," frowned
Saunders.
"Done," cried the delighted Pep-

per, "where's your paper?'"

"Sign right thar," said Eli once
again, placing a big finger on the

dotted line. "Mr. Williams will

witness this same's he did the other,

won't you Mr. Williams?"
"Sure," smiled the obliging Wil-

liams, executing his crumpled hand
in the witness' blank.

Saunders counted out the money,
placed it gently in Pepper's eager,

outstretched hand, folded the docu-
ments, and with a peculiar smile,

placed them in his pocket.

"Now I'd best go and file these

away," he said, turning toward the

door.

"Ain't you goin' to buy my
orchard, too, Eli?" enquired Jones,
upsetting a keg of assorted biscuits

in his eagerness to reach the door,

before Saunders. "Ain't vou goin'

to make me an offer fer my
orchard?"
"Want to sell yours, too?" ask-

ed Eli, with a grin.

"Sure I do."

"Well, if you're real sure you do,

how much cash will buy it ? Speak
quick."

"There's thirty acres of Kings,
Baldwins, Spies

—

"

."I asked you how much cash
down will it take to buy vour
orchard?" said Saunders quietly.

"I'll take an even hundred, and
it's cheap, dirt cheap at that, Eli."

"Wouldn't care to cut that price

in two, I suppose?'" enquired
Saunders, his hand on the door
latch.

"Yes, I'll cut it right spack-bang
in two. Give me the monev."
"Well now. I sure am doin' some

business right in Troy, Ontario, at

the commencement of the Xew
Year," nodded Saunders as he hand-
ed the fifty dollars to Jones and
placed the signed document in an
inner pocket with the others.

"I can't understand why you
found written documents at all

necessary," said the Deacon anxious-

"Well now," chuckled Saunders,

wrapping his muffler once more
about his throat, "I reckon it's the
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only way of doin' business. I've

signed 'em, signed one fer you, Dea-
con one time and fer you, Pepper,
another time, and you both held me
right to the line on 'em, you see I

made th' mistake of not readin'
what I was signin'."

Consternation rested on the three
faces before him, consternation
deep and heavy.
The big man by the door smiled

blandly, Williams, the grocer, rub-
bed his hands together gleefully.

The back door opened and Jim
Steele, the horse-dealer, entered, his
weasel-like face shining and happy.
The grocer shook his head at him

warningly and Steele sat down in

the rear of the store.

The Deacon's face had turned to
an apoplectic purple. His chin-
whiskers were trembling like a
bunch of prairie grass in a blizzard.
"What does all this mean,

Saunders?" he asked, fearfully.

"Nuthin 5

'ccpt I have bought
three orchards," answered Saunders.

"I demand to see those agree-
ments." thundered the Deacon.
"And me, too," cried Pepper.
"And you also, I suppose?" en-

quired Saunders, addressing the un-
easy Jones.

Jones swallowed hard, but said
nothing.

"Well, gentlemen, if you wanter
see these agreements," beamed
Saunders, "Jacques, my lawyer, will

supply you each with a copy. They
are regular agreements, of sale and

i if property all m one.
"You see, gents, it's like this : The

Deacon thar he cheated me out of
one hundred acres of land five years
ago. I bought sixty acres of it back
to-day fer the small price of one
hum I red and fifty bucks. Pepper
thar. he done me oul of thirty act

lie's relented and has just about
give it bark to me. too. Jones thar
can have his deed hack as soon as

ees t'ii t<> letch back that span
of black colts er pay me four hun-
dred and fifty dollars, cash. I don't
care which."

"Thief," thundered the Deacon,
dancing wildly about the floor.

Pepper advanced toward Saunders
threateningly.

"I'm goin' to take the law in my
own hands and show you whar
you're gettin', off at," he said.

"Are you," returned Saunders,
quietly, ducking the blow aimed at

him and reaching for his assaulter's

adam's apple.

There was a sound of cracking
wood and splintering glass and a

burst of wind and snow entered the

warm store like an angry spirit.

Williams and Steele went out and
assisted the discomfited and dazed
Pepper from his hole in the deep
drift.

"God give man a head to reason
with and he give him two fists to

back up his same arguments with,"

philosophized big Saunders taking
the trembling Deacon by the

shoulders. "I've jest larned these two
things and I'm going to profit hence-
forth by what I've learned. You
ner Pepper, ner Jones, ner any man
in Ontario is goin' to get th' best

of me from this out because if you
try crooked deals you'll find I've got

jest as much craftiness as any of

you gents has and I've got the ad-

vantage of havin' mine stored up,

where you fellers have been usin'

of yours wherever the opportunity

offered. I believe in playin' square

and I'm goin' to and I'm goin' to

see you three bleeders do so, too.

I've got my land back 'and that'll

do jest now. Don't you ner Pepper

tiy any more shananiganin' Deacon.

Jones, did I hear you murmur any-

thin' sir?"

"I'll have the four hundred and
fifty at your place by noon," gasped
the thoroughly frightened Jones.

"Then fer th' time bein' court is

adjourned," said Saunders. "I say,

Steeh , he called, "untie the old bay

mare and let's get goin'. I want to

fix things up at my lawyer's."
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MEN AND EVENTS
IN THE PUBLIC EYE nrr

By R. P. CHESTER

MONTREAL is to have her

winter carnival after all de-

spite the protestations of the

people, who are inclined to think it

will prove detrimental to the coun-

try. The ice palace is already under

construction and it will be com-
pleted by February 5, if the con-

tract is carried out to the letter.

About five hundred men are work-

ing on the structure in Fletcher's

Field. The palace will be encircled

by an ice wall, which will stretch

from end to end, a distance of over

200 feet, and at several corners tow-

ers will be erected, reaching to a

height of from twenty to twenty-

five feet. A striking feature will be

the King Edward Tower, which will

be 190 feet high by 40 feet square.

Notable also will be the Prince of

Wales tower, destined to be 95 feet

high, with a diameter of 20 feet, and

the Queen Alexandra Tower, 85

feet high by 16 feet square. From
the towers an uninterrupted view

of the city will be obtained, as the

King Edward Tower will be on a

The Ice Palace as it will Appear at the Approaching Winter Carnival at Montreal.
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Eugene U'Keefe

level about 200 feet higher than the

top of the tower of Notre Dame
Church. The interior of the towers
will be lighted by large arc lamps.

Two arches of about 60 feet high,

which will form a gallery, will con-

nect the three towers, and a small

tower adjoining the King Edward
will furnish a stairway by which
the other towers can be reached.

About 250,000 cubic feet of ice will

be required for the erection of the

ice palace. The walls supporting the

towers will be fully four feet thick,

in order to insure safety.

Mr. Eugene O'Keefe, recently

appointed a Private Chamber-
lain of the Pope, is the first

Canadian upon whom the dig-

nity has been conferred, and there

are only three residents in the Un-
ited States upon whom the Pontiff

has bestowed a similar mark of

favor. That the distinction is well

merited in the case of Mr. O'Keefe
no one will deny. He is a venerable

gentleman of extreme modesty, and
his many kind deeds and charitable

acts have never been proclaimed

from the hilltops*. Now in his eighty-

second year, he is found every day
at his office in the O'Keefe Brewery
Co., working as diligently as his

youngest and most ambitious clerk.

He has scarcely ever known a day's
48

illness. Born in Ireland in 1827,

when his parents came to Canada, he
was a lad of only seven summers.
Many years ago the Toronto Sav-
ings Bank was formed to take care

of the small savings of the poor. Af-
ter leaving school Mr. O'Keefe se-

cured his first position in the bank,
in which he was accountant for six

years. The institution had no capi-

tal stock on which interest had to be
paid, the directors drew no salaries,

and all profits were divided every
year among the poor. In 1861 Mr.
O'Keefe entered into business for

himself and founded the large com-
pany of which he is still president.

When the Canadian Banking Act
came into force in 1870 one of its

provisions was that all banks should
have a certain paid-up capital. To
meet this requirement the Home
Savings and Loan Co. was formed,
of which he was elected a director

and vice-president. The Toronto
Savings Bank was given a certain

sum for its business and good-will.

The money received was handed
over by the directors to what is

known as the Toronto Savings Bank
Trust, of which the Archbishop of

Toronto has for many years been
chairman. A fact not generally

known is that the interest from this

fund is distributed annually by the

Trust to the different benevolent and
charitable homes in Toronto, Pro-
testant and Catholic institutions

sharing alike in these gifts. On the

death of Sir Frank Smith, Mr.
O'Keefe became president of the

Home Savings and Loan Com-
pany, and in 1904, when the institu-

tion was merged into the Home
Bank of Canada, he was elected

president, a position he still retains.

Mis liberal donations are known to

few outside the recipients. Mr.
O'Keefe is founder and one of the

chief promoters of the Canadian
Church Extension Society, whose
object is to provide means,
churches and priests to carry the

gospel to the new districts of West-
ern Canada, which are being rapidly

settled by people from home and
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abroad. He recently built in North
Toronto, at his own expense, a

handsome church called St. Monica's
in honor of the favorite saint of his

departed wife. In celebrating the

various Feasts in the Roman Catho-
lic Church different colored vest-

ments are used and Mr. O'Keefe
provided St. Monica's with two sets

of each. No one knew that he was
the builder of the sacred edifice until

its dedication and then his name was
mentioned only in an incidental way
by the Archbishop. Modesty and
reserve have always characterized

Mr. O'Keefe's numerous good works,
and the honor—a Private Chamber-
lain—which he has just received, is

deservedly bestowed. The honor
carries with it a beautiful costume,
and insignia, and the right to be
present at all the major functions in

which the Holy Father participates.

Private Chamberlains are high of-

ficials in the Papal Court. There
are laymen as well as clerics in the
order. In costume, of course, the

two states differ. For the laymen,
who are nobles either by birth, as in

Europe, or by distinguished service

and unimpeachable character as in

Canada and United States, the cos-

tume consists of the civil dress of

Henry II. style, ornamented with
white lace, the cloak being lined with
black silk. The hat is Raffaelo's

style, in black velvet with a large

ostrich feather, and like the shoes,

the hat is decorated with brilliant

ornaments. There is also a black vel-

vet belt and precious buckle with a

silver-chased-handled sword sheath-
ed in steel. A great gold and silver

chain hangs around the neck, and
from it three smaller ones, having
for pendants, golden tiaras and keys
with the letters "C.S." are suspend-
ed. There is also an evening dress
of French style. A Private Cham-
berlain's function is to render per-

sonal service to the Pope 1 v attend-
ing in the Ante-Chamber and accom-
panying His Holiness in solemn
ceremonials. For this service a

Private Chamberlain receives each
year, on the feast of St. Peter, the

Charles D. Warren

Pope's silver medal. He is also con-
veyed to and from the Vatican in

special court carriages when visit-

ing the Eternal City.

The most important industrial an-

nouncement of the month is that

large interests in the Lake Superior
Corporation have been taken over
by Robert Fleming, a most success-

ful financial man of Great Britain,

and other capitalists- associated with
him. It is said that the new blood
will expend $5,000,000 or $6,000,000
in enlarging the industries at the
Sault Ste. Marie, and extending the
Algoma Central and the Manitoulin
and North Shore railways. The suc-

cessful operation of the industries at

the Soo, the liquidation of all in-

debtedness to the bank, the retire-

ment of the $2,000,000 loan guaran-
tee of the Ontario Government and
the influx of British capital is due to
the splendid work and foresight of
the Lake Superior Corporation, the
holding company of the allied in-

terests, at the head of which is Mr.
Charles D. Warren of Toronto.
Five years ago, when things at the
Soo had been in a muddle for many
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The First Exhibition of Aerial Contrivances Held at Paris

The Balloon in the Foreground is the Latest French .Military Dirigible "Ville rlo Bordeaux '

months, and it looked as if disaster

was impending, the Ontario Govern-
ment came to the monetary rescue.

Mr. Warren joined the Lake Su-

perior Corporation along with three

or four others who held seats on the

Board. There was a complete reor-

ganization of the executive officers,

Mr. Warren being made president.

There were many difficulties to face.

It was found necessary to purchase

some $2,500,000 worth of raw ma-
terial at once and the funds avail-

able did not amount to over $500,-

000, but the new president was a

man of stout heart and iron will. The
tremendous task ahead of the Cor-

poration did not appal him, although

it would have one of less experience

and financial acumen. Charles D.

Warren had previously tackled

many stubborn propositions. A na-

tive of old Niagara town, he came
to Toronto at an early age and
thoroughly learned the wholesale

grocery trade. Later he went into

business for himself and his firm had
so

possibly the largest turnover—par-

ticularly in sugars—of any in the

province. Mr. Warren then branch-
ed into lumbering operations, as well

as building the Metropolitan electric

railway, which was first constructed
as far as Eglinton and extended each
succeeding year until it finally join-

ed Newmarket and Toronto—a dis-

tance of 2.7 miles—when he sold the
line. Since his connection with the
Lake Superior Corporation he has
given that immense concern his un-
divided personal attention. He dis-

posed of his interest in the whole-
sale grocery business and handed
over the management of the Im-
perial Lumber Co. to his associates.

Mis services to any institution have
always been invaluable. Thorough-
ness has characterized the work of

this rpiict, thoughtful and somewhat
reserved man in every undertaking.

He never attacked a problem that

he did not master. Knowing this he

was selected by the Ontario Gov-
ernment to take a hand in the affairs
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at the Soo. His steading, even,

methodical management soon
brought order out of chaos, inspired

confidence and aroused enthusiasm.
In a few months all the subsidiary

plants were again in full operation.

What has been the outcome? It

required a million dollars a month
to finance the allied interests and it

was raised. As many as 600 freight

cars have been in the big yards in a

day, either with incoming or out-

going material ; the last dollar ow-
ing the banks was paid off last

month, and the remaining million of

the loan guarantee of the Ontario
Government wiped out some time
ago. This has been due to Presi-

dent Warren's consistent, conserva-

tive conduct. He is a genius at fin-

ance and the greatness of his accom-
plishment may be gauged when it

is stated the company a year and a

half ago was indebted to the banks
for about two and a half million dol-

lars. Mr. Warren has had a busy
five years. It was necessary for him
to be absent frequently from his of-

fice in Toronto. He paid regular

visits to the Soo, Philadelphia and
New York, and during the last nine
months traveled over thirty thou-
sand miles. But success has crown-
ed his efforts. The announcement
that millions of additional capital

have been secured to extend and im-
prove the various plants of the

Corporation demonstrates that, in a

fiduciary and executive capacity, Mr.
Warren has fully justified the happy
results which his friends predicted
at the time he took the helm. He
may not be at the head of the new
board but the work that he has done
is one that has told materially in the
development and stability of Can-
adian industrial life.

Sir John Carling, who has
just celebrated his eighty-first

birthday, is a gentleman of whom
little is heard nowadays, as a

newer and younger group of politi-

cians are crowding the front benches
in the administrative arena. It is

doubtful, however, if any Canadian

has rendered as solid, substantial
service to the great cause of agri-

culture as the venerable senator
from London. In these times, when
memory is inclined to be short and
works of far less merit and magni-
tude applauded, there is danger of

overlooking what Sir John accom-
plished when men, now in middle
life, were boys at school. His pub-
lic career antedates Confederation it-

self some ten years, during which
period he sat in the old Canadian As-
sembly. He was Receiver-General
in the Cartier-Macdonald Govern-
ment in 1862, and at Confederation
was elected in a dual capacity as re-

presentative from London to both
the House of Commons and Ontario
Legislature. From 1867 until the

close of 1871 he was Commissioner
of Agriculture and Public Works in

the Sandfield-Macdonald Adminis-
tration. It was then that he began
his splendid work on behalf of agri-

culture. He strenuously advocated
higher education for the tiller of the

soil and improved methods of farm-

ing. In season and out he urged the

establishment of both an experi-

mental farm and agricultural college,

Sir John Carling
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How strange it is to think of Jeru-
salem having M.P.'s. This honoi
has fallen to Said Effendi El-Husein
and Rohi Effendi El-Khalidi. The
latter belongs to a family that traces

its descent from Khalid, the con-
queror of Damascus and Jerusalem
under the second Khalifa, Omar.
For several years he has been Turk
ish consul-general at Bordeaux. He
dresses like a European. Said Ef-
fendi El-Husein belongs to a family
that claims descent from El-Husein
the murdered son of AH, fourth kha-
lifa after the Prophet. He was cen-
sor for Jerusalem. Both speak Eng-
lish and French.

Dr. Jones, the first occupant of

the new post of Consul-General of

the United States at Winnipeg, re-

presents the United States in all the
British possessions between mid-
Ontario and the Rocky Mountains,
from the international boundary to

Hudson Bay and the Arctic Ocean.
It was through his knowledge of

that country and the bearing it has
on the future of this continent that

the consulate was recently raised

from second to first rank. His re-

ports of the resources and develop
ment of Western Canada have been
of very great value to the merchants
and farmers of the States.

The fifth French-Canadian citi-

zen to occupy the Speaker's chair in

the House of Commons since Con-
federation is Hon. Charles Marcil,

M.P. for Bonaventure, Quebec. The
new First Commoner has been eight

years in the House, and has spent

practically all his life in newspaper
work. A gentleman of polished

manners, courteous bearing and
rare oratorical gifts he will preside

over the deliberations of the popu-
lar chamber with dignity and grace,

and will uphold the best traditions

of the exalted office. With tongue
or pen he is equally at home in

facility of expression and grace of

diction. Four years ago he was
made Deputy Speaker and has dis-

charged the duties with marked
ability and fairness. His promotion

Hon. Charles Marcil

is in every way well deserved. He
has taken part in many a warm
political battle but has been broad
minded and tolerant, favoring equal
rights to all creeds and races, al-

ways taking a firm stand in building
up a strong, united and healthy
Canadian nationality. Enthroned
in the silken robes of office, Hon.
Charles Marcil brings to his new
post those qualities of sang-froid and
bonhomie, which have won him wide
esteem. His father was a French
Canadian advocate and his mother
being Irish, he is a rare combina-
tion of the two races and possesses
a temperament difficult to surpass.

"The Fathers of Confederation,"
a reproduction of which appears in

this issue as a frontispiece, is one
of the best known pictures in the
National Art Gallery at Ottawa. It

i^ from the brush of Robert Harris,

C.M.G., R.C.A., the talented figure

and portrait painter. Mr. Harris,

who resides in Montreal, has prob-
ably painted more portraits of

eminent Canadians than any other
artist. For several years he was
president of the Royal Canadian
Academy of Arts. Another of his

famous productions in the National
Gallery is "The School Trustees."
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Eliot the Inscrutable

CURRENT LITERATURE

THERE are two kinds of inscru-

tability. One kind is that culti-

vated by poker players, business

men, politicians and diplomats for

purposes of concealment. Most of

us have occasion to conceal our de-

signs at one time or another, and we
train our countenances into a cer-

tain degree of impassivity. That is

a cultivated inscrutability, assumed
and thrown aside at will even as the

mime puts on or off his mask. The
other kind of inscrutability—Presi-

dent Eliot's kind—goes deeper. It

is an inevitable part of one's nature.

It can not be put on or off at will.

Some men may struggle all their

lives to overcome it, and struggle in

vain. There is a certain department
deep in the centre of their souls that

simply can not be laid open even to

their best friends by the ordinary
methods of personal intercourse.

Emerson was such a man. Nathaniel
Hawthorne was another. Such men
almost invariably have the creative

instinct. They may be poets or

artists or captains of industry or

inventors or statesmen or generals,

but they are sure to be originals,

and when they really find them-
selves we are apt to call them
geniuses.

President Charles William Eliot,

of Harvard, who is all too soon to

become, by his own act, ex-president
of Harvard, has the inscrutability

that all great men have who pursue
new lines of thought and create
new institutions. His countenance
is not impassive. There is nothing
Sphinx-like in his bearing. He
greets the stranger genially and

converses easily. Yet all the while
you feel that whatever facts you
may present or whatever ideas you
may advance, he must take them
down into the laboratory of his own
mind and test and analyze them by
himself before he reaches a con-

clusion. "No one knows Eliot,"

says a writer in Collier's—Richard
Watson Child. "Many know him
well, but they do not know him all.

Some have seen his character grow
and ripen. They have been side by
side with him. They have seen the

little change after change in the

lines of his face, which show in the

comparison of his photographs of

years ago and of now. ' They know
better than the younger men how
truly a drama is represented in

these pictures. Better than others

they see the significance of a high-

raised head that has lifted higher

and higher with age; a mouth that

was firm in youth—the mouth of a

judge of the Supreme Court—that

the years have made more firm. But
there is something within that they

did not know when Eliot was a boy
in college. They do not know it

now. That inner character is as far

from them, as undefinable, as mys-
terious as the personality of Zoroas-

ter."

This does not mean, however, that

he has held aloof from life and its

hurly burly. He was called "shy

and retiring" as a college boy, but

he was, all the same, one of the crew
that won the first boat-race that was
rowed between Harvard and Yale.

He is just as fond of "mixing" now
as he was then. At the age of
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seventy-five he loves to run to a fire,

and he takes a bicycle ride nearly

every pleasant morning because he
enjoys it. He is ready for the give-

and-take of discussion, and does not

manifest the slightest impatience or

irritation at opposition. He has

none of the pontifical air in his way
of expressing his views, and he is

content to win not by the weight of

his name but by the weight of his

arguments. Being one of the best-

poised men this country has produc-

ed, the view he takes is usually the

view that finally prevails.

Forty years ago he took charge of

affairs at Harvard, being but thirty-

five. What Oliver Wendell Holmes
wrote to John Motley at that time
has been quoted often, but it is good
enough for frequent repetition. Dr.

Holmes wrote

:

"King Log has made room for

King Stork. Mr. Eliot makes the

corporation meet twice a month in-

stead of once. He comes to the

meeting of every faculty, ours
among the rest, and keeps us up to

eleven and twelve o'clock at night

discussing new arrangements. He
shows an extraordinary knowledge
of all that relates to every depart-

ment of the university, and pre-

sides with an aplomb, a quiet, im-

perturbable, serious good humor
that it is impossible not to admire.

We are, some of us, disposed to

think him a little too much in a

hurry with some of his innovations,

and take care to let the corporation
know it. I saw three of them the
other day, and found that they were
on their guard, as they all quoted
that valuable precept, festina lente,

as applicable in the premises. I can-
not help being amused at some of

the scenes we have in our medical
faculty—this cool, grave young man
proposing in the calmest way to turn
everything topsy-turvy; taking the
reins into his hands and driving as
if he were the first man that ever sat

on the box.
' 'How is it, I should like to ask,

5

said one of our members the other

day, 'that this faculty has gone on
for eighty years managing its own
affairs and doing it well, and now
within three or four months it is

proposed to change all our modes
of carrying on the school? It seems
very extraordinary, and I should like

to know how it happens.'
" T can answer Dr. 's ques-

tion very easily,' said the bland,

grave young man. 'There is a new
president.'

"The tranquil assurance of this

answer had an effect such as I hard-
ly ever knew produced by the most
eloquent sentences I ever heard ut-

tered."

Well, the bland young man's inno-

vations do not seem to have done
much harm to Harvard. Her finan-

cial resources have been multiplied

by ten since that time. The number
of her students has been multiplied

by five, and her teaching force now
amounts to about 580, whereas it

was but 58 forty years ago. Presi-

dent Eliot had his way then, and he
has had pretty much his own way
ever since. He may be said to be
the real head of the educational sys-

tem of our country. His influence

has wrought vast changes not only
in the higher institutions of learn-

ing, but down to the schools where
the littlest tots begin to learn their

letters. The middle-aged father and
mother who notice how different is

the way in which their little ones are

handled and taught to read and
write and figure from the way in

which they themselves were taught
will be interested in knowing that

the sweeping change is chiefly (hie

to President Eliot. Not that lie in-

vented or discovered the new meth-
ods ; the credit for that belongs on
the other side of the sea. But when
President Eliot took the new views
down into his mental laboratory for

analysis, and found them good, the

confidence in his judgment was so

great that the fight for the reforms
was then practically won. Says the

writer in Collier's: "It wa^ his idea

that the common-school education
ought to be flexible enough to reach
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every child's personality, and come
to that child with common sense and
with the expectation of creating a

real efficiency. In 1890 the Com-
mittee of Ten with their sub-com-
mittees followed the impetus of this

new idea into an actual revolution-

ary reform of public school educa-

tion. There is not a boy or girl

who will be scrubbed and sent to

school to-morrow morning, and on
mornings and mornings for a long
time to come, who might not look

upon this home (the home of Presi-

dent Eliot) up that slope yonder,

with gratitude for a new training of

eye and ear and hand, and a better

molding of the mind."
The same idea of flexibility in

education, in order better to fit the

individual, when carried into the col-

leges and universities has given us

the large development of the elective

system. For that development Dr.

Eliot is also more responsible than
any other one man. It has been
called by one enthusiast "the most
important idea applied to education

that ever proceeded from a single

mind."
The elective system is still the

subject of attack, but President Eliot

is as firm as ever in his champion-
ship of it. In his lecture before the

Northwestern University, recently

published (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.)

in a volume entitled "University Ad-
ministration," he says: "It would be
difficult to over-estimate the value

of an elective system for the lowest

quarter of a college class. It not

only gets much more work out of

that quarter, but also offers them
their only chance of experiencing an
intellectual awakening while in col-

lege." The same system, he insists,

has changed the whole aspect of the

teaching profession in our higher in-

stitutions, resulting in a competent
training in some specialty for every

teacher, and in "the arrival of the

American scholar, not as an acci-

dental product outside the teaching

profession, but as a well-equipped

professional man, systematically

produced in and for the higher in-
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stitutions of education." To Presi-

dent Eliot is chiefly due, also, the

fact that our college presidents are

now so largely chosen from the

teaching profession instead of from
the preachers.

In his early life, he was offered

a good salary to become superin-

tendent of a cotton mill, and he gave
the offer careful consideration. It

is interesting to speculate on the dif-

ference that would have been made
in America had he given up the edu-
cational field for mercantile pur-

suits. Mr. Edward S. Martin, writ-

ing in Harper's Weekly, gives

thanks that he was not turned aside

from his career for money-making,
for we should now miss the stimula-

tion of an example much needed.
"When President Eliot," says Mr.
Martin, "with his modestly sufficient

income and undisclosed but prob-
ably modest accumulations, dwarfs
the merely rich people who are

measured up against his stature, it

helps a little to offset the results of

a process which has been obtrusive-

ly noticeable in this country for the

last twenty-five years—the dwarf-
ing of the practitioners of all the

learned professions by the captains

of industry. The men who are most
in the public eye nowadays, who ex-

cite the most awe and interest and
stand most definitely for success, are

not the judges, not the lawyers, doc-

tors, preachers or teachers, but the

millionaires and the masters of great

business. And so to have a great

figure grow up in one of the unre-

munerative callings and stand the

peer, even in popular renown, of anv
other man whatever, helps appreci-

ably to correct the popular estimate
of successful achievement, and win
for valuable public service the honor
that is due it."

Bui Presidenl Eliot has not ob-
tained the position he occupies in

public esteem simply by success in

his profession. He has devoted his

mind to great civic problems as well,

and is a great citizen as well as a

great teacher. "Nobody," he once
wrote, "has any rifht to find life un-
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interesting or unrewarding who sees

within the sphere of his own activity

a wrong he can help to remedy or

writhin himself an evil he can hope to

overcome." He has taken an active

part in many public movements

—

the race question, the movement for

international arbitration, the rela-

tions of capital and labor, and vari-

ous others. He was one of the
Committee of Fifty that investigated

a few years ago the liquor Question

and published the results in a series

of books. His action a few weeks
ago in joining the ranks of the total

abstainers is an evidence of his

open-mindedness. Recent scientific

research convinced him that even
moderate drinking is a physical de-

triment, and so, at the age of seven-

ty-five, he has become a teetotaler.

He is an officer of the French Legion
of Honor and a member of the In-

stitute of France. The King of Italy

has appointed him Grand Officer of

the Order of the Crown. He quits

the presidency of Harvard with his

mental and physical powers in splen-

did condition, and one may safely

hazard the prediction that instead of

joining the ranks of the superannu-
ated he will enter a new period of

enlarged usefulness. He can still,

he explains, go upstairs two steps at

a time, and a man who can do that

is not ready to be laid on the shelf,

especially a man who is declared by
Owen Wister and by many other

men to be "the first living citizen of

America."

Communion Service Presented to the Mohawks by Queen Anne

Although obliged to ha \ >• the major part of theirpossessions behind them in their
hurried flight from the United States atthe close of the War of the Revolution, the Indians
of the Six Nations managed to bear with them a few things they held sacred, among them
a large Bible and a fall sel of communion plate.presented to the Mohaw k- bj Queen Anne.
On the plate i- inscribed " The Gift of Her Majesty Anne, by the Grace of God, of I

Britain, Prance and In -land, and ofHer Plantationsin North America, Queen to Her Indian
' 'hapel of the Mohawks." This communion Ben ice, now nearly t wo hundred years old, is

one of th<- ni(»t highlj prized possessions of the Indian-, who reside near Brantford, Ont.



The Finances of the Past Year

By JAMES MAVOR
Professor of Political Economy, Toronto University

THE dawn of the year 1908 was
strongly influenced throughout
the commercial world by the

crisis whose acute phase had hardly
passed with the passing of 1907. Al-
though the storm centre was in the

United States, every country engaged
in international trade was more or less

affected at the time, and most of these

countries have been even more seri-

ously affected since. In the beginning
of the year money was still dear in all

the great centres. The destruction of«

credit in the United States at once
checked imports into that country very
seriously, and with great rapidity,

through international trade and inter-

national finance, the influence of fall-

ing credit diffused itself, and whole-
sale prices of staple commodities fell

sharply. The index number of the

Economist, which had been 2,601 in

June, 1907, the highest point it had
reached since the date of the collapse

of the "boom" of 1876, fell continu-

ously from June, 1907, until June,
1908, losing altogether 4!^ points, or

16 per cent, of the higher figure. From
June, 1908, price- have not altered

materially; but this has probably been
due to considerable shrinkage in

manufactures. This shrinkage, while

it has caused, and while it is still

causing, greal distress through unem-
ployment in all industrial regions, has,

nevertheless, contributed to bring bhe

financial on in all countries

within the limits of control. So long
as the total amount of capital demand-
ed for all purposes continued to in-

crease, credit continued to be unstable

and money dear. The fall of prices
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alike of commodities and of stocks;

and the check imposed upon the cur-

rent demand for capital, together with
gradually returning, although restrict-

ed, credit, resulted in the increase of

the available supply of money in the

market in proportion to the demand
for it. The return to low rates for

money was so very rapid (normal
rates were reached in England and
France in February, 1908), as to sug-

gest that the recent crisis was due
chiefly to inflated values. At a lower

range of prices there was no scarcity

of available capital. Prices of stocks

have largely re-acted ; but the prices

of commodities have not done so as

yet, and thus the actual business
of commerce has demanded a smaller

volume of funds.

The falling off in imports of the

United States, which began to take

effect seriously in December, 1907, has

continued up till the present time.

Still more important is the general re-

striction of credit and diminution of

international trade. These conditions

have had as inevitable concomitants a

period of industrial depression, especi-

ally in Germany, Holland and the

United Kingdom. Germany has up
till now been able to avoid a commer-
cial crisis by means of heroic mea-
sures, and now it is engaged in pro-

viding by artificial means for its

masses of unemployed. Holland is

uffering also for like reason. Great

Britain lias adopted quite unusual

measures, at considerable national and
local cost, for dealing with the prob

Kin of industrial unemployment. The
statements of some politicians and of
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some newspapers are not sustained by
the official reports ; but there can be

no doubt that the proportions of un-

employment are greater than they

have been since the winter of 1892-93.

The year of a Presidential election

is traditionally regarded as one of

caution and not of expanding trade.

This year there was added to the un-

certainty of the outcome of the elec-

tion, never very serious, it is true, the

effect of the recent crisis. In the be-

ginning of the year the panic had sub-

sided ; but the hoards which had been

formed while credit was falling were
emerging very slowly into circulation.

The currency premium, although
abating in consequence of this emer-
gence, still existed. Clearing house
certificates were still largely unre-

deemed. As the month of January
drew to a close these conditions

changed with almost startling rapid-

The cash deficits of the New
York banks were replaced before the

end of the month by a surplus of $40,-

000,000. The discount rate in Lon-
don and Paris fell to normal. Stocks
began to recover, and, in spite of oc-

casional reactions, some of them have
made enormous advances. February
was, however, a month of anxiety.

Railways found it hard to obtain

funds, and some financially weak lines

passed into the hands of receivers. All

railways cut down wages, and other

expenses. At least one railway re-

duced the interest upon its bonds. The
price of cotton fell sharply. In the

early days of March, enforced econ-

omies in railways and industrial en-

terprises led to anticipations of im-

proved net earnings, and from this

stocks received their first impetus.

"Vigorous advances" and "violent

breaks" alternate throughout the

month. Money became easier. The
fall in the value of money and the in-

creased availability of it. stimulated
borrowing, and issues which had been
hanging over for some time were
effected at comparatively favorable
rates.

A wave of economy, dictated evi-

dently by economical rather than
ethical considerations, seemed to be

passing over the United States.

Luxuriousness of living, which is held

by some to have been an important
factor in the situation, appears to have
been checked. The New York thea-

tres are said to be empty, and other

forms of luxury are understood to be

equally in disfavor. Mr. Roosevelt

has instituted a commission for the

purpose of investigating national ex-

travagance in respect to the exploita-

tion of natural resources. The crisis

has at least administered a blow to

unthinking optimism. Apart from
these indications of "the state of

mind," there were during the year

more important signs of diminished

employment in the return to Europe
of large numbers of emigrants, and in

the diminution of the working force

in many extensive industrial estab-

lishments. Unemployment assumed
grave proportions, especially in the

Eastern States, e.g., in Massachusetts,

where the percentages of trade union-

ists out of employment were much
higher than the similar figures for

Great Britain.

The extent to which Canada has been

able during the past year to induce the

investment of capital, especially from
Great Britain, is encouraging. The
uncertainty of conditions in the

United States is probably one of the

most conspicuous reasons for the di-

version to Canada of capital which

might otherwise have been employed

in the United States; but the favor-

able opportunity for investment which

this country now offers is perhaps the

most important reason. Estimates of

the amount of capital invested in Can-

ada during the year vary; but the

total amount is probably fully $220,-

000,000. Of this sum, about $100,-

000,000 has been invested in Domin-

ion, Provincial and Municipal securi-

ties, and the remainder in railways

and industrial and financial undertak-

ings. It is true that the rates paid

have in some cases been rather high,

but some of the flotations were made
before the fall in the rate of interest

and some were relatively high owing
to special causes. Many new Cana-
dian issues brought the issuing bodies
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into the London market for the first

time. For example, the new Pro-
vinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan
have just placed, each of them, $2,-

000,000 of 40-year debentures in the
London market at a rate favorable for

them. The rate with commission is a
fraction over 4 per cent.

The most important financial event
of the year has been the liquidation

of the Sovereign Bank. This opera-
tion has not been without its anxieties

to the banks ; but the lesson which its

misadventures have conveyed has been
salutary. In this connection it is ap-

propriate to notice the acquisition by
an English syndicate of a controlling

interest in the important industrial en-

terprise at Sault Ste. Marie in which
the Sovereign Bank had an interest,

and the payment by this syndicate of

a large sum to the liquidators of the

bank. Although this enterprise has
involved its original promoters in

heavy losses, it is to be hoped that the

sacrifices which have been made to

sustain it as a going concern may
prove to have been not altogether in

vain, and that now, with effective

management and a sufficiency of capi-

tal, it may have a prosperous career.

The considerable sums obtained

from abroad, as above noted, together

with the slackened demand for indus-

try, have contributed to increase the

deposits in the hands of the banks, and
to prevent a corresponding increase in

the advances for commercial purposes.

The increase of the deposits and the

probable extensive drafts upon them
for industrial and other enterprises as

soon as the revival of trade makes
itself evident, suggest the expediency
of providing by amplitude of reserves

for such a contingency. If the con-

clusions above noted with regard to

the coming gold situation are sound,

the banks will find it comparatively

easy as well as advantageous to in-

crease their metallic reserves. Up till

now Canada has not been, and per-

haps for some time to come will not

be, obliged to carry a gold reserve of

great magnitude ; but her increasing

commerce and the corresponding in-

crease of the liquid funds engaged in

it must render the progressive ac-
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cumulation of a reasonable gold re-

serve an absolute necessity.

The development of Cobalt and the

discoveries of a new mining field also

in Northern Ontario were among the

more exciting features of the year.

Large quantities of Cobalt stocks have
changed hands in the course of the

year, and savings have been drawn
from all quarters to buy these.

During the year, adverse monetary
conditions notwithstanding, new rail-

way construction has been vigorously

undertaken by all the three great rail-

ways.

During the last quarter of 1908
wages in some industries appear to

have been reduced in the manufactur-
ing districts in the Province of Que-
bec and in New Brunswick. With
unimportant exceptions, they do not
appear to have fallen in Ontario. In

the City of Quebec the wages of street

railway employes and of carpenters

have been increased.

The numbers of workmen employed
in the leading centres were, however,
sharply diminished during the height

of the crisis in the fall of 1907. The
following winter was for many in-

dustrious families a period of sharp

distress. Relief agencies were for a

time seriously taxed. Partly through
improvement in manufacturing in-

dustries, and partly through emigra-

tion, to other centres of the bulk of

the workmen remaining unemployed,
the problem this winter is not by any
means so serious as it was last year.

The crop return of the past year,

though not uniformly good in all parts

of the country, was, on the whole,

above the average, and coming as it

did after a low return, enabled the

farming community, especially in the

Northwest, to meet its obligations

well, and enabled those who had re-

cently arrived in the country to estab-

lish themselves on their homesteads.

Immigration has, as might be ex-

pected, diminished somewhat. This

circumstance need not be regretted,

because the power of absorption of

population by a rapidly developing

country is, excepting in the agricul-

tural regions, after all. not unlimited.

Tn almost all industries, manufactur-
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ing during the past year has been kept

in restraint. Extensions have been

avoided, owing to absence of demand,
and overstocking has been practically

impossible owing to the difficulty of

obtaining funds which manufacturers
have experienced during the past

eighteen months.

In Europe the political situation has

become somewhat clearer during the

past two months. The bloodless revo-

lution in Turkey, effected by the

Young Turk party, which had ma4e
skilful use of disaffection in the army

;

the declaration of independence by
Bulgaria, and the annexation of

Bosnia and Herzegovina by Austria,

have passed with almost astonishing

silence. The pre-occupation of Rus-
sia and the reluctance of Germany to

embroil herself in minor disputes ac-

count for the equanimity with which
the Powers have observed these high-

ly significant events. There seems
little likelihood now of a European
war within any readily measurable
distance of time, although a bolt often

comes out of the blue. The catas-

trophe in Sicily and Calabria, though
costing a deplorable loss of life and a

considerable loss of capital, is, never-

theless, excepting in certain affected

trades, unlikely to influence interna-

tional commerce to a material extent,

on account of the highly self-contain-

ed economic character of the popula-

tions affected.

From the point of view of high

finance, the most important question

to consider is the state of the gold re-

serves is the leading countries and
the likelihood of these being increased

or diminished.

During the past twenty years, Rus-
sia has been steadily increasing her

stock of gold, until now she has up-

wards of 480 millions of dollars in her

treasury. During the past year alone

France has added to her gold stock

about 155 millions of dollars, or more
than one-third of the total production

of gold for the year 1008. Germany
had added during the year about 75
millions of dollars to her reserves. The
United States added 85 millions with-

in the same period. Are such opera-

tions likely to continue? The answers
can only be given in some detail.

RUSSIA.—The primary object of

accumulating gold was to establish

the value of the rouble. The average

annual output of the Siberian mines

during the past twenty-five years has

only been about 10 millions of dollars.

It was, therefore, necessary to devise

means of inducing imports of gold.

This was managed by encouraging ex-

ports, especially of wheat, by means
of differential railway ratet "or grain

from the wheat-growing regions to

Odessa, and by regulations limiting

the price of wheat in the local mar-
kets. These artificial means were suc-

cessful in inducing exports at the cost

of the peasant, who was obliged to sell

his wheat at a low price, and who
sometimes had to beg the Govern-
ment for seed grain. The importa-

tion of commodities other than gold

was checked by high tariffs, and thus

the treasury replenished itself with

the heavy stigma upon its reputation

of promoting at once gold imports

from abroad and farming at home.

Although the finances of Russia can

not be said to be in a very flourishing

condition, there is no question of na-

tional bankruptcy, and further ac-

cumulations of gold are probably

neither necessary nor advisable at

present. The value of the rouble is

now fully established, and the build-

ing up of a mass of further indebted-

ness in Western Europe for the pur-

pose of increasing an already unneces-

sarily large gold reserve is too costly

an operation to be continued much
longer. The Russian loan, the issue

of which has been postponed from

time to time, is, it appears, to be is-

sued this month ; but the effect of it

upon the market is not likely to be

important. The purpose of it is chiefly

to provide for about 150 millions of

dollars of short-period obligations,

due in Paris; the remaining 65 mil-

lions will probably be retained in

Paris and Berlin for financing: opera-

tions, of which the Russian Treasury

is rather overfond ; or for the payment

of accruing interest upon its external

debt. It is unlikely, for the reasons

stated above, that it will be employed
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for the purpose of purchasing gold
by way of addition to the already
large amount at the disposal of the

Fise. Indeed, it seems as though it

must now be recognized that the pol-

icy of accumulating gold has for the

time, at all events, served its purpose,

and should now be discontinued. The
agricultural interests are suffering to

an extreme extent; the most fertile

regions even being among the most
poverty stricken. So far from re-

stricting the returns to agriculture by
the means that have been described,

it is urgently necessary that the peas-

ant should be enabled to get the high-

est return for his labor that the mar-
ket can afford. Russian credit has

withstood the shock of the war and
the still greater shock of internal

disturbance, there is thus no apparent
economical or political reason for ac-

cumulating gold at a cost out of all

proportion to the benefit which can

be derived from it.

FRANCE.—The gold situation in

France is different. France is a dealer

in gold, selling it or buying it when
the market is favorable for one or the

other operation ; and France keeps a

stock of gold in proportion to her

business in it, and not at all in conse-

quence of the exigencies of her credit.

While it might be profitable for

France to increase her stock temporar-

ily with a view to future sales of the

metal at a profit, it seems doubtful

that there could be any commercial
and other advantage in any permanent
increase of her reserves under exist-

ing conditions. Indeed, if she at-

tempted to increase them dispropor-

tionately, the reaction in external mar-

kets in which she is interested might

be unfavorable to her.

GERMANY.—The gold reserve of

Germany is a mere fraction of that of

Paris, and thus it may seem that there

is a considerable margin for further

operations. Her policy for some time

has been to increase her reserve, al-

though she has not employed' all the

artificially regulative measures adopt-

ed by Russia. Low railway rates for

exports and bounties have, however,

had the effect of inducing gold im-

ports, and it seems likelv thai these
fi2

will be continued until a considerably
greater quantity of gold has been ac-

cumulated.

ENGLAND may take the oppor-
tunity to increase her gold reserves

somewhat; although the immense sta-

bility of her credit, the extremely eco-

nomical use which she makes of her
reserve, and the traditional reluctance

to impair the fluidity of the stream of

bullion out of as well as into her re-

serves, must tend to prevent any ex-

cessive accumulations.

UNITED STATES.—The
^
cur-

rency and fiscal systems of the United
States involve the accumulation of

gold in the treasury to an extent which
has been highly embarrassing, not

only to other nations, but most of all

to the country itself. An excessive re-

serve is as ineconomical and as likely

to prove as costly as an inadequate

one. It is not possible to predict what
view might be taken at a particular

moment by those who direct the finan-

cial policy of the United States ; and
it is, therefore, impossible to deter-

mine beforehand what the claims of

that country may be upon the gold

production of the ensuing year. The
exchange situation indicates at pre-

sent a probable withdrawal of gold to

Europe, unless speedily accruing loans

or investments from Europe should

shortly change a debit into a credit

balance. On the other hand, there

may be some realization in London
of American securities at the present

relatively high prices. If this occurs

to a material extent, gold shipments

may be expected, unless the invest-

ment account is very heavy for this

country.

The total production of gold in

1908 was about 425 millions of dol-

lars. Should the gold production

reach the same figure in [909, how is

it likely to be distributed?

For the reasons mentioned above,

the probabilities seem againsl any

great absorption of gold in the form

of reserves by Russia, France or Eng-
land. Germany may increase its re-

serves. The United States is an un-

known quantity. The above general

review of the situation leads to the

provisional conclusion that in the corn-
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ing year there will not be a scramble

for gold. This condition may, how-
ever, be altered by a rapid advance in

prices.

It seems, therefore, appropriate

to ask what indications there are of

price movements in the ensuing
year. The most important commodi-
ty of which it is at this moment
even barely possible to suggest the

course, is wheat. The chief export-

ing countries are the United States,

Argentina, Russia, and Roumania;
but it is not possible to do more
than make provisional suggestions
even as regards the United States

and Russia alone.

THE UNITED STATES—The
reports of the acreage devoted to

winter wheat in 1908-09 show a re-

duction from last year of about 12

per cent., which would mean a defi-

ciency of the crop of winter wheat
approximately of 50 millions of

bushels, as compared with the crop
of 1907-08. Unless this loss is off-

set by increased yield per acre, or

by an increased crop of spring
wheat, there must be a diminution
of crop. The result of this short-

age in supply, other things being
equal, would be slightly higher
prices for wheat.
RUSSIA—For the reason above

mentioned, and special agricultural

reasons, chiefly the progressive ex-

haustion of the more fertile land,

there seems reason to doubt if

Russia will have for export a

quantity of wheat equal to the
quantity exported last year, apart
altogether from any question of the
ri^k of the season.

Two important influences, one in

America and one in Europe, seem
thus likely to make for a shortage
in wheat available for export, un-
less the crops in countries other
than those mentioned are much more
abundant than they were last year.

Thus, so far as wheat is concerned,
an advance in price may be antici-

pated, unless countervailing influ-

ences prove stronger than those
mentioned. It should be observed
in this connection that speculative

movements based on anticipation

frequently force the price above
the point justified by the technical

conditions of the market and that

reaction may bring the price ulti-

mately below that point, at all

events for a time.

It has already been suggested
that prices of manufactured goods
fell during the first half of 1908;

and that during the second half

they have been maintained by re-

striction of output. In the event of

revival of trade, owing to the rela-

tively low- rates at which money
can now be obtained, prices will

tend to advance, at least of those

goods the manufacture of which
had been allowed to fall low during

the depression. As trade improves
these prices must tend to approach
those which obtained prior to the

fall. When this point is reached,

the special and general causes influ-

encing prices at the time will deter-

mine whether the maximum had
been again attained or not.

Thus the monetary situation as

above analyzed seems to suggest an
upward reaction of the prices of

staple goods ; and the agricultural

and industrial situation seems to

confirm this. Of course, there are

many commodities in which special

causes are more influential than the

very general causes of price fluctua-

tions, which are alone here taken

into account.

It should also be observed that

fluctuations in the prices of stocks

do not always conform to the gen-

eral rules upon which this reason-

ing is based.

The Outlook in Canada.

The reaction upon the country

of the external economic situation

is not likely to be otherwise than

favorable. Advances in the prices

of agricultural products cannot but

be an advantage to the agricultural

interests. On the other hand, ad-

vances in manufactured goods may
not be so obvious an advantage to

the same interests, and might or
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might not, according to the circum-

stances in the individual trades, re-

sult in a net advance either in pro-

fits or wages. The check which has

been imposed upon luxurious living

in the United States has probably

had some influence in this country,

although the need for it has not

been experienced here quite so much
as in the United States. Save in

the case of persons with fixed in-

comes, the pressure of upward
prices of commodities in domestic

consumption has not been so seri-

ously felt in Canada as in that

country. In upward price move-

ments, the wage earning population

tends to lose until wages advance in

proportion to the advance in the

cost of living; while the profes-

sional class and those who are liv-

ing on fixed incomes tend to lose

either in money or in comfort until

prices fall again.

The requirements of capital on

Canadian account during the com-

ing year cannot, of course, at pre-

sent be estimated even approxi-

mately ; but the railway expenditure

for the year must be large, and

may necessitate the incurring of ob-

ligations of a serious character. The
Dominion Government also must

ere long be in the market for further

loans. Financial institutions deal-

ing with the West are also likely

to require funds for stable invest-

ment. Not only do local authori-

ties require money for city, town

and village improvement, for roads

and bridges, and for education; but

the settlers who have been coming

into the country within the past

two or three years have hardly yet

drawn upon the capital which they

will require for the full develop-

ment of their holdings. The aver-

age settler does not usually nego-

tiate a loan until he has secured the

patent for his land, which he does

within two or three years. Thus

the loan companies and the banks,

even if immigration were checked,

must find themselves called upon to

furnish capital for farming purposes

to a considerably increasing extent

during this and the immediately

succeeding years. If the crop of

1909 is as favorable as that of 1908,

these operations will be greatly

facilitated, even if the large ad-

vances to the North-West are not

materially reduced.

Although the unexpected often

happens, there is nothing in the

signs of the times at present to

justify any gloomy forebodings for

the present year.

^



Country Life Made Possible for City Men

The Busy Man is Able by Means of the Automobile to Lead a Suburban Life

The Truth About the Automobile

By C. O. MORRIS

Reprinted from Country Life

WHEN I started out to get

some facts about the relative

merits of horse and automo-
bile for the man with a small coun-
try place, I began by asking half a

dozen men which they considered
cheaper. They all lived in the coun-
try and presumably were in a posi-

tion to know. Without hesitation,

and, incidentally without argument,
rive of them said "horse."

The sixth man proved to be a sort

of "Athanasius contra mundum."
He said: "I used to think horses
were cheaper myself, but I've found
my mistake. I kept a horse chiefly

because I was obliged to have some
means of locomotion, and regarded
an automobile as out of the ques-
tion.

"One day, after a long siege with
veterinarians and other expenses,
my horse died. He had been out of

commission for a month previous,

and an obliging neighbor who ran a

single-cylinder car was picking me
up night and morning for trains.

When he heard of the death of my
horse he asked me 'Why don't you
buy a machine?'
"With misgivings, I finally bought

a small car (it cost $1,500), and here

are the facts that I have discovered

after using it eighteen months. It

has answered every purpose to

which I formerly put my horse. It

has infinitely increased my sphere

of activity and my pleasure. I can

make a seventy-mile run now where
I used to be sorry to go fifteen, and

the astonishing part of it all is that

it costs me less to maintain than

my horse—in fact, not more than

half as much. It may be that I am
lucky, but I can't see why, with

care, anyone could not duplicate my
experience. I don't go after records,

or eat up the roads ; I don't make
'joy rides' after a wine dinner, and
I don't forget to oil things when
they need it, nor to tighten a nut

when it works loose; but neither

did I forget to feed my horse or

grease the carriage. With a small
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car I find I can go anywhere I care

to, irrespective of weather condi-

tions or roads. When I kept horses,

and the hired man left, ray house-

hold was thrown into a panic. Many
a time I have lost hours from busi-

ness to feed and water the brute.

In winter, when I close my country
place for six months, I have been
forced to find the horse a boarding-

place, since he wouldn't obligingly

hibernate. He had to eat and be

cared for, and a nearby stock farm

boarded him for $12 a month.
"The automobile costs me noth-

ing to board when not in use, and
I have actually been able to run it

some months for as little as the $12

my horse cost without any use. My,
man an intelligent young German,
has learned to take care of it after

a few lessons, but except for occa-

sional washing, oiling, and pumping
of tires, it really doesn't require

any special care ; twice in eighteen

months I have been to a garage for

repairs, but the bill hasn't been $5.

So when I say that my automobile

is cheaper, I think I can prove it.

"I don't advise a poor man to buy
a big car. It isn't necessarily any
better because it costs $5,000. It

is simply larger and more powerful,

just as a Percheron is able to pull

more weight than a Shetland pony.

Of course the fine car is more luxur-

ious and has more of the refine-

ments, but there are hundreds of

small cars on the road to-day that

have originally cost less than $2,-

000 and have given good service for

four or five years."

The first few years of automobile

history have left an impression of

unreliability in the minds of the pub-

lic that it will take considerable time

to blot out, but as a matter of fact,

an automobile to-day is as practical

and efficienl a machine, for its work,

as a sewing machine or a lawn

mower.
There is still a difference of opin-

ion as to the advantages of one, two,

four, or six cylinders; there always
will be. But engine and mechanical

troubles are reduced to the simple
66

working hypothesis that, if every-

thing is in order, the engine will

run until it wears out. There is no
luck or mystery about it.

Tires are the bugbear, but even

the life of a tire and its behavior

are largely up to the driver. A
careful man can save wear and tear

on tires just as on his clothing or

shoes. But still he may have good
or bad luck with tires, just as your

horse may or may not slip and fall

on the ice, or run a nail into his foot

and get lock-jaw.

Admitting, then, that a car can

be depended upon to be in condi-

tion to run most of the time, what
does it cost to run it? Is there any

basis on which a man can figure,

just as he knows that a horse will

eat eight or twelve quarts of oats

a day and has to be shod about once

a month, or is it all a leap in the

dark?
A prominent maker of low-priced

automobiles recently made a careful

investigation of the performance of

his cars with a view of finding out

how much it cost to operate and

maintain a car, how long it would

last, how many miles could be made
on a gallon of gasolene, how long

the tires would wear, and so on. Re-

cords of the performance of over 150

cars in the hands of private owners

were taken as a basis. These cars

each had an average mileage of over

9,000 miles. The cost of repairs had

averaged about $40 a car, which,

considering their running time, was
about fifty cents a week, or the cost

of having a horse shod. The aver-

age distance made on a gallon of

gasolene was about eighteen miles.

Of course such results show that

the cost per mile of an automobile

compared with the horse is decided-

ly favorable to the former. They
also show that a r ir is more than s

rich man's plaything.

Where most men balk is on the

first cost. A good car costs five

times as much as a good horse and

carriage, but it may be regarded as

an investment. The life of an au-

tomobile is practically indefinite,
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with care. Few cars become so worn

or decrepit that thev are actually

thrown into the junk heap. The

point is that a great many people

feel that they must have a new car

every year or two, simply to keep

up with the style, although the old

one is in running condition.

A small car cannot make the

speed of a forty or sixty horse-

power machine. On hills its in-

feriority is often very apparent, but

at the same time it gets there.

Neither was my friend's horse the

fastest on the road, nor the highest

stepper, nor did he have the best

harness and most careful grooming,

so why should we accept one stand-

ard of excellence for one and not

for the other?

Whatever argument of economy
applies to the man with one horse

is of greater importance to the man
with two or more. I have known

of cases with physicians where a

car costing less than $1,000 does the

work of four horses, but such cases,

of course, are unusual.

A summary of the whole situa-

tion seems to be that an automobile

is thoroughly practical as a station-

wagon and for practically every pur-

pose on the road to which a horse

may be put. The average useful

man on a country place can learn to

care for one with very few lessons,

and this care requires much less

time than that of a horse.

The greatest danger, to my mind,

of owning an automobile is not that

we shall not like it, but that we shall

get to like it too well, and our

gardens, dogs and outdoor sports

will be neglected for it.

Be Exact

The business world is filled with men who guess, or assume or are

led to understand that a certain figure is nearly, or approximately, or

to all intents, true.

But they are bossed by the man who knows.

Round numbers are the cloak of ignorance ; definite figures form the

basis of action. ^ _. . .

Two and two make four—authorities do not differ. Mathematics

do not compromise.
.

A few cents in a cost figure, in a job estimate, in a profit per-

centage, mark the line between solvency and bankruptcy—success and

failure.
. ,

Build your system and your facts to give you not the ap-

proximate, the probable, the perhaps—but the precise, the actual, the

definite.

Be exact.



The King as Guest

By "A VISITOR"

Reproduced from the Lady's Realm

THE student of history will dis-

'cover many points of resembl-
ance between the present reign

and the enlightened reign of Good
Queen Bess, and none is more note-
worthy than the custom prevailing in

both reigns of the monarch paying
visits to the country houses of the
nobility. Few and far between are
the houses that can boast of a room
in which Queen Victoria slept, but the

great seats of the nobles that have
been visited by King Edward VII. bid
fair to outnumber those reputed to

have housed Queen Elizabeth, who
was much given to honor her lieges

witli her company, when great joust-

ings and jauntings marked the occa-
sion, and every sort of fulsome com-
pliment was considered a necessary
adjunct to the proceedings. Far
otherwise is it with King Edward,
who likes to mingle with his friends

as one of themselves, as far as may be,

while never forgetting, nor permitting
others to forget, his kingly dignity.

\\ lien his Majesty designs to pay a

visit to a subject, a member of the

Household notifies the person sig-

nalled out for this much-coveted honor
that the King proposes to arrive on
such a date, and inquires if the host

is prepared to receive his Majesty on
the day named. Should the day sel-

ected be a Monday, the visit generally

extends to the end of the week; if a

Wednesday or Thursday, the stay

lasts over the Sunday. Timely notice

is always given, as great preparations

are made for the royal visitor. Should
the host not have previously enter-

tained the King, the royal suite is
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done up throughout, and upholsterers

and decorators are turned in to trans-

form the rooms, telephones and the

telegraph are installed, and a post

office established. The King's corre-

spondence is enormous, and is dealt

with by his Majesty personally; every

letter is, however, opened for him by
a servant, whose duty it is to stand

beside his chair, a stiletto-like instru-

ment being employed for the purpose
of cutting each envelope along the

top.

A list of the guests it is proposed to

invite is submitted to his Majesty, who
occasionally adds a name, but seldom
if ever objects to any of those already

in the list. Latterly the King often

travels 'by motor-car, when the pro-

cedure of his arrival is modified.

Should train be selected, his host

meets him at the railway station, and
there is generally a Guard of Honor
of the local Volunteers, and the chief

constable of the county and the civil

dignitaries are also in evidence. An
army of detectives watches over the

safety of his Majesty, but without

ostentation, often disguised as keep-

ers, beaters, gardeners and indoor ser-

vants. Should the curious approach

too near the royal party when out

shooting, hitherto unseen watchers

appear as by magic, and warn away
the intruder, who generally has no

deadlier design than that of obtaining

a snapshot of his Majesty. The King
often takes his sturdy cob, and always,

of course, has his own loaders at a

shooting party.

A complete suite of rooms is placed

at his Majesty's disposal. This com-
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His Majesty with His Hostess Leads the Way to Dinner

prises bedroom, bathroom, dressing-

room and sitting-room. Breakfast is

served in the King's apartment, and is

a very light meal, such as eggs, tea

and toast, unless an early start is

made for shooting, when the King
breakfasts with the guns, and the

meal is more serious, as a preliminary
to the hard work of the day. < Mi off-

days, or out of the shooting season,

the King seldom makes his appear-
ance among the guests until the day

is well aired. lie is very fond of

croquet, and prefers it to golf, and is

perfectly happy when knocking the

balls about. He does not so greatly

care for the ultra-scientific croquet

which is now the vogue, his game
being leisurely. He also is greatly in-

terested in gardening, and is quick to

note new features in a familiar

garden.

Luncheon is served in a marquee
when a battue is afoot, and about
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thirty people sit down as a rule; the
ladies of the party join the guns, sup-
plemented by one or two local people,
such as the chief constable of the
county and the colonel of any regi-

ment that may be quartered in the
neighborhood. The marquee is thick-

ly strewn with clean straw to keep the
feet dry, and the King, who is very
fond of fresh air, usually has the flaps

of the tent raised—a procedure which
proves less acceptable to some not in-

ured to the open air life. Like his

mother, Queen Victoria, the King
never seems to feel the cold. The
luncheon is always hot, and is gener-
ally carried in portable fireproof china
boxes, and powdered footmen wait at

table. His Majesty chats freely, and
is usually in the best of spirits. The
hostess is generally invited to walk
with his gun after luncheon, a highly
prized privilege.

The King is very fond of oysters,

raw and cooked, and such delicacies

as foie gras and plovers' eggs are al-

ways welcome, and highly priced plats

are also acceptable; but he is not

above the enjoyment of an occasion-

ally homely dish. A recent host noted
with perturbation that his Majesty
was frowningly regarding a dish of

boiled ham and broad beans, and has-

tened to offer his apologies for the

simple fare. "No, no," said the King,
smiling pleasantly the while, "it is not

that, but it should have been bacon."
His Majesty takes very little cham-
pagne, at one time a favorite bever-

age, and is abstemious as regards

spirits, but likes a "chasse" with his

coffee, which is always made after a

particular recipe. His palate is won-
derful ; on one occasion he was given

a "chasse" of cognac from a bottle

which had cost ten pounds, and im-

mediately noticed it, and made in-

quiries about it. He has a great taste

for sweet dishes, and petits fours and
preserved ginger meet with favor at

tea, at which meal poached eggs are

invariably served for the King.
When the dinner-hour approaches,

the King's gentleman-in- waiting noti-

fies the host that his Majesty, who
himself names the hour, will be ready
in ten minutes or a quarter of an hour.
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as the case may be, and the word is

sent round in order that all the guests
may assemble in the drawing-room in

readiness, and punctually to the sec-

ond the King appears, having been
conducted from his room by his host.

Should there be an absentee, the King
at once notices it. On one occasion a

fellow-guest at a house-party, know-
ing the King's dislike to an absentee
at the dinner-table, got himself doc-
tored up sufficiently to appear while
suffering from a severe bilious head-
ache, with disastrous results. The
hostess was greatly perturbed during
the repast to observe signs of agita-

tion in the King, who had at once no-

ticed how ill the said guest was look-

ing, and was motioning to his own
physician, who happened to be of the

party, to go to his aid. The relief ex-

perienced by the hostess may be well

divined when she found the aid of the

physician was being involved, not for

his Majesty, but for his friend ; for

that any ailment should overtake the

Sovereign when a guest in a subject's

house would be a calamity not faced

with equanimity by any host or hos-

tess. Without delay his Majesty offers

his arm to his hostess, and leads the

way to dinner, with no painful quarter

of an hour interlude devoted to small

talk until dinner is announced. Or-
dinary evening dress is worn by the

men when the King is unaccompanied
by the Queen ; should her Majesty be

a guest, there is more ceremony, and
the men wear the frock dress and knee
breeches. The Queen leads the way
to dinner with the host, the King fol-

lowing with the hostess. When the

Queen is present, there is music after

dinner, or some amusing entertain-

ment, as well as bridge, of which the

Queen is very fond, paying '*er small

losings from a jewelled gold purse.

The King never sits over dinner,

which is commendablv brief, and at

its conclusion, after a cigarette or

two. his ATaiestv joins the ladies. The
bridge tables are set out, and the King
plays a game or two before going to

lied, but never for high points. The
host alwavs attends his Majesty to the

bedroom door.

The host need never undulv worrv
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himself as to the King's wants, after

first informing himself in this direc-

tion, as the royal attendants instruct

the servants of the house in such mat-
ters. He takes two valets on country-
house visits, and there is always a
footman in the scarlet livery to wait

upon him at table. On leaving, gifts

are made on his behalf, an adequate
sum being left for division; and he
will occasionally bestow some minor
decoration, such as the Coronation
Medal, on some head servant. His
Majesty is always accompanied on
such visits by his favorite white and
brown wire-haired terrier, Caesar by
name, who bears on his collar, "I be-

long to the King." This dog is de-

voted to his royal master, and has no
attention to spare for any blandish-

ments that may be lavished on him
from other quarters. He is a sturdy

little creature, and keenly enjoys a

stolen hunt after the rabbits, if he gets

the chance.

Before leaving, his Majsty plants

a tree, and quite a respectable forest

of these saplings is growing up all

over the country, some estates boast-

ing half a dozen, the record of as

many visits. He also signs his name
in the visitors' book, a new pen being

provided for the purpose, and all the

house party sign after him. His Ma-
jesty is very conservative in his

friendships, and many of the same
people are to be found in the house
parties invited to meet him, year in,

year out.

The King's New Year's visit to

Chatsworth is a thing of the past. The
late Duke of Devonshire and the

Dowager Duchess of Devonshire were
his host and hostess for many years

in succession, with a break during the

year of mourning for the late Queen.
Christmas is invariably spent by the

Sovereign at Sandringham, but once
or twice he has been the guest of one
or other of his personal friends for

the New Year. On one occasion his

Majesty was staying with the late

Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth
for -Twelfth Night, and a huge cake

made its appearance after dinner, with

the traditional gold bean, ring, thimble

and threepenny-bit hidden in its rich

depths, the slice containing the gold
bean, which made him King of the

Revels for the evening, appropriately
falling to the royal guest, much to his

amusement. All these homely cus-

toms are strictly adhered to by the

King and Queen and their family, and
Christmas at Sandringham is honored
in the old-fashioned way. A most
appreciated feature has always been
the various Christmas trees, which
their Majesties themselves take the

greatest pleasure in arranging. The
care and taste with which they select

each individual present is well known,
and such pretty and costly trifles as

gold jewelled pencil-cases, purses,

stamp-boxes and hand-bags, most of

them bearing the royal cypher in bril-

liants are favorite gifts. Luncheon on
Christmas Day is served at two
o'clock, before which, however, the

whole party walks across the park to

the church, where the Queen generally

selects the carols she wishes sung by
the choir. Dinner in the evening is

in the nature of a family function, and
a special tree for the royal children is

one of the features of the day. The
young people are early on the scene

with their gifts for their grandparents,

to whom they are devoted, and all of

them adore Princess Victoria, who is

kind and good-natured.

Other anniversaries which the King
always spends at Sandringham with

the Queen, and surrounded by the

members of his family and a few spe-

cial friends, are his own and the

Queen's birthdays, which are made
the occasion of much quiet festivity,

with theatrical entertainments and

other diversions. The Queen's birth-

day entertainment is always a surprise

one. and his Majesty is much put out

if the secret escapes before the day.

The King is a charming guest, most

considerate and kind. He is very

easily amused, is full of conversation

himself, and encourages every one

about him to be bright and witty,

being possessed in a marked degree

of the delightful knack of setting

every one at ease and bringing out

their brilliant qualities. There is no

feeling of restraint in his presence,

and he is himself excellent company.
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By EDWARD I. FARRINGTON
Reproduced from Suburban Life

JAMES J. HILL once said that

with the maximum possible acre-

age of wheat for fifty years, the

United States will be $664,000,000

short of the amount necessary to

pay its annual bread bill, unless

the present methods of cultivation

give way to better ones. Many
people are disposed to consider

these great problems of failing na-

tural resources as possible con-

tingencies, to be met and dealt with

by their children's children, but Mr.
Hill declared most emphatically

that the problem was a present one;

and, indeed, the problems of fifty

years hence are really the problems
of to-day, for the boys and girls

now growing to manhood and
womanhood—our boys and girls

—

will have to face them.
Thirty-six out of every hundred

people in the United States to-day

are farmers, and yet there is a con-

stant tendency on the part of all

food products to increase in price.

The burden of the complaint on the

part of the cities' poor already deals

with this matter more than with any
other, except that of rents. Even
if the proportion of farmers remains
the same the constant and rapid in-

crease in the population of the

country will result in forc-

ing the problem of inade

quate food supply at reasonable
prices upon the people with en;

J

urgency. The country must indeed
look to the farmer for its salvation.

We read much aboul the vasl ex-

tent of the western farms. We are

told, for instance, that the Amen
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can farmers' corn-field measures
nearly 100,000,000 acres, that over
a billion bushels of wheat are grown
in Kansas alone, that 339,000,000
hogs and 211,000,000 sheep are rais-

ed annually, and that there are

farms so large that it takes a day
to drive from the front gate to the

front door.

When we hear of these gigantic

operations we are inclined to fold

our hands complacently and con-

sider that there is no need to worry
about the farmer. This, however,
is unfortunately only one side of

the shield, the one which is exploit-

ed—the side which it pleases our
national vanity to talk about. When
we walk around on the other side,

we find strangely different condi-

tions. We learn, for instance, that

every year shows a shrinkage of

the population in the rural towns
of New England, and it gives us a

shock to be told that many tenant
coi ton-farmers in the South are

obliged to live on an income of not
over fourteen cents a day, but the

fact is that there are hundreds of

these farmers to one prosperous
western lord of the lands.

The figures which deal with the

products of I 'nek' Sam's farm must
ii( cessarily be large, as we musl see

when we consider the extent of its

boundaries. But, when we come to

understand thai an annual crop,

amounting to $X,000,000,000, figures

out only $044 an acre, the reasons
for sonic means of remedying a con-
dition which would make the farm-
ers of eastern Europe hang their
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Farm Scene in Ontario

heads with shame must be appreci-
ated.

Mr. Hill, already quoted, raid, in
a recent address, that Denmark,
with an acreage of 16,000 square
miles, and only 80 per cent, of that
productive, yet sends abroad $
000,000 worth of her home products,
and this, notwithstanding that her
population is 167 per square mile.
In the Netherlands, an acre pro-
duces over thirty-four bushels of
wheat, against an average of four-
teen, in this country. There, too,
the farmer secures an average of
over fifty-three bushels of oats to
the acre, while we are satisfied witli
less than thirty bushels.
There are many eastern farmers

who do not grow wheat, and some
who do not grow oats, but all can
understand the difference in the
yield of potatoes. In this country

the average is less than ninety-six
bushels an acre, while in the Nether-
lands every acre produces on the
average two hundred and thirty-two
bushels. And all this is not a ques-
tion of soil but of method—it would
hardly be fair to say of brains, be-
cause the farmers of the Nether-
lands have been forced to learn how
to tickle the soil in order to make
it laugh with this abundant harvest,
the only alternative being starva-
tion.

The country life commissioner
recently appointed in the United
States, is not going to deal directly
with these matters, which, however,
are of underlying importance, be-
cause they explain how conditions
have arisen which made such a com-
mission necessary. There are a
number of agencies already at work
to increase the size of the farmer's
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crops, teaching him how to cultivate

to better advantage, how to fertilize

more intelligently, how to profit by
the knowledge which has been gain-
ed in regard to the rotation of crops,

and how to feed and care for his live

stock in order to get the best results.

The things with which the com-
mission is concerning itself, and in

[regard to which it is endeavoring
to obtain exact and accurate knowl-
edge in its present tour of the coun-
try, relate to the farmer in his busi-

ness and social life.

The things which must be secured
for the farmer are better farming
methods, better business, and a bet-

ter living; or, to use another group
of words, which may be more ex-
pressive, better crops, better results

from the sale of the crops, and a
better application of these results.

Only the two latter—better business
and a better living—come within
the commission's field. This field,

however, is a wide one neverthe-
less, for, while the commission will

not deal in any way with better
farming itself, it will give no small
amount of attention to such closely
allied subjects as good roads, co-

operation, and so on. The matter
of good roads is of vital importance
to the farmer, while in co-operation
there lie great possibilities for the
modern agriculturist.'

Everything which has to do with
making farm life efficient and pleas-

ant will receive particular atten-

tion, for this is one of the most im-
portant of all the agricultural prob-
lems. The farm boy is as much a
social animal as his city cousin, and
the lack of companionship is one of
the things which drive him to the
city.

Another question, and one which
also affects hired labor, both indoor
and out, on the farm, is that of long
hours. Probably there is no other
one thing about which the average
farm employe complains so bitter-

ly as the fact that his tasks keep
him busy from twelve to fourteen
hours a day, and that he is not free
from the routine of his work even
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on the Sabbath. Farm life must be
made to take a strong hold on the
boy, the girl, and the hired man.
This situation is apt to take care of

itself to a certain extent, it is true,

as the farmer's prosperity increases,

but not altogether, by any means.
It is on the farm where a meager
living is secured (and that only by
the most heart-breaking toil), where
modern methods are ignored, farm
papers unread, and farmers' bulle-

tins scoffed at, that the worst con-
ditions exist.

There are prosperous and suc-

cessful farmers in every commun-
ity; but the persistence with which
great numbers of farmers adhere to

their old customs, and neglect to

apply advanced ideas, has become
the despair of the agricultural col-

leges and all exponents of up-to-

date agriculture.

Education will do much to solve

this particular problem and the

Country Life Commission will do its

best to make it clear that the prob-

lem exists.

The fact must be understood,
however, that no attempt is to be
made to impose anything on the

farmer, to dictate to him, or to carry

paternalism to an objectionable de-

gree. The facts are to be assembled
in as complete a form as possible,

and placed before the farmer in

logical order. It will then remain
for him to act upon the knowledge
so given, and he himself, his family,

and his country, must stand or fall

by his decision.

How will the movement be con-

tinued after the commission has dis-

banded? It is probable, for one
thing, that the commission will re-

commend the appointment of some
permanent organization, or bureau,

to deal with this question. It has
become apparent already that what
is needed is something that will ap-

proximate a great clearing-house of

ideas, so that the farmer in every

part of the country will be given an
adequate idea of what the farmers

in every other section are doing,

with special references to advanced
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methods, co-operation ar.d new prac-

tices. The farmer, like everybody
else, profits more by example than
by precept.

The commission is sending out to

farmers all over the country circu-

lars, in which they ask the follow-

ing questions

:

Are the farm homes in your
neighborhood as good as they
should be under existing conditions?

Are the schools of your neighbor-
hood training boys and girls satis-

factorily for life on the farm?

Do the farmers in your neighbor-

hood get the returns they reason-

ably should from the sale of their

products?

Do the farmers in your neighbor-
hood receive from the railroads,

highroads, trolley lines, etc., the

service they reasonably should
have?

Do the farmers in your neigh-

borhood receive from the United
States postal service, rural tele-

phone, etc., the service they reason-
ably should expect?
Are the farmers and their wives

in your neighborhood satisfactorily

organized to promote their mutual
buying and selling interest?

Are the renters of farms in your

neighborhood making a satisfactory

living?

Is the supply of farm labor in

your neighborhood satisfactory?

Are the conditions surrounding
hired labor on the farms in your
neighborhood satisfactory to the

hired men?
Have the farmers in your neigh-

borhood satisfactory facilities for

doing their business in banking,

credit, insurance, etc.?

Are the sanitary conditions of the

farms in your neighborhood satis-

factory?

Do the farmers and their wives

and families in your neighborhood
get together for mutual improve-

ment, entertainment, and social in-

tercourse as much as they should?

What, in your judgment, is the

most important single thing to be

done for the general betterment of

country life?

The answers to these questions

will be of no little help in aiding

the commission to make its recom-

mendations. They will be backed

up by personal observations made
by the commission in its tour of

the country. Whatever is accomplish-

ed, the problems will have been fair-

ly stated and the need of better

conditions made most emphatic.



The Arrangement of a Private Office

By CORNELIUS S. LODER
Reproduced from Circle Magazine

THE private office of a busy ex-

ecutive should be more than
a place to work in. There

must be ways of keeping some
people out, and letting" others in,

and handling them after they are

in, and doing it all diplomatically.

Proper arrangement may save hours
of working time each week.

In my experience, looking at vari-

ous offices from the standpoint of a

man whose business is the facilita-

tion of business, the best arrange-

ments are usually found at factories

—where men have room to plan, not

being restricted as in cities, h is

becoming quite the thing nowadays
to build the Old Man's office away
from the plant. Not long ago !

called on the i)resident of a big

manufacturing company at his

works, and talked with him in a

little circular building set with a

view out over a river, and facing a

small garden. Two doors led away
to factory and main office, and a

telephone gave all the communica-
tion he needed. Another busy
manufacturing man has an office

half a mile from bis factory, minus
the telephone, where he can go for

a day at a time to draw and plan.

The same arrangement is some
times effected in great office build

ings, an executive taking some
small office on the floor above or

below in which to work privately.

Only his secretary knows where it

is Callers at the main offices, told

that he is out, cannot be offended,

as might be the case were he in

but not willing to see anv one.
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In the city, of course, space is

costly and conditions different. Yet
even the man with plenty of space
doesn't always plan his office to

facilitate business. To show what
may be clone, I am going to describe

an anteroom and an inner private

office that seem to me very intelli-

gently arranged.

The anteroom is really five separ-

ate apartments, and designed along
the same lines as the private office

of a famous Wall Street man, for

whom three or four visitors are

sometimes kept waiting, each under
the impression that nobody is ahead
of him.

Let the reader draw his own dia-

gram by sketching a rough square
and then making four squares of it

with lines through the centre. Now,
our upper right-hand square is the

Old Man's private office, and the

lower lift hand square the main an-

te room where his secretary sits.

Divide the other two squares in half.

That gives four more anterooms,
each with its door into the inner

office, but each out of view of the

others.

1 fere comes the great magnate,
I '.lank, to call on the Old Man. Two
visitors are ahead of him, with ap-

pointments, waiting in anterooms
"A" and "P>." The secretary knows
his chief will at least want to shake
hands with Rlank, so nuts him in

"C" and lets the Old Man know
where he is. The chief can then

do several things. He can interrupt

his talk in the inner office a moment,
step into "C," and chat with Fdank
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lung enough to make a lunch ap- In this office the Old Man sits atPomtment He can admit Blank the centre of a hollow square withahead ot his two previous visitors, enough desk and table space aroundBlank doesnt see them. They don't him to hold a board meeting Fivesee him Nor do they see one an- or six chairs are ranged along theother. Finally, he can let Blank wall opposite the third table and
n" u , ,

on that side is the door. VisitorsOne afternoon I watched a high- enter, sit in these chairs, and cansalaried private secretary work in move them up to the table quite a"such a suite. It was like a play ease. Yet the chief is always ableon a revolving stage, where one to hold them at comfortable disscene whirls out of sight the mo- tance
ment the act is over and the next Numerous devices are used incomes in view ready set. Blank business offices to protect a busycame in. His time is valued at per- man- from his visitors. There is thehaps five dollars a minute. The sec- nailed chair. The '

caller tries toretary got about two hundred dol- move nearer. It doesn't come Helars' worth, yet Blank never sus- is disconcerted. There 7s thepected that he was kept waiting. A strong light in a visitor's face discommittee of some sort trouped concerting, too. The really big ex-along, was herded into one of the ecutive makes the lights equafletsanterooms, and the chief sent it people move about fhe chairs andaway smiling m three minutes. Be- takes care of himself with one ortween six conferences his tailor two little restraints that are sLnmeasured him, and remarked, "Ah and automatic_1^;\™y ™stomers were as ac- Some men like to work in thecessible
' Finally, the chief's wife main office, see what's £in£ onappeared and was put through the and step into a Conference roommil too and never knew it. with a visitor. Other budd an of

di 'K £ mnCr r0°m
'

let me fice overlooking the factory-one indescribe the arrangement in an ex- a Western city is twelve feet abovecedent private office in Brooklyn. the main floor! with windows ove^It is simple enough. First, a very looking the works. It T nartlv

hiff\it? 7- tt ? fThiGh the S°Und P r°of
-

The character
5

^ thechief sits. Right back of him a big business governs the sunervi.nrtable, about the size of the desk! needing on! kinS of officeThe exThat covers his rear. There is a ecutive another. Whether he conchair on the outside of this table fers or directs, though.the Generalor his secretary, who can come in purpose is to let h^rnhave access toand take dictation, the chief merely as many persons as pSlednrin^wheeling around. At the latter right the short business day and do ^is another wide table, long enough with the greatest convenience to

ndT/first tabled 1 ^ ?'* "^ ^ '° ^m Noting ac°

The fonrth c f '

d Pla
f
e
u

Cl°se
-

comPlishes this so well as a little

an
h

d

C

windowf
6 " "^ hy Wa" P 'annin* and arrangement of theuws ' offices.
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Glimpses at Busy Men's Activities

His Majesty at Work

«sss aa^^wfcss sat Mwrssaswry:»»S!
would overw helm many a less gifted man. —Beproduced from Lady's Realm.
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The Law of Prosperity

By O. S. MARDEN
Reproduced from Success Magazine

N

TAKE the thing we need most

—

food. We have not yet begun
to scratch the possibilities of the

food in America.

The State of Texas could supply
food, home, and luxuries to every
man, woman, and child on this con-
tinent. As for clothing, there is

material enough in this country to
clothe all its inhabitants in purple
and fine linen. We have not begun
yet to touch the possibilities of our
clothing and dress supply. The same
is true of all other necessities and
luxuries.

When the whale ships in Xew
Bedford Harbor and other ports
were rotting in idleness because the
whale was becoming extinct, Ameri-
cans grew alarmed lest we should
dwell in darkness: but the oil wells
came to our rescue with abundant
supply. And then, when we began
to doubt that this source would last,
^cience gave us the electric light!
The possibilities of finding heat,
power, and light in chemical forces
should the coal supply fail are sim-
ply boundless. We a're still on the
outer surface of abundance, a sur-
face covering kingly supplies for
every individual on the globe.
No matter which way we turn,

science matches our knowledge with
her marvelous reserves and nowhere
is there a sign of limit.

Write it in your heart that one of
the most vicious ideas that ever
found entrance to the human brain
is that there is not enough of every-
thing for everybody, and that most

people on the earth must be poor in

order that the few may be rich.

Suppose a young man should start

out with a determination to get rich,

and should all the time parade his

poverty, confess his inability to

make money, and tell everybody
that he is "down on his luck"; that

he "always expects to be poor." Do
you think he would ever become
rich? Talking poverty, thinking
poverty, living poverty, assuming
the air of a pauper, dressing like a

failure, having a slipshod, slovenly
family and home, how long will it

take a man to arrive at the goal of

success?

If a man wants to become pros-
perous, he must believe that he was
was made for success and happi-
ness ; that there is a divinity in him
which will, if he follows it, bring
him into the light of prosperity.

It is the hopeful, buoyant, cheer-

ful attitude of mind that wins. Op-
timism is a success builder; pessim-
ism an achievement killer.

Optimism is the great producer.
It is hope, life. It contains every-

thing which enters into the mental
attitude that produces and enjoys.

Pessimism is the great destroyer.

It is despair, death. No matter if

you have lost your property, your
health, your reputation even, there

is always hope for the man who
keeps a firm faith in himself and
looks up. If you want to get away
from poverty, you must keep your
mind in a productive, creative con-
dition. In order to do this you must
think confident, cheerful, creative
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thoughts. The model must precede

the statue. You must see a new-

world before you can live in it.

If the people who are down in the

world, who are side-tracked, wL

.

believe that their opportunity has

gone by forever, that they can never

get on their feet again, only knew
the power of the reversal of their

thought, they could easily get a new
start.

Erase all the shadows, all the

doubts and fears. Discouragement,

fear, doubt, lack of self-confidence

are the germs which have killed the

prosperity and happiness of tens of

thousands of people.

I have known persons who have

longed all their lives to be happy,

and yet they have concentrated

their minds on their loneliness, their

friendliness, their misfortunes. They
are always pitying themselves for

their lack of the good things of the

world. The whole trend of their

habitual concentration has been

upon things which could not pos-

sibly produce what they longed for.

They have been longing for one

thing, and expecting and attracting

something else.

On the other hand, some natures

are naturally filled with suggestions

o r plenty—of all that is rich, grand

and noble. Those people are so con-

stituted that they naturally plunge

right into the marrow or creative

energy. Producing is as natural to

them as breathing. They arc not

hampered by doubts, fears, timidity,

or lack of faith in themselves. They
confident, bold, fearless char-

acters. They never doubt that the

infinite supply will be equal to their

demand upon it. Such an opulent,

positive mental attitude is creative

energy.
All our limitations are in our

mind, the supply is around us, wait-

ing in vast abundance We lake lit-

tle because we demand little, be-

cause we are afraid to take the much
of our inheritance—the abundance

that is our birthright. We starve

ourselves in the midst of plenty, be

cause of our strangling thought. The
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opulent life stands ready to take us

into its completeness, but our ig-

norance cuts us off. Hence the life

abundant, opulence unlimited, the

river of plenty flows past our doors,

and we starve on the very shores of

the stream which carries infinite

supply.

It is not in our nature that we are

paupers, but in our own means,

stingy appreciation of ourselves and

our powers. The idea that riches are

possible only to those who have

superior advantages, more ability,

to those who have been favored by

fate, is false and vicious.

Those who put themselves into

harmony with the law of opulence

harvest a fortune, while those who
do not often find scarcely enough to

keep them alive.

A large, generous success is im-

possible to many people, because

every avenue to their minds is

closed by doubt, fear. They have

shut out the possibility of prosper-

ity. Abundance can not come to a

mind that is pinched, shriveled,

skeptical, and pessimistic.

Prosperity is a product of creative

thinking. The mind that fears,

doubts, depreciates its powers, is a

negative not a creative mind. It re-

pels prosperity, repels supply. It

has nothing in common with abun-

dance, hence can not attract it.

Of course, men do not mean to

drive opportunity, prosperity, or

abundance away from them ;
but

they hold a mental attitude filled

with doubts and fears and lack of

faith and self-confidence, which vir-

tually does this very thing without

their knowing it.

Oh, what paupers our doubts and

fears make us

!

Poverty itself is not so bad as

the thought. It is the conviction

that we are poor and must remain-

so that is fatal. It is the facing to-

ward poverty, and feeling reconciled

to it. It is facing the wrong way,

toward the black, depressing, hope-

less outlook that kills effort and de-

moralizes ambition. So long as you

carry around a poverty atmosphere
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and radiate the poverty thought you
will be limited.

You will never be anything but
a beggar while you think beggarly
thoughts ; but a poor man while you
think poverty; a failure while you
think failure thoughts.

If you are afraid of poverty, if

you dread it, if you have a horror
of coming to want in old age, it is

more likely to come to you, because
the conviction is the pattern which
the life processes reproduce ; besides
this constant fear saps your cour-
age, shakes your self-confidence, and
makes you less able to cope with
hard conditions.

You walk in the direction in
which you face. If you persist in
facing toward poverty, you can not
expect to reach abundance.
We can not travel toward pros-

perity until the mental attitude faces
prosperity. As long as we look to-
ward penury, and try to be satis-
fied with pinched narrowing condi-
tions, we shall never arrive at the
harbor of plenty.

If there is anything that para-
lyzes power it is the effort to recon-
cile ourselves to an unfortunate en-
vironment, instead of regarding it

as abnormal and trying to get away
from it.

Holding the poverty thought
keeps us in touch with the poverty-
stricken, poverty-producing condi-
tions; and the constant thinking of
poverty, talking poverty, living pov-
erty, makes us mentally poor. This
is the worst kind of poverty.

If we can conquer inward pover-
ty, we can soon conquer poverty
of outward things, for, when we
change the mental attitude, the
physical changes to correspond.
When we have faith enough in

the law of opulence to spend when
necessary our last dollar with the
same confidence and assurance as
we would if we had thousands more,
we have touched the law of divine
supply.

A stream of plenty will not flow
tcward the stingy, parsimonious,
doubting thought; there must be a

corresponding current of generosity,
open-mindedness, going out from us.
One current creates the other. A
little rivulet of stingy-mindedness,
a weak, poverty current going out
from ourselves, can never set up a
counter-current toward us of abun-
dance, generosity, and plenty. In
other words, our mental attitude de-
termines the counter-current which
comes to us.

Wealth is created mentally first;
it is thought out before it becomes
a reality.

No mind, no intellect is powerful
or great enough to attract wealth
while the mental attitude is turned
aAvay from it—facing in the other
direction.

Our pinched, dwarfed, blighted
lives come from our inability to tap
the great source of all supply.
The Creator never intended that

man should be a pauper, a drudge,
or a slave. There is something
larger and grander for him in the
divine plan than perpetual slavery to
the bread-winning problem.

Train yourself to come away from
the thought of limitation, away from
the thought of lack, of want, of
pinched supply.

_

Stoutly deny the power of adver-
sity or poverty to keep you down.
Constantly assert your superiority
to your environment. Believe that
you are to dominate your surround-
ings, that you are the master and not
the slave of circumstances.
Every child should be taught to

expect prosperity, to believe that the
good things of the world were in-
tended for him. This conviction
would become a powerful factor in
the adult life.

The great fundamental principle
of the law of opulence is our in-
separable connection with the crea-
tive eneergy of universe. When we
come into full realization of this
connection we shall never want
again.

It is our sense of separateness
fiom the Power that created us that
makes us feel poverty-stricken, help-
less. As long as we limit ourselves
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by thinking that we are separate, in-

significant, unrelated atoms in the

universe; that the great supply, the

creative energy is outside of us, and

that only a little of it can, m some

mysterious way, be absorbed by a

comparatively few people, who are

"fortunate," "lucky," we shall never

come into that abundant supply

which is the birthright of every child

of the King of kings.

We must think plenty before we

can realize it in the life. If we hold

the poverty thought, the penury

thought, the thought of lack, we can

not demonstrate abundance. Think-

ing abundance, and defying limita-

tion will open up the mind and set

thought currents toward a greatly

increased supply.

If it were \ ossible for all the poor

to turn their backs on their dark and

discouraging environment and face

the light and cheer, and if they

should resolve that they are done

with poverty and a slipshod exist-

ence, this very resolution would, in

a short time, revolutionize civiliza-

tion.

We were made for happiness; to

express joy and gladness ;
to be pros-

perous. The trouble with us is that

we do not trust the law of infinite

supply, but close our natures so that

abundance can not flow to us. In

other words, we do not obey the law

of attraction. We keep our mind so

pinched and our faith in ourselves

so small, so narrow, that we strangle

the inflow of supply. Abundance

follows a law as strict as that of

mathematics. If we obey it, we get

the flow ; if we strangle it, we cut it

oft. The trouble is not in the sup-

ply ; there is abundance awaiting

every one on the globe.

We should live in the realization

that there is an abundance of power

where our present power comes

from, and that we can draw upon

this great source for as much as we

can use.

When we realize the fact that we

do not have to look outside of our-

selves for what we neeed, that the

source of all supply, the divine

spring which can quench our thirst,

is within ourselves, then we shall

not want, for we know that we only

have to dip deep into our own na-

tures to touch the infinite supply.

The trouble with us is that we do

not abide in abundance, do not live

in touch with the creative, the all-

supplying sources of things.

Factors in Successful Management

Rtisiness executives must not try to do too much themselves; their

£23? ?£SEM? particular problems the™ ^rsonahty.

That practice of showing authority^ merely for^ho^ *

SMTl^SSr. »Vf«J? of £— set, that

e. „ We!v to the extent by which he is enabled to organize and con-

UoT its fo'Ls-io
e

insta. and
7
apply the persona, influence m h.s sys-

terns.—Henry C. Lytton.
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Glimpses at Busy Men's Activities

Oil From the Ocean Bed

A unique and curious spectacle at Summerland in Southern California. A few years ago it

occurred to a prospector that the oil-bearing shales at Summerland must run tinder the sea. A
boring was drilled in the ocean-bed and it struck oil. Many other wells were sunk and the
derricks and piers jutting far out in the Pacific surf present a strange spectacle of the activity
of man. —Reproduced from The Graphic.

Making Pennies by the Thousands

This is a view of the Royal Mint in London and the machines shown are those that make the copper
pennies. So great was the demand for copper at Christmas-time that the Mint authorities were greatly
exercised ae to bow to meet it. and much inconvenience was caused to business bouses who use copper
in quantities. ""

Reproduced from Black and White.



Unemployment : A Difficult Problem

By PROFESSOR LOUIS VARLEZ

Reproduced from the International

IT is proved with greater clearness

than ever in the present indus-

trial crisis that the problem of un-

employment possesses a thoroughly

international character, and that it

is quite useless to look for a solution

of it within the narrow limits of a

single State. From all the principal

cities come simultaneous reports of

demonstrations of the unemployed,

most of all from those nations which

boast the highest development in

town and country, and which, just

because of the extent of their foreign

trade and commercial relations with

foreign countries, are most keenly

sensitive to the fluctuations of in-

ternational dealings.

From a sentimental point of view
the problem is particularly affecting,

because all this misery is manifestly

unmerited. The unemployed are the

helpless victims of a crisis. They
see the frail barque of their fortunes

imperilled by billows coming from
a distance, and driven by forces

which are equally beyond their com-
prehension and control. Conscience,

rather than sheer intellect, urges us

again and again to grapple with this

problem, and it is well that this is

so, for no other question indeed de-

serves more serious consideration

than this one.

The international causation of

modern labor crisis is obvious.

Formerly, when the inter-relations

between cities and states respective-

ly were slight and industry concern-

ed itself pre-eminently with the

local market, it was possible to talk

of local unemployment and local
84

causes. That time is past, never to

return : the cause of crisis to-day

must nearly always be looked for

abroad. Its roots lie not in the pro-

tection of free-trade of a single

State, nor even in the wisdom or

folly of the industrial policy of its

Government, but in the universal

tendencies of international dealings.

The latest wave of unemploy-
ment, which started from the banks
of the Hudson River, and gradually

washed all the shores of Europe,
spreading devastation everywhere
in its track, has probably now reach-

ed its highest point ; but it has not

been investigated with that care

which such a momentous phen-
omenon had deserved. The absence
of an international department and
of an international collection of

suitable records made it extremely
difficult for a serious observer to

follow all the undultations in that

track, which pursuing one another
in apparently casual succession, but

in reality subject to definite laws,

affected first the great commercial
ports of Rotterdam, Antwerp, Glas-

gow and London, then the indus-

tries such as motor-car-building,

diamond-cutting, and glove-making,
which minister to luxury, and then
gradually spread to all the import-

ant industries, which dominate the

economic life of nations. To-day
the movement is felt over the whole
of Europe, and is spreading misery
everywhere without it occurring to

anybody to check it by systematic

resistance.

Unemployment in England has
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increased threefold, in Germany
fourfold, and in the State of New
York sixfold. These figures are
manifestly insufficient to represent
the full severity of the present lack
of employment, and its intensifica-
tion. On the one hand, it is certain
that in the countries where the pick
of the working-class is organized
in unions and in the unions which
make returns and can check the
number of their unemployed, and
in those branches of industry, par-
ticularly, in which insurance against
unemployment could be organized,
this unemployment is not so severe
as it is in the unions which present
no returns, and particularly among
unorganized workmen. It must not
be forgotten that casual and day-
laborers, workmen with no clearly-
defined occupation, workmen hover-
ing on the border-line between
health and sickness, honesty and
dishonesty, capacity and incapacity
for work, will not be found at all
or in a very small minority among
the unions, and that it is precisely
these who far the most frequently
fall victims to want of employment
Granting that Mr. Keir Hardie was
exaggerating when on October 26
last he said in Parliament that 6,-

750,000 persons were suffering from
lack of employment, either in per-
son or through the head of the fami-
ly, it is certain that the proportion
of workless is far greater outside
the trade unions than within them.

Nearly every Government has in-
stituted inquiries abroad and in-
vestigated possible means of
remedying lack of employment. We
can refer only to the great German
work "On unemployment in various
countries and the procuring of work
in Germany," to the two English
inquiries into the methods adopted
in different countries for checking
the evils of unemployment, to the
inquiries of the French Labor Of-
fice, to the reports of the Norwegian
and Danish special Commissions,
and to the inquiry projected in Hol-
land. These investigations Jiave
contributed not a little to the com-

prehension of the problem, what are
the useful methods of dealing with
unemployment. They have shown
in the first place, that it is useless
to seek a panacea for unemployment
within pur present economic sys-
tem. The forms and causes of it
vary too much. The unemployment
of season-workmen, and that due to
industrial crisis, differ too much to
be affected by one uniform policy
But even if it should be necessary

to cease looking for a universal
sovereign remedy, yet many palli-
atives have nevertheless been found
to deal with separate forms of un-
employment. Some treat the causes
and others the consequences. Some
endeavor to check unemployment
per se, others to alleviate the ac-
companying misery and suffering:
some trace unemployment back to
its country of origin, others strive
to tone down its effects within the
narrow framework of the State Inany case the clear outlines of a pos-
sible scheme of operations begin to
take shape. Of course they vary
greatly in the different countries

In South Germany mutual insur-
ance against unemployment, em-
ployment agencies, and relief works
in the towns, occupy the foremost
place. In the previous year more
than^ £300,000 was paid out in the
tree unions for actual insurance

against unemployment, and a fur-
ther sum of £50,000 for the support
oi members out of work seeking em-
ployment in strange places. The
agencies for the unemployed are
managed by committees on which
employers and workmen sit side by
side, and these have become very
important in Germany. Institutions
such as those in Munich and Stutt-
gart with their charitable machin-
ery: employment agencies for ser-
vants and agricultural apprentices-
the despatch of workmen back to
the "flat country": the exchange of
workmen

; as well as the actual sup-
port of the unemployed; assistance
given in the choice of an occupation
go far beyond the ordinary func-
tions of the labor bureau of a trade
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union. In comparison with these

relief works in towns seem to have

a smaller chance of permanence,

they are too costly and the results

are not so encouraging. The agita-

tion in favor of wage-agreements

has on the other hand, in a different

direction largely contributed to nar-

row the extent of unemployment,

for the workmen that obtain these

secure a stability of position ap-

proximating that of the official class.

England has adopted quite differ-

ent methods, which do not require

to be discussed here. In Belgium

public opinion has taken a hyely in-

terest in the significant develop-

ment during the last few years of

mutual insurance against unemploy-

ment There is little of importance

to report from France: an experi-

ment quite recently by the manufac-

turers of Roubaix, who made a vol-

untary contribution towards the

cost of insuring their employes

aeainst unemployment, and the ap-

pointment of an official commision

to arrange that the execution of

public works shall constitute at the

same time a campaign against un-

employment whenever it shows it-

self Both experiments are too re-

cent to submit their results to criti-

cism, but they supply significant in-

dications. . .

Labor agencies, managed by joint

committees of employers and men,

such as have been founded m Ger-

many by Jastrow Freund and

Flesch, and others like them, have

spread through all the German

states, and have even secured a firm

footing beyond the boundaries of

the Empire in Scandinavia, Austria-

Hungary, Switzerland, Holland and

Belgium ; and are beginning to take

root in England and Italy as well.

In the same way the system of mu-

tual insurance against unemploy-

ment has since its first adoption in

Ghent, in 1901, spread to France,

Belgium, Denmark and Norway:

and has been put in practice in more

than 100 communities in Belgium,

France, Holland, Denmark Switzer-

land, Italy and Germany. Among

the working-classes particularly this

system meets with considerable ap-

proval.

In whatever way the problem is

regarded, we see that it is of a de-

cidedly international nature It tt

all the more surprising that inter-

national arrangements in this sphere

were not made from the outset

Only in the last few years—at the

International Congress in Milan in

1006, which was devoted to the cam-

paign against unemployment-have

steps been taken towards such ar-

rangements. At this Congress, Di-

rectors of official Labor Boards,

Managers of German Employment

agencfes, English Help-committees,

Belgian Unemployment funds,

French, Italian and Swiss Labor

unions, as well as Professors and

Members of Parliament who ap-

proached the question with theoreti-

cal interest, could be seen sitting

side by side.

As a result of the discussions, a

plan was formulated of setting up a

permanent central office to gather

information as to the various experi-

ments in separate countries. Since

that date this idea has been gradu-

ally getting nearer realization, and

the new office will shortly be in-

stituted, probably as early as 1909-

Its function will consist on the one

hand in collecting accurate informa-

tion about the problem of unem-

ployment, and the methods of check-

ing it in different countries: a peri-

odical dealing with unemployment

will be started by it, and systematic

inquiries undertaken into the cause

and pathway of crises, the extent

and consequences of unemployment,

and the means of overcoming it.

Finally, the way will be paved for

international action against unem-

ployment by the respective Govern-

ments. The complete realization oi

this entire programme will certainly

take a long time, but the lively in-

terest excited by the suggestion en-

ables us whose efforts are devoted

to its execution, to look forv

with confidence to the future



The Health Value of Laughing

By T. S. MOYER
Reproduced from Physical Culture

HTHOU shalt laugh!
1 The old Mosiac rogations do

not contain an eleventh com-
mandment in just those words, but
if we laughers choose to append the
invisible exhortation, that we know
really belongs there, why, we may
—may we not?

For thou shalt laugh

!

It is part of the human creed. It

is the giving up of music from your
soul—sunlight from your heart, and
precious balm from your higher be-
ing.

Besides, you owe it to your dia-

phragm and your epidermis entire.

Pay your debts !

How much do you contribute to
the sum total of mirth and joy, any-
way? What would become of you
if this inimitable music that punctu-
ates your life's prose were suddenly
taken out of it ? Do you know how
many jiggles your stomach really
needs per diem?
You are a blighted sinner if you

do not provide at least sufficient jol-
lity to relax your own nerves and
re-temper your own sensibilities. In-
deed, you are a benighted egoist if

you have not made your fraternal
fellows guffaw at least once every
time you have talked to them. You
have made them swear and made
them wet-eyed—you know that.
Therefore, you can also make them
laugh.

It is just as easy to tilt the balance
ot emotion toward a burst of mirth
as toward a rush of tears, and you
have heard how close kin are the
eternal two.

Moreover, if you are profound you
must agree that if a tear is supplica-
tion to God, heart's laughter is

equally patent faith in Him; that
the one is unconscious prayer in

weakness, and the other unconscious
trust in strength. Remember, then,
that if you are wholly a tear-maker
you are asking too much ; that if you
are wholly a laugher you are be-
coming vain in self-strength.

We laughers find laughter very
soluble in tears, and tears very
readily absorbed in laughter. We
compound the two and call it life.

There is ineffable satisfaction in the
synthesis where the proportions of
the thrice-blessed elements are in

just measure. Start up a laboratory
in your heart. You are an alchemist
and you know it not.

"A merry heart doeth good like a
medicine." You have read it and
heard it ten thousand times or more
You are sick of hearing it. That is

because you are not a laugher. If

you were you would be proud of
the proverb's truth and preach it

to your fellows. You would "fire"

your doctor and distill your own es-

sence of sunlight, of joy and of well-
being—your very life elixir—in the
convivial bowl of honest merriment
and the retort courteous. Thou shalt
laugh, indeed!—and grow fat if you
are lean, or preserve your state if

you are already fat.

There is a whole world of mirth
at your disposal. All the world is

more or less funny—excepting
Punch, of course. Turn to the
French bourgeois rather than read
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Punch. He is an absorbant of sun-

light and a delightful reflector of it,

while poor Punch has never been

anything more than a mere gawker

at the ridiculous in attitude. Yet

there is something profoundly fun-

ny in Punch, provided you remem-
ber always that it is sure enough

trying to be funny.

You know the one Saxon joke. It

was given birth eleven hundred

years ago in the forests of Old Eng-

land, and obtains in glorious tri-

umph to-day—simply Punch's eter-

nal 'Any followin' of the 'ounds and

sprawling ventre plat through some
stiff hedge into a ditch beyond. This

is your beef-eater's humor.

But you have also heard the yarn

of the French matelot who, having

dropped his captain's silver teapot

overboard, repaired to the latter

with this explanation

:

"Monsieur le capitaine, one does

not say a thing is lost when he

knows perfectly well where it is,

does he?"
"No, certainly not," says the cap-

tain.

"Very well, monsieur; in that case

you have nothing to fear for your

teapot, for I know where it is well

enough. It is at the bottom of the

sea."'

You couldn't guffaw at such inde-

finable grace of wit as that, any

more than you could bawl out at

a ray of moonlight, but you know
it to be the champagne and not the

malt that has entered your veins.

You feel that there is a virtue in

the inoculation that is like pure

oxygen, if you but give yourself up

to it.

So, too, in the following simple

tale of Henri IV. One day, becom-

ing separated from hia escort dur-

ing the hunt, he meets a peasant

seated under a tree.

"What are you doing there?" asks

the king. "I have been here since

daybreak, monsieur, in order to see

the king pass by," returns the

peasant.

"Then, if you will mount the

croup of my horse, I shall conduct

you to where the king is and you

shall see him to your heart's con-

tent."

On the way, the peasant asks how
he is to know the king.

"He will be the one who con-

tinues to wear his hat," explains

Henri. "All the others will be bare-

headed."
After a time they encounter the

stray party of courtiers and draw

rein. The cavaliers uncover to a

man.

"Well, my good fellow," says

Henri ."tell me who is the king?"

"Ma foi! monsieur," comes the

reply, "it must be you or I. There

are no others who wear their hats."

This ever-present instinct seems

begotten of the happy skies of

France. It is all unconscious. It

is native. Such brilliance in dia-

logue is the very genius of

the French. They are the bon

vivants of the earth. They will

teach you how to laugh, to laugh

gracefully, to laugh politely, to

laugh to the very rejuvenating of

your being.

Thither—if you desire grace and

the exquisite. But in any case, thou

shalt laugh!

If you are a parent and do not

laugh in your possession of the one

real human teacher—example, then

you are a callous barbarian who
would shut out the light of the sun

from a frail lily of the fields. For

lightness of heart is the sap of

strength to every child. It is the

art ineffable, this permeating of life

with the spirit of laughter and of

joy. It is the art that leavens strife,

soothes racking pain and is potent

even to retouch the idyllic glamour

of the sunset.

Laugh, then! The art is yours.

Its scope is infinite, even for you

who seem to fear, in the parlance of

nursery clays, that your face will

stay like that if you grant it a single

mirthful twist. But then your face

is the countenance of the tombstone,

anyway. Let it crack! It cannot

spoil it.



Rules and Regulations No. 17

By E. P. HOLMES
Reproduced from Pearson's Magazine

HE midnight freight had
A shunted a cattle-car onto

a side track at the little sta-
tion at Greenfield and gone on with-
out it.

This was not in itself an unusual
occurrence; but the fact that
this same car was billed to a station
twenty miles farther on, and that it
contained a mixed load comprising
ten head of cattle, two mules, seven
pigs and several hives of bees, con-
signed to a farmer who was 'seek-
ing pastures new, caused station
agent Ben Brown much anxiety.
He went into his little office, took

down his well-thumbed " Rules and
Regulations" and looked up that
part relating to the care of animals
in transit.

"Just my luck!" he exclaimed,
tnrew the book into a corner, clos-
ed the office and crossed the street
to the general store of his friend
rerkms.
^lello, Perk. !" he said.
Hello, Ben ! Anything billed tome in that car?" inquired Perkins.
Nope,' replied the agent, "1

wish the whole car was, but it

ain't."

" What's the matter now?" askecf
Perkins, going to the door. " Seems
to me I see critters moving about.
Ain't got a load of cattle there have
you?"

"That's what I have," answered
the agent, "and what sticks me is,

where I'm going to put 'em? Car
don't belong here anyway. Billed
to Milford. Freight made a mistake—left the wrong car.

'' Them cattle were shipped yes-
terday morning at six o'clock and,
'cording to rules and regulations
No. 17, they've got to come out at
ten this morning to be fed and
watered."

"Ain't there any provision made
in the regulations for unexpected
contingencies?" inquired Perkins,
who had "read law" for six months
and then, gracefully yielding to an
all-wise Providence, had succeeded
his father in the grocery business.

" Nope," replied the agent ;
" got

to come out in twenty-eight .hours
unless I have a written order from
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the consignee to keep 'em in. That

would give me eight hours more, but

thirty-six hours is the limit, any-

way."
" Let's see what the law says

about it," said Perkins, reaching for

a leather-bound volume of the " Re-

vised Statutes" " Seems to me— "

" Law be hanged !" broke in the

agent, in disgust. "What do you

suppose the law has got to do with

the railroads, anyway !
' Look out

for the engine while the bell rings/

That's our motto, and the ' engine

'

means regulations—look out for the

regulations first, last and all the

time if you want to hold down your

job."

"Here it is," resumed Perkins,

not at all disturbed by his friend's

interruption, "'An act to prevent

cruelty to animals while in transit

by railroads, etc. No animals shall

be confined in cars, boats or vessels

of any description for a period of

twenty-eight consecutive hours

without unloading the !

'

" Didn't I tell you so?" interrupt-

ed the agent. " Copied it from r>ur

rules and regulations
!"

"Well, wait VH I get ihrough,

and see, will you?" said Perkins,

continuing to read, "'without un^

loading the same in a humane man-

ner into properly equipped pens for

rest, water and feeding; for a period

of at least five consecutive hours.

1 Law be hanged."

" Oh, bosh !" exclaimed the agent,

as he started for the door. " Un-

loading in a humane manner !'

'Properly equipped pens for rest!'

What you giving us ? Think I'm

running a sanitarium for stray mules

and cows?
" At ten o'clock sharp them ani-

mals have got to come out because

the regulations say so; and they've

got to be watered and fed by the

railroad, in case the owner or the

person having the custody thereof

don't show up to do it, because

that's in the regulations too ;
but

when it comes ' to unloading in a

humane manner—whatever that is—

and put 'em into properly equipped

pens for rest, the agent at Greenfield

has got something else to do besides

carting them animals out on his

back and providing 'em with spring

beds and hair mattresses to rest on !"

By this time station agent Brown

had reached the car in question and

was speaking sharply to
_

the oc-

cupants thereof in an evident at-

tempt to subdue some unruly ani-

mal.

All at once Perkins, standing in

his doorway, saw the agent throw

his arms up in front of his face,

make a great sprint for the waiting-

room of the station and slam the

door to after him.

In a minute or two the door was

cautiously opened and the agent

rushed across the street to the door.

" Bees!" he exclaimed, as he care-

fully felt of a red and white blotch

on the back of his neck. " Bees are

out and they're fighting mad !"

Tust then there came a bellow ac-

companied by a resounding kick

from the car, and this was followed

by a chorus of bellows, kicks and

squeals that brought everybody in

the neighborhood to the scene of

the disturbance.
" Keep away from that car or

you'll be stung to death!" shouted

the agent. Then looking at his

watch he said to Perkins, "Times

Up and them critters have ^ got to

come out—bees or no bees!"
" Don't you be such a blamed
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IcoIS" exclaime>l Tenant " There

ain't any law, ani r ever will be, that

can make a railroad employee risk

his life to save personal property,

and that's just what you're doing if

you try to p:t ".here maddened ani-

mals out of that car!"

The agent started for the door,

but said not a word. Perkins
grabbed him by the arm and shoved
him back against the counter, on
which the " Revised Statutes " still

lay.
" If you're bound to do it, ail

right," he said, " but you've got to

hear what the law says about it

first," and with one hand on the

agent's arm and the forefinger of the

other hand tracing the lines on the

book before him, he read

:

" ' Animals shall be confined for a

period longer than twenty-eight
consecutive hours without unload-
ing the same, etc., etc., ' unless '

—

now hear this, ' unless prevented by
storm or by other accidental or un-
avoidable causes which can not be
anticipated or avoided by the exer-

cise of due diligence and foresight.'
" There," he continued, closing

the book, " that's the law ! Ain't

those bees accidental or unavoidable
causes. Ain't the kicking mules and
steers unavoidable causes?"

" That's all right, Perk," said the
agent shaking off his friend's hand
and heading for the door, "that may
be the law, but law ain't regula-
tions."

The Greenfield station had not
been so crowded since " circus day "

the year before. Every one of the
two dozen houses in the immediate
vicinity, the blacksmith shop and
the cheese factory had furnished its

quota of interested spectators who,
at a safe distance from the car,

laughed and joked and offered such
assistance to the agent—by word of
mouth—as they were disposed to
give.

"Want any help, Ben?" asked
Rodman the blacksmith.

" Guess I can find a little some-
thing for you to do," replied the
agent, "got to build a pen out by

" There was a rush and a chorus of squeals."

that car to feed and water them ani-

mals in, and if there's anybody else

in this crowd that's sufferin' to help

I'll find the tools."

A dozen men and boys accepted
the invitation.

The bees had quieted down some-
what, likewise the other occupants
of the car.

In less than an hour, by using
old railroad ties for posts, to which
were nailed some boards that had
accumulated near the station from
time to time, a pen about twenty
feet square was constructed of which
the car formed one side.

In making the fence fast to the

car the necessary hammering had
set the bees to flying about again

and they, in turn, had stung the

cattle and mules into a frenzy.

Nobody dared to approach the

car. Even the agent, spurred on as

he was by Rules and Regulations
No. 17, saw the futility of trying to

open that car door, in the face of the

maddened animals and bees.

"Gosh, Perk, I'm stuck!" he ex-
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claimed to his friend., who had run
over to watch events.

" Knew you'd be," said Perkins.
"The best you can do is to wire the
superintendent for instructions."

" Guess you're right," the agent
said, as he hurried into the station.

"Well, I'll be hanged!" he ex-
claimed as he noted the absence of
the operator. " Here it is past ten
o'clock and Miss White not here
yet! Just my "

At this point he was interrupted
by a small boy, who approached
him in an almost breathless condi-
tion and stammered out

:

" Mother—wanted me—t' tell yer
—Miss White's—sick an' can't

come."
Ugh, sick is she?" said the

agent. " Well, that settles it. Xo
message sent from this office to-day,
most likely.

" Let's see," he continued, " up
train will be along at twelve-ten.
I'll send message up to junction and
have them wire it to superintendent.
He can wire back to them and they
can send it to me by one of the sec-

tion men on a handcar."
Then he wrote:

Mr. P. Delano,
Superintendent of Freight De-
partment; C. & N. R. R.

Dear Sir: Car No. 1492, billed to

Milford. Contents, bees (mostly),
cattle, mules and ; igs. Side-track-
ed here by night freight, by mis-
take. Cattle shipped at Turner 6
p.m., yesterdav Kules and Regula-
tions No. 17 says all animals must
be put in pens for food and drink
within twenLy-eight hours. Have
built pen. Bees are stinging every-
thing in sight and animals have
gone mad. Can't gel near the car.

What shall I do ?

B. Brown, agent, Greenfield.

'I he message was sent by the con-
ductor of the up train at noon and.
making due allowance for rush of

business, etc., the answer might be
expected by three o'clock.

In the meantime all Greenfield,

including the agent,, went home to
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dinner, to reappear at the station

before the hour of the expected ar-

rival of the superintendent's mes-
sage.

Three o'clock came, but no mes-
sage. Four, five o'clock—no mes-
sage. At about this time it was
noticed by some of the expectant

watchers in the neighborhood of the

car that the bees were apparently
leaving the car for the fields and
meadows by which they were sur-

rounded.
Agent Brown left the crowd to

watch for the messenger and went
over to see his friend Perkins.

" Perk," he said, " here 'tis going
on six o'clock, and no message. The
bloomin' bees have gone visiting.

Them cattle have been in that car

without food or drink for thirty-

six hours—almost, and I'm going to

have 'em out."
" Well," said Perkins, casting a

glance in the direction of the " Re-
vised Statutes," now that the ' un-

avoidable causes,' which in this case

means bees, have been removed I

guess you'd better unload them.
Fact is I'm of the opinion that you
place yourself under the ban of the

law by not removing 'em, and the

sooner you get about it the better
."

" That's what I say," said the

agent, "and I don't see how the sup
erintendent's going to kick much if

I don't wait any longer for his an-

swer. Anyway, the Rules and Reg
illation-, are on my side—and I'm

going at it right now."
And at it he went, with the black-

smith at his elbow and three or four

other daring ones at his heels.

The cattle-run—a sort of gang-
plank with side rails—was already

in place before the door, and up this

rushed the agent and his henchmen,
followed by the cheers of the excit

ed onlookers, who crowded about

the pen

The agent " busted " the seal and

he and the blacksmith laid hold of

the door and shoved it open.

There was a rush, a chorus of

Mpieals and seven half-grown pigs

-hot .nit 1 >f the car, cleared the top of
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yiiitofi 1 I",!'/

" They took a hasty survey of the wreck.

the pen and headed for a pond a

quarter of a mile away.
The agent and his assistants were

piled in a heap at the foot of the

cattle-run. The audience went wild
with delight.

Hardly were the men upon their

feet again when their was a warn-
ing shout from the crowd, and a

mule that had broken his halter

leaped from the car, wheeled
around, and letting hi heels fly at

the side of the pen smashed it into

kindling wood.
The men inside the pen ducked

under the car while the crowd out-

side made a break for the station.

The mule, seeing himself master
of the situation, put in a few more
kicks, by way of good measure,
walked out of the pen and trotted

off in the direction that the pigs
had taken.

The agent and his aids crawled
out from under the car and took a

ha-ty survey of the wreck.
" Dem that mule !" exclaimed the

agent; "how he did kick!"
The others voiced his sentiments

in several different colored ex-
pletives.

The crowd came out from the
station, lined up around the pen and
offered more advice.

A consultation was held by the

agent and his picked men and a line

of action determined upon. First they
repaired the pen. Then the agent
sent over to Perkins for a small bale

of hay and a bag of oats. These he
distributed in sundry piles inside

the pen, and, at the blacksmith's

suggestion, he procured a tub which
he filled to the brim with water.

" Don't let them other critters

get the notion into their heads that

there ain't any water short of the

pond," said the blacksmith, " or

you'll loose the hul keboodle of 'em."

With everything in readiness the

agent and Rodman entered the car

to lead out the other mule. For
obvious reasons it was thought
best to determine in just what man-
ner he proposed to deport himself,

before letting the other animals into

the pen.

The men cautiously approached
the mule. The blacksmith said, in

speaking of the affair afterward,

that he was willing to swear that

as they grasped the animal's halter

he winked his off eye and smiled;

while the agent was equally posi-

tive that the nigh side of the brute's

face was perfectly passive. How-
ever, the instant the mule realized

that his halter was no longer fast
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to the car he leaped for the door
dragging the men along with him.
"Hang to him, Rod! Hang to

him !" cried the agent.

In the next second mule and men
had plunged down the run and the
excited animal was rearing and
jumping about the enclosure ac-

companied by the blacksmith, while
the agent hurled vituperation at the
mule from his position in the wash-
tub, where that animal had dropped
him.
The audience, relying on the

blacksmith's strong right arm, held
their ground this time and shouted
encouragement and other things to

the contestants.

The blacksmith was game and
kept a firm grip on the halter which
he and the agent, who had regained
his feet, finally made fast to the pen.
"Here comes the handcar from the

junction!" a boy shouted.
The man who was driving the car

jammed on the brake and jumped
to the ground.

"Here's your answer from the
super, Brown," he said, taking the
telegram from his cap. "Guess I'll

slide 'long back ahead of 49. So
long!" and he was off.

The agent went into his office and
closed the door. For some reason
he didn't want any inquisitive eyes
fixed on him while he was reading
that message. He tore open the
envelope and read

:

"B. Brown, agent C. & N.R.R.,
Greenfield. Do not remove cattle,

etc., from car. Feed and water, if

possible. Have instructed conductor
of night freight to pick up car, etc.

In the future make communications
to ibis office brief as possible. We
know the rules. P. Delano, Super-
intendent of Freight."

The agent jammed the message
into his pocket, kicked over his stool
and hurried to Perkin's store.

"Wouldn't that jar you?" he ask-

ed, handing the message to his

friend.

Perkins read it and laughed. "No-,
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it wouldn't—much," he replied. "The
super's getting funny, ain't he?"

" 'Cording to how you take it," re-

turned the agent. "Looks to me
plaguy lot like sarcasm ; but that

don't phase me any; what I'm up
against the hardest is—how I'm go-

ing to get them critters back into

the car before the night freight gets

in!"

"Oh, they'll go back all right, now
that they're fed and watered," said

Perkins.

"Like enough they will—them
that's in the pen," replied the agent

;

"but how about the seven pigs and
a mule down in the medder?"

"Gosh, but I forgot them!" Per-

kins replied. "You'll have to round
them up, sure. That mule's bound
to wander back to his mate soon's

he's filled himself up, and you'd bet-

ter get the boys after the pigs

—

they'll like the fun."

Feeling quite encouraged the

agent returned to the station, and
finding a number of boys who were
only too eager to drive in the pigs,

set them at it. Then he went to the

pen to lead the cattle back into the

car.

One after another the animals
were coaxed and threatened, but not

one of them could be made to enter

the car. Even the vigorous applica-

tion of a stout sapling to the flanks

of some of them was not productive
of the desired result.

It was growing dark. The boys
had not been successful with the

pigs which, after leading their pur-

suers a merry chase, had crawled
out of sight among the bushes. The
stray mule still hovered within sight

of his companion, but would not be
captured.

The agent was thoroughly dis-

couraged. As he sought the seclu-

sion of his office he was met by Per-

kins, who had closed his store for

the night. The loafers had gone
home.
The agent held the superintend-

ent's message in his hand.

"Well, Perk," he said, "I've done
the best I could, but the night
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freight won't pick up car No. 1492
I'm thinking—leastwise, not unless

they take it empty."
"Strange them critters won't go

back. You're sure the bees are all

out?" Perkins asked.

"Every mother's son of 'em

—

drones, mutes, queen, king and ace,"

replied the agent.

"Hadn't you better write another

report to the super?" suggested Per-

kins. "Send it up on the eight-thir-

ty, and then turn in till the freight

arrives."

The agent threw off his coat, sat

down to his desk and began to write.

There was a twinkle in his eye.

"Seems to me, Ben, I'd make it

kind of short, if I's you," said Per-

kins.

"Perk," replied the agent, "I'll

make it shorter'n pie crust ! It'll be
the shortest blamed report the old

man ever read—if I have to set up
all night to write it."

Ten minutes went by with the

agent still writing.

"Ain't putting in too many par-

ticulars, are you?" Perkins enquired
anxiously.

"Nope," said the agent, "cuttin'

out now."
The station clock slowly—to Per-

kins—ticked away another ten min-
utes.

"You're sure you ain't making it

too long?" he ventured to ask.

"Sure," the agent replied, "gettin'

shorter every minute."
Not till some ten minutes or so

later, when they heard the whistle of

the eight-thirty at Prides Crossing,
a mile away, did the agent lay down
his pen. Then he picked up nine

sheets of paper, handed one of them
to Perkins, and threw the others in-

to the waste-basket.

Perkins took the message and
read

:

Mr. P. Delano, Sup. of Freight:

Bees out, critters too. Won't go
back. What'll I do?—Brown.

Perkins' comment on his friend's

report was nipped in the bud by the

arrival of the train.

The agent handed the message to

the conductor, and as the train

pulled out he said to Perkins

:

"How do you think that'll strike

the super?"
"Well," replied Perkins, " if Brev-

ity is the soul of wit,' and the super

is sufferin' for something witty, I

think you're right in line for promo-
tion."

"Anyway, he's got what he asked
for," returned the agent. The men
said "good-night !" and parted.

The next morning, when the first

"Accompanied by the blacksmith.'
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train down pulled into the station, a
young man jumped from the side

door of the baggage car and hauled
a bulky piece of apparatus to the
platform after him.
He had rather square jaws, no

superfluous flesh and no yellow
stains on his fingers. He was a
man who had acquired the habit of

doing things.

"Brown?" he asked, approaching
the agent. "My name's Hallaran."
Then he added, very diplomatically,

"Mr. Delano sent me down here to

help you with those cattle. Said
you hadn't the proper equipment to

handle them to advantage and sent

these traps along."

"Well, I'm mighty glad to see
you," said the agent. "Them cattle

have just about bothered the life

out of me. We—the boys and I

—

have just rounded up the stray mule
and seven pigs. Been at it since five

this morning and we're pretty nigh
tuckered out."

"Are they still balky?" inquired
Hallaran.

"Can't get their noses within
three feet of the door," the agent
replied.

"All right, then," said Hallaran

;

"just help me out to the car with
this apparatus and we'll show them
a thing or two."

"This apparatus" resembled, in

part, the ordinary harness worn by
a draught horse, but with the traces
attached to the breeching. These
draw-straps were made fast to a
cross-bar or whiffletree in front of

the animal, and to this bar, in turn,

was fastened a strong rope which
was wound on to an axle by two
men, who turned a crank at either

end.

With the frame containing the
axle securely bolted to the floor

within the car, the harness was ad-
justed to one of the cows. She was

led as far up the run as she would
walk and then, before she had a
chance to brace herself against the

pulling force in front of her, she
was hauled bodily into the car.

The agent looked on open-mouth-
ed. "Well, I'll be darned!" he ex-

claimed ; "if that don't work as slick

as grease I'd like to know why."
The crowd cheered Hallaran to

the echo.

One after another the cows and
one mule had submitted to the in-

evitable, and mule number two was
half-way within the car when the
agent's daughter appeared on the

scene with her camera.
"Hurry up, sis," said her father;

"aim at the mule!"
"Click," went the shutter, and in

went the mule.
His duties completed, Hallaran

left Greenfield on the next train up.

"By the way," he said to the agent
at parting, "Mr. Delano seemed
pleased with the report you sent in

last night. Said you were catching
on to the idea of brevity."

"'Catching on,' is it?" the agent
repeated thoughtfully to himself as

he returned to his office.

The next day, while seated at his

desk, Freight Superintendent Del-

ano was seized with a violent fit of

laughter.

"Look here a minute, boys," he
said to his clerks.

They gathered about him. In his

hand mounted on a piece of plain

cardboard, was a photograph of a

loaded cattle-car with a mule's hind
quarters gracing the doorway.

The upper margin bore the stamp
of the Greenfield R.R. station, with
date. Below the picture was writ-

ten :

"Mr. P. Delano, Sup. Freight.

Off.

Brown."
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Mortality in Relation to Weight

By BRANDRETH SYMONDS, A. M., M.D

Reproduced from McClure's Magazine

UNTIL life insurance came into_

existence, the proper relation!

of height to weight and the ef-

•

feet of this relation upon longevity-

had no commercial significance. The
aesthetic standards of physique
ranged from the waddling obesities,

who are admired by Arabs and ador-

ed by Hottentots, to the Greek
ideals, as shown in the Apollo Belve-

dere and the Venus of Aielos. Each
people adopted a different standard
of physical perfection, but no one
knew whether that standard made
for a long life. With the advent of

lite insurance this matter became
important, but even then its real sig-

nificance was not recognized. In
fact, only of late years have we be-

come fully alive to the fact that the

physique of an individual is a fun-

damental element in his selection as

a life insurance risk. If a proper
relation of weight to height and age
is not secured when selecting a

given group of risks, the mortality
in that group will be high in spite

of the utmost care in excluding all

other unfavorable elements.
In 1897 Dr. George R. Shepherd

compiled for the Association of Life

Insurance Medical Directors a table

of height and weight for each quin-
quennium from 15 to 69. This was
based upon the heights and weights
of 74,162 accepted male applicants
for life insurance in the United
States and Canada. The weight in-

cluded the clothing and the height
the shoes. In other words, the con-
ditions were the same as

those under which the ap-

plicants presented themselves to the

medical examiner. At the extremes
of age and of height, the number of

individuals in any one class was
small and the curve of weight show-
ed abrupt changes which had to be

equalized. The net results was a

table of heights and weights vary-

ing according to the age which was
adopted by the leading insurance

companies as being the standard.

In 1900 a table of heights and
weights varying according to age

was compiled by a committee of the

medical section of the National

Fraternal Congress. This was based

upon an analysis of 133,940 appli-

cants of selected risks from the Un-
ited States and Canada. The num-
ber of weights given in it amounted
to 112, and in of these are identical

with the similar numbers in Dr.

Shepherd's table. This coincidence

is so thorough as to border on the

marvelous, and one felt some scep-

ticism as to whether this table was
constructed quite independently of

Dr. Shepherd's. I therefore took

the liberty of writing to the Chair-

man of the Committee who had
charge of the compilation, and was
assured by him in reply that the

table was constructed de novo. This

wonderful corroboration of Dr. Shep-
herd's table shows that it is un-

doubtedly an exact standard for the

United States and Canada.
We must remember that these

heights and weights were taken

when the parties were shod and clad

in ordinary clothing. The shoe of a

man will ordinarily raise him about
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inclined to think that this is about

correct, though naturally it should

vary with the season. There is no

doubt that a woman's clothing as

a rule is lighter than a man's. The
shoes of the average woman will

raise her about i 1-2 to 1 3-4 inches.

It is a great advantage to have a

standard for women definitely set-

tled. Fortunately the rough em-
pirical method by which he had re-

cently been working is so nearly ac-

curate that this new standard will

not materially modify our con-

clusions.

It will pay to study this table,

especially in conjunction with Dr.

Shepherd's table for men. Women
attain their maximum weight more
ui iformly than men, as practically

al: of them reach this point at from

50 to 59. After the age of 25,

women increase in weight more
rapidly than men. Thus a man of

5 ft. 6 in. gains n pounds between
the ages of 25 and 50, while a woman
of the same height gains 18 pounds
during that time. This is well shown
in the curves prepared by Dr.
Weisse, which appear on next page.

The horizontal lines represent the

weight, starting at 125 pounds and
allowing 5 pounds to each line. The
vertical lines represent the age at

the mid-point of the quinquenniums
used in the tables. Thus the quin-

quennium 25-29 is put down at 27.5.

The upper curve is that of men,
the lower of women. The distance
between them is due to the fact

that the average woman is about 3
inches shorter than the average

man. Note now that the average man
at the age of 27.5 weighs 148. 1 and
at 57.5, when he has reached his

maximum, he weighs 159.7, a g'din

or 1 1.6 pounds. The average woman
at the age of 27.5 weighs 129.1 and
a f the age of 57.5 she weighs 1457,
a gain of 16.6 pounds, which is just

5 pounds more than that of the aver-

age man during that period. The re-

sult of this is that at heights 5ft. 3,

4, 5, and 6 in., women will weigh
the same as men when they reach

the age of 50 or thereabouts. At
other heights, women get within a

pound or two of men, but no closer.

These curves are constructed from
the unadjusted weights and thus re-

present the actual facts as determin-

ed from the original figures. In the

standard tables prepared by Dr.

Shepherd and Dr. Weisse, these un-

adjusted figures have been slightly

modified, either up or down, at some
points in order to secure a perfect-

ly uniform curve at all ages. Dr.
Wisse says: "In preparing the ad-

justed table, it is interesting to note
that the weights of over 80 per cent,

of all these women needed prac-

ticallv no adjustment. The average
weight of all the 58.85; women, after

all adjusting, involved a difference

of less than one-tenth, .056 of a

pound.
We are now very comfortably fix-

ed, for we have accurate standards
of weight, according to height and

ADJUSTED TABLE OF WEIGHTS FOR
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age, for both women and men, at

least for the United States and Can-

ada. It is a curious fact that the

lowest death rate does not coincide

with the standard. In general terms

it may be said that the lowest death

rate is found in the class who are

about 5 per cent, below the standard,

but in ages below 30 the lowest rate

is found among those who are 5 to

10 per cent, above standard. These
differences are not great, and I wish

to discuss in fuller detail the more
marked cases of overweight and un-

derweight. Before doing so, I will

explain as briefly as possible the sta-

tistical method by which we deter-

mien whether a given class of in-

surance risks is furnishing a satisfac

lorv mortality.

The duration of an individual life

is most uncertain, but (lie avei

duration of 100,000 lives is very cer-

tain. Many mortality tables h

been constructed showing the prob-

abilities of dying a1 each age of life.

The one most used for 11"

tistical investigations is known as

the Modified Healthy English, and
100

is the one adopted by the Actuarial

Society of America in their Spe-
cialized Mortality Investigation. Ac-
cording to this table, the probability

of dying at the age of 30 is .00821,

or, to put it in another way, out of

100,000 living persons 30 years old,

821 will die during that year. This
only holds true, however, if these

cases are not influenced by medical
selection, for we find that the in-

fluence of this extends for at least

five years and probably longer. We
must, therefore, make an allowance
for medical selection.

According to the Actuarial Soci-

ety, the probability of dying at the

age of 30, during the first year after

medical selection, is only one-half.

To put it in another way, only 410
won Id die instead of 821. In the
second year of insurance, the per-

centage is 68 at this age. As our
group of cases are now in the sec-
ond year of insurance, they are 31
years old, and the mortality figure

is .00828, or 828 out of too.ooo. We
therefore have to take 68 per cent,

of 828, and our expected deaths will
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be 564 out of 100,000 living, instead

of 828. I think that this will give

you some idea of the method em-
ployed. It is tedious and the details

are very intricate, but the principle,

as you will see, is comparatively

simple. By this means we calculate

the deaths that are expected to oc-

cur in a given group of individuals.

If this group shows 100 actual

deaths and 200 expected deaths, we
say that the mortality is 50 per cent.

If the group shows 200 actual deaths

and 100 expected, we say that the

mortality is 200 per cent. That is

the technical meaning of the term
"mortality" as employed in this and
similar statistical researches. In a

rough way we consider that a mor-
tality between 90 per cent, and 100

per cent, is fair; if between 80 per

cent, and 90 per cent., it is good, if

below 80 per cent., it is very good.

Let us first take up overweights.

A case is not considered overweight
unless it is more than 20 per cent,

above the standard weight for the

height and age. For example, at the

age of 40 the standard weight of a

man 5 ft. 6 in. tall is 150 pounds.
We would not regard him as an
overweight until he had passed 180

ootinds, which is 20 per cent, above
his standard. Even in the classes

of smaller excess than this the mor-
tality increases, but at this point it

begins to be a serious matter. For
the sake of convenience, we will call

those overweights who are between
20 per cent, and 30 per cent, above
the standard "moderate over-
weights." Similarly, we will call

those overweights who are more
than 30 per cent, above the stand-
ard "excessive overweights." Thus,
men 40 years old who are 5 ft. 6in.

tall and weiVh between 180 and tq^
pounds would be termed moderate
overweights, but if they exceed 195
pounds, thev would be called exces-
sive overweights.
The effect of overweight is in-

fluenced by two fundamental fac-

tors. These are (0 percentage of

overweight
: and (2) acre of the in-

dividual. The following table shows

this very closely. The first column
contains the age periods, the second
column the mortality of the moder-
ate overweights, the third column
the mortality of the excessive over-

weights.

Age Moderate Excessive
overw'ts. overw'ts.

1 5 to 28 (young) 80 p.c. 88 p.c.

29 to 42 (mature) 103 p.c. 124 p.c.

43 to 56 (elderly) 133 p.c. 162 p.c.

57 to 70 (old) 125 p.c. 156 p.c.

As your eye follows down each of

these columns, you will note that the

mortality rises rapidly both among
the moderate overweights and the

excessive overweights. It is true

that the old in both classes have a

little better mortality than the elder-

ly, but I think that the old over-

weights were selected with a little

more care than the e'derlv, and for

that reason their mortality is a

shade better.

As you compare the moderate
overweights with the excessive over-

weights, you will note that the lat-

ter have a higher mortality at everv
age. The young overweights have
a good mortality in both grouos.

The mature moderate overweights
are bad. while the mature excessive

overweiehts are very bad. Still

worse than they come the elderly

moderate overweights, and at the

unenviable anex stand the elderly

excessive overweights, with a mor-
tality of 162 per cent.

It mav be said, then, that an over-

weight in a person below 29 is not
harmful even up to 30 ner cent, or

3^ ner cent, above the standard, pro-

vided the person does not get actu-

allv heavier with advancing years.

You will note that this remark refers

to actual weight and not relative

weieht. Our standard increases

with advancing age. so that an ex-

cess of 33 ner cent, at age 22 is

almost exactly equal to an excess of

20 ner cent, at ace 45. If a bov 22

years old and 5 ft. o in. tall weight
too nounds, hi^ weifht is 33 per cent.

Qbove +he standard of T50 pounds
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at that height and age. When that
boy gets to be 45 years old, if his
height and weight still remain the
same, we find that his weight is only
20 per cent, in excess, for the stand-
ard at age 45 is 166 pounds. He has
kept just at the edge of the danger
zone, and people of his class will
give an almost uniform mortality,
slightly in excess of the normal, ir-

respective of age.

Beyond 30 years of age the mor-
tality among overweights rises

rapidly with the age and with the
weight. This will happen even when
the utmost care is used in examin-
ing and selecting these risks. A long-
lived family history, one in which
neither parent has died below the
age of 70, will improve the mortality
by 10 or 15 points. Such a gain as
this would make the young over-
weights of both classes very good,
and it would make the mature mo-
derate overweights show a fair mor-
tality, about 90 per cent. In all

other classes, however, the mortality
would still remain very bad.

If the family history is an aver-
age of a short-lived one. the mor-
tality will be increased by 5 to 15
points. Under these circumstances
we find that the young moderate
overewights still retain a good mor-
tality, but the young excessive over-
weights get up to about 100 per cent.
The other classes, of course, are ren-
dered just so much worse.
A tuberculous family history

s< ems to have about the same effei I

as a short-lived family history. In
tlie younger ages ii certainly has no
worse effect, for, as might be sup
posed, the overweighl tends to
counterbalance the tuberculous pre
disposition.

Increasing abdominal girth is a
very serious matter for over
weights. When this exceeds the c\
panded chest, the mortality is mark
edlv increased by 15 or 20 points
at least, and much more if the abdo
men greatly exceeds the expanded
chest. You will see thai by com
bining these factors, an elderly ex
cessive overweight with a large
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abdomen and short-lived family his-

tory may easily be exposed to a

mortality of 200 per cent.

In fact, we can say that any other

blemish, whether in the personal

history or the physical condition,

regularly increases the mortality of

these overweights. Conversely,
overweight adds greatly to the

gravity of any other defect. For
example, I have lately analyzed a

class of cases which gave a history

o f renal colic or renal calculus, and
which showed a mortality of 99 per
cent. In this class was a small group
of overweights. Now, those cases

which combined a history of renal

colic or renal calculus with the over-

weight showed a mortality of 150
per cent.

As regards foreigners, it may be
urged that our standard table is

based entirely upon selected lives

in the United States and Canada,
and that it would not apply to an-

other race, like the Germans, who are

usually stouter and heavily built.

We have found, however, that over-

weight foreigners are, if anything-, a

little worse risks than overweight
natives. In truth, human fat

seems to be the same wherever
found, and has the same effects

upon the prospects of life, whether
in England, Germany, Holland, Bel-

gium, France, Italy, Mexico, or the

United States.

We find that overweight women,
measured by their own standard.

show practically the same mortality

as overweight men. They are fewer
in number, for women do not often

pn mil themselves to become fat.

Now, let us consider the effect of

underweight. As long as the weight
is not below 80 per cent, of the

standard, that is, not more than 20

pei- cent, below the standard, the cf-

feet seems to be slight. The mor-
tality rises slowly, but the increase

is gradual and not alarming. Be-
low this level, however, the mortal-

ity rises to a point where it is of

1 >nsequen< e, especially in the

younger ages. Among the young
underweights, vve can expect a mor-
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tality of no per cent, when the

weight is from 80 to 75 per cent,

of the standard. The older ages

in this group show a uniform mor-
tality of about 95 per cent. We
should call this a fair mortality, not

very bad, but on the other hand not

very good.

In the next group, in which the

weight ranges from 75 per cent, to

70 per cent, of the standard, that is,

from 25 to 30 per cent, below the

standard, the number of entrants in

my company below age 20 number-
ed only 30 in the 30 years from i87o

to 1899. This number is too s^nall

to furnish any figures of conse-

quence. Even in the decade 20-29

the total number of exposures only

amounted to 299, an average of less

than 30 for each year. These gave
'2 deaths as against 1.9 expected.

The numbers are too small to be of

consequence. In the decade 30-39
the number exposed rises to 1,391.

and these give a mortality of 10c

per cent. After this the mortality

i< fairly satisfactory, ranging from
90 to 95 per cent.

For weights below 70 per cent, oi

the standard, that is, more than 30
per cent, below the standard, our
experience is very limited and too
small to divide into different age
periods. The actual deaths amount-
ed to 12 and the expected to T3.5,

showing that our selection was rea-

sonably good. The number of en-

trants below age 40 was too small
to give any information. Above age
40 we can only say that when they
are picked with care, these extreme
underweights live a good while.

As regards the other factors

which modify the influence of un-
derweight, we have to deal with a
problem quite different from that of

overweight. The influence of age
is reversed among underweights.
The younger ages are the ones most
affected, while the older ages are
but slightly disturbed.

The mortality increases as the

weight diminishes, but even among
those who are more than 30 per

cent, below the standard, the mor-
tality is not excessive.

The association of dyspepsia with

underweight is a serious matter

with the young, and will give us a

mortality as high as 150 per cent. 1

have no doubt that the combination

of dyspepsia and underweight in

the young is often indicative of in-

cipient tuberculosis, the extent of

which is so small that it is not de-

termined on physical examination.

The association of underweight
and tuberculous family history has

long been recognized as serious,

especially in younger ages. Thus, we
find this combination gives a mor-
tality of 180 per cent, in the ages

below 35. Above that age the in-

fluence of tuberculosis depends upon
the number of cases in the family.

If we have two or more cases oc-

curing in the family of an under-

weight, the mortality is 107 per cent,

for all ages above 35. In these older

ages the underweight who has had
only one case of consumption in his

family runs little risk, perhaps for

the reason that he takes better care

of himself.

As regards women, we find that

the lesser grades of underweight
from 80 to 75 per cent, of the stand-

ard give a mortality of only JJ per

cent., an excellent result and prac-

tically uniform for all ages. For
weights below this, the mortality

becomes bad, in fact over 100 per

cent., but the cases are so few that

no deductions can be made from
them. There is no reason to sup-

pose, however, that underweight
women are any worse than under-

weight men, and I have no doubt

that they will give as good a mor-

tality if selected under the same cir-

cumstances.
In conclusion, I think that I can

do no better than to quote from

the Medical Record the summary
that ended my previous paper on
this subject before the Medical Soci-

ety of New Jersey:

"Now, let us sum up in a general

way the differences between over-

weights and underweights. The
10s
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mortality among all those, irrespec-

tive of age, who are between 20 and
30 per cent, below the standard
weight, is 96 per cent., while the
mortality of all, irrespective of age,

who are between 20 and 30 per cent,

above the standard, is 113 per cent.

These figures alone would show
that overweight is a much more seri-

ous condition than underweight. On
the other hand, we must take into

account the fact that until recent
times overweights were accepted
more freely by insurance companies
than underweights. To put it in an-
other way, underweights were
selected with more rigid care than
overweights. The old idea that an
overweight had a reserve fund to

draw upon in case there was a run
on his bodily bank was pre-
valent, although it was recognized
that excessive fat might be harm-
ful and should exclude the risk on
the ground, perhaps, that it was a
form of capital which was not ac-

tive. Similarly, an underweight was
considered to be under-capitalized,
and if his bodily bank had to go
through a panic like pneumonia, or

hard times like organic heart dis-

ease, he would become insolvent
and bankrupt.
"As a result of this method of

thought, our underweight mortality
is rather better and our overweight
mortality rather worse than if both
sets had been accepted under exact-
ly the same conditions. But, even
if we make full allowance for the
difference in selection, T run con-

vinced that the same percentage of

overweight is a more serious matter
than if it were underweight. The
excessive weight, whether it be fat

or muscle, is not a storehouse of

reserve strength, but it is a burden
that has to be nourished, if muscle,

and that markedly interferes with
nutrition and function, if fat. This
does not apply to the young, those

below 25 years of age. Here a mo-
derate degree of overweight is much
more favorable than underweight.
In fact, up to age 25 an overweight
not to exceed no per cent, of the

standard is upon the whole good for

the individual. It seems to indicate

a certain hyper-nutrition and robust-

ness of physique that is favorable to

the subsequent life. Underweight
among these young people, on the

other hand, is unfavorable, and in

some cases indicates commencing
disease or the tendency thereto. But
when we pass the age of 30 these

conditions are reversed, and the dif-

ference between overweight and un-

derweight in their influence upon
vitality becomes more marked with
each year of age.

"Of course, for the best interests

of health, one should be as near

standard weight as possible, and
that is the sermon which you should

preach to your patients. Impress
upon them the advisability of their

being within 10 per cent, of the

standard, for within that range is

found the lowest mortality and the

greatest vitality."

A Viaduct at Richmond, Va„ Made of Reinforced Concrete Throughout
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Headquarters of Cock's Tours, London

Thomas Cook

The Pioneer of

Modern Travel

By

R. Seymour Ramsdale

Reproduced from

Chambers's Journal

IN one of his letters, written from
Paris during the Exhibition year
of 1878, the late George Augustus

Sala, after referring in terms of high

praise to the management of "Cook's
Tours" to the French capital, went
on to say: "I think I first met him
(Thomas Cook) at Venice in 1866.

It used to be the fashion to sneer
at and disparage "Cook's Tourists"

;

and the late Charles Lever, as

Cornelius O'Dowd" in Blackwood's,
once went out of his way to libel

in a very cruel and uncalled-for man-
ner the travelers who were trotted
round Europe under the auspices of

the "personal conductor." Mr. Cook
has got over all that long ago, and
can afford to smile at his detractors
and forgive the shade of Charles
Lever. Of a truth, the great pioneer
of modern travel came to have the
laugh on his side, and to leave a
name behind second only to that of

George Stephenson, of whom, al-

most the contemporary, he was a

truly worthy follower. From begin-

nings the most humble, he built up
a mighty organization which to-day
marshals more than four million

travelers annually to every part of

the globe, and furnishes employ-
ment to upwards of three thousand
persons.

On the 22nd of November, just

one hundred years ago, at Mel-
bourne in Derbyshire, was born this

Thomas Cook, whose name was
destined to become even more fam-
ous than that Cook who was the

first to circumnavigate the globe.

Nothing was there in his surround-
ings, however, to presage future

greatness. His father, employed in

humble capacity on the estate of

the first Lord Melbourne, dying
when the boy was but in his fourth

year, his prospects were indeed of

the slightest. At the age of ten he
was already a wage-earner at the
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munificent pay of one penny per

day, after receiving only the merest

fragment of schooling. One chance,

however, came in his way which
seldom then fell to boys in his con-

dition of life. For means of liveli-

hood, his mother kept a shop, a very

small one, and amongst the goods
she sold were a few books, mostly

such as were used in schools. To
these the child applied himself with

avidity, and thus managed to en-

large and extend the meagre share

of education which had been his

portion. From the first his soul was
possessed by a "noble discontent"

and the notion that he must go for-

ward and never stand still. The
first step on the ladder was to per-

suade an uncle who worked as a

wood-turner to take him from the

fields to his work-bench, and at this

craft he soon became an expert.

Still, this was but one step, and not

quite in the desired direction, for

he had less time than ever for his

books. Having often to make the

journey to Loughborough for his

master, he had many a time gazed
with longing eyes at the shop of

Josepr Winks, a printer, from whose
press issued many of the books pub-

lished in connection with the Gen-
eral Baptist Association. After

much assiduity, he persuaded his

uncle to release him, and, more than

that, induce Winks to take him as

apprentice. That he must have
thrown himself heart and soul into

his new vocation, and had within

him some wonderful latent capacity,

is evident from the fact that before

he was twenty he had received the

appointment of Bible-reader and
village missionary for the County
of Rutland. What a worker must
this youth have been! Already, if

but as a pedestrian, what a traveler!

Tn his diary—a work he began when
but eighteen—for 182'; he records

that during that year he had covered

two thousand six hundred and nine-

ty-two miles, of which two thousand
one hundred and six were done on
foot. In his twenty-fourth year,

having married, he set up in busi-
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ness for himself at Market Harbor-
ough, at his first trade of wood-
turning.

Soon after he entered with his

usual ardour into a movement of

whose principles he had all along

been an exponent : that of temper-

ance. Having become secretary to

the South Midland Temperance As-
sociation, he printed and published

a number of pamphlets on the ques-

tion, and in 1840 founded the Chil-

dren's Temperance Magazine, the

first publication devoted to the ad-

vocacy of that cause.

One hot summer day in the June
of 1841, young Cook set out on a

walk which was to mark the turn-

ing-point in his career. It was to

Leicester, where he was to be one
of the speakers at a great temper-
ance demonstration. The distance

was but fifteen miles—a mere noth-

ing to such a pedestrian as he was
;

but as he strode along he read some-
thing which set him thinking deep-
ly. It was the newspaper report of

the opening of that portion of what
was then known as the Midland
Counties Railway, which connected
Leicester with Loughborough. Now,
it had been arranged to hold an-

other demonstration shortly at

Loughborough, and all at once it

flashed into his mind what a won-
derful success it might be made if

the people could go by rail instead

of having to walk; hundreds might
then go where dozens would not

otherwise. Full of the idea, he ex-

plained it to his audience that night.

All were struck; but said some.
"What about the cost? How many
workingmen could afford it?"

"Leave that to me," exclaimed Cook.
"All of you who would like to go
hold up your hands." So full was
the response thai early the next
morning he betook himself to the

office of John Fox Bell, the then

secretary of the railway company,
and unfolded his plan. Tt was that

he would guarantee to nil a train if

the company WOllld take the people
from Leicester to Loughborough and
back for a shilling. Mr. Bell at once
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The Late3John Cook

Son of Thomas < ook and the Man Who did Mosl to
Build up the Business

fell in with the idea, and himself

gave a contribution towards the pre-

liminary expenses. Within a few
hours the arrangements were set

forth in print, thus making it the
very earliest publicly advertised ex-

cursion train. This done, Cook went
on to Loughborough to arrange for

the feeding of his party. On the
5th of July the excursion duly start-

ed, numbering five hundred and
seventy passengers, amidst great
popular enthusiasm, a band of music
accompanying them to the station,

whilst all Loughborough turned out
to welcome them. Thus was in-

augurated a new era in the world of

travel, and an object-lesson set be-
fore the railway companies as to the
power of small profits and quick re-

turns. In no long time the new or-

ganizer was inundated with applica-
tions for advice and assistance by
those who desired to arrange for

special trains.

During the summer of 1842, and
two years following, he followed up
his system with characteristic ener-

gy and remarkable success, arrang-
ing a great number of excursions of
temperance associations and Sunday
schools between various points. The
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fares were such as but a short time
before would have been deemed per-

fectly ridiculous, and so they would
have been had not the number of

passengers been so large. As an ex-

ample, he took four thousand four

hundred people from Leicester to

Derby and back in the September of

1843 at a charge of one shilling for

adults and sixpence for children. All

this time gratitude and growing
fame had been his sole reward, for

he made not a penny for himself;
but in 1844 he took thought that he
might strike out for himself as a

carrier of travelers. The theory he
quickly reduced to practice, and in-

terviews with the directorates of the

railways of the Midlands brought
about agreements to place trains at

his disposal whenever he desired.

Then he set to work to organize an
excursion on a more ambitious scale

than any hitherto attempted. When,
in the early summer of 1845, folks

read the advertisement of Mr. Cook's
pleasure trip from Leicester to

Liverpool by rail, thence to Dublin
and the Isle of Man by steamer, and
back for fourteen shillings first-class

and ten shillings second, they fairly

rubbed their eyes in astonishment;
but the excursion proved a splendid
success. So thorough was Cook's
grasp of the conditions needful to

ensure success that he became the
compiler, printer, and publisher of

what stands as the very earliest il-

lustrated travelers' guide-book, a

little volume describing all the
places to be visited and many of

those en route.

Although the thing was as com-
plete a novelty as was the journey
of the 'Rocket' from Liverpool to

Manchester sixteen years before, it

was fully successful. All the tickets

were sold a week beforehand, and
so great was the desire to obtain
them that many were resold for

double the money. Moreover, all

were satisfied, so thoroughly had
their comfort been ministered to.

Still more ambitious was the next
attempt, for the difficulties appear-
ed at first quite insuperable. "From
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the heights of Snowdon," Cook re-

cords in his diary, "my thoughts
took flight to Ben Lomond, and I de-

termined to get to Scotland." But
how to get there was the question,

for the English railways then ter-

minated at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and
he had to make two preliminary
journeys before the plan of cam-
paign was decided upon. In the end
it was determined that the journey
should be made by rail to Fleet-

wood, thence to Ardrossan by
steamer, and from that point on
again by rail to Glasgow or Edin-
burgh. Although the entire dist-

ance to be covered was not less

than six hundred miles, the charge
was only a guinea per head, and the

trip turned out as great a success as

any of its predecessors. At both
the great Scottish cities the "per
sonally conducted" and their mentor
were received with the firing of

canon, musical honors, and great

popular enthusiasm. At Edinburgh
they were entertained at a public

banquet presided over by William
Chambers, who warmly welcomed
Cook and his party to the capital

of Scotland. Before the end of 1850
Cook had perfected arrangements
with all the leading railways of the

United Kingdom, and become the

indubitable founder of the modern
holiday system.

Now came the time to carry these

conquests beyond the seas, and the

great Exhibition of 185 1 (which as

much as any man he helped to make
a success) being closed, Cook com-
menced to organize the invasion of

Europe. Having first, in accordance
with his invariable practice, gone
thoroughly over the ground to be
visited, he issued his advertisement
of a "Grand Circular Tour on the

Continent." Eagerly was such op-

portunity embraced by numbers
who once would almost as soon have
dreamed of a journey to the moon.
Starting from Harwich, ihe expedi-

tion in succession visited Antwerp
and Brussels, went over the battle-

field of Waterloo, steamed on the

Rhine, and returned home by way
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of Paris, Havre, and Southampton.
This new enterprise once set ago-

ing, Mr. Cook never looked back,

and within a few years there was
scarce any region of the civilized

world which had not been visited by
"Cook's Excursionists." Lever and
others might carp and sneer; but,

all the same, folks continued to go
in ever-increasing numbers, and
soon there was not a railway or city

in Europe where Cook'o tickets and
coupons were not available.

It was in connection with great

Exhibitions that some of his most
notable triumphs were scored. He
was the making of the Exhibition of

185 1 in a pecuniary sense, and in

1862 he not only conveyed to Lon-
don from every part of the kingdom
over twenty thousand persons, but

housed and fed them during the

term of their visit. To Paris in i878

he piloted seventy thousand persons
from our shores, and actually paid

over to the French Government a

sum amounting to one-thirtieth of

their total receipts from the Exhibi-

tion. When first dealing with his

European tours, one of the greatest

difficulties he had to encounter was
the apparent almost universal im-
pression which obtained in Contin-
ental towns that Englishmen were
made of money and could be bled
with ease and impunity. This, like

almost all other difficulties to be en-

countered, he soon contrived to sur-

mount by unfailing courtesy, fair

dealing, and resolution. A striking

instance of determination and re-

sourcefulness was afforded on one
occasion, when the proprietor of a
leading hotel in Rome at the last

moment broke his contract. Failure
was a thing not to be contemplated,
so Cook grappled with the emer-
gency by hiring for the use of his

party the palace of Prince Torlonia
for the immense sum of five hun-
dred pounds for a week. During all

the early years his work was a labor
of love; or, if a profit was made, it

was devoted to charitable or philan-
thropic objects, the great organizer
relying for his livelihood upon the

printing business which for many
years he continued to carry on at

Leicester.

If we wish to obtain something
like an adequate notion of the won-
derful scope of the gigantic con-
cern which has been evolved from
the tiny germ first planted by the

"pioneer of modern travel," it will

be well to glance over the pro-

gramme of some of Cook's globe-

trotting expeditions of to-day. Of
quite a number which have started

from our shores during the past
autumn, half-a-dozen there are

which at once arrest attention. Each
and all are what are designated as

"Round the World Tours," four of

them east-bound—that is, wending
outwards by the eastern and return-

ing by the western hemisphere—and
the remaining two in the opposite
direction. All the chief points of

interest in the four continents are

to be vsited, the lands of classical

antiquity, those of the "burning
Orient,' China, and the 'awakening
East,' with "young Australia" and
America. To meet the taste of those
whose ideal is ocean-travel, one of

the east-bound tours wras announced
as "all-sea," there being not one
yard of land-travel throughout a

journey of more than twenty-
thousand miles ; no need, if you
wish not, ever to step ashore from
the time that the port of London
is left until it is again sighted some
seven months later. Then, indeed,

one must surely feel that one is in

the hands of "Captain" Cook and
emulating the first great circum-
navigator.

At a first glance the first cost of

holidays such as these reads not a

little startling. The cheapest of

the six means four hundred and
forty-six pounds five shillings per

head; whilst for "Party No. 2," one
of the east-bound trips, the mem-
bership of which is restricted to

twelve persons, it reaches to six

hundred and three pounds fifteen

shillings each ! Surely the most
costly excursion ever heard of! is

the conclusion which will, not un-
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naturally, be come to; and, indeed,

it is for the moment calculated to

stagger the imagination. Yet let

it be subjected to but a little ex-

amination, and it turns out, after

all, to be one of the cheapest ever

known or even dreamed of. To start

with, the total distance by sea and
by land is no less than thirty thou-

sand miles, so that the cost actually

works out to no more than fivepence

per mile ! Then, as the party, which
started on the 13th of November, is

not due back until the 23rd of July
next year, the holiday will extend
over a period of two hundred and
fifty-one days, so that the cost per

day for each member will conse-

quently amount to no more than two
pounds eight shillings, which in-

cludes practically almost everything
which is necessary or can be wished
lor. But few of the party, it is prob-
able, could live at home for very
much less. Let this be placed in

comparison with the cost of a trip

from Liverpool to New York in one
of the luxurious steamers of the

Cunard Line. For such a journey,
occupying only some five days, with
not very much to be seen en route,

the fares en suite for a single pas-

senger range as high as four hun-
dred pounds, or eighty pounds a

day. Contrasted with this, it is im-
possible to deny that even the cost-

liest of Cook's tours stands out most
distinctly a marvel or cheapness.

Little doubt can there be that the

secret of Cook's marvelous success
lay in his extraordinary energy, an
enthusiasm almost as of a Crusader,
and accuracy of observation; above
all, the sterling probity and con-
scientiousness which marked all his

dealings, small as well as great.

From his mind the desire of making
or amassing money for money's sake
was entirely absent, this, one may
well believe, b< ing a prime factor in

the astonishing results In- attained.
When organizing his trips to the

[851 Exhibition In- lent a helping

hand to poor people by the estab

lishment of money-clubs in which
the necessary funds could be accu-

mulated. Again, if any member of

his parties fell short of money he
was always ready to become their

banker without any charge. Ever,

too, he had in mind the educative

and humanizing influence that travel

must always possess, and was
anxious to afford facilities for it to

all. What a born leader he was
stood fully revealed when as time

went on tasks were entrusted to

"Cook's" which would have taxed
the powers of great Government de-

partments. When, in 1877, the

Cabinet of Lord Beaconsfield was
contemplating the acquisition of

Cyprus, appeal was made to the fam-
ous firm for information regarding
its resources, as being the most like-

ly people to know. Again, when the

Gordon relief-expedition was to be
sent out, to "Cook's" was confided

the formidable task of transport of

an army of eighteen thousand men
and all their impedimenta, with one
hundred and thirty thousand tons

of stores, to Korosko, on the Nile.

Last, but not least, King Edward,
when Prince of Wales, confided to

Mr. Cook all the arrangements for

the Eastern tour of the young
Princes. Whatever was to be done,
none, it was recognized, could do
better than he. Not until he had
reached the ripe old age did he seek

even a small modicum of rest, and
then not until he had become almost
entirely blind. Even when so af-

flicted, the veteran lost not a whit

of his pluck and Christian cheerful-

ness, actually accomplishing a jour-

ney of eight thousand miles through

Europe and Asia, in addition to one

tour through the Highlands. When
he passed away in the autumn of

1892 he left behind a name untarn-

ished by a single stain, and one

which is indissolubly bound up with

the history of railway enterprise.
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City Hall, Winnipeg

Winnipeg's New Mayor

By FRANK R. MUNRO
Written for the Busy Man's Magazine

ELECTED by a sweeping major-
ity at the age of thirty-nine to

the highest office in the gift of

the third city of the Dominion and
standing high in the esteem and re-

spect of all classes of his adopt<-<l

city, W. Sanford Evans is a young
man of whom it is safe to say that

he will make his mark in the pub-
lic life of the country. He is to-day
one of the foremost men of the West
and it all goes to show that a really

good man with ambitions for public

life cannot be kept down in a demo-
cratic country. The public career

of Sanford Evans has had its ups
and downs with more of the downs
than ups. In the East he made an

unsuccessful attempt to secure elec-

tion as a Conservative to the On
tario Legislature in a Liberal con-

stituency in the days when Con-
servatism was not the militant force

in that province that it is now. In

Winnipeg not long after his arrival

in the West he was selected as the

party candidate in the Federal elec-

tions in 1904, but was defeated in a

close contest because of the popular-

ity of the Government's railway pol-

icy in a city whose whole popula-
tion had gone mad with real estate

speculation.

Then it was that the wise men
shook their heads.

"We are disappointed in this
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young man," they said. "He isn't

the winner we thought he would be.

Clever? Of course he is clever.

Straightforward and thoroughly
honorable? Well, rather. No one

who knows Sanford Evans doubts

that. All the money in Winnipeg
couldn't buy him. Popular? Oh,
yes, he is well enough liked by those

who know him. More than that he

is thoroughly respected, but then he

doesn't get votes. He has had his

chance and he will have to make
way for someone else."

So a tradition sprang up that San-

ford Evans was politically a "dead

one." Frank and straightforward,

he has never made any secret with

his friends that he has ambitions for

public life. But he is not the sort of

man to descend to the arts of the

practical politician. If his party

wanted him he was at its service

whether as a candidate or as a sup-

porter of another candidate. There
was never any wire pulling for pre-

ferment.

In those days he was editor of the

Winnipeg Telegram, his previous

newspaper experience having been
secured during two or three years'

service on the staff of the Mail and
Empire in Toronto as editorial

writer. One day it was announced
that Sanford Evans had resigned his

position on the Telegram, had sold

out his interest in the paper and was
about to establish a financial firm,

of which he was to be the head. All

Winnipeg was surprised and sorry,

surprised because it was believed

that he was best fitted for news-
paper work and because a position

as editor of a party newspaper
would seem to offer better oppor-

tunities for political preferment than

the work which it was announced
that he was about to take up; sorry

because his editorial management
of the Telegram had been brilliant,

his editorials scholarly, gentleman-

ly and as fair as political editorials

in a party organ can be. It was felt

that his resignation was a distincl

loss to Winnipeg newspapcrdom.
People said he was making a mis-
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take but Sanford Evans had made
his decision and the result has
shown that it was a wise one. His
financial business has prospered and
he has shown an aptitude for finance

which few people thought that he
possessed. He is mainly responsible

for the movement to establish a

stock exchange in the Western
Capital.

Perhaps it was his interest in fin-

ancial matters that first turned his

thoughts to municipal politics. The
finances of the city of Winnipeg
were in very bad shape. For years

the best men had shunned municipal
honors as if they had been a leprosy

and as a result the management of

the city's affairs was in the hands
of second and third-rate men who
proved utterly incapable. There is

no reason to believe that there was
graft or actual dishonesty in the

handling of city funds but the ad-

ministration of civic business was
extravagant and wasteful and the

city's finances were handled in a

bungling and slipshod manner. In

the summer of 1906 it was gener-

ally known that the city's finances

were in a very bad way and the

business men of Winnipeg were
aroused from their lethargy by the

fear of impending disaster. Some-
thing had to be done and a citizens'

committee composed of the best

business men of Winnipeg succeed-

ed in persuading Jas. H. Ashdown,
old-timer and merchant prince, to be
a candidate for mayor. Because of

the seriousness of the situation Mr.
Vshdown was elected by a large

majority although personally he was
one of the least popular of the prom-
inent men in the city. It was for-

tunate for the city that he was at

the helm when the financial storm
burst in the autumn of 1907. Only
his resolute veto saved the city from
accepting a very bad offer for the

construction of a civic power plant

ami prevented the active prosecution

of that enterprise under unfavorable

terms at a time when it would have
been financially disastrous to the

city to undertake that work.



WINNIPEG'S NEW MAYOR

It was at that time that Sanford Mr. Ashdown put him in charge
Evans announced himself a candi- of the city finances and in doing so
date for the Board of Control and gave him the most difficult problem
to the surprise of the political pro- which the city had to solve. The

W. Sanford Evans

phets who had settled to their own
satisfaction that he was a political
impossibility for all time, he was
elected at the head of the poll

money markets of the world were
iu a state of panic and the city was
facing cash liabilities of nearly seven
millions of dollars including over
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four millions in short term loans and
an overdraft of nearly a million dol-

lars with the Bank of Commerce,
which institution had asked to be re-

lieved of the burden of carrying the

city's account. Moreover, during

the careless regime of previous city

governments, the sinking fund had
been drawn upon to meet pressing

liabilities and had in fact been al-

most wiped out. Because of such

methods City of Winnipeg bonds
and debentures were viewed with

marked disfavor by the financial

magnates.

Details would, perhaps, be unin-

teresting. It is sufficient to say that

Sanford Evans, the dreamer and un-

practical scholarly theorist has put

the finances of Winnipeg on a sound
footing, restored the sinking fund

and wiped out all the floating indebt-

edness.

It was but natural, therefore, that

when Mayor Ashdown refused to of-

fer himself for re-election Sanford

Evans should be the choice of the

city as his successor. He appealed

for support upon his financial policy,

making the watchword of his cam-
paign "It is as important to keep

straight as to get straight."

What of the future? He has al-

ready lived down the tradition that

he was a political failure and great

things may be expected of a man
who can triumph over traditions of

that kind. A natural leader of

young men, fearless, honest and

progressive he may confidently be

expected to play no inconsiderable

part in the public life of the coun-

try. No man stands higher in the

esteem of the people of the West.

With his rare executive ability,

the new chief magistrate of the

Prairie capital stands in a splendid

position to witness the inauguration,

construction and completion of Win-
nipeg's great power plant. The gen-

eral works will be located on the

rapids of the Winnipeg River, forty

miles east of the city, the pic-

turesque spot being known by the

name of Point du Bois. Already
half a million dollars have been ex-

pended and contracts involving addi-

tional millions are now being
awarded, not only for the works, but
the steel towers, cables for the

transmission lines, and the erection

of the cables. The citizens have
every confidence in the big muni-
cipal scheme when a resident of

Sandford Evans' integrity and force

of character is at the helm. No man
on the heights can retain a perman-
ent hold on the confidence of those

who aided him to ascend, unless

gifted with imagination and aroused
by ambition. To-day Winnipeg in

this respect is like its first citizen.

It is a city of wide vision. Out of

many dreams a gratifying number
have been realized and to-day an-

other scheme of pleasing prospect

looms large on the municipal mind.
It is the project of holding a World's
Fair in 191 1 to celebrate the centen-

ary of the landing of Lord Selkirk

and his hundred and twenty-five

Scotch settlers in Manitoba. The
proposition is being enthusiastically

endorsed, while many practical sug-

gestions have been offered as well

as strong financial support. The
prevailing opinion in the West is

that the World's Fair undertaking
in Winnipeg deserves the encour-

agement of both the Federal and
Provincial Governments, inasmuch
as the progress and prosperity of the

great territorial belt from Lake Su-

perior to the Rockies will be advan-

tageously exploited.
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Mr. Arthur Emerson's Cottage, BriarclifF, N.Y.

The Cast Work on Floors. Piers, Roof, etc., of < toncrete, the Walls of Term Cotta
Hollow Brick, treated with Sharp Concrete Waterproofing. —Smiths Magazine.

The All-Concrete Dwelling

By CHARLES DE KAY

Reproduced from Smith's Magazine

THOSE who have always lived in houses

built of wood or brick experience a

new sensation when they wake in the

morning surrounded by a dwelling con-
structed throughout of concrete. Especi-
ally is the feeling novel if the inner walls

are left without plaster so that the struc-

ture is seen. The ceiling and beams of cast

concrete, the floor and lintels of the same
material, the walls of block concrete or hol-

low brick revealing their natural shapes im-
press one with the solidity of a house as if

hollowed out of the rock like those carved
in place from the coral reef on the Bahama
Islands.

Xot long ago the alert mind of Mr. Edi-
son was turned to this problem. His plan

of iron frames representing the molds of

a house like the molds in which a bronze

statue is cast may or may not be feasible.

But in any case he was considering the cast-

ing of a number of houses in one locality,

about the same in shape and size, which

might serve for workmen's cottages. A
very large initial expense would be the iron

molds themselves.

Then it would be necessary to find some
new combination of concrete, very liquid

and yet cheap, which would find its way
into all the ramifications of the molds and
set properly, avoiding air-bubbles and
faults, grasping the metal reinforcements

where those are needed in floors, piers,

roofs sills and lintels—and in general per-
ils
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forming the duty of well-watched concrete

in places where the conduct of the material

could not be examined from hour to hour
and day to day. It would have to act

like molten metal in the hollows of a
casting. Until this scheme has been worked
out, it is too soon to hail it or criticize it.

What interests a host of intending build-

ers of individual homes is the cottage or
villa such as an intelligent foreman, direct-

ed by an architect who has used his material

can erect at a very low cost.

The wood famine which has the United
States in its grip was duly foreseen. Efforts

to stave it off by appealing to Congress have
failed owing to the power of privileged in-

terests. The frame house gets costlier every
year, while Portland cement, which forms
the dearest ingredient of concrete, tends to

lower prices as the demand for it, extend-

ing year by year to more colossal propor-
tions, increases in all parts of the world,

and nowhere more rapidly than in the

United States.

At present and until frames and molds of

metal are perfected, wood is used for the

casting of all or some parts of a concrete

building. Of course a cheap grade of wood
is used for these frames, yet they form no
inconsiderable item along with cement,

labor, sand, gravel or other filler. But, on
the other hand, the same boards can be used

again and again as the lower parts of the

building set and the upper parts come to be

cast. Moreover, in the end they can be
utilized for various minor purposes where
wood is more convenient than concrete,

though it should be remembered that

wooden boards against which concrete has

set become refractory to carpenters' tools.

Indeed they turn more or less fireproof,

owing to absorption of the more fluid parts

of the wet mass.

Given a building of a simple shape, from
two to three storeys high, in a locality

where sharp sand and gravel or broken
stone are to be had, and a competent builder

should have no difficulty in erecting a

dwelling of concrete as cheaply as, and per-

haps cheaper than, one of wood. In moun-

Interior of Flat Dwelling of Mr. William J. Matheson, New York City, showing: the Use of Concrete for Hearth Fronts

—Smith's Magazino
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Stable of Dr. N. B. Van Etten, Tremont and Anthony Avenues, Bronx, New Yolk City

This is One of the First Buildings made in New York of Concrete from Cellar to Rooftree.
on the Left, the Chimney, Feed-Boxes, Porch, etc., are all of Concrete.

The Wall

-Smith's Magazine.

tains where wood can be had cheaper be-

cause at hand, and where the sand and
gravel have to be hauled from a distance

by rail or cart, one must be prepared to pay
more for a concrete than for a frame dwell-

ing. Even so, it may be cheaper in the long
run, owing to saving in repairs and because
of the danger of brush fires in autumn and
spring.

Long Island, which suffers from these

fires and affords the bulkier ingredients of

concrete almost everywhere in the soil ready
to hand, is an ideal country for concrete
dwellings

;
parts of New Jersey scarcely

less so. It is not surprising, therefore, that

from Barnegat to Montauk Point this ma-
terial for building is rapidly gaining ground
on wood.
Where owners of estates need garages

and new stables and additions to old farm-
houses to accommodate workmen they are
using concrete. When a wing to the villa

is added, it is generally of the fireproof ma-
terial, unless it goes too much against the
grain of the proprietor to mix styles.

A very interesting example of repeating

a colonial house throughout in concrete

from an old wooden original is to be seen at

East View on the Cockran estate up the

Sawmill Valley above Ardsley-on-Hudson.
Here the problem given the architect,

Robert W. Gardner, by Mr. Alexander
Cockran was to preserve an ancient dwell-

ing with revolutionary antecedents from
the slow but sure inroads of decay. While
he introduced bathrooms, heating appar-

atus, and electric service, and added certain

balconies not in the original, Mr. Gardner
kept the dimensions and divisions of the

house, the old-fashioned kitchen, the steep

roof. Everything has suffered a sea-change

into something that neither mold nor in-

sects no. - rats nor fire nor water can affect.

Two old wooden hearth fronts alone, and
some of the old cupboards in the kitchen,

have been replaced in their former quarters.

This house, however, is not to be regard-

ed as a specimen of what is needed by the

intending home-builder, for on the one hand
such a duplication is very costly, and on the
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other it is not well to follow inner arrange-

ments or outlines suitable in wooden con-

struction when the material is so very dif-

ferent.

For summer use, particularly, the con-

crete house offers opportunities. The walls

can support tremendous weights with ease,

it is possible to have large airy living rooms

dining room and kitchen on the ground

floor,' bed rooms on the second, roof terrace,

loggia, etc., on the top. Access to the cov-

ered loggia can be made by concrete flights

of stairs of easy grade. Or it may be well

to have an outside stairway to the roof gar-

den, making a very handsome feature of

this, as one often sees it done in northern

Italy and southern France.

Owing to the material, there is no objec-

tion to creeping vines against the walls,

tubs with trees on the open roof, flowers in

stationary receptacles on window sills. With

proper arrangements to discharge the water,

such roof-gardens, commanding the finest

views, add very greatly to the enjoyment

of a summer house, and permit the family

to sleep in the open air, if desired, or under

the shelter of the loggia roof where the ail

passes unrestrained and one doesnot need

to take up one's bed and walk in case a

shower comes on.

A cottage on a rising ground among

woods gives from its level roof a charming

view of tree tops. In fact, by this construc-

tion the part played in summer life by the

veranda is transferred to the highest part

of the house—which is not saying that

porches and piazzas may not also form an

item if thev are desired. But it is safe to

say that if' economy calls for only one of

these features, the roof-garden and loggia

will prove the better investment.

"Monolithic" is the term used for houses

which are built throughout of concrete cast

in fo-ms. This requires more wood for the

forms and takes longer than is the case with

those built, as to the walls, of concrete

blocks. The latter are made on the spot

with block-making machines, of which theie

are many varieties to be had. As the bloci<s

have to be turned out of the machines quick-

ly, only so much water is used in the mix-

ture as will permit the block to stand alone

when lifted out.

For several days the blocks are kept

under cover, being sprinkled from time to

time after they have set. Then they
^
are

removed to the open air and "cured" by
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repeated sprinkling until the water hai been

thoroughly absorbed—until sun and ram

have completed their work of "setting" the

concrete.

These blocks are not solid but have lib-

eral air-spaces, so that when built into the

wall the latter has air within for greater

coolness in summer and warmth in winter.

If practicable, it is just as well to make the

wall blocks for a house several months be-

fore the foundations are laid, as they be-

come harder and harder through weather-

ing and repeated sprinkling.

The foundations are cast in wooden

frames, and on this cast foundation the

walls of blocks rise rapidly. Sills and

lintels of doors and windows are framed up

of wood and cast in place, the frames being

removed when the concrete is thoroughly

set and the boards used again for the upper

windows. For floors and ceilings a steel

network is a favorite reinforcement, the

steel being placed below the middle thick-

ness.

In the concrete beams long twisted rods

are used. A wooden trough, representing

the coming beam, is roughly built across the

space to be spanned. The twisted rods are

placed in this trough at the proper distance

from the bottom of the trough, which repre-

sents the under surface of the coming

beam They are secured by wires. The

concrete mixture is then tamped down m

the trough, well under the rods, water is

added and the whole mass is thoroughly

tamped in order to eject air-bubbles and

prevent any stones or gravel from failing

to be completely encased by the mixture.

After a certain number of days the wooden

exterior is knocked away and the beam is

complete.

Experienced builders consider the state

of the weather, if dry or wet. Wet wea-

ther is considered favorable. Very hot or

very cold weather is not, because direct

sunshine is supposed to dry the material

unevenly and too quickly, and freezing wea-

ther is believed to be dangerous by prevent-

ing an equable and thorough absorption ot

witter by the cement. In cases of necessity

the too-great heat of the sun is neutralized

by canvas screens and the danger of freez-

ing by using means for raising the tempera-

ture As a rule, however, the builder in

concrete avoids if possible midwinter and

midsummer, for such protective devices en-

tail expense.
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Partitions are cheaply made by knock-
ing together broad, flat troughs divided

conveniently, and casting in them flat con-
crete tiles of any desired size convenient
for handling. These, after due curing and
hardening, are built into partition walls,

closets, etc., and thereby decrease the use

of wood for the interior. Such houses con-

tain nothing inflammable aside from furni-

ture and hangings, except doors and win-
dow frames. Even these may be of meta!

in the blocks, if the wall is built of block's

and not cast.

Another system which is becoming the
fashion is to have the structural parts of
cast concrete, but for the walls, instead of
concrete-blocks, the hollow tiles that are
used for upper storeys of skyscrapers. As
these tiles are more or less porous a water-
proofing of sharp concrete, made of one
part cement to from one to two parts sand,
is applied to the outside. This leaves the
forms of the tiles visible, but gives the gray

Hall of Tucker Cottage at New Dorp, showing Simple horms ol rieann

Ma .'axili.

if the cost is not shunned. Fire starting in

a room finds nothing on which to feed. It

may char a door or a window-frame, but
cannot travel to another room.

In the making of a concrete house each
room may have its fireplace and the extra
cost will be scarcely appreciable, for the
chimneys are built of the blocks and parti-
tion tiles. Flues are neatly made of smooth
tiles, round which the chimney is built or
cast. Ventilation can be secured in the
same way ; or by making use of the hollows

concrete color to the exterior. Bungalows
and summer cottages of this sort are prac-
tical and cheap.

Color can be applied by treating the con-
crete when mixed or added afterward in a
colored cement solution. Decorative tiles

can also be placed in the forms.
Concrete houses afford very serious econ-

omies in the labor item, since practically the
only skilled labor needed is the foreman.
But, as there is always a reverse to a

medal, and generally that reverse is poor,
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so the trouble in concrete is this. The fore-

man must be not merely an experienced man

but he must be faithfulness itself ; he must

be ever "on the job." No off days, or hours

even, for him. He cannot trust the unskilled

laborer to keep to the exact mixture, turn

the blocks out just right, shade them first,

then sprinkle them just often enough. He

has to watch with particular care the car-

penter who is putting up frames in which

to cast beams, stairs and floors, see that the

reinforcements of iron are exactly in place,

and then, when the frames are being filled,

oversee the loaders and tampers at their

work lest they scamp their work or disar-

range the reinforcement. It is almost al-

ways the failure to watch the workman un-

remittingly which is at the bottom of a

failure in concrete.

Cases undoubtedly have occurred where

builders have had trouble from their own

foolhardiness, expecting the impossible, or

neglecting elemental precautions. But usu-

ally it is a matter of neglect of orders, where

the fault is hidden by the frames and is not

perceived until the props are taken away.

This, and exaggerated statements, as to

the cheapness of concrete, are the two

things which have done most to keep archi-

tects and clients cold toward the manifest

advantages of the material.

Concrete is a very ancient material for

construction, but reinforced concrete is

scarcely half a century old. It is said to

have started in a happy idea that came to

a Frenchman who wanted large flower-pots

for his plants which should not be thick

and clumsy. He reinforced them with wire.

Nowadays we see glass reinforced in the

same way, especially about elevator-shafts.

Coignet and others developed the rein-

forcement of concrete for buildings, at first

merely useful buildings like conservatories.

\^ early as 1874 a concrete villa was built

on the north shore of Long Island Sound,

but it was many years before the idea

"took" here, although in France, Belgium

and Germany it was seized upon with

avidity.

Ir William j. Mathesons Flat Dwelling New York City, showing a Doorway in Concrete

—Smith's MBgWn '
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Mr. Dooley' on a New Literary Light

By F. P. DUNNE
Reproduced from American Magazine

WELL, sir," said Mr. Dooley, "1

see that me old frind Jawn D. has
broken into lithrachoor. An' I'm

glad iv it. I've often said to mesilf : 'Oh,
that me old frind Jawn D. wud write a
book.

"What's it like?" asked Mr. Hennessy.
"Well," said Mr. Dooley, "Hogan says

there are two kinds iv product fr'm pe-
trolyum—illuminatin' an' non-illumina-
tin'. An' this is wan iv thim. But Hogan's
jealous, bein' a lithry man himsilf. 'Twas
a sorry day for th' likes iv him whin
Jawn D. discovered this new bye-product
iv the juice iv th' rocks. He's made
kerosene, gum-shoes, marmalade, side
combs, soap, anti-pyrine, judges, United
States sinitors, an' so much money that
th' Rothschilds are glad to come around
an' buy his old hats fr'm him, an' now,
be hivens, he's goin' into lithrachoor. A
sad day f'r Hogan, says I. What chance
will he have as an indepindent refiner
agin Jawn D.? Here he is thryin' to
arne a little money now an' thin be
pushin' out a pint or two iv pothry, an'
along will come Jawn D. an' mannyfac-
ther it be th' hogshead an' th' carload.
He'll undhersell Hogan in ivry corner iv
th' wurruld. While Hogan has to carry
his pothry down to th' iditor, Rockyfellar
will pipe his over, an' besides he'll own
th' editor. He'll deliver Standard pothry
at ye'er dure. I'll bet in a year's time
Hogan will be dhrivin' a pothry tank
wagon f'r Rockyfellar an' be glad to do
it. If I was Hogan I'd go over to-mor-
row an' sell me refinery to Rockyfellar
an' jine with him to push Roodyard Kip-
ling out iv' th' markets iv th' wurruld.
Tis his on'y hope.
"But so far he hasn't gone into pothry.

i

His first appearance as a lithry man is a

little effort called 'An Attimpt to Define!

a Blameless Life,' or something like that.

In other wurrds, Jawn D. is writin' his

autybiography. He was persuaded to do
so be his frinds, his inimies concurrin'.

Wan iv th' gr-reatest iv modhern iditors

secured th' rollickin' romance f'r his

sterling magazine, an' ye can buy it at

anny newstand f'r twinty-five cints, if ye
have twinty-five cints, which is a good
deal f'r lithrachoor with th' price iv kero-
sene ile where it is. Th' iditor wint out
to see Jawn D. befure acceptin' his bro-

chure, as Hogan calls it. He confessed
that he felt a deep-seated prejudice
against th' great gasolene king. He had
such an inhuman feeling as an iditor wud
nacherally have against a man with so

much pelf. He come away absolutely

charmed with th' simplicity iv this splen-

did character. He expicted him to enter

th' room on golden roller skates. Th'
iditor was obliged to wait f'r some time,

an' he was examining th' carefully select-

ed libry iv three hundherd thousand
volumes iv railway rates, whin he heerd
th' frou-frou iv congress gaiters, an'

lookin' up with startled, fawn-like eyes
he found himsilf in th' prisince iv our
hero. Th' sturdy charackter iv th' editor

showed at wanst in th' fact that he did

not swoon, an' havin' been invited be
Misther Rockyfellar to dhraw up a chair,

th' two were soon engaged in frindly

converse. Th' great man wos found to

be as simple an' modest as if he had been
a mere Abraham Lincoln or Ulyss S.

Grant. He was very frank about his life,

which has been devoted to golf. He is

a sound, although not a brilliant player,

havin' done th' home coorse in a sterling
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two hundherd an' fifty. It appears that
if by anny unforchnit mischance, as th'

caddy smilin' loudly or a grasshopper
leapin' in th' next field, he dhrives th' ball

into a swamp or rough place, he does not,
as most men with over a millyon dollars
wud do, sind th' boy afther it an' thry
another. Indeed no. Like anny poor
man, this peerless sportsman goes down
into th' mephitic morass, bravin' malaria
an' th' sting iv vicious winged monsthers,
an' slams away first with wan bat thin
with another, ontil th' ball is exthricated
or merciful night descinds. In keepin'
his scoor he is most scrupulous, th' iditor
remarks. Playin' around be himsilf, he
puts down ivry sthroke an' adds thim up
at th' end iv th' game. He niver cheats
himsilf. Admirable resthraint.

"Well, Hinnissy, th' imprission I got
fr'm this here little heart-to-heart was
that me frind Jawn D. was quite a jolly,
rollickin' old soul. I plunged fr'm thence
into his autybiography an' immeejedly
plunged out again. I cannot tell ye all

iv this dashin' story iv adventure. I class
it among th' gr-reat fightin' romances iv
lithrachoor. How he was beset be rivals
—how he pierced wan with a rebate, how
he broke th' law over another's head, how
he leaped through a loophole in a
Supreme Coort decision an' was safe f'r

a time; th' great peril he was in fr'm
f'rgettin' th' combination to his safe; how
he was threecherously sthruck down be
Kenesaw M. Landis; how honest Peter
Grosscup come along an' lifted th' fine
an' carried him home an' nursed him
back to life. I'll not tell ye about it. Ye
musl read it f'r ye'ersilf. An' if it's not
too much to ask, read it f'r me, too.

"I here's wan thing sure fr'm what I

see an' thai is that Jawn D. hasn't any
id( e that he iver done wrong to annywan.
I like thai abqul him. It shows he's a
human being. Says he: 'Settin' here, on
a rainy day, th' thoughl comes over me
that I shud ]<ni down ih' advintures that
have befell me, Jawn D. Rockyfellar, a
cadel iv a noble Ohio house, goih' over
th' ivints iv a long life an' describin' epi-
sodes that have made histhry in th' kero-
sene ile business. It is well that I shud
utter me narrative in the epiite iv a coun-
thry house rather thin in th' brawl iv a
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coort, with a lawyer waggin' his finger

undher me nose. So to begin at th' be-

ginning, I will skip forty years an' say
that I have been wrongly blamed. Not
be mesilf, but be others not so well-

informed. If I had been a bad man wud
I be surrounded as I am to-day be lile

an' devoted pardners? Manny deplor-

able acts have, no doubt, been done be
overzealous subordinates. I cannot ex-

cuse these here zealots. All I cud do
was to take thim out iv th' way iv

temptation an' give some wan else a

chance. I made thim me pardners an'

now manny iv thim are on such terms
with United States sinitors that they
can hand thim a little something without
blushing. It has been a great pleasure

to me to save these men an' make thim
what they are. They have grajated fr'm

crime, but I am glad to say that th' last

time I visited th' old college down in

Broadway, 1 saw th' grads mixin' in on
th' best iv terms with a splendid growin'
kindergarten.

"An' so it goes. An' I'm with Jawn D.
I nivir see him in me life, though his face

is familyar to me through all th' popylar
papers, an' I know a fellow that dhrives

a wagon f'r him. But I'm with Jawn D.
Th' time was whin I hated him, an' me
romantic soul protested again his croolty

in exterminatin' th' gallant little manny-
facthrer iv kerosene ile—those brave,

splendid warryors who were fightin' th'

battles iv th' people. 'Twas a good many
years before I discovered that th' on'y

thing ayether iv thim was fightin' f'r was
to see 'which shud be first to me cash

dhrawer. It was me they were fightin'

about. An' th' best an' toughest man
won. 'Tis like this: 'lin goin' home late

at night an' a small but enthusyastic I'el

low jumps on me back an' yells: 'Ye'ei

money or ye'er life!' an' thries to take

both. But just as I'm fadin' away a big

sthrappin' la-ad tears around th' corner,

knocks me assailant down, robs an' beats

him, knocks me down an' goes through

me pockets, an, thin savs : 'Now, boys, il

both iv ye behave ye can come down to-

morrow an' get a good job f'r life

shovellin' coal an' fr'm day to day I'll

hand ye part iv ye'er money back,' savs

he."
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Situation Snapping and Situation Choosing

By SIR FORTUNE FREE

Reproduced from the Saturday Journal

I
HAVE a friend who is a fisherman

and who enjoys an amount of luck

that fairly turns rival fishermen green

with envy. The mystery of his success

seemed undiscoverable. How was it that

he could catch fish at a place that other

people had fished the day before he went

there or the day after he went there

without catching a single fish? He him-

self declared he did not know how it

happened, and consequently he got set

down as a mean man with a secret bait

he would not give away.

Tracking him down to a place on the

river one clay, two of his acquaintances

set themselves to get to the bottom of the

mystery of how he managed to catch fish

by watching him unsuspectedly through

a telescope. For something like an hour

he did nothing. He was sitting on the

bank apparently fast asleep. Then they

left him for a time and sought some re-

freshment.
When the watchers returned he had

moved a little further up the bank, and

seemed to have fallen asleep again. He
had not even thrown out his line! They
gave him up in disgust then.

And that evening later, when they met

him and inquired sarcastically what

"luck" he had had, he opened a basket

and showed them fish! When I related

the mysterious occurrence to another

fisherman friend of mine he gave a snort

of disgust and said some hard things

about those two watchers.

"And the idiots never found out what

he fished with after all," he remarked.

"Why, the fellow fished with brains and

patience put in at the right place, that is

all. It's not the man who throws his

line into the wat^r and waits for the
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fish to come who catches them—that's

idiotic patience ; it's the man who has the

patience to get to know in the first place

where the fish are and the patience to

think out the best way of getting them."

That was it, of course. I arrived at an

out-of-the-way country railway station

one day this summer, and there found a

gentleman in the waiting-room who in-

formed me he had been waiting three

hours for a train to take him back to

the place he had started from. He had

been in a great hurry and had got into

the wrong train.

He was quite resigned. "One must

take these things philosophically," he

informed me. The thing that struck me
was, why had he not taken catching the

train philosophically? A little philosophy

at the other end would have put him

in the right train.

"I suppose I shall have to put up with

him," remarked a lady the other day to

a London magistrate, to whom she was

complaining of her husband.

"What a lot -of patience after marriage

a little patience in getting married would

save!" exclaimed his worship. "You

married at sixteen, and here you are!"

Tt is not so easy to be patient at the

right time.

How to prevent people rushing into

wrong occupations was a matter dis-

cussed at the London County Council

the other day. T">vs and girls leaving

school are so impatient to earn as much

as they possibly can that—like that un-

f. ii innate gentleman at the railway sta-

ion who was so anxious to catch a train

—they find in the end they have got

stranded in the most dismal places. They

commence to earn money at a remark-
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ably early age, and to them and to their

parents all seems well.

At the end of a few years, however,
they discover this : that while they have
been making that little amount each week
they have grown out of it. It has be-
come a miserably meagre sum for them
to earn now that they have grown up.

What is to be done? They ask for an
increase of wages. In the generality of
cases they get two small increases. When
they apply a third time they are informed
that the work they do is so simple they
are not worth more money than they are
getting. If they are discontented the
masters give them notice and take other
lads in their place.

That is the tragedy of the occupation
that tempts one into it as an easy way
of "making something," and at the same
time does not allow of development of
ability.

"What we want," said the members of
the Council who have been considering
the matter, "is to convince the worker
of the necessity of sacrificing something
of the present to ultimate advantage."

A friend of mine came to me the other
day to ask me "which was the ass" in

this case? My young acquaintance had
been in a situation at twenty-two shil-

lings a week. He saw another vacancy
at thirty shillings a week, and applied for
and got it. He was exultant. Eight
shillings a week more did not seem bad
to him. His general feeling that he was
on the road to riches received a severe
knock on the head about a fortnight
later. In his new situation he heard a
lot about the remarkable smartness of
the fellow who had held it before him.
To his amazement, he found that the re-
markably astute individual had actually
applied for and secured the post he had
given up

!

My young friend came to see if I could
enlighten him on the matter. He felt

somehow he was not quite certain that
he had got the best of the game. He
certainly had not. He had got a bigger
salary, but his prospects were only those
of certainly being dismissed at the end
of twelve months. He had got into a
blind alley that led nowhere. The other
fellow had a post that had opportunities

in it for him to rise to a really good posi-
tion.

Just as the boy can enter upon some
occupation that will be no good to him
as the years roll by—and roll they will—so the young fellow in search of a
situation can enter on a post that "won't
wear." One of the richest men I know
was talking to me the other night about
his past life. He told me that the mo-
ment in which he most nearly went
wrong was when, as a young fellow, he
had to choose between two posts he could
have. One was at ten dollars a week and
the other was at thirteen. He chose the
ten. ^

It gave him a chance of learnine what
migfht enable him to get on in life. The
other gave him none.
"But the sacrifice of those extra three

dollars a week meant a mighty lot to
me," he said, puffing at his cigar. "Good
gracious, I hardly know now how I had
the courage to look ahead like that."

"The demand for skilled work is con-
stant," said a labor leader the other dav.
"The skilled man ! We can't get enough
of him. The worst of it is that to become
skilled requires generally some sacrifice

to becoming so—the reward is in the fu-

ture. What can you exoect when people
need money for the present?"
But there is more opportunity for pick-

ing and choosing than is commonly
recognized. There is a rush for jobs, but
an uncommonly poor rush for iobs that
offer to be a little disagreeable in the
present with a future before them. The
chef at a big London hotel was relating:

to me his experience some time past with
reeard to a situation to be filled in his

kitchen. In answer to his advertisement
some thirtv applicants arrived.

His "teach," he explained, would enable
a young fellow to qualify for a position as
a cook, bringing-

in more monev than
many professional men are getting. He
himself is in receipt of a handsome salary.

He is a genius. But he has a queer way
of going about things, and twentv-one
of the young gentlemen vho presented
themselves gave the iob up at once when
he suggested that they should follow
him to the kitchen to wash a dish. The
nine that tried it disappeared later and
never came back. All that remained were
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two broken dishes. The dish washing,

he explained to me, was merely a test

to see whether applicants were "willing

of the spirit." They were decidedly not.

His experiment was a dead failure. But

I am inclined to think that the failure

is not on the side of the chef. For my
part, I would sooner have washed a

dozen dishes if necessary, and taken my
chance with him, than have gone out, as

I expect those young fellows did, to seek

a situation as an envelope addresser or

something almost as hopeless as that.

Having, by carelessness or hard fate,

got into a situation that gives one no

chance of rising, there is only one thing

for it. One must speculate on the fu-

ture. One cannot speculate with cash,

perhaps, but one can at least speculate

with one's spare time and the sacrifice of

one's pleasure. Skill—one must get skill.

I remember at the time of the German
Emperor's visit to us some time back tak-

ing a member of the German Army staff

to see the evening classes in a big Lon-

don institution. We entered the room

with the teacher, and, to my surprise, the

general greeted the students with a pro-

foundly grave military salute. When we

had left I asked him what he had done

that for.

"I salute self-sacrifice," he said. "Every

one of those young fellows might have

been enjoying himself. He refuses the

temptation of present pleasure for the

reward of the future."

He was absolutely right. Every one

of those young fellows was making a

sacrifice of the present to increased ef-

ficiency. They may have chanced to get

into the wrong train to start with, but

they did not mean to stop there. They

meant to be out of it at the first op-

portunity.

Good luck to them

!

The ^Strongest;; Door Ever Built

[t gives entrance i<> the Carnegie Bafe deposil
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The Business Manager of a King

LORD KNOLLYS

Reproduced from the Saturday Journal

I

FOR nearly forty years now
Barron Knollys, of Cavers-
ham, has been the private

secretary to King Edward, and it

is rarely, indeed, that a subject en-

joys the confidence of his Sovereign
to the same extent that Lord
Knollys does. It is not sufficient

to say that the King has no secret

from his Lordship, it should be said

with greater truth that Lord
Knollys knows more of his Ma-
jesty's private affairs than the King
does himself. Lord Knollys is the

one channel through which com-
munication can be had with the

King-Emperor. There are those

who are disposed to regard his

position at Court as something of

a sinecure. Those who are of this

opinion, it is safe to say, have never
seen his Lordship at work.
The King, it is well known, is

rather an early riser, and he is no
sooner astir than he is eager to be
at work. This means, of course,

that Lord Knollys must be before-

hand, and have something ready for

the King's attention the moment he
demands it. Every letter address-
ed to the King, whether it be from
the humblest of his subjects or, say,

the Emperor of Germany, passes
first of all through the hands of

Lord Knollys.
King Edward, by the way, is in

constant communication with near-
ly every European Sovereign of the
first rank, and by a single post re-

cently he received autograph letters

from the Kaiser, the King of

Sweden, the King of Norway and
the King of Italy.

These letters receive, as might be
expected, the first attention of his

Majesty, who invariably replies to

them in his own hand and without
the intervention of a secretary.

While his Majesty is thus engaged,
Lord Knollys and his assistants are
busily examining and tabulating the
remainder of the King's post bag.
The number of letters his Majesty
receives day by day is amazing, but
Lord Knollys skims through them
all at a wonderful rate. Appeals for

subscriptions to all manner of

charitable institutions, applications
for Royal patronage for various so-

cial events, invitations to visit pro-

vincial cities and towns to lay

foundation stones or open public
buildings, all come under his Lord-
ship's notice and are promptly dealt

with.

To each communication as it pas-

ses through his hands Lord Knollys
attaches a small piece of note paper
containing some short comments
upon it. Of course, not a tithe of

these communications ever come un-

der his Majesty's notice. Otherwise
King Edward would pass the whole
of his days reading correspondence.
But it is equally certain that noth-
ing is ignored that should receive

the Royal notice. In front of Lord
Knollys, as he sits at his great
writing table in, say, his official resi-

dence in the Winchester Tower at

Windsor Castle, are a series of

baskets into which letter after letter
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tumbles as it passes through his

hands. One basket is for charitable

appeals, another for personal invi-

tations from such of his Majesty's

subjects as are privileged to offer

him a few days' shooting, etc.

At length the last letter is reach-

ed, and Lord Knollys sinks back in

his chair with a sigh of relief. Pre-

sently he takes down one of the

baskets that contain the more im-

portant State and semi-State com-
munications to hand and goes

through these more carefully, mak-
ing notes for the King's guidance

and information. Then he will set

off in search of his Majesty, and

here, it may be added, that Lord
Knollys stands almost alone, out-

side the Royal family, in being able

to approach the King at all hours

and under any circumstances.

Leaving the King's presence

Lord Knollys will usually make his

way to the apartments of General

Sir Dighton Probyn, V.C., Keeper
of the Privy Purse. At Windsor
these are situated in the old Nor-
man Tower. For the past six years

Sir Dighton Probyn has occupied

his present position, which involves

upon him the duty of paying all the

personal moneys that the King may
desire to disburse. Other accounts

are paid through the Board of

Green Cloth, the Lord Steward's

Department and other departments

of the Court with the heads of

which Lord Knollys is of necessity

in constant touch. The amount of

money that is paid away daily by
the Court officials charged with

this work is very considerable, and
no account is passed for payment
until it has been seen and initialled

by Lord Knollys.

It is only because of his perfect

system that Lord Knollys is able to

conduct the business of his depart-

ment and to carry out his multifar-

ious duties. His system of index-

ing, for instance, is so complete,

that he or his assistants can place

their hands upon any letter or docu-

ment that may be required literally

at a moment's notice. His chief of-

fice, of course, is at Buckingham
Palace, where the more important
files are kept, but duplicate indices

ate kept at each of the other Royal
residences.

An important part of Lord
Knollys' duties is to assist his Ma-
jesty to make his future arrange-

ments. These have of necessity to

be made many months ahead, and
it is necessary, therefore, to keep a

very careful list of the arrangements
that have been entered into or con-

fusion and muddle would speedily

ensue. Indeed something like this

did happen not so very long ago.

Through an error in filing on the

part of a subordinate a private en-

gagement of his Majesty to pass a

few days with a well-known noble-

man at his country seat, got placed

under the wrong month, and the

mistake was only discovered when
his Majesty casually asked Lord
Knollys one morning what day he
was due to arrive. In vain his lord-

ship looked for a note of the en-

gagement under its proper heading.

He remembered the engagement
being made—it is part of Lord
Knollys plan of life never to forget

anything—but no date for it could

be discovered. Presently he turned

up the original invitation when, to

his relief, he found the date noted on
it in the King's own handwriting.

For a man over seventy years

of age Lord ' Knollys takes very

little rest, and his energy is wonder-
ful. His working day usually lasts

until close upon midnight, one of his

latest duties being to approve the
" Court Circular," which contains

the official account of his Majesty's

doings for the preceding twenty-

four hours.

Everyone who is brought into

contact with him likes him, and he

is certainly one of the hardest

worked men in the country.
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Mapping Out a Career

By WALTER H. COTTINGHAM
Reproduced from System Magazine

PLAX your work and work your
plan," somebody has tritely

said and it applies with par-

ticular force to a business career.

Your career must be built. It must
be built bit by bit and if the work
is to be well done and the struc-

ture is a strong and shapely one, if

it is to be as it ought to be, built for

eternity, then you need a plan to

guide you. No important structure

was ever built without one.

The plan for your career must be
sketched by your imagination on the

mind. You must carry there and
keep always before your eyes, a

picture of the career you want to

live. This will be your plan and
while you work laboriously in the

sweat and heat of the day, building
piece by piece, higher and higher,

turn to your completed picture for

encouragement and inspiration.

And how is the picture to be de-

veloped? This is the work of your
ambition. To be ambitious is to

dream, to long, to aspire to be some-
thing greater than we are. It is a

desire to conquer, to win, to make
the very most of one's self. And it

is a magnificent thing for a man to
strive with all the power that is in

him to make the most of himself.
The desire to distinguish one's self

is laudable and commendable.
A man without ambition is like a

bird without wings. He can never
soar in the heights above, but must
walk like a weakling, unnoticed,
with the crowds below. He never
feels the thrill of enthusiasm which
pulsates through the veins of the

ambitious man az he presses for-

ward in the exciting struggle to
reach his aim. So I say, keep alive

in your breast the fire of ambition
and let it burn so brightly that you
will be ever spurred on to the high-
est endeavor. Let it sketch in your
mind a plan of greatness worthy of

your finest effort.

And why shouldn't you succeed?
The field is open to you, and noth-
ing is impossible to youth and de-

termination. Given a man with good
health in body and mind, a consum-
ing ambition to rise and a large

capacity for hard work and it mat-
ters not who he is, where he is, or
what he is he will come to the top.

You can't keep such a man down

—

it would be contrary to the laws of

human progress and experience.

The time, the place and the oppor-
tunity are never wanting to the am-
bitious man. It is the man himself
who makes these, not they that

make him.

I have no patience with those who
attribute success to a lucky chance,

a fortunate circumstance, or a rare

opportunity—these come to every
man, the difference being, one sees

them, the other does not. One has
worked for them and prepared for

them and when they present them-
selves, he is ready and seizes hold

of them. The other is unprepared,

and so they slip by him, and he
calls it hard luck.

Let a man but have an aim and
a purpose and the opportunity to

attain his end will not be wanting-.

The field of business is open to all.
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In the arena of trade every man
can compete, and every man has a

good, fair chance, the statements of

croakers to the contrary notwith-
standing.

If such a declaration needs con-

firmation, I have only to point to

the great captains of industry the

world over, who have almost invari-

ably risen from the humblest of be-

ginnings, without any better chances
than those that come to all of us.

Great American business men,
like Andrew Carnegie, Marshall Field,

John Wanamaker and J. J. Hill,

have climbed the ladder of business

success from the lowest rung, step

by step, against great odds and by
tremendous effort and persistence;

and so have such great Englishmen
as Rhodes, Brassey and Lipton, and
such Canadians as Strathcona,

Stephens and MacDonald, and many
others.

The success of these giants of

industry illustrates the immense
possibilities of business and what
may be achieved from small be-

ginnings and little opportunities.

They should prove an inspiration to

everyone striving for business suc-

cess.

I have tried to study the careers

of these men and am convinced that

they have gained their command-
ing positions, not so much by the

exercise of extraordinary qualities,

not by reason of the possession of

what is called genius, but by the

practice of every-day, good, ordin-

ary, business principles and by stick-

ing to them, concentrating the

whole force of their strong natures
on their work, gaining a little all the

time, going steadily forward, step

by step, higher and higher.

It is wonderful what can be ac-

complished in time by a man who
works persistently along the right

lines. It's deviating from the course,

getting off the track, letting down
a little at times, that is fatal to pro-

gress. Stick-to-it-iveness is char-

acteristic of all men of great

achievements.
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The man who aims at success
must become a master of system.
A business man without system is

like a ship without a rudder. Sys-
tem not only helps you to steer

your business craft on a straight

course, but increases her speed. It

saves time, it saves waste, it insures
accuracy and dispatch. With sys-

tem there is almost no end to what
a man may do; without it he is a
slave to detail, confined to the nar-

row limits of his own hands.

System should begin with your
personal habits. The first thing to

organize or systemize is your time.

Have a' time for each part of your
work and plan ahead for every hour
of the day. Do the important
things first. To be systematic is

to be regular, and the man who is

not regular and prompt in his busi-

ness invites disaster to his under-
takings, just as he invites disease

when he is irregular in the habits

of his body.

Learn to be orderly and svstem-
atic in the little personal things

and then you will find it easy to be
systematic in business, in the office,

at your desk. Each day should have
its plans and a list of the things to

bo done. Such a system will save
aimlessness and time wasted in de-

ciding what first to take up. Look
ahead, work along well defined

lines ; don't scatter—concentrate.

Look out for a man with a plan

and the will to put it into effect.

The great battles of commerce, like

the great battles of war, are won by
the experts in strategy, by those

who can wisely plan, and boldly and
carefully execute.

We are all the architects of our

own fortune, but too many are

working without plans or specifica-

tions, so no wonder the structure

is without form or stability. The
man who works along definite, sys-

tematic lines, knows just where he

is at and what he wants to accom-
plish. He constantly consults his

chart, keeps his eye on the goal for
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which he is headed and works with

undiminished energy and persever-

ance closer and closer to it.

Organization, which is the great-

est factor in developing and build-

ing up a great enterprise, is nothing

more than the application of system

in handling men and affairs. In

other words, organizing is systema-

tizing. Its object is to bring men
and work into harmonious relations,

with a view to reducing friction and
cutting out waste and through co-

operation to increasing efficiency.

There is practically no limit to the

possibilities of organization.

A Little Sermon on Ideals

By PERCY BELASCO

IT is commonly said, "Aim at the

moon, and you may hit the tree

top," but Emerson says, "Hitch
your wagon to a star." Don't be a

mere dreamer of dreams, for when a

man has his head too much among
the clouds he is almost certain to

stumble and fall and then he will find

that all his ideals are of the unreal.

Dreaming is enervating, it is like

whiskey drinking, it distorts the

vision, or it is like looking through
prismatic glasses and seeing all the

colors of the rainbow, shapes and
dimensions, which are as false as the

colors.

Man is no better than his ideals.

Plans and specifications always pre-

cede the building, and no man is bet-

ter than his best thought, no life rises

higher than its ideal, but the boat that

drifts, drifts always down stream. We
cannot all be philosophers, we can-

not all be leading citizens, nor have
we all been endowed with ten talents,

most men have only one and are

doomed to walk in the common ways
of life and play a part where the

newspaper man can never see them.

We cannot all be stars at football,

cricket or golf, or facile princeps in

debates in our clubs or council cham-
ber. Most men are compelled to stand

aside and see others carry off the

coveted prize, for them no waiting

crowd will throng the stations or

wharves, no welcome arches span the

streets, no thunder of guns warn the

public "the conquering hero comes,"

and because this is so too many men

think life not worth living, and no
great task worth attempting. Such a

view has robbed and will rob many of

a heritage and we will never become
what we might because we start out

with a wrong ideal. The greatness

of any honest work is the work itself

honestly done, and man's work is to

set free the good and true around us

and to remember that "the world

gives its admiration, not to those who
do what no one else attempts, but to

those who do best what others do

well." Throw everything into the

fire of a worthy ideal and let all the

rubbish melt and then, mold some-

thing time will never efface or etern-

ity destroy, for you may, if you will,

either be buried beneath the rubbish,

or rise above the smoke and ashes of

the furious flames of temptation to

immortal life and service. Ask your-

self the question, what useful career

now opens out to me through the ideal

I cherish? Are men and women to-

day treading the straight and noble

pathway trodden by others whose

great achievements have blessed so

many in every land, uncrowned kings

and queens. Follow the best ideals,

say not as I have heard some say:

"A short life and a merry one." Is

that an ideal? Think you not we owe
something to the great memories of

the past which have given men their

chance. Others labored for us, we
have entered into their labors, every-

thing worth doing is not yet done,

there is a place for all and ten mil-

lion voices call us to that place.
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Ferro-concrete Barges

Boats Made of Concrete

MARINE REVIEW

PERHAPS the most unique and
surprising development in the

use of concrete in recent years

is the use of this material in boat-

building. The discovery of the

merits of re-enforced concrete for

boat-building, however, is as old as

re-enforced concrete itself. We find

in searching the early history of re-en-

forced concrete that M. Lambot, a

Frenchman, constructed the first re-

enforced concrete structure, a boat, in

the year 1850, and in 1855 exhibited it

at the Paris Exposition. The honor

of the discovery of the properties of

re-enforced concrete is usually cre-

dited to M. Joseph Monier, a Paris-

inn gardener, but M. Lambot's patent

• luted 1855 shows conclusively that

the credit belongs to him instead of

Monier, whose first work was clone

in [861. In 1896, an Italian firm, the

Signori Gabellini, of Rome, built a

150-ton re-en forced-concrete barge
for use on the Tiber. This barge
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proveo so successful that a number of

other boats have since been built in

France and Italy.

This industry, which is rapidly de-

veloping in Europe, shouia induce

American enterprise to construct

boats for American inland waters,

especially for coastwise trade.

The Moechel & Lowther Engineer-
ing Company, of Kansas City, has

made a very thorough investigatiim

relative to the use of concrete boats

for carrying freight on the Mississip-

pi and Missouri rivers. This com-
pany constructed two models, one a

power-propelled concrete boat and
the other a height barge. These
were placed on exhibition several

months ago in a tank of water. They
showed remarkable buoyancy and
stability. They are the "curiosity"

of the passers-by, whether pedes-

trians, in carriages, or on the street-

car. . . . Designs have been made
by the Moechel & Lowther Engineer-
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ing Company for a barge 150 feet

long and 30 feet wide, drawing 3 1-2

feet, carrying under a full load about
300 tons. This barge was designed
especially for Missouri-River trans-

portation, 31-2 feet being the maxi-
mum safe draft on this river in low
stage of water.

Estimates from designs show that

these boats can be built at half the

cost of steel or about the same cost as

wooden boats. Where a number of
boats are built from the same forms,
the cost is even less than for wood.
These boats never have to be painted,

and repairs caused by accidents can
easily and quickly be repaired by the

crew, carrying on board a few bags of

cement and sand. The boats are furn-

ished with water-tight compartments
which make them practically unsink-

able ; and, as concrete improves with
age, the life of a concrete boat should

be practically unlimited.

The effects of shocks, such as are

caused by docking and being fouled

by sand-bars, have been carefully con-

sidered in these designs. It is believed

that a concrete boat properly designed

will not suffer as much damage as a
wooden or steel boat under like cir-

cumstances. This also has been
proven by experiments made by the

Italian Government on concrete and
steel vessels. In an intentional en-

counter the concrete boat suffered

much less than did the steel boat. This
and like experiments made by the

Italian naval experts have led their

Government to adopt a re-enforced

concrete belt for armoring its war-
ships. This extreme test should con-

vince the most skeptical that concrete,

properly re-enforced, will answer ad-

mirably for boat-building.

It is a safe conclusion that the great

victories achieved by concrete struc-

tures built on land will at least be

equaled by floating st'-ucturt.. tmilt on
rivers, lakes and possibly High seas.

How greatly such a construction will

advance the river and lake trade of

our country, we will leave to our read-

ers to guess. Cheapness, utility and
strength, and practically indestructi-

bility by time, is a combination of

quality possessed by one material only

—concrete.

The First Aerodrome in the World

It is Expected Th.it .Many Inventors of Plying Machines Will Test Their Devices Here
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The Book of the Month

My African Journey*

THERE are few people to whom
a well-told narrative of travel

does not appeal. The "wander
lust" is in the blood of us all, and, if

it is impossible to cross oceans and
penetrate dark continents ourselves,

we can at least live for an hour or so

in the adventures and experiences of

others more fortunate.

Winston Churchill, whose journey-

ings have taken him into all quarters

of the globe, traversed Northeastern
Africa during the course of 1907, and
the story of his expedition lies before

us. It is not

a long story.

It can be read

in two or
three hours.

But its very
shortness and
c o n c i seness
arc favorable

points. W e

have a com-
plete little
cameo, leav-

ing a single

definite i m-
pression, and
that is a re-

sult many
authors strive

after in vain.

Traversi n g
the Mediter-
ranean, the
Red Sea and
t h e Indian
Ocean, M r.

Churchill
landed at
Mombasa, in

the British

East African
P r otectorate.

the terminus
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of the Uganda Railway. The
Cape to Cairo Railway is talked

about and written about constantly,

but it is still a road of dreams. Less
is heard of the Uganda Railway, a

road in being and a road moreover
that pays a profit. From Mombasa
it runs inland for several hundred
miles to Lake Victoria Nyanza. Ac-
cording to Mr. Churchill, it is one of

the most romantic and most wonder-
ful railways in the world.

Everything is in apple-pie order.

The track is smoothed and weeded
and ballasted

as if it were
the London &
Northwestern.
Every t e 1 e-

graph post has

its number;
every mile,
every hun-
dred yards,
every change
o f gradient

has its mark

;

not in soft

wood, to feed

the white ant,

but in hard,

well - painted
iron. Constant
labor has
steadily im-

proved the
curves of the

p e r m a nent-

way, and the

train—one of

those comfort-
able, practical

Indian trains

—rolls along

as evenly as

upon a Euro-
pean line.

Winston Spencer Churchill

The Rising British Statesman Who la a

Prominenl Member of the Asauith Cabinet
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Ripon Falls

Source of the Nile River

"Nor should it be supposed that this

high standard of maintenance is not

warranted by the present financial

position of the line. The Uganda
Railway is already doing what it was
never expected within any reasonable

period to do. It is paying its way. It

is beginning to yield a profit—albeit a

small profit—upon its capital charge.

Projected solely as a political railway

to reach Uganda, and to secure Brit-

ish predominance upon the Upper
Nile, it has already achieved a com-
mercial value. Instead of the annual
deficits upon working expenses, which
were regularly anticipated by those

most competent to judge, there is al-

ready a substantial profit of nearly

£80.000 a year. And this is but the

beginning, and an imperfect begin-
ning : for at present the line is only a

trunk, without its necessary limbs and
feeders, and without its deep-water
head at ilindini, without its full tail

of steamers on the lake ; above all,

without its natural and necessary ex-

tension to the Albert Nyanza.
From the Victoria Nyanza, Mr.

Churchill followed the Nile to Lake
Chioga. then to Lake Albert Nyanza,
traveling sometimes on foot, - <iwe-

times in a launch and sometimes, re-

markable to relate, on a bicycle. Of
this method of progression he writes

:

"In the dry season the paths through
the bush, smoothed by the feet of

natives, afford an excellent surface.

Even when the track is only two feet

wide, and when the densest jungle

rises on either side and almost meets

above the head, the bicycle skims

along, swishing through the grass and
brushing the encroaching bushes, at a

fine pace ; and although at every few
hundred yards sharp rocks, loose

stones, a water-course, or a steep hill

compel dismounting, a good seven

miles an hour can usually be main-

tained."

From Lake Albert Nyanza the jour-

ney took him down the Nile to Gon-
dokoro. on the southern border of the

Soudan, where he again came into

touch with regular railway and steam-

boat systems.

A considerable portion of the book

is given over to a recital of sporting

adventures, of which he had his share.

A chapter or two discuss politics, the

relation of the white man to the black-

man, which he believes will some day

be a serious problem for England to
135
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Fording the Asua"

face. The natural resources of the

countries through which he passed are

commented on, he being particularly-

struck with the immense available

water power of the Upper Nile. And
last, but not least, he writes of the

terrible devastations of the sleep-

ing sickness, a disease spread by the

tsetse fly, which has swept out of

existence whole villages at a time.

The result of Mr. Churchill's jour-

ney was to impress more firmly upon
him the necessity for Britain to con-

centrate all her efforts on the up-

building of Uganda. "Nowhere else

in Africa will a little money go so far.

Nowhere else will the results be more
brilliant, more substantial *x more
rapidly realized. Cotton aione should

make the fortune of Uganda. All the

best qualities of cotton can be grown
in the highest perfection."

But cotton is only one of the

tropical products which can nowhere
in the world be grown more cheap-
ly, more easily, more perfectly than

between the waters of the two great

lakes. Rubber, fibre, cinnamon,
cocoa, coffee, sugar may all be cul-

tivated upon the greatest scale ; vir-

gin forests of rare and valuable tim-

ber await the axe; and even though
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mineral wealth may perhaps never
lend its hectic glory to Uganda, the

economic foundations of its prosper-

ity will stand securely upon a rich

and varied agriculture. A settler's

country it can never be. Whatever
may be the destinies of the East.

African Highlands, the shores of the

great lakes will never be the per-

manent residence of a white race. It

is a planter's land, where the labors

of the native population may be or-

ganized and directed by superior in-

telligence and external capital."

Speaking of the Ripon Falls, which
pour out of Lake Victoria, Mr.
Churchill says : "It is possible that

nowhere else in the world could so

enormous a mass of water be held up
by so little masonry. Two or three

short dams from island to island

across the falls would enable, at an in-

conceivably small cost, the whole level

of the Victoria Nyanza—over an ex-

panse of a hundred and fifty thousand

square miles—to be gradually raised

six or seven feet ; would greatly in-

crease the available water power;
would deepen the water of Kavirondo
Bay, SO as to admit steamers of much
larger draught ; and, finally, would en-

able the lake to be maintained at a
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uniform level, so that immense areas

of swampy foreshore, now submerged,
now again exposed, according to the

rainfalls, would be converted either

into clear water or dry land to the

benefit of man and the incalculable de-

struction of mosquitoes."

The Murchison Falls, which are

located near the point where the

Nile flows into Lake Albert Nyanza,
"are certainly the most remarkable
in the whole course of the Nile. At
Foweira the navigable reaches
stretching from Lake Chioga are in-

terrupted by cataracts, and the river

hurries along in foam and rapid

down a gradual but continuous stair-

way, enclosed by rocky walls, but
still a broad fall. Two miles above
Fajao these walls contract suddenly
till they are not six yards apart, and
through this strangling portal, as

from the nozzle of a hose, the whole
tremendous river is shot in one
single jet down an abyss of a hun-
dred and sixty feet. Thev are won-

derful to behold, not so much be-

cause of their height—though that

is impressive—but because of the

immense volume of water which is

precipitated through such a narrow
outlet. Indeed, seeing the great

size of the river below the

falls, it seemed impossible to

believe that it was wholly sup-

plied from this single spout. . . .

I doubt whether it is fifteen feet

across from sheer rock to sheer rock.

Ten pounds, in fact, would throw

an iron bridge across the Nile at

this point."

There are many other interesting

extracts which might be quoted, but

these should prove sufficient to arouse

interest in a most entertaining and

withal instructive book.

• My African Journey. By the Rt. Hon. Win

ston Spencer Churchill. M.P. London : Hodder

& Stoughton. Toronto : William Briggs. Cloth,

illustrated, $1.50.

The Author and Party Traveling on the Cow-Catcher of a Locomotive on the Uganda Railway
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NOTES ABOUT OTHER
BOOKS.

The following books sold best in Canada. Eng-

land and the United States during December.

It will be noted that there are some books
which appear in all three lists, illustrating the

fact that people read much the same sort of

literature in the three countries.:

Canada.

1. Sowing Seeds in Danny. By Mrs. McClung.
Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, Jr.

2. Lewis Rand. By Mary Johnston.

Peter. By F. H. Smith.
3. Holy Orders. By Marie Corelli.

4. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles.
5. Anne of Green Gables. By L. M. Montgom-

ery.

Riverman. By S. E. White.

6. Diana Mallory. By Mrs. H'ard.

England.

1. Web of Time. By R. E. Knowles.
2. Wounds of a Friend. By D. G. McChesney,
3. I Came and Saw. By D. Blackburn.
4. A Scout's Story. By 0. Vaughan.

United States.

1. Trail of Lonesome Pine. By John Fox, Jr.

2. Peter. By F. H. Smith.
3. A Spirit in Prison. By Robert Hichens.

novel this spring with the somewhat common-
place title of "Blind Jim."

R. W. Service, the Canadian Kipling, whose
"Songs of a Sourdough" appealed strongly to
busy men, is to have a new volume of poems
published this spring with the odd title, "Bal-
lads of a Cheechaco." The term "Cheechaco"
means exactly the opposite of the term "sour-
dough." "Sourdough," as almost everyone
knows, means an old-timer, the term originat-
ing with the custom of the old miners of sav-
ing a piece of sour dough from one baking to
act as yeast for the next baking. Greenhorns
or tenderfeet did not know this custom and so
the term sourdough became synonymous with
old-timer. It is interesting to note that the
number of copies issued of "The Songs of a
Sourdough" has reached 28,000, which is a re-

markable figure for a Canadian book, and
poetry at that.

The first novel to be published this year In

Canada is "Septimus," by W. J. Locke, which
should by this time be on sale in all the book-
stores. Mr. Locke is the author of "The Morals
of Marcus Ordeyne" and "The Beloved Vaga-
bond," books which have charmed a wide circle

of readers.

The fifth volume of The Commercial Hand-
book of Canada (Heaton's Annual), has three

features at least that commend it to business

men and render it indispensable to those who
have once made use of it. In the first place there

is that bugbear of all business men, the Cus

toms Tariff. While there are few people nowa-

days, who do not approve of a tariff on general

principles, yet a tariff in operation is a com-

plex affair, occasioning much loss of time. Hea-

ton's Annual contains a classification and in-

dex of the tariff that is even in advance of

the Government's own list. It embodies the

latest decisions and above all else it is ac-

curate. The second outstanding feature is the

Boards of Trade register, giving in concise form

full information about all the cities and towns

in the Dominion, their population, natural re-

sources, industries and what they offer to in

duce industrial concerns to locate in them. The

third and most original feature in the book is

the Canadian Encyclopedia, giving in classified

form a catalogue of the resources of the coun-

try and the opportunities offered for invest-

ment. Particularly is the section devoted to

mining of value at the present time. In addi-

tion to these noteworthy features, the book con-

tains a wealth of other valuable information.

($1 ; postage 10 cents).

William De Morgan, who will be familiar to
many as the author of that delightful trio of

novels. "Joseph Vance." "Alice fur Short." and
"Somehow Good." will have ready a fourth

March's Thesaurus, a work by Professor

March, who is recognized as being the greatest

living philologist, is a book of 1,200 pages,

giving a complete working vocabulary of 50,000

words and meanings. Even the most fluent

speakers and the most lucid writers frequently

encounter the difficulty of always recalling or

knowing the right word to convey exactly their

thoughts. The dictionary does not render them
the necessary assistance, as it brings into play

the opposite process, namely, supplying the

meaning of the word. March's Thesaurus,

in addition to supplying the same in-

formation as the dictionary, will supply

the word to exactly express an idea. The use

of Thesaurus will save the annoyance of being

unable to at all times exactly express your

thoughts as the book serves as a guide to the

selection of the best word to use. or to dis-

tinguish a delicate shade of meaning. The
vocabulary of 50,000 words and meanings are

arranged in alphabetical order. Its distinctive

feature from a dictionary is the grouping of all

the words in the language that have an affinity

of meaning in capital captions as reference

words, following the vocabulary word, the posi-

tive and negative terms being given in juxta-

position. By referring to any of these refer-

ence words, the synonymous words and their

meanings are given, thus placing the reader Im-

mediately in possession of the right word to

exactly state his thoughts. It is of great value

and merit as a work of daily reference and
practical information to the business man.
writer, teacher, speaker, or student. T. J. Ford
& Company, Toronto, are publishers.



Contents of February Magazines

Architecture and the Arts.

Travelers and Photography ; How to Secure

Good Results. Dudley Kidd—Travel and Ex-

ploration.

The Amateur Artist. A. M. Mayor—Living Age
(Jan. 9).

Modern German Art. Christian Brinton—Scrib-

ner.

Is American Art Captive to the Dead Past ?

William L, Price—The Craftsman.

What Does the National Academy of Design

Stand For ? Giles Edgerton—The Craftsman.

The Future of American Art. Birge Harrison-
North American Review.

The Private Art Collections of Chicago. Giselle

D'Unger—World To-Day.

Exhibition of Paintings of Eastern Oregon By
Childe Hassau. Charles Erskine Scott Wood
—Pacific Mthly.

Army and Navy.

Defence of the Pacific. H. Evans—Sunset (Jan.)

The Blessings of Naval Armaments—Fortnightly
Rev. (Jan.)

A Midnight Conference. Salmon P. Chase

—

Scribner's.

Building a Nine-Hundred-Foot Steel Ship. Law-
rence Perry—World's Work.

The Fighting Forces of Great Britain and Ger-

many. Arnold White—London Mag.
Our Navy on the Land. George Kibbe Turner

—

McClure*s.

Is Our Naval Administration Efficient ? Rear-

Admiral G. W. Melville, U.S.N.—North Am-
erican Review.

Business and Industry

Qualifications of a Successful Advertiser. Fred

G. Kaessman—Brains (Jan. 2).

Pointers From Outside the Counter. Frank Far-

rington—Brains (Jan. 2).

Latter Day Tendencies in Shorthand Writing.

Clyde Marshall—Shorthand Writer (Jan.)

Canadian Manufacturers and British Preference.

Edward Porritt—North Am. Rev.
Owners of America ; The Armours. Arthur Bris-

bane—Cosmopolitan.
First Lessons in the Art of Advertising. Geo.

French—Profitable Advertising.
Big Business Created by Advertising—Profitable

Advertising (Jan.)

The Giant Trust of the Future. Earl Mayo-
Metropolitan.

The United States Patent Office. Joanna Nichols

Kyle—Overland Mthly.

The Bank Clerk and His Work, Jas. P. Gard-
ner—Book-Keeper (Jan.)

Making a City to Order. Ernest Cawcroft—Book-
Keeper (Jan.)

Employer's Liability. Frank N. Lewis—Atlantic
Mthly (Jan.)

Cornering Corn. H. M. Hyde—Sat. Eve. Post

(Jan. 23).

The Buy End. Jas. H. Collins—Sat. Eve. Post
(Jan. 23).

The Modern Cotton-Spinning Factory. W. H.
Booth—Cassier's (Jan.)

Machine Grouping and Factory Arrangement. C.

H. Stilson—Cassier's (Jan.)

The Slum as a National Asset. Charles Ed-

ward Russell—Everybody's.

A Prophet of Prosperity. Walt. Mason—Subur-

ban Life.

The Sum of a Thousand Short Cuts. Daniel

Casey—System (Jan.)

Making a Business Distinctive. A. n. Revell

—

System (Jan.)

The Skirmish Line of Profits. 0. N. Manners-
System (Jan.)

The Battlefields of Business—System (Jan.)

From Debt to Dividends. A. S. Atkinson—Sys-

tem (Jan.)

Advertising : Its Action on Products. Edwin

Balmer—System (Jan.)

The Greatest Game in the World. Walter H.

Cottingham—System (Jan.)

A New Year's Greeting. James W. Van Cleave

—American Industries.

Business Conditions of the United States—Am-
erican Industries (Jan.)

The National Council of Commerce—American
Industries (Jan.)

The Advance Agent of Prosperity—American In-

dustries (Jan.)

The Extension of American Commerce. Avard L.

Bishop—Atlantic Mthly.

Children.

How You Can Help Your Boy. Orison Swett

Marden—Success.

Which is the Better Way to Bring up a Boy T

—Suburban Life.

A Boys' Band of Easily Made Instruments. A.

Neely Hall—Ladles' Home Jrnl.
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The Training of Poor British Children in India,

R. Carstairs—Asiatic Quarterly.

Education and School Affairs.

Self-Government in the Public Schools. Henry
Lincoln Clapp—Education.

The Two Aims of High Schools. Professor Ar-

land D. Weeks—Education.
How to Teach Commercial Geography. Profes-

sor F. 0. Carpenter—Education.

Drawing as an Aid to Teaching the Other

Manual Branches. Dr. James P. Haney

—

Education.

A Neglected Phase of Practical Education. Pro-
fessor R. T. House—Education.

Indian Students in England. John Pollen.LL.D.
—Asiatic Quarterly Review (Jan.)

Essays and General Literature.

Ruwenzori to the Congo—Empire Rev. (Jan.)

Products of India—Empire Rev. (Jan.)

A Measured Training of the Color Sense—Pro-
fessor A. H. Munsell—Education.

An American Scholar.—Outlook (Jan. 2).

The Epitaphic Literature of India. John Ken-
nedy—Asiatic Review (Jan.)

Crimean Papers. Hon. Sir Herbert Maxwell,
Bart—Cornhill Mag. (Jan.)

Milton, the Typical Puritan. Dr. John Clifford,

M.A.—Young Man (Jan.)

The Central Problem of the International Con-
gress on Moral Education. Professor J. H.
Muirhead—Hibbert Jrnl. (Jan.)

Fiction.

Margarita's Soul. Ingram LovelK-American
Magazine.

The Master-Weaver. Maude Radford Warren—At-
lantic Mthly. (Jan.)

Marriage A La Mode. Mrs. Humphrey Ward—
McClure's.

The Revenge of Big Joe. Lyman Eastman—Cen-
tury (Jan.)

The Lion Rampant. Mary Roberts Rhinehart

—

Munsey's (Jan.) :

For the Workers.

Workers for the Common Good. Anne Forsyth
—Circle (Jan.)

Interest Beyond the Envelope. J. Wirchers—Sys-
tem (Jan.)

How I Handle My Personal Work. G. E. Turner
—System (Jan.)

Fattening Pay Envelopes. George F. Stratton—
Sat. Eve. Post (Jan. 9).

Half a Million Out of Work. H. Hamilton Fyfe
—London Mag. (Jan.)

On Thoroughness. Nora Tynan O'Mahony—Irish
Mthly. (Jan.)

The Food of the City Worker. Hollis Godfrey-
Atlantic Mthly.

Handicraft.

Hand-Made Rugs, the Revival of an Old Handi-
craft. Mabel Tuke Priestman—Am. Homes
and Gardens.
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Health and Hygiene.

The Modern Moloch. Woods Hutchinson, A.M.,

M.D.—Sat. Eve. Post (Jan. 16).

The Opium Question. Britannicus—North Am-
erican Review.

Does the Mind Rule the Body ? Dr. Woods
Hutchinson—Sat. Eve. Post (Jan. 23).

Physical Culture To-day. F. E. Dorchester, N.

S.P.E.—Rod and Gun.

The New Surgery. Roland Phillips—Success.

An Effective Anti-Tuberculosis Campaign at

Last. 0. F. Lewis—World's Work.

What Nervous People Should Eat. Mrs. S. F.

Rorer—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

(Jan.)

House, Garden and Farm.
A Model Stock and Dairy Farm. Mabel Luke

Priestman—Country Life in America.

Orchard Fruit Grown in Pots. Richard Barton

—Garden Mag.
English Effects With Hardy Trees. Wilhelm Mil-

ler—Garden Mag.
How to Increase Your Tomato Crop. L. E.

Paull—Garden Mag.
Tomatoes from the Garden in June. Mrs. Jos.

C. Brown—Garden Mag.
The Best Carnations for the Amateur. W. C.

McC.—Garden Mag.
Business Methods on the Farm. J. O. Curwood
—Book-Keeper (Jan.)

Love Among the Chickens. P. G. Wodehouse

—

Circle (Jan.)

Four Moderate-Priced Houses. A. H. Dunning—
Suburban Life.

Starting the Garden Under Cover. Parker Thay-
er Barnes—Suburban Life.

A Fireproof House. P. R. Cole—Suburban Life.

A Farmer Whose Son is also a Farmer. Edward
Berwick—World's Work.

My Dairy and My Herd of Cows. Kate V. Saint

Maur—Woman's Home Comp.
A Summer Home for $3,500. Hugo Erichsen

—

Woman's Home Comp.
Why Many Amateurs Gardeners Fail—House and

Garden.

Starting Seeds in the House. L. J. Doogue

—

House and Garden.

Helpful Hints on House Plants. C. L. Meller

—

House and Garden.

Root Pruning of Fruit Trees. W. R. Gilbert-

House and Garden.

Japanese Garden Development. Mrs. Phoebe
Westcott Humphreys—House and Garden.

House Warming in Winter. E. Stanley Mitton—
Westward Ho.

The Use of Anesthetics for Plants. S. Leonard
Bastin—Am. Homes and Gardens.

A Few Neglected Fruits. E. P. Powell.—Am.
Homes and Gardens.

What England Can Teach us About Formal
Gardens. Wilhelm Miller—Country Life In

America.

Immigration and Emigration.

The European Population of the United States

—Living Age (Jan. 16).

The Salvation Army and England's Unemployed
Agnes Laut- Am. Rev. of Revs. (Jan.)
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Investments, Speculation, Finance.

Corporations and Liability of Stockholders

—

Sat. Eve. Post (Jan. 16).

A Puzzling Problem in Interest—Book-Keeper

(Jan.)

The Need of Postal Savings Bank. G. V. L.

Meyer—Am. Rev. of Revs. (Jan.)

Money is King. Walter Eden—Watson's Jeffer-

sonian (Jan.)

Indian and Colonial Investments—Empire Rev.

(Jan.)

Policy Conditions—Sat. Rev. (Jan. 2).

Keeping One's Money at Work—World's Work.
Insurance for Travelers in Tropical Countries

—

World's Work.

A Report to the Stockholders of the United

States. Arthur W. Page—World's Work.
Getting Insurance Prospects in Line. A. L. Mac-

Burn—System (Jan.)

Safe Investments—Sat. Eve. Post (Jan. 9).

Co-operative Apartments. Isaac F. Margosson

—

Sat. Eve. Post (Jan. 9).

Labor Problems.

The Contempt Decision of Justice Wright. Jas.

A. Emery—American Industries (Jan.)

The Conviction of Labor Leaders—Outlook

(Jan. 2).

The Contract Labor Case—Outlook (Jan. 2).

Life Stories and Character Sketches.

Poe, the Weird Genius. Elisabeth Ellicott Poe—
Cosmopolitan.

Augustus Thomas : Reporter, Playwright. Ora-

tor. Paul Teitjens—Home Mag.
"Father Abraham." Ida M. Tarbell—American

Mag.
Dickens and Charles Whitehead—L. P.'s Weekly

(Jan. 8).

The Boyhood of Abraham Lincoln—St. Nicholas.

The Most Famous Woman in New York. C. B.

Davis.—Sat. Eve. Post (Jan. 23).

Elihu Root : World Statesman. Walter Wellman
—Am. Rev. of Revs. (Jan.)

From Deckhand to Governor : the Picturesque

Career of Napoleon Broward. Ralph D.

Paine—Everybody's.

Tsu Hsi, the Late Empress of China. E. J.

Dillon—Fort. Rev. (Jan.)

Outline Study of Abraham Lincoln. Principal

Arthur Deerin Call—Education.
Oeorge Grey Barnard—World's Work.
The New Archbishop of York. W. L. Williams

—Young Man (Jan.)

Cleveland, the Man. George F. Parker—Mc-
Clnre's.

Simon Fraser. E. 0. S. Scholefield—Westward
Ho.

Ex-Mayor Carey, with Reminiscences of Lord
Dufferin—Westward Ho.

Queen Victoria, as Seen by an American. Sallle

Coles Stevenson—Century (Jan.)

Grover Cleveland : A Princeton Memory. An-

drew F. West—Century (Jan.)

Edgar Allan Poe, the Most Original Genius of

American Literature. Morris Bacheller—

Munsey's (Jan.)

Walt Whitman's Early Life on Long Island.

Willis Steell—Munsey's (Jan.)

Miscellaneous.

The Right to Work. Bart Kennedy—London
Mag. (Jan.)

Good Manners and Good Form. Mrs. Burton

Kingsland—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

A Substitute for Matrimony. Anna Steese Rich-

ardson—Woman's Home Comp.
The Tramp's Philosophy of Life. Rev. T. E.

Ruth—Young Man (Jan.)

The Dissidence of Doubt. Rev. John Wills-

Young Man (Jan.)

Alcohol and Society. Henry Smith Williams—

McClure's.

An Audience with Lincoln. T. B. Bancroft—Mc-
Clure's.

Reclaiming the Desert. Forbes Lindsay—Crafts-

man.
How the Founder of Arbor Day Created the

Most Famous Western Estate. Paul Morton
—Country Life in Am.

Why Should Anyone Pay $1,000 for a Hen ? F.

H. Valentine—Country Life in Am.
The Yak : A North American Opportunity. Ern-

est Thompson Seton—Country Life in Am.
The Social Conscience of the Future. V. Scud-

der—Hibbert's Jrnl (Jan.)

New Facts on Our Survival of Death. Principal

John Graham—Hibbert's Jrnl. (Jan.)

A Young Man and His Mission—Young Man
(Jan.)

A Humorist of Worth, John P. Wynne—Young
Man (Jan.)

A Survey of the World. Tom Dolan—Watson's

Jeffersonian (Jan.)

The Aristocracy of Cats. Virginia Roderick

—

Everybody's.

Little Stories of Real Life—Everybody's.

The Opposition in the Commons. Auditor Tan-

tum—Fort. Review (Jan.)

How I Know that the Dead Return. W. T.

Stead—Fort. Rev. (Jan.)

The Earthquake—Sat. Rev. (Jan. 2).

The Intervening Providence. Arthur E. McFar-

lane—Circle (Jan.)

Mr. Taft's New Year Resolutions—Circle (Jan.)

Bores—Living Age (Jan. 9).

In Praise of Cats—Living Age (Jan. 9).

The Mounting of Fish. C. H. Hooper—Rod and

Gun.

The Trials of an Unmarried Clergyman—Success

The Well-dressed Man. Alfred Stephen Bryan

—

Suceess.

New Foods for New Millions. Walter Weyl—Suc-

cess.

In Search of the Washington Family Crest.

Frank Fayant—Travel Mag.

Two Neglected Memories. M. C. Keogh—Irish

Mthly. (Jan.)

A Thought for Each Day of the Month—Irish
Mthly. (Jan.)
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King Cotton's Impoverished Retinue. Daniel J.

Sully—Cosmopolitan.

Sixty Years in the Wilderness : Some Passages

by the Way. Henry W. Lucy—Living Age
(Jan. 16).

Literary Taste and How to Form it. Arnold

Bennett—T. P.'s Weekly (Jan. 8).

The Quality of Courage. Edward Marshall-
Metropolitan.

The Inspiration of Japan. Herbert G. Pointing,

F. R. G. S.—Metropolitan.
Abbreviated Utilitarian Studies. Arthur Inkers-

ley—Overland Mthly. (Jan.)

The Liquor Problem. T. M. Gllmore—Overland

Mthly. (Jan.)

The Law of Compensation. H. M. Johnston

—

Book-Keeper (Jan.)

Yawning Craters of the Moon. H. G. Hunting

—

Technical World (Jan.)

What is to Become of our Sixteen Million

School Children ? James Creelman—Pearson's

Am. (Jan.)

Municipal and Local Government.

Rate Regulation of Electric Power. Samuel S.

Wyer—Cassier'a (Jan.)

The Transvaal of To-day. E. T. Baines—Empire

Rev. (Jan.)

The Value of the Poor Law. Harold Cox, M.

P.—Fort. Rev. (Jan.)

Retributive Taxation—Sat. Rev. (Jan. 2).

The Night Riders : A Trust of Farmers. Ed-

ward A. Jonas—World's Work.
The Long Arm of the Secret Police. E. Alex-

ander Powell, F.R.G.S.—Sat. Evening Post

(Jan. 9.)

A Great Reform in the Treatment of Criminals,

Lucy C. Bartlett—Hibbert Jrnl. (Jan.)

The Town that Went Broke. H. F. Day—Sat.
Eve. Post (Jan 23).

State Control of Water Power. C. E. Lakeman
—Am. Rev, of Revs. (Jan.)

New Campaign for Civic Betterment. P. U.

Kellog—Am. Rev. of Revs. (Jan.)

Nature and Outdoor Life.

A Naturalist's Trip to New Guinea. Charles

Bethune Horsburgh—Travel and Exploration.

Lincoln's Love for Nature and Animals—Subur-
ban Life.

Winter Birds and Summer Homes. John Boyd—
Suburban Life.

Political and Commercial,

The Crisis in Germany. Harry Thurston Peek—
Munsey (Jan.)

The Balkan States, the Storm Centre of Europe

F. Cunliffe-Owen—Munsey' (Jan.)

The Solid South a National Calamity. Hannis
Taylor—North Am. Rev.

The Power Behind the Austrian Throne. Edith

Sellers—Living Age (Jan. 16).

A Pivot of Imperialism. F. L. Harding—Metro-
politan.
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American Democracy and Corporate Reform.

Robert R. Reed—Atlantic Mthly. (Jan.)

Hard Times Force Millenium. Samuel 0. Dunn

—Technical World (Jan.)

Canada and American Tariff-making. Andrew

MacPhail—Am. Rev. of Revs.

Who are the English ?—Scribner's.
The Break-up of the Parties. Charles Edward

Russell—Success.

The Pulse of the World. Howard Brubaker—Suc-

cess.

The American Invasion of Mexico. Elisha H.

Talbot—World's Work.

Some Random Reminiscences of Men and Events.

John D. Rockefeller—World's Work.

The Tariff Hearings—Outlook (Jan. 2).

An Educated Democracy—Outlook (Jan. 2).

Paying for Waterway Development—Outlook

(Jan. 2).

Despoiling a Nation. William Dudley Foulke

—Outlook (Jan. 2).

India : the Company and the Crown—Asiatic
Quarterly Review (Jan.)

The Wealth and Progress of India : Facts and

Fiction. Charles McMinn, M.A.—Asiatic

Quarterly Review.

What We May Learn from Ancient Chinese

Statesmen. E. H. Parker—Asiatic Quarterly

Review.

Vital Problems of Canada. Bram Thompson-
Westward Ho.

The Passing of the Reactionary in American

Politics. Judson Welliver—Munsey's (Jan.)

England and Germany—Empire Rev. (Jan.)

Bohemia and Austro-Hungary—Empire Review

(Jan.)

Italy and Austria—Empire Review (Jan.)

The Haytian Revolution—Empire Rev. (Jan.)

Russia and the Slavs—Empire Rev. (Jan.)

Two Policies : Cobden's and Bismarck's. W.

Frank Hatheway—Empire Rev. (Jan.)

Europe and the Annexation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Mil R. Ivanovitch—Fortnightly
Review (Jan.)

The Future of Parties in America. A. Maurice

Low—Fort. Rev.

Nonconformity and Politics : A Word from
Within—Fort. Rev. (Jan.)

English Politics Through American Spectacles.

J. R. Marriott—Fort. Rev. (Jan.)

Japan and America—Living Age (Jan. 9).

Sketches of Persia In Transition—Living Age
(Jan. 9).

The Rule of the Empress Dowager. Sir Henry
A. Blake—Living Age (Jan. 9),

A Decade of American Rule In the Philippines.

W. Cameron Forbes—Atlantic Mthly.

Changing Conditions in the Caribbean. Robert
A. Wilson—World To-Day.

The Coming Struggle in the Far East. Ching
Chun Wang—Pacific Mthly.

Railroad and Transportation.

Aerial Flight. H. Massae Buist—Travel and Ex-

ploration.

A Era of Better Railroads. C. M. Keys—World's
Work.
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Effective Railway Advertising. J. W. Standard

—

System (Jan.)

The Cause of Automobile Accidents. C. 0.

Morris—Country Life in Am.

Religion.

What is Christianity ? The Theology of Jesus

Christ. Lyman Abbott—Outlook (Jan. 2).

The Doctrines of the Earth-Soul and of Beings

Intermediate Between Man and God. Prof.

William James—Hibbert's Jrnl. (Jan.)

Psychotherapeutics and Religion. Dr. H. Rutgers

Marshall—Hibberfs Jrnl. (Jan.)

The Message of Modern Mathematics to Theol-

ogy. Prof. C. J. Keyser—Hibbert's Journal

(Jan.)

Christian Missions as Affected by Liberal Theol-

ogy. Rev. J. W. Burton—Hibbert's Journal

(Jan.)

Religious and Social Aspects of the Cult of An-
cestors and Heroes. Dr. Lewis R. Farnell

—

Hibbert's Jrnl. (Jan.)

Science and Invention.

Queerly Mixed Verdict of Science on Spiritual-

ism. M. A. Lane—Home Mag. (Jan.)

Typewriting by Wireless. Cecil Bembridge—Tech-

nical World (Jan.)

Power from the Farm Brook. D. C. Shafer—
Am. Rev. of Revs. (Jan.)

Piping in Steel Ingots. J. F. Springer—Cas-

sier's (Jan.)

Hydro-Electric Instalations. H. Lester Hamilton
—Cassier's (Jan.)

Modern Steam Tractors Road Haulage Ser-

vice. William Fletcher—Cassier's (Jan.)

What the Incubator Has Done for the Poultry-

man. Arthur L. Blessing—Suburban Life.

Roofing Materials Old and New. Thomas R.

Hood—Suburban Life.

Turning Waste into Fuel. M. A. Rogers—Sys-
tem (Jan.)

First Photograph Ever Made of a Paper Nau-
tilus. Charles Frederick Holder—Country Life

In America.

Some Recent Investigations by the Society for

Physical Research. Hon. G. W. Balfour

—

Hibbert's Jrnl. (Jan.)

Sports and Pastimes.

American Speed Record Broken at Savannah.
Percy H. Whiting—Home Mag. (Jan.)

Hunting the Gray Wolf. Brig.-Gen. Roger D.

Williams—Recreation (Jan.)

•Ski-Riding in America. Frank Lynam—Recrea-

tion (Jan.)

Canoeing Around the Calendar. F. M. Foulser

—

Recreation (Jan.)

A Taste of Old-Fashioned Wildfowl Shooting-
Recreation (Jan.)

A Winter Holiday in the White Mountains. Car-

lyle Ellis—Recreation (Jan.)

A Vacation on Snowshoes. J. N. Trainer—Re-

creation (Jan.)

The Revival in Rowing at Princeton. W. S.

Quigley—Recreation (Jan.)

Motoring in Many Lands. H. Massac Bui6t

—

Travel and Exploration.

Enjoying the Canadian Winter. L. M. Mabee

—

Rod and Gun.

Bird Shooting on the Prairies—Rod and Gun.

The Qualification Climb of Mt. Hermit. D. B.

Taylor—Rod and Gun.

Hunting the Rhinoceros and the Hippopotamus
in Africa. Lieut.-Col. J. H. Patterson

—

World's Work.
Motoring on the "Bear Flag" Trail in Cali-

fornia. A. E. Beyfuss—Travel Mag.
Winter Sports in Southern Resorts. Day Allen

Willey—Travel Mag.

The Stage.

Opera and the People. Mary Garden—Every-

body's.

Mme. Melba to Operatic Aspirants—Success.

Building a Play. Glenmore Davis—Success.

Stage Children Who Grew Up. Robert Sloss

—

Woman's Home Comp.
Theatrical Scenes and Portraits—Cosmopolitan.
The Drama of the Month—Metropolitan.

A Few First Aids to Disillusion in the Theatre.

Barnett Franklin—Overland Mthly. (Jan.)

Two Plays by Charles Rann Kennedy—Atlantic

Mthly. (Jan.)

Travel and Description.

03 the Irish Coast. Cale Young Rice—Century

(Jan.)

On the Top of a Tram-Car. Katharine Roche

—

Irish Mthly. (Jan.)

In Darkest Africa. Rudolph Dirks—Cosmopolitan.

The Romance of Panama : Remains and Rem-
iniscences of Past Centuries. Hugh C. Weir

—

Putnam's (Jan.)

The Danish Expedition to Northeast Greenland.

Lieut. A. Trolle—Travel and Exploration.

Travel in the Balkans. M. Edith Durham—Tra-

vel and Exploration.

A Journey into the Primeval Forests of Tro-

pical Peru. L. C. Bernacchi—Travel and Ex-
ploration.

Fresh Light on the Voyage of Captain John.

Hayes. Ida Lee—Empire Rev. (Jan.)

Chief Canim Tl'kope of the Skagits. Bonnycas-

tie Dale—Rod and Gun.

A Winter in Northern Ontario. J. W. Holland'

—Rod and Gun.

A Cheerful Journey Through Mississippi. Pooler

T. Washington—World's Work.

The Romance of the Amazon. Sir Martin Con-

way.—Travel Mag.
Where the Caribs Live. M. A. Hays—Travel

Magazine.

Eleven Days in Sicily. Alice B. Muzzey—Travel

Magazine.

A Calendar of Travel—Travel Mag.
Around the World With Burton Holmes : Java
—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Man Who Discovered Australia. W. H.
Fitchett. B.A.—Cornhill (Jan.)
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The Spirit of the West. Blanche E. Holt Muri-

son—Westward Ho.

The Prairie. D. D. Ross—Westward Ho.

A Street a Thousand Miles Long. Alexander

Hume Ford—World To-Day.

Yaqui Land. Charles R. Price—Pacific Mthly.

Messina : A City that Was. H. P. Alexander-

World To-Day.

Women and the Home.

The Journal of a Neglected Wife. Mabel Her-

bert Urner—Everybody's.

The Woman's Invasion. William Hard—Every-

body's.

Homes Worth Living In—Circle (Jan.)

A Farmer's Wife and Glad of it. Mrs. T. Wil-

son Hall—Suburban Life.

What the Women of One Town Have Done. Mrs.

Edward W. Biddle—Suburban Life.

The Ideas of a Plain Country Woman—Ladies'

Home Jrnl.

When College Girls Make Merry—Ladies' Hom^
Jrnl.

Is This the Trouble With the Farmer's Wife ?

—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Clever Economies on Little Things. Mrs. Ral-

ston—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Well-Made Furniture, With Working Designs.

John D. Adams—Woman's Home Comp.
For the Girl Who Earns Her Own Living. Anna

Steese Richardson—Woman's Home Comp.
Furnishing a House of Six Rooms for $1,500

—

House and Garden.

Practical Talks to Women. Elinor S. Moody

—

Shorthand Writer (Jan.)

The Empire of Woman. Valerie Vectis—West-

ward Ho.
A New Method of Housekeeping. Rosika Sehwim-

mer—Am. Homes and Gardens.

Problems in Home Furnishing. Alice M. Kellogg

—Am. Homes and Gardens.

Woman's Position. Duchess of Marlborough

—

North American Rev.

The Best All-round Flower of Winter. W. C.

McCollom—Garden Mag.
A Conservatory Made of Newspapers. William

Promberger—Garden Mag.

For the Woman with Engagements. H. E. Ising

—Book-Keeper Jan.)

The Strenuous Emperor

\ Snapshot of Emperor William of Germany,
one of i In- Busiest of Mortal
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Improvements in Office Devices

A Practical Coin Wrapper.

WE SHOW herewith cut of Youman's coin

wrapper. The simplicity and practicability

of the device commend it at a glance.

It consists of a tough fibre sheet 7^ by 4£

inches, with one end trimmed obliquely and

gummed. There is printed on the sheet the

amounts which the wrappers may contain of the

different coins. The patented feature which

makes its value so great consists of two square

holes so placed in the sheet that >vhen the

coins are wrapped in the roll the numerals

showing the amount and the coin denomination

appear in their respective openings. Tor exam-

ple, the wrapper holds $10 in halves or quar-

ters. When these coins are placed on T he sheet

and the wrapper rolled, the amounts shew
through the opening. The accompanying cut

shows the wrapper flat and in process of roll-

ing.

Youman's Coin Wrapper

The cashier is not put to the necessity of

crowding his counter space with a stock of vari-

ous size wrappers. The Youmans Wrapper
economizes his working space. The trouble

which cashiers frequently experience in the use

of coin wrappers through varying thicknesses of

new and worn coins is obviated by the peculiar

construction of this sheet. It takes care of old

and worn coins the same as new ones. Other
unique features are spaces on the wrapper for

names of both bank and depositor.

The Youmans Coin Mailing Card is also

unique. The manufacturers state that it is the

only coin mailing card that holds from one cent

to 99 cents ia coins; also that it is the only

device of the kind in which the coins can

neither be seen nor felt.

Desbarats Newspaper Directory
for 1908-9.

The Desbarats Newspaper Directory for 1908-9

has just been issued by the Desbarats Advertis-

ing Agency of Montreal. The object of this

publication is to give advertisers generally all

the facts in connection with the different publi-

cations of the Dominion. This includes a full

description of each newspaper, with reference to

its history, its circulation, its object, its home
and its readers. A sketch of each town rs given

also a complete list of industries. The com-
pilation of this list has no doubt involved an
enormous amount of work, but its value from
an advertiser's point of view is very great, as

it indicates the quality of the readers and gives

an idea of the amount of money expended in

wages in each place. Of the Desbarats Adver-

tising Agency it can be said that no agency

stands higher in the estimation of publishers

generally and advertisers who have availed

themselves of their services. Though the Des-

barats Directory is priced at $5, we are inform-

ed that it will be sent to any firm of good
standing interested in advertising for 35 cents

to cover cost of postage, etc.

The Compressed Air Typewriter.

A novelty recently shown at the Berlin ex-

hibition of inventions was the compressed air

typewriter, which is without springs and levers

to wear out and break, and has 80 per cent,

less parts than the ordinary lever machine. The

horizontal type-wheel, with letters sliding radi-

cally outward, rotates constantly around a ver-

tical shaft. Below the type-wheel, and rotating

with it, is a vane, which has a channel taking

air from the source of supply and branching to

the diaphragm chamber inside the type-wheel.

In its rotation the vanes passes around the

inner periphery of a fixed ring which has open-

ings connected by tubes to the keys. The air

from the rotating vane normally passes through

these openings and escapes from the keys, but

when the finger covers the aperture in the key,

the air is forced back into the tube, and the
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pressure produced as the vane passes the closed

tube pushes out the diaphragm, pressing the

letter opposite against the pap-er on the platen.

Only a touch of the finger is necessary, the air

doing the work, printing the character in the

l-120th of a second. While the type-wheel is

operating as usual, an automatic duplicating

attachment can be made to perforate a paper

pattern, and as this is passed over the key-

board the perforations cause the machine to re-

produce the writing, any number of successive

copies being possible. An electric or water mo-
tor gives compressed air for a few cents a day.

" Everreddy " Ink Pencil.

The "Everreddy'* ink pencil is a time-saver.

It writes as smoothly and has every convenience

of a fountain pen. It can be carried in any

work is indisputable. It is fitting and quite

natural that the first machine to do such work

automatically should come through the inven-

tive genius of the A. B. Dick Company, of

Chicago and New York. Having for years

manufactured and sold a line of machines for

reduplicating circular letters that are sold t'te

world over, and being the largest manufac-

turers in that line in the world, they very

naturally saw the necessity for such a ma-
chine, as also having constant inquiries for such

a device. The first machine offered to business

houses was marketed by them, the field opened

by them and it is to-day the largest seller by far.

and enjoys a reputation that would be the

pride of any manufacturer. They solved the

problem, the business public is the beneficiary.

It was accepted by business houses with great

Everreddy Ink Pencil

position without the slightesl danger of leak-

ing. It holds a large supply of ink and pre-

serves it in excellent condition for an ind<

ei if ih' " K'. i rr< ddy" is mad
of platinum, the writinj pcinl oi iridium

hardest known metal i. the Latter being round

sticks in the paper and makes ex<-

ipies. Fuller particulars concerning this

ink pencil will gladly be given by the R. 0.

Smith Co.. Orillia.

The "Ventilated" Pen Holder.
The Cutter-Tower Company is placing on the

og new in penholders, it

! the "Ventilated." This penholder being

flexible adapts itseli to. every movement of tie'

hand, preventing the fingers from becoming
cramped. It is made of the best grade of hard

rubber, furnished in plain black or in mo
brown shade finish ami in different sizes, I

Automatic Folding- Machines.

Circular letters, whether printed from prin

type or through some duplicating process,

body rcentagc of such business lit

ture. in recenl years particularly their growth

simplj phenomenal. Single business

houses distribute hundreds ol tl lands,

millions.

On account of the exceedingly great growth
of the small line of work coming under

letter and legal sizes, which arc used in

•
i. prad Lea lly all business houses, a

ind came for an automatic device that

would practically eliminate hand folding and

its troubles and cost.

The A. B, Dick Company were one of the

first firms to put an automatic (older on the

Dial kel

That there is and growing field for

an automatic folder to fold the small line of
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An investigation of the market fur an auto

i>e /older, showed the advisability of mak-

two separate styles of machines. This would

complication in construction and simplify

making necessarj adjustments. It would enabli

one class of users to adopt one style, a second

to adopt another style, and a third class

adopt both styhs. In two easts it would

a business man a simply constructed ma
chine of smallest possible size, at the lowest

possible cost, and where loth styles were re

I, they would not cost any more than

would a combination of the two. If two are

. one operator usually can handle both,

by saving help and labor, and do I
rai

tically twice as much work, as if he had only

machine in operation.

As time, labor and cost savers, they are im

i'tl. The speed is from eight to ten times

Dick Automatic Folder

as fast as " fold by hand. The sheets

an fed automatically, folded singly and ac

cut itely, and Btai ed automatically as perfectly

as they COUld be done by hand even where the

greatest care is exercised.

These machines were made to make folds in

'Hi use throughout the country, which
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have come to be known as standard folds. They

make a one-fold, two-folds, three-folds, a square

or Colonial fold, and double parallel folds.

They make these folds very ingeniously. The

work seems almost human. The cost of auto-

matic folding is exceedingly small as compared

to hand folding, being only about one-tenth as

great on an average.

The Owl Clip.

\V. V. Dawson & Son, of Montreal, have the

agency for Canada for the Owl clip, which they

claim is an improvement on anything yet got-

ten out in the paper clip line. Tiny are send-

ing free samples to all enquirers mentioning

Busy Man*s Magazine, and this is perhaps the

best way for one to really get acquainted with

the excellencies of the clip.

Answers Phone Automatically.

J. F. Land, formerly with the Michigan Tele-

phone Company, of Detroit, and an expert in

this business, known throughout the country,

has begun the manufacture of a device, which

will answer the calls of telephones when the

party called is out. It will repeat twice, to

each call of the phone, any message the person

expecting to be called desires to impart to it.

Mr. Land has incorporated his company as

the American Annunciphone Company.
"There are many things about the annunci-

phone that commend it to the public," said Mr.

Hopkins, president of the company. "See what
a convenience it will be to the doctor. He
leaves his office at times when there is nobody
to answer the telephone. This phonograph ar-

rangement is told the piece to speak and during

his entire absence it answers the telephone. No
matter how many calls, it tells when the doc-

tor will be back, perhaps it tells where he is,

if he wishes to impart that information."

A New Engraving Process

The extreme care and accuracy required in

the production of engravings for the type press

has heretofore confined the major portion of

the process to hand work. After ten years of

experimenting, however, the Levy acid blast

etching machine has been perfected, and the

results obtained show a remarkable improve-
ment over the hand-etched plates.

This machine etches by the sharp impact of

hundreds of minute sprays of acid under high

pressure, producing a plate of great depth,

splendid tone values, and unexcelled printing

qualities.

A comparative idea of hand and machine-

etched half-tones may- be gathered from the ac-

companying plates, loaned by the Toronto En-

graving Co., Ltd., who have the exclusive

rights in the process so far granted in Canada.

Greatly magnified cross section of a half-tone

plate, hand etched. Shallow, ragged, undercut

dots are its obvious faults.

Cross section of a half-tone plate machine

etched by the Levy acid blast process. Note

the extreme depth, the strong conical shape,

and the absence of under-cutting.

HI



Humor in the Magazines

"What shall I play?" asked the organist of

an absent-minded clergyman.

"What sort of a hand have you got ?" was
the unexpected reply.—Wasp.

"And the streets are paved with real gold,

and there will be music and flowers, and every-

thing will be beautiful !'* finished the Sunday

school teacher, who was telling her small

charges of heaven. "And now tell me," she

continued, "what kind of little boys and girls

are going there ?"

Nobody knew.

Then from one corner a small brown hand

shot up.

"Yes, Samuel ?" the teacher smiled.

"Please, teacher, dead ones 1"—Everybody's.

"Had a case to-day in which two men claim-

ed a rabbit."

"Well, judge, why didn't you divide it ?"

"I don't split hares in my court."—Judge.

"Dancing's awfully easy," said a little girl

who had recently gone to the class. "You just

keep turning round and round, and wiping your

feet on the floor."—Pearson's Weekly.

Two diners at a hotel were disputing as to

what a pineapple really was. One of them in-

sisted that it was a fruit, the other insisted

that it was a vegetable. The friends determined

to accept the decision of the waiter, who was
called to the table.

"John," asked one of them, "how do you

describe a pineapple ? Is it a fruit, or is it a

vegetable ?"

"It's neither, gentlemen : a pineapple is al-

ways a hextral" he replied.—Tit-Bits.

"Now," said the physician, "you will have

to eat plain food and not stay out late at

night."

"Yes," replied the patient, "that la what I

have been thinking ever since you sent in your

bill."—Cleveland Plaindealer.

The girl had been three weeks in the employ

of an artistic family ; but her time had been

by no means wasted. Hor mistress was giving

her instructions as to the dinner.

"Don't forget the potatoes." enjoined the

lady.

•.. ma'am." was the reply ; "will you

'em in their jackets or In the nood ?"

—

ratic Telegram.
148

Sister Ann—Did you get any marks at school

ter-day, Bill ?

Bill—Yus ; but they're where they don't show.

—The Sketch.

"Why is a pancake like the sun ?"

"Because," said the Swede, "it rises out of

der yeast and sets behind der vest."—Good
Housekeeping.

"De real resourceful man." said Uncle Eben,

"when someone hands him a lemon is ready

wif de sugar and other fixin's to make it tol-

able pleasant to take."—Washington Star.

"The late Bishop Potter once in his early

days had occasion to officiate at a christening

in a small fishing village on the Massachusetts

coast," says a writer in the current issue of

Harper's Weekly. "The proud father, a young
fisherman, awkwardly holding his first-born

daughter, was visibly embarrassed under the

scrutiny of the many eyes in the congregation,

and his nervousness was not decreased by the

sudden wailing of the infant as they stood at

the font.

"When the time for the baptism of the babe

arrived, the bishop noticed that the father was
holding the child so that its fat little legs

pointed toward the font.

" 'Turn her this way.' he whispered, but the

father was too disconcerted to hear or under-

stand.

"'Turn her ' feet around," the bishop whisper-

ed again ; but still there was no response. The

situation was fast becoming critical, when an

ancient mariner in the back of the church came

to the rescue. Putting his weather-beaten hand

to his mouth he roared across the room, 'Head

her up to the wind. Jack !'
"

A physiologist came upon a hard-working

Irishman toiling, bareheaded, in the street.

"Don't you know," said the physiologist,

"that to work in the hot sun without a hat is

bad for your brains ?"

"D'ye think," asked the Irishman, "that OI'd

be on this job if Oi had enny brains ?"—Suc-
cess.

Mr. Howard : Isn't it wonderful what force

Niagara has ?

Mrs. Talkmuch : Marvellous I Do you know

when I first saw it for a full moment I couldn't

speak.—Brooklyn Life.
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Three Thousand a Year
On a Stock of $1,500

A Young Montrealer Who is Succeeding in Turning
Over his Clothing Stock Fourteen Times a Year

Working all day in a retail store
"Riley" Hern, of Montreal, managed to
make $900 a year as a salesman. He was
engaged in a Semi-ready tailoring store
in that city. He was a good salesman,
and understood his business.
Mr. Hern's right name is William Mil-

ton Hern, but everybody calls him
"Riley"—just because.
Probably the best hockey player in

Canada, "Riley" Hern has piloted six

teams to championship honors in eight
years. He has energy with some to
spare.
A year ago Mr. Hern decided that the

time had come to launch his own busi-

ness craft, and for a time he looked
about him for a location. He had the
promise of an exclusive Semi-ready
agency at any point where the company
was not already represented.
He selected an unoccupied shopping

district in the City of Montreal, and
rented a neat store which was fully a
block away from any store. It was, in

fact, off the business streets altogether.
The store was fitted up with six Semi-

ready wardrobes in quartered oak, and
the cost of wardrobes, carpets, window
fixtures and the tailor shop for finish-

ing and altering just took half his capi-
tal.

He had an available capital of $1,500
cash to begin with, and of this amount
$750 was expended in fixtures and store
equipment.
He opened his store early in the month

of May, 1908, with a stock of $1,500 in

his wardrobe, for which he had paid
half cash.
Before the end of May he had trans-

acted a business of $1,000, and his gross
profits were about $275.
Every month showed an increase, un-

til he has now reached an average of

$1,800 sales each month, or an estimat-
ed total business of $21,600 yearly.
The store rental is very reasonable be-

cause of its location, which is on Dor-
chester Street, near the St. James Club.
Taking the rent of $300 a year, cler-

ical expense of $900 a year, and inci-

dental expenses of $300, there is a total

expense of $1,500 to be deducted from
gross profits of about $6,000.

Practically, Mr. Hern is turning over
a stock of high-class clothes for men
fourteen times each year. On a capital

investment of $1,500 he is making a net

profit of over $3,000 a year.

How does he do it ?

The old-time clothier or custom tailor-

would be pleased if he "turned over"
his stock three times a year. Very few
of them. do it. Naturally their expenses
are higher in proportion, and they must
charge larger profits.

Mr. Hern adopted a system outlined

by the Semi-ready Company for another
city. He equipped his store on the

plans submitted. He supplemented his

stock of semi-ready clothes by an active

presentation of the Semi-ready Special

Order samples. The company gave him
a "complete tailor shop" in their Spe-
cial Order outfit. They finish up all his

orders in four days, as they do for all

their agencies in Canada.
Is this an isolated case of Success ?

Norman Brooke, who was with the
Sun Life Insurance Company, started a
business on the same lines at Point St.
Charles. His stock in eight wardrobes
did not cost him more than $700, and
his fixture account was about $400. His
first month's business was $1,080. His
second month totalled $1,200. He be-

lieves that his net profit for the year
will be just double his former salary as
an insurance agent.

At the head offices of Semi-ready,
Ltd., Montreal, they say that they can
relate many similar instances of mer-
chants who have started in business
with their line and made money. A larg-

er capital affords a larger measure of

success, but big capital is not impera-
tive. Mr. Hern's success is due in great
part to the service and correctly tailor-

ed garments which he is able to offer

his customers. "Semi-ready" clothes

are highly thought of in the cities where
correct dress is studied.

SEMI-READY, LIMITED, MONTREAL, CANADA

It is to your advantage to mention Busy Man's.
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BUSY
VI\NS
MAGAZINE,

Toronto

Busy Man's Magazine
enjoys an extraordinary popularity. No need to ex-

plain why, especially if you have read this issue.

Then, too, the magazine is getting bigger and bet-

ter every month. It's a big $2 worth.

You know in your own locality several who

would gladly subscribe for Busy Man's if they

knew its merits. You can earn good money by

taking their orders. Our proposition will make

the work profitable to you.

You need never apologize tor introduc-

ing Busy Man's. You are giving good value

for the money. Your subscribers will

readily realize this, too. This makes

the work pleasant.

Now is the time to commence.

This is the brisk subscription

season. Fill out the at-

tached coupon and

mail it to us

to-day.

Kindly mail us parti-

culars concerning your

proposition to representa-

tives.
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The Underclothing

(hat

Everybody Likes

Because "Ceetee" Underclothing

is made from fully combed ami

thoroughly scoured imported yarns

(spun from Australian wool)—-thus

removing all the shoit fibres and

foreign particles that cause that

irritating and tickling sensation so

frequent in ordinary underwear

Only the long, soft, full length fibres,

which give the greatest stiength and

elasticity to the garment, wi;h the

lightest possible weight, are used

Made of wool, and silk aid wool.

li'e manufacture it in all styles

for men, nuomen and children,

and nvant yon to ask your

dealer to shoiv you "Ceetee"

Underclothing. It is fully

guaranteed by us.

The C. Turnbul! Co. of Gall,
Limited

Gait, • Ontario

Established

1859

Men's Knitted Derby Coat.

jaeger;::,wear

For Winter Sports
If you engage in any of the enjoyable winter

sports, you will need Jaeger Pure Wool Wear.

Because Jaeger Pure Wool conserves the

natural warmth of the body, prevents the cold

from penetrating, hardens the system and at the

same time gives ease of movement and adequate

ventilation to the body.

For these reasons it is the most healthful and

comfortable wear for all Winter Sports, Curling,

Snow-Shoeing, Tobogganning, etc. Each article

is made of the best pure wool procurable in the

best manner possible. That is why Jaeger Wear

is so durable and economical.

Knitted Norfolk Jackets for ladies, in

white, navy, crimson, from - - $5 00

Coat Sweaters, for men, from - 5 00

Ordinary Sweaters, from - - - 2 00

Knitted Derby Coats, as illustrated, in

white, grey, crimson, and Lovat

Heather shades, - - $5 50 and $6 50

Write for Illustrated Catalogue

Dr. Jaeger's Co., Ltd.
316 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal

10 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
Steel Block, Portage Ave., Winnipeg

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's.
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When in St. Paul

Stop at

The Aberdeen
Hotel

St. Paul's Most Exclusive Hotel

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF

300 Rooms with Baths

European, $2.00 per day and up

-
f

King

Edward
Hotel—

IN

New York

145-155, West 47 St.

Jus'
Broadway

"The V< rj

Bear! oi New
York.'.

Absolutely Pin p
".ms 250 Privati Batl

Even Mfoden Convenii ace.
Single Booms (i tinning irati i

Bo li, >'2<KI. S2
I'.-u lor, Bedroom and 1 1 h

1,00 pel day • room.

w in, toi Boi

KING EDWARD HOTEL CO.
John Hood. Pres. and Mgr.

Lab "I the New 'I ill Hou • Buffalo, and Royal Hotel,
Hamilton, <n,t

_

WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
New and Absolutely Fire-proof

Corner Adams Avenue and Park Street

EVERY
ROOM
HAS A
PRI-
VATE
BATH.

European Plan. Rates: $1.50 per Day and Up.
L. W. TULLER, Proprietor. M. A. SHAW, Manager

Hotel St. Francis
(Late the Oriental)

Yates and Government Streets

VICTORIA, B.C.

Most Central Location in

City.

Remodelled and Refitted Throughout

I Everything 'First Class

Entire Change of Ownership

and Management

American Tourist Patronage Solicited

J. E. MUSGRAVE, Prop.

Don't fail to mention Busy Man's when writing advertisers.
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This year it's the

RUSSELL

Already the 1909 models are the most talked-about automobileslin

Canada. Have you seen them ?

Already these cars have broken the record for sales at this season.

And the men who have bought them—who are they ? They are

men who are known to drive only the best the market affords.

The 1909 RUSSELL is the one car for Canada .

All the quality and features of the world's famous cars united in a

machine designed to meet Canadian road conditions as no other

can meet them.

JYlade in Cianaaa — a saving in duty of 35 per cent. Extra

fcarts always available—no delay, no import charges. JBranches

and agencies everywhere to give your car intelligent care.

$1,500 to $4,500—18 to 50 horsepower

Send for our handsome new catalogues.

Canada Cycle & Motor Co., Limited
WEST TORONTO

Toronto Hamilton Montreal Ottawa Winnipeg Vancouver Melbourne, Aust.

Sav vou saw the ad. in Busy Man's.
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A Very
Interesting

Department
of this magazine is the Classified Adver"

tising Page. There will he found con-

densed advertisements, properly classi-

fied, offering to buy, sell or exchange

all manner of things.

Condensed
Classified

Advertising

in the IhsY .Mans MAGAZINE is a very

effective way of selling, buying or ex-

changing new or second hand articles

useful to business men and women :

bringing together vacancies and those

who are looking for positions: and for

buying or selling businesses, securities or

real estate. .\i a cost of bul four cents a

wmd you can put your proposition or

application before thousands of business

people all over Canada and in the United

Slates. (Meat Britain ami Europe. A

classified ad. in the Busv .Max's Maga-

zine isbound in react interested |
pic

because it reaches thousands of people

near and far from your localit v.

FOUR CENTS A WORD
Send in your Ad. to-day.

BUSY MANS MAGAZINE
10 Front Street E., TORONTO

Chartered Accountancy
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CAMPAIGN
G
SPEECHES

1/NEXT PRESIDENT
Were Reported By
Graduate]? of the

k V SUCCESS
SHORTHAND
SCHOOL ,

Traveling with

Hon. William H. Taft
and reporting' his speeches were

George W. Curtis, Mr. Taft's private

tenographer, writing the Success Short=

hand System, a former pupil of the New
York School of The Success Shorthand
School.

Fred A. Carlson, reporting Mr. Taft's speeches

for a large Chicago daily newspaper, a twenty-

one-year-old graduate of the Chicago School of

The Success Shorthand School, and a successful court reporter in Chicago.

^^^^^ Lee LeBaw, reporting Mr. Taft's speeches for another large Chicago daily, a

jM ^k twenty-year-old graduate of The Success Shorthand School, and another

M & Liccessful young Chicago court reporter.

Lee LeBav

Traveling With

Hon. William J. Bryan
and reporting his speeches, while acting as his private secretary, was Robert F.

Rose, an instructor in the Chicago School of The Success Shorthand School.

The campaign of 1908 was the third campaign in which Mr. Rose reported Mr.
Bryan's speeches.

We Will Teach You At Your Home the Same Shorthand These Experts Use
The Success Shorthand School is presided over by expert shorthand reporters, who teach the same

shorthand that they u<c. Beginners arc taught the must expert shorthand from the

start. Stenographers are perfected for expert work. This is the school that gives

a written legal contract to return your money in case of dissatisfaction. Its

graduates are court reporters, private secretaries to Congressmen, Governors, cap-

tains of industry and railroad magnates. Write today for the 1 legant 160-page

catalogue, "A Book of Inspiration," on application. Address the school

nearer you. If a stenographer, state system and experience. Address,

Fred A. Carlson

,, liors — The Shorthand
It..- ..fli.-inl ..r_Tin ..f the

tn<l Writer, ?*.l Clark St.,
I I,:. I!!

The Success Shorthand School
Suite 79 Clark Street, Chicago, III.

Suite 1416 Broadway, New York City, New York

Busy .Man's guarantees a square deal from each advertiser.
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Cbe

Bishop Stracban School
FORTY-SECOND YEAR

Wykeham Hall, College Street, Toronto

A CHURCH RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS

President—His Grace the Lord Archbishop of Toronto.

FULL MATRICULATION COURSE, also MUSIC,
PAINTING and the DOMESTIC ARTS.
For Calendar apply to MISS ACRES, Principal.
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THERE'S MONEY IN IT !

There's money in having a good sound business education. Pro-

motion goes only to the proficient Write for particulars of our
individually instructed courses in Shorthand, Typewriting, Book-
keeping, Penmanship. Correspondence etc.

STANDARD BUSINESS COLLEGE
J. Swinton, Principal

32 Main St. East - - Hamilton. Ontario

Taxidermy
Book

$^ FREE

LANGUAGES
The De Brisay Method is the only scientific way of learning a
language. By this system 10 words are almost as easily learned as

one. The grammar is made easy, and the whole subject treated in a
way that delights the student. It has nothing in common with the
many superficial methods so widely advertised. Courses by mail in
Latin, French, German, Spanish. Tuition fees, iucluding books,
§10. Parti Latin or French Method, 25ets. "The First Step in

French," 50cts. " The Key to French Sounds," 50cts. Part I Spanish
German Method, 81.00. Circular free. L'ACADEMIE DE

BRISAY, Ottawa, Canada and Ogdensburg, N.Y.

Mount
Birds and Animals
Sportsman! Fishermen! Hunters!

Naturalists and others seeking to
better themselves by learning a great
rofession. The wonderful art of Tax»

idermy, so long kept secret, can now
easily be learned right in yourown homo
iinn? your spare hours. No need to givo

up your busiuess. HBHM^^H
We Teach By Mail bow to mount

birds, animals, game heads, tan skins, make
rugs and mount all trophies. A delightful en-
aneing and money-making profession for men
ud women. Easily and quickly learned.
Success guaranteed or no tuition. En-
dorsed by thousands of delighted grad-
uates all able to secure tiu- incomes.
Great Book FREE! Our beautiful, il-

strated book. ' 'How to Learn to Mount Birds and
nimals," and our handsome Taxidermy Maga-

nt absolutely free to all who write. Stop
depending on a job Be a professional man or woman. Write today.
h^J^ch^MofTaxidermy, gox .Qg Omaha, Neb.

Spectacle

Hook

IOKA

EYE-GLASS HOOK 2^
A PLEASANT LITTLE SURPRISE FOR A LADY TRIEND

MAy ALSO BE USED AS A BROOCH OR CHATELAINE

AMY FIRST CLAS^> JEWELER CAN SUPPLY YOU

trinity College

ScbooU. PORT HOPE
ONTARIO

RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL FOR BOYS

Founded 1865

Magnificent and Healthy Situation

Modern and Fireproof Buildings

Extensive Play Grounds, Large
Gymnasium, Skating Rink, etc.

Boys are prepared for the Uni-
versities, Royal Military College
and Business.

Special attention given to the
younger boys.

HeadmatUr, REV. OSWALD RIGBY, M.A.
(Cambridge) L.L.D.. assi ted by a
large staff of Graduates of Can-
adian and English Universities.

NEXT TERM Begins MONDAY, JANUARY 11th

For Calendar and all information
apply to the Headmaster.

Private Tuition in England

* RECTOR of an English country

l\ parish, having two or three spare

rooms, will give private tuition

to one or two English or French

Canadian boys of about 9 to 12 years

of age. He has had extensive experi-

ence as a tutor. This is an excellent

opportunity for parents who wish to

give their boy the advantage of a

strictly private yet thorough education

amid the healthy and beautiful

surroundings of rural England,

Terms — One hundred pounds a year.

Copies of references may be secured

from the Busy Man's Magazine.

Address all replies to " RECTOR "

c/o BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
10 Front Street East, Toronto
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SS333
Small H.P. Electric Motors for Factory, Office or Home, for operat-

ing Deutalor 'ewellery Lathes, Spice or Coffee Mills, Meat Choppers,
Sewing and Washing Machines, or any other machinery. Simply screw

the plug into the lamp socket of your lighting line, and start by snap
switch. Submit your wants for quoations. Manufactured by

THE A. D. FISHER CO., LIMITED. TORONTO

$40,000,00 a Year
Yes, it sounds large but

it was the salary drawn
by Mr. Conde Nast, as

advertising manager of
Collier s. You have every opportunity of commanding the same income
if you commence at once and study ad. writing. Advertising is yet com-
paratively new and the chances in this business are unlimited. Our cor-
respondence course in ad. writing will cost you only S30, payable
monthly. You can complete the studies in three months. Write NOW
for particulars. Box 223, Busy Man's Magazine.

\ /

THE

REMINGTON BUSINESS COLLEGE

269 College Street, Toronto

provides superior courses in Bookkeeping,
Shorthand. Typewriting and kindred subjects.

Full particulars on request.

CHAS. E. SMITH, T. F. WRIGHT,
Shorthand Instructor. Principal.

/ \

Bookkeeping by Mail
Easily learned at home through excellent

individual lesson method of Shaw Correspon-

dence School, Toronto. Catalogue and testi-

monials mailed free on request. Write.

Mention "" Busy Man's."

216 Adelaide SIW
TORONTO

RELIABILITY
EFFICIENCY

"MEAFORD" Motors are motors of
merit. They embody more points of
superiority than any motors yet
placed on the market. Their neat,
attractive appearance cannot fail to
impress anyone while their extremely
practical, get-at-able and thorough
construction is conceded, by those
who know, to be unsurpassed. It

makes no difference for what purpose
required the proper horse powered
"Meaford" in your boat will fill every
requirement. For racing, pleasure, or
working boats, they furnish the ideal

motive power and will show a record
of durability, reliability, and fuel
economy, that cannot be excelled by
any other motor.

Prices reasonable. Attractive propo-
sition to agents. All sizes 1 to 6

cylinder, 3 to 42 h.p. Send for a
handsome 1909 catalogue.

THE WARD BROTHERS GAS
ENGINE CO.

MEAFORD - - ONTARIO

Don't fail to mention Busy Man's when writing advertisers.
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ABOUT BOATS
The Adams Launch & Engine Mfjj. Co.

Penetanguis'oene, Ont., ; nd Vancouver, B.C.

Manufacturers of Th»

The BEST is the CHEAPEST,
especially when the prices are equal.

We build

CANOES, SKIFFS and LAUNCHES,
and the "PETERBOROUGH"

is the standard of excellence in this line.

Send for Catalogue, and see that

the boat you get is made by

The Peterborough Canoe Co,, Ltd,

290 Water SI., - Peterborough, Canada

ADAMS
MarineGasolineEngine

Five Sizes. 2 h.p to Wh.p
Write to-day for catalog.

Pleasant, Trouble-less Summer Boating

T HE illustration shows our 16 ft. SQL ARK STERN POWER PLEASURE BOAT fitted with .1

2 h.p. gasoline engine and a pair of oars. Light, easily handled, and thoroughly sea-worthy.

these ideal pleasure boats are in great demand by tourists, campers and summer cottage owners.

You can go farther from camp or cottage in rougher weather and with much greater ease in

this boat than with most other styles. Being very roomy and having a thoroughly reliable

engine, which occupies very little space, this boat takes the place of a family row-boat The
oars are supplied for use when fishing around points and shoals.

PREPARE FOR SIMMER \\ RITE FOR COMPLETE CATALOGl 1

H. E. GIDLEY & COMPANY
Penetanguishene, Ontario, Canada

Largest Designers and Builders of
Gasoline Launches, Row Boats,
Canoes, Etc.. in Canada.

Say you saw the ad. in Busy Man's.
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ANTIQUE
FURNITURE

Old carved walnutGothic

Cabinet (open) with fine

gilt inside and some gilt

outside with two iron

repees entry, two dragons

and one ring handle in

each side, with drop lid

1 4 drawers and two cup-

boards, carved.

Height with table

feet 5 -6.

Length 4 -3.

Width 1 -3.

We carry the finest col-

lection of Spanish, Moor-
ish and other antique

goods in GIBRALTAR.
All Mediterranean Steam-

ers stop long enough for

visitors to see our stock.

Write for prices on anything
you want.^

S. E. BENOLIEL & CO,
Gunners Lane

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY QUEEN ALEXANDRA

GIBRALTAR.

Busy Man's guarantees a square deal from each advertiser.
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Revolutionizing an Industry

By G. B. VAN BLARICOM.

BORN in a blacksmith shop in a

small village in 1847, to-day the

biggest industrial concern in

Canada, with one-quarter oi its annual

profits given to educational, charitable

and religious causes.

Starting with a meagre investment :

now capitalized at twelve million dol-

lars, the greatest corporation in it-

line under the British flag, encircling

the globe with warerooms, factories

and representatives.

The second largest industry of its

character in the world, backed by the

stron ling force and the finest

system of organization.

Employing an army of 3,gOO

mechanics, and about 7,500 per-

in all. with an annual wage bill run-

ning into the millions.

The first Canadian institution to

launch a mower and also a reaper in

the Dominion, and the first to place a

self-binder on the home and fon

market.

The pioneer in extending thi

port trade of a colony to practically

all grain growing countrii trth,

and more widely known a dozen years

ago than the land, which produced
the men who gave to the great enter-

prise its birth.

What a wonderful narrative! Can
imagination picture a more spectacu-
lar or facile pen treat of a more thrill-

ing theme than the new- story of the

development and expansion of the

Massey-Harris Company, with head-
quarters in Toronto and branch
office.-, working forces and emporiums
in every cereal centre of two hemis-
pheres.

With immense factories in Toronto,
1'. rant ford and Woodstock, wherein
thousand- of artisans earn their daily

bread, ii gement has be<

vast that the company, which is a c

corporation, has recently found it

necessary to increase its paid-up 1

tal by four million doll

Cut the past is only an index of

what the future has ii \t very
heavy expense the company maintains
a designing nent w 1

tween thirty and forty of the highest
-killed speci; btainable are em-
ploy to work out new ideas
and practical : that have

time ai eatures.
It is a long ro 1 the first

er ever turned out, away back in

lX 5->- b\ I [art A. Massey, in

the Village of Newcastle, Ontario, to
the eight-fool self-binder which cuts

19
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and binds the golden grain on thi

ands of Canadian farms.

What miracles the self-binder has

wrought ! It does the work of four or

five men and does it more rapidly and

effectively, tor, in the days of the old

reaping machine, it required that many
hands alone to bind the straw. In

warmer climes the stripper of the

Massey-Harris Company accomplishes

even greater wonders and performs

the labor of a dozen or more helpers

at one operation. The stripper, which

may be found by thousands on the

broad acres of Argentina. Africa and

Australia, pulls the heads off the

es, clean.-, separates and
- it by one continuous process. In

dry countries straw is left on the

field and burned or -plowed under, it

being of little or no use owing to the

nee of winters. In more northern

'.ands grain does not ripen so fast

and a binder has to be used instead

of a stripper. If grain were not bound

and stooked there is so

much moisture in the berry that it

would sweat and mustiness result.

The rush of the m the great

cities and the consequent scarcity of

help and high wages have driven many
a tiller of the soil to the verge of dis-

tion, and agricultural implements

! their many labor7saving devices

e played no unimportant part in

progress and uplift of the wo
• Jther instances of the amazing ad-

vancement of the times, outside of the

mower, the reaper, the binder and the

stripper, are the disc seed drill, the

i binder, the hay loader, the

nanure Thus, farming

been robbed of its monotony and
•

. and nowhere in the limit-

Id of mechanical endeavor has

man witi in in

the line of agricultural equipn

To-day we read columns about and
manifold wonders and

ctric

graph, the automobile,

X-r.

graphy and the aeroplane. This is

most of US live in the COn

and these things
20

brought to our very doors, are so

familiar that they cease to excite more
than passing interest. We accept

them as part of the manifestation of

creative genius—the fruit of civiliza-

tion—but, if we had placed before our
a farm and the means of cultiva-

tion, harvesting and threshing—say

half a century ago—and another farm
where present-day methods are in full

operation, how striking would be the

contrast. A little over fifty years ago
the drag improvised from the nmb of

a tree, the plow with the wooden beam
and mold board, the threshing flail,

the sickle, the scythe, the heavy cradle

and other primitive instruments. To-
day the disc harrow, the seeder, the

binder, the hay loader, the corn

harvester, the manure spreader, the

self-dumping rake, the steam plow,

the steam thresher, and countless

other conveniences of which our fore-

bears never dream

Who will say that agricultural

machinery has not been the most
civilizing as well as the most merciful

agent and potent influence in the

amelioration of rural conditions. Who
can foretell the future and predict,

within the next generation, what will

be the outcome in comfort, rapidity.

omv and ease. Neither man nor

se is any longer the sweating, suf-

fering, plodding and cramped crea-

of circumstance. Scan the hori-

zon, give the imagination full play and

eye cannot picture nor mind conceive

almi ist infinite possibilities. \'<

sity, comparison, intellect and indus

try have brought forth present-da)

.. els and evolution w il i \ ei

ter evidences of ement in

- to come. I E the farmers of to-

day were supplied with no better or

more suitabl its than were

avail irty-fivi >, it

would scarcely be going ton far to

say that profitable farming would not

he practical.

The company foremost in giving

effect to the changed conditions in

i lanada as w ei! as in nearly all the

other grain growing countries of the

world is the Massey-Harris organiza-
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tion. What the departmental store is

to modern merchandizing in the great

crowded centres, so has this company
been the leader throughout the British

Empire to minister to the varied needs
of the farmer and furnish him with

grew the accommodation and

facilities afforded by the little village

Lake ( intario and the plant was
removed to Toronto, the buildings

being I on what was then a por-

tion of the old Exhibition Grounds.

The Late Hart A. Massey

I the Masses Manufacturing

everythii
;

red in the natun
mechanical equipment for the tillage

of the soil and the garnering
lth.

It was in 1879 that the implement
! Ian A. Ma

Twi later the Toronto Reaper
& .Mower Company was bought. En-

- if the Ma
firm, manufactur if a

character had sprung up in all

par;- ipetition
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was keen and operating expenses
heavy. Leading' rivals were the A.

Harris. Son & Company, of Brant-

ford, the Patterson Brothers Company,
of Patterson, near Richmond Hill

(later removed to \Y Istock), and

of goods.
.
The overhead expenses

were enormous, the market limited

and the same territory covered. Op-
position was carried to extremes and
the cost largely came out of the pocket
of the farmer. Finally, it beean to

Chester D. Massey

Honorarj President of the Mas ej Harris Companj

the J. O. Wisner, Son & Company, of dawn upon the directors of these in-

Brantford. dustries that cut-throal competition
In nearly every town, big and little, was both se and extravagant,

had their own special and that the outlay for maintaining
cl wareroom era! agents and warerooms in small vil-

agents and traveling superintendents, lages and towns, where only a com-
lling practicallv the same class paratively few reapers and mowers
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could be sold each year, was sheer

folly. Why could not one selling

force do the work as well and the ex-

pense of production and disposal of

the output be attended to as efficiently

and satisfactorily, and with much
greater economy to manufacturer and
consumer, by a large joint organiza-

tion. The operations of the com-
panies could thereby be extended and
more lines placed on the market. The
stockholders of the rival bodies got

together and this is the story of how
and why four big companies amalga-
mated in the fall of 1891, and the

Massey-Harris Company, Limited,

was incorporated with a capital stock

of five million dollars. The Massey
Company, the Harris Company and
the Patterson Company manufactured
principally harvesting machinery, and
the Wisner Company, harrows, seed-

ers, cultivators, etc., so that with the

fusion of the quartette the range of

output was widened and activities

broadened.

Another unforeseen difficulty, how-
ever, soon loomed up. Farming
machinery has always been sold by
the makers on consignment or a com-
mission basis, and it was found that

where there was a live, energetic

agent in a town for agricultural im-

plements, other concerns began to en-

croach and reap the benefit of the

selling plan and organization of the

farm machinery manufacturers. A
good, reliable, aggressive implement
representative opened the way. and
proved to be an easy mark for the

plow, the wagon and the cream separ-

ator makers, and other producers of
farm conveniences. They would ap-
proach a Massey-Harris man and tell

him that in his warerooms he had
abundant space and time to handle
more lines on which he could make a

fat profit, and still no1 his

other interests. These firms sold for

cash. The implement man saw the

alluring prospect of the proposition,

and was induced to lay in a stock of

their good- to the detriment of the

company who had di- and ap-
pointed the agent.

The Massey-Harris people saw that

they would still have to enlarge their

operations to put a check on this prac-
tice by removing the source of tempta-
tion to their agents to handle side

lines. They then and there deter-

mined to go into the farm depart-
mental business— furnishing wagons,
plow- and everything else required.

The Bain Wagon Company, one of

the largest firms in the vehicular
trade, was located at Hrantford and
the company acquired stock in

industry. Stock was also secured in

the Verity Plow Works, of Exi
as well as the selling rights of the

entire output of both these concerns,
and for some years Massey-Harris
agencies in different parts of Canada
and foreign countries have .-old pL
wagons, cream separators, practically

every article needed on a farm. Thus
another obstacle was removed from
the pathway of the great company. In

the reorganization of its interests the

Massey-Harris Company removed the

Veritv Plow Works from Exeter and
installed the plant in the buildings of

the Wisner Company, in Brantford,
and later into a large, new", thoroughly
up-to-date factory, while the Bain
Wagon Company was transferred to

Woodstock from Brantford and the

machinery placed in the factory 01

pied by the Patterson Brother- Com-
pany. The Harris Company Work-
were continued and largely extended
in P» rant ford, as were the Mas
Works in Toronto by the newly-
formed company.

The foreign trade of the Dominion
ha.-- been given its greaie-t impetus
by the Massey-Harris Company in-

terest-, who 1 place a

binder manufactured in Canada, in

South Africa. Argentina, Russia, Aus-
tralia, brain G Li Britain, < rer

many, Xew Zealand a 'id every other

grain-growing land, except the United
State-. In great field competitions

with all other makes in the world, the

Massey-Harris machine carried off

premier hon h pi >r1 bus 1

of the firm alone now amounts to

•ent. of the total an-
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nual turnover. Ten or twelve years boundless West were practically un-

ago Canada was not attracting the at- known, and the Dominion had not
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The Birthplace of the Harris Works

Small Foundry in Beamsville where Alanson Harris began Manufacturing Plows in L857

world-renowned machines, "Made in

Canada." Their eyes were opened,

the campaign of education spread and
thousands of inquiries poured in rela-

tive to the agricultural possibilities

and potentialities of this comparatively

new land.

The business of making harvest

machinery was begun by the late Hart
A. Massey when lie was only twenty-

four years old, and continued under
the name of the Massey Agricultural

Works until [870, when the Massey
Manufacturing Company was formed
In 1879 the factor}' was brought from
Newcastle to Toronto, and placed on
the site of the present Massey-Harris
Company's extensive pile of build-

ings. Until the formation of the

Massey-Harris Company the business

was conducted by I farl \. Massey and
his three sons, Charles A., Chester I),

and Walter E. II. Massey. In 1870
Charles \. Massey became Vice-

President and General Manager of

the company, his father having to re-

tire temporarily owing to ill-health.

Charles A. M lied in February,
26

1884. and the active management of

the business reverted to the father,

Mart A. Massey, who was President

and General Manager to the time of

the formation of the Massey-Harris
Company. Chester D. Massey was
Treasurer, and Walter E. II. Massey.

Secretary. The Massey-Harris Com-
pany, capitalized at $5,000,000, with

head offices in Toronto, was incor-

porated in 1891. The first directors

were: President, Hart A. Massey;
Vice-President, J. Kerr Osborne;
I reneral Manager, Hon. L. Melvin-

Jones; Assistant General Manager.
Walter E. II. Massey; Treasurer.

I). Massey, and Secretary, J.

\. Shenstone. The officers remained
the same until [896, when the death

of the I 'resident, I [art A. Massey,

made a reorganization necessary.

Walter E. II. Massey then became
President, the rest of the officers re-

taining their former positions. In

Oct* iber, 1901, the company and the

community sustained a great loss in

the death of Walter E. H. Massey,
I > Masse) taking the Presi-
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dency. After holding this for one
year he became Honorary President,

and Hon. L. Melvin-Jones was made
President and General Manager. The
present officers are : Honorary Presi-

dent, Chester D. Massey ; President

and General Manager, Hon. L. Mel-
vin-Jones: Vice-President, J. Kerr

orne ; Secretary, J. H. Housser;

son Harris. The business was re-

moved to Brantford in 1872, Mr.
Harris' eldest son, John Harris, a

man of splendid character and ability,

becoming actively connected with the

firm, and until his death he was the

practical, active manager. There were
associated with these two gentlemen
in the building up of the industry, J.

Hon. Lyman Melvin Jones

denl and General Manager of the Massej Harris Company

[Yeasurer, J. X. Shenstone; Assistant

General Manager, Thomas Findley,

and General Superintendent, R. II.

Verity.
( )i the four amalgamating

panics it is interesting to refer briefly

to the history of the other three. The
\. Harris, Son & Company was e

ed at Beamsville in [857, by Man

Kerr ( )sborne, I .. Melvin- Ji mes . I . I i.

Housser and J. X. Shenstone, all four

g prominently connected with the

Masse) I fan < i-day. The I 'at-

tersi hi Pros. (
', ,. was established al

I 'atterson, near Richmond I till, in

[853. The founder was I 'eter I 'atter-

son, \\h<> was an energetic and pub-

nan. I le w as successively
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Present Officers of the Company

J. N. Shenstone

Treasurer

J. H. Housser

-

James Kerr Osborne

Vice-President

Thomas Findley

Assistant < teneral Manager

29
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Reeve of Vaughan Township, War-
den of the County of York, and for

twelve years member for West York
in the Ontario Legislature. Mr. Pat-

terson died in July, 1902. The busi-

ness was removed to Woodstock in

1887, and was conducted in that city

until the formation of the Massey-

Harris Co., by Peter Patterson and his

two sons, J. D. and A. S. Patterson.

The latter has become one of the

greatest sales managers in the imple-

ment business, and is now general

manager of the company in Australia.

R. H. Verity

1 feneral Superintendent

The J. O. Wisner, Son & Co. started

business in I '.rant ford in 1857. The
founder was the late Jesse ' >. Wisner,

and the active manager was his son,

Wareham S. Wisner, who held the

ion until the absorption of the

business by the Massey-Harris inter-

W. S. Wisner is still an author-

ity on tillage ng' machi

and is attached to the big company
to-day in an advisory capacity.

if this gigantic in-

dustrial corporation is lion. Lyman
Melvin-Jones. \^ utive

30

officer of the largest company in its

particular line in the L'.ritish Empire,
he is one of Canada's greatest captains

of industry and stands foremost in the

development of the agricultural im-

plement trade to its present practically

unequalled position among the manu-
facturing concerns of the Dominion.
Mr. Jones knows the farm machinery
business in every department from
the practical end, as the numerous re-

ds in the patent office in Ottawa
aitest. to the most successful and
effective methods of manufacturing
and marketing. His greatest invention

is, perhaps, the open end binder which
enables a machine to cut any length

of straw. Mr. Jones was more intent

and enthusiastic upon the success of

the open end binder than he was in

the pursuit of money. It is generally

ceded that had lie applied for a

patent then and there, it would have

made of him a millionaire many times,

for makers all over the world at once

appropriated the principle.

As a youth he entered the service

of the Harris Co., I .rant ford, in 1873,

and was among the first traveling im-

plement salesmen in < hitario. After

a few months on the road he went
into the shop and leai practical

end of the business. Within four

years, so satisfactory was his pro-

gress he was admitted as a partner.

and in [879 went to Winnipeg to man-
the Western trade of his company.

lie remained in the Prairie City ten

erved the ler-

. then as Mayor for two y<

The first time he ran for the Mayor-
alty he was by a majority of

vote. I [is oppi men! demanded a

which was the

court and the presiding judge de-

ed Mr. [ones a vict< >r h\

hall.

\n ha

f th 1

ii of having a clear ma-
jority '." inquired .M r. [oni

"No, I am not absolutely certain,"

onded the judge, "but I believe

the intention of the voter in the dis-

to mark it in your
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Some Founders of the Allied Companies

Alanson Harris

Founder of the Large Industry of
A. Barris, Son S

The Late John Harris

General Manager of the H
* lompany
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favor, and that is the reason I de-

clare you elected."

"Well, I will not accept the seat."

asserted Mr. Jones, "unless I have a

majority that is beyond a doubt." He
resigned and so enthusiastic were the

citizens over his firm, manly stand

that a few days after he was returned

to the office of Chief Magistrate by ac-

clamation.

He is probably the only Canadian

Mayor who ever fined a citizen for

violating a city by-law and then

turned around and paid the fine him-

self—certainly a unique position for

the head of a civic corporation like

Winnipeg.

Back in the early eighties it was a

common practice to see men sawing

wood on the street. A by-law decreed

that it should not be done, but there

being no back yards where was the

average resident going to do it? One
day an offending citizen was sum-

moned by the police for a violation of

the by-law. Mayor Jones presided in

the Police Court that morning, and

when the defendant pleaded guilty,

the acting magistrate, for the purpose

of setting an example to other prob-

able offenders, taxed him a dollar and

costs and gave the fellow a week to

pay. Before the time had expired

the Mayor has gone down in his own
pocket and settled with the city. After

mat the police were allowed to con-

nive at the practice of sawing wood
as it was felt by His Worship that to

enforce such a rigid regulation would

prove a hardship when there were

few. if any. private or back yards.

In 1888, Mr. Jones was elected a

member of the Manitoba Legislature

for Shoal Lake, and entering the

Cabinet of the late Hon. Thomas
Greenway, was made Provincial Trea-

surer. Owing to the sudi h in

1889 of John Harris, General Man-
r of the Harris Co., he resigned

his portfolio and returned to Brant-

ford to succeed him. On the forma-

tion of the Massey-I [arris Company in

10" 1 he was elected a director and ap-

pointed General Manager, which
he held until 1903, when he was made

President and General Manager. He
is also President of the Bain Wagon
Company, and a director of the Verity

Plow Works, the Canadian Bank of

Commerce, the Xova Scotia Steel &
Iron Co., and the Canada Cycle &
Motor Co.

In 1901 he was appointed to the

Senate, and, being a recognized

authority on the manufacturing and
financial interests of the Dominion, is

one of the most useful and solid mem-
bers of the Upper House.

It is not generally known, because

the fact has never been proclaimed

from the hill tops, that the earnings

on all holdings of Hart A. Massey in

the company are devoted to educa-

tional, charitable and religious pur-

poses in accordance with the stipula-

tion of his will. This sum, together

with the givings of some of the large

shareholders, means that the entire

earnings on fully one-quarter to one-

third of the entire stock of this im-

mense organization go each year to

help the sick, the suffering and the

distressed, and to extend the useful-

ness, equipment and scope of leading

institutions of learning.

The expansion of the Massey-
Harris interests, the evolution in agri-

cultural equipment, and the happy re-

sults brought about all over Canada.
are indeed creditable in the develop-

ment of a great ant! strong movement.
The outcome is that Canadians have
farm implements to-day equal to any
in the world, cheaper in price and
more varied in character and capabili

ties. All this, taken into consid
tion with the fertile the Do-
minion, especially that of the Cana-
dian West, the salubrity and invigor-

ating character of our climate, the

ndid yieli 1 . the faith, cour
age and E our people,

and our ever-extending transporta-
tion faciliti. ( anada to-day
in an em iable position, and of the
many classes, who go to make up
the country's citizenship, none i

be more envied than the progressive
and wide awake farmer living in the

dawn of the twentieth century.



MEN AND EVENTS
IN THE PUBLIC EYE '\l
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By R. P. CHESTER

His Excellency Earl Grey

In retiring' from the post of Governor-General of the Dominion this year, Earl

Grey will follow the precedent established by all his predecessors, with th<

tion of Lord Imtt'erin and Lord Minto, of only holding office for five of the six
- "f hi- appointment.
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The Guillotine

As it has I" en Ret h ed in France

The famous French guillotine, or

"the widow," as it is familiarly re-

ferred to, has been re-erected at

Bethune, in the North of France, and

on the first day of its restoration as

an instrument of the law four crim-

inals were beheaded in the presence

of 30,000 people. For a good many
years now the guillotine had been dis-

used, not from any lack of work, but

because President Fallieres loves to

pardon those condemned to capital

punishment, and his Prime Minister,

M. Clemenceau, does not believe in

carrying out the death sentence.

When he was editor-in-chief of the

Aurore, a newspaper founded in the

interests of the unfortunate Captain

Dreyfus, M. Clemenceau wrote many
articles against the death penalty; but

murders increased, the most revolting

criminals had their death sentences

commuted, the people became
alarmed, the law courts protested, the

Chamber of Deputies took the same
view, and the hands of President and

Premier were forced. Hence we see

"the widow," as the guillotine is

called, again brought out of its hiding

place, and it is likely to be kept busy
34

for some time. M. Deibler, the heads-

man, who corresponds to the hang-

man in England, did not desert "the

widow" even in her darkest hour. He
kept her joints well oiled, for he knew
that the time would come when she

would again be called to the protec-

tion of the body politic. The calling

of headsman is hereditary in the

Deibler family. Five generations of

Deiblers have profited by it. The pre-

sent follower of this sanguinary call-

ing receives a salary from the State

of £1,000, and a perquisite of £4 for

every head he cuts off. Besides a re-

sidence in town he has a pretty villa

hard by the suburb of Vincennes. M.
Deibler has a high forehead which
might be described as intellectual if

his face were not so heavy; his mild

blue eyes are far from being as feroci-

ous as one would expect in a man of

his calling. He keeps at his own ex-

pense four assistants, but he himself

looks after the most minute details,

even to the placing of the basket.

Great praise has been bestowed and
rightly so, on the men who operated

the wireless service on board the ill-

fated steamer Republic and the vari-

An Auxiliary to the Wireless

The Electric Boll, Fixed on a Vessel Below
\\ ater, w lii' ii Gives 1 be Position

of the ship
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT. PRESIDENT FALL1ERES. KING EDWARD- EMPEROR WILLIAM.

THE EFFECT OF THE ABSENCE OF A WAGE SCALE.

Salaries of the Nations' Heads

KBDVL-HAUID.

cms liners which gathered to her as-

sistance. But in addition to the wire-

less system of communication, there

was another device, without which the

telegraphic communication might
have been practically useless. The
electric bell, illustrated on this page,

was brought into requisition, when the

wireless had brought the assisting ves-

sels as close as possible. This bell,

fixed below the water, sent out the

signal sound-waves, which guided the

on-coming ships straight through the

fog to the ship in distress. Without
this bell, the time of finding the dam-
aged vessel might have been pro-

longed disastrously.

The accompanying comparative pic-

ture of the salaries of what might not
inaptly be termed the general man-
agers of five of the great nations of

the world, has a certain interest for

Canadians, in view of the fact that our
own Governor-General does not re-

ceive an income commensurate with
his position. It seems as if in demo-
cratic countries, the tendency is to pay
the lowest possible salary to the chief

executive and yet expect him to pre-
sent a brave front to the world. In

the United States they are now agi-

tating for an increase of the Presiden-
tial salary by at least one hundred per
cent. Our own Governor-General is

paid $50,000, and with that sum is ex-
pected to entertain lavishly and in

every way maintain the dignity of his

position. To illustrate the calls upon
him, reference need only be made to

a ball given in Toronto by one of Earl

Grey's predecessors which is reputed

to have cost him $12,500, or one-

fourth of his annual salary.

If the average man were asked to

name a typical British naval officer.

Bulldog- Beresford with a Beresford Bulldog

Portrait Study of Lord) barles Beresford
who Le Resigning the Command <>f

the Channel Fleet
35
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Two Notable English Obituaries

The Late Arthur a' Becket

Distinguished Author and Journalist

The Late Lord Amherst of Hackney

The Eminent Collector

the chances are that "Beresford"
would be the unanimous reply. And
now comes news that this veteran
sailor is to resign the command of the

Channel Fleet, which will hereafter
form a part of the main fleet under the

supreme command of Vice-Admiral
Sir Wm. H. May. It is not so long
ago that Lord Charles Beresford, who
is a great fancier of bulldogs, as

might naturally be expected, presented
each battleship of his fleet with a

A^New Style~of_ Ferry Boat

This ' Mil Craft, which i- in ConimitwJ >n Glasgow Harbor, hat an Elevator Deck
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fighting sample of his favorite canine,

sired by the famous "Dick Stone,"

whose value is more than £1,000.

Two notable Englishmen passed

away last month, both of whom occu-

pied distinguished positions in the

world of letters, one as a creator and
the other as a preserver of literature.

Mr. Arthur William a Becket wrote
for many English periodicals, notably

for him and he died virtually of a

broken heart.

A novelty in a ferry steamer is

shown in the illustration. Its distin-

guishing feature is the floor which can
be raised or lowered to suit the tide.

Usually in such cases it is necessary
to raise or lower the landing stage,

thereby consuming time, but with this

arrangement the floor of the ferrv is

Dr. Sven Hedin

The Famous Explorer who is Finding oul the Mysteries of Central Asia

Punch, though he began his career as

a lawyer. Lord Amherst, of Hackney,
was a great collector of books and
amassed a very valuable collection of

examples of the printing art. Owing
to financial losses, he was compelled
a few months ago to sell his wonder-
ful collection at auction. The parting
from his treasures proved too much

adjusted to the proper height before

the boat comes to the stage. It is in

operation in Glasgow harbor, Scot-

land.

Dr. Sven Hedin is probably the

most conspicuous explorer of the pre-

sent day. He is a Swede by birth, and
first came into prominence in 1890,
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Marc Klaw

The Man to Whom Practically Every Theatre-
Goer in America Pays Toll

when he struggled to the summit of a

hitherto unsealed volcanic peak in

Persia. He began his work in Central

William D. Scott

Canada's Superintendent of Immigration
38

Asia in 1893, and has devoted his life

since then to investigating the mys-
teries, both scientific and social, of

that unknown region. He travels

alone, not sharing his exploits with

any companion of equal social rank.

During his fifteen years of exploration

he has amassed an immense amount of

valuable scientific information, in the

fields of zoology, botany, geology,

morphology, topography and geo-

graphy.

The theatrical trust of America is

the firm of Klaw & Erlanger, and the

rlld—
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A 20th Century and an 1 8th Century Swiss

Dr. Deuchar

The New President of the Swiss Republic

Gen. Sir Frederick Haldimand

Governor of Quebec from 177s to 7184

The great fighting machine, H.M.S.
Dreadnought, of which we Britishers

are so fond of boasting, has been long
since outclassed in size and strength,

as the accompanying diagram shows.

With the completion of the Neptune,
the British will have a group of eight

homogeneous ships. The Germans
have eight vessels in hand of one type,

but of displacements rising from 17,-

000 to 19,000 tons. The eight Ameri-
can Dreadnoughts represent three dif-

ferent types, culminating in the mon-
sters Oklahoma and Wyoming, of 26,-

500 tons apiece. The Japanese ships

are 22,000 tons, and three of them are

now building.

The Swiss President has probablv
the least power of any executive head
in the world, owing to the fact that

Switzerland, the mother of republics,

has the most democratic constitution

in the world. The President is elected

annually and has no more power than
his one vote in the executive gives
him. He is really the head of the

State only in name, for all power is

vested in the Parliament. His salary

is about three thousand dollars a year.

Canadians have an interest in the

Swiss, from the fact that a large num-
ber of our best citizens are of Swiss
birth or descent. Probably the most
famous Swiss-Canadian was General

Sir Frederick Haldimand, who was

The "Empire" Clock

This ( lock Gives the Correct Time all Over i he
World and the Difference Between the

Times of all Races on the
Earl h'e Surface
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one of the first Governors of Canada,

holding the position of Governor of

Quebec from June, 1778, to Novem-
ber, 1784. A number of his relatives

still live in Quebec.

The Richard Chronosphere, or

more popularly the Empire Clock, is

an invention of an Englishman, resi-

dent in Woodstock, England. For two

hours and sub-divisions engraved on

it. The meridians of longitude are

15 deg. apart. Any meridian being

adjusted to its own mean time, all the

other meridians denote their own
mean time, and each meridian will

continue to do this correctly the whole

of the twenty-four hours. His Ma-
jesty, the King, has expressed himself

Guarding Against Septic Poisoning

The Elaborate Sterilized Operating-Dress of the Modern Surgeon

years the inventor has been at work
on the device. Its principal intention

is to enable the time to be told at any
moment in any part of the globe. The
invention consists of an 8 inch, terres-

trial globe, inclined 233/2 deg., which
completes one revolution on its axis

in twenty-four hours in the same
direction as the earth itself turns.

Parallel with the equator is a fixed

ring dial, having the twenty-four
40

as highly delighted with the clock,

which he considers of great educa-

tional value. He has ordered one for

Windsor Castle.

The most perfect operating dress

for surgeons yet devised, is described

by a writer in the Illustrated London
News. The inventor, Dr. Doyen, a

noted French surgeon, is shown in the

illustration. The surgeon and his as-
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sistaut wear blouses and white aprons

of material that has been sterilized,

and the assistants who place these on

them wear sterilized gloves. In addi-

tion, both surgeon and assistant disin-

fect their hands, cover them with

sterilized glycerine, and wear over

them sterilized india rubber gloves

that reach to the elbow. The head is

completely covered with sterilized

bandages, save only for the eyes.

The new Speaker of the Canadian

Senate, Hon. James Kirkpatrick Kerr,

is a remarkable personality in many
ways. From youth he has led an

active career, and there is probably

no public man in Canada who is a

better specimen of physical manhood,

considering his years, than Senator

Kerr. His alertness, agility and re-

markably well preserved appearance

for one, now in his sixty-eighth year,

would attract attention in any gather-

ing. As he walks along the streets of

Toronto or Ottawa 'his bearing is so

dignified and erect and his step so firm

and elastic, that many a head is turned

in admiration as he passes. Yet the

Speaker of the Upper Chamber is

most approachable, kindly and courte-

ous, and there is not, as one might

suppose, the slightest trace of affecta-

tion about him. For a long period he

has been prominent in political and

legal circles. As a boy he attended

the famous school conducted by the

late Dr. Tassie, at Gait and Hamilton.

He was called to the Bar in 1862, and

became a partner with Hon. Edward
Blake, and his brother, Hon. S. H.

Blake, the firm being known as Blake,

Kerr & Wells, and later as Blake,

Kerr & Boyd, when Sir John Boyd
was a member before his elevation to

the High Court Bench. Senator Kerr

has for more than a score of years

been the head of Kerr, Davidson,

Paterson & McFarland, and holds a

commanding position at the Canadian

Bar, being elected a Bencher of the

Upper Canada Law Society in 1879

A' 2,000 Yard Pipe-Track

Used in Carrj Water for Power Purposes in Scotland
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Hon. J. K. Kerr

Speaker of the Senate "f I 'anada

Three years previous he was created

a Queen's Counsel for Ontario, and

for the Dominion by the Marquis of

Lome in 1881. In. important cases

he has frequently appeared before the

Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council. Politically, his record has

been an active one. He has always

been a staunch supporter and worker

in the interest of the Liberal part),

and for twelve years was President oi

the Ontario Liberal Association. In

1 891 he contested Centre Toronto as

a candidate for the Commons. A few

years ago he was elevated to the

Senate. By judicial training, a Ion-

public career and sound judgment he

is well fitted to preside over the de

liberations of the Upper House,
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Let the People Know

Industrial Canada

IF a man had gold dollars to sell

at fifty cents and did not let the

people know anything about it,

he would not sell any. You must
tell the people what you have to sell,

why they should purchase from you,

and something of the value you of-

fer them in return for their money.
Too many of us have got into the

habit of thinking that because we
have been a long time in business

everyone must of necessity know all

about us and our wares, and it is

only a waste of time and of money
to go on repeating the story.

Some other fellow has set up next

door to us and started right in to

tell the people that he is the whole
thing to the trade, and kept on tell-

ing it to them till they came to be-

lieve him, and this belief soon result-

ed in turning what at first was only
a boast into an accomplished fact.

The old established house has gone
to pieces while the owner slept, and
the young, wide-awake rival has
built upon the ruin.

A member of the staff of Indus-
trial Canada recently called upon
the manufacturers of a certain line

of machinery with a view to inter-

esting them in the advertising col-

umns of this journal. They would
not think of making such a useless

expenditure, they said ; every manu-
facturer in Canada knew they were
in business and they were getting

their share of the trade. There was
no use advertising for what they
would get anyhow, and a lot more
along the same lines—all reasons
why they should not let the people

know.

Now along comes a wide-awake
foreign house making the same lines

and builds a branch in Canada. The
same man calls on them and is re-

ceived as a benefactor. They buy
pages, double pages, and whole sec-

tions to tell all about what they have

to sell, and in six months' time the

trade will know more about this

new firm than they have learned in

years about the old ones, who will,

one of these days, wake up wonder-
ing why trade is falling off.

We Canadians, as a whole, have

not yet wakened up to the advan-

tage of letting people know about

what we are making. We go on

year after year turning out goods

equal to anything in the world, but

we let the outsider do all the talk-

ing, with the result that the general

public has got the idea that an arti-

cle to be high-class must be import-

ed. In a comparatively short time

all this could be changed if we
would get out and boost our wares

as the foreigners boost theirs.

Pick up any paper you like and

you will find that the bulk of the na-

tional advertising is of foreign pro-

ducts, and if you look over the ad-

vertisement of the local merchant

you will find repeated again and

again "finest imported," "direct im-

portations," and numerous other

phrases of that kind, all boosting for

the foreigners. And we cannot

blame the local dealer either, be-

cause the foreign manufacturer

stands behind him with a supple-

mentary campaign.
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The Other Self of Jimmie Thrums

By ARCHIE McKISHNIE.

HAVING re-lit his well-seasoned

briar root, Jimmie Thrums
threw his long legs across the

library table, and with a sigh of con-

tent let his gaze stray down the long,

closely written manuscript on his

knees.

Having finished the reading, he

stroked his thin cheek thoughtfully,

and let his mild blue eyes wander to

the window and out across the snow-
cloaked lawn. Mechanically, he fished

in his vest pocket for a match. His
pipe had gone out again.

Jimmie at last awoke to the realiza-

tion that he had not another match on
his person. There were some just be-

yond his reach, on the mantel, but

—

well, it certainly is a bore, sometimes,

to have things just beyond one's

reach, especially, when one has just

settled down to enjoy a quiet, restful

think, as Jimmie had.

So, beyond casting a longing glance

toward the mantel, and packing the

cut-plug home with a long, inky

finger, he resigned himself to his fate.

Well, he had finished writing "The
Romance of Miss Wayburn," that

was some consolation in his extremity,

at least; still, he wished very much for

just one match.

He looked across to the window
again, and saw a little bow-legged
man coming up the path with a shovel

on his shoulder.

"Must be the new groom," thought

Jimmie. "Wonder if he will pass this

way. He's coming! He's coming! If

you're waking, call me early, call me
early, mother dear. He's coming!
He's coming! If you're waking call
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me early, call me early, mother dear;

For to-morrow—Hello
"

For a narrow-chested man, Jimmie
had a pretty strong voice, and having
sent the hail through the window, the

man approaching had no difficulty in

hearing it.

He came to the window which
Jimmie had opened with much diffi-

culty, and, looking in on him, grinned

and nodded in a friendly way.

"Come in!" said Jimmie cheerfully.

The man looked down at his snowy
boots, and up at the window, and
grinned again.

"Can't you make it? Climb up the

porch pole, hurry up, its cold."

"I ain't much of a climber," said the

man. "Besides, my boots be not any

too clean."

"Ah!" said Jimmie. "Is that so?

Can't climb, eh? Too bad! Every-
body should learn climbing and swim-
ming, and all that sort of thing you
know. Try it, anyway. Never mind
about your boots. Just get hold of

that post, and think there's a mad dog
or something after you. You'll make
it, all right."

The man gave a quick glance over

his shoulder.

"I'm not doubtin' I could make it all

right if I had to," he said, "but seein'

I don't have to, what's the use?"

Jimmie picked up his pipe and
sucked away at it thoughtfully.

"Well, you have to in this case, you
know," he said at length.

A look of wonderment crossed the

man's face.

"Did I hear you say as I had to

climb in, sir?" he asked respectfully.

"Yes, I said it. You see, it is quite
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necessary, compulsory, in fact, that

you climb up the porch pole there and

come into this room through the open

window. It would be better for you

to come quietly ; for any resistance on

your part would but tell against you,"

Jimmie added, by way of after-

thought.

The man put down his shovel and
proceeded to seek a toe hold in the

brick wall.

"You see you don't know what you
can do until you try," said Jimmie, as

the groom's head and shoulders were
thrust laboriously through the win-

dow. 'If at first you don't succeed,

try, try again.' That's from the old

copy-book. Ever read the copy-book?
Sit down."
"No, sir, I never read nuthin', sir,

seein' I can't read nuthin'."

"Would you mind—or, no, I think

I understand you. You can't read.

That's it, eh ?"

The caller nodded.
"Might you be the son of my new

master, sir?" he asked respectfully.

"No, I'm not," answered Jimmie,
pleasantly. "I'm only the son's

friend. See?"
"Relation sir, no doubt sir?"

"No. Hope to be though," said

Jimmie, closing his eyes resignedly.

"Well, sir, can't stay long, seein' as

I have been here some time now, and
there bein' so much to be done, sir."

"Oh! Just sit still and rest. It's

all right you know. By the way, will

you kindly hand me that box of

matches on the mantel? Thanks.
Xow light a cigar. You'll find a box
of 'em in that drawer on the right.

Fill your pockets. Take the whole
box with you. I see you enjoy good
cigars."

John Forbes, coming into the
library, found his friend sleeping
peacefully in his chair. Between his

heels, on the table reposed the pipe,

where Jimmie had tossed it. On the
floor were scattered sundry pages of
"The Romance of Miss Wayburn."
He went to the door and whistled

softly. A tall, dark-haired girl came

forward gleefully and looked in the

library.

"Well," she said, and looked in the

sleeper's face. As she did so a tender
light crept into her eyes, which her
brother, standing a little apart, did

not see, and she herself was unaware
of.

"John," said the girl softly, "he's

tired out."

John gave a little chuckle.

"Tired out! Him? Why, Chick,

what does he ever do to tire himself

out?"

"Works."
"Eh?"
"Writes, then. He writes and

thinks and thinks and writes until his

poor head must be nearly bursting."

"Yes, he writes, all right," said

John. "I'll admit he is—Lord's sake,

where did all the mud and snow come
from, do you suppose?"
"And there is a broken flower-pot

over by the window, and there's mud
on the window sill, too. Wake him,

John. Someone has been in the room
and maybe drugged him !"

"Why, Chick, I'm inclined to

think you're right, see, they've swiped
all my imported cigars but one. I

say, Jimmie! Wake up?"
He grabbed the sleeper by the

shoulder, and shook him vigorously.

"What's the matter?"

Jimmie opened his eyes and glanced
about the room.
"Why," he said wonderingly, "he's

got away."
"Who has?"

"Why, him, of course. Say, folks,

you should have seen him scaling the

porch pole."

"Jimmie," said Miss Forbes, stern-

ly, "you are just too awful for any-
thing!"

"That's where the snow came
from," said her brother laughing.

"Say, he just ate those cigars."

"Eh?" said John. "Ate my cigars,

did he? Hang me, if I don't have a

mind to eat you for letting him at

em.

Jimmie looked at his friend re-

proachfully.
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"He did me a favor, John," he said

gently.

"Oh, did he, now? In what way
did he favor you, pray?"

"Matches," said Jimmie, reaching

for his pipe.

The girl leaned across the table and
laughed happily.

"Poor old lazy-bones," she said.

"You mean that you called him in

so that he might hand you down the

matches?" asked Forbes, who had
been examining his bookshelves, to

see if any of his pets were missing.

"Well, you see, John, I couldn't

reach 'em from-ah-this position ; so it

was either he had to come in, or I had
to get up."

"Who was he?" asked the girl.

"Well, that reminds me that I ne-

glected to ask him his name. Very
careless of me. He didn't leave a card

on the table there, I supose, eh?"

"Oh, he might have been a thief or

a murderer, or " Miss Forbes
fixed her big brown eyes on the

author's face in horror.

"I don't know," said Jimmie, re-

turning the gaze innocently. "He
might have been all of these things

and a lot more. One thing I am cer-

tain of he was not very polite."

"Why didn't you throw him out?"
said Forbes warmly.

"I couldn't very well, having invited

him in, you know. Besides I would
have had to get up, you see, John."
"Oh, lordy, but you're the limit,"

sighed John.
"So I put up with him," explained

Jimmie.
"In what way was he impolite?"

risked Miss Forbes.

"Well, I'll tell you. After he had
smoked a few cigars, and told me all

about his family—seems there's some
trouble in his family—and found out

how much I was and wasn't worth— if

I was a Torontonian, and a few other

unimportant things, it occurred to mc
that he would make a good subject

for my specialty."

"Your specialty?" asked his hearers

together.

"Yes, my specialty is inflicting my
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stories on unsuspecting individuals."

"Well, go on."

"So I proceeded to read him 'The
Romance of Miss VVayburn.'

"

"And he wasn't a good subject after

all?" laughed Forbes.

"I don't know. I really can't say.

Fact is, I went to sleep shortly after

Miss Wayburn lost her heart to the

school teacher."

"Well, everything considered, I

can't say that I think him very much
in, even if he did steal my cigars,

Jimmie. I recognize the man, though.

It was Wemp, the new groom."
"Ah, is that so ? But say, he didn't

steal the cigars, you know. I gave
him the cigars, John. I'm sure he is

welcome to the cigars, but it wasn't

just the most polite thing in the world,

his taking advantage of me in that

way while I was asleep, was it now?"
"Nor was it very polite in you to

go to sleep when you had company,"
said Miss Forbes.

"He didn't happen to forget his

snow shovel, did he? Neither of you
discern a shovel anywhere in the room,
I suppose?"
"A shovel ! Good gracious alive,

what are you talking about?" cried

the girl. "John, dear, ring for ice. I

believe the poor fellow is suffering

from brain-storm."

"I guess, maybe, he left it outside,"

said Jimmie reflectively.

Forbes came over and stood beside

his friend.

"Say, you're the thinnest, homeliest,

laxiest beggar I know, Jimmie," he

said.

He ran his fingers through Jimmie's

light, thin hair until it stood in little

bunches.

"I couldn't coax, hire or threaten

you to go to the bowling alley this

afternoon, I suppose?"
"Too cold," said Jimmie, feeling in

his vest pocket.

"All right," laughed John. "So
long, old sleepy head."

"Has he gone," asked Jimmie after

a lime.

"Yes, he has gone," replied Miss
Forbes.
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"Would you mind calling him back

just for a minute? I won't detain

him."

"John ! Oh, John. Jimmie wants to

see you a moment before you go,"

cried the girl, running to the hall.

"Well, old bean-pod, hurry up!

What is it? I'm late," cried John,

striding in.

"I wanted to ask you, John—by the

way, would you mind handing me my
tobacco pouch off the window, over

there? Thanks awfully. That's all

this time, only be a good boy, John,
and don't stay out too late and

"

But John, with a muttered some-
thing, and another jab in his friend's

hair, was already away.
"I'm concerned about John," said

Jimmie, withdrawing his feet care-

fully from the table, and looking

gravely at Miss Forbes. "The fact is,

I am beginning to worry about John."
"Let me fix your hair," said the girl.

She came over, and smoothed it

down with her little fingers. It took

quite a time, as John had mussed it

unmercifully, she said.

Even after she had put it in much
better order than it had known for

some time, Jimmie protested that he
knew it wasn't any more than half-

smoothed yet, and wanted to know if,

as John's sister, she didn't feel in duty
bound to make as good a job of it as

she possibly could.

"You've got lovely hair," said the

girl, mischeviously.

"Too thick and curly almost,"
sighed Jimmie.
"And so black and glossy!"

"Yes, I know, but I'm not the least

bit proud of it. I could not be less

proud if I had no hair at all."

They both laughed.

"You'll be in a position to under-
stand what it means to have no hair
at all one of these days, if you per-
sist in writing all night, the way von
have been doing. See if you don't,"
said the girl.

"Then I'll get married, and give
my wife something to regret."

"Oh, a woman doesn't care what
kind of hair the man she marries has,

so long as she loves him, you know,"
laughed the girl.

"But when it comes to a hair-pull-

ing match how will she stand the

handicap, Chick?"
"What are you worring about

John for?" asked the girl, ignoring
the question with feminine tactful-

ness.

"I'm afraid he's lost it," answered
Jimmie promptly.

"Lost what, pray?"

Jimmie turned his mild blue eyes

upon the girl's face.

"What does a fellow usually lose

when he plays a game of chance with
a—say. Chick, you know Tack's girl

don't you?"
"If you mean Flo, why, of course, I

know her."

"Well, you see, I think she has cap-
tured so much of your big brother that

if she were to keep what she has of

John, and John has to retain what he
has left of himself, there wouldn't be
much left for us. See?"
"Why can't you be sensible?"

"All right, I'll try to be. The fact

is, we're going to lose John, you and
I. That seems to me an assurance.

What we have to do now is to harden
our hearts to the inevitable. Flo Gray-
low is a sweet and beautiful girl. She
has won our John. Lots of girls do win
Johns by the way. It's the way of

the world that Johns should and must
be won by some beautiful girl or

other. Do you follow me?"

"As nearly as is possible for any-
body to follow you, I do."

"Good. Then what I was going to

propose •"

"But I don't want you to propose."

Jimmie crammed his hands into his

pockets, and took a turn around the

room.

"Gad, Chick. I don't know but what
I shall propose, then, seeing you don't

want me to," he said at length.

"If you won't be sensible I'll leave

you."

There was a beautiful rose color on
Miss Forbes' cheeks as she spoke.

Jimmie seated himself on the corner
of the table.
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"Chicken," he said softly. "Come

here. Chicken."

"I won't, so there!"

"Of course you know that I was

only fooling. I really don't want you

to come."
"I know you didn't," and the dark

head went down until the face he

watched was hidden.

"Then, knowing I didn't mean it, be

true to your sex and come, anyway."

"I'm going to leave you. I just

hate you, Jimmie, I just h-hate you,

so there!"

There was a simultaneous rush for

the door, and Timmie's long legs won

him the day. He got there first.

"You see, Chick," he said, as he

held her close to him, "it's no
?

use.

You've got to have me. That's all

there is to it."

"There's nothing about you worth

having, so now!" came in a muffled

voice from the region of Jimmie's coat

lapel.

"Gad, but there is, you know!"

cried Jimmie, straightening up.

"I really think that I might marry

y0U—if you would show me," she

whispered, her face still bent.

"Done! Here's where the other

self of Jimmie Thrums comes in.

Good-bye. I'm going out to do some-

thing startling."

Jimmie picked up his hat.

" \nd worthy, Jimmie."

"Yes, Chick, and worthy. Good-

bye."

"I tell you, the referee did not give

a fair decision."

'And I tell you that I don't consider

that you know a fair decision from

any other decision. What do
?

you

know about the game, anyway?"

John Forbes wheeled upon the

speaker, his month drawn down to a

thin line and his eyes gleaming dan-

gerously. A companion laid a hand

on his arm and whispered in his ear.

John looked irresolute for a mo-

ment; then he smiled. When he spoke

again all trace of anger was gone

from his voice.
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"I learned and played the game in

England," he said.

"Well, you're not in England now,

you know, this is Toronto, and we

don't want outsiders putting in their

oar here, you understand?"

"Any man has a right to demand

fair play I believe."

"A man wants to know what he is

about though, before he exercises the

privilege."

John bit his lip. The insult sank

in. "Perhaps I know the game better

than you think I do," he said. "Be-

sides, I am not exactly an

outsider. I am a member of this

club."

"Well, who cares if you are?" said

the other with a sneer, as he reached

for his coat. "Your being a member

gives you a right to the tables, but

hardly that of interfering between

gentlemen when playing. If you know

how to play billiards, show somebody

;

don't make the referee out a liar, as

you are trying to do."

"I maintain that the referee did not

give a fair decision," said John

firmly.

"Gentlemen, gentlemen," remon-

strated the manager of the club, com-

ing up. "We can't have this discus-

sion prolonged here, you know."

Jimmie thrums got up from his

seat and strolled over to where the

men stood.

"Might I beg a match of you?' he

asked of the man who was putting on

his coat.

"The porter will no doubt accom-

modate you," said the man, shortly.

"Well," said Jimmie, "that's funny.

Do you know," I took you for the

porter. You look like one."

He turned his blue eyes on the one

addressed and smiled innocently.-

The laugh that met his remark was

instantly suppressed as the man

wheeled quickly and struck at Jimmie.

It was a straight arm punch, and one

under which it looked as if Jimmie

must, go down.

Rut Thrums was calmly helping

himself to some matches from the

box above the fireplace when his
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would-be assaulter recovered his

equilibrium.

"Say," he said cheerfully, you

shouldn't lunge that way, you know.

Those punches are all right, if you

know how to give them, but I see that

vou don't."

He had lit his pipe, and now putted

away contentedly.

Before Timmie knew it, John Forbes

had linked arms with him and had

pulled him into the lobby.

"In Heaven's name, are you

crazy?" he asked, as he^ bundled

Timmie into his overcoat. "Now the

best thing vou can do is to clear out."

"Clear out?" asked Jimmie blankly.

"What for?"

"Because this man Stark will break

your long person into small pieces if

you don't. You've insulted him."

"Did you say his name was Stark?"

asked the other.

"Yes, his name is Stark. He's man-

ager of the Wilson Mills, and a rough

one. He is to be expelled from the

club."

"Is he?" said Timmie thoughtfully,

pulling on his gloves. "On account

of that affair with ?" Jimmie

lifted his eyebrows inquiringly.

"No, not that, although he did act

the part of a cad, towards his super-

intendent's daughter. You see it's^be-

cause he has been proven a cheat."

"So, that's why, eh? I suppose that

little girl was as much to her father

and mother as though she had been a

society belle. It would have hurt just

as much, eh, John?"

"Oh, I don't know," answered

Forbes, impatiently. "Hurry up,

Jimmie, and clear out."

"I don't really think I want to go,

old man," said jimmie. pulling off his

gloves. "I like' this place first rate."

Just here Stark and two companions

came into the lobby, their overcoats

on their arms.

They were speaking in undertones,

and laughed as though they were

pleased at something.

"I say. Forbes." cried Stark, catch-

ing sight of the friend-, "any time you

want to lose another fifty, let me
know, will you?"

A deep flush overspread Forbes'

face, but before he could frame a reply

to the other's jibe, Jimmie spoke:

"If you would allow me," he said,

bowing gravely, "I would like to say

that I have a new fifty-dollar note in

my pocket that I would like to wager."

"Have you really, now?" asked

Stark, with a wicked sneer.

"Yes, sir," answered Jimmie mod-

estly. "I'd just love to bet it, no mat-

ter if I did lose."

Stark's companions laughed.

"He's game, anyway," said one.

"Innocence abroad," answered an-

other.

"Well, I'll bet you I can beat you

one game of English billiards, for say

one hundred a side."

"Gentlemen, I protest!" cried

Forbes.

"Very well," said Stark. "It was

your verdant friend who suggested it,

I am privileged to call all such bluffs,

I hope."

"Oh, I am not bluffing," said

Jimmie, removing his coat. "We used

to play a little billiards in the

Y.M.C.A. rooms in Montreal. I got

so at last I could beat Jake Jones.

Take was a street car conductor, and

I've seen him make as high as ten

billiards without a miss."

"Really, now, that was certainly ex-

ceptional'." laughed Stark.

"Well, if you're not bluffing, sup-

pose we get started."

The four men passed back into the

billiard room, and it was not long be-

fore a goodly number were gathered

about the table to witness Stark trim

a new one.

"What in thunder has got into

you?" said Tohn, drawing Jimmie to

one side. "The shark has your money

already."

Timmie looked thoughtful.

"If I thought that, I'd withdraw,"

he said hesitatingly.

"But you can't withdraw. It would

be a disgrace. It's got to be good-bye

one hundred. Oh, Lord!"

"Gad, vou're enough to make a man
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nervous, John. You haven't got a

match, I suppose?"

"Heavens! You're not going to

smoke now, are you?" cried Forbes.

"Just a puff or two, just a puff or

two. I might as well enjoy my pipe

while our friend is enjoying the pull-

ing of my leg for a clear one hundred.

By the way, John, you're not betting

on the game, I suppose?"

John looked at his friend blankly.

"I see you're not," said Jimmie,

producing from an inner pocket a

snug roll of bills, and pressing it

into Forbes unwilling hand, "Now,
John dear, noble, unselfish friend, I

want you to bet every cent of this

money on him." Jimmie nodded to-

wards Stark, who, coat and vest off,

stood talking lightly to some old

cronies and chalking his cue. "There's

five hundred in that bunch, old man,"

he said gently.

Forbes laughed ri spite of himself.

"It's no use, Jimmie. I couldn't

get a taker if I was to offer ten to

one. Everybody knows Stark will

win."

"Hang it all!" Jimmie stroked his

chin in vexation. "I never thought of

that. I suppose they do."

"Yes, they know he will win."

"Well, there's only one thing you

can do, then, Johnnie. You must bet

on me."

"Oh, Lord!" said Forbes, weakly.

"What a fool you are ! Do you think

I'd do it?"

"You've got to do it, it's my
money."

"But you'll lose it all, Jimmie, lose

every cent of it."

"I'll take a chance."

"But I tell you, I won't be a party

to this robbery."

"Very well then, I'll bet it myself,"

said Timmie reproachfully.

"Well of all See here, Jimmie,

if you must be a fool, I'll be your

bookie. I can get better odds than

you can."

"All right, bet it all, John. Or, no.

Perhaps you'd better keep back a dol-

lar or two. I've just remembered that

I have some letters to post."
so

"I said that I would play for ten

thousand dollars," said Stark hoarsely.

The billiard room was now packed
to the doors, members of the club hav-

ing been attracted to the place through
having received the tip that Stark had
at last met his Waterloo. About the

table was a clear space of four feet.

Tobacco smoke hung heavy in the

room. The chandelier lights gleamed
dimly through it.

Jimmie smoothed down his thin hair

thoughtfully, and felt in his vest

pocket.

"Will you play me one more game
for ten thousand?" Stark's face was
haggard and drawn. His black hair

hung across his eyes, and when he

brushed it impatiently away one could

note the tremor of his hand.

"Really, do you know I don't want
to win any more of your money," an-

swered Jimmie, as he knocked the

ashes from his pipe. "You have lost

heavily you see, and I will say that

you have been a game loser at that.

No, I don't think that I want to play

you for that amount."
I te looked Stark straight in the eyes

as he spoke.

"You have won more than that

amount from me," said the other, com-
ing close to Jimmie, so that his words
might not be heard by other ears. "I

have only about ten thousand left in

the world. Give me the satisfaction

of either retrieving or of losing."

There was almost an appeal in his

tones.

"Gad, old man, I will!" cried

Jimmie, after some thought.

Everybody crowded as close to the

table as they were allowed, when it

became known that the final game for

such glorious stakes was on.

Tt could be seen that Stark was
playing his best. Jimmie, on the other

hand, seemed to have lost interest.

When half-time was called, and his

marker came and whispered in his ear,

Jimmie glanced at his string and
smiled as he noted, seemingly for the

first time, that his opponent was far

in the lead.

All his old confidence and swagger
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had returned to Stark. He looked over

at Jimmie with a sneer on his dark
face.

"You're streak of good luck seems
to have deserted you, my friend," he
said, with a sinister smile.

''Well, I must try to lure her back,"

answered Jimmie pleasantly.

The game was now on again; the

crowded room was silent, save for the

sound of the balls striking together.

Jimmie was playing now, and play-

ing his very best. Gradually he

gained in points, until he was again
even. Now he was ahead, and gain-

ing steadily.

Eight points from the end, the two
men looked into each other's eyes. On
the one's face was depicted baffled

rage and utter hopelessness. On the

other's face was pictured a child-like

pleasure, such as a boy might wear
after winning a game of marbles.

Stark turned and attempted a diffi-

cult shot, only to make a fluke that

told its own story to those who played
and understood the game.
He was beaten.

He turned slowly and handed his

cue to the referee. The referee nodded
to the stakeholder.

Stark had lost all he owned to

Jimmie Thrums.
Jimmie walked away from the

table, good-naturedly acknowledging
the congratulations of many of the

by-standers. John Forbes found him
standing on the sidewalk, just outside
the door.

"By the powers, but you're a won-
der, Jimmie, and no mistake," he
cried, seizing his friend's hand. "Come
along, now, and we'll get away before
we get into trouble."

"I want to see Stark for a moment,"
said Jimmie. "Here he comes now."

"I trust that you are satisfied that
it was a fair game," he said, advanc-
ing and holding out his hand.

Stark was alone. He looked dazed-
ly at Jimmie, then, seeming to under-
stand, he took the hand extended to

him in his own. "I'm satisfied," he
said shortly, and turned away.
"Poor devil!" said Forbes, as he

watched them. "He has lost every-
thing.''

Jimmie laid his hand on Stark's
arm.

"Let me come with you," he said
gently.

"No, I don't want anybody with
me, you least of all," replied the
other, shaking off the hand.

"Well, I'll come anyway, so lead on."
"See here," said Stark, as they

walked slowly away side by side,

"don't you think you've done enough?
\\ hy don't you go away and leave me
alone?"

"I'll tell you why as soon as we gel
to your rooms. 1 think your rooms
are somewhere hereabouts, eh?"
"You seem to be pretty weil post-

ed," said the other witn a nard laugh.
"Yes, here they are."

He produced a latch key and opened
a door off the street as he spoke.
The lights turned on, Jimmie cast a

critical eye around the room. It was
beautifully and artistically furnished.

"Nice rooms, you have here, Mr.
Stark," he said. "Don't suppose you'd
mind my smoking up a bit. I see you
have a cigar."

"Smoke or do anything you please.

These rooms and furniture don't be-
long to me, so I don't care.

Jimmie lifted his eyebrows. "Oh !"

he said.

"They are yours now," said Stark.

"Gad, I guess you're right," said
Jimmie with a laugh. "Funny, isn't

it, my asking if I might smoke in my
own rooms? Say, have a fresh cigar?"
He handed a couple of cigars to the

other man, and lit his pipe.

"What are you going to do now?"
asked Jimmie, after the two men had
smoked in silence for a time.

"Eh?" cried the other, rousing him-
self. "Do? Oh, I don't know. That
is, I don't choose to tell."

"No? Well, I wish you'd let me
know."

"Well, I will tell you, then. I pur-
pose taking the quickest route I can
get out of it all. Now, you've got it."

"Ump !" said Jimmie slowly. "Now,
you wouldn't mind doing the little job
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somewhere else, 1 suppose, as these

rooms are mine, now, I just wouldn't

like the idea of occupying them after

a chap committing suicide in them.

See?"
"Say, you are certainly a cold-

blooded devil/' said Stark, almost a

look of admiration in his eyes.

"No, simply practical," said Jimmie.

"But why polish yourself off in that

manner ? It's very old-fashioned, you

know."
"Well, what would you suggest?"

asked the other, looking away.

"Why, I should say, get married,"

said Jimmie. "I see you have some

sweet faces on your mantel—pardon

me, on my mantel—there, and it

should be easy. Just as good as sui-

cide, anyway. Better, I would

imagine—in some respects."

"See here, say what you have to

say, and don't jest with me!" cried

Stark, springing up and walking up

and down the room.

"Well, I will. I think you should

marry, and I think you will

marry. I think it's the very best thing

you can do, and when you've taken

ten minutes to reflect on it, you'll be

of my opinion. Now, I have a pro-

position to make to you. I want you

to marry, and if you will agree to

marry the girl I select, I am willing

on my part to give you back the little

fortune I won from you to-night.

Now, keep quiet and listen, and don't

say a word until I am through. On
my part, I promise to select for you

only such a young lady as you have

met. She won't be old or homely, or

anything of that sort. She will be

something quite the reverse, and you

can bet all the money you don't hap-

pen to possess that she will be a great

deal too good for you."

Jimmie stopped to light his pipe,

and waved the other a protest when

he attemped o speak.

"On after thought, I will make a

part of the little fortune over to your

wife—or, no, I'm hanged if I do. I

really think you would use the woman
bearing your name square. Now, get

your thinking cap on for ten minutes.

i must go at the end of that time.

I've got some things to do. Fact is,

I'm going to get married myself."

Jimmie put his long legs on the

table, and smoked contentedly. At last

he came to himself with a start.

"All right," he said. "You've had

fifteen minutes—five more than you

needed."

The other man came over slowly,

and held out his hand.

"Will you take it?" he asked husk-

ily. "Do you know, I could have killed

most any other man who talked to me
as you have, especially to-night. I'll

be frank with you. I had intended

doing away with myself, and—well,

you are right. There is a little girl

whom I have treated shamefully, and

her face has been before mine for the

past two hours. She is, as you say,

far too good for me, but, perhaps, I

could learn to do better. I see you

have learned who she is and I under-

stand what your object is. Do you

know, there are two of you. The one

man I played with and lost. Your

other self I play with again now, and

win. For, as God is above me, it is a

win to have my eyes opened as you

have opened them."

Jimmie took the other's hand.

"That is all right," he said cheer-

fully. "You really think, then, I have

accomplished something extraordin-

ary? Good-bye. That's what I set

out to do. It had to be done!"



An Understudy to a Queen
MR. SIDNEY GREVILLE

From The London Tattler

SO numerous are the Queen's
public and private engagements
that her Majesty finds it abso-

lutely impossible to keep them all

in person and has to attend many
social functions and public ceremon-
ies by deputy. Her Majesty's depu-
ty on all such occasions is her priv-

ate secretary, Mr. Sidney Greville,

who has acted as the Queen's re-

presentative many hundreds of

times since their Majesties came to

the throne. When Mr. Greville at-

tends any social function as the

Queen almost the same ceremony is

observed as if her Majesty were
present in person.

The host and hostess must be
ready to receive him directly he ar-

rives ; just as no one is ever intro-

duced to her Majesty at any social

function unless at the Queen's re-

quest, so no one is introduced to

her deputy. When the Queen at-

tends any private function the

hostess is always informed at least

two days beforehand of the hour
when her Majesty will arrive, and
etiquette requires that all the other
guests will have arrived before that

time; just the same ceremony is ob-

served when her Majesty is repre-

sented by Mr. Greville, who, by the

way, on such occasions, is usually

addressed by the host and hostess

as sir.

To successfully fill the role of the

Queen's representative requires an
immense deal of tact, especially at

a private social function, when a

hostess always to a certain extent is

bound to feel more or less disap-

pointed at the Queen's unavoidable

absence and for which etiquette

even forbids her Majesty's deputy
to apologize. He is there in place

of her Majesty, and the very fact

that he must be received with al-

Mr. Sidney Greville

W'hci Has Acted ;i- the Queen's Representative
Many Hundreds of Times Since Their

Majesties Came to the Throne.
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most the same deference as the

Queen makes his part a peculiarly

difficult one to play; there is prob-

ably not another man in England
who could have played it with such

conspicuous success as Mr. Greville.

A man of consummate tact, delight-

ful manners, and a most kindly dis-

position he has always succeeded in

charming where it is odds many
men would have given dire offence.

There is a story told of a certain

well-known American hostess in

London who met Mr. Greville at an

entertainment where he was repre-

senting the Queen. "I don't mind
telling you, Mr. Greville," said the

lady in question, "that I should be

very sorry to see you at my house

in place of her Majesty." A little

while later Mr. Greville curiously

enough was deputed to represent the

Queen at the house of this American
lady. It is probable he had forgot-

ten all about the remark which she

had jestingly made to him some time

before, but the lady remembered it,

and when the Queen's deputy was
leaving her house she observed to him,

"It is against etiquette to say so I

am afraid, but I must tell you that

I feel as pleased and honored as if

her Majesty herself had been here."

Mr. Greville was originally in-

tended for a political career, but

never took very kindly to political

life, though the late Lord Salisbury,

to whom he acted as private secre-

tary, had a very high opinion of his

abilities and was anxious that he

should enter Parliament. Possibly

he might have done so, but in 1898

the King, then of course Prince of

Wales, offered him a position in the

household, which Mr. Greville at

once accepted, and a few years later

he became private secretary to her

Majesty.

As a courtier Mr. Greville found
his true metier. His wit, his charm,

his tact, his brilliant conversational

powers, and his unfailing good tem-

per would in any age have made him
a good courtier, but Mr. Greville is
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something more. He is an eminent-
ly good man of business and was
largely responsible for bringing
about the excellent organization that

now prevails in the management of

her Majesty's household.

No one, indeed, could successfully

fill the arduous and responsible posi-

tion held by Mr. Greville who had not

in a high degree a talent for organiza-
tion. For example, it is Mr. Greville

who arranges all the details of the

journey whenever her Majesty
travels, which have, of course, to be
settled beforehand, and often at very
short notice. Even when the Queen
goes to Sandringham from Bucking-
ham Palace many little details have
tc be arranged. The time at which
her Majesty will leave the palace,

when she will arrive at the station,

the names of the railway officials

who will be present to receive her,

whether the train is to be a special

or ordinary, and the number of stops

that are to be made on the journey,

are all matters that Mr. Greville

must be ready to lay before the

Queen ere she starts.

Like details have to be arranged
when the Queen travels abroad, but

under Mr. Greville's skilful manage-
ment they are settled without the

least difficulty, and a clear, accurate,

and concise programme of the jour-

ney is always ready for her Majes-
ty's inspection long before she

starts. Possibly the Queen may
require some alteration to be made
in it, and it is always so arranged
that this can be done readily and
quickly.

It is scarcely necessary tp observe

that only a man accurately and
widely informed in the methods and
means of modern traveling could

accomplish such work. Mr. < irevillc

could, indeed, if he had the time or

inclination, write an illuminating

volume on "How to Travel," for he
possesses a knowledge of the sub-

ject that is thorough and complete.

From time to time her Majesty
holds special receptions at Bucking-
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ham Palace, as she did, for example,
when in 1904 she received the nurses

of the Royal Pension Fund at the

palace and presented certificates to

1,000 of them. An incident of this

sort is recorded in the newspapers
in a few lines, but the details of the

work of organizing such a reception

would fill several columns. Mr. Gre-
ville is, however, a master of detail

and especially shines when organiz-

ing a reception of this character. He
knows exactly what her Majesty re-

quires to be done and how she
wishes it to be done, and under-
stands precisely how to carry out

her instructions. Hundreds of letters

may have to be written, hundreds of

people seen, hundreds of little

difficulties surmounted, but on the

day of the reception it is certain

that everything will go off like

clockwork.
There must be no hitch at royal

receptions, and there never is; they
are arranged and managed by a man
who never makes a mistake. Mr.
Greville is the least fussy of men

;

however busy he may be he is al-

ways courteous, pleasant, and good-
tempered. In the course of his duties
he has to give instructions to a large
number of people, and to give them
clearly and concisely so that there
will not be the least chance of their

being misunderstood, but Mr. Gre-
ville possesses the art of being able
to do this and at the same time can
couch his instructions in language
that is always entirely courteous.

Mr. Greville belongs to several clubs

but like most members of the house-
hold, chiefly frequents the Marl-
borough. He plays a good game of

bridge, but his favorite relaxation is

the theatre, which he attends con-

stantly.

Are You Afraid to Take Chances ?

Success Magazine

Many a man fails because he does not dare to take risks, to take the

initiative.

When do you expect to do anything distinctive in life? Vyhen do

you expect to get out of the ranks of mediocrity? The men who do
original things are tearless. There is a lot of dare in their make-up. a

great deal of boldness. They are not afraid to take chances, to shoulder

responsibility, to endure inconvenience and privation.

There never was a time when the quality of courage was so abso-

lutely indispensable in the business world as it is to-day. It does not

matter how many success qualities you possess, young man, if you lack

Courage you will never get anywhere. Not even honesty or persever-

ance will take its place. There is no substitute for courage.

It does not matter how well educated you may be, or how good a

tiaining you may have had for your vocation, if you are a hesitator, if

you lack that courage which dares to risk all on your judgment, you will

never get above mediocrity.

The men who stand at the top of their line of endeavor stand

there because they have the courage of their convictions. They had the

courage to climb, had the nerve to undertake even against advice of

olhers.
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Motor-Cars for the Millions

By JULIAN CHASE

From Van Norden's Magazine

A TOY for the wealthy? Not if

you mean for only those who

may be rated long in bank ac-

counts. A plaything for the rich?

This well-worn phrase is no longer

applicable to the motor-car as a lim-

iting characterization. A toy it may

be, and in fact it is, for certain

wealthy ones, and a plaything; but

the motor-car to-day is far more-

it is a very useful, economical, and

soon-to-be-necessary type of vehicle

for those who must get about, for

the doctor, contractor, farmer, mail

carrier, butcher, grocer and collec-

tor, for any one whose daily work is

such that distance must be covered,

A Motor Buggy Worth $55°

for any one who now gets propelling

power from horse-flesh.

Undoubtedly in its early days the

motor ear was the rich man's toy-

some said the rich man's burden.

But that was the necessary begin-

ning of a thing which was destined

,,, Denefi1 'Hi. Millions; and to one

who saw that thin- begin, it IS in

tcresting to look back and to note

how the attitude of The Millions to-

ward the motor-car has changed.

When once the motor-car began
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t^ make headway, when it had reach-

ed that stage in its development

where it was to be seen occasion-

ally on the public roads, it was re-

garded with curiosity at first, and

then, because a horse was frighten-

ed or a chicken killed, with fear and

unreasoning antagonism. Gradual-

ly this hostile feeling narrowed

down as the use of motor-cars ex-

tended. Roads and parks were

thrown open. Restrictions were re-

moved. Speed limits were extend-

ed, and now it is generally agreed

that the thing to be "regulated is

not the car, but the egotist with no

regard for the rights of others, the

unbalanced hog who happens to be

sitting in its seat.

V-ainst the motor-car there is

now no general feeling. It is re-

cognized as a good. It is for I he

Millions, and the millions want it.

It was laughed at, wondered at.

curSed—and now is clamored.

Would you own a motor-car? Can

you pay $150, $250, $500 or $1,000

tor one and have enough left for

operating expenses?—for no car ex-

ists or ever will exist that can be

run for nothing. If you can ami

would, you have but to "take youi

pick " for cars are to be had at the

figures given. Did you ask if they

ai-c I -lies? They are worth

$1 ^o $250, $500 or $i,ooo and it may

be more. Much depends on how one

measures value. What sort of cars

are they"-' Look at the illustrations

anc see.' Rather good, we should
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say. Have prices dropped? Read
on.

When you saw that luxurious

limousine of 40 horse-power, two
years ago, and heard that it cost

$5,000, you probably said, "Well,
they'll be cheaper some day." And
as you read this article, which your
editor has called "Motor-cars for

The Millions," you may remark, "I

told you so." But you are wrong

—

that is, in part. The makers of that

limousine are probably getting $6,-

000 for their best effort now, and are

selling all that they can make, and

it come about?" The explanation is

that your "I told you so," is also

partly right. Prices have dropped,

when what one gets for his money
is the thing considered. Because
of vast improvements in design,

which time alone could bring about

:

because of advanced methods of

manufacture, learned by expensive
experience and made possible by a

greater amount of available capital

and an increased demand; because
of the use hitherto impossible of

materials of a grade better suited

to the work the parts are called

A Typical Canadian Runabout, Worth $1,200

while it may be true that the high
price limit, except for specially built

vehicles, has been reached, there is

not, and probably never will be, any
marked falling off in the prices of

the highest types of motor-cars. On
the other hand there has been on the

market during the past two years a

constantly increasing number of cars
at figures which put them within
reach of The Millions. The price of

>achts has not been reduced, yet the

"chug-chug" of the motor-boat—the

yacht of The Millions—is to be
heard on every body of v\ ater deep
enough to float one.

You will naturally ask, "How lias

upon to do ; because of a much bet-

ter general understanding of the

many difficulties to be overcome

;

because of these things and because

of a corresponding development in

allied lines, the motor-car manufac-
turer is to-day able to sell for $i,-

000 or $1,500 a car infinitely better,

more powerful and reliable than he

could build five years ago for nearly

twice that sum.
In fact, it would not have been

possible to have built the cars we
have in mind before the present day.

The materials were not to be had,

and if they had been, they could not

have been handled in the same
57
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A Motor Dray With Capacity of Five Tons

economical manner. We did not

know so much as we know now
about motor efficiency, and if we

had it would not have been possible

to get the motors made as they

should have been. To take an ex-

ample along this line, we cite the

case of a well-known maker whose

cars in 1903 were- fitted with motors

giving seven horse-power. With-

out increase of motor weight, as

time went on, the horse-power was

increased to eight, ten, twelve, and

now is eighteen; and the cost of

production is probably less than it

was at first.

So much for power. In the mat-

ter of durability it may be said that

the use of alloy steels in place of

"standard" stock, of pressed steel

in place of castings, of new types

of ball and roller bearings in place

of inferior bronze and babbitt, has

done much to lengthen the car's

life; and improved ignition, more de-

pendable, and efficient carbureters

and refined cooling systems have

made for much greater reliability.

Take the best representative of

the medium-priced motor-cars of
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to-day, look at it carefully, and you

will find that it has all the features

of the high-priced car of yesterday,

and is better all in all than the high-

priced car of the day before. The

low-priced car of to-day is a new

development made possible by the

gtneral advance of the motor indus-

try and the constantly growing de-

mand for the car of The Millions. It

may be small—you can't buy a sky

scraper for the price of a cottage;

it may not be as powerful as that

$5,000 limousine—power means

weight and weight means increased

cost; it may not be fast, speed is ex

pensive—but it will carry you and

your wife, if you have one, comfort-

ably ; it will go where you want t<>

go, up hill and down, and it will run

fast enough to bring you under the

law—if that is what you want.

lie who would buy a motor-car

for $500 or less, has to-day a variety

of types from which to choose. At

$150 there is offered him a little car,

probably better suited to his son,

which has a single cylinder motor

and a double-belt drive to the rear

wheels. At $250 there is another and
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larger machine into which he would
more comfortably fit, which also has

a single cylinder motor, this one of

four horse-power, driving the wheels
through a friction disc and chains.

At $300 there are others of much the

same type, and $400 the range of

choice is widened by the addition of

the "motor- buggy" type, of which
we will say more later, and the ap-

pearance of cars with two-cylinder

motors. At $500 the offering is

quite pretentious, with the general

lines of a much larger car, a roomy
seat for two, and a motor capable

of driving the car at a very good
pace and of taking it anywhere and
everywhere.
As the price increases above $500

there is a corresponding increase in

the number of cars to be had. Their
size and power increase as well un-
til, at $850, we see a four-cylinder,

four-passenger touring car with
magneto ignition, shaft drive and
al! the "ear-marks" of a big car. At
St.000 we have a four-cylinder run-

about with twenty horse-power, or

a< much power as the racing cars of

eight years ago. At $1,250 and

$1,500 we have a closer approach to

mechanical and vehicle perfection

than was thought but a short time
ago to be attainable even at a much
higher figure. These cars have
fcur-cylinder motors of thirty horse-

power or more, magnetos as the

source of ignition current, the slid-

ing type of change-speed gears,

bevel gear drives, five-passenger

touring bodies, and everything that

one could reasonably ask for in a

car of their size.

And now a word about the

"motor-buggy." It is a product of

the Middle West. Four years ago
the motorist of the east first noticed

if.—and laughed. The western
former saw it, too—and was inter-

ested. He finally bought one. His
neighbor bought another. Now
there are at least twenty companies
trying to meet the demand. The
motorist of the east laughs at it no
more. He shakes his head instead,

and says, "There's a good deal in that

idea after all." And so there is, as

the western farmer has found out.

Some day his New England bro-

ther will take it up. Its large

A Mail^Car.Made in Canada for the New Zealand Government

SO
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diameter wheels and' easy springs

make solid tires possible. Its "clear-

ance" makes it adaptable, to what we

know as "country roads." Its sim-

plicity makes it easy to "keep go-

ing." Its price puts it within the

reach of any one who keeps a horse.

goods at the same cost as with

horses, then are The Millions benefit-

ed materially. And it is this that the

motor-car makes possible. It is this

that the motor-car does, and as sure-

ly as the locomotive has displaced

the stage coach, as surely as the

A Family Surrey, Costing About $800

The motor-car of The Millions is

not only a pleasureable vehicle, but

a business car as well. The great-

est benefit derived from the motor

comes not through the pleasure that

it gives, but through the service that

it renders. If the professional man
can go as far at less cost or farther

at the same cost; if the merchant

can deliver the same amount of goods

at less cost or a greater amount of

trolley has superseded the horse-car,

as surely as machinery has always

won in its conflict with the animal,

just so surely will the motor-car dis-

place and supersede the horse. And

to the same extent will The Millions

benefit. „
"The motor-car of The Millions,

the "machine for the masses," of

yesterday a dream, to-day is a

tangible reality.

A $3,000 Roadster



The Romance of the Rothschilds

By ANON
Reproduced from the Saturday Journal

IT was in a sordid, evil-smelling

street in a Frankfort slum that the

dazzling fortunes of the great

house of Rothschild were cradled in

the latter half of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Picture a narrow lane, flanked

on each side by towering rookeries of

grimy bricks, in which the air was
always fetid and stagnant, and into

which the light of the sun rarely pene-

trated ; and at each end of this lane, a

barricade of iron chains beyond which
none of its residents might pass under
fear of death. Within these narrow
bounds hundreds of Jews led their

narrow lives.

Such was the Judengasse of Frank-
fort, in the days when Meyer Amschel
Rothschild was born in the year 1743,
the son of a poverty-stricken dealer

in oddments who took his name from
the Red Shield (Rothschild) which
hung, as a trade-sign, in front of his

modest shop. His real name was
Bauer, which branded him as of

peasant origin.

Before he had reached his twelfth

birthday young Meyer was known far

beyond the limits of the Judengasse
for his business astuteness. He quick-

ly found Frankfort too cabined a

sphere for his ambition ; and packing
up his few belongings he started one
day, with a stout stick and a stouter

heart for companions, on the long

tramp to Hanover, where the bright-

faced lad soon found a place in the

office of a banker and money-changer.
Here, by hard work and thrift, he
managed to save the capital which en-

abled him to return to Frankfort a

man of means, and in a position to

start as a dealer in bullion, curios,

coins and bills of exchange on a large

scale.

The real turn of the tide arrived

when he came under the notice of

William IX., Landgraf of Hesse Cas-

sel, who took the Jew into his favor,

instaling him as banker to himself and
his court.

Those were the troublous times

when Napoleon was flooding Europe
with the horrors of war, and when
great thrones were tottering and fall-

ing on all hands. When the destroy-

ing armies at last threatened Hesse
Cassel, William thought it high time

to seek safety in fight. In his hurry

to "pack up and be off" he had no
time to secure his cash, which he was
only too glad to leave in the hands of

his banker, though probably he had
misgivings as to seeing it again.

Safer, however, he thought, in the

hands of Rothschild, his Hof-agent,

than in those of Napoleon. The sum
amounted to a quarter of a million

pounds. The Hof-agent, however,

was equal to the crisis ; he saw how
to take good care of the money, and

at the same time to make it yield an

excellent return to himself. The re-

sult was that within six years he had

nearly quadrupled the Landgraf's

capital.

When Meyer lay dying, he sum-

moned his five sons and as many
daughters, and enjoined on them that

when he was no more they should con-

duct the great business he had built

up, in partnership, trusting each other
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and working- in harmony for the ex-

tension of the family fortunes; and
that, with this object, their descend-
ants should as far as possible inter-

marry.

All five sons had inherited much of

their father's financial genius; but it

was to Nathan, the third, that the

lion's share fell. Arriving at Man-
chester as a youth, with less than
£100 as capital, he prospered so

rapidly as banker and money-lender
that within a few years he was able

to migrate to London with £200,000
at his back, a substantial capital which
he quickly increased ten-fold.

When Napoleon returned from
Elba to take up the sword again,

Nathan prepared for his greatest

coup. Not trusting to his agents, he
himself ventured as far as the field

of Waterloo, and from a neighboring
height watched the ebb and flow of

that epoch-making battle. The mo-
ment he saw the tide turning deci-

sively against Napoleon, he jumped
on his swift horse and raced, as one
possessed, to Ostend.
Here he encountered a serious

check. The sea was running moun-
tains high and no fisherman dared
venture on it. An offer of 2,000
francs at last secured the services of

one more venturesome than his fel-

lows, and after a perilous vovage
Nathan was landed at Dover, from
whence he posted fast as horses could

gallop, through the night, to London.
and at to o'clock the next morning
was found leaning against his accus-

tomed pillar at the Stock Exchange.
For days the Stock Exchange had

been extraordinarily nervou;, and was
now in a state to be influenced either

wav by the faintest and most unreli-

able hint. It was known that Nathan
had left for the Continent, and when
he appeared again there was a great

silence of consternation. Then sud-

denly, from what source no one was
quite certain, the news began to circu-

late that the hundred and seventeen
thousand Prussians under Rlucher
had been cut down at Ligny on the

16th and 17th of June, and that

Wellington was a doomed man. This
news produced an extraordinary ef-

fect, and the funds dropped to absurd
prices, Nathan himself being amongst
the very first to sell. But while he
sold gingerly with his left hand the

Jew had bought in bounteously with

his right, and when the good news
came on the following day Nathan
had netted a million pounds.

The fortune left by Nathan to 'his

four sons has been estimated at

£10,000,000.

Baron Nathan was succeeded in

England by his son, Baron Lionel,

who still further enhanced the family

fortunes. He was the chief mover in

the construction of all the leading

Continental lines, and in the loan of

£ 4,000,000 to the British Govern-
ment for the purchase of Suez Canal

shares from the Khedive. But his

chief title to memory is his magnifi-

cent work for his co-religionists,

whose political emancipation, among
other great and beneficent services, he

secured.

Of the later history of this great

family the story is perhaps too well

known to require re-telling. To-day,

the Rothschilds, still presenting a

harmonious and consolidated front.

are incomparably the wealthiest fam-

ily in Europe, and probably in the

world.

o.
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Ye Story of Caviare

With a Cree Legend

of the Sturgeon

From the Manitoba Free Press

Illustrated by Hay Stead

MANITOBA yields other har-

vests than those that are

reaped from its fertile soil.

The name and fame of Manitoba's

wheat have gone abroad to countries

overseas, as well as throughout our

own continent; but it is far from
being generally known, even in our

own continent, that Manitoba has im-

portant fisheries. The mental picture

which is usually conjured up by the

name of this Province is that of a sea-

like expanse of fertile soil, a prairie

empire of "the gold that grows," a

land of wheatfields that stretch to the

circling sky. Besides its widespread
wealth of prairie loam, of which great

areas yet await their first furrowing
by the settler's plough, Manitoba pos-

sesses lakes of large extent, and these

are furrowed by the keels of fishing

fleets which reap rich harvets yearly.

The Manitoba of to-day is vastly

v-

larger than the Manitoba which, in

1870, became a Province of the Do-
minion of Canada. It is the only

prairie Province that has a sea coast.

It is as large as Texas, the largest

State in the neighboring republic;

more than twice as large as Great
Britain and Ireland; larger than

France, Sweden or Spain ; more than

twice the size of Italy; larger than

Chile. It has the commodious sea har-

bors of Fort Churchill and York Fac-
tory, on Hudson Bay, the Mediter-

ranean of this continent. The build-

ing of a railway to Fort Churchill is

now going forward as a Dominion
Government work, and the opening
up of the Hudson Bay outlet for the

grain of Western Canada to the

European market is definitely em-
barked upon as a national undertak-

ing. The Bay itself, which is the

third largest sea in the world—being

exceeded only by the Mediterranean
and the Caribbean—yields the north-

ern whale, so prized for its "whale-
bone," a single adult specimen being

now worth $15,000, the white whale,

or grampus, the narwhal, whose tusk,

from six to ten feet long, yields a

valuable ivory, the walrus, five species

of seals, and thirty kinds of edible
63
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fishes. The peltries of the sea and
shore remain undiminished, though
fur hunting has gone on for three,

centuries. The great Company which
takes its name from the Bay, expends
in that region $2,000,000 annually in

the purchase of furs, chiefly those of

the bear, fox, wolf, wolverine, lynx,

skunk, ermine, marten, mink, muskrat,
otter, and the renowned beaver ; and
of the products of the whale, porpoise
and walrus fisheries it also exports
large quantities annually to the Brit-

ish markets. Great quantities of stur-

geon sounds, or air bladders, from
which isinglass is made, are also

shipped. The forest products include
three varieties each of pine and
spruce, two each of elm, ash, poplar
and birch, and one each of aspen,
tamarack and fir. Smaller growths,
suitable for pulp-making, also abound.
The existence of such minerals as
iron, copper, silver, gold, mica, gyp-
sum, antimony, asbestos and coal has
been demonstrated, the deposits, yet

untouched, being of vast extent.

Of the lakes of

Manitoba. Lake
Winnipeg is the larg-

est, being 275 miles

long, and from 40 to

60 miles wide, its

area being about

9,000 square miles,

and its total coast

line longer than that

of any of the Great
Lakes, except Lake
Superior. No other

Province or State has

entirely within its

boundaries a body of

writer at all ap-

proaching it in mag-
nitude. Great Salt

Lake, in Utah, is

only one-fifth of the extent of Lake
Winnipeg. The largest of its tribu-

taries is the Saskatchewan River, one
of the four great rivers of the con-

tinent east of the continental divide

;

its total length is 1,090 miles. The
Red River, 700 miles in length, and
the Winnipeg River, 300 miles in

length, and many minor rivers, also

pour into Lake Winnipeg. The Nel-

son River is its principal outlet, and
connects it with Hudson Bay. Next
in magnitude to Lake Winnipeg come
Lakes Manitoba and Winnipegosis,

the former 125 miles long and 25
miles wide, the latter 130 miles long

and 20 miles wide. Of smaller lakes

there are many. The fishing industry

is carried on mainly on Lake Winni-
peg. This year's catch on that lake

amounted to 8,000,000 pounds, mak-
ing, at an average value of 5 cents

per pound, a total value of $400,000.

The great bulk of this catch was ex-

ported by the Dominion Fish Com-
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YE STORY OF CAVIARE

pany to the United States, consisting

chiefly of white fish, which is in great

demand. There are also considerable

quantities of pickerel, pike, catfish

and sturgeon exported. Of caviar the

annual export is from $10,000 to $15,-

000 in value. It goes to Europe, most

of it to Hamburg, which is the head-

quarters of the trade. The little pack-

age of caviar accompanying this book

is of this year's take on Lake Winni-
peg. It goes to you from the Mani-
toba Free Press with the wish that

you may relish your Christmas good
cheer with gusto as hearty as that of

Peter the Great for his favorite

dishes, among which caviar held a

foremost place.

The word caviar, caviare, or, as it

was called in England more than

three hundred years ago, caviary, is,

the philologers tell us, cognate with

the Dutch kaviaar, and the German,
Danish and Swedish kaviar—all de-

rived from the French caviar, former-

ly cavial, which is traced to the

Italian caviale, formerly also caviaro,

which the philologers further inform
us, is cognate with the Spanish caviar

(there is also Spanish word cabial,

meaning sausage made with caviar),

and the Portuguese caviar and cavial,

both of which words mean caviar.

The modern Greek word for it is

kabiari, the mediaeval Latin was
caviarium, the Turkish word is hav-

yar, and the Russians call it ikra. So
much for the name of it. Now for

the thing itself.

Caviar is the roe of the sturgeon
prepared as a table delicacy. As a

dish too rare to be known by the gen-
erality of people, and the flavor of

which would not be relished by an
uneducated palate, Shakespeare makes
Hamlet speak of it, in describing a

play which was too fine to be appre-

ciated by ordinary minds. ' Twas
caviare to the general" (meaning the

generality), says the Prince of Den-

mark. Anchovies were likewise re-

garded as being above the apprecia-

tion of any but those of most exquisite

taste. In one of Beaumont and

Fletcher's plays, these lines occur in

a passage advising a young lady how
to behave so as to be taken for a per-

son of the highest fashion

:

"Laugh wide and loud—and vary;

A smile is for a simp'ring novice,

One that ne'er tasted caviary,

Xor knows the smack of dear

anchovis."

Caviar was so fashionable that affect-

ed traveled men made a point of de-

claring that they cared for few other

delicacies besides it. There is a de-

scription of such a coxcomb in

"Blount's Observations," published

in 1620. ''A pasty of venison," it says,

makes him sweat, and then swear
that the only delicacies be mush-
rooms, caviare, or snails." In an
old play, "The Muses' Looking
Glass," one of the characters says,

"Thou dost not

k n o w the
sweets of get-

ting wealth."

To which the

reply is made,
"Nor thou the

pleasure that I

take in spend-

ing it, to feed

on caviare and
eat anchovies."

And Ben John-
son, describing
an affected imi-

tator of a fine

gentle man,
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writes that lie

"doth learn to

make strange
sauces, to eat

anchovies, mac-
aroni, bovoli,

f a g i o 1 i and
caviare, because
he" — the per-

son imitated —
"loves them."
The follow-

ing curious ac-
count is taken
from Dr.
M u sc ovy," a
notable book of
Crull's "An-
cient and Pres-
ent State o f

travels which
was published
in London in

1698:

"Caviare, or

cavajar (called by the Russians ik-

ary), is made of the roes of two dif-

ferent fishes, which they catch in the

River Wolga, but especially near the

City of Astracan, to wit, of the stur-

geon and the belluga. I will not
pretend to describe the first, it be-

ing too well known in these parts

;

but the belluga is a large fish, about
twelve or fifteen foot long, without
scales, not unlike a sturgeon, but more
large and incomparably more luscious,

his belly being as tender as marrow
and his flesh whiter than veal, whence
he is called white fish by the Euro-
peans. This belluga lies in the bot-

tom of the river, at certain seasons,

and swallows many large pebbles of

great weight to ballast himself against

the force of the stream of the Wolga,
augmented by the melting of the

snows in the spring; when the waters

are asswaged he disgorges himself.

Near Astracan they catch sometimes

such a quantity of them that they
66

throw away the flesh (though the

daintiest of all fish) reserving only

the spawn, of which they sometimes
take an hundred and fifty or two hun-
dred weight out of one fish. These
roes they salt and press and put up
into casks, if it is to be sent abroad,

else they keep it unpressed, only a

little corned with salt. That made of

sturgeon's spawn is black and small
grained, somewhat waxy, like potar-

go, and is called ikary by the Mus-
covites. This is also made by the

Turks. The second sort, which is

made of the roes of the belluga, or

white fish, has a grain as large as a

small peppercorn, of darkish grey.

The caviare made of this spawn the

Muscovites call Armeinska ikary,

because they believe it was first

made up by the Armenians. Both
kinds they cleanse from its strings,

salt it, and lay it up on shelving

boards, to drain away the oily and
most unctuous part; this being done,

they salt it, press it, and

':S%r-<-^ put it up in casks con-
"*""-• taining 700 or 800 weight,

and so send it to Musco
and other places ; from thence it is

transported by the English and
Dutch into Italy. That glew which
is called ising-glass is made out of

the belluga's sounds."

The preparation of caviar is a sim-

ple enough operation, yet one requir-

ing skill and experience to get the best

results. A specially prepared salt,

known as caviar salt, is used. The
sturgeon roe and this salt are the only

ingredients in caviar. The quality of
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the caviar depends upon the care in

handling it, and in keeping it at the

right temperature throughout the

whole process. The caviar from Lake
Winnipeg is shipped to Hamburg in

kegs containing from ioo to 125

pounds. It is said that some of it

finds its way back across the Atlantic

in one-pound, half-pound and quarter-

pound jars and tins, as the Russian

article. By the Russians and Germans
caviar is used as a staple article of

diet. They eat large quantities of it

with bread, usually made up as sand-

wiches, or spread on single slices of

bread. By gourmets the world over

it is greatly relished as an appetiz-

ing hors d'oeuvre.* The usual way
of serving it is first to make it as cold

as possible, without freezing it, and
then mix a little lemon juice with it

and spread it upon thin, crisp toast,

either with or without hard-boiled

egg. It is used also as a filling for

sandwiches, always with lemon juice,

and usually with the addition of

chopped hard-boiled egg. It is known
that King Edward is specially fond

of caviar sandwiches at luncheon.

Caviar is never cooked.

The sturgeon fishing on Lake Win-
nipeg is done almost entirely by the

Indians. They take the fish in pound
nets, and keep them alive in en-

closures, or pens, which they make in

suitable places near the shore, where
the water is not too deep, by driving
in stakes and so making a fence to

keep the sturgeon prisoners, until they
are ready to make a journey in one
of their sailing boats, to one of the

calling places of the fishing com-
panies' steamers, or until one of these

steamers visits a locality where there
is a sturgeon pen. At Fort Alexander,
the Hudson's Bay Company's trading
nost at the mouth of the Winnipeg
River, which for more than a cen-
tury has been one of the most im-
portant posts on Lake Winnipeg, you
can always count upon finding some
Indians and half-breeds. Of the

fishers to be found there, the veteran

is Gran'pere Lalonde. He is very old

—nearer ninety than eighty years,

they say. In the summer time he sits

on the rough plank platform in front

of the store at Fort Alexander, smok-
ing his beloved habitant tobacco and
watching the great river change color

with the varying sun and wind. In

the winter he crouches in his corner

behind the stove at his son's home-
stead beyond the reserve up the river,

shaking his old grey head, and from
time to time muttering to himself.

At times he will tell stories of les

vieux temps. Some of them are queer

* In Russia the passages blacked oul in foreign
newspapers and periodicals iiv the censor are col
loquially known as Caviar.

tales, for Gran'pere Lalonde has seen

strange things in his time; and if they

were less rambling, and if one could

write down the old man's own words,

they would make good reading.

The strangest story of all, perhaps,

is of the time Gran'pere Lalonde saw
l'Eturgeon Royal, the great sturgeon

of Cree tradition, the mythical mon-
ster which guards the fishing grounds
of Lake Winnipeg the terror of all

old-time Cree fishers, and to be pro-

pitiated only by the sacrifice of the

choicest portion of each day's catch.

Had I but the gift, I could make
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you feel the grip of that weird tale as

Gran'pere Lalonde told it to meone
summer evening, as we sat waiting

for the Beaver's white sails to show

around the high poir/ of Eik Island.

Nobody will believe the story, but that

is neither here nor there. Half Cree

in race, Gran'pere Lalonde is almost

wholly Cree in mind, and as he grows

older the French in him gives way

before the savage, his inheritance

from an Indian mother.

It was over fifty years ago. Gran'-

pere Lalonde and his partner, Michel

Dupre, were camped for the summer

fishing at Pigeon Bay, beyond the

Narrows. There they had spread their

nets and built their stages, on which

the fish were to be sun-dried for use

in the coming winter. The fishing

had been poor, and they had shifted

camp time after time, from Rabbit

Point north to their present station.

"I tell you dis, 'Poleon," said Du-

pre. "Dere is no luck to us while you

kip not givin' dat way for l'Eturgeon

Royal. He is tek de fish out of de

net every tarn, quick, for you not nay

him his petite bouche. I don' lak it,

me, for to go feesh wit' you. Some

day we go out, an' dat is all. Dere is

no more 'Poleon, no more Michel !
Dat

little gel Marie Beauchamp. she no

t'ank you for dat, I t'ink me !"

"Sacre! Michel," said Lalonde, "dat

is ol' Hiniun tale 'bout de King stur-

geon. I lak see de feesh can kill

'Poleon Lalonde. Pm catchin' heem

in ma net, mebbe soon. T don' care,

me; I t'row no feesh back on de lak'

dat I'm catchin', no not for de devil

heemself
!"

"Tek care wat you say, 'Poleon, he's

hearin' you! He's mutche manitou,

dat feller. He'll come out de lak an'

keel you dead! Even de Compagnie

she pay heem. Antoine Bouvier, at

de Fort, put back wan w'itefish in

every t'irty for l'Eturgeon Royal."

"Antoine Bouvier cos wan squaw.

Hees hair stan up if de win' blow it

de leaf at night. Me; I arn^ French!

T am not fear for Hinjun devil." And

wranping himself in his blanket,

'Poleon turned on his side and slept

the sleep of the just.

Michel damped the fire with the

contents of the kettle and followed his

example, as far as his fears would let

him. For nearly a month now they

had been fishing together, and the

whole of that time 'Poleon had stead-

fastly refused to follow the time-

honored custom of throwing back as

an offering a fish from each take of

the net. Michel passed the night rest-

lessly, and rose in the morning with

dire forebodings of disaster.

The morning dawned grey and

drizzly. They broke their fast silently

and sullenly, as though to avoid hark-

ing back to the previous evening's

fruitless discussion. Together they

ran their flat-bottomed boat into the

water and stepped in.

"Now we shall see," said 'Poleon,

"if dat dam l'Eturgeon Royal has tek'

ma feesh."

They reached the nets. The first

pull brought their hearts with a leap

to their mouths. "Jesu, Marie !" cried

Michel ; "dere is wan honder feesh, if

dere is wan in de net
!"

The whole length of the net was

one silvery gleam of fish. With the

boat half full, 'Poleon turned its nose

towards the second net. As he did

so, Michel stealthily reached forward

and lifted a fish by the tail.

"Hoi' on, Michel; drop dat!"

'Poleon rose, oar in hand. "You

t'row out dat feesh, you go wit' heem,

for I hit you wit' de paddle. I t'ink

shame for you, act like wan papoose."

Michel opened his hand reluctantly,

and the fish slid squirming over its

fellows to the bottom of the boat.

They reached the second net. Both

were trembling with suppressed ex-

citement. The best take of the sea-

was theirs, vet the sturgeon spirit

had been denied his sacrifice. Michel's

terror was manifest in his shaking

hands and pallid face, and even

'Poleon. despite his vaunted disbelief,

was not without some qualms of con-

science.

All this Gran'pere had told me in

the queerest mixture of English and
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Canadian French, interlarded with

Cree—his mother tongue. As his

story proceeded, the old man's eyes

glistened, he hitched himself forward
in his chair, and his pipe ceased to

glow, for he waved it in one yellow,

wrinkled hand while the other nerv-

ously fumbled with the arm of his

chair. As he reached again, in imag-
ination, that second net which was to

convince Michel of the mythical na-

ture of the "Hinjun devil," his voice

ceased. His hand was arrested in mid-
air, and his eyes dilated, while his

body seemed to stiffen unnaturally. In

a silence broken only by the river

noises and the voices of the children

beyond the stockade, I waited for the

resumption of his faculties. Pre-
sently he broke the stillness. In

a low, hoarse voice, as though the

terror of it were still with him, he

spoke.

"I turn de boat—so ! I put in de

oar. Michel, he tek hoi' on de net an'

pull. She is full—full more better

dan de las'. Michel haul—p'raps half,

an' de feesh com' tumblin' into de

boat. I lean over to give heem han',

for she come heavy, when, holy

Mother of Saints, de boat she lift. A
beeg wave lak de bottom of de lak'

coom up turn de boat over, an' dere

is no more Michel, no more feesh, no
more boat ! Moi—'Poleon—on de

lak, an' wan beeg nemayoo—arpents

long! He look at me wit' little red

eye, an' turn over on hees side. I see

hees beeg round mout, open as wide
ma head, an' so close, so close ! I'm

not knowin' anyt'ing afrer dat ; I

t'ink I'm drown, or dat feesh he eat

me.

"De nex' t'ing, I'm in camp, an'

Michel is dry ma clo'es, an' feex de

kettle for tea. He shake, too, lak me.

He say not'ing. lak me. De boat is

dere an' de net, but de feesh, she is ail

gone.

"An' nex' tarn we haul de net, de

firs' fish is t'row over for l'Eturgeon

Royal, for I hear heem say close in

ma ear lak a w'isper :
' 'Poleon, it is

mine!' I look at Michel, but he don'

hear it. Me ! I'm t'rowin' de feesh,

begar! An' every tarn since dat I

haul de net, I'm knowin' l'Eturgeon

Royal feex hees eye, red, an' say:

''Poleon, 'Poleon, it ees mine!''
:
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WHEN "Coal Oil Johnny"
bought all the champagne in

New York and emptied it

into a plunge bath, so that he might

take a swim in the sparkling wine, he

was by comparison a mean and pen-

urious miser. The only real, genuine,

open-handed and free-hearted spend-

thrift in the tides of time is the gov-

ernment of the United States. For
instance

:

When Jay Cooke and his colleagues

were projecting the Northern Pacific

Railroad they took off their hats and
made a bow to Congress.

"We're thinking of building to the

Pacific coast," they said. "Can't you

give us a little help?"

"Why, certainly," the Congress re-

plied enthusiastically. "Just take the

State of New York and go to work."

"Oh !" said the railroad promoters

in a pained voice, "is that all? Why,
we really expected something substan-

tial."

"Well," Congress answered, swell-

ing with philanthropy and putting its

hand into the public pocket, "of course

if you feel that way about it yon can

put Massachusetts, Connecticut, .Wu
fersey, Rhode fsland and Delaware
on the string, too. Mow run along

and get busy."
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Still the Promoters stood and look-

ed pathetically at that tender-hearted

aggregation of statesmen.

"Why certainly," sobbed Congress,

finally, vainly endeavoring to conceal

its emotion, "we'll have the people

lend you what money you need, too.

Please don't look at us in that tone of

voice any longer."

In other words, the land grant of

forty-four millions of acres made as a

free gift to the Northern Pacific Rail-

road Company by the national Con-
gress more than equals in extent the

total area of the States of New York,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New
Jersey, Rhode Island and Delaware.

Up to twelve years ago Congress
had given away the public domain to

railroad and other corporations to the

extent of 266,000,000 acres, a bit of

territory not far in extent from the

total area of France and Germany,
two countries which support between
them a population much greater than

the whole population of the United
States when the last census was taken.

When one gets this terrific fact

clear in his mind he is in a condition

to realize that it is full time for Uncle

Sam to make a determined effort to

save what few scraps and remnants of
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lii.s patrimony are still left in his

possession.

This movement, of which President

Roosevelt stands at the head, is no at-

tempt to resurrect the corpse of rail-

road subsidies. It is a bugle call to a

man whose pocket has been picked,

whose jewelry and valuables have
been stolen, to wake up and defend

himself before the thieves carry oft"

his underclothes and leave him naked.

Like the negro question and other

unsolved public problems, the railroad

subsidy is a heritage of the Civil War.
Nearly nine-tenths of all the vast land

grants were made during that period

of reckless and prodigal expansion

which marked the decade which saw
the beginning and end of the rebel-

lion. The one great argument in their

favor is that, wdthout public aid, pri-

vate capitalists could not be persuaded

to invest their money in opening up
a wild and unsettled country. And
the one everlasting answer to that

argument lies in the fact that the only

trans-continental road which has

never been in the hands of a receiver

and never failed to pay all its prom-
ised dividends to stockholders is the

Great Northern, which James J. Hill

pushed through from Lake Superior
to Puget Sound, over the wildest and
most unsettled region on the con-

tinent, without the aid of a cent from
the public treasury.

Land is the greatest of all natural

resources. It contains and covers or

Realm o/*

King Leopold.
Belgium

upiz Sci.Mila

Henry Millers

22 son .5 ri. Mile s

A Comparison of the Respective Realms of
King Leopold and Henry Miller

King Leopold of Belgium

A Typical European .Monarch, yet hi> King-
dom Could Only Fill One-half the Domain

of Americas Greatest Landowner,
Henry Miller

bears on its surface all the others.

Once get a clear idea of who owns the

land and the question of who controls

the natural resources is answered. Un-
fortunately land titles in the United
States are so involved that it is im-

possible to make a comprehensive
statement on the subject. It is easy,

however, to give specific examples
which are sufficient proof of the fact

that if the people are to save anything
of their birthright immediate action

and permanent watchfulness are ab-

solutely necessary. First of all, let it

be understood that the great railroad

companies are the least of land offend-

ers. They merely took with open
hands what a nation of spendthrifts

allowed its reckless or dishonest serv-

ants to throw away. It remained for

a small army of shrewd and un-

scrupulous men, some by taking ad-

vantage of loose land laws and some
by bribing public officials, to segregate

and set apart to their own use and
possession vastly greater portions of

the public land. Eighty years ago a
poor boy was born in Wurtemburg,
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Duke of Sutherland

One of the Largest English Landowners in

America. He Owns 422,000 Acres

Duke of Devonshire

Hold- 148,626 Acres of Land in the
I Hi ted States

Germany. He came to this country

in a sailing ship, drifted across coun-

try to California and went to work as

a butcher's boy, with nothing but his

day's wages to depend on. At the

present time, grown old and gray, this

butcher's boy, whose name is Henry
M iiler, owns and controls fourteen and

one-half million acres of rich and fer-

tile land—22,500 square miles—equal

in round numbers to the aggregate

area of the States of Massachusetts,

Connecticut, New Hampshire and

Rhode Island.

Try to grasp what that means ! And
then turn over in your mind all the

fairy stories and wonder tales that

have ever been dreamed and written

and then see how this true story of

the penniless German butcher boy,

who in fifty years became the absolute

owner in fee of a magnificent empire,

twice as large as Belgium, makes the

wildest of them sound commonplace!
How did Henry Miller get posses-

sion of all this land? Ask any man
from the Pacific coast and he will

wink a knowing wink. "Why, from
the government, of course—most of
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it," is as far as he cares to go for

publication. They are fast learning

out on the Pacific coast, where most
of the fat and fertile territory is divid-

ed up among a few great land kings,

that the crime of lese majesty is a seri-

ous one. Where one hundred men
hold title to 17,000,000 acres in the

valley of the Sacramento, alone, how
shall a common subject find the cour-

age to defy them by pointing out the

open and unblushing frauds by which
some titles are acquired? When
United States Senators, Congressmen,

a ( Ommissioner of the General Land
Office at Washington, and scores of

subordinate officials are proved to be

in the pay of the land grafters, a plain

American citizen-subject may be par-

doned if he hesitates to call down on

himself the wrath of the King!

One hears much of the evils of land-

lordism in Ireland. Henry Miller, a

single American land-owner, is lord

of the land over an area two-thirds as

large as the whole of the Emerald

Isle ! One pities the condition of the

down-trodden Irish peasants. Listen
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Duke of Rutland

Whose Possessions in America Include
70,039 Acres of Land

Duke of Portland'

Holds .")5.259 Acres of American
Soil

to this incident of daily life on one of

the Miller ranches:

One day Henry Miller, aforesaid,

drove up to the ranch house. Since

his last visit rats had eaten a brood of

young chickens.

"Rats, heh!" snorted Miller. "Sign
of decay ! Where's that damned tramp
of mine?"
How long will it take to develop

the servile and cringing spirit of

peasants, when one man can refer to

any of the people who live in his

kingdom—which is three times as

large as the State of New Jersey—as

"that damned tramp of mine?"
Go back to Ireland and recall how

the hand of absentee landlordism has
crushed the life out of that unhappy
people. Rut how about absentee land-

lordism in America? Suppose the

same dukes and earls and lords and
barons who own the soil of Great
Britain own as much more of the ter-

ritory of the United States? To most
people that supposition will sound like

an absurd and impossible jest. They
are invited to read the following in-

complete list of landlords in the

United States, who are not only

absentee but foreign landlords and
most of whom bear titles of English

nobility

:

Number of

Name. acres owned.
Duke of Bedford 51,085
Earl of Brownlow 57,799
Earl of Carlisle 78,540
Earl of Cawdor 51,538
Earl of Claveland 106,650

Earl of Derby 56,698
Duke of Devonshire 148,626

Lord of Londonsboro 52,655
Duke of Northumberland . . 191,460

Duke of Portland 55,259
Earl of Powls 46,005
Duke of Rutland 70,039
Lady Willoughbv 59,212
Sir W. W. Win' 91,612
Earl of Yarborough 54,57°
Baron Tweeddale 1,750,000

I '. ion II. Evans 700,000
Duke of Sutherland 422,000
W. Whaley, M.P 310,000
Robert Tenant 530,000
Lord Dunmore 120,000

Benjamin N'eugas 100,000
M. Ellerhousen 600.000
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Lord Dunraven

The Noted Yachtsman who Owns
60,000 Acres in America

Lord Houghton
Lord Dunraven
A Pee!, M.P. . .

Alexander Grant

60,000

60,000

10,000

35>ooo

The above list, which was made
twelve years ago, is most incomplete

and imperfect. At that time there

were fifty-six foreign individuals and
corporations which owned in the

United States land aggregating more
than 26,000,000 acres, a territory

much larger than the State of Indiana
and including four-fifths as much land

as all England. Kept in the public

domain and divided up into home-
steads it would have furnished 140,-

000 families with farms of 160 acres

each.

Since the list was compiled foreign

landlords have been the object of dis-

cussion and legislation both in Con-
gress and in several State Legisla-

tures. But any lawyer can explain

how simple it is to evade laws against

foreign landlordism. And the fact re-

mains—no matter how titles at pre-

sent may be involved in trusteeships

and local holding corporations—that,

in one way or another, a whole splen-
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did empire which once belonged to

the people has passed into the owner-
ship of foreign noblemen and capital-

ists.

Even more significant is the rapid

growth of enormous land holdings by

resident capitalists and corporations.

In 1870 there were only three thous-

and four hundred farms in the United
States which embraced more than

1,000 acres each. In 1880, this had
been multiplied by nine—nearly thirty-

thousand landholders held more than

1,000 acres each in fee simple. In

1900, when the last census was taken,

the number of farms containing more
than 1,000 acres had jumped to nearly

50,000, an increase of about 66 per

cent. And, in addition, the recently

organized trusts have, in almost every

case, got control of vast tracts of the

most valuable land in the country,

holding in the aggregate millions

upon millions of acres. Thus the

Standard Oil Company counts among
its assets considerably more than a

million acres of oil lands; the Steel

Trust holds in one tract coke lands

valued, on the authority of Charles M.
Schwab, at $60,000,000, and the

A. Peel

\ British M.P. with Large Land Holdings.
in America
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I Fnited States Leather Company
boasts title to 500,000 acres of hem-
lock timber. This list might be mul-

tiplied indefinitely, nor does it mention
even the corporations which are the

largest land holders. The lumber
companies dominated by Frederick

Weyerhaeuser, of St. Paul, for in-

stance, own and control timber areas

covering in the aggregate more than

30,000,000 acres, or almost the amount
of territory included within the State

of Wisconsin.

Lest it should be gathered that the

more or less fraudulent land barons

of the Pacific coast are the only great

individual land owners of the country
it may be mentioned in passing that

the late Col. D. C. Murphy, of New
York State, held title, when he died,

to more than four million acres of

farm lands ; that the late United
States Senator Farwell, of Illinois, his

brother and one or two other men.
owned three million acres of land

in Texas, and that Mrs. Virginia Ann
King, of Greenville, Texas, owns so

much land in one great ranch that it

is a drive of nearly fifty miles from
the porch of her manor house over
the flat, black prairies to the front

H..1.1-

Earl of Carlisle

78,510 Acres of American Lund

Lord Haughton

Owner of 60,000 Acres of American >uil

gate of her door-yard. These per-

sons are named merely as notable ex-

amples of a large and impressive class

great capitalists who in one way
or another have got possession of

great tracts of land, which once be-

longed to the people. It is no part of

the intention of this article to charge
or to insinuate that they or any of

them got title through fraudulent or

extra-legal means. They are cited

simply to illustrate in how reckless a

way the public domain has been dissi-

pated and to rouse, if possible, the

people to a realization of the vital

necessity of scrupulously safeguard-
ing the remnant which still remains.

Less than one hundred years ago
the public lands of the United States

embraced one billion, eight hundred
million acres. More than one-tenth
of the whole—and this of the choicest

—was granted, off hand, to railroad

and other corporations. Eighty mil-

lion acres went in grants to agricul-

tural and other schools and colleges,

more than sixty millions were dis-

posed of by the gift of soldiers' scrip

—a large part of which was bought
up for little or nothing by capitalists

—and seventy millions were given
75
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Frederick Weyerhaeuser

Connected with Companies <'( ml rolling 30,000,
000 Acres of Timber Lands

back to the several States as swamp
lands.

The balance sheet of the national

government in account with the people
on the subject of the public domain
may be roughly put as follows

:

Congress, Dr.,

To the PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES.

To the Public Domain 1.800, 000, (ioc

Credit :

Bv railroad and corporation
grants 192,500,000

By grants for schools and
colleges 80.000.000

By grants on soldiers" scrip 61,000,000
By grants of swamp lands to
states 70,000,000

Total 403.500.0CO
On hand 1908 75:>.nOO.OOO

1, 138.500, 000 1,158,500,000

Taken up by actual settlers and land
grafters Gil. 500,000

At first sight the grand total of 755,-
000,000 acres still remaining in the

public domain is most impressive. It

looks not at all like a desperate situa-

tion. It would furnish, if divided into

[60-acre tracts, farms for nearly five

million families. All this talk, then,

of a land famine is merely the attempt
of a reckless muckraker to start an-
other unfounded sensation!
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But wait ! We desire first of all, as

the side-show barker remarks, to call

your attention to the large animal in

the first cage to your right! That is

Alaska, with a total area of 270,000,-

000 acres, which is not likely to be

homesteaded by farmers for some
aeons. Subtracting that, one finds the

public domain cut nearly in two, with

four hundred millions of acres re-

maining. From that must be taken

the millions permanently locked up in

government forest reservations, na-

tional parks and other reserves. From
it must be taken also thousands of

square miles of mountains and deserts

which neither irrigation nor improved
dry farming will ever bring under the

plow.

In the end the people find them-
selves much in the position of the

spendthrift, who after running
through his patrimony, still boasts

himself rich, because half of his

safety-deposit vault is piled high with

wild-cat oil stock and other worthless

securities.

Stepping into the next tent your
careful attention is called to some
strange and wonderful statistics, col-

lected at vast expense and pains by
the daring hunters and explorers of

the census bureau.

In 1880 twenty-five out of every

hundred farmers in the United States

were tenant farmers—owning no land

of their own—working for a landlord

on shares or paying rental in some
other way. Twenty years later the

total number of farmers had increased

by more than a million, but the num-
ber of tenant farmers had increased

even more rapidly. In 1900 more
than thirty-five and a half out of every

hundred were working land that be-

longed to somebody else—and that in

a country where fifty years ago the

refrain of a popular song ran:

Uncle Sam has land enough
To give a farm to each of us

!

Never mind the fact that outside of

the farms two-thirds of all the fam-
ilies in America are paying rent for
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the roof over their heads—that doesn't

matter in the present discussion. The
fact of significance is that there were

in 1900—the number is much greater

now—no less than three million fam-

ilies of American tenant farmers

—

peasants in the making if the proper

definition of a peasant be an agricul-

tural laborer who works the land of

another. In down-trodden Ireland,

when it was most populous, there were
never more than 800,000 tenant

farmers.

Speaking generally, there are two
plans along which most of the great

landed estates in the United States

are managed. One method is that fol-

lowed by Samuel W. Allerton, of Chi-

cago, who, in addition to other great

interests, owns more than 40,000 acres

of improved farm lands in the great

central States of Illinois, Iowa and
Ohio. Mr. Allerton has adapted trust

methods to agriculture. Each of his

farms is a model of its kind and all

are operated under the general direc-

tion of a central office in Chicago.

Each farm is directly managed by a

resident superintendent, whv i3 held

strictly responsible tor results. All

the latest scientific methods are em-
ployed and the estate as a whole close-

ly resembles a great industrial corpor-

ation, with many widely scattered

plants, yet all enjoying the benefit of

collective buying in huge quantities

under the general direction of a high-

ly efficient executive, who cultivates

a spirit of rivalry among the various
farms and sees that all the superin-

tendents are kept up to the highest

pitch. This method, of course, does
away with even the quasi-indepen-
dence which the average tenant farmer
enjoys and makes all the residents em-
ployes on wages. When it is con-
sidered that Mr. Allerton also owns
the stockyards in several large cities

about which his farms are grouped, it

will be realized that he is logically ap-
plying trust methods to farming more
completely than in any other instance
which can be cited.

James J. Hill

The Canadian-born Railway Magnate who
Built the Great Northern Railroad With-

out Asking a Single Cent From the
People and Who has Xever

Passed a Dividend

Another method of managing a
great land estate is that which was
followed by the late Lord William
Scully, of London, who owned, in ad-
dition to other great tracts, 40,000
acres in one piece in Logan County,
Illinois. He rented all his lands for

cash, compelling his tenants to erect

all buildings and to make all other
improvements at their own expense,
at the same time forcing them to pay
all taxes on the land. The net an-
nual income from his Logan County
land was for some years about
$150,000.

Both methods tend towards the cre-

ation of that monopoly in land which
last year drove half a million of the
youngest, sturdiest and most ambiti-
ous of United States farmers across
the border into Can? da, voer? there
is still free land to be had by those
who will take the oath of allegiance
to King Edward and settle down to
honestly till the soil.

n



The Virtue of Thrift

By LORD ROSEBERY.

From the London Times.

Tl I i\ 1 FT is one of those virtues

—

there are, perhaps, more than
we think—which it is much

easier to preach about than to prac-
tise. To a Scotchman our reputation

in the world being what it is, it would
seem almost like carrying coals to

Newcastle to advocate thrift in any
shape or form. I will content myself
with repeating in the words of

Shakespeare—and they comprehend,
after all, the whole truth of the mat-
ter—that thrift is blessed, not merely
because of the accumulation of sub-
stance, but because of the foundation
and strengthening of character. My
definition of thrift will be this—get-

ting full value for your money and
looking ahead ; but, of course, the his-

toric definition which has given so

much comfort and encouragement to

thousands is that of Mr. Micawber.
What did Mr. Micawber say to David
Copperfield on a famous occasion ?

"Annual income £20, annual expendi-
ture £19 19s. 6d. ; result, happiness."
"Annual income £20, annual expendi-
ture £20 OS. 6d. ; result, misery." I

suppose that that is practically true.

Tt means in reality that a mail who is

beforehand with the world, in how-
ever small a degree, occupies a very
different position, relatively to the rest

of the world, from the man who is
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behindhand with it to however small

an extent. Of course, from the finan-

cial point of view of thrift, all know
very well that it is the foundation of

all opulence, all prosperity, even of

those colossal fortunes which we hear

of in America, but which we never

realize in this country.

It is perfectly true, I think, that Mr.
Andrew Carnegie, who began in the

very humblest circumstances of life in

the Town of Dunfermline, has worked
his way up to a colossal fortune,

which I cannot attempt to estimate,

but which I know by his beneficent

expenditure must be enormous, main-
ly by beginning with thrift. Recently
in the newspapers we had another ex-

ample of a lad who landed in South
Carolina 63 years ago with 12s. in his

pocket and died leaving ten millions

sterling. I do not mean to argue—

I

am not such a fool as to argue—that

it was by mere thrift that these colos-

sal fortunes have been accumulated;
but I am going tp argue, and it is my
profound faith, that they were in the

commencement founded on thrift, and
nothing but thrift. A small but sub-

stantial sum was accumulated, which
was so utilized by the genius of specu-

lation as to amass these enormous for-

tunes.

Now, I want to make an exception
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before I go any further. Whatever
thrift is, it is not avarice. There is a

broad distinction between thrift

and avarice. Mr. Micwaber in

his definition expressly, as it

seems to me, excludes avarice, because

the accumulation of sixpence at the

end of the year, which he indicates as

amounting to happiness, would cer-

tainly not satisfy any dream of avar-

ice. But avarice is not generous, and,

after all, it is the thrifty people who
are generous. All true generosity can

only proceed from thrift because it is

no generosity to give money which
does not belong to you, as is the case

with the unthrifty; and I venture to

say that of all the great philanthrop-

ists, all the great financial benefactors

of their species of whom we have any
record, the most generous have been

thrifty men.

Let us pass from the financial value

of thrift, which to me is not the great-

est, to that which results in the form-
ation of character. I know that many
people, when they read speeches about

thrift, say: "How can the poor be

thrifty? They have nothing to be

thrifty upon." Now the exact reverse

of the case is true. Strangely enough,
we have proof to the contrary in that.

by the experience of Edinburgh, of

Glasgow, of Manchester, and other

cities—it has been found that periods

of stress, and not periods of prosper-

ity, have been the most favorable for

thrift. But the case of Scotland is a

much more emphatic illustration of

this than any particular savings bank,
in however large a town it may be
situated in Scotland. The 18th cen-

tury, the time of perhaps her direst

poverty—at any rate, as compared
with other countries in the world

—

was the period of her greatest thrift.

One hundred and twenty years ago
there were probably not more than

£200.000 or £300.000 of current

coin in the whole of Scotland. When
you compare that with $14,000,000 of

deposits in the two savings banks of

Edinburgh and Glasgow you may ar-

rive at some computation as to the

difference of prosperity between the

Scotland of to-day and the Scotland

of that time. But that was the time

of Scotland's greatest thrift. It was
the time when her whole current coin-

age did not amount, it is calculated, to

£300,000; so much so, that in those

days we read that the one great ob-

ject of the Scottish peasant was thrift,

not for the sake of livelihood, but for

the sake of his funeral. To amass
enough money to obtain a decent fun-

eral was calculated, I think, at about

£2. These patient and self-denying

people amassed enough for that event

in their lives. They toiled and spun

and spared themselves for that pur-

pose, and, much more than that, they

maintained their own aged, their own
parents, their own relations. They
thought it a shame to take any money
from the public, and their spirit of

independence is, at least, equal to any
spirit of independence that we boast

of now. They scorned State assist-

ance ; they scorned that any should

maintain their families but them-
selves. They gave a little surplus in

charity, for there were plenty of reci-

pients in the beggars and tinkers of

the road. The nation at large was
thrifty, independent, self-respecting to

a degree known, perhaps, in no other

nation at no other period in the world.

When things were in this impover-

ished state in Scotland the Scots were
a source of terror to their southern

countrymen. Only the other day I lit

upon a caricature—an English carica-

ture, I need hardly say—dated 1780,

ten years after the time I am writing

of, when the current coin was so small

in number. The caricature represents

a Scotsman only half clad, with his

shoes on one shoulder and an essential

part of his dress on the other, bare-

footed, on his way to England, and
underneath it was written:

"The savage's breeks are on his

shoulders

So plainly seen by all beholders,

Half starved, half naked, but one
shoe

;

Vet by and by he'll ride o'er you."

Our great grandfathers—my great
79
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grandfather, at any rate, was living

at that time and in possession of his

estate—our great grandfathers did

great things in those days on a mess
of pottage. They had no more, but

with it they helped to mold the Em-
pire. They maintained their poor

without legal compulsion ; they sought

nothing from external help, and they

laid, in their nakedness and their bar-

renness, the foundations of the pros-

perity which reigns in Scotland at the

present moment. None of us would
care to live as they did. Some of the

poorest in our country would shrink

from the manner of life which was en-

dured by some of the noblest in those

days. We should not care to share

their privations, but we should not be

unwilling to be convinced that we pos-

sess their independence, their self-reli-

ance and their self-respect, and I re-

gard that as the greatest blessing re-

sulting out of thrift—independence of

character. Whether Scottish pride

arose out of Scottish thrift, or whether
Scottish thrift arose out of Scottish

pride, I really cannot decide ; but they

are closely intertwined, so closely that

you cannot, perhaps, separate them.

Rut, at any rate, the combination pro-

duced a character that has governed
the country.

When we talk of thrift producing
character we are equally at a loss to

know whether it is not thrift that is a

sign of character. Thrift means care,

foresight, tenderness for those depen-
dent on us. Whether those qualities

produce thrift or whether they are

produced by thrift, I will not venture

to say; but, at any rate, of this I am
certain, that they are inseparably in-

tertwined. You remember what the

last words were of Oliver Goldsmith,
one of the greatest geniuses that

ever lived in this island. You
remember he wrote the "Vicar
of Wakefield," that masterpiece

which has survived so many mas-
terpieces—he wrote the "Vicar of

Wakefield," if T remember aright, to

pay off a creditor, his landlady, or

another, and he was always in finan-

cial difficulties. When he lay dying,
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some one said to him, "Is your mind
at ease?" He replied, "No, it is not."

Those were his last recorded words.

You may be quite sure that if he had
united genius to thrift his last words
would have been something very dif-

ferent. But I said a moment ago that

it was a question rather of how can

the poor be thrifty. I will not go
into the question except to say that I

think that I have demonstrated that it

has been in the power of the poorest

to be thrifty in our country in the

past.

But there is, at any rate, one sort

of thrift which is in the power of the

very poorest, and which is to refrain

from waste. If I wanted to train a

child to be thrifty, I should teach him
to abhor waste. I do not mean waste
of money. That cures itself because

very soon there is no money to waste,

but I mean waste of material, waste

of something which is useful, which
may not represent any money value to

the waster. There is waste of what
does not belong to us, which is a very

common form of waste. There is a

waste of water. I am not speaking of

the waste caused by the pollution of

rivers, though that, perhaps, is the

most criminal form of waste which
exists in our midst. There is not a

river which flows round Edinburgh
that is not hopelessly and wantonly
polluted, so that it cannot be used for

any cleanly purpose. I am not speak-

ing of waste of water in that way, but

waste in private families among indi-

viduals, a waste of that precious ele-

ment which compels Edinburgh to go
seeking every 20 years or so for a

new source of water supply.

I remember being a member of a

small municipality of a small town in

the south of England. When this

question of waste came before us we
found that water was allowed to run,

and that every form of waste was in-

dulged in, because it cost nothing, and
so the result was a water famine that

summer. Again, let us take the waste

of gas and things of that kind. I be-

lieve that the Edinburgh town council

recently adopted a stringent measure
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for the prevention of the waste of gas

—but I am not resident in the city,

and so have not experienced this

rigor; but, at any rate, we all of us

must see that there is a constant waste
of things which cost nothing to waste,

and this is in reality an offence

against ourselves and against the

economy of the whole world. Now, if

you teach your children to be thrifty,

I would beg you to impress on them
the criminality of waste.

Now what is the example we
learn from great men in this respect?
I will take three foremost men of their

countries in the last century and a

half. I will take Washington,
Frederick the Great and Napoleon

—

Washington as thrifty a man of busi-

ness as ever lived ; Frederick the

Great, more than thrifty; Napoleon,

thrifty in detail to the utmost possible

extent. And then I take three other

names—three names familiar to us

Scotsmen, three names of great

Scotsmen, and there I find more diffi-

culty. I take Burns, Walter Scott and
Gladstone. Of course, the toughest

nut to crack is Burns. We, worship-

pers of Burns, are not accustomed to
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think of him as thrifty ; and, undoubt-

edly, from some points of view, he

was not thrifty, though he had un-

commonly little to be thrifty upon.

But no one can see the enormous out-

put of work that Burns did without

seeing that he must have had a great

thrift of time which is, perhaps, the

most important form in which we can

be thrifty. But I will abandon Burns

as a difficult subject. Walter Scott,

as we know, died ruined, but Walter

Scott was eminently thrifty. The

trouble with Walter Scott was that

he was ambitious and endeavored to

found too large a structure upon his

labor. His thrift went into business

which he did not understand, and,

therefore, the whole structure toppled

over. Of Mr. Gladstone I can speak

from personal knowledge. There was

no man so careful and thrifty in his

expenditure, combined with great

generosity and liberality. But no man

who ever saw that great man at work

could believe that it was anything but

a sin to waste anything, especially

time.

Now I want to refer to a larger

sphere of thrift ; and that, after all, is

the main point on which I wish to in-

sist. All great empires have been

thrifty. All great empires that were

meant to continue, to abide, were

thrifty. Taking the Roman Empire,

which, in some respects, as a centred

empire, was the greatest in history, it

lay like an iron clamp upon the face

of the world. It was founded on

thrift. When it ceased to be thrifty

it degenerated and came to an end.

Take the case of Prussia. It began

with a little, narrow strip of sand in

the North of Europe—"all sting," as

some one said from its shape and the

fact that its inhabitants were almost

all armed men—and it was nurtured

by the thrift of Frederick the Great's

father, who prepared a vast treasure

and a vast army by an economy which

we should call sordid, but which was

the weapon by which the greatness of

Prussia was founded, and from which

the present German Empire has

arisen. Take the case of France. In

my humble belief France is in reality

the most frugal of all nations. I am
not sure that the French always put

their money into the savings banks,

and, therefore, they do not figure so

well in the proportion of depositors

to the nation as some others may do

;

but, after the disastrous year of 1870,

when France was crushed for a time

by a foreign enemy and by a money
imposition which it seemed almost im-

possible that any nation could pay,

what happened? The stockings of

the French peasantry, in which they

had kept their savings of years, were
emptied into the chest of the State

and that huge indemnity and that war
expense was paid off in a time in-

credibly short. The other two nations

that I have spoken of were made by
their thrift, but France was saved by
her thrift.

Now we come to our beloved coun-
try. What are we to say of her in the

way of thrift. T am bound to say

that, speaking from that external

point of view. T am nut quite sure that

thrift is a governing consideration of

our Parliament at this moment.
To such a degree has this ab-

sence of thrift proceeded that it is

now a subject of joy to the econom-
ist that votes are passed under the

guillotine, because, when any vote

comes up for discussion, there is no
question of its diminution, but a hun-
dred voices for its increase ; and,

therefore, although politicians are apt

to complain of so many votes and so

much expenditure being pased under
the rigid rule of silence imposed by
the guillotine, the economist secretly

rejoices that such is the case. I do
think that it is wise for those who
have the government of our affairs

to remember that great empires only

live as long as they are thrifty. The
moment that they begin to waste or

disperse their resources the day of

their end is at hand ; and that is a fact

abundantly proved in history—proved

up to the hilt, I think, by all the ex-

amples which T have given you.
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TrIE "skyscrapers" of Xew York
have already begun to outlive a

good deal of their disrepute, and
indeed to command the credit that

belongs to all strong and original

building. Many of the lankest of

these buildings are beyond a doubt
basely and irretrievably utilitarian ;

but from the beginning there were
architects who perceived that "sky-

scrapers" were inevitable, and who
set to work to design the most scien-

tific, and architecturally the most
noble, buildings which the circum-

stances permitted. This, after all, is

the true and common, if not the

final, function of architecture—to

produce the most scholarly design

which is appropriate to the uses the

building will be put to, and which
abides by the limitations of site and
cost imposed by the architect's em-
ployers. The limitations in New
York have long been strict, and they

daily become stricter. The city is

built upon an island from which
escape can only be made by bridges,

tunnels and steamers. The pres-

sure at the business end of the city,

which is at the point of the island,

and therefore on the edge of the wa-
ter, is intense, and the value of build-

ing-land is fabulous. Geographical

and financial reasons both prevent

the business houses from xpanding

horizontally, and therefore they

must extend vertically—towards the

sky. When the necessity for this
83
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is recognized universally—and we
should think it almost is by this

time—a new era is certain to come
in which taste will undergo a con-

siderable revolution. The '"sky-

scraper" will be more and more
praised as a characteristic product of

the American genius, and it will be
judged in practice, not by the mere
fact that it is a "skyscraper," but by
the kind of "skyscraper" it is.

The great Singer building in New
York—nicknamed the Singerhorn

—

was finished not long ago. It has
forty-five stories. This is a notable
increase of height on the Park Row
Syndicate building, which a few
years since astounded the world with
its twenty-six stories. Londoners
may try to measure the Singerhorn
by thinking of Queen Anne's Man-
sions, our nearest approach to a

"skyscraper," which have at the
highest part only fourteen stories.

The cupola of the Singerhorn is six

hundred feet above Broadway. But
forty-five stories are by no means
the limit. While the Singerhorn was
being built the Metropolitan Life

Assurance Company glorified its

original plans for a new building,
and announced that it would build
fifty stories, and that its tower
would be nearly a hundred feet

higher than the Singerhorn. The
Metropolitan is already in existence,

and still the competition continues.
The Equitable Life Assurance Soci-
ety, not content with fifty stories,

promises a building of sixty-two

—

half as high again as the Singerhorn.
Where is the sky-ward race to end?
Mr. Gilder says: "I, for one, should
not be amazed were the next few
years to bring into being an office

building of nearly a hundred stories,

rising twelve hundred feet from base
to cupola. Already there is report
of a thousand-foot building, to oc-

cupy in part the site of the Mills
building in Broad Street; and the
Scientific American has pointed out
that the present local Building Code,
by permitting a pressure of fifteen

tons per square foot under the foot-
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ings on a rock bottom, where caisson

foundations are used, implicitly

authorizes the construction of a two-
thousand-foot building of the Singer
type, capable of subdivision into a

hundred and fifty stories, each thir-

teen feet four inches high." But
that, as Mr. Gilder says, may be dis-

missed as a reductio ad absurdum.
It might be thought that the tallest

"skyscrapers" already existing are

not safe, but no building of this kind
is exactly what it appears to be. It

is a great steel cage, simply clothed

with stone, brick, or marble ; it is not

so heavy, or so top-heavy, as one
might suppose; and the foundations

go proportionately deep below the

surface. The invisible part is not

nearly so large as the submerged
part of an iceberg, but it is still an
essential and most important part

of the construction. It is only twen-
ty years ago that the first offices

were reared upon the scientific

foundation which has made all the

subsequent "skyscrapers" possible.

And in these twenty years the sky-

lin e of New York has been
transformed out of all recog-

nition. It is as thought an
Alpine range had been thrust

upwards by some slow volcanic pres-

sure. Mr. Gilder says : "As to the

impressiveness of the present sky-

line as seen from the East River,

the Hudson or the Bay, there can be
no question. Nothing of its kind
exists elsewhere. . . . The im-

mense masses of masonry, hundreds
of feet high, above which ascend
towers and turrets conspicuously
higher, produce an effect grandiose
in the extreme. At night, one seems
to be approaching a city set upon a

hill, the innumerable lights produc-
ing, here and there, the effect of

winding roads leading upward from
the level waterside. And visible for

many a mile, above all other objects,

the shaft of the Singer building, il-

luminated within and without by
countless lights, glows like a lily

in the pool of night."

Recently we wrote of the Venetian
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effect of this lofty city as the trav-

eler approaches it from the sea. It

i= perhaps the nearest modern coun-
terpart of of what ancient Tyre was
with its tall buildings—tall for the
very reason that the New York
buildings are tall. But we said
nothing of the breaks and decora-
tions of the tops of the houses as
they are seen against the sky. It is

obvious that the regulated architec-
ture of the future will concern itself

much with this variegated line, for

if the buildings were allowed to rise

to a uniform level, sunshine and
fresh air would be shut out for ever.

As a consumer of light and air the
'".-kyscraper" is already enough of a
vampire. Madison Square is almost
without sunshine in the winter.
Within the last few weeks a com-
mittee has been appointed in Xew
York to revise the Building Code,
and it is expected that a limit to
height will be recommended. Mr.
Flagg, the architect of the Singer-
horn, has a definite proposal to
make, apparently with the approval
of most of his brother-architects.
This is that no "facade shall rise

more than one hundred feet above
the street; and that only one quar-
ter of the lot on which a building
stands shall be covered by any part
of the building which rises to a
greater height than this; and that
such higher part shall come no
nearer the front line of the building
than that line comes to the curb."
To the height of the tower itself he
would fix no bounds. The meaning
is clear. The dead skyline of the fu-
ture city will not rise extravagantly
high, but above it, like particular
peaks upon a chain of mountains,
will be towers and domes and pin-
nacles, through which the sun may
shine and the breezes blow. Xew
York will be a towered city. And
then of course this stvle of archi-
tecture will be imitated all over the
world. It is really the legitimate
product of peculiar conditions, and
it will be illegitimate wherever those
conditions do not exist. But that

will not be thought to matter. Have
not unsuitable styles of architecture
always been transplanted? Do not
people who live in hilly countries
gravely set up obelisks in their val-

leys, though obelisks were designed
originally to be signs and memorials
in fiat deserts? But to Xew York,
at all events, will belong the fame of
originality among all the towered
cities of the world. The towers of
Xew York will be reckoned as char-
acteristic as the minarets of a Mo-
hammedan city, as the bell-towers
of Russia, as the pillar-towers of
India, as the peels of Scottish for-

tresses, as the pagodas of China, or
as the campaniles of Italy.

This is a very attractive prospect
in its way, but the disadvantages
give one pause At an exhibition in

Xew York lately the models and
diagrams demonstrating the condi-
tions of the congested population
were quite a "sensation." When
humanity is strung upwards towards
the clouds in increasing numbers is it

likely that these conditions can be
easily improved? We need not spend
sympathy on those who will live at
the top like rooks in lofty elms.
Their offices and habitations will
sway a few feet this way and that in

gales, and they will be told, like

visitors to the Eiffel Tower, that
this elasticity in a steel structure is

the proof of stability. These people
too, will breathe a free and fresh air.

But those who live in the dense and
contaminated strata below will
sacrifice much to convenience. Will
every member of this population in

layers have the necessary amount of
cubic air-space?

Express and slow elevators are
already familiar in Xew York. The
system of "non-stop" journeys will

have to be extended. Xo one, we
should think, would go up to the
sixtieth floor in a slow elevator. But
some day may there not be yet a
further architectural development?
Ic is not beyond the bounds of
imagination that light bridges will
be thrown across the chasms.
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Edited Everj [tem in it for Many Years

Memoirs of a Great Editor

By the DEAN OF CANTERBURY

From the Cornhill Magazine.

HAVING been closely associated

with Mr. Delane, the famous

editor of the Times, as a writer

of leading articles under him for some

fifteen years, I was asked ten years

at the instance of some

of his friends, to contribute some ac-

i ount of him to a series of papers on

great editors, projected by the Phila-

delphia Evening Post. This article,

though written at that time, only ap-
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peared last February, but it will thus

be seen that it is independent of the

recent publications on the subject.

Perhaps the first and most import-

ant poinl to he mentioned about Mr.

I
)< lane and his methods is that he

maintained an absolute mastery of the

whole of the paper in all its details.

He controlled with the utmost thor-

oughness every branch of it. I do

not suppose, indeed, that he troubled
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himself with the advertisements, nor
can I say how far he trusted the law
reports to a professional eye, except

that a case of public interest would
be sure to attract his notice before

publication ; but, with such technical

exceptions as these, he "read," in the

press sense of the word, everything

which was to appear in the paper the

next morning, and edited it so as to

ensure that the whole was in har-

mony, and was fitted to produce one
clear impression on the public mind.
The telegrams, the correspondent's

letter, the observations in Parliament,

were all kept in view in the leading

article, and were themselves kept in

due relation to one another. This, of

course, involved the principle that he
kept strictly in his own hands the in-

itiative of all that was to appear in the

paper, and especially of the leading
articles. No one, while Delane was
editor of the Times, could obtain the

insertion of articles which he had
written of his own motion or at the

suggestion of others.

One of my earliest experiences is

an instance in point. Having had no
subject sent to me for several days,

I ventured, at the instance of a per-

son of high distinction who was a

great friend of Delane's, to write an
article and offer it to him. But it was
at once returned to me with one of
Delane's inimitable notes, saying:

/ return you this article, because it

is, I assure you, essential that what-
ever is to appear in the Times should
proceed from the initiative of whoever
holds my place, and not from that of
any other person, however highly
esteemed. The effect of anv diver-
gence from this principle would be to

deprive your contributions of any
value, and to prevent their being ac-
cepted as embodying the opinions of
the Times, which must, believe me, be
those of no other than

Yours faith fully.

JOHN T. DELANE.

That note exactly expresses the

principle on which his whole work as

editor was carried through. He in-

sisted on being himself responsible for
all the news supplied to the public ; he
was solely responsible for the inter-

pretation of those news and for the
comments upon them. He selected
the letters addressed to the Time*
which were to be published; he chose
the books which were to be reviewed,
and exercised an independent judg-
ment on the reviews which were sup-
plied

; he was scrupulous as to the
way in which even small matters of
social interest were announced and
handled. In short, the paper even-
morning was not a mere collection of
pieces of news from all parts of thr

world, of various opinions, and of
more or less valuable essays. It was
Mr. Delane's report to the public of
the news of the day, interpreted by
Mr. Delane's opinions, and directed
throughout by Mr. Delane's principles
and purposes.

This method of editing was infinite-

ly laborious. Even when the Times
was much less than its present size,

the task of "reading," correcting, and
controlling from forty to fifty col-

umns of new matter every night was
immense. But Mr. Delane never
shrank from it, and it certainly gave
the paper as a whole a unity, a cohe-
sion, an interest, and an effectiveness

which can be obtained by no other
method.

But, of course, there was one quali-

fication which was indispensable for

such editing. It needed an adequate
acquaintance with every field of the
varied human life which was reflected

in the pages of the paper, and this

acquaintance Delane enjoyed by virtue
of a rare experience. He had brought
away from his undergraduate career
at Oxford what, after all, was the
best endowment of university life in

those days—a general literary culture
and capacity, combined with a general
knowledge of affairs and a wide sym-
pathy with men. The foundation of
his character was a robust and genial
human nature, which loved real action
of all kinds, and delighted to throw
itself into the current of public life.
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He is said to have supported him-

self at Oxford by writing for the pro-

vincial press, and his great enjoyment

was hunting. He was a bold and fine

'

rider, and his delight in that English

sport was typical of his whole char-

acter. When he came, as a very

young man. to London, he took a part

for a while in reporting and other

secondary branches or newspaper

work. He was called to the Bar, and

he attended the hospitals for some

terms. He was always fond of medi-

cal and surgical knowledge, and he

has more than once mentioned to me

his experience in Paris under the

great French physiologist, Magendie.

Although, therefore, he was neither a

scholar, nor a lawyer, nor a doctor,

he was a good deal of each, and he

was able to follow the varying de-

velopments of those great spheres of

thought and life.

But these varied elements of a

many-sided character were brought to

practical perfection, for the purposes

of his work, by his social capacities

and opportunities, which were of the

rarest kind. He was the most agree-

able of companions,and all the best

classes of London society were soon

open to him. He took advantage of

these opportunities with extraordinary

tact. While availing himself freely of

the hospitality offered him on all

sides, he maintained in all societies his

dignity and independence; and Lord

Palmerston was not making any

formal excuse when, on being rallied

in the House of Commons upon exert-

ing an undue influence through the

editor of the Times, he simply replied

that Mr. Delane's company was so

agreeable as to be always welcome.

Mr. Delane did not deny that one of

his objects in society was to obtain

news, or, at least, the means of un-

derstanding news; and it required a

rare delicacv to be able to turn to ac-

count the information he might gather

without taking any undue advantage

of the confidence or frankness of his

hosts. But he succeeded in doing this

with wonderful success, and, conse-

quently, he was day by day gleaning

in society, in the intercourse of draw-

ing-rooms or clubs, the information

which enabled him to form a just

apprehension of every subject which

arose in the evening's news.

The course of a day's work in his

prime will best illustrate his capacity

in this respect. He rarely left the

office in Printing-House Square be-

fore five o'clock in the morning, and

walked to his small house in Ser-

jeants' Inn, a little square off Fleet

Street, about a quarter of a mile dis-

tant. When he rose, he would spend

three or four hours in arranging the

work of the day, writing and answer-

in* letters; and sometimes, especially

in my vears of apprenticeship. I would

receive a letter from him about six

o'clock giving me my subject and my

cue for the work of the evening. But

about the middle of the afternoon his

horse was brought to him, and, fol-

lowed by his groom he rode away to-

wards the West End. He said to me

once that if he started to walk from

Fleet Street along the Strand to Pall

Mall or Westminster he would never

o-et there, as so many people would

buttonhole him. But on his horse,

which he rode slowly, he could greet

them and go on. When the Houses

of Parliament were in session he

would always ride down to them,

stroll into the House of Commons or

the House of Lords as he pleased,

stand under the gallery, and acquaint

himself with the parliamentary situa-

tion of the day. Peers or members

who were concerned in the current

business would speak to him, and thus

In- was always in touch with the pre-

valent feeling and tendency in both

Houses.

Thence he would ride on to the

Athenaeum or the Reform Club, and

there he was sure to meet someone in-

terested in the political or scientific or

legal question of the hour; or else he

would ride on to Lady Palmerston s

house in Piccadilly, -.r to Baroness

Lionel de Rothschild's, or some other

grea i leader of political or social life,

a,,d carry away at least as much sug-

gestion or information as he brought.
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In the evening the days must have

been rare when he was not, or could

not have been, dining in some society

which brought him once more into

contact with the current interests and
living thoughts of the hour. He was
thus always learning and observing,

living in the best life of London from

day to day, hearing the questions of

the moment discussed from the most
various points of view, and gaining

an appreciation of the men and the

influences which were determining the

course of events.

In his best time, moreover, he was
treated with great confidence by Min-
isters of State. A Minister who was
engaged in carrying through some im-

portant measure would take Delane at

least so far into confidence as to en-

able him to understand the real bear-

ings of what was done and said in

public; and even during critical situa-

tions in foreign affairs I have seen at

night short notes from the Minister

of the day, which sufficed to indicate

the direction in which it was desirable

that public opinion should be guided.

This was to a vast extent the secret

of Delane's power as an editor. His
paper reflected the real state of the

English world in London because it

reflected him, and because in his mind
were reflected the varying thoughts
and influences of the several men and
women by which and by whom the

course of English life was at the mo-
ment being determined. The Times
held up a mirror to the public because
Delane, who molded it from day to

day, was himself the mirror—a mir-
ror, indeed, which so far modified
the reality as it brought all which it

reflected to a focus and an object, but
in which all the elements of the life of
the day found their place.

Delane generally came away from
dinner in time to reach Printing-
House Square about ten p.m., or, at

least, before eleven, and then he had
to bring to bear upon the materia^
laid before him, whether of the tele

graph, or of parliamentary reporters,

or correspondents' letters, the knowl-
edge of the real position of .ifTairs

which he had been gaining during the

day. There were generally two or

three leader-writers in attendance, in

separate rooms, and in a short time-

after his arrival he would send to each

of them, unless they had been previ-

ously instructed, the subject he wished
them to treat. If its treatment were
obvious, he would leave them to them-

selves with no more than a verbal

message. But if it were a matter of

difficulty or doubt he would soon come
into the writer's room, and in a few
minutes' conversation indicate the

line which it was desirable to take,

and the considerations which the

writer should have in the back-

ground. He never gave these sug-

gestions in such detail as to hamper
original treatment on the writer's

part. A few interesting and humor-
ous observations would suffice to il-

lustrate the true state of the question

and to indicate the purpose to be kept

in view, and then the more original

the writer's treatment of the subject

the better he was pleased. His influ-

ence in such conversations was due

not so much to his authority as editor

as to the impression he produced of

mastery of the whole situation. To
talk to him was like talking to the

great political or social world itself,

and one's mind seemed to move in a

larger sphere after a short discussion

with him. He always listened patient-

ly to inquiries or hesitations, and was
tolerant of everything but trivialities.

Those midnight conversations are

among the most interesting and in-

structive reminiscences of my life,

and they were among, the chief plea-

sures of my work in Printing-House

Square. In connexion with them there

is one characteristic of him to be par-

ticularly mentioned : it is that he ele-

vated every subject that he touched.

I never remember, even in the heat of

the most rapid exchange of thoughts

and suggestions, one undignified or

common thought or expression escap-

ing him. He spoke of all subjects of

consequence as involving deep human
interests, and he treated them, and
helped us to treat them, under that
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aspect. In a word, he maintained as

an editor, under whatever strain and
whatever provocation, the part of a

great gentleman, and it was a gentle-

manly as well as a literary education

to work under him.

One of the first things he had to do
when he came to the office at night

was to determine what subjects should

be treated in the leaders for the next

day. He always, of course, had some
ready written which he used in emer-
gency. His witty colleague, Sir

George Dasent, used to call these

leaders the "marmalade articles," be-

cause they were "an excellent substi-

tute for butter at breakfast." They
were, however, a very valuable ele-

ment in the paper, as they were gener-

ally reviews of some important in-

formation which had lately been made
public.

Delane kept a close eye upon par-

liamentary blue books, in which the

most interesting facts are frequently

buried; and often, when there was no
more urgent subject, I have thrown
the substance of one of such blue

books into a leading article. But
Delane's main object with the leading

articles was to treat with the utmost
promptness every question as it arose.

He hated all delay or dallying with

the subjects of the day. In connexion
with this habit, his publication of cor-

respondence was characteristic. Now-
adays, when some interesting topic has

been started by a correspondent, two
or three days may elapse before a

reply is printed, and so, instead of a

quick return of question and answer,

observation and counter-observation,

a succession of letters drop casually

into the columns of the paper, and

people have forgotten one letter be-

fore another appears. But Delane, as

he once said to me, liked to serve his

dishes up to the public "hot and hot."

A subject once started was followed

up smartly until it was exhausted. In

the same way, in the leaders, the news
of the evening or the debate of the

evening was treated the next morn-
ing, and the reader found in the same
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number of the paper the subject-mat-

ter and the comment on it.

It was particularly gratifying when
the race was over to be cheered by a

generous note of thanks from him,

written after the paper had gone to

press, perhaps when he had gone
home about five in the morning, and
before he went to bed. Here is one
example out of many

:

My dear Wace,—Though I have
come home here, I cannot go to bed
without congratulating you upon your
admirable army article of this morn-
ing. It does you great honor and re-

flects as much credit upon the paper.

Ever yours,

JOHN T. DELANE.
His gift for writing little letters of

this kind was one of his great accom-
plishments. Among the many hun-
dreds of letters I received from him
there was not one which was not

gracefully as well as tersely express-

ed, and which might not have been
published as it was written. How-
ever hurriedly he had to write, he
never wrote "in haste," and never

used the loose shorthand of common
colloquial expressions. Here is a char-

acteristic specimen, from the last

years of his career, of the sort of

letter in which he would propose the

evening's subject:

My dear Wace,—/ think you zvill

find a fair subject in the letter from
the Cape; but if you agree with me,

and will do it with interest, I should

like an article recommending the

adoption of the earliest opportunity

for a mediation in Turkey. The terms,

indeed, must be altogether recon-

sidered, since the "bag and baggage"
policy was advocated. The Turks

have shown that they are second to no

European power in the Held, and have
justified tlie boasting wJiicli seemed so

out of place during the Conference.

England is alone capable of urging an

armistice, if. indeed, there is now time

for it.

Ever yours,

JOHN T. DELANE.
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Just a word or two in this way
would give the cue, and the rest was
left to the writer. But to return to

his work at night : there was another

element in it which completed his

power. This was the extraordinary

thoroughness of his editorial revision.

He watched with the utmost care not

merely the substance and the general

argument of an article, but every de-

tail of expression. He could correct

commas at 3.30 a.m., and would write

one of his brilliant little notes at that

hour to warn a writer against an in-

correct expression. I remember his

once writing to me at that hour to

protest against my using the word
"action" to describe an act. "Action,"

he said, "is properly used only of a

military action or an action at law."

I think he was wrong, on the author-

ity of the Scriptural expression : "The
Lord is a God of knowledge, and by
Him actions are weighed" ; but the

vigilance which could insist on such
a point in the heat and haste of edit-

ing illustrates the indefatigable con-

scientiousness of his work.

He extended the same vigilance to

the ordinary work of reporters and
to the simplest paragraphs. I remem-
ber his being particularly indignant

with the use of the slipshod phrase

that a marriage, or a funeral, or a race

had "taken place." It was mere
slovenliness of expression, he said, in-

stead of saying that a marriage had
been solemnized or a race run. He
exerted a valuable influence in this

way toward maintaining in the public

mind a standard of correct English

writing.

He was very considerate if one of

his subordinates was in real difficulty,

as from illness or domestic trouble,

but in the ordinary course of work he

would take no excuses. A man must
do the work given him, and do it well,

or else Delane had no place for him.

I am not competent to describe an-

other and most important sphere of

his work—his instructions to the reg-

uular and special correspondents of

the paper, and his own correspon-

dence with public men. Something of

it is known, though imperfectly, from
the story of his vigorous action at the

time of the Crimean War ; but there

is good reason to believe that he

played a much larger and more im-

portant part in public affairs than is

generally known. In fact, he wielded

a power, in his prime, of which pub-

lic men were obliged to take account.

He may well, in such a position,

have made occasional mistakes, but it

is a marvel they were so few ; and
perhaps it is still more to his honor

that, amidst all the flattering influ-

ences, personal and public, by which

he was surrounded, be remained to

the last a simple, strong, independent

character, a robust and generous Eng-
lishman to the backbone, intolerant of

all unrealities, a great man of action,

whose delight was in using his rare

powers for public ends and for the

good of his country, and at the same

time a staunch and affectionate

friend, full of sympathy, courtesy and

dignity. It was because he was a

great and good man that he was a

great editor, and it is to his manly

finalities T would render chief homage
in this inadequate tribute.

Electric Locomotive Drawing Train From St. Clair Tunnel 01



Agricultural Co-operation in Denmark

By JOH. DALHOFF.

From the International Review.

A TRAVELER who visited Den-
mark wrote that one of the
most interesting things he had

observed was that even the pigsties

on the farms were provided with elec-

tric light. Although that is not the
rule, yet it is the skilful management
of the small farms and the ability and
training of the farmers which have
built up the reputation of Danish agri-

culture. The same reasons also ex-
plain its great productivity, which is

illustrated inter alia by the fact that
butter, eggs and pork to the value of
about £15,000,000 are annually ex-
ported to England, and horses, cattle

and other Danish agricultural com-
modities to the value of about £3,-
500,000 to Germany. Of course the
large agricultural estates in Denmark,
comprising one-tenth of the area of
the country and each about 600 acres
in extent, contribute their share of
this total, but the larger share, both
absolutely and relatively, comes from
the moderately large and small hold-
ings of the tenant farmers and cot-
tagers, the number of which amounts
almost to 180,000. The reason for

this flourishing condition of Danish
agriculture is to be found partly in

the practical and social subdivision
of estates, the wide prevalence of pri-

vate ownership, the firm political posi-

tion of the fanners, the comparatively
light taxation imposed by the State on
agriculture, which is not artificially

fostered by any protective system, and
other similar circumstance-, and part

ly in the sound education and train-

ing of the peasant class. Universities
92

and agricultural technical schools are

attended year after year by thousands
of young men and women, and in the

country there are few houses in which
newspapers or periodicals are not

taken in.

But to a great extent the strength

of Danish agriculture lies in the sen-

sible form of co-operation, organized

on the sharing-system, a system more
widespread in Denmark than in any
other country.

This co-operation is carried on in

associations of producers and con-

sumers.

Of productive associations the most
important, economically speaking, and
the most celebrated are the co-opera-

tive dairies. The first dairy of the

kind was established in West Jutland

in 1882, and at the present day the

number has risen to 1,086. The in-

centive to the foundation of these

dairies and the cause of their subse-

quent development on so large a scale

must be looked for in the practical

conflicts of the seventies and eighties,

which sharply defined the cleavage

between the peasants and landowners,
and forced the peasants into close

combination. One main reason also

lay in economic and technical develop-

ment After Denmark had for many
years carried on a large export of sur-

plus wheat, it was obliged to make a

change, and lay chief stress on cattle-

raiding.

To be able to compete with success

in the English market, it was neces-

sary to adopt in practice the latest

technical improvements, methods and
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apparatus (sterilization, centrifugal

machines, etc.). such as several ex-

perts strongly recommended at the

time. The requisite capital could be

obtained by most agriculturists only

through joint-subscription ; and politi-

cal circumstances, combined with the

democratic temperament of the Dan-
ish farmers, stamped these arrange-

ments with their special character.

To set up a co-operative dairy the

partners lend the necessary capital,

which bears interest and is redeemed
within ten years. The members joint-

ly guarantee the loan in proportion to

the number of their cows. At the

general meeting, the supreme organ
of the undertaking, all as a rule have
one vote: in exceptional cases, there

are variations of this : as. for example,
that the owners of ten or more cows
have two votes and the rest one vote.

The general meeting elects from their

number a board of management with

a president, who is frequently trea-

surer as well and is responsible for

keeping the accounts and the daily

superintendence of the dairy. The
management is conducted by a dairy-

expert, appointed by the board, and
the whole enterprise is always kept

up to the level of the latest technical

and hygienic developments. The dairy

has the fresh milk fetched daily from
the members, which is paid for ac-

cording to its percentage of cream
and is returned as skim. The annual

profits are distributed in proportion

to the quantity of milk delivered.

The number of partners in the 1,100

dairies amounted in 1907 to about
160,000 and the number of farms and
cow-owners altogether is about 180,-

000. Thus nearly nine-tenths of the

latter are connected with co-operative

enterprises. Those who stand aloof

are chiefly holders of very large or
very small farms. The very large
farms frequently have their own dairy,
and a family with only one cow must
often require all the milk for their
own use. These results are plainly
derived from the following figures

:

Size of farm.

Percentage
Total number sending the

of co\\> on milk to co-oper-
the farms. ative dairies.

y2 hectare
1

3,400 58
3^—60 ha 828,500 85
60—240 ha 145,400 72
240 ha 60,200 37

As regards the annual output of the

co-operative dairies it is stated that

in 1907 they received 2,250 million

kgs. of milk, from which, apart from
cheese, for which no figures are avail-

able, about 85 million kgs. of butter

were produced. At least three-quar-

ters of this total go by swift and reg-

ular steamboat communication to

English ports, and can be sold a few
days later at the highest prices to

English consumers, thanks to the

uniformly excellent quality.

The separate dairies have gradually
entered into combination with one an-

other, partly through dairy associa-

tions, butter exhibitions and so on,

partly through joint purchases of ma-
chines, whereby the dairies are

equipped with machines and appar-
atus, and kept in repair in the cheap-
est way. There is also a common ac-

cident insurance scheme for the

dairies.

Following the pattern of the co-

operative dairies the next thing was
the institution of co-operative slaugh-
terhouses, owing to Germany and
England prohibiting the import of

live hogs.

The first co-operative slaughter-

houses were built in 1887. Their
number at present is 34. with about

93,300 partners, possessing some 190,-

000 hogs. Here, too, the moderately-
sized holdings are most strongly re-

presented. In the establishment of

co-operative slaughterhouses, how-
ever, many difficulties arose. In the

first place, because the equipment of

a slaughterhouse is much more ex-
pensive than that of a dairy. The
capital of most slaughterhouses runs
from €8.750 to €tt.2;o, as com-
pared with £1.250 to £1.500 for the

dairies. A slaughterhouse requires,

therefore, a much larger number of
93
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partners, from 1,000 to 6,000, as com-
pared with 150 in the dairies. Again,
there is keen competition between the

co-operative and private slaughter-

houses. The constitution and manage-
ment of the slaughterhouses closely

resemble those of the dairies. The
partners purchase the hogs at a price

depending on the quality as well as

on the quantity of the flesh, and the

profits are divided according to the

number of hogs delivered. Altogether,

in the 34 slaughterhouses, about \%
million hogs are killed annually, be-

sides a small number of cattle.

*A hectare=2a. iro. 35po.

Finally, reference must be made to

poultry-raising and the export of
eggs. After several years of strenu-
ous agitation for Danish eggs the
"Dansk Andels Aegexport" was
founded in 1895. The country was
divided into districts, the members of
which pledged themselves to deliver

new-laid eggs, collected daily. Every
egg is stamped with the number of
the member and his district, so that
the producer may always be traced.

The receipts from the sale of the
eggs, after deducting expenses, are
divided among the members on the
usual sharing-principle.

Later, several other selling societies

were instituted, and these more than
anything else have brought about the
agricultural prosperitv of Denmark in

the last ten years. The value of the
exports of Danish eggs has risen from
£375,000 in T8Q7 to £1,400,000 in

TQ06. A large portion of this monev
goes directly to thousands of very
small holdings.

Not only the interests of producers,
but those of consumers also, are look-
ed after by the Danish agricultural
associations. For this purpose asso-
ciations for the purchase of foodstuffs
and seeds have been formed in many
parts of the country. But the econ-
omic and particularly the social im-
portance of the widespread system of
ordinary consumers' associations is

still .greater. The Danish "Unshold-
ninsrs " or " Brugsforeningen "
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(Household Associations) were dir-

ectly modelled on the famous society

of Rochdale Pioneers. The first Dan-
ish society of this kind was founded
in 1866, in a commercial town of

West Jutland. It was called into ex-

istence by the parson of the town,

who studied the English societies in

order to be materially helpful to his

parishioners, and then established a

similar enterprise in his native town.
In the first few years this society

found few imitators, but the peasants

took up the idea, while it developed

no great importance in the towns.

Each society is managed by a member
appointed for the purpose. The mem-
bers are jointly responsible for the

obligations of the society, and the net

profits are distributed to each mem-
ber in proportion to the sum total of

his purchases. The number of these

societies amounted in 1875 to 95 ; in

1892 to 547 with 75,000 members; in

1898 to 837 with 130,000 members; in

1905 to about 1,000 with 158,000

members. The number of country

residents amounts, however, in all to

300,000.

The idea of a combination of the

separate consumers' associations was
carried into effect in Copenhagen in

1896. To become a member, the

separate associations must subscribe

for shares to the value of £5 12s. od.

apiece for at least 20 members, and
with the amount subscribed guarantee
the obligations of the combined so-

ciety. This society, which has moved
in the present year into a large new
building in Copenhagen, has an an-

nual turnover of about £1,750,000. Ir

has branches in the country, and pos-

sesses several factories.

At the head of the whole system of

associations in the country there has

been since T898 an Association Com-
mittee, of which Hogsbro, the Min-
ister of Public Works, was recently

elected president.

The system of agricultural associa-

tions is more widespread, perhaps, in

Denmark, and has gained their a

greater social and economic import-

ance than in any other country.



Brown of the New York Central

By W. T. A.

From the Post Magazine.

ONE cold winter day, just forty

years ago, "Jim" Hamilton, the

station agent of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad, at

Sioux City, stood on the platform,

muffled in his warm fur coat, watch-
ing a gang of section hands piling

cordwood alongside the track in the

train yard. Wood was cheap and
plentiful in the West in those days
and coke had not yet supplanted it as

fuel. But it kept a small army of men
busy most of the time replenishing

the wood piles along the line.

Among the workers, Hamilton no-
ticed one red-faced youth who put
more energy and intelligence into his

work than any of his companions. He
was agile ; he lost no time in passing
from one pile to another; he piled

wood just as though he were doing
the most important work on the whole
railroad. Hamilton strolled over and
watched him at close range. Finally,

he spoke to him.

"Say, boy," he said, "how would
you like an inside job? I need an
active young fellow like you to work
around the station. The job would
be easier than what you're doing
now."

"Thank you," replied the boy, "but
I ain't looking for a soft snap."
"What's your name?"
"Brown."
"Well, good luck, Brown," said

Hamilton as he turned on his heel.

Brown, the section hand of 1869, is

William C. Brown, who has succeed-
ed President Newman as head of the
Vanderbilt system of railroads. Al-

though he began work on a road out

West, where most of his success as a

railroad operator has been achieved,

he is a native of New York State,

having been born up in Herkimer
County in 1853. He was sixteen when
he went West and got a job cording

wood on the St. Paul Road. It would
be hard to imagine beginning any
lower down on the ladder than that.

His salary was then only a dollar a

day. But he kept his eyes open and
learned about a good many other

things than wooding a locomotive be-

fore he had been at it many months.
When he refused Hamilton's offer

of a "snap" job, he hadn't any idea of

remaining a section hand all his life,

although most of the men he was
working with never got any higher.

Within a year, while working on the

section at a little town in Illinois, the

opportunity presented itself for Brown
to learn telegraphy in the evenings.

He accepted it then gladly, and thus

opened the way for his future ad-

vancement. He has often said, how-
ever, that he believes his refusal of

Hamilton's offer was a real crisis in

his career. It got him in the habit of

avoiding "snaps," and made it com-
paratively easy for him to find his

greatest enjoyment in hard work.
Those who know him say that his

positive genius for conquering diffi-

cult problems has been one of the

prime causes for his success.

By close application he picked up
telegraphy rapidly, and, before many
months, became a regular operator.

Not satisfied with merely doing his
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work well, he studied thoroughly the

whole question of the application of

the telegraph to the movement of

trains. After he had worked at the

key at various points on the St. Paul
Road for upward of a year, learning

all the time more and more about the

way trains were handled, he entered

the employ of the Illinois Central in

the same capacity. It didn't take his

superiors long to find out that he was
too valuable a man to remain as an
ordinary operator, and they soon pro-

moted him to the rank of an assistant

train despatcher. That was in 1872,

and with that road he remained as an
assistant and as despatcher until 1875.

For another year he was a train

despatcher with the Rock Island,

thence going to the Burlington in a
similar capacity. His service with the

Burlington lasted until 1890, and in

this fourteen-year period he became
successively chief train despatcher,

train master, assistant and general
superintendent of the road. In every
position he occupied he went at his

work with the same determination to

master it that he showed as a boy sec-

tion hand. In every position he
showed the same loyalty to the man-
agement of the road that he expected
in his subordinates. Those who
worked under him were quick to un-
derstand that in him they had a super-
ior who sympathized with them be-

cause he himself had risen from the

bottom ranks.

He was never afraid of working
overtime. There are railroad men in

the West to-day who recall one of

these occasions. It was while he was
a train despatcher with the Burling-
ton Road. A blizzard had stalled sev-

eral hundred carloads of cattle in the

East Burlington yards, and there was
great danger of their freezing to death
if they were not taken out. The super-

intendent was at his wits' end, when
Brown, who had finished his day's

work, volunteered his assistance. By
working all night without a let-up.

they moved the cars and saved the

road many thousands of dollars.

Brown's promotion to the post of
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chief train despatcher followed
shortly.

From 1890 to 1896 he was general
manager of two subsidiary lines of the

Burlington system in Missouri. Here
his ability as an operating executive

was displayed so well that in 1896 he
was elected general manager of the

entire Burlington system with head-
quarters in Chicago. In 1901 he left

the Burlington, with which he had
been connected for twenty-five years,

and began his connection with the

Vanderbilt lines as vice-president and
general manager of the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern. In 1902 he
became third vice-president of the

New York Central, becoming senior

vice-president in 1906, when he was
transferred* to this city to take com-
plete charge of the operating depart-

ment of the road.

Many incidents of his career during
his quarter-century stay with the Bur-
lington emphasize his resourcefulness

as a manager, his habit of quick think-

ing and quick action in an emergency,
and his willingness to do his share of

the hard work on every occasion.

While he was superintendent of the

Iowa lines, a strike, called unexpect-
edly, tied up an eastbound express.

The superintendent was in his private

car on the end of the train. When he

realized what the abandonment of the

train meant, he walked forward and
looked over the engine. Then he

called to the trainmaster.

"It looks as though we must take

this train on to Galesburg ourselves,

Jim," he said quietly.

"Why, Mr. Brown " began the

trainmaster, who, attired in patent

leathers and a ligh overcoat, didn't

relish the idea.

"Jump in, Jim," interrupted the

superintendent. There was something
in Brown's tone that stopped further

protest, and he climbed into the cab.

With the trainmaster acting as fire-

man. Brown ran the train into Gales-

burg on schedule time. It is probably

the only instance on record of a high

railroad officer running the engine

that pulled his own private car.
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William C. Biown

The New President of the New York Central Railway

On another occasion, shortly after
ne had become general manager, one
of the cars of the train on which he
was traveling ran off the track. See-
ing that some difficulty was experi-
enced in getting it back in place, Mr.
Brown, without making known his
identity, offered a suggestion. No at-
tention was paid to him. He repeated
it. The conductor looked scornfully
on the man he supposed a mere med-
dler. Hut the car refused to budge.
Then Mr. Brown, irritated at the de-
ay. ignored the conductor, and. turn-
ing to the brakeman said: "Do as 1

say. This train has been stalled here
too long already." Recognizing the

authority, thev obeyed, and in

twenty minutes the train was proceed-
ing. When the conductor learned that
it was the new general manager
whom he had ignored, he confided to

a fellow-conductor his fear that he
would be discharged. "Oh, cheer up,"
was the reply. "1 knew him ten years
ago up in Iowa. He'll take it as a
joke." And so he did.

Another incident of his life in Mis-
souri is related to show his readiness
to participate in any work which he
called upon his subordinates to do, no
matter how great the personal danger
entailed. Information was received
that a hold-up of the Omaha train out
of Jefferson City had been planned
for a certain night. The general man-
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ager at once determined to outwit the

robbers by sending out a decoy train,

loaded down with police officers and

deputy sheriffs. Mr. Brown himself

accompanied it. The train was

flagged and the robbers proceeded

with their work until they were met

with a storm of bullets—which killed

three of them outright. In the battle

which followed the general manager
was in the thick of the fray, emptying

two revolvers, and himself leading the

chase that resulted in the capture of

several of the gang.

It is one of Mr. Brown's policies to

leave matters of detail as far as pos-

sible to be worked out by his subor-

dinates. He enjoins the same policy

on those who possess authority under

him. believing that in that way the

most effective work can be achieved.

He believes that it makes for effici-

ency to throw every man as far as

possible on his own responsibility.

This method, he holds, not only in-

spires confidence, but gives a man the

opportunity to put his own ideas into

effect, with the results that newer and

more effective ways of doing things

are often discovered.

President Brown belongs to that

class of railway presidents who are

known as "operating presidents," to

distinguish them from the financier

class, who are experts on railroad se-

curities, but know little of practical

railroading. Mr. Brown's personal

idea of the distinction between the two

classes of railroad officers was well

expressed by him in the course of a

talk a short time before his own ad-

vancement took place.

"The day is past," he said, "when

a railroad director could walk into

headquarters and ask that his son or

nephew be placed in one of the chairs

near the top. The man who has

worked himself up from the lowest

positions, performing the minor work

at the bottom with loyalty and effici-

ency, is the practical man for whom
there is always a place at the top. He
has known possibly how to drive a

locomotive, how to throw a switch,

how to distribute cars on a siding,

how to handle a heavy freight or

direct flying expresses from a di-

spatcher's office. That has given him

a first-hand insight into the multitude

of small things that make up the great

working industrial whole. He brings

with him to a higher and responsible

position a training that is of immea-

surable assistance to him in solving

the enlarging problems that confront

him. It is the man who starts at the

bottom who is best able to solve the

big railway problems of to-day when

he does get to the top."

Workers in Odd Corners

The Prompter in t » i — Little Box al the Front of the Stage In the Modern Theatre
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THRILLING experiences?" re-

peated Leo Stevens. "Oh,
sure! You get them in bal-

looning, naturally. In a way it's

like leaving suddenly for a new
world and getting there in a few
minutes—a strange land of wonder-
ful sights and sensations, great air

currents, clouds, rainbows, snow
and rain factories, cyclones—yes,
don't forget cyclones.
"My most dangerous experience

came just last summer—after twen-
ty-three years of ballooning.
"Allan Hawley and I made an as-

cent at Pittsfield, Mass., taking
along a young chauffeur from the
city, of whom the local aero club
wished to make a licensed pilot.

"A licensed pilot, you know, must
have made in all at least ten ascents,
two of which must be conducted un-
der a regular pilot, one alone and
one at night."

Stevens stopped and chuckled.
"This young chap got all his experi-
ence concentrated in this one trip,
I guess, and Mr. Hawley and I each
had a new one.

"We went up very nicely

—

straight up for a few thousand feet

—and then floated away from the
city toward Dalton, a suburb. It

was a fine, clear day, the weather
predictions were favorable, and
when we struck our course we be-

gan plotting on the map just how
far we should go and about where
we might land.

"Just over Dalton the balloon
stopped for a moment and circled

easily back toward Pittsfield. This
move was against our calculations,
and we thought it rather funny.
Were we going eastward, after all?

"That was decided very quickly.

Just east of the city we stopped
again and came back in a narrower
circle, more swiftly this time, and
so around again and again, swifter
swifter, swifter—and then, as cpiick

as a flash, we plunged into night.

"There was a great long streak
of pale light straight up from our
heads—a sort of road to heaven, it

struck me—and then came a roar
like the sound of a cataract. We
were still circling, but in such a

small, fast circumference that it

made us dizzy. And all the time
there was a rasping, grating noise
under the basket.

"We're scraping the tops of

trees!" yelled the boy, and that was
the last thing I heard him say. Sud-
denly there was a flash of light, and
Hawley leaned over the car.

"'Mv God!' said he, look at

that!'

"He pointed at a drag rope. For
a moment I saw it. It was thing
taut like a curved whiplash above
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our heads. Then it dawned upon
me what had happened. We were
caught in a cyclone cloud—caught
in the tail of it—and were being
sucked up through the centre.

"How far up were we?"
"Well, maybe seven thousand

feet. We couldn't see the instru-

ments."
Stevens' nervous face was alight

with the memory of the lightning-
like trip.

"Great Scott!" said he. "It was
fearful. Seemed like a monster was
running away with us and shaking
the car with might and main to fling

us out. It was hard work to hold
fast.

1

'You're in for it.' I told Haw-
ley.

"He smiled a little. 'Well, I'm
in for the best of it,' said he. And
we didn't have time to talk much
from that time on.

"I looked at the boy. He was
crouched down in the car on his

knees, gripping the side of the bas-
ket with his hands—and teeth, it

seemed. Just as his eyes showed
over the top I spoke to him, called
him by name, yelled at him and
finally kicked him. But not a word
out of him, not even a look. I won-
der what he was thinking of?

—

praying probably for an automobile
to take him home

!

"It seemed as if we ought to do
something, but, after all, there wa
nothing to do. We must wait, that's

all.

Hawley motioned toward the
safety valve, but I shook my head.

' Tm not going to valve,' I yelled.

'Not yet!'

"You see, I figured that it was
false suction pulling us up, and no
device in the world could check that

ascent. Just think of that drag
rope! We couldn't do a thing till

we were free. To attempt any tricks

might prove fatal. Struggling
against a cyclone is like dealing
with a balky wild beast—you'd best
lie low till each gets good natured.

too

"Well, we got to the end of that

long funnel after a while and seem-
ed to pop out suddenly upon what
looked like a dark, billowy sea.

Then we began to descend.

"I remember hoping that we
would not land on Mount Greylock.
We were going down fast and
threw out most of our sand, then
our rugs, carrying cover and lunch
basket.

"Suddenly the ground loomed up
and I saw an open field and farm-
house. A man was ploughing and
I yelled at him. He thought some
one was calling to him from the
front of the house and hurried
away, leaving his horses. We were
coming down directly over them
and I threw out my last half-sack of

sand. The balloon stopped, quiver-

ed a moment, floated away and
landed nicely.

"It was some time before the boy
found his voice. Then he looked
at me and said : 'You look awful
white, Mr. Stevens.'

'

Stevens stopped and laid a warn-
ing finger upon my arm. "Now, that

sounds mighty dangerous," said he,

"climbing a cyclone a mile and more
into the sky. In a way it was—for

an inexperienced person. But in-

experienced people don't go up
alone, and, anyway, it was more
spectacular than perilous. You
mustn't get the idea that ballooning
is dangerous. It isn't. My own re-

cord proves that, and every other

balloonist will tell you the same
thing.

"How often do you read of a bal-

loonist being killed? If there is an

accident every newspaper the world
over has an account of it. And yet,

when the Hudson Terminal Build

ing was begun in this city twenty-

six Italian caisson diggers failed to

call for their time checks, so I am
told. The news was never publish-

ed.

"Ballooning is wonderfully spec-

tacular. Last summer over Pitts-
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field I saw snow in the making. It

was beautiful.

"There were seven of us in the
car. We were at an altitude of one
and a quarter miles.

"First the snow resembled a great
shower of granulated sugar. The
sun shining through it gave it all

the rainbow colors, so that it look-

ed like a great shower of confetti.

Then the reflection of the sun's rays
played queer freaks. At times the
shower appeared to go up instead
of down, sweeping by us as though
whirled up from the earth by some
enormous blast. Down below us
when the light cleared we could see
the specks spread out into big, beau-
tiful flakes."

Stevens' face lighted up with an
aeronaut's enthusiasm. "I love to
live in the air!" he exclaimed. "Once
the launching ropes are off I am
happy. And, leaning back in his
chair, he gave me a picture of an
ascension I shall never forget.

You are floating softly upward in-

to a great blue ocean of air, fresh,

sweet, exhilarating. Swiftly the
earth sinks away beneath you, bowl-
ing up around the horizon line till

it seems like the mouth of an enor-
mous crater. The noisy shouts of
"Bon voyage!" die away in a faint
wavering strain, and soon you are
in the midst of original silence. Not
a sound is heard save the quick tick-
ing of the barograph.
The earth changes into a great,

strange map. Tall buildings look
like pepper boxes, and then are lost
in the general squatness. Cities and
villages become mere diffused out-
lines of ground plots. Fences change
into tiny, evanescent lines; roads
look like pale yellow ribbons and
rivers like silver cracks in the
earth's surface.

Over there is a thin white streak
of smoke weaving its length over
the green vista. A train is rushing
along. Suddenly it is gone, swal-
lowed up, it would seem, in that
strange looking earth. But no. It

has merely plunged into a tunnel

beneath a towering mountain, the

very presence of which is lost to the

balloonist's eye.

Now you pass above the clouds
and into a dazzling sunlight. The
white billows beneath, with the

shadow of the car upon them, look
like great trackless fields of snow.
So realistic is the scene it seems as
if you could put on snowshoes and
walk away.
You are on a new planet now

roused with a wonderful exhilara-

tion. Beautiful rainbow effects cre-

ate a veritable fairyland all about
you. Suddenly a faint, weird music
of sweetest cadence strikes the ear
and is gone as swiftly as it came.
That is some great, jarring noise
from the earth or the heterogeneous
roar of a big city merged into meas-
ured vibrations of harmony and
wafted up to your new world by
some upspringing current of air.

Stevens laughed suddenly and
caught my arm. He had stopped
talking and I did not know it. "Come
back to earth," said he. "How high
u;> were you?"

"Yes," he continued seriously,

"ballooning is wonderfully spectacu-
lar, but it is not dangerous. I can
give you an apt illustration.

"Just recently I made some as-

censions in Springfield, Mass. One
day, after I had finished luncheon at

a home in the city, the young man
of the family got me aside and told

me in whispers how eager he was
to go up. I promised to give him
the first opportunity and 'phoned
him next day.

" 'Want to go up?' I asked.
" 'You bet your life !' said he,

dropping the 'phone, and in ten

minutes' time he was over in the

field and excitedly shaking my hand.
"His sister learned of it somehow

and drove up hurriedly, just as we
were ready to get in the car. She
was very much scared and cried and
threatened by turns, trying to in-

duce her brother to give up the as-

cension and go back with her. Fin-
allv she whipped up her horse and
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drove home to get her father and
bring him out.

"Well, we had a fine trip and got

back to the city just as the evening
papers were out. We stopped in

front of a double bulletin board, and
there, on one side, was the an-

nouncement of our trip and on the

other the news of his sister's acci-

dent. Her horse had run away and
she had been seriously injured.

"Now," concluded Stevens, "for

my own part, and so far as safety is

concerned, I'll take a balloon trip in

preference to land traveling every

time. It has been proven safer.

"How many people who object to

the sport really know what a mod-
ern balloon is? Very few.

"I had an amusing experience in

this respect last year in New Eng-
land. A prominent resident of

Springfield decided to make an as-

cension with me, but kept the news
from his wife, who was highly nerv-

ous and had a heart weakness.
"The day we went up some kind

friend imparted the news to her, and
as the balloon passed over her house
she fainted away and was ill for two
weeks. After that, of course, I steer-

ed clear of meeting her.

"Last summer, however, in

Springfield the two—husband and
wife—motored out to see me. She
seemed quite pleasant after she

found I was not an inhuman mon-
ster, and was greatly interested

while I showed the balloon to her
and explained its operation. She
was much surprised, too ; said she
had only seen one balloon, and that

from a distance. It was a small, hot
air balloon, such as parachutists use,

and it caught fire a short distance

up. Whenever she thought of a

balloon, she said, this picture al-

ways entered her mind.
" Why don't you go up?' I sug-

gested.

"'Oh. my!' she said, turning to

her husband. T should like to. Can
I go?'

"We made an ascension the next
day. In mid-air she turned to me
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and said : 'Do you know, I have
never felt so well and strong as I

do this minute?'
"You see, the thin air, lack of

pressure and everything made her
heart work more easily. And alto-

gether she was the most pleased
woman I have ever seen. Before

we descended she had made her

husband promise to buy a balloon,

and now they are devotees of the

sport."

Other American women who have
taken up ballooning are Mrs. Max
Fleischman, of Cincinnati; Mrs. A.
R. Lambert, of St. Louis, and in

New York Mrs. Courtlandt Field

Bishop, Mrs. Newbold Leroy Edgar
and Mrs. Julian R. Thomas. In Eng-
land the Honorable Mrs. Asshton
Harboard is the owner of several

balloons, has many ascents to her
credit and has twice crossed over

the English Channel.
"It is simply a matter of getting

used to the idea," said Stevens, "and
then becoming familiar with the bal-

loon and its safety devices. Then
an ascension follows, and once an
ascension is made you have an en-

thusiast.

"Interest is awakening all over
the country. In the Middle West
and in New England it is not an
uncommon sight now to see a bal-

loon in the air almost everv fine

day. Whenever I make an ascension
there are a number of lady teachers

present taking down notes about the

construction of a balloon and its

methods of operation. These are

taught in the class room, and the

idea is a good one. We must be-

come educated up to ballooning. I

do not believe that any form of

aerial navigation will ever compete
commercially with the present

means of transportation, yet in many
ways it is the thing of the future.

"In a few years we shall have
transatlantic and transcontinental

balloons of the dirigible type—so

soon, in fact, that their advent will

surprise us all, just as the aero-

plane performances of the Wright
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London Magazine
The First Woman to Fly

Mrs. Hart O. Berg Enjoys With Mr. Wilbur Wrigb.1 the Delights of Flying.

brothers did. Ik-fore that time we
shall have aerodromes in every large

city and in many smaller ones, parks
and buildings where balloons may
be stored and inflated and where as-

cents may be made. These will be
established very shortly."

The present day balloon enthusi-
asts are pioneers, it must be borne
in mind, and to them is due a good

deal of credit for their unselfish ef-

forts to promote the sport and bring
its delights and usefulness before

the general public. It is but a few
years ago that the balloon was only
a showman's device, and its utility

was based altogether upon a mat-
ter of gate receipts ; to-day it bids
fair to play a very prominent part
in the sports, the transportation
facilities and the international rela-
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tions of more than half the civilized

world.

Still more credit is due profes-

sional aeronauts—men like Stevens
and Captain Baldwin. The balloon

in its former restricted sphere was
a very lucrative source of livelihood

to them. Then its operation was in-

vested with a sort of magic known
to a very few, and it would seem
natural that they should prefer to

jealously maintain this situation in-

stead of being prime movers in a

general campaign of education.

This year, Stevens says, he will

come out even for the first time in

his manufacturing experience. In

his parachuting days he made as

much as $2,500 in a single day. All

his present ascensions—in New
England, New York, the Middle
West—are made at his own ex-

pense. So, too, were his ascents

for the government. It seems
strange that an individual should

have to take the initiative and bear

the necessary expense in such a

matter when to-day most nations

are struggling to increase their bal-

loon service with much the same
competitive energy that they devote

to enlarging their naval armament.
"I've just returned from Milwau-

kee and Ohio," said Stevens, "and
I had many odd experiences there.

"My hotel was thronged with visi-

tors pretty much all day long. I

had a good deal of trouble getting

in and out and avoiding them. Some
people simply wanted to talk with
me ; others were cranks with flying

machine devices; a few wanted to

make ascents.

"One young fellow came to me
with money. 'I understand," said

he, 'that you charge $100 to take a

passenger up.'

'No,' said I, T don't charge any-
thing. Why, do you want to go
up?'

" 'Well, I'll tell you,' he said. 'I'm

the janitor of a bank here in town.
There's a young clerk there, son of

the president, who has plenty of

mnni'v riiifl is verv chesty and snob-
1
04"

bish. He is going up with you to-

morrow and is constantly boasting
about it. Now, I'd like to beat him
by going up to-day. If you'll take
me, I've got $300 saved up and
$150 of it is yours.'

"That's a fair sample of the re-

quests I get," said Stevens. "But
the general awakening of interest

is encouraging, anyway."
Wr

e had been talking in the

Stevens balloon factory, the only
institution of its kind in New York,
or, for that matter, in the country.
It covers two and a half floors, and
at its busiest time has about as

many employes, the fraction exist-

ing in the person of a stately black
cat, who plays the part of night

watchman.
Here is a varied assemblage of all

things balloonwise cluttering the

floor and hanging from the rafters

:

Ropes in bundles and loose coils,

ballast bags of stone, denim,
anchors of all sizes, hampers, bas-

kets, netting, rings and a dozen odds
and ends of equipment and para-

phernalia.

In a row along one side are can-

vas covered bundles of varying size,

gas bags packed and ready for ship-

ment, and in the corner is a loose

tumble of white cloth. That's a

balloon in the making.
The sewing of the gas bag and

assembling of the parts of the com-
plete balloon are done in the fac-

tory. A cotton and linen mixed
cloth is generally used

—

cometimes
Japanese and Chinese silk. After
the stitching is done the bag must
be varnished, and that requires a

much larger space.

So the factory has an adjunct in

Hoboken, a large skating rink, with

a roof sixty-five feet in the clear.

Here the bag is varnished, pumped
full of air and rolled over on its

side to be inspected carefully for

leaks. Some weeks are required

for drying, and, all in all, it takes

from sixty to seventy-five days to

l.nild and dry a balloon for ship-

ment.
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A balloon to carry two persons

and with a gas bag of 22,000 cubic

feet costs between $500 and $600.

The inflation costs but $18, so the

sport as compared, for instance,

with automobiling, is not an ex-

pensive one.

The structure of the balloon is

simple. Briefly, it consists of a

spherical gas bag and a concentrat-

ing ring underneath, to which is at-

tached the tail-like appendix and
safety valve, opened and closed by a

cord which dangles down into the

car.

The car, hung by ropes to the net-

work which covers the gas bag, is a

stout wicker basket, lined with can-

vas and with movable stripe for

seats. The interior may be fitted

up very luxuriously and provided
with small buffets and hampers.
Thermal bottles and self-heating

cans provide a hot and elaborate

lunch whenever desired.

Along one side of the gas bag is

a narrow, imposed strip, ending in

a cord in the car. This is the "rip-

ping cord." It is used for quick de-

flation and is a very important ac-

cessory, fulfilling the opposite func-

tion of the ballast bags, which are

carried in the car and hung on ropes

about the side. Briefly, in operating
a balloon it is sand out to go up and
gas out (through the "ripping cord")
to go down.
"The balloonist fears water most

of all," said Stevens. "If you see

yourself approaching a large body
of it and don't care to cross you can
easily make a quick descent by
means of the ripping cord. But if

it is misty, so that you cannot see

far ahead, and you don't know just

where you are it is rather risky. I've

just had that sort of experience out
in Milwaukee, and I found this little

instrument of much help."

He showed me a small brass con-
trivance that looks like the chopped
off end of a cornet. It is attached
by a heavily insulated wire to good
sized dry batteries. "That's an elec-

tric 'siren' whistle," said he. "It

can be heard five miles away, and
then the batteries are good for bal-

last.

"Its use is to warn people of your
approach, so that they will be ready
and in fit condition to talk to you
and tell you where you are. You
see, it often takes half a minute for

your megaphone call to reach the
earth, and even if they answer
promptly another half minute for
their answer to reach you. Now, if

you are flying along at the rate of
forty miles an hour you can see the
disadvantage you labor under.
"We have laughable experiences

in the country. When you approach
a farmhouse the chickens see the
shadow of the balloon first and start
an awful uproar. Then the pigs
take it up, and by the time you are
over the house the family is half
mad and half crazy with fright. Gen-
erally when I yell down 'Where are
we?' I get only an open-mouthed
look and the answer—a very grati-
fying one—'Hey! Where are you
going?'

"We had lots of fun with this
siren.

"I supose it does sound un-
earthly to hear this hair-raising
screech come out of the sky. Bu'.

what antics we saw

!

"Two Swedes dropped down be-
side their plough horses and began
praying. Another man rolled over
and covered his head with his coat.

Generally, though, the brave fel-

lows just cut and run for their
wives and families. Then they would
come out with grandfather's flint-

lock and defy us to do our worst.
" I'll never forget a trip I made

years ago from St. Louis to Michi-
gan. We were above a tornado at

one time and it was a remarkable
sight. Not a bit of trouble where
we were. You could scarcely know
you were moving, and no! a sound
from the earth reached us. But we
could see big trees bend and break
and fields of grain swept flat as a
floor.

" The storm was still on when
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we tried a landing, and an exciting-

time we had of it. We were swept
through an orchard, breaking our

anchor and tearing off big branches

of trees. We crashed to the ground
right in front of the farmhouse,

where a tall old lady stood defiantly

guarding the door. We called rather

unexpectedly and, considering the

damage done in the orchard and all,

she had good reason to be mad.
" 'Where did you fellers come

from?' she demanded.
" 'St. Louis,' said I.

" She stared at us, took off her

glasses, wiped them and stared

again.

"'Now, that will do!' said she,

and walked in and slammed the

door."

The first dirigible balloon built in

this country was designed in the

Stevens factory. Strung on the

wall are the original skeleton mo-
dels, long wooden frames, with

sharp pointed ends.

"Dirigibles have followed spheri-

cal balloons," said Stevens, "and are

fast coming into practical use. They
are the balloons of the future.

" Handling a dirigible, however,

is altogether a different matter. In

tlic first place more care must be
taken in filling them with gas so

that the inflation will be even
throughout. Then one must under-

stand the operation of the engine,

another matter altogether. The
dirigible costs much more, too

—

about $5,000.
" Just as soon as aeronauts ac-

custom themselves to being up in

the air and handling an ordinary

balloon they will take the dirigible

easily enough. I expect to see them
in fairly common tise within a few
years. Then our much vaunted air-

shin era will be on.
' The aeronlane will never be-

come popular. The flying machine
is to ballooning what tightrope

walking is to ordinary sports—it all

depends on the operator, who must
be an acrobat.

" Handling an aeroplane demands
constant attention and genuine
agility of the professional kind.

Constant concentration of thought
is necessary. Forget an instant and
you are gone.

" But dirigibles—well, here's a

proposition. Let's take a dirigible

trip to Lurope in 1915. Will you
g( 1?"

Begin It

Goethe

Lose this day loitering, 'twill be tin- same story

To-morrow, and the next more dilatory;

True indecision brings its own delays,

And days are lost, lamenting over days.

Are you in earnest!'' Seize the very minute;
What you can do, or think you can, begin it

;

Uoldness has genius, power, and magic in it.

I nilv begin it, and the mind grows heated;

Pegin it. and the work will be completed.
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Fitness In the Business Race

By SIR FORTUNE FREE

Reproduced from Cassell's Journal

IT was fitness did it.

Those are the v

critics regarding Dorando's fail-

ure to beat Longboat in the Mara-
thon race at New York. Hayes beat

Dorando, Dorando in the same race

beat Longboat, Dorando beat Hayes,
and now Longboat beats Dorando.
One gets a bit mixed when one looks

at it. Opinion may differ in the end as

to which is really the best man, but
for the beaten man there is always
one regular excuse: "He wasn't fit."

To get a man absolutely fit is a

bigger job than one who has not
tried it might imagine. Mr. Justice

Hawkins once described how an old

gentleman named Noyes, who used
to train some of the most celebrated

prizefighters of the day. groaned
over the difficulties he had to fight

against in getting his man "fit as a

fiddle."

"You see." he said, "you no sooner
get a man fit in one way than he
flops over in some other way, an'

you want him fit all through. A bit

ain't no good. Well, it's like puttin'

a drunken man on horseback. You
no sooner shove him up on one side

than you have to run round to stop
him a pitchin' off on the other. Al-
ways somethin' wrong. No; I don't
expect as I have ever had a fellow
yet as was more than nine parts
fit. But that's more than other fel-

lows manage."

We don't all want to run twenty-
six mile^ in two hours forty-five min-
utes. Marathon races are not the

line of most people, but. all the same,
being fit or unfit makes a terrible lot

of difference in whatever business

race we may be contesting. Sir

James Paget, the great physician,

declared that he could never make
out how it was that, while people
recognized they could do nothing
physically big without some train-

ing, they would not recognize that

daily life wanted some training for.

too.

Disraeli was with a friend one day
when they met Gladstone walking
down a street in the West-End. He
was walking at his usual rate

—

something like six miles an hour

—

and, with a flower in his buttonhole,

his head up in the air, and his coat

tails flying behind him, he whizzed
by with a smile of greeting. Dis-

raeli turned to look after him, and
sighed.

"He is, perhaps, the most wonder-
ful man in Britain," he observed.
"Wonderful in many ways, but none
more wonderful than in how he
manages to keep fit." It was a mys-
tery, of course. He was working
at that time about fifteen hours a

day. and many of those hours were
spent in the House of Commons in

an atmosphere as foul as, perhaps,

any East-End workshop could boast.

One of our most beautiful and
hard-working actresses the other day
—she often does absurd things

—

meeting me in a West-end drawing-
room, asked me how old I thought
her. I told her thirty-five—mean-
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ing, of course, forty-five—and she

told me, in a whisper, that she was

over fifty. I asked her how she

managed it, and she replied: "It's

care—not being a fool."

The prescription did not tell me
much. I found out later that she

meant bearing her work always In

mind and never departing from a

rigid system of keeping fit for it.

Some time ago a series of experi-

ments were made by scientific gen-

tlemen on the children in a number

of schools. They wanted to find out

how it was one child differed from

another in getting tired—how one

was able to keep bright longer than

another. The youngsters were most

carefully examined and then set to

work. At the end of an hour or so

they were examined again. At the

end of another hour examined once

more. I am sorry to say that a large

number of those youngsters did not

turn out satisfactorily. Then the

investigators put their heads to-

gether and began to ask them ques-

tions so as to find a clue to how it

was they were deficient in energy.

They found five great reasons—want
of proper food, want of proper exer-

cise, want of proper air, want of

enough water, and want of enough
sleep.

I pointed out that result to a cele-

brated barrister the other day who
complaining of not "being up

to the mark." I thought he might

recognize among those causes ol

mental and physical flagging one

that might fit his case. He said that,

aparl from the want of a bath, he

believed he had every want of those

children. He made a note of them
as things he did not mean to forget

having enough of in future.

\t a big West-End establishment

here there are over a hundred and

fifty young ladies employed, T read

in the papers, the proprietors have,

for a year or two back, been trying

to induce their emnloyes to become
"fit" as they possibly can. They got

a ladv in to put them through a little
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six minutes' drill each morning.
Then for a time they spoilt every-

thing. They got the lady to deliver

a series of little lectures to the girls

on, "How to Take Care of Your-
selves." The feminine back went
up at that. Just as if they could not

take care of themselves ! Preposter-

ous ! As attendance at the lectures

was not obligatory, none went. The
lady lecturer found she had only to

take care of herself! Recognizing
the situation, the heads of the es-

tablishment changed the title of the

lectures to "How to Keep Healthy,
Young, and Beautiful." The place

was packed. The management de-

clare that they have found the lec-

tures and the drill one of the most
paying departments. They have
decreased sickness—got rid of the

ordinary ailments of life—in a won-
derful manner. The girls go about
their work with a hundred per cent.

added on to their cheerfulness. The
only drawback, from the proprietors'

point of view, is that the young lad-

ies are getting married so fast.

Fitness or unfitness for work of-

ten depends on such little things

that, because the remedies are at

everyone's doors and inside their

doors too, people won't attach im-

portance to them. Quain, the great

physician, when called in to a cer-

tain gentleman first of all insisted

Mi having a forty-guinea fee. It

seemed a lot, but the physician con-

fided to a friend that he knew the

patient, and that every guinea he

added on to his fee meant that the

patienf would .all the more readily

adopt his advice. Forty-guinea ad-

vice would have double the weight
of advice given for twenty. He im-

pressed upon the patient, if he want-
ed 1 <

. live, to take horse exercise.

"That means," objected the Da
Hi ni. "thai T shall have to buy a

horse for seventy or eighty pounds!
I can't be seen on a mean beast."

" Life is not dear at that," said

the physician gravely.

Feeling as if Death were behind
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him read_v to clutch his collar, the

patient bought the beast and began
to ride. It had a wonderful effect.

The physician, however, explained
to a friend that it only meant the

gentleman's swallowing a few gasps
of fresh air each morning. He
might have stood at a window and
done that and got the same benefit

at the cost of nothing a day. But
he would never have done that. So
cheap !

The girl confined to a place of

business all day. and the young
fellow confined to an office, want to

think for themselves if thev are to

keep "fit."

"To all the disadvantages—as re-

gards health—of their occupation,"
declared Sir Andrew Clark, the

great physician, " the young man
and the young woman add a forget-

fulness of themselves. Their work
may ' take it out of them,' but they
put everything that goes wrong with
them down to their work. A
vast amount of their unfit-

ness comes from neglect of

the most ordinary rules of

health—as regards what they eat

and drink for instance."

A city doctor, who takes a great

interest in the workers in offices,

told me some time since that he had
made a point of questioning the

s;irls who come to him as to the

meals they eat in a week. He found
that the majority, in the seven days,
got about as much nutriment as
they should have had—and might
have got for the same amount of
money they spent—in four days.
The millionaire with seven car-
riages, he declared, took care to get
more walking exercise, than the
gentleman who always had a penny
'bus at command. He invariably
prescribed knocking off buns to the
girls and walking three miles a day
to " the chained to the desk bri-
gade."

The worker who finds his work-
such a strain that it takes up all his
time and energy, would often find
that a little of the thinking applied
in the proper direction—to himself—would relieve him of a vast
amount of worry in other directions.
Baron Hirsch, the millionaire, when
he was applied to by a young fellow
for some advice as to how to suc-
ceed in the world, surprised him
by telling him one good thing was to
always sleep with one's "window
open a

_
little. The disappointed

seeker of a recipe for how-to-get-
rich-rapidly mentioned the advice to
a friend.

"He only means that it is a good
thing to attend to the little things
that give one energy in mind and
body," said his friend.

Cheerful Under All Circumstances

uccess Magazine

On November 18, 1907, a man was electrocuted at Sing Sing for
murder.

The day before his execution his two sisters and some other rela-
tives, who had worked very hard for his release, called to say "Good-
by" to the prisoner, and at their departure he said, "I will walk to the
chair with a smile on my face, and the smile will be for you."

He kept his word, and was smiling as the deadly current ended his
life.

If this wretched man could smile when facing death under such
horrible conditions, it would certainly seem that any one could manage
to be cheerful under the most trying circumstances.
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Romance of a Famous Mining Camp

By KATE SIMPSON HAYES
Reproduced from the Pacific Monthly

THE recent incursion of the

Guggenheims into Cariboo, so

long famous for its gold plac-

ers has awakened a new interest

in that romantic district among" the

people of the United States.

The real romance of old Cariboo.

however, centres round about the

story of a miner who made and lost

millions, and whose grave to-day

marks the spot where fortune

beckoned and bereft, all within a

quarter of a century. Many sturdy

forms stand ont against the back-

ground of the historic past, but one
supreme figure overshadows that

group and is silhouetted strongly in

the fast-fading light of time: That
man is known and remembered as

"Cariboo" Cameron.
Cameron was a young Glengarry

Scotsman from Ontario, Canada,
who went out to California in the

rush of '49. Accompanied bv his

young bride, Cameron joined the

gold-seekers and found himself

with thousands in chase of fortune
making the overland journey to

the Golden State, then over-run by
prospector-. The miners were OUl

numbered by the card sharpers and
other scalawags who lived idly on
the toil of the toiler. Ten "honest"
women were in the camp, and bon
nicst of .the bonnie, went young
Cameron's wife, her pretty fare and
trim figure creating admiration thai

the little Presbyterian, brought up
in a Canadian country town, little

understood. Cameron dug down to

pay dirt, scraping and searching for
110

the precious metal all day, while

the little wife sang in the camp and
cooked the workingman's meal.

Meanwhile the dissolute camp life

went on all around ; and one dav,

Cameron quit his claim, the Cali-

fornian "pocket" he had emptied
scarce filling the pocket of the

leather vest he wore, and with his

brave-hearted young wife he set

out from "Frisco" for the newer
gold fields of British Columbia.
The "tote" road leading "Any-

where" led from Yale to the heart

of the Hills; it was an old Indian

trail and forked in many branch-
ing directions; and Cameron with
his wife, and pack on his hack-, set

out one September day, the hand
of the woman in his hand, the hope
of the miner in his heart. Yale at

this time was the head of naviga-
tion; the trail ran with the Fraser
River, crossing it by fording at

Spuzzam, running through the

great canyon to Boston liar, thence

to \.shcroft, and on through the

d( ep \\ led hills to the g< '1.1 fields.

I ameron's young wife took to the

road cheerfully; encouraging by
her word and smile, only letting

lonely tears fall when her hus-
band left her to bring down a wing-
ed bird for the wildwood supper.
Toil and heavy privation were car-

ried with the more lightsome hopes
along that almost impassable way;
but the lust for gold is a wonderful
and revivifying thing, and the men
and women who dared the dangers
of the march were proving the "sur-
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vival of the fittest." Ten days out,

Cameron camped one rainy evening

bv a beautiful lake, and while he

sat smoking a thoughtful pipe, his

wife prepared the couch of pine

boughs. The dying light of day
showed a figure coming through the

deeply-tangled brushwood of the

forest. It was an old Indian, a

"Siwash" who begged a little kinni-

kinick (tobacco). Behind him
trudged a wife, bearing a pack of

muskrat skins. With that true hos-

pitality which belongs to the labor

world alone, Cameron offered food

and shelter to the savages. It was
received with stolid indifference by
the savages who went away, but

was amply repaid the next evening,

when the Indian. following the

Camerons, reappeared, carrying a

folded rag of blanket in which lay

shining nuggets of glistening gold.

The savage pointed in a certain di-

rection, and being imoortuned by
the miner, agreed to lead them to

the source of supply. He led the

two whites through a tortuous way
over mountain and through wilds
until, November having arrived,

they were suffered to know the

journey was ended. Here Cameron
struck tent, and the wet season
having set in, he took upon himself
the building of a rude shelter which
he might call home.

With spring came the real work
of sluicing, when the water bed was
laid bare and adjoining bottoms
carefully scrutinized. Mile after

mile of the ground was worked ;

water flows turned and rivers

dammed, but gold traces were few
amongst the gravel and earth turn-

ed over day after day. The waters
kept the secret well ; the rocks hug-
ged the gold close, and all poor
Cameron found after a full twelve
months was the fact that his wife
was failing in health. Prospectors
and others, trailed into the little

camp, and as there were no clearly

defined social lines, the "honest"
woman clasped hands with Jezebel

out of sheer longing for human sym-
pathy. The loneliness was appal-
ling. One morning Cameron's wife
was unable to rise from her bed.
Her heart had throbbed its last hope
of finding the gold and success now
seemed something very far awav.
Whispering words of sympathy—
and hope—wonderful woman heart

!

—Cameron's wife looked her last on
the mist-veiled hills, and babbling a
few unconscious words, which told
the broken-hearted man too late,
how great had been her loneliness
and how deep the love of old Glen-
garry—she passed away into the
forgetfulness of the long sleep.
A\ rapped in the worn Scotch plaid
shawl which had long covered her
aching heart she was placed in a
rudely-constructed coffin, and she
was fittingly laid within the bosom
of the new land which held her last
hope. Three days later Cameron
struck the streak which brought
him fortune and made him a multi-
millionaire !

Then came the title "Cariboo
Cameron." Cariboo thenceforth be-
came the centre of a mining activitv
never surpassed in history. Between
dusk and dawn of a single dav the
population jumped from twenty-
seven souls to seven hundred. The
number multiplied itself within a
month. A "town" arose; the "Wake-
up-Jake" saloon came; the Dance
House followed, and the leering eye
of the "Red Light" shone with
snake-like brilliancy amongst the
tall timbers of the hills. Men went
wild with the glut of wealth sud-
denly acquired: but amid all the
carousal and noise of the crowd, one
man set apart when nightfall came:
sat by a darkened cabin on the hill-

side, muttering over and over again
with drawn lips, the hopeless words
so often heard in life: "Too late!

too late!"

Social life in an early-day mining
camp was a cross between a fight

and a funeral ! One day someone
struck pay dirt and the whole

in
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"town" danced a week to celebrate

the "strike." Another day a funer-

al followed a fight and the entire

population gathered together to de-

cide whether the slayer was quali-

fied for the law of the limb, or,

would he (by reason of his talking

qualities, having proved his in-

dividual right to kill), become a

limb of the law? All matters were

settled by "motion," and motion

meant commotion, but Cariboo

camp had proved itself—it was the

greatest paving camp on earth, for

the average' value of the gold taken

went over a thousand dollars per

lineal foot. The actual output of

Cariboo, with its tributary camps

combined, averaged during the peri-

od of activity, $i, 145457 Per annum.

"Lightning Creek" and "Williams

Creek" became famous in 1861 ; both

giving out millions to the lucky

owners. But during the year 186?.

the Cariboo camp alone gave out

$3,913,563-

Meantime where was Cariboo

Cameron? The colonial Govern-

ment having been appealed to, sent

out in January an armed escort to

convey the first consignment of gold

dust out from Cariboo camp, Cari-

boo Cameron was the first man to

take his "treasure" out. What ex-

citement when the word went

round! What bar-room logic was

brought to bear when the computed

wealth of the "King of the Cariboo"

was estimated at 10,000 ounces of

"dust," and what sentiment was
aroused when, the escort having ar-

rived, the "treasure" Cariboo lifted

to the stage-coach was the body of

his loyal companion in poverty and

labor. At an enormous cost he was
taking to her Glengarry home the

body of the woman whose last bab-

bling words were of its pleasant

orchards and fields. Truly the King

of the Cariboo had a royal heart and

true!

"Cameron-town," as the camp was
then called, got drunk in recognition

of the deed. Sir Matthew (then
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Judge Begbie) had so named it in

1863. But the man who made the

place and the name famous had
drifted East, had built a fine

mansion in his native town, and, af-

ter a time, married a second wife

and set out to enjoy his hard-earned
wealth. It was said of him that he

hated the sight of gold—and spend-

ing it became a "mania." But those

who knew him best tell of unrecord-

ed good done with his millions.

Those who knew the man well,

spoke of him as "saddened." Those
who knew him less, hurled at him
the word "maddened." Maddened
by grief, or success, which? For
some years the words "Cariboo
Cameron" were dropped from the

chat of camp life. The camp went
on panning out dirt in big-paying
quantities ; the days of fiddling and
fighting calmed down to more tem-
perate indulgences, and schools

with churches, as well as shops and
the play-house, gave a more whole-
some atmosphere to the place.

The cost of transportation was
enormous; a dollar a pound being
the fixed rate. Theatre tickets sold

at ten dollars apiece, and everything
was paid for in gold-dust. To show
the value of a consignment sent out,

and the necessity for an armed
escort in the wild days of Cariboo,

a "bucket" of nuggets and precious

"dust," computed in cash value
meant $154,765, and tipped the

scales at 9,040 ounces.

The "Road House" of the pioneer

days was another institution. To it

the stage rolled up, and from it went
nut, with hopes, many a searcher of

fortune. The '

i 1 1 -Mile House"
kept by one McClure, still stands, a

hospitable doorway to hungry
travelers; freighters and wayfarers
seeking the north country by stage

coach still use the highway of the

old trails.

In the early sixties the Victoria

ran the rapids of the Upper Eraser

River; its hulk may be yet seen high

and drv where the remains of a
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"camp" stands in the lonely hills.

A fine smart little steamer replaces
the Victoria on this inland water-
way.
Quite recently the Guggenheims

of New York bought out "The Pit"
mine of Cariboo, paying $100,000 in
cash for it, and the cut shown here-
with shows the working shaft be-
tween a gravel ledge 300 feet high
on either side. The old piping for
the sluice work now going on lies
on the ground.
"Cameron town" has become

quite a respectable camp, and has
been renamed Barkerville.

One September day in 1887, the
stage brought into Barkerville two
travelers, a man and a woman. The
camp scarcely noted the shabbily-
dressed newcomers ; travelers were
plenty, and little interest was at-

tached to anything outside the rou-
tine of camp life. But interest was
most rudely awakened next morning
when the report went out that Cari-
boo Cameron lay dead, his body
resting in the old and time-battered
camp from which he had gone out
years before, a multi-millionaire!
Cariboo Cameron had returned to
the haunt of his success, a pauper!
He had won and lost a fortune

—

how he won it, we all know—how
he lost it, why ask?
He had come back to the old

camping ground bravely determined
to "begin again," and with him
came a second woman to dare the
toil and trials of the gold-seeker.
What a sublime courage for the
woman ! What kingly courage for
an old disappointed man! To-day
Cariboo Cameron's bones lie

within a stone's throw of the Camp
in Barkerville.

Keep Playing

Herbert Kaulman in Everybody's

If you're on to the game and you're wise to the rules,
Keep playing.

Buck through the centre and give it a ram,
Smash on and crash on, you'll squirm through the jam.
If their trick is a Aim, let your trick be a flam;
Don't welch just because you've received one hard slam.

Even if you are down, they've not counted you out.
When you've rested, go back at the bunch with a shout.

Get your wind, grit your teeth, you're not hurt for a damn-
Keep playing.

Suppose you are last, there are more laps ahead,
Keep running.

Many a victory is snatched from defeat

;

While there's breath in his body, no man can be beat.
Don't you know you've a chance to the very last heat?
Brace up there and put some more speed in your feet.

If you try hard enough, you'll catch on to the way;
Chances are that to-morrow is your special day;

Screw your courage up tight, twist some grit in your meat!
Keep running.

in





FROM APPRENTICE TO BARONET

professions. A hundred years ago
nearly every boy intended for a com-
mercial life was an apprentice, and in

Elizabethan days we know that the
London apprentices were a body to
be reckoned with. Now for some un-
explained reason boys drift into most
trades without any of that thorough
technical education which is guaran-
teed by apprenticeship under a good
master. Printing and engineering
are two of the callings in which one is

still apprenticed as a general rule, but
in the drapery, as well as
in most other, trade the system is un-
fortunately dying out.

"It is the only way to learn a trade
properly," remarked Sir John. "My
groundwork has stood me in good
stead from first to last. I learnt all

that was to be learnt about small
wares as an apprentice and improver,
and what was necessary then is even
more necessary now. To become an
employer you must get to know
every detail of your business, and not
be above sweeping out the office.

"What is required in a young
man? Industry, enthusiasm, and a
desire to excel. Whenever I entered
a shop I looked at the top berth, and
generally managed to get it. The
conditions then were only different as
to the volume of business. Great
wholesale stores were only just in pro-
cess of creation, and salaries were
smaller.

"Nowadays, I have noticed, men
are paid better but are satisfied with
less responsibility. People in my firm
have refused important berths because
they shirk the responsibilities. In my
younger days I saw very little of that*.

Men jumped at what they could get
then, and did their best.

"There are always plenty of good
positions for good men, but men
above the average are not easily
found, and—don't forget—a great
firm does not live on its
name, but mainly on the
capacities of chiefs of depart-
ments. The measure of success of
each department is the thermometer

of the business ability of the man in

whom the management is invested."

Sir John Barker puts great faith in
the need of recreation and amuse-
ment, and, in fact, was a pioneer of
the early closing movement. Only the
day previously to my call upon him
he headed a deputation to the Home
Secretary in favor of Lord Avebury's
Sunday Closing Bill. Sunday open-
ing of all sorts and conditions of shops
is on the increase, he said, in large
towns, and especially in London and
Glasgow.

"When I was canvassing during
my election campaign at Maidstone, I

met a grocer who said to me, Tm not
going to vote for you; you want me
to shut up my shop early, and lose
half my trade. If I and my daughter
like to keep open the shop till ten,
why shouldn't we?' That is the type
of man who keeps a whole district
open."

In reply to a query, Sir John said
he would welcome any way of avoid-
ing the "living-in" system. "It is

very costly and a great responsibility,
though if it is for the benefit of my
staff I don't mind in the least."

In his firm, I learnt, most of the
employes preferred to be boarded, as
also in the case of a well-known dress-
making firm, of which he is chairman.
In the latter case many of the girls
come over from Paris, and it is obvi-
ously the best thing for them to board
together. "Here, too," he added,
"young girls come up from the coun-
try—daughters of tradesmen in most
cases—knowing that they are sure of
good food and comfortable board."

This was no idle boast, for Mr. R.
Millbourn, a director, took me round
the staff buildings, and I was aston-
ished to see the high scale of comfort
provided for the workers. No wonder
"living-in" in such an expensive dis-
trict as Kensington is such a con-
siderable item in the firm's expenses.
As I came away my reflection was

that if all "living-in" systems were
conducted so admirably as this, shop
assistants would be in clover.
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The Business End of Polar Exploration

By W. S. BRUCE

From the Fortnightly Review

THE world shrinks, and now there

are few parts of the globe

which have not been traversed.

I say purposely traversed, for many
parts traversed have not been ex-

plored. A race across Africa, from

Paris to Pekin on a motor car, or

what has been aptly called the "boy-

ish Pole hunt," can now no longer be

regarded as serious exploration. In

fact, in Polar exploration, especially

people are beginning to see the com-

parative uselessness of such journeys,

and rarely can any Polar expedition

get money unless the leader announces

that such and such scientific investiga-

tions are to be made by a staff of ex-

perts, and that such and such scien-

tific results are likely to accrue. Yet

what the mass of the public desire is

pure sensationalism, therefore the

Polar explorer who attains the highest

latitude and who has the powers of

making a vivid picture of the difficul-

ties and hardships involved, will be

regarded popularly as the hero, and

will seldom fail to add materially to

his store of worldly welfare; while he

who plods on an unknown tract of

land or sea and works there in sys-

tematic and monographic style, will

probably not have such worldly suc-

cess, unless his business capacity is

such as to allow him to turn to his

.iflvantage products of commercial

value in the lands and seas he has

been exploring. The general rule,

however, is that the man of science

opens the way and reveals the trea-

sures of the unknown, and that the

man of business follows and reaps the
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commercial advantage, and where this

is not the case and the man of science

takes to money-making, the chances

are that the world has rather lost than

gained by his transition. Yet there is

a marked temptation for the man of

science to devote himself to money-
making sooner or later, for so starved

has he been for many years that

eventually he seeks to gain some of

that worldly comfort for his family

and himself associated with moderate
wealth which has been almost entirely

denied to him in earlier life. It is

right, therefore, that the man of sci-

ence who has not the time or the in-

clination to devote his life to the

gathering of gold should look to those

who have this for their chief aim in

life to support him in investigations

of the unknown, or to those who, by
the industry of their ancestors, have
more than is necessary for at least a

life of comfort.

In the face of these facts, it is in-

teresting to note that the author re-

cently, in trying to get support for

the Scottish National Antarctic Ex-
pedition from one who professes de-

sire to spend the large fortune he has

gathered in a useful manner, should

have received the answer that he could

not see the use of such expeditions.

Exactly the same answer that Colum-
bus received more than four centuries

ago ; yet how many owe their wealth

to that enthusiast's voyage. Was
there ever a more mad-cap expedition

than that one? A veritable nutshell

to sail westward into the unknown
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and to face dangers beyond all the

powers of human conception.

There is no reason to believe that

wealth equal to that of the New
World of Christopher Columbus does

not exist in the Polar regions, con-

sidering the increased power given to

man by the advancement of science,

which is constantly showing new ways
and means to furnish suitable methods
for discovering and making use of

that wealth.

So far I have been trying to an-

swer the question which the Polar

explorer constantly gets asked him
usually by the business man who has

not had any scientific training—name-
ly. What is the use of these Polar ex-

peditions? If the sole aim is to reach

the North or South Pole or to get

nearer to it than anyone has been be-

fore, the answer must be that it is of

little value either to science or com-
merce. That is the accomplishment
of an athletic feat only to be carried

out by those who have splendid physi-

cal development. But if it refers to

expeditions well equipped with every

means for the scientific survey of a

definite section of the world—be it

land or sea—then the answer is dif-

ferent. To add to the store of human
knowledge means increased power of

adding to human comfort. It also

means making another step into the

forever unfathomable unknown, and
it is the duty of the scientific explorer

as a pioneer to investigate a definite

area of the unknown with a staff of

competent specialists.

Modern Polar exploration must be

conducted in this manner. Having
decided whether one's energies are to

be applied to the Arctic or Antarctic

regions, the explorer has to make up
his mind whether it be land or sea

that he is about to explore, and, hav-
ing determined that, and being well

acquainted with the literature of his

subject, and having had previous

practical training in the work he is

about to undertake, he chooses his

definite area. It may be a large or a

small area. It may be one that has

been previously traversed and of

which a hazy idea may be had. It

may be over lands untrodden by the
foot of man or seas as yet unfathomed.
Suppose it is a detailed investigation
of the North Polar basin. The ex-
plorer must first have a good ship,

built somewhat on the lines of the
Scotia or Fram, for resisting and
evading ice pressure, and, following
the idea of Nansen's drift, he will sail

the Behring Straits, making his base
of departure British Columbia or
Japan. Then, working northward as
far as possible through the pack ice,

the ship will eventually be beset firmlv
in the autumn or even earlier, and, if

she be of the right build, with safety.

Now, as far as the ship is concerned,
she must be made snug for the winter,
and she becomes to all intents and
purposes a house for the next three,
or may be four, years. She will drift

right across the North Polar basin,
and will emerge from the Polar pack
somewhere between Greenland and
Spitsbergen. The probability is that
she will pass almost if not right

through the position of the North
Pole. But all this may be counted
worthless if there is not complete and
thorough equipment cf men, instru-

ments, and other material for scientific

investigation. The expedition must
be for the thorough examination of
the Polar basin—that is, it must be
an expedition fitted out primarily for

oceanographical research. The leader
of the expedition should be a scientific

man, and should certainly be one who
has gained knowledge by having car-

ried on scientific research in one or
more departments in the service of
some previous expedition. He must
also be practically acquainted with the

handling of an oceanographical ship.

Without such experience, be he lands-

man or seaman, failure must be the

result.

The scientific staff must include

well-trained men able to organize the
work of their various departments
under the co-ordination of the leader.

Astronomy; meteorology, including
an investigation of the higher atmos-
phere by means of balloons and kites,
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as well as sea-level observations;

magnetism ; ocean physics, including

an investigation of currents, tempera-

ture, specific gravity at all depths

from the surface to the bottom ; bathy-

metry, including a complete study of

the shape of the floor of the Polar

basin
;
geology, especially a study of

the nature of the bottom ; biology, an

investigation of every living thing,

those animals that live on the bottom

of the sea, those who swim on or near

the surface or in intermediate depths

—in short, benthoic, planktonic, and

nektonic research ; a study of the algae

and animals that may be found in as-

sociation with the ice itself, as well

as an investigation of every animal or

plant above the surface of the ocean.

Six or eight scientific men would not

be too few to form the scientific staff,

and they must be provided with at

least two laboratories, a scientific

store room, and photographic room.

The leader himself being well ac-

quainted with conditions of work in

the Polar regions, it is not essential

that the scientific staff should be, but

it would be an advantage that

liis chief of staff had some ice

experience, and that he should

"be able to take up the reins in

the event of the serious illness or

death of the leader. The scientific

side of the ship should be separate

from the nautical, and the leader must
be the intermediary and guiding hand

for both. The master of the ship

must be subject to the leader, and the

crew entirely responsible to the mas-

ter, the leader strongly supporting the

master in this position. It is ques-

tionable how far commercial advan-

tage would be derived from such an
expedition, probably none immediate-

ly, though almost certainly some to a

future generation if not to our own
;

but the increase of human knowledge
by the thorough survey of a definite

area of our globe in a systematic man-
ner is sufficient to warrant such an

expedition being carried out.

This is the only piece of work (in

the North Polar regions) that remains

to be done on an extensive scale, and

which must extend over a long period

of time without a break, though there

is much Arctic work to be done in

other directions. Thus the author has

been busying himself during the last

two summer seasons with the detailed

investigation of Prince Charles Fore-

land. This island, about fifty miles

long and about six miles wide, forms

a considerable part of the west coast

of the archipelago of Spitsbergen.

Prince Charles Foreland, named
after Charles, son of James VI. of

Scotland, has been known to exist for

more than 300 years, yet there has

been practically complete ignorance of

its form, geology, fauna and flora.

It would be of interest to take the

chart of the Arctic regions and to

enumerate the different parts that yet

remain to be explored—their name is

legion. The Beaufort Sea, the islands

and channels to the north of the

American continent offer especially

a splendid field for topographical,

hydrographical, biological, geological

and other research. Much valuable

work is to be accomplished by a series

of stations set up in strategic places

for biological research, and the same
may be said for magnetism and mete-
orology—especially if associated with

investigation of the higher atmos-
phere. Denmark deserves great credit

for recently setting up a biological

station in Davis Strait in the manner
here indicated. This has been accom-
plished by the generosity of Justice A.

Hoek, and is backed up by an annual
grant of £600 from the Danish Gov-
ernment towards its maintenance.
Similar stations could with little diffi-

culty be set up in Spitsbergen, Franz-
Josef Land, Novaya Zemlya, and pos-
sibly also in Jan Mayen and East
Greenland. This form of research is

one of the most valuable forms of ex-
ploration yet to be accomplished. The
station should ; n each case be provided
with a mod:rate-sized steam or motor
launch.
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The Human Factor in Business Efficiency

By W. M. McFARLAND
Reproduced from Engineering Magazine

IT is probable that there was never
a time when there was not an
effort on the part of some espe-

cially energetic individuals to bring
about an improvement in existing
methods, but with the advent of the
steam engine as an active factor in

human affairs, this effort for im-
provement has become more mark-
ed, with an intensity which has been
steadily growing, down to the pres-
ent time, so far as relates to in-

creased efficiency of machines. The
improvement has come about partly
by good fortune, partly by experi-
ments (not always well directed),
and partly as the result of effort di-

rected by a thorough knowledge of
theory. The last quarter-century
has witnessed a greater concentra-
tion of effort towards the increase
of efficiency in the human element,
and it is proposed to discuss briefly
what is really the basis for the un-
doubted improvement which has re-

sulted.

It is one of the elementary chap-
ters in political economy which
proves that unorganized society is

of necessity inefficient, and the
books go on to show that specializ-
ation produces a decided increase in
the individual and the general ef-

ficiency. This is true even on a
small scale. When the scale of
operations is greatly increased, we
find, as we might expect, that thor-
ough training and organization are
productive of increased efficiency, as
is notably shown in the history of
armies in ancient times.

The great success of Alexander in
his expedition through Asia is at-

tributed in part to the fine organi-
zation and drill of the army by his
father, Philip, who in turn was a
pupil of Epaminondas. The latter
was apparently the inventor of the
first material change in tactics in
introducing a movement similar to
the flying wedge, which was popular
in football some years ago. The
utilization of this idea in his battles
was a great feature in Alexander's
victories. In the same way the suc-
cesses of Hannibal against the
Romans were apparently due to the
much higher skill and training of
his officers and men, under the di-

rection of his consummate general-
ship. Organization and drill alone,,
however, are not sufficient, as was
shown in a most remarkable way in

Napoleon's campaigns. Leaving
aside for the moment the marvellous
military genius of Napoleon and the
great ability of some of his chief
lieutenants, the fact remains that:
prior to the Revolution none of
them had had any experience in bat-
tles on a large scale and they were
often pitted against veteran com-
manders of many years' experience.
They had troops who were compar-
atively raw, and the enemy in many
cases had troops who were veterans.
There must be some reason for the
immensely greater efficiency which
was developed, and it sems, on even
moderate analysis, to rest upon a
basis of rewards of some kind. In
the early days—those of Alexander
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and Hannibal—it was expected that

the victorious army, besides receiv-

ing its usual pay, would glut itself

with loot. We may not regard a

spirit thus satisfied as of a very high

grade ; but for the time the incentive

was thoroughly adequate. Han-

nibal's soldiers were all mercenaries

and had no patriotic impulses to in-

fluence them in the slightest degree,

while the Romans were fighting for

their country. Something of the same

sort was true of Alexander's men, as

we know that it was customary

among the Greek soldiers to hire out

their services. In the case of Na-

poleon's armies, there can be no

doubt whatever that the splendid

rewards which he held out for splen-

did services were calculated to

bring out the very best work of

which each man was capable. It

was commonly said that every

soldier carried a marshal's baton in

his knapsack, and we know that a

majority of his marshals actually

rose from the ranks.

The very difference in quality be-

tween the men who are usually ob-

tained for soldiers in peace and

those who enter the service during

a war emphasizes this point. In

times of peace there is ordinarily

little chance for an enlisted man to

get much advancement. In war,

for a bold and brave man there are

splendid opportunities ; and the his-

tory of the American Civil War,
with the large number of men who
entered as privates and afterwards

became officers of the regular army,

shows the much greater opportun-

ity. An actual count of a recent

Army Register showed sixty general

officers (two lieutenant-generals)

who had risen from the ranks and

whose names were on the list. We
can see all these things very clearly

now when we look back and study

them, but in times of general indif-

ference or stagnation this basic ]
rin-

ciple seems to be entirely ignored.

In the early days of hand-work-

manship, men were, either their own
120

masters or, at least, worked in small

groups where they were thoroughly
under the master's eye, so that ques-

tions of organization did not enter.

The advent of the steam engine, and
following it the growth of the fac-

tory system, changed the problem
of craftsmanship almost completely

and in a way to make the questions

of organization and discipline some-
what analogous to those obtaining

in military organizations. When
the factories were still small and
:he masters could be personally ac-

quainted with every man, so that

there was a personal touch, there

was still something of pride on the

part of all decent workmen in ren-

dering an adequate return for the

wage received ; but with the de-

velopment into the huge establish-

ments of recent years this personal

touch has been entirely lost, and it

is an undoubted fact that there has

been a tendency on the part of the

men to render less than an adequate
return for their wage.

Two methods are always open in

handling large bodies of men—by
leading or by driving. With work
that requires no particular skill and
mere brute strength, the method of

driving may succeed moderately

;

this was the method in both ancient

and modern times of handling
slaves. Where the skill of the

workmen is involved, however,
driving is practically out of the

question. Something can be accom-
plished, but there is almost sure to

be a reduction in quality of pro-

duct. We then come to exactly what
was found two-thousand years ago
in the military organization—that

to get zealous and efficient work, an
adequate reward must be offered.

It can hardly be asserted with
confidence that in industrial lines

the perfect system of reward has yet

been discovered—that is, one which,

while perfectly just in theory to

master and man, is accepted cheer-

fully by both. Piece work seemed
very promising (and it certainly is
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just) but in one way it did even
more than was expected. It proved
almost always that the men had
produced so much less than was
easily possible that the masters
would have been more than human
if they had not cut the piece-work
rate, and, of course, the result was
strikes and other troubles. Then
came the premium system, which
seemed to be entirely fair to both
masters and men; but the labor or-

ganizations are against this because
they claim that it leads men to pro-

duce too much, thereby throwing
many out of employment. Others,
like Mr. F. W. Taylor and his fol-

lowers, have shown very admirably
how a proper bonus system would
produce the proper results, although
this would doubtless be opposed by
the labor agitators. There can be
no doubt whatever that all of these

systems have shown very thorough-
ly that they do offer an adequate re-

ward to men who are willing to be
fair, and that, as a result, the effici-

ency of work and of the plants is

enormously increased. It will, of

course, be understood that it is as-

sumed that the other essentials of

success—proper organization, mod-
ern labor-saving methods, etc., are

to go along with the factor specially

affecting the personnel—but I be-

lieve that the human factor is vast-

ly the more important.

It has seemed to me that in many

of the schemes which are put for-

ward for increased efficiency there

is too great a tendency to assume
that the human beings who have to

carry them out are machines. This

mistake is akin to that which is so

often made where it is believed that

an evil can be cured by simplv pas-

sing a law against it, forgetting that

public opinion must be back of the

law.

In these days, some branches of

business, notably advertising and
selling, are showing a firm belief in

the truth of Pope's saying "The
proper study of mankind is man,"
with splendid results. They aim to

show a man that it is to his interest

to buy. What we have to do in pro-

duction is to show the men that it is

to their interest to produce with

the highest efficiency. The most
practical way to do this—is it not

indeed the only way?—is to provide

an adequate reward. The rare men
who are sure to rise to higher posi-

tions are naturally satisfied with

this as their reward; but the vast

majority cannot hope to rise higher

than skilled artificers. These men
have exactly the same human na-

ture as the executives of the estab-

lishment, and what causes the ex-

ecutives to be efficient will certain-

ly have the same effect upon the

workmen—and this is adequate re-

ward for the highest efficiency.

Sand

Success Magazine

Large numbers of people have brilliant qualities; they know a

great deal, are well educated, but they lack sand, staying power. They

can't stand by a proposition and see it through thick and thin to the end.

They lack that bulldog grit which hangs on until they triumph or die.

They lack the clinging ability that never lets go, no matter what comes.

They work well when things go smoothly ; they are fair-weather sailors,

but are terrified in storm, paralyzed in an emergency. Staying power is

the final test of abilitv.
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Hugh Chalmers of Detroit

By H. W. FORD
In the Business Philosopher

PERHAPS you have heard of

Hugh Chalmers.

He is the man who received

$72,000 a year when working for John
H. Patterson, president of the Na-
tional Cash Register Company.
Of course, Chalmers was patheti-

cally underpaid, but even so, $72,000
a year is a very exceptional salary,

and a man who can command it, and
earn it, as Chalmers did, deserves un-

usual attention, especially when that

man is only 32 years old.

Chalmers was 32 when, as vice-

president of the National Cash Regis-

ter Company and general manager of

its world-wide business, he received

this annual fortune. He is a little

older than that now.

Also, he is a bigger man now.
Chalmers grows. When he decided

that it was not longer worth $72,000
a year to try to work at the National

he went into the automobile business

for himself. He bought an interest

in the E. R. Thomas-Detroit Com-
pany and became its president. The
name was then changed to the Chal-

mers-Detroit Company.
I fe has been doing things in the

automobile business. If you don't be-

lieve it, ask any automobile man.

Chalmers discovered that a million-

aire car could be built and sold for

Si. 500. The announcement of this

discovery caused a good deal, of an
upheaval in the automobile world.

Also, this announcement struck a re-

sponsive point of contact in the public

mind and many kind thoughts were
sent in Chalmers' direction by thous-
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ands of people who had long been

wanting a millionaire's car for about

$1,500. If you doubt this, just drop

a line to the Chalmers-Detroit factory

and ask how many replies they got

from the first advertisement about the

astounding car.

Chalmers is truly a great salesman.

He got his first big start by selling

cash registers. When he entered the

automobile business he saw that con-

ditions were changing rapidly in that

industry; that where heretofore auto-

mobiles had been bought, hereafter

they would have to be sold. He fig-

ured out that with the right kind of a

selling organization he could market
his cars in great quantities, and hence
afford to take a small profit on each
car. Because of this policy it won't

be long before nearly everyone can
afford to own an automobile.

Chalmers is the hero of the original

real millionaire story. He was worth
a million dollars at 30, and he had
made it all himself, beginning as a

very poor boy.

I do not know that Chalmers had
$1,000,000 worth of real property at

that time, or that he has that much
yet, but, nevertheless, he was a real

millionaire. He capitalized himself

for $1,000,000, and he then loaned the

capital to the National Cash Register

Company for $50,000 a year, which is

the interest at 5 per cent, on $1,000,-

000. And this isn't a very high rate

of interest; most millionaires get more
than this on their capital.

Did you ever figure out how much
you are worth—how much capital
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your efficiency represented ? What
salary do you earn? It is the income
on what amount, at 5 or 6 per cent.?

This amount represents the capital

that you have tied up in your body,

your brain and your soul.

Chalmers had a million dollars tied

up in himself, and he collected the in-

terest at regular intervals. Note also,

that either the capital increased or the

rate of interest was raised, because,

as mentioned above, he was later get-

ting $72,000 a year, an increase of

$22,000 over $50,000.

Most people could manage to live

fairly well on the $22,000 increase.

Chalmers was a trained man. By
constant thought, continual study, and
unfaltering industry, he made himself

worth what he is. Talk of efficiency

!

Chalmers is efficiency personified.

You will be interested in the main
facts of Chalmers' struggle to business

success.

He had the first essential to a great

career : he began in the business world
as an office boy at about $2 a week.

This was in the Dayton sales office of

the National Cash Register Company.
He worked days at sweeping out the

office, running messages, and doing
all the other duties that an office boy
is supposed to do, but seldom does. At
night he attended a business school,

where he learned stenography and
bookkeeping.

At fourteen, while working as

stenographer and bookkeeper in this

same office, he made his first sale of a

cash register. The barrier was up.

Xobody rang the recall bell and he

went right on.

At eighteen he was an office sales-

man ; at twenty a sales agent with an
exclusive territory ; four years later he
was district manager for Ohio with
twenty-four sales agents and salesmen
under him ; at twenty-five he was
called into the factory to be assistant

manager of agencies ; at twenty-six he
was manager of agencies ; then assist-

ant general manager ; then general
manager and vice-president, at twenty-
nine.

It was a big job that this youngster

assumed, but he had been steadily lay-

ing up his resources against this cru-

cial test, and when the test came he
had sufficient capital on which to do
business.

There was a plant with 5,000 em-
ployes to manage, a selling force in

America of 475 men to direct, branch
companies in foreign countries to or-

ganize and oversee, competition to

meet and subdue at home and abroad.

But Chalmers took to increased re-

sponsibility as a duck takes to water.

With unerring judgment of men, he
built up around him an organization

of young, enthusiastic, forceful lieu-

tenants. He inspired them with
loyalty. He made his personality an
asset of the business.

Conventions and extensive traveling

acquainted him with every man in the

selling force. And every man con-

sidered Chalmers his personal friend.

His wonderful memory made it pos-

sible for him to know every name and
every face. Not only that, but by con-

stant study of the daily sales report

he trained himself to know each day
just how much business each man had
done, and, in meeting one of them
could give just the right word of

congratulation. encouragement or

"ginger."

Was it a convention of salesmen
tired after a season's work, perhaps a

bit discouraged? Hugh Chalmers'
words of appreciation, advice and en-

couragement, drawn from his own ex-

perience and his wider view of the

field, would send them back to their

territories eager for work and confi-

dent of success—a state of

mind sure to result in bigger
sales. Was it a delegation of

workmen with a grievance or

a mass-meeting of employes on the

verge of a strike? It was Chalmers
who justified the company's position,

showed that the interests of manage-
ment and employes were one, ap-

pealed to the men's loyalty and sent

them away satisfied. Whenever
Chalmers spoke to a meeting, large or

small, his hearers went back to their

work with more snap and vim than'
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they had before. His words were
worth dollars in increased efficiency.

''I believe in treating men as human
beings/' says Mr. Chalmers. "When
I talk to people individually or col-

lectively I appeal not merely to their

heads, but to their hearts. Persuade
a man merely by cold logic and,

though he admits the correctness of

your claims, he is not 'sold'—not con-

vinced. Arguments that tell are the

ones that reach the heart."

If the essence of successful sales-

manship is persuasion, then it is easy
for one who knows Hugh Chalmers
to understand why he should have
been one of the most successful sales-

men the National Cash Register Com-
pany ever had.

Chalmers would have made a great
jury lawyer. The resourcefulness of

the salesman in advancing arguments
and meeting objections has developed
in him to a wonderful reasoning power
and persuasiveness. When Hugh
Chalmers talks to you, you are con-
vinced that what he says is right, al-

ways has been and always will be.

This convincingness is one of the
strongest assets in Chalmers' inven-
tory of success-bringing qualities. He
has a personality that inspires con-
fidence.

He believes in employing good men
and paying them well for what they
do. He has always stood for high
commissions to agents. "The man in

the field," he would say, "is the man
who keeps the factory going. Let us
pay him all we can. He can't make
money for himself without making
money for us."

Chalmers wants his men not only
to make money, but to save it. He
comes of Scotch ancestry and Scot-
tish thrift is one of his characteris-

tics. "Save your money," has been
the burden of many talks to his

salesmen.

When he was a salesman himself
he had an original method of making
himself work hard and save money.
He made it a rule that he must earn
enough by the 12th of each month to

pay his traveling and office expenses.
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"Everything over and above ex-

penses," says he, "was profit. So I

worked and saved in the first part of

the month to get my expenses paid

and begin to earn profits. And I

worked hard at the end of the month,
to put all the commissions I could into

the profit column, instead of into next
months' expense column."

Once upon a time on a train bound
for New York, Hugh Chalmers gave
a fellow manufacturer the business

man's countersign: "How's busi-

ness?" It was during a period of de-

pression.

"Only fair," answered the other

;

"times are pretty hard. But I've done
a good piece of work in the last six

months. I've spent my time in the

shop and succeeded in cutting down
the cost of our product 25 cents."

"But how about your sales?"

"They've fallen off about 30 per

cent. But it's a bad year. Every-
body's business has dropped off. How
are things with you ?"

"To date," said Mr. Chalmers, "we
show an increase of 20 per cent, over

the same period last year. We're sell-

ing our product at the highest prices

we've ever got, and we are behind on
our orders. I suppose our manufac-
turing cost is a little higher than it

might be, but while you've been cut-

ting 25 cents off the cost of each ar-

ticle by getting out in the factory, I

have kept $25 on the selling price by
anticipating competition and by de-

voting my attention to the big prob-

lem of selling organization and ad-

vertising."

"Which is the most important?"
That is the question with which Hugh
Chalmers faces the problems of the

business day, and it is his ability to

determine "which." and to concen-

trate all his powers on that one task,

that enabled him at 32 to manage a

world-wide business and to earn a

salary of $72,000 a year. It is this

same ability—to pick out the big prob-

lem and to solve it—that has made
him, ten months after he entered it.

one of the big figures in the automo-
bile world.
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By W. ALBERT HICKMAN
From the Century Magazine

THIS is a poor story, for it has

no plot, and all stories writ-

ten in America are suppos-

ed to have a plot. Nothing else

matters. This story has a girl and
a man and a chief event. Of these

the chief event happened only

in the ordinary course of things, and
if the girl had not had one straight,

white streak in her internal construc-

tion, probably it would not have af-

fected her in the proper way, and
there would have been no excuse
for writing this at all. It may still

be a question whether the girl was
worthy of the event and so worth
our valuable consideration. But
whether she was worth it at the time
or not—and it seems improbable

—

she doubtless became so in the end.

Under the drilling of love and life

many of this sort do when you
never would have suspected it. The
chief event itself was an artistic per-

formance, and every artistic per-

formance, however mean may be its

little type, deserves worth in its ap-

preciators; but as has been said, if

she had no worth, without doubt she

acquired it. and, also without doubt,

in the acquiring process the chief

event helped her. So far this seems
a bit abstruse.

Her name was Helen McNab.
Her father was a Montreal broker.

In 1869 ne had walked in from a

cieek seventeen miles up the Ottawa
River to take a position as an office

boy—this story was written in 1907,
which makes a profound difference

—

I remember imperfectly a descrip-

tion given me by Winslow Whit-
man, late of Boston and India.

"Never been in the McNab's draw-
ing room !" he said, with a face full

of pity. "Your life is yet to be lived.

They got stuffed birds in it, and a

stuffed bear, an' a stuffed Injun, an'

a full-sized Eskimo kayak. Then
they got all sorts of chairs—chairs

that belonged to Louis Ouatorze,
an' Louis Quinze, an' Louis Seize,

an' I guess most of the other Louis.

Sc me of their legs turn in. an' some
of 'em turn out, an' the tops

of 'em are all different ; some like

squash-pies, with a rim round 'em,

an' some ilke meat-pies, with a

lump on 'em ; but you can't sit on
any of 'era. In one corner it 's Pata-

gonia, in another it's the Petit

Trianon, an' in another it's Hudson's
Bay. Oh, your life is yet to be lived."

Miss McNab was the only daugh-

ter and she was pretty ; but if you
stripped her of the aura that sur-

rounds every pretty girl, she was
not attractive. In the ordinary

course of things she went away to

a boarding school to develop her

individuality, and when she came
back she had it fully developed. She

wore a suit covered with large black

and white checks and a very flat

sailor hat, and she walked in all re-

spects like an ostrich. Later she

had a bored expression, and there

was something about her that led

you to suspect she had never done
enough to deserve it. She had a

nasal voice, which she used for pro-
125
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ducing an unfounded libel on an

English accent and an unsorted col-

lection of English sporting phrases.

She had one slash scar on her left

cheek from having collided with a

tree one night on the Mountain on

skees, and of this she was reservedly-

proud—she had followed fifteen oth-

ers down the slope, and had come
out blmu-stunned at the bottom.

She was always well groomed and
manicured, her nails were cut to a

"ounded point, she was usually

vnarceled (this is a way of doing a

woman':- hair that makes it take on

a beautiful regularity of contour

that you see in the ripples of the

sand of the sea-shore, or the clouds

of a mackerel sky), and she was
gifted with the taste (which is the

pioper term for money when applied

in this connection) to dress effective-

ly, which she did. Any time she

had left over from the operations

involved in these peculiarities she

used in maintaining her position,

«nd this position was a complicat-

er thing.

J n North America there is a small

but delicately perfumed army of

young ladies who have made it their

business to start an ar.itocracy. For
certain obscure reason: including

the lack of aristrocrats to fill in with,

they have failed; but, instead, they

have what is called a plutocracy,

which is the same thing from the in-

side, though from the outside it is

quite different. Montreal, like many
other cities to the East and West
and South, has an ornate nascent

plutocracy, and Miss McNab's posi-

tion at the time of this tale was on
the extreme outer edge. The posi-

tion of these plutocracies is uncer-

tain, as they are maintained entirely

by keeping just such young ladies

from looking behind the Veil (where,

by the way, there is nothing what-
ever—though that is a secret), and
so the plutocracy is usually busy,

and the young ladies are busy as

well.

Miss McNab was so busy thai she
12fi

had never had time to see a man. She
believed she had danced with them.
She unquestionably had decorated
boxes at His Majesty's with them
when they could afford it, and stalls

when they could not. She had re-

ceived violets from them, and large

American Beauty roses. (The form-

er she had worn, and they had wilt-

ed ; the latter a maid had put in wa-
ter, and they had wilted—at eighteen

dollars a dozen.) She had dined at

the Hunt Club with them, and at

the Forest and Stream, for there is

something about that brusque, sport-

ing manner over the warmth of

transparent chiffon that is at-

tractive to the uninitiated. But she

had no idea in the world what a man
was really like inside. She had her

own imperious method of dealing

with them, and that was to be all-

sufficient for all time. It was her

perfect, patent, impervious system,

filled with raw oil and finished with
three coats of best spar varnish. It

was applied to all men alike that

moved within her orbit, with varia-

tions to fit their prestige. Beyond her

orbit there was a vague and unim-
portant region filled with college

professors, navvies, photographers,

and mechanical engineers, such as

drive the Lusitania, and such like.

Any one of these she would refer to

as a man, but with a different tone,

and that was the end of him. This
was her whole philosophy

;
quite in-

conceivable, but approximately so.

And y
ret, still more inconceivable, un-

der all this there was doubtless the

stuff to make a woman that could
sing songs to her own children, and
the Magnificat to herself, and repeat

the Apostles' Creed. This is a won-
derful world.

Now, the man had recently come
to Montreal from England. His
father had been a great consulting

engineer in Victoria Street, and, like

all good consulting engineers, had

died at his appointed time. He had
been great even above riches, which
is very great indeed, so he had been
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able to leave his son only a little un-

der 6,000 pounds, a strong engineer-

ing tendency, and two or three of

the recognized varieties of common
sense. Among these was not the

one relating to the value of worldly

possessions, and in five calendar

months Mr. George Porteous

Vaughan Morgan—for that was the

son's name—had expended 5,384

pounds, 12 shillings, 9 pence ; and of

such beautiful quality was one sort

oi common sense he did have—the

one that teaches how to deal grace-

fully with men and women— that

with this comparatively small sum
of money he made a notable dis-

turbance in the great City of Lon-
don, and his existence was admitted

from the Circus to the foot of the

throne. In fact, so great was this

disturbance that its echoes have not

altogether died away to this day.

Afterward, having learned his les-

son cheerfully and silently, and with-

out a touch of melo-drama, he came
out to Canada with 600 pounds, and,

following his engineering trend, join-

ed himself to a company in Mon-
treal whose business was to sell

English automobiles to the Canadian
public under the blessed advantages
of the Canadian Preferential Tariff.

Then of a sudden it seemed that all

his reserve common sense came in-

to action at once, and immediately
h( began to prosper; for he was one
of those rare specimens, an utterly

adaptable Englishman. He even
arose before eight o'clock in the

morning.

Early- in his Canadian career he
c« -Hided with Miss Helen McN b at

the St. Andrew's Ball. It so happen-
ed that no fewer than two of Miss
McNab's bondmen had failed. One
had been found by a two-years' wi-

dow of twenty-six. and the other
h.'.d found a very charming young-
lady who belonged to one of the

oldest French-Canadian families nd
who had just returned from eighteen

months in Paris; so th^re was no
prospect of either of them coming

back at all. So, partly by accident,

which is our crude way of describ-

ing the methods of Providence, and
partly through his own cheerful in-

itiative, Mr. Vaughan Morgan re-

ceived three dances. This, for Miss
McNab of Montreal, was quite un-

heard of, and an excellent start.

Being an adaptable Englishman,

Mr. Vaughan Morgan did not con-

ceive that a two-step was made out

o^ a mighty, automatic walk, or that

a waltz consisted in turning in one
direction over a limited area of floor

at thirty-six revolutions per min-

ute. On the contrary, he studied

his surroundings, took thought, care-

fully put Miss McNab on her met-

tle by asking if she was very tired,

and finished smiling and warm, with

the lady in a more disheveled con-

dition than she had ever been in

public in her life. In the midst of

her disapproval, she noticed a new,
uncatalogued, pleasant, tingling sen-

sation that apparently came out of

an uncertain pink haze. But in the

face of a life-time of habit, this ef-

fect was ephemeral, and in the in-

tervals between the dances she re-

verted to her normal condition, and
languidly told Mr. Vaughan Morgan
reserved tales of the doings of the

frightfully smart set to which she

belonged.

Now, Mr. Vaughan Morgan, hav-

ing laid out with great intelligence

5,384 pounds 12 shillings 9 pence in

finding out what he could about Lon-
don, was amazed at so much inno-

cence so wickedly put, and, at the

end of the third of those dances and
interviews, went out into another

room and served himself with bad
claret lemonade a number of times,

chuckling insanely all the while.

Still, having come from a land where
there are a million and a half sur-

plus women, he was taken with the

novelty of the imperious treatment

—

with apparently so little to warrant
it—so two days later, being Sunday,
he called. He found Miss McNab in

her especial element, surrounded by
127
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a salon, and haughty beyond his

most amazed conception ; for he also

came from the only democratic coun-
try in the world, and had seen no
other.

Miss McNab's mother held a lorg-

nette under a transformation, and
said that the St. Andrew's Ball was
becoming frightfully mixed—which
is true of all balls—and Miss Mc-
Nab's brother, though apparently in

his own house, conversed with a
friend on the opposite end of the
same divan, and regarded Mr.
Vaughan Morgan as a stranger.
This was all he got out of that visit,

and when he arose, Mr. McNab, jun-
ior, and the friend smiled, and he
departed in some wonder, but with
unabated interest. But Miss McNab
imagined she saw a smile in the back
of his eyes, and said a good-by that
lacked poise—her first since she was
six years old.

Working under the illogical rules
that govern these things, Mr.
Vaughan Morgan's interest continu-
ed to grow, and within three months,
in spite of occasional contact, he had
formed a most wonderful idea of
Miss McNab. Now, the description
of this young lady already submit-
ted was dispassionate and, as far as
it went, unquestionably correct from
a mechanical point of view, which
makes Mr. Vaughan Morgan's later
idea all the more wonderful : put in-

to English words, what he came to
see was this

:

Her height was the perfect height.
(In this case it happened to be 5 feet

63-4 inches, less 21-4 inches for
sole leather and brass nails.) She
was erect and beautifully balanced,
and full-figured. She had glorious,
indescribable golden-brown hair,

with a shimmer that traveled like

the shimmer of raw silk; walnut-
1 11 own eyes that shone and spark-
Ied and had a way of looking up
suddenly under lids that flickered
for a second and shut down, leaving
the effect of distant, silent summer
lightning.

V'S( far these were his
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precise words.) Her skin was clear

and fair, but with an uncertain flush

beneath that carried warmth from
her finger tips to the forehead, and
at the least provocation blazed in

her cheeks till you had to draw a
slow breath to stand still. This was
the over-whelming impression—tides

and surges of growing color; those
eyes ; and then such hands ! They
were not particularly small, but al-

together wonderful ; well-balanced,
soft, deft, and strong, the essence of

all capability, adaptable, responding
to every foreshadowed need, and ac-

complishing with all adequacy and
finish, and with a touch that was
perfectly sure, so that anything they
had done could never conceivably
come undone at all. When she play-
ed they flowed—and she neglected
Chaminade for Chopin—and when
she stopped they glided on their own
irresponsible way, and were a source
of danger to all mankind. But won-
derful above everything else was her
mouth : sensitive and mobile until

it was heartbreaking to watch it.

Every little thought that slipped
through her mind, every little trend
of a half-formed idea in fun or in

earnest, in devilment or in pure play,

was heralded there, and the corners
slid up and down or quivered for

one small second under the flutter of
those eyelids until the alluring color
came, stormed up, and you could
only stand and groan. And then her
voice was clear as crystal (bis) and
she had a way of turning her words
that was frightfully attractive. . . .

So Mr. Vaughan Morgan's con-
ception went, in part ; and, besides,
into this creation he breathed the
breath of life, making her into the
flattering likeness of a real woman
with all the attributes—prospective,
useful motherhood, and the rest

—

probably not one of which she then
actively possessed.

And Miss McNab remained im-
perious and unscathed to the point
of irritation.

Now for the sacrifice. In everv
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artistic performance there must be

a sacrifice. If you paint a picture

that attains to the line at the R. A.,

it is the canvas, the pigments, and
a little boiled linseed oil. If you
write a success of the season, it is

several blocks of rag paper, half a

pint of ink, and a suffering iridos-

mine pen-point. If you play the Sec-

ond Rhapsody, it is an expensive
grade of felt wearing on steel wires.

In this case it was an English car

called the Brunei, sold in Canada by
the company to which Mr. Vaughan
Morgan had joined himself. Her
makers calle I her "The Engineer's
Car," to distinguish her from the
mass of cars that seemed to be dedi-

cated to the public—or the devil. A
glimpse into her gear-box, or at the
mighty teeth of her driving pinion
(which is as important a part of a

car as a hairpin is of a woman), or
at the mightier hub and gun-carriage
spokes of her hind wheels, told you
why, and why she was peculiarly
fitted to be the sacrifice. And, be-
sides, under her bonnet was an en-
gine-room like the engine-room of
an ice-breaker, with a centrifugal
pump that might have come from
Tangyes, with any spare space filled

with a giant magneto; and all not-
ably protected from the wet and
gritty world outside. Her builders
had laboriously come to the conclu-
sion that an automobile was a digni-
fied private carriage, and had gone
forever from red bodies to the dark-
est of nile-green ; so, aside from a
certain massiveness, she was alto-

gether deceptive, and no man would
believe that she could rage furious-
ly, for they called her but twenty
horse-power. But of horses there
are many sorts, and doubtless the
horses in England are bigger than
the horses in America.

Here begins the introduction of

the chief event. One April day,
when the ice out of Lake St. Louis
was moving down in rafts over the

Lachine Rapids, and a Donaldson
liner and the Bellona, with fruit

were waiting at Quebec for the
breaking of the bridge at Cap Rouge,
Mr. Vaughan Morgan took out the
twenty Brunei to demonstrate to a
man who was preparing a summer
home beyond Como.
And here it is necessary to digress

for a geographical explanation.

Montreal City is on the island of

Montreal, and Montreal island is

in the mouth of the Ottawa, where
that woodland river empties itself

into the great St. Lawrence ; for the
Ottaw.i has a delta like the Nile and
the Amazon. If you wish to get off

the island of Montreal, you can go
in two ways : by something that
floats on the water or by a bridge.
At this particular time in April there
is nothing afloat except ice and
driftwood, so you must go by a
bridge, and of the bridges there are
two kinds, railway and highway.
The railway bridges are owned chief-

ly by corporations and so lead every-
where it is desirable to go; and the
highway bridges are owned chief-
ly by the Government, and so would
lead nowhere except by what is call-

ed the express will of the people, and
the people of North America, unlike
the people of England, never express
their will, but are governed directly,
in as far as it may be necessary, by
an over-ruling Providence, who does
not build bridges.

It is twenty-three miles by road
from the City of Montreal to Ste.
Anne de Bellevue, which is at the
extreme end of the island of Mon-
treal. Beyond is the flood of the
Ottawa, with Isle Perrot, over two
miles wide, breasting the current
in midstream, and with Vaudreuil
three miles away on the opposite
shore. And Como, where Mr. Vau-
ghan Morgan wished to be, is six
miles beyond Vaudreuil.

The main lines of those two great
corporations, the Canadian Pacific
Railway and the Grand Trunk Rail-
way, run out to Ste. Anne, and, by
high bridges resting on ponderous,
ice-cutting piers, cross over to Isle
E 129
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Perrot. Across that elm-clad island.

side by side, they strike a broad,

straight, stately roadway, until, by
other bridges with ponderous piers,

they cross over from Isle Perrot to

Yaudreuil, and go on their way into

the West.

On the other hand, the highway,

which is the property of the Govern-
ment, comes out speciously by La-

chine and through lakeside villages

to Ste. Anne: and then, instead of

proclaiming its inadequacy by turn-

ing down into the river and ceasing,

swings nobly round the end of the

ieland and returns to Montreal—as

is proper—through the woods.

That is to say if you have attain-

ed to Ste. Anne by road, and wish
to reach VaudreuiPwhich-is-beyond-
the-Ottawa, three miles away, you
may go by little bridges over little

rivers and so round by the City of

( Ittawa, two hundred and fifty miles,

or you may go back twenty-three

miles to Montreal, cross the River

St. Lawrence by the Victoria bridge,

travel many leagues upstream, cross

the River St. Lawrence again at Val-

leyfield, P.Q., and travel eastward
again many leagues to Yaudreuil,

which is the shorter. Or, to put it

ii: all its nakedness, from Montreal,

th< greatest city in Canada, you can-

not directly by road reach the main-

land of Western Quebec and On-
tario, the most populous section of

Canada, at all. This of course is an

outrage, and if the island of Mon-
treal were inhabited by the English

such, would be expressed as an

outrage day and night without ceas-

ing until the Governments involved,

helpless against importunity, like all

Governments, and for the sake of

blessed peace, which is the ultimate

aim and object of all Governments,
woidd signal their weariness, and
immediately there would arise the

nd of hammering on metal and
the voice of the pneumatic riveter

on girders at St. Anne.

All these great and seemingly ir-

relevant matters bear directly on
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Mr. Vaughan Morgan, for they show
why, to reach Como, which is be-

yond Yaudreuil. he had to load the
twenty Brunei on a flat-car, from
which she was precariously navi-

gated down three-inch planks at

Como Station.

And here, to justify Mr. Vaughan
Morgan's intelligence, it may be
said that he had no conception what
an Ottawa Yalley road might be in

the spring, but having alighted in

lour inches of snow water, he went
forward in faith and demonstrated,
lie demonstrated through wasted,
sooty snow-banks that melted with-

out ceasing under a summer-blue
^ky. He demonstrated on a water-
swept tundra where runnels poured
over an ice-edge into a lake that in

summer was a hay meadow. He
demonstrated over a half-frozen

plowed held, preferring it to a four-

horse-power stream which the own-
er assured him at other seasons was
the drive, and he finished by taking
his victim for what he called a spin

on the main road. The spin con-

sisted in leaping from mud-holes to

muddy snow-banks, and swooping
from snow-banks into mud-holes,
and resembled nothing so much as

navigating the May of Fundy in a

high sea in an open boat.

"It is a bit sloppy-you-know—is

n't it!" he said, with one eye over
laid with mud. and he went on talk-

ing reassuringly between gulps as

the patient Springs jolted their liv-

ers. In the end he careered away
joyfully toward the station by him-
self, with one bent mud-guard and
an order for one $3,500 car in his in-

m< >sl p« tcket.

For that night the twenty Brunei
was to have stayed in a shed, and
he was to have gone into town on
the 6.13. Bui the demonstration had
been long, and the 6.13 was on time,

and passed down, un (lagged, toward
Yaudreuil when he was still a quar-

ter of a mile across tin- plain.

"Marooned 1

"
Mr. Vaughan Mor

gan commented, and plowed ahead
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to interview the agent. The agent

was already being interviewed.

There were two young ladies and
one young gentleman, and they ap-

peared to have reached the station"

platform only the moment before.

In any case, they paid no attention

to the arrival of anything so trivial

as a motor. One young lad}- was
addressing the agent personally.

"You stupid fool, didn't you know
we were coming, whether you could

see us or not? Did you think we
wished to stay out here all night

—

alone?" with a side-swept glance at

the young gentleman. It was the

voice of Miss Helen McNab, in heat.

The agent was French-Canadian,
brief in temper, and not full}' train-

ed in deference. His reply was full

of words. On the first count he

tried to make plain that he was not

a mind-reader. On the second, he

pointed out that he had no method
of judging.

"I don't know, me !" he said, wav-
ing his arms in the air. "Yot eef

you don' came en time for y'r train

— I s'pose so." And he departed in-

to the station, leaving Miss McXab
white with wrath. (The McXab-
had a house at Como, and the gods-
that-desire-excitement had arranged
that Miss McNab should choose this

day in April to visit it for the pur-

pose of suggesting improvements.
She had brought with her a suite,

Miss Yvonne Dacoste. because she

was one step nearer the Veil, and
very haughty, and Mr. Gerald Brian

Glover, who had a thin and fair mus-
tache, and was what she called a

"nice boy.") Then, the mud -torm
having subsided, she saw the twenty
Brunei and Mr. Yaughan Morgan.
For one inexplicable second she was
abashed: after which she had an in-

spiration. She consulted with the

other two. "Watch me work this

Englishman!" was the substance of

it, though it was more- beautifully

put.

"I low do you do !" -lie i ipened, and
advanced towards the edge of the

platform. Mr. Yaughan Morgan
shuddered, and bowed through his

crust.

"Beastly walking, isn't it?" he
said.

"Frightful," said Miss McXab,
and properly introduced Miss Da-
coste and Mr. Glover. "We've lost

our last train, and I must be in town
at a quarter to eight. Won't you go
and ask that man if there's no other
train—anywhere?—He's been hor-

ribly rude." There was somewhat
implied, but to that phase Mr. Yau-
ghan Morgan seemed deaf and blind.

"Must?" he said, with the painful

literalness of a man, and took on a

serious expression. She did not ex-

plain that it was bridge at Lady
Sanderson's—her first—and, after

all, that was very important. Her
impervious system drove her ahead,
full into the bosom of the unguessed
future.

"Yes, must!" This tone was her
final. Mr. Yaughan Morgan said.

"Oh!" with a face full of considera-

tion and a mind full of thoughts,
and in a moment dropped over the

unopened door into the mud and was
in the station-house. In half a min-
ute he returned, visibly anxious.

There was a Grand Trunk train from
Vaudreuil at 7.10.

"Arrives ?"

"Bonaventure at five minutes to

eight."

"That is much too late," she said

regally, smoothing the wrinkles out
of long, tan gloves, while Mr. Glov-
er pulled his mustache.

"—Or we might get a special at

Vaudreuil. I can take you down in

the ca*r— if you don't mind the roads

and the mud." Miss McXab held

rigidly to her part. She did not

mind anything. Mr. Yaughan Mor
gan absently eyed Mr. Glover's ex-

panse of vicuna and satin and Miss
Dacoste's hard-crowned, oxer-fea-

thered hat (we shall remember the

spring of 10071. and his smile al-

most broke out. But his face re-

mained the face of one who realizes
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that something must be done im-

mediately.

"I'm quite sure we shall manage
it in some way, if we go at once,"

he said, cheerily, leaning toward the

sacrifice. Would Miss McNab like

to ride in front?

She would.

He advanced on the crank, preoc-

cupied, as a man thinking out things

far ahead, while Miss Dacoste and
Mr. Glover daintily climbed into the

tonneau, with the manner of people

who have certain misgivings, and
seated themselves on luxurious cush-

ions spattered with half-dry mud.
Mr. Vaughan Morgan heaved, and a

deep-seated tremor ran through the

twenty Brunei. He moved to one
side, and half the nile-green roof

over the forward mysteries rose up
and balanced itself in the air. For
a dozen seconds Miss McNab watch-
ed his hand wandering amid com-
plications—scarlet cylinders, glaring

brass piping and a whizzing alum-
inum fan, which she gazed at incur-

iously, not being a mechanic, after

which the bonnet closed with a

clang. The lady did notice that it

was unlike the tinny snap of certain

bonnets she had seen, but this was
her only impression of unusual
strength. This impression immedi-
ately gave place to another more in-

teresting. She painted a beautiful

picture of Mr. Vaughan Morgan hir-

ing a special at Vaudreuil, and tak

ing her in instate; and she would
ihat he did it.

This last impression was not ac-

curate. Mr. Vaughan Morgan had
also a plan : which did not coincide

in the least. How he thought it

might forward his interests, or why
he thought of it at all, I am sure I

could never guess. Probably it was
one of those first-flush impulses that

have created that Outer-Empire ti-

tle. Mad Englishman. Miss Mc-
Xab's "must" had made it possible.

He knew part of Miss McNab, and
he knew how to Foster that "must"
until it became a fetish. If she ever
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gave in, his excuse would be gone.
But, then, with a little urging, she
would never give in till the trumpet
blew and the earth dissolved away
from beneath her feet.

In the meantime he slid into the

driver's seat, pressed his foot on a

pedal, and moved two levers that

clicked. A hum rose up from some-
where, and Miss McXab felt herself

being pushed back deep into the

cushions. Then the hum ceased, and
there was no sound but the hiss of

snow water driven out in two clean

sheets under the bows. The twenty
Erunel, in a hundred-foot lake, was
siiently under way.
"Top speed," said Mr. " Vaughan

Morgan irrelevantly, with the ap-

preciation of an enthusiast.

"It does not seem very fast," Miss
McNab commented, with a voice like

an echo from a glacier.

"I should have said, 'Direct

drive,'"

Miss McNab said, "Ah!" not

knowing in the least what he meant.

"'Don't believe you have to be
home by a quarter to eight at all,"

he continued, in great absence ' of

mind, still dealing thoughtfully with
levers. "What is it for?"

"That is my own particular busi-

ness ; but it is really important."

"Really!" said Mr. Vaughan Mor-
gan, and this time a little child could

see that he was impressed, lie was
a beautiful actor, and that expres-

sion of great anxiety came back.

Miss McNab was satisfied. The first

result took place at once. They had
climbed from the lake into pure mud
that played in two smooth fountains

alongside, and they had arrived at

the turn to the main road. On every

car there is a little innocent-looking

pedal that is called the accelerator.

I: has an unseen connection with the

throttle, and is more potent than all

the pedals of a cathedral organ put

together. Turning into the main
road, Mr. Vaughan Morgan rested

his foot on this pedal ever so light-

ly, and smiled a grim smile in the
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back of his eyes. (This sort of smile

does not show outside.) The twenty-

Brunei accelerated, and Mr. Gerald
Brian Glover, in the tonneau, sat in

Miss Yvonne Dacoste's lap. Miss
McNab grasped Mr. Vaughan Mor-
gan's left arm with a grip like the

grip of a drowning man, and then

let go as if it were red-hot iron. Mr.
Vaughan Morgan, unnoting, osten-

tatiously fought with the steering-

wheel, and, when the trouble had
subsided, busied himself in apologiz-

ing lavishly to the tonneau. Mr.
Glover was forcing the crown of his

hat into shape, and Miss Dacoste
looked ruffled.

"So sorry," he said; "but we skid-

ded a little. This mud is awfully
treacherous, you know." Mr. Glo-

ver had been laying himself out not

to say the unclean things that were
in his mind, so his reply was at ran-

dom and barely polite. Miss Da-
coste vented a few crisp sentences

of high-strung words and ferocious-

ly repinned her hat, and Miss Mc-
Nab sat as rigid as Cleopatra's Nee-
die. With her crew in this order,

because, in his apology, Mr. Vau-
ghan Morgan had disregarded the

road ahead, the twenty Brunei rose

up on the edge of an unwarned hol-

low with sides like a pit, pitched for-

ward, heaving the suffering tonneau
skyward, coasted on heated brakes
over water-washed gravel into trou-

bled water, rode for a second, dory-
like, in foam, trod down a half-float-

ing pole bridge, where her axles

came up and smote her frame with
blows like the blows of a sledge, and
plowed out and upward on naked
rock, with Mr. Vaughan Morgan
transformed in the flash of an eye,

laughing the joyful laugh of the

English, that, in the midst of a great

event, counts not the cost of any-
thing, though life itself may depart

in the next breath. It was all part

of the Vaudreuil road, though in bad
condition.

"There's one more river," he sang
softly, wiping the water from his

eyes, and leaning forward to his

work, "An' that's the river of Jor-

dan." This quotation had a deep
and hidden significance, but he went
on at once, "I say, didn't she take

that beautifully?"

"She really did," said Miss Mc-
Xab. It sounded more normal than

anything he had ever heard her say,

and he managed to look once without

being seen. She was holding the

edge of the seat and the rim of her

hat, and the color was blazing in

her cheeks. From the tonneau arose

a heated silence. They had seen

water drifting back there in great

clouds, and they forebore to look.

Then the twenty Brunei settled

down to perform marvels, for the

best of modern motor-cars is a mir-

acle on wheels. No other piece of

complicated machinery—saving only

perhaps the human mind—has to

live through such outrageous shocks.

Mr. Vaughan Morgan was a good
driver—they also are born—and that

day he drove with all his judgment,

or as much judgment as he could

use and get the Brunei's best speed

under these terrible conditions.

There was only one thing that might
happen : the Brunei might burst

—

collapse—disintegrate— and settle

back softly into a scrap heap—or an

impalpable powder—but if she did,

in his opinion it was worth the cost.

If she did not, he would end one day
v/ith satisfaction.

Sometimes her starboard tires tra-

veled on an uneven ridge of sandy
snow, and her port tires plowed in

the worn sleigh-track and removed
the water therefrom into the next

field; and sometimes it occurred to

her to change sides, and then, im-

mediately afterward, to change back,

and she alternated with great rapid-

ity so that she rolled like a torpedo-

boat in a beam sea and terribly dis-

arranged the passengers in her ton-

neau. Again, on a side hill, where
the down-hill side of the road had
melted first, her lower wheels ran in

mud and her upper on ice, and she
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circled the hill with a list so heavy
that you could hear the tonneau
gasp, clinging" desperately to the

windward rail. Sometimes, on the

level, she struck the remnants of the

winter's pitches, with every ridge

still frozen and as even as waves
of the sea, and she rocked and buck-

ed like an unhandled broncho until

the floor of the tonneau, under its

carpet, rose up and dropped back at

every pitch with a clack like a slap-

stick, and the passengers and their

cushions were lifted five clear inches

above the seat, and came down all

braced for the next jump. There is

nothing in the world more discon-

certing to real dignity than just this

-on of thing without any time al-

lowed for rearranging yourself be-

tween jumps. It recalls a baby with

a pain being danced on an inconsid-

erate knee. The effect is cumula-
tive, and Miss Dacoste's New York
hat. which was not fitted for motor-
ing, pulled apart her brilliantine-

clotted hair and hung itself over her
left ear. .Mr. Glover bounced like

a muddy ping-pong ball, and Miss
McXab. still holding the edge of the

seat and the rim of her hat. braced
both feet against the sloping fool

hoard and labored with her expres-
sion.

Mr. Yaughan Morgan appeared to

see none of these things, but stared
at the ominous pathway ahead. At
times it was glare ice. at other time-
it was gruel-thick mud. and in one
hollow it was a duck pond, with
ducks and everything complete.
There i- a theory that neither the
( ' >chin duck nor the d< >mes1 ic Mal-
lard can fly. They flew that day

—

all but one. Whether he could fly,

ii he really cared to, will now never
he known.

The twenty Brunei dazzled her
Ltpanl s and became a dream. Be

tween endless snake Fences, dancing
in through tears, she climbed

sl( »pes that opened Lip on the lefl the

Hood brown ( Mtawa in the afternoon

sun, ever widening down into the
J 34

Lake of Two Mountains; and on the

farther side of these slopes she de-

scended recklessly, dizzily chatter-

ing her lamps, and joyously pound-
ing her tool-box up and down in its

locker, until it sounded as if her vi-

tals would certainly fly out on the

road. She advanced on small farm-
houses close by the roadside, and
froze large French-Canadian fam-
ilies into uncouth groups of statu-

ary, until the horse collected himself

and tried to back up the front of the

barn, and then all was activity in

her settling wake. In pure faith she

rounded abruptly into unseen
stretches of road, and once was curs-

ed wonderfully by an agent for sew-
ing machines with a matched team
of bays, which were stopped only

by having to fight a five-barred gate.

Sometimes she traveled straight

and sometimes she sidled like a shy-

ing horse under the saddle, but al-

ways in a rain of dying water or

mud or wornout snow. At all times

she rocked and slued frightfully, and
in certain brief moments she pro-

ceeded on two wheels. She dodged
up-country chickens and she raced

up-country dogs, one of which mis-

calculated and tlew for a space like

the Cochin ducks—but with the aid

of the mud-guard-. Twice her driv-

er mistrusted the whole appearance
of things ahead, and led her aside

over squashy spring turf, through
which she sucked her way until at

lasl she rolled, mnd-bathed, into

Yaudreuil. where she was the won-
der of the inhabitants, and up to the
station. Her passengers had passed
iroin fear and disgust into amaze-
ment, and finally into apathy. The
populace could see that it was some
thing desperate, and exhibited no
levity, though Mr. Glover's features

were lost t,, the eye. Miss 1 >a

coste was transfigured and Miss Mc-
X'ab sat with tight lips. Mr. Van
ghan Morgan had the situation by
the throat.

"Sit still for one moment," he

begged, and lied in the direction of
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the station-agent, to win mi he talk-

ed aggressively for a few seconds.

No one knows what he said. He
came back running", but was stop-

ped and drawn aside by a bystander
from Isle Cadienx.

*'De lady's seeck?" he inquired,

indicating Miss Dacoste, who had
partly swathed herself in a gritty

rug.

"Yes," whispered Air. Vanghan
Morgan, confidently; "very," and
mi »unted the step.

"Just as I thought." he said po-

litely
—"no special possible." And

before he was fully settled in his

seat, the twenty Brunei had gather-

ed way. He swung her round the

corner of the station, humored her

softly over eighty-pound rails, and
turned her down the main line, in-

bound, of the Grand Trunk Rail-

way! A yell arose from far behind.

He paid no attention. Three times

he slowed to climb over switch-

points, then opened up, and the

twenty Brunei fled down the line,

thuttering over sleepers toward the

great bridges and the mighty Ot-
tawa itself. Steering lightly with
one hand, he found his watch and
looked.

"Now we sha'n't be long," he said,

addressing Miss McNab's iron-

bound countenance. All his anxiety
had passed, and he was visibly ap-

preciating the last of the red-gold

sunshine and the soft, spring even-
ing air. What Miss McNab might
have replied is not known, for Mr.
Glover burst through his mud-cak-
ed silence.

"What are you going to do?
Where are you going?"
"Home," said Mr. Vaughan .Mor-

gan, looking at Miss McNab.
Miss McNab Hushed. Into the

heart of Miss Dacoste came a great
fear, which she strove to conceal in

a lady-like manner.
" Surely-the-man-is-not going-to-

take-us-acn »ss-the-railway-bridges
!"

she exploded.
"Miss McNab must be home at a

quarter to eight," said Mr. Vaughan
Morgan, softly. A good driver does
not turn his head. Miss McNab sat

a- undrawn as the London "Times,"
and ahead there rose up a subdued
and suggestive roar. It was the ter-

rible sound of a six-hundred-mile

river in Hood. Miss Dacoste, in the

trembling tonneau, covered her face

with her hands, and Mr. Vaughan
Morgan drove—like an engineer.

( )n the edge of the thunder stood

a gang of incapacitated section men
and a red shanty containing a gaso-

lene engine and a three-bucket pump
that filched a little of the Ottawa's
water for the passing locomotives.

Long afterward Miss McNab ad-

mitted that she would have been
willing to live in that shanty for a

very long time had she been allow-

ed to stay ashore. But she gave no
sign, and in the next breath the

twenty Brunei was running in mid-
aii over open ties.

Ahead the way stretched clear

enough, but that was a little thing.

To the left, a few yards up-stream,

hung the great mainline bridge of

the Canadian Pacific Railway, break-

ing the oncoming flood, with every

sharpened pier carrying a bow
wave like a battle-ship. and
singing its own song in over-

whelming roar. Between came
down the waters , golden-brown
and overlaid with foam, to break
again in thunder on the piers that

held up the twenty Brunei. Between
the ties they could see the torrent

nouring through far beneath, bear-

ing an occasional log from some lost

brough on the Gatineau. On each

side was the raw edge—bare tie-

ends; no guard-rail; nothing. Miss

McNab thought of the car's steering

gear, which might be mutable, like

all things human. She stared down
at the water, which was unwise. For
one little instant she went dizzy and
sick. The Ottawa stood still. The
( .rand Trunk bridge and the twenty
Brunei, moving corner-wise, started

up-stream, furiously chasing the
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tails of the stone piers of the Cana-
dian Pacific bridge, that swirled
on ahead like the sterns of battle-

ships abreast, until she closed her
eyes. (Mr. Vaughan Morgan, un-
seeing, saw this also.) When she
opened them again, it was to keep
them up, as one who would suc-

cessfully waltz on skates. Ahead
ranged the bare, wind-swept elms
on Isle Perrot. To the right were
more bare elms and swamp ashes,

doubtless attached to summer is-

lands, but now bending like twigs
in the midst of the brown flood.

Later she remembered to the left,

three hundred yards above, one small
island, with a bare, white house,
sheltered by nine pines and flanked
by water-whipped scrub, and re-

membered praying she were there;

until of a sudden she found herself

on Isle Perrot with the twenty
Brunei heading down that four-

tracked avenue through the woods,
and Mr. Vaughan Morgan talking
freely about the beauties of the
country in spring, while the Cana-
dian Pacific enbankment rose ever
higher on the left.

Mr. Gerald Brain Glover, feel-

ing the exigencies of the situation,

sat up to say that the trip across the
bridge was "magnificent," with
which everybody undertook to agree,

until the Ottawa's other branch hove
in sight through the trees, with
bi idges still higher and boiling white
rapids below, and a great silence

settled down once more. On this

passage, high in the air, over the
precise centre of the rapids, they
met an astonished way freight, and
hei thunder blended with the roar
from below, and the wind of her
passing brought tears t their eyes
till they bowed down their heads
foi relief. So with bowed heads they
whirled into the still more astonish-

ed station at Ste. Anne, and without
so much as glancing aside, Mr.
Vaughan Morgan jerked the twenty
Biunel out into the carriage drive,

and so into the king's highway
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along which she lurched at high
speed once more, spattering mud
anew.

The details of that flight eastward
down the island of Montreal, in the

golden light after sunset, through
lakeside villages and past disregard-

ed and incensed toll-gates, are all

most ordinary details. There was
no such navigation as on the Vau-
dreuil-Como road. The only mar-
velous thing was Miss McNab's con-

versation ; and for her it was mar-
velous beyond all marvels. It was
jerky and telegraphic and without
great poise, and sometimes it was
bitten in two because of an excess

of enthusiasm on the part of the

twenty Brunei over some bump. But
through the agency of Mr. Vaughan
Morgan and the twenty Brunei, in

some way I do not understand, the

golden light that overcast the melt-

ing snow, and the great spring

floods, from road runnels to boiling

rivers, had reached in to her soul,

and she talked ; and Mr. Vaughan
Morgan was electrified. She paid no
attention to the people in the ton-

neau. In any case they could not
hear. It was all very ordinary, be-

cause it had all been said so many
times before—though anything that

was ordinary was most extraordin-

ary coming from Miss McNab—so

none of it is worth repeating. It

was all about ideals, and what a man
lives for, and what a woman is hunt-

ing for all the time. And the girl's

color was so gorgeous, and it was
all so wonderful that at Lachine Mr.
Vaughan Morgan took the lower
road for no other reason than to

buck that suffering car through
those disgraceful streets of lower
St. Henri, and to dodge among the

Amherst trams and the traffic of

Notre Dame. The twenty Brunei

lifted them as lightly as a gust of

summer wind up into Sherbrooke

Street with time to spare and she

left Miss Dacoste and Mr. Glover

at their doors, through which they

disappeared, running. Their clothes
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were ruined and, for the time being,

they were not friends with anybody

;

but the trip had been awfully good
for their appetites.

Now here is where the blessed

illogical part of the whole business

comes in. As was said at first, this is

a poor story, for it has no plot. The
genlieman simply took the lady for

a lide in a motor-car. But in front

of her own house Miss McNab
said, "You dear, dear boy!" for Mr.
Vaughan Morgan had also been
talking. "And, however you accom-
plish it, don't ever let father find out

we crossed those bridges. Go down
to every newspaper now and stop

it however you like, but stop it ; and
then change and come back and talk

to me. I'm not going to Lady San-
derson's to-night."

Forty minutes later, Mr. Vaughan
Morgan, pale with hunger, handed
the twenty Brunei in at the garage.

"I say, Beckley," he said, "you
might wash her down a bit, will

you?" In thirty-five minutes more,
freshly clothed and newly fed, he
was climbing upper Peel Street on
foot.

Forget the Disagreeable

Success Magazine

Some people are so unfortunately constituted that they do not

seem able to remember pleasant, agreeable things. When you meet
them or call on them, they always have some sad story to tell ; some un-

fortunate thing has happened to them or is surely going to happen.

They tell you about the accidents, the narrow escapes, the losses, the

afflictions, the misfortunes they have had. The bright days, the pleasant

days, the happy experiences, they seldom mention; they drop out of

their memory. They recall only the disagreeable, the ugly, the dis-

cordant, and the crooked things.

The rainy days make such an impression upon their minds that

they seem to think it rains about all the time.

There are others who are just the reverse. They are always talk-

ing of the pleasant things, the good times, the agreeable experiences of

their lives. I know some of these people who have had all sorts

of misfortunes, losses, sorrows, and yet they so seldom speak of them,
or refer to them, that you would think they never had anything in their

lives but good fortune, that they never had any enemies, and that every-

body had been kind to them. These are the people who attract us, the

people we love.

The habit of turning one's sunny side toward others is formed by
the practise of holding charitable, loving, cheerful thoughts perpetually

in the mind. The gloomy, sarcastic, mean character is formed by har-

boring hard, uncharitable, unkind thoughts until the brain becomes so

set toward the dark, that the life can only radiate gloom.

1 ;
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Book of the Month
Life of Sir Isaac Pitman

*

THE age in which we live owes
much to mail} - inventions and

discoveries, but it is doubtful if

the business and educational world is

indebted to any science more than to

phonography, or shorthand as we call

it in this busy, hustling day. There
arc many systems extant, but that ol

Sir Isaac Pitman is the most widely

used throughout the English-speaking

centre.-. The inventor, who was also

a life-long advocate of spelling re-

form, gave to the world a system as

extensively known and employed as

mguage in which it is written.

Isaac Pitman was an inventor who
conferred a great benefit on his coun-

try. His life story has hern often

told, but not until the present has it

appeared in complete form and the

work known
as "The Life

of Sir tsaac

Pitman. "

which h a s

just been is-

sued, is a

bright, inter-

esting a n d

compk-te re-

ci 'rd of h i s

career, that

will prove

helpful and
inspiring, not

only to those

who love to

study t h e

achievement s

of tin- great,

but also to

the army of

shi >r t h a n d

w r i t e r s

through out
the civilized

gli il
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Sir Isaac Pitman

Isaac Pitman was horn at Trow-
bridge, Wiltshire, Eng.. January 4th,

[813, and died January 22nd. 1897.

1 lis father. Samuel Pitman, was a cul-

tured and deeply religious man. who
for a score <^i years was overseer in a

cloth factory at Trowbridge. His
school days ended early, the vitiated

air of the crowded room forcing the

lad to leave as he had frequent faint-

ing fits. lie entered the counting
house office of a cloth manufacturer,

but studied in the evenings at home.
He had to learn his own pronuncia-

tion of words and carefully read

through Walker's dictionary. Some
time after he said: "With that in-

stinctive love of knowledge, common
to hoys I began to study shorthand.

I saw that it would be a great advan-
tage to write

six times as

fast as I had
been acens-

ti Hiied to. and
I borrowed a

book, read it

thro u g h

,

copied the

alphabet and

arb i t r a r y
words, and
have written

shor t h a n d

ever since/'

Isaac entered

as clerk in

the office of

h i s father.

w ho h a d

begun busi-

ness as a

cloth manu-
f a c t u r e r.

Very soon he

b e c a m e a

- c h o 1
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The Birthplace of Phonography

Isaac Pitman'e House at Wotton-under-Edge

teacher, and in 1832, when the late.

Hon. \\". E. Gladstone was first elect-

ed as M.P. for Newark, Isaac Pitman
was made master of the Long School
at Barton-on-Humber. in North Lan-
cashire. Shorthand was not taught

there, but by the aid of a blackboard
he trained the scholars in method- of

correct pronunciation. In [836 Isaac

went from Barton to Wotton-Under-
Edge, in Gloucestershire, to become
master of the new British school

there. In 1837 he opened a private

school at Wotton and decided to im-

part instruction in shorthand.

From 1833 he had written out

his correspondence in shorthand in a

letterhook. and was in a habit of tak-

ing notes in shorthand of speeches

and sermons in which he was inter-

ested. He used Wm. Harding's edi-

tion of the system of Samuel Taylor,

and prepared a book of instruction on
the subject. It was suggested to him
by an unknown adviser that the work
would be more likely to succeed if, in

his object to popularize shorthand, he
would compile a new system. Isaac

remarked that he had no intention of

becoming a shorthand author and had
no ambition to appear before the pub-

lic in that capacity until it was sug-
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gested to him as the means of accom-
plishing an end. He set to work in

the summer of 1837 on the construc-

tion of a system based on the sounds
of the English language, and it was
interesting to note that he was most
deeply engrossed in experiments with

shorthand on the momentous day
when Queen Victoria succeeded to

the throne, so that the art is co-eval

with the opening of the Victorian era,

of which it has proved to be one of

the most useful inventions.

The Pitmanic system was intro-

duced to the world quietly and without
advertisement, and, as far as can be

discovered^ its author engaged in no
special effort to make it known. He
was, indeed, far more concerned in

effecting improvements in his work
for the contemplated second edition.

The first work was called "Stenogra-
phic Sound Hand." In 1839 Isaac

took up his residence in Bath, which
he made his home for the remainder
of his life. The second edition of his

work appeared in 1840, and it was de-

cided to call it by a shorter name,

"Phonography" being agreed upon.

On March 25th, 1894, Queen Vic-

toria knighted Mr. Pitman as a mark
of national appreciation, and the press

of the British Empire uttered a chorus

of approval. Sir Isaac retired that

year from the Phonographic Institute,

and also from partnership with his

sons, Alfred and Ernest Pitman, and
transferred to them his interest in the

books of which he was the author. At
the time of his withdrawal he had
been uninterruptedly engaged in the

work in connection with his invention

of phonography for fifty-seven years,

and had edited the Phonographic
Journal for fifty-two—a record in

both respects quite unique in national

history. Three years later he passed

away, and the unwearied worker in

writing and spelling reform, as well

as in many religious and social move-
ments, received tributes such as have
fallen to few public men in recent

years.

*The Life of Sir Isaac Pitman, by Alfred Baker,
London. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. Cloth.
illustrated, 7/6.

Isaac Pitman and his Two Sons in if
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Contents of March Magazines

Architecture and the Arts.

A Stenciling Lesson for Girls. Lilian Barton
Wilson—Ladies* Home Journal.

Art in Everyday Life. R. Cleveland Coxe—
World's Work.

How we Learned to Stencil. Mary T. Bradley

—Suburban Life.

Art and American Society. Mabelle Gilman
Corey—Cosmopolitan.

Art Treasures at Belvoir Castle. Lady Victoria

Manners—Connoisseur.

Homes of American Artists. Ralph De Martin

—Am. Homes and Gardens.

A Pioneer in Distinctive American Art. Giles

Edgerton—Craftsman.

Modern German Art. M. Irwin MacDonald

—

Craftsman.

Army and Navy.

The Navy Sixty Years Ago. Admiral John
Moresby—Living Age.

Handling Big Guns and High Explosives on

Our Battleships. Rear Admiral R. D. Evans
—Hampton's Broadway.

The Navy Department. Truman H. Newbury

—

National.

The Education of Army Officers—Outlook (Jan.

30).

One Night With the Big Fleet. Richard Barry-

Cosmopolitan.

Business and Industry

The Retailers Mailing List. W. W. Hines

—

Brains (Feb. 6.)

Pointers From Outside The Counter. Frank

Farrington—Brains (Feb. 6.)

Evolution of Store Systems. Leroy Metzgar—
Brains (Feb. 6.)

The Creation of New Capital. Saturday Review

(Jan. 30.)

The Abundance of Money—World's Work.

Why Men Fail In Business—World's Work.

When Does Profit Become Usury ? Dr. Alexan-

der Graham Bell—World-s Work.

Digging Coal Under The Sea. Arthur Frank-

land—Pacific Monthly.

How I Handle My Customers. F. J. Selden-—

System.

The Quality Man In Business Edwin W. Moore

—System.

Factory Design That Pays Dividends. J. W.

Stannard—System.

Basing Estimates on Accurate Costs. J. W.

Stannard—System.

Giving Property Sales Momentum. David Lay-
System.

Retailing By Wire. Lynn Sumner—System.
A Self-Checking Cost System. Edward Wade-

System.

The New Banker- Business Ally. George H.
Cushing.—System.

Fur Trading with Indians in the Far North-
Rod and Gun.

Collections. James H. Collins—Sat. Evening
Post. (Feb. 13).

New Ideas About Financial Advertising. David
G. Evans—Profitable Advertising, (Feb.).

Process Color Printing and Lithography.—Pro-
fitable Advertising. (Feb.).

The Manufacture and Use of High Speed Steel.

0. M. Becker—Cassier's Magazine, (Feb.).
Depreciation. A. Winder—Cassier's Magazine.

(Feb.).

A Plea For Less Coal. George Ethelbert Walsh
—Lippincott's.

The American Tobacco War. Chamber's Jrnl.

Children.

How I Trained My Boys to Be Gentlemen-
Ladies' Home Journal.

Nature and Science for Young Folks—St. Nich-
olas.

A Child's Chariot. J. J. Bailey—Suburban life.

Education and School Affairs.

How The University Helps. Warren Cheney-
Sunset.

The Development of The Mechanical Engineer.
Geo. F. Stratton—Cassier's Magazine, (Feb.)

The Public School and Industrial! Education.
Charles King—Education.

A Neglected Phase of Practical Education. R.
T. House—Education.

A Problem For Boys' Boarding Schools—Edu-
cation.

Working For an Education In a Southern
School. Katherine Glover—Craftsman.

Essays and General Literature.

"Democracy" In American Education. Herbert
W. Howill—Living Age.

"Corruption" In Ancient Rome and Its Coun-
terpart In Modern History—Putnam's Maga-
zine.

The Normal School Ideal. Frank Webster Smith
—Education.

It Needed God : The Task That Was Bigger
Than Abraham Lincoln. James Oppenheim—
Circle (Feb.).
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Fiction.

The Helping Hand. Robert Barr—Metropolitan.

A Knight Errant In Broadway. Rupert Hol-

land—Lippincott's.

Expert Advice. Louis Graves—Blue Book.

An Error In the Equation. W. Y. Sheppard—

Scrap Book.

For the Workers.

Those Contented Clerks. Will Payne. Saturday

Evening Post (Feb. 6).

N'ot the Salary But the Opportunity. Orison

Swett Marden—Success.

Health and Hygiene.

Verdict of Science Against Alcohol. M. A. Ros-

anoff—McClure's.

ag Pure Air In The Factory. M. A. Rogers

—System.
General Laws of Exercising. Frank E. Dorches-

ter—Rod and Gun.

Headache. Woods Hutchinson. A.M., M.D. Sat.

Evening Post. (Feb. 13.).

The Mistake of Eating Meat. Luther 11. Gulick.

M.D.—Ladies* Home Journal.

Good Health In One Simple Exercis Ladies'

Home Journal.

Prohibition In Georgia. S. Mays Ball—Putnam's

Magazine.

What Health Is Worth To Us. Frances Maui'

Bjorkman—World's Work.

Pure Food and Decent Food—Outlook (Jan. 30).

Pure Milk and Human Life. Walter Weyl Sue

cess.

A Fresh Air Sleeping Room. Mai.. II. Northend

—Suburban Life.

Is Smoking Injurious ?—Young Man.

Roller Skating For Health. G. T. Burroughs

Young Men.

House, Garden and Farm.

A Busy Man's Garden of Old Fashioned Flowers

II s. Adams Country Life in America.

Incidental Care of The Fruit Garden. S. W.

Fletcher—Garden Magazine.

What America Can Teach England Iboul

Shrubs. W. Miller Garden Magazine.

Some Garden Annuals That Will Self-Sow. I.

M. Angell—Garden Magazine.

Tomatoes On Irrigated Land. R. H. Forbes

Garden Magazine.

A $2,000 Southern Cottage. Robert C. Spi

Jr.—Ladies' Home Journal.

Just How To Pruni Your Shrubs. Frances Dun-

can—Ladies' Home Journal.

The Garden of Thi Rented House. R. W. Snow

—Suburban Life.

Golden Rules for the Gardenei Suburban Life.

Poultry Houses For Small Flocks. Hath Phila

—Suburban Life.

The Roadway and the GroundB. John i

Homi aid G: rdens.

Roses For Winter. Edith B. Welsh. American

ILuiies and Gardens.

What England l Ti icn Us About Rose Gai

Life in i.mei

ica.
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The Japanese Garden In America. Henry Say-

lor—Country Life in America.

How To Plan a Better Vegetable Garden.

Lukens Hayan—Country Life in America.

Investments, Speculation, Finance.

How The State Safeguards Insurance—World's

Work.

Famous American Financiers. Marc M. Rev

nolds—Moody's Magazine, (Feb.).

Gold Depreciation and Interest Rates. Prof.

Irving Fisher—Moody's (Feb.).

True Currency Reform. John Cofer Shirley

Moody's Magazine (Feb.).

The Stock Y'ards of New York. John Parr—
Everybody's.

Savings Bank Insurance—Outlook (Jan. 30).

A Woman's Investments. Alexander Dana N'oyes

Woman's Home Companion.

An Income From Taxes. American Review of

Reviews.

From a Professional Bond Appraiser- American

Review of Reviews.

New Y'ork's Model Banking Laws—American Re

view of Reviews.

Life Stories and Character Sketches.

La Follette, Political Evangelist. 0. K. Davis-

Hampton's Broadway.

Lincoln. Our Lincoln-Circle (Feb I.

The Personality of The New Presidcnl -Century.

A Great Chinese Official. W. Manchester— Young
Men.

Queen Helena, ftaly's Heroin.' American Review

Of Reviews.

George Bernard Shaw. Matthew Davaren—Eng-

lish Illustrated.

Melba. Agnes Murphy— London Magazine (Feb-).

Miscellaneous.

The Farmer and The Roll-Top Desk. William

Atherton Du 1'uv Circle.

Slav Susceptibilities- Saturday Review, (Jan.
.In

The Rich and The Poor Rich World's Work.

The Heavj Cost of Innocence World's Work.

Adventures of a Somnambulist. Samuel Hop-

kins Adams—American.

The Literarj Society. Harvej Peake Bohemian.

Professors Of Columbia University. Duncan Wc

Laughlin—Bohemian.

Adventures In a Flower Harden. Martha Mc

I lulloch w illiams Suburban Life.

Curious Hobbies of Royalties Scrap Book.

Making Over an Old House, Charles Brendon

—

Suburban Life.

Turning Points In Mr. Taft's Career Century.

nur Responsibility For The Poor. Canon Bur-

nett—Young Man.
The Genius To Get <>n—Young Men.

The Rockefeller Institute For Medical Research

Herbert T, Wade American Review oi Re

view S.

Owners Of America The Swifts. Emerson

I tough < losmopolitan.

The Social Cod( Lone Hand

A Socialfsl l 'our Mot
s

In Northern Italj
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A Runaway Pony Coat. Charles Living

Bull—Metropolitan.

A Question of Tactics. Henry Cart wright—Sys-
tem.

How I Keep my Work Dp-to-Date. George L.

Stephens—System.

On The Trail of the Random Prospect. Alfred

Clover—S\ stem.

Kicked Into Millions. Henr. M. Hyde—oatur-

day Evening Post (Feb. 6).

What The President Can and Cannot Do. Rich-

ard V. Oulahan—Ladies' Home Journal.

A Stranger In New York. Elliott Flower—Put-

nam's Magazine.

Ways of The Hour—Lippincott's.

Why I Went To The Philippines. President i led

Taft—National.
Bureau Of Etymology. Director L. 0. Howard

—

National.

American Consul. His Work. W. J. Carr

—

National.

On Pin-Money. Charles Battell Loomis

—

Smith's

Magazine.

Wilful Waste—Chamber's Journal (Feb. 1).

A Cigantic Scottish Undertaking—Chamber's

Journal (Feb.).

Some Celebrities I Have Known. A Stoddard

Walker—Chamber's Journal.

The Art of The Orator—Chamber's Journal.

Reclaiming The Desert. Forbes Lindsay- -Crafts-

man.

Municipal and Local Government.

Government and The Smoke Problem. John

Llewellyn Cochrane—American Review Of Re-

views.

Nature and Outdoor Life.

What Country Life May Become—World's Work.

Our Presidents Out of Doors. Calvin Dill Wil

son—Century.

Political and Commercial.

Dubious Japan—Saturday Review (Feb. 6).

The Folly Of Free Trade. Arthur J. Dodge-
Moody's Magazine. iFeb.L

Why Women Should Not Have The Vote. Mrs.

Frederic Harrison—London Magazine, (Feb.).

Commonwealth Crisis. c. H. Kermiss

—

Lone Hand.
Austria. Hungary and The Balkans -Interna

tional (Fel

The "New Liberalism" In Germany—Interna
tional.

I F<

Mysterious Forbidden City. Isaac 'I

Headland— Metropolitan.

irday and To-Day in Bulgaria. Frederic
Blair Jackel—Metropolitan.

The Commercial Prospects Of The Panama
Canal. G. A. Ballard—Living Age.

Return To The White House. Mr. Pari
Me< lure's.

Selling Goods in China. Li Sum Ling System.
' risis In China. Louis J. Si s inset.

Rica : A Central American Republic That
fs Peaceful -. Henry Wack
Putnam's.

The Future of Tie Democratic Party. William
Jennings Bryan—Munsey's.

tary Knox. The Head of President Taft's
Cabinet. William S. Bridgman—Munsey's
M i gazine.

The New Czar—Ferdinand Of Bulgaria. Theodore
Schwarz.—Munsey's.

Women In The Making Of America. H. Adding-
ton Bruce'—Smith's.

The Advantages Of The Indian Financing Of
Tndian Railways—Wed. Review.

The Engineering Of British Collapse—Saturday
Review, > Jan. 30).

dent Taft and His Quiet Couragi World's
Work.

The Difficulty Of Making Good Federal Appoint-
ments—World's Work.

Ever-Rising Cost 01 Government- World's
Work.

The Difficulty of Self-Government in Cuba

—

World's Work.

Railroad and Transportation.

Highways and Automobiles—Cassier's Magazine
Feb.).

petition Between Steam and Electric Rail-

ways. G. E. Walsh—Cassier's Magazine Feb)

ican Railway Developments—Cassier's Mag-
azine. (Feb.).

A Trip On a Great Lakes Freighter. James
I lurwoooS-Putnam's Maga?ine.

Minimizing The Dangers of Ocean Travel. Thad-
deus S. Dayton—Munsey's.

New Era In Waterway Improvement

—

World's Work.
The Story Of the Northern Pacific. W. F.

Bailey—Pacific Monthly.

The Inland Waterways of Europe and Th<

United States. Grant Foreman—r'acific

Monthly.

Commodore Vanderbilt And The New York Cen-

tral. Irving Bachcller—American Magazine.

Vutomobile. C. 0. Morris—Country Life In

America.

Religion.

What Is Christianity ? The Moral Teaching of
Christ? Lyman Abbott—Outlook (Jan.

The Failure Of Chinese Missions- -International.

(Feb. i.

Denominational Union In Canada World
Day.

Science and Invention.

The White Coal of Sweden. John Ceorge Leigh
1 assier's, (Feb.).

Modern Cotton Spinning Factory. W. H.
Boo' I

. I,.).

Live Loads ami Working Stresses In Railway
Bridges. Conrad c.rii.ble Cassier's i

I.' ngth and Voltage f Transmission Lines.

1). Adams < lassier's Fi b.

Telegraph In U.S. Arm-.
I

Work. Paul B uid Monthly.
Thp Win Ie6s In Action—Outlook (Jan
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Sports and Pastimes.

Where The President Will Hunt. I. R. Mac-

Mechen—McClure's.

A Successful Moose Hunt In New Brunswick.

Hon. Charles Scott—Rod and Gun.

Duck Shooting In Manitoba. F. Manning—Rod
and Gun.

The Ideals Of Sportmanship—Rod and Gun.

Hunting and Fishing In Kootenay, B.C. M.

Dainard—Rod and Gun.

Fascinations of Flying. Frank Hedges Butler

—

London Magazine (Feb).

Hunting Ahead of Roosevelt In East Africa.

Capt. Fritz Duquesne—Hampton's Broadway.

The Record Woodcock Bag For Southern Japan.

A. M. Tracy Woodward—Badminton (Feb.).

Single Handed Punt Gunning. Stanley Duncan

—

Badminton (Feb.).

When Roosevelt Gets To Africa—Everybody's.

Africa As The Hunter Knows It. C. B. Taylor

—Everybody's.

Roping Lions In The Grand Canyon. Zane Grey

—Field and Stream, (Feb.)

Snowshoes And Their Uses. S. E. Sangster—

Field and Stream (Feb.).

The Amateur Championship Shoot. A. C. Bar

rell—Field and Stream.

Hunting In Central Africa—The Sportsman's

Outfit—Travel and Exploration.

The Stage.

Hope For American Drama. Littell McC'lung—

Sunset.

Our National Stage. James L. Ford—McClure's.
Preachers and The Stage—Hampton's Broadway.

Two Musical Centenaries : Mendelssohn and

Chopin In 1909. Daniel Gregory Mason-
Putnam's.

The Grip Of The Stage. Clara Morris—Munsey's

Magazine.

The Extraordinary Personage. The Theatrical

Press Agent. Barnett Franklin—Ovi

Monthly.

How Actors Invest Their Money. Otis Harlin—

Green Book.

The Understudy. George Jean Nathan—Bohe-
mian.

The American Idea In Music. David Bispham—
Craftsman.

Travel and Description.

A Novel Holiday Trip In New Brunswick.

M. Elliott—Rod and Gun.

Rita

Over The Indian Ocean To Ceylon. Burton

Holmes—Ladies' Home Journal.

More About Notable Australians—Chamber's
Journal (Feb.).

Trinacria The Stricken. Maude Speed—Badmin-
ton (Feb.).

Around The World With The Y.M.C.A. Hugh
C. Weir—Circle (Feb.)

A Return To The Lion Country. Lieut. -Col. J.

H. Patterson—World's Work.

The Adirondacks In Summer. A. P. Williams

—

Field and Stream.

A Winter Cruise In the West Indies" Algernon

E. Aspinall—Travel and Exploration.

Among The Veddas Of Ceylon. Dr. C. G. Selig-

mann—Travel and Exploration.

A Hundred-Mile Ride In Persia. Ella Sykes—
Travel and Exploration.

Idle Days In Southern Spain. S. L. Bensusan—

Travel and Exploration.

Women and the Home.

No Votes for Women. Mrs. Frederick Harrison

—London Magazine (Feb.).

How Women are Swindled In Music—Ladies'

Home Journal.

Intemperance Among Women. Professor Munster-

berg—Ladies' Home Journal.

The Women Of The South Rise To The Occa-

sion. Jane Clifford—Putnam's.

An American Girl's Diary. Mrs. John Van
Vorst—Smith's.

Our Servant Girls : What We May Do For

Them. Anna O'Hagan—Smith's.

The Woman and The Club In California. Evelyn
Crawford—Overland.

The Woman's Invasion. William Hard—Every-

body's.

Social Disease and The Family—Outlook (Jan.

30).

The Blessing Of Middle Age—Woman's Home
Companion.

Banking at Home—Woman's Home Companion.
Mother and Daughter. Margaret E. Sangster—

Woman's Home Companion.

The Spoiled Parent : What He Can Learn From
His Children. Woods Hutchinson, A.M., M.D.

—Success Magazine.

The Morality of Woman. Professor Frederick

Starr—Red Book.

What The Farm Home Needs. Professor Charles

W. Burkett—Good Housekeeping.

Color Harmony In Home Decoration—Good
Housekeeping.
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Improvements in Office Devices

The Protectograph.

The danger the business man runs in not pro-

tecting his checks is not always apparent to

him although his attention may be fre-

quently called to losses sustained by firms

through having checks raised, yet it is only

when he himself sustains such a loss that he

realizes his folly in not protecting his bank ac-

count against such depredation. No one would

think of signing a blank cheque yet this is

what it often amounts to when such cheque

The Protectograph

falls into the hands of a brook. If a cheque is

worth protecting it is worth protecting against

any possibility of alteration. The up-to-date

house takes as much pains in insuring its bank

account against loss as it does its building and

stock. The protectograph which is being put on

the market by G. W. Todd & Co.. Rochester.

iits any cheque being raised no matter how
carelessly it is written. It stamps a limiting

line thus :

HOT OVER FIVE DOLLARSSS$
which cannot be erased. The paper is cut into

shreds by sharp little teeth and the indelible

ink of the line forced into its very fibre. The

stamping is done in an instant by pressing a

lever. The Protectograph should be in every

business house.

Eliminates Operators.

A multiplex telegraph apparatus, which is

worked something like a typewriter and does

away with the use of the Morse code, is being

installed in the Postal Telegraph Company's
main office in Baltimore and will be in opera-

tion in a few days. It will be used on the

Baltimore-New York service. The machine is

the invention of the late Prof. Henry A. Row-
land of the Johns Hopkins University. The
Postal company already has a number of them
in use between New York and Boston, St Louis

Philadelphia and Chicago, and they have been

found to work efficiently. It does away with

the use of skilled operators and in many places

where they are used women operate them.

They are in use largely in Italy and on the

Continent of Europe. The machine is arranged

like a typewriter keyboard, and when a key is

pressed a type bar on the machine at the other

end of the wire prints the letter. It' is said

that the machine is accurate and can be oper-

ated at less expense.

The Ellis Time Stamp.

The Ellis Time Stamp is a perfect system-

atizer. It will show the exact time, day, hour

and minute when certain work was eomrmnctd

and when it was finished ; when a telegram,

letter or package was sent and when it was re-

ceived : when documents or papers requiring the

attention of various departments were received

and disposed of by each of the departments,

etc. In short, it is a time recorder that saves

time, detects carelessness. fixes responsibility

and establishes the basis for computing cost.

The Ellis Time Stamp is so simple it needs

but little explanation. It simply consists of

a special watch movement, stem winding and

stem setting, set in a nickel plated case. On

the lower side is a rubber dial, similar in ap-

pearance to the one on the face, and from which

the impression is taken. The hands of this dial

move automatically and simultaneously with the

hands on the face. The stamp dial can bear such

vvords as "Commenced." "Finished," "Receiv-

ed," "Sent" and such other words as may be

desired and may also bear the name of the per-

son or company using it.

Where it is necessary to guard against fraudu-

lent manipulation a stamp will be furnished

which can be set only by the person having

the setting kev.
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A Very Clever Machine.

The Mercantile adding machine, is one of the

latest additions to that field.

This machine is medium-priced that adds,

multiplies, subtracts and divides and makes

other calculations common to the adding ma-
chine, and fills the special want of bookkeepers

or those having need for a calculating device of

smaller proportions. It is intended to supply

this want.

The lever stroke is very li^ht and short. The

machine is compact, being 12 inches long. If

inches high at one end and 3f inches at the

other. The keyboard is standard. The weight

is ten pounds and can be carried about with

little or no inconvenience. In this respect it is

the cuts "fill" and print up dirty, while the ef-

fort to make a deep cut by the old tub-etched

process results in an "undercut" dot or line

\ V Y \ Y \ \

The Mercantile Adding Machine

especially valuable for taking stock or for use

in lumber yards, or wherever it is desired to

have the machine about much. Repeat key and

error keys are provided.

Machine Etched Printing Plates.

One of the chief difficulties among engravers

has been to turn out line cuts and half-tones

that will print clear and clean from first to

last of a long run, without the constant at-

tention of the pressmnn. If etched loo shallow

Greatly Magnified Cross Section ofa Half-tone Plate,
Hand Etched. Shallow, Ragged, Under-

cut Dots are Its Obvious Faults.

which breaks down and completely spoils the

work. A new process called the Levy Acid

Blast obviates this trouble through etching by

the sharp impact of hundreds of minute sprays

of acid under high pressure, producing a strong

wedge shaped dot or line, with great depth,

splendid tone values, and unexcelled printing

qualities.

Cross Section of a Half-tone Plate Machine Etched
by the Levy Acid Blast Process. Note the

Extreme Dspth, the Strong Conical
Shape, and the Absence of

Under-cutting.

These Acid Blast plates are produced by The
Toronto Engraving Co., Limited, who have the

exclusive rights so far granted in Canada.
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Good For You Everywhere

OUR NEW

Identification Certificate

You are often in need of the valuable

and unfailing service rendered by our
Certificate.

This is a New Invention, at once
simple and absolute.

It will introduce or identify you for all

purposes, social and commercial,— in

all cases involving monied or property-

transactions.

It costs less than a cent a day, and is

often worth in a single case of need,
more than the entire annual expense.

Send for our Free Booklet

"THE NEW METHOD OF
IDENTIFICATION "

which tells all about this new invention.

The Canadian Identification

Association, Ltd.

Home Office : Bank of Ottawa Bldg., Montreal, Canada

Any of the

STANDARD
TYPEWRITERS

$5.00 to $50.00

Yes. that's tine—you can pay
more ($65.00 to $125.00) but
you really cannot get more.
Let me prove this to you.
Write me to-day. Do it now,
PLEASE.

WALTER RETLAW
Thirty-nine
Cortlandt St

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y.

OUR NEW

Loose-Leaf Ledger
is the only Direct Screw Pressure Binder on the market. The mechanism is

simple, durable, and very strong, gripping- the leaves with tremendous force.

Moreover, this Ledger really locks, with a key, of which no one else has a duplicate.

It does not simply show when the Ledger has been tampered with, but absolutely

prevents anyone, except the man who holds the special key, from taking out a single

leaf. It gives real security.

Let us show you its advantages, and quote you prices, before you place your ledger

order.

If it's Order Systems, Purchase Invoice, Bill and Charge, or any other Accounting
Systems you need, we can give you the finest goods at prices that are right.

'Phone Main 5383 Order Department, Main 306

CANADA LOOSE-LEAF CO.
Limited

Head Office and Factory - - 115 Youville Square, Montreal

VANCOUVER TORONTO QUEBEC ST. JOHN. N.B.

Don't fail to mention Busy Man's when writing advertisers.
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The young Scotchman never liked his mo-
ther-in-law and this weighed heavily on the

mind of his wife, who was ill.

Calling her husband to her bedside she

said to him, '"Sandy, lad, I'm varra ill and

I think I'm gang to dee, and before I dee I

want you to gie me a promise."

"I'll promise," replied Sandy. "What is

it ?"

"Weel, I ken that when I dee I'll have a

fine funeral, and I want you to ride up in

front in a carriage wi' my mother."

"Weel," sadly responded Sandy. "I've gied

ye my word, an' it's nae me that's gang back

on that, but I'll tell ye one thing, ye've spoilt

the day for me."—Success Magazine.

A Philadelphia woman, whose given name is

Mary, as is also the name of her daughter,

had recently engaged a domestic when, to her

embarrassment, she discovered that the ser

vant's name, too, was Mary.

Whereupon there ensued a struggle to induce

the applicant to relinquish her idea that she

must be addressed by her Christian name. For

some time she was rigidly uncompromising.

"Under the circumstances," said the lady of

the house, "there is nothing to do but to fol

low the English custom and call you by your

last name. By the way. what is it ?"

"Well, mum," answered the girl, dubiously,

"it's 'Darling.' "—Harper's Weekly.

Into a general store of a town in Arkansas

there recently came a darky complaining that

a ham which he had purchased there was not

good.

"The ham is all right, Zeph," insisted the

storekeeper.

"No, it ain't, boss." insisted the negro.

"Dat ham's shore bad !"

"How can that be." continued the storekeep-

er, "when it was cured only last week ?"

The darky scratched his head reflectively, and

finally suggested :

"Den inebbe it's had a relapse."—Harper's

Weekly.

Tt was raining outside, and little interroga-

tive Irma was in one of her worst, or at least

most trying, moods. Father, busily writing at

his desk, had already reproved her several

times for bothering him with useless ques

tions.
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"I say, pa. what—

"

"Ask your mother!

"

"Honest, pa, this isn't a silly one this

time."

"All right, this once. What is it ?"

"Well if the end of the world was to come,

and the earth was destroyed while a man was
up in an airship, where would he land when he

came down ?"—Everybody's Magazine.

"Women's minds are much cleaner than

men's," remarked Mrs. Oliver Herford.

"They ought to be," replied her husband ;

"they change them so much oftener."—Every-

body's Magazine.

This one is credited to 0. Henry, bat he le-

fused the two dollars. A pessimistic young
man dining alone in a restaurant oi dered

broiled live lobster. When the waiter put it on

the table it was obviously minus one claw. The
pessimistic young man promptly kicKed. The
waiter said it was unavoidable—there had been

a fight in the kitchen between two lobsters.

The other one had torn off one <>i the claws

of this lobster and had eaten it. "he young

man pushed the lobster over toward the wait-

er. "Take it away." he said wearily, "and

bring me the winner."—Everybody's Magazine.

Two men met on the street. ' hey hadn't

seen each other for months. One of ti era had

a wife who occasionally figured in the society

columns. After they had exchanged views on

things in genera!, the other man asked him

—

"Is your wife entertaining this winter?" "Not
very." said he. Everybody's Magazine.

A Baltimore man was recently showing lis

nice new opera hat to his little nephew, and

when he caused the top-piece to spring open

three or four times the youngster was delight-

ed.

A few days thereafter the uncle, during a

visit to the same household, brought with him

a silk hat of the shiny, non-collapsible kind.

When he was about to leave the house, he en-

countered the aforesaid youngster running down

the hall with what looked like a black ac-

cordion.

"Uncle Ed," observed the boy, "this one

k-,,es awfully hard. I had to sit on it, but

.veil then I couldn't get it more than half-

shut,"—Llppincott's.
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Lady's or Man's
WATCH GIVEN

FREE
For selling our Picture Post Cards, handsome Canadian
and English Views,, and Mfus Collar Buttons. Wat ea
are guarant«pd silver nickel, man's given for selling |3.oo
worth, and lady's for selling $350. SendU3 yournameand
address and we will mail you Post Cards to sell v. rr c, or
Collar Buttons to sellat 10c. for set of i. You may -which-
ever ytra wish. Both are very easy sellers. Prite to-day. A
Post Card will do. The Reliable Premium Co,
Dept Z . Waterloo, Ont. 26

QUEENSLAND GENERAL BUSINESS CO.
MacDonnell Chambers, Queen St.

(Opposite G. P. O.)

Brisbane, Queensland.

Produce Brokers, Stock and Station Agents, Ship and
Insurance Brokers.

Agency required for first-class firms,
solicited.

Correspondence

It's the

FILM
that's important.
Lens and shutter and camera all play
their part, but upon the film depends
the picture. Insist upon Kodak N. C.
Film, the film that has twenty-five years
experience behind it—the film that is

nor in the experimental stage.
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dFFHC

BUSY
MAN'S
MAGAZINE,

Toronto.

Kindly mail us parti-

culars concerning your

proposition to representa

tires.

Busy Man's Magazine
enjoys an extraordinary popularity. No need to ex-

plain why, especially if you have read this issue.

Then, too, the magazine is getting bigger and bet-

ter every month. It's a big $2 worth.

You know in your own locality several who
would gladly subscribe for Busy Man's if they

knew its merits. You can earn good money by

taking their orders. Our proposition will make
the work profitable to you.

You need never apologize tor introduc-

ing Busy Man's. You are giving good value

for the money. Your subscribers will

readily realize this, too. This makes

the work pleasant.

Now is the time to commence.

This is the brisk subscription

season. Fill out the at-

tached coupon and

mail it to us

to-day.
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Bookkeeping by Mail

A Very
Interesting

Department
of this magazine is the Classified Adver"

tising Page. There will he found con-

densed advertisements, properly classi-

fied, offering to hoy. sell or exchange

all manner of things.

Condensed
Classified

Advertising

in the BtT8"Y Man's Magazine is a very

effective way of selling, buying or ex-

changing new or second hand ai'ticles

useful bo business men and women;
bringing together vacancies and those

who are looking for positions; and for

buying or selling businesses, securities or

real estate. At a cost of but four cents a

word you can put your proposition or

application before thousands of business

people all over Canada and in the United

States, Great Britain and Europe. A

classified ad. in the Bust .Man's Maga-

zine is bound to reach interested people

because it reaches thousands of people

near and far from your locality.

FOUR CENTS A WORD
Send in your Ad. to-day.

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE
10 Front Street E., TORONTO

Easily learned at home through excellent
individual lessDn method of Shaw Correspon-
dence School, Toronto. Catalogue and testi-

monials mailed free on request. Write.
Mention " Busy Man's."

Young Men
and women about to

enter business life

should be prepared
by a thorough busi-

ness training, as ad-

vancement comes
only to the compe-
tent. Our courses in

Shorthand. Book Keepii,;'

Typewriting, Corre*poi>.l-

ence. etc.. a.e thoroughly
practical, taught by teachers

of wide experience.

Particulars on request.

Canada
Business College
R. E. Gallagher, Principal

Hamilton, - Ontario

\ y
THE REMINGTON
BUSINESS COLLEGE

269 College Street, Toronto

provides superior courses in Bookkeep-
ing. Shorthand, Typewriting and kindred

subjects. Full particulars on request.

CHAS. E. SMITH, T. F. WRIGHT,
Shorthand Instructor. Principal.

N

YOUR FUTURE
In almost every line of business there is a limit to the
salary a young man or woman can command, not so

in ad. writing. There are wonderful chances in this

business. Many ad-writers receive a salary of over
$3,000 a year. Uur correspondence course will cost you
only $30.00, payable monthly. Write for particulars.

Box 223, BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE.

EASY MONEY p"r «» io-yeaj
10-per cent. Gold

Bonds are safe as a Bank. Sold SI. 00

down and SI. 00 per week. Want any?

MANHATTAN FINANCE CO.
41 \V. 21st St., New York City

E. PULLAN
Most reliable junk dealer in the city, kins of wade

paper business, buys waste paper of all grades in any
quantity, also rags, metals, etc Orders promptly attended
to. Best service guaranteed.

2-8 Maude St. and 488-490 Adelaide St. W„
Phone Main 4693. TORONTO

Say you saw the ad. in Busv Man's.
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Bisbop Stracban School
FORTY-SECOND YEAR

Wykeham Hall, College Street, Toronto

A CHURCH RESIDENTIAL AND DAY SCHOOL
FOR GIRLS

President— His Grace the Lord Archbishop of Toronto.

FULL MATRICULATION COURSE, also MUSIC,
PAINTING and the DOMESTIC ARTS.
For Calendar apply to MISS ACRES, Principal.

Alma Ladies' College

A Normal School to train for

life in the home.

Endowment permits low rates

and high-class advantages.
28th year and better than ever.

Write for Catalogue: The
Registrar, Alma College, St.

Thomas, Ontario.

km

prtwI^Py

SVyV-ARGAPXT'S COLLEGE

ST. MARGARET'S COLLEGE, TORONTO
Geo. Dickson, U.A., (formerly Principal

Upper Canada College, Toronto) Director.

Mrs. Geo. Dickson, \ D . . ,

Miss J. E. Macdonald, B.A. /
rr,nc|P« ls

A residential and day school for <irls. Complete equip-
ment tor University matriculation with highest honors.
Music, Physical Education, Domestic Science, Painting,

and Arts and Crafts. Larije staff of Teachers— Graduates
of Canadian and English Universities. For Booklet and
Record of the school, write "The Secretary."

PRIVATE TUITION IN ENGLAND
ARKCTOR of an English country parish, having two or three spare rooms, will give

private tuition to one or two English or French Canadian boys of about 9 to 12 years

of ape. He has had extensive experience as a tutor. This is an excellent oppor-
1 tunity for parents who wish to give their hoy the advantage of a strictly private yet

thorough education amid the healthy and beautiful surroundings of rural England.
Terms — One hundred pounds a year. Copies of references may be secured from the

Busy Man's Magazine.
AddrtSi all retlits In " RECTOS "

BUSY MAN'S MAGAZINE, 10 Front Street East, Toronto

Busy Man's guarantees a square deal from each advertiser
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SOUND BUSINESS EDUCATION
is essential to business success, whether you ;ne working fur

yourself or for someone else. Get in line forpromotion by
taking up one of our individually instructed courses in Short-
hand, Typewriting, Bookkeeping Penmanship. Correspond-

i

'

ie n Request.

STANDARD BUSINESS COLLEGE
J. Swinton. Principal

32 Main St. East - - Hamilton. Ontario

LANGUAGES
The De Brisay Method is the only scientific way of learning a
language. By this system 10 words are almost as easily learned as
one. The grammar is made easy, and the whole subject treated in a
way that delights the student. It has nothing in common with the
many superficial methods so widely advertised. Courses by mail in
Latin, French, German, Spanish. Tuition fees, including books,
§10. Parti Latin or French Method, 23ct& "The First Step in
French," oOcts. " The Key to French Sounds," 50cts. Part I Spanish

German Method, 81 .00. Circular free. L'ACADEMIE DE
BRISAY, Ottawa, Canada and Ogdensburg. N.Y.

MISS GRAHAM'S

Business College
109 METCALFE STREET

Day and Evening Classes. 'Phone Uptown, 2936

Pupils may enter at any time.

Shorthand and Typewriting Offices :

STANDARD BUILDING 157 ST. JAMES STREET
MONTREAL
Main, 1714

Business men provided with Stenographers
free of charge.

tMnmei/
offer excellent opportunities for qualifying for good salaried positions by spending a few months in THE
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE of Toronto A large, strong, reputable school. Enter any time. No
vacations. Catalogue free. Write for it. Address

:

W. H. SHAW, Principal, Yonge and Gerrard Sts., Toronto.

trinity College

School.
PORT HOPE

ONTARIO!
RESIDENTIAL
SCHOOL FOR BOYS

Founded 1865

Magnificent and Healthy Situation

Modern and Fireproof Buildings

Extensive Play Grounds, Large
Gymnasium, Skating Rink, etc.

Boys are prepared for the Uni-
versities. Royal Military College
and Business.

Special attention given to the
younger boys.

Headmaster, REV. OSWALD RIGBY, M.A.
(Cambridge) L.L.D.. assi ted by a
large staff of Graduates of Can-
adian and English Universities.

NEXT TERM Begins MONDAY, JANUARY 11th

For Calendar and all information
apply to the Headmaster.

intercontinental

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Justice DAVID J. BRKWKR. U. S. Suprem e

Court; Hon. MARTIN A. KNAPP, Chair"

mar. Interstate Commerce Commission: ED

WARD EVERETT HALE ::

Home instruction by mail in

Law, Oratory, Engineering-

Business Correspondence,

Accounting, Civil Service

Full College Instruction. 160

separate courses. We will

help you to a higher place

in life. Write us. ^^
Askfor

Catalogue

No. 29.

Edward Everett Hale

I am interested in .

Intercontinental

University

1439 "L S&eer,
Washington, D.C.

I'lease send the year book
and catalogue.
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GAMPAIGN
o
SPEECHES

^ NEXT PRESI DEN i

Were Reported By
Graduates of the

1
r

.. SUCCESS
SHORTHAND
SCHOOL .

Traveling with

Hon. William H. Taft
and reporting his speeches were

George W. Curtis, Mr. Taft's private

stenographer, writing the Success Short=

hand System, a former pupil of the New
York School of The Success Shorthand

School.

Fred A. Carlson, reporting Mr. Taft's speeches

for a large Chicago daily newspaper, a twenty-

>ne-year-o!d graduate of the Chicago School of

The Success Shorthand School, and a successful court reporter in Chicago.©Lee LeBaw, reporting Mr. Taft's speeches for another large Chicago daily, a

twenty-year-old graduate of The Success Shorthand School, and another

successful young Chicago court reporter.

Lee LeBaw

Traveling With

Hon. William J. Bryan
and reporting his speeches, while acting as his private secretary, was Robert F.

Rose, an instructor in the Chicago School of The Success Shorthand School.

The campaign of L908 was the third campaign in which Mr. Rose reported Mr.

Bryan's speeches.

We Will Teach You At Your Home the Same Shorthand These Experts Use
The Success Shorthand School is presided over by expert shorthand reporters, who teach the same

-^^ shorthand that they use. Beginners are taught the most expert shorthand from the

start. Stenographers arc perfected for expert work. This is the school that gives

a written legal contract to return your money in case of dissatisfaction. Its

graduates are court reporters, private secretaries t<> Congressmen, Governors, cap-

tains of industry and railroad magnates, Write today for the elegant 160-page

catalogue, "A Book of Inspiration," sent free "ii application. Address the School

nearer you. If a Stenographer, state system and experience. Address,

Fred A. Carlson

mi, i Th« s 1hand
ii Hi' lal ••'

Rational Shorthand Reporters' Association.
Test subscription three months for 2.'> cents.

> Clark st
,

Chli in

The Success Shorthand School
Suite 79 Clark Street, Chicago, 111.

Suite 1416 Broadway, New York City, New York

J
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Be a Hundred Point Man
ness world is just yelling for him- points-you can do it
dred point men—be one of them—
stand out—don't be satisfied with You can in your spare time fit

an ordinary job !
yourself for a position where you
will not only receive a better salary

It is a duty that you owe not but where you will be looked up to
only to yourself but those depend- as a man of force—a man of influ-
ent upon you. You can't look well ence—a hundred point man, where
to them unless you look well to you will be able to bring into play
yourself. You can't look well to all those positive qualities now
yourself unless you're a hundred lying dormant within you—where
point man and you're not one of you will stand out.

The Sheldon School
by its course of correspondence instruc- The Sheldon Course gives to the man

point standard-to stand out-to fncrease fX'
P ^ *

,
woultLtake him ^ars

their scope-to increase their earning
t0 hammer out for h,mself-

capacity-to increase their influence-to The Sheldon Book tells you how anddevelop their character-to become top- why the Sheldon Course in Scientific

ESS-S&A** of a" pro
-

Sal—ipd
tT„

al1 thr th£
*

goes further; it tells you how you can be
The Sheldon Course of Scientific helped by employing your spare moments

Salesmanship helps experienced sales- to increase your points-to increase yourmen to earn bigger incomes. More than own worth. This book is free to all who
half our students are veterans-strong will fill out and mail the attached cou-men who have been on the firing line for pon. If you want to stand out-to beyears-who have won out in many a one of the hundred point men that are
hard-fought selling campaign. always in demand, mail the coupon now.

The Sheldon School, 1 583 Republic Building, Chicago.

The Sheldon School,

1583 Republic Building, Chicago.

the wJrkTfYhe Sheldon SctoT"'
""^ S°^ ^^^ b°°k " 8alesma^P. outlining

AJdreaa
State

When writing; advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's.
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King

Edward

Hotel—
IN

New York

145-155, West 47 St.

350 Rooms

V.

Just off]

Broadway

"The Very
Heart of N'ew
York.

Absolutely Fireproof
250 Prhate Baths

Every Modern Convenience.

Single Rooms (running water) SI. 50.

Single Rooms and Bath, 82.00, S2;50 and $3.00.

Parlor, Bedroom and Bath, 84.00 and up.

Parlor, Two Bedrooms and Bath, $5.00 and upward.

1.00 per day extra for each additional person in same room.

Write for Booklet.

KING EDWARD HOTEL CO.

John Hood, Pres. and Mgr.

Late of the New Tift House, Buffalo, and Royal IHotel,

Hamilton. Out

WHEN IN DETROIT STOP AT

HOTEL TULLER
New and Abtolutely Fire-proof

Corner Adams Avenue and Park Street

European Plan. Rates : $1.50 per Day and Up.

L. W. TUI.I.Kl:. Proprietor M. A. SHAW, Manager

DEAFNESS CURED
BY NEW DISCOVERY

"1 have demon-

strated that deaf-

ness can be cured."

—Dr. Guy Clifford

Powell.

The secret of how to use the mysterious and invisible

nature forces for the cure of Deafness and Head Noises has

at last been discovered by the famous Physician-bcientist,

Dr. Guy Clifford Powell. Deafness and Head Noises

disappear as if by magic under the use of this new and

wonderful discovery. He will send all who suffer from

Deafness and Head Noises full information how they can be

cured, absolutely free, no matter how long they have been

deaf, or what caused their deafness. This marvelous Treat-

ment is so simple, natural and certain that you will wonder

why it was not discovered before. Investigators are

astonished and cured patients themselves marvel at the

quick results. Any deaf person can have full information

how to be cured quickly and cured to stay cured at home
without investing a cent. Write to-day to

DR. GUY CLIFFORD POWELL,
432o BANK BUILDING, - PEORIA. ILL.,

and get full information of this new and wonderful discovery,

absolutely free.

Hotel St. Francis
(Late the Oriental)

Yates and Government Streets

VICTORIA, B.C.

Most Central Location in

City.

Remodelled and Refitted Throughout

Everything | First Class

Entire Change of Ownership

and Management

American Tourist Patronage Solicited

J. E. MUSGRAVE, Prop.

Don't fail to mention Busy Man's when writing advertisers.
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Are Your

EYES

Normal ?
The Normal Eye

The Ideal SIGHT Restorer
helps nature in a purely natural way to strengthen the eyes and
restore the natural vision. Its action is in the nature of a gentle
massage which stimulates the eye by restoring the normal circulation
of blood—that is all that weak eyes require.
But it does more—it molds the eye painlessly but surely to its

perfect shape, correcting nearsight, farsight, astigmatism and all eye
troubles.

It is absolutely safe—it does not come in direct contact with eye

—

and 5 minutes manipulation twice a day is all that is necessary.

Use It 15 Days
at Our Expense

"I To prove our faith in its efficiency we will be glad to send it to you
duty free for a 15-day trial—if at the end of that time you are willing
to part with it, return it to us and you owe us nothing.

It i-annot do your eyes any harm and it may do them unlimited
good—it costs you nothing to try.
We have prepared an illustrated Treatise on the Eyes which we

send you free on application. It contains much interesting detailed
information on the eyes in general. We suggest that you write for it

H( >W while it is on your mind.
If you want to make a valuable and useful Christmas present,

there is nothing better than the Ideal Sight Restorer.

The Ideal Company
Dept. M, 321 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK

54/VB0WS

JumseAeepep

The Brand
that's in demand"

ENGLISH
BREAKFAST
BACON.
Guaranteed Sugar

Cured.

For sale by all

Grocers. tk

The Ingersoll Packing Co.

Limited.

Ingersoll, Ontario, Canada.

MASON & HICKEY,Winnipeg
Manitoba Agents.

Quality
In all things, quality is

the final test.

It is the quality that ap-

peals to buyers of Fear-

man's English Break-

fast Bacon, and the

quality will appeal to

you.

Try it.

F. W. Fearman Co.
Limited

Hamilton

Say you saw the ad. in Busy Man's.
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For Breakfast

there is nothing more tasty and nourish
ing than

Upton's Orange Marmalade

Upton's Marmalade is absolutely pure-
made only from the finest Seville Marma-
lade oranges obtainable. For the business
man, who works with his head, Upton's
Marmalade is the ideal breakfast dish-
far better than anything of a " heavy "

nature. It has that appetizing tang—just
a touch of bitter to add zest to the sweet.
Upton's New Season Marmalade isi now
on sale at your grocer's- Ask him for it.

The T. Upton Co., Limited
Hamilton, - - Ontario

Busy Man's guarantees a square deal from each advertiser.
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Two Million Dollars

fira Bake

^hat's a big price to pay for a bakery—you could
* build one for a few hundred—but you couldn]t

bake eight million Shredded Wheat Biscuits in it

every week, and they wouldn't be so pure, clean

and wholesome as the biscuits that are baked in our
two million dollar sunlit bakery.

SHREDDED WHEAT on a cold day gives

natural warmth in a natural way. Contains more
nutriment than meat or eggs, is more easily

digested and costs much less. Not a mushy por-

ridge, but a breakfast biscuit, crisp, nourishing

and appetizing.

Shredded Wheat is made in two forms, BREAKFAST BISCUIT and TKIS-

CUIT TOAST. For breakfast, heat the Biscuit in oven to restore crispness

and pour hot milk over it, adding a little cream and salt to suit the taste. It

is also delicious in combination with grape fruit or other fresh or preserved

fruits. Shredded Wheat is the whole wheat steam-cooked, shredded and twice

baked, and is made in the cleanest, most hygienic food factory in the world.

Our new illustrated cook book is sent free for the asking.

THE ONLY "BREAKFAST FOOD" MADE IN BISCUIT FORM.

The Canadian Shredded Wheat Co. Limited
Toronto Office : 49 Wellington St. East

Niagara Falls, Ont.
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ANTIQUE
FURNITURE

Old carved walnutGothic

Cabinet (open) with fine

gilt inside and some gilt

outside with two iron

repees entry, two dragons

and one ring handle in

each side, with drop lid

1 4 drawers and two cup-

boards, carved.

Height with table
feet 5 -6.

Length 4 -3.

Width 1 -3.

We carry the finest col-

lection of Spanish, Moor-
ish and other antique

goods in GIBRALTAR.
All Mediterranean Steam-

ers stop long enough for

visitors to see our stock.

Write for prices on anything
voa want.

S. E. BENOLIEL & CO.
Gunners Lane

BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY QUE1EN ALEXANDRA

GIBRALTAR.

When writing advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's.



Mainly About Ourselves

OWING to the appreciation expressed by
many of our readers for the original

Canadian articles which have been ap-

pearing from month to month in the magazine.
it has been decided to increase the number of

these in each issue from three to four. This
will mean a slight reduction in the space de-

voted to the best articles from other magazines
but such a curtailment will only result in a
n.ore careful selection of the reprinted matter.
By condensing and expurgating we will probably
be able to give quite as many articles as be-

fore.

For the Canadian section, our energies will

be directed to securing the very best specials

possible. As has been pointed out before, the
field is rich. There are scores of excellent sub-
jects and. by treating four of these each month,
we will be in a position to cover the ground
more rapidly. While many of these articles will

be dealt with by members of our own staff,

still there is plenty of room for free lances to
try their prowess. Any subject, possessing a
direct or indirect business interest, Canadian in
theme, if handled in a bright original style,

will be sure of a welcome in our editorial
sanctum, particularly if it is accompanied with
illustrative photographs.

We are planning at present to extend the cir-

cle of our editorial readers, by taking in a
number of men prominent in the business and
professional world, who are going to give us
the benefit of their special experience. By this
means it is our hope to raise the general stan-
dard of our selections to a higher plane. The
mass of periodical matter is so great that it

will require a big staff of readers to ensure a
careful estimate of each month's output. The
greater the number of readers, the more

|

will become the balance of the selections and
the more nearly will the individual tastes of
our readers be approximated.

Our leading article this month on "Titled
•anadians" will have considerable interest in
view of the fact that the average man or wo-

knows so little about the nature of the

titles and even less about their holders. It is

true the lists of birthday honors are carefully
read and the gentlemen so honored come in for
a considerable degree of attention but, of the
men with the hereditary titles, whose forebears
were created peers or were knighted years ago.
the public are to a great extent ignorant. To
enlighten Canadians about the men of rank of
their own country, is the purpose of this ar-
ticle and its author, Mr. J. Miller MeConnell,
has handled his subject well.

The article on "Canadian Pleasure Grounds"
has as its primary purpose the inducing of our
citizens to improve the appearance of their
towns and cities, to make them more attrac-
tive and healthy, and to brighten the lives of
the poorer classes by providing pleasant breath-
ing spaces free to all. This object is indirectly
gained by descriptions of some of the more im-
portant parks in Canada.

A personal sketch next month will deal with a
wealthy Canadian Chinaman, a resident of Vic-
toria, B.C. Not so long ago. this gentleman
traveled in state to New York and surprised
the people of that great city by the style in

which he did things. New Yorkers arc only
used to the laundryman type of Chinaman or
to the official class, so that the advent of a
well-bred Chinaman of wealth, was something
very much out of the ordinary. At any rate.
the writer of our sketch has portrayed this

Canadian Chinaman as he is at home and
•s will find much of interest in the story.

A word or two about our frontispiece may
nut come in amiss. It is number 4 in our Na-
tional Art Gallery Series and it is at the same
time a reproduction of the latest purchase by
the Government for the gallery. Elsewhere we
give a short sketch of the artist, who, while
a member of a distinguished Canadian family,

is now almost a permanent resident of Paris.

His picture is a view from the windows of his

studio and in it he seems to have caught the

atmosphere of Paris with remarkable accuracy.
This series of frontiespieces will be continued
during the rest of the year.

THE I.D1TOR.
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Canadians and Imperial Titles

By J. MILLER McCONNELL

THE question of the acceptance

by Canadians of Imperial titles

was much debated for some
years following Confederation in

1867, but for the past twenty-five

years little has been said on the sub-

ject and there seems to be a generally

tacit consent to the principle that it is

a highly proper thing to accept such

honors at the hands of the Crown.
It may be that the flow of Imperial

sentiment broadcast over the land has

had to do with this acquiescence, but

it is also attributable in a considerable

measure to the high character and un-

questioned standing of the men who
have been honored in recent years. If

there was any doubt in the minds of

the general public that the honors
would be worn other than honorably

and with distinction, there might be
another story.

Political sentiment has a way of

veering about in a young and ambiti-

ous country which is truly amazing.
There was a time in the history of

Canada—and it is not so very long
ago—when public men looked more
to Washington than to Westminster.
Democratic instincts were more firmly

rooted while that spirit prevailed. The
feeling respecting titles and other Im-
perial attractions was more inclined to

coincide with that of our American
neighbors, and sneers at those who
accepted titles were not uncommon.
Much of that has been swept away on
the flood tide of Imperialism, and
there is a complete reversal of things.

Washington may now look to Ottawa,
but Canada looks to Britain.

In the early days of United Canada
there was considerable bitterness dis-

played in the discussion as to whether
Canadians should accept these titles

or not. Many leading Canadians of

that day plumed themselves on their

democratic instincts, and they claimed

that it was undesirable to accept hon-

ors which to them smacked of an Old
World aristocracy. Others objected

very strongly in some cases to the

personality of the men who were so

honored.

Objection chiefly rose from some
leading men in the Liberal party, al-

though, as claimed by the late Sir

( >liver Mow at. the matter was never a

plank in the Liberal policy. As a mat-
ter of fact, however. Liberals were the

chief objectors, and such early leaders

as Mackenzie. Brown and Blake never

accepted knighthood, although they

might have had the titles had they so

wished.

\ peculiar thing about the situation
23
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Lord Aylmer

A \aii\i--Hf)! , u Canadian and the KiyMli
Baron "*' l' 1 ' 11 Name.

was that in later } ear^ some of thoM

who had been prominent in the ranlo

of tlie objector- acceplei] titles, and
in con>equence came in for a coii-

.ddcrabie aiiMum pj ridicule. The late

Sir ( )liver Mouat thought il ncc<-

Sary in 1X0,2. ill a ]>ublic addiv.--, to

devote considerable attention to the.

matter of tin.- acce|itance of titles in

virtue of having accepted one himself

after laying been a>»ociatcd for many
- with public men who were ut-

terly opposed to the idea.

r\s recently a-, [897 there wa.> con-

siderable talk in v>mc .section^ about

the acceptance of a title by Sir Wil-

frid l.auner ami many of lib follow-

ers of ultra-democratic feelings were

inclined to think that lie should not

have accepted the honor which yvas

bestowed \\Q\ »fl him at the late (Juecii

VicloriaS hiaundid Jubilee. I in t the

I 'render ai tcf >i « d, a.-> haw mam had-
ing Lih'-rais .since that day. and. of

late, there ha- been no quest ii hi iii llii

public mind on die matter Tin & "
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still, no doubt, many who regard titles

with contempt and would not accept

them if offered, but they are content

to permit their feelings to remain
quiescent. There are those who wall

readily recollect the discussions that

frequently went on some years ago
with respect to what were often called

"tin-pot titles," but it is safe to assert

that even the originator of that phrase

now looks upon the matter in a more
charitable light.

In looking over the list of Canadian
Peers and Baronets, the highest and
rarest titles, it is at once noticeable

that not one of the Peerage honors
was originally conferred on a Cana-
dian-born, while but few of our living

baronets first saw the light of day in

the Dominion. Lord Strathcona and
Lord Mount Stephen, the two most
wddely known of our Canadian peers,

were born in the Old Country. Baron-
ess Macdonald. the widow of the late
e
ir John A. Macdonald. was born in

lamaica, and was honored since her

ti&B2^Z£g3% :$Z3£35£Z^

tifi 1
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distinguished husband's death. Baron
de Blaquiere was born in Canada, but

inherited his title, as did Baron Ayl-
mer. Reginald DTberville Charles

Grant, Baron de Longueuil, inherited

an old title of the French regime in

Canada, which was afterwards recog-

nized by the British Government, but

appears to have been the only one that

survived from that interesting period

of Canadian history. That consti-

tutes the sum total of the Canadian

was so honored, Sir Charles Tupper
having been advanced from Knight
Commander of St. Michael and St.

George, to which he was appointed in

1879, to Knight Grand Cross of the

same order in 1886, and thence to a

baronetcy two years later. The only

instance of a Canadian baronet being

made a peer was that of Sir George
Stephen, who was given his first title

in 1886, and was elevated to the peer-

age in 1 89 1.

Lord De Blaquiere

Tin- Sixth EJaroh is a, Nat ive-Born Canadia)
Xuu Uesideal f in Kntrland.

Lady De Blaquiere

Who vvas Formerly Miss Lucianne Desbarats
of Montreal.

peerage, and there is yet to appear
the first Canadian-born to be created
a peer of the realm.

Baronetcies are not quite so rare as

peerage.^, but they are. neverthe'n —

.

uncommon. In a period extending
over two hundred and fit'ly year-
(from 1755 to 19095 only twelve
< anadians have been' made baronets
A period of twenty years elapsed be-

tween the time Sir Edward Qouston
was given hi> high honor in Novem-
ber. 100X, and the preceding Canadian

It is an tfttere"Strng fact that with

hut few exceptions. Canadian baronet-

cies have or will become extinct. Sir

Kdward Clouston, the newe-t of the

rank, has daughters, but iv> son to

whom to leave the title. Sir Charles

Tapper's title will go to his eldest

son, Mr. Stewart Tupper, of Winni-

peg, iiis second son, Sir ( harles

llibbert Tupper, has a title of his own
earning, having been created a

K.i'.M.G. in 1893. " af l Sw George
Stephen remained a baronet the title

25
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would have died, as he has no heir.

Sir John Rose (1872), Sir James

Stuart (1840) and Sir Wm. Johnson

(1755), left heirs and the titles are

still in existence. Sir John Beverley

Robinson, the fourth baronet of the

line, left an heir, John Beverley, but

it is understood that it is desired that

the title be now obsolete, so that

there are now only four successions

in sight out of the twelve created.

Sir Edward Gordon Johnson, the

fifth baronet, and the holder of the

oldest Canadian title of that rank, is

one of the staff in the general offices

Sir John Johnson, Bart.

The Second Baronet, Who Espoused the British

Cause in the War of Independence.

of the Canadian Pacific Railway in

Montreal. The title carried with it

an estate of comparatively small

value.

Sir Edward Gordon Johnson suc-

ceeded to the title on the death of his

uncle, Sir William Johnson, the fourth

baronet, about a year ago. The
baronetcy was created in recognition

of the skill and bravery of the an-

tor of the family, Sir Wm. John-

son, in turning the tide of battle in

favor of the British against the

French at Lake George in the second

half of the eighteenth century.

At the end of the war Sir \\ il

26

Ham's vast estates on the Mohawk
River were confiscated and proper-

ty that would have to-day repre-

sented millions were lost to the

family. The family came to Can-
ada to settle after the War of In-

dependence, but it never succeeded
in re-establishing itself on a ter-

ritorial basis.

The present baronet has been a

resident of Montreal all his life, his

father being the late Archibald Ken-
nedy Johnson, of this city, youngest
brother of the deceased baronet. He
was born in 1867 and in 1902 mar-
ried Miss Violet Evelyn Hayes, a

daughter of the late Dr. Thomas
Evelyn Hayes, of Dublin, Ireland.

He has been connected with the

Canadian Pacific now for six years.

The family seat is at Woodland
Grange, St. Matthias, Richelieu

County, Quebec.

The present baronet has in his

possession the Patent and Seal by
King George II. creating the first

Sir William a baronet in 1755. It

also carries with it a knighthood for

the eldest son. The first baronet's

successor was his son, Sir John
Johnson, who espoused the British

cause in the War of Independence,
and headed several raids from Can-
ada into the United States. His
headquarters were on the site in

Montreal now occupied by Bonse-
cours Market, and on that building
i- a tablet with the following in-

scription: '"Sir William Johnson, of

Johnson Hall, on the Mohawk River,

the celebrated superintendent of In-

dian Affairs and first American
baronet, commanded the Indian al-

lies of Amherst's army in 1760. To
them was issued in commemoration
the first British Montreal medal.

I It-re stood the house of his son,

Sn Jolin Johnson, Indian Commis-
sioner."

While none of the Canadian peer-

ages were conferred on what might

be recognized as purely political

grounds, the majority of the baronet-

cies were, on the other hand, given to
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men who were conspicuous in the poli-

tical history of Canada, before and
after Confederation, but mostly prior

to the union of 1867. Sir James Stuart

(1840), Sir Louis Hypolite Lafon-
taine (1854), Sir John Beverley

Robinson (1854), Sir Allan Napier
MacNab (1858), Sir George Etienne

Cartier (1868), Sir John Rose

(1872), and Sir Charles Tupper
( 1888) were all men of prominence
in the councils of the country. Sir

William Fenwick Williams (1856),
the hero of Kars in the Turko-Rus-
sian War. was the greatest soldier

Canada ever produced. Sir George
Stephen (1886) was a successful

business and railway man. while Sir

Edward Clouston, the latest baronet,

is a great financier, the brains of the

Bank of Montreal. In the matter of

rank it is worthy of mention that Sii

Edward takes precedence over the

president of the Bank of Montreal, Sir

George A. Drummond, who is only

a K.C.M.G., C.V.O.. though Sir Ed-
ward is only vice-president of the bank
and general manager. It is considered

highly probable that the Dominion
Government, through the Crown,
wished to bestow upon Sir Edward
the highest honor possible as a re-

ward for services to the Government
of the day in connection with the

financial matters, the Bank of Mon-
treal having for a long time had in-

timate relations with the Finance

Department.

Authorities, in undertaking to set

forth an explanation of the British

peerages, admit that there are so

many complications that even an ex-

pert may be occasionally perplexed.

There are two general classes of peers,

those who are of the House of Lords
and the peerage outside of the House.
Of the first-class there are two divi-

sions, those created and those elected.

Of the created peers there are three

sub-divisions (1) hereditary peers,

I 2 1 life peers, or otherwise law lords,

and (3) official peers or lords spiri-

tual. Of the elective peers there are
two sub-divisions: (1) Irish repre-

sentative peers, elected for life, and
(2) Scottish peers, elected for one
Parliament.

The peerage outside of the House
consists of Scottish and Irish peers,

many of whom sit in the House of

Lords, either under Imperial titles or
as representatives. There are also

peeresses in their own right ; Imperial
peeresses, whose male heirs go to the

House of Lords on succession, and
Scottish peeresses, while it is said

Irish peeresses are barely possible.

Peers outside also include peers' issue

Chas. Le Moyne

1 reated Baron de Longueuil by Louis XIV.

with courtesy titles, such as eldest

sons of dukes, marquesses and earls,

etc., and Scottish lords of session.

The peers in whom Canadians are

more closely interested are "peers

created," and who sit in the House of

Lords. Peerages such as granted to

Baroness Macdonald, of Earnscliffe.

are occasionally granted to ladies of

distinction or the widows of distin-

guished men. In her case, death will

terminate the title. In the case of

Lord Strathcona. who has no direct

heir to the title to the barony, it will

by special patent descend to his

grandson, the son of the Hon. Mrs.
27
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Sir Louis Hypolite Lafontaine, Bart.

( Ireal ed a Baronel in 1854.

Howard, who married Dr. Howard,
whose father was at one time dean of

the medical faculty of McGill Univer-

sity. Lord Mount Stephen has no
heir.

The British baronetage in which, as

has already been stated, only twelve

Canadian^ have so far ranked, grew
out of a lower division of the rank

of barons and dates as far back as

1321. Tt is linked with the nobility

by virtue of its being hereditary, and

being conferred by patent alone, the

early patents having closely resembled

those of baron-, but in other respects

it has much the appearance of a spe-

cialized order of knighthood. Every
baronet is required to register his

pedigree and to receive a certificate

from on*- of the ' lofleges of \rms.

The peerages of the house- of I >e

Blaquiere and De Longueuil are the
' familiar to the general public of

the Canadian peers. The holder of

the former title, which is of Irish

descent, was born in Canada, but is

residenl in England, while the second
28

was born in England and continues

to reside there.

The present Baron De Blaquiere is

the sixth holder of the title, it having
originated with Lieut. -Col. John De
Blaquiere, who was of noble French
descent, but whose father had been
driven to England by the revocation

of the Edict of Nantes, was appointed

secretary to the Lord Lieutenant of

Ireland, and was created baronet in

1784, and baron in 1800. The sixth

baron was born in this country, his

father being Charles De Blaquiere, of

Woodstock, Ont., and his grandfather

was Hon. Peter Boyle De Blaquiere,

in his time a legislative councillor of

Canada and chancellor of Toronto
University. He was for a time a

clerk in the Lank of Montreal, and
married a Canadian lady. Miss Lu-
cianne, daughter of George Des-

barats, of Montreal. He has a son to

inherit the title.

The Barony of De Longueuil was
created by Louis XIV., when Canada
belonged to France. It was recog-

nized by the British Government in

[880. It is open to female succession.

but the present heir presumptive is the

baron's brother. John Moore de Bien-

ville Charles Grant, and the second
heir the hitter's son.

The first Baron Aylmer was a dis-

tinguished naval officer in the reign

of James II. The present baron is the

eighth and has a distinguished mili-

tary career to his credit, as did his

father before him.

Among the least generally known
of the Canadian baronets are Lev.

Sir James Stuart and Sir Cyril S.

Rose. The latter is a grandson of

Sir John Rose, the first baronet, whose
record in Canadian politics is well

known. lie is a young man, residing

in England, and although he is mar-
ried, the heir to the title as vet is his

uncle, Mr. Charles Day Lose, M.L.,

the w ell-kn< »wn I .ondon banker.

The second oldesl Canadian bar-

onetage, conferred on James Stuart in

[840, for his services in connection

with the union of Upper and Lower
Canada, is near to extinction. .After
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the death of the original baronet, who
was chief justice of Lower Canada,
the title was for many years held by
his second son, Major-General Ed-
ward Andrew Stuart, a Crimean
veteran, who ended his days as Gov-
ernor of Chelsea Hospital. The pre-

sent baronet is the third son of Sir

James, Rev. Sir James Stuart, rector

of Portishead, Somerset, who has

passed the allotted four-score-and-ten.

and has no heir.

Titles in which colonials do not

figure are the Orders of the Garter,

the Thistle and St. Patrick, but when
we get to the Knights Grand Cross

of the Bath, it is found that Sir Wil-

liam Fenwick Williams (1871), and
Sir John A. Macdonald (1884), were
so honored, both gentlemen having
been previously Knights Commander
of the Bath. Of late years no Cana-
dians have been given honors in those

grades, while comparatively few have
been created Knights Grand Cross of

St. Michael and St. George, the prin-

cipal holders of that rank, since de-

Sir William Fenwick Williams. K.G.C.B.

ed Knight Grand Cross of the Bath in 1871,

a Title Which has Only Been Conferred on
< >ne ( ianadian Since Then.

Sir Allan Napier MacNab, Bart.

Created a Baronet in 1858.

ceased, being Sir Alexander Gait, Sir

John Rose and Sir Oliver Mowat.
Lord Strathcona, Sir Charles Tupper,
Sir Richard Cartwright and Sir Wil-
frid Laurier are the only living Cana-
dians entitled to attach G.C.M.G. after

their names.
The titles which are more numer-

ously bestowed on Canadians are of

the Orders of Knights Commander of

St. Michael and St. George and
Knights Bachelor. Down to this stage

all the holders are entitled to prefix

"Sir" to their names. Not wearing
any title, but still giving the holders

an established official and social

standing, are Companions of the Bath
and Companions of St. Michael and
5l G of whom it may be said

in the stereotyped phrase, "their

names are too numerous to mention,"

the purpose of this article being to

deal more particularly with the higher

titles. Several < Canadians have been
lately created Commanders of the

Royal Victorian Order, the last batch
having been handed out at the time
of 1 1 ! entenary last summer.

29
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tire and social sense, rather than as

political rewards. Thus it is that

lieutenant-governors, judges of the

higher courts, first ministers of pro-

vinces, extensive givers to educational

and other worthy causes and leaders

in commercial life . are frequently

given titles. Among that class we
find Sir George Drummond, Sir Louis
Davies, Sir Sanford Fleming, Sir

James Grant, Sir Louis Jette, Sir

Percv Lake, Sir Daniel McMillan, Sir

Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper

Second Son of Sir Charles Tupper, Bart.. Created
aKC.M.G. in 1893.

William Van Home, all K.C.M.G.'s,
while in the ranks of Knights Bache-
lor are found, such men as Sir Mon-
tagu Allan, Sir Mortimer Clark, Sir

Wm. Falconbridge, Sir George Gar-
neau, Sir Lomer Gouin, Sir Hugh
Graham, Sir William Macdonald. -

Henry Pellatt, Sir William Meredith,
Sir Charles Moss, Sir Thomas
Shaughnessy, Sir Henry Strong, Sir

Melbourne Tait, Sir Thomas Taylor
and Sir James Whitney.

^C^*^4^*^^
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W] [ENEVER a busy man is over-

worried, the doctor prescribes

the country ; and when any of

us are depressed by care or trouble,

our cure is the sight of our chosen

hills. That is if we have money
wherewith to fly the town; hut if we
have none of that valuable commodity
to spare, what can we do when the

thirst for the hills burns in us, or

when the "spring fever" makes its an-

nual visit ? We can do the next best

thing and visit the park or stop in the

ire and sit and drink in some sun-

shine and afterwards go on our way
refreshed. That is if our city fathers

are alive to the- necessity for open air

spaces for our healthful recreation. It

iften objected that tramps occupy
all the benches: but is it nol cheaper

i
a tramp with a bench in a

park than to supply him with a cell in

jail ? There is a o mscii »us i tr una m
tility, to the beauty of the

natural world, which in many men
becomes a passion, and to which even
a tramp can respi

Tn London, England, almost a hun-
dred open spaces man) of them old

32

Springbank Park, London

cemeteries—have been converted in-

to children's playgrounds and old

folks resting places. Who shall sa\

that London is not better for this?

"Nothing is so costly." it has been

well said, "as sickness, disease and
vice; nothing so cheap as health and
virtue." Rochester. WW. is a bright

and shining example of this with the

lowest death rate and the best park
system in the State of Mew York. It

would not be a difficult matter to

prove the correlation of these two
facts. In addition. Rochester is

known far and wide as "The City

Beautiful" and "The Flower City."

This is advertising which would be

cheap at almost any cost, but how
cheaply it is gained in addition to the

improved conditions of living, which
prevail in that city. What Canadian
city is there which can longer afford

to neglect this sort of public improve-
ment, bringing, as it doe-, not only

Ith and enjoyment to the citizens,

but renown and visitors from abroad?

The public pleasure grounds of

any community comprise all such
public open spaces as are acquired

01 arranged for the purpose of pro-

viding favorable opportunities for
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healthful recreation in the open air.

Among tliese are included boule-

vards, squares, landscape parks, bot-

anic gardens and playgrounds. The
semi-public pleasure grounds in-

clude railway station grounds and
exhibition parks.

The city parks should be places

of quiet resort for people who can-

not take the time or who have not

the strength to go often to the

country to find refreshment. Within
them should be all possible quiet,

together with everything that may
call to mind the happy peace of the

country and make us forget the

town. The ground should have some
pleasant variety of surface with

both wood and open ground, some
water if possible and perhaps some
one point from which to view the

world around and outside. The city

squares should provide a resting and
breathing place and a touch of green
in the midst of the city's turmoil.

The grounds around public build-

ings should be a setting for the ar-

chitecture and especially when these

buildings are schools, the planting

may be made of great educations

value by the labeling of the trees

and shrubs. The botanic gardens

are our greatest source of informa-

tion as to the hardiness and useful

ness of all the thousands of varieties

of ornamental trees, shrubs and
plants which are in use to-day. And
last, but not least, the school garden

ai;d playgrounds are bringing our

children into closer touch with na-

ture and influencing them in a

happy direction at the stage in their

life when they are most affected by
their environment.

Probably the best known of all

the parks in the Dominion is Queen
Victoria Park at Niagara Falls. It

has in it all the elements which go to

make up a beautiful landscape park.

It consists of about 150 acres on the

shore of the Niagara River, extend-

ing back to the bluff of the Niagara
highlands and along the shore from
below the Falls to the Dufferin Is-

lands above them. Combining, as it

does, this nearly unparalelled loca-

tion, together with good native

planting, open lawns, facilities for

Scene in the Public Gardens, Haliiax
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Victoria Square, one of Montreal's Central Breathing Places

outdoor sport, such as baseball and
tennis and at the upper and more
wild portion for bathing, fishing and
camping, it has a great future before

it and with careful development
should some day deserve the name
of the Canadian National Park. The
architecture of the power plants

situated along the shores of the

river is very good, and in one in-

stance almost good enough to justi-

fy their intrusion into the park.

Montreal has 35 public parks, ag-

gregating in all 750 acres. The pres-

ent system dates back to 1876, and
about $100,000 are expended yearly.

There are three large parks, Mount
Royal, St. Helen's Island and Pare
LaFontaine. Mount Royal rises di-

rectly behind the city and is covered

to the summit with beautiful tn

From it may be had a fine view of

the valleys of the St. Lawrence and
awa Rivers and from the < >b

vatory, 740 feel above the river, the

oldest hills known to man. the l.aur-

entian Mountains, can be seen. 'I he

Island of St. Helen was leased to

the city by the Government in 1874.

I' contains 128 acres and is located

about one mile from the city.
34

Originally, a garrison under the

British regime, a portion of it is still

reserved for military purposes and
the old fort is extremely well pre-

served as also an ancient wooden
blockhouse on the crown of the hill.

These are two good examples of the

land that should be set aside and
held in public trust. The one has

grand scenery and vegetation and

the other serves to keep green in

our memory the historic events of

the past.

Toronto, with its 30 parks, total-

ling 1,775 acres, is well supplied

with open air spaces. The most cen-

tral are Queen's Park, which sur-

rounds the Provincial Parliament

Buildings, Allen Gardens and the

Normal School grounds. Queen's
Park contains many fine old oaks

which are in an excellent state of

preservation. In the northern sec-

tion of the city He the Rosedale

ravines, Reservoir Park and some
line cemeteries. T<> the east are

Riverdale Park and the Zoo, as well

a- Victoria and Munro Parks. Along
the lake shore to the west is the Ex-
hibition Park, where the Canadian
National Exposition is held each
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fall, and the valley of the Humber
River. Across the bay and two miles

from the city lies "The Island,"*

which comprises 325 acres, divided

into three parts. One part is for

baseball and other outdoor perform-
ances, one is laid out with wide
stretches of lawn, shade trees and
lagoons, along which are cottages,

boat houses and pavilions, while
the third portion is a favorite haunt
of fishermen. This is to be recom-
mended as illustrating an ideal di-

vision of a public open pleasure

ground since the most diversified

tastes may here be satisfied. Toron-
to spends about fifty cents per head
of population per year on her parks.

One of the most useful and to

some people the most interesting

public parks in the whole Dominion
is the Arboretum and Botanic
garden at the Central Experimental
Farms at Ottawa. Here, under the

direction of the Dominion Depart-
ment of Agriculture, an area of 65
acres of the Central Farms is devot-

ed to a collection of trees, plants and
shrubs from all parts of the world.
There have been many thousand
species tested and the results serve

not only as a source of information
to plant lovers throughout the

Dominion, but advertise abroad how
great a number of plants are hardy
in our climate and thus dispel many
doubts as to the resources of Can-
ada in the way of plant life. This
Arboretum is now much visited and
an increasing interest is manifested

in the progress of this work, not

only by botanists, but by the gen-

eral public.

The beginning of the famous Hali-

fax Public Gardens was a very humble
one. Originally a bog, the land was
filled in a little at a time and the trees

and plants were at first contributed

by interested citizens from their own
premises. The gardens now contain

many fine specimens of native and
exotic trees, plants and shrubs, and
are not only a great credit to the city

and the Dominion at large, but the

object of a great deal of admiration

both at home and abroad. Point

Pleasant Park at Halifax contains 186

acres and was deeded to the city in

1870 by the Imperial Government for

a term of 999 years. It contains three

forts that command the entrance of

the harbor, and a natural growth of

pine, hemlock and spruce, and is well

supplied with shrubs and deciduous
trees. There is also about one acre

of Scotch heather which is naturally

Victoria Park, Berlin
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an object of great interest to visitors.

The control of this park is vested in

a commission and $2,500 a year is

spent on maintenance. The com-

mons is a tract of land given to the

citizens of Halifax by George the

Third. It contains 235 acres, and is

used as a parade ground and for

cricket, football, baseball and quoits.

It has many large shade trees and a

wading pool for the children which

also affords skating in the winter.

There are also, in Halifax, five smaller

parks, which, together with the Com-
mons and the Public Gardens, are

placed under the control of a distinct

commission.

London is so fortunate as to pos-

sess a breathing place nearly in the

heart of the city and close to the

main business corner. This is Vic-

toria Park, which contains the area

of three city blocks, has many fine

shade trees and is carefully laid out

and tended. The Exhibition Grounds
or Queen's Park, as it is called, is

owned by the city and used for two
weeks in the year for the purpose

of holding the Western Fair, while

the rest of the year it is open to the

public as an adjunct to the city

parks. The race track enclosure is

used for athletic contests, for which
in is well adapted, owing to a good
track and large grandstand. The
city also owns and controls through

the water commission, about 300

acres of land situated along both

banks of the Thames River. This

property, which is called Spring-

bank, is easily reached by trolley,

and is therefore very accessible. It

contains the pumping station for the

city water supply, a pavilion, several

retiring buildings and a bandstand.

So admirably has Nature provided

for this park that little is left to do

ept to open up roads and paths,

judiciously thin out the woodlands

and dress them down with shrub-

bery. If this property be held and

ith development placed in competent

hands, it is destined some day to be

one of the finest scenic parks in the
3f>

whole Dominion. The London park

area totals about 350 acres, of which
Springbank contains 295 and Vic-

toria Park 16. The grounds of the

Provincial Insane Asylum, situated

at London, are notable for the large

number of fine trees which they

contain.

In the Victoria Park at Berlin

there is also another near approach

to the ideal in a city park. This lies

within four blocks of the heart of

the town and yet contains fifty acres

or more. It has running water and

a lake of an acre or so in extent, as

well as a picnic grove which is visit-

ed annually by hundreds of people

from nearby towns. Then, too, there

is also an athletic field, in a corner

b}' itself, which is not only a source

of income to the Park Commission,

but a constant means of healthful

outdoor exercise to the younger

people of the town. Several hundred

dollars are yearly turned into the

park fund by the rental of this field

for band concerts and the like, and

hundreds of people are annually

drawn to the city by the attractions

of the picnic grove. Taken all in all,

it is a very paying investment to the

town and an example which might

profitably be followed by other

municipalities.

At Winnipeg an example has been

set for the rest of the Dominion
v\hich is deserving of notice. In 15

years there has been developed on

the treeless prairie a large park sys-

tem and boulevards have been laid

cut and planted on over 100 streets.

1 p till 1907 something over 12,000

trees had been planted on these

boulevards with a very small per-

centage of loss. Attention is now
being turned toward playgrounds

and one is being provided in the

largesl park. This latter is called

Assiniboine and has been developed

recently from 283 acres of natural-

ly beautiful woodland and prairie

along the Assiniboine River. There

are ten smaller parks and squares, of

less than five acres each, under the
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.Charming Vista'in' High Park, Toronto!

control of the Public Parks Board,

as well as St. John's and St. James'

Parks of 10 1-2 and six acres res-

pectively. A sum not exceeding

one-half mill on the dollar of as-

sessed property is expended yearly

by the board and the results are

gratifying, to say the least. This'

shows what the careful following out

of plans prepared by a skilled land-

scape architect will produce and

should be a lesson to some of the

"penny wise and pound foolish"

municipalities of the Dominion. At

Regina the same wise policy was

followed and the grounds around

the Parliament Buildings were laid

out and planted before the buildings

were erected.

The City of Regina recently planted

two new parks. One, called Victoria

Park, is in the heart of the city and

comprises the area of two city blocks,

and the other, of sixty acres in extent,

is called Wascana Park, and is ad-

joining the new Parliament grounds.

Rustic Bridge in Reservoir Park. Toronto
.17
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roads are slowly erecting stations

which are in many instances in very

good taste. Our Canadian railways

have now begun to devote some at-

tention to station surroundings, but

great opportunities still await a

transforming hand in the making
over of the ugly gateways to our
cities. It is now over ten years since

the Canadian Pacific Railway com-
menced to give away to its station

employes flower seeds in the spring

and bulbs in the fall. These are sup-

plemented each year by handsome
little booklets of advice and encour-

agement. The men have taken a

keen interest in the cultivation of

flowers as is shown by the fact that

this spring tens of thousands of

packets of seeds will be required to

supply their requests. From St.

John to Vancouver the men have
written the Floral Department for

seeds and booklets. No rules are

made concerning the cultivation of

these flowers, this work being entire-

ly voluntary on the part of the em-
ployes. Not only do they derive en-

joyment themselves but they give

pleasure to the thousands of pas-

sengers on the trains. Then, too,

when the improvement of the sta-

tion grounds commences more at-

tention is paid to fences and general

surroundings, the good example
spreads in the neighborhood and the

result benefits all concerned, espe-

cially in the way of a good first im-

pression of the community on the

part of the traveling public.

Elaborate Floral Effects at the Regina Railway Station

jx



The Right Kind of Journalism

By THEODORE ROOSEVELT
From the Outlook

I
FIRST came into close contact

with The Outlook when Gover-
nor of New York, ten years ago,

and I speedily grew to have a pe-

culiar feeling of respect and regard
for Dr. Abbott and his associates.

We did not always agree, and as

our convictions were strong our dis-

agreements were sometimes posi-

tive ; but experience taught me that,

in the first place, Dr. Abbott and
his associates always conscientious-

ly strove to be fair, and that, in

the second place, they not only de-

sired to tell the truth, but made a

serious endeavor to find out the
facts. I found, moreove-, that they
combined to a peculiar degree a

number of qualities, each of them
good, but rarely found in combina-
ti( n.

Every owner, editor, or reporter
of a conscientiously and ably con-
ducted newspaper or periodical is

an asset of real value to the whole
community. It would be difficult to

overestimate the amount of good
which can be done by the men re-

sponsible for such a publication-
responsible for its editorial columns,

•onsible for its news column-.
responsible for its general policy.

We have man_\' newspapers and peri-

odicals, big and little, of this kind.
I'm we also have many that arc

emphatically not of this kind.

"Tin jidenl Roosevelt's flrsl contribu
tion, ..

. ditor, to the Outlook. It- com-
plete title Is " Why l Believe In the Kind of
"on' rican Journalism for Whirl, the Outlook
stands."
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During the last few years it has

become lamentably evident that

certain daily newspapers, certain

periodicals, are owned or controlled

by men of vast wealth who have
gained their wealth in evil fashion,

who desire to stifle or twist the hon-
est expression of public opinion, and
who find an instrument fit for their

purpose in the guided and purchased
mendacity of those who edit and
write for such papers and peri-

odicals. This style of sordid evil

does not even constitute a tempta-
tion to The Outlook; no influence

of any kind could make the men who
control The Outlook so much as

consider the question of abandon-
ment of duty ; and they hold as their

first duty inflexible adherence to the

elementary virtues of entire truth,

entire courage, entire honesty.

Moreover, they are as far. removed
as the poles from the apostles of that

hideous yellow journalism which de-

fies the cult of the mendacious, the
sensational, and the insane, and
which, throughout its wide but

vapid field, dees as much to vul-

garize and degrade the popular
taste, to weaken the popular char-

acter, and to dull the edge of the

popular conscience, as any influence
under which the country can suf-

fer. These men sneer at the very
idea of paying heed to the dictates

of a sound morality; as one of their

number has cynically put it, they
are concerned merely with selling

the public whatever the public will
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bUy_a theory of conduct which

would justify the existence of every

keeper of an opium den, of every

foul creature who ministers to the

vices of mankind. Here, again, it

is perhaps not especially to the

credit of Dr. Abbott and his as-

sociates that they have avoided this

pit; fortunately, they are so con-

stituted that it is a simple impos-

sibility for them to fall into it.

But they do deserve very great

credit for avoiding another type of

temptation which has much fascina-

tion for men of cultivation and of

refined taste, and which is quite as

fatal to their usefulness as indul-

gence in yellow journalism. A news-

paper or periodical which avoids vul-

gar sensationalism, which takes and

cultivates an interest in serious mat-

ters, and things literary, artistic,

and scientific—which, in short, ap-

peals to people of taste, intelligence,

and cultivation—may nevertheless

do them grave harm, and be with-

in its own rather narrow limits an

element of serious mischief; for it

may habitually and consistently

practice a malign and slanderous un-

truthfulness which, though more

refined than, is at least as immoral

as, the screaming sensationalism of

any representative of the journalism

which it affects to despise. A cul-

tivated man of good intelligence who
has acquired the knack of saying

bitter things, but who lacks the

robustness which will enable him

to feel at ease among strong men
of action, is apt, if his nature has in

it anything of meanness or untruth-

fulness, to strive for a reputation in

what is to him the easiest way. He
can find no work which is easier

—and less worth doing—than to sit

in cloistered aloofness from the men
who wage the real and important

struggles of life and to endeavor, by

an unceasing output of slander in

regard to them, to bolster up his

own uneasy desire to be considered

superior to them. Now a paper

edited by men of this stamp does

not have much popular influence,

and therefore is less detrimental to

the people at large than yellow

journalism ; but it may, to the ex-

tent of its power, exert a very real

influence for evil, by the way in

which it teaches young men of good

education, whose talents should be

at their country's service, that de-

cent and upright public men are as

properly subpects of foul attack as

the most debased corruptionist ; that

eciency and wickedness are inter-

changeable, and that the correct at-

tiucle to adopt, in facing the giant

problems of our great and troubled

time, is one of sneering and super-

cilious untruthfulness.

Dr. Abbot and his associates have

avoided this pitfall also. With them
cultivation and good taste have not

implied weakness. Demand for

righteousness in others has not led

to abandonment of truth on their

own part.

The Outlook has stood for right-

eousness, but it has never been been

self-righteous. It stands for the

things of the spirit, and yet it re-

members the needs of the body. It

serves lofty ideals, it believes in a

lofty idealism. But it knows that

common sense is essential above all

other qualities to the idealist; for

an idealist without common sense,

without the capacity to work in

h?rd, practical fashion for actual re-

sults, is merely a boat that is all

sails, and with neither ballast nor

rudder. The Outlook's belief in

gentleness and tenderness, in the

spirit of brotherly love, never blinds

it to the necessity of cultivating

those hardy, rugged, and vigorous

qualities for the want of which in

the individual, as in the Nation, no

gentleness, no cultivation, and,

above all, no gift of money-making
and no self-indulgence in the soft

ease of living, can in any way atone.

The Outlook has show i a fine

scorn of untruth in every form, of

unfairness and injustice to any man
or any cause. It is not given to
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humanity never to err; but The Out-
look makes a resolute effort to find

out what the facts actually are be-

fore passing judgment. With it

earnestness and strength of convic-

tion go hand in hand with a sincere

desire to see and to state the other

man's point of view. It believes

that things in this world can be

made better, but it does not en-

dorse quixotic movements which
would merely leave things worse.

It champions the rights of the many.
It desires in every way to represent,

to guide aright, and to uphold the

interests of those whom Abraham
Lincoln called the plain people. It

feels a peculiar desire to do all that

can be done for the poor and the

oppressed, and to help upward those

struggling to better themselves. But
it has no sympathy with moral
weakness or sentimentality. All

that it can do it does and will do
for the cause of labor; but it will in

no shape or way condone violence or

disorder. It stands for the rights of

property, and therefore against the

abuses of property. It believes in

a wise individualism, and in encour-

agement of individual initiative; and

therefore all the more it believes in

using the collective force of the

whole people to do what but for the

use of that collective force must be
left undone.

I am glad to be associated with
Dr. Abbott and the group of men
and women he has gathered around
him, because they practice what they
preach ; and because they preach the

things that are most necessary to the

salvation of this people. It is their

earnest belief that every man must
earn enough to support himself and
those dependent upon him ; but that

when once this has been accomplish-

ed, money immediately becomes
secondary to many other things. In

this matter The Outlook puts its

principles into practice. It strives

in proper ways to make money. If

it did not make money it could not

be run at all. But making money
is not the prime reason for its exist-

ence. The first question asked when
any matter of policy arises, so far

as The Outlook is concerned, is

whether or not a given course is

right, and should be followed be-

cause it is in the real and lasting

interest of the Nation.
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The
*

Book of the Month
Lord Haliburton

*

THE publication of a memoir of

the public services of Lord
Haliburton is a well-deserved

tribute to the memory of an adminis-

trator of exceptional ability, who
labored for
many years
quietly and
u n obtrusive-

ly as a per-

manent officer

of the British

War Office.

Governmen t s

rose and gov-
ernments fell,

new ministries

were formed
and old ones
dissolved, but
the stability of

the adminis-
tration w a s

continued
through it all

by the pres-

ence of train-

ed and experi-

enced civil
servants like

Lord Halibur-
ton.

As C a n-

adians, w e

have a dual in-

terest in the

life story
of Lord Haliburton. Not only was
he a native of Canada, but his father

was that famous Nova Scotian,

Judge Haliburton, the author of

"Sam Slick, the Clockmaker," and
the inventor, according to Artemus
Ward, of American humor.

Arthur Lawrence Haliburton was
born at Windsor, N.S., on December
26, 1832. His father had been born
in the same province in 1796 and
was at the time of his son's birth,

Chief Justice

of the Court
o f Common
Pleas in Nova
Scotia, having
attained to the

dignity of that

position at the

early age of

thirty -two
years.

Tog ether
with his two
brothers,
Thomas, who
became fam-
ous as a musi-
c i a 11, and
Robert, w h o
entered t h e

law, he was
educated a t

h i s father's

a 1 m a mater,

King's Col-

Iege, Windsor,
X.S.. the old-

est university

in the colonies

and the only
one possess-

ing a Royal
Charter. The place of its original

foundation had been New York, but

after the great disruption of 1775
it had migrated to Nova Scotia and
in that loyal atmosphere had re-

tained the Tory traditions of its Ox-
ford prototypes. Among the pupils
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The Author of "Sain Slick"

of a generation senior to the Hali-

burtons were the two distinguished

soldiers, Sir John Eardley Inglis, the

defender of Lucknow, and Sir Wil-
liam Fenwick Williams, the defender

of Kars.

Lord Haliburton was always at-

tached to King's College and in 1899
accepted from it the honorary de-

gree of D.C.L.
His original vocation was for the

law and he was duly called to the

Nova Scotia bar in 1855. His legal

studies and legal training were des-

tined to be of invaluable service to

him in later years. But at this mo-
ment the outbreak of the Crimean
War turned his ambitions into a dif-

ferent channel. He received a com-
mission in the recreated Commis-
sariat Department of the Army and

was promptly despatched to Turkey.

Though he was never actually at the

seat of hostilities in the Crimea, he

learnt invaluable lessons connected

with the needs of an army in the

field.

In 1857 Haliburton was posted to

the forces stationed in Canada and
in 1859 received his commission as
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Deputy-Assistant Commissary-Gen-
eral, being recalled to England in

the following year. Then began that

period of desk and office work
which, with a single break, was to

continue until his retirement in 1897.

His advance was rapid and by 1877
he was holding the office of Direc-

tor of Supplies and Transports.

During Lord Wolseley's Nile cam-
paign of 1884-1885, his arrange-

ments were so perfect in face of un-

paralleled difficulties, that that great!

soldier wrote him a personal note on
the completion of the campaign, ex-

pressing unstinted praise of his

work. "On the strength of this

testimonial," says the author, "Hali-

burton might almost dispute with
Sir Edward Ward the fame of being
the best commissariat officer since

Moses.'-' In substantial recognition

of his services, Haliburton was made
a K.C.B. in 1885.

In 1887, the office of Director of

Supplies was abolished and Hali-

burton became assistant Under-
Secretary of State for War. In 1895
he became permanent Under-Secre-
tary and from March, 1895, to Sep-

tember, 1897, was the crown of his

active career. For the first time he
enjoyed a full measure of independ-
ence and responsibility. He was
now one of that little hierarchy oi

the permanent heads of departments
on whom the whole fabric of ad-

ministration rests, and few have
emerged from the ordeal with a

higher record.

An accident in 1882 had led to

increasing lameness and a fall in the

spring >>\ 1807 made him permanent-
ly dependent upon crutches. The
time had come when lie was entitled

to claim his release from toil and
r< sponsibility. On the birthday im-
mediately preceding lis retirement
he was admtted to tin- Grand Cross
of the Order of the Bath,

In the birthday Honor List of

1900, Haliburton's name figured

among those upon whom her late

Majesty was graciously pleased to

confer a peerage. As a loyal Can-
adian he took the title of "Baron
Haliburton of Windsor in the
Privince of Nova Scotia and Dom-
inion of Canada." His death occur-
red on April 21, 1907.

The author of the Memoir, J. B.
Atlay concludes the book with the
following eulogy, "Of servants such
as he was any nation may be proud.
And to the ability and rectitude
which he showed through all his

long official career he added, in pri-

vate life, the charm of a singularly
gracious and kindly nature, of a

large and generous mind, and of the
inability either to give or to take
offence. His public work brought
him the respect of all acquainted
with him. His personal character
endeared him to all who knew him.
He died full of honors and warm in

the affection of his many friends.

And the honors and the affection

were alike deserved."
To his early upbringing in Can-

ada, Mr. Atlay attributes his fear-

lessness of official etiquette and his

strength of opinion, founded on
knowledge and true judgment.
"One of the noblest and finest men

I have ever known," is the tribute
paid to his memory by a distinguish-
ed soldier, who had been brought in-

to constant contact with him of-

ficially, and had been admitted to

close intimacy with him in private
life. From early manhood Llalibur-

tcn's great abilities and immense
powers of work had been placed un-
reservedly and ungrudingly at the

disposal of his country; and at a

period when he might justly have
claimed exemption from all further
liability lie still labored hard to fur-

ther what he judged to be the true

interests of the Army and the nation.

*Lord Haliburton. Tiy J. B. Atlay.
Toronto : William Briggs.
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The Lost Empire of England ?

By WALTER FREWEN LORD
From the Nineteenth Century

WE Englishmen should face the

present situation with more
dignity if we were not so ig-

norant of history. For many cen-

turies our foes have been all to the

south ; so of course our ports and
defences look southward. With the

exception of one short period of

rivalry with Holland we have had no
foe to the eastward till the last fif-

teen years. Consequently we have
no preparations. To provide the

necessary ports and defences is not

"unfriendly," but only the most or-

dinary common sense.

Similarly, people continue to talk

about German_v as if that mighty
power were still the Prussia of the

Convention of Olmutz. The best

way to understand the question is

tc talk it over in German with Ger-
mans ; one does so to some advan-
tage if one has known the country
and the language for more than thir-

ty years. The following abstract

is the 'boiling down" of many a long
talk with men of character and am-
bition and patriotism, who know
what they are talking about

:

"For us the conquest of England
is a historical necessity. We are

quite sure of our future; sooner or

later we are certain to beat you by
force of money-bags. We have a

population already half as large

again as yours. We increase more
rapidly than you. Our vitality grows
higher daily; yours is lower and
lower every day. For 1 his there are

reasons. Your land is ruined by

Free Trade, and your rural popula-
tion is scattered or has migrated to

the towns. Every week your enter-

prising citizens leave the country,
while their places are taken by the
scum of our population. All that
is a great source of weakness to you
and of strength to us. We have com-
posed all our internal differences;

you have new differences growing
more and more bitter every day.

"If you changed your financial

policy you could deal us a serious
blow, for we are growing rich on
your spoils. But you will not dare
to do that ; your Radicals will not al-

low it. We are in no hurry. You
might still make yourselves strong
by union with your colonies; but,
there again, your Radicals will not
allow that.

"We shall build and build against
you until the burden is too heavy for
you to bear, and then you will have
to take our orders. There is one
chance of a settlement with you at
an early date; it is that we might
catch you napping. If, at any time,
we could strike with a clear major-
ity of ships in our favor—owing to
your fleet being scattered—that
would do. For you have no army;
if you had one we should not dream
of invading y>u. When once we arc
in the country the result is a fore-
gone conclusion."

So speak these manly, courteous,
downright Germans; gallant friends
to day, gallant and most formidable
foes to-morrow. How far short of
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this robust and intelligent tone do
we fall in England ! One day we
are indignant at remarks which
might "hurt the Germans' feelings,"

as if the Germans were neurotic im-

beciles and not live men. Another
day we grow violent over German
"espionage"—as if espionage were
not a perfectly legitimate prelimin-

ary to warfare. In fact, we indulge

in every emotion except the sober

intention to ascertain the facts and
profit by our knowledge.

On the 25th of September, 1908,

the distribution of the fleet was as

follows: "Six battleships (Channel
Fleet) were at Scarborough, eight

were at the Home ports, viz. three

at Chatham, three at Portsmouth,
two at Devonport ; four of these

were ready for sea and four were
refitting. At the same date nine

(Home Fleet) were at Cromarty,
two were in the neighborhood of

the Nore, and one was at Devon-
port." This was the disposition of

the Home and Channel Fleets on the

date named, as described by the

First Lord of the Admiralty on the

4th of November, 190S. Interrogat-

ed as to whether such a thing wag
likely to occur again, the First Lord
replied in the affirmative.

Thus we have it on the authority
of the First Lord of the Admiralty
that he has already on one occasion
placed the Home and Channel Fleets
in precisely the position in which my
German friends would like to find

them for greater convenience of

destruction, and we also know that
he intends to repeat that operation.

On the 25th of September eighteen
German battleships were at Heligo-
land ; but the First Lord was official-

ly unaware of the fact.

It is not necessary to understand
the technicalities of naval warfare
in order to appreciate the situation

of the 25th of September, 1908; it

suffices if one understands that six

is a smaller number than eighteen.
The Germans arc as cautious as they
are brave, and have no intention of
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running any risks. They know that
many opportunities of attacking,

with an overwhelming superiority,

will be granted them, and they will

choose that which is most conveni-
ent for themselves. In the mean-
time, they are not perfectly sure of

their ships or of their crews; but
they are continually practising for

the great day; all honor to them;
all shame to us if they succeed.
There are limits to their courtesy

in discussing the invasion of Eng-
land. You must not inquire why
their High Sea Fleet never goes on
the high seas ; the answer being of

course that it is not meant to go on
the high seas, and is only built for

one rush and for one campaign. Also,

if they say that their fleet is built to

protect their commerce, you must
accept that explanation. Do not ask

why it is always in Europe instead

of suppressing piracy off Singapore

;

they do not jest about such mat-
ters.

With respect to this question of

warfare, one of the greatest difficul-

ties to be overcome is the jeer that

Radicals always level at civilians

who "pretend to understand war-
fare." Technicalities we may not un-

derstand, but we can understand that

it is no use throwing stones at a

man who is armed with a rifle; you
do not even annoy him ; and he
chooses his own timf to shoot you
down. This is the position to which
we were nearly reduced on the 25th

o'! September, 1908.

"No blood tax," "No militarism,"

"Universal brotherhood," and so on.

cry the Radicals; all of which senti-

mentalisms are synonyms for one
ugly word—cowardice. Compare
these catchwords—which always get

a cheer from the audiences of this

anaemic generation — with the

phrases on the lips of Germans:
"Deutschland uber Alles," "Alle fur

Kaiser und Reich." "Our future

lies on the Sea," "The trident must
be in our grasp." These are words
befitting a great, proud, successful
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and ambitions people. While we
cower and shiver at the thought of

war, they prepare ; exultingly not-

ing the dementia of a great nation
which has deliberately confided its

interests to its unavowed but, none
the less, most dire enemies.

Lord Roberts tells us that the ad-
vance-guard of invasion is already
here, 80,000 strong. One would sup-
pose that this would be conclusive.

Cite that grave warning to Radicals
and what do they say? Many things
— all foolish—but the most ridicu-

lous reply that I have encountered is

the fatuous return question "Where
are they?" Where do these mock
innocents suppose they are? Do
they expect to have them paraded
in Hyde Park for their inspection?
Of course it is the business of a

secret agent to remain in secrecy.

Anybody except one wilfully blind

could see that.

We come to the condition of the

people—a frightful spectacle. Too
many Englishmen are living in con-

ditions to which we would not con-
demn our pet animals. The infernal

gospel of cheapness, to which the

Radicals are so devoted, is respon-

sible for this. Here we may profit-

ably consider another of Magee's
famous addresses. It was on the

Ten Commandments. It is hard to

be original about the Ten Com-
mandments ; but Magee performed
this difficult task. At that date the

ruin of English agriculture was
rapidly drawing near, and with it

the loss of our agricultural popu-
lation—the most serious blow yet

dealt at the strength of this coun-
try. The first wealth of a country,

said Magee, is its manhood. The
Ten Commandments are the basis of

a well-ordered State, and dire was
the punishment of misconduct en-

joined by Moses. But, on the other

hand, how handsomely was virtue

rewarded ! How careful was Moses
of the health of the chosen people, of

their food, and their family life!

How was every man cherished and
rewarded so long as he was a good
citizen ! As for the "stranger with-

in the gate"—he might have the

leavings of the chosen people. Now,
said Magee, remove the reward of

virtue, and maintain the dire pun-
ishment for wrong-doing, and where
is your well-ordered State? We
have traveled far in thirty years ; we
have done exactly what Magee
warned us not to do. We do not
cherish our manhood. We only
cherish our good-for-nothings ; they
are the only class that the State

encourages—the rest may go hang.

Ignorance is our enemy; it seems
as if it would be our conqueror. How
great that ignorance is may be
realized from some remarks of the

late Professor Huxley made twenty
years ago. We were then just be-

ginning to talk "Imperialism." At
that date Huxley did not like it. He
thought that England would do bet-

ter to renounce a policy which he
thought "grasping," and to subside,

contentedly, into a second Holland,

a country without dependencies,

whose history was wound up. Even
Huxley was really ignorant of the

fact that Holland was possessed of

the largest Colonial Empire in ex-

tent after our own. He was also

unaware that England had conquer-

«d that Empire (much of it twice)

and handed it back to the Dutch,

which is hardly a "grasping" policy.
t

So I listened in respectful silence

and mentally sketched the "Lost

Empires of the modern world." Lord
Rosebery's definition of the British

Empire cannot be too clearly kept

in mind: the "greatest secular

agency for good now existing in the

world/

Any suggestion for overcoming
our ignorance must be made on the

supposition that Germany grants us

time. We are now existing on Ger-

man sufferance. If she chooses to

strike she can write the "Lost Em-
pire of England" at her leisure,
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"The Man Who Never Sleeps"

Herald Magazine

IF some one told you that a man
c ould get along year in and year

out with only three or four hours'

sleep out of every twenty-four and

meanwhile carry on his shoulders

more business responsibility than a

half-dozen ordinary men you prob-

ably would not believe it. But

there is such a man in New York
City. It is Herman A. Metz, Con-

troller, who because of his remark-

able activity is called by the men
in his office "The Man Who Never

Sleeps."

He never sleeps as much as seven

01 eight hours at a stretch. He very

seldom sleeps more than thr^e and

a half or four hours. He usually

sleeps three. And he has done it

for years.

Still, if you should see him bustle

into his office some morning at eight

o'clock you would think he had en-

joyed a full night's rest and topped

it off with a Turkish bath. He once

said if he slept eight or nine hours

without interruption he would no1

get over it for a week. His mind
works with lightning-like rapidity

when he has hs customary three

or four hours' rest; it works more
slowly when he has a prolonged

sleep. Lack of mental rest seems to

keep him in the pink of condition.

Here is his actual routine for one
twenty-four hour period within the

last ten days

:

8 to 9 a.m.—Attended to personal

business.

9 a.m. to i p.m.—Signed papers,

received visitors and looked after

the thousand and one details of the

Controller's office.

i to 2 p.m.—Had luncheon with

four men who had business appoint-

ments with him.

2 to 2.30 p.m.—Looked after his

personal correspondence.

2.30 to 3.30 p.m.—Attended a

meeting of the Board of Estimate.

3.30 to 6.30 p.m.—Performed du-

ties of Controller and received at

least one hundred visitors.

6.30 to 7 p.m.—Got shaved and
massaged and put on evening

clothes.

7.30 p.m.—Attended banquet at

Engineers' Club.

9 p.m.—Went to second banquet
at Rector's.

10.30 p.m.—Dropped in at a

theatre box party.

11.30 p.m.—Made a speech at a

political banquet.

12.30 a.m.—Joined a supper party

at an uptown restaurant.

2 a.m.—Started for Brooklyn in

an automobile.

3 a.m.—Played a game of billiards

at the Brooklyn Democratic Club.

4 a.m.—Went home and to bed.

7 a.m.—Got up to prepare for an-

other day's affairs.

There is nothing unusual in this

for Mr. Metz. Frequently he goes
to three and lour banquets in a

single night, staying a few minutes
at each. Neither is he a stranger

in the all night restaurants in upper
Broadway. He is known in them
all, just as he is known in all the

theatres and clubs.
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Getting around as he does is part-

ly business with him, although he

declares that he enjoys every min-
ute of his time. More than that, it

agrees with him.

Never since he became a full-

fledged business man has he made
a practise of sleeping six, seven or

eight hours, as the average man
does. And he never gets up with a

headache or with a tired feeling.

"It is time wasted to sleep eight

or nine hours," said he to a Herald
reporter. "Figure it out. Say a

man sleeps four hours a night in-

stead of eight. He saves 1,460

hours in a year, or 172 working
ciays, of eight hours each, which is

the time usually given to business.

Now, see what that means. Say a

man's earning capacity is $10 a day.

He is throwing away $1,820 a year,

assuming of course that the time
saved is devoted to earning money.
In ten years, figuring his earning
capacity at $10 a day, he would
have made $18,200. Say he can earn
S25 a day, which is modest enough.
In ten years he would have thrown
away $45,000 worth of time. Now
say he is worth $100 a day, which
thousands of men are. He loses

$182,000. That's worth thinking
over a bit. I find no trouble in

getting along with
"

"Beg pardon, Mr. Metz, a delega-
tion of Bronx taxpayers to see
you."

The Controller's secretary had in-

terrupted. Five minutes later the
busy official returned to the inter-

viewer. He had listened to his

visitors for a minute or so. Then
he checked them. He had grasped
what they had in mind long before
they had a good start with their

explanation. Then he gave his

answer to them in a jiffy, slapped
each one on the back, accompanied
it with an invitation to come again
and sent them on their way smil-
ing. He does in ten minutes what
many business men will spend hours
over. He gallops through long re-

ports and complicated, technical

documents, comprehending them
fully, and goes along, never turn-

ing the pages back to re-read them.

He will talk to a group of visitors

for two or three minutes, turn to

another and discuss an entirely dif-

ferent topic and meanwhile put his

signature to papers brought in by
his chief clerks and answer hurried
questions put to him by his secre-

taries. He is indeed a live wire. He
talks like a streak of lightning and
thinks faster than he can talk. When
he dictates his stenographers are

put to their wits' end to keep up
with him.

And he does it all on three and
four hours' sleep.

"Don't you ever feel tired out?"
was asked of him.

"Never. If I sleep my alotted

time I feel fine and fit. If I over-

sleep I don't feel in good form. I

usually sleep three or four hours
and more often three than four.

That is enough for any man, in my
estimation, if he takes good care of

himself, doesn't eat too much, drink

too much or in other ways abuse
himself."

"What's your advice to people
who wish to live as you do and keep
their health?"

"Don't worry, don't let others

worry you and don't take yourself

tGO d—d seriously. You know the

trouble with the great majority of

peple is that they think they are

carrying the responsibilities of the

world upon their sholders. Always
remember that you—I mean any one
—is just one of a billion. Things
would and will go on without you
and you won't be missed. So don't

try to figure out that you are es-

sential to the world's progress. Just
smile and let things run along as

they will, always, of course, doing
your best at whatever you under-
take. With this mental attitude

gray hairs won't come early and
lines won't streak one's face.
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Mr. Metz gives never less than

eight or nine hours a day to the

city, and he works hard every min-

ute. He wastes little time eating and

he spends practically no time read-

ing. His secretaries keep him in-

formed as to what appears in the

newspapers. Besides being at the

head of the biggest finance depart-

ment in America, he is at the head

also of a big business concern which

has branches in many cities and does

a business of millions every year.

He started in as an office boy and is

now the head of the concern. As
such he has an income of several

times as large as his salary of $15,-

000 as Controller. In fact, he is a

man of vast wealth, all of which he

made himself. He could retire if

he wished, but he believes a man
of forty-two should stick to his last.
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MEN AND EVENTS
IN THE PUBLIC EYE

By R. P. CHESTER

The recent death of Donald Mac-
kay, worthily called "The grand old

man of the Canadian dry goods
trade," closed a notable mercantile

career. He was the acknowledged
leader and pioneer in the business

with which he wag
actively identified

for nearly seventy
years, and, al-

thought in his

n i n e t y-fourth

year, up to within

a couple of

months of his
leath he was a

frequent visitor to

the wholesale es-

tablishment o f

Gordon, Mackay
& Company, To-
ronto, of which
firm he was the

head. He was a

son of William
Mackay, and the

parish of
Kildonan, Suther-

landshire, Scot-

land, was his natal

spot, the family

removing to

Lybster in 1819. He inherited

the rugged constitution of the

stalwart Highland stock, born
o r the pure mountain air they

breathe and the athletic life they

lead. He was the youngest of ten

children, and when twenty-one
years old, left Scotland for Canada.
He had been in this country only a

few months when the rebellion of

1837 broke out. With the true in-

stinct of a Highlander he joined the

Loyalists and
se rved through-
out that brief but
stirring period.

H i s brothers,

Joseph and Ed-
ward, started the

great dry goods
house of Mackay
Bros. in 1840.

which was for

years a large fac-

tor in the com-
mercial life of the

Dominion. Donald
Mackay joined
them and began a

career which was
crowned with
such remarkable
success. He went
to Hamilton in

1848, and begin-

ning business for

himself, it de-

veloped so rapidly

that within a few months he
took his nephew, the late John Gor-
don, into partnership, and thus the

present big wholesale house of Gor-
don, Mackay & Company had its in-

ception. The firm built the old

The Late Donald Mackay
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Lybster cotton mills at Merritton,

Ont, in 1861, the industry being

named in memory of the place of

Mr. Mackay's youth. The mills

were operated for years at a large

profit. A man of keen foresight,

self-reliant disposition, and indomit-

able will, Mr. Mackay was enabled

by good judgment and splendid in-

sight to pilot his business through

many a period of storm and stress.

During the commercial crises of

1857, 1867 and again in 1878, when
financial reverses swept many com-

mercial concerns away, his firm, like

a steady oak, defied the blasts of ad-

versity, and came safely out of the

crash. The troubles of those disas-

trous times would have whitened the

Sir Ernest Cassel, Bart.

hairs of many a business man—not

so those of Donald Mackay, who al-

ways had a head, well poised, cool

and crowned with thick, black hair

on which the ruthless hand of time

failed to leave the usual marks of

frost or decay. He was fond of

pedestrian and equestrian exercises,

and for many months after his

ninety-third birthday had passed, his

step was as firm and steady as that of

many men of half his years. Donald

Mackay leaves behind the record of

a life well spent.

The rise of Sir Ernest Cassel to

wealth and fame is one of the

romances of modern finance. His

father, Jacob Cassel, was a banker

in a small way in Cologne—indeed,

so small that there was no room for

his son; so at sixteen young Ernest

left school and came to England,

where he soon found himself sitting

on a tall stool as junior clerk in a

Liverpool grain merchant's office..

This was in 1868. Three years af-

ter, finding that his salary was only

fifteen shillings a week, he came to

London. About this time one of

the most famous financial firms in

London was in difficulties of so

-rave a nature that there seemed to

be no way out of them. Ernest Cas-

sel happened to be clerk in the firm

which was investigating their affairs,

and he soon found himself face to

i-^cv with the task of disentangling

the complications. Such was the ex-

traordinary aptitude he showed for

dealing with large financial ques-

tions, that before he was one and

twenty he had made a name for

himself. Launching out on his own
account, the first task he had put be-

fore him was the straightening out

of the finances cf Argentina. And
so he rose from triumph to triumph.

A close friend of King Edward, and

a fine sportsman, he is one of the

most genial and modest of men. It

is an open secret that a peerage has

been his for the asking for the last

few years, but the modest "E. Cas-

M
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Portrait of Thomas Swinyard

Painted for the Toronto Club by Piero Tozzi

sel," painted in small black letters
inside the door of his office, is not
likely to be painted out for a great
many years to come.

'1 homas Swinyard, who is present-
ing to the Toronto Club an oil por-
trait of himself, painted by Piero
Tozzi, a talented Italian artist of
New York, is one of the two oldest
members of that famous social or-
ganization, A. G. Ramsay, former

President of the Canada Life Assur-
ance Company being the other. They
joined in 1861. While Air. Swinyard
has for the last 17 years lived in

Gilvertsville, X.Y., he visits Toron-
to three or four times a year and is

always given a cordial greeting by
his many old friends in the comfort-
able club house at the corner of Wel-
lington and York Sts. A gentleman
of wealth and leisure, he usually
spends the winters abroad at Monte
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Philander C. Ki.cx

The Foremosl Member of Pn sidi ol

Tuft's < 'abinct.

Carlo and other points in Southern
Europe. Since 1883 he has been
President of the Dominion Tele-

graph Company, which has its head
office in Toronto. He came to Canada
in 1861 from England where he was
Assistant General Manager of the

London and North Western Rail-

way and, on his arrival here, he as-

sumed the duties of General Man
ager of the Great Western Rail

way, then a leading road in Ontario
with headquarters in Hamilton. lie

remained with the Great Western
until 1871 and during that time was
one of the most widely known men
in the Dominion, being a^ prominent
a figure in railway circles in this

country as Sir Thomas Shaughnessy,
Charles M. Hays, or William Mac-

kenzie are to-day. For some years
later he was interested in the oil

regions around Petrolea, Ont., and
in 1874 was appointed a special com-
missioner by the Federal Govern-
ment to take over the Prince Ed-

ward Island Railway from the Pro-

vincial Government, complete and
organize the line. This was to ful-

fill one of the conditions under which
the Island came into Confederation.

Next year he became General Man-
ager of the Dominion Telegraph
Company, succeeding to the presi-

dency on the death of Hon. T. N.

Gibbs. During the same period he
was for several years Vice-President

of the New York, Ontario and West-
ern Railway with headquarters in

Xew York City. Genial and court-

eous, with the happy faculty of mak-
ing and retaining friendships, he was
in days gone by, a cricketer of note.

He is fond of golf, and although in

his seventy-sixth year, is a remark-
ably well preserved and active man.
His portrait, which will soon be
hung in the Toronto Club, will be
a welcome addition to the gallery

of leading members, past and pres-

ent, whose pictures adorn the walls

of that institution.

Philander C. Knox, who may not
inaptly be called the general man-
ager of Uncle Sam's administrative

Admiral Sir W. H. May

in Supreme ( lommand of 1 he Bril i-ii

Naval Forces In Some Waters
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A Symbol of Power

The Mace in the Briti.-h House of Commons

business, under President Taft, is a

notable figure among American pub-
lic men. A lawyer by profession,

practising in Pittsburg, he came to

Washington an almost unknown
man, succeeding John W. Griggs as

attorney-general in President Mc-
Kinley's second cabinet. Mr. Knox
is an indefatigable worker. When
he was attorney-general it was a not
unusual thing for him to appear at

the department at nine o'clock with
all his correspondence for the day
attended to. This necessitated his

rising about six. Mr. Knox stands
about five feet four and a half in his

shoes; he is well built, well groom-
ed, well preserved and active. He is

a man one would look at twice meet-
ing him for the first time in the

street. He has a fine, expressive
face, which lights up when he smiles
like that of a highly pleased cherub.
He is fond of his home and his

books, but much delights in outdoor
amusements. He plays a game of

golf that staggers the famous ex-

perts of the Supreme Court of the

United States, Justices Harlan and
Brewer. Mr. Knox is a great lover
of the horse. He still owns the fast-

est pair of trotters in double harness
in the world, and on his country
place at Valley Forge has a large

stable of fine driving and sad
horses.

Admiral Sir William May, on
whose shoulders will fall the burden

of organizing the biggest fleet the

world has ever seen and the sole re-

sponsibility for the naval defence of

the United Kingdom, is by no means
as young a man as his portrait

would indicate. Since he entered
the Navy in 1863 he has had a most
distinguished career. Not only has
he been an attache at a foreign

Court, Director of Torpedoes at the

Admiralty, aide-de-camp to the late

Queen, Controller of the Navy, and
Second Sea Lord of the Admiralty,
but he wears the Arctic medal for

the expedition of 1875-6, and claims
the enviable distinction of having
increased the size of the Em-
pire by annexing Christmas Island.

Amongst his other unusual services

is that of having led the naval con-

n1 in the Diamond Jubilee cele-
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J. W. Morrice

The Artist who Painted this Month's

Frontispiece

brations, while to him also were en-

tiusted the naval arrangements in

connection with the funeral of the

great Queen. The Admiralissimo of

the British seas is a K.C.B. and

K.C.V.< )., and he also wears the in-

signia of the Legion of Honor and
or the Prussian Order of the Red
Eagle.

A Canadian artist, whose work is

winning recognition in many quar-

ters and commanding attention in

leading arl centres, is J. \V. Morrice,

son of David Morrice. of Montreal.
I [e began life as a clerk in a Toronto
law office, but did not care for Coke
and Blackstone and, after a few
years, finally decided that the court-

house was not the arena in which
h< could make his way to the front.

lie abandoned the profession and
went to Paris where he has ever
since resided, occasionally visiting

his old home. He devoted his time

and splendid talents to art, and one
of his pictues has just been pur-
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chased by the committee on selec-

tions to be placed in the National
Art Gallery at Ottawa. It is a

scene from his studio window in

Paris. His productions are distinc-

tive and decidedly clever, charac-

terized by freedom of handling, per-

fect tone and breadth of treatment.

He is impressionistic in his concep-
tion and ideals and has exhibited his

paintings in the Salon, Paris, in Lon-
don, at the Royal Canadian
Academy and the Ontario Society

oi Artists as well as at the exhibit

of the Canadian Art Club in Toron-
to. A comparatively young man, his

efforts are considered very fine and
have elicited the highest measure of

praise in leading cities of the world.

The majority of his pictures are im-
pressions and as such are consider-

ed quite as striking and clever as

any work in that particular school.

Some interesting facts in connec-
tion with the evolution of advertis-

ing have been recalled by the recent

death of Andrew Pears, the English
soap manufacturer, whose name was
known in the remotest corners of

the earth. The Pears' business was
founded bv a great-grandfather of

The Late Andrew Pears

Head of the Famous Finn of Soap-Makere
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the last Andrew Pears, whose name
was also Andrew, 120 years ago.

Early in the history of the house

it was resolved to make advertise-

ments as attractive as possible. This
principle was developed until the

firm began to call in the services of

the most renowned painters. One of

the greatest successes in this direc-

tion was the purchasing of Sir John
Millais's picture of his little fair-

haired nephew in a green velvet suit

blowing soap bubbles. For this

Si, 100 was paid. Equally well

known became the picture of the

baby in the bath trying to pick up
a piece of soap. It was originallv

The Late Sir Frederick Wills, Bt.

entitled "A Knight of the Bath,"

and failed to catch on. By a happy
inspiration it was renamed "He
Won't Be Happy Till He Gets It,"

and its popularity became phe-
nomenal; even Harry Furniss'

Punch caricature of the firm's testi-

monial—the figure of a ragged and
dirty tramp sitting down to make
the affidavit, "Two years ago I used
your soap ; since then I've used no
other"—was put to a strikingly suc-

cessful publicity. "Good Morning."
&c, the phrase by which the Pears'

product is most universally known,
was invented by Thomas Barratt.

Barratt got his friends to draw up
lists of the phrases most in common

Reginald McKenna

First Lord of the Admiralty

use. "Good Morning" topped most
lists, and that fact suggested to Bar-

ratt that he could not do better than
link it immortally with what he was
advertising. Gladstone contributed

to popularizing the article by once
exclaiming, when he wished to illus-

trate large numbers : "They are as

numerous as the advertisements of

Pears' soap or as the autumn leaves

in Vallombrosa." Since starting

business the Pears have spent over

$15,000,000 in advertising, which
may account for the big dividends
the business is said to be paying.

Sir Frederick Wills. Bart, or-

ganizer of the Imperial Tobacco
Company of Great Britain and Ire-

land, whose death occurred in the

south of France last month, was a

prominent figure in British commer-
cial and political life. In honor of

his services to trade he was created

a baronet n 1897. From 1900 to

1906 he sat as member for Bristol

North.

The First Lord of the Admiralty.
Mr. Reginald McKenna, is in the
limelight at present, owing to the

alarm which has seized Englishmen
If
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Major Guy du Maurier

Whose Flay, "An Englishman's Borne,
has Created a Orea! Stir in Knsrland

that Germany is going to outstrip

Great Britain in naval construction.

The Government seems to have
risen to the occasion and, in laying

before the House of Commons the

naval estimates for the year, Mr.
McKenna provided for an increa

expenditure of nearly $15,000,000.

The First Lord is member for the

North Division of Monmouthshire,
which he has represented continu-

ously since 1895. ^n tne Liberal

Government of 1905 he was appoint-

ed Financial Secretary of the Treas-
ury, being advanced to the presi

dency of the Board of Education in

1907 and becoming First Lord of tin

Admiralty last year. Mr. McKenna
is forty-five years of age and as a

young man was a noted oarsman.
rowing bow for Cambridge in 1887
and winning the Grand and Ste
wards' Cup at Henley. His future

career will be interesting to watch.

The panicy condition in England
has been reflected on the stage and
the whole nation has become excited

over a remarkable military play,
M

now on the boards in London. Thie
play, "An Englishman's Home," is

the work of Major Guy du Maurier,
D.S.O., of the Royal Fusiliers, wdio

has inherited the literary mantle of

his distinguished father, George du
Maurier, the author of "Trilby." In

this play, the invasion of England
by the Germans is made an actual

fact. It is a tremendous and telling

satire on the young Englishman,
who spends his time in watching
cricket and football matches, neg-
lecting military training and the

physical development of his own
body.

John Hammond Hayes is reputed

to receive nearly a million dollars

annually for his professional sen-

vices as a mining engineer. To in-

vestors his word is law and financial

magnates bow down to his bidding
without question. He has scores of

assistants wrorking under him in all

the principal mining countries of the

world. From their reports and from

John Hammond Hayes

The Mining Engineer who Mams Nearlj

a Million a Year
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his personal experience he is able

to give decisions, which are usually

astoundingly accurate.

In the struggle for the conquest
of the air, Canada may yet take a

foremost place. Two of her young
sons, who are associated with Pro-

fessor Graham Bell in his experi-

mental work at Baddcck.
N.S., F. W. Baldwin and

J. F. McCurdy, have al-

ready attained promin-

ence. The former has

been directing his atten-

tion largely to the pos-

sibilities of the rapid pro-

pulsion of boats on the

water by means of pro

pellers acting against the

air. The latter has been
making successful flights

in Professor Bell's latest

aeroplane, the Silver Dart.

Work at Baddeck is car-

ried on under ideal cir-

cumstances. Professor

Bell has a beautiful estate

overlooking the Bras

D'Or Lakes, on which
workshops have been

erected, equipped with

every convenience for the

promotion of the work.

The Professor himself,

still hale and hearty, radi-

ates enthusiasm. Our
photographs of Baldwin
and McCurdy are extract-

ed from a group of the

Fencing Club of the Uni-

versity of Toronto, taken

a few years ago. The
figure in the centre is

Professor W. R. Lang, of the De-
partment of Chemistry, whose in-

terest in these two young aeronauts
must be doubled by the fact that

they were both members of the To-
ronto Field Company, Canadian En-
gineers, of which he is major in com-
mand. Mr. Baldwin, the upper fig-

ure, reached the giddy heights of a

corporal's stripes; Mr. McCurdy was

not long enough in the corps to get

any promotion ; but they are certain-

ly carrying out one of the many
duties, which fall to the lot of the

Royal Engineers, alike in peace-
time as in war.

Great Britain is at last realizing

the importance of cultivating the

ft* «> f,

Our Canadian Aviators

trade between the Mother Country
and the Colonies. The first import-

ant step in this direction is the estab-

lishment in Canada of a British

trade commissionership. About three

years ago the Home Government
sent Mr. Richard Grigg to look into

the business situation in the Dom-
inion. In selecting Mr. Grigg much
wisdom was shown, for he is a retired

§1
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Richard Grigg

British Trade Commissioner to Canada

and wealthy manufacturer who had
built up a large business in England.

He has more than the ordinary ca-

pacity to size up actual conditions

without being influenced by imprac-

tical theories. He spent many
months in careful study of condi-

tions from the Atlantic to the Pacific

and presented one of the most valu-

able reports that has yet been re-

ceived by the British Board of

Trade. In it he emphasized the fact

that British firms had an enormous
and growing market in Canada
which needed only intelligent culti-

vation, and that they were neglect-

ing it largely through ignorance as

to a lack of intelligent information

from this side. To meet this he re-

commended that a species of Con
sular Service should be established

in Canada with a commission with

headquarters at some central point,

and correspondents at the other

larger cities of the country, the lat

ter to report on all trade conditions

to the commissioner, who in his turn

would furnish reports and recom-
mendations to the British Board of
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Trade. The idea of the scheme was
to secure a permanent bureau in

Canada for the continuous study of

trade conditions in the Dominion, so

that the knowledge thus obtained

could be sent to the proper quarters

in England and thus aid in securing

closer trade relations between the

two countries by disseminating a

better knowledge of the needs and
capacities of each. This sug-

gestion of Mr. Grigg's was ac-

cepted by the British Board of

Trade, and he was appointed

trade commissioner for Canada,

with instructions to organize his

own corps of correspondents, who
are under the pay of the British

Board of Trade.

Li Sum Ling, editor of the Hong
Kong Chinese Daily Mail, declared

to be the most influential daily

newspaper in China, is touring Eng-
land and America at present, study-

ing Western methods and civiliza-

tion. He has very sane views on in-

ternational politics and believes that
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the time is ripe for the making of

some kind of commercial agreement
between China and the Western
powers, which would put an end to

the so-called Far Eastern problem.

The nearest approach to a sky-

scraper that the authorities will al-

low in London, England, is the store

ot Selfridge & Co., Oxford Street,

which was opened with great selat

on March 15. It is five stories in

of the old wholesale dry goods house
of Thompson, Bi rkett & Bell,

Hamilton. He spent several years
with John Macdonald & Co., Toron-
to, and was later in the employ of

Jordan, Marsh & Co., Boston and
Marshal] Field & Co., Chicago.

Hugh Chalmers, now of the Chal-
mers-Detroit Co., manufacturers of

automobiles, is possibly the greatest

salesman that the business interests

London's New Department Store

In the Management of which a Canadian is Associated

height, which may seem small to

Canadians, but which in reality

marks a distinct advance in methods,
both of construction and of opera-
tion. H. Gordon Selfridge, the head
of Selfridge & Co., was at one time
a partner of Marshal) Field & Co.,

Chicago, but he has been in England
for three years now. Associated
with him in the management of the
business is a Canadian, Mr. Wm.
Eirkett, whose father was a member

of America have developed in the

l?st generation. He is a many-sided
man, a born general, a leader, and
at times a follower, now a captain

of industry, and then a plodding
representative on the road. Chal-
mers is not actually all these in per-

son but in sympathy, outlook and
comprehension he embodies the
characteristics represented by those
foremost in many lines of endeavor.
At fourteen years of age he was a

63
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Hugh Chalmers

President of the Chalmers-Detroil Motor Co.

stenographer in the office of the Na-
tional Cash Register Co. at Dayton,
Ohio, having been hired a few
months previously as office boy at

$2 a week. Fifteen years later he
was general manager and vice-presi

dent of the plant, which lias five

thousand employes and a selling

force in America of five hundred
salesmen, as well as representatives

in many foreign countries. Chal-

mers supervised all. lie inspired

them with loyalty and infused them
with enthusiasm. The entire or-

ganization was active, willing and

aggressive. Should depression or

discouragement evidence itself in the

ranks Chalmers drove all traces

away by his words of appreciation

and advice. When thirty years old

he capitalized himself at one mil-

lion dollars and then loaned the capi-

to tin- National Cash Register

Co. for fifty thousand dollars a year

or, in other words, that was the

salary he received. A year or two
later his salary was increased to

seventy-two thousand. Chalmers is

efficiency and thoroughness personi-

fied.

w



How to Hire, Tram and Supervise Men

By HUGH CHALMERS
From the Business Philoropher

WHILE salesmanship is only
one word, it has so many
ramifications, so many ave-

nues leading from it, that it is very
difficult for us to realize fully all

that it is and means. There is more
demand for it to-day than for any-
thing else on the market. When you
sum it all up, if I were asked to de-

fine salesmanship in one sentence,

I should say this : It is nothing more
nor less than making the other fel-

low feel as you do about what you
have to sell.

That is about all there is to it.

There are different ways of getting

to that and many ways of leading
up to it, but that is what it means.
To sell anything is merely to con-
vince the other man, or, rather, to

change his mind so that it agrees
with your mind.

The whole question of selling

goods can be treated under the three

heads of Employment, Training and
Supervision.

The question of employment of

men is one that has troubled sales

managers for all time past, and will

trouble us for all time in the fu-

ture, because we have our ideas and
our ideals smashed so often and our
judgment goes wrong so often on
men that we employ. It has been
my experience that the older I get
the less I think I know about siz-

ing up a man. However, we
shouldn't allow these failures to

blind us entirely to the fact that

there are certain rules for the em-
c

ployment of men. There are cer-

tain things to go by and you can
to some extent pass judgment on
the man without taking too much
of a chance. I am not going into

a long detailed discussion as to how
these men should be employed.

In the first place, there are a

good many ways of getting men.
To advertise is one way—advertis-

ing in newspapers for men. My ex-

perience has been that in that kind
of advertising care must be exercis-

ed in sizing up men because of the

different classes of men who answer.
It has also been my experience that

some of the best men I ever saw in

my life were secured through adver-

tising. A great deal depends upon
how you advertise. All I hope to do
in the short time I am going to

speak is to give you a few definite

points from my own experience.

I do not believe in advertising un-

der a fictitious name under any cir-

cumstances. I believe that if you
want men for your business, whether
or not you get the right men to ap-

ply depends wholly on the way you
write the advertisement. If you ad-

vertise for twenty-five salesmen, ask-

ing them to apply to A. B.' C, care

Herald Office, and all that sort of

thing, you won't get good men to

answer that class of advertising. If

you need fifteen or twenty men, I

should advise you to advertise for

two
;
good men don't seek employ-

ment where men are wanted in

droves. I should say, also, that an
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advertisement should state some-
what specifically the duties of the

position and should give some idea

of the compensation. In inserting

advertisements I always aim to

select a space not in the "want"
column. Try to get your ad. into the

reading column. It will cost a little

more money, but you will attract a

class of people you want to attract,

something out of the ordinary.

In employing men I am not in

favor of an application blank that

wants the history of a man from the

day of his birth to the hour of his

application, as some do. That would
scare off any good man before he
got half started. We want reason-

able information about men, but it

is not necessary to have all the in-

formation that is asked for on some
application blanks.

In regard to sizing men up, an
employer who can select say seven-

ty-five per cent., or even fifty per

cent., and I might go lower—any
man who can select that percentage

of successful salesmen is the most
valuable man to any house or cor-

poration and his value cannot be
judged in dollars and cents. I never
saw a man who could select thai

percentage and do it successfully,

and do it continuously because it is

impossible to look at a man and find

out whether or not he can sell your
goods.

I never employed a man in my life

on the first interview. I believe in

asking a man to come back for a

second or third interview, because
as a general rule he has to call on
the trade two or three times and,

in a specialty line, a great many hun-
dreds of times. If he does not make
the right impression on you the

first time, the chances are he

wouldn't on the trade. The same is

true of the second and third calls.

For that reason I do not believe

in the hasty selection of men. Where
we used to employ hundreds of

salesmen we did it through a series

of three men. Three men always
M

went through a town and the ap-

plicant or applicants were sized up
by the three men. Each made notes.

If we saw right oft that the man
wouldn't do at all, he was given an

application blank and that was the

end of it.

Another pretty good rule to fol-

low, although not always absolute-

ly right, is never to employ an un-

successful man. If a man has not

been successful in some other busi-

ness, unless there is some other

good reason for his failure, he isn't

likely to succeed in yours. I never
broke an egg at one end and found
it bad and at the other end found
it good. I think that applies to some
extent to men. I do not know what
businesses you are engaged in—they

are varied—but what I am going to

say applies to one business as well

as another.

I have had experience in training

specialty salesmen and I am speak-

ing from that standpoint, but I have
found that human nature is pretty

much alike the world over. Sales-

manship, or selling goods, is pretty

much the same because you are

dealing with men's minds.

There is one thing to bear in

mind—I want to impress it upon
you: when you sell a man a bill of

goods, whether it be automobiles,

typewriters or dry goods, that sale

does not take place in your order

book. That sale does not take place

in the check book or the cash

drawer. That sale, first of all, takes

place in the man's mind. That is

where it takes place. You have to

convince the buyer's mind. You
have to change his mind.

When you go in to sell a man a

bill of goods, if he thinks he does
not want it, he tells you that he

doesn'l want it and tells you in a

pretty loud voice. As you get down
rloscr and closer to that order his

voice becomes softer. After all,

bear in mind, whether big or small,

ill'' whole subject is dealing with the

man's mind. Human nature is alike,
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whether it be in Germany, France.

England or America. The general

methods of procedure that will sell

goods in New York will sell goods
in Chicago. You may have to change
the tactics somewhat for different

places, but the same general method
will do it. "What will convince a

man's mind in Xew York will con-

vince it in Chicago.

Another way to secure men is to

get them through men you already

have, to have those men recommend
to you men of their acquaintance
who are successful and would make
good men for you. Of course, that

also requires some careful investiga-

tion, because the element of friend-

ship may enter into it more largely

than you care to have it enter.

There is another way we used
once or twice to get men. Perhaps
I shouldn't tell this, but it is abso-
lutely fair. If you want to interview

only men who are employed and
don't care to have unemployed men
call, suppose you advertise for a safe

or a typewriter or something else.

You will have only those salesmen
call on you who are employed and
you can size them up and see what
impression they make on you. Per-

haps you can get one or two good
men that way. Of course, that is

not a method you can use every
week, but it is true that you can get

good men that way. There you have
a man. perfectly natural, trying to

sell you something, appearing to

you exactly as he is and not as he
would have you think he is.

There is an old maxim or adage
that says. "Salesmen are born, not
made." I should change that in this

day and generation to say, "Sales-

man are made as well as born," be-

cause salesmanship is nothing but
good common sense. That is all it

is. If you show mc a man with good
common sense, couoled with a great

many other things that he must
have with that sen=e. although that

is the basis of all of it fthe chances
are if he has that ho has the othor<=V

he is likely to succeed if you train

him properly. Of course, it depends
largely upon the question of whether
the man is used to meeting people

and all that sort of thing. Men who
will do in one line of business will

not do in another. In passing from
the question of how to get men I

should say there are many ways, but

the main thing is to try to have as

many good applicants appearing be-

fore you as you can, as the process

of elimination is easier if that is true.

Xow, we pass for a minute to the

question of compensation. Com-
pensation is, after all based upon
results. Whether it be a salary and
commission or a straight commis-
sion basis, it must of necessity be

based upon results. I believe that

in some businesses it is all right to

employ men on salary and commis-
sion, but my experience as specialty

sales manager has been that, all

things considered, the commission
basis is the most satisfactory. If a

man is on a salary basis, he is not

to be paid that salary unless he

earns it, and if it was a salary and
commission basis, the same would
be true. It isn't possible, perhaps,

for all of you to put your men on
commission, but after all it is the

commission basis that gives the

salesman his just proportion of the

profits he is making and puts him.

so to speak, in business for himself.

it is entirely up to him as to

whether he earns a thousand a year,

or two thousand, or three thousand,

or perhaos more money.

With a beginner, who hasn't the

confidence that he should have, it

might be best for him to accept a

salary basis, or a salary and com-
missioti basis : and pcrhans a man
who has passed the meridian of life

may feel safer with a guaranteed in-

come coming in : but the young man
of brains, of initiative, the man who
wants to make all the dollars he can.

who has only as capital his ability

and his knowledge of the business,

the man who wants to capitalize
67
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himself and get all out of himself

that is in him, that man wants a

commission basis, because after all

none of us who are in business for

ourselves would care to build up
that business to a certain point and
then have the government take the

whole thing, give you a stipulated

amount per year on your business,

but take all profits over that amount.
It is this same thing that I am

in favor of—individual effort—that

has pushed America to the front in

all walks of life. It is the creative

instinct in the men of this country
that has made your country what it

is to-day. That is why I am per-

sonally against government owner-
ship of anything that individuals

can manage.

I sold goods on the road and I had
this little scheme. Of course, this

is personal, it may not apply to you,
but I will tell you how I made my-
self work. I was working on a com-
mission basis. I had slips printed

showing the days of the month
from ist to 31st. I figured my ex-

penses for the month and I made
up my mind that I had to make ex-

penses by the twelfth of the month,
and every dollar to the twelfth of

the month went for expenses. Af-
ter the twelfth it kept me going to

make money and when I got down
to the thirty-first day of the month
I held on to that fellow like grim
death, because I knew if I made the

sale on or before the thirty-first I

could write it on the "profit" column
and. if I let it go to the next day, it

had to go to the expenses of next
month.

That system will keen you "go-
ing some," because you want to close

your business by months, not by
years. The next day's sale did not
cut any figure, only so much money
thrown into the hopper for general
expenses.

As to the qualities of a successful
salesman : I believe the qualities of

a successful salesman are ten, prin-

cipallv, and thev are:
68

"

Health,

Honesty,
Ability,

Initiative,

Knowledge of the business,

Tact,

Sincerity,

Industry,

Open mindedness,
Enthusiasm.

A man may not have all ten of

these qualities, but in proportion as

he has them he will succeed.

Now, when I say that he should
have health, I do not mean that you
want to go to the extreme of inter-

fering with a man's private life and
tell him what he should eat or drink

or anything of that kind, but I be-

lieve that in the selection of men the

question of health should enter

largely, because in my own experi-

ence a healthy mind is better nour-

ished in a healthy body than other-

wise. The man who has health of

body is surer to have a healthy mind
than the one who hasn't bodilv
health. On the question of health

of a salesman enter those things he
shouldn't do. There is hardly a

salesman in the country to-day but
isn't doing one or two things that

are injuring him. The greatest thing
that bothers us all is our habits. I

refer particularly to the subject of

drinking and smoking too much.

A salesman's mind must be on the

qui vive all the time. Just like a

race-horse, he should be ready to go
when the bell sounds. Now, a man
will drink or smoke too much. I

sneak particularly of drinking in

the daytime. You see, and so do I,

very much less of that than there

was ten years ago. and thank God
for it, because as business men we
have no right to do that thing in the

middle of the busiest day which will

in any way interfere with our busi-

ness ability for the last half of the
dav's work. And a salesman who
will refrain from drinking until af-

ter six o'clock is bound to have more
dollars in the bank at the end of the
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year. I speak from experience, like

the man who says, "It pays to be
honest, because I know both ways."
Nothing makes a man quite so lazy,

quite so unfit for business, as a drink

or two along about two or three

o'clock. Merely as a general cau-

tion to men on the question of health

I think it is a good idea for you as

sales managers to pay some atten-

tion to that.

On the question of honesty—I do
not speak of honesty in a base sense

—I think a man is nothing short of

a fool in this time of our existence

who is anything else but an honest
man. A man who is not honest now-
adays from the strict standpoint of

honesty as generally accepted has
no chance at all. I do not mean the

kind of honesty that you learn from
Spencerian cony writing-books
either. I mean the kind of honesty
that goes right down to the depths
of a man and makes him honest by
nature, not by compulsion. But
there is more to this honesty ques-

tion. The question of honesty en-

ters into a man's work. He can give

you an honest day's work or not.

It is up to you largely bv reports,

etc.. to see that you get it.

Let me give you this one thought
on the subject of honesty, it may
never have occurred to you. After
all there is nobody in the whole
world that knows a man is honest

but himself. Your wife thinks you
are honest. Mine thinks I am. It

is a good thing to keep them think-

ing that way, too ; but they couldn't

prove it to save their souls. The
only response to that question is

for the man to look at himself in the

mirror and say. "Am I an honest

man?" Because honesty goes down
to what a man thinks, as well a?

to what he says and does. I put

a great deal of stress on honesty, be-

cause I tell you I think the good
Lord knew what he was doing when
he made some men dishonest : if they

were honest, roupled with their na-

tural ability, you and I wouldn't

have much of a chance.

By ability I refer to the mental
equipment of a man. When you stop

to think of it, men don't differ very
much in their general 'make-up.
Every man, as a rule, has two legs,

two arms, two ears, a nose, a pair

of eyes and a mouth, and, consider-

ing their height, they weigh about
the same. What is the difference?

Nothing but the difference in their

brains. That is all there is of dif-

ference between men, their brains.

Ability can be developed, and is de-

veloped largely by what a man
reads, by the company he keeps, and
by his willingness to learn. Every
man's compensation should be made
up of two parts until he gets to

fifty years of age. H should say to

himself when he accepts employ-
ment anywhere, first, what can I

earn? That is his daily bread. And,
for the second question, he should
put a letter "1" in front of "earn"
and say, "what can I 1-earn?" A
great deal can be done to develop
ability, but it represents the differ-

ence in men. How often, too, you
see men who have ability—it is a

pity, but I have seen hundreds of

them—but not the other things. One
of these things alone is like a man
crippled. You sales managers, as

I have said, can do a great deal to

develop your men.

Initiative is that quality that

makes a man do something before

he is told to do it. My experience

shows me that there are three kinds

of men in the world : the man who
does something when you tell him
once; the man who does something
when you tell him four or five times :

and the man you don't have to tell

to do it. Initiative is represented by
the man you don't have to tell. In-

itiative in a salesman is skill in a

surgeon. After a surgeon has you
on the table cut open, he can't say, "I

must go and see this book and see

if I am proceeding right on this fel-

low." Xo. after he cuts in he ha^ to
69
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finish, whether it is your finish or

his finish. That is initiative. I could

say a great deal on that, for it is one
of my hobbies. I would rather see

a man with initiative, even if he did

lack some of these other qualities,

for, if he has initiative, he is going
to do something. Dewey cut that

cable over in Manila—that was in-

itiative; he knew what he wanted to

do and he did it. And you ought to

give a salesman enough latitude to

use his good common sense in an
emergency case, even if he does do
something wrong once in a while.

Now, on the question of knowl-
edge of the business : I have always
noticed, and you have, that the

lawyer who reads the the most law
books and keeps up to date on law,

is, as a rule, the best lawyer. I

know the statement that "Salesman-
ship is a profession" is worn thread-

bare, but it is true, nevertheless. A
man ought to have all the knowl-
edge of his business that he can pos-

sess, keeping in mind the old saying
that "knowledge is power." In talk-

ing life insurance I am always im-

pressed by the man who says, "How
old are you?" and when I say so

many years old he says, "What you
want is so and so," without stopping
to look it up in a book. You are

always impressed by a man who
knows his business. And it is up
to you sales managers to see that

your men get the information about
the business that they ought to have.

Tact is something it is pretty hard
to give a man. He has to get thai

himself. Tact is ability to deal with
different temperaments, different

dispositions, and gel through it all.

Some people mistake tact for "jolly."

A man who can "jolly" vou into

something isn't always tactful ; lie is

merely expedient. ITc has done the

most expedient thing at the time
perhaps, but he probablv hasn't been
honest with von. So don't mistake
the thing. Tact is that rare thing
that tells a man how to deal with
his fellow-man who isn't jumping
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before he sees a pillow to light on
down below. It is pretty hard to

describe it any further than that.

The next thing is sincerity. As
for sincerity, a man is consciously

or unconsciously affected by every-

thing you say, and don't think he
isn't. Sincerity is one of the great-

est attributes man or woman can
have. It makes friends and holds

them. Sincerity is that quality in

a man by which you can tell from
the way he says something to you
that that thought did not come from
the mouth outward, but from down
deeper. A man to whom you wish
to sell goods must necessarily be im-

pressed by the way in which you
speak, because the way in which you
say a thing is about as important as

the thing you say.

Now, selling a man goods, as I

told you a while ago, is appealing to

his mind, absolutely appealing to his

mind. You can't sell him until you
change his mind. He may say, "I

don't want that," and you reply.

"Yes, you do," and you can't sell

that order until his mind is chang-
ed.

You are throwing thoughts at a

man ; that is what you are doing.

You are throwing thoughts from
your mind into his mind, and just

in proportion as he catches them
will they appeal to him or not.

Thoughts are tangible. They
are intangible in a way but

still tangible. What I mean
is that you can't throw insin-

cerity at a man and have him catch

sincerity. If I throw this cup—

I

am going to—at Mr. Saxe, he is

likely to catch a cup, if he catches
anything. At least, he won't catch

a glass. He will catch just what T

throw al him.

It is the same way with sincerity

and insincerity. Salesmen may fool

themselves, but it is that one qual

ity in a man that makes an impres
sion that he cannot help and o>f

which he isn't conscious.

Now, to illustrate that : down at
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the New York Automobile Show
last week a man wandered into our

booth, Mr. John B. Herreshoff. Mr.
Herreshoff is the designer of the

yachts that have successfully de

fended the America cup. He is

blind. A salesman took him to Mr.

Page, our New York dealer. He is

a genius, an engineer, and he felt

all around the automobile. Finally,

1 was introduced to him and talked

with him. He said, "Mr. Chalmers,
you know I can't see; consequently,

my sense of hearing is enhanced
that much. I have to judge men by
their voices. Now, I am going to

buy that car because Mr. Page has

an honest voice. I know that he is

honest."

I admire a sincere man, and so

do you. I hate the jollier. It is your
friend who criticises you and your
enemy who flatters you. Your friend

is sincere, wants you to improve,

and tells you when you are wrong,
and the man wrho tells you that you
are the best fellow on earth when
you are doing wrong isn't your
friend, because he is encouraging
you to continue to do things that

aren't right. Therefore, accept criti-

cism that way, because it is your
friend.

As regards industry, I think the

man who coined that sentence, "al-

ways on the job," did a good day's

work, because industry is a great
thing. Keep busy! Keep doing
your work right

!

Openmindedness is the willingness

to accept suggestions. The man
who knows it all is standing on a

banana peel placed there by a fool-

killer who is waiting just around the

corner. Openmindedness is the will-

ingness to accept suggestions, to be
able to improve. The day is not

long past when salesmen used to re-

sent suggestions. Most salesmen
accept them nowadays. When em-
ploying a man I would be pretty

anxious to find out whether he was
willing to accept suggestions.

Now, about asking a man ques-

tions : if you want to test a man, get

him to argue a little bit. I used tu

say, "What makes you think you
can sell these goods? I don't think

you can. Your experience in the

past hasn't been such as to make
me think you can. Now, tell me
why. I tell you what you do. Go
away to-day" (of course, you must
do this nicely) "and I would like

to have you come back to-morrow
and give me three reasons why you
think you can sell these goods." And
when the man comes back size up
his reasons and see if they are good
ones.

As to enthusiasm: a man might
have honesty, health, ability, initi-

ative, knowledge of the business,

tact, sincerity, industry and open-
mindedness ; yet, without enthusi-

asm he would not be a success. En-
thusiasm is the white heat that fuses

all these qualities into one effective

mass.

A little illustration : take a piece

of blue glass and a sapphire. You
might polish that glass until it is

as smooth and hard as the sapphire,

but when you look down into them
you see thousands of little lights

shining up at you out of the sap-

phire that you can't get out of that

piece of blue glass. Those fires just

seem to speak out at you as you
look at that sapphire. What those

little lights are in that sapphire, en-

thusiasm is in the man. Some men
are almost irresistible—you know
that : it is because enthusiasm radi-

ates from their expression, beams
from their eyes and is evident in

their actions.

A man might be made to order

with proper proportions of all these

other nine things I have mentioned,

and yet, if he lack enthusiasm, he is

only a statue.

Enthusiasm is that thing which

makes a man boil over for his busi-

ness, for his family, or for anything

he has an interest in, for anything

his heart is in. So I say, enthusi-
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asm is one of the greatest things a

man can have.

Don't misunderstand me to mean
froth or gush, because I dislike that

as much as you do; I mean intens-

ity of feeling and action, the thing

that makes you like that man, and
the thing that makes you call him
a "live one," because you can very

readily see the thousand lights all

through him.

I have named ten things here. If

I were a sales manager, I would
take those ten things and I would
size up a man. I would say, I know
he is honest, he has good health,

he is industrious, and I would see

where he came short. Did you no-

tice—perhaps you didn't—that nine

out of ten of the things I mention-

ed deal with the man himself and
only one-tenth with his business,

which proves conclusively—and I

have proved it to my mind hun-

dreds of times—that salesmanship

is nine-tenths man and one-tenth

territory, or nine-tenths man and
one-tenth business, or whatever you
wish to call it. I have put some
men in territories where other men
have fallen down and have had them
get business. Where men can un-

derstand what you say, if you speak

the same language that they do, and
have all these things that I am
talking about—you know your
business, are sincere in it, love it,

and are in it not only for money
but for pleasure too, the prospect

will not get away from you. He
may postpone his order, but eventu-

ally he won't get away. So that I

say it is nine-tenths man and one
tenth territory or business.

On the question of training of

men, I think the day is already gone
—I do no1 -:i\ it i- alioiit -one,

for I believe it is gone—when any
firm will hire a man in the morning,
give him his samples in the after-

noon and have him leave town that

night, because the one thing most
needed, and which is coming more
and more into effective use to-day in

this country, is training of salesmen.

Some of you may be connected with
retail establishments. The great-

est need of retail establishments to-

day is a training school. I do not

refer to an elaborate affair; anything
is a school where ten, twenty, per-

haps fifty, are gathered together to

learn something. I wouldn't oper-

ate any store without such a school.

I have it in my own business. I

wouldn't have any business where
I didn't hold a school regularly for

the different people for the purpose
of teaching them and having them
teach me and teach each other the

best ways of doing business.

This question of training is a very

important one. You might have all

the ability in the world hired, but
if you didn't train your men you
wouldn't get the best results. The
training you should give a sales-

man in your line ought to put him
about six months ahead of what he
could pick up on the road if he had
not received your training.

I have found this out, that it

costs you as much for the traveling

expenses of a poor man as it does
for a good man. The hotels charge
as much per day for a man of medio-
cre ability, railroads as much rail-

road fare, Uncle Sam as much to

carry his mail ; so, after all, since

the expenses are the same, what are

a few extra dollars in compensation
or in training to make the differ-

ence between a good man and a

bad one, when a good man will do
twice or three times the business

a poor one will.

I would never send a man out un-
til he had sold two people. One
thing is that he has to sell me. But
that isn't the most important: he
has got to sell himself before I

will put him on. He has to be sold

on the proposition he is going out

to sell to other people before I

would give him a dollar of expense
money.

On the question of expense money
I have a suggestion for you men
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who hire men on commission and
advance them money. After I hire

a man on commission I say, "How
much money do you want to bor-

row?" He will probably say, "I

don't want to borrow any money,"
and I reply, "O, yes you do. You
are going into business for yourself.

You want me to advance you money.
And I am charging this to your ac-

count. How much do you want
to borrow?" He is borrowing and
it is a good way to put this thing up
to him. It makes him think.

Another good motto for all sales-

men to have is this,, "Never leave

business to look for business." Most
of you, no doubt, have been in the

woods. You want to sit down and
you find a nice spot. Then you
look over yonder, and there is a

greener looking spot. You start

over there to sit down, but when
you get there you find it is no dif-

ferent from the place you left. So,

don't leave business to look for busi-

ness. Business where you are is

as good as business where you are

going. That is a good motto for

your salesmen to have.

The question of supervision is the

third big thing a sales manager has

before him. The best man in the

world will not do effective work
without supervision. Sometimes we
get angry and lose patience with a

man who goes wrong, but often we
are just as much to blame for the

man going wrong as he was, for

human nature is such that you can't

condemn a man without weighing
pretty well the conditions under
which he fell. I believe that if a

man is honest, keep him honest.

Check him up. That is where super-

vision comes in. Make him report

properly, whether daily or weekly;
make him tell you the towns he
went to and how much he spent

—

not the last nickel or dime, but in

a general way; and you will have
a better man.

The real ability in a sales man-
ager is shown by his handling of

men. That is something I could

talk about till midnight and not tell

you perhaps any more than that. It

is ability to handle each one per-

sonally. Make it a point to get ac-

quainted with what each man
is doing. When you meet him re-

member what he has done and men-
tion it. He will be greatly pleased.

Make it a point to speak kindly to

your men at all times, only criti-

cizing when necessary, and always
bear this in mind: don't write sharp

letters. I have always found that

warm words dictated became cold

type when received. The man wasn't

there to hear the enunciation or the

inflection of your voice, and he
doesn't know what you mean when
ht; gets the cold type. Many a man
has been knocked out for several

days and useless to you because you
have been hasty and written the

wrong kind of a letter. A letter

should criticize, should point out

the mistake, but should not take

away enthusiasm. You should not

so dampen a man that he damns
you for the balance of the week. You
may think it a little far-fetched for

me to mention this, but I have

known some smart men who wrote
too sharp letters.

Now. in connection with the ques

tion of checking up is that of writ-

ing encouraging letters. Most of

you have carried sample trunks.

You know there are days when you
come into a hotel when you could

lift it from its foundations, and
there are other days when you don't

care if it falls on you. So you
should bear in mind that your men
are human. Bear in mind that you
owe something to your men, as men,
in addition to your duty to your cor-

poration, and by doing this yon will

get better work.

As regards close covering of ter-

ritory: I believe that a man, as a

rule—at least those I hired—can
only cover so much territory be-

cause of physical impossibility to

do more. A man has only two legs
73
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and can only get over so much
ground and see so many people, and

it is an injustice to ask a man to

cover more territory than he can

cover. The amount he can cover

varies with the different kinds of

business, but I wouldn't allow a

man to cover too much territory

with typewriters, scales, adding

machines, and that sort of thing, be-

cause I think it is not good for the

man and you do yourself harm.

It has also been my experience,

whether it is in selling dry goods

or specialties, that sometimes men
will work for honor when they

won't work so hard for money, and
I have found that prizes held up to

men for best records for a month,
two months, three months, a year,

bring good results. I would en-

courage that. Another thing I

would encourage is the printing of

comparative records of sales of your
men to stimulate them, to keep them
going. I would have district man-
agers on salary and commission, or

commission, for the same reason as

salesmen, for they have the same
interest in producing more busi-

ness.

Somebody asked me, "Do you go
much on testimonials when hiring

men?" My experience has been that

the man who has the most testi-

monials needs the most. The man
who goes around to everybody he
ever worked for, from hauling in

the coal to taking care of the horse,

and obtains recommendations and
carries them with him, never had
much weight with me. The investi-

gation I made into his past was by
getting acquainted with the people

who know him. One of the best

things you can do is to write the

local bank where the man lives and
ask the banker what kind of a fel-

low he is. You will probably get

a good answer.

Another point: don'l try to drive

tacks with a sledge hammer. T am
talking to sales managers, and your
wnrthv president said to me that

T4

one of the hardest things he has
to do is to keep from doing a lot

of detail work. That is what I call

driving tacks with a sledge hammer.
Don't drive tacks with a sledge ham-
mer when you can get somebody
else to do it with a tack hammer.

I have a rule—it is no secret

—

which keeps me on the ten most
important things I have to do. I

have a pad on my desk, a folder

with a black cover to it. On one
page I have before me the ten most
important things I have to do. I

put them down as they occur to me
and as I do them I mark them off.

Every morning the stenographer
puts a fresh sheet on my desk. If

ten are not enough, I have more.
Some of you perhaps would have
a hundred. Other important things

I put on another page, but I keep
before me the ten most important
and try to keep myself on the most
important work.

The hardest thing a manager or

sales manager, or a general manager
has to do—and that is the difference

between a good manager and a bad
one—is to have ability to differenti-

ate between a little thing and a big

thing. Don't attend to a little thing

when by so doing a big thing suf-

fers. I have introduced this into all

departments of our business. I make
every department head keep on his

desk a memorandum of what he has
to do. If I want to check him up,

I look at his clip and see what he
has to do. Suppose I ask each one
of you to tell me now the ten most
important things you have to do.

You would scratch your heads. Now,
if you don't know, how can you be
sure you are always working on
the most important things?

I can illustrate that with a home-
ly story. Suppose a farmer had a

man working for him and had eighty

acres of cornfield, and he would say,

"John, go drive the pigs out of that

cornfield." The man might be driv-

ing for a week. But if he said,

"There are ten pigs in the corn-
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field; drive them out." When John
got the ten out he wouldn't any
longer be chasing pigs that did not

exist.

The same thing applies to a man's

work. We think we are sales man-
agers, but some of us haven't or-

ganized ourselves yet. The hardest

thing to do is to organize yourself to

make yourself do systematically

that which you are trying to get

others to do. Teach yourself. It

isn't as easy to do as it is for me
to say it to you.

By the way, one way to get rid

of details is to drop some of them.
Details are like a couple of heavy
weights. If you get somebody to

cut the band, they will drop. If

there isn't a man under you who can
catch them, they will fall on him,

because he had his hands down in-

stead of up to catch them. Of
course, you won't get relief until

you get men under you who are

capable of relieving you. But I

say to you, "Cut those bands," and
may be some fellow underneath
will catch the weights. If he doesn't

he will be jarred a little.

I was over in Scotland one time
and I said to a Scotchman in Edin-
boro, "I notice that young Scotch-
men are getting the best jobs in

the banks in England and on the

continent. They are in places of

responsibility. Do you know why
that is?" "Oh," he said, "young
man, that is easy. That is mental
arithmetic." I said, "What do you
mean by that?" And he said, "Men-
tal arithmetic in a boy becomes
judgment in a man." It is the abil-

ity to weigh in your mind two op-
posing factions or things and be
able to come to an intelligent con-
clusion as to which you had better

do. Mental arithmetic in a boy is

judgment in a man. To be suc-

cessful you must be able to weigh
in your mind the things that come
before you and make your decision

on the side that goes down. Here
are five reasons why you ought to

do this thing. See how many rea-

sons there are on the other side

why you ought not to do it. You
will be more likely to come to an
intelligent conclusion.

Another thing, learn to make de-

cisions quickly. Some of us would-
n't be able to get verv far if we
didn't have to make decisions quick-

ly. Learn to size up things and
make decisions as quickly as you
can. There are times when judg-
ment is better to-morrow, but if

you are in touch with the business

you can make your decision as well

now as later. If you find you are

on the wrong road, change your
mind. There are only two classes that

don't change their minds—only two
—fools and dead men. None of us
wants to belong to either class.

Don't be afraid to change your mind
when you are wrong, but do try

to make your decisions quickly.

Again, we are prone to put off

the hard things that are on our
desks. "Here is a letter I ought to

answer. I will put that off for a

while. I have three or four other

things I can do." You put it off.

To-morrow you will say, "That
darned thing is there yet." And
that is the way it goes. Now, I

will tell you what to do. I am
not preaching anything I don't prac-

tice. You can ask anybody work-
ing for me. I have made myself

do this. I handle these hard things

first. I know I can handle that easy

stuff any time, so I handle the hard
things first. It may take longer,

but they will be handled. When-
ever mail can be answered the same
day it is received, if I am there it

is answered that day, not the next

day. I believe men get into the

habit of putting these things off. It

is said that if you let a letter go
long enough unanswered it ans-

wers itself, but you are not able

to decide what the answer will be.

Therefore, it is a good idea for you
to answer the letter.

Another thing, I believe in teach-
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ing through the eye as well as the

ear. If I am talking to you as I

am now, some of you get some of

the things I say one way and others

another, but, if I had a blackboard

and put these things down, all eyes

are focused on what I have written

and you are all getting the same
impression. I have in my office a

blackboard which I use regularly

when we have meetings there. There
is a great deal in teaching- through
the eye. Men get what you mean
much quicker through the eye than

through the ear. So I say that to

write a thing down is better.

I have listed on this blackboard

the following duties

:

First, to employ good men to as-

sist us. That is the whole thing.

We could stand up here till to-

morrow and talk about organization

and salesmanship, and, after all, it

comes to the question of men. Get

good men to assist us.

Second, to organize our factory

and agencies, to hold meetings of-

ten, to anticipate the demands in our
line, to co-operate with each other

in all things, to do unto others as

we wish to be done by ourselves.

The next thing is, tell the truth.

We keep that before us. Most of

us are prone to exaggerate and it

is a good thing to keep this before

your people—tell the truth. I recent-

ly started a little publication my-
self for the benefit of our own
agents, and the heading of it is "Tell

the Truth." What I mean by that

is, if you are in a decent line—and
we all are—truth ought to be able

to sell our goods, because if there

isn't truth back of your line of goods
you in all probability won't stay

in business very long anyhow.

I also have on that blackboard
and keep always before me, five

things to increase : First, sales. Sec-

ond, increase cash on hand. You
might increase your sales and have
a lot of notes on hand, but you
want to do business profitably and
want some cash. Third, increase

7«

profits. Fourth, increase the effici-

ency of our force. Fifth, increase

the quality of our product. And
five things to decrease : Debt, be-

cause where you do business only

on nine per cent., you are liable to

have some debts. Decrease un-
necessary expense. Decrease the

number of complaints made. De-
crease the amount of time wasted.
And decrease the cost of produc-

tion.

I am here to tell you some things

that have been of practical use to

me. I have found that these things

are. You will find that if you can
keep on increasing those five things

and decreasing five, the chances are

you will succeed and make some
money.

I believe that often we sales man-
agers allow our tempers to get the

best of us. We allow ourselves to

get unduly worried and allow things

to affect our judgment when we are

in that condition. In the last few
years I have been trying to keep an
even disposition. Don't fly off the

handle. Train yourself. Try to do
things calmly. Try to make your-

self see the other side of the situa-

tion. Now, when I see a man come
in to me who looks like he had been
drinking the night before—perhaps
he is a foreman or department head,

and I see he is sore about some-
thing, I don't talk to him that

morning. I say, "Come in this af-

ternoon. I am busy now. I don't

want to talk with you. You are

not doing the talking. It is those

two extra drinks of whisky you had
last night that are talking. Come
back later.".

I only mention that to illustrate

the point that we sometimes allow

our feelings against such persons

lo interfere with our business.

There is only one way to over-

come it—be conscious of the fact

that you are doing it all the time

and try to eradicate it. Try to cul-

tivate the faculty of viewing things

calmly. I think you will get as
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much relief as I have. Most of our
concerns pay us for having good
livers, but some of us have bad ones.

I haven't quite succeeded in con-

trolling my temper. Once in a while

I fly off. I wouldn't give much for

a man who didn't once in a while,

but at the same time I believe that

when handling other men we should
bear that in mind.

Another rule I try to follow is, al-

ways try to look at things from the

man's standpoint. And when
you have to discharge a man, telling

the truth is the hardest thing in the

world. Most of us say, "We have
to lay you off," or "We have to do
this and that," when it isn't the

truth. Tell the man the truth when
you have to discharge him. Tell

him he hasn't done his work right.

Those few moments of pain or dis-

pleasure for you will make for you
of that man, as a rule, a lifelong

friend, because you have been honest
and suffered yourself to tell the

truth. It may not always be the

best thing, but I think it comes pret-

ty near. Try to treat him as you
want to be treated. I don't want
to get mushy at all. I don't mean to

be soft-headed nor hard-hearted. I

think a combination between the two
makes a pretty good man.

Mind tells you what you could do.

Heart tells you what you ought to

do. We can't get away from the

heart influence. It is human nature.

Without this heart influence in this

country I wouldn't want to stay
here, and neither would you. Try to

do things as you would like to have
them done if you were in the man's
place. I say to a man, "What would
you do if you were in my place?"
you will find that a pretty good
position to put him in. "What
would you do under these same cir-

cumstances?" I think you will find

if you do that you won't have as

much trouble in getting things
done the way you want them or in

getting a man out that you don't

want.
In conclusion, I want to say that

I believe there is great room in this

country for an organization such as

you have started in Chicago.. My
hope and wish is that this movement
may spread until it becomes a truly

national sales managers' movement.
I have signed a blank for member-
ship in your association, if you will

take me, because I would like to

identify myself with it. I hope it

will grow. It is good to exchange
ideas to the end that we may all

handle the human mind in the best
possible manner and get the best

possible results for ourselves, our
companies and the salesmen we em-
ploy. That is the highest aim we
should seek to accomplish.

The Romance of Business

By Andrew Carnegie

If a young man does not find romance in his business, it is not the

fault of the business but the fault of the young man.
Business is not all dollars. These are but the shell—the kernel

lies within and is to be enjoyed later, as the higher faculties of the

business man, so constantly called into play, develop and mature.

TT



The Monte Cristo of Journalism

By GEORGE JEAN NATHAN
From the Outing Magazine

JAMES GORDON BENNETT,
owner of the New York Herald,
is the most remarkable figure in

the history of journalism. In his

management of his great metropoli-

tan newspaper, in the exploitation

of many of his individualistic ideas,

in his peculiar mode of life and in

his accomplishments, he stands

alone—the most unusual personality

oi Pressdom.
He has been referred to by his

friends as the kingliest character

of America, and his career warrants
the tribute. He has been referred

to by his enemies as an unbending
tyrant and his methods have demon-
strated that this tribute is not en-

tirely unwarranted. He has ruled,

not by the Machiavelian alternative

of love or fear, but by fear and melo-
drama, and to-day the newspaper
that he inherited from his father .s

classed as one of the greatest.

James Gordon Bennett was born
in New York. He is now sixty-

seven years old. In appearance he
is tall and slender and gives the im-

pression of a vast amount of nervous
energy. He carries himself with
military erectness, and his steel-gray

hair and moustache add to his gene-
ral soldierly look. For many years

he has made his home in Paris, and
visits this country only about once
every two years. lie literally edits

the New York Herald by cable. And
the story of the way in which he

does this is almost as unbelievable
as it is curious.
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It is the general public opinion
that Mr. Bennett lets the Herald
run itself, and that, particularly of

late years, he has not kept in close

touch with its affairs and progress.

Nothing could be further from the

truth. In fact, it may be said that

he is devoting more time to the in-

terests of his paper at present than
ever before.

About two years ago, after Mr.
William C. Reick, then president of

the Herald Company, left to take an
interest in the Times, Mr. Bennett
placed the on-the-spot control of his

paper in the hands of six or seven
committees, composed of the various

editors, heads of departments, and
so forth. These committees were
vested with scant power, however,
and their status is always kept in

doubt. It is not even within their

power to discharge a reporter. It is

their mission merely to carry out

Mr. Bennett's orders and to convey
to him the various developments
that may come up in connection

with the operation of the news-
paper. At the head of the table

about which these committees gather

is Mr. Bennett's chair, always kept

in position. At his place all the

metropolitan papers arc laid each

day. Thus, even though he may
not be presenl more than once
every two years, lie imbues his men
with the idea thai li<' is present in

spirit and that he is "the boss"—not

they. In his private office in the

front of the Herald building, in
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James Gordon Bennett

Wlio Rules His Great Newspapers With a Rod of Iron.

Herald Square, his desk is ever kept

in readiness for him, and even such

details as filled inkwells and a

handy ash-tray are looked after by
attendants who have been im-

pressed that they are to act just as

it he came into his office every day.

It is related, along- this line, that

even years ago, when the Herald

was printed downtown. Mr. Ben-

nett ordered that the light in his

office be kept burning every night.

The windows of his office looked out

on the street, and he wanted passers-

by, as well as the office force, to

know that he was, paradoxically, in

his office every evening even if he
happened to be abroad. The spirit

presence of the proprietor is further

impressed upon his general staff by
frequently bulletined cablegrams de-

tailing this or that order.
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It must not be imagined, however,

that Mr. Bennett is content to rest

his work upon devices such as these.

Although he is a man of millions and
although he is getting along in

years, it may be said of him that he

works harder for the Herald than

does any man in his employ. Dur-
ing the last year he has frequently

been in the habit of rising at five

o'clock in the morning, partaking of

black coffee and working an hour
and a half getting up his plans so

that he might cable them in proper
time to his workers in Herald
Square for their immediate guid-

ance. When he wishes to get into

personal touch with the heads of

his departments, he orders them to

come to him in Paris, thus sparing
himself the tedium of frequent

ocean voyages.

Every day, theree is sent to Mr.
Bennett a copy of the Herald, every
article in which is marked with the

name of the man who wrote it. By
this means, he keeps in touch with
the daily work and progress of every
man on his staff. The slightest er-

ror will be quickly ferreted out by
his eagle eye and a warning bulletin

is speedily posted by him following

his detection in a "story" of, for in-

stance, the word "gentleman" in-

stead of "man," the use of some such
phrase as "J. Pierpont Morgan, the

financier," instead of "J. Pierpont
Morgan, a financier," or similar vio-

lations of a huge, freakish "don't

list," the vigorous adherence to

which he insists upon.

In addition to keeping in the clos-

est touch with the New York
Herald, this wonderfully odd man
of journalism keeps in personal

touch with the Paris edition of the

Herald, makes intermittent trips to

the London office and looks after,

by cable, the New York Evening
gram, in which he takes much

pride because he starter! it himself

after In- had inherited the Herald.

In the management of his news
papers almost everything with Mr.

Bennett seems to be a matter of

mood. An editor one day may be
assigned to "cover" the Harlem
police court the following day. The
foreman of the pressroom may be
summoned to fill an important edi-

torial chair. A comparatively ob-

scure member of the reportorial staff

may be elevated to a "desk job."

Such changes are naturally attribut-

ed by outsiders to the ever-changing
moods of the Man in Paris, and yet,

as has been stated, where the sud-

den changes may seem to be only
the results of moods, subsequent de-

velopments may show the peculiar

workings of the Bennett brain in the

alterations. A man may be remov-
ed from a high position because he
is making a name for himself

through the efficiency of his work.
There must be no individual "hits"

made by Herald men. They are al-

lowed to sign their names to no ar-

ticles, and even an editor is known,
not by his name, but by his office in

the Herald realm. Thus, it is not

"John Jones, the City Editor," in

communications, but merely "The
City Editor." James Gordon Ben-
nett is the only name known in the

Herald office. The "box" printed

on the editorial page with the names
of the editors and printers is only
one of the contradictory Bennett
angles.

As soon as a man in Mr. Ben-
nett's employ becomes well known
he is discharged. "Workers, not

celebrities," is the rule. If he is

not discharged, he is reduced in posi-

tion. When Henry M. Stanley re-

turned to Herald Square after hav-
ing penetrated the African jungles

in the search for Livingstone and hid
won world-fame, Mr. Bennett order-

ed him to "cover" the Tenderloin
police station, one of the most
meager of reportorial posts. When
a certain dramatic writer on the

Telegram several years ago was be-

ginning to be praised for his work,

Mr Bennett ordered his discharge,

and commanded that henceforth the
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critic's work be done by different

reporters—a new one for each play.

One of the results was a "criticism"

of "Sappho and Phaon," by the re-

porter whose most regular assign-

ment at the time happened to be the

"covering" of fires.

Other whims of Mr. Bennett find

illustration in his dismissal years

ago of a music critic simply because
"he was such a funny looking man"
and of his making a financial editor

about fifteen years ago out of a man
whose forte was dramatic criticism.

Mr. Bennett has always been a

"stickler" in the matter of the per-

sonal appearance of the men in his

employ, and he demands neatness
above all things. They used to tell

a story in this regard that shows the

unexpected turns that Mr. Bennett
makes every once in a while.

Anticipating a visit from the pro-

prietor, word was sent quivering
through the office that every man
was to spruce up and look his best.

There was a hurry, a clatter, a dash
to get into trim, and when Mr. Ben-
nett appeared the general survey
was a pleasing one. That is. forget-

ting one man who had not heard the

advance news of The Coming and
who, consequently, had not "clean-

ed up." When Mr. Bennett entered
the big room of the city department
the trim members of the staff clust-

ered around the untidy one in an ef-

fort to hide him from view. Mr.
Bennett spied him, however, and
asked him to step out.

With visions of dismissal in his

mind's eye, the unkempt reporter

faced his employer, who said light-

ly: "You are the only man in here
who looks as if he'd been working.
You can add fifteen dollars a week
to your salary."

Mr. Bennett does not like his men
to have their visiting cards inscrib-

ed with the name of the Herald. It

is related that when one of his men
called upon him one day and pre-

sented his card. "John Smith." with
"The New York Herald" engraved

beneath, Mr. Bennett glanced at him
and sarcastically remarked : "Urn, so
you are the New York Herald."

Illustrative of the peculiar cam-
paigns which Mr. Bennett starts
with his newspapers are the compar-
atively recent instances of his ef-

forts to effect an American alliance
with China, his efforts to stir up
trouble with Japan and his efforts to
introduce the metric system into
usage in this country. He spends
thousands of dollars exploiting every
one of these schemes and pays many
men to gather interviews praising
the ideas and to evolve further ideas
for the popularization of the funda-
mental ideas. For James Gordon
Bennett is a fighter, and once he sets
out to do a thing he either does it

or does everything in his power to
prove to himself that it is impossible
ol execution.

The introduction of the metric
system into this country has been
one of his greatest desires for many
years, and, although two different
campaigns that he has undertaken
have not yet brought about the ful-

fillment of his purpose, he still main-
tains his fight for the American
adoption of the French mathemati-
cal standards.

One of the best known foreign il-

lustrations of Mr. Bennett's stick-

to-it-iveness is his printing every
day in the Paris edition of the Her-
ald the now famous letter of "An
Old Philadelphia Lady." One day.

years ago, the other Paris journals
ridiculed the Herald for entering in-

to an explanatory discussion of the

question : "What is the difference

between Fahrenheit and centi-

grade?" propounded by a woman
who signed herself as indicated

above. Mr. Bennett, disliking the

pooh-poohing attitude of the other

papers, ordered that the letter be
printed every day thereafter, and it

has been and still is.

Sensational and stock-creating

methods for the gathering and dis-

pensing of news are among Mr. Be,n-
81
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nett's hobbies. The carrier pigeon

service that he installed on the roof

of the New York Herald building,

the steam yacht Owlet that now
meets the incoming liners, the wire-

less service imparting Wall Street

market news to the New York
Yacht Club fleet on its annual

cruises, the placing of an American

dramatic critic in London, and other

equally novel features show the re-

sourcefulness of this stop-at-nothing

journalistic Monte Cristo. Although

one of his rules is the prohibition

of the use of superlatives in the

columns of the Herald, Mr. Bennett

indulges in all sorts of superlative-

ness to promote the interests of

his newspapers. On election nights,

the Herald's signal searchlight must
be placed on the highest tower in all

New York. In the hurrying of the

early editions to the trains, the

Herald must be carted by the fast-

est of the newspaper delivery auto-

mobiles. In its reports of opera

premieres, of summer resort news
and of foreign happenings, the

Herald must have more pictures and
devote more space than any other

paper. If another newspaper has

six men on the Vanderbilt Cup race,

the Herald must have seven. Every-

thing must centre on the securing

(this word is also a Herald "don't")

of a "beat," i.e., something exclu-

sive. It is related that the entire

staff of one of the Herald's depart-

ments was discharged at one time

because another metropolitan paper

had printed a "beat" in its line.

James Gordon Bennett's actions

have always been modeled after the

Monte Cristo principle: "The journ-

alistic world is mine!" And his

great fortune he is always ready to

use to back up his cry. His per-

sonal life, too, has been laid in the

lane of royalty, in a romantic Monte
Cristoan atmosphere that is almost

unequalled in modern day Ameri-
can prosaicism. His friends have

been culled from the royal houses
of Europe ; kings, queens, lords,
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dukes, earls have been his com-
panions. He has "put up" in the

Imperial Palace with the Czar
(which he spells Tsar) and he has

wagered on the Derby's outcome
with the then Prince of Wales and
the now King of England. His
breast has been decorated with mul-
ti-colored ribbons and variously

made medals. His yacht Lysistrata,

ornamented with the same sort of

owls that blink from the cornices

of the Herald Building in New York.
has entertained on board many of

the world's rulers, artists, men of af-

fairs and other brilliant personages.

At Monte Carlo, in the Riviera,

as in the capitals, James Gordon
Bennett has been a notable figure.

His advent has always been pre-

ceded by that expectant hush and
semi-repressed sense of preparation

that is reserved for "Them of the

Crown." With his small accom-
panying party he has ever been the

centre of the thousand glances of

surrounding tables. His departure

lias always been characterized with

a similar dignity, solemnity and
half-mystery that is as inexplicable

as it is unusual in the instance of

an American, of any other Ameri-
can.

There has always been something
oi swashbuckling, soldier-of-fortune,

dare-devil regality in this man Ben-
nett's romantic make-up. Years
ago, while seated in front of the
blazing grate in the Union Club
with Pierre Lorillard and several

other friends, one of the latter,

glancing out at the snow that swirl-

ed against the huge windows, re-

marked that it was a bad night on

which to venture out.

"You call this bad?" laughed Ben-

nett, "why, I wouldn't mind sail-

ing my yacht across the ocean in

just such weather."

"Ten thousand dollars you would

not do any such thing," cried out his

friend.

"I'll take the bet," replied Bennett
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quietly, "and I'll double it and race

you to England."
The story of Mr. Bennett's yacht

race across the winter seas created
the sensation of the day.

Several years later, Mr. Bennett,
back in America again at the holi-

day season, dropped into one of his

clubs and, in an absent-minded mo-
ment, handed the waiter, who was
serving him, his purse containing
several hundred dollars. The waiter,

dumbfounded, took the purse and
went back to the service room. Re-
covering from his surprise half an
hour later, he approached the table
where Mr. Bennett was seated. Sev-
eral of the latter's friends had join-

ed him by this time.

"I beg your pardon, sir," the
waiter addressed Mr. Bennett, "but
you gave me two hundred and nine-
ty dollars a while ago. You didn't
mean to, did you, sir?"

Sensitive about his even rarely
occurring absent-mindedness and
rather than let his friends know
about it, Mr. Bennett, looking over
his shoulder, said to the waiter:
"Certainly I did, James, just as a lit-

tle Christmas gift. Only I thought
I had given you an even three hun-
dred. Here is the other ten."

On another occasion, while at the
Herald office on one of his periodic
visits to this country, a small fire

broke out in West Thirty-sixth
Street, near the Herald building, and
the dignified Mr. Bennett, in truly
democratic spirit, headed a score of
men of his staff in a "fire brigade"
to extinguish the blaze. The strings
of office hose were jerked from
their rests and, dragged to the north
windows, were trained on the fire,

which was quickly put out. No one
in the office enjoyed the fun more
than did the owner of the Herald.

It is related that on the occasion
of another of his visits, while walk-
ing through the west corridor of the
Herald building, he came into col-
lision with a "copy boy," who was
rushing headlong down the hallway,

and that, appreciating the lad's vim
in getting around, despite the dis-
comfort that the boy's head had
caused his stomach when it came
into quick contact with it, he handed
the "copy boy" a two-dollar bill.

About twelve years ago (Mr. Ben-
nett rules that starting a paragraph
with an expression of time is bad
journalism), the Herald proprietor
decided that he wanted a new head
for his Paris edition. He had two
men in mind for the position and he
asked both to call on him a certain
evening at his hotel. One of the
men had been so busy in the office
all day that he had no time to
change his clothes before going to
meet Mr. Bennett. The other man,
however, appeared in immaculate
evening attire. Mr. Bennett's decis-
ion was immediate. He pointed to
the carefully groomed man and said

:

"The position is yours." That man
is still in his employ and holds one
of the best posts in the Bennett
command.

Now, although it is perfectly na-
tural that an act like this on the
part of a man looking for an able
journalist to fill an important post
is to be regarded in the light of a
freakish, unthinking whim, it is

nevertheless paradoxically true that
the final results obtained by Mr.
Bennett from such "whims" have
almost always seemed to justify his
instantaneous, peculiarly angled de-
cisions. The intricate journalistic
psychology whereby he reads men,
the bold theory that a man's mind is

frequently to be judged by the de
gree of his wcll-groomedness and an
inborn reliance in his lucky star
have made this man what he is—the
plutocrat of the press.

Mr. Bennett is a journalistic fatal-

ist. With his "damn-the-torpedoes
go-ahead" policy, it is not entirely to
be doubted that, even had he been
born to comparative poverty, he
would have gained for himself a
place of prominence in the press
world. He is a man who does not
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believe in second thoughts. He is

action, all action and quick action.

His character is best summed up in

a remark he made to a friend of his

many years ago at Newport : "I

admire a fighter, yes," he said, "but
only when he gets in the first blow."

Reference has been made to New-
port. It has probably been forgot-

ten by this time that much of that

resort's claim to the name of The
American Society Capital rests in

what Mr. Bennett did for it in years
gone by. With his intimate knowl-
edge of European purpledom,
his own red-white-and-blue social

standing and his command over the
powers of gold and black-and-white,
he devoted a great deal of his at-

tention toward the development of

the Rhode Island colony of ultra-

New Yorkers. The Newport Casino
was an inaugurative gift of his. The
great affairs at which he was host,

his magnificent villa that encourag-
ed the erection of others, his urging
of the elaboration of yachting in-

terests, his showing of prancing
turn-outs that did much toward
bringing out society's equine dis-

plays and his activity in working
for the general improvement of the
resort were all big factors in the
evolution of the Newport of former
days the glorious Newport of Here
and Now.
Even though Mr. Bennett is rare-

ly seen at Newport these years, his
interests in its welfare is shown in

many different ways. The news of
the resort is featured in his news-
papers and particularly detailed at-

tention is devoted to the doings of
its leading social lights. In the last

few summers Mr. Bennett has work-
ed out a launch service so that the
resort may be supplied with his

newspaper at an earlier hour than
would be possible if the old-time
train service were relied upon.

In his dealings with the men who
have served him, James Gordon Ben-
nett's way is spectacularly contra-
dictory. Some men who have serv-
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ed well on his newspapers for many
years have been suddenly removed
from their positions with no word
of explanation. Others who have
labored faithfully in his employ have
been relieved from work, and have
been given a handsome pension for

the rest of their days. Men who
have been employed by him as per-

sonal servants have been given easy
tasks in their old age, and a suf-

ficient remuneration on which to live

well. An old valet, who had been
with Mr. Bennett in his younger
days, is at present in charge of the

visitors' corridor in Herald Square.

And the same old negro who wash-
ed the Herald windows long, long

years ago, is still washing them at

a yearly increased salary.

Two of Mr. Bennett's idiosyn-

cracies are his lack of belief in the

value of a college education and his

aversion toward smoking the last

half of his cigars. In relation to the

first, it is not uninteresting to note

that most of the men who have been
given high positions by him have
been non-university men. Mr. Ben-
nett himself is not a college gradu-

ate and he holds that collegiate

training is not necessary in the mak-
ing of newspaper men. Those few
college men who have won the

higher positions in his employ have
not held them long.

As to cigars, and he is an inveter-

ate smoker, the Herald proprietor

never consumes more than half of

one of the heavy Havanas he has
manufactured especially for his use.

When he has smoked half a cigar, he
throws it away and lights a fresh

one.

No better further illustration of

the Bennett oddness is to be had
than the Herald building in Herald
Square. Modeled after one of the

famous Venetian palaces, its in-

terior arrangement is like that of a

yacht. The city room is the rear

deck, the reception room and offices

make up a forward deck, and the

departments — dramatic, financial,
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correspondents, etc. — are a la

cabins. "Below" is the machinery
that makes the Herald go. When
the building was erected Mr. Ben-
nett said he meant it to be an argu-

ment against the sky-scraper class

of architecture that he detests.

Journalism, travel and society,

however, is not the sole trinity of

James Gordon Bennett's interests.

He is a lover of sport of every kind,

and the many "Gordon Bennett
cups" that he has offered to further

competition in various lines of sport,

both at home and abroad, demon-
strate his personal attention to the

outdoor world of skill and muscle.
Children do not interest Mr. Ben-

nett. Animals do. He is a great
lover of dogs and it is a well-known
Herald office tradition that he would
almost rather see a good "dog story"
on his first page than the narrative
of a fatal tunnel explosion. Just as
Mr. Pulitzer, of the World, likes

front-page stories, dealing with pe-

culiar optical operations and just as

Mr. Hearst, of the American, prefers

stories of political scandal, so does
Mr. Bennett cherish a good "human
interest" dog story.

Such a man, all in all, is James
Gordon Bennett, friend of copy-boys
and monarchs and enemy of both.

Such a man is the Bennett who one
moment discharges a reporter be-

cause of a slip of the pen and the
next moment startles the world with
a cable campaign against an empire.
Such a man is he who, with millions

at his command, feels the pulse of

the earth's beating hearts and pre-

scribes frowning or smiling lino-

type according to the dictates of a

passing mood.
Patron of sport, man of whim and

mystery, respecter of all govern-
ments and none—James Gordon
Bennett, the Monte Cristo of mod-
ern journalism.

On Being Happy

By Robert Louis Stevenson

Pleasures are more beneficial than duties because, like the quality
of mercy, they are not strained, and they are thrice blessed. There
must always be two to a kiss, and there may be a score in a jest; but
wherever there is an element of sacrifice, the favor is conferred with
pain and received with confusion. There is no duty we so much un-
derrate as the duty of being happy. By being happy, we shower an-
onymous benefits upon the world. A happy man or a happy woman is

a better thing to find than a five-pound note. He or she is a radiating
focus of good will ; and their entrance into a room is as though an-
other candle had been lighted.

K



Business First—But Pleasure After

By SIR FORTUNE FREE
From the Saturday Journal

THE British sailor is such a mag-
nificent fellow for doing his

duty that he is just the person

one is sorry for when duty demands
something of him that is disagreeable.

Thousands of them will this Christ-

mas have a disappointment. In the

papers I read that the Admiralty have
come to the conclusion that it won't

be safe to let more than half the

sailors of the fleet off at the same time

for their holidays. Thanks to the folk

who have been making trouble in the

East of Europe, Jack will have to be

ready for what may turn up. Plea-

sure has to give way to business.

I am sorry for Jack, whose holiday

it has delayed, and for the other folk

who had been so eagerly looking for-

ward to his coming to them to hear
how he has been getting on in the

world, and all his adventures since

they last set eyes on him. Like a

sensible fellow, he will, I have no
doubt, do his level best to be as happy
as he possibly can wherever he is.

Good luck to him !

Charles Dickens, in a letter he wrote
to a friend, described how he had one
day visited an old gentleman who hail

been a fearfully hard worker. Dickens
happened to let drop the remark that

the old gentleman "had not had much
fun in this world."

"I'd like to know how you got that

notion into your head?" snapped the

old gentleman ; "keep your pity for

them as ask for it. Fun ! I have had
heaps of it! Think I'm a fool? I

never let pleasure interfere with my
business, but I got as much pleasure
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out of my business as I could, and as

much fun out of my fun, as I could.

Pish
!"

Dickens described that old gentle-

man as "thorough," and he certainly

appears like it. He went, as the

Americans say, "bald-headed" for his

duty, and in the same whole-hearted

fashion for his pleasure. A good
many people make a mess of both by
not following his example. A lady

the other day who had discharged her

cook at a moment's notice explained

to the court the circumstances that led

to the last fatal rupture between them.

The cook, she declared, had many ex-

cellent qualities, but had nothing to

boast of on the score of meekness of

temper. When she one day spoilt the

dinner through her being distracted

over a new dress she had been fitting

on in the kitchen with a view to going
in it to a party, and afterwards spoilt

the dress by upsetting a big part of

the dinner over it, it proved too much
for her. She got so excited that it

was really necessary, having regard to

conducting the house on other lines

than that of a wild beast show, to get

rid of her. That cook is not the first

person by a lot who has spoilt antici-

pated pleasure by forgetting "business

first, and pleasure after."

Millais, the great artist, was an en-

thusiastic fisherman. He related how
once he persuaded an extremely busy
gentleman to accompany him on one
of his excursions. The business one
turned up considerably depressed, ex-

plaining that the thought of the fish

he felt sure he was going to catch had,
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he feared, caused him to forget a lot
of things he ought to have done the
day before. Millais tried his best to
cheer him up. But the anxious one
could not get it out of his head that,
while thinking of the fishing, he had
put a highly important letter into the
wrong envelope and sent it to the very
last person who ought to have re-
ceived it. However, now he would
enjoy himself. If that letter had gone
wrong, he explained, it might cost
him a hundred pounds, and if he lost
that hundred pounds he would in all

probability be unable, later in the
year, to visit a rich old aunt of his
who ought to leave him something in
her will. If she did not leave that
money in her will it would be awful!
"However, I have come to enjoy

myself," he explained. They had
walked about five miles to the fishing
by that time, when he put his hand
into his pocket and turned pale. He
had discovered he had never sent the
letter off at all ! It was in his pocket
all the time. As it was most urgent,
and must be sent off at once, he had
to give up any idea of fishing that
day. The nearest post office was
about seven miles off.

"To get the most pleasure out of
life—and everyone has a right to
pleasure—put business first," advised
the founder of the Rothschild for-
tunes. It is the quickest road, un-
doubted!}, but we are tempted to try
short cuts that don't prove as good as
they look.

"It doan do ter try ter git hi 'appi-
ness too quick," said Ebenezer Eb,
the black philosopher, addressing his
weekly gathering of admirers. "Ef
you wants a turkey, bnv it, my fren's.
It may seem de longer way roun', but
it mos' of 'em ain't—an' it's der saf-
est. Dis nite de seat ov Brudder
Barkus is empty. Brudder Bar-
kus is in der penitentiary doing
time, an' it 'angs precious 'ard on 'is

'ands. He's learning', he is—thinkin'
hard. An' now an' again 'is thoughts
is interrupted by a fut in der passage.
an' der door opens an' a turnkey look-
in an' says: 'Look 'ere. you ol'e thief

ob a mggar, if I let yer chaw this key
ov mine do yer think yer'd imagine e'z
it was a bone of old Farmer Moss'
turkey ez made your wicked mouth
go waterin'?' He tried ter be too
quick, did Brudder Barkus "

We are too quick, like old Barkus
when we try to obtain pleasure with-
out earning it first. But it is a re-
markably easy mistake to fall into I
had an example of that the other daywhen a young friend of mine soughtmy advice on his financial affairs.
What he wanted to know was how it

was thirty-seven shillings a week-
would not go round"? The solution
of

_

the mystery was his paying a
guinea a week for his rooms

I was reading the "Reminiscences
of Sir Henry Hawkins," the great
judge, the other day. His early life
was no joke. For five years he had
to make ends meet on an allowance of
one hundred pounds a year—not a big
amount, and less even than it looks
when one considers that he had some
more serious calls upon his purse than
most young fellows have. It was a
grim struggle between him and plea-
sure in those days. "I made up my
mind never to sacrifice business to
pleasure," he says ; "never even to in-
dulge in pleasure that, though not in-
terfering with business at the time
might interfere with it later." He
stuck to it, and he winds up his life
by declaring that he had had "a happy
time."

[ l

When a man takes an afternoon off
to see a football match when he knows
he ought to be minding his shop, it is

not so hard for him to recognize that
he has sacrificed his business to plea-
sure. When he does it too often
events have a way of making the fact
perfectly clear to him. But it is not
always so easy to recognize the plea-
sures that the great judge spoke of as
"though not interfering with business
at the time, might interfere with it

later."

In a case I read in the newspapers
some time since a young gentleman
was dismissed by his employer*, as he
put it, for playing the violin in his
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leisure hours. Now there does not

seem a more innocent recreation than

that ! It turned out, however, that he

played the violin so well that he was
in almost constant nightly demand at

various parties. He got home to bed

at any time between two and four in

the morning, and, as a consequence,

when he arrived at his place of busi-

ness the same morning, did not seem
quite sure whether he was taking

shorthand notes or playing the violin

still.

Sir Richard Quain, the great physi-

cian, once amazed a patient who con-

sulted him as to the state of his health

by declaring that there was not a

doubt as to what he needed. He
wanted change. But change, the

patient, with some petulance, declared,

was just what he was always after

and just what he was always having.

"The change, sir, I advise you to

make is to cease to be a simpleton and
to take up some serious work," re-

torted Quain. "You cannot stand the

monotony of being always able to do
just what is agreeable to you. None
„„„ "
can.

That had never struck the patient

before. Some of my friends imagine
they would be immensely more happy
if they could only have a good deal

more of the pleasures they enjoy. It

is just because they contrast those

scanty pleasures with their work that

they enjoy them so much. Work
makes half the pleasure of pleasure,

and pleasure, of the right kind, braces

one up for work. One cannot get one
without the other. The only difficulty

is to see that our work and our plea-

sures are rightly related to one an-

other.

"The feller ez went gropin' in the

chemist's store in the dark tastin' the

bottles ter see what would do him
good didn't get hold av ther right

bottle, it seems," remarked Artemus
Ward. "Anyway, they found him
stretched on the floor the next morn-
inV

It is worth while to see that one
lias got hold of the right bottle. "Busi-

ness first, and pleasure after," and
don't, as to the pleasure, be defrauded
with worthless or even harmful sub-

stitutes."

Public and Private Duties

By John Ruskm

Generally we are under the impression that a man's duties are pub-

lic, and a woman's private. But this is not altogether so. A man has a

personal work or duty relating to his own home, and a public work or

duty which is the expansion of the other—relating to the state. So a

woman has a personal work and duty relating to her own home, and a

public work and duty which is also the expansion of that
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Concerning Addition

By CHARLES BATTELL LOO MIS

EVERY little bit added to what
you've got makes just a little

bit more."
I wish that I could print the music

to that popular refrain as its felicit-

ous rag-time adds to the catchiness

of the dictum.

"Every little bit added to what
you've got makes just a little bit

more."
It's an amusing song, and the sug-

gested advice is good. Strange how
many people there are who do not

act on it

!

There were two brothers born
within a year or two of each other

and of the same parents—that's why
they were brothers—but they were
a.^ different as day and night.

One of them always bent on ac-

cumulating experiences of one kind

or another; he was fond of music,

fond of books, fond of pictures. Ik-

possessed a good deal of curiosity

regarding the habits of men, and
neglected his business— so they
say—in order to increase his stock

of knowledge concerning mankind.
But, after all,' that was his own busi-

ness. He was fond of going to the

theatre, and while he always picked

out good plays, still, in the opinion
o; his brother, he might have been
employed staying late at his office,

heaping up dollars.

The brother was heaping them up
all right. Why, that man was the first

one to reach his office and the last

one to leave it. The office boy al-

ways got tired of waiting for him
'A chapter from "The Knack ' ». It. a clever

book of modern wisdom, published in Canada bj
Henry Frowde, •-'."> Richmond St. West, Toronto.

and went home before him. You
may be sure that his business pros-
pered, and at thirty he was worth
a hundred times as much as his un-
businesslike brother. He may have
had an ear for music when he was
a boy, but at thirty he had lost it,

and regarded time spent at concerts
as money thrown away.
Time and money were converti-

ble terms with him, and he sought
by every means in his power to

build up a huge fortune.

Reading was not for him. Books
were apt to be idle thoughts, only
hi for idle fellows, and he had no
time to waste on nonsense. Pictures
might make good investments if a

man happened to buy the right kind.

but he didn't pretend to knowr a good
one from a bad one, and so he ne\ er

boitght any. The companionship of

his fellows was not congenial to

him and he belonged to no clubs. A
club, in his opinion, was a place

where a man wasted time that might
have been employed in making
money and where idle fellows swap-
ped idler stories. No, the office for

him and his whole mind to the mak-
ing of money.

His brother went to Europe, to

South America, to Asia; how he did

it was a mystery, for he made
very little money. He seemed to

know how to get a good deal of ser-

vice for a small expenditure of sil-

ver, and he acted as if life were an

enjoyable thing.

Xeither brother married, and after

a time old age came upon each of

them.
89
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Then the moneyed man retired

from business, broken in health and
with nothing to do but regret that

he had not made more money while
he was at it.

But the "lazy" brother, who had
worked his mind and his sensibilities

for all they were worth his whole
life long, was able to sit by himself,

if need be, and have the full com-
panionship of the many bright minds
that he had known in life and in

books, to bring before his mind's eye
the many lovely pictures he had seen

on canvas and in the landscape, to

call up to recollection's ear the de-

lightful harmonies that he had heard
from the world's greatest orchestras,

the beautiful melodies that had come
from full-throated singers ; and if he
had had none of these solaces, great

reward would have been his in his

ability to reach up to his book
shelves and pick therefrom the fruit

of a lifetime's gathering.

The one, rich, old and unhappy

;

the other, rich in associations,

friends, and all those things that go
to the making of a cultivated man
—and the heart of a boy in him
still.

"Every little bit added to what
you've got makes just a little bit

more," and the wise brother had
added a little bit of information to

a little bit of amusement and a little

bit of goodwill and a little bit of

helpfulness, and so when he was
seventy he had an accumulation that

sufficed him for the long twilight of

a healthy old age, while his brother,
the money-getter

—

It has just occurred to me that he
too, followed the advice, but it does
not seem to have done him much
good. Every little bit (of mone) I

added to what (money) you've gol

makes just a little bit more
(money), but all the money in

the world won't buy goodfellowship,
real, sincere goodfellowship—

I

mean, if you haven't planted the

seeds of friendliness in your youth;
and when you are seventy and have
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neglected books all your life you are

not going to sit down and suddenly
enjoy them. Nor will a rich man
find that his bulging pocket-books
can buy him appreciation of the

beautiful in pictures or of the gor-

geous tone-coloring in symphonies,
if he had neglected to begin his ad-

dition of one kind of cultivation to

another kind in his boyhood and
young manhood.

Don't regard the money spent on
a good play or a good concert as

money thrown away. Don't regard

the hour spent with a good friend as

time thrown away. Don't regard

the time spent on a captivating

romance or a well-developed novel

or a cleverly written essay as time
mis-spent. Don't regard the time
spent in outdoor sports as wasted.

I'm not advocating idleness or the

neglect of duty. If a man is in busi-

ness let him give his mind to the

business. If I had given my mind
to the business I was in when I

was a young man I might to-day

control the dry goods market.

Don't do as I did, but do as I

advise. If I spent mv time in pic-

ture galleries that should have been
given to separating the moreens
from the mohairs, or attending af-

ternoon concerts when I should

have been extricating the buntings
from among the worsteds, I was
adding a little bit of time that I

didn't own to some more that I

had already got (dishonestly), and
while it made a little bit more, it

didn't better my character at all,

and if 1 had stayed in the dry goods

business I fear to say what I might

have become.

lie sure that your time is your

own, and then spend it so as to

accumulate treasure for your old

age ; and if you die before you are

old you will have already realized

a good deal of your investment.

Now let us sing together: "Every

little bit added to what you've got

makes just a little bit more."



David Belasco, Manager of Actors

By DAVID WARFIELD
From the Green Book Magazine

WHEN I was a little boy, long

ago, and spoke of the thea-

tre as "the show"—it is

the beginning that is always the

most difficult in any task and I am
grateful to James Whitcomb Riley

for having written "The Little Old
Man in the Tin Shop," for his be-

ginning may truthfully be mine.

Very well then—when I was a

little boy long ago in San Francisco

though it is not nearly so long as it

seems—once upon a night I clamber-

ed the noisy stairs to the gallery of

the old Bush Street Theatre, lured

by the lively bills on the sidewalk-

boards announcing the engagement
of Fritz Emmett. What the play

was I do not remember—Fritz

Something, or Fritz Somewhere,
for after all it was the personality

of Emmett that drew the crowds,

not his play. But I do remember a

certain actor in the company, an ac-

tor no less earnest than poor, who
appeared in three different charac-

ters in the piece, each more wretch-
edly played than the other, all com-
bining to form a performance of sin-

gular badness. I may explain the

impression this player made upon
me by recalling that even then I

hoped, some day, to be an actor my-
self, and was as eagerly watchful
of ill performances on the part of

the players it was given me to see

as of the best. And this man was
so very bad as a dude, an Italian.

and a negro, that T then and there

selected his performance as the

starting-point of my ambition.

"I must never be so bad," I ad-

jured myself as I crept down those

thumping stairs out into the street.

The lure of the theatre had me
fast, and I became an usher. For
several years I ushed. Probably a

finer little usher than I never slam-

med down a seat and poked a pro-

gram into an outstretched hand. At
any rate I prefer to think that such

was the case.

It was while I was engaged in as-

suming a talent when I had it not,

as an usher, that I first came to

know David Belasco. I say "know"
but that is not the word, for between
us hung that subtle gossamer, that

transparent but no less impene-
trable curtain that separates the

"front of the house" from the fairy-

land of lights behind the scenes.

Mr. Belasco at that time was
stage-manager at the old Baldwin
Theatre, the Daly's of the coast, if

I may call it so. Even then, as I

recall, the master craftsman's touch

was discernible in the productions

that were made by him. Surround-
ed by no glamor of romance, he was
merely a tireless toiler—a toiler in

shirt-sleeves—attempting to wrest

Older out of chaos. The world had
nol then discovered David Belasco:

indeed. I doubt if he had really dis-

red himself.

The seasons passed. I became an

actor; that in the process I became
also prematurely gray may not, per-

haps, be pertinent. But al last there

came a day that I shall never for

get. It was at the end of a matinee
ti
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at Weber & Fields' theatre in New
York. I had been making love on
a green bench to Lillian Russell in

the burlesque, and on leaving the

theatre after the performance a note

was handed me by the stage door-

keeper. It was a simple request,

signed by David Belasco, that I call

on him. And the next afternoon I

obeyed the summons—for it was
quite that—a summons ; moreover a

summons that meant more to me
than a king's command.
David Belasco was in his office

in Carnegie Hall. And what a bijou

office it was—see, I am drawing the

plan of it here on the blotter as I

write, and it was little larger than
the plan, I assure you, a watch-
charm of an office. I came upon Be-
lasco as he was preparing to move

;

he had taken another room up-
stairs—I wish I might say a small-

er one. He was in his shirt-sleeves

—arranging a mountainous mass of

papers—plays, parts, sketches, scene
models, all the documents of his

work. And this is the sort of a man
he seemed to me—a dynamo of hu-
man energy wrapped in black—all

but the shirt-sleeves and the priest-

ly collar. His flat, pinless cravat
was black, his shoes were black, his

eyes—the most wonderful eyes in

the world—were black. The face

he turned to me was smooth and
round, a face mingling suggestions
of the actor and the cleric, a mobile
face that seemed to light as our <

met. He snatched a great pile of

papers from the only chair in the

room and said :

"Sit down."

I had approached this little office

with less fear than I might have felt,

less perhaps than I should have felt.

For success had been mine—in a

little way and I was proud—in a

rather larger way. But at the com-
mand to sit down—spoken as if he
were ordering a child, all that self-

esteem fled from me and I realized

that here I was face to face with the
master of his craft, the man, above

all others, whom I had come to re-

gard as the greatest producing man-
ager in America.
As he talked he sat on the end of

his desk—thrusting bundles of pa-

pers aside to make room. He said

he had frequently seen me in vari-

ous burlesques and wondered if I

had ever had hopes of one day star-

ring in a legitimate play. I frankly

told him that I had never had any
other hopes.

"How would you like to star un-

der my management?" he casually

inquired.

I gulped and tried to smile, and I

distinctly recall that my fingers

spasmodically closed around an old

horse-shoe that lay there on the

desk. An instant of great joy for

me, and then, remembering my con-

tract, hope fled, as it had often fled

before. I told him that my engage-
ment had eighteen months to run.

"Ah !" he said, inclining his white
head. "We'll wait

!"

Thereupon came back to me—why
I do not know—some of the valor

that had been mine as I approached
the office. There was nothing I

could say ; nothing I should say, and
so I said what proved to be the right

thing. I told him that years before,

from the top gallery of the old Bush
Street Theatre in San Francisco, I

had seen an actor—no, not double

on brass—but triple in character.

"I shall never forget him," I said,

"for never in my life have I seen a

worse actor."

That vagrant memory proved to

be the touchstone.

Pausing, as if in doubt, David Be-

lasco lanced me with those marvel-

ous eyes. Then he smiled; and my
smile met his as our hands touched.

With that smile and hand-clasp be-

gan our friendship, a friendship that

on my part shall live as long as it is

given me to live, and that on his,

T pray, may live as long.

Eighteen months crept by on lead-

en feet ; then dawned the day when
1 was free. Meantime T had neither
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seen David Belasco nor had a word
from him. Could the beginning of

an association such as ours has since

become have less romance about it?

"Should I go to him?" I asked my-
self.

He was a very important man, be-

sieged by all too many aspiring

players and yet—I need not have
worried over my missed opportun-

ity. On the Saturday of the week
that my contract expired came an-

other note from him, a note as sim-

ple and direct as the man himself. I

have kept it—shall keep it always

;

it lies here before me now.
Come and see me.

David Belasco.

So another meeting followed. I

am ashamed for myself to say how
speedily it followed. It was in the

new office — the bigger office

—for those eighteen months had
meant as much to David Belasco as

the coming eighteen months meant.
in promise, to me. The blind god-
dess had lifted for a little instant

the band across her eyes, and sing-

ling him out from among the many,
had poured her benefits upon him.

He was become a great man, yet

success had only softened him. To
me he seemed gentler than he had
been before: and a more gentle man
I have never known.
The necessary business-arrange-

ments were completed with such ce-

lerity that, after signing my name
to the contract, I blinked. And that

is the only contract I have ever
signed with him.
'"There," said Belasco. "I'm glad

that is over with."

For you must know that it is the

details of business that distress him
as they do every man and woman
who is gifted—or shall I say cursed?
—with that elusive but no less de-

finite quality of personality that we
have come to define as the artist-

temperament.
As he spoke he smiled. There is

something bewitching in David Be-
la^co's smile—a shadow of pity, it

seems to me, much humor, and more
of whimsy, a smile with something
of heart-reaching sadness in it, for

the man can never forget the old

hard days of yester year when, con-

fronting material tasks worthy of a

Hercules' prowess, he still strove to

create from the elusive, unmastered
art-sense within him.

I awakened at last and, from the

clouds whither I had been lifted by
realization that in ten minutes I had
become a Belasco star—on paper

—

I dropped solidly back to earth.

"But what shall we do for a

play?" I asked.

"It is being written." was the

calm, assuring reply accompanied
by a twinkle of eyes from beneath
the white thatch of brows.

I knew David Belasco for a ma-
gician, but I had not dreamed of

ma.8fic equal to this.

"So you knew I would come?" I

said.

He nodded : "How did you
know?"

It was then, for the first time that

I was given to understand some-
thing of David Belasco's philosophy
—the philosophy that has been his

from the beginning.

Leaning toward me, and resting

one hand on my knee, he said

:

"I wanted you with me. I have
wanted you with me for two years.

You'll learn. David, if you haven't

already, that in this world a man
may have whatever he sets his heart

upon, provided he wants it hard

enough."

He rose then, and still in the mood
my question had induced, walked to

the window and stood there, gazing

down into the current of the street.

Perhans he regretted having given

me that glimpse of his hidden self:

perhaps, in voicing that ^inele tenet

of his creed his mind had flown back
to the dead days when he had first

set his heart on achieving that

which was now his—success, the

world's recognition, a oeoole's

nrai^e. I do not know. But this T
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do know; that the little speech serv-
ed as a seal, a seal of gold, upon the
document of friendship created when
our eyes had met and our hands
had clasped in fellowship, eighteen
months before. I remember that the
sun was sinking, a ball of fire bal-
anced on the distant roofs.

"Do you see that sun, David?"
The man at the window asked, and
so quietly it was as if he were think-
ing aloud. "It's not going forever,
over behind those roofs. It's com-
ing up again to-morrow brighter
than ever before. It's your sun,
David, and it's eroing to give To-
morrow—to you."
Then I did not understand him

;

but now, in the light of the years
that have passed, I do. And for all

the successive To-morrows that sun
has brought me, a part of my grati-
tude is due the man who stood at
the window that afternoon gazing
into the West, whence he, himself,
a young Lochinvar of his art, had
come with burnished lance to con-
quer.

"Besides," he added, with the
whimsical playfulness that those
who are closest to him love him for
the best of all, "I found another
horse-shoe this morning; which
proves it, if proof be necessary."

For David Belasco—the David
Belasco whom I know and knowing,
love—possesses all the surface-char-
acteristics of the genius that he is.

His superstitions are brilliantly il-

luminating, and by a system of what
may well be called "comparative
philosophv" he analyzes them and
justifies his belief in them.

Thus, one afternoon during the
New York run of "The Auctioneer"
we were walking through Forty-
Second Street. Suddenly Mr. Be-
lasco stooned and picked up a piece
of roal which he stowed away in one
of the capacious pockets of his over-
coat. Onr conversation had suffer

ed no break, and though I wonder-
ed, it was not until he had thus
stooped and picked up a third piece
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of coal that my curiosity obtained
the upper hand.

As it chanced, a little girl of the
streets, a tiny, wan-faced elf with a

shawl over her brown head and a

basket on her thin arm, had spied
that bit of coal at the same instant.

Belasco had been the quicker,

Reading the distress in the child's

face, he gave her a dime, but kept
the bit of coal.

"Will you please tell me," I ex-

ploded at last, "why you go about
picking up coal? Do you need it?

If you do, I—"
"David," he said, with that illum-

inating smile, as he walked on, "I

always pick up coal. I have a box
in the studio full of coal that I have
picked up."

"But why?" I insisted.

"Because, David," he explained,

as if he were a patient master and I

a backward pupil, "coal is power

—

potential power. Coal runs this

great world. Can I afford to pass a

bit of this potential power lying at

my feet without picking it up and
making it a part of myself? Who
can say that my success has not been

due to that very thing—a subtle

absorption into my very being of the

potential power in the bits of coal

I have picked up."

No further explanation was ne-

cessary or forthcoming, for with an

exclamation of delight he stooped

again and rescued a bent and rusty

nail which he dropped into his poc-

ket along with the coal.

"Now nails are different," he pro-

ceeded, soberly. "Nails hold things

together. A nail is the most perfect

symbol of cohesion that T know of.

And what perception is of more
value to a dramatist than a sense of

cohesion. There mustn't be any
warping or (-racks in a play. David,

it must be tight. It must hold wa-

ter. In order that this sense may
In' reinforced in my mind from time

to time, I pick up nails. If you do

not pick up nails, David," he added
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wisely, "I would suggest that you
acquire the habit."

The analytical sense, you ' say?
Perhaps, but at least a characteris-

tic and a lovable trait for all it may
give to him at last he arrives at the

studio after a walk, a certain like-

ness to a base-burner.

The ordinary superstitions, how-
ever, save those that invest the black

cat and the horseshoe with magical
properties, have no part in his cata-

logue of virtuous beliefs. He is lit-

tle concerned with the opening of an
umbrella in the theatre, and is quite

immune to the ill effects attendant

upon a deadhead entering a play-

house on an opening night in ad-

vance of a "paid admission."

In this connection I recall distinct-

ly an incident that occurred on the

night we opened in "The Music
Master" in Atlantic City. We had
worked hard for weeks ; we were
tired ; mentally we were wretchedly
afraid the play would prove a failure,

but late in the afternoon Belasco
appeared and I have never seen him
gayer. He told us that the play

was going to be a great success. The
reason for his confidence in that dark
hour I did not learn until the next

day. At the very doorway of the

theatre that afternoon he had found
a nail, a piece of coal, and a horse-

shoe ; further, a black cat, crouching
on the sill of the stage-entrance, had
rubbed against his ankles and per-

mitted him to caress her.

Could the spirits of the night, that

rule our lives have worked to bet-

ter purpose? Dear David Belasco,

may you go on finding coal and nails

and horseshoes and black cats

through years unnumbered

!

It is my belief, however, that these

amusing crochets are the mere
whimsical fancies of a man whose
mind is really never off the work
to which he has dedicated his life.

For no one knows better than David
Belasco that what the Fates hold
for a man must be wrested from
them, and no man ever worked hard-

er for his heart's desire than he. His
life has been one long song of toil.

That he loves his labor has, of

course, rendered it the less arduous,

but patient toil has been his portion

always, and will be, I have no doubt,

until the end. Day and night are

one to him—time to be utilized, to

be bent to his will, to serve as a

slave in the creation of that upon
which he has set his heart. I have
known him to work day after day
without leaving his studio, begrudg-
ing the minutes necessary to snatch

a bite of food from the tray that is

brought to him. Many are the oc-

casions when, completely exhausted,

he has fallen asleep in his chair,

his white head pillowed on his arms
rlung out across his desk. He works
always at the top of his bent. No
minuita is too small for his consid

eration ; no project too great for

eager, practical consideration.

While engaged upon the compo-
sition of a play, there is nothing in

the world to him but that play. A
relay of stenographers are frequent-

ly' employed in taking his swift dic-

tation. He does not write dialogue ;

he talks it. Only in this way can he

obtain any idea of aural accuracy,

the sound of talk. As a play nears

the night of production I have

known him, after a series of rehear-

sals covering eighteen hours, to go
on testing various effects in lighting

the long night through.

The day preceding the first night

he never leaves the theatre. A hasty

supper is eaten on the stage, and
after the last curtain has fallen, and
the crowds have gone, there, in the

deserted theatre, he will sit, peopling

the vacant stage with the creatures

of his wondrous fancy till dawn
streaks the eastern sky and in the

street rise the shrill cries of the

newsboys. It is for them he has

waited—dreamed and waited.

What will the papers say of the

work that he has done? For what
they say means more to him, I be-

lieve, than to any other man in his
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profession. Sometimes they hurt him
—the papers—but more often they
cheer him, and always he is eager
for the apt suggestion, the construc-
tive criticism that will help in mak-
ing more perfect the dramatic wares
he next may offer. Not that he is

prone to act upon every suggestion
that may be given him, for he is the
master of his own mind, and once
that mind decides a thing is right
nothing less than divine objection
would suffice to change it. Yet the
critics may never know in what de-
gree they have assisted David Be-
lasco in the work that he has made
his own.

And what a work it is ! And how
he joys in it ! It is his life—his all.

Society does not know him,
though for years it has eagerly
sought an opportunity to bring him
to itself. Airs. Belasco and his
charming daughters represent him
there, and into his home-life he never
carries the atmosphere of the play-
house. To the stranger his shyness
might readily be mistaken for indif-
ference. But indifference to life in
any aspect is inconceivable of him.
Indeed, he is indifferent to nothing.
The little things of life that we are
all prone to forget in the bustle of
existence are never forgotten by
him.

I have never seen him out of pati-
ence, I wonder of how many stage-
directors that may truthfully be said.
We, his players, are given every op-
portunity to express ourselves in the
development of the character it is

given us to personate, and I have
seen him again and again write
speech after speech when the orig-
inal seemed to him difficult of deliv-
ery, until at last the actor spoke the
words naturally. I have seen him
rewrite entire scenes to suit his ac-
tors.

Usually the attempt is made to

reorganize the actor to fit the scene.

A player may appear restless in a

chair. "Are you uncomfortable?"
Belasco will ask. "Try another
chair."

Chair after chair may be tried. In

the end a special chair may have to

be made. Everything with him is

done for the actor's sake. I believe

David Belasco to be the greatest ac-

tor's manager in the world.

The most human of men at all

times, among his intimates he be-

comes a boy. No child in play was
ever gayer than he when sur-

rounded by those whom he knows
to be his friends. Nor are they
many; a few congenial souls—a table

laden with the sweets that he in

dulges in—I fear too much some-
times—and David Belasco reveals

himself as a man in whom the art-

sense is supreme, but who is none
the less a man.

The final curtain had fallen on the

fiist performance of "The Auction-

eer." That afternoon he had spent

an hour in the only curiosity-shop

the little Connecticut town possess-

ed—for he loves the antique—and
now that the play was launched, the

load lifted from his mind and he was
the boy again. At midnight we
sought out a little restaurant famil-

iar to us both. He assumed the role

of host. The order was served.

Leaning back in his wooden chair

he exclaimed.

"David, do you know why I like

to produce plays?" Because," he

went on, "first nights give me an

opportunity to indulge in a little

-i pper."

He swept the crescent of dishes

with a gesture—a half a cantaloupe

—a dish of prunes, a plate of dry

toast, a fat piece of apple-pie, and
a portion of cold rice pudding.

Yet it may be from such a diet that

he draws the sweetness of his spirit,

a spirit that one feels as one feels

the flash of his eyes, the clasp of his

hand, or the tearful beauty of his

smile.
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Savings Banks, Corner Stone of Investment

By JOHN B. STANTON
From Pearson's Magazine

SIX young men were lined up in

the private office of a New York
merchant. One vacancy in his

establishment was to be filled. The
merchant asked

:

''How many of you young men
have savings bank accounts?"

Only one replied that he had.
"1*11 take you/' said the merchant.
When some one asked the employer

why his choice had been influenced he

answered: "A boy who saves and has

a savings bank account is sure to have
some other good quality. At any rate,

he has earlv seen the advantage of

thrift."

Few people stop to realize the value

and significance of saving and the

part it plays in the whole big scheme
of success, nor do they appreciate the

fact that the first aid to saving is at

their very door-step in the shape of a

savings bank. Saving is the instru-

ment of man's independence and by
saving alone can the workingman, for

example, ever become rich.

Russell Sage used to say that it was
easy to make money after you had the

first thousand. But the first thousand
looms up big and forbidding to many
persons, and for this reason they never
make a start to get it. The simple
formula for this thousand is to save
and to begin at once. Behind the

matter of saving is a larger meaning
because all investment begins with

saving, and thus the savings bank is

the first step towards comfort
and competency in old age. In-

vestment is putting your money out

to work so that it will earn more
money. The investing power of any
nation is the aggregate of small sav-

ings, for this is its real financial

strength. Despite the fact that our
resources of every kind are greater,

France has a wider investing power
than the United States. The explana-

tion is not difficult. The French peo-

ple are thrifty and economical ; they

aspire to ownership of their govern-
ment bonds which are issued in very

small denominations. They know that

they cannot own these bonds without

saving. The result is that they are

the best savers in the world.

When you stop to realize the extents

to which small sums, put aside sys-

tematically, grow, you get a new ap-

preciation of the value of money. One
dollar deposited in a savings bank
which pays four per cent, interest will

amount to $2.19 in twenty years. This
is simple compound interest. But one
dollar deposited every year will

amount to $30.97 in twenty years.

Most people can save one dollar a

week. This sum, deposited in a sav-

ings bank each week, will aggregate

$1,612 in twenty years. A man who
has deposited $5 a week in a savings

bank can, after twenty years, draw
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out six dollars a week and still leave

to his wife and children at his death

all the money that he originally de-

posited and quite a little surplus

besides.

Take another phase of this same
kind of saving. The price of a five^

cent cigar, put into a savings bank
every day, will amount to $182.50 in

ten years. At four per cent, it will

earn $40 interest. Thus the total

amount represented by this simply

putting aside of a nickel a day is

$222.56. Ten cents a day, put aside

in this way and employed in a sav-

ings bank will mean $445.36 in ten

years, while fifteen cents a day will

reach a total of $668.18. Twenty-five

cents a day will amass the somewhat
imposing sum of $1,113.75, while one
dollar a day will mean $4,455.75.

There is eloquent speech in these

figures and it conveys a message to

every man and woman. Summed up,

it means just what is expressed in a

very trite and old adage ; it is not what
you earn, but what you save, that

makes you wealthy.

The savings banks are the first and
best bulwarks of the people's money
and a knowledge of what they accom-
plish is a liberal education in thrift.

You can start an account in any of

the great savings banks of New York
City with one dollar and no sum is

too insignificant to be enrolled on the

books. It costs nothing to become a

depositor. For the convenience of

those who may live in sections remote
from savings bank centres a system of

entering deposits by mail has been
perfected. Thus the bank is brought
to the doors of the depositor. Hence
there is no excuse for the average citi-

zen not to have a savings bank ac-

count.

\ savings bank is generally regard-

ed as a public institution and most
States have laws safeguarding them.

It is important for the depositor (who
is likewise a prospective investor), to

put his money in a bank that is located

in a State having proper savings bank
laws. Peace of mind about the secur-
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ity of deposit is a first requirement in

the accumulation of money.
Some States have more stringent

savings bank laws than others. As a

rule, the best laws are in the Eastern
States. New York laws are the most
rigid. The savings banks of that State

permit the bank officials to invest their

funds only in three ways : in govern-
ment bonds, which include the bonds
of the United States government,
States, cities, towns, villages and
school districts ; certain very high
class railroad bonds and mortgages
on real estate. The Massachusetts
laws follow closely after those of New.
York.
The growth of the American sav-

ings bank furnishes an impressive les-

son. The total deposits to-day aggre-

gate $3,690,078,945, which is divided

among 1,415 banks. These institutions

have a host of 8,588,000 depositors.

These are the cohorts of the thrifty.

The average deposit of each depositor

is $429.64.

Ten years ago the savings bank de-

posits were $26 per capita of the popu-

lation of the United States. To-day
they are $41 per capita of the popula-

tion which is larger even than the per

capita circulation of the general

money of the country.

The geographical distribution of

savings deposits is interesting for it

shows that the centre of economy and
thrift is still near its very foundation

—New England. The total number
of savings banks in the New England
States is 463, and they have nearly

three million depositors. Yet the

State of New York with 134 banks

has practically as many depositors.

The farther west you go the smaller

becomes the number of savings banks.

Likewise the rigor of the laws gov-

erning them diminishes.

Since return or yield is a highly

essential feature of any kind of em-
ployment of money it is helpful to see

just what savings banks pay. Taking
all the savings banks of the country

into consideration, you find that the

maximum rate of interest paid to de-

positors is 4.50 per cent.; the mini-
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mum is 2.72. The average rate is

3.65 per cent. It is a safe thing to

set down that four per cent, is usually

the average savings bank rate com-
patible with the utmost safety. This

is what the New York banks pay and
they are managed with the utmost

conservatism and under what might

be called ideal conditions, both as re-

gards conduct and supervision.

It is interesting in this connection

to see just what could be accomplished

with the total deposits of the New
York savings banks which alone

amount to $1,394,296,034, a sum
greater than the bonded debt of the

United States It would buy out,

among other things, the entire textile

industry of the country. It is suffici-

ent to have bought the whole corn

crop of 1906 which aggregated nearly

three billion bushels, and to have had
enough left over to purchase the win-
ter wheat yield of that year. Turning
to another staple, it is enough to have
bought the two biggest cotton crops

that the United States has ever known
and have enough surplus to acquire,

for $81,000,000. the entire output of

cotton seed, a very valuable by-

product.

The army of New York savings

bank depositors (they outnumber the

residents of Manhattan Island), could

pay off with their deposits the entire

stock and bonded debt of the New
York Central, Pennsylvania and Balti-

more and Ohio Railroads. They could
control the stock of the Atchison, the

Northern Pacific, the Union Pacific,

the Southern Pacific, and the
Great Northern, and in addition could

buy outright the entire stock issues of

the eastern coal roads including the

Lackawanna, the Reading, the Erie
and the Chesapeake & Ohio. Here in-

deed is power from the piled up
pennies of the poor.

Perhaps no other class of deposits

has so large a human interest side as

those of the savings banks. They
<~ome from the greasy wallets and

pantry hoards of misers ; from the

slender purses of widows ; from the

stockings of scrub women; from

mendicant and merchant ; from the tin

safes and nickel banks of children

—

in fact, from all sources and all condi-

tions. Often they spell sacrifice or

mean some fond ambition.

Take the example furnished by the

Bowery Savings Bank, of New York

City, the largest institution of its kind

in the world. The huge columns of

its massive front rise in what was

once, and in some respects still is, the

most sordid centre of the greater city.

Past its doors rumble the elevated

trains and within stone's throw of its

great vaults lives the most motley

population of a motley city. On its

books are the names of 150,000 de-

positors, a host as large as the popu-

lation of Rochester or Denver. Its

deposits are $100,000,000, half of the

fortune of the late W. H. Vanderbilt

who at his death was the richest man
in America. On a busy day the lobby

of this bank is like an international

congress, for a dozen languages are

heard. Many of the circulars and

books of instructions are printed in

English, French, Yiddish, Italian and

German. In its effort to reach every

class the Bowery Savings Bank has a

special department for the enlisted

men of the United States army and

navy and receives deposits from the

soldiers and sailors from every part

of the world.

In New York are savings banks

with special facilities for the accom-

modation of seamen and immigrants

—Italian?, Jews. Poles and practically

every race or calling represented there

in large numbers. Most of these peo-

ple come from thrifty nations and the

idea of a savings bank appeals to

them.

Yet the idea of saving knows no

creed, race or color. It is one of the

most constructive steps in the uplift

of 'i
1
! the people.

/



" In Time the Old Ship Chandler Found Himself Without Customers."

From Debt to Dividends

By A. S. ATKINSON
From System Magazine

TEN years ago there was an unim-
portant, second rate ship-chand-

ler store in lower New York,
catering to the few captains of

wooden ships running into the port.

The owner depended more upon the

friendship of the old sea captains for

his trade than upon any business acu-

men or effort. But old sea captains

die off and in time the old ship chand-
ler found himself without customers,

a low assortment of stock, high store

rent, and plenty of shrewd, pushing
rivals. There seemed to be only one
thing for him to do—clean up what
little money he could make from the

stock and close shop.

Rut his head clerk— I'll call him
I 'aldwell, for convenience—had been

with him ten years, and had learned

the business from foundation up. He
went to the old man, and said:

"I've saved up a thousand dollars

from mv wages, and 1 want to start
100

in business for myself. Can't we
make some arrangement to keep the

store going?"
The old man demurred ; said the

business was no good, and that any
man who attempted to run it would
lose all of his money; the times were
disjointed and there was no longer

any profit in the ship chandler busi-

ness. It took hard talking and per-

suasion for the head clerk to convince

the old man that young blood might

have a chance where an old man
would be left behind in the

race. But the sight of that thousand
dollars, carefully saved through ten

years of hard, pinching work, caught

him. He let the young clerk take over

the business, after paying down his

thousand dollars and giving his notes

regating ten thousand dollars due

al various intervals in the next three

years.

ft seemed like a one-sided bargain.
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The stock was so depleted and ill-

assorted that an expenditure of nearly

a thousand dollars more was required

to make a decent display. The raising

of this thousand dollars was almost

as difficult as convincing the old man
that he should sell out to his clerk.

First Caldwell tried advertising for

additional capital, but no one seemed
eager to invest his money in such an
uncertain undertaking. The few re-

plies and interviews he had were so

discouraging that he abandoned this

course as suddenly as he had taken

it up.

Then he took a list of his friends

and the business associates of the old

house. But by the process of elimina-

tion he found that there were only a

few that held forth even a ray of

hope. To these, however, he applied

himself with energy, exhausting his

persuasive vocabulary in trying to

show them that he had a "good thing"

if he had half a chance to develop it.

But friends are not always so ready
to trust their money to the uncertain

manipulations of others. One told

him that it was like throwing good
money after bad and he could not

afford to entertain such a risk. An-
other in a fatherly sort of way ad-

vised the young man to stick to clerk-

ing and not try to go into business for

himself. "For don't you know," was
the conclusion, "that nearly every
business man fails in his first venture,

and many in their second and third?"

A third friend pleaded off from in-

vesting because he had all the load he
could carry himself. Another said he
wouldn't put money in a new enter-

prise if his own brother asked him
for it.

Caldwell gave up seeking capital

through others and fell back upon his

own resources. He had a life insur-

ance policy for three thousand dol-

lars on Which he had been paying for

some time. He went to the insurance
company and asked how much he

could possibly raise on that. He
found that he could get a loan of $600
on this policy with interest at six per

cent.

Then what other available assets

had he? There was the furniture of

his little apartment. It had been pur-

chased little by little. On this he

secured a chattel mortgage without

removal for two hundred dollars.

Then by putting up as security all his

valuables he raised the final two hun-

dred. It seemed like mortgaging
every earthly possession, and starting

in under a big handicap ; but he need-

ed the money to establish credit with

the big houses, something which the

old man in recent years had not had.

Then came a process of rigid econ-

omy and paring down of expenses.

The very fact that he had exhausted

his ability for raising further capital,

and stood in now for utter and com-
plete failure if he did not succeed in

his new enterprise, made him serious

and careful. There could be no leak.

no unnecessary expense, no luxury

whatever. He cut down his own per-

sonal expenses.

Then he turned to reducing ex-

penses in business. He let the two
clerks go ; they were not anxious to

stay anyway when they knew how
poor the new owner was. He called

in his two brothers to take the places

of the clerks. One was just out of

school, and the other was making
eight dollars a week as a runner for

a hardware store. Rent day would
come around regularly, and $200 a

month was a pretty big item to meet.

So he solved this latter bv dividing

the store in half, and renting part of

it to another, but not a rival, concern.

He secured a slight advance for this

rent over what he was paying, and
thus saved $10 a month on the rent

of his h^ 1

f.

The youngest brother was installed

as indoor clerk, and the other with

himself, started out to drum up trade.

They visited the few remaining old

sea captain friends of their former

employer, and found they were such

old fossils it was useless to urge them
further for trade.

The returns were slow for the first

month : and rent day was approaching
without much prospect ahead of rais-
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ing the amount. Caldwell realized

that his only hope to meet his rent and
hold up his credit was to land a big

order quick.

Xow the captain of an incoming

ship will often give his orders for new
supplies to the first ship chandler

house whose runner boards his craft

first. Sometimes the race down the

bay and out across the ocean between

these runners is as strenuous as be-

tween the pilots. Many of them go
down in sail boats, and a few manage
to accompany the pilot boats to get

ahead of all rivals.

Captain J , of the steamer

M , a big tramp, was known for

his sporting blood and good-natured

heartiness. He nearly always gave

his orders for new supplies to the first

runner who boarded his steamer on

approaching New York; and as these

sometimes amounted to several thous-

and dollars, there was intense rivalry

to secure the prize.

Caldwell determined to get this

prize. The steamer M was ex-

pected within forty-eight hours. Tell-

ing his plan to his brothers only, he,

late that night, boarded an ocean liner

that was loading up for its regular

trip. He stowed himself away in the

forward hold, with his supply of food

and water and a life preserver, and at

midnight the ship steamed out of the

harbor. The second day out he ap-

peared on deck, and sought the

captain. Frankly telling his story, he

asked if he could work on deck until

they sighted the steamer M . After

the first astonishment, the captain

appreciated the young man's earnest-

ness and the seriousness of his posi-

tion, and helped him in his game.

Ten hours later the big tramp
steamer hove in sight. When she was
abreast of the ocean steamer. Cald-

well jumped overboard with his life

preserver. The captain of the big

tramp saw the man fall in the water,

and", as the ocean liner continued on

her course without lowering a b<>n\,

he sent men to the rescue. The)
brought the dripping figure aboard-

Approaching the captain, Caldwell
said:

"Captain, I'm from the ship

chandlery firm of Caldwell & Cald-

well, and I want your order for the

next trip."

There was a moment of blank sur-

prise on the stolid face of the sea

captain ; then his eyes twinkled and
he grinned. He took the dripping

figure below and got his story. Later

the adventurous young clerk got his

order, a big one.

Caldwell met his rent

—

the first

test.

The second came when the first of

the notes fell due. The three brothers

during the first year increased their

business and established good credit.

They were more than paying expenses

and earning a decent living. But how
could they meet notes amounting to

three thousand dollars? They could

not stretch their credit beyond a cer-

tain point, and to keep this intact they

had to pay out nearly as fast as they

received money in. The money had
to come from outside resources. Cald-

well went after it.

In the intervals of strenuous scurry-

ing for new business, he had been
working on a patent ventilator for

pleasure yachts; it was a good de-

vice, and some day he intended to

manufacture it himself and make a

fortune out of it. He figured that

about every pleasure yacht, motor
boat, and steamer in the country

would use one or more of these ven-

tilators when they were once on the

market.

Now he took his precious patent to

Commodore S , of the New York
Yacht Club, and explained in detail

just how it worked. He installed one
on the Commodore's yacht, and left

it there, saying nothing about price

or money arrangements. At the end

of a month ho went to see the Com-
m< »d( ire again,

"How's the patent ventilator work-
ing. Commodore?" he asked.

"Finely." the Commodore answer

ed. "Couldn't do without it. What's

the bill?"
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"Three thousand dollars cash."

The florid faoe of the Commodore
grew purple and apoplectic ; and his

vocabulary still darker. When he had
to pause to find breath, Caldwell said

:

"You don't understand. Commo-
dore: that includes the patent as well

as the ventilator. If you want the

exclusive right to it you can have it

for three thousand. If not, I'll take

it off and turn it over to Mr. A
,

he wrants it, I know—but I gave you
first choice."

Xow the Commodore had, as Cald-

well of course knew, a penchant for

owning things that nobody else could

use or imitate. He wanted to be ex-

clusive in his possessions, and in par-

ticular he wanted to outrival the man
Caldwell had incidentally mentioned,

a member of the same yacht club.

Caldwell knew his man. From anger
and bluffing, the old yachtman turned

to argument and reason. ,The patent

was in the name of Caldwell and he

was willing to turn it over to the

Commodore for the price named. As
a clincher, Caldwell added

:

"You can use it exclusively on your
yacht ; nobody else can have one with-

out your consent, and when you're

tired of it you can make a small for-

tune by manufacturing them for the

general market. I'll offer to do it

myself some day on commission when
you're ready. But just now I want
that three thousand dollars ; I must
have it."

And he got it. The first notes were
promptly met—much to the astonish-

ment of the retired ship chandler.

So the third stage of business-

building was passed—business start-

ed, trade-current started, credit estab-

lished. Remained three more : finding

an opening for a new line of trade,

perfecting the organization, expand-
ing the business.

Like the initial period of any strug-

gling business, the first year had been
a time of makeshifts—to pay the rent,

to buy needed stock, to find bare food
money, to meet that first big account.

Xow there was a breathing spell

—

and other problems. First new patron-

age had to be attracted, a trade built

up. Competition was keen. Older
houses had their hold.

To get trade Caldwell saw it was
not enough to keep up with his com-
petitors ; that would not make him
conspicuous. He had to get ahead
of them. By new lines of goods, by
new selling methods, by new service

—by some means he had to differenti-

ate himself from the established

houses. That only would attract the

buyer's attention.

Up-to-date goods — near-perfect

service : those were the features Cald-

well chose. And—"Not up with the

times, but a little in the lead"—was
the line that he put on his stationery

and advertising, and carries there to-

day.

About this time the marine gasoline

motor was beginning to reach its full

development, and there was every

promise of a remarkable boom in

motor boats of every description. The
racing motor boats were too few and
scattering to lead any ship chandler

irry a large assortment of special

equipments. But what if the pleasure

and commercial boat came into public

favor ?

Caldwell realized that here was a

new field worth cultivating. He de-

cided to make this his first feature.

Immediately he began to lay in a line

for motor boats. He was the first in

the field, and he built up a reputation

•arrying the largest assortment of

motor boat equipment and supplies

of any firm, before most of his old

rivals awakened to the fact that there

was an entirely new and profitable

field for exploiting. It was not a side

line of specialties he carried, but a

full assortment of samples of every-

thing that could be used on a motor
boat. No matter what an owner of a

motor boat wanted, it was his for the

asking. Sometimes it cost more than

the article was worth to get it in time

to meet the demand, but that didn't

affect results.

Here is where he applied his idea

of near-perfect service. Once an

order came in for a certain kind of
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spark plug which was not in stock

and never had been in stock. In fact,

there was no such spark plug in ex-

istence. The inquirer had seen in a

technical paper a drawing of it which

an amateur had sketched and had

concluded that it was on the market.

Instead of writing back that the

plug could not be obtained, the ship

chandler called into service an electri-

cian and mechanic, and within

twenty-four hours had a dozen of the

spark plugs made from the design

and ready for shipment.

That little order cost the maker ten

times what he received for it, but he
satisfied a customer. Not only that,

but he satisfied himself that the spark

plug was of unusual value. He tried

it, tested it, and made certain that it

was the best on the market. Then he

applied for a patent, received it,

manufactured it, and advertised it

under his name. To-day forty

thousand of these spark plugs are sold

for use in motor boats.

And this experience taught Cald-

well to watch for novelties that might
become permanencies. From that

time on every new device announced
in the patent columns of the papers

that in any way related to his line he

investigated carefully. In a number
of instances he received exclusive sell-

ing rights for his territory of marine

articles that later came into common
use. And in a few cases he secured

complete ownership.

A trade established and growth as-

sured, organization—a real system of

conducting his business—was Cald-

well's next problem. First came buy-

ing. Here a triple-faced situation

faced him : a lot of his stock was
antiquated; he needed new goods and
the effect of a display; he had little

money.

He played the first againsl the last

to win the middle. He took a com-
plete stock of his goods; he gathered

together the old cast iron and other

old-class-boat equipments that were
giving way before galvanized, bronze
and brass articles; and he sold these
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at any price he could get, in order to

turn the stock into capital.

That gave him money.
Then he spread this money as thin

as he dared to get a great variety and
big display—and yet not affect his

established standard of service. So
he carried to the extreme the modern
idea of small-lot purchases—at a time

when it had not been preached and
proved as it has been to-day.

Instead of trying to carry a large

stock in any line, he kept on his

shelves and store room what amount-
ed to little more than a sample line

;

but he carried a wide variety. He
could replenish his stock and even fill

a big order in a few hours by tele-

phoning the manufacturer. By this

method Caldwell actually carried a

larger assortment and a more quickly

moving stock with a less investment

than in the old days.

Expense of operation was the next

managerial point of attack.

His thin stock saved interest on
money invested, rent on space re-

quired. He went further. Cost of

handling was reduced by sending

goods direct from the manufacturer's

factory or local warehouse to the ves-

sels, saving re-packing, extra haul-

age, time, clerical hire. He carried

this to a point, during this period of

close figuring, wdiere a goodly per-

centage of the good's he sold never

entered his store.

Caldwell saved money in his buy-
ing. To begin with, he bought only

what he could sell—soon and at a

profit. ''Let the other fellow handle

the goods there's no margin on or that

have to be carried on a gamble," he
said. And no salesman could load

him up with a big stock of even a

popular or staple article—even at a

discount.
"1 can always buy from you below

the retail price," he would say, "but I

can't always sell above the wholesale

price. As long as I'm sure of my
dealer's profit, why should I gamble?"
And he bought low. For he paid

his bills when they fell due— if in ten

days or four months. And while he
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bought in small quantities, he bought
often ; he moved the goods—and that

is what the manufacturer likes to see.

So the second note came due and
was paid without a great strain ; and
the third with less. It was a regular

routine of business by that time—an
ordinary "bills payable."

Then began the real expansion. The
kind of growth that every American
business will recognize. The store

with money a business man can do
much that would have been poor pol-

icy or impossible before.

Caldwell now carried a large stock

where he before had carried an as-

sortment. Often he found hurry
orders had to be filled on the spot.

Some motor boat would run up along
the wharves and the owner come into

the store for certain equipments
which he wanted to carry away with

1 The Captain of an Incoming Ship Will Often Give His Orders for New Supplies to the
First Ship Chandler House, Whose Runner Boards His Craft First."

needed more space ; so he knocked
out the partition between his store

and the next and used the whole for

his display room. Then he needed
more store room for a bigger stock

—

so in a few years when his lease came
up for renewal, he took the whole
building for a term of five years.

For in the meantime Caldwell's

buying policy had changed. He was
building up a higher standard of ser-

vice—and he had more money. And

him. He could not afford to lose such

customers. So he made a specialty

of "filling orders while you wait."

He came to carry the largest line of

motor boat supplies and marine equip-

ments in the country. Then he took

the agency for a particularly good
line of marine motors and for special

batteries and spark plugs. He had
to have more exhibition room for

these, and hired another store in the

city with large show windows where
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he could display these to greater ad-

vantage.

Then came national expansion.

Caldwell had started a mail order

trade long before. In his third year

he had gotten out his first ambitious

catalogue and began to make a bid

for the national as well as the local

trade. He advertised conservatively

and increased space in trade and other

papers only as actual orders war-
ranted.

The mail orders increased. Big
out-of-town sales and shipments war-
ranted the next step—the opening of

branch stores in other cities of the

country. These branch stores were
selected in response to demand only.

And as this came chiefly from people

interested in motor boating, the stra-

tegic locations were on the rivers,

lakes and along the seashore. And in

the summer time when the motor boat

season was at its height, temporary
agencies for their goods were estab-

lished at points where the demand
appeared to warrant it. On some
lakes and rivers Caldwell & Caldwell

now keep the agencies open four

months in the year, and then close

them in the fall, but re-open again in

the spring for business.

Then came the final development

—

manufacturing. It started with the

little spark plug—and got a real im-

petus when the old Commodore grew
tired of the ventilator that saved the

first anniversary day. When Cald-

well had reached the state of assur-

ance he proposed to the Commodore
that they put the ventilator on the

market. And to-day it is being manu-
factured on a large scale—with the

royalties evenly divided between the

Commodore and Caldwell.

After this Caldwell was always

ready to take up a new appliance in

his line. And to-day he owns and
controls a score of patents—and the

product is sold from his big new
building in New York, his many local

stores, his dozen branches, his score

of agencies.

And it all began with a thousand
dollars and a worn-out trade.

Are You a Hundred Point Man?

A hundred-point man is one who is true to every trust ; who keeps

his word; who is loyal to the firm that employs him; who does not

listen for insults nor look for slights; who carries a civil tongue in his

head; who is polite to strangers without being fresh; who is consider-

ate towards servants; who is moderate in his eating and drinking; who
is willing to learn ; who is cautious and yet courageous.

Hundred-point men may vary much in ability, but this is always
true—they are safe men to deal with, whether drivers of drays, motor-

men, clerks, cashiers, engineers or presidents of railroads.

The hundred-point man may nol look just like all other men, or

dress like them, or talk like them, but what lie does is true to his own
nature. He is himself.

He is more interested in doing his work than in what people will say

about it. He does not consider the gallery. I le acts his thought and
thinks little of the act.

The hundred-point man looks after just one individual, and that is

the man under his own hat; he is one who does not spend money until

he earns it; who pays his way; who knows that nothing is ever given

for nothing; who keeps his digits off other people's property. When
he does not know what to say, why. he says nothing, and when he does

not know what to do, does not do it.— Philistine.
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The Art of Apology

By ERNEST A. BRYANT
From the Quiver

* < \ T EVER make a defence or

1 > apology before you be ac-

cused," was the advice of

Charles I. to the Earl of Stratford.

The cause lists of the Law Courts
would be even more congested than

is already the case were the advice

generally followed. A pretty pen-

ance will propitiate all but the in-

exorable and create friendship

where enmity may have seemed
hopelessly to dominate the attitude

of the party aggrieved.

But there are apologies and
apologies. Some make it a pleasure

to have the opportunity of forgiv-

ing; others by stupidity or malice

make the last condition worse than
the first. There is the apology in

which no word is spoken, but where
the action performed is trumpet-
tongued. Tennyson, who in his

rougher moods could be as boorish

as the most bucolic, propitiated one
oi his victims in the quaintest way.
He had been unmannerly overnight
to a neighbor. With the earliest

peep of dawn next day he went
thundering to her door with a gigan-

tic cabbage under either arm.

"I heard that you liked these,"

be roared, as she drew back the cur-

tain of her wrindow, and. with a bow
ard a smile, he left his efficacious

peace offering on the doorstep.

If he was not diffuse in his own
apologies, the poet warmly appreci-

ated handsome reparation in an-

other. Gladstone, in a review of

"Maud," had commented adversely

on the passages appealing to the

warlike instinct, in a later edition

of his article he declared that he had
not sufficiently remembered that he

was dealing with a dramatic and
imaginative composition ; that he

was not strong in the faculties of

the artist. Of this recantation Ten-

nyson said, "Nobody but a noble-

minded man would have done that."

Less happy was the effort of an-

other statesman with whom Lord
North had to deal.

"Who is that frightful woman?"
lie asked.

"That is my wife," answered Lord
North.

"I beg a thousand pardons," said

the other; "I do not mean her, but

that monster next to her."

"Oh," said Lord North, "that

monster is my daughter."

To complete the horror of the

situation, it has only to be added

that a day or twro later a well-known

man enthusiastically retailed the

story to his neighbor, who was the

very "monster" herself—Lady Char-

lotte Lindsay.

Disraeli, who was a past master

of the art of flattery, was not in-

fallible, but his audacity carried him
out of danger. Soon after his eleva-

tion to the House of Lords he was
asked by a brother peer how he felt

in his new surroundings.

"Oh, don't ask me," he groaned

;

"dead and buried." Then remem-
bering that his questioner was of

the company which he was con-
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temning, he added, "And in the

realms of the blest!"

After he had so bitterly attacked

Peel, and himself risen to the place

which had been occupied by his

former leader, he sat one night at

dinner next to Peel's daughter, and
as some apology for his assaults

upon her father explained that, when
Peel would not accept his allegiance,

he determined that his only way to

advancement was by attacking him,

and that he had therefore acted on
that determination.

The boldest manoeuvre of Dis-

raeli, perhaps, was that by which
he accounted to the late Lord Salis-

bury for having described him as

"a great master of jibes and flouts

and jeers." The two men, who were
soon to become so distinguished as

allies, met on the evening of this

memorable speech. "I have been at-

tempting a kind of apology for you
in the House of Commons," said

the leader, "but I am afraid it may
read rather clumsily."

How to intensify the difficulty of

a situation was shown by an East-

End curate, to whom one day came
a man bringing a portrait of his

son, which, he said, the curate had
expressed a desire to possess. The
curate was delighted; it was so good
of the man to remember.
"What a capital likeness! How

is he?" he asked.

The man, with a sob in his throat,

sorrowfully answered that the boy
was dead.

"Oh, ah, yes, of course. I mean
how's the man who took the photo-
graph?" said the wretched curate.

Constable's quandary was little

less ludicrous when, praising a

brother artist's work, he was pulled

up with, "Why, I hear that you say
my work looks like putty."

"Well, what of it?" retorted Con-
stable, with a glare. "I like putty!"

Calamitous effects have often

been dispelled by the tact of the

offender. President Grevy, when
conducted round the Salon, stopped
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before a picture to exclaim, "What
a terrible daub! Whose is it?"

To his consternation he was in-

formed that the picture was the

work of the distinguished gentle-

man by whom he was being con-
ducted over the exhibition. In an
instant the President recovered his

self-possession.

"In our country," he said, "it is

our habit, when we are going to

buy an article, always to run it

down."
The situation was saved, but the

nation had to buy the picture.

Scarcely less effective was the
reply of the royal librarian at Wind-
sor to whom it fell to exhibit the

royal collection of miniatures to

the then Princess Royal. Present-

ly that of Cromwell appeared.
"Oh, Mr. Woodward," exclaimed

the Princess, "you cannot like that

man?"

"Your Royal Highness must
know," he replied, "that my loyalty

to your Royal Highness's mother
is such that I cannot but reverence

the memory of the man to whose
struggles for liberty we owe the un-

speakable blessedness of possessing

such a monarch on a constitutional

throne."

Prince Bismarck, who knew the

full value of an apt phrase, used to

tell a delightful story of a rough-
and-ready apology made by
Frederick the Great, under whom
Bismarck's father served. At a re-

view an ensign made a blunder in

handling his troop. The King flew

into a violent passion, and pursued
the ensign, stick in hand, that he
might publicly chastise him. The
ensign fled, and, leaping a ditch, left

the King on the other side brandish-

ing his cudgel. Later in the day
the colonel of the regiment ap-

proached his sovereign to say

:

"Sire, the young ensign doubt-

less committed a blunder. I have
just received his resignation from
your Majesty's service. I am sorry

foi he was really a good soldier."
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"Umph ! Send him to me," said

the King.
The ensign was in due course

shown into the King's presence, this

time expecting the very worst, but

he was amazed and delighted to hear

him say, "Here is your captaincy,

sir, which I tried to give you this

morning, but you ran so quickly that

I could not catch you."
Nations apologize at times, and

by a phrase prevent the outbreak of

war. The apology of the United
States to Britain for the seizure of

the steamer Trent is a memorable
instance ; but a year or two ago the

British Foreign Office did the thing

a? handsomely when a statement in

a Blue Book was considered to im-

pugn the veracity of an American
diplomat.

The reparation of the individual,

of course, has at times an interna-

tional importance. Kaiser William
enjoyed a feast of apologies, deliv-

ered on the knee, by Chinese digni-

taries after the Boxer rebellion. John

Chinaman is a master of the equivo-

cal apology. Seven shots were fired

into the house of an Englishman
when Sir Julian Pauncefote was at

Hong Kong. An apology was de-

manded, and was presently forth-

coming—as to two shots. For the

balance of five there was no apology,

nor could it be gained until reprisals

were threatened.

Lord John Russell had an aptitude

for the wrong sort of apology. On
taking the Duchess of Inverness in

to dinner, he sat for a moment, then
jumped up, and took a seat on the

opposite side of the table, next to

the Duchess of St. Albans. Asked
later by Lady Russell why he had
done this, he said

:

"Why, that great fire would have
made me ill if I had sat with my
back to it."

"I hope you gave your reason to

the Duchess of Inverness," said his

wife.

"No, I didn't; but I told the

Duchess of St. Albans," he replied.

The Wealth in Endeavor

Was there ever a greater delusion than that of one who thinks his

father's fortune a blessing, when he never earned a penny of it by his

own effort? It is only a premium on laziness. It makes one's own de-

velopment into manhood more unlikely. It furnishes him crutches,

instead of teaching him to walk alone. It means the arrested develop-

ment of his own powers for achievement, a paralysis of his own efforts.

The money we make in our vocation is a small part of the pay for

the endeavor. The education we absorb in getting it, the disciplining

of the mind by solving intricate problems, the constant exercise of the

judgment in discriminating and weighing, the planning, the adjusting

of means to ends is infinitely more important.

The world's great doers know very well that if you are not making
a manly or a womanly struggle to establish a place for yourself, there

is something wrong; either you have not the ability, or you have not
the inclination. And human nature is so constituted that they will only

hold you in contempt for your excuses.—Orison Swett Marden in

Success Magazine.
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Types and Eyes

By HARRY LYMAN KOOPMAN
From The Printing Art

THE late John Bartlett, whose
''Familiar Quotations" have en-

circled the globe, once remarked
to a youthful visitor that it was a

source of great comfort to him that

in collecting books in earlier years

he had chosen editions printed in

large type, "for now," he said, "I am
able to read them." The fading eye-

sight of old age does not necessarily

set the norm of print; but this is cer-

tain, that what age reads without

difficulty youth will read without

strain, and in view of the excessive

burden put upon the eyes by the de-

mands of modern life, it may be

worth while to consider whether it is

not wise to err on the safer side as

regards the size of type, even by an

ample margin.

It is now twenty-five or thirty years

since the first scientific experiments

upon the relations of type to vision

were made in France and Germany.
It was peculiarly fit, we may remark
in passing, that the investigation

should have started in those countries,

for the German alphabet is notori-

ously hard on the eyes, and the

French alphabet is encumbered with

accents which form an integral part

of the written word, yet are exceed-

ingly minute and hard to distinguish

especially in poor print. The result

of the investigation was a vigorous

disapproval of the German type itself

and of the favorite style of French
letter, the condensed. The experi-

ments showed that words are easiest

to read when composed of letters that

are simple in form, unshaded, and ex-
no

tended. It was found that the eye in

reading travels along a line just below
the top of ordinary letters like "m,"
that variety should be sought along
this line, and that differences above
the line are much more obvious to the

eye than those below it, ascenders

being more distinct than, descenders.

It was found, also, that the lower case

letters are on the whole more distinct

than capitals—which was to be ex-

pected. It was, therefore, pointed

out that progress in type design to-

ward the hygienic ideal must follow

the direction of simplicity, uniformity,

and relative heaviness of line, with

w ide letters and short descenders, all

in type of sufficient size for easy read-

ing. It is seen by these tests that the

English face is preferable to the

Roman, and that type like the Ron-
aldson is condemned by its fussiness,

and the modern Elzevir by its con-

densation. In the generation that has
succeeded these experiments have we
made any progress in adapting print

to eyes along the lines of these con-

clusions?

No better proof of such progress

could be asked than the print in

which these words are presented to

the reader. In the four and a half

centuries of printing, pages of equal

clearness and beauty may be found if

one knows just where to look for

them, but the later examples all fall

within the period that we are discuss-

ing. It may be objected that this is

the luxury of printing, not its every-

day necessity, and this objection must
be allowed ; but luxuries are a power-
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Tuesday, 7 p.m.

The New York market might almost be
iescribed as panicky at the close to-day,

o great was the demoralization. The de.
•line, ranging as it did. up to ten points,
:alled for other explanations than those
ilready given. A mere reduction in Steel
prices. and similar events would not pro-
duce such weakness as has been in evi-
dence during the past week, and the real
eason for the break must be found in a
speculative effort to prepare for another
bull 'market or in the depressed condition
of business in the United States. A rea-
ion for the particular weakness of Read-
ng was that tTTe coal operators having
large stocks on hand were willing that a

sumptions of mergers or benefits to a

crue from their purchase by larger sy

tents. The actual news fro.n the ste

trade was vague, the rumors were ooi

fusing and unreliable, and the unsettlir

effect in consequence great, but as tl

expression of these sentiments invariab.

issued in the selling of stocks, the r

suit was simplified into undeviatii

liquidation. There was only a sligi

check when the room shorts took tl

day's profits, but the last break of tl

day was the most demoralized se>

throughout, and closed prices at the lov

est. Another reduction in the price <

copper and the beginning of the new tri;

of the Standard Oil fine case were coi

Types in Contrast

Facsimile of the Regular Size of Print Used in Newspapers

ful influence in elevating the
standard of living, and this is

as true of print as of food
or dress. It must be confessed that
an unforeseen influence entered
the field early in the quarter-
century, that of William Morris and
his Kelmscott Press. Morris' types
began and ended in the Gothic or
Germanic spirit, and their excellence
lies rather in the beauty of the single

letter than in the effective mass-play
of his letters in words. His books,
therefore, in spite of their decorative
beauty, are not easy reading. In this

respect they differ greatly from those
of Bodoni, whose types Morris and
his followers find weak and ugly.

Bodoni's letters play together with
perfect accord, and his pages, as a
whole, possess a statuesque if not a

decorative beauty. If anyone ques-
tions this let him turn to the Bodoni
Horace of 1791, in folio, where, in

addition to the noble Roman text of
the poems, he will find an extremely
clear and interesting italic employed
in the preface, virtually a "library

hand" script. But no force has told

more powerfully for clearness and
strength in types than the influence

of Morris, and if he had done only
this for printing he would have
earned our lasting gratitude.

Morris held that no type smaller
than long primer should ever be em-
ployed in a book intended for con-
tinuous reading; and here again, in

size of type as distinguished from its

cut, he made himself an exponent of
one of the great forward movements
that have so happily characterized the
recent development of printing. Go
to any public library and look at the
novels issued from twenty-five to fifty

years ago. Unless your memory is

clear on this point, you will be amazed
to see what small print certain pub-
lishers inflicted with impunity on their

patrons during this period. This
practice extended to editions of popu-
lar authors, like Dickens and Thacke-
ray, editions that now find no readers
or find them only among the near-
sighted.

The cheap editions of the present

day, on the contrary, may be poor in

paper and perhaps in press work, they
may be printed from worn plates, but
in size and usually in cut of type they
are generally irreproachable. In re-

gard to near-sighted readers, it is well
known that they prefer fine type to

coarse, that they will choose, for in-

stance, a Bible printed in diamond
and find it clear and easy to read,

while they cannot read pica at all.

This fact in connection with the
111
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rewards skill in a very delightful way. For would go to

lany years, starting about 1875, our firm sup- nothing but \

lied practically all the process blocks for the and difficult

norting and Dramatic News, the Penny Illus- negative coul<

ated Paper, Land and Water, Graphic, and many old prints bef

ss impdrtant journals. We also did a great the business,

ade with the book publishers, until the decay of these high sw
le high-priced book trade and the increasing in stereo m«

leapness and improvements in the photo-zinc results and
ching made it impossible to conduct a compara- method so as

vely slow and expensive process in competition, the cheap zin

We did a large amount of work for the Trus- I ceased my

Types in Contrast

Facsimile of the Ideal Size as Used in a Foremost Typographical Journal

former tolerance of fine type raises

the question whether the world was
not more near-sighted a generation or

two ago than it is now, or does it

mean only that the oculist is abroad

in the land?

It is recognized that, in books not

intended for continuous reading,

small and even fine type may pro-

perly be employed. That miracle of

encyclopedic information, the World
Almanac, while it might be printed

better and on a higher quality of

paper, could not be the handy refer-

ence book that it is without the use of

a type that would be intolerably small

in a novel or a history. With the in-

crease of the length of continuous use

for which the book is intended, the

size of the type should increase, up to

a certain point. Above long primer

or small pica, however, increase in

the size of type become? a matter not

of hygiene, but simply of esthetics.

I '.ut below the normal the printer's

motto should be : In case of doubt

choose the large type.

A development of public laste that

is in line with this argument is the

passing of the large paper edition. It

was always an anomaly, but our
fathers did not stop to reason that, if

a page has the right proportions at

the start, mere increase of margin
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cannot enhance its beauty or dignity.

So they paid many dollars a pound
for mere white paper and fancied that

they were getting their money's
worth. The most extraordinary

books were put forth in large paper,

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,

for instance. At the other extreme
of size may be cited the Pickering

diamond classics, also in a large paper

edition, pretty, dainty little books,

with their Lilliputian character only

emphasized by their excess of white

paper. But their type is too small to

read, and their margins are out of

proportion to the printed page.

Though their type is small, they by
no means exhibit the miracle of the

books printed in Didot's "micros-

copic" type, and they represent effort

in a direction that has no meaning
for book-making except a mere tour

de force. Quite different is the case

with the Oxford miniature editions,

of the same size outwardly as the

large paper editions of the Pickering

diamond classics; these are modern
miracles, for, with all their "infinite

riches in a little room," they are dis-

tinctly legible.

As regards books, we may con-

gratulate ourselves that printing has

marie genuine progress in the last

twenty-five years toward meeting the
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primary demand of legibility. That
form of print, however, which is read

by the greatest number of eyes, the

newspaper, shows much less advance.

Yet newspapers have improved in

presswork, and the typesetting ma-
chines have removed the evil of worn
type. Moreover, a new element has

come to the front that played a much
more subordinate part two or three

decades ago—the headline. "Let me
write the headlines of a people," said

the late Henry D. Lloyd to the writer,

"and I care not who makes its laws."

It is the staring headlines that form
the staple of the busy man's news-

paper reading, and they are certainly

hygienic for the eyes if not for the

mind. While the trend toward larger

and clearer type has gone on chiefly

without the consciousness of the pub-

lic, it has not been merely a reform

imposed from without. The public

prefers readable print, demands it,

and is ready to pay for it. The
magazines have long recognized this

phase of public taste. When the

newspapers have done the same, the

eyes of coming generations will be

relieved of a strain that can only be

realized by those who in that day

shall turn as a matter of antiquarian

curiosity to the torturing fine print

that has so thickly beset the pathway

of knowledge from the sixteenth to

the nineteenth century, and in the

twentieth, overthrown in the field of

books and magazines, is making its

last stand in the newspaper.

Feeling and Character

By Frederick W. Robertson

Spiritual strength consists of two things—power of will, and power

of self-restraint. It requires two things, therefore, for its existence

—

strong feelings, and a strong command over them.

Now it is here that we make a great mistake: we mistake strong

feelings for strong character. A man who bears all before him—before

whose frown domestics tremble, and whose bursts of fury make the

children of the house quake—because he has his will obeyed, and his

own way in all things, we call him a strong man. The truth is, that

is the weak man : it is his passions that are strong: he, mastered by

them, is weak. You must measure the strength of a man by the power

of the feelings which he subdues, not by the power of those which sub-

due him.

KJ



Transplanting Animal Organs

By BURTON J. HENDRICK
From McClure's Magazine

IN May, seven years ago, an im-
portant meeting took place at the

Arlington Hotel in Washington.
On that occasion, at the invitation

of Mr. John D. Rockefeller, five of

the most distinguished medical
men in the United States met to dis-

cuss the foundation of an institu-

tion for scientific medical research.

Until this meeting no institution de-

voted exclusively to this subject ex-

isted in this country. In experi-

mental medicine Europe had left the

United States far behind. The Pas-
teur Institute in France, the Lister

Institute in London, the Imperial
Health Office in Berlin, had taken
the leadership for more than twenty
years. Even Russia, with its great
Imperial Institute at St. Petersburg,
and Japan, with its Institute for

Infectious Diseases at Tokio, had
made many important additions to

medical knowledge.

American medical men had long
regarded this as a serious national
reproach, especially as nearly all the
great discoveries of the last forty
years have been the result of labor-

atory experimentation. It was not
a medical man at all, but an experi-

mental chemist, Louis Pasteur, who,
in demonstrating the relations exist-

ing between living micro-organ-
isms and contagious diseases, be-

ie the real father of modern medi-
cine. Pasteur not onlv achieved
great immediate practical results;

he also created a method. The lone-

ly little house at Alais, where he
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spent five years in investigating the

diseases of silkworms, was the pre-

cursor of the laboratories now locat-

ed in all the great capitals of the

world. Following Pasteur's example,
medical men have now learned to

use their eyes, to take nothing for

granted, to pay less deference to ac-

cepted authorities, and to form con-

clusions of their own, based upon
carefully observed facts.

The outcome of the Washington
conference referred to above was
the Rockefeller Institute for medi-
cal research. Its mission is to ap-

ply, in the United States, the meth-
ods of investigation which, in other

countries, have made such useful

contributions to civilization. Start-

ing in a small way, with no build-

ing of its own, and a fund of only
$200,000, it now has a large struc-

ture at Sixty-sixth Street and
Avenue A, New York, and resources
of nearly $4,000,000. Its manage-
ment is supervised by seven direc-

tors, all of them men of scientific

eminence. Dr. William H. Welch,
who, as head of the medical depart-

ment of Johns Hopkins University,

has done so much to create a new
spirit in medical science in this coun-
try, is its president; and one of his

most successful pupils and associ-

ates, Dr. Simon Flexner, who has
already done much invaluable work-

in bacteriology, is the director of its

laboratory. The other members of

the Board arc Dr. L. Emmett Holt,

a man with a European reputation
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as an authority on the diseases of

children; Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden,
who has created the department of

pathology at Columbia University

;

Dr. Herman M. Biggs, who, in spite

of every discouragement and disad-

vantage, has made the New York
Health Department a model muni-
cipal agency in fighting disease ; Dr.

Theobald Smith, of Harvard Univer-

sity, whose demonstration of the fact

that Texas cattle fever is caused by
an animal parasite carried by the

cattle tick in large measure paved
the way for the discovery of the re-

lation between malaria and a cer-

tain species of mosquito ; and Dr.

Christian A. Herter, well known as

an authority on nervous diseases and
chemical pathology.

The laboratory building of the

Rockefeller Institute stands upon a

reeky bluff facing on the west a

densely packed tenement population

—one of the most prolific breeding-

places of the diseases whose secrets

the investigators seek to penetrate

—

and, on the east, Blackwell's Island,

a centreing point for much of that

misery and vice in the making of

which disease plays no inconsider-

able part. The Institution is modern,
not only in its scientific atmosphere,
but in a fine type of idealism. It is

the headquarters of fifteen or twenty
enthusiasts who have isolated them-

selves, in nearly all cases as young
men, and given all their time to this

work of research. As Edmond
About said of Pasteur, they are seek-

ing, not to cure individuals, but to

cure humanity. If they make any
important discovery, they give it

freely to mankind with no reward
except the recognition and satisfac-

tio of having done something worth
while.

In practically every department

—

surgery, pathology, bacteriology,

chemistry, and physiology — ex-

cellent results have already been ob-

tained. In this and subsequent ar-

ticles will be described some of the

most important work already accom-
plished.

Among the most far-reaching of
these experiments are those con-
ducted by Dr. Alexis Carrel in the
transplantation of animal organs.
For the first time in medical history
Dr. Carrel has demonstrated the im-
portant fact that the kidney of one
animal can be transplanted into an-
other animal and perform, for a con-
siderable period, its normal func-
tions. He has also proved that the
leg of one dog can be successfully
joined and made to grow upon the
leg of another. These experiments
are not mere surgical curiosities;

like all the work of the Institute,

they are undertaken for the purpose
of accomplishing certain definite re-

sults.

Great progress has been made in

the last thirty-five years in the pre
vention and cure of contagious dis-

eases—diseases, that is, of bacterial

origin. But the numerous disorders
ox the kidney, liver, spleen, and other
important viscera, which, in the
opinion of most pathologists, are not
caused by bacteria, baffle medical
men almost as much to-day as they
did fifty years ago. The ravages of

typhoid, diphtheria, and tuberculosis

have been greatly checked; Bright's

disease is still regarded by both the
popular and professional mind, as in-

curable. For generations medical
men have dreamed of treating these
chronic affections in a direct and
obvious way—that is, by removing
sick organs and substituting new
ones. If you have a bad kidney or a

bad liver, the most satisfactory pro-

cedure, were it surgically possible,

would be simply to get a new one.

There are likewise many diseases of

the arteries and veins, the most
satisfactory treatment of which
would be the transplantation of

healthy vessels in place of those dis-

eased.

Another similar idea is the re-

placement of useless legs and arms
with the more serviceable limbs of
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other people. In the Golden Legend

of Jacobus de Voragine the story is

told of a pious saint who received,

as an especial favor from heaven, the

healthy leg of a negro in place of his

own diseased member. As a result

of experiments conducted in the last

five years by Dr. Carrel, it seems

possible that what was the miracle

of an age of faith may become the

reality of an age of science.

Dr. Carrel, an unassuming young

Frenchman, is himself a fine ex-

ample of the idealistic spirit domin-

ant in modern science. His skill as

a surgeon would easily bring him a

very large income ; he prefers, how-

ever, the isolated work of the Insti-

tute. From the first Dr. Carrel has

been a man with a fixed idea. As a

medical student at the University of

Lyons he conceived the possibility

of utilizing healthy animal organs

and vessels to do the work of those

which had become diseased. Na-

turally, these ideas, coming from an

enthusiastic young man, inspired lit-

tle confidence. In spite of the great

discoveries of modern French

science, new ideas gain ground slow-

ly in France. In Lyons Dr. Carrel

did some interesting work; about

1905, however, hampered by the lack

of proper working facilities at home,

and convinced that his ideas would

have a favorable reception in this

country, he came to the United

States. He became associated with

the University of Chicago, on the

staff of its distinguished professor of

physiology, Dr. G. N. Stewart. Here,

among other important operations,

he succeeded in transplanting the

kidney of a dog from its natural lo-

cating in the lumbar region to the

dog's neck. In 1906, his success in

this direction led to an invitation to

join the staff of the Institute.

Before the transplantation of ani-

mal organs is possible, a large

amount of preliminary work has to

be done on the veins and arteries.

The aorta, the great trunk artery,

and the vena cava, the great trunk
lie

vein, lead directly from the heart

down into the abdominal cavity, and
with certain important branches,
connect with and largely hold in

place the large abdominal organs. In
order to remove the kidney, the

liver, or the spleen, therefore, it is

first necessary to cut these great

blood-vessels. Medical men had
long regarded the vascular system
as sacred, and to cut the aorta, in

the opinion of most surgeons, would
inevitably cause death. No one had
yet succeeded in uniting severed
blood-vessels by simple suture ; in

certain cases, by the use of magnes-
ium tubes and other contrivances,

this latter operation had been per-

formed, but no experimentalist, be-

fore Carrel, had developed a method
that was simple and almost invari-

ably sure.

An examination of an animal
artery sufficiently explains why sur-

geons should approach it with
trepidation. Thin as are its walls,

it is an extremely complicated struc-

ture. Viewed under the microscope,
it consists of three distinct coats or

layers, each lying closely upon the

other, but each absolutely distinct

from its next neighbor. Each coat
has its own independent part to play
in the world; one provides the elas-

ticity that makes pulsation possible,

another furnishes muscular power,
while the innermost section, called

the intima, consists of a smooth, free

surface, for immediate contact with
the flowing blood. To cut these sev-

eral layers and make them grow to-

gether again would in itself require

great skill in surgical carpentry

;

what rendered it all but impossible
was the blood itself. We are all fair-

ly familiar with the common phen-

omenon known to surgeons as a

thrombus, and to most people as a

blood clot. Blood, when once freed

from the artery, coagulates—forms

into a sticky, glutinous substance. If

a clot of any appreciable size gets in-

to the circulation, it may land in the

brain or some other vital part and
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cause death. It was the fear of a

disaster of this kind that made sur-

geons hesitate to disturb a healthy

artery.

The discovery made by Dr. Carrel

was, like most discoveries, entirely

simple and elementary. He found
that no elaborate contrivance, such

as a magnesium tube, was neces-

sary; that, if proper skill and proper

asepsis were used, a severed artery

could be simply sutured with a very

small needle and very fine silk. He
discovered that, in joining the sev-

ered ends, he could practically disre-

gard the different layers of which
the vessel is composed, with the

exception of the innermost one.

If the intima of one severed

end were perfectly joined to the in-

tima of the other end, the remain-
ing coats would practically take

care of themselves.

The whole technique developed
was beautiful in its minuteness and
its simplicity. It would almost re-

quire a microscope to follow it in

all its details. The usual way of

stopping circulation, preliminary to

a surgical operation, is by the use
of metal clamps, which, pinching
the walls of the vessel together,

check the flow of blood. Dr. Carrel
found that the metal clamps wound-
ed the artery and frequently brought
about the dreaded coagulations. He
therefore stopped the circulation by
winding around the artery a narrow
strip of linen, and pulling this tight

with surgical forceps. He then cut

the artery with small and extremely
sharp scissors. Snipping it thus in

two places, he could remove a seg-

ment of any desired length. This he
carefully washed, inside and out,

with a cleansing solution, in order
to remove all the blood and any ex-

traneous matter that might possibly
have slipped in, and then, to protect

it against new encroachments, thor-

oughly coated it with vaseline.

In securing this in place, either in

the same animal or another, the dan-
ger of wounding the tissue, and

thereby producing blood clots,

again constantly threatened. Even
in the little holes made by the tiny
needles, diminutive coagulations
might form, containing in them-
selves the chance of serious disturb-

ance. To protect these holes, Dr.
Carrel used another simple device

;

he thoroughly coated the silk thread
with vaseline. As the silk passed
through the walls of the artery, the

vaseline was scraped off and left as

a protective coating in the holes
;

it quickly healed the microscopic
wounds and prevented thrombosis.
By this operation, Dr. Carrel, or

any surgeon equally skilful, could
do what has always been regarded
as impossible—cut the aorta of a

man, at a short distance from the

heart, and sew it together again. In-

deed, the aorta is more easily handl-
ed than other arteries, because it is

so large and tough. In cutting the

aorta the circulation would be en-

tirely stopped in the lower part of

the body, and thrown into the upper

;

but, for the hour or less that such
an operation would take, this could

be done.

On animals, by using this method,
Dr. Carrel has performed many im-

portant transplantations. He has

taken the aorta from one dog and
sewed it into the aorta of another.

He has transplanted sections of the

arteries of dogs and cats with ease.

The animals, being under a heavy
anesthetic, suffer absolutely no pain,

either during or after the operations.

The wounds rapidly heal ; no blood

clots result; and the subjects are

soon capering about, unconscious of

the fact that they are using each

other's blood-vessels.

More interesting still, Dr. Carrel

has found that, under favorable cir-

cumstances, he can make veins do
the work of arteries and arteries do
the work of veins. It is assumed
that the average reader understands
the difference between these two
kinds of blood-vessels — that an
artery is the channel through which
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the red blood is rapidly pumped
through the body, carrying nourish-

ment and life; and a vein the chan-

nel through which this same blood,

blue and vitiated, sluggishly finds its

way back to the heart. Since arteries

have much harder work to do than

the veins, nature has made them
thicker and more elastic ; and physi-

cians had hardly conceived it pos-

sible that they could be interchang-

ed. Dr. Carrel, however, has cut

out a section of the aorta of a dog,

and replaced it with an equally long
section of the vena cava—the largest

vein—of another dog. Similarly, he
has replaced part of the carotid art-

ery—the main artery of the neck

—

with a corresponding part of the

jugular vein. He has found that na-

ture, when this violent change in its

organization takes place, goes
patiently to work to readjust mat-
ters; veins transplanted upon arter-

ies grow thicker and elastic, so that
they may do the work of arteries

;

arteries transplanted upon veins

lose much of their elasticity and
strength.

If these operations come to be
performed on man, the possibility of

using veins for arteries will be of

the greatest importance. The dif-

ficulty of repairing human arteries

by transplantation is the practical

one of getting the material. People
who have healthy blood-vessels do
not care to present them to their suf-

fering brothers. We need all the art-

eries we have—not a section can be
permanently removed without dis-

astrous results. The body is filled

with superfluous veins, however, and
we could easily find, in our own
persons, a segment of vein to take
the place of a diseased artery.

At present, however, this inter-

change is not always successful

;

many times a vein, in attempting to

readjust itself to its new functions,

overdoes the matter; its walls be-

come so hard and thick that little

space, sometimes no space at all, is

left as a channel for the blood. A
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situation results something like art-

eriosclerosis—that hardening of the

arteries that works such havoc
among old people. This fact has led

Dr. Carrel into a new field of experi-

mentation : a testing of the possibil-

ity of using the vessels of an animal

of one species in an animal of an-

other. One of the recent discoveries

of medical science is the fact that

the blood serum of one species acts

as a poison upon the tissue of an-

other. But to this rule occasional ex-

ceptions have been found. If the dif-

ferent species are somewhat closely

related, if the origin of one in zo-

ologic time is not too far removed
from that of the other, successful

grafts may sometimes be made. You
cannot graft the skin of a mouse
upon a lizard, because these two
animals are only remotely related

;

you would probably succeed better

in transplanting tissue from a guinea

pig to a rabbit, or from a cat to a

dog, or possibly from an anthropoid

ape to a man, for these species are

supposed to be rather closely allied.

As far as blood-vessels are concern-

ed, Dr. Carrel has discovered that

the arteries of one species frequent-

ly preserve a normal existence

in the body of another species.

He now has a living healthy

cat which contentedly uses, as

part of its circulatory system, the

carotid artery of a dog. One of his

associates in Chicago, Dr. C. C.

Guthrie, has successfully inserted in

a dog the arteries of a rabbit and a

cat. Whether the arteries of a dog
can survive and do their work in .1

human body has not yet been
demonstrated, but it is known that

the contrary of this principle is true.

Dr. Carrel now has a dog, part of

whose aorta is composed of a sec-

tion of artery taken from a man's

knee. The animal's pulse is entirely

normal; it is, indeed, in perfect

health.

To the unscientific citizen it is

something of a surprise to learn that

large parts of the body are alive and
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useful after the phenomenon popu-

larly known as death has taken

place. Few of us suspect, for ex-

ample, that our kidneys and hearts,

after we have died ourselves, can in

most cases, be resuscitated, and that

il by some surgical miracle, could

be transplanted into another body,

they would quickly resume their

functions. This, however, is a well

demonstrated medical fact. The
human heart has been removed from
the body more than thirty hours af-

ter death and made to beat again. Dr.

Carrel himself has taken the heart

from one dog and inserted it in the

neck of another, connecting the caro-

tid artery with the aorta of the new
heart, and the vena cava with its

jugular vein. In a few moments the

live dog had two hearts rhythmically

beating, one recording a pulse of 88

ar.d the other of ioo.

vScience has yet framed no precise

definition of death. The human body
teems and quivers with life, only a

small part of which becomes a part

of individual consciousness. The
healthy man hardly realizes the

numerous and complex activities of

bis internal organs. The alimentary
canal is the abiding-place of millions

of micro-organisms, the activities of

which only occasionally influence

our daily life. Bodily tissue every-

where is constantly breaking down
ar.d constantly building up ; and yet

it is only in the last few years that

even science has begun to under-
stand the beautiful chemical reac-

tions involved in the process.

Perhaps the white corpuscles of

the blood—the leucocytes—furnish

the most perfect illustration of this

life which is in and yet is not of us.

LTpon their activity a whole new
science, that of phagocytosis, has
been founded. Metchnikoff has de-

scribed how these white corpuscles,

among their numerous other activ-

ities are constantly escaping from
the blood and pursuing and devour-
ing invading microbes and thus pro

tecting the body from disease. In

the intestines a battle is constantly
taking place between these white
corpuscles and destructive bacteria,
in which the combatants on both
sides, number millions and billions;

yet, although we are ourselves the
battleground, we know nothing of it.

These same leucocytes, as has been
discovered by Dr. Eugene L. Opie,
of the Rockefeller staff, seem almost
to have an immortality of their own.
They can be removed from the body,
ground into a fine grayish white
powder, and placed away for months
in glass tubes ; and then, when rein-

troduced into the tissues, immediate-
ly resume some of their old activ-

ities. Death, as popularly under-
stood, is a loss of personality; the
eternal separation of human con-
sciousness from inert mortal clay.

Theology teaches that the spirit

lives forever—that only the body
oerisheth ; science, on- the other
hand, while it says nothing about
the eternal life of the spirit, teaches
the immortality of the body. It may
change its form, but it will never
pass into nothingness.

Even after death the important
organs, in their existing form, live

for a certain time. The heart, as has
already been said, in snecific cases,

has resisted devitalization for more
than a day; the kidneys ako can
probably survive for a considerable
period. The shortest-lived organ is

probably the brain
; this seldom lasts

more than fifteen minutes after the

passing of the spirit. "Rut there are

certain artificial ways in which ani-

mal tissue can be keot alive for davs
and weeks, perhaps for months. Na-
ture thus gives the scientist a short

breathing-space—the lapse between
death as it affects nersonality. and
death as it affects the vitality of the

cell. Tf. in that period, the essential

bodily organs are removed, they can

be preserved for a long time.

Two forces, after death, begin

their destructive work upon animal

tissue. The first is microbial ; untold

millions of bacteria pounce upon the
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body and cause the common phen-

omenon of putrefaction. The other

force is a comparatively recent

discovery of science : the far more
subtle and mysterious disintegra-

tion known as autolysis. This is a

Greek word which may be freely

translated as self-digestion. Food
taken into the stomach is convert-

ed into certain substances—proteids,

sugar, and starch—by digestive fer-

ments or enzymes, especially pep-

sin and trypsin. It is of these pro-

teids, sugar, and starch that the body
is composed. After death, tissue be-

gins to disintegrate into the sub-

stances of which it was originally

formed ; human flesh undergoes al-

most the same chemical change that

food undergoes in the body ; in other

words, it is digested. In this case

the digestion, so far as science can
discover, takes place without the ac-

tion of specific digestive ferments.

The tissues literally chew themselves
to pieces ; the cells possess some in-

herent power which they use for

their own destruction. If a human
body were absolutely sterilized and
thus freed from the attacks of bac-

teria, its dissolution, under this

process of autolysis, would still

go on ; after a certain period

—and not a very long one
—nothing would be left but a limpid

fluid, and this, if resolved chemical-
ly, would leave a clear, white, pow-
dery substance—largely the same
proteids and sugar of which the liv-

ing body is composed. The mortal
cycle is thus complete; science re-

phrases the Biblical injunction; pro-

teids we are, and unto proteids we
shall return. Imperial Caesar, dead
and turned to clay, might not stop

a hole to keep the wind away ; a

considerable part of him, however,
could be served up as very palatable

table sugar.

Thus, in order to preserve an or-

gan after death, it must be protect-
ed againsi these two destructive
forces. Againsi putrefaction? simple
sterilization suffices. An artery, for

example, thoroughly disinfected,

placed in an ordinary culture tuDe,

and then closed to the access of all

bacteria, will not putrefy. Under or-

dinary circumstances, however, it

will undergo autolytic disintegration.

Complete desiccation will preserve it

against this later process. Autolysis

does not take place except in the

presence of water; this explains why
Egyptian mummies, which were
thoroughly dried before being placed

away in the tomb, have resisted for

thirty centuries the autolytic fer-

ment. Normal blood serum is an-

other substance which inhibits, to a

considerable degree, autolytic de-

generation. Cold, while it does not

entirely check the process, makes it

exceedingly slow. It is upon refri-

geration that Dr. Carrel has thus

far chiefly depended for preserving

arteries. In order to prevent putre-

faction, he places them in sterilized

culture tubes, and then he puts away
the tubes in large ice-chests, which
maintain a temperature just above
the freezing-point. Here they live

in a condition of suspended anima-
tion. Dry and shriveled as they ap-

pear, they are still living tissue ; and,

although the animals from which
they have been taken have long since

gone to their final rest, these frag-

ments, if placed in a new living host,

once more take up the thread of ex-

istence. That the arteries could be

removed from a man recently dead
and have their vitality and useful-

ness preserved in this same fashion,

is absolutely certain.

Important as is the bearing of

these experiments with blood-ves-

sels upon the ultimate problem

—

the transplantation of the visceral

organs and of limbs—they have
many immediate practical applica-

tions in themselves.

Dr. Carrel's work on arteries has
given the world its first complete
and satisfactory method of trans-

fusing blood. Operations by which
the blood of one person is injected

into the circulatory system of an-
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ether arc nut particularly new. For

patients suffering from anaemia—

that is, an insufficiency of healthy

nutritive blood—the obvious treat-

ment is the infusion of the precious

fluid of a more fortunate person. The
first successful operation of this kind

was performed more than two hun-

dred years ago. The operation, how-

ever, has never been reduced to an

exact science, because of certain al-

most insurmountable difficulties.

The great problem of transfusion

has always been to get the blood

from one person to another without

the formation of blood clots. Hither-

to, the most successful plan has been

to pour the blood into a receptacle

and to beat it, much as a cook beats

an egg; this process separates from

the blood the fibrin, the substance

about which the clots are formed.

At best this is a clumsy method,

and the results have been far from
satisfactory. Now, thanks to Dr.

Carrel's work, transfusion, if under-

taken by competent men, can be

systematically performed. Taking
an artery from the full-blooded sub-

ject, he sutures one end upon an
artery of the anaemic ; and, by estab-

lishing a perfect circulation, the ar-

terial systems of two people for a

time become almost as one.

On a certain occasion Dr. Carrel

demonstrated the value of this opera-

tion. A brother physician called

him out one night to perform a

transfusion upon his own infant,

which was only five days old. The
child was almost dead from lack of

blood ; indeed, to the superficial ob-

server, life was already extinct. Dr.

Carrel took the radial artery of the

child's father and sutured it to the

popliteal vein of the child. In a few
minutes important changes follow-

ed; the child's ears became pink, its

lips turned from blue to red, and
soon the whole body became suf-

fused with a healthy pink glow.

Promptly the child began crying for

food, and it is now as robust a baby

as one could wish.

This operation and similar opera-

tions have become a regular feature

of surgical practice, both in this

country and in Europe. Only a

short time ago a child three years
old was admitted to the Babies' Hos-
pital of Xew York suffering from a

large tumor of the kidney, but in

such bad condition that under or-

dinary circumstances operation was
out of the question and it seemed as

if the child must surely die. After
transfusion with the blood of the

father the child improved so mark-
edly that it was considered safe to

proceed with the operation. It was
successfully performed, the child

made an excellent recovery, and is

now well and strong. This is only

one illustration of the numerous ap-

plications of this new principle in

surgery.

Dr. Carrel's work on the arteries

also points to a new treatment for

aneurisms. An aneurism is caused

by the accumulation of blood in an

artery ; at the diseased part a sac

is formed, sometimes very large, and,

unless it is checked, it will burst,

and the blood, flowing into the sur-

rounding tissue, causes death from

hemorrhage. Many methods of

treating aneurisms have been evolv-

ed, all of them unsatisfactory, llith

erto the surgical removal of the an-

eurism usually included the destruc-

tion of part of an artery. This meant'

that a particular section of the body,

not receiving its usual allotment of

blood and nourishment, would de-

velop gangrene. According to Dr.

Carrel, ideal treatment would be to

cut out that section of the artery con-

taining the aneurism, and replace it

with a segment of a healthy artery

from some other source. Lip to the

present time this operation has not

been attempted, because the idea is

new and because of the practical

difficulty of obtaining extraneous

Hi man blood-vessels.

Another interesting application of

the new blood-vessel surgery would

be its use for drainage purposes. The
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lie .V method of suture cuuld probably
be used to establish a kind of con-

duit in the body, which might carry
away the watery accretions that ac-

cumulate in certain well-known dis-

eases. Hydrocephalus is a not un-

common affection among children ;

it is an accumulation of fluid in the

cavities of the brain, and leads to an
abnormal and sometimes monstrous
development of the skull, and fre-

quently to imbecility. A possibil-

ity suggested by Dr. Carrel would
be to take a segment of vein, suture
one end into the dura-mater, and
thus obtain a connection with the
fluid in the brain ; the other end could
then be attached to the jugular vein.

The water in the brain would thus
flow by gravity into the circula-

tion. An experiment of this nature
has been successfully tried for

dropsy. Among the natives of Af-
rica the swelling of the abdomen
from dropsy is a common phenomen-
on. A well-known French surgeon,
operating in a chronic case, inserted

a vein into the abdominal periton-
eum, thus obtaining immediate con-
nection with the water, and caused
it to flow into the venous system
of the leg. The swelling in this case
disappeared. In regular practice

"tapping" for dropsy is common

;

this system of drainage supplies

a permanent "tapping," for as soon
as the water forms, it passes into

the veins. In the circulatory system
it causes no damage, because the
hydrocephalic and the dropsical
fluids are about the same thing as

blood plasma itself. Any impurities
that enter the blood in this way are

excreted precisely as are other im-
purities.

Important as are these transplan-
tations of blood-vessels, however,
they are merely preliminary to the
far greater problem of transplanting

tns.

In these operations every pre-

caution is taken to prevent the ani-

mals from suffering needless pain.

In the large majority of cases thev
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undergo absolutely no distress, and
in no instances does their physical

discomfiture become acute. A cat

operated upon by Dr. Carrel does
not suffer even as much as would
a human being who should be sub-

jected to the same experiment. That
long period of anticipation which, to

a human subject, is probably the

severest part of the ordeal, an ani-

mal obviously does not experience
at all. As a matter of fact, because
of the great precautions taken in

the use of anesthetics, the animals
operated upon are absolutely uncon-
scious of the experiment.

The cats that are the subjects of

Dr. Carrel's operations are of the

homeless, marauding kind. The
army of human waifs in a great

city arouses everywhere interest and
sympathy; the even greater number
of animal waifs attracts much less

attention. It is the miserable hunt-

ed vagrant, half-starved and cring-

ing, picking up a spare living on the

refuse of ash-cans, that, occasion-

ally finding its way into the Rocke-
feller Institute, furnishes the ma-
terial for these experiments. There
it finds, not a torture chamber, but
a really comfortable home. It is

cared for by men expert in handling
animals, and has plenty of good,
wholesome food, and a warm, com-
fortable bed. While the animal
lives, every possible precaution is

taken to assure its comfort; and,

if its life is ultimately sacrificed in

the interest of medical science, it

goes down to an easeful death with
chloroform. Had it not joined the

animal colony at the Institute, it

would have starved to death or been
suffocated ultimately at the public

pound.

The question still remains as to

what is the net practical outcome
of these experiments. Dr. Carrel,

though enthusiastic in his work, is

extremely conservative in estimat-

ing the importance of results already

accomplished; he is working toward
a definite goal, and he would be the
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last to assert that he had yet reach-

ed it. This line of experimentation

is practically new and presents pos-

sibilities of such startling import-

ance that the surgeon must carefully

feel his way. It is evident, from
what has already been said, that

these operations indicate many lines

of investigation that, when brought

to completion, may revolutionize

surgery and, perhaps, lead to the

successful treatment of certain chro-

nic disorders. Dr. Carrel's work
clearly divides itself into two parts

—one in which success has already

been obtained ; the other one in

which important discoveries have
been made and startling operations

performed, which, in the opinion of

conservative men, clearly indicate

more remarkable results in the fu-

ture.

In suturing blood-vessels, in trans-

planting them from one animal to

another, and in preserving them be-

fore such transplantation in cold

storage for weeks in good condition,

Dr. Carrel has already achieved com-
plete success. In the transplanta-

tion of organs, while as yet not hav-

ing attained this complete success,

he has clearly demonstrated cer-

tain principles of great importance.

Before he began work we did not

know that the kidney of one animal
would functionate perfectly for sev-

eral weeks in the body of another;

we know that now. It is clear that

Dr. Carrel himself believes that the

experiment in making parts of two
dogs' legs grow as one indicates that

this operation could be successfully

performed on human beings. In an

address delivered before Johns Hop-
kins University he declared a year

ago that " it is not unreasonable to

believe that some transplantations.

as, for instance, the transplantation

of the arm a little above the elbow,

may be successfully performed if an

adequate technique is used." The
operation on a man would be easier

than upon a dog simply because he

is larger; the muscles, the bones, the

arteries, and the veins could be more
easily handled. Last summer in

France Dr. Carrel experimented up-

on the leg of a human cadaver, and
became familiar with the anatomic
details involved in such an opera-
tion.

The fact that this new surgery
may make wooden legs old-fashioned

merely suggests its infinite possibili-

ties. When science has demonstrat-
ed the practical uses of these opera-

tions, then the State will be con-

fronted with the necessity of devis-

ing some means of obtaining the ne-

cessary material. The most obvious
way—the use of organs of people re-

cently dead, perhaps of executed

criminals, or victims of sudden ac-

cidents—has already been suggest-

ed. In this problem, of course, there

are important social and psycholog-

ical considerations. What, for ex-

ample, would be the mental effect

upon a man of the constant realiza-

tion of the fact that his body con-

tained the organs of other people?

There are other solutions of this

problem with which science, should

it ever become a practical question,

will have to deal. It may be that

a man could use in safety the kid-

neys of an anthropoid ape : these

animals, however, are expensive and

difficult to find. It is possible that

some way might be devised of using

the organs of an animal easier to

obtain. At present this could not

be done, for the reason already ex-

plained—that the blood serum of

man would act as a poison upon its

tissues: an animal, however, might

be gradually and artificially accus-

tomed to human blood. Perhaps

the most available way out of this

difficulty is found in the fact that

the average human being can get

along very well with one kidney.

The operation known as nephrec-

tomy—the removal of a kidney—is

not uncommon. A man with

healthy organs might therefore sac-

rifice one to a sufferer closely allied

in affection—his brother or his wife.
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The Red Blood of Advertising

By C. C. HOPKINS
From Judicious Advertising

THE man who looks to the future

who prizes his fame—will re-

fuse to advertise that which he
cannot believe in. The man who pros-

titutes his talents in a cause that he
can't endorse will find that genius

without heart is impotent. No man
can derive inspiration from falsehood.

Before we have put a word on
paper we must reach a pitch where
we feel that those who don't buy what
we offer are wronging themselves.

For we may be sure of this : That
which touches the heart must always
come from the heart. That which con-

vinces must be born of conviction.

There is about as much similarity

between these earnest men and the or-

dinary as there is between wild cats

and house cats. And the half-hearted

man who attempts to compete with

them will be quickly reminded of this

difference in cats.

A man was stranded in New York
with a five-dollar bill in his pocket.

He had to have work, so he adver-

tised in the want columns. His ad
ran something like this

:

"Wanted: Any sort of work,
by a man, aged 31 ; honest; good
references."

There were 700 similar ads in those

want columns. He received no reply.

I he following day he tried again; no
reply. The next day he had 60 cents

left. If he published another ad he

had to go without breakfast. He was
desperate, and this is what he wrote

:

"Is there any work on God's
green earth for an able man who
must have it?"
1*4

And he set it in pica type. There
were 700 ads the next day in those

want columns, but this ad stood out.

There was an appeal to humanity in

it. He had the choice of sixty jobs.

One June a certain clothing con-

cern found itself in a hole. The spring

had been backward, their stocks were
heavy, their bills overdue. They were
face to face with bankruptcy.

In this emergency they sent for a

famous ad-writer. This man advised

them that the only way to get rid of

their stock was to tell the people the

truth. "Tell them what you owe, and
tell them that you are bankrupt unless

you can raise that money."

The firm refused that method. It

would be suicide, they said, to let their

creditors know their condition. So
they advertised their sale in the old

pusillanimous way. "Great June sale

of clothing. Prices cut 40 per cent."

It was the old cry of wolf, and the

public did not respond to it.

In sheer desperation they sent again

to this ad-writer and told him to go
ahead. The next week their ads read

:

"We are face to face with bankruptcy.

We owe $641,282, of which $562,-
« *7.V42 is overdue. These are our credi-

tors, and these the amounts that we
owe them. These are the prices we
make on our clothing to lose part

instead of all."

"If you come in crowds to-morrow
our creditors will wait. If you don't,

they will close our doors before night.

For this ad will tell them for the first

time, our exact condition,"
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The crowds did come and the firm

was saved.

One of the most successful ads ever

written was written by a man entirely

unschooled in advertising. He only

knew that he had worked night and

day, and for years, to perfect some-

thing that mothers should know. And
he knew that the money which paid

for his first advertisement was secured

by pawning his sick wife's ring. His

heading, as I remember it, ran some-

thing like this: "Mothers, ten cents

may save your baby's life." And the

mothers responded until, in five years,

the man was a millionaire.

I remember one night in my own
career when a business battle seemed
lost. Man after man had fallen down
on the problem ; and I, not realizing

the difficulties, had played too weak a

hand. Every dollar that I had in the

world was at stake, my prestige and
my future. The morrow, unless we
could meet a certain note, meant as-

signment. And the immediate future,

in any event, meant utter defeat, un-

less more effective advertising could

be evolved.

That night I walked the streets

until midnight—until I evolved an ad-

vertising idea, born of sheer despera-

tion. The next day we put that idea

into effect, and the results were im-

mediate. The tide turned at once,

and then it rolled on until it became
one of the greatest advertising suc-

cesses.

We do not often confront quite

such a desperate stage. But I never

undertake an important campaign
until I become so committed—have
my reputation so greatly involved

—

have so many good friends looking to

me to make good—that failure would
amount to little less than a tragedy.

We cannot be successful in any-

thing these days if we attempt it in a

half-hearted way. The battle is too

severe : competition too strenuous.

There is no success which is not built

up of the red blood, the vital force and
the compelling personality of the man
behind it.

I know a man who knows nothing

of grammar ; a man who can't spell ; a

man whose writing looks like nothing

we've seen since the days of Horace
Greeley. Yet that man has become a

tremendous factor in advertising

through the dominant power of en-

thusiasm.

I know another man for whose abil-

ity every ad-writer has the utmost re-

spect. I have had occasion at times

to take up lines that he dropped, and

I tremble when I come to compete

with him. His pen is as all-powerful

as an Aladdin's Lamp.

But I have known that man to wait

two months before he put a word to

paper. I have known him to follow

canvassers, day after day, to learn

their effective arguments. I have

known him to read volumes of mat-

ter, until he lived and breathed the

subject in question. Then, when he

finally came to write the advertise-

ment, the veins in his forehead stood

out to the point of bursting.

Such is the price of success. The
men who take things easy—who mix
business and pleasures—will tell you

that such men are devils when one

comes to compete with them. Lucky
is the advertiser who can get such a

man on his side.

This afternoon I saw on my desk a

copy of Printers' Ink. And I glanced

at an article, written by an eastern

advertising man, on the advertising

expert. It went on to say that no ad-

vertising expert could hope to be re-

sponsible for more than one great

success.

I rubbed my eyes and looked at the

date of the magazine. It was not, as

you may suppose, dated twenty years

ago. it bore a date in December,

1908. The writer of the article may
be a Rip Van Winkle, living in the

long ago. But the magazine that

printed it is a magazine of to-day, and

one of the best of its class.

I believe that most of you in th*

East have outgrown such ideas. Cer-

tainly we have in the West. Our last

advertising expert hasn't been heard

of for more than fifteen years. Those
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that are left of us in the ad-writing
field are simply salesmen in print.

We have ceased to regard the ad-
vertising field as a sort of Monte
Carlo. We no longer look upon great
success as an accident. This man says
'that no advertising men can achieve
more than one great success. He
might as well say that a competent
salesman can sell only one line of
goods. It is bosh. I know an ad-
writer, whose name you never heard,
who is responsible, on the average,
for one success every month.
Not every article can attain a great

sale. Not every article is wanted at

all. But a man who can't sell what is

salable—who can't succeed where suc-
cess is a possibility—would never live

long in the advertising field in

Chicago.

If the writer of this article is here
to-night, I trust he will pardon my
seeming severity. An article like that
in Printers' Ink is like a Mother Goose
tale in the Outlook. We in the West
are doing business-like advertising.
Without theories and without hallu-
cinations, we are selling what we have
to sell. And these childish echoes of
the long ago jangle on our ears.

Sometimes the solution of an ad-
vertising problem means the complete
revolution of existing business meth-

ods. Sometimes it involves vast

knowledge of competition—of what
others are doing and what others have
done. Then we need a wider knowl-
edge and a broader experience than

any one man can have.

We look at advertising, as it exists

to-day, as the sum of many experi-

ences, many ideas. And we realize

that it requires a many-man power
to do better than has been done. So
we combine our powers. We bring

to bear on the problems before us a

wealth of experienced ability.

No man can say of any of our
greatest successes, "I am responsible

for it." No one man is capable of

doing all that is needed to create a

success to-day. We each do our
share, but none can say what the re-

sult might have been without the con-

tributions of others.

Our best men are not egotists. We
realize the tremendous stakes for

which we are playing, and the weak-
ness of one-man power. Our minds
are but finite, while our problems are

infinite. We are men of limited ideas

and experiences in an unlimited world.

So. forgetting ourselves—discarding

all thought of personal credit—we call

on others for all the help they can
give us. That is the main reason

for every great success that I know.

Choosing a Vocation

By Lord Chesterfield

It is very certain that no man is fit for everything; but it is equally
certain, that there is scarcely one man who is not fit for something
which Nature plainly points out to him by giving him a tendency and
propensity to it. I look upon common sense to be to the mind what
conscience is to the heart—the faithful and constant monitor of what
is right or wrong. And I am convinced that no man commits either

a crime or a folly but against the manifest and sensible representations

of the one or the oilier. Every man finds in himself, either from nature

ducation—for they arc hard to distinguish—a peculiar bent and dis-

ition to some particular character; and his struggling against it is

the fruitless and endless labor of Sisyphus. Let him follow and cultivate

that vocation ; he will succeed in it, and be considerable in one way at

least; whereas, if he departs from it, he will, at best, be inconsiderable,

probablv ridiculous,
m



From a Recent N'ewspaper Print

The Future

of

Lord Milner

LONDON DAILY MAIL

CONSPICUOUSLY absurd
among spurious phrases is the

remark that no man is indis-

pensable. The mere mediocrity,

doubtless, is what he is because we
may regard him as a "standardized"

man. He is interchangeable at any
moment with his like. Every person-

ality that counts is unique. In public

affairs the truly great man is, in the

strictest sense, indispensable, and
leaving him unemployed is like leav-

ing Niagara unharnessed.

Now, in intellect, fibre, vision, in

the deep and controlled passion which
goes with natural fidelity of purpose

and sustains the moral vitality of a

man through the effort of years, the

characteristics of Lord Milner are

nothing less than those of greatness.

Among the ordinary race of politi-

cians who rise to high office by luck,

talent, or connection he stands apart,

but he stands like Saul.

England is not so poor in men, even

upon the L'nionist side in politics, as

she sometimes affects to think. But
were our reserves of personality even

richer than they are, we could no
more do without Lord Milner than

the continent of big things can dupli-

cate Niagara. Yet the revival of his

star is a little curious, for it followed

a short period of eclipse, which was
somewhat his own fault. It is hardly

a twelvemonth ago since Taper and
Tadpole shook their heads upon the

subject and looked extremely solemn
and very wise. At one time they had
been indiscriminate in the praises of

the ex-High Commissioner. Now
they felt a change of wind. They
ceased to mention him in public and
commenced to whisper about him in

private. Several names were men-
tioned for the Colonial Office in the

next Administration, but not his. It

was said that he did not get on well

with Mr. Balfour, and that in a per-

verse and unyielding mood he might
hold altogether aloof from the next
Unionist Government.
Quite in the last few weeks the

miasma of all this opportunist gossip

has been swept away. Taper and
Tadpole have veered again. This
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time their forecasts for Lord Milner's
future are wholly favorable. They
recognize, what the whole Unionist
Party feels, that Lord Milner, if health
be granted to him, will be the brain-
carrier of Imperial policy for the next
twenty years. Within that time the
Empire as it exists will assuredly be
mended or ended.

Lord Milner cannot be less than
second even in the next Unionist Gov-
ernment. In any Unionist Govern-
ment thereafter he will probably be
first, and this because Mr. Chamber-
lain's mantle has unmistakably fallen
upon him. While other politicians

have been necessarily entangled in all

the miscellaneous matters of passing
controversy, Lord Milner, with that
concentrated look of his, has devoted
himself with all his extraordinary
power of unsparing application and
continuous thought to the study of the
Imperial problem in all its main
aspects.

"Seekest thou great things, seek
them not." In the spirit of that
searching counsel Lord Milner is

steeped. Because no vulgar ambition
is his, he is the greater, and the great
things must come to him. This has
been proved recently in a very inter-
esting way. The key to political

power in this country is the confi-
dence of the colonies That was Mr.
Chamberlain's possession. It is now
Lord Milner's; but he has suddenly
secured it without searching for it.

He went to Canada, not at all with
any self-conscious design of magnify-
ing his influence at home. He went
there just to see the land, and to con-
vince the people of the Dominion of
the earnestness of our purposes. Yet
the journey was from every point of
view a master-stroke, such as no
merely egoistic politician could have
devised, for no less profoundly sin-
cere mind could have created an equal
moral effect across the Atlantic.
The task of our generation is to

save the Empire that Chatham won.
And it will be saved, if at all, precisely
where it was won. In Chatham's
time the fight for British America was
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the fight for the world. In our time
the question of Canada is the ques-
tion of Empire.
For Canada is the keystone. Pull

that out, and the whole fabric of the
Empire crashes. Either there will be
established within the next few years
an Imperial Union upon the basis of
commercial preference, or there will
be set up as between the republic and
the Dominion a process of trade-
reciprocity leading gradually but in-
evitably to the creation of one vast
North American Zollverein, stretch-
ing from Panama to the Yukon, which
would reduce the relative naval and
commercial power of the Mother
Country to insignificance for ever.
That and nothing less is the issue
that trembles in the scales. We can-
not be certain that the Imperial cause
will not kick the beam. The next
general election in this country—dan-
gerously delayed, in any case, as it

now promises to be—will resolve the
doubt for good and all.

Meanwhile every feather's weight
of influence that the Mother Country
can throw into the balance on the
right side is valuable. Every sov-
ereign invested in Canada tells. Visits
paid by English statesmen might have
'been made to tell enormously. There
were no such visits. Canada, which
may be reached comfortably in a
week, was as consistently ignored by
our public men as though it were in

Jupiter or Saturn. And yet, as has
justbeen explained, Canada holds the
casting vote in a cause as momentous
as history has ever decided. That
casting vote will decide absolutely
whether the Empire is to be organiz-
ed or dissolved, and whether the
Mother-country can maintain, even
into the second quarter of the twen-
tieth century, her place as a
Great Power, as well as whether
Canada is to retain and de-
velop her own splendid national iden-
tity or to be merged at last in a wider
United States.

Lord Milner's journey broke the
traditional boycott. He went from
ocean to ocean before opening his
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mouth in public. Then he went back
from shore to shore, mikmg speeches
in the chief centres of Canadian life

and thought. It was speaking such as
Canada had never heard before. Pas-
cal's words apply to Lord Milner as

exactly as they can ever have applied
to anyone. He has "the eloquence
which scorns to be eloquent." He is

not rhetorical, yet he is not cold. He
is profoundly earnest, yet he is not
vehement. He is not elaborate, yet
he is thorough. Fundamental brain-
work is the very stuff of his speeches

;

and yet it would be impossible to con-
ceive a stranger simplicity of words.
Lord Milner is ordinarily no orator.
He said years ago when he was a
parliamentary candidate that before
the divine fire possessed him "he had
to be hit in the eye." That is still

' true. And then, indeed, his academic
restraint departs, all his powers are
liberated, and he. is extremely formid-
able. When he is moved no man can
be more moving. Lord Milner's
speeches in Canada were a public edu-
cation. They revived the Imperial
cause. At a critical moment, upon
the very eve of tariff revision in

Washington, they saved the immediate
situation. The Dominion will not, for
some time yet, conclude with the
United States any reciprocity ar-
rangement to the prejudice of prefer-
ence. Rut the second "missionary of
Empire," fit successor to the first," not
only revealed to the people of the
Dominion the real state of public
opinion in this country. He revealed
himself.

Lord Milner came back a few
weeks ago with the confidence of
Canada behind him. Consider what

that means. In South Africa even
the Dutch, now that they have taken
over the government, are finding that
they must build more and more to
Lord Milner's designs and upon the
solid foundations he laid. He is far
nearer to Australian ideals, military
and social, as embodied by a man like
Mr. Deakin, than is any other English
statesman.

In Egypt he acquired an unsur-
passed insight into the whole spirit
and system of our Eastern administra-
tion, and thus he "divines India" as
Alexander Hamilton divined Europe,
to recall Talleyrand's celebrated
phrase. And now he has the special
support of the community holding the
casting vote in the whole Imperial
problem—Canada. If national mili-
tary training were the first construc-
tive work of the Unionist Party, Lord
Milner and no other would be the
next War Minister, for he is far more
competent than any other man to
make an end of make-believe, and
once for all to create a new military
system upon a broad national basis.
As preference comes first, as that
cause must be won before the ground
can be cleared for other issues, Lord
Milner's destiny is determined. Were
he in the House of Commons he would
be beyond all question Chancellor of
the Exchequer.

But though it cannot fall to him on
the floor of the House of Commons
to fight and carry the tariff, he will
have, with Mr. Balfour, the chief
hand in framing it. Lord Milner, as
Secretary of the Colonies, must hold
a place no less commanding in the
next Unionist Cabinet than Mr.
Chamberlain held in the last.

Learn Thoroughly

The vital study for the employe is to learn everything touching his
position quickly and thoroughly, to adapt himself 'as nearly as is in
his power to the demands made on him. to catch the pace of the
workers about him, be it fast or slow, and to accommodate himself in
every thought and action to the standards of the deoartmenl as he finds
it.



The Model Factory of the Aylmer Condensed Milk Company

What a Pure Milk Supply Means

By G. B. VAN BLARICOM.

WITH the opening of new dis-

tricts and the extension

of settlement, civilization

crowds upon the heels of the ex-

plorer, the pioneer or the pathfinder.

He cannot get away from the older

parts of mother earth and its pro-

ducts as easily as he supposes. Con-

veniences and comforts come to him

unbidden and relieve existence in

rough lands and lonely stretches of

much dreariness and many draw-

backs. The means of sustenance, the

luxuries of the farm and garden, the

orchard and field, are at hand, no

matter where the foot of man may
penetrate or how barren or unyield-

ing may be the face of nature.

Whether in the frozen area of the

far north, the rocky region of the

extreme west, the inmost depth of

the virgin forest or delving in the

bowels of mineralized strata, gas-

tronomic wants may be supplied as

easily and inexpensrveTy and in

ISO

equally as great variety, purity and

abundance as on the table at home
or in the hotels and boarding houses

of a big city.

The news story of how products

so rich and rare are brought to the

miner, the trapper, the hunter, the

lumberman, the explorer and the

sailor forms a theme of intense in-

terest as evidencing the advance-

ment of the age and the creative

genius of man and, in this respect,

it may be remarked that invention

has shown no greater achievement

than in the line of canned and

condensed foods.

How has all this been accomplish-

ed and how has the demand for this

class of foodstuffs been met? Com-
paratively few, for instance, know
anything of the care, cleanliness and

skill with which evaporated cream

is placed on the market. The un-

sweetened product can be bought

from ocean to ocean and the brand

Busy Man's Magazine Advertising Section.
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known as Canada First, made by the
Aylmer Condensed Milk Company,
Limited, of Aylmer, Ontario, is seen
and used everywhere.

The other day I paid a visit to
Aylmer and was surprised at the ex-
tent and substantial character of
their factory, a splendidly equipped,
fireproof structure of cement blocks
and pressed brick, having a Moor
space of about 55,000 square feet.

Although in operation only a year
and a half, some 125 persons are em-
ployed in the preparation of Canada
First Evaporated Cream and Can-
ada First Condensed Milk. I found
that both products are treated in a

similar manner, only that the latter

is preserved by the addition of pure
granulated sugar. There is no finer

dairying or more famous corn grow-
ing centre than the fertile district

surrounding the prosperous town of
Aylmer. Aylmer corn is celebrated
from one end of Canada to the other.
I learned that the factory has con-
tracts with no less than three hun-
dred progressive dairymen for its

daily supply of rich pure milk and
that the most rigid inspection and
supervision are observed. Two men
are constantly visiting the stables
and herds to see that all regulations
are strictly carried out. The com-
pany requires that all stables be
thoroughly whitewashed and clean-
ed, the manure being removed twice
a day. The same care and attention
have to be bestowed on the milking
utensils. As each animal is milked
the lacteal fluid must be removed im-
mediately from the stable. It thus
absorbs no taint or odor. Every
farmer is supplied with an improved
Aerator and Cooler over which the
milk passes so that all animal heat
is removed. It is then kept in a milk
house in cans, which are placed in
ice cold water. But these are bv no
means all the precautions taken. The
different herds are inspected several
times a year to see that all cows
are entirely free from disease. A few
weeks ago, when the foot and mouth

malady broke out across the border,
a Government inspector went
through the district and made a thor-
ough examination of all animals but
no trace of this or any other disease
could be found. The "water and food
supplies are also looked after and
the herds fed principally on corn,
the farmers not being allowed to
give their animals turnips or any
other root that is in the least objec-
tionable. But inspection does not
even end here. When the milk ar-
rives at the factory it is subjected
to a severe test to see that it is rich
in solids and butter fats—free from
all contamination—and in as perfect
a condition as scrupulously clean
methods, modern appliances, and
scientific precautions can make it.

Thus the company procure as pure
milk as it is possible to obtain. The
contents of the cans, after being
weighed, go into the receiving tanks
and all the cans are thoroughly
cleaned and sterilized in the factory
before returned to the dairv. After
this extreme care has been exercised
it would be supposed that the fresh
milk was all that could be desired,
but it is now an acknowledged fact
that all milk, even if produced with
the precautions alreadv described, is
alive with bacteria. Before being put
on the market, therefore, Canada
First brands of Evaporated Cream
and Condensed Milk go through a
most thorough sterilizing process to
render them free from all bacteria.

A tour of the factory I found most
instructive and interesting, and the
process, from the time the milk is

received until it is converted into the
finished product, is one worth wit-
nessing. From the receiving room
the milk passes into the huge sani-
tary tanks of the cooling and purify-
ing department. There it is held un-
til ready to pass into the condensing
department, where by the most mod-
ern sanitary machinery it is greatly
reduced in consistency by evapora-
tion in vacuuo. From here the milk
goes into the filling department
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where automatically every can is

filled, each containing- the same
quantity. The cans, after being her-

metically sealed by special machin-

ery, are next conveyed to the steri-

lizing department where they go

through a secret process which ren-

ders the milk entirely free from germ
life and puts it in a more digestible

condition than fresh milk by great-

ly softening the casein. The milk

i? then held in the factory from

thirty to sixty days to ensure it be-

ing in a perfect condition before it

is placed on the market. This, in

brief, is how the milk is transferred

from the cow to the can in such a

clean and sanitary manner, and is

never touched by hand.

Canada Evaporated Cream is rich-

er in butter fat and phosphate pro-

perties than ordinary cream because

all the solids are retained. It is com-
pletely free from germs, all harmful

bacteria being destroyed. Another
surprising fact is that two-thirds of

the time in the factory is taken up
in cleaning and sterilizing the tanks

and machinery. No machine is driv-

en by belts, electricity and gas pro-

ducer power being employed. It

may here be remarked that Canada
132

First Evaporated Cream and Canada
First Condensed Milk are made by
machinery all built in Canada from
plans and specifications specially

submitted by the Aylmer Condensed
Milk Co., except the power plant,

which was purchased in England.

The water supply of the company
is obtained from constantly flowing

artesian wells six miles from the fac-

tory and conducted by gravitation

to a concrete reservoir in front of

the building capable of holding 300,-

000 gallons. The water is used for

cooling purposes in the factory, and
also for cleaning the plant. In the

latter process no soaps or acids are

used, only pure clean water and
steam.

In the introduction ot any new,
convenient and improved product
there are naturally barriers of pre-

judice and hurdles of distrust. These,
however, have been overcome long

ago with respect to evaporated
cream, and the product is now much
more popular than ordinary cream,
not to speak of its numerous other

advantages. Cream rising from milk
ha-- from fourteen to eighteen per-

cent. butler fat, while Canada First

Evaporated Cream shows about
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thirty-two per cent, of total solids.

It is put up in three different sizes

and by being diluted is suitable for

all purposes for which milk is adapt-

ed. Thus it is cleaner, richer and
healthier. The typhoid outbreaks,

which occurred some time ago in

Montreal and Chicago, were shown
to be directly traceable to an impure
milk supply. In the city of Xew
York to-day there is as much con-
densed cream consumed as there is

of ordinary fresh milk or cream,
and in other cities this sanitary pre-

paration is rapidly supplanting de-

leterious and tainted supplies from
dairies.

Every can of Canada First Eva-
porated Cream is guaranteed abso-
lutely pure. It contains the fats,

solids and a small portion of water
of pure milk only, making it in every
way wholesome and digestible. It

can be and is used in all climes and
constitutes a perfect food for min-
ers, hunters, lumbermen, explorers

and fishermen as well as for the or-

dinary household. All alike enjoy
its richness, purity and strength.

While the sweetened product—Can-
ada First Condensed Milk preserved
by the addition of pure granulated
sugar—is used in many communities
to a large extent, it is to-day being
replaced in many others by the un-

sweetened product—Canada First

Evaporated Cream—which is pre-

served by the scientific application

o* heat alone, and put up in air-tight

sanitary cans without any solder or

acids being used.

While advancement goes steadily

011 the Aylmer Condensed Milk Co.

is in the very forefront of the pro-

cession, its energies and output be-

ing directed by Mr. H. W. Knight,
general manager and superintendent.

In an extensive experience covering
a period of twelve years in some of

the largest factories in the world.

he has a thorough acquaintance in

the manufacture of sweetened and
unsweetened milk, and has mastered
every detail of the business. The
company is in a fortunate position

in several other respects, being locat-

ed in one of the finest corn growing
and pasture sections of Canada. Mr.
Knight has carried the organization
far beyond the experimental stage

and its products, Canada First

Evaporated Cream and Canada First

Condensed Milk, are sold not only
in every province of the Dominion
but in foreign countries as well,

while each succeeding month reveals

a wonderful increase in the output
of and demand for these goods that

in quality, richness and in vigo rating

element-; lead all other-.

Hugh Chalmers of Detroit

And hi- Two Pets, die "Thirty" ;ui<i "Forty'
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The Awakening of the Northwest. William Al-

len—Van Norden (March.)

Municipal and Local Government.

Shall We Burn the Court House ? Melville Post

—Pearson's.

What Industrial Civilization May do to Men.

Edwin Bjorkman—World's Work.

How Boston Goes About Civic Improvement-
Craftsman.

Nature and Outdoor Life.

The Part Played by the Forests in Everyday

Life—Suburban Life.

Political and Commercial.

Ministers and Their Critics. E. T. Cook—(on

lorary Review.

The Morocco Agreement. Dr. E. J. Dillon—

Contemporary Rev.

in Transformation. Cyrus C. Adams-
Am. Rev. of Revs.

Thi ..,. Qnion Among the States. W. J. Mc

Gee—Am. Rev. of Revs.

What is Britain Really Doing in India Am
Rev. of Revs.

Cabinet Changes in Turkey—Am. Rev. of Revs.

ration ol British Africa—Am. Rev. of Revs.



CONTENTS OF APRIL MAGAZINES

Sicily : The Land of Unrest. Emily James Put-

nam—Putnam's.
The Ultimate Race Problem. Kelly Miller—At-

lantic Mthly.

Fur Traders as Empire Builders. Charles M.
Harvey—Atlantic Mthly.

Does Japanese Trade Endanger the Peace of

Asia ? Adachi Kinnosuke—World's Work.
San Francisco Against the Nation for the Yose-

mite. E. F. Strother—World's Work.
Progress in American Cities. William Allen

White—American.

Prosperity and the Tariff. Martin Ilsen—
Moody's Mag. (March).

The Development of Mexico Under Diaz. Elisha

Talbot—Moody's Mag.
Imperial Federation and Social Reform—Empire

Rev. (March).

Lord Morley's Indian Reforms. Sir Andrew
Fraser—Empire Rev. (March).

The Labor Party in Parliament—Fortnightly

Rev. (March).

Imperial Telegraphy at a Popular Tariff. Chas.

Bright—Fort. Rev. (March).

Railroad and Transportation.

The Heart of the Railroad Problem. Charles

Edward Russell—Hampton's Broadway.
Safety of Travel on the Modern Liner. E. A.

Steven6—Am. Rev. of Revs.

The Motor Car and Its Owner. Ralph Estep

—

Am. Rev. of Revs.

Employes as Partners in Railroad Interests

—

Am. Rev. of Revs.

The Automobile as the Agent of Civilization.

Will Barry—Overland Mthly.

An Auto Suggestion. Edward I. Farrington

—

Suburban Life.

The Railroads and Efficiency of Service. James
0. Fagan—Atlantic Mthly.

The Panama Railroad. Ernest Cawcroft—Book-

Keeper (March).

Religion.

Religion and Temperament. George Hodges

—

Atlantic Mthly.

TheSpiritual Unrest. Ray Stannard Baker

—

American.

The Hero as Missionary. George Brown, D.D.

—

The Young Man, (March.)

Spiritual Interviews.—The Young Man, (March.)

The Candor of the New Testament—Living Age
(March 13.)

On Christian N'amePlaces—Living Age (Mch 13.)

A Fourteenth Century Life of Christ—Living

Age, (March 6.)

The American Passion For Righteousness—Cur-

rent Literature (March.)

Science and Invention.

Men of the Wireless : the "Hurry Call" of the

Sea and Those Who Send It. Arthur Smith
—Putnam's.

Making Rivers Work. John L. Matthews—
Everybody's.

The Panama Canal and the American Institute

of Mining Engineers—Outlook, (March 6.)

Harnessing Wind for Generating Electricity-
Chambers' Journal (March.)

Chance and the Inventor—Scrap Book, (March.)
Copper Sheets and Wire Direct from Raw Ore.

F. A. Talbot—Technical World. (March.)
Engineering Progress—Technical World, (March.)
Marvels of Modern Surgery. C. F. Carter-

Technical World (March.)

Genius Discovers New Motive Power. Edwin
Wildman—Technical World (March.)

Conquering the Ocean's Perils. Gustav Schwab
—Van Norden's (March.)

Sports and Pastimes.

Canoe and Pack Strap. A. J. Algate—Rod and
Gun.

A Fishing Trip up the River Mersey, N.S. H.
H. Burnaby—Rod and Gun.

A Moose Hunt in New Brunswick—Rod and
Gun.

Bass Fishing in Florida. Ezra P. Young—Rod
and Gun.

A Nova Scotian Fishing Experience. Iir.rold

Whidden—Rod and Gun.
A Ladies' Moose Hunt in New Brunswick—Rod

and Gun.

When the President Plays Golf. E. A. Fowler-
Suburban Life.

Concerning Winter Sport. George Cecil—Eng-
lish Illustrated (March).

Americans at Play—World To-day.

Hunting Wolves by Automobile. Charles Noreau
Harger—World To-Day.

The American Chariot Races. Charles Fred-

erick Holder—World To-Day.

A Hunting Trip in British Columbia. Lord
Hindlip— Travel and Exploration.

Racing : Past and Future—Badminton (March).

-Motoring in the Alps. Charles L. Freeston

—

Badminton (March).

Making an Artificial Trout Stream—Coun. Life

in America.

Hunting in British East Africa. Percy C. Ma-
deira—Metropolitan.

The Stage.

How I Built My Theatre. Maxine Elliott-

Woman's Home Comp.
Hope for American Drama. Littell McClung—

Sunset (March).

The Founders of French Opera. Rupert Hughes

—

Smith's Magazine.

Theatrical Art Studies—Smith's Mag.
• From the Latest Plays—People's.

The Decline of the Stage Villain—Barnett Frank-
lin—Overland Mthly.

The London Stage. Oscar Parker—English Il-

lustrated (March).

New York the Greatest Opera City in the

World. W. J. Henderson—World's Work.
IV,
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Ambitions : a Chronicle of the Hopes of Four-

teen of our Popular Actresses—Bohemian.

The Drama of the Slums. John Corbin—Sat.

Evening Post (March 20).

Travel and Description.

Across France in a Motor Car. Amy Gretton—
Travel and Exploration.

Servia From Within. Arnold White—London
Mag. (March).

What Mr. Roosevelt May See in South Africa.

Sir H. H. J ohnstonr—Youth's Comp.
Into Africa With Roosevelt. Edward B. Clark

—Am. Rev. of Revs.

A New Brunswick Lost Lake Found. Arthur L.

Slipp. LL.B.—Rod and Gun.

A Day at "The Orifice." C. J. Mitchell—Rod
and Gun.

A Day in the North Woods.

—Rod and Gun.

The Speed Mania of the Sea.

staffe—Travel Mag.

Foreign Shops that Allure

Lounsberry—Travel Mag.
The Panama Canal. Forbes

Mag.
Gibralter : the Lock of the Mediterranean.

Charles Neville Buck—Travel Mag.
Through Darkest Africa. Arthur W. Page—Tra-

vel Mag.
The Romance of the Volga River. Harry De

Windt—Travel Mag.
Travel Letters. Charles Lorrimer—Overland

Mthly.

My Escape From Tenement. Life to Arcadia.

Delia Fenton—Suburban Life.

Day and Night in Venice. Katherine Bethune

Ellis—English Illus.

Charles Cameron

William De Wag-

Americans. Alice

Lindsay—Travel

Motoring in Many Lands. H. Massac Buish

—

Travel and Exploration.

Idle Days in Southern Spain. S. L. Bensusan

—Travel and Exploration.

Mogador : A Potential Winter Resort—Cham-
bers' Journal (March.)

Something About Sicily—Chambers' Journal

(March.)

Women and the Home.

Problems of the Business Girl—Woman's Home
Comp.

The Business Girl's Clothes. Anna Steese Rich-

ardson—Woman's Home Comp.
The Money Question Between Husband and

Wife—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Best Books for Young Home-Makers. Ham-
ilton W. Mabee—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

How a Girl Can Live in a Small Room. Laura
A. Smith—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Canning of Vegetables. Mrs. S. T. Roer

—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Right Way to Select Furniture. Vesper

Lincoln George—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

The Poor Tools that Women Use—Ladies Home
Jrnl.

The Proper Way to Make Tea. Olive Brown
Sarre—Ladies' Home Jrnl.

Women in the Making of America. H. Adding-

ton Bruce—Smith's.

The Women Who Work for Us. Anna O'Hagan
—Smith's.

The Woman's Invasion. William Hard—Every-
body's.

Why Women Should Vote. Evelyn Sharp—Loo-

don Mag. (March).
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LADY'S OR
MAN'S WATCH
Given free for selling crar Vege*
table and Flower Seeds
Do iiut miss this chance. Watches
are guaranteed silver nickel, man's given for selling *3 00
worth, and lady's f, ,r seUing*3.50 worth. Seeds areall assorted
varieties, both flower and vegetable sell in Sc (small) and 10c,
(large) packages, and sell very fast. Send your name and
^fes^. w nte to-day. A postcard will do. The Reli-able Premium Co. Dept- Z . 'Waterloo, Out. 27

The Longley Tours to Everywhere

Orient and Austria, 5450 to 5800 June 26. North Cape
and Norway, 5800, June 24. Great Britain, Switzerland
and Italy, 5250 to 5435. June 12. 24. 26, July 3. Lake Dis-
tricts of Austria and England, Automobile and Coaching
Tours. Eastern Europe and Palestine, Good hotels, exper-

ienced conductor?. Ye Rhine and Holland. The best of travel.

S. H. LONGLEY. 314 Main Street. Worcester. Mass'

TRY
SOME

The Ingersoll

Packing Co.'s

Cngltsf)

2Breafe=

fast

$£ar.on

is the ideal breakfast dish for the

busy man. Tender, juicy, perfect

in flavor.

Guaranteed sugar cured.

Sold by all good grocers.

The
Ingersoll Packing Co.

Limited

Ingersoll, Ontario, Canada

Western Agents

MASON & HICKEY
Wininpeg. Man.

A YEAR

t'h

n
eREAL estate
BUSINESS

Are you ambitious? Write us to-day

Free 40 Page Book
We will teach you, by mail, the Real Estate, General

Brokerage and Insurance business and appoint you our

Co-Operative Representative
in your own town.
We are the oldest and largest co-operative real

estate company in

CANADA
Representatives are making $2,000 to $10,000 a year

without capital.

One student, upon completing his course, and without
capital, made a profit of $2,714 in his first month s work.

Be Your Own Master
Good judgment and ordinary education and ambition

with our course of instruction, will quickly win for you
an independent life.

Free legal advice to each representative.

\m\imii,ri\,\uim7R
CENTRAL OFFICE .

TRADERS BANK BLOC.

TORONTO, O nt.

WESTERN OFFICE.
MCOOUCALI, BLOCK.
CALGARY. Alta.

SIMMERS'

ESTABLISHED 1556

WE 1 i - 1 in our new 19*9 catalogue a selec-

tion of the newest and most up-to-date
Field, Vegetable and Flower Seeds, and

the old and well-tried varieties are by QO
mean- neglected. It is only by constant selec-

tion arid hybridization thai the -train- of the
old favorites arc improved.

We have been in the Seed business for over
50 years, and the re- nit- of our efforts are de-
tailed in our New Seed Hook. We venture to
state that our catalogue will be found amine of
Information. It is particularly easy to ref< rto
A-k for one. A post card will do.

J. A. SIMMERS
Seeds, Bulbs and Plants,

TORONTO, - ONTARIO



Improvements in Office Devices

A New Fastener.

A RATHER unique device in the form of

a fastener is being put on the market by
the Pull-Fastener Company. The manu-

facturers claim that it saves both time and

money and can be easily verified by a single

demonstration. There are five distinct opera-

tions necessary to tie a parcel with a string

or tape. Not so with the Pull-Fastener. All

that is necessary is to place the fastener around

the package and pull, a single operation. In

The Pull-Fastener

addition to simplifying the task of wrapping it

does it quicker and better. Fasteners of all

kinds and to suit every purpose are being

manufactured by the Pull-Fastener Company.

New Envelope is Thief-proof.

A new envelope made in Paris is proof against

the thief or the meddler who opens a letter to

extract or read its contents and then reseals

it so cleverly as to hide any sign of it having

been tampered with.

The new envelope is n envelopes.

is of thin paper, one a pronounced blue.

the other lighter in color and different in tex-

ture. Each has a gummed Bap.

The letter is first placed in the blue envelope,

which is slightly smaller than the other. In-

stead of sealing this it is placed in tt,,- outer

envelope and the inner flap brought outside and

gummed down on to the larger envelope.

The outer flap is still unsealed. It is much
140

larger than the inner flap and reaches down
to a good-sized star-shaped opening, which

shows through to the inner envelope, so that

when the outer flap is sealed it sticks not orly

to the outer envelope but also through this

opening to the inner one. The letter is thus

practically locked and double locked.

The Taxi-Typewriter.

Although the slot machine principle has been

adopted in hundreds of different ways in the

past few years, especially on such devices as

gas meters, weighing machines, vending ma-

chines and innumerable other devices, the type-

writer which would give service by the half

hour, hour or day by means of a coin dropped

into the slot has been slow in making its ap-

pearance. Sooner or later it had to come, how-

ever, and it will soon be possible for the pub-

lic to drop a dime and tap the keys in hotel,

club or railway station or wherever the ma-

chines can be of service.

Variously known as the "slot typewriter," the

"dime in the slot machine," etc., this sugges

tion in the typewriter field has at last been

brought to that degree of practicability that the

machines are now ready for instalation. the

rights to the manufacture of the machine hav-

ing been acquired by the Underwood Typewrit-

er Company from the inventor, Harry Bates.

The demand for typewriters for public use for

short intervals led Mr. Bates to conceive the

idea of an automatic device which would en-

able the public to get service on the machines

for a small fee, and the invention of the slot

typewriter was the result.

The various pointf at which these machines

will be installed will be known as Underwood

pay stations, and it is believed that within a

few years such pay stations will be as well

known as the modern telephone pay stations

now are. Through this scheme the traveling

lie will be enabled to obtain the use of

riters at intervals of a half hour any

til.. <,f the day or night in any public place.

The sl.it devie. is attached to the machine on

the right-hand side. As the dime is dropped

in and a lever is pulled, the bell rings notify-

ing the prospective user that the machine is un-

locked. At the end of a half-hour period the

I,. 11 rings again and the machine is automa-

t.icallv locked.
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OUR NEW

Loose-Leaf Ledger
is the only Direct Screw Pressure Binder on the market. The mechanism is

simple, durable, and very strong, gripping the leaves with tremendous force.

Moreover, this Ledger really locks, with a key, of which no one else has a duplicate.

It does not simply show when the Ledger has been tampered with, but absolutely

prevents anyone, except the man who holds the special key, from taking out a single

leaf. It gives real security.

Let us show you its advantages, and quote you prices, before you place your ledger

order.

If it's Order Systems, Purchase Invoice, Bill and Charge, or any other Accounting
Systems you need, we can give y

rou the finest goods at prices that are right.

'Phone Main 5383 Order Department, Main 306

CANADA LOOSE-LEAF CO.
Limited

Head Office and Factory - - 115 Youville Square, Montreal

VANCOUVER TORONTO QUEBEC ST. JOHN, N.B.

Wm. Briggs' New Publications

Your Boy, His Nature and Nurture, By Dr.

George A. Dickinson. Profusely illustrated with

pictures on all phases of boy life. Cloth 81.00.

Child of Destiny, By William J. Fischer. Illus-

trated, Cloth SI. 25.

Heroines of Canadian History, By W. L. Herring-

ton. Cloth :50c.

Our Publications for sale at all Booksellers.

William Briggs, Publisher and Bookseller
TORONTO ONTARIO

When writing; advertisers kindly mention Busy Man's.
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No Need of Further Dread of Sea Travel

When will the age of discovery cease ? One

of the most marvelous discoveries of late is

that of Mr. T. B. Mothersill, a Canadian, of

a positive cure for sea-sickness. Mr. Mothersill

has just completed a series of demonstrations

Mr. T. B. Mothersill

of his discovery on the English and Irish Chan-

nels and the Baltic, with absolute success, with

the result that practically the whole press of

Great Britain and Scandinavia have devoted

much space to this remarkable discovery, and all

pronounce it a complete success. How the news

of this will be appreciated and welcomed by

thousands who always dread a journey on the

water and even on trains and other public con-

veyances which frequently cause sea-sickness. Mr.

Mothersill found the cause of this illness was

the up-setting of the balancing nerves, which

are situated at the back of the inner ear : these

nerves becoming disturbed through unaccustom-

ed motion, react on the nerves of the stomach,

thus producing headache, nausea and other un-

pleasant effects. After years of experimenting

with his medical friends and analytical chem-

ists an absolute cure was discovered. It is

made up in the form of two powders, one pink

and the other brown, contained in gelatine cap-

sules. These have been submitted to Sir Charles

Cameron. Dr. Milton L. Hersey and other emin-

ent analysts, who all pronounce them free from

cocaine, morphine. opium, chloral or other

alkaloids, and is of purely vegetable origin.

This remedy has been also thoroughly tested

on the Atlantic through large parties and in-

dividuals, among these may be mentioned, six

hundred delegates of the International Sunday

School Association, who went from Boston to

Rome and back; the Canadian Bisley Team, un-

der Lieut.-Col. Labelle; American Olympic Team

and many others who all pronounced it an

absolute preventative and cure, enabling them

to enjoy their meals and other pleasures of

sea travel to the full, without any unpleasant

after-effects.

We would advise all those who are afflicted

with sea and train sickness to write to Mother-

sill Remedy Co., Limited, Montreal or Detroit,

for their exceedingly neat booklet, with testi-

monials and press comments.

For your vacation this year take a trip on the

Merchants' Line Steamers
CITY OF OTTAWA and CITY OF MONTREAL

For all particulars apply to any a«ent of the Company,

GEO. SOMMERVILLE, Western Mgr. G. E. JAQUES & CO., Gen. Mgr.
TORONTO.

Phone M. 669.

MONTREAL.
Phone M. 768.

It is to your advantage to mention Busy Man's.
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Will You Accept This

Business Book if We
Send it Free?

Sign and mail the coupon below. Send no money

'

Take no risk!

One hundred and twelve of the world's master business

men have written ten books—2,079 pages—1,497 vital business

secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the best of all that they

know about
—Purchasing —Salesmanship
—Credits —Advertising
—Collections —Correspondence

—Accounting —Selling Plans
—Cost keeping —Handling Customers
-Organization —Office Systems
—Retailing —Short - cuts and
—Wholesaling Methods for every
—Manufacturing line and department
A 9,059-word booklet has been published describing, explaining, picturing

the work. Pages 2 and 3 tell about managing businesses great and small; pages
4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and with rock-bottom purchasing ; pages
6 and 7 with handling and training men : pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship, with
advertising, with the marketing of goods through salesmen, dealers and by
mail; pages 12 tola with the great problem of securing the highest market
price for your services—no matter what your line ; and the last page tells how
you may get a complete set—bound in handsome half morocco, contents in

colors—for less than your daily smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily
newspaper. Willyou read the book if -we send it /reef

Send no money. Simply sign the coupon,

—The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicago——i
If there are, in your books, any new ways to increase my business or

|my salary, I should like to know them. So send on your 16-pagf free I

id it. 97_, |

—Position-Getting
—Position-Holding

—Man-Handling
—Man-Training

—Business Generalship
—Competition Fighting
and hundreds and hun-
dreds of other vital busi-

ness subjects.

descriptive booklet.

Name

Address

Business_^_
Position

QUEENSLAND GENERAL BUSINESS CO.
MacDonnell Chambers, Queen St.

(Opposite G. P. O.)

Brisbane. Queensland.

Produce Brokers, Stock and Station Agents, Ship and
Insurance Brokers.

Agency required for first-class firms,
solicited.

Correspondence

AGENTS
Sell Patented Radiumite Self-

Honing Strop. Just being put

out as an agency proposition.

Strop covered by 16 patents.

A $2.00 razor free with every

strop sold. Strop retails for

$1.00. Millions being sold
and agents coining money.

Throw away old. worn-out pro-
positions for something new and
salable. F. J. King made 33 sales one
Saturday afternoon in two hours.
Outfit free.

Thomas Manufacturing Co.
919 Home Building Dayton, Ohio

Why You Should Have

Jaeger
Pure Wool Underwear

for Spring

The one thing of supreme importance

at this season is to get underwear which
will banish all bodily discomfort and
the possibility of getting a chill.

Jaeger Pure Wool Underwear is woven
from a very fine Australian wool (natural

color) noted for its soft and silky feel.

Australian Wool conserves the natural

warmth of the body and protects the

system against the sudden changes of

weather and temperature.

Every Jaeger garment is naturally porous

and sufficiently open in weave to allow

of perfect skin ventilation.

It keeps you cool during the warmth of

the day and protects against the chill

of evening.

That is the reason why it is so safe and

pleasant to wear Jaeger Underwear at

this season.

Jaeger Pure Wool Underwear is made
in various weights to suit the constitu-

tion of the wearer, and in all sizes, for

men, women and children.

Long and short sleeved vests.

Long and knee length pants.1

Write for illustrated catalogue.

Guaranteed against Shrinkage.

SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS iEVERYWHERE

Look for this Trade Mark

Dr. Jaegers Co.
Limited

JAEGER UNDERWEAR

316 St. Catherine St. W.
Montreal

10 Adelaide St. W.
Toronto

Steel Block, Portage Ave.
Winnipeg
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Drop a Line
to the General Passenger Dept.

Intercolonial Railway

Mondon, 7V.fi.

caught

and where

You can catch more
1 355

It is to your advantage to mention Busy Man's.
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